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PREFACE

In 1943 it was pr(qx)sed to present a Volume of Studies in Indology to

Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., B.L., Ph.D., D. Utt., on the completion of his 55th

year on the 25th October 1946. It is needless to recount the services of Dr.

Law to Ancient Indian History and Culture in general and Buddhistic

studies in particular. His persevering researches in Buddhistic and allied

subjects during the last quarter of a century have borne abundant fruit in

the form of a series of original studies replete with erudition and scholarship.

His valuable editions of Buddhist texts and translations have clarified

our understanding of Buddhist philosophy and religion. It is therefore in

the fitness of things that a volume of studies in Indology should be presented

to him as a mark of appreciation of his dynamic, selfless and scholarly work

and as a partial redemption of the debt of gratitude we owe to him. God

has fulfilled our desire and we express our gratitude to all those who have

extended their hearty co-operation, and to the Indian Research Institute

for urnlertaking to publish the Volume. At the same time we express our

de^ sorrow for some among the contributors who could not live to see the

bocrfc in print.

It is now for the public to judge how far we have succeeded in complet-

ing the Volume for presentation to a scholar of Dr. Law’s eminence.

D. R. Bhandarkar

B. M. Barua

K. A. Nilakanta Sastri

B. K. Ghosh

P. K. Gode

12-12-44.





BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

I

INTRODUCTORY

This Volume has been projected from a sense of duty which his many

friends and admirers feel that they owe to Dr. Bimala Chum Law in record-

ing in a permanent form their deep appreciation of the manifold services

rendered by him to the cause of his country in general and to that of learn-

ing and scholarship in particular.

Dr. Law is a unique personality both as a philanthropist and as a man of

letters. He is a favourite child of the two goddesses of Lak^nd and Saras-

vats who, forgetting thdr mutual jealousy, have combined to confer upon

him their choicest blessings. He is at once a patron and a devotee of

learning.

Bom in Calcutta on the 26th October 189il, he is a scion of the ancient

Law family of Calcutta. He is the youngest son of the late Mr. Ambica

Chum Law, and the youngest grandson of the late Mr Jaygobind Law,

C. I. E.

As a man of letters, he is already the author of more than 40 learned

worics on a variety of subjects connected with Ancient Indian History,

Ethnology, Geography, Archaeology, Buddhism, Jainism and the like. He
is an acknowledged international authority on Buddhism and Jainism. He
is also a sound student of Law. His book entitled “ The Law of Gift in

British India" is the only authoritative book on the subject.

II

ACADEMIC AND OTHER DISTINCTIONS

He has to his credit a rare record of varied academic distincti(His con-

ferred upon him by the Universities and other puNic bodies.

He received his education at the Calcutta Presidency College and the

Calcutta University.

In 1914 he graduated with Honours in Pali. In 1916 he passed the

M.A. Examinatimi standing First in the First Class in Pali including Bud-
dhist Sanskrit, Epigraphy and Palaeography. He also graduated in Law.

In 1924 he obtained the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Ancient Indian

History and Culture. In the same year, he was awarded the Sir Asutosh

Mookeijee Gold Medal by the University of Calcutta for his original re-

searches. He is also a D. Litt. in History and a Bcmarjee Research Prize-
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man of the Lucknow Univeruty and a Griffith Prizeman of the Calcutta

University.

The VidySlanik§ra PiriveiQa has conferred upcm him the ^)ecial title of

Buddhagama Siromwji in recogniticm of the con^icuous services rendered

by him to the cause of Buddhism and Buddhistic studies, a rare distinction

with which few Indians have been honoured by the Buddhists of Ceylon.

He is associated with the following learned bodies and puUic institu-

tions in different capacities :

He is an Hcmorary Member of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute, Poonai; Honorary Member of the Ganga Nath Jha Research

Institute, Allahabad ; Honorary Life-Member of the Calcutta Geographical

Society ; Honorary Correspondent of the Archaeological Survey of India

;

President of the Calcutta Geogra{4iical Society ; President of the PracyavSoI

Mandir ( School of Oriental Learning ) , Calcutta ; Vice-President, VangJya

Sahitya Parishat ( 1343 B.S. = 1936-37 ), Calcutta ; Vice-President, Buddha

Sodety, Bombay ; Vice-President, Indian Association for the Cultivation of

Science, Calcutta ; Vice-President, Indian Science News Association, Vice-

Presidait, Indian Research Institute, Calcutta ; Vice-President, Iran Society.

Calcutta ; Life-Member of the Bengal Educational Society ; Ufe-Member of

NaiSdkshS Samiti (Council of Education for Women); Life-Member of the

Sanskrit Sahitya Parishat, Calcutta ; Life-Member of the Visvabharati Santi-

niketan ; Life-Member of the Numismatic Society of India, Bombay ; a

Trustee of the Vidyasagar Institute, Calcutta ; Historical and Archaeological

Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1944-45 ; Fellow, Royal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland ; Fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Bombay Branch ; Fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal ; Fellow of

the Royal Geographical Society, London ; Corporate Member of the American

Oriental Society ( 1937-40 ) ; Vice-President of the Indian Society of

Oriental Art
;

Vice-F*resident, British Indian Association for 1942-43

;

Member of the Executive Committee of the B. I. Association ( 1943-44,

1944-45 ) ; Vice-President, City Athletic Club, Calcutta ; Life-Member of

the Automobile Association of Bengal, Calcutta ; Member of the General

Committee of the Calcutta War Committee ( Appointed in August 1940 )

;

Member of the Editorial Board of the Annual Bibliography of Indian His-

tory and Indology instituted by Bombay Historical Society : Vice-President

of the National Defence and Savings Wedc Committee ( 1941 ) ; Member
of the General Committee of the Silver Jubilee Fund of late King George V
( 1935 ) ; Member of the General Committee of the Red Cross Society and

St John Ambulance Association ; Member of the Executive Committee of

the Medical College Centenary (1934); Member of the All-Bengal Central

Flood Rdief Cconmittee (1943).

Dr. Law is a ffig Zemindar of Bmgal and Landholder of Calcutta ; an

advocate of ffie Calcutta Hig^ Court ; a Justice of the Peace and a Ptesi-
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(kncy Magistrate of Calcutta He is a Partner of Messrs. Prawn Kishen Law
& Co. which is one of the oldest trading firms of Calcutta. He is a Free

Mi«(»i and has been elevated to the rank of a Mark Master Mason.

Ill

BENEFACTIONS

The world of scholars knows him for his writings, but is not so well

acquainted with the other aspect of his personality, his phenomenal philan-

thrc^y in aid of approved public causes. It is his way to do good in stealth.

He shuns publicity like poison. His daily small gifts are hardly known
even to the inner circle of his friends. But there are many public institu-

tions which loudly proclaim what they owe to his silent benefactions, of

which they will remain permanent witnesses and enduring memorials from

generation to generation.

His benefactions cover a wide range of humanitarian purposes. He
has responded liberally to the call of the suffering, irrespective of caste or

creed, to the cry for relief of the poor, the infirm, the helpless, the afflicted,

the diseased, the destitute, and the distressed.

His charities are informed by the loftiest idealism, a spirit of dis-

interested positivist social service, of worship of Nma-Nmaya«ta, of serving

God by serving Man.

He has endowed beds in Hospitals, founded Free-Studentships in Schools

and Colleges, general as well as technical, offered facilities for higher research,

helped the cause of advancement of learning by learned Societies, and liber-

ally financed the publication of original contributions to knowledge. His

charities keep flowing in a continuous stream.

Some of his typical benefactions are worthy of special mention. Besides

endowing beds at Hospitals, he has paid a substantial contribution towards

the construction of the Anderson Casualty Block at the Calcutta Medical

Collie, and to the King Emperor’s Anti-Tuberculosis Fund in Bengal.

Many of the Funds started at different places for the rdief of distress

caused by Earthquake, CyclcMie, Flood or Famine have always received

liberal contributions from him.

Some of his charities have been directed towards the promotion of

Public! Works of Utility, and of Cultural and Social Amenities, in various

forms, whether it be Water-Works, Scheme for Afforestation, Supply of

Stud-bulls, free distribution of booklets for childroi, Athletics or Clubs and

liinraries.

His very timely contribution lot the supply of stud-bulls was thus

at^n-edated by the Viceroy, Lord Linlithgow :
** I have learnt with much

satisfaction of your generous gift, and write to say how much I appreciate

it The improvement of the breed of cattle in India is a matter of the first
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importance, and your generous donation will asast to further a work of real

national interest.”

The war has had its full share of his mimificence. He has contributed

liberally to the different War Purposes Funds in Bengal. He has paid mors

than Rs. 20,000|- to the Indian Red Cross Society and to St. John Ambu-
lance Association. He has paid substantial donations towards the Civic

Guard Funds, Lady Mary Herbert’s Women’s War Fund, H. E. Govanor

of Bengal’s Christmas Gifts Fund for tio(^, 11 1 19th Hyderabad Regiment,

I, T, F. Dinapore ( 1940 ). He has been helping the cause of the War in

many ways.

The value of his ^fts to these institutions has been acknowledged by

the Governor of Bengal, Sir John Herbert, in the following terms :
“ Re-

membering the many occasions upon which you have helped me before, I

regard this donatirm as yet another example of your consistent generosity

and public-spiritedness ; and if I am aUe to count upon the same measure

of support and interest coming from all sections of the community, I don’t

think Bengal will have any difficulty in fulfilling its full obligations in this

great humanitarian cause.*"

His Excellency R. G. Casey, the present Governor of Bengal, has also

expressed to him his appreciation of an additional gift as follows :
“ I

can assure you that this sum will contribute substantially to the fulfilment

of Bengal’s obligations to the sick and the suffering, and that it will be

most gratefully appreciated by those who have sacrificed so much in this

war cm our bdialf.”

His contribution to the Cyclone Relief Fund was thus appreciated by

the Governor of Bengal :
“ I regard this prompt and generous gesture as

splendid evidence of your public-spiritedness and your sympathy for the

suffering. I can assure you that it will be most warmly appreciated by

those who are in most urgent need of assistance.”

His donation to the Society for the Protection of Qiildren in India in

re^xmse to an appeal issued by Her Excellency the Marchioness of Linlith-

gow was thus appreciated on her behalf ;
“ Your generous dcmation is a

source of great encouragement in the face of difficult conditions obtaining

at this present time."

His contribution towards the King Emperor’s Silver Jubilee Fund in

the neighbouring Province of Bihar has been thus appreciated by the Deputy
Commissioner of Hazaribagh, Mr. S. L. Marwood ;

“ I wish to thank

you perscmally for your liberal contribution which is one of the first received

in this district. It will be a great encouragement to the Committee and an

example to other subecribers."’

Dr. Law has been the recipioit of the Silver Jubilee Medal ( 1935

)

and the Corcmatioi Medal ( 1937 ) as a personal souvenir from His Majes-

ty the King Emperor of India.
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His ooQtributions towards these humanitarian and War purposes total

more than a lac and a half.

An account may now be given of some of his known educational bene-

factions as follows :

—

(1) A donaticm of Rs. 8,0001- to the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal

for the institution of a medal called the “ Bimala Qium Law Gold Medal ”,

to be awarded to “ the person who has made conspicuously important con-

tributicm to Indology.”

(2) A donation of Rs. 3,000|- to the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal

for financing the publication of its popular Lectures.

(3) A donation of Rs. 5,0001- to the Indian Association for the Cul-

tivation of Science at Calcutta for endowing the ‘ Bimala Chum Law Gdd
Medal ’ to be awarded every year to “ a person who has made the most

important contribution to Science including Medicine.”

(4) A donation of Rs. 2,5001* towards the endowment of a Research

Fund instituted by the aforesaid Indian Association for the Cultivation of

Science.

(5) A contribution of Rs. 1,0001- to the Indian Science News Asso-

ciation.

(6) A donation of Rs. 7,0001- to the University of Calcutta for pur-

chasing Electron Microscope for the Biophysical Laboratory of the Univer-

sity College of Science.

(7) A donation of Rs. 3,0001- to Rabindra Samiti, Calcutta, for en-

dowing a prize on Rabindranath Tagore.

(8) A donation of Rs. 5,0001- to Sarat Chunder Chatterjee Building

Fund.

(9) A recurring annual grant of Rs. 1,5001- to the Daulatpur Col-

lege of Agriculture and Industries in Bengal.

(10) A donation of Rs. 5,0(X) for the constmction of a Hall at the

Asutosh College, Calcutta.

(11) A donation of Rs. 5,0001- to the Chittaranjan Sevasadan, Cal-

cutta, and another donation of Rs. 4,0(X)1- to the Dufferin Hospital, Cal-

cutta, for the endowment of two beds to perpetuate the memory of his

deceased daughter.

(12) A donation of Rs. 5,0001- to the Chittaranjan Hospital, Calcutta,

for endowing a bed.

(13) A donation of Rs. 2,500]- to the Calcutta Homoeoipathic College

for endowing a bed to the sacred memory of his late grandfather Jaygo-

bind Law, C.I.E.

((14) A contribution of Ra 1,0001- annually (1935 to 1939) to the

K«n Institute of Holland towards the puUication of its Annual Bibliogra-

phy of Indian Archaeology.
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(15) A donation amounting up to now to over Rs. 40,000|' to the

Indian Research Institute, Calcutta, to conduct its quarterly Journal, the

“Indian Culture”.

(16) A donation of Rs. 5,000|- to the Lucknow University Endowment

of Dr. Radhia Kumud Mookerji Lectureship.

(17) A donation of Rs. LOOOj- to the (>anga Nath Jha Research Insti-

tute at Allahabad.

(18) A dcmation of Rs. 3,0001- to the Royal Asiatic Society of Bom-
bay which holds it as a Fund, the interest of which is to be spent in buying

books in Pali and Sanskrit, to be kept separatdy in its Library as a special

collection under the designation, ‘ Dr. B. C. Law Collection ’.

(19) A donation of Rs. 12,0(X)|- to the Royal Asiatic Society in Lon-

don, which the Society has created into a Trust Fund, the inccwne from

whidt is being utilised by it for the publicaticm of learned monographs on

tc^ics of Indology in the Royal Asiatic Society’s Special Series called ‘Dr.

Bimala Churn Law Trust Series’.

(20) A gift of valuable stone images and sculptures of the Bengal

School to the Indian Museum, Calcutta, and that of a very valuable ivory

image from Orissa to the same institution.

(21) A gift to the Mahlabodhi Society, Calcutta, of a granite figure

of PrajflS. P5ramit5 from his own collection.

(22) A present of Persian and Mughal Manuscripts of great histori-

cal value to the Delhi Fort Museum, and also to the Islamic section of the

Indian Museum, Calcutta ( 1939 )

.

'The total of his endowments of Free-studentships at different educa-

titmal institutions amounts to over Rupees Fifty thousand : (1) Rs. 10,500|-

for the (Calcutta Medical College : (2) Rs. 16,7(X)|- for the Bengal Engi-

neering College, Sbpur (Howrah); (3) Rs. 8,C)(X)|- for the Calcutta

Presidency College ; (4) Rs. 4,500|- for the Government Commerdal Insti-

tute, Calcutta ; (5) Rs. 6,()(X)1- for the Calcutta Bethune College, and Rs.

4,5001- for the Campbell Medical School, Calcutta.

IV

LITERARY CONTRIBUTIONS

We may now turn to the work and achievements of Dr. Law in the

field of scholarship. The quantity and quality of his literary output are

unique in the annals of letters. As has beei already stated, he is to-day

the author of more than 40 learned works dealing with different aspects of

Buddhism, Jainism, Ancient Indian History, Geograirfiy, and Archaeology.

All these works by the thoroughness and standard of their scholarship mark
him out as an Indologist of the first rank. The range and depth of his

scholardup will be evident from his numerous publications.
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His noteworthy contributions to Ancient Indian History consist of the

following works :

1. K^triya Clans in Buddhist India,

2. Some Kisatriya Tribes of Ancient India,

3. Ancient Mid-Indian Ksatriya Tribes, Vol. I.

4. Ancient Indian Tribes, I.,

5. Ancient Indian Tribes, II.,

6. Trioes in Ancieni Inuia,

7. India as described in early texts of Buddhism and Jainism,

8. The Magadhas in Ancient India (RAS Pub.).

In his several Volumes on Tribes, he presents a comprehensive and

systematic account of more than 150 tribes bdonging to different parts of

India and playing an important part in the early history of India. In

these works, he has drawn upon all the available sources, Brahmanical, Bud-

dhist and Jain. He has utilised original works in Sanskrit, Pali, Prakrit,

Tibetan and Chinese, and also epigraphic and numismatic sources,

archaeological finds and the itineraries of the Chinese pilgrims. A careful

and exhaustive study of ancient Indian tribes written in a spirit

of scientific research and without any parti pris has been presented for the

first time in these books on tribes. One may rightly say with Dr. Sten

Konow that ‘ the more we had books of the same kind, not only about tribes

and clans but also about geographical designations, the better it would be

for the world of scholarship.’ ‘ He has splendidly enlarged and supplemented

the materials which were shortly dealt with by Rhys Davids,’ as remarked

by Dr. Geiger. ‘ It must be admitted that the future historian of India

will find his task substantially furthered both by the wide knowledge and

sound judgment of the author.’

His treatise entitled “ India as described in early texts of Buddhism

and Jainism ” is a well-written book dealing with the geographical position

of India, its kings and peoples, social life and economic conditions, religion,

education and learning, based on the early texts of the Buddhists and Jains

written in Pali and Ardhamagadhl, together with relevant Brahminical

texts throwing light c«i obscure points. The treatment is entirely novel

and the results achieved are excellent. In the opinion of Dr. Keith, ‘no

author has done as much as Dr. Law has to make living the picture of

ancient India and we are deeply indebted to his learning and skill in exposi-

tion. This well-arranged and useful book represents the intensive phase

which Indian historical studies are now entering as a result of the labours of

Indian sdiolars. A vast array of facts effectively marshalled presents to us

kings and courtiers, saints and knaves, calculating numey-lenders with they-

IK'onussory notes and records of wealth (»i gold and copper plates, resource-

ful merchants and skilled craftsmen. This conscientious and painstaking

B
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work goes to elucidate the progress of the country in the different fields of

culture’

The following are the more notable contributions made by I>r. Law to

Ancient Indian Archaeology and Geography :

1. Srdvasti in Indian Literature ( A. S. I. Memoir No. 50

)

2. Rajagriha in Ancient Literature (A. S. I. Memoir No. 58

)

3. KauSambi in Ancient Literature (A. S. I. Memoir No. 60

)

4. PanchMas and their capital Akichchhatra (A. S. I. Memoir No. 68)

5. Ujjayiti in Ancient India ( Arch. Deptt, Gwalior)

6. Geography of Early Buddhism

7. Geographical Essays

8. Holy Places of India

9. Rivers of India

10.

Mountains of India.

An attempt has been made in the first five monographs to present a

graphic picture of the ancient sites of iSravasti, Rajagriha, Kau^i^bi, Ahi-

chchhatra and Ujjayini from ancient Indian literature, coins, inscriptions as

well as from the itineraries of the Chinese pilgrims. These exhaustive and

systematic Memoirs will immortalize his name.

His treatise on the ancient city of Ujjayiin gives for the first time a

full and systematic account of its history based on all available original

sources supplemented by the evidence of coins and inscriptions and the

information supplied by the Chinese travellers. This monograph shows

what an important place an intensive study of local history and specialized

work in a limited field can have in building up the general history of India

in all its aspects, political, economic or cultural. There is no wonder that

Indologists of the eminence of F. W. Thomas, Barnett, Wintemitz, Keith,

Johnston, Stein, Geiger, or Oldham, should have spoken so highly of these

works. In the opinion of Wintemitz, ‘ this work adds one more to the long

list of highly useful publications which we already owe to him and adds also

to our knowledge of the history of ancient India. This excdlent piece of

work, full of information and completely free from unjustifiable speculation,

has received admiration on all hands’.

His excellent Memoir on Rajagriha is an admirable piece of scholarly

workmanship. By collecting every detail about this ancient city, he has

contributed a new chapter to the work which he has undertaken.

His Geography of Early Buddhism is undoubtedly an example of his

erudition and sound exposition. In the well-considered opinion of the Ger-

man Orientalist, Otto Schrader, ‘this is indeed the kind of work which is

often missed when reading through the Pitakas and which every Indologist

will welcome as a great boon. ’ He admires the pains which the author has

taken in o^ecting every available material on the subject. He expresses
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his opinion that this book will beaxne ‘an indispensable work of reference

for all of them.’ The great Russian scholar, Theodore Stcherbatsky, remarks

that this book ‘answers a long-felt n«d and will be highly appreciated by

all studaits of Buddhi^ India.’

His Geographical Essays is ‘a really valuable digest of information,’ as

Ehr. Barnett remarks. Dr. Keith says that ‘ it is a most valuable collecticm

rich in accurately stated and carefully collected facts and lays all students

once more under a deep debt of gratitude.’

These two works offer us a systematic exposition of geographical and

topographical information based on critical study and research, following

the lines of investigation started by Sir William Jones, Sir Alexander Cun-

ningham, Buchanon Hamilton, and Mackenzie.

His Holy Places of India, Mountains of India and Rivers of India

are the publications of the Calcutta Geographical Society. They are

historico-geographical sketches of subjects presented for the first time. The

holy places of India connected with the three religions, Hinduism, Buddhism,

and Jainism, have been arranged regionally and illustrated with maps and

sketches. The first named work places the educated India of to-day under

a deep debt of gratitude by describing the holy places of India in a very

picturesque manner, combining the historian’s desire for detail with a scru-

pulous attention to the tourist’s or pilgrim’s need of topographical informa-

tion. The result of this happy combination makes these works indispen-

sable guides to these places of pilgrimage. By his first hand study of Sans-

krit, Pali and Prakrit literature, he is eminently qualified to write this book

and his gec^raphical training has added to the utility of the text by enriching

it with three maps showing eastern India, north and north-western India

and southern India respectively.

His monograph on the Rivers of India presents a systematic account

of the rivers of India, dividing them into the Sindhu, Desert-River, Gahga-

Yamuna, Bha^rathl-Hooghly, Brahmaputra-Meghna, coastal rivers, Goda-

vari, Krishpa, Kaveri, Penner and Narmadi-Tapti systems.

His Mountains of India presents likewise a systematic account of the

mountains of northern, western, eastern, central and southern India based

on the materials available from Indian literature, the accounts of the Greek

geograidrers and the itineraries of Chinese pilgrims.

Dr. Law is a life-long student of Jainism with an intimate acquaintance

with its literature and historical traditions. His publications in this im-

portant branch of Indology are not so numerous as in other branches. But
his book entitled Mahavlra : His Life and Teachings, gives us an objective

account of what may be learnt from the Jaina and Buddhist texts regarding

the historical founder of Jainism. It is characterized by the same accuracy,

the same careful choice of facts, the same objectivity and sobriety of judg-
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ment which form the marked features of all his writings. It will be difikolt

to find out a book which gives a clearer and more systematic description of

the life and teachings of the Great Jain leader. It is no exaggeration to say

that this very suggestive account has been written in a spirit of impartiality

and freedom from the narrow prejudice that so often vitiate the writings of

sectarian authors. In the opinion of Geiger, ‘ it is an excellent comparative

study of MahSvira and Buddha, which sheds a flood of light on several

points at issue.’ We wdcome the publication of this kind which contains

valuable details soma of which deserve careful consideration, as has been

rightly pointed out by the well-known German Indologist, Glasenapp.

Dr. Law has unrivalled knowledge of Buddhist literature, religion and

philosophy. All his works on Buddhism and Buddhist thought are very

important, as they help much to elucidate many difficult and knotty points.

A brief account of these may here be given.

A History oj Pali Literature (in two Volumes) ; It is a comprehensive

work of Pali literature. It is a clear and exhaustive exposition of all the im-

portant problems of the subject and is marked by tlie sober and impartial

judgment of the author. It contains a very learned and important discussion of

the relative chronology of the canonical texts, which means, according to

Geiger, ‘a considerable progress beyond what Rhys Davids has said on the

subject.’ In the opinion of Winternitz, ‘this is the most comprehensive

treatment of Pali literature that has so far been published. The well-known

French savant Finot so much liked the book that he was frank enough to

say :
“ It seems to me extremely well-devised to provide tillers in the Buddha-

k?etra with an invaluable stock of information and references. The author

has worked hard for this result and undoubtedly he will reap in return much

pui^ya with the gratitude of the whole pat}4itajana.”

The Life and Work of Buddhaghosa ; This book is the first systematic

treatment of Buddhaghosa as a man and as a Pali commentator. The late

lamented Mrs. Rhys Davids in her Foreword to this book, says :
“ The book

is all the more needed now as a very useful compendium of what we yet

know of Buddhaghosa both front his own works and from other documents.

It is a wdl-executed piece of work in which the author has collected all the

historical and semi-historical materials bearing on the life and labour of

the great Master of the Law and sifted them with considerable ability, sup-

plementing these by chapters on the origin and development of the stand-

ard. commentaries on the Buddhist scriptures (a very interesting expose),

on Buddhaghosa’s successors, and on his writings.*” Geiger and Carpenter

have expressed their admiration of this book. iThe former considers it to

be ‘ an excellent monograph ’ on the celebrated commentator of the holy Bud-

dhkt scriptures and the latter takes it to be a very important book <mi the

• subject. He also tiunks thait the chapters aa the origin of the commentaries
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and the interpretation of Buddhism by Buddhaghosa ‘ may bring many valu-

able sidelights on the history of Buddhism and its consolidation as a system

of thought in the Theravada:

Historical Gleanings : This is an interesting and well-written collec-

ti(m of essays on historical topics. In the (pinion of Dr. E. J. Thomas,

‘the book gives much more information of Buddhist notions than can be

gained from the usual books.’

Heaoen and Hell in Buddhist Perspective ; This is a comprehensive

treatment of the eschatology of popular Buddhism. Geiger, Carpenter,

Pargiter and Rapson have greatly appreciated this work and one of them

goes so far as to say that it is ‘ full of rich illustrations of the working of the

principles of Karma in producing merit and guilt. A comparison of these with

similar conceptions in Brahmanism would show how much folklore was com-

mon to the two groups of teaching.’ Lord Zetland who has contributed a Fore-

word to this book introduces it saying i “If the reader after perusal of the

Volume has not acquired a comprehensive knowledge of the eschatology of

popular Buddhism, he will have no one but himself to blame for Dr. Law has

admirably accomplished the task which he set out to perform.’’

The Buddhist Conception of Spirits : This book acquaints the reader

as far as possible with what the ancient Buddhists thought about the spirits

and spirit world. A study of the preta belief among the southern Buddhists

is bound to be attractive. Geiger says :
“ this book has preserved no doubt

the popular beliefs spread all over India. It shows us that Buddhism did

not annihilate the older creeds and ideas but the teacher adopted them and

inserted them into his own system.’’ Hopkins points out that it fulfils its

purpose admirably in giving a very clear notion of what the Buddhists

understood by the spirits departed and others.

Women in Buddhist Literature : It contains a clear and comprehensive

account of women in early Buddhism. It deals with marriage and marital

rdations, position of slave girls, the place of dancing girls and courtesans in

society, female education, female character, influence of Buddha’s doctrine

on women, the origin and constitution of the order of nuns, and prominent

Buddhist women. This subject has been ably tackled for the first time by

Eh. Law before I. B. Homer and others.

Concepts of Buddhism : This is a publication of the Kem Institute,

Hdland. It is a scholarly analysis of some of the important concepts of

Buddhism based upon a careful study of original texts. It deals with eleven

l^ddhist omcepts. Dr. F. W. Thomas considers it to be ‘ an exodlent work,

one of the best of the author’s writings.’ ‘ The precision and exactness of its

statements and the aptness of its citations render it eminently suitable for

forming and conveying to students a correct idea of the main features of

Buddhist doctrine.’ Dr. Keith remarks that ‘the author has aimed at pre-
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salting U8 with a large mass of material carefully chosen, accumtely inter-

preted and skilfully co-ordinated, bearing on the essential ideas of Buddhism

as it is presented to us especially in the Pali texts. Dr. Law’s work is of

permanent value.’

A Manual of Buddhist Historical Traditions (Saddhamma Sangaha)

:

This book which is a publicaticm of the University of Calcutta is the first

English rendering of an important text of Theravada Buddhism. The

SaddhammaSangaha is said to have been compiled by Thera Dhammakitti

of Ceylon at a great monastery called Lafikarama built by the great king

Paramaifiga. It comprises 11 chapters and his introduction contains a very

good summary of the contents, chapter by chapter. The historical value

of this work is enhanced by the inclusion of the account of two Buddhist

Councils held in Ceylon during the reigns of Devanaippiyatissa and Vatta-

gaman!. There is a very important and interesting account in this book as

to how the four great Nilmyas were entrusted to various Theras at the

First Council. The story of the Buddha’s prediction about the establish-

ment of the sdsana in Ceylon has been developed a step further in this book

than elsewhere. We get a very interesting account of the three original com-

mentaries on the Tripitaka. The translation is very satisfactory and Dr.

Law has indeed rendered a great service to the students of Buddhism and

Buddhist history by preparing this valuable translation written in a scholar-

ly style. The book is indeed a valuable asset to the library of Buddhist

literature.

Designation of Human Types, The Minor Anthologies of the Pali

Canon—Port III—Buddhavarnsa and Coriyapitaka : The first named

woric is a publicatirxi of the Pali Text Society. It is the first English ren-

dering of the fourth book of the Abhidhamma Pitaka called PuggcdapaHhatti.

According to Geiger, ‘the translation is very well made and ranarkably

correct.’

The Minor Anthologies included in the Sacred Books of the Buddhist

Series contain an English version of the Buddhavarnsa and Coriyapitaka by

Dr. Law whose love for indology and scholarship in Buddhist literature

needs little or no mention to students of Buddhism.

As an editor of Pali texts, too. Dr. Law stands pre-eminent. Besides

being an editor of the Indian Culture, he has edited the following bodes

:

Thupavarnsa, Buddhistic Studies, and D. R. Bhandarkar Volume. The
Thupavarnsa has been edited for the first time by him for the Pali Text

Society. London.

The second book is a collection of essays writtai by schdars of repute

on Buddhism and Buddhist thought. Dr. Keith points out that the editor

has succeeded in securing ‘ many and varied communications which together

form a very itnportant additiem to our knowledge of Buddhist philosophy

and religion, history and philology.’ In the opinion of Dr. Barnett, ' the
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puldication of this fine spiritual pu^pdnjali is a put^ya of a high order and

Dr. Law has laid the world of scholarship under a deep debt of gratitude to

him.’

Tlie D. R. Bhandarkar Volume edited by Dr. Law has beoi well received

by Indian and European scholars all over the world. It is undoubtedly

a very valuable contribution to ancient Indian history.

A Study of the Mahdvastu and Supplement : The Mahdvastu which

is an encyclt^edia of Buddhist legends and doctrines is one of the important

Buddhist books. E>r. Law has given a bird’s-eye view of- this text. He has

‘ succeeded in reducing its confused mass to a comprehensive shape,’ as Dr.

Hopkins points out. Dr. Barnett considers it to be ‘ a very helpful book

which may serve as a guide to the student through the wilderness of the

original text.’ Rapson congratulates him on ‘ his patience in analysing this

encyclopaedia of Buddhist lore and his skill in making such an interesting

selection from its contents.’ The celebrated German Indologist Hermann

Jacobi remarks that ‘ all students of Buddhism will be glad to use this guide

to the bewildering contents of that important text.’

Dr. Law has published in DevanagaA characters the texts of the Ddthd-

vantsa ( the history of the tooth-relic ) and the Cariyapifaka ( the collection

of ways of conduct ) with their English translations.

He has also enriched Bengali literature by his well-known publications

entitled Gautama Buddha, Licchavi Jati, Preta Tattva, Bauddharamatfi,

Bauddhayuger Bhiigola, Jainaguru Mahdvha, Bhdrater Pur}yatlrtha, and

Saundarananda Kdvya. He has translated ASvaghosa’s Saundarananda

Kavya into Bengali language long before the appearance of Johnston’s Eng-

lish translation, which acknowledges the help derived from Eh". Law’s Ben-

gali rendering of the work.

The Law of Gift in British India ( First Edition 1924 and second Edi-

tion 1926) ; This book collects in one place all that is to be said on the

subject of ©fts, a subject upon which the theocratic principles of Hindu

Law do not always coincide with the secular view of Roman and English

Jurisprudence, and what is its modern equivalent in this country, the rules

of justice, equity and good conscience. It is a complete and comprehensive

treatise on a subject which is often before the Courts. It is an intelligent

attmpt to co-ordinate the texts and case-notes into a coherent commentary

which is bound to be of use to legal practitioners. A critical study of the

ancioit texts and of the improvements made by judicial dedsicms on the law

laid down in the texts are not the least interesting features of the work. The

bode discloses great originality and research and is bound to provoke

thouc^t on the theories put forward by the author who has fully dealt with

the oitire case-law up-to-date.

A jurist of rqjute like Sir George Rankin remarks that ‘ the exposition
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of the principles of the Law of Gift is clear and his discussion of the case^

law is well-arranged and accurate.’

It may be noted that many of Dr. Law’s works have found their pub-

lishers in several learned Societies such as the Royal Asiatic Society of

Great Britain and Ireland, the Pali Text Society of England, the Kern In-

stitute of Holland, the Archaeological Department of the Government of

India, the University of Calcutta, the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti-

tute, the Calcutta Geographical Society, the Archseological Department of the

Gwalior State, and the Indian Research Institute, Calcutta.

The above record is to be considered not as a mere personal record of

Dr. Law’s intellectual work and achievements. It has an important public

aspect, showing to what extent Indian history in general, and Buddhism in

particular, are indebted to the strenuous and sustained labours and researc’nes

of one man, and of one who has consecrated himself to a career of painstaking

scholarship and has been “ living laborious days ” in a rare spirit of self-

denial and asceticism, eschewing a life of leisure and ease appointed for him

by his affluence. Very few scholars of his social position and standing have

to their credit such a dedicated life or have lived to see its rich fruition and

fruitage in the publication of such a remarkable series of original studies

marked by a uniform standard of erudition and scientific method, and also

including among these, editions of valuable Buddhist Texts and their tran-

slatirms.

In this connection a reference may. also be made to what is not so much
known outside the inner circle of his friends. It is the help that he has

been always rendering to his poor fellow-workers in the field of Research by

way of granting them subventions in aid of their publications. He has been

also rendering that help in another form by undertaking financial responsi-

bility for conducting that renowned Research Journal known as the “ Indian

Culture
”
on behedf of the Indian Research Institute of Calcutta. Tribute

is due to Dr. Law for his efficient editorship of this important Journal.

He is one of the editors of the Annual Bibliography of Indian Archaeo-

logy published by the Kem Institute, Holland. He acted for sometime as

the editor of Bengal, Past and Present, which is the organ of the Calcutta

Historical Society.

Besides books, Dr. Law has to his credit numerous papers contributed

by him on the basis of laborious and much original reseairch to different

learned Journals and also to Conferences. The total output of his activities

in this field may be understood from the list given below ;

A, Contributions to Commemoration and Presentation Volumes :

K, B. P'Othak Commemoration Volume :

Social, Economical and Religious Conditions of Ancient India, accord-

ing fx> the Buddhist Texts.
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Dr. S. Krishnamami Aiyangar Commemoration Volume, 1936 :

South India as a centre of Pali Buddhism.

Woolner Commemoration Volume, 1940 :

Drugs and Diseases known to the E^riy Buddhists.

Studio Indo-Iranica (Ehrengabe Fur Wilhelm Geiger), 1931 :

‘‘Cetiya’' in Buddhist Literature.

Dr. Bhagwantal Indraji Commemoration Volume, 1939 : ( Journal of the

Gujarat Research Society, Vol. I, No. 4, October, 1939 ).

Dependent Origination.

A Volume of Studies in Indology presented to Prof. P. V. Kane, 1941 :

The Andhras in Ancient India.

Jainachmya Shrl Atmanand Centenary Commemoration Volume, 1936 :

Teachings of MahavSra.

Prof. K. V. Raetgaswami Aiyangar Commemoration Volume, 1940 :

Mathura.

The Cultural Heritage of India ( Sri Ramakrishna Centenary Memorial,

Vol. I ).

Eschatological Aspect of Nirvana.

Hanoprasada Sanwardhana-Lekhamdld, 2nd Vol.

Pracina Bharater Rajnaitik Avasthi.

D. R. Bhandarkar Volume, 1940 :

Contemporaneity of the Kings of India and Ceylon.

Radha Kumud Mockerji Presentation Volume {.Bhdrata-Kaumudi)

:

Buddhist Rules of Decorum.

B. Contributions to Conferences

Indian History Congress ( 3rd Session, Calcutta, 1939 ) ;

Contemporaneity of the kings of India and Ceylon.

Third Oriental Conference, Madras, 1924 :

The Buddhist Conception of Mara.

Fourth Oriental Conference, Allahabad, 1926 ;

Female character as depicted in the Pali Texts.

Oriental Conference at Benares 1943 ;

Ayodhya in Ancient India.

Presidential Address at the inaugural meeting of the Bharati Buddha Parisad

held on 19-5-43 ;

Buddha Gautama.
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Presidentid Address d^vered at. the Vei&dkH Punjxma Anniversary Day

convened by the Mahdbodhi Society in 1944 :

Sakyasiipha. (Mahabodhi Journal, May-June 1944).

Lecture delivered at the Discussion Meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal on the 3rd August, 1944 ;

Ancient Historic Sites of Bengal, illustrated by lantern slides.

C. Contributions to learned Journals

JRAS :

(1) Formulation of Pratityasamutpada (April, 1937).

(2) Some Observations on the Jatakas ( April, 1939).

JASB :

(1) A Note on Buddhaghosa’s Commentaries ( N. S., XV, 1919,

No. 3).

(2) Influence of the five heretical teachers on Jainism and Buddhism

(N. S., XV. 1919, No. 3 ).

(3) A short account of wandering teachers at the time of the Buddha

,{N. S., XIV, 1918. No. 7).

(4) Taxila as a Seat of Learning in Pali Literature ( N. S., XII, No.

1, 1916).

(5) The Licchavis in Ancient India ( N. S., XVII, No. 3, 1921 ).

(6) Data from the Sumangalavildsim, Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on

the ESgha Nikaya of the Sutta Pifaka ( N. S., XXI, No. 1, 1925 ).

(7) Anga and Campa in Pali Literature (N. S., XXI, No. I, 1925).

(8) Gautama Buddha and the Paribrajakas ( N. S., XXI, No. 1,

1925).

(9) The Aimakas or Assakas in Ancient India ( N. S., XX, 1924).

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute :

(1) Geographical Data from Sanskrit Buddhist Literature ( Vol. XV,

1934, Oct.-Jan ).

(2) Pali Chronicles (Vol. XIII, Pts. III-IV).

(3) Countries and PCofdes of India ( Epic and Paurapic Sources

)

:(Vol. XVII, 1936, pp. 217-242 & 319-339).

(4) Some Ancient Indian Tribes ( Vol. XXII, Pts. I & II, 1941 )

.

(5) Non-Canonicad Ffili Literature (Vol. XIII, Pt. II).

(6) Nirvapa and Buddhist Laymen ( Vol. XIV, 1933 ).

(7) Magadha and Rajagriha in Pali Literature (Vol. XIII).

(8) Chronology of Pali Canon ( Vol. XII ).

(9) Ancient Indian Tribes (Vol. XXI ).

(10)

Mind in the Dhammapada (Vol. XIX).

Epigraphia Irtdica :

(1) A Pali Counterpart of the Nalanda Text of PratityasamutpSda-

yibhaiftga (Vol. XXIII, Pt. VI).
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Bhikkhuiv in Indian Inscriptions (Vol. XXV, pt. 5).

JBBRAS :

(1) Studies in the Apadma (N. S., Vol. 13, 1937).

(2) Buddha’s First Discourse (N. S., Vol. 15, 1939).

(3) The Ahgas in Ancient India (N. S., Vol. 20, 1944).

Indian Culture :

(1) Some Ancioit Indian Tribes ( Vol. I, pp. 381-91 & Vol. VII,

No. 2).

(2) Ko§ala ( Vol. I, No. 3, pp. 521-3 ).

(3) The Vangas ( Vol. I, No. 1, p. 57 ).

(4) Some Notes on Tribes of Ancient India ( Vol. I, No. 2 ).

(5) Buddhist P&ramitla (Vol. I. p. 686).

(6) Did A;k>ka become a Bhikkhu? (Vol. I).

(7) Importance of the Bhabril Edict ( Vol. I ).

(8) The Damijas ( Vol. III).

(9) Aspects of Nirvana (Vol. II).

(10) ASvaghosa the Poet (Vol. Ill, No. I).

(11) A^vaghoja the Philosopher (Vol. Ill, No. I).

(12) Ancient Indian Tribes (Vol. Ill, No. 4).

(13) Distinguished Men and Women in Jainism ( Vol. Ill ).

(14) Telakatahaggtha Kverses on oil-pot) (Vol. V, p. 25).

Journal of Indian History :

(1) The Puojidras of Ancient Bengal ( Vol. XII ).

(2) Buddha’s Life in Art (Vol. XVIII ).

(3.) The Ambanthals ( Vol. XIII ).

(4) The K@iffis in Ancient India (Vol. IV).
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The above constitutes a unique record of learning and scholarship, of libe-

rality and philanthropy, deservirig of public and permanent recognition in a

fitting form such as that projected in this Presentation Volume made up of

learned articles contributed by so many scholars of different lands as tokens

of their appreciation of Dr. Bimala Churn Law’s life and work.

Radha Kumud Mookerji.



ERRATA

Page 83 Read of instead of or.

133 wordly tt „ worldly.

142 it or ft tt of.

219 it
married tt „ carried.

275 it
delineate tt ,, delicate.

469 If
disembodied tt „ embodied.

499 i*
Karana-cintamarii tt Kaanorcintamarji

520 it
Athole Inscription tt „ Ihole Inscription,

521 it Yuan Chwang tt „ Vyan Chawang.

529 it
religious tt „ religions.

it 553 it tract tt „ track.

ADDENDUM
[Addendum to Dr. R. C. Mazumdar’s article “The Chronology of

the Early Kings of Nepal]

No notice has been taken of Mr. Jayaswal’s article on “ The Chronology

and History of Nepal ” {JBORS. XXIE 157 If.) and Mr. K. G. Sankar’s arti-

cle on “The Early Chronology of Nepal’’ (IHQ. XI, 30411). The first is

based on a series of arbitrary assumpytions backed by fallacious and specious

arguments, which it would be a long and tedious task to refute in detail. The

conclusions arrived at are also so complicated by a rearrangement of the entire

list of kings given in the Vatiisdvalis that it would take many pages to set

them forth in a clear light. Mr. Sankar’s article is in^ired by the theory

of YaSodharman-Vikramaditya which no scholar accepts now-a-days and is

mainly based on astronomical data. It is interesting to note, however, that

the results of his astronomical calculations are very different from those

adopted by Fleet, L6vi and Jayaswal. This indirectly supports what I have

said above regarding the value of these data. I may add that Mr. Jayaswal

followed Fleet in referring the date 386 of Manadeva to the Gupta era and

thus placing the group of kings from Vrsadeva to Manadeva after Sivadeva

and AihSuvarman. Mr. Sankar regards Aih^vaiman as the Viceroy of Ya4o-

dharman and thus places him about a c^tury. before Hiuen Tsang. None of

these can be regarded even as probable hyptkheses.
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By

Tte Most Hon. the MARQUIS OF ZETLAND, k.g., g.c.s.1., G.c.i.e.

On a day in July in the year 1943, I was sitting on the stonepaved

terrace which runs along the wing of the house in which my writing room is

situated, meditating, as I often found myself doing in the comparative leisure

which retirement from Government office had brought me, upon the astonish-

ing spectacle presented by the human race devoting an unparalleled concentra-

tion of effort on the task, as it seemed, of exterminating itself. Although the

hands on the dial of my watch pointed to six o’clock, the sun v/as still high

in the heavens and cast foreshortened shadows from the trees over the growth

of rank grasses which covered what in happier days had been smoothly mown
lawns. On the sundial nearby, the slowly moving shadow disputed the in-

formation given me by my watch to the extent of no less than two hours,

for with a view to saving the fuel normally consumed in the production of

artificial light and to giving the hard worked populaticwr the chance of re-

creation in the open air at the end of the day’s toil, it had been decreed that

by the simple expedient of putting forward the hands of the clock, daylight

should be prolonged to that extent but cme of many indications of the abnor-

mality of the times which had overtaken this man-made world of which we

found ourselves the protesting but helpless denizens. The weeds and general

air of unkemptness which met my gaze ; the entire absence of activity which

was responsible for the triumph of the riotous vegetation over the former

orderliness of gravel walk and well kept lawn—for under the system of

rigid regimentation which had been imposed upon us, every male between

childhood and old age, whether a gardener, or one employed on any kind of

peace-time wcark whatsoever, had been wrenched away from his normal occu-

patiorr—were others, as were also the bulletins issued on the air at regular

intervals during the twenty four hours, describing the daily progress made

in the process of extermination in the various theatres of war.

On the back of the garden seat on which I was sitting were chiselled deep

into the wood words which had once seemed to be full of a sweet ccmtent,

but which now rang with a hollow note

“ The kiss of the sun for pardon

;

The song of the birds for mirth

;

Man is nearer God’s Heart in a garden

Than anywhere else oa earth.”
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The song of the birds for mirth ? There was little enough mirth in these

sombre days ; moreover the s(mg of the birds was drowned in a sea of rau-

cous noise and the erstwhile peace of the garden was constantly being shat-

tered by the sinister drcme of aeroplanes—giant four-engined bombers and

more agile and lithsome lighters—as they streaked across the sky ; by the

rumble of monster tanks as they clawed their way along the high road nearby,

for not far away was a vast military cantonment, and by the patterned ex-

plosion of projectiles of many calibres on the moorland beyond the trees

which had formerly pastured flocks of sheep and herds of cattle, but which,

since it now served the purpose of a tank range, had become a no-man’s land

of repulsive desolation from which the grouse and other wild life which had

formerly found a happy home there, had fled abashed.

As I sat pondering these things on the summer afternoon in question, a

letter, come by the afternoon post and bearing an Indian stamp and postmark,

was put into my hands. The postmark showed that it had been many weeks

on the way, which, in the circumstances, was not surprising, for with battles

on a vast scale raging along the Mediterranean sea-board and with the seven

seas infested with hostile submarines, the routing of ships had for long been

an uncertain business. But long though it had been on the way, its eventual

arrival at its destination was none the less welcome, for it brought me news

of one with whose work as the historian of an age which presented so pleasing

a contrast with the present, I had long been familiar ; and I found myself

speeding back in imagination to a day a quarter of a century ago when, from

the summit of the ruin of an ancient tower—no less a building than the

famous Pippala stone house marking the site of the former city of Rajagrha,

of which the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hien has left a record—I gazed over the

dusty landscape spread over the Patna Ehstrict of Bihar.

For me much of the charm of Dr. Bimala Charan Law’s work derives

from the fact that he succeeds in clothing with flesh and blood the dry

bones, which are all that are left to mark the scene of the life and times of a

race of men who flourished nigh on 2,500 years ago. Apart from certain

superficial mounds there is nothing to be seen to-day to distinguish Basarh,

in the Muzafferpur District in Tirhut, from any one of the numerous other

villages dotted over the landscape of the modem Province of Bihar, just as,

amid the drab hills of the Patna District hardby, there is little beyond the

ruins of walls and an ancient watch-tower built of blocks of undressed stone,

to break the monotony of the view. Yet with a copy of “The Ksatriya

Clans of Buddhist India ’’ as an aid, these modest relics of the past bour-

geon into life once more and in place of the empty landscape we see, as in a

vision, flouncing cities and pec^les, priests and potentates, {flaying their al-

lotted {lart in the great drama of human history—VaiSB, the capital of the

Liodiavis and Head-quarters of the great and powerful Vajjian Confedefacy

;

Rgjasrha, “ The King’s House capital of Magadha ; Bimbhara and Ajfita-
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fatni who lived and reigned there ; and, more particularly, men of venerable

bearing, leading lives of asceticism and discour»ng on the higher problems of

rdigion and ethics in the mango groves abounding in the neighbourhood of

the cities, or in the mote-halls in which gatherings of the people were held.

While the picture painted for us by Dr. Law of these early inhabitants

of the lands washed by the waters of the sacred Ganges is an attractive one,

the painter does not sedc to depict them either as a race of saint, or of super-

men ; but rather as people with a zest for life and with the shortcomings no

less than the virtues inherent in human nature. He makes it clear that war

was not unknown amongst them, for they prided themselves on being of the

martial caste, while those who occupied the throne, where the State was or-

ganised on a monarchical basis, were by no means deaf to the promptings of

ambition. So far as their personal characteristics are concerned, he shows

us the Licchavis in particular, as a handsome race, fond of display and of

fine raiment, an affluent people, the owners of chariots and horses, yet hardy

withal. Their young men, it is to be noted, were high spirited with a pas-

sion for manly sports, and no strangers to the escapades common to hot-

blooded youth all the world over. Yet no doubt is left in our minds that

if they found pleasure in the company of courtesans, the sacrament of mar-

riage was rigidly respected and a high standard of chastity demanded of

their womenfolk.

We see that the standard of civilisation evolved by them was a high one,

and that with all their virile qualities they were lovers of the fine arts ; that

among the people generally arts and crafts were highly developed, while the

grandeur and variety of their buildings testified to the skill alike of their

architects and their artisans. In brief, we derive the impression that what

Pericles said of Athens, might equally have been said of Vai6§li, namely, that

the Licchavis had provided education and recreation for the spirit and beauty

in their public buildings which delighted their hearts by day and banished

sadness.

It is further made clear to us that their social and political organisation

was on a correspondingly high level ; for side by side with the monarchical

form of Government which flourished south of the Ganges in Magadha, there

existed on the north side of the river the Republics of the Licchavis and

other clans whose administration was carried out through the agency of power-

ful Corporations of the citizens meeting in public assembly.

In short, what we find in the picture presented to us, is a microcosm of

civilised humanity as it evolved and spread over the earth ; and we ask

ourselves, if the vignette wliich we are given of the life and times of these

K^atriya clans is, broadly speaking a replica of iimumerable other tableaux

whidi go to the making of the vast and chequered panorama of human his-

tory, what is it that gives to it a quite outstanding importance of its own?
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To that questkxi there can be but <hk answer ; it is the simultaneous appear-

ance, as the most striking feature of the composition, of two dramatic figures,

one a citizen of Vaiffilf, the other a member of the smaller clan of the iSSk-

yas dwelling in the foothills of the Himalayas three or four hundred miles

to the north west—^two members of the fraternity of 'Sramaajas, or wander-

ing ascetics, whose teaching, differing no doubt in some at least of its phi-

losophical connotations, achieved immortality by the stress which it laid

in its ethical aspect, upon the doctrine of loving kindness (ahimsa) which

five hundred years later on the shores of the Lake of Galilee, was reiterat-

ed with similar emphasis by another of the supreme figures in world his-

tory, that of Jesus of Nazareth.

Mahavira of Vaifikll, Buddha of Kapilavastu, Christ of Nazareth ; how
different a world should we not be living in to-day, I thought as the rumble

of tank and the drone of aeroplane broke in upon my ear once more, if

men had not turned their backs upon the code of conduct common to all

three and expressed succinctly by Jesus of Nazareth when, in reply to a

question on the subject of the greatest commandments of the law put by

a spokesman of the Pharisees who sought to embarrass him, he replied

simply—“Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.”

As the rumble of tanks and the drone of the aeroplanes wakened me
from my day dream, there arose in my mind a very different picture. In

no city of the modem world, I thought, would a Mah&vSra, a Buddha or a

Christ cut a more incongruous figure than in Berlin, or Munich, or almost

any other German city. For here there has been evolved a philosophy of

life and a code of conduct the very antithesis of those proclaimed these

many centuries ago in the Ganges valley and on the shores of the Lake of

Galilee. Throughout Germany, indeed, where totalitarianism has found its

most complete expression, the virtues of Jainism, of Buddhism and of

Christianity are ridiculed as the most contemptible of human weaknesses,

and a will to power is stridiently proclaimed as the governing principle of

human conduct. All freedcxn, not action only but of thought also, is denied

to the individual who is held to be of no account ; while God as the object

of worship has been supplanted by the State.

In a system of which the central tenet is the purely pagan doctrine

that migjit is right, there is clearly no place for any moral law ; and its

absence has been made manifest by a whole series of appalling crimes^ of

which the sadistic persecuticm of the Jews and the almost incredible bru-

talities inflicted upon the hapless peeves whose lands have been overrun,

are but ^mples. It is equally clear that amongst a people imbued with

the ideas which form the basis of the German ccmceptUHi eff the Rinch, a

high degree of radal arrogance and a widespread exaltation of war will be
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outstanding characteristics. Even so, it might have been supposed that a

whc^ people, in spite of the emphasis laid on the sense of satisfaction to

be derived from the infliction of cruelty by a writer of the fame of Nietzs-

che, would scarcely have been found willing to raise pure cruelty to the

level of the highest virtues. Yet this is precisely what they have been

willing to do, and the explanation of this sinister phenomenon is to be

found in the success of a campaign of propaganda extending over a long

period of time. The leaders of German thought, and notably men like

Qausewitch and Moltke, knew well, indeed, how to wean their people

from any such weaknesses as were to be attributed to those whcrni they re-

garded as the decadent and effeminate races. The argument was almost

childishly simple ; war, according to Moltke, was in itself part of the uni-

versal order of things instituted by God—^who when Moltke wrote had not

been wholly superseded by the State—and the purpose for which it had been

ordained, namely, the ennobling of the human race through suffering, must

not be frustrated by any illogical attempt to humanise it. War was intended

to be brutal, and the more brutal that it was and the greater the suffering that

it caused, the better it served the purpose for which it had been ordained.

Neither was it military writers like Qausewitch, Moltke and Bem-
hardi alone who played upon the baser instincts of the people and by the

demoralisation—using the word in its primary meaning—which they

brought about, induced the desired degree of war mentality amongst them.

Writers in many walks of life—Frederick the Great and Bismarck in the

ranks of the politicians ; Nietzsche among the philosophers ; Mommsen,
Sybel and Treitchke among the historians, are but a few of those who
during the 19th century poured forth a stream of poisonous propaganda

directed to a single end. And the harvest of this baleful sowing was gar-

nered in) a beerhall in Munich by the founder of the Nazi Party and his

more immediate associates. There is no doubt that in his fevered imagi-

nation, Adolf Hitler, the inefficient corporal of the earlier world war, saw

himself as the world’s greatest superman and the German people of whon^

he was the archetype and preordained leader, as the chosen race, the Het-

renvolk, high gods among puny mortals, destined to inherit the earth and

to exercise domination over its peoples.

That there should exist a man suffering from these delusions is, in it-

self, a matter of littlet significance ; it merely indicates the presence in the

particular individual of a pathological condition well known to the medi-

cal profession under the name of paranoia, which frequently takes the form

of persecutory, or amlwtious mania. What is significant is the fact that

a whole people should have allowed themselves to become hypnotised by

so dangerous a charlatan. The explanation is to be found, of course, in the

steady undermining of the nation’s belief in the reality of spiritual and

moral values, brought about by the insidious stream of propaganda of which a
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mere indication has bear given above. Much more might be said under this

head ; but there is no need to elaborate, for the evil teaching of a century is

epitomised by Ad<rff Hitler himself in that most revealing and cymcal of

human documents, Mein Kampf. Moreover there is another aspect of the

catastrc^he in which' mankind is involved which calls for comment, if any

attempt is to be made to see it and its causes as a whole.

i)( lit Ik «

It is not only the peoples of the aggressor States whose outlook upon

life has become unbalanced by the spectacular achievements which during

recent years have crowned the striving^ of civilised man on the material

plane. For if in the case of the aggressor States the inventive g/enius and

skill of the scientist have been prostituted to the perfecting of man’s capa-

city for making war, amongst the Western Democracies they have been

directed too exclusively towards effecting increases in his material prospe-

rity. The fatal mistake has been made, as a recent American writer has

put it, of regarding civilisation “as a by-product of economic progress,”

whereas, “ the essence of civilisation is a restraint, imposed by divine law

or by reason, upon the instincts of man. In short, in the case of the

one as in the case of the other, man’s outlook has become unbalanced be-

cause his progress on the physical plane has outstripped his advance along

the moral and spiritual planes.

The theme is one on which much might be written ; but it is to the

future that we must look to redress the evils of the past, and what is vital

in estimating the chances of the survival of civilisation is that there should

be signs of a dawning realisation that for his moral and spiritual well being

man must turn back once more to the simple truths taught him in the

Ganges valley and in Palestine long centuries ago. Happily such signs are

not altogether wanting.

* *

Here in England, even while the battle is at its height and it is still

only with the eye of faith that the dawn of victory can be glimpsed on the

far horizon, there are many signs that men’s minds, occupying themselves

with the planning of the new world which they hope to see rising from the

ashes of the old, are permeated with an ever growing consciousness of the

spiritual and moral issues involved. In the space at my disposal nothing

more than an indication of the general trend of thought is possible ; let

two pointers suffice to serve my purpose.

The Atlantic Charter, signed by the Prime Minister of Great Britain

and the iPresident of the United States on August the 12th, 1941, is a
great document of State and as such is primarily concerned with political

I, “A Tune for Greatness”, by Herbert Agar.
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and economic issues. It is of all the more significance, therefore, that the

word “ ^iritual ” should find a place in its {rfiraseology—the first time in

all probability that the word has crept into any such State paper. In

point 8 of the Declaration the two signatories proclaim their belief that

—

for practical reasons, certainly ; but no less for spiritual reasons—all the

nations of the world must come to the abandonment of forces ; in other

words that the pagan doctrine on which German authoritarianism is based,

must give way once more to the Buddhist and Christian doctrines of lov-

ing kindness and unselfishness, which in their turn require that recogniticm

be accorded to the right of the individual to be regarded as something more

than a mere cog in the soulless mechanism of the Totalitarian State ; to

claim, indeed, as Mr. Herbert Agai, writing from the standpoint of Chris-

tianity, puts it, no less a thing than equality in God—“ in the divine spark

which gives abiding value to the individual soul.”

That is the basis on which civilisation must stand if it is to survive that

one and all, the casual labourer and the merchant prince, thp crossing-

sweeper and the dweller in palaces, the §udra and the brahmin, are equal

in God. And it is in consonance with the stress laid upon the preciousness

of the individual soul in Christian teaching, that here in England Govern-

ment and Parliament alilqe! are devoting their attention to the education

and upbringing of the! individual child. And this brings me to my second

pointer, chosen for the reason that the worthiness, or otherwise, of the new

world to survive, must depend in the main on the fitness of the children

of to-day to be its citizens.

I have spoken of education and upbringing ; let it not be thought that

in doing so I am guilty of tautology. Education rightly considered may,

as a recent writer has observed, constitute a philosophy of life. But where

and how often has education been rightly considered ? The same writer

answers the question when he says :— “ If there is any truth in the recapi-

tulatory hypothesis of the evolutionary biologist ... then morally every

baby born is a stone-age baby and in a decade or so has to be pulled up

from a stone-age morality to that of a civilised morality ; wheieas, on the

other hand, knowledge is cumulative and each age inherits the inventi(Mis,

the learning and the institutions of its predecessors ;
” and he concludes

that “ the problem of problems for education is how to speed up our ethics

and to bring them into line with our scientific knowledge.”^

The expression of the above view would be of less significance if it

were not for the fact that the writer has put into a sentence what a large

and growing number of people are thinking. There is, indeed, an increasing

distrust of a system of education whose curricula are confined to secular

subjects and a growing sense of the urgency of fostering in the mind of the

1. T. Everard M.A., in the Hibbert Journal, January, 1943.
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pupil an awareness of spiritual and moral values ; of raising him as Mr.

Everard puts it, frcan the morality of the stone-age to that of civilisation.

Evideince of this is widespread. A strwig Committee appointed by the

F*re8ident of the Board of Education in 1941, ‘ found a very general feeling

that Christianity could not be called a failure, because it had never been

tried and an instinctive desire, particularly among the young that it should be

tried “ both within and between the nations, and in no formal and conven-

ti<mal manner.” They added that there was levidence from the higher

schools, the Universities and various student and youth associations, that

among the rising generation there was a movement of minds impatient of

bare formularies, yet eager for the truth, “ a feeling after God if haply they

may find him.” They accepted as fundamental and true, the view express-

ed by an earlier Committee that no boy or girl could be counted as pro-

irerly educated, unless he or she had been made aware of a religious inter-

pretation of life.

Much had already been done by the leaders of the denominations to

smooth away the difficulties due to doctrinal differences, by collaboration on

an agreed syllabus ; and when, in July, 1943, the President of the Board

of Education submitted to Parliament his scheme for the reorganisation of

the educati(Mral system of the country, no feature of it excited more wide-

spread interest than his proposal for giving religious education a more

clearly ddined place in the life and work of the schools, and his declaration

that in order to emphasise the importance of the subject, provision would

be made for the school day in all primary and secondary schools to begin

with a corporate act of worship.

* * ik

I have travelled far from my rustic seat on the stone paved terrace

outside my window, as was, indeed, inevitable when my musings began

straying over the present plight of, and the future outlook for, the species to

which was given—in a moment of sarcasm, it might also be thought—the

title of hotno sapiens. The occasion of their doing so was, as I have ex-

plained, the arrival of a letter which touched a chord of tender memory

;

and it is to that letter that these discursive musings must be regarded as the

answer.

1'. Onninittee of the Secondary School Examinations Council, imder the Chair-
manship of Sir Cyril Norwood.
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1

Just a century ago the great CJerman historian Leopold Von Ranke wrote,
“ I see a time coming when we shall build modem history no longer on the

accounts even of amtemporary historians, except where they possessed ori-

ginal knoMedge, much less on derivative writers ; but on the relations of

eye-witnesses and the original documents.”

The modem period of Indian history may be said, in one sense, to have

begun about the middle of the 17th century,—say the year 1658 when Shah

Jahan’s reign ended at Delhi. At that time the epoch of the Wars of Reli-

gion having been closed by the Peace of Westphalia (1648) and the English

Restoration (1660), the progressive peoples of western Europe were set free

to direct all their energies to the expansion of eastern trade and the increase

of theit national wealth ; the golden East was invaded by the hungry West,

in the humble disguise of traders. The same thing hai^ned in India again,

but in an intensified military form (soon leading on to political domination),

after 1763, when the Seven Years’ War having come to an end, vast numbers
of demobilised European soldiers turned their steps to this fabled land of

wealth and plenty.

Happily for the student of Indian history, from about this year 1658
has been preserved a class of our historical documents which exactly satisfy

Ranke’s criterion, and they grow in volume and variety in the course of the

next hundred years, till from 1763 onwards we have English and French,

Persian and Maralthi—and though this last class is as yet little known and of

small size and range, Rajasth&ni,—records which give us “ the relations of eye-

witnesses.” These relations naturally fall into two classes, namely (c)‘ offi-

cial despatches or the letters of military commanders, governors and diplo-

matic agents describing what they themselves have done or seen done by their

subordinates, and (b) news-reporters’ accounts of what they have seen or
heard done by others, i.e., things of exactiy the same type as modern journa-
listic messages.

Now, it is obvious that a wide empire can be administered from the cen-
tre only by means of extensive letter-writing and calling for regular local
reports. This necessity was felt as early as the Persian empire of Darius,

2
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about which we read, “ To each of the satraps a royal seaetary (i.e., writer)

was attached, who attended to the receipt and despatch of the correspondence

between the king and the satrap." (Cambridge Ancient History, iv, 197). The

system was of still earlier origin, as we can judge from the Tel-d-Amama

taUets ; it was one of the necessities of Nature.

Coming down to India and to more modern times, we find a fully deve-

loped recording system for the! first time under Akbar. Here again, we must

distinguish between the Court diarist and the press-reporter (if the latter term

can be used whai there was no press and no publicity of the news, and the

report was contained in a hand-written “ news-letter ” for perusal by, a private

or royal patron). The tenth Ain of Book If describes a regular crfficer, the

Recorder of Court incidents, whose duty* was to attend the royal court daily,

and “ write down the orders and doings of His Majesty, whatever the heads

of the departments report, His Majesty’s remarks, appointments, gifts etc.,

the arrival of reports (from the provinces) and the minutes thereon, extra-

ordinary phenomena, harvest, etc.” (Ain-i-Akbari, tr. i. 258). The example

thus set by the Mughal Emperors was imitated by their vassal princes, many

of whom still maintain an ofiicer called the parcha-wald, for writing down

the most trivial details of the daily doings of the Raja or Nawab and the

occurrences of their darbar.

From the capital the system was spread to the provinces. When in De-

cember 1579, Akbar divided his empire into twelve subahs and organised a

regular and uniform administration for them, he appointed to each province,

in addition to the governor, the diwdn, the bakhshi (inspector of the forces),

the judge, etc., also a Waqa'-navis or Recorder of events. (Akbarndtnah, tr.

iii. 413). A little later, one of his highest councillors suggested to Akbar that

“ a daily journal of events should be obtained from all the cities and towns.”

(Akbamamah, tr. iii, 559). Jahangir continued this arrangement and highly

praised it, remarking, “Much gain and great advantage are to be brought

about by it, and information is acquired about the world and its inhabitants.”

(Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, tr. i, 247).

11

In the Persian language we have a profusion of despatches from local

officials and commanders of detachments or specially deputed agents sent to

the Central GovemmMit at Delhi. A despatch annoutKing a military success

was technically called a Fath-namah or “ letter of victory ”. These, as may be

easily imagined, were often highly exaggerated in tone.* The English reader

1. Done by a body of 14 clerks, two by rotation attending daily.

2. And sometimes falsified as to facts, e.g., when a victory was “ written in the

name of " or in other words, ofiidally ascribed to a prince and not to the general

edio really won it
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may remember a ludicrous example of such perversion of facts in a famous

work of fiction, Haji Baba of Ispahan. I have found truth outdoing fiction

in point of exaggeration, among the despatches of one of Aurangzib’s grand-

sons, Muizz-ud-din, to that Emperor, penned by munshi M&dho Ram. The

most sober and reliable accounts of victories in the Persian language are the

de^atches of Mirza Rajah Jai Singh 1 in his campaigns against Shivaji and

Adil Siah (1665-1606), written by his Secretary Udiraj. The exaggeration

of numbers in documents of this class and in the historical narratives based

oi\ them, may be explained away, as a natural defect of the mentality of that

age and not cases of deliberate falsification. The Cambridge Mediaeval His-

tory, in commenting on the numbers alleged to have been engaged in the

Crusades, justly remarks, " all these general estimates are merely pictorial

in character !
” (V. 297).

Except in this one point of numbers, the military despatches in the Per-

sian language are often of the highest degree of accuracy and rich in signi-

ficant details. On the last battle of Panipat (1761), I have found two

Persian narratives of contemporaries—^though not strictly despatches—no way
inferior in clearness and correctness to the best European historical despatch-

es ; these are Kashiiaj’s diary of what he saw and did as an eye-witness and

the “ Life of Najib-ud-daula ” written by Sayyid Nur-ud-din Husain, the agent

of ex-wazir Ghazi-ud-din Imad-ul-mulk, who was very close to the scene and

in the know of everything. These two more than compensate us for the lack

of “press-reports’” (dkhbar) on that historic battle.

Every hi^ oifficial, both civil and military,—these two categories were

often fused into one,—and every vassal prince pf the Empire of Delhi, and

even the French mercenary captains (like De Boigne and Perron), besides the

British Residents at the courts of the Indian Powers,—kept a munshi or

Persian secretary for writing all hia letters to the Indian princes and their

own Indian subordinates (except inside the same Rajput State), and also for

interpreting the Persian letters and news-reports {akhbar) that reached him. In

almost every case, these munshis kept with themselves copies of the letters

which they wrote for their masters and others, afterwards collected them toge-

ther, in a classified fomt, added a formal preface and colophon, and sent them

forth into the world as examples of their literary skill. This collected form

has preserved many letters of the highest historical importance from the loss

to which stray documents are subject. We owe thanks to the literary vanity

of these writers.

Ill

Besides the despatches of high officers to their royal masters, we have in

the same Persian language, a very much larger number of documents con-

sisting of Court-diaries and news-reports,—the latter two forming really one

and the same class. Akhbdrdt-i-Darbdr-i-mu'ala is the special name of the
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r^rts of the occurrences and sayings at the public darbar of the Ddhi Em-

peror, taken down tm the spot and tran^itted to the writers’ absent

employers. Similar reports of the darbar proceedings and news circulating

at the Court or camp of the Nawab of Oudh, the NizSm of Haidaitbad,

Sindhia, Hdkar, Ranjit Singh of Lahore, etc. were taken down and sent off

by the scribes posted there to their masters.

Every prince of the blood, provincial governor general or vassal prince,

whai absent from the imperial Court used to employ a writer (waqi'a-navis)

to write and send to him reports of the doings and speeches at his Sovereign’s

court. Similarly, in the reverse direction, there were posted imperial agents

at the provincial headquarters’ and the icamps of generals detached on cam-

paigns, charged with the duty of sending to the Central Government periodi-

cal reports of local occurrences, which were often read out openly at the

Emperor’s daily darbar and thus got incorporated in the Akhbarat-i-Darbdr-i-

mu'ala.

These Government news-writers were of three classes, in the most deve-

loped form of the Mughal intelligence department : (1) Waqfa-navis, (2)

Sowdnih-nigar, and (3) Kufia-navis or harkdrah. The Waqi'a-navis was the

more regular and public reporter of the two, while the Sawdnih-nigdr was

of the nature of a secret reporter on important cases only
; the latter was

intended to be a spy and a check on the former ! At a later stage, as a check

on this check (namely the Sawdnih-nigdr), a third set of spies were appoint-

ed, called Khufia-navis (or secret-writers). These last, in the late 18th cen-

tury, were popularly called harkdrahs, though this term usually means
‘ couriers of news ’ or mail-runners. The Khufia-navis was a most confiden-

tial agent. He reported to the imperial wazir on local events without any

communication with the authorities of the place, who often did not even

know his name. The news-reports were sent to an officer of the Central

Government named the Ddrogha of Ddk Chauki, i.e. Superintendent of Posts

and Intelligence, who handed them unopened to the Wazir for submission to

the Emperor.

Owing to the paucity and high price of hand-made paper in those days

and the necessity of minimising the load of the letter-carriers (who travelled

in pairs, called juri, and carried the letters enclosed in bamboo cylinders called

nalo ),—these dkhbdr or waqd'i sheets were made extremely terse, their lang-

uage pared down to the bare bones of the facts and figures. But on occa-

sions of greater importance or interest they were liberal of description.

Indeed, these reporters, by long practice of the professirmal craft, had deve-

loped quite a modem journalistic sense of “ news value ” and never failed to

1. Secret news-reporters appointed from the capital to the fwovinces were an
un|)Ottant element of the administration of the Abbasid Khalifs. (Ctmb. Med, His,,

lY, 283).
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reprat in detail any marvellous or unnatural occurrence, which illustrated the

credulity and taste of that age. The diplomatic reports in the Marathi

language, in the late 18th century, are an exception to this rule of brevity,

and they give us full information, as I shall describe later.

Of these imperial court news-letters we possess a vast mass, sent to the

Rajahs of Jaipur by their Darbar agent, dating from the accession of Aurang-

zib (1658) till about 1730. These were written mi small slips of paper,

about 6J inches by 4 inches, one sheet for each day. Sometimes there is no

entry except the date and the remark, “ His Majesty did not hold the morning

darbar ” or “ His Majesty did not hold the evening darbar.” When the events

were numerous, more than one slip was used for that day. Of the mass of

these news-letters that came to Amber (the old capital of the Jaipur State),

bundles covering 26 years were borrowed by Lt.-Col. James Tod more than

a century ago and deposited by him in the library of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland (in London). The remainder, covering

the other years of Aurangzib’s long reign of 51 lunar years, (with gaps for

a few years), are preserved in the Jaipur State record office. These latter

have been recently sorted, repaired, and copied. Similar AkhbaTdt-i-Darbdr-i-

Mual'a (i.e., Delhi imperial Court diaries) are found in small batches, here

and there, but of a much later date than the Jaipur collection, e.g., 36 days of

the year 1743 in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, and a larger number,

covering the years 1753-56, in the Peshwas’ daftar, Poona.

The Jaipur archives possess, in addition to these reports of the Emperor’s

Court, another class of reports, entitled SidhS-i-Hazur, which record the

occurrences and speeches at the camp or court of the Rajahs of Jaipur. These

are of great value too, because the Jaipur Rajahs had, since the days of Akbar,

played a very important part in the general history of the Mughal Empire.

Unfortunately these papers have not been as yet copied.

IV

A change in the contents and importance of these diaries of the imperial

Court of Delhi was caused in the flatter half of the 18th century by the revo-

lution in the fortunes of the Mughal dynasty. At the end of the year 1759,

the Kdshahi fell under an eclipse, when after the murder of the Emperor

Alamgir II, his heir Ali Gauhar (Shah Alam II) became a fugitive and a

political pensioner or prisoner of the British, and did not return to Delhi

till January 1772. Again, at the end of 1784 he took Mahadji Sindhia as his

protector and regent, so that the centre of gravity of Delhi politics shifted

from the capital to the camp of Sindhia, the Emperor’s keeper, and des-

patches in the Marathi language rose to primary importance.

The supreme value of these court-diaries to Indian history, will be illus-

trated here by one example, in which light from every other source fails us.

It is wdl known that according to the popular tradition in Rajputana the
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death of MirzS Rajah Jai Sing^i I (1667) was caused by poiswi administered

by his second 8<mi, Kirat Singh, in consequence of which accusation the

Kachhwa nobles have ever since that year debarred Kirat Singh’s branch of

their royal family (the house of KSma) frran ad(^ion as heir to the throne

of Jaipur in the case of a failure ofi natural hesr. (See Tod’s Rajasthan,

Annals of Amber, Vol. ii, Ch. 1, the end). I was the first to prove (in 1907)

from contemporary Persian sources that at the time of Mirza Rajah’s death

at Burhanpur, it was ascribed to poisoning by his munshi Udinaj, and Kirat

Sing^ far from having been the murderer, himself led the infuriated Kachhwa

soldiery in an attack on Udiraj for avenging his father’s death on the culprit.

And now, two court akhbarats of this very time give the true facts of that

great Rajah’s death,—quite a natural one and under circumstances which are

quite credible. These documents had lain in the Jaipur archives, untouched

and ungarbled ever since they were written in September and October 1667,

and they have been brought to light only recently (1940). I translate them

here (from Persian).

News of the Imperial Court

27th Rabi‘-ul-awwal, regnal year 10th = 6th September, 1667.

‘Aqil Kh3n reported to the Emperor,
—

“ Isfandiyar Beg, who had been

appointed as a bailiff to conduct Mirzia Rajah Jai Singh' to Lfihor, has written

a letter to me to say that, at the time when Mirza- Rajah started from Bur-

hSnpur for the imperial court, he fell down from his horse, received very

severe injuries to his leg, and died on the Burhanpur road . . .

.

” The Em-
peror remarked, “ He was a capable officer of the Crown and a highly trust-

worthy Rajah (Rajah-i-‘umda i‘tiq5d.”).

News of the iMPcatiAL Court

22nd Jamadi-ul-awwal, r. yr. 10th = 30th October, 1667.

The Emperor asked Kirat Singh, the son of the late Mirzia Rajah Jai

Singh, “ How was the deceased Rajah wounded in the leg ? ” He replied,

“ One day as he was mounting to the back of his elephant, the foot of the

ladder was not properly planted, and so the leg of the Rajah was injured.

From that day his illness began and in a few days he died.”

Here is a piece of novel intelligence from a Marathi report :

—

Ij§13 Sevak Ram was the agent of the Peshwa’s Government at the Court
of the Govemw General of Bengal. On 11th November 1784 he wrote a
letter to N2nS Fadnis, which gives some details of Warren Hastings’ last visit

to Benares which are not to be found elsewhere. I translate extracts from
this MaiSthi despatch below.

“At,Lucknow the Bade ^hib (G. G.)— [alarmed at the news of Ma-
hadji Sndhm having brought the Emperor Shah ‘Alam under his control),
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by all kinds of means brought Prince Jaww Bakht (eldest son of Shfdi ‘Alara)

under his own influence, and came back with him to Benares. On 22nd

September, he paid a visit to the Shahaada (Jawan Bakht] held a secret con-

sultation with him for three hours, and summoning Nawab Sfl'dat Ali Khan,

the brother of the Wazir [of Oudh], presented him to the Prince . . . That day

the Bads Sahib got the Prince’s elephant ready, seated Sa'dat Ali in the back

seat (khawasi), brought him to the Cyan bapi in Benares city, where the

Emperor Alamgir had constructed a mosque on the original site of the Vish-

veshvar temple, and made him perform his namiaz there. Next day (should

be 24th September], for witnessing the Vijaya Dashami show, the Bade

Sahib taking Sadat Ali Khan, [Ghulam] Ali Khan and (the Shahzada’s

maternal uncle) Akbar Ali Khan, and ten or twelve Emglish officers on ele-

phants, came to the field of Chitrakut, where the Ramlila is celebrated won-

derfully well .... In this city is the mansion of Dunda Bhagat, the diwan

of Rajah Chait Singh, in which his wife and children reside. Some mischiev-

ous person told the Bade Sahib that two krors of Rupees in cash lay hidden

in the diwan’s house. The Bade Sahib placed a guard over the house and

had the floor dug up for seven days ; he also caused the ancient seat of

Sadashiv near the Govardhan hillock to be dug up for ten or twelve days.

But nothing was discovered at either place. So, the Bade Sahib has been

put to great shame. All the Lalas of the city are alarmed. In fact, this

Government is in great straits for money on account of its indebtedness. In

the English dominions up to Benares, there are 15 to 20 thousand Telingas

(musketeers) forming two campoos ; their pay has been in arrears for seven

or eight months.”

V

It may be here remarked that the news-letters from Delhi and other

important cities in Upper India, even when written for the English Council

at Calcutta or the Maratha Governments of Poona, Ujjain (Sindhia) and

Maheshwar (Ahalya Bai Holkar), were all composed in Persian, though their

covering letters were in English or Marathi. On arrival they were translated

into English (or Marathi) by the Persian department of the respective Gov-

ernments. Persian (and latterly Urdu) was the official language at Jaipur

and Alwar, till our own days. The British in India, as well as the French

adventurers who made money in Hindustan in the 18th century, were great

collectors of these news-reports though written for others, and their collections

have escaped destruction by having been sent to London and Paris. There

are several thousand such sheets (all towards the very end of the 18th century

and the first eighteen years of the 19th) in the British Museum and the India

Office Library, London ; a few in Paris, and a very valuable Munshi’s diary

of Col. Camac’s campaign in Malwa against Mahadji Sindhia (1780-81) in

Bodleian Library, Oxford. Claud Martin, the famous French engineer
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in Oudh aervice, made a collection of over 1,500 sheets (1781-85) which

is now in the Briti^ Museum ; and the Lalsot campaign of Mahadji Sindhia

(1787) is cc^ioualy illlustrated by two reports daily—one from Mahadji’s

camp in Rajputana and the other from the Emperor’s darbar in Delhi,

—

throughout the three months without a break.

The akhbarats containing news of Ranjit Singh of Labor, (referring to

his early years, before 1814) have been mostly translated into English and

published by the Panjab Ciovernment, under Professor Garrett’s editorship.

'The other Persian akhbarats (beginning of the 19th century) in the Peshwas’

daftar await study and publication. I know of only one other very large

collection of Persian akhbarats in India, namely those that reached Kal^ the

Poona envoy at the Court of Haidarabad, ranging from 1772 to the end of

the century ; but these too await study and even unveiling.

VI

The historical records in tlie Marathi language that can be rightly called

primary sources, all belong to the 18th century ; they fall into three divisions :

(o) despatches, (b) envoys’ reports, and (c) news sheets. The first of these

two differ from each other in many important respects, though they are both

written by officials to their masters.

The historical letters in the Persian language are clearly marked off from

those in Marathi^ by certain features. First, the latter class are almost always

careless about dates; ; most of the Marathi letters omit the year and many
even the month ; while in several of them the writer gives no date at all and

we have to infer it from the context, or in exceptional cases, when an exact

man like Nan& Fadnis carefully endorsed them on the top comer with the

date of their arrival, from that information. Besides this defect, one cannot

help feeling that the Marathi records, both of the (a) and (c) categories,

are too concise, scrappy and very often obscure by reason of their extreme

brevity and their writers’ lack of literary skill. The elegant art of the Persian

munshis does not seem to have been admired or cultivated in the arid Deccan

plateau.

'The Marathi official records, for all practical purposes are confined to

those of the Peshwas, i.e., the Pbona Government, while the extant records of

Gwalior, Indore and Baroda are very scanty and unimportant from the wider
historical outlook when we go to the period before 1800 a.d. After that year,

reamis in the English language gain primacy in quantity and quality, even
tor MahBrashtra’s internal affairs.

The State records of the Peshwas are dispersed between two places,—in
the Peshwas* Daftar, Poona, down to 1774 and in the Menavli Daftar of Uie
village of Menavli, in the Satara district, after that year. The latter legW-
mately belonged to the Peshwas’ Government

; but whoi NSna Fadnis during
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his long years of supreme power in the Poona Government, received all the

despatches that came from the subordinate officials of that Government, he

kept them in his own private residence, and these after his death (in 18(X))

were removed to his village home at Menavli by his widow. The former col-

lection is also enriched by a large number of pa^iers of historical importance

found amcMig the private records of historical families, which were seized by

the Inam Commission and brought to the Poona Alienation Office, whence

they were never returned to their true owners. The cream of the Poona

archives has been sifted, properly arranged and publislred by the Bombay
Government in 45 volumes (7801 pages), as Selections from the Peskwas'

Daftar, edited by Rao Bahadur G. S. Sardesai.

But here news-letters are very few and seldom of the regular akhbarat

type. The so-called Peskwas’ Diaries are not at all diaries in the English sense

of the term, but only accounts of daily income and expenditure, which how-

ever occasionally give an indirect information of great value. Tlie Peshwas’

itineraries, which are very full and accurately dated, are bare lists of dates

and place-names, and valuable only as enabling us to form a correct skeleton

of their movements and marches.

VII

We now pass on to the last section of primary sources in the Marathi

language for the 18th century (really its latter half only), namely the envoys’

reports. These are as superior to documrats of the same class in the Per-

sian language as ordinary Persian military despatches and news-reports are

to their Marathi rivals. In these Marathi envoys’ letters we find a mastery

of expression, clearness and cogency of language, and ix)wer of reporting long

discussions accurately and with an eye for the essential joints only,—which

are a pleasing contrast to the Persian Secretaries’ sickening rhetorical flourish-

es, bombastic flattery of their own sovereigns, and excessive verbosity in con-

sequence of which the few relevant facts have to be dug out of a heap of

words. I have in mind here the letters of Apaji Ram Dabholkar and Sada-

siv Dinkar, N&na Fadnis’s agents in Sindhia’s camp, and in a lesser degree,

but less only to these two, the despatches of Mahadev Govind Hingan6, the

Poona envoy at the Delhi Emperor’s Court.

The first two of these writers, I may be pardoned for saying it, were no

whit inferior in literary power or skill in observation to the Venetian ambas-

sadors whose despatches from the Court of Tudor England are so highly

valued in Europe. Their position was delicate jind they had to use consi-

derable tact at every step and weigh their words carefully, as there was an

intolerable tensi<Mi for long years between their master and the Court

to which they were accredited. Their prose style is an object of study and

admiration. We find no case of despatches being written by them in a code

(ank-paUavi) ; therefore, no cypher being available, they had at times to use

3
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a veiled language, and yet not so veiled as to baffle their masters. Many of

their contractions we can easily interpret with a little detailed knowledge of

the history of the time and place. E.g., ga-kar-dtmak (name beginning with

G) stands for Govind Rao ; na-kar in the particular context for the Nizam.

Holkar’s officials deputed to Sindhia’s canop complain against the latter as

“our friend”! and so on. Hari-bhaktas stands for the Marathas (pious

Hindus
! ) Some code-names of persons and places, especially with reference

to British India, were used, and Parasnis has printed a key to them.

The extant envoys’ despatches are from the agents at the courts or camps

of the Delhi Emperor, Mahadji Sindhia, Ahalya Bai Holkar, the Maharajah

of Jodhpur, the Nizam, Tipu Sultan, the Governor General at Calcutta, the

Portuguese Government of Goa, —the last three of the above list being rather

meagre in number. The Marathi despatches written by Daulat Rao Sindhia

and his crfiicers and the news-letters in the same language written by agents

in Poona that reached Pandit Lalji Ballial Gulgule, Sindhia’s “ Resident ” at

Kota, are of first-rate importance for the years 1792-1803, and compensate

us for the closing of the Menavli daftar in 1794,—though the earlier portion

of these Kota archives down to the year 1791 is meagre and scrappy in the

information it gives. A selection from this source under the expert editor-

ship of Rao Bahadur Govind Sakharam Sardesai, is being arranged for publi-

cation as soon as the war clouds arc disi)ersed.



SAKUNTALA, THE CHILD OF NATURE

By

Dr. S. K. BELVALKAR, m.a., ph.d.

The English poet Wordsworth speaks of a certain Lucy in these words :

Three years she grew in sun and shower,

Then Nature said, " A lovelier flower

On earth was never sown.

This child I to myself will take :

She shall be mine, and I will make
A lady of my own.

“ Myself will to my darling be

Both law and impulse
;
and with me

The girl in rock and plain,

In earth and heaven, in glade and bower.

Shall feel an over-seeing power

To kindle or restrain.”

In another poem composed “ A few miles above Tintern Abbey ” the same

poet tells us how he was prone to recognise -

In Nature and the language of sense.

The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,

The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul

Of all my moral being,

while in his poem styled “ The Excursion ” he has delineated several aspects

or stages of the relation that can subsist between Man and Nature. Critics

are agreed that what Wordsworth affords us in these and other poems of his

are not so many examples of what is known as the Pathetic Fallacy, whereby

man sin:y>ly transfers his own feelings, emotions and sentiments to " inani-

mate” objects. The thoughts and impulses that Man is apt to derive from

Nature, she really has the power to communicate to him, because between

Nature and Man there is at work one self-same soul or spirit, so that an in-

ward communion between the two is as readily and legitimately possible as

between two sympathising human friends ; and for such communion, there is

not always required the use of articulate language.

The philosophical basis of the above “ Theory of Nature ” which Words-

worth is known to have believed in and promulgated, comes very near to the

view-point of India’s own Ved&nta Philosophy, which asserts that one and the

same Atman pervades men, animals, plants and the whole creation. That

this was KSlidasa’s own creed goes without saying ; but if a poetic proof of it

be necessary, the most convincing woulff be the speech of Urvail {VikramoT-
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vaHyam, Act IV, passage 57, Pandit’s edition), who, cursed to become a

creeper and subsequently restored to her original form, has preserved for us

a record of her experience as a creeper' *
:

Bnwiwn[w<»im in? 1 i [

IWT RI3 I ]

In fact, with the Hindu belief in Transmigration of the Soul, this can be

accepted as the normal experience in such matters, so that it is possible to

assert that objects in Nature can feel and communicate their thoughts just as

well as human beings; The most apposite example of the kind, however, is

to be found in Sakuntala, the heroine of Kalidasa’s Abhijnanasdkuntda, who

was every inch a true Child of Nature, and whom the Poet has not merely

described in words, but has ushered before us in flesh and blood and made

her speak and feel and act in the way such a child would normally feel and

act ; and that constitutes the real interest of the following investigation.

Bom of Menaka, the Heavenly Nymph, from sage Visvamitra, whose

fierce penance led the apprehensive Lord of Heaven (Indra) to send down

the Nymph to tempt him and frustrate his penances, the mother abandons

the infant in the forest and returns to Heaven. Thus left forlorn, the birds

of the air take pity upon her and feed her, until she is found by sage Karrva,

who names her iSakuntala ( lit. ‘ fed by birds ’
) and adopts her as his foster-

child.

As companions of her childhood, sage Kapva assigned to his foster-child

not only the two friends Anasuya and Priyarhvadia—whose names sufficiently

indicate their carefully contrasted character —but the creepers Midhavl, Ati-

muktak! and, above all, Sakuntala’s creeper-sister t Navamalika, fondly named

“Grove’s Moonlight’’; the Bakula, Keiiara, Sahakara (mango) and other

trees planted and tended with care and kindness ; the deer, antelopes, pea-

cocks, swans, cuckoos and cakravakas : not to mention the Sylvan Deities. To
assiduously tend, water, feed and minister to the comforts of ail these inmates

of the AiSrama (besides the welcoming of occasional guests) was by Kaiova

enjoined as a daily task upon Sakuntala. who soon grew to like that task,

and find therein the real joy of service : compare® :

draPl4l‘i: 1 9i%r i ]

or the well-known stanza® of Kapva in Act IV

—

qig if 5PTO WS Iff

fifURUfdtft iRrit in RSWH I

* N.B.—For the convenience of readers not so familiar with the originaf words

of Kllidfisa, I have numbered the text-quotations in the essay seriatim, and trans-

lated them intoi En^ish at the end.

t LacSbahi^ifi : cf. Asyam aham tvayi ca samprati vitacinta^L {(* In regard

to her, and, now, in regard to thyself also, I have become freed of all anxiety.”)
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^ *n^ fRpRR q1?|RIi| II

All these her comrades of the animal and vegetable kingdonji became, each

one of them, instinct with a life and an individuality of his own no less dis-

tinctive than that of Anasuya or Priyariivada. Naturally, they called forth

from iSakuntala acts of service and friendliness varying with the varying cir-

cumstances of each. Thus the creepers had not only to be daily watered and

nurtured, but, whenever they showed signs of budding youth, they had to be

mated with befitting trees ; or if they, like Sakuntala herself subsetjuently,

did not wait foil the elders, but made it a svayothvara or mating by self-

choice, they had at least to be felicitcd upon their great good fortune. So

too, the tender fawns needed particular care when, chewing blades of grass for

the first time, they injured their tender mouths. There was one such in parti-

cular that had lost its mother at birth ; and Sakuntala. took upon herself the

office of a mother to this youngling, fondly naming it Dirghapiahga (lit. long-

eyed) and tenderly applying the Ingudi oil to its injured lips and, in fact,

discharging for him all the functions of a loving mother, just as Dame Nature

had done in the case of iSakuntalia herself when mother Menafca had heartless-

ly abandoned her. Compare 6akuntala’s words^ in Act IV

—

iTsg I

^ • - .. fs. r\

91%^ tT5!( 1 I [^ I

JTin r9rr i ]

or, the stanza preceding, where Kaijva feelingly describes how ^Sakuntala used

to tend the orphaned youngling^ :

H gstfcPi;: qcpSf ||

In consequence of such a constant and continuous exchange of sympathy

and service, iSakuntala and all these companions of hers, human and others,

were expected to exhibit a perfect understanding of each other’s needs and

moods, divining and anticipating each other’s thoughts and hastening to fur-

ther and fulfil each other’s wishes expressed or suppressed. It was nothing

strange, therefore, that Priyaihvada could read correctly iSakuntala’s inner-

most thoughts as the latter empties her pitcher into the basin of Vanajyotsna

and gazes at her wistfully^ :

afsiqj? I stiunfir ^ft[i i

anp erif oiwip# ar? ^ anT»fl eisp^^ 1^ I I arRiftr •W'iiilwwI^HW
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I I «wi ai3^ TT^r #raT, arf^ srw

8TIc»RtS3f«f srt 555>^ I ]

Bui, is it not equally legitimate to inquire whether Vanajyotsna, Sakuntala’s

“ creeper-sister ”, could not have done the same ? So too—to take another

illustration—if Anasuya and Priyamvadia were capable of devising ways and

means for bringing the Hero and the Heroine together by the expedient of

Sakuntala’s love-letter, which Priyaihvada was to deliver into Du?yanta’s

hands'

—

fcan i ]

—

would not the Bakula or the Kesara tree or the creeper Vanajyotsna think

of accomplishing something in the same line to bring about a similar result ?

That these would be no idle questions to ask in regard to gakuntala’s Aiirama

companions as KSlidasa himself paints them, follows from the circumstance

that later, when iSakuntala starts to go to her husband’s house, it is not only

Anasuyia and Priyarhvada that get together for the occasion auspicious deco-

rations like"

—

55srj^53559TriSil^

not forgetting that garland of Bakula (Kesara] flowers which, we are told,

Anasuya had specially set aside for the occasion® :

fSi^nr m «ra^[%?R]jn%aTT i

IPIT *1#^1 I ]-

but, as Kalidasa purposely tells us, even the Asrama trees had sent their own

real (not imaginary) marriage presents^® :

This is my problem number 1.

Similarly, if, before encouraging iSakuntala’s passion for Du§yanta, Ana-

suya and Priyairhvada are so anxiously debating amongst themselves as to

whether the King can prove a deserving object foi* Sakuntala’s love^^ :

i ?ti grt % arf^arat i [sT?r(^ i (cprwwwt

,«]
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and subeequ«itly, when the King himself actually and unexpectedly appears

on the scene, if the same companions are seen to take, on their own part,

all precautions to ensure a successful sequel to the love-intrigue by observ-

ing>* :

WSIW I i[T3TioTf I 315

or^ I [ 5Wr I I =wr

•! rniT • ]

—

are we not entitled to expect that some other companions of Sakuntala from

the plant or animal life ought to have been shown by the Poet as being

capable of exhibiting an equal solicitude for Sakuntala’s future welfare?

This is my problem number 2.

Finally, in that well-known and lavishly praised parting scene in Act IV,

wherein we see the whole Nature grieving at the impending seiiaration from

Sakuntala'® :

artHftarqfofTOi garner ii

[ wi- I gilTfq-

55dr: 11 ]

—

and where, to forestall the dreaded consequences of the curse of Durvasas, the

two friends, at the final moment of parting, remind Sakuntala of the ring of

Du?yanta, casually desiring her to make use of it if and when needed, but

unwisely keeping from i§akuntal!a all knowledge of the curse on the flimsy

pretext of saving her some present grief'* ;

^ qf%ft(^55qr i [

I ]

—

and wherein even father Kativa, possessing as he did the Prophet’s pre-

vision* of the great ordeal of grief and suffering through which his daughter

was destined to pass, would not yet convey to her any indication or warning,

not only in the text-book advice that he specifically reads to her^^ :

5^ Hqc#5l% etc.—

but even through that most stoically conceived message to the King’-^ which he

dictates seated under the shade of the obliging KisJravrlc5a :

begging for his daughter no special concessions, but merely an equality of

opportunities and fr^dom to work out her own destiny :

’Compare MSiica’s words'® in Act VII—

*
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eo^ epn^
*>iwiwrwff: 'rt ST «s TTJM II

In this parting scene, I repeat, where we see iSakuntala heedlessly marching,

so to say, right to the very brink of the precipice in a mood of confident hope-

fulness,"' her friends and father alike conspiring (although from different mo-

tives) to keep her utterly in ignorance of the gravity and imminence of the

dangers lowering over her head—the father in particular vainly endeavouring

to suppress his sombre thoughtsf—why should we not suppose that some

of the sub-human friends of the Heroine could have sympathetically caught up

the innermost thoughts of the Sage and found for them, in their own language

of looks, signs and movements, an expression which could have, at least mo-

mentarily, touched the fringe of Sakuntala’s consciousness, even though it

might have subsequently been driven out of it by some extraneous circum-

stance, so that when she reaches the court of Dusyanta she remains abso-

lutely unprepared for the storm that is to descend upon her with a tragic crash ?

This is my problem number 3.

Now, my study of Klalidlasa’s Abhijnanasakuntala all these years has

fully convinced me that if, instead of the Sdkuntala of our uncritically edited

text-books, we had before us the real original Sdkuntala as Kalidasa wrote

it, all the above problems would meet their instant and correct solutions.

Such an edition Is, however, not yet within sight.J The problem of the Ur-

Sdkuntala deserves to be tackled in the same manner in which the allied

MahabhSrata problem is being tackled, the underlying principles of textual

reconstruction being the same in both cases, with this important difference

that, while in constituting the present critical text of the B. O. R. Institute’s

edition of the Great Epic, what is known as “ Higher Criticism ” comes very

rarely in evidence, this will have to be more frequently appealed to in the case

of KSlidasa’s Magnum Opus, because, speaking relatively, the problem in the

• Cwnparew
: qftopjr ^ I ^ 8TRTT I [qftWJT |

t The best evidence of the state of Kanva's mind is the stanza'** :

arf^HTST^ «T^:

an f^sit !T ti

whidi, although designed to comfort and dieer up fiakimtalS, is still thrown into

the plaintive, dirge-like Hariql metre. That this is the Poet’s conscious hit, should

follow from the circumstance that there occur only three stanzas in the Play thrown

into this particular metre, and they have each its own raison ffitre.

H tried to evdce the interest of the "Vlkrama Bi-Millennium Celebrations”

for it, but without much success.
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Play is unitary and far less complicated. For obvious limitations of space I

shall not attempt the indicated textual reconstitution here, but content myself

with the demonstration that, assuminR the correctness of the reconstituted text,

we are able to deduce therefrom a conduct on the part of the Nature-com-

panions of ^akuntala which is just what one is led to expect if KSlidasa,

like the true Hindu that he was, had regarded objects in Nature as being

instinct with life and sentiency.

In a paper I contributed in 1925 to Sir Asutosh Mookerjee Silver Jubilee

Volume, Orientalia, Pt. 2, pp. 349-359, I put forth the view that the order

of the speeches in Act I of the Abhijnmasakuntala from the speech behind

the curtain of the Heroine-” :

^ I [ fcT I ]

to the point where the bee emerges from Vanajyotsna's basin*' :

arwit I oTtuifesi sINrsi it aid i

[ ard I ^ ^ i ]

has gone wrong in the current editions of the Play. The Bengali recension

here gives 35 speeches, the Kagmlrian recension 27, and the Devanagati cum

South-Indian recension advocated by Cappeler, only 22. The story given by

these sets of passages falls into three moments : the loosening of Sakuntala’s

tight garment {ValkalasithiRkaram)

,

Sakuntala’s approaching the Kesara tree

upon a supposed beckoning from the tree {Kesarasamtpagamana)'^--.

3^^ l^»r I arPT ar I

and ifeakuntala’s watering the Navamalika creeper (Navamalikasi^cana).

The available printed editions give the ValkalasithiUkaTcma before the Kesa-

rasamipaganuma. Only the recension contained in the uniquei birch-bark MS.,

Bombay Govt. Collection, No. 192 of 1875-76 (now deposited in the B. O. R.

Institute), gives precedence to the Kesarasarmpagamana. The same MS. also

tells us (through a stage-direction) that the King had concealed hintself behind

this very Kesara tree. No wonder, in that case, if the Kesara tree got con-

fused by the unexpected presencQ of a stranger, and beckoned sister Sakuntala

(whose assigned task it was to attend to all ASrama visitors) to his side. For,

why should iSakuntala have interpreted the slight flutter in the leaves of the

Kesara, caused by a stray breeze, as the tree’s call to her? Not a blade of

grass can move without some purpose : that was the Hindu Poet’s article of

faith. Kalidasa elsewhere tells us, in so many words, that trees are in the habit

of making birds (and, let us add, bees and movementr of leaves) as vehicles of

their thoughts : compare**—

3T3*Rl*I»Rr
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II

When SakuntalS afi^roaches the Kesara tree, that movement is described in

the editions by the stage-direction Tathd karoti [Does accordingly] ; the birch-

bark MS. alone makes it, RajHah sathnikar^atn agacchati [[[Approaches the

presence of the King). The ensuing comparison of the Heroine to a creeper

by the side of this tree**—
srw jtj am qftvnft I [ *inra;

gains in suggestive value only if the King is behind the tree ; and the Valkala-

UthiRkaratjta effected while the Heroine is so near the Hero (whose presence

the ladies, of course, do not suspect) has a syngaric value which Kalidasa of all

poets was not going to miss. There is much, therefore, in that stage-direction,

which should prove that the MS. is, in some passages at any, rate, in the line

of authentic text-transmission. Only a fool or a pedant would think of chang-

ing that tell-tale stage-direction to the flat Tatha karoti of the editions

!

The speeches that follow after this moment in the watering-scene, and

particularly the words of Sakuntala**' :

f55r I m^ I orafs-

i [ i

are sufficiently indicative of what was passing in the innermost thoughts of

Sakuntala. Priyaihvada’s guess quite hits the mark and confuses the Heroine.

But could not the other Nature-companions—and particularly the Vanajyotsna

that formed the theme of the conversation—have divined the thoughts ? Cer-

tainly, yes : and the Creeper goes one better, and, having seen the concealed

King and believing him to be an appropriate consort for sister iSakuntala, she

exercises the already-married elder sister’s privilege of arranging to bring her

younger sister into contact with her would-be lover. Hence, we must assume,

she it is that purposely starts the bee ! i§akuntala had been watering so many
trees and creepers that morning. Why should a bee have started only from

the basin of the Vanajyotsna ? “ Mere chance ”, some one would reply ; but

in a world believed to be permeated by an indwelling Spirit, chance has to be

ruled out.

The Kesara tree and the creeper Vanajyotsna thus prove themselves

Sakuntali’s real loving companions.

This is how I propose to solve my problem No. 1.

To be able to give a satisfactory solution of the next problem would

sondy test one’s understanding of Kalidasa’s Sakuntala. In that famous

Radiation-some in Act V when, to her utter consternation, Sakuntalfi finds
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that the ring is unaccountably missing, as a last desperate attempt to awaken

the King’s dormant memory, she hits upon the expedient of narrating the

E)irghap^a incident*® ;

30% I # If ^fgrwt <nm gftwqMf • SRW f^3T3:fe ai^arfiTm 33^^ 3^ I Of awftsRnfr

3^ I trq 3^ ofm ^ qwaft I 3^

§3 qg^ % I 35qt I 5^ t?f«r arirwraif 1

3qJT#^iqo«i) qfesffqsnrnPfiRTg^^ 33 g^ 3f5fl|3*fWfk •

3f^ 3 ^ 35If3^t ^qistf 3rq gft^iqfcT? 3qft«I3: I c3*n—8T3 3Wft.

q«m f^-g?!i3q^iq3fq^33 33%^ 1 ^ gq^^sqft^qigwmiwgq^w: 1

q^3(^3 JT3I f3: 5TO: I cfgl^W a[gir3ts% I

3^: 331^13 t 5tapai3I3i3«ri%^ I ]

* This very word is used by &kuntala a little later to describe her own condi-

tion when, convinced of Dui^yanta’s perfidy by the unintended double entente of

the words amdnufti^u, antarik^agamandt, dvijaih and parabhrlah in the stanza^^ :

3S?[3% ft>g3 31: 5#qf33c3: I

qi3i3ft^R33T3L <Eq3q3r3n3-

qr^: m 'Tf3#3 II

she wrathfully bursts out*® :

3T5r3r I amort ^arangqiStoi ^sf3ri% 1 ^ 3# srart ^jamsgarq^-

%nt 33 3T3%^ q%qRR3ft[ 1 [ btht^ i «n?33t |33r-

331^3 I q; g3Fft3?3t 3;^gq;q%t^;retP|^<^qtq«mr 33Tgsfit

I ]

And upon Du§yanta's words*® :

*1^ I 5lfit3 5^J3?3 3ft3*l. I 3«irft3 3 3?f3% |

she flings back a spirited reply (unaccountably omitted by all editors !) which is

quite worthy of the daughter of the fiery sage Visvamitra*®
;

g»% ?% qipr arm 3*3f^ 9? ^3T^3 I

353i^tf9|^3I3Tt 3inif^3 | ft <3 3^^ II

[
qjjTfq 51313 qrnffq 34ft3^ 3 3ftW I gaglUlftft^l 313153

3I§ ft 3 3^: II ]

And then finally adds®^

—

gog 313 q^sgiqanftrft f%3^ ^ arg g3w 33333^373 ftaraww-

«3?w ggi^ i [ s«5 3133: f3fft3

3ig3f3 3^533^ l33?wwiftoTt g^glWHflgqridl I ]

See below for the propriety of the i^rase ^3133333^3 (carrying a weapon Icon-

oealed] in the heart) instead of %9T3|ft3W (having pmson in the heart).
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Here, is it not legitimate to ask why SakuntalS chose this particular incident ?

The choice of the Navamialika bower is of course significant. But why did

Du^yanta fetch—presumably from the adjacent river-canal—^water in a lotus-

leaf receptacle ? And why did Oirghap^ga present himself in the bower just

at this juncture ? It is easy enough to brush aside these as idle questions,

as the products of some hyper-sensitive critic ; and they would probably be no

more than that, if Kalidasa had not been a consummate artist who weighed

his words, and whose every hit counted. Years ago I invited scholars to let

me have their reasons as to the choice of the incident. Some few responded,

but not quite satisfactorily. Here is my own reading of the situation :

The bower incident was meant to remind the King—for, that is the main

point—of his having given the ring. It must therefore have taken place im-

mediately before or after the gift of the ring. When, later, the missing ring

is recovered, and, by the consequent termination of the curse, the King’s

memory returns, this is how he describes what did take place®-

:

aft’TcT fli Oral ^rsiiaunf,

1 arufjlllrn

—

tl^

^ II

The above assurance given by the King apparently satisfied ^kuntala. She

ceased weeping, and was ready to put implicit faith in her lover’s words.

Thereupon, following the time-honoured Hindu custom, Sakuntala’s tear-soiled

face had to be washed. The water in the lotus-leaf receptacle was what

Bhasa * in a similar situation calls mukhodakam. The coming in of the

ESrghapehga in the bower at this juncture was due, not to his being thirsty,

—

for there was the running canal-water close by for the purpose^but because

the fawn wished to give his foster-mother a warning against too readily putting

trust into this stranger, who from Dirghap&hga’s view-point, was no more than

a hunter carrying weapons to kill innocent deer. Mrgliapanga has clearly

shown his distrust of the King by refusing to drink from his hand.

This Mrghapiahga is actually introduced on the stage in Act IV. Sakun-

tala has just taken leave of her creeper-sister Vanajyotsna twined around her

mate, the mango tree '®

:

<iui’3i\%liii I q?i%if If f
i
[^srs4l?% i

and is mraitally carving out a rosy picture of her own married life with the

King Duayanta. The next object that she notices is a doe who, like iSakun-

*Op. SvapnavSsavadattam, Act IV, towards the end.
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talS herself, was expecting shortly to be a mother®^

:

rfi? I nrqt lilfawg^ aisuwwi fit

*1 I^STfPf I [ arcT I q^-

»RT ^ ir^ i]

Her own picture of herself as the mother for the moment drives out her

earlier picture of herself as the wife and the Queen ; and we might imagine

that Sakuntala is engaged in mentally contrasting the treatment that she

herself would be giving to her own would-be son. At this precise psychological

moment her foster-son EMrghaiiahga pulls her up by the garment, and seems

to ask whether, in abandoning him then, she was behaving any better than

her own mother Menaka ? I am, however, disjwsed to think that DTrgha-

pafiga’s appearance here was to give his foster-mother another parting warning

about Dusyanta, whose perfidy was, at long last, apparent even to the simple

Anasuya^'^ :

trsq onq l^8Tqtg?W smw iltr? of ^ r^lf

qg5?[55[(T anatftai i [
trq qpi SRpr^

W ^ W ^l$Jd<>l-tlWdl4qHftdH I ]

If iSakuntala’s mind had not been obsessed by her day-dreams, she pro-

bably would have received and understood all these warnings which her com-

rades in Nature sought to give her, as she ere this had understocxl the beckon-

ing of the Kesara tree in Act I.

This is my solution to my problem No. 2. Fortunately, except in minor

details, the textual question does not come in the way of our reaching this solu-

tion, once we accustom ourselves to read Kalidasa’s masterpiece with an in-

quiring and sympathetic mind.

The third problem I have discussed in full details in a paper I contri-

buted to the “Asia Major”, Vol, II, fasc. 1, pp. 84-87, as early as 1923. It

refers to the Cakravaka incident in Act IV. There are three Prakrit speeches

connected with it, out of which, the shorter or the Devanagari recension gives

the second and the third, omitting the first, while the Bengali gives the first

only, omitting the other two. The Kasmirian MS. gives all the three, and

fully satisfies the demand of higher criticism. The speeches in their correct

order are as follows"^®

—

I w ^ ^ 8W »i

^ I I

^ ii

qqiqHi: H ]
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‘*wwit 5HR*ii»t ft! 11

[«% lStt9W I
I aireftr

5«w»i^ wWtft II ]

fiPTBP^T—^ I *n TTs^ ir^ I

^ ni(% ?8Tft! ft[?IR{^?9rt 1

»re»l ft arwms^ ii

[ ufti I ^ fFtm I i?nft ftifti »wpift ft<ri?o(ft!RRi. i

avwpt ^npjft il ]

Here the whole incident is designed to convey to Sakuntala a representation

of the fate that is in store for her. The Cakravaki calls, but the Chakrava-

ka—through causes beyond his control, his heart being full of Sakuntala—does

not answer. So before long would Sakuntala be herself calling, and Dusyanta

would not answer ! Anasuya administers a consolation to her friend, which

she could do with some confidence because they had in their possession the

Royal ring which was to terminate the curse. Hence we find that in their very

next speech the friends are reminding Sakuntala of the ring. From another

point of view the Cakravaka, in a sort of a spiritual telepathy, may be said to

be taking up from Kaijva the grief to which the stoic Sage refuses to give an

opening, and so the Cakravaka tries, in his own ways, to warn Sakuntala of

the ordeal of sorrow and suffering through which she has to pass. That

Sakuntala misses this warning, as she missed that of Dirghapanga, was due to

her pre-occupation : to her mind not being attuned to receive them. The
Friends seem to have understood the Cakravaka, and so immediately bethink

themselves of the signet-ring.

From the above discussion it will have become sufficiently evident that

Keiliddsa has depicted iSakuntalla as a true “ Child of Nature ” privileged to

have intimate intercourse and communion with the objects in Nature in the

midst of which she was brought up. A true understanding of the inner signi-

ficance of Kalidasa's Sakuntala would be impossible unless we understand the

Poet's “ Philosophy of Nature That sufficient attention to this aspect of

the Play has not been hitherto paid has to be attributed to the circumstance

that, pace Pischel and Patankar and Cappeler, a really critical edition of the

Play still remains a desideratum.

English Translation of the Original Texts.

1. “By me, possessed of inward senses, hath been indeed witnessed the

conditiim and happaiings of Your Majesty.”

2. " Not merely because my father hath ordered it : I, for my own
part, do also entertain a fraternal affection for these.”
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3. “ She, who would not think of drinking water herself whilst youi

thirst remained unslaked ; who, although fond of decorating (her person],

would not, for very affection, deprive you of even a leaflet ; to whom the

time of your first blossom used to be an occasion of festivity ; she, iSakuntala,

is now leaving for her husband’s house : may ye all assent to it !

”

4. “ My child, why wouldst thou follow me who am ready to forswear

thy company ? Thou liast been—is’nt it so ?—reared up when thy mother

died so socmi after thy birth. Now too, separated from me, father Kaitwa is

there to look after thee.”

5. “ To whose mouth, pierced by tlie prickly-ends of Ku.^ grass, was

by thee applied, to heal the wound, the oil of Ingudi : that dear foster-son

of thine, whom thou didst feed on handfuls of Syamdka rice : he is [now]

loath to leave thy track.”

6. “ Anasuye, knowest thou wherefore Sakuntala is gazing so intently

upon Vanajyotsna ? . . . Just as Vanajyotsna hath been joined to a befitting

tree-mate, would that I also do secure a lover befitting me !

”

7. “ 1 shall conceal it under flowers and make it fall into his hand

under pretext of its being (part of the] remainings of divine worship.”

8. ” Yellow-pigment, holy-earth, Durva-ends, and other auspicious de-

corations.”

9. “ In that palm-leaf basket slung upon the mango-branch I have kept

aside—for tlxis very occasion -a Bakula (Kesaraj garland that retains its

fragrance a long time.’”

10. “ An auspicious silken garment, white as the moon, was put forth

by one tree ; by another was exuded lac-dyo irleasant for use on the soles.

From the others arose, up to the finger-joints, the palms of Sylvan Deities,

that vied with the sprouting-up of their own tender-leaflets, and they pro-

ffered (all these] ornaments.”

11. “Anasuye, far gone in love as she is, she is incapable of brooking

loss of time. Where her affection is fixed, he is the ornament of the Paurava-

race. So it behoves us to congratulate her upon her love.”

12. “ Friend, it is reported that Kings have several objccts-of-love.

Manage things in such a way that this our friend would not become an object

of commiseration for her friends-and-relations.”

13. “ The deer have dropped down their Darbha-morsels ; the peacocks

have abandoned dancing ; the creepers, showering down faded leaves, are,

as though, shedding tears.”

14. “Certainly, our dear friend with her tender constitution has to be

saved (from the shock of grief].”

15. “ Through prowess of penance all this comes within the direct know-

ledge of the revered Kaiova.”
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16. “ Raider service unto the elders ; towards co-wives display con-

duct as towards dear compenicms ”
; etc.

17ab “ Take good note of us as being persons to whom self-restraint is

their [real] treasure : also note well thy high lineage, as well as that course of

her love towards thee, brought about somehow, without [the agency and ini-

tiative of] the relations":

17*''. “ Such as she is, thou art to view upon her—amongst thy wives

—

as one deserving normal treatment* : anything over and above this, it is not

for the relatives of the bride to express.”

18. " There is doubt even about the marriage ; whence now my far-

soaring hopes ?
”

19. “ Having attained the praiseworthy status of the “ mistress-of-the-

house” unto thy husband of noble descent, and being engrossed every mo-

ment in those activities of his, great on account of his high-position ; before

long, having given birth to a son, like the Eastern-quarter the purifying Sun,

thou, my child, wilt no longer reckon thy grief born of separation from me.”

20. ” This way—this way, my dear friends !

”

21. “ Helas ! Owing to the flurry caused by the pouring of the water

[into the basin], this bee, abandoning the Navamalika, is now hovering

around my own face !

”

22. “ Here, with his lingers in the form of leaflets, is this Kesara tree,

looking as though hurrying me up to him. So 1 shall honour him [by doing

his wish].”

23. “ Sakuntala hath been, by these trees—her brethren during forest

residence—^permitted to make her departure, seeing that such a melodious

cooing of the cuckoos has been turned by them into an answer on their own
behalf.”

24. “So tliat, with thy nigh approach, this Kesara tree appears as

though associated with a creeper.”

25. “ Holla ! Felicitous indeed is the time that has brought about the

union of tliis creeper-and-tree couple. The Vanajyotsna is youthful in her

fresh blossom ; the mango-tree, putting forth tender leaves, is well-disposed

for enjoyment.

26. “ Dost thou not remember ? On a certain day, under the NavamSli-

ka. bower, thou liadst in thy own hand water filled in a vessel made of lotus

leaves. At that nick of time my foster-son named Krghapanga, the deer-

cub, approached. ‘ Let him drink first ’
: with such a compassionate thought

thou didst cajole him with the water. But, through lade of familiarity, he

•A double entente in samanya- (i—“normal”; ii = 5o+»?io-l-[aInya-: or iii

— sa-\-mmy€h), is possible, but hardly probable.
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would not allow thee to handle him nigh. Subsequently, when the same

water was taken by me in the hand, he fancied it. Then thus didst thou

laugh out :
‘ Every one puts faith in his own kind : both of you are forest-

ers !

’

"

27. “ In the case of women, their untutored cleverness is in evidence

even amongst the non-human species : what to say of those that are endowed

with intelligence? Prior to soaring-up in the mid-region, the Parabhfts

(i. the cuckoos; ii. those vicariously reared up : e.g. court-maids or Apsa-

rases) forsooth do know how to cause their younglings to be brought up by

other Twice-born (i. birds
;

ii. Brahmins).''

28. “ Ignoble One f Thou art judging by the measure of thy own

mind. Who now would care to emulate thee that art wrapping thyself with-

in a cloak of saintliness : that art comparable to an old hay-hidden well ?
"

29. “ Good Lady, Duisyanta’s career is before the public ;
yet is this

not to be detected therein."

30. “ Alone thou art arrogating all authoritativeness, and claiming

[exclusively! to know what is righteousness. Thinkest thou that the females

—too much overcome by inborn-modesty as they are—can know nothing at

all ?
’’

31. “So, now, meet it is that I be here turned into a self-indulgent

female, because, putting implicit faith in his Puru-lineage, I have allowed this

person of honeyed mouth, possessing weapon in his heart, to handle me nigh.'"

32. “ Then, when about to start for my Capital, my beloved said to me
with tears :

‘ After how long will the Son-of-the-Noble-one afford me [public]

acceptance ? ’ Thereat, while putting uix>n her finger this my signet-ring, I

made the reply :

‘ Upon this [ring], one each for every day, do thou count the letters

of my name. Precisely the time thou dost reach the last, there will be

seen approaching thee a servant of mine, who shall lead thee to receive

entrance into my private-residence.’
"

33. “ Vanajyotsne, although united with the mango-tree, do thou never-

theless give me an embrace with these thy branch-hands that are extending

in this direction.”

34. “ Father ! This doe with the burthen in her foetus, and so roam-
ing [only] up to the outskirts of our cottage : when she has had a safe deli-

very, do thou thereupon send me some one as reporter of the welcome tiding.”

35. “This indeed cannot remain unknown even to a person naturally

averse to worldly matters, that that King hath behaved unto Sakuntala in a
manner unworthy of an Arya.”

36. AnasOya—^Why, Friend 1 There exists not within the bounds of

this hermitage, any being endowed with mind who, about to be

4
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separated from thee, is not this day rendered disconsolate. Just

see :

This CakravSka, though addressed (by her), does not address back

his deaf-mate that is partitioned off from him by a lotus-leaf

;

and dropping down from his mouth the lotus-filaments, is fixing

his gaze upon thee.

Sakuntala—Helas ! Just see :

This ( female- ICakravaki, unable to sight her mate that is parti-

tioned off from her by (just) a lotus-leaf, is crying aloud

piteously: ‘How hard is my lot

!

PriyamvadA—

D

o not. Friend, think this way :

Even she— separated from her mate—lives through the night, which

appears all the longer for the grief. For, even the great pain

of separation, the tie of hope does make one endure.”



AN EPISODE IN THE HISTORY OF BUDDHISM
IN SOUTH INDIA

B-v

Prof. K. A. NILAKANTA SASTRI, m.a.. University of Madras.

Since my last attempt to trace the outline of the history of Buddhism

in South India’, I have had occasion to go further into the references to

Buddhists and Buddhism in Tamil literature ; and 1 think it will be of some

use to bring together the more important ones among these references here

and also to consider in some detail what apjiears to have been one of the

historic episodes in the repeated contests between Saivism and Buddhism in

the south, to which I made a brief reference in the paper just mentioned.

Working with imperfect indexes as they now turn out to be, I permitted

myself to make the statement ‘ that only Jfianasambandar and Tirumangai

seem to mention them (Buddhists) particularly and their dress and habits

in their verses’.^ This is clearly wrong and there are found equally clear

and definite references to Buddhists and their practices and doctrines, of

course always with a sneer, in the hymns of Appar and Sundaramurtti and

in some of the a),vars besides Tirumangai. Appar is well known as the

senior contemporary of Jfianasambandar, and both have been assigned on

very proper grounds to the seventh century a.0. Sundaramurtti came about

a century or more later.

The position of Maipikkava^gar, the other great protagonist of Saivism

most celebrated in legend as the opponent of Buddhism, is unfortunately

not yet satisfactorily settled ; whether he preceded the other saints or came

after them is still a subject of debate, and I will not enter into this vexed

question here, but merely refer the reader to my PajT4-yon Kingdom where

I have summed up the main arguments on either side. The disputation

that took place at Chidambaram between Mapikkava^agar and the Buddhists

from Ceylon and the legends that have gathered round it have been discussed

fully by G. U. Pope in his superb edition of the Tiruvdsagam, and there

is no need to reproduce the story now. But it is perhaps worth noting that

the episode is briefly mentioned in a verse in the TiruvilaiyadaUPurariam

(The Punapa of Sacred %)orts) by Vembajcrurar aUas Perumbarrappuliyur

Nambi (ch. 30 v. 51) ; it does not in any sense differ from the legends re-

viewed by Pope and is of interest as being perhaps the earliest extant literary

1. The Maha~badhi Vol. 50, Apl.-June, 1942, pp, 157-67.

2. Ibid., p. 163.
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reference to the story of the dispute. The Periya Pura^m of S§kki]@r does

not mention either Maipikkavisagar or his disputation with the Buddhists.

This omission by dSkkitar who follows the tradition coming down from

Sundaramiirtti is one of the strongest arguments for MioikkavS^gar being

assigned to a date after the time of Sundaramurtti, the last of the three

saints whose hymns together constitute the sacred collection known as the

Divaram (The Divine Garland). The story that the Buddhists with whom
Mi3i}ikkavia$agar had his disputation came from Ceylon may also be taken

to point in the same direction ; for there was no dearth of Buddhists and

Buddhist institutions in South India in the seventh century A.0. as may be

seen from Hiuen-Tsang’s account of Dravida and Malakuta and also from

the episode in Jltlanasambandar’s life to be discussed presently in some de-

tail. This consideration is, however, by no means conclusive. For the only

legitimate conclusion that can be drawn from it is that NKi)ikkava4agar did

not belong to the same age as the hymnists of the Divaram

;

he might have

lived before or after their time, and those who stand for an early date for

M^ikkava^agar may argue tliat as Buddhists continued to flourish in South
India up to the fourteenth century a.d. after the coming of Buddhism,
MaijikkaviaiSagar must be taken to have preceded that age and followed that

of the Sangam poets who know only of Vedic religion and indigenous cults,

but nothing of Buddhism or Jainism. We should not also lose sight of

A^ka’s claim to have sent missionaries of the faith to South India to preach

the Dhamma there, though of the practical results of these missions we have
no definite knowledge.

Appar makes several references to Buddhists^ but two of them deserve

particular notice as in both they are mentioned along with the Jainas and
another sect called Kmtdar. In the hymn on Tirutturutti (IV. 42) we read
in V. 9 ;

KuiijKjare Samajjar Buddhar kujiyariySdu ninju

kaijdade karuduvargal karutteppiadolimin rargal

j.e. have no regard for the faith of the ignorant Kuipdas, Jainas and Baud-
dhas who take account only of what they see,—a dig at the philosophical
p(»ition of Ae sects which accept only pratyakisa (with anumana) as pra-
raana. Again in the hymn on Tirunagai-karapam (VI. 22) we have in
v. 10

:

nianaituianda vallama^ar tanga] poyyum
m§!Qburaikkum manakkuijkdar tanga] poyyum
iSinai podinda cSvarattar tanga] poyyum
meyyenru karudiadi6 p5da nefije,—

i.e. ‘O inteUigent mind, do not take for truth the falsehood of the hardy

269- 316, 317 and 359 of theSaiva SIcMhinta-mahisamajani edition* (1941).
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Jainas have abandoned their homes, or the falsehood of the boairtful-

minded Kuiodar, or the falsehood of those (Buddhists) who cover their

limbs with dvara (monk’s robes)'.

Now who are the Kuodar who seem to figure as a third sect by the side

of the Jainas and the Buddhists in both these passages? I am not able to

answer this questitm with any confidence. One su^estion that occurred to

my friend Mr. Vaiyapuri Pillai, Reader in Tamil (Madras), with whom I

discussed this question may be mentioned here though no finality can attach

to it until manuscript authority is forthcoming in support. It is this. In

the first two lines of the last citation given above from Appar, it seems

probable that the amaijar who renounced family life are cwitrasted with

kuiK^r who hang on to it, and if tliis surmise is accepted a slight emenda-

tion of the text will be seen to support the view ;—instead of m(makkut,Kfar

we have only to read manaik-ku>f4ar, (kundar living in their own homes),

and the phrase will be a perfect contrast to matiai-luranda ama$faT of the

preceding line. The Kuijdar would be the laity among the Jainas. And
this seems to get some support from the phrase once employed by Nambi

AijdSt Nambi (end of tenth century ad.) in whose works there are found

frequent references to the Kuijdar. That phrase is amafjtdna van knijufar*

i.e. the strong Kuipdar, who are Jainas, which shows that the Kuijdas were a

section among them. But one is not sure how far Nambi who came long

after Appar’s date may be taken to represent the correct position regarding

these sects and sub-sects. And to make matters worse, there is another text

of the same author in his Tiruvandadi (v. 28) which reads : uxi-kaip-parita-

latk-kmjtdar i.e. the Kupdar with slings in hand and heads made bald by the

hair being plucked,-—showing thus that Kiindar aie here identified with Jaina

monks. But if the Kujjdar were identical with Jama ascetics, it is very diffi-

cult to account for the way in which Appar mentions them separately from

the samaijas in the passages cited above.

There is one other reference to Kuijdar, and this is from JfiSnasam-

bandar, which seems to suggest that Kupdar were the Jainas who wore robes

as opposed to those who did not. It occurs in the hymn on KSlait-Tiruk-

kattup-palli (T, 5, 10) ;

on-tuvar-ar tugil-adai mey-porttucci-kolamai-yunjide-yuraikkun

kuindarga}dd-araik-kuraiyillar kuiuvadangunamalla kandir

i.e. 'Know ye that there is no good in the words of those who have no
clothes on their waists and of the Kupdar who cover their bodies with clothes

cdoured with bright red ochre, and eat their meal in the forenoon.’ Here

Kuijdar are said to cover themselves with red robes unlike the naked Jainas ;

the SvetSmbara Jain monks though their name means ‘ white-robed ’ ate seat

4. Afudaiya Piflmydr Tfrukkalambakam, v. 8.

4a
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today wearing the orange-coloured robes used by monks of other persua-

sions ; and if this practice may be assumed to have prevailed in the days of

Sambandar, this passage should be taken to mention two schools of Jainas

;

otherwise the kundar of this text must be taken to be Buddhists. One ex-

planation of the word Kupdar I have heard may also be noted here. Kundu

means a depth or hollow ; and hence Kuiodan means a man of low character,

a heretic. But this explanation of the term as a word of abuse which seems

to be followed in Tamil Lexicon also does not by any means constitute a

satisfactory account of the question raised by the references cited above

about Kuiixlar. This discussion which has to be left in this unsatisfactory

state shows how little we know definitely, and even Nambi Airwjar Nambi

knew, of the details of sectarian history which loomed large in the eyes of

contemporaries.

Departing a little from the chronological order, we shall take up the

references to Buddhists in Sundaramurtti next. There are quite a number

of such references® in which they are called Therar, ^kkiyar and so on, but

only one of them is of sufficient general interest for being noticed here. In

V. 10 in the Devdram on Tiru-valkoli-puttur we have the phrase : imndunt

terarum ninrutf Samatium i.e. the Buddhas who eat their meal seated and

the Jainas who do so standing. This distinction between the adherents of

the two faiths known to the Tamil 6aiva canon, does not seem to occur

anywhere else ; and being unable to say how far this distinction is true to

facts, and if so, what the point of the contrast is, I must leave these things

to be explained by scholars who have better knowledge of the subject.

Before leaving Sundaramurtti I should like to cite one verse from him

which, though it does not bear on the Buddhists but relates to the Jains,

is still of great general interest as an index to the attitude of intense hosti-

lity to the heretical sects, taken up by the Saiva saints of the day. The

very presence of the viharas and pallis, some of which are known to have

been in a very flourishing condition, was an irritation to the Saivas, and the

following verse is strongly reminiscent of the things they saw and heard and

did not like. The verse is No. 9 in the hymn called Namakkadigal-agiya

adigal i.e. The God who is our Lord. It reads ;

Namaijanandiyuh-Karumaviranun-Darumasenanum enjrivar

Kumajja-mamalaik-kunrupol-ninru tangal kuraiyonrinyriye

f)amaipaHfiaifiaoa-Mpa-fidipam-enjrddi-yaraiyum naipa^

amaparar-palippudaiyaro namakkadigal-agiya-vadigale

i.e.
‘ Is our Lord God to be touched by reproaches from these Jainas who

are lost to all sense of shame, viz., Namapanandi, Karumavira, Darumasena
and the rest of them, who stand erect with no clothes on their bodies like

5, pp. 17, 71, 111, 114, 134, 268 of the Saivasiddhinta Mah&samajam edition

(1935).
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yffpp foul smelling hillock and mutter (unmeaning formulae sounding like)

fiamana-fiaflaoa-daina-fidoam ’ ? This precious verse is a crmcentrated expres-

sion of the intolerance of the age which forms the subject of this p)aper, an

age which offers one of the few striking exceptions to the easy-going tolerance

bordering on indiifference that has been the general rule through the ages in

all India. But the Jainas and Buddhists seem to have risen equal to the

occasion and in their turn reciprocated the hatred directed towards them.

Sambandar refers to the Jains’ intolerance of Saivas in rather strong terms ;

in III 108, V. 8 (Madura) he says :

nijnru meniyarayinar melurra

kfijcruk-kollavum nilla amapar

i.e. the Jains who would not even stand in the direction of the wind that has

touched the bodies of persons wearing the holy ashes (Saivas).

JOanasambandar was indeed the purest and the greatest of the D€va-

ram trio. Unlike his elder contemporary Appar, he was no Jain turned

Saiva, and had no past to look back on with remorse. Unlike SundaramQrtti

whose youth was dazzled by the full lustre of woman’s love and whose love

affairs on occasions entangled even the deity he worshipped, Jfianasambandar

was the joyous recipient of the highest knowledge while yet he was but a

child, and an utter stranger to sex life. Sambandar has been best known

to legend and history as the opponent of Jainism, and the scene of his most

remarkable achievements against that religion was the court of the I^b>dyan

ruler of Madura on the banks of the Vaigai river. On his return to the C6|a

country after his victory against the Jainas, he had to meet and overcome

the opposition of Buddhists, and this episode in Sambandar’s life is not so

well known as his great encounter with the Jains of the P§i>dyan kingdom.

The references to Buddhists in Sambandar’s hymns are numerous, and

he speaks of their dress, mode of life, and their doctrines, of their denial of

the authority of the Veda and the efficacy of sacrifice, and of their allegiance

to the Bodhi tree and the Tripitaka. All these references have been collected

and carefully indexed together with those on the Jains by my friend, Mr.

Balasubramania Mudaliyar", and there is no need to cite these texts here.

We may therefore turn to a consideration of Sambandar’s contest with the

Buddhists in some detail.

Before we enter on this task, some indication may be given of the

sources of our knowledge of the incident and their relative importance.

Sundaramurtti’s celelwated hymn known as Tirutt<Mf4at-togai, (Groups of

Sacred Devotees) is the starting point of the hagiology of Tamil Saivism ;

6. pp. 60-66 of the Saiva Siddhanta Mah^n^jam edition of Sambandar's

Devaram (1937). This index appears in the seccmd edition and not in the first,

but even the second edition has gone out of print, and it is to be hoped that it

win be reprinted when conditions allow of its being done.
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by its nature it is nothing more than an almost bare mention of the names

of the devotees with no details whatever of their lives and achievements,

which, however, must have been matters of common knowledge among the

votaries of Saivism when the hymn was composed. The traditions are re-

corded in a little more detail some two centuries later by Nambi

Nambi in his Tiruitotuf^r-tiruvandadi and other works, some of which will

be mentioned presently. Nambi then marks the second stage in the literary

tradition, when we are vouchsafed some details of the ancient oral tradition.

The third and definitive stage, in this development is reached in Sekkilar’s

Tiruttof^ar-purdr^m also known as Periya-purdnam, twelfth century. The

nature of this great work and the circumstances of its composition have been

outlined by me in the chapter on Literature in my work The Cdlas and need

not be reproduced here ; we may note, however, that in this extensive punaiia

which has found a place in the :§aiva canon from the date of its composition,

we have the most complete record of the traditional lives of the Saints of

Saivism. Being the work of a devout believer in the faith, we find miracles

recorded in it side by side with the commonplace occurrences of every day

life with equal seriousness and good faith. I have thought it best to let

such a work sp)eak for itself, and hence, all the verses in which ^kkijar has

described Sambandar’s contest with the Buddhists are presented here in

translation, and a few comments offered to enable the reader to follow the

narrative with ease.

The translation of the thirty odd verses of Sekkilar has been found by

no means an easy job
;
the diction is prolix and often obscure ; and the

translation now offered might never have been made but for the alacrity

with which my friend, Mr, P. N. Appuswami undertook to make a draft

translation which could be treated as I liked after it was placed in my
hands ; and I am very grateful to him for his generous aid. The draft was

checked and revised with all possible care with the assistance of Mr. S.

Vaiyapuri Pillai given with equal readiness. But under the circumstances

I have stated no responsibility should attach to my collaborators for any

shortcomings readers may discover but only for the merits in it, if any.

Let us now turn to the story of the disputation between Sambandar
and the Buddhists. The account of Sambandar’s life in Nambi
Nambi’s Tirutto^^ Tiruvandddi does not contain any reference to this in-

cident. But in his other works on the life of the Saint which are no fewer

than six in number^ Nambi repeatedly uses expressions which are clear re-

7. Aludaiya Pillaiyar Tiruvandadi.

Aluidaiya PiUaiyar Tiruccaiobai Viruttam.

Aludaiya PillaiySr Tirumummaa(]dkk5vai.

Ahidaiya Pillaiyar TiruvulamaJai.

Altidaiya PiQaiyar Tiruldcalainbagafn.

Alu^ya Fiilaiyir Tinittogai.
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ferences to this disputation, and once refers to an incident in the encounter

which figures again with some variations in the longer account of Sgkkiiar’s

puramam. Nambi repeatedly applies to Sambandar terms like : para-mata-

kofoTi (Lion to enemy faiths), aruhaiani (thunderbolt to the Arhats). Kwt-

(thunderbolt to the Kuijdas). and so on. The specific and unmis-

takable reference to an incident in the dispute with the Buddhists occurs in

Alu4(dya-Pillaiyar Tiruttogai, 11. 19-21 which read :

ner vanda

puttan talaiyaip-puvimejc puraluvitta

vittagap-padal vilambinan,

i.e. he uttered the magic song which caused the head of the opposing Bud-

dhist to roll on the ground. Judging from this cryptic reference, Sambandar

must be taken to have composed and recited some song in the course of his

disputation with his Buddhist opponent, and as a result the opponent’s head

was severed from the body and rolled on the ground. We shall see from

what follows, that this miracle is attributed by SekkiJar, not to Sambandar

himself, as Nambi does, but to a devotee of his who, after demonstrating

his superiority against one set of opponents by this miracle, met a second

party of Buddhists under another leader and had a long-drawn logical argu-

ment with them which is reviewed at some length by Sekkijar and as a re-

sult of which the Buddhists acknowledged the superiority of Saivism and

turned Saivas.

We shall now trace the story in the words of 8ekkilfir,— (the numbers

within the brackets are those of the verses in the Sambandar Purdtfam).

896. “ Followed by a great concourse of holy servants of the Lord,

peerless in their goodness, he, on whose chest lay the triple thread, came to

the land made fertile by the Kaveri. Adored by devotees and citizens, he

visited every temple dedicated to Him who wears snakes as ornaments. He
offered worship at Tirukkalar, the city of maiden ramparts ; and sang of

PSttail^ccaram which belongs to Him, whose throat is adorned by the black

stain : and bowing down he offered worship to all other cities en route, and

reached MuUivaykkarai.

897. “Carrying the sandal, the eaglewood, and the teak which grew

up(Mi the hills, and bearing mountainous piles of bowers which bees hummed
around, and rising to a great height, the river became so swollen by the

flood, and the waves rose so high, that men dared not cross it. Because the

barge-pole thrust against the river bed could not strike bottom, the boatmen

of the river left the boat deserted on the shore. That noble of Kaupiya

clan versed in the arts saw it there, and came to that shore gracing it with

his presence. While he stood thus.

898. “ He saw on the opposite shore TirukoiUampQtQr where resided

the Lord of the gods. His pure heart yearned to go thither and bow down
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in worrfup. SiiKe the shore was deserted with none to ferry the boat across,

the chieftain of ‘Sajjbai, with eag^ haste untied the boat, and got the ser-

vants of the Lord on board, and with the might of his tongue for a barge-

pole, he stood upon the deck, and with feeling sang of the Lord the hymn

beginning ‘kottam’ (Costus root).

899. “ By the grace of Him. who drank the poison in order that the

gods may live, the boat was propelled on and on, and moved across the

river and reached KqlilampQttir, the city of the Lord whose looks are like

red gold. When( the boat had reached the other shore, he, who in his in-

fancy was on Knowledge fed, alighted with the faithful servants of the Lord

to boW down to Lord iSiva, and with delight walked up to the gates of the

temple of Him who is fond of fresh blossoms of fragrant Konrai, (Indian

laburnum).”

This miraculous crossing of the stream from Mullivaykkarai to KoHam-

pQtQr on the opposite shore is mentioned a number of times by Nambi-

Aipd&r Nambi in his works on Sambandar to which reference has been made

above. To continue Sakkilar’s narration ;

900. “ He prostrated in worship in front of the lofty upstanding tower,

and entering with the crowd of the peerless servants of the Lord, he circum-

ambulated the temple which shone bright. He stood with head bowed down

in the sacred presence of the moon-crested Lord and reverently extolled Him
thus : “O Immutable One, O Lord who shewedst me Thy grace by propell-

ing the boat upon the river ! O Thou who wearest snakes for jewels ! O
Three-eyed one and pure, who wearest as a shawl the flayed skin of the

elephant !

’

901. “ In the days when he dwelt there, ever coming out of the temple

after singing paeons of praise, he desired to prostrate in worship before the

Lord whose hymnal decades were uncrmsumed by fire at the disputation with

the heretical Jains held in the presence of the Pajodya. Obtaining His grace

in abundant measure, he departed thence, and prostrating in worship before

the cities he had visited earlier, surrounded by those who love the Lord, he

reached Tirunaillaicu praised of the four quarters, and went to the temple

of the Lord of the land.

902. “ There, while the ever holy servants of the Lord surrounded him
on all sides, he descended from the pearl palanquin, and bowing before the

gltxrious and holy gates, entered in. He went round the temple of the Lord
who on His crest wears the moon, and approaching nigh with delight in

his heart, and clawing in worship his flower-soft hands, he prostrated before

Him and in praise of the gracious Lord sang the hymn banning 'Pafcga
nuMa4i' (The aoft ankled foot) with tears streaming from his eyes.

908,
"

‘ At the disputation which the Jains held in the presence of the
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pSfjiiyz, Thou didst preserve the freshness of the palm-leaves throvm into

the fire. Thou abidest as a friend within my heart and yet Thou dwellest

in Alavay too.—How is all this, O my Father ? Thus praising Him again

and again, and laying on Him a garland of Tamil song, he dwelt there with

the sweet-natured servants of the Lord. And then bowing down in worship

to NaHSru, the chief of Saijbai went forth for worship in the other cities.

904. “Then he went to Tiruttejicceri glistening in splendour, and after

praising the Lord Siva, he reached Bodimahgai where lived the Sakkiyas

ignorant of the true faith. Knowing this full well the Saivas (followers of

Sambandar) sounded their conches and brass trumpets and many other

musical instruments and raised a din like unto a surging sea ; and they

blew shrill clarions at whose sound the earth rejoiced ; and upon pipes too

they blew, to proclaim, ‘ He has come—he who is like a devouring lion to

the other faiths’.”

Bodimahgai was a Bauddha settlement on the way from Telicoeri to

Tirukkadavur. It may be the same as Bodimahgalam, a hamlet of Tiruvi-

daikkali in the Mayavaram Taluk : Buddha images have been recovered from

this neighbourhood in recent years. But we may note here that Bodiman-

gai was an exclusive colony of Buddhists, and because of this the iSaiva

followers of Sambandar deliberately draw the attention of the residents of

Bodimahgai to the presence of the Saiva saint by the noises they make, and

thus challenge them to a contest. This challenge to what was apparently a

strong centre of Buddhism in the Tamil country in those days, could not

well be ignored by the Bauddhas. We should remember that the whole of

this account comes to us from the side of the victors in the contest which

followed : but if we allow for the natural likes and dislikes of the author

of the account, the substratum of truth is not very hard to get at. Let us

see how the Buddhists reacted to the challenge.

905. When the mean-minded Sakkiyas learnt of his arrival, they

gathered together, and being greatly bewildered by the envy provoked in

their hearts by the noisy shouts of the servants of the Lord and by the

swelling sounds of the trumpets which went forth to welcome the Lord of

Pugali, when he came and graciously entered upon their outskirts, they went

to their Buddha-Nandi and to the other learned Theras and angrily inform-

ed them (of this).

906. “When their hot and angry words, and the rising sound of the

trumpets blown in front of the Divine Child, and the loud and joyous shouts

of the servants of the Lord thronging there entered his ears like a barbed

arrow, a great hatred swelled up in Buddha-Nandi’s heart. He rose in anger,

8. 276 of 1925 ; A. R. A. 1912-13, p. 75, I owe these reference to Mr. K. R.

Venkatanuna Aiyar of Pudukottah.
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and going forth with a congregation of Theras around him, angrily ^wke

thus :
“ Is it not seemly that you should blow upon the trumpets of victory

only after defeating us in disputation ?
”

Evidently there was a vihara in Bodimahgai with many learned theras

in it and a number of other monks not so learned. In the first stage of the

contest, Buddha-Nandi figures as the leader on the Buddhist side, and takes

up the challenge. He offers to meet the &iivas in a disputation and stoiJs

their noises as unseemly in persons who have as yet no victory of their own

to celebrate. This irritates the ^aivas and they report the occurrence to

Sambandar.

907. “ When Buddha-Nandi, surrounded by groups of Buddlrists on

all sides, forbade the blowing of the truly victorious trumpets in the gracious

presence of that incomparably wise and holy man, the Lord’s devotees rose

up in indignation, and glared in anger, thinking ‘ If we should forbear and

do not cut them down for thi.s act of theirs, the heretics’ position will be-

come strong’ ; they approached him who sat like a jewel upon the palanquin

srt with rows of pearls, and making due obeisance, told him of the occur-

rence and stood waiting.

908.
“

‘ Truly this is a strange welcome in the place we are visiting !

When their doctrines are set forth in argument in a definitive manner by

Buddha-Nandi we shall know the falsity of his propositions’ said the chief

of Pugali. But the devotee, who wrote down the noble hymnal decads as

they were uttered, cried out in impatience ‘ By the might of the holy word

of Sambandar, let the thunderbolt fall with a roar and knock the head of

the Bauddha off and roll it down ’.

909. “ Like the omnipotent mantra which, like a thunderbolt, destroys

all obstacles to the spread of the commandments enjoined for those of the

faith of the Lord of the bull-banner, these words uttered by that holy

truthful servant of the Lord sundered and blew into fragments the head

and trunk of the Buddhist who came seeking victory in wordy disputation.

Thereat the gathering of the Buddhists was thrown into utter confusion,

and being thoroughly frightened, it fled precipitately.

910. “When those servants of Hara saw the plight of the Buddhists,

and saw the devotee with words as weapons cut asunder the head of trunk

of Buddha-Nandi who had come seeking wordy disputation, they went and
humbly informed the Divine Child who gave them victory. He replied

‘ That which has happened to remove the obstacle in our way is pre-ordained

by fate. So shout you all ‘ Hara ’. whereupon their shouts reached up to

heaven.”

This is the first stage. Sambandar is patient and offers to meet Bud-
dha-Nandi when he has stated his doctrines

; but a devotee of his is im-
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patient, he utters a curse against Buddha-Nandi, and that acts immediately

;

Buddha-Nandi dies, and there is confusion in the Buddhist camp. Samban-

dar for his part, when he sees what has happened, more or less ratifies the

action of his devotee on the score of predestination. We have seen that in

Nambi’s account, the loss of the Bauddha’s life was brought about by a

song of Sambandar himself ; ^kkijar evidently felt that such a method of

controversy should not be attributed to the great saint and modified the

story. Nambi’s account knows nothing of what follows : but he did not set

out like Sekkijar to give a full-fledged biography of the saint. Their first

shock of surprise over, the Buddhists rallied again under the leadership of

Sariputta, an eminent divine learned in the pi(akas, and he began, under

proper safeguards against magic and trickery, a disputation also with the

devotee of Sambandar who had caused the death of Buddha-Nandi. Here

is '§ekkilar’s summary of the arguments urged on both sides :

911. “ All those Buddhists who in fright had fled afar were wonder-

struck, but soon they gathered again and thought in their bewilderment ‘ Is

this trickery or is thi s an instance of the might of their Saiva truth ? ’ They

said ‘ Without resorting to downright sorcery, will you agree to meet us to

discuss religious doctrines ? ’ So saying, they came back with the eminent

Sariputta himself at their head.

912. “ Graciously listening to their statement, the Victorious Lion of

Sanjbai felt in his heart ‘ This is well ’, and rejoicing greatly, he hurried

forth. Descending from his palanquin of white pearl, he ascended the

pillared hall of another choultry and was graciously seated among long rows

of 6aivites. And then he said, ‘ Invite hither the Buddhists who have

come ’
; whereupon those who stood in his gracious presence went forth

bearing the commands of that chieftain of Pugali.

913. “ Those who went out thus came to the congregation of Theras

and said :
‘ That victorious and youthful tusker of ours, the Lord of Saw-

bai, who has sailed across the sea of Vedic Knowledge, and is a prince of

proficients in the three branches of Tamil, is well pleased to invite you to

speak out the doctrines of the creed which you have been proclaiming. So

hurry up’. Thereupon Sariputta accompanied by other heretical Buddhists

of equal eminence came thither in front of the pillared hall of the choultry.

914. “ When they reached there, the Divine Child stood in that pillared

hall with the Buddhists close by his side. Then that incomparable friend,

who blew up into fragments the big head of the Bauddha who forbade the

blowing of the sacred trumpet, worshipped at the feet of the chieftain of

PUgali whose renown is ever expanding
; and, by his gracious leave, he said

to Sariputta, ‘ Tell us who your Lord is and what your creed ’. Then he
too took up the challenge and said in reply ;

”,
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Note that in this account, Sambandar who is present throughout and

whose permission is sought by the iSaivas for everything that they do, t^es

no direct part in the argumentation and leaves this to his favourite disciple,

who starts by asking ^ariputta to state his creed. Sariputta’s answer f<ri-

lows the usual Theravada position regarding the Buddha, his Enlightaiment

and the nature of release.

915.
“

‘ In all the Kalpas where everything is born, dies, and goes

through many a transformation, and thus every moment is constantly under-

going a change, He performed well Charity which is glorious, Penance and

Meditation which seeks to be alone, and thereby achieved the Eternal and

heavenly Mukti, inseparate from Knowledge, which is spoken of in the

Holy Books ; He who proclaimed the Dharma so that all diverse Beings

may be saved and be redeemed—He is the supreme Lord whom we worship.’

916. “ As Sariputta spoke thus, that distinguished devotee who had

performed severe penances, went up to him and said :
‘ Well, then, what is

this Mukti of yours which you assert your Lord has achieved ? ’ Whereupon

the Pitaka-scholar replied, ‘Constant Uruvam (Form) Vedanai (feeling),

Kufippu (Perception), Seykai (latent tendencies to action) and the true

JMnam (Intellect) are the five elements which together form the skandha

(body) ; their annihilation is Mukti
’ ”.

The objection raised by the Saiva protagonist to this view is well known

to have engaged Buddhist writers for long, and turns on the difficulty of

reconciling the denial of the soul and the life after death postulated by the

doctrine of Karma. It takes the form here of questioning the continued

existence of the Buddha after his death and his capacity to receive and

reward the worship offered to him by his devotees. As Keith has pointed

out :
* ‘ The problem of the continued existence of the Tathagata after death

is in the ultimate issue the same as the problem of the existence of a true

self : if such exists, then the enlightened one must necessarily, as the highest

product of the world, be the possessor of such a self ’.

The Buddha never answered these questions fully and relegated them to

the region of indeterminates. But the relation of the disciple to the Buddha
is of a very peculiar character, and does need quite a lot of explanatirm.

It can be taken in fact, to be nothing more than the natural reverence in-

spired by the memory of a noble path-finder, and before proceeding to the

details of the discussion that follow in iSekkilar’s account, it may be useful

for the reader to pursue the following summary by Keith of a discussion of

the very problem debated here which occurs in the Milindapafiha :

’ A
question of importance ’ says Keith’®, ‘ is presented by the attitude of the

% Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 61-2.

10, Keith, op. cit,, pp. 210-11,
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Milindopafika to the difficult problem of the efficacy of gifts to the Buddha.

The issue is clear ; the Buddha is absolutely departed ;
neither in life, nor

yet more in death can he accept gifts ; if there be no recipient, how can

homage to him avail ? But Nagasena insists on the merit of acts of homage

and seeks to explain this quality by similes ; if a great fire goes out, men

kindle one for themselves ; so men by erecting a shrine do homage to the

supreme God under the form of the jewel treasure of his wisdom and win

rebirth as a man, or god, as even release. Seed sown on the earth grows

into trees, though the earth is unconscious. Diseases come to men without

their consent from former evil deeds ; hence, it follows that a good deed

must bear fruit apart from consent, just as ill deeds done to a saint bring

retribution without his desire’.

Another point that comes up for discussion between Sariputta and the

Saiva protagonist is the omniscience of the Buddha ; the Buddhist canon

contains many passages which affirm the omniscience of the Buddha ; but

he does not reveal everything, but only ‘ what redounds to the benefit of

man desirous of salvation, both as regards the past, the present and the

future. He knows whatever throughout the world is discerned, striven for,

accomplished, or devised, by gods or men ; all that he spoke between his

enlightenment and his passing away was true ; as he does according to his

word, and his word is according to his going, he is styled Tathagata.’** He

is reticent on many issues ‘ not merely because knowledge of these matters

does not tend to Nirvaina, but because men hold various opinions regarding

them ’.

After this somewhat lengthy explanation of the points at issue and the

Buddhist position regarding them, the rest of Sekkijar’s account may be given

without further comment.

9rl7. “ The devotee who heard this speech, repeated his words and

turning to him asked, ‘ If all the five skandhas including the supporting

be annihilated altogether, then how can you say ‘ The Lord is here ’,

and build viharas and fashion tall images of him for worship and celebrate

festivals in his honour ? Who is he that receives all this worship ? Answer

pray And he replied ;

918. ‘“Freed from this Karmic body made up of the five skandhas,

our Lord has become merged in Mukti ’. Whereto the devotee said :
‘ The

sensory organs namely the eye and others being absent, he could have no
consciousness (at all)’ ;

which he refuted saying ‘Just as when a person is

unconscious in sleep, those who abuse him and dance upon his person, do
reap the fruits of their deeds, similarly may not Good result to those who
offer reverent worship (to our Lord) ?

’

11. Keith, op. cit., p. 44.
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919. “ That devotee graciously listened to these words and said

;

‘ When he who receives ccmtinuously many an adoration, can neither accept

it nor reject it, then, surely he cannot be said to have received it’. To

which the other replies ;
‘ When a person, neither accepting nor yet re-

jecting whatever is presented before him, is immersed in deep slumber,—if

one should kill him in anger, would it not lead to loss of his sweet life and

constitute murder ? Even so will worship touch our Lord

920.
“

‘ Does it reach him thus !
’ exclaimed he. ‘ As in the case of the

sleeping man of your analogy, you postulate that your Lord is possessed of

all the organs of sense and of life. If so, then the annihilation of the five

skandhas ceases to be true ; and it is clear that He could not have attained

changeless Mukti. Further if, among the five skandhas Intellect (ayivu)

is destroyed, Bliss cannot be associated with Mukti ’.

921. “ When he heard this speech he had no answer ; and stood deeply

concerned that even His Lord’s mukti should have come to naught. While

he stood thus, that 'devotee of him who was like the nectar of the ocean of

Knowledge (Sambandar) faced him and said ;
‘ You spoke an untruth

when you said that he attained to Mukti. You said also that he long ago

knew all things and proclaimed them long ago ; how could he have known

everything ? This too is an untruth. Still speak out, let us see.’

922.
“

‘ Knowledge is twofold, general and particular. The first is, to

know that a thing is a tree ; to know which is which among the trees is

knowledge of the particular kind. Thus also among all other things which

are limitless. Whether you heap the faggots of wood you have gathered in

a pile, or whether you place the hacked pieces separate, each distinct from

the other, yet a consuming sprout of fire does seize upon them and burn

them, even so does the Ancient One reveal everything both in the mass and

in detail.’

923. “To the Bauddha, who set forth this argument, that devotee re-

plied :
‘ You mentioned the fire as an analogy to Knowledge. Now, Know

ledge has no form at all ; while the fire that you spoke of has a form, as you

know. While your Lord, you say, can visualise not merely the present but

also the past and future together, yet the raging fire can burn only what is

put in it in the present, and cannot touch (anything) in the unseen times

(Past and Future).

924.
"

‘ Therefore your statement that your Lord is omniscient fares

exactly like your statement about his Mukti. And the precepts revealed

thtXHigh this Knowledge are faulty too ’. Thus graciously did he tell him in

an acceptable manner. Whereat the Bauddha, having no argument in reply,

was defeated. Having thus graciously vanquished him, that devotee bowed
down at the lotus-feet of the chieftain of Pugali : and all the Buddhists gave

up their creed ; and humbly fell prostrate.
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925. “When that devotee in his wisdom had shown by logical argu-

ment the untrue nature of the doctrines they held, he. who knew the subs-

tance of the glorious limitless Vedas and of the Agamas, and of all the other

arts, was graciously pleased to speak to the dull-witted (Bauddhas) saying

‘Nothing is true but &iivism\ Thereupon the Buddhists heartily accepted

it, and approaching the holy Brahmin of Sajnbai, laid themselves low at his

feet.

926. “ On that day the gracious look of the Prince of the Kauioiya

clan fell upon them ; and so their ignorance disappeared. Then they humbly

bowed down before him, and falling prostrate, got up again and became

Saivites. And everywhere flowers rained in torrents. The Prince of Saiobai

then graciously revealed to them the truth, that all things stationary and

moving are but manifestations of Siva. Thereafter going forth thence to

worship ^ the holy cities of Lord Siva, he reached the outskirts of Tiruk-

kaKjavur."

Analogy fills an important role in this disputation as in that of Nfiga-

sena in the Milindapanha summarised above
;
but the present account is that

of a Saiva writer meant to celebrate the victory of Saivism ; as often happens

in history, we have only one side of the story before us. What the Baud-

dhas of South India felt and said on their side we have no means of know-

ing. We must also remember this—that as the account of Sekkijiar is se-

parated by four to five centuries from the date of the occurrences it narrates

and as oral tradition in such matters is apt to distort events considerably,

all that we can take for certain is the general fact that Jnanasambandar up-

held the cause of Saivism not only as against the Jainas of the Plairwjyan

country, but as well against the Buddhists of the Coja-rajya. We may also

accept the presence of Therav&da Buddhists in considerable numbers in those

days in South India, a fact eveni otherwise attested.

5



VISAKHADATTA

By

Dr. S. K. DE, M.A., d.litt.

Of Vi^khadatta, author of the Mudrd-rak^asa,^ we know only what he

himself tells us in the Prologue to his play, namely, that he was son of Maha*
raja BhSskaradatta (or according to most manuscripts, Prthu) and grandson

of Samanta VaiteSvaradatta
; and in spite of all the conjectures and theories

that have centred round his date and personality, we shall probably never

know anything more. In the concluding stanza (vii. 21), which, however,

is not an integral part of the play but is meant to be spoken by the actor and

hence called Bharata-vakya, there is a mention of a king Candragupta, whose

kingdom is said to be troubled (udvejyamdna) by the Mlecchas. As a refe-

rence to Candragupta Maurya, who is the subject of the play itself, would

be unusual in the Bharata-vakya, it is taken as the eulogy of a reigning

sovereign ; and some scholars are inclined to see- in Visakhadatta a contem-

1. Ed. K. T. Telang, with comm, (written 1813 a.d.) of Dhiujdiraja, Bomb.

Skt, Ser. 1884 ( 7th ed. 1928) ;
ed. A Hillebrandt, Breslau 1912 ; ed. K. H. Dhruva,

2nd ed., Poona 1928, with English trs. All the known commentaries are of com-

paratively modem date
;

for an account, see I^ruva, introd., p, xix. On the MSS
material and an edition of the Prakrit verses, see Hillebrandt, Zur Kritik des

Mudra-rak^sa in Gottingiscke Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1995, pp. 429-53. No good Eng.

trs., except Wilson's free rendering in Select Specimens vol. ii
;
French trs. by V.

Henry, l^ris 1888 ;
German trs. by L. Fritze, Leipzig, 1883.—^The Cdruikyakatha

of Ravi-nartaka (ed. S. C. Law, Cal. Orient. Ser. 1921), like Dhtu?diraja's summary

printed in Telang’s ed., is a r^sum^ of the traditional story, although the work pre-

tends to derive its miaterial frond a prose original, and gives some new points of

interest.

2. K. P. Jayaswal in lA, xlii, 1913, pp. 265-67
;
Sten Konow in lA, xliii, 1914,

p. 66 f. and Ind, Drama, p. 70 f.; Hillebrandt in ZDMG, xxxix, 1886, p. 13Clf.,

Ixix, 1915, p. 363 (4th century a.d.) ; S. Srikantha Sastri in IHQ, vii, 1931, pp. 163-

69. The difficulty, however, of taking the term mleccha in the sense of the Hunas

(even though they are mentioned as allies of Malayaketu in v. 11) and of explain-

ing the word udvejyamdna satisfactorily in terms of the known facts of Candra-

gupta's time should be recognised
;

while Jayaswal's identification of Parvataka

and Malayaketu are wholly fanciful. J. Charpentier in JRAS, 1923, p. 586 f. (also

IHQ, vii, 1931, p. 629) ,
would, however, take Vi^hadatta to be a contemporary of

one of the later Guptas, probably Samudragupta, but he confesses inability to ad-

duce mudi historical or literary evidence in support of his theory. Ragku^ vii. .56

and i. 47 are adduced as parallels to the stanza in question (vii. 21), as well

as Raghu"* vii 43 to Mudrd'' v. 23 ; but it is admitted that such literary coincidences

by thanadves are of not much use in fixing a date. The presumption of Konow
and Charpentier that the drama must have been composed before the destruction
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porary of Candragupta II of the Gupta dynasty (cir. 375-413), and appa-

rently of KlUidasa. But since the readings Dantivarman, Rantivarman or

Avantivarman, instead of Candragupta, are also found, no finality is reached

on the question. The first two of these names cannot be traced anywhere ;

but since two Avantivarmans are known, the author’s patron is identified

sometimes with the Maukhari king Avantivarman, who flourished in the

7th Century^ and married his son Grahavarman to Han^avardhana’s sister

Rajya4ri, and sometimes with Avantivarman, king of Kashmir, who reigned

in the middle of the 9th century.'* From Hillebrandt’s critical edition of the

text, however, it appears that the variant Avantivarman is most probably a

later emendation ; and if this is so, the theories based upon the name lose

much of their force. In view of these difficulties, the problem must still be

regarded as unsolved ; but there is nothing to prevent Vi^khadatta from

belonging to the older group of dramatists who succeeded Kalidasa, either as

a younger contemporary, or at some period anterior to the 9th century a.d.^

Whatever may be its exact date, the Mudra-rak^asa is undoubtedly one

of the great Sanskrit dramas. In theme, style and treatment, however, it

stands apart from the normal Sanskrit play, even to a greater degree than

the Mrcchakafika. It is partly for its originality that its merits have been

even less appreciated than those of ^udraka’s play by orthodox Sanskrit

theorists. It breaks away from the banal subject of love, having only one

minor female character ; and poetic flights are naturally circumscribed by its

more matter-of-fact interest. If the Mfcchakafika gives a literary form to

the bourgeois drama, its theme is still an affecting story of love and suffering.

of Pataliputra, because the town plays an important part in it, should not be

pressed too far in view of the conventional geography which we often find in Sans-

krit imaginative writings.—The assumption (fASB, 1930, pp. 241-45) that the

drama is a Bengal work is purely gratuitous and conjectural.

3. K. H. Dhruva in WZKM, v. p. 25 f. (end half of the 6th century) ;
V. J.

Antani in IA, li, 1922, pp. 49-51. EMiruva rightly points out that the way in which

the king of Kashmir is mentioned in the play itself would preclude any reference

to Avantivarman of Kashmir.

4. Telang, introd. to his ed. ; Jacobi in WZKM, ii, pp. 212-16. Jacobi adduces

also passages which Ratnakara, who flourished in Kashmir at about the same time,

is said to have imitated from the Mudra'* ; but Dhruva points out that the pas-

sages are not conclusive. By astronomical calculation, again, Jacobi would identify

the eclipse mentioned in the play as having occurred on December 2, 860 a.d.,

'when, he holds, Sura, Avantivarman 's minister, had the play performed. Some pas-

sages from Mudra^ occur, with some variation, in other works, e.g., Mudra"* ii. 13

= Tantrdkhcyikd i, 46 ;
ii. 18 = Bhartrhari’s 27, and Pancatantra, etc. but

there is nothing to suggest that Vi^hadatta could not have utilised the floating

stodc of NIti verses, and such passages are of doubtful use in questions of chrono-

logy. See also Hertel in ZDM€, Ixx, 1916, pp. 133-42 ; Keith in JRAS, 1909, p. 145

(9th century).

5. The earliest quotation from the work occurs in Dakprupaka (10th cert-

tury A.D,).
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and politics merely forms its background ; the Mudrd-rdk^asa, on the other

hand, is a drama of purely political intrigue, in which resolute action in vari-

ous forms constitutes the exclusive theme. The action, however, does not

involve actual fight, war or bloodshed.® There is enough martial spirit, but

there is no fondness for violent situation, no craving for fantastic adventures

and no taste for indecorous affrightments. The action takes the form essenti-

ally of a conflict of wills, or of a game of skill, in which the interest is made

to depend on the plots and counterplots of two rival politicians. One may
wonder if such a subject is enough to absorb the mind of the audience, but

the action of the play never fags, the characters are drawn admirably to

support it, and the diction is appropriate in its directness, force and clarity.

The PratijMyaugandhardymia is also another drama of political intrigue, but

the plotting in it centres round the romantic legend of Udayana’s love for

Vi^vadatta, both of whom do not make their appearance indeed, but of

whom we hear a great deal throughout the play. The Mudrd-rdksasa is

unique in avoiding not only the erotic feeling but also the erotic atmosphere.

It is a drama without a heroine. There is nothing suggestive of tenderness

or domestic virtues, no claim to prettiness of romance, no great respect even

for religion and morality. Politics is represented as a hard game for men ;

the virtues are of a sterner kind ; and if conduct, glorified by the name of

diplomacy, is explained by expediency, its crookedness is redeemed by a high

sense of duty, resolute fidelity to a cause and unselfish devotion. There is

a small scene between Candanadasa and his family indicative of affection, but

it is of no great importance to the development of the plot, and there is noth-

ing of sentimentality in it even in the face of death.

Perhaps the suggestion is correct^ that the Bfhatkathd of Gutiatjhya

could not have been the source^ of the plot of the Mudrd-rdk^asa ; for the

events narrated there might have supplied the frame (as Vi§akhadatta did

not certainly invent the tale),® but the main intrigue appears to be the work

6. The antecedent incidents of the drama are not indeed bloodless, for we are

told of the extirpation of the Nandaa and of the murders of Sarvarthasiddhi and

Parvataka but in the drama itself Caaoakya’s policy is directed rather towards

preventing the shedding of blood.

7. Speyer, Studies about the Kathdsaritsdgara, p. 54 ;
the drama is held here

to belong to the 4th century a.d.

8. In the printed text of the Dasarupaka (i. 61) we have the statement in

Dhanika's Vrtti : brkatkathd-tnulatn mudrdrdk^asam, followed by the quotation of

two verses ; but these verses are obviously interpolated from Kbemendra's Bfhat-

kAtha-manjari (ii. 216, 217). See G. C. O. Haas, Introd. to Dasarupaka (New
York, 1912), p. xxiii.

9. The story of the downfall of the Nandas and the rise of the Mauryas occurs

also in Hemacandra*s Pariii^ta-parvan and other works, and is probably traditional.

The details of Ca^^akya’s intrigue, and even the name of Rak^asa, are not found in

these sources. The very name of the drama, derived from the signet ring (Mudra)

which plays an important part in the winning over of R^k^sa, as well as the cm-
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of the dramatist himself. It is also not necessary to assume that the drama

is historical in all its details, or to see in the working out of a political plot

a tendentious piece of literature, which may be conveniently referred to

this or that period of Indian political history. It is unquestionable that

Candragupta and Caoakya are historical personages, and so are possibly

Raki^asa and Sarvarthasiddhi, although these latter names do not occur in

the traditional accounts we possess ; but how far they are historically or pur-

posively presented is a different question ; at least, the occurrence of historical

facts or persons does not justify the designation of a historical drama to the

work of art, which must necessarily owe a great deal to the author’s imagi-

nation in the ingenious maturing of the story.

The main theme of the drama is the reconciliation of Rak^asa, the faith-

ful minister of the fallen dynasty of the Nandas, by that traditional master

of statecraft, C^jakya, who wants to win him over, knowing his ability and

honesty, into the service of Candragupta Maurya, who has been established

on the throne by Caoakya’s cleverness and his own bravery. To the crafty

machinations of Caioakya are inseparably linked the almost co-extensive plots

of Rafc^asa, acting in alliance with Malayaketu, son of Candragupta s former

ally, now alienated by the treacherous murder of his father by Ct^akya s

agents. The detailed development of the plot of the drama is complicated,

but perspicuous ; ingenious, but not unnecessarily encumbered. The first

act plunges at once into the story and gives us a glimpse into Ciaioakya’s

resolution and his deeply laid schemes, cunningly devised and committed to

properly selected agents, which set the entire plot in motion. The second act

shows, by way of contrast, the counter-schemes of Rak^asa and the character

of his agents, as well as the traps of Cariakya into which he unsuspectingly

walks. The next act is an ably constructed dramatic scene of a pretended

but finely carried out open quarrel between Candragupta and Caoakya,

meant as a ruse to entrap Rak)§asa further into the belief that Caijakya has

fallen from royal favour. In the next three acts the plot thickens and moves

rapidly, drawing in Malayaketu's suspicion of the treachery of his own
friends, execution of the allied Mleccha kings, and dismissal of Rakj§asa, who
is left to soliloquise deeply on the heart-breaking failure of his aims and

efforts, and on the fate of his friend Candanadasa who is led to death. The

misguided but valiant and pathetic struggle of Rafc§asa perhaps suggests

tragedy as the natural end, by making him a victim of the misunderstandings

created by Canakya ; but the intrigue is developed into a happy end, not in

a forced or illogical manner, but by a skilful handling of the incidents, which

are made to bring about the denouement in the natural way. Cai^kya’s

intention from the beginning is not tragedy but a happy consummation. He
makes, therefore, an accurate estimate of both the strength and weakness of

irfoyment of the old idea of a token in this particular form, appears to be entirely

Vji^khadatta’s own.
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his opponent’s character and pr^res his scheme accordingly. Caoakya

knows that the cMiIy way to subdue Rak$asa and impel him to a supreme act of

sacrifice is through an attack on his dearly loved friends, especially Candana-

ddsa, whose deep affection and spirit of sacrifice for Rak$asa is equally great.

In the last act, cornered and alone, Raki$asa is ultimately compelled to accept,

with dignity, the yoke which he never intended to bear, not to save his own

life, but to protect those of Candanadasa and his friends. The acts are

complete in themselves, but they are not detached ; no situation is forced or

developed uiuiaturally ; all incidents, characters, dialogues and designs are

skilfully made to converge towards the denouement, not in casual strokes,

but in sustained grasp ; and there is no other drama in Sanskrit which

achieves organic unity of action and inevitableness with greater and more

complete effect.

In characterisation, Vi§akhadaUa fully realises the value of contrast,

which brings distinctive traits into vivid reliel ; and one of the interesting

features of his delineation is that most of his characters are dual portraits

effectively contrasted, but not made schematically symmetrical. Both

O^akya and Rak^asa are astute politicians, bold, resourceful and unscrupul-

ous, but both are unselfish and unflinchingly devoted, from difterent motives,

to their respective cause. Any possible triviality or sordidness of the plot is

redeemed by the purity of their motives and by the great things which are at

stake. Both are admirable as excellent foils to each other ; Canjakya is clear-

headed, self-confident and vigilant, while Raksasa is soft, impulsive and

blundering ; the one is secretive, distrustful and unsparing, while the other

is frank, amiable and generous ; the one is feared, while the other is loved

by his friends and followers ; the hard glitter of the one shows off the pliable

gentleness of the other. The motive of Caipakya’s unbending energy is not

any affectionate sentiment for Candragupta, for in his methodical mind there

is no room for tender feelings ; Raksasa, on the other hand, is moved by a

willing admiration even of his political adversary. It is precisely Raksasa’s

noble qualities which prompt Cmjakya to go to the length of elaborate

schemes to win him over ; and it is precisely these noble qualities which lead

ultimately to his downfall. He is made a victim of his own virtues ; and the

pathos of the situation lies not in an unequal fight so much as in the softer

features of his character. Rak^asa is, of course, also given to intrigue, but

he does not live and breathe in intrigue as Cajjakya does. There is, however,

no feeling in Caijakya’s strategy ; there is too much of it in Rakeasa’s. Al-

though sharp and relentless, Caijakya is indeed not a monster ; and whatever

(me may think of his deception, impersonation and forgery, cme ad-

mires his cool and ingenious plotting. But our sympathy is irresistibly

drawn towards the pity of Rak§asa’s stumbling and foredoomed failure, his

noble bitterness on the break up of his hopes and efforts, his lofty desire to

sacrifice himself for his friend, and his dignified but pathetic submission. The
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same contrast is seen in the presentation of Candragupta and Malayaketii.

Although they are pawns in the game, they are yet not mere puppets in the

hands of the rival statesmen. Though low-born and ambitious, the Maurya

is a sovereign of dignity and strength of character, well trained, capable and

having entire faith in his preceptor and minister, Oaijakya ; but the caprici-

ous young mountaineer, moved as he is by filial love, is conceited, weak and

foolishly stubborn, and has his confidence and mistrust equally misplaced.

It is clear that the characters of this drama are not fair spirits from the far-

off and unstained wonderland of fancy, nor are they abstract embodiments of

perfect goodness or incredible evil. Even the minor characters, none of whom
is fortuitous or unmotived, are moulded skilfully with a natural blend of

good and evil. The secret agents of C^nakya, Bhagurayapa and Siddhar-

thaka, faithfully carry out their commissions, not with spontaneous enthu-

siasm, but from a feeling of awe and meek submission ; they are, however,

finely discriminated as individuals, for while the one hates his work and feels

secret compunctions, the conscience of the other is more accommodating.

Rak^sa's agents, the disguised Viradhagupta and the honest §akatadasa, on

the other hand, are moved by a sincere attachment to Rak^asa and honest

desire to serve. One of the most touching minor characters of the play is

Candanadasa, the head of the guild of lapidaries, whose affection for Rak§asa

is as sincere as that of Indu^^rman for Gaaiakya, but it is strong and un-

defiled enough to rise to the height of facing death for the sake of friendship,

and to be used, for that very reason, as a lever by Cat^akya to play upon the

magnanimous weakness of R)afc§asa. It is true that the characters of the

drama are not always of a pleasant type, but they have a consistent indivi-

duality, and are drawn as sharply and coloured as diversely as the shady

characters in the Mfcchakatika.

The mastery of technique which the work betrays is indeed considerable,

but there is no aggressive display of technical skill nor any wooden conform-

ity, 80 far as we know, to fixed modes and models. Nor is there any weak-

ness for the commonplace extravagances of }X)etic diction affected by some of

his contemporaries. Vi^khadatta’s style is limpid, forcible and fluent ; and

he appears to be fully aware of the futility of a laboured and heavily embel-

lished diction for the manly strain of sentiment and vigorous development of

character which his drama wants to attain. His metrical skill'® and literary

use of Prakrits" are considerable, but in no way conspicuous. Perhaps as a

10, The metres most employed (besides the Sloka), in order of frequency,

are Sardulavikridita, Sragdhara, Vasantatilaka and iSikharii^. Other metres are

sporadic, but no rare kind is attempted.

11. The usual Prakrits are Sauraseni and MaharS^tn, but Migadld also occurs.

Hillebrandt rightly points out that, as in Sdkuntala, Mrcchakatika and other earlier

plays, there is no justification in this case for the assumption that Sauraseni was
exdusively employed for prose, or Mah&ia^ri for verse.
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stylist he does not claim a high rank with his great compeers, and yet some

of his stanzas stand out among the loftiest passages in Sanskrit literature.

We do not indeed find in him the poetic imagination and artistic vigilance of

KiSlidasa, the dainty and delicate manner of Harsa, the humour, pathos and

kindliness of Sudraka, the fire and energy of Bhafta Narayascia, or the earnest

and tearful tenderness of Bhavabhuti ; but there can be no doubt that his

style and diction suit his subject, and, in all essentials, he is no meaner artist.

He uses his images, similes and embellishments with considerable skill and

moderation ;
and, if he does not indulge profusely in elaborate poetical and

descriptive passages, it is because his sense of dramatic propriety recoils from

them. The soliloquy of Rak^asa is indeed long, but it is not longer than

some of the soliloquies in Hamlet. It shows, however, that the author was

not incapable of truly emotional outbursts ; and the paucity of citations from

his work in later rhetorical and anthological works need not prove that his

drama is devoid of poetical or emotional touches. The kind of poetry and

sentiment, which are normally favoured, are perhaps not to be found here ;

but in easy and subdued elegance of its own poetry and sentiment, the work

is certainly successful. Visakhadatta never thinks less of his subject and

more of himself, so as to make his work a convenient vehicle for the display

of his literary ingenuities
;
nor does he pitch his voice too high and exhaust

himself by the violence of his effort. He has the gift of projecting himself

into the personality of his characters ;
his dialogues and stanzas have the

dramatic quality necessary for rapidity and directness of action and charac-

terisation ; and if his work is necessarily of a somewhat prosaic cast, it still

conforms more to the definition of the drama as the literature of action than

some of the greater Sanskrit plays. The only serious defect is that the

drama lacks grandeur, with a grand subject ; it also lacks pity, with enough

scope for real pathos. The downfall of a dynasty and fight for an empire

are concerns only of personal vanity, wounded by personal insult ; they are

matters of petty plotting. Our moral sense is not satisfied even by the good

result of placing Candragupta more securely on the throne ; and the atmos-

phere of cold, calculated strategy and spying is depressing enough for a really

great and noble cause.’

*

12. Passages from a drama, entitled Devhcandragupta, are quoted seven times

in the N&tya-darpafM of Ramacandra and Guinacandra (12th century); ed. GOS,
Baroda 1929, pp. 71, 84, 86, 118, 141-43, 193, 194), and the work is attributed to

Vi^ikhadeva, who is probably identical with our author Viig^hadatta (whose name,

however, does not occur in it in the anonymous quotations from the Mudra-rdk^asa )

.

The work has not been recovered, but it probably dealt with the story (cf. Raja-

4ekhara, Kdvya^ndmmtisd, p. 46) of Kumara Candragupta’s rescue (in the disguise

of a woman) of Dhruvadevi who had been abducted by a Saka prince. This is

perhaps the same story as is alluded to by Baioa in Har$a-carita (aripure ca para-

kalatra-hamukoff^ kdmim-veia-gupta^ candraguptah §akanrpatim aidtayat)\ see M,
Hi, 1923, pp. 181-84. where this Candragupta is taken to be Candragupta II of the
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Gupta dynasty. From the citations it appears that the drama extended at least to

five acts. Abhinavagupta also quotes the work, without the name of the author, in

his commentary on Bharata ; so does also Bhoja in his Srngdra-praka§a (see S. K.

De in BSOS, IV, 1926, p. 282). Another work of Vi.^khadeva*s, entitled Abhisd-

fikc-vancitaka handhitaka) is also cited by Abhinavagupta and Bhoja. It

appears to have been based on another love-legend of Udayana, in which Padmfi-

vati wins back the lost affection of Udayana, who suspects her of having killed his

son, by disguising herself as a Sabari and in the role of an Abhisarika, making her

tender-minded husband fall in love with her again ! It is curious that a drama
called Pratijhd-caijMkya on the same theme appears to have been composed by one
%ima, as we knew from its citation also by Abhinavagupta and Bhoja

;
apparently

it was modelled on Visakhadatta’s p^ay (See R. Ramamurthi in JOR, Madras?, iii,

1929, p. 80).



KALIDASA’S USE OF THE INCARNATION THEME
By

Mr. C. W. GURNER, c.s.i., i.c.s.

The foundations of belief in one era of civilisation will often be found to

play a secondary part in the cultural or philosophical ideas of a different age.

The doctrine of transmigration of souls (in the form of Karma and Rebirth)

is one of the foundations of classical Indian! thought : it plays a secondary

and exotic part in that of Greece and Rome. The doctrine of Incarnation

is the essential basis of religious belief and of the cultural ideas integrated

with religious consciousness in the Christian era ; it fills a definite and recog-

nisable but nevertheless a secondary place in the intellectual atmosphere of

classical, and perhaps one might add of modern, India.

It is the object of this article to ascertain exactly what content this con-

ception stood for in the minds of a cultured and thoughtful Sanskrit poet

—

the mirror of his age, Kalidasa’s philosophical and theological ideas lie out-

side our scope except so far as necessary for definition and comparison with

Christian interpretation of this particular theme.

By the idea of Incarnation in this article is meant the apprehension of

the appearance through birth of the Godhead in human form for the purpose

of relief of Evil, followed by reabsorption in the divine origin. This defini-

tion excludes embodiment of the deity in non-human forms, such as some of

the Avatars of Vi?nu. And it is necessary to distinguish the sense of Im-
manence of the deity in the physical world, including humanity, which is

often associated with the Incarnation, both in Indian and Christian thought

but implies an entirely different philosophical conception. The close colloca-

tion of the two ideas of Immanence and Incarnation in the Bhagavadjpta is

apt to result in confusion between the two.

It is an open question to what extent the cultured thinker of Kalidasa’s

time accepted the Incarnation, in this sense, as a vital factor in his religious

consciousness. The same question is raised about Brahmanic Hinduism of

to-day by A. C. Bouquet in his book on Comparative Religion.* “ But it is

doubtful whether the devout believer in the Avatara is really satisfied with

that (a doctrine of Illusion). Rama: is probably as real to him as Jesus to

the Christian.” But even as an article of belief the Incarnation would
remain in Indian culture, should one say a secondary feature of theological

reahty rather than the essential basis of the religious system which it is for

Qiristianity.

1. Comparative Religion by A. C. Bouquet, p. 106.
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This idea appears in two forms in Sanskrit literature both associated

with the God Viwiu, his Incarnation in Rama, and in Kreoa. In both cases

the expression of this conception whether in the Ramayaiha or in the Bhaga-

vadg^ta must, almost by consensus of scholarship, precede its appearance in

the New Testament by one or more centuries. A derivative form of the idea

exploited and possibly invented by Kalidasa for purely literary purposes is

the propagation of the divine element by Siva through Parvati in Skanda for

the destruction of demonic activities coi responding to those of RSvaija in

the Rama legend.

Kum. Sam. VI. 27.

At the outset one must define more closely this element of the relief of

Evil as an essential element in the Incarnation theme. It stands on two

levels. One is that of the ethically lower strata of the Ramayaipa. The

object of the deity incarnate is to destroy the material interference by a physi-

cally existent power of evil, Ravaija,

a. With the gods themselves.

b. With sacrifice to the Gods.

i

Ram. VI. 117/28.

It is an implication of this basic idea that the demonic activities should

themselves have originated with the consent of the Godhead in some form.

Vi§iju has only acquiesced in Ravatja’s activities because of the Brahma’s

boon

Kalidasa RV. X. 42.

Ravajja in relation to the R?is is Job’s Satan of the CMd Testament.

" And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold all that he hath is in thy power
”

(.fob I 12). It is the sama crude treatment of the problem of evil.

But there is a higher conception of the evil for which Incarnation alone

can provide the remedy than that of the physical activities of a malignant

power. It is that of the moral-religious evil involved in the confusion of

Dharma. This idea is, of course, essentially that of the Bhagavad^ta (in

which the motive for Incarnation never touches the lower plane), e.g.

Bhagavad^ta IV. 7

It does appear, however, also in the more philosophical stratum of the

Ramayapa whether concurrently with or derivatively from the Bhagavad-

Sta, e.g.

R&n. VII. 8. 27.
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Both authorities no doubt contribute to the expression of the same thought

in Kdliddsa

Raghui XV. 4.

The object of the Incarnation is no mere business of “ killing Havana ” but

the Salvation of Dharma in a deeper sense.

Two comments may be made at this point by way of comparison with

the western conception of Incarnation. The recurrent process essential to

the Puranic idea is entirely absent from and incompatible with the speci-

fically Christian interpretation of the same theme.- And though in a pas-

sage such as that last quoted the functioning of the deity incarnate may be

far removed from the original crude conception of “ killing Ravaija ”, though

the process of relief of evil through Incarnation begins to assume the sense

of a Mystery, there is in Hindu thought, at least as embodied in the author

under study, not the remotest conception of the New Testament principle of

Redemption. The only element in the specifically Christian interpretation of

the theme of Incarnation which can be traced in its Indian counterpart is

that of divine favour as the sole motif for the Descent.

Raghuv. X. SI.

("So God loved the world that he gave” ).

The earthly parentage is an aspect of the Incarnation developed by

KalidSsa only in the Vi§iiju-Rama theme. Coincidences with the New Testa-

ment story are in fact far more marked in the legend of the infant and

in those associated with the Buddha. But the Vi§.t)u-Rama birth is more

directly concerned with the mystical problem of self-procreation by the God-

head through earthly parentage. And here arises a point of great interest

in the contrast between the Indian and Christian interpretations.

For Christianity interest centres on the maternal side and the act of parent-

age vests the Mother with an immense religious significance of her own. The
essential features in the Vi^pu Incarnation are on the other hand, firstly, the

emphasis on the male parent rather than the mother, and, secondly, as the

logical result of this trend coupled with polygamy, the distribution of the

divine element Incarnate to the offspring of several mothers. Both principles

are embodied in a single Sloka of the Ramayapa

2. For the recurrent process as taking shape in the Vispu cycle see A. Cw
Bouquet, Op. cit. p. 104. Though essentially incompatible with Christian doctrine
the same thought may creep into Christian writings. E. G. Cook. Rebirth of
Christianity (Penguin Series), p. 163 : “Ordinary processes of growth and repair
readi th^ height in divine acts of regeneration, redemption and atonement.”
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Ram. I. 15. 31.

Four mothers shared in the divine birth but it was none of these so much as

the Father whom the divine being blest with his choice.

The plural incarnation is given its full significance in the birth of Rama
and his brothers in the Ramayapa, where the individual blessing <mi each

mother is particularised in slokas imitated and elaborated by Kalidasa

g# I
etc.

Ram. 1. 18.12 etc. C.P. Ragh. X. 69 ff.

and in one passage at least the Ramayaiija puts Rama and Lak$mapa on an

equivalent plane of divinity

R. IV 31.45.

For Kalidasa only the figure of Rama is invested with religious signi-

ficance.

The distribution of the divine element between the consorts of E)a§aratha

is elaborated with full literary value in the tenth Sarga of the Raghuvaih^am.

All carry the embryo of divine origin as the solar tubes (of Puranjic physics)

carry water (Ragh. X. 58). All participate in dreams conveying the pre-

sence of Vi)§iju, with attributes and consort, which are the Sanskritic equi-

valent of an angel choir in a Madonna painting (Ragh. X. 62). But no one

can interpret such passages as more than literary embroidery ; and so far as

one can sense any expression of genuine feeling it is DaSaratha whose exalta-

tion recalls the sentiments of a Magnificot more appropriate in Christian

thought to the Blessed Virgin.

Raghuv. X. 64.

“ He considered himself blessed in the fatherhood of the Father of the world.”

This predominance in sacred interest is marked by the fact that it is to him

and not to the Mother that the Messenger of the Annunciation bearing the

mystic “Payas” appears.

(Ram. I. 16.18, Ragh. X. 50).

The principle of plurality of Incarnation assumes a more fantastic form

in the subsidiary incarnations of other deities in the beings destined to attend

on Rama. There is not one deity incarnate (and He in four persons) but

several deities descending into human and sub-human forms to follow Him.

Ragh. X. 49.
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“ following Vi$ou with parts of their selves as trees follow the wind with

flowers.”

And they are not forgotten on their way back when the earthly mission is

accomplished (Raghv. 'XV. 102). We are obviously drifting away here

from any kind of religious content to that of traditional convention : but

Kalidasa's approach to the idea of Incarnation will not be fully understood

unless this elaboration is comprised in the account.

In the representation of the divine infant Kalidasa emphasises an ele-

ment which whether by coiiKidence or continuity of tradition played an

essential part in the Christian era, namely, the Halo. The origin of this

convention needs a study in itself : but it is sufficient for present purposes

to say that for Kalidasa the Halo was an attribute of royalty which he

transferred impartially to the divine infant, male or female. The Rama babe

dims the chamber lights (Ragh. X 68). The infant P5rvati sparkles like

jewels on the mountain side (KS. I. 24). Contemporaneously the Byzan-

tine mosaics were investing the Infant Jesus and all other divine figures with

the heavy gold halo which passed down all the centuries of Christian art till

it was refined to a gleam of chiarorcuro round the cradle. The same

feature reappears in the Krwa infant as portrayed by “ Bhasa ” more speci-

fically as a miracle ad hoc.

smi fffi i
Bit. 17

The infant creates a light in darkness to reveal the path of escajic.

But in an article devoted to the study of the idea of Incarnation as em-

bodied in Kalidasa wie must not go further afield. It would be more rele-

vant to fix the point at which the Halo round the Infant Christ appears in

Christian writings.

There is a well established convention in Sanskrit epics and Kavya

poetry that any event of special significance in human affairs, such as a

royal birth or a victory should evolve a sympathetic response both in the

natural and the supernatural world. The winds are stilled, disease vanishes,

heavenly flowers fall and heavenly voices are heard etc. It is only natural

that similar manifestations should mark the birth of Vi§pu incarnate and it

might prove to be more than a mere verbal coincidence that some of them

at least are so reminiscent of the Nativity in Christian tradition. A few

words in the Ramayaioa create in fact an exact Indian counterpart to the

angels above the Cradle.

Ram. I. 18.17.

Gandharvas sang and Apsaras danced in the Heavens. KSlidasa associates

these natural manifestations, in closely parallel verses, again both with the
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birth of Parvati (Kum. I. 23) and with the birth of Rama (Ragh. X. 72)

.

In the latter case making all allowaiKes for the difference in religious

values between the Puranic Svarga and the “ Heaven ” of Christianity one

cannot miss the impart of what may be described as the Christmas day

feeling in the thought of Heaven descending with the Godhead to earth.

HI *Icf gwlTWH, I

Ragh. X. 72.

Moreover with the excessive formalism characteristic of Sanskrit literature

precisely opposite manifestations of natural sympathy mark events of un-

favourable significance. Tlie sky rains blood not flowers down at Ravaipa’s

birth (Ram. VII. 9. 31.) and the sun fails, as on Good Friday.

^ I

The earthly personality of the deity Incarnate in Sanskritic thought,

whether it be Rama or Kpsoa, is so far disparate from its Christian counter-

part that comparison is of little value. The essential point to be remembered

is that for Kalidasa as an exponent of classical literary ideas the Vi§nu Rama
story serves the purpose of exciting the emotions primarily of heroism and

wonder, not tenderness or even peace (if the ninth Rasa be admitted to the

categories of his time).

The characteristic of the deity incarnate in Rama is the divine force

nr nfhw

(Ragh. XI. 85).

with the access of superhuman powers, especially in combat, to which this

gives rise. That was what the Incarnation in Rama meant for classical

literature just as it does for the Durwan reading his Ramayan on the door-

step to-day. The Bhagavadgita gives a glimpse of the “ despised and re-

jected ” conception (though the verbal coincidence might easily mislead)

aiWvIRfSrT RT^ Rig^ RgRlfWlT I

Bh : G. IX. 11

But it was not one which appealed to Kalidasa, and the philosophical study

of the Kpsna Incarnation is another matter which does not concern us here.

There remain the aspects of the Transfiguration and the Ascension, the

self revelation in transcendental form to mortal eye of the deity incarnate

and the return from the human to the divine. The “ Visvarupadar^anam
”

in the Bhagavadgita, in its resemblance and contrast with the Transfiguration

in the New Testament offers one of the most striking and instructive counter

parts between Indian and Christian ideas. Kalidasa, though closely in con-

tact with Bhagavadgita, from which he consciously quotes a line’

liRWIRi : B. G. X. 25 ; Cp. Kum. VI. 67.

3. In the RamSyaaa the supremacy of the Himalaya is one of the several

similes in praise of Rama. See Rdma IV. 11. 93.
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finds no place in the Rama story for the transfiguration theme during Visou’s

earthly abode ; though his elaboration of the Iconology of Viaou (for instance

in the Stuti verses in Sarga X of the Raghuvaihsam) may owe something to

this influence. In fact the RamSyana itself shows perhaps more conscious-

ness of the mystical sense of Maya which is predominant in the Bhagavad-

gftii (e.g.

RSm. V. 54.37) than will be found in the rather more material conception

of the Incarnation in Kalidasa.

Similarly his expression of the return to Godhead is materialistic rather

than mystical a matter of change from one body to another

Ragh. XV. 103.“

This somewhat materialistic tone is well brought out in one of Kalidasa’s

most remarkable similes from religious ideas, with which these notes may

end. The fifteenth Sarga of the Raghuvarh§a ends with Rama Vispu’s

return to his “ true body foundation of the world ” in the words quoted

above. The capital of Ayodhya remains deserted till one night the City

personified as a Widow appears to Kusa, now resident in Ku^vata, appealing

to him to reoccupy the ancient capital. A highly wrought descriptive pas-

sage ends in the prayer to return to capital of the Dynasty " as Ku^’s

Father had abandoned his mortal body to return to his form in the Absolute.”

?I3 «bKWWig^ fitW iW* ^ I

Ragh. XVI. 22.

It will be noticed how the simile acquires its maximum power from the

reminiscence of a phrase in the Bhagavadgita coupled with its appropriate-

ness as art appeal to Rama’s descendant. And yet, powerful as the illustra-

tion is for its literary purpose, the very fact that it could be used on this

worldly plane leaves some suspicion as to the true depth of its religious

content in the poet’s mind. It is as if some modem Milton had appealed to

Lord Hardinge to ” take back his Government to the ancient capital of Delhi

just as the Redeemer had returned to Heaven ”, and it is probably not too

sensitive a feeling that no poet with Milton’s sense of devotion could have

forced his pen to such an ornament.

At the end of it all therefore one is left asking what did this Incarnation

theme mean to Kalidasa, the supreme model of the cultured Indian of his

4. Kili<fisa here uses one of the rarer names of Visou found in a Sruti Stuti

passage of the RBrnSyapa (VI. 117. 14) in conjunction with “ Krwa ” but not in

the Bhagavadgitk.
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age ? Does he profess to have given expression to true religious feeling and

genuine belief at any point in his use of the Rama-VisQU Incarnation, or is

it all to him merely a doctrinaire convention dravm on for its literary values.

The question concerns not his ultimate faith in Vigpu (as in Siva), but his

immediate belief in the incarnation of the Godhead in this, or other human

forms. The only answer that can be given is that, like Shakespeare, Kflli-

dasa is too great a literary artist to reveal his personal consciousness on any

particular article of faith.



DEVELOPMENT OF TRIPITAKA-TRANSLATIONS

IN CHINA
By

Mr. FACHOW

The institution of translating Buddhist Tripifakas into Chinese from

both Sanskrit and Plali sources has a long history ever since the formal intro-

duction of Buddhism into China in a.d. 67 , when Emperor Ming-ti of the

Han dynasty accorded his imperial welcome to the first two Indian sages

Ka£yapa Matafiga and Dharmananda at Lo-Yang, capital of the Han
dynasty. It is recorded in several historical and non-canonical works that

the first Buddhist text, translated into Chinese by them was the ‘ Sutra of the

Forty-Two Chapters’ along with Buddhacarita-Sutra, Dasa-Bhumi-Klesa-

cchedika-SQtra, Dharma-Samudrakosha-Sutra, Jataka and other texts of the

Vinaya. However, except the first one, the remaining texts, so far as our

knowledge goes, were either lost or disappeared without any trace. Under

the auspicious inauguration of Matanga, the noble sages of both the countries

labouring constantly for a long period of fifteen hundred years did perform

a great wonder in bringing about the monumental work of the Chinese Tri-

pifaka. It may not be an exaggeration if we say that it is a rare, priceless

relic of Indian culture being carefully preserved and protected in the soil of

China. Not only by its highly developed philosophy and literature it did

influence the thought and mode of life of the Chinese people to a large

extent, but also it furthered the intimate and ever-lasting cultural relationship

between the two great sister nations, India and China. To the scholars who
toil in the field of ancient Indian history and culture, it will prove to be an
inexhaustible mine, because it is directly connected with all subjects and
branches of Indology. Owing to the misconception that the Chinese language

is the most hard one in the world, the foreign scholars, therefore, are barred
from reading these translations directly, and as a matter of fact, they have
been ignored blissfully by the outside world.

To have a dear idea of the development of these canonical works, the

following points may be added here.

A. The Three Stages of Development.

I. The First Stage.

The inception for such meritorious enterprise, as we have mentioned
atow, is dated back as early as the first century a.d. At that time Buddhist
missitmariesb^ to pour into China from different Kingdoms of the Western
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Region—Central Asia, viz., An-Shih-Kao from Parthia (a.d. 148-170), L<4ca-

rakasha from Ytieh-Chi (a.d. 164-186), Kang-Chu from Kang Ch’u or

Ulterior Tibet (a.d. 187), Kumarajiva from Kharajar (a.d. 401), Buddha-

yasas from Cabul (a.d. 403) and so forth. During this short period from

A.D. 67 to the arrival of Kumarajiva in a.d. 401, it was little more than 330

years yet we had about sixty foreign Buddhist masters whose translations

were counted to be over 400 separate works. In these books we find every

branch of Buddhist doctrine which belongs to both Hinayana and MahaySna
schools, though the former has been delineated comparatively in a more domi-

nant form. Of course, it is impossible to expect perfect translations at this

experimental stage either in accuracy or in style. We are given to under-

stand that they were confronted with great difficulties which could not be

easily overcome.

Firstly, they had no manuscripts with them. Probably, it was not their

custom to translate a work from a written or printed copy, as we do it to-day,

but simply depending upon their wonderful memory, they did it. Howsoever

strong might such memory be, sometimes it would betray them and the text

thus translated may not be in accordance with the original one. To have the

sacred texts written down on paper or other materials was a very late practice.

We know the whole collection of the Pali Canon was committed to writing

only in B.c. 25 in the reign of Valttagamini Abhaya in Ceylon. And there

was no written Vinaya text in Northern India till late in a.d. 400. That

is what Fa-Hasien informed us in his Travel and we believe it to be true, if

we just compare the following record which states how the Abhidharma-

vibha^a-^stra was first translated into Chinese :

“The text' was recited from memory by Sanghabhuti (a.d. 381-

385), put down in Sanskrit by Dharmananda, orally translated into

Chinese by Dharmarakhasa and finally made into a Chinese version by

Sramaija Ming-Chih of the E)astem Chin Dynasty,* (a.d. 317-420.)’’

Under such circumstances, there would not be the least surprise, if slight

mistakes were found in the translations.

Secondly, when the foreign missionaries came to China their first diffi-

culty was the language. They, of course, in a short time could not hope to

speak Qiinese correctly, nor the scholars of the country could easily master

Sanskrit, especially its most complicated system of grammar. As their urge

of preaching and spreading the Buddhist doctrine was very great, so they had

somehow or other to get the work done through the co-operation of the

Chinese scholars. The result of such translation was partly comprehensible

1. This iSastra is different from Nanjio Nos. 1263 and 1264.

2. See 'The bibliography of eminent Buddhist teadiers.' Ch. I. Nanjio

Na 1490. Shanghai Tripifaka Edition, bungle 35, vol. 2, p. 5.
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and partiy ambiguous, because, at that time, the Buddhist doctrine and its

terminology were absolutely foreign to the mind of the Chinese people.

Thirdly, at the beginning the translations were not carried out on a grand

scale nor in any way critical or systematic. It continued to be a private

enterprise of the missionaries for a long time. During such period they had

no proper residence to work nor any support or protection from the govern-

nrent. They had, therefore, to complete their undertakings in a hurried way,

even at the cost of extracting the essential parts from the bigger works and

calling them by their original titles. There were also cases that the trans-

lators often forgot to put down their names on the works which they had done.

Why it was so, is still a puzzle to many of us.

Fourthly, we suspect that some of the translations were not directly

translated from Sanskrit, but indirectly from the language of Central Asia,

for instance, the Chinese term for ‘ Upadhya ’ is ‘ Ho-shang,’ which may be

a transliteration of ‘ Hua-She ’ in the language of Haskal and a direct im-

port from Khotan, because in Khotan ‘ UpadhySya ’ is called ‘ Ho-Shang.’>

It would not be improbable, if some works in the Chinese Tripifaka were

translated from the languages other than Sanskrit or P51i.

The above facts show how hard it was for the forerunners to proceed

with such an important task with the little imperfect knowledge they had at

that stage. It is universally recognised that An-Shih-Kao and Dharma-

rakhasa were the two great representatives of this period.

II. The &COND Stage.

This stage probably began from the arrival of KumarajIva in China in

A.D. 401 and lasted upto the days when Haiian-chwang returned to China and

began to translate the works which he had brought with him in a.d. 645. The

rich experiences of the foreruimers who toiled in the first period of Tripitaka-

translating for over three hundred years had certainly facilitated KumarajIva

and his co-workers in their own works, so far as Buddhist terminology, idioms

and phrases are concerned. As a sign of general improvement, the foreign

teachers by then could understand a good deal of Chinese, and the scholars

of the country also learnt sufficient Sanskrit. When setting to work, they

could proceed very smoothly, without feeling any difiiiculty about the langu-

age. However, there were occasions for heated discussions over a certain

philosophical topic such as ‘ Is an Icchantika also possessing the nature of the

Buddha ? ’ and the like.

Another feature of this period was that the general public, especially the

intelligentsia, took a great interest in Buddhism and Buddhist activities. To
undertake any service in cotmection with translating Buddhist scriptures was

1. See ‘ The bibliography of eminent Buddhist teadiers of the Sung Dynasty.’

(A.D. 96M127) Ch. HI. Nanjio No. 1495,
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considered a meritorious deed, and also it used to be a spell of protection for

those who were bored and tired of the ix)litical chaos at the time. From the

political point of view, the history of China from A.i). 302 to 589, was not a

very happy one. During this period we had fourteen dynasties which were

established in different parts of the country by different rulers, and most of

them were ‘alien’ or ‘ Hu ’

-the barbarians in origin, as the historians used

to call them. It is interesting to note how Kumarajiva came to China.

Fu-Chian, the ruler of the former Tshin dynasty (a.d. 350-304) ordered his

commander-in-chief Lii-kwang to bring Kumarajiva to Chang-an. The latter

went to Kharajar, conquered the kingdom, killed the king and brought

Kumarajiva with him as a captive. But fortunately or unfortunately, the

aforesaid ruler was dethioned by another powerful king just before their

arrival. In such a state of affairs, Kumarajiva had however to put up with

his surroundings and could not set to work. It was in a.d. 401 after the

capital and headquarters of Lii-kwang had iDeen destroyed by the second ruler

of tlie later Tshin dynasty (a.d. 384-417), he arrived at Chang-an. This

shows the political tumult at that time and the unrest of the country.

In spite of all these, the rendering of Buddhist Canon had a good pro-

gress and bright prosperity. Under the king’s patronage in the later Tshin

dynasty, Kumarajiva translated over 50 works in the famous Hsiao-yao

garden with the help of only one penman who put down the translated sen-

tences in the Chinese language. The most important works of Buddhism

such as Mahiaprajnaparamita-Sutra (Nanjio No. 3), SaddharmaputKlarika-

Sutra (No. 134), Vimalakirtti-nirdesa (No. 146), Sata-'Mstra (No. 1188),

Dvadasamikaya^Sastra (n. 1186), Prayamula-Sastra-tika (n. 1179) and

Mahlaprajfiaparamita-Sastra (n. 1169) and others were translated during this

period by Kumarajiva. It was his mastery over both the languages of

Sanskrit and Chinese, his excellent style and subtle rendering of the texts that

had given a new impetus and spirit to the world of translation.

The representatives of great translators in the second stage were Kumara-

jiva (a.Dj 401), Buddhabhadra (a.d. 398-421) and Paramartha (a.d. 548-

557) . Moreover, this period is considered to be a period of co-operation

between the foreign Buddhist teachers and Chinese scholars.

III. The Third Stage.

Gathering from what has been shown in the previous two stages, it is

very clear that the foreign missionaries took the initiative. Undoubtedly they

had their own merit, so far as their enthusiasm for spreading Buddhist

doctrine and their religious aspiration in undertaking such noble services are

concerned, yet there was nothing short of defects in the translations which

they had done. Even great experts such as Kumarajiva would not escape

criticism, if some of his works were compared with the original texts, not to

speak of others who were not as critical and efficient as he was. Taking a

6a
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distrustful attitude towards the translations, Fa-Hsian was the first perscn)

among the Qiinese Buddhists to come to India in search of Vinaya texts and

Sutras in a.d. 401. And in a.d. 518 another Chinese traveller, Sung-Yun by

name was sent by the Empress of Northern Wei dynasty (a.d. 386-534) to

India to seek for scriptures of Buddhism. Following their steps, a large

number of Chinese Buddhists did come to India for the same purpose at

different times. The most celebrated among them was Hsuan-Chwang who

came to India in a.d. 631 and stayed in the holy land for 15 years.* TTie

Indian sages honoured him with the title of Mahayanadeva. He was a great

Sanskritist and used to defeat learned Indian Pandits. While returning, he

brought with him 520 bundles of 657 separate books and translated 73 of

them, consisting of 1330 fasciculi. The most voluminous work among them is

Mahaprajfiaparamita-Sutra. It consists of 600 fasciculi and 200,000 §lokas in

verses.* By his perfect knowledge of both the Sanskrit and Chinese languages

and his deep penetration into the vast ocean of Buddhist philosophy and

literature, he laid once for all the reliable and authentic foundation for inter-

preting the Sanskrit scriptures into Chinese. It is he who created a revolution

in the field of Tripitaka-renderings and snatched away, not by force, but by

merit, the sovereignty of the translation—^kingdom from the hands of the

foreign missionaries. By this time, the rendering of Tripifakas had reached

its zenith of perfection in truthfulness, in reliability, in expression, in excel-

lency of style and in so many other ways.

This was called the golden age in the field of translation and Hsuan-

Chwang was the great representative of the third period. Of course, there

were at that time, so many other good scholars knowing both Sanskrit and

Chinese like I-tsing and Amoghavajra who also contributed much of their

merits to the glory of the Chinese Tripitaka.

At the end of the T’ang dynasty (a-O. 618-907), there was a tendency

of decadence in this noble service, though in other aspects such as copying the

Sutras and printing the canonical works there was good progress. It is only

in the Sung dynasty (a.d. 960-1127) there showed a flash of light in reviving

such undertakings. That is to say, there were a few learned Indian teachers

namely : Fa-thien (Dharmadeva) or Fa-hhien of Nalanda (a.d. 973-1001),

Tien-si-tsai of Jalandhara (aj). 982), Danapala of Udyiana (a.d. 960) and

Fa-hu (Dharmarakhasa) of Magadha (a.d. 1004), who came to China in

quick succession and together translated 269 separate works. Along with

their contributions, the history of Tripitaka-translations came to a close. The

glow of a lamp, at the moment of its extinction, as we know, is usually brighter

than ever. But, alas ! it shines no more.

.1. See Samuel Beal's introduction to Si-yu-ki, p. xv.

2. For his other voluminous translations see Nanjio Nos. 1201, 1267, 1263 and

1266.
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The table given below will furnish us with a concrete idea regarding the

scriptures translated by different persons at different periods.

Date Translators. Works. Fasciculi

A.D. 67—730 176 986 4507

A.D. 730—789 8 127 242

A.D. 789—1037 6 220 532

A.D. 1037—1285 4 20 115

Total : 194 1335 5396’

How the Texts Were Translated ?

To have more than four persons labouring over a text in the earlier

stages of scripture-rendering was not a luxury, but a sheer necessity. Later

on, it developed. The number of office-bearers was steadily on the increase,

from three to four and finally it went up to nine. This very complicated and

systematized organization has a characteristic of its own, and it claims our

attention for the purpose of rendering modern literature into different langu-

ages.

In the first period, beginning from the first century a.d. to the fcwrth cen-

tury A.D., a translation was generally completed through the efforts of four

persons. That is : A. one recites the Sanskrit text from memory, B. one re-

cords the recitation in Sanskrit, C. one orally interprets it into Chinese and

D. one makes a Chinese version. And three persons would suffice if a manus-

cript was available. In that case, A. and B. would be replaced by a person

who could read out the text and explain its meaning, and the rest would

remain as they were.

When it entered into the second stage with Kumarajiva taking a leading

rfile on the scene of action, the translations became critical and refined, and

more members were admitted to such translation-committee, especially, the

works which were complete after Kumarajiva’s time. During this period, the

new member being added was called Cheng-I, whose office was to examine the

meaning of the translated manuscript and see whether it would agree with

the original text. Between a.d. 590 and 907 we have the following additions :

one specialist was appointed to verify the correct significance of the trans-

lated text, another to examine it from the linguistic point of view. And also

there used to be a proof-corrector, a revisor, and general directors.

Some time later, by the order of the Emperor Tai-Chung (A.D. 976-998)

of the Sung dynasty, a Translation-Hall was established in a.d. 962. In that

hall, we are told that there were 9 members who sat side by side in rendering

*' The above statistics are based on the ’ Ctenpaiative catalogue of the Bud-

dhist sacred books in the Chih-Yuan Period a.o. 1264-1294.’ See Nanjio No. 1612.
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a Buddhist work into Chinese. Below, we shall see the function of each

member therein :

1. I-chu or the translator-in-chief, who took his seat in the centre,

facing outside, and would loudly recite the Sanskrit text.

2. Cheng-i or the examiner of meaning, who sat on the left of I-chu

and discussed the sense of the text with him.

3. Cheng-wen or the examiner of text, who sat on the right of I-chu

and listened carefully to his recitation of the Sanskrit text, in order to find

out mistakes if there were any.

4. Shu-tzu or the transcriber, who listened attentively the recitation of

the Sanskrit text and wrote down its pronunciation in Chinese characters, viz.,

‘ Ha-ri-da-ya ’ for ‘ Hrdaya ’.

5. Pi-shou or the penman, who translated the transcribed letters into

the Chinese language, viz., ‘ Hsin ’—mind or heart for ‘ Hrdaya ’.

6. Cho-wen or the text-composer, who arranged the translated words in

syntactical order and made suitable Chinese sentences.

7. Ts’an-i or the text-comparer, who compared both the original and

the translated texts and saw that there was nothing wrong in the translations.

8. K’an-ting or the text-censor who cut off all the superfluous expres-

sions and would decide finally the doubtful meanings of the sentences.

9. Jun-wen or the revisor of the composition, whose function was to

improve the language and made the translations more excellent and refined

in style..^

When all these had been properly executed, the text then was sent to be

printed and later on to be distributed.

Having read the descriptions above, we cannot but admire the scientific

spirit and religious zeal of these workers in engaging themselves in the vast

ocean of Buddhist literature. It is said that before their setting to work, they

had to perform various sorts of rituals, which included homa, nuttfufola,

Orghya and offerings of different kinds ; taking a bath daily, wearing three

garments, behaving as properly as possible and so forth. No doubt, they

were supported by the state, but they would not take what was more than

necessary for their simple life and maintenance. They were self-denied sages

for the noble cause of Buddhism.

Principles oj Translation.

Before Hsiian-Chwang’s taking part in the field of translation, there was

constantly the question regarding stiff translation and paraphrase. As a

1 See Fd-tsu-t’ung-du or ‘ Records of the lineage of Buddha and Patriardis.’

Ch. 43. Nanjk> No. 1661.
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matter of natural consequence during the earlier stages, the translations could

not be helped to be stiff. In the first place, there was the difficulty of gain-

ing mastery over both the languages. Secondly, they dared not make the

style literary on account of religious piety. So they had to let the translations

remain in the simple, faithful, straightforward but unpolished state.

Tau-an (about a.d. 330-386), a very learned and authoritative Chinese

Buddhist scholar was of the opinion that except the following five points, the

translation should strictly be faithful to the original text.

The points are : 1. The syntactical order, 2. The habit of employing

literary words, 3. The abridgment of praise repetitions, 4. The omission of

explanatory sentences which could belong to the text proper and 5. The exclu-

sion of paragraphical repetitions.

Besides, he also made remarks on the difficulties of translating a text.

Firstly, as he used to say that, a translation should not merely be true to the

original one, but also should be an easy approach to the common folks.

Secondly, the profound wisdom of the Buddha is rather hard to make out its

esoteric meanings. And thirdly, the Buddha who preached the doctrines had

passed away long ago, therefore, the controversial views of Buddhism had very

little opportunity to get corrected.

The method of translation being employed by Kumarajiva was somewhat

different from Tau-an. His works are mostly of paraphrasitic type. When
translating the Sadharmapuiij^aiiika-Sutra, we are told that he was purposely

following the phraseology of the Chinese language, tliough he made it a point

not to allow the ideas of the original work to suffer any misinterpretation.

Such a great Pandit as he was, we, of course, cannot expect him to be satis-

fied with the simple frame of stiff translation.

Hsuan-Chwang, the great Chinese Sanskritist was very particular about

the transliteration of Sanskrit words. One will find, especially in his Si-yu-ki

or the Buddhist records of the Western kingdoms, the corrections of proper

names and he would point out that such and such transliterations were abso-

lutely defective. While translating, he would simply dictate the penman to

write down the sentences in Chinese as though he was reading typed sheets

of such dictations. It is in no way exaggerating, if we say that his transla-

tions are perfect in every aspect, and naturally, the question of stiff rendering

and paraphrase would not in any case be applied to them. However, there

are rules laid down by him regarding certain Sanskrit words which may not

be interpreted but transliterated only. In the first place, a word he would

not translate, if it were in connection with esoteric doctrine such as ‘ Dharapi.”

Secondly, if a word had many meanings like ‘ Bhagavan thirdly, if an article

was not to be found in China such as ‘ Jambu Tree ’
; fourthly, following the

terms of the old, if it was widely known and adopted, and lastly, for the sake

of producing good faith, viz., the word ‘ Pafifia Prajfia is much better than
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its translated words ‘ Chih-hui ’—^wisdom, for, as he expressed that they would

awaken the people's faith to believe in Buddhism.

Leaving aside what has been stated above, there were scholars who up-

held the view that the best way of penetrating into the heart of Buddhism was
to abandon the institution of translation, and learn directly the Sanskrit

language. We too approve and agree with such proposal, but alas, the dream
never came true. And the Chinese Tripitaka in the present day has the for-

tune of being regarded as one of the invaluable legacies of Sino-Indian culture

which will, undoubtedly contribute its proper offering to enrich the civiliza-

tion of the world.

Thus far, we have been able to gather materials as to how the Chinese

Tripitaka-translation had its growth and development. It is our sincere hope
that the Indian scholars should shoulder the burden in restoring them into

Sanskrit or PSli, and translate some of them, if not the whole collection, into

the different vernacular of modem India. One day, when this noble object

shall fully be attained, we are quite sure that China would feel happier, because

in preserving this priceless treasure of Indian culture, her effort was not in

vain.



BUDDHIST SURVIVALS IN BENGAL
By

Dr. SUNITI KUMAR CHATTERJI, M.A. (Cal.), D.LIT. (Lond.),

F. R. A. S. B.

In his article on Religion contributed by my friend and colleague

Dr. Prabodh Chandra Bagchi to the first volume of the valuable and autho-

ritative History of Bengal published from the University of Dacca under the

able editorship of Dr. Rames Chandra Majumdar, the author has given a

very good survey of religion in early Bengal prior to the Turki conquest at

the beginning of the 13th century. Dr. Bagchi has discussed the question

of the introduction of Aryan or Upper Indian culture in Bengal, and has

treated, with full reference to relevant documents, the various forms of Upper

Indian religion which found a home in Bengal—Brahmanical (in its various

aspects or ramifications like Vedic and Puranic, the latter in its numerous

forms or cults like Vaishnavism, Saivism and others), Jain, and Buddhist.

For these we have fairly abundant materials, and the ground of investigation

consequently is sure. But there has taken place in both Upper India and

Bengal a commingling of cults, in both their ideals and theories and their

practices and rituals, among Puranic Brahmanism (including Tantricism),

Buddhism in its numerous later phases, and Jainism ; and this has led to a

tangle, particularly by the interaction of the Puranic cults of Brahmanism

on the one hand and the various forms of later Buddhism on the other in

Bengal, which it is well-nigh impossible to untie. And the matter has been

further complicated by a third and an independent group of cults and rituals

entering into this tangle—those of pre-Aryan origin, which obtained among

the Dravidian, Austric and Tibeto-Burman and other peoples of Bengal,

recent and prehistoric, who formed the original inhabitants of Bengal upon

whom Upper Gangetic Aryan Speech and Hindu (i.e., Brahmanical or Vedic,

Puranic and Tantric, as well as Buddhist and Jain) religion and culture were

imposed, transforming them into an Aryan-speaking Hindu people by the end

of the first millennium a.d.

We know next to nothing about these pre-Aryan cults of the people of

Bengal : yet a good deal of these have survived to our day, as the suppressed

religion of the masses, being mostly forced to make a compromise with the

official Aryan religions Brahmanism and Buddhism and to affiliate themselves

to these in a vague sort of way, to obtain, if not active support from the ruling

classes, at least a certain amount of toleration (sympathetic and understand-

ing generally, and occasionally unthinking and contemptuous) from the nipper

classes professing the scriptural religions of Upper Indian provenance—

a
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toleration which was so necessary for its very existence. The original or

national cults of the pre-Aryan peoples are found in the worship of many

caste or tribal deities, or village gods, who have no place in the official Hindu

pantheon of pan-Indian acceptance
; at times they have just succeeded in

finding a place in some Sanskrit Puram, but in other cases they have ad-

vanced only as far as the threshold or the ante chamber of the hall of official

Hinduism by having their legends rendered in the vernacular only. Thus

there are village godlings of the type of Gabhur Palm and MochrS. Singha

worshipped in the South Bengal Delta, who are unknown to any Purdt^a, and

unsung even in the vernacular ; there are Dak^in Ray and Kdlu Gaji (Ghdzi),

godlings who control the tigers in the Sundarbans of the forest lands of the

southern Delta, whose exploits are narrated only in Bengali, and whose fame

has not yet travelled beyond Bengal ;
and, finally, there are deities of

the type of iSatala the goddess of the small-pox and Manasa the goddess of

serpents, who have received admission into the pantheon of Puranic gods and

goddesses, honoured, although they are newcomers, beside Siva and Devi,

Visnu and Lak§mi. The nature of pre-Aryan religion and ritual, in its

mythology and its ideas and practices, among the various pre-Aryan groups

of peoples, it has not been possible to establish as yet ; most of it now survives

in the rites and cults obtaining in remote villages, which are now always under

the aegis of official Brahmanical Hinduism. One of these pre-Aryan cults,

that of the God Pharma, has been connected by Bengali investigators of the

last generation with Buddhism, the name of the presiding Deity or chief God

of the cult, viz.. Pharma, being thought to be identical with the second entity

in the Buddhist triad, Buddha, Dharma and Sangha : but a detailed study

of this Dharma cult as it survives in West Bengal villages will clearly show

that it is quite independent of Buddhism,—-even independent of any Upper

Indian Aryan association, to start with.

The Austric (Kol and Mon-Khmer) and Dravidian peoples, and finally

the Sino-Tibetan or Tibeto-Chinese tribes in North Bengal and East Bengal,

followed the Negritos, the oldest people of India and Bengal, and the Proto-

Australoids. So far as these last two peoples are concerned, no vestige of

thieir languages and culture remains. They were undoubtedly absorbed

among the Austrics and the Dravidians as well as the Tibeto-Chinese who

followed them later. About the Austrics, who came next to the Australoids,

there are two views as to their original homeland. According to one, the

original Austrics were characterised with their language and the basic elements

of their culture somewhere in Northern Indo-China. From there they spread

west into India through Assam, and occupied the Ganges Valley, extending as

far west and north as the Himalayan regions upto Kashmir, and in the south

penetrating all over the Deccan right down to Malabar. In India they became

the ancestors of the Kol or Munda and other connected peoples : in Indo-

China and Assam, their speech and culture survived in the Khasi and Mon-
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Khmer groups of peoples ; they penetrated into the Nicobar Islands ; and

bands of them pushed down into Malaya and the islands of Indonesia, and

further to the east into those of Melanesia and Polynesia. The Melanesian,

Polynesian and Indonesian languages on the one hand forming an ‘Austro-

nesian ’ group of speeches, and the ‘ Austro-Asiatic ’ speeches current mostly

on thq main-land of Asia like the Kol or Munda speeches of India, the Mon-
Khmer speeches of Burma and Indo-Chma, Nicobarese, and the languages of

certain primitive peoples in Malaya, on the other, form together the great

Ausiric Speech Family, which thus originated, according to this view, some-

where in Northern Indo-China. The other view about the origin of the Austric

speeches would take them to the West, to the East Mediterranean tracts ;

according to this view, the Primitive Austrics were just a very early branch

of the ancient Mediterranean race which travelled eastward into India through

Chaldsa and Iran, and their language and culture became characterised in

India, from where they spread with their language and the basic things of

their culture into Burma and Indo-China, Malaya and Indonesia, and then

beyond into Melanesia and Polynesia. Be it as it may, there is no doubt

that the pre-Aryan people of India was largely of Austric origin (in its two

branches of Kol or Munda and Mon-Khmer) : they were followed by the

Dravidian speakers from the West, and by the Tibeto-Chinese speakers from

the North and the East. The Dravidians also had probably a good deal to

do in the evolution of the present-day Bengali people and its language as it

grew out of the Aryan Prakritic dialects from Magadha ; and Tibeto-Chinese

influences were confined to the Northern and North-eastern fringes of Bengal

only.

It is now almost impossible at the present day, with the existing materials

at our disposal, to form a clear idea of the elements contributed by the peoples

of these different linguistic groups in pre-Aryan Bengal, particularly in reli-

gion. The Dharma cult which formed such a strong religious current in

Western and Southern Bengal throughout Middle Bengali times, finding an

expression in a valuable literature of epic narratives (the Dharma-tnangal

poems) and another literature of rituals in Bengali, in temples and ceremonies

and festivals, and which has survived to our day, was unquestionably going

very strong in pre-Muhammadan Bengal, although only as a disorganised

popular religion of non-Aryan origin, side by side with the much better orga-

nised Brahmanical and Buddhistic cults. It is still a living faith in West

Bengal, although its facade has been embellished with the outward decorations

of Brahmanism. (See in this connexion the most recent article on the

Dharma cult in West Bengal by Prof. Kshitis Chattopadhyaya in the JRASB
for 1942). The late MahamahopadhySya Dr. Haraprasad Sastri (and fol-

lowing him others) thought that this Dharma cult was a relic of Buddhism

in present-day Bengal, these scholars being put off their guard by the name of

the chief deity of this cult, Dharma, who is however described as the Supreme
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Deity, Creator and Ordainer of the Universe, supericw even to Brahma, Vi^u
and Siva, and at times identified with them (particularly with Vianu) ; and

he has nothing of the abstraction of the Buddhist Dharma about him. He is

a deity who is white in colour, and to him white goats are sacrificed (accord-

ing to mythology, the goat is a substitute for a young boy to be sacrificed to

him). Dr. Sukumar Sen of the University of Calcutta who is engaged in

editing (in collaboration with Mr. Panchanan Mandal) the oldest Dharma-

maAgal poem so far ol^ined—that by Ruparama CakravartI (middle of the

17th century)—^and incidentally is collecting data about the Dharma cult with

a view to unravelling as far as possible the origin and primitive character

of the cult, thinks that very early, probably even in pre-Muhammadan times,

this cult, of aboriginal (possibly Kol or Austric) origin, received influences

from Brahmanism both Vedic and Puranic, that the story of the sacrifice of

iSunaihi§epa, the son of the Brahman Ajigarta, in place of Rohita or Rohitasva

the scm of king Hari^candra who had offered him to the (Jod Vannja, as

narrated in the Aitareya Brdhmaifa, which is found among the medieval

myths of Dharma in its Brahmanised form, is probably in itself a myth of

Austric origin which obtained a place in the Brdhmana work in pre-Buddhic

times.

This deity Dharma was not only a Creator, but also a Sustainer of men.

He is also a God of agriculture, and in Bengal we have a strange ctmcep-

tion of iSiva as a farmer, a conception not found elsewhere in India, which

appears to be an extension of this aspect of the divinity Dharma to Siva when

the latter came to be identified with the former. I have to note one very

special thing about Dharma : his great annual festival is everywhere always

accompanied by ritual dances, and sometimes by mimicry and drama : without

these dances by his worshippers (who usually taking up a vow and observe

strictly some regulations in living for a month), this annual festival {gdjan,

from garjana, as it is called) cannot be held. These dances are accompanied

by songs, and are performed by troups of devotees. Now, dance as a funda-

mental religious ritual is certainly not Aryan ; it is neither Buddhistic nor

Brahmanical. It may be Dravidian, it may also be Tibeto-Chinese ; but it

is emphatically Austric. Then, another point which has suggested to me,

about the name of the god I^arma himself, as in this Dharma cult. If there

is ground for a reasonably strong suspicion that the cult (with its myths) is

pre-Aryan, then we may look upon the very respectable Aryan name Dharma

with equal su^idon, and may ask ourselves whether the name is a Sanskritisa-

tion of some original non-Aryan name which had a similar sound with the

Sanskrit word, or whether it is just a tranriation of the native non-Aryan name

into Sanskrit. The first alternative is the easier and more common one ; the

second one is <mly a little less likely. We may note how a primitive Dravi-

dian word (as in CMd Tamil atf-numti) meaning ‘the male monkey’ was in

all likeiihood both translated into the Indo-Aryan Vedic as Vf^SJfiapi (mean-
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ing the same thing) and then Aryanised into the Sanskrit Hammtmt- or

Hanimant- as the Great Monkey God ; and that Siva and Satnbhu seem to

echo certain Dravidian words (Old Tamil civaA = ‘ red and clmpu =
‘copper, red’); and, further, that Rudra may be an approximation to ttie

Aryan God Rudra, the Roarer, the Father of the Maruts or the Storm Winds,

from an original translation * Rudhra of the name of a Dravidian divinity

meaning ‘the Red God’ (the description of Siva-Rudra as ‘the Red God
with the Blue Throat ’

—

nila-lohita—in the Sata-rudriya section of the Yajur-

veda is to be recalled).

So Dharma may be at its basis just a non-Aryan word, either San^ritised

in sound or form, or translated into Sanskrit. Now, I throw in a linguistic

suggestion as to its possible origin, 'fhe commonest symbol under which this

Bengal deity Dharma has been and is still worshipped is the tortoise. Many
of the images of Dharma are just a figuie of a tortoise. The use of this

symbol must have arisen among a sea-people, or a fisher folk, which the

Austncs appear largely to have been. In the cosmogony of some of the Austric

(Kol) and Dravidian tribes, the tortoise plays an imiwrtant part ; and the

legend of creation centering round the Dharma cult in Bengal (e.g. in works

like the Siinya-purdi^a) agree remarkably with some aboriginal creation

legends, e.g. as among the Gonds. One of the dialectal words for ‘ tortoise
’

in Bengali, current over a good part of the delta, is dura or dufo ; this word

usually signifies a tortoise of a small species. The word occurs also in

Assamese. It is found in Old Bengali as duli - ‘ female tortoise,’ and duli,

dull are given by Monier Williams as late Sanskrit words, meaning ‘ female

tortoise,’ as well as dauleya ~ ‘ young tortoise.’ A Sanskrit word dadru, with

a variant dara, meaning ‘tortoise,’ also occurs: these presuppose vernacular

words in ancient India like *dad4a, *dada, and *dora. In the Asoka Inscrip-

tions, it occurs in the form duli or dudi (in Pillar Edict No. V). For these,

a form like *dut- *dm- or *dur- or *dar, *dar, would be the basic word.

As ,a widely current Bengali word (beside kdchitn — Skt. kacchapa, kasyapa,

- Hindi kachuwa, and kdthud, kduthd, with which compare Santali katkdm

= ‘crab’, not occurring, as far as known, in othei parts of India), it may

be reasonably presumed to be of non-Aryan, probably Austric, origin

;

althoug^i I have not been able to find a similar word in any of the

Austric languages. Now, in the Kol speeches we have an affix -dm added to

nouns both animate and inanimate, which is perhaps just an expletive without

any special force which has become a part of the word ; e.g. mkfdm ‘ goat,

he-goat or she-goat ’, damkdm ‘ bull calf,’ katkdm ‘ crab ’, saddm ‘ horse ’,

madkdm ‘the mahua tree’, sarjdm ‘the sal tree’, gdrdm ‘grand child’,

hatdm ‘ father’s sister, maternal uncle’s wife ’, tymdm ‘ insect ’, muddm ‘ ring,’

gdtdm ‘ ghee ’, datrdm ‘ sickle ’ (the last three appear to be early Aryan loans,

respectively frwn mudda = mudrd, gkata = ghfta, and datra), argdm ‘ ladder ’,

perkdm ‘bed-stead’, keddm ‘year’, etc. Probably connected with this is
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another affix -am : sutam ‘ thread ’ (from Aryan sutta — sutra), sakam
‘

leaf

baruttn ‘lute’, kofam ‘breast’ (cf. Airyan kTd4a), potam ‘dove’, etc. Among
the pre-Aryan ancestors of the Bengali people speaking Austria dialects, we
can postulate the presence of a word *dul-, *duT, *duT, dar, dot = ‘ tortoise ’,

as the source of the New Bengali duja, dujo, and the Old Bengali and late

Sanskrit duli, duli ; and could we further pHJStulate an extension of it into *dul-

dtn, *duf-din, *dur-dm, *dul-am, *duj-am, *dur-am, or *dttr-dm, *dar-dtn,

* doT-am, * dar-atn as a specialised word or word-group meaning also ‘ tor-

toise ’ ? So that an easy Sanskritisaticm of a name like *duToni, dmam or

*daram, *darom, into Dharma (through a vernacular or semi-tatsama Aryan
form like *dharama as something intermediate), just after the Upper Indian

Brahmanism and Buddhism came to Bengal and began to influence the local

non-Aryan religion, would be quite in the nature of things : the god symbo-

lised by the tortoise in this way getting a Sanskrit name meaning ‘ Law ’ or
‘ World Order ’, only though phonetic assimilation. It is also to be question-

ed if the translation of the Fish, the Tortoise and the Boar into incarnations

of Viwu is not the result of the influence of pre-Aryan ( Austria ) religion on

Brahmanical Hinduism.

Any way, in speaking about Buddhist survivals in Bengal at the present

day, we have definitely to omit the Dharma cult, although it has to be admitted

that Buddhist ritualistic elements have modified its ritual. The ideologies and

the mythologies of Buddhism in any of its numerous forms, and those of the

Dharma cult, are quite different from each other. Dharma priests of I)5m
and other inferior castes originally were known as Padit or Parit (Paipdit),

a semi-tatsama from the Sanskrit Pondita. Devotees of Dharma were known
by various names—one of which was dmani or dmint, from Sanskrit dmnayika
‘ sectarian ’.

Present-day Hinduism in Bengal is the gradual transformation of Puranic

Hinduism as it was developing all over India during the first millennium

after Christ. Hinduism or Brahmanism started with the Aryan religion and

its scriptures the Vedas on the one hand, and with the non-Aryan religions

and their lost or unwritten saiptures on the other. Against Vedism and non-

Aryan religions both, but particularly against Vedism, were developed certain

philosophical systems, prominent among which were Jainism and Buddhism :

these themselves did not escape the influence of either the Vedic priests,

the Brahmans, or those who followed the extra-Vedic non-Aryan religions, if

not in their philosophical concepts, at least in the ordinary religious life of
their followers. From about the middle of the Ist millennium B. C., some
of these extra-Vedic religions, with their ideologies, their mythologies and
their cults, began to assert themselves

; and although they were at first ignored
and thoi reluctantly tolerated by the Brahmans, who knew only the Vedic
ritual of sacrifice, and the Vedic gods and Upani^iadic speculations, they
gradually were accommodated in the new Brahmanism that was growing up
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in post-Baddhic times. The worship of Vieou, of Siva and of Uma or D6vi

came in ; Sri was one of the earliest of these extra-Aryan deities to establish

her position. The ritual of the puja (of likely Dravidian origin) was given

a place beside the Vedic ritual of hotna or the fire-sacrifice : in the Bhagavad

Gita as a part of the Mahabkdrata (which was the great scripture of this

later and composite form of Brahmanism in which the Vedic world and the

world of the great Puranic gods were sought to be harmonised), we find the

following verse (IX. 26);

patram puspam phalam tdyatfi yd me bhaktya pra-^acchati,

tad aham bhakty-updhrtam asndmi prayatdtmanaf}.

“ He who offereth to Me with devotion a leaf, a flower, a fruit, water,

that I accept from the striving self, offered as it is with devotion ”
( Trans.

Annie Besant).

Taken in its context, it appears to be just a defence of the pujd ritual

before /jowwz-performing Brahmans who were still looking askance at non-

Vedic rites and ritual.

The first amalgamation that took place of Vedic and non-Vedic (i.e.,

non-Aryan) religions embraced the two pantheons and the two rituals, and

the myths and legends of the two religious worlds were also combined. The

Brahmans formally and officially always gave the superiority to the Vedas

and Vedic cults and ritual, but the Puranic cults and the Puranic ritual were

also coming to be admitted by them. Then from the middle of the 1st millen-

nium A.D., the Brahmans had to make another big concession, by admitting

Tantric rites and ideas. The origin of these Tantric ideas and practices is

not known : but it seems that the esoteric ideology of the Tantra, and its

ritual, connected as these were from the beginning with yoga practices, re-

presented the pre-Aryan, probably Dravidian, religion in excelsis. The mytho-

logy of the Purdffa and the simple ritual of the pujd were adopted first ; and

then «me the esoteric doctrine, and the elaborate practices of the Tantra.

Upto about 800 a.d., the mixed Vedic-Puranic Brahmanism as in the Purdnas

appears to have been free from Tantric influences. But after that, Tantric

ideas and practices were being given greater and greater recognition in Hindu

life and in Hindu religion

—

i.e., life and religion as directed by the Brahmans.

(This line of development of Puranic Brahmanism has been very ably indi-

cated by Dr. Rajendra Chandra Hazra of the Dacca University in his Studies

in the Puranic Records on Hindu Rites and Customs, University of Dacca

Bulletin No. XX, 1940, which is an admirable work of capital importance,

covering over 350 pages in the study of the Purdttas as documents in the evolu-

tion of Hindu or Brahmanical religion, which unfortunatdy is not as well

known as it deserves to be as a work of exact and painstaking scholarship).

Not «ily Brahmanism, with its great gods Visnu and Siva (with Uma)
fully estatdished, but also Buddhism fell under the spell of the Tantric ideo-

7
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logy, mythology and ritual. MaMyana Buddhism with its pronounced bias

for mysticism and theism formed an equally fertile field for the seed of Tan-

tric ideas to take root and to have a vigorous growth» Saktism, adopted in

the Brahmanical iSiva and Uma cults of Puranic origin, became equally accept-

ed in MahSySna Buddhism of Eastern India (including Bengal). HInaySna

Buddhism was current in Bengal side by side with the Mahayana, which

appears to have been fully established in Bengal by the beginning of the 6th

century, as mentioned by Dr. Bagchi on epigraphic evidence. The Mah5yana

as known to Hiuen Ts’ang in the 7th century was transformed in Bengal,

with Tantric accretions, into the Tmtra-yana, and its ramifications the Kila-

cakr(hyana, the Vajra-yana (this concerning itself mainly with a new and

elaborate ritual and ceremonial of worship with bija-manlras or mystic

syllables of power and mudrds or gestures with the fingers, which formed a

surer and at the same time much easier esoteric path —sddhana-mdrga - for

the attainment of Bodhi or highest wisdom), and Sahaja-ydna, its latest phase

(of which the exponents were the 84 great adepts of mysticism known as the

Siddhas, who discountenanced ritual and outward worship of the gods or

cultivation of the ‘ virtues ’ and inculcated the culture of hidden powers

within the body by yoga practices, including breath-control, leading to the

condition of supreme bliss that is the natural —sahaja— state in which man

feels that his essential unity with the inner Spirit of things is realised). The

language of these later phases of the Mahayana in Bengal, which totally

eclipsed the earlier Mahdydna schools of Philosophy and Self-culture like the

Mddhyatnika and the Yogdcdta or Vijhana-vdda, is replete with the Tantric

spirit,—it is language and practice, and mystic outlook and symbolism even

more than we note in the case of Puranic Brahmanism, under Tantra influence.

Till the last there was a certain amount of Brahman opposition to Tantric

mysticism and symbolism, and to Tantric practices ; but the Buddhists in

Bengal succumbed to these completely : and in Tantric Buddhism, the Tantric

symbolism and practices found another and a potent channel through which

it could exert an indirect but nevertheless very effective influence on Puranic

Brahmanism. Present-day Brahmanism in Bengal may be characterised as

more than three-fourths Tantric in its inspiration, outlook and ritual, and

less than one-fourth Vedic, with a Puranic background : and the greatest

legacy of Buddhism in Bengal, in its latest phase before it died out (rfficially

or formally, has been this Tantric attitude and atmosphere.

Buddhism survived as a ‘ subsidiary ’ religion, and under the Senas, who
were staunchly Brahmanical Hindus, Buddhism was dethroned from its high

place as the religion of the ruling house which it had enjoyed under the Klas.

But it continued to flourish even for some centuries after the Thrki conquest.

In the middle of the 13th century, a North Bengal Brahman Ramacandra
KiavibhifiraS declared his formal adherence to Buddhism—^and he manifested

in his Bhe^ti-Sataha Slokas, in Sanskrit, an intense personal devotion to
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Buddha which was a Buddhist counterpart of the Bhakti movement which

characterised the later Vaishnava and other theistic schocds centering round

the figures of Rams^ and Kfsoa. But Ramacandra Kavibharatl found

his own society uiKongenial, and he went to Ceylon and settled there. Even

as late as the thirties of the 15th century, Buddhist texts like the Bodhi-

carydvatdra continued to be written in Bengal, and we read about Buddhists

during the life-time of Chaitanya. But after Chaitanya, the Buddhists as a

religicMi and community cease to have a place in Bengal. (The Chittagong

Buddhists at the present day are to be affiliated to the Hinayana school of

Arakan and Burma—even their Pali learning was derived from Burma before

recent reforms through connexion with Ceylon came in).

A good many Buddhists appear to have been at least nominally converted

to Islam after the establishment of Turki Moslem rule in Bengal. Bad blood

and want of sympathy between Brahman and Buddhist which manifested in

the decadent days before and after the Turki conquest was largely responsible

for this. But Bengali Buddhists (and Hindus) who adopted Islam did not

or could not adapt their mental make up to the atmosphere of Arabic or Irani

or Turki Islam. Saint-worship through their tombs (contemptuously des-

cribed by the more orthodox or puritanical Bengali Mussalmans as pdr-pirasti

or gor-pirastl ‘worship of saints, worship of tombs’), an Islamised version of

the Buddhist worship of stupas or caityas built over the ashes or relics of

great teachers and saints, forms an important cult in the Islam of Bengal and

India : and it can legitimately be looked upon as an inheritance, Islamised

no doubt, from Buddhistic ritual and practice.

Among present-day Hindus in Bengal, even the name Buddha has been

lost. Probably the personal name Budhu or Buddhu is a tadbhava survival

of the name Buddha (cf. Kdnu < Kr^a ). This name we hear as an old-

fashioned pet name, which is sometimes connected with Budha-vdra or

‘Wednesday,’ but people do not know what it really means. Before the

curiosity of the West rediscovered the history or Buddhist Buddha for us,

the average Hindu knew of Buddha only as an incarnation of Visinu, who

came down on earth deliberately to mislead the sinful into the path of an

anti-Vedic faith, although he was moved to pity for the animals slaughtered

at Vedic sacrifices. San^rit scholars and persons educated in English know

about Buddha, but the Buddhist tradition about the master has strangely

passed away. Even Buddha images are being worshipped in many places

as Hindu gods and goddesses by the Hindu populace. From the 19th cen-

tury, names like Amitdbha, Bodki-sattva, &akya-sirriha, and Buddha-deva,

and Gopd and YaSodhard are being revived. But two names of late Maha-

yana in^iration, although used in Brahmanical or Brahmanised contexts,

have continued all along : Lokandtha or LdkUvara, believed to be a name of

6iva, but really (at least in its origin) it would appear to be the name of the

very pedlar Bodhisattva, AvalokitiSvara ; and Tdrd, usually regarded as the
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Tantric goddess who is a form of Sakti, but really' the name is of the equally

pc^nilar Buddhist goddess who was the consort of AvatoUtUvara. In fact,

in pc^larity, among the Buddhist foibears of a good many present-day

Bengalis, AvaldldtUvara and Tdra anticipated Siva and 'Dmga : the names
have survived, and many of the attributes ; only the mythological atmosphere

is different.

The old gods never die, nor do the rituals. If worship of the saints’

graves survives, even the name for these saints lives in translation : the

Buddhist sthovira > thera is succeeded by the Islamic pir, which in Persian

means the same thing as sthavira ( = ‘ old man ’), and the lotus and sandal

paste are just changed for the rose and rose-water coming from Islamic Iran.

The second name in the Buddhist triad, Dharma, came down to (Md

Bengali in the proper tadbhava form Dkarma>dhamma>dhama, but it fell

into disuse from Middle Bengali times, the Sanskrit word, never lost to the

language (either in its tatsama form, or in its semi-tatsama variants like

dkarama, dkamma), taking its place. In Middle Bengali, dhdma survives in

the word dkdmdi-karam or dkdmdt-karnt, a title for a priest in the ritual

of the Dharma cult {dharma -1- dyanta- or -dpayanta- = '*dhdmSita, dhamdl).

We have the word in a place-name like Dhdm-rdi {— Dharma-rajikd)

.

The
Middle Bengali word dhamdli means ‘a particular kind of song, a kind of

song accompanied by gestures, dance-song, dance-sport, jest and joke’ : its

Assamese counterpart dhemali means ‘ a division of the musical performance

with the Assamese khol and mridang (drums),’ and then ‘sport’, ‘amuse-

ment’ These words seem to be akin to the Hindi dkamar ‘ a kind of musical

mode ' which appears to be just another form of Hindi dhamdl, dhammdl —
‘ jumping into or running through fire (a practice of faqirs and qalandars )

;

a musical measure : a kind of song (sung during the Holl festival); wild and
tumultuous merriment, noise, tumult, uproar.’ Platts connects the Hindi

words with dharma. Originally therefore *dharmala meant ‘ some religious

ceremonial,’ then ‘ music and dancing connected with that,’ and, finally, ‘ merri-

ment ’ on the one hand, and ‘ a particular kind of musical or poetic composi-
tion ’ cm the other : and the word may, be of Buddhist antecedents, which has
survived to our day—the meaning having degenerated. We may compare the
fortunes of the name Vasiftha : originally as the priest of Rama’s house, he
was the messenger between Da4aratha and Janaka before Rama’s marriage
with the latter’s daughter, Siffi, as described in the RamaymjM

; and then the
Middle Indo-Aryan form of the w<mx1, VasiUha, must have changed its mean-
ing, so that its New Indo-Aryan equivalent in Hindi, basxth, finally came to
mean a village headman, a master of ceremonies, an agent or messenger

’

(Anfr Khusrau, c. 1300 a,d., uses basifk as an equivalent of the Arabic
rasm the Persian paigham^ar) and, finaUy. to degenerate into the sense of
‘a go-between, a tale-bearer, a mischief-maker,’ and even into ‘a customer
(among harlots).’
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The word SaAgha, on the authority of the late MatAmah^dhyfiya Hara-

prasad Sastri, survived in Middle Bengali in the word saAg/S (or saAthi)

meaning ‘a group of ships or boats sailing together for safety, a convoy.’

(In Pali also wd have the word sanghafa to mean ‘an array of boats’).

We have in Modem Bengali the word sdAgdt ‘ boon companion, dose friend,’

and at first sight it would suggest a connexion with the Sanskrit saAga. But

the Hindi equivalent diows gh and not g : sanghdR
'

companion, friend, ally ’,

sanghat 'union, companionship ’, sanghatin or sanghatan ‘ female friend.’ We
have in Hindi the expression sang-sangkati = ‘

friends and associates ’, where

sanghati is distinguished from sang in a synonym-compound. So here we have

a folk-survival in Bengali and Hindi of the Buddhist sangka : sangka +
-vanta- = Bengali sahgdt, and sangka-tva = Hindi sangkat, from which the

nouns. We have here thus a generalisaticm of the specialised Buddhist term.

Buddka, Dkarma and Sangka have thus not been aide to retain any hold

on the popular or mass-consdousness of the people of Bengal. On the other

hand, some Puranic deities and other figures have been able to do so, e.g.,

Bengali Kanu < Ktpjo, Rdi < Raki < Rddkika, Aydn < Xikana <Akivo>f)j.u

< Abhimanyu, Ind or id < Indra, Dugt < *DuTgikd, Sdth{i) <Sastki ; etc.

In some place-names we have naturally enough reminiscences of Buddhist

religious foundations or locations, e.g., Dkdtnarai which has been noted above,

Pdnc-tkutn Panca-stupikd), Bajdson {=Vajrdsana). Dhartna-doka,

Dkdm-sdr, Udri or Wdri (Upakarikd, ‘pavilion, temporary pavilion for reli-

gious festivities decorated with flowers and festoons’), Nabdsan (=Nava-
s<ma ) , Makdstkdn

;

and a few more. It may not be insisted upon, but it is

very likely that the annual festivities, centering round the worship of some god

or goddess ZWigi < Durgikd which are held all over Bengal and are known as

Bdr-wan-pujd, is of Buddhist origin. The main item in these festivities is the

erectirm of a temporary structure, a common gathering i^ace, in wood, bamboo

and matting, with flags, foliage and festoons, the uan of Old Bengal, in which

the performance of dramas and singing of songs for the people are held, and the

image is installed in a coma: if there is no permanent temple. The cost is met

by public subscrifition, the community taking active part in the whole thing.

The word bar in Bar-wan appears to be added to the original word uari in

later post-Muslim times, as an honorific embellishment, from the Persian

(cf. Persian bar ‘country,’ bdrah ‘wall’; cf. dar-d>dr ‘king’s audience or

levee’).

The Brahman traditicm was to wear long hair and beards—^wearing Icmg

hair may have been an Indo-European inheritance among the Aryan Brahmans

of India. In contrast to that, the Buddhist monks were clean-^ven in both

head and face. In post-Muslim times, the clean-shaven Buddhist monks and

nuns were oontenfq>tuou8ly known as Nddd (or Ni4a) and (or Ne^i),

and these tarns came to be apfdield by the orthodox Hindus for Vaishnava

monks and nuns who also followed this practice of shaving the head, from poet-
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Chaitanya time^ when Oiaitanya Vaishnavism admitting mwiks and nuns

became a strongly organised force in the country. The Brahmans, particularly

laymen, were accustomed to be clean-shaven in the face and in the head, save

tor a long tuft at the top (the Sikka), and for this hygienic practice the

example of the Buddhist monks may have been responsible : in post-Chaitanya

times, as we gather from a 16th coitury literary reference, it was uncommon

for a Brahman to wear a beard—more so when the Turks and other Muslims

were cultivating this hirsute apipendage to the face. Ordination of Vaisnava

mcHiks and nuns, which was a very simple ceremony, came to be described by

an old word which would appear to be a relic of Buddhist practice : the monk’s

status of a bkik$u (bkikkhu) or Buddhist monk, with the yellow garb and

the begging bowl, was known as bkaikfya ibklkkka), and from this we have

the vernacular (Baigali)' word bkekk meaning the status of the Vaishnava

monk, with his fufo^-beads round his neck, his begging bag made of a knotted

cloth, and his kaupnm or loin-cloth.

Certain cults which were going very strong in Middle Bengali times and

have continued a moribund existence even to our day form an undoubted

continuance of Tantric Buddhism, more or less mixed with other cults. Of

these, the medieval Bengali Sakajiya cult is one : later it affiliated itself to

Chaitanya Vaishpavism. The Natha cult, with the Siddha Gorakh-nath at

its head, is another : it appears to have been the result of a fusion of Tantric

Sahaja-yBna of the late Mahayana Buddhism with Sivaite Yoga. Gorakh-

nath is one of those elusive persons who are claimed by more than one reli-

gious sect. The Avadkutas are another order of religious devotees, frankly

Sivaite, who appear to have emerged from Sahaja-ydna The Bauls are

another group of Sahaja-yana origin or affinity, which until recently kept

itself aloof from Brahmanical sects, and followed, its own ideologies and its

own life : now it is slowly Vaishnavising itself. The Kartd-bhafd or the

‘ Creator i.e., Master-iworshiwJer ’ sect is a very late form of the non-descript,

extra-Brahmanical sects which grew up in a Vaishnava background.

The present-day Tantric leaven in Bengal Hinduism largely came to it

via the Buddhistic Kala-cakra-yana, the Vajra-ydna and the Sakaja-ydna

schools of the Tantra-ydna. One matter in which there has been a very subtle

influence from Tantric Buddhism upon Bengal Brahmanism would seem to be

this : the rather exaggerated importance of the pmi from whom Tantric ini-

tiation is received. The Brahman lias his proper Vedic initiation when he is

invested with the sacred thread by the upanayana rite and is taught the

GSyatii prayer from the Veda : theoretically, he does not require any other

initiation. But in practice, all good Hindus in Bengal should have a guru

who will ‘ give him the mantra,' a Saiva, iSakta or Vaishnava mystic syllable

and a name of a divinity to repeat : and the guru becomes almost as a god

to him after this initiation. This moitality has become so thoroughly ingrained
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in the Bengali mind, Hindu and Muslim (the Muslims have developed in

India and particularly in Bengal a similar Ptr-Murid or Murshld-Murid, i.e.,

Guru-^ya relationship) that it directs the activities of even otherwise nor-

mal people to the extent of blindly blowing a master, in intellectual as much

as in spiritual matters. Now, the guru has always had an honoured place

in Brahman Society : but he was never an object of divine honours in

Vedism. Whereas, as we see in Nepal, where the Tantric Buddhism as in

Bengal of the 10th-13th centuries still survives among the Newars, although

the strong Sakta or iSaiva cult of the Gurkhas has been profoundly modifying

it, a Buddhist is known as a Gu-bkdju or ‘ a Guru worshipper,’ and a Brahnia-

nical Hindu as a De-bhaju or 'a Deva-worshipper (The late MM. Dr.

Haraprasad Sastri noted these words in Nepal and explained them in the

above way, connecting them with the Sanskrit root bhaj
‘

to adore, to worship ’
:

R. L. Turner in his Nepali Dictionary, however, gives Gubhdju or Gubhdjyu
as meaning ‘ a Newari Buddhist priest ’, but not De-bhaju, and explains

Gubhdju differently, as possibly being from Sanskrit guru and a Newari
bhdju ‘ master ’.)

Some of our middle-class non-Brahman surnames have a Buddhistic

ling : Pdlita, Dhara, Raksita, Kara etc., may be equally Brahmanical and
Buddhistic, but Pan may be Buddhistic (Prdjna or -prajha — Middle Indo-

Aryan Patina, paiiria — Bengali Pan). A good few surnames occur in both
the fuller Sanskrit form and in the modified Prakritic form : the former may
be due to a Brahmanical context, the latter Buddhistic. But this is, it must
be confessed, too theoretical : nevertheless, we may contrast Canda with

Candra, Aic (from Aicca) with Adilya, Hui for Bhuti (--bhuti). Gut (Guin)

for Gomika or Gomin (Cf. Candra-gdmin = Bengali Cad Gut), Da besides

Dam {= Daman), etc.

The above are a few aspects of the very meagre survival of the Buddhist

world (at one time so wide and so all-embracing) in the present-day Hindudom
of Bengal, as they suggest themselves to a student of language. Closer and
more ^lecialised investigation is bound to reveal many more venues of Bud-
dhist survival.
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By

Prof. H. C. RAYCHAUDHURI, m.a., phj).

(Carmichael Professor, Calcutta University.)

An obscure deity called Kokamukhasvdmin is mentioned in a Damodar-

pur inscripticm of Budha Gupta.^ Dr. R. G. Basak, who originally edited the

record, referred in this connectim to Kokamukha, a form of the goddess

Durga, and to the Kok&mukha tlrtha, both mentioned in the Makabkarata.

He did not, however, suggest any satisfactory identification of the god

Kokfimukhasvamin. My friend and pupil Dr. D. C. Sircar recently came to

the ccHiclusion that Kokamukha is a form of 'Siva.- This theory is based

on the supposed connection of the name “Adya KokamukhasvSmin ”, as

given in the Damodarpur inscription, with the appellations Adyd and Kokc-

mukha used in reference to DurgS, the consort of i§iva, and on the term

ndma-linga which, according to Dr. Sircar, occurs in the epigraph in the sen-'sc

of ‘ a Linga established after someone’s name,’ and points to the god Koka-

mukhasvfimin. The land donated in favour of the deity according to the

Damodarpur grant was situated on the Himavacchikhara.® Dr. Sircar rightly

points out that the expression Himovacchikhara literally means ‘a peak or

summit of the Himalayas ’
; but he adds :

“ Here however it appears to refer

to a territorial unit (called a forest in (Inscription] No. 39). The situation

of the land granted to the gods suggests that it was not far from Damodar-

pur. There is as yet no proof that the Kotivai^a district included the hilly

regicm bordering cwi the northern fringe of Bengal.”^

Fresh light on the identification not only of KcMmukhasvamin but also

of ‘ Himavacchikhara where apparently the god’s temple was situated, is

thrown by chapters 219 and 229 of the Brahma Purdt^fi The evidence

furnished by the above sections of the Purana prove beycmd doubt that

like iSvetavarahasvSmin, with whom he is associated in the record, Kokfi-

mukha is a form of the Varaha (Boar) incarnation of VisBiiu and that the

Kokamukha tvrtha was in the Himalayan region on the northern fringe of

Bengal.

1. Basak, Ep. Ind., Vol. XV, p. 138 ff
; Sircar, Sdect Inscriptions, p. 328 ff.

2. Op. cit., 329n; cf. Ind. Cult., April, 1939 (Vol. V), p. 432 f.

3. Cf. Hinutvacckikkare Kohanadthasvdmmak catvdrak kulyavSpSh etc.

4. Siicar, Select Inscriptions, p. 3291, fn. 2.

5. Bofigabasi edition, n>. 860ff, 928 S.
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In chapter 219 of the Brahma Purarm we have a l^end about the origin

of the place of pilgrimage styled Kokamukha tlrtha. It is unneceswry here to

enter into the details of the story. In short it relates how Vi»u in hb Boar

form rescued the divine pitjs. who had been engulfed in the watens of the

KobS, a stream that dashed through the Himalayan rocks (fiffr-ddr*). Cf.

Verse 3 ;

—

Pure Kokajale magnan pitnnuddhjtavan bibhuh

Verse 17 ;

—

Koketi prathitd lake SlsiRADRisa»w.^rifo

Verse 36 :

—

KOKAMUKHE pitjgttnarii salile nimagnam

Devo dadatia Hrasdtha iildth vakantam

Verse 39 :

—

VKRkHkdamUrdsamlagndh pitarak kanakojjviddk

Kokamukhe gatabhaydfi kxtd devena Viscid

Verse 114 :

—

Kokapi tirthasahitd samsthitd girirajani

It is added that the sanctity of the Kokamukha tirtha was due to the presence

of the Varaha form of Vieou. Cf.

Verse 106 :

—

Kokd naditi vikhydtd girirdjasamdsritd

tirthakotimahapun^yd MADRUPAfwtp^itc

Verse 107 :

—

asydmadya prabhrti vai nivatsydmyagkandsakft

WRAHAdarsanam ptmyani pujanam bhuktimuktidom

Verse 116 :

—

evam mayoktam varadasya Vi^tiok

KOKAMUKHE rfiwya-VARAHARUPAM

It may be noted in this ccwuiection that according to the same l^end Nara-

kasura, who sprang from the union of Visnu in his Boar form with the goddess

Mahj or Chaya, and was made lord of the city of PiSgiyotasa by his

Divine Father, was born in the Kokamukha tirtha in the Himalayas.* The

6. Cf.

Verses 114-115

:

Chaya mahlmayi krofi pbtdaprasanavTrhhita

gatbhamadaya sasraddha VarihasyMva stmdari

tata’ syah prSbhavat putro Bhmmastu Narahasurah

J*rSg;>fij««ca nagaratnasya datfaHca Vim»d
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stoiy apparently points to the proximity of the holy spot in question to

PrSgjyotija in Kamariipa (Lower Assam and North Bengal to the east of

the Karatoyia). In the Gupta period, the sacred site is known to have

fallen within the limits of the Kotivar^a vi^aya (district) of the Puindavar-

dhana bhukti (province) in North Bengal.

Chapters 229 of the Brahma Pur^ also dilates on the Kofcamukha

t'lrtha ; but it hardly adds much to the stock of our knowledge. This section

only corroborates the information gathered from chapter 219.

Cf.

ityevamuktvd pitaram prat^amya

gatvd ca 'Kokamukhamagratirtham

Vi^fk samdrddhya varaharupam
avdpa siddhirn manujar^abho sau

Ch. 229, Verse 86.

In passing it may be pointed out that the Damodarpur inscription noticed

above is of great importance for the study of the religious history of ancient

Bengal. In the first place, it points to the prevalence of the cult of the

avatdras of Vi^n in Bengal during the Gupta age.* Secondly, it demonstrates

the existence, even in that early period, of a belief in different varieties (Sveta

varaha, Kofcamukha) of the Varaha form of VJ?inu. It is clear that as early

7. Cf. my remarks on the disappearance of the independent worship of the

vyuhas except Vasudeva, and the growing popularity of the avatdras, Early History

o) the Vatsh^va Sect., 2nd ed. p. 176. The votaries of the cult of Vishaiu and his

avatdras were doubtless styled Bhdgavata—a sectarian diesignation that was known
to Indian epigraphy from the time of the Besnagar inscription of Heliodoroj^ to the

age of the Guptas’ and their successors. Another designation, Pdncardtra, is met with

in the Epic, the Pancaratra Satfihitds, the Har^acarita of Bana the Brahma Puram
and other works. A suggestion has been offered in recent times that Bhagavatism

was completely different from the Pancaratra cult in the Gupta period, and that

while the former was specially associated with the avatdravdda. the latter stood for

the vyuhavdda. But the existence of the PShcarntras as a sect distinct from the

BhSgavatas in the Gupta age is extremely problematical. The epithet Pancaratra

is not prefixed to the name of any personage of importance in Gupta inscriptions

or coin legends in the same way as Sdivata, or Bhdgavata, thus casting doubt on

its prevalence as a rival sectarian designation in the Gupta age. The Har^acarita

which does make separate mention of Bh^avatas and Plaficamtras is a post-Gupta

work. The commentator on the words regards both the sects as Vi^ijuites
;
but he

never suggests that the line of demarcaticm between the two follows the supposed

cleavage between the upholders of the avatdravdda and the vyuhavdda respectively.

In the Pddma Tantra, Bhdgavata and Pancardtrika are referred to as synonymous

terms, and the Paflcaratra Sarrthitds pay devotion to the avatdras as well as the

vyuhas. Even in the Caitanyacaritdmrta, there is no suggestion that the avatdravdda

is the doctrine exclusively of the Bhagavatas and the vyuhavdda of the PiufLcaratras.

In the Brahma Purdna the Mahdbhdgavata Akrura pays homage to the four Vyuhas

(dL 190-192). The Panchardtra-vidhdna contemplates worship of the Vyuhas as

well as the avatdras including Mahivaraha (Ch. 48-49).
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as the fifth century a.d. not only were avataras worshipped in Bengal, but

the conception of different variations of the same avatSra had developed.®

8. Gopinatha Rao {Elements aj Hindu Iconography, Vol. I, pt. i, p. 132 ff)

notices three different conceptional types of the Varaha avatara, namely, (i) Kiuva-

iSha, Adivaiaha or Nrvaraha, («) Yajnavar^ and (iw) Pralayavaraiha. The rela-

tion of these types with Svetavar.^ and Kokamukha cannot be determined in the

present state of our knowledge. The Eran inscription of TorarnSna (Fleet, Corp,

Ins, Ind„ Vol. Ill, p. 159) refers to the Boar form of Vi^u who in the act of

lifting up the earth (out of the waters) caused the mountains to tremble with the

blows of (his) hard ^out ,
(and) who is the pillar (for the support) of the great

house which is the three worlds.*' Cf.

jayati dharattyuddharatite ghamshoftdghdtagMrifii^itamahtddhra^

devo VardhamirttistraUakyamahdirhastambaf^

The reference here may be to No. (i) of Gopinath. The cult of the boar

may have been, like that of the divine apes, snake gods and goddesises, etc., of

folk (popular) origin, later engrafted on Vai^avism and other important creeds.



THE PORTUGUESE IN BENGAL*

By

Dr. S. N. SEN, M.A., ph.d., b. litt.

Vasco da Gama did not sail for an unknown land when he left Belem with

his valiant band in the summer of 1497. India was not a terra incognita to the

people of the wesiL For countless ages the route overland had been used

by scores of travellers and traders. Only ten years earlier Cavilh&o,’ a

compatriot of Vasco, had sailed from Aden to Cannanore, to find a passage

across the sea, from Calicut to Africa where he gathered valuable information

about Madagascar and a wide .stretch of the coast opposite. He was not

destined to see his country again, but the results of his labours were not lost

to his countrymen. A faithful friend carried Cavilhao’s report to Lisbon.

The once dreaded waters beycmd Cape Non had no longer any terror for the

Portuguese seamen. Sailor after sailor had dauntlessly defied the perils of

the unknown for six decades and more, and crept along the west coast of

Africa from cape to cape, creek to creek, carefully noting the prominent land-

marks, rivers, islets and harbours as they pushed on further and further,

until the southernmost limit was reached, and the eastern shores espied. The

success of Gama’s voyage had been amply assured by the exploits of his

precursors. The task .set by Prince Henry the Navigator was accomplished

when Vasco cast his anchor off Calicut.

Knowledge for its own sake, adventures for their perils alone, had no

appeal to Vasco and his friends. (They were after the good things of this

world, and would secure, if they could, the blessings of the next. They came

to this country in quest of commerce and Christians. Of Christians there

were but few in this pagan land and that mysterious prince, Prester Jtrfm of

the popular l^ends, was not to be found in India. But the Piortuguese were

not disappointed. If their evangelical zeal met with a set-back, their acquisi-

tive instincts were more than gratified in the rich marts of Malabar. Vasco

da Gama had his own standard of business morality. If peaceful traffic

proved less profitable, he readily indulged in the use of sword and fire.

Human beings and their handicrafts were to him equally lucrative and

legitimate articles of commerce. What he and his countrymen wanted was

a monopoly of the eastern trade, and for twenty years Gama and Cabral,

Almeida and Albuquerque, ruthlessly exi^oited the region of their first visit

It was not Iwig before that other areas claimed their greedy attentitm.

1. Danvera. Portuguese m India, Vol. I, pp. 29-32.

*T1^ paper, written for the Dacca University History of Bengal, has been

contributed to this voliune with the kind permission of the Editor.
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The goods of Bengal were not unknown in the markets recoitly captured by

th«n, but they found their way to Malabar in crafts other than Portuguese,

and the profit went to swell unchristian pockets. Albuquerque had already

dwelt upon the bright pro^iects that trade with Bengal offered in a letter

to his King and master, but it was left to his successor, Lopo Soares de

Albergaria, to send an expedition to the Bay, and in 1518, Dom Joao de

Silveira appeared with four ships before the bar of Chittagong. He had been

shortly preceded there by Joao Coelho, another Portuguese agent. In 1517

Femao Peres d’Andrade had been commis^oned to explore the Bay of Bengal

and the neighbouring country, but lured by the reported wealth of thel Far

East, he sailed first to Sumatra ap.d thence steered his course for the porta

of the Celestial Empire postponing his visit to Bengal for a future date. On
the return journey, he sent Joao Coelho to his original destination, and Coelho

arrived at Chittagong, a passenger in a Moorish boat, a few days earlier

than Silveira. The first Portuguese mission to Bengal, however, proved a

failure. Barros and other Portuguese historians found a satisfactory explana-

tion of Silveira’s ill-success in the habitual treachery and innate wickedness

of the Bengalee character, but the Portuguese had to thank themselves alone

for the cold reception they met with in Bengal.

Silveira had encountered two merchant-men on his way to the Maldives,

and promptly made prizes of them. One of the captured boats belonged to

a Muslim merchant, Golam Ali (Gormalle), known to be a relative! of the

governor of Chittagong, who himself was interested in the other. As he was

apparently unfamiliar with the waters he was to navigate, the Portuguese

captain pressed into his service a pilot from the boats he had seized and took

into his confidence a young man, who introduced himself as the pilot’s brother-

in-law. No wonder that his strange misdeeds on the high seas, which ill-

accorded with the peaceful character of his professed mission, were no secret

to the governor of Chittagong when Silveira arrived there, and the appearance

of two Portuguese agents in quick succession, from opposite quarters, gave

ample room for suspicion. The Muslim captain with whom Coelho found

a passage, gave him a good character but Silveira’s action, as reported to the

governor, had all the appearance of piracy. He was accordingly coitsidered

to be an undesirable visitor, though Coelho experienced nothing but kindness

and courtesy during his brief residence in Bengal. It will be unfair to assume

that the high-handed dealings of Gama and Cabral had not been reported

by the merchants of Western India to their friends and partners in Bengal.

The consequence was inevitable. Silveira was suspected to be a pirate and

treated as such, and he had to fight “ desperately,” as we learn from a Portu-

guese official report,* against the “perverse” people of Bengal, who obsti-

natdy refused to do any business with him. Silveira found himself in an

2. Sen, Early Career of Kanhoji Angria and other Papers, pp. 88-95.
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unenviable plight He dared not leave the inhospitable shcwes until the

monsoon was over, and he could not find the provision he needed by fair

purchase.

It may very wdl be asked why the Portuguese captain began his voyage

with a highly indiscreet, if not positively unfriendly proceeding, which was

liable to be unfavourably construed by the very people whose good c^inion

it was apparently his interest to cultivate. The answer is not far to seek.

The sovereignty of the eastern seas pertained by virtue of a Papal grant to

the Portuguese crown, and the King of Portugal had solemnly assumed the

title of “ Lord of the Navigaticm, Conquests and Trade of ^Ethiopia, Arabia,

Persia and India.’'* According to the Portuguese way of thinking, every

Portuguese captain was not only competent, but obliged to exercise the autho-

rity that the title connoted. It never occurred to them that the Papal Bull

might not possibly have any legal or moral sanctions in countries outside

His Holiness’s spiritual jurisdiction. But in the Portuguese eyes, there was

an additional justification for the policy pursued by their officers in the east.

Nothing was unfair to a fanatical Christian, and fanaticism was the order

of the day, particularly in the comparatively less civilised lands of the west,

when a Moor or Muslim happened to be the victim. They had waged a long

and bitter war against the Moor in their native country, and Portuguese

patriotism and Portuguese piety equally demanded the extermination of the

hated Moor in the neighbouring tracts of Africa. Commercial rivalry added

further zest to racial hatred and religious aversion, and a Moor was con-

sidered to be a fair prey wherever encountered. The Indian export trade

was, in those days, mostly in Muslim hands and the Portuguese captains

made it their business to sweep the Muslim merchantmen out of Indian

waters. Moreover, the tradition left by the early Portuguese explorers had

a sinister influence on the naval practice of their successors, who willingly

emulated their pernicious example. While navigating the eastern waters of

the Atlantic, the Portuguese captains often found it necessary to requisition

the unwilling services of the natives of the neighbouring coast. Raiding

parties were usually sent to bring captives of all ages and seses, and the more

intelligent of the unfortunate prisoners were employed as pilots, guides and

interpreters, while the rest were sold into slavery.* In justice to the Portu-

guese, it must be admitted that some of the Negroes were converted into

Christianity, given a good education, married in Portuguese families and
more or less imperceptibly abswbed in Portuguese society. But it cannot

be doubted that the great majority suffered all the afflictions of exile and
slavery for no fault of their own. Silveira was, therefore, behaving arrording

to the moral code! of Cadamosto and Cao, Gomes and Dias, when he made

3. Danvers, The Portuguese in India, Vol. I, p. 77.

4. Prestage, The Portuguese Pioneers, p. 101.
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prizes of the Gujrat-bound boats from Bengal and pressed into his service

the pilot and his youthful relative, not suspecting for a moment that they

might not prove so submissive and obliging as the less sophisticated and more

lielpless people of Nigeria and Gambia. With a strange and perverse ccm-

sistency, the Portuguese continued to offend the susceptibilities of a civilised

society and a cultured court by their failure to conform to the higher standard

of international conduct prevailing in India, and most of their misfortunes in

Bengal were due to lawless habits contracted with impunity in the congenial

climes of the “ dark ” continent.

To return to our story. Silveira sailed back after a season of futile fight-

ing and useless hostility, and nothing notable happened until 1526, when
Ruy Vaz Pereira visited Chittagong and captured a galliot owned by a rich

Persian merchant, Khwaja Shihab-ud-din, (Coge Sabadim) with all its cargo.

It was alleged that piracy was committed by vessels built and fitted up after

the Portuguese pattern and the blame was fastened on the unoffending Portu-

guese, while the real culprit went scot-free. Khwaja Shihab-ud-din’s boat

had all the appearance of such a corsair and Pereira professed to have acted

in the interest of his own countrymen and all honest traders when he seized

the wolf masquerading in a lamb’s garb.'^

Ill winds brought the next Portuguese visitor of note in 1528. Martim

Affonso de Mello Jusarte was cruising off Ceylon with a squadron of eight

vessels when a violent storm scattered his fleet, and drove his boat to the

eastern shores of the Bay of Bengal. De Mello found himself .ship-wrecked

on the coast of Pegu, and made his way in a frail barque to a sandy bank

where he and his men suffered the extremes of hunger and thirst. At last

.some fishermen offered to guide them to Chittagong but either by design or

by mistake took them to Chakaria (on the Matamuhari river, 50 miles from

Chittagong under the Head Quarters sub-division, Chakaria still claims some

importance having a police staticm, sub-registry and tel^aph office) where

Khuda Bakhsh Khan, (Codovascam), the local chieftain unceremoniously

threw them into prison. According to the Portuguese accounts, Khuda

Bakhsh offered them liberty in lieu of their military services in a feud he had

with an unfriendly neighbour. The battle was fought and won but there was

no improvement in the lot of the unhappy prisoners. Khuda Bakhsh trans-

ferred them to his headquarters further inland in breach of his plighted

word. Meanwhile, two of de Mello’s lieutenants arrived at Chakaria but

their efforts to ransom him proved of no avail, while an attempted flight re-

sulted in greater rigours and de Mello’s nephew, an immature youth of charm-

ing loc^ was permitted to be brutally .sacrificed by the local Brahmans.

When things locked their ugliest, relief came from an unexpected quarter.

Khwaja 9iihab-ud-din, that Persian merchant of whose ship Pereira had made

5. Campos, History of the Portuguese in Bengal, pp. 30-31.
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a prize at Chittagpng; now interceded with the chieiftain of Chakaria tightly

expecting that success would be rewarded with the release of his boat and
chattels. It was through his good offices that de Mello was at last ransomed

at the not inconsiderable price of £ 1,500, and sent to Goa where he arrived

in 1530, after two years of misery and misfortune.

One good turn deserved another and Nuno da Cunha, the Portuguese

governor, readily agreed to send another trading and diplomatic mission to

Bengal when Shihab-ud-din approached him with a request to that effect.

The Persian had some difficulties with the court of Gaur and would fain

shake off the dust of Bengal. He proposed to take a berth in a Portuguese

boat bound for Ormuz, and offered in return, to use his influence with the

grandees of Gaur to secure for his Portuguese friends the much coveted licen.se

for building factories and forts at Chittagong and other sites. Da Cimha

appointed Martim Affonso de Mello Jusarte to head the expedititwi, and he

sailed with five .ships and two hundred men to reach Bengal for a second

time in 1533. He was received well by the governor of Chittagong and started

unloading his cargo. But it appears that all his past experiences had been

completely lost on him and, instead of trying to win the confidence of the

local authorities by fair dealing, de Mello did his best to alienate them by

fraudulently smuggling his goods to avoid paying the excessive custom duties

levied at the px>rt. He was equally imprudent in the choice of his presoits

for the Sultan. Duarte de Azevedo, his envoy, did indeed take with him fine

horses, rich brocades and other gifts to the value of £ 1200 to Mahmud
Shah’s capital. If it was his intention to create a sensation by the variety

and wealth of his presents, he achieved an astounding success. Rarely is a

king exp)ected to accept stolen goods and among the presents offered to the

Sultan were found several bottles of scented water known to have come from

a Muslim merchantman recently plundered by a notorious Portuguese pirate,

D,^milo Bernaldes, and neither de Mello nor Azevedo had deemed it necessary

to take the elementary precaution of removing from the offensive packets the

labels of the original owner.® The Sultan drew the obvious conclusion, and

ordered the buccaneers, for as such Azevedo and his colleagues had ap>peared

to him, to be beheaded. The pleading of a Muslim saint is said to have

saved the Portuguese from that dire end and they were consigned to a dungeon

which Barros likens to the Inferno (hell). At the same time the governor

of Chittagong had been instructed to seize the Portuguese and their goods.

He would have been perfectly within his rights if he had called de Mello and

his associates to account for the fraud they had practised, but instead of

placing them under arrest in a straightforward manner, the governor pre-

ferred to resort to the safer, but more duWous, methods of those days. The
unsuspecting offenders were invited to a banquet, and all, but a few, who

6. Whiteway—TAe Rke of the Portuguese Power in India, pp. 232-234.
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preferred the diversions of a hunt to the pleasures of a feast readily striped

into the trap. De^te the de^)erate defence they offered, thirty of the Portu-

guese, including de Mello, were neatly secured after ten had lost their lives

and the prisoners were sent to Gaur to share the fate of the oivoy and his

staff. The Portuguese historians are loud in their denunciation of what they,

in their wrath, describe, as a treacherous massacre of innocent guests, but it

cannot be gainsaid that de Mello and his colleagues had richly deserved

iiKarceration though the questionable method of apprehending the culprits,

and the consequent casualty gave an altogether different colouring to the

incident.

The masterful spirit of Nuno da Cunha would not brook such an insult

to the Portuguese power, and Antonio da Silva Menezes was promptly sent

to Bengal, at the head of a powerful fleet, to demand an extdanation of the

extraordinary treatment that friendly envoys had received at the court of

Gaur, and to obtain the release of Martim Affonso de Mello and his men by

peaceful persuasion, if possible, and by force, if necessary (1534). On his

arrival at Chittagong da Silva Menezes sent an envoy to Gaur with his

inaster’.s message, but when a month elapsed before a reply arrived, he set

lire to Chittagong and put a large number of the Sultan’s pe<^le to the

sword. Violence was not calculated to improve the embittered relations and

Diogo Rebello who arrived at Satgaon shortly afterwards (1535) tried a

peaceful Wockade. His representatives received a better hearing at Gaur,

not because the Sultan had repented of his past policy, or the naval demons-

trations of the Portuguese had made any impression, but because Mahmud
Shah had for sometime past been anxiously looking for new allies against the

powerful aggression of Sher Khan Sur. Drowning men clutch at straws.

The Sultan promptly released his prisoners, and Martim Affonso suddenly

found himself in the honoured position of a trusted military adviser of the

King of Bengal. In the war that followed, the Portuguese are said to have

performed wonders of valour, but neither their bravery, nor their .skill, vitally

influenced the course of events* and Mahmud Shah had to purchase peace on

the terms dictated by his inexorable enemy. Everybody knew that Sher was

not likely to rest on his oars Icmger than was necessary, and Bengal would

once again have to experience the terrors of a cruel invasion in the near

future. Affonso Vas de Britto, who visited Bengal in 1538, brought the

disappointing news that the Portuguese were too much embroiled in Gujarat

to be of any service to the King of Bengal. The inevitable followed. Mahmud
Shah was chased out of Gaur and died of his wounds. Humayun was out-

manoeuvred and worsted, ^ler became the King of Delhi and sovereign of

Bengal. But the Portuguese had gained their aid before the final disccwn-

fiture of their ally. Mahmud Shah in his amdety to enlist their support had

permitted the Portuguese to build factories at Satgaon and Chittagong, the

“prato pequeno” (little port) and the “porto grande” (great port) of the

8
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Portuguese historians. The conclusion of the war which proved so disastrous

for their allies found the Portuguese securdy estaUished at both the places

with custom houses of their own. In fact when the local nobles contended

with Sher Shah’s nominee for the possession of Qiittagong, Nuno Fernandes

Fidre, the officer in charge of the Portuguese custom house, conceived the

bold project of .seizing the town and the harbour in the name of his King,

and Castanheda holds that had Freire received the support he deserved from

Vasco Peres de Sampayo (who had arrived with nine vessels in 1538 too late

to defend Mahmud Utah’s cause) his scheme might have been .successfully

carried out. After an armed skirmish with some Moors, Sampayo left for

Pegu and died there. With his passing away ends the first chapter in the

history of the Portuguese infiltration in Bengal.

11

The next twenty years form a blank in our history.. Not that the rest-

less spirits of the Portuguese knew any respite. Their trading vessels con-

tinued to visit the ports of the east, and their captains, doubtless, made up

for any deficiency in their legitimate profit by their usual filibustering opera-

tions. The Portuguese historians found nothing worth recording during these

two decades and the chroniclers of the country did not as yet take any notice

of the new-comers. But something must have happened in the meantime to

demand a revision and reorientation of commercial policy of the Portuguese

in Bengal, for in 1559 we find a deliberate attempt on their part to divert the

trade of Chittagong to another port, (^uite likely the Portuguese were trot

pulling on well with the new masters of Chittagong. Some light is thrown

on this obscure point by a treaty rescued from oblivicm by the industry of

that great archivist, Julio Firminio Judice Biker. The document was signed

on behalf of a Bengali prince, the Raja of Bakla (Paramananda Ray) by

Niamat Khan (Nematc^o) and Gannu Bysuar (Kanu or Ganu Biswas?),

who seem to have made a journey to (joa to negotiate a subordinate alliance

on the part of their master with the Portuguese Viceroy of India (Dom
Constantino de Braganza).^ The treaty of the SOth April 1559, provided for

a mutual military and commercial alliance. The Raja was to throw open

his port of Bakla or any other suitable port of his principality to the Portu-

guese trading fleet, treat the Portuguese tradesmen who might visit his country

with kindness and consideration, provide the visiting fle^ with a full cargo of

the produces of the coast land stretching from Bakla to Paigfio, and refrain

from raising the custcMn duties of his ports. The Portuguese, in their turn,

offered to discontinue their trading voyages to Qiittagong, to pay the lawful

duties levied at the Raja’s port and to grant lioenoe to four of his trading

boats for visiting (joa, Ormuz and Malacca every year. The alliance ob-

viously i^oed the Raja in a subordinate position. While he was precluded

7. Sen, Studies in Indian History, pp. 3-10.
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from dealing with their aiemies in any way, the Portuguese retained the right

of concluding similar treaties with other ruling princes of this region. In lieu

of the military co-operation, which the Portuguese promised him in his wars
against his neighbours, Paramananda agreed to pay an annual tribute in

a specified quantity of rice, butter, oil, tar, sugar and finer products of the

loom. Obviously the Portuguese wanted to secure the monopoly of the trade

of the country through the agency of the local Rajas, whose weakness and
ambition readily lent them to the new plan.

The port of Bakla exists no more, we do not know where PtaigSio was.

It was not within the limits of Paramananda*s domain, for the treaty refers

to other princes of this coast, nor is it certain whether Paigao was situated on
the Bay of Bengal. Bakla was a riverside port far from the sea. It may not
be unreasonable to identify PaigSo with Paigram in the modem district of

Khulna. The place is near the Bhairab river which might have been flowing

by it four centuries ago. If the Portuguese expected that Bakla, with their

backing, would one day rob Chittagong of its preeminence as a centre of

inland and overseas trade, they were sorely disappointed. But they had no
reason to repent of the alliance of 1559, for in Paramananda and his succes-

sors they found unfailir4g friends in the darkest days of their adversity.

From Paramananda let us turn to one of his successors. Forty years

after the conclusion of the treaty a Christian missionary of the Society of

Jesus, Melchoir da Fonseca, visited the court of Bakla on his way to Chandi-

kan (Ciandecan). His account of his interview with the king is worth
quoting :

**
I had scarcely arrived there, when the King (who is not more

than eight years old, but whose discretion surpasses his age) sent for me and
wished the Portuguese to come with me.. On entering the hall, where he was
waiting for me, all the nobles and captains rose up, and I, a poor priest, was
madd by the King to sit down in a rich seat opposite to him. After com-

pliments, he asked me where I was going, and I replied that I was going to

the King of Ciandeca, who is ‘ the future father-in-law of your Highness, but

that as it had pleased the Lord that I should pass through his kingdom, it

had appeared ri^t to me to come and visit him and offer him the services

of the fathers of the Company, tmsting that his Highness would give per-

mission to the erection of churches and the making of Christians. The
King said, ‘I desire this myself, because I have heard so much of your

good qualities ' and so he gave me a letter of authority, aiui also assigned a

maintenance sufficient for two of us.’'* The boy king of Bakla or Chan-
dradwip has been rightly identified by Henry Beveridge with Raja Ramachan-
dra, son-in-law of the great Pratapaditya of Jessore.® It is interesting to note

here that his friendship for the Portuguese drew upon him the wrath of the

8, Beveridge, District of Bakarganj, p. 31.

9. Beveridge, District of Bakarganj, pp. 175-177.
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King of Aiakan who “ suddently threw himself upon that of Baoola, of which
he possessed himsdf without difficulty, as the king of it was absent and still

young."

Fonseca’s mission supplies an apt illustration of the faith fcrflowing the

flag. But the missionaries were not alone in the held. Fonseca’s prayer
“ for the erection of churches and the making of Christians ’’ was so readily

granted because the boy king of Bakla had in his service a captain, and
other people of Portuguese extraction and Christian faith. Nor was he the

only prince to enlist these foreign adventurers in his army. His father-in-law,

for instance, and the powerful chief of Sripur welcomed these daring sailors

and emi^oyed them to command their lighting fleet. Whether the Portuguese

adventurers in the service of the Bhuiyans of Bengal tried, like their French

and English successors of the eighteenth century, to further the political

interests of their country while improving their own fortunes, we do not

precisely know. But s(»ne of them certainly made the most of their opportu-

nities and earned by their exploits a permanent place in the history of their

times. Of these Domingo Carvalho, was by far the ablest, and he did not

miss any opportunity of serving his country’s cause when one was available.

Carvalho was a native of Montargil in Portugal. We do not know when
he came to India and in what capacity. He must have entered the service

of Kedar Ray, the famous chief of Sripur, sometime prior to 1602. He dis-

tinguished himself by the conquest of Sandwip which, if Du Jarric is to be

credited, belonged of right to the Sripur prince. The island was in those

da)rs an important centre of salt industry, and formed a battle-ground for

the Moghuls, the Maghs and the Portuguese. Situated off the coast of

Chittagong its strat^c advantages could not be overlooked either by the

Moghul rulers of Bengal or the Magh Raja of Arakan. When Caesar

Frederick visited Sandwip in 1569 the island was inhabited by the Muslims and
he found “the king a very good man of a Moore King.’’^° How it wats

annexed by Kedar Ray, and when it passed into Moghul hands remain yet

to be ascertained. In 1602, Domingo Carvalho conquered Sandwip in his

master’s name, but unable to hold it against the natives of the place, he
invited the co-<^)eration of Manod de Mattos, the Portuguese captain of
Dianga. The island was then completely reduced and divided between Car-
valho and Mattos. The annexation of Sandwip was hailed as a great feat of
Portuguese arms and the two heroes were rewarded by the King of Portugal
with the kmj^thood of the Order of Christ and the rank of the gentlemen
of the royal household (Fidalgos da Casa real). Their triumph, however,
proved shortlived. The King of Arakan, who had extended his dominion
to Chittagong, led an expedition against Dianga and inflicted a defeat on

10. Purehas His PUirimes, Vol. X, p. 137.
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Mattoe. Carvalho hurried to the rescue of his colleague and cS4>tuied the

Arakanese fleet with all its arms and ammunition (Nov. 1602) . The Magh

king wreaked his vengeance on the Portuguese citizens living under his

jurisdiction, and fitted up a second fleet to retrieve his honour. Carvalho did

indeed achieve a second victory, but this pyrrhic success rendered his posi-

tion in Sandwip utterly untenable. He abandoned the island and retired to

Sripur with some of his followers, while the rest of the Portuguese and native

Christians betocrfc themselves to the friendly courts of Bakla and Qiandikan.

While at Sripur, Carvalho had to fight a Moghul fleet of hundred masts.

With thirty armed /alia boats Carvalho put the invading armada to flight and

saved Sripur from Moghul subjugation. We next find him at Hughli where

the Portuguese had a flourishing settlement. Obviously he wanted to enlist

the support of his countrymen of that orfony in another enterprise against

Sandwip. While sailing up the Hughli river his fleet was, without any provo-

cation, assailed from the batteries of a neighbouring Moghul fortress.

Carvalho retaliated by storming the place and putting the garrison to the

sword. This was the last battle that the famous veteran was destined to

fight. Shortly afterwards he visited Chandikan (Dhumghat?) where he was

treacherously put to death by Pratapaditya, in order, it is said, to propitiate

the King of Arakan, whose conquest of Sandwip and Bakla had brought him
perilously near the territories of the Jessore prince.

Sandwip naturally recalls the exploits of a romantic ruffian whose name
has been writ large in letters of blood in the unhappy annals of that island.

His courage, cruelty and cimning placed Sebastiao Gonsalves Tibau (better

known as Gonzales in Bengal) in a class by himself. Bom in an obscure

village near Lisbon of peasant stock, Gonzales came to India in 1605 and

enlisted as a soldier. Before long he gave up the less remunerative profession

of arms for the more lucrative trade in salt. He seems to have prospered in

his new venture, and his profits soon enabled him to purchase a /alia of his

own. We find him and his boat at Dianga in 1607. He somehow survived

the massacre of that year, and set up as a free-booter with a few dozens of

his more daring countrymen.^' The small islands of the deltaic region pro-

vided suitable bases of operaticm from where he carried on plundering raids

against the Arakan coast, not missing such defenceless merchantmen as came

his way. The Government of Sandwip had in the meantime passed to Fateh

Khan, a Mudim captain formerly in Portuguese employ. Unwilling to brook

any rival, he murdered the Portuguese and the Christian inhabitants of his

island, and set out with a fleet of forty sails in search of Gonzales and his

pirates. While busy dividing their spoils in the island of Dakhm Shahbazpur

11. According to Fariya Y Sousa, " Some few escaped into the Woods, and 9

or 10 vesada got to Sea, vtoeof one was that of Sevastian Gonzales ” Asia Fortu-

gueza Tr. by Chptain J. Stevans, Vol. Ill, p. 154.
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(in the District of Bakarganj) they were surprised by Fatdi Khan.^* Better

seamanship however prevailed over greater number, and Fateh Khan was

defeated and slain. The victory gained for Gcmzales the unquestioning obe-

dience of his companions, and he was formally elected their leader. Success

added to his ambition, and he next made himself the master of Sandwip

(1609). In this enterprise, as in his earlier buccaneering exploits, he relied

not a little on the support of the friendly Raja of Bakla. The spoils of his

piracy used to be disposed of in the Raja’s country, though the treaty of

1559 had positively provided against such a misuse of his ports. The Raja

sent two hundred horsemen and some armed boats to help CJonzales in the

conquest of Sandwip on addition that the revalue of the island would be

equally shared by the two allies. Gonzales was not the man to honour his

promise once his object was gained. He ruled Sandwip as an independent

ruler and his fame soon attracted fresh adherents until his forces swelled to

one thosand Portuguese, two thousand Indian soldiers, two hundred horsemen

and eighty armed boats. The unfortunate Raja of Bakla was now to feel

the mig^t of his faithless friend, and was forcibly dispossessed of the islands

of Dakhin Shahbazpur and Patelbhanga. Fortune crmtinued to favour the

bold bad man and the arrival in Sandwip of a princely fugitive of the Araka-

nese royal house, Anaporam, after an unsuccessful bid for power considerably

added to the prestige of Gonzales. His intervention in favour of his new

friend proved futile, and his troops had to beat a retreat before the superior

forces of Arakan. The death of Anaporam paved the way for peace and the

progress of Moghul arms in the south-eastern districts of Bengal provided the

motive for a close alliance between the rulers of Arakan and Sandwip.

Fidelity however was not one of the failings of Gonzales, and the narrow

straight course of rectitude was not to his taste. He not only betrayed the

King of Arakan while oigaged m fighting the Moghuls, but seized his fleet

and ruthlessly massacred his men. This treachery cost him only his nephew’s

life. The unfortunate youth had been sent to the Arakanese camp as a

hostage for his uncle’s good faith and the king avenged his wrongs by driving

a stake through him. “But he who had no Honour valued not at whose

loss he advanced his own Interest.’’^^

But the good stars of Gonzales were already (mi the decline. His tyranny

and oppression had alienated most of his adherents, but his ambition knew

12. Fariya Y Sousa says that the surprise was not cotnidete as the pirates

were forewarned by Sdbastian Pinto who had quarrelled with them over the division

of the q)oil and “ leaving then in a River of the island of Xavaspur met Fateean*s

fleet and gave them notice. They engaged and fought desperately all night, the

morning discovered 80 Portuiueses victorious over 600 Moots and Patmts and 10

Vessds over 40.’’ Stevens, op. cit., Vd. HI, pp. 155-156.

13. Stevens, op. cit., Vd. Ill, p. ,161, Fariya Y Sousa calls Gonzales a monster.

Stevens Vd. III. p. 153.
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no satiety as yet. In 1615 Goozaks fdt that he could add Arakan to his

(mquests, if his plan was supported by the Portuguese Viceroy of Goa. He

inunediately offered to return to the allegiance of the King of Portugal, and

to pay him an aimual tribute if his proposals were favourably accepted. The

Viceroy, Dom Jeronymo de Azevedo, readily agreed and a fleet of sixteen sails

under the command of Dom Francisco Menezes Roxo appeared in the Bay of

Bengal (October 1615). Unfortunately for the Portuguese the King of

Arakan was not sol hdpless as they had imagined, and Menezes Roxo un-

expectedly found himself confronted with a Dutch squadron of superior num-

ber. The fight continued for two successive days in which the Portuguese

Commodore lost his life. His successor in command Dom Luiz de Azevedo

sailed to Sandwip while the battle was still undecided and in spite of all the

importunities of Gonzales left him to his fate and returned to Goa. He was

accompanied by many of Grmzales’ followers who were glad to be rid of their

hard-hearted master. Next year the King of Arakan conquered Sandwip and

Gonzales faded out of history. His infamous career covered a brief period

of ten years. Gonzales had the making of a great leader, but his training

and environments made of him a pirate of the lowest type. For unrelieved

cruelty and treachery his record has hardly any parallel, but with better edu-

cation under more favourable circumstances, he might have been a Raleigh

or a Drake.

Here we may bid good-bye to the buccaneers of the Bay though Gonzales

was by no means the last or the worst of them. The story of the Feringhee

pirates of Chittagong is to be told at another place by another writer.

Ill

The loss of Sandwip did not mean the loss of Bengal trade. The Portu-

guese had many settlements of greater or lesser importance scattered all over

the fwwince. The prowess and professional skill of their seamen had won

for them positions of trust and responsibility at the courts of the more promi-

nent chieftains (Bhuiyans), and small Portuguese colonies flourished imder

their patronage at Bakla (Bakarganj), Chandikan (Jessore), Sripur (Dacca),

Bhulua (Noakahali) and Katrabo (Dacca and Mymensingh). Some of these

settlements had been visited by Fonseca, Fernandes and Sousa in the closing

year of the sixteenth century. The King of Chandikan provided funds and a

site, and the first Qiristian church in Bengal was constructed in his princi-

pality.“ The Jesuit fathers had full freedom to preach the Gospd wherever

they wmt, and if thar flock did not live a truly Christian life, it was no fault

of the local rulers. The Portuguese, however, had not limited their com-

mercial and martial enterprise to the semi-independent region under the govern-

ment of the Bengali princes. They could not possibly ignore the principal

14. PuTchas, Hits Pilgrims, Vol. X, p. 206.
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trading centres of the country and had their factories at Dacca, Tamluk,

Hijili and other convenient i^aces. Two ports, however, demanded their

attention most and absorbed the major part of their investments. De^ite

the abortive attempt of 1559 to rob it of its commercial eminence, Chittagong

remained the leading place of Portuguese trade in Bengal. From the begin-

ning to the end it was their Porto grande, the great port. Next in import-

ance was Porto pequeno the little port in west Bengal. When Qesar Frederick

visited Bengal in 1567 Satgaon was the little port of the Portuguese. As

early as 1537-38 the Portuguese built their factory and custom house at

Satgaon with the permission of the King of Bengal, and within thirty years,

it attracted sufficient business to keep thirty to thirty-five merchant-men

fully employed.’^'"’ The Venetian merchant informs us :
“ In the port of

Satgan every yeere they lade thirtie or five and thirtie ships great and small,

with Rice, Cloth of Bombast and of divers sorts, Lacca, great abundance of

Sugar, Mirabolans dried and preserved, long Pepper, Oyle of Zerzeline, and

many other sorts of merchandise.” The prosperity of Satgaon, however,

proved short-lived and when Ralph Fitch came to this country barely three

decades later ( 1583-91 )
“ Hugeli ” had become the “ Porto Piqueno of the

Portuguese, though he found Satgaon “ a faire Citie for a Citie of the Moores,

and very plentifull of all things.”

It is not difficult to guess why Hughli was preferred to Satgaon as an

emporium of west Bengal trade. Satgaon owed its rise and fall not to the

whims of man, but to the freaks of nature. The big river, that made it a

convenient meeting place for the merchant fleets from far and near,^- had

gradually silted up, and trade dwindled as the stream diminished. Even

in 1563 the Portuguese found it necessary to build temporary quarters at a

village down stream during the trading season as their bigger boats were

unable to reach Satgaon. Says Caesar Frederick :
“ A good Tides rowing

before you crane to Satagan, you shall have a place which is called Buttor,^^

and from thence upwards the ships doe not goe, because that upwards tlie

River is very shallow, and little water. Every yeere at Buttor they make

and unmake a village, with Houses and shops made of Straw, and with all

things necessarie to their uses, and this Village standeth as long as the Ships

ride there, and till they depart for the Indies, and when they depart, everie

man goeth to his plot of Houses and there setteth fire on them, which thing

made me to marvaile. For as I passed up to Satagan, I saw this Village

standing with a great number of people, with an infinite number of Ships and

15. PuTchas His PUgrimes, Vol. X, pp. 113-14.

16. Purchas His Pilgrimes, V<rf. X, p. 182.

17. According to Kavi Kankan Mukundaram so much foreign trade it used

to attract that merchants of Satgaon never left their home-town.

18. Betor, near Calcutta, has been twice mentioned aar a place of importance

by Kavi Kankan Mukimdaram in his Ckatidi.
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Bazaars, and at my retume comming downe with my Captaine of the last

Ship for whom I tarried, I was all amazed to see such a place so soone razed

and burnt, and nothing left but the signe of the burnt Houses." Making and

unmaking of temporary villages do not lead to comfort or econcxny, and tlie

Portuguese were naturally anxious to shift their “ little port ” to a convenient

place on a navigable river with sufficient anchorage and Hughli replaced Sat-

gaon as the principal Portuguese settlement in west Bengal.

The Portuguese settlement of Hughli is associated with the name of tlie

greatest Moghul ruler of India. A serious student of comparative thedogy,

Akbar wanted a competent interpreter of the Chirstian faith at his court and

naturally turned to the Portuguese of Bengal about whose commercial enter-

prise he had heard so much. At his request a Portuguese missionary. Father

Juliano Pereira, and a Portuguese man of affairs, Ptedro Tavares (Partab

Bar Feringui of the Akbar Nama), made their journey to the imperial court.

Although we do not know whether Tavares preceded Pereira to Agra, it will

not be unreasonable to assume that the worldly interests of the merchant were

suitably reinforced by the spiritual influence of the missionary, and a Farman
was in due course obtained and the Portuguese removed their factory and

custom house from Satgaon to Hughli about 1580. Tavares was in all pro-

bability the first governor of the new settlement. The new “ Porto Pequeno
”

quickly rose in importance and became a flourishing business centre before

long. The settlement expanded and the Portuguese merchants acquired landed

property on both banks of the Ganges, if Father Sebastian Manrique is to be

credited. The main articles of trade that Hughli provided were rice, sugar,

silk and cotton goods. Rice in particular was exceptionally cheap in Bengal

during the sixteenth century.

Akbar doubtless expected that the Portuguese would devote their energy

and resources entirely to the improvement of their commerce, and their armed

fleet would prove a better instrument for policing the Bay than any his govern-

ment had so far been able to provide. Jahangir shared his father’s hopes

and left the Portuguese in undisturbed enjoyment of their rights and privi-

leges at Hughli. Shah Jahan however found it necessary to revise the policy

of his father and grandfather. Within five years of his accession to the

throne, Hughli was seized (1632) and a large number of prisoners were sent

to Agra where they suffered great misery.

'The Portuguese had their own explanation of the implacable hostility

of the new emperor. As a law abiding people they had sternly repulsed all

the ai^oaches made by Prince Khurram, then a rebel against his father, an

insult which he neither forgave nor forgot According to Father Cabral,

Shah Jahan became incensed with the entire Portuguese community because

in the days of his adversity one individual had been guilty of faithless deser-

tion. It is also said that the Portuguese of Hughli had failed in the common
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courtesy expected of the Emperor’s subjects, and did not send the usual

message of loyal congratulations when he ascended his father’s throne. The

enormous loss, in men and money, in his war against Bijapur was also sup-

posed to have been attributed by Shah Jahan to Portuguese co-operation with

Adil Shah, and a quick retribution was the result. All these causes singly

and cdlectivdy would hardly account for the strong measures taken against

the Portuguese of Hughli. Shah Jahan could afford to forgive any incivility

of the ordinary type, but he could not possibly tolerate the lawless conduct

of the Portuguese without prejudice to his sovereign authority.

Far frcmi suppressing the piracy in the Bay, the Portuguese of Hughli

were themselves accused of “kidnapping and purchasing poor children and

sending them as slaves to other parts of India.
’’ Their commercial policy

had, according to the local authorities, totally impaired the prosperity of

the ancient port of Satgaon to the detriment of the emperor’s revenue derived

from the customs of that place. Nor could they look upm the Portuguese

practice of levying duties on all boats passing by Hughli with indifference

or equanimity. Above all, the Portuguese of Hughli were suspected to be

in close alliance with the Maghs of Arakan, and their own countrymen of

Chittagong, who had rendered life and property absolutely insecure by their

piratical activities in lower Bengal. Moreover, the missionary activities of

the Portuguese priests could not be to the liking of the Muslim zealots and

the Emperor did not yield to anybody in his zeal for the faith of his fathers.

A modem apologist argues that the Portuguese of Hughli were neither in

league with the pirates of Chittagong nor guilty of piracy themselves.^® But

it cannot be gainsaid that the Portuguese of west Bengal shared the evil

reputation of their confreres of the east for their lawless habits and predilec-

tion for piracy. A Bengali poet of note®" pointedly referred to the dread with

which a journey along the Feringui coast was commonly viewed when he said

that the boatmen rowed ceaselessly night and day in fear of the Harmad^'^ or

the pirate-fleet. 'The Portuguese empire had expanded with phenomenal rapid-

ity and the mother country had not the necessary surplus population for the

development of the far-flung colonies. Convicts were, therefore, given the op-

tion of serving their terms at home or seeking their fortune in the east, and it

is no wonder that some of the worst criminals found their way to Bengal. It

is to be noted that contemporary Eurc^iean travdlers had not a good word

for the Portuguese, and Van Linschoten likened them to “ wild moi ” and “ un-

tamed horses.” If some of the bad characters of Portugal were annually

drafted to India, the worst of them according to Linschotoi, left the more

orderly and better governed settlements on the west coast for the ports of

19. Cannes, History of the Portuguese in Bengoi, 19. 130-131

20. Kavi Kankan Mukundaram Chakravarti.

21. Portuguese armada.
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the Bay of Bengal which knew neither order nor discipine.*** Fernandes says

that many of them “ lived in Rracie and loose lusts It is, therefore, futile

to argue that the Portuguese settlers of Hughli were orderly pec^e with a

healthy reflect for law, who would scrupulously avoid any dubious method

of making money. It is admitted by all that if Hughli was not a nest of

pirates, it was a slave-market to which both Magh and Portuguese pirates

had free access. It is there that they disposed of their unludcy prisMiers.

Slavery, it is true, was an institution recognised by Muslim and Hindu law,

but it is the elementary duty of every state to provide for the security of life

and property of each and every one of its members. Shah Jahan could not

permit his subjects to be bought and sold like cattles in the slave-market of

Hughli, simply because his officers had proved unequal to the task of defend-

ing their persons against the rovers of Chittagong and Arakan. The Portu-

guese of Hughli undoubtedly shared their guilt morally and legally when
they trafficked with them in their offensive spoils. If Shah Jahan found it

impossible to clear the Bay and the rivers of Bengal of these human sharks,

the least he could do was to close the market where they brought their vic-

tims, and to eliminate their partners in tliis dismal business.

Into the military details of the capture of Hughli we need not enter.

Suffice it to say that the Portuguese had no chance against the superior forces

of Qasim Khan, but they stood their ground with courage and resolution

worthy of a better cause. The prisoners should have been more humanely

treated, but the standards of the seventeenth century required that an

example should be made of these unfortunate pec^le because some of their

compatriots had made slaves of Muslim women and children of noble birth.

But it was not long before the Emperor relented. The Portuguese were per-

mitted to return to their old settlement in 1633. They had felt the full

weight of the Emperor’s displeasure and might be' reasonably expected to have

a wholesome respect for his authority in future. No miracle was needed to

convert %ah Jahan to a more merciful policy.

The fall of Hughli marked the beginning of the end. The pirates of

Chittagong were exterminated in the next reign, but the Portuguese com-

munity still survives in Bengal. Even in the eighties of the eighteenth cen-

tury (1786), they claimed special rights and privileges on the strength of the

established custom and their contention was accepted by the Government of

the day.=“* The later rulers sometimes found theiT services useful, and Raja

Rajballabh settled a small Portuguese colony at Padri Sibpur in the district

of Bakaiganj.^^ At Calcutta and Huj^li, Dacca and Chittagong, the Luso-

Indian citizens still form a link with the past, though they enjoy neither the

prestige nor the prosperity of their adventurous fore-fathers.

22. Purchas Hk PUgirmes, Vol. X, p. 205.

23. Calendar of Persian Correspond^e, Vol. VII, pp. 199-201.

24. Beveridge, Dktriet of BakargOnf, p. 106.
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IV

Our review of the Portuguese relations with Bengal has been so far

greatly to the discredit of that nation. Their courage was vitiated by cruelty,

their inquisitiveness was marred by greed, and their progress in the province

was ordinarily marked by disorder and lawlessness. But in fairness to the

Portuguese we caimot leave the credit side out of account.

In spite of all their shortcomings the Portuguese did not suffer from the

colour prejudice so common in the west, and freely intermarried with the

natives of the country. Some of them permanently settled in this land and,

if they failed to make any marked contribution to our civilisation and culture,

they tried their best to improve the agricultural resources of the country of

their adoption. Good peasants at home, they had a keen eye for the useful

plants of other lands and a wonderful knack for acclimatizing exotic flowers

and fruits in countries far from their original home. It is seldom realised

that many of our common flowers and fruits were totally unknown before

the Portuguese came. “ The noxious weed that brings solace ” to many and

now forms a staple product of Rangpur was brought by the Portuguese as was

that common article of food—^potato which is relished by princes and peasants

alike. Tobacco and potato came from North America. From Brazil they

brought caschewnut (Anacardiuin Occidentale)

,

which goes by the name of

Htjli badam because it thrives so well in the sandy soil of the Hijili littoral.

The cultivation of this valuable nut is limited to a narrow strip of the sea

coast, but the papaya (Corica Papaya) and the pine-apple have taken more

kindly to the soil of Bengal and few are aware that they are aliens of com-

paratively recent domicile. We are indebted to the Portuguese for Kamnmga
[Averrhoa Carambola) which find so much favour with our children. To
this list may also be added Peyara (Psydiutn Guava), which found an ap-

preciative poet in Monomohon Basu. The little Krishnakali (Mirabilis fal-

apa) that cheers our countryside in its yellow, red, and white is another gift

of the once dreaded Feringui. This does not exhaust the list of plants that

the Portuguese introduced in Bengal, but, incomplete as this inventory is, it

fairly illustrates their zeal for the art and science of Agri-horticulture.

No less important is the Portuguese contribution to our vocabulary. About

fifty Portuguese words have found a permanent place in the spoken language

of Bengal. Articles of common use often go by their Portuguese names (e.g.

Chabi, BalH, Perek, Saban, Toalta, Alpin etc.), and such Portuguese words

as veranda and jonela have completely replaced their indigenous synonyms.

It is no wonder that chairs and tables should have once been known as Kedata

(Port. Cadeira) and mej (Port Mesa) for these furniture were originally in-

troduced into Bengali homes by the Portuguese. They have not only enrich-

ed our ordiards but added to the wealth and vigour of our mother-tongue.

When two races or naticms intimately associate with each other, as the
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Portuguese and the Bengalees did, they naturally borrow from each other’s

vocabulary, and it is no wtrnder that so many Portuguese words found cur-

rency in our language. But the Portuguese did something more substantial

for the devdopment of our prose literature. For the first printed book in

Bengali we are indebted to a Portuguese. It was a Portuguese who wrote

the first Bengali prose work, and it was left to another Portuguese to compile

the first Bengali grammar and dictionary, an achievement of no mean merit,

an achievement of which any people might feel proud. About 1599 Father

Sosa translated into Bengali “ a tractate of Christian Religion, in which were

confuted the Gentile and Mahumetan errours : to which was added a short

Catechisme by way of Dialogue, which the Children frequenting the Schode

learned by heart, . . Sosa’s tractate has been unfortrmately lost, but an-

other dialogue written by a Bengali convert has been preserved for us. Dom
Antonio do Rozario belonged to the landed aristocracy of east Bengal. In his

early youth he was carried by the Magh pirates to Arakan where he was

sold as a slave (1663). A Portuguese missionary, Manod do Rozario ran-

somed him and later converted him to his own faith. It was under Portu-

guese inspiration that the new convert wrote a dialogue, the first Bengali work

of its kind that has come down to us.^*® Dom Antonio’s work might have

shared the same fate as that of Sosa but for the devoted care of Manod da

Assump^o and George da Apresentagao. Manod had Antonio’s manuscript

transcribed in Roman script, and sent the transcript to Evora probably with a

view to publication. He himsdf wrote a Dialogue in Bengali and compiled a

grammar and dictionary of the Bengali language for the benefit of his fellow

workers in the province. Manod da Assumpgao was for many years the

head of St. Tolentino mission of which Dom Antonio was the founder.

Crepar Xastrer Orth Bhed, for such was the title of Manoel’s dialogue, wtv

printed by Francisco da Sylva at Lisbon in 1743. The same year witnesseo

the puWicati(Mi of his grammar and vocabulary.*^ The Portuguese had there-

fore tq their credit two dialogues, a grammar and dictionary long before any

of our countrymen had attempted anything of this kind. Even in recent

times the Luso-Indian community has produced teachers and scholars of De-

rozio and Percival's eminence.

If their literary and scientific achievemaits in other parts of India are

taken into consideration, we cannot withhold our ungrudging tribute to the

valuable pioneer work done by the Portuguese. The first printing press in India

was set up by the Portuguese at Goa as early as 1556.*® It was at Goa that the

25. Purchas Ms PUgrimes, Vo). X, p. 205.

26. Sen, Brahman Roman Catholic Sambad, introduction.

27. Sen, Brahman Raman Catholic Sambad
; also Sen, Early Career of Kanhoji

Angria and other Papers, pp. 125-128.

28. J. B. I*rinm)8e, The First Press in India and Its Printers. ('The Library,

December, 1939, pp. 241-265).
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first scioitifk work on Indian medicinal plants by a European author (Garcia

da Orta) was published. The Portuguese discovered the all-sea route to

India, they explored the western and eastern coast of this country, they de-

monstrated the superiority of the western methods of warfare, they experi-

mented in empire-making by commercial penetration and subordinate alliance,

they exploited the resources of the small indigenous states through Pwtuguese

sailors and soldiers in Indian employment. In short they anticipated the

great pro-consuls of the East India Company in many respects, and they

may fairly claim that where Portugal led other European countries followed,

where they sowed others reaped, where they laid the foundation others built

a magnificent superstructure.

29. Hie first edition of Garda da Orta’s Cohqt0iot Dos Simples e Dtogos e

Cousas Mediciruds was printed at Goa in April 1563, by Joannes de Endcm.



KIMVADI SAMMASAMBUDDHO ?

By

Revd. A. P. BUDDHADATTA, Colombo, Ceylon.

" Kupvadi, bhante, Sammasambuddho ” ti ? “ ViUiajjavSdi, Maharaja
"

ti PafUia-vissajjanaip Samantapasadikayaip VinayaitthakathSyam disaati.

Vibhajjavado ti pana na koci patekko vado sassatavad&disadigo ; ekappaha-

ren’ eva ‘ama’ ti va ‘no’ ti va avatva vibhajitva bhiajetva vyakaraqaip
‘ Vibhajjavado ’ nama. Yattaka imasmin loke vada sassatuccheda-adhiccasa-

muppannadivasena, tesam ekam pi Bhagava na patiggaijhati. Kasma ? Sabbe

pi’ime vada sassatapakkhe va ucchedapakkhe va patanti. Sassatapakkho

nama : ayarp loko atta ca nicco, avinasadhammo, sadSliSliko ti gahaipaip.

Ucchedapakkho nama ; ayatp loko atta ca uddhaip jlvIapariyadanS vinassati,

na punaruppattiip upeti ti gahapatp. Na pana Bhagaya imaip antadvayatp

angikaroti. Atta ucchijissati vinassissatiti va, atta nicco dhuvo sassatoti va

so na pakaseti.

Atha kirp so pakaseti, deseti ? “ Anattaviadi Sammasambuddho,” “ Anat-

tavado Buddhadhammo ” ti bahavo papdita vadanti. Na mayaip taip patik-

khipama. Atha ca pana “ Atta ce natthi, puggalo ce natthi, kathaip punarup-

patti hoti ? Ko silapi rakkhati ? Ko visujjhati ? Ko nibbapatp papupati ’ ”

ti ime dubbijatamyS paihha apatham agacchanti.

Sabbe va pan’aMe sattharo titthakara altdnan anugacchiipsu, pariyesiipsu ;

pariyesitva attano attano patibhSipanurupena “ Idiso atta, Idiso atta ” ti pakS-

sayitpsu. Bhagava pana Sammasambuddho anham maggatp gaphi. Atta pana

lokiyasattehi lokiyabhasaya kathahci pi kadaci pi na vitthariyo, na vyakarapd-

pago, na bodhaniyo ti so afiMsi ; tasn^ so anatta-dhamme nidassesi. LokikS

pana mayatp cakkhusotadi-indriyeh ’ eva arammapatp gahetva tad anuSren
’

eva cintetum, anuvitakketutp samatthii homa ; na pana mayam indriyavisayam

atikkamitva cintetuip va takketurp va pahoma. Atha ca pan’amhakatp indriyi

bahiravisayam eva gahapasamatthd, na pana te attano yathasabh^vaip jananti.

BhagavS pan’ ahliasi : imani sabbani pi indriySni anattS,''aniccadhanunatdya

;

rupavedanS-safiiiia-sahkhfara-vififiSpasahkhata paficakkhandhE pi anattS, anic*

cataya. Yattaka sankhai€i imasmitplc^e vijjanti anantaparimipa-cakkaviald-

dayo, yattaka satta deva-brahmiadayo, sabbe p’ime anatta, addhuvalSlyiati

afiMsi. Ydvatddhammd anatta sabbe te ” attena va attaniyena vS sufiM ” ti

pakSsesi. So ngnappakarena anattadhamme vittharetvS tesu attasSro va

sukha^ro va natthi ti dassesi.* Tesu anattadhammesu pajahitesu, diiiika-

tesu niccasukham laddhuip sakkii ti vadanto tesaip pajahaMya savakanaip

nirantaraip ovadi :
“ Cakkhutp, bhikkhave, na tumhSkaip, taip pajahatha ; taip

VO pahipaip dighanittaip hitaya sukhaya bhavissad ” ti idini nayena.
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Ke pana dhamtma anatta? Cakkhu-sota-gh^-jivha-kaya-mana, r&pi*

dayo paficupgc&iakkhandha, sabbe cakkavS)ft, sabba lokadhatuyo anattS.

Yattaka sattS. savHffiSpaka deva v3 mannusag v3. tiraccMna va apayika vS,

sabbe te imehichahi indriyehi paficahi ca khandhehi safigayhanti. Sabba pi

anant&parimSQg IcdcadhStuyo rupakkhandhena sangayhanti. Sabbe p’ime

savifiliaioSviiUignaka-safd^ anatta uppadavaya-dhammataya. Yam pan’

afMasattharehi atta ti pakasitaip taip sabbam pi aniccataya anatta ti Bha-

gav3 pakSsesi. Tasma so anajttavddi ti pakato ahosi.

Imani chatindriyani pafica ca khandhe vajjetva kirn aMatp loke avasit-

thaip ? Natthi kilfidti vattabbaip. Yadi kifici indriyaip va indriyavisayaip va

navasissati, paficannaip khandhanatp eko pi navasissati, tada sattassa ucchedo

bhaveyya ti ekacce vadeyyuip- Napana Bhagava tan anujanati. Satto ucchij-

jati vinassatiti so na vadati. Yfiva satto paiicakkhandhavasagato, chalin-

driyavasagato, tavasopanappunam uppajjamSno saipsSre saipsarati, dukkham

anubhavamSno ti TatMgato pakaseti. Yadi pana so sarpsaradukkhato mucci-

tukamo, tena chapi indriyani pafica pi khandha pahfitabha. Atha yaip cak-

khundriya-mulakaiTi dukkhatp tarji sabbhain nirujjhati. Sesindriyesu pi es'eva

nayo. Yaip rupakkhandhamulakani dukkhaTp anantaip aparimaiijaip ahfiraga-

vesanfidivasena, taip sabbaip nirujjhati. Sesakkhandhesu pi es’eva nayo. Sab-

basmirp dukkhe sabbathfi niruddhe amissaip anakularn sukharn avasissitabbarp

Idarp vuccati nibbatfam-

Cakkhusmiip avijjamane, sotadisu avijjamanesu, manasmiip avijjamane

kiip sukhaip atthi ti Icddyajanfi puccheyyurp. Te pana dukkham eva sukhaip

ti kaijhanti, cirakalaparicitataya. Mayaip cakkhuip nissaya subharammapaip

pi asubhSranunaioani pi passama ; subharammaaie rajjama, asubharammaipe

dussfima. Sabbada va subharammaipaip laddhuip na sakkoma ; subhlramma-

palabhfiya ussahantfi punappunaip nanavidham dukkhatp popuplama. Sesin-

driyesu pi es’eva nayo. Na pan’etassa arammapa-gahapassa anto paBfiayati

;

tasmS dukkhassa pi nivutti na hoti. Yada pana arammapagahapaip tassanu-

vitakkanam pi nivattissati, dukkham pi tadfil nivattissati.

Kasma mayaip idam arammapatp, subharp, idam asubharp ti gaphama ?

Ka pana yutti tathfi gahaipe ? Ko pariochedo tesaip ? Kiip mijpanaip va tulanaip

va? Sabbani pi arammaipeni maha bhQta (-dhatu-) sambhutani ; tesu eka-

ccarp subhaip dcaccacp asubharp tu gahetuip yutti paramatthavasena natthi.

Avijjaya sammujhg mayaip yathSsabhavam ajfinantfi tathfi karoma. Yad§
pana avijjaip vidajetva yathabhutafiapam labhfima tada’mHakam subham ti vfi

asubham tit^ gahapam na pafiftfiyati. SubhSsubhavasena gahaipe avijjamSne

rajjana-dussanam pi na vijjeyya ; rajjana-dussane avijjamlane dukkham niruj-

jheyya ; dukkhe niruddhe kevala-sukham eva avasisseyya.

Na-y-idam yathSvutltasukham l<Aiyam lokayattam ; na indriyavisayam

;

na amhfikam Iddya bhasaya vitthiaretabbam* Tam pan’idam sukham lokutta-

ram ('= lokato uttaram)> niccam dhuvam aviparipamadhammam. ‘Satto’ ti
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Idcavoharo, * atta ' ti lokavoharo : tarn lokavobaraip atikkamitva, lokato utta-

ritva lokuttarasukhalabhaya Bhagavato anusasanS. Tattha satto atthi, natthi

ti, attd atthi, natthi ti pahhanairp okaso na vijjati.

Pahcasu pi khandhesu avijjamanesu ko nibhapasukhaip labhati ti ce?

Pafica pi khandha anicca, tasma dukkha, dukkhatta anatta. Tasma ekanta-

sukhakamena te pah&tabba va honti. Paftcakkhandha-vinimmutto puggalo

nibhapam adhigacchati. Tada yeva sattassa yathatathabhuto lokuttaro saro

avasissatiti natabbarp.

Katham idaip lokuttarasukhan adhigantabbaip ? Ariye atthaiigikamagge

patipajjanena. Tampatipajjanaip kimattharp ? Dukkhahetu-bhutaya taphaya

pahanatthaip. Ka pan ’esa tapha ? Rupadassane tapha, saddasavape, gandha-

ghayane, rasasayane, photthabbagahape tapha, dittha-suta-mutanani anuvita-

kkane taipha, attano dehe, puttadaresu, khettavatthusu, vatthabharapesu,

yana-vahanesu, hatthi-gavassadisu, dasi-dasadisu tapha, rajjasampattiya, deva-

sampattiya, brahmasampattiya, punaruppattiya tapha. Imasarn taphanaap hetu-

na punaruppatti hoti
;
punaruppattiyS indriyapatilabho, indriyapatilabhena

rajjana-dussanarn, rajjana-dussanena dukkhuppado. Yadi panayaip tapha

sabbaso pahina ucchinnamula, tadia punaruppatti na bhaveyya, taya asati

indriyapatilabho tammulakarri rajjana-dussanan ca na samvijjeyya. Tada
lokuttararp avyamissarp anuttarapi nibbapasukharp avasisseyya.

Atisahkhitta panayani katha. ‘‘ Kirrivadi Sammasambuddho ? ” ti putthe

“ Idarn-vadi ” ti ekarn vadarn nidasseturp na sakkoma. Vadapathatito pana so

Bhagava ; tasma “ vibhajjavadi ” atha va vibhajitm-vddi ti vattabbaip- Kirp

tassa vibhajitva vacanarp ti upari vuttanayena hatabbarp papditehi.

Bahu pan ’idani Sugatanikaya hinayana-mahayanadi vasena. Aparima-

pa tesam ayattagantha. Bahusu pi nikayesu bahusu pi matabhedesu vijjama-

nesu ayam eva Buddhadhammassa saraipso, na panayam kenaci nikayikena

paccakkhatabbo ti vadami.

Vangadese Kalikata-nagare vasantassa Buddhasamayopatthambhaka-

anekaganthanarp kattubhutassa Vimaldcarmia Lw/nz-namassa papcjitavarassa

pahcapannasa-vassaparapaip nimmittarp katva sampadita Vaip lipi Lahfcadipe

Ambalangodanagare Aggaramavasina Buddhadattattherena.

Vimaldcarc^^ayvXio Ldhd-mmo sudhiso

Vidita-Sugatadhammo Vangadese vasanto

Suvidita-Jinadhammayatta-ganthana katta

Jayatu sudrakalaip sabba-atahkamutto.

9



SOME ASPECTS OF THE OVERSEAS TRADE OF VIJAYA-

NAGARA FROM THE ACCOUNTS OF EUROPEAN
TRAVELLERS

By

Dr, B. A. SALETORE, M.A., d.phil. (Giessen), ph.d. (London),

(Gujarat College, Ahmedabad.)

The Vijayanagara age (1346 A.D.-1646 a.d.) witnessed not only great

political activity but also continued commercial enterprise. We are concerned

in this paper with one phase of the commercial history of Vijayanagara—that

relating to the contact of Vijayanagara with the lands beyond the seas to the

East and South-Eiast of India. Elsewhere I have shown that, so far as inter-

nal trade was concerned, the Vijayanagara Empire could boast of very many

good harbours through which a prosperous trade was conducted.^ I shall add

here further details to the same subject with a view to make the account more

complete. The following remarks are based on the writings of foreign travel-

lers,—^Portuguese, Ehitch, and English,—^many of whom had intimate dealings

with the Vijayanagara Empire.

But before I proceed with the subject, it may not be out of place to note

a few facts concerning the limits and longevity of the Vijayanagara Empire.

Founded in 1346,“ the Vijayanagara kingdom expanded into an empire, which

survived the tremendous shock of the battle of Raksasa-Tangadi (1565), and

continued uninterrupted till the flight of sri Ranga Raya in 1646 to Ikkeri.®

The Ikkeri or Bednur chiefs, who had planted themselves on the western parts

of the Vijayanagara Empire, continued to be called as the feudatories of the

Vijayanagara rulers till 1650.'* In the centre, a Vijayanagara viceroy ruled

over iSrlrangapattapa till 1610, when that city fell into the hands of the

rising chiefs of Mysore.** In Madura and Tanjore the Vijayanagara viceroys

called Nayakas became independent in 1602.® But on the Coromandel coast,

the Vijayanagara Emperors still maintained their hold, although in certain

places, like St. Thome, they had allowed the Portuguese, the English, and

the Dutch to build factories in the first quarter of the seventeenth century.

1. Saletore, Social and Political Life in the Vijayanara Empire, I, pp. 58-59,

69-82.

2. Saletore, ibid., I. pp. 18-19.

3. Saletore, ibid., I. pp. 141-142.

4. Sewell, A Forgotten Empire—Vijayanagar, p. 220.

5. Rice, Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, p. 124.

6. Sewell, ibid, p. 220.
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According to Eur(q)ean witnesses, the overseas trade of Vijayanagara

began to increase in the first quarter of the fifteenth century, and reached its

highest levd in the first quarter of the sixteenth century, when it showed

signs of decline which marked it till the first quarter of the seventeenth cen-

tury. That is to say, roughly speaking, we see the overseas trade in the

ascendant from about 1414 till about 1514,—which age, it may be noted,

marks the highest point in the political history of Vijayanagara— and it con-

tinued to exist, although decreased in volume and profits, from 1514 till about

1614. This latter period, we may likewise observe, marks the downward
curve in the political fortunes of the Empire of Vijayanagara.

Certain factors which will not be discussed in this paper, necessitated the

shifting of commercial gravity from the western parts of the Vijayanagara

Empire to the eastern shore in the first quarter of the fifteenth century.

Geographically this meant closer relations of Vijayanagara with the great

centres of trade in the East and South-East, notably with Tennesserim, Siam,

Malaya, Java, Sumatra, and Borneo. I shall take one by one these centres

of foreign trade, so that we may be better able to appreciate the remarks of

European travellers and historians.

Tennesserim. Femao Nuniz in his Chronicle writes thus about Tennes-

serim ;
“ At his (i.e., of a king of Vijayanagara whom he calls Visarao identi-

fied by Sewell with Vijaya Raya) death he left a son called Deorao (Deva

Raya), who reigned twenty-five years. He determined to collect great trea-

sures, but owing to constant warfare he could not gain more than eight

hundred and fifty millions of gold, not counting precious stones. This was

no great sum, seeing that in his time the king of Coullao ( identified by Sewell

with Quilon), and Ceyllao (Ceylon), and Paleacate (Pulicat, near Madras,

which, according to Sewell, was an important province of Vijayanagara in

later years), and Pegu and Tenagary (Tennesserim), and many other coun-

tries, paid tribute to him.”^

Nuniz’s testimony may be verified with the help of the evidence supplied

by other Portuguese travellers. Although he is by no means an infallible

chronicler,* yet in this instance he has given, among others, two details, which

are of significance in our estimate of the over-seas trade of Vijayanagara.

These two details are, firstly, that relating to precious stones, and, secondly,

the reference to Tennesserim.

In another context Nuniz mentions the precious stones of Vijayanagara.

This is when describing the successful campaign of Sultan Ismail Adil Shah

in the opening years of Emperor Acuta Deva Raya’s reign. The Bijapur

Sultan had come to the well-known suburb of the great capital of Vijaya

-

7. Sewell, op. dt., p. 302, and nos. 1-4.

8. Saletore, Indian Antiquary, LXI, pp. 2-3.
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nagara, by name NSgalSpura, which he razed to the ground. The Vijaya-

nagara Emperor at once sued for peace, and accepted the humiliating terms

of Ismail Adil Shah. Nunis proceeds to relate these details thus ;
—

“ The King

(Acyuta Deva Raya) acc^ted these terms, and the Ydallcao departed well

pleased with this nuMiey ; and after all was done the King sent to him a

diamond stone weighing 130 tnmgeUinis ( = 162 carats) with fifteen other

similar ones weighing fully a lakh."^

Then, again, Nuniz relates the following, while describing the great barons

of the Vijayanagara Empire in the reign of the same Emperor Acyuta Deva

Raya (1530-1542). Concerning a great noble, whom he calls Adapanayque
( Adapa Nayaka, Hadapada Nayak ? ) ,

Nuniz writes thus :

—
“ Another cap-

tain, called Adapanayque, who is the chief counsellor of the King, is lord of

the country of Gate, whence come the diamonds, and many other territories

which yield him three hundred thousand gold pardaos, excluding the precious

stones which form a revenue by themselves. He pays to the King every year

forty thousand pardaos, with the condition that all diamonds which exceed

twenty mangelllinis (about nineteen carats) in weight shall be given to the

King for his treasury.”*“

That Nuniz is correct in his estimate of the supply of the precious stones

in Vijayanagara is proved by Paes, who writes thus about the wealth of the

great capital of Vijayanagara. “ In this city you will find men belonging

to every nation and people, because of the great trade which it has, and many
precious stones there, principally diamonds.”'^

Sewell, who has a valuable note on the diamonds of the Vijayanagara

Empire, has amply corroborated the evidence of these two travellers with

that given by other European writers, and has identified the place which sup-

plied diamonds to Vijayanagara with Vajra Karur, otherwise called “the

mines of Golconda.”i=“

From the chronological point of view we may note that the remarks of

Nuniz refer to the reign of a king whom he calls “ Deorao,” who may be

identified with king Deva Raya II. This monarch ruled from a.d. 1419 till

A.D. 1446.13 It is during the reign of this monarch that precious stones

figure very conspicuously in the accounts of foreign travellers. The ques-

tion with which we are concerned is—Which was the outlet through which
these precious stones were exported? Almost a century later we get the
answer from a letter written by the great Affonso de Albuquerque to the king
of Portugal. In this letter dated the 11th December 1513, Affonso de

9, Sewell, ibid, p. 368* and note (1).

10. Sewell, op, dt., pp. 388-369. 11. Sewell, ibid, p. 256.
12. Sewell, ibid. p. 388, n. (71) and App. A. pp. 399401.
13. Rice, op. cit., p. U2.
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Albuquerque recommends to his royal master the necessity of clinging fast

to the ports of Cochin and Calicut, which places were capable of supplying

cargoes to the Portuguese fleets “ until the Day of Judgment.” Albuquerque

goes on to say thus :
“ Now that that treacherous coward, the Zamorin, is

dead, is the opportunity to cultivate a trade with those two ports which are

the emporium of ginger, of the whole of the pepper of Malabar, and of the

precious stones of Narsinga.”*^ The name “ Narsinga ”, we may note by the

way, was the general appellation which the Europeans gave to the Vijayanagara

Empire.

A striking testimony to Affonso de Albuquerque’s statement that Calicut

and Cochin were the export centres for the diamonds of Vijayanagara, is

provided in a set of instructions from Hugh Frayne to Nicholas Downton in

the Red Sea. These instructions, which relate to the trade in the Moluccos

and which are undated, but which are assignable to 1610-1611, contain the

following. “ At Malabar you shall buy pearls, rice, sapphires, diamonds, for

which you shall sell tin, lead, iron, “ s of 8, powder, rapiers, and head pieces.”'"*

Both the Portuguese and English accounts are silent about the volume of

the diamond trade of Vijayanagara. It cannot be understood at the present

stage of our investigations, why the diamonds from Vijayanagara should have

been exported from the two well known Malabar ports when the Vijayanagara

Empire itself possessed excellent ports through which they could have been

sent to the different markets of the East and the West. We may conjecture

that the Vijayairagara diamonds found their way to the two great ports of

Malabar because these latter were then under the influence of the Portuguese,

and were far away from the Muslim danger of the north. And the Portuguese

were as much interested in the Vijayanagara diamonds as the Flemings (the

Dutch) and the English were in those from Sukadama near Borneo.'* What-

ever that may be, the fact remains that by the first quarter of the sixteenth

century, the precious stones of the Vijayanagara Empire had received a sort

of an international interest ; and that one of the greatest of European states-

men of that age in the E)ast—Affonso de Albuquerque—was very keen in

securing for Portugal control over the two prominent centres that exported

than.

Let us now pass on to the next point mentioned by Nuniz that relating

to Tennesserim. Historians of Vijayanagara have not understood till now

why Nuniz should have mentioned Tennesserim in the list of places which

14. Danvers, The Portuguese in India, I., p. 285.

15. Foster, Letters received by the East India Company from its Servants in

the East, I, 1602-1613, p. 73. (London, 1896).

16. In fact, according to the English, the diamonds found at Sukadama (or

Succadama) near Borneo, were the best , in the world. This place yielded a great

store of diamonds of the best quality, Foster, op. cit., I. pp. 22, 79.
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are supposed to have paid tribute to the Vijayanagara Emperor. But the

accounts of European traders enable us to explain why Tennesserim figures

in Vijayanagara history. I believe it was from that place that tin, a com-

modity that does not seem to have been produced in India, was imported into

the Vijayanagara Empire. But the port which controlled the tin trade was

Masulipatam which lay on the borders of that Empire. The English factors

enlighten us on the importance of Tennesserim for India. John Goumey in

his letter dated the 28th July 1614, and addressed to the East India Company,

writes thus :

—
“ Store of tin is brought yearly from Tannassary (Tennesserim)

to Musulipatam, and sold at betwixt 60 and 80 pagodas per candy, but

whether our sort, not being accounted so good, may pass well I know not

;

some therefore to try were not amiss.”"

Borneo. The next chronological reference to an over-seas trade centre

is to Borneo. The Portuguese captains inform us that Vijayanagara had

direct dealings with that distant island. Dom Jorge de Albuquerque writes

thus in his letter dated January the 1st 1524 to the king of Portugal, from

Malacca, concerning Borneo :

—
“ The King of Borneo has written to me to

say that he is, and wishes to continue, a true friend of the King of Portugual,

sending his letter by a Biscayan, the sole survivor of an expedition under

Femao MagalhUss, which the Castilians sent against Borneo. What I have

ascertained about Borneo is as follows :—It provides nothing but camphor,

for which there is a ready sale m Bengal, Paleacate (Pulicat), Narsinga (i.e.,

Vijayanagara), and other Malabarese territories, Cochin and Calecut, and a

little in Cambay. This camphor is very different from that which comes from

China, and does not belong to the King of Borneo, but is the property of

another king in the island, who is a Caffre, whereas the King of Borneo and

his subjects are Moors. These Caffres cultivate this camphor, and exchange

it with the Moors of Borneo for cloth from Malacca, which is imported there

from Cambay and Bengal.’’^®

Unlike the Portuguese and English travellers, the Dutch are not so

explicit in their descriptions. Nevertheless the Dutch accounts help us to

confirm the statements made by other European observers that Vijayanagara

had commercial relations with the East-Indies in the last quarter of the six-

teenth century. Thus, for example, in 1596, while sailing in the south-eastern

seas under their captain Cornelius Houtiman and others, they refer to Bantam,

and write thus :

—

“

They trade very much in Camphire at Bantam. They

call it Casar, or Camphire. There are two sorts of it ; the first came from the

island of Borneo, and is considered the best ; the second sort comes from

Chinceo in China, but not to be compared with the other. The Trees which

produce Camphire, are as big as Walnut Trees : the Gum grows in the inside

17. Foster, ibid, II, p. 86. See also ibid. III, pp. 9, 301.

18. Danvers, op. cit., I. pp. 358-359.
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of the trunk and comes out of it like sweat by drops, no bigger than a

Barley com.

“ The Camphire of China comes forth in lumps, and is cheap enough ;

but one pound weight of that of Borneo, is as dear as a hundred pounds of

China Camphire. But the Indians who know how to mix them, adulterate

the best, as they do all other Merchandise, being as dexterous at that Work,

as any People in the World ; so that one must be very cunning, and have a

great deal of experience not to be deceived.”' * Since we know from the Portu-

guese sources that Borneo camphor was in great demand in the Vijayanagara

Empire, we have to assume by the term “ Indians ” given here by the Dutch

that it refers to the people of Vijayanagara as well as to those of Bengal and

Cambay. We may note incidentally that the Dutch in the above passage do

not give a favourable account of the honesty of Indian traders.

The same Dutch expedition under Cornelius Houtiman and others saw

in January 1596 pepper which grew like “ a bunch of Grapes, though not

quite so big,” in plenty in Sumatra. They had seen the same kind of pepper

in Malabar, Onor (Honnavar), Barcelor (Basrur), Mangalur (Mangalore),

Calicut, and several other places in India. One quality of pepper which they

noticed in Sumatra is specially noteworthy. “ The pepper which they call the

Canarins, or the Boors Pepper, because none but the poor People use it,

groweth in (Joa and Malabar, and is like French Wheat, but Ash coloured,

and hollow on the inside with kernels.”^® We can only suppose that this

(poor) quality of pepper came from the coast of Kanara which in those

times was under the Vijayanagara Empire. It was evidently because of this

that it was called the Canarins by the Dutch.

We may likewise suppose that the pepper trade of Vijayanagara was

extended to Java and Malacca. The following passages in the same history

of the first voyage of the Dutch will be of some interest here. The same

Dutch travellers describe the pepper grown in Java thus :

—
“ We said before,

that the Pepper Hant which grows in Java, mns upon great Reeds called by

the Inhabitants Manbus, the inside of which is full of a Substance called

Tabaxir : However, the Dutch having cut some of them, found nothing in

these Reeds. The reason why the Manbus of Java have no Tabaxir is yet

unknown, perhaps it hath not been well examined.

" However, it is certain, that abundance of those Reeds grow along the

Coast of Malabar, especially in Coromandel, Bisnagar, and Malacca^ which

produceth a substance called by the Indians sacar membur, sugar of Membur,

which is much valued by the Arabians, Piersians, and Moors, who call it

19. A Collection of Voyages undertaken by the Dutch East India Company for

the Improvement of Trade and Navigation, Etc., p. 218, (London, 1703).

20. Ibid, pp. 135, 142.
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Tabaxir, that is to say, white juice, for it resembles curdled milk. (Here

follows a description of the reeds).

“ The Indians make us of it against Claps, cancers, and other venereal

Distempers, as well as burning Feavers, Cholicks, and Bloody Fluxes. They

make also their little Boats of the body of a Tree, which holds but two People ;

they leave a knot at each end, and excavate the rest. Men who row the Boat

are all naked, one at each end with a pair of little oars, and row extremely

fast even against the Currents. They are so Superstitious as to believe that

those Boats are never attacked by the Crocodiles.”

Besides pepper there were three other commodities which were articles

of trade between Vijayanagara and Java. They were lac, water melons, and

sandal-wood. Concerning lac, the same Dutch travellers inform us the follow-

ing :

—

“

Among other Merchandise that are sold in Bantam, you find La/jue

or Lack, so called by the Moors and Tieck at Pegu, where there is a great sale

of it. (Here follows a description of how lac is produced by flying ants.)

It (i.e., the matter deposited on the branches of trees by the flying ants) is

of a red brown colour, but the Indians make a powder of it, and mix with it

what colours they fancy, or make little sticks of it, which are sold in

Europe, under the name of Spanish Wax, to seal letters with. They also

make of it several other very curious and well wrought Manufactures.”--

About water melons of Java, the same source continues to relate thus :

—

“ The Water Melons that grow at Java, are of an extraordinary good taste.

Their outside is of a green brown colour, but their inside is white, they are

as long as our Pumpkins. The Indians regale one another with them in

company, as we do with Fruit in Europe.’'^"*

That the Dutch travellers had evidently the people of Southern and

Western India, that is to say, of the Vijayanagara Empire, in their mind

when they talked in general of “ the Indians ” is proved when we cite their

remarks concerning sandal wood an article grown extensively in the forests of

Malabar and Karnitjaka from very early times. The Dutch travellers have

the following observations to make on this point :
—

“ You find in the Woods

of Java, red Sanders Wood, but the yellow and the white, which are much

better, come from the Islands of Timor and Solor, situated to the East of

Java. Sanders trees are like Walnut Trees. They bring forth a fruit resem-

bling Cherries, which is green at first, but black afterwards, without any man-

ner of taste.

“ The Indians use a great deal of Sanders wood : they bruise it and beat

it with Water till it comes to Pap, and then anoint their Body with it, which

cools and perfumes it all over. The red Sanders Wood is of no use in the

21. A Collection of Voyages, pp. 211-212.

22. Ibid, p. 217. 23. Ibid, p. 217.
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Indies, so they only transport it to other G>untries. It is also Physical, but

not near so good as the White.”=*

Which were the outlets through which this trade with Java, Borneo, and

Sumatra was carried on ? These outlets were evidently situated on the Coro-

mandel coast—the home of commercial enterprise which dates back to cen-

turies before the great Empire of Vijayanagara came into existence. I have

already mentioned quite a number of these Coromandel ports in my work

referred to above.-'* While the over-seas trade of the Vijayanagara Empire

on its long western coast suffered an eclipse due to the political vicissitudes

that followed the wars between the Vijayanagara monarchs and the Deccani

Sultans, and more specially the advent of the European traders, notably the

Portuguese and the English, that on the eastern coast,—which geographically

was removed from the storm centres of the belligerent nations—continued to

thrive, for nearly a century after the decisive battle of Raksasa Tangadi

(1565). It is to this part of India that the English, who were the bitterest

rivals of the Portuguese in the early seventeenth century, turned their atten-

tion ; and it is from the early English factors that we get some interesting

details relating to the overseas trade of Vijayanagara during a period which

witnessed the gradual decline of the political might of the monarchs of Vijaya-

nagara. That Coromandel had ever been a vital part of the Empire of Vijaya-

nagara there can be no doubt. Even when Nuniz wrote about the Emperor

Acyuta Deva Raya (1530-1542), Coromandel was an important province over

which was placed one of the most important viceroys of Vijayanagara. Thus

writes Nuniz:
—

“ The King has no controller of the revenues nor other officers,

nor officers of his house, but only the captains of his kingdom ; of whom I will

here mention some, and the revenues they hold, and of what territory they

are lords. Firstly Salvanayque (Saluva, Nayaka), the present Minister ; he

has a revenue of a million and a hundred thousand gold pardaos. He is the

lord of Charamaodel (Colamaodala. Coromandel) and of Negspat3o (Nega-

patam), and Tamgor and Bomgarin and Dapatao and Truguel, and

Caullim, and these are cities ; their territories are very large, and border on

Ceylon.”28

Nuniz mentions two cities which deserve some comment—Nagapatam

and Caullim. When another European traveller Caesar Frederick had visited

the former in 1567, it was “ a Countrey of small trade.”*’ That is to say,

till the end of the sixteenth century, Negapatam, while it remained a fairly

24. A Collection of Voyages, p. 218. The people of Vijayanagara must have

also imported frankincense from Java, about which the Dutch have Some remarks

to make. Ibid, p. 217. But the Dutch do not imtdidtly mention the Indians as

importing it into India.

25. Saletore, S. P. Life, I. pp. 78-79.

26. Sewell, op. cit., p. 384 . 27. Saletore, op. cit., I. p. 79.
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well known town, had not yet risen to the dignity of a great port. But by

the beginning of the seventeenth century, Nagapatam had assumed large pro-

portions as a port to which European ships called. This is proved by a letter

written by Captain Anthony Hippcm and the merchants of the VII.

Voyage to the East India Company. This letter is imperfect, but assignable

to August 1611. Captain Anthony Hippon relates in it that from Ceylon they

sailed to the mainland. “From thence (Ceylon), keeping our course under

the Island of Zeilon until the 6th then coming in the road before the town of

Negapatam, where was a great ship, riding at an anchor with divers other

small barques, and following our order without doing any violence unto any,

but followed our course, north and by east until the 8th ditto. Then being

not far from St. Thome, then did we see a small boat bearing right with us,

which was bound for Negapatam,’’-* and which the English captured, because

it belonged to the Portuguese.

By 1615 Negapatam had established its reputation as one of the largest

ports on the Coromandel coast. We infer this from the letter dated the 24th

of November 1615, and written from Achin by William Nicolls to John Mill-

ward and John Yates at Tiku. In it Nicolls writes thus :

—
“ So I could wish

that you, Mr. Millward, had left three or four bales of that sort with me ;

then could I have engrossed certain commodities of the Coast (Coromandel)

which are here now arrived, viz-, four ships from Meslepotan, Negapatam,

and Collimatt.. .“ 2® In the next year (1616) Negapatam again figures as an

important port in a letter dated the 15th of January, and written by the same

William Nicolls to the Agent at Bantam, and also from Achin. “Since

which time (i.e., the 16th of July 1615) here hath anived four ships from the

Coast (Coromandel), viz., from the 1st of October to the 10th two from

Negapatam, one from Cullimat, and one from Meslepotam (Masulipatam), all

fraught with rice and many sorts of white cloth, steel and paintathas

(pintadres)
.’’®®

In the above passage Negapatam ranks after Masulipatam and before a

port which is called Collimat. Of these we are not concerned here with

Masulipatam, which was outside the Vijayanagara Empire. For it belonged

to the Qutb Siahs of Golkonda. The port called Collimat has to be identi-

fied. It figures in another letter dated November the 24th, 1615, written by

William Nicolls to John Millward cited above.®‘ Again in another letter

written by the same English factor but dated the 23rd of March 1615 (1616),

28. Foster, op. cit., I, p. 132 . 29. Foster, op, cit.. Ill, p. 233.

30. Foster, ibid, IV, p. 6. In the same year 1616, we may note in passing, the

Portuguese had massed from 1,500 to 2,000 soldiers " for a certain explmt,” obviously

against the Dutch, who had built a fort at Pulicat and manned it with 130 or 140

soidiers. Foster, ibid, p. 39.

31. Foster had doubtfully identified it with Quikai. Ibid, III, p. 334.
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and addressed to the Agent at Bantam, we are informed that “ For the Coast

(Coromandel), as Meselepotam, Collimat, or Negapatam, here is goods to be

bought profitable likewise, those merchants of those parts having here bought

the same, viz., brimstone, worth here 2i taylee the baharr, sold at Meslepotam

per the Hollanders for this King’s account. .

.

This port of Collimat or Cullimat was identified by Foster with Conimere

in the South Arcot District, eleven miles north of Pondichery. The Tamil

name of the village is Kunim^a, which, according to the same authority, may

have been changed into Collimat, just as Palavelkadu was changed into Pulicat

The foundations of an English factory are said to be still visible at Conimere,

where the English established themselves in 1682.^® It was perhaps this same

port of Collimat or Chnimere which Nuniz referred to when he wrote about

Cullim, in a passage mentioned already in this paper.’*

There is another port in the Coromandel coast which may be mentioned

here, and which deserves to rank with those we have just now enumerated.

This was St. Thome, near Madras. It belonged to the Portuguese but was

subject to the Vijayanagara Empire. The first Portuguese settlement in St.

Thome was in 1522, but the Vijayanagara (jovemment did not allow foreigners

to build any fort there.'*’’ All the same the Portuguese seem to have main-

tained a stronghold at St. Thome. This accounts for the successful expedi-

tion which Rama Raya conducted against St. Thome in ISSS.”® The Vijaya-

nagara viceroy erected a fort near St. Thome in 1615, but the Portuguese

captain Manoel de Frias captured it along with the cannon which was in it.®'*

When Caesar Frederick visited St. Thome m 1567, towards the end of the reign

of Emperor Sadasiva Raya, it was “ although it be not very great, yet in my
judgment, it is the fairest in all that part of the Indies.”®*

According to the same traveller, the port of St. Thome was, however,

dangerous, and the Indian sailors loaded and unloaded merchandise in a most

marvellous manner.'”* The anonymous author of the life of St. Francis

Xavier tells us that St. Thome traded with Pegu and Malacca in coloured

cloths.^* The English in about 1610 traded in the “ stuffs or cloths ” called

by the Dutch Kleetghees obtainable at that place, and took them to the East

32. Foster, ibid, IV, p. 70. 33. Foster, ibid, V, p. 295, n. (1).

34. Sewell thought it was probably Kayal. Sewell, op. cit., p. 384, n. (2) . It

cannot be made out whether Sewell meant by Kayal the port of Kavalpatnam in

the Tinnevelly district. Could Coullimat be the same as Bartholomeo’s Calapada ?

A Voyage to the East Indies, p. 71. (London, MD. CCC.)

35. Heras, The Aravidu Dynasties of Vijayanagara, I, pp. 64-67.

36. Sewell, op. dt., pp. 198-194 ; Heras, ibid, pp. 67-69.

37. Danvers, op. cit., I, p. 173.

38. Phrchas, Pilgrims, IX, p. 109; Heras, op. cit., p. 67.

38. Read Purdtas, ibid, p. 109 ;
Heras, ibid, pp. 69-70.

40. Heras, ibid, p. 70.
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Indies.^^ But the share of the English in this trade was small, because the

Portuguese controlled the largest part of the trade at St. Thome.^^

^Without going further into the history of the growth and development

of commerce on the Coromandel coast, we may, so far as the subject of our

paper is concerned, note very cursorily a few facts which show that that part

of the Vijayanagara Empire continued to have commercial dealings with

Sumatra, Maluccos, Siam, and even with distant Japan. It is true that by

the first quarter of the seventeenth century the English had already arrived

on the Coromandel coast, and that the Dutch had laid their plans for build-

ing factories on the same coast. The arrival of the English on the Coromandel

coast may be dated to September the 10th 1611, when Lucas Antheunis and

Peter Floris arrived at Petapolay and at Masulipatam, “ in which two places

we had our residence this 10th of September 1611.”^-* In about the same year

the Dutch wrote to the Dutch East India Company that “ Amboyna and

Banda and again Jamby, and the west coast of Coromandel, to wit Sumatra,

are the places of pepper. Acthin (Achin) is a place which cleaveth to the

trade of Coromandel, Surat, Arabia, and many western places, where there is

sometimes great vent of cloth and other merchandise, and in return there is

much goods to be had and other things needful for the aforesaid coasts. They

give good advance, for there is brimstone, pepper, Boumesh (from Borneo)

camphor, pewter from Perack, gold for the coast of Coromandell, and more

other wares.. .

A Sumatra product greatly in demand on the Coromandel coast in 1610

was brimstone. This we learn from an advice given by Augustine Bradshaw

dated September 1610, concerning the demand for certain Indian goods in

Achin and other parts of the Island of Sumatra. “ I think there may be

yearly sold at the place aforesaid of these coarse BastaUs 2000 or 3000 corge

in truck for pepper, gold, benjamin, camphor, brimstone, pitch and saltpetre,

which commodities are for the most part very vendible in divers parts as

Suratt, Cambaia, Masulipatan, Araccan, and most parts of Bengala

and Chormandale.”^“ Later on in the same advise the same merchant writes

thus “ From Sumatra at any of the places abovesaid you may send for

Suratt, Muslipatam, and other parts of Bengalal and Choromandle, great

quality of brimstone, which is worth in Pryamana and Tecoo from 3 masse

to 9, 10, anci 12 masse, and the highest prices is sold to great profit' at the

places abovesaid.”^®

Coromandel itself exported a particular kind of “ stuff ” or cloth “ as our

men (Englishmen) call them, and by the Dutchmen called Kleetghees, being

41. Foster, op. cit., I, pp. 69-70, op. cit.

42. Foster, ibid, VI, pp., 67, 83.

43. Foster, ibid, I, p. 136. 44. Foster, ibid, I. p. 79.

45 Foster, ibid, I, p. 74. 46. Foster, ibid, I, p. 75.
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the same, and such like stuffs as Sir James Lancaster took which are made at

Bengala, Mes(HX>tamia, Cherotnandle and St. Thome.. What was meant

by the “ Kleetghees ” is related in the same advise written by Hugh Frayne

to Nicholas Downton in the Red Sea, which is undated but is assigned to 1610.

“Cloths, as our men use to call them, and by the Dutch Kletghees, being

linen and made of cotton wool or the same stuff that Callicow cloth is made

of ; made to cast about their bodies as cloaks or mantles, or a girdle and scarf

about their loins ; named as followeth and for which the Amboyneses do give

cloves in barter. Tooria, Baffata, Keykam, Sallalo, Pattala, Sarassa,

Tzier, Malayia, Patta, Mora, Tanknyla (These are white cloths with red

stripes at the end).”^® So that we may better understand the various kinds

of cloths manufactured in the Vijayanagara Empire, we may note their details

as given by the same merchant in the same advise. Tzinde (evidently the

same as Tzier) are silk cloths with red stripes : Patta Katuynen, with red

stripes overthwart through ; Dragon, black and red ; Sallalo, blue and black ;

Boston, are white and black, starched and folded up four square ; Kassa, are

white unstarched lawns ;
Kreyakatn, are red starched ; Kanteky, black starched:

Mossafy is black of the same, starched ;
Toorya, not starched, are painted like

as the Sarassa, but very coarse ; Bornelaya are white and black quarts like

checkerd, such a PoUngknystry are ; Paw are silk cloths with frings on the

end, with the quarts of checkers through. The same source tells us that “ These

foresaid cloths are always to be had at Bantam, yet sometimes better than at

othersame, but they be made at Bengala, Mesopatamia, St. Thome, and

Chormandle.”*®

Coromandel seems to have exported another commodity—iron—^to the

same regions in the south-east. This we gather from a letter dated the 20th

February 1614 and written by Captain David Middlrton to the Blast India

Company from Bantam. “ There is good iron brought hither from Corra-

mandell by Mr. Floris and good cheap..

There was considerable trade from 1614 onwards between Coromondel

and the Maluccos. This was “ in all sorts of goods,” as is related in a letter

dated the 24th April 1614, and written by George Cokayne to John Jourdain.*^

But the articles mostly in demand were “cassamera” (?), steel, and cloths.®*

By the same date ( 1614) the Dutch had already hampered the English trade

between Coromandel and Bantam. John Jourdain and others wrote in a

letter dated the 2nd January 1614 to the East India Company, thus :

—

“ Whether they (the Dutch) doth it (selling the same goods to be paid for the

47 and 48. Foster, op. cit., I, p. 70.

49. Foster, ibid, I, p. 72. Many more examples could be given of the demand
for Coromandel doth in the Islands of the South East. See, for instance, Foster,

ibid. Vr, pp. 45, 45 (n)'. 71, 71 (n), 144, 257 (n), 258, 264.

50. Foster, ibid, II, p. 326. 51. Foster, ibid, II, p. 31.

52. Foster, ibid, II, pp. 31-34, 78, 274, 323.
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next year "at 100 per cent less than the James’ goods were rated at”) to

cross us in our trade of Choromandell or not we know not, but sure we are

that the losses remains on themselves.. .”**

And so that our remarks concerning the intercourse between Coromandel

and the lands adjoining Tennesserim may be complete, we may give some

details relating to the state of affairs in Siam. The Coromandel cloth was

much in demand in Siam. John Johnson and Richard Pitts from Yudea

(Ayuthia, the capital of Siam till it was destroyed by the Burmese) wrote

to Richard Cocks at Firando in Japan, in their letter dated the 23rd of May
1617, thus :— If we be supplied with good sorts of clothing of the Coast

(Coromandel) or Seratt (Surat) coming in time, whereby sales may be made

(as we make no question to the contrary), we would not care whether you

sent a penny of money or not.”''*

The following letter dated the 2()th of December 1617 written by William

Eaton to Sir Thomas Smythe, further substantiates our statement that the

cloth manufactured in Coromandel was in great demand in Siam. “ As con-

cerning your trade at Syam, it is a place that will vent great store of India

cloth, and likewise other cloths that comes from the coast of Choromandell,

and to great profit.. .” The names of the Coromandel cloths sold in Siam are

given in detail in a later context in the same letter, thus :
“ The commodities

that are vendible at Syam are. . .as also cloths (that comes) from the coast of

Choromandell, viz., tallepines, painted ginnes, jeckand (anus or painted)

dupaties, woven tanipie, painted tanipie, white bettils, red bettils,

se(lampores), red yam, which is there in great request and much sought after;

there will vent of it greater quantity.”®*

As to the exports from Siam to the Coromandel coast, the same letter

relates that if the trade with “ Jangamay ” (i.c., Kiangmai, or Zimmai) is

opened, it would be of much advantage to the English. For “ it is a place

that will vent much clothing, as I am given to understand, and for great profit,

as six or seven of one, besides the returns that may be made from thence,

which is gold, rubies, and other precious stones, as also benjiamen (Benjamin,

or bezein), sealing wax (which commodities are in great request at the coast

of Choromandell), besides deer skins, which are there very cheap.”®*

The importance of Siam on the India-Japan route was recognized by the

English even in the first quarter of the seventeenth century. Ships from the

Coromandel coast touched at Siam and Petania (of Petania, or Patani) in

the course of their eight or ten months’ voyage from Japan to India.®®

53. Foster, ibid, II, p. 269. See also ibid. pp. 274, 308, 323.

54. Foster, op. cit., V, p. 269. 55. Foster, ibid, VI, pp. 256-258.

56. Foster, ibid, p. 256.

57. Foster, ibid, III,, pp. 148, 178-179.
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Coromandel doth was much in demand also in Japan, as we l^m from a

letter dated the 16th of January 1616 (1617) written by Richard Cocks from

Firando in Japan to the E^st India Company.®*

The bearing of this continued trade between Vijayanagara and the East

Indies on the political history and culture of the former country, I shall dis-

cuss in a subsequent paper. Suffice it to say here that these commerdal

relations open an altogether new chapter m the annals of the Vijayanagara

Empire.

58. Foster, ibid, V, p. 46. See also pp. 48, 72.



EDUCATION IN ANCIENT INDIA
HISTORIC SURVEY OF ITS ACHIEVEMENTS IN

DIFFERENT AGES

By

Dr. A. S. ALTEKAR, Benares Hindu University.

The rise and fall of a civilisation is intimately connected with its educa-

tional system and achievements. As long as the educational system of a

nation is sound and comprehensive and its achievements brilliant and remark-

able, society continues to prosper. The decay starts when education is

neglected or ceases to train efficiently the youths of the rising generation in the

different departments of national activity. We propose to take a survey of

ancient Indian Education in this paper to see how far Indian history confirms

the truth of the above observation.

Four Historical Periods : For the purpose of our survey we shall

divide ancient Indian history into four periods. The first period will be from

pre-historic times to c. 1000 b.c. It may be conveniently described as the

Vedic age, as most of the Vedic literature was composed during this period.

The second period will extend from c. 1000 B.c. to c. 200 B.C. It may be

described as the age of the Upani§ads, the Sutras and the epics, as these works

can be assigned to this period. The Barhadrathas, the Sisun&gas, Nandas

and the Mauryas were the leading political powers of this period and so the

age may be conveniently described also as the age of the Nandas and Mauryas.

The third period will extend from c. 200 b.c. to c. 500 a.d. It may be des-

cribed as the age of the Dharma4astra, as most of the leading works on this

subject were written during this period. It can also be described as the age

of the l§uhgas and the Satavahanas, the Vakatakas and the Guptas, as these

were its leading political powers. The fourth period will extend from

c. 500 A.D. to c. 1200 A.D. It may be described as the age of the

Purapas and digests (Nibandhas), as society was guided mainly by the

theories and practices recommended in these works. Politically India was

divided into many small kingdoms during this age. Kings Harsa and Bhoja

were the most prominent rulers during the period. The age therefore may
be described as the age of Harsa and Bhoja.

We shall now proceed to describe the condition of education as a whole

in each of these four periods.

The Vedic Period ; upto c. 1000 bjc. This age marked the beginning

of Indian culture, literature and science, and so the Indians had just started

their progress in the different departments of knowledge during this early
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period ; its literary and sciratific achievements were therefore naturally much

less dazzling and comprdiensive than those of the succeeding age. People

of this period however had a very keen desire to make progress in the realm

of knowledge. They had realised that it was intellectual efficiency and

equipment that was most essential for progress in culture and knowledge. It

was emphasised that gods would befriend only those who are wise and

learned. Those only were regarded as learned, who could not only recite the

texts but also understand and interpret them Every householder of the age

therefore naturally regarded the education of his children as a sacred duty.

No distinction was made in this connection between boys and girls ; the edu-

cation of both received the same attention even during its higher stages.

Ordinarily the guardian discharged his duty to teach his wards so regularly

and successfully that no necessity was felt for a long time either for the

professional teacher or for the public school. Secular literature was yet to be

developed and so the literary course was predominantly religious. People

however had an open, free and enquiring mind and were eager to explore new

realms of knowledge. Great emphasis was laid on the proper development of

debating powers ; boys and girls who were successful in debates were highly

honoured. Education however did not produce mere talkers but transformed

its recipients into men of action as well. This would become quite clear from

the successful manner in which the Aryans of the age spread their culture and

extended their political influence. The Aryan community was a compact and

homogeneous one during this period and there was not much difference in the

educational level of the different classes. Priests however generally used to

specialise in literary and religious education. Warriors and agriculturists also

received some literary education, but it was not naturally so deep or wide as

that of the priest or the poet. They used to devote the greater part of their

educational course in mastering the arts of war, or the methods of agriculture

or the processes of arts and crafts. The followers of the latter were held in

high esteem ; some of them like Alvins and Pibhus were even deified. The

educational system of the age was successful in forming character, developing

personality, promoting progress of the different branches of knowledge and

achieving social efficiency and happiness.

The Upani$ai>-sOtra period, c. 1000 b.c. to c. 200 b.c. This period

can justly be regarded as the most creative period of Hindu culture and

literature, arts and sciences. The foundations of whatever is the best in

Hindu culture and glorious in Hindu achievements were laid down during

this period. Metaphysics made remarkable progress, as is evidenced by the

Upaniijadic, Jain and Bauddha works ; the foundations of almost all the later

systems of philosophy were also laid down. Philology and grammar were

well devdoped and the work in the sphere of legal literature was commenced.

Speculations in the sphere of political thought were ori^nal and fruitful.

Astronomy and mathematics, medicine and surgery, mining and metallurgy

10
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began to be cultivated, and sculpture and architecture recorded remarkable pro-

gress, especially towards the end of the period. Effort was also made to popu-
larise culture and knowledge by transforming the epic of the Bharata war into

an encyclopaedia of religion and ethics.

These manifold achievements in different spheres became possible

because Indians had still a free, open and enquiring mind and were making
strenuous efforts to extend the bounds of knowledge and to ensure its trans-

mission to posterity. With a view to enlist the help of the whole society

for this work, Upanayana ritual was made obligatory for the whole Aryan
community at about the beginning of this period. This gave a great impetus

both to the spread of literacy and of higher education. As learning became

more and more extensive in course of time, education in the family became

impracticable and society began to encourage distinguished scholars to become

regular teachers. They used to organise private schools for higher studies,

relying mainly on the voluntary contributions of students taking their advant-

age. Brahmacarya discipline was still rigorous, but towards the end of the

period the marriageable age of girls began to be gradually lowered, which

adversely affected female education. During the earlier part of this period,

however, there was no dearth of women philosophers and scholars, some of

whom used to organise schools and hostels for girls. Co-education was how-

ever not unknown. Majority of girls received their education at home, as

was the case with boys also during the earlier period. The educational system

paid as much attention to the cultivation of the Vedic literature as to that of

grammar and philology, mathematics and astronomy and epic and legal

literature. Professions became specialised towards the end of this period and
society began to feel it advantageous that they should become hereditary in

order to facilitate further efficiency. The ordinary soldier or agriculturist

used however to receive a fair amount of cultural education. The training

imparted to the doctor and the sculptor was fairly practical and efficient and

the average intelligence of the artisan class was fairly high. The skilled

worker was also respected by society. Education was regarded as a serious

proposition and society was anxious that its benefits should be extended to as

large a class as possible. Various steps were being proposed and adopted to

see that studies of students did not terminate at the end of their courses.

Educational system continued to be successful in forming character, building

up personality, extending the bounds of knowledge and preserving the heritage

of the past. It undoubtedly promoted social haiH>iness and efficiency; it

enabled India to be at the vanguard of progress in the contemporary world
and repel and subjugate the Greek enemy.

The Acs, of the Dharma§astra, c. 200 b.c. to c. 500 a.d, : This
period may be described as the age of critical reffectitm and specialisatimi.

The achievements of the preceding creative period were critically examined
and special systems like the Sarhkhya and the Yoga, the NySya and the Vai-
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4e§ika, the Vedanta and the Mah&ySna Buddhism were evolved, which marked

conriderable progress in accurate thought. The creative vem was still active,

though in a less marked degree than before. Its activity was particularly

noteworthy in the realm of classical literature and sacred law, painting and

sculpture, mathematics and astronomy. A considerable part of the religious

literature was now canonised, but Hindus still had an open, free and enquir-

ing mind. Philosophical systems continued to be called orthodox though they

had no place even for God. Heterodox systems like the Jainism and the

Buddhism were studied by the Hindus and theories and dogmas of Hinduism

were analysed and examined by the Jains and the Buddhists. This led to

considerable progress in logic and metaphysics. Greeks were no doubt regard-

ed as unholy foreigners (Mlecchas), but nevertheless their achievements in

the realm of sculpture, coinage and astronomy were carefully studied, examined

and assimilated, which led to considerable progress in all these sciences.

There was however a distinctive setback to the cause of education as a

whole during this period. Child marriages became the order of the day

towards the end of the period, and so female education suffered very consi-

derably. Only daughters of high class families used to receive education

during this period. The lowering of the marriageable age of girls naturally

involved the corresponding lowering of the marriageable age of boys.

Brahmacarya discipline consequently became slack and nominal and the

educational system could produce only a limited number of young men pos-

sessing a developed personality, characterised by self-confidence and self-reli-

ance. During this period Upanayana in the case of K$atriyas and Vai4yas

first became a mere formality ; this development gave a severe blow to the

general and cultural education of the warrior and the farmer, and the trader

and the artisan, which reduced their general efficiency. Their education

gradually began to become too much specialised and narrow. The same

defect arose in the course of time in liberal education also. There was too

much of specialisation in logic and philosophy, astronomy and mathematics

;

there was no broad based secondary course of education. The educational

system was still able to promote social efficiency and happiness and secure

the preservation and spread of national culture ; it enabled society to absoib

and assimilate a number of foreign tribes whom it could not drive out by

military force. Towards the end of this period, the higher education of the

cultured classes received a great impetus and encouragement by the rise of

organised puUic schools and collies ; on account of the liberal support which

these institutions received from the state and society they were able to impart

free education. Several alleges for higher education became famous centres

of education, whidi in the course of time b^ian to attract students from abroad

as well. The training in practical sciences like sculpture and achitecture,

medicine and metallurgy was still very dficient, if somewhat narrow.

The Age op the PurAisias and Nibandhas, c. 500 aj).—1200 a.d.
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India continued to enjoy the rotation of an intemati(»ial centre of educa-

tion during this period also. Down to c. 900 a.d. Tibetan and Chinese

students continued to flock in her eastern Universities and her doctors used

to be sununcmed in Western Asia for curing patients and organising hoqjitals.

Education had not become mere book learning ; Indian teachers excited ad-

miration of foreign students by their remarkable powers of explanatirm and

exposition. Graduates of this period were remarkable for their logical acumen

and mastery in Sanskrit, though the latter was no longer the spoken dialect.

Facilities for free higher education continued to be ample ; if with the decline

of Buddhism the number of monastic colleges decreased, the loss was more

than compensated by the rise of numerous temple colleges. Brahmacarya

discipline no doubt became nominal owing to early marriages, students how-

ever showed commendable perseverance in pursuing protracted courses of

studies. Poor students continued to maintain themselves by begging if neces-

sary ; the number of teachers eager to follow the high code of the profession

which enjoined free tuition, still continued to be very large. Society’s earnest-

ness for education was thus remarkable.

Though thus higher education continued to prosper, the education of the

masses suffered during this period. Upanayana now completely disappeared

from K$atriya$ and Vai^yas ; this gave a serious blow to their cultural and

literary education, reduced the percentage of literacy among them and made

their education narrow. Useful arts and professions began to be regarded as

plebeian and were boycotted by the higher sections of Brahmaipas ; as the

services of the best intellect of society were no longer available for the deve-

lopment of arts and crafts, they ceased to make any progress worth the name.

Growing orthodoxy of the age disapproved of dissection and condemned the

pursuit of agriculture on the ground that it involved the killing of insects at

the time of sowing and reaping. Medical education in the course of time

therefore became less efficient ; surgery disappeared and agriculture became a

neglected and plebeian profession. The marriageable age of girls was further

lowered during this period : girls were ordinarily married at the age of 8 or 9.

This naturally gave a death blow to female education. A few ladies no doubt

appear as poetesses during this period ; they were exceptions rather than the

rule. Education could not reach the masses as the medium of higher instruc-

tion was Sanskrit, which was no longer the spoken tongue. No serious or

concerted effort was made to develop literature in vernaculars in order to faci-

litate the infiltration of knowledge to the masses. In the sphere of higher

education specialisation was carried to too great an extreme : the logician,

the mathematician and the Vaidika, for instance, did not possess much know-

ledge of the problems and achievements of one another. The preservation

of the ancient literature and culture was the main concern of the educational

system ; it was unable to produce many scholars who could substantially

enrich it. The creative vein in the Hindu intdlect could stiU be seen in the
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realm of poetics, and to a less extent in those of philosophy, literature and

astronomy. It was however quite feeble, compared with its strength and

achievements in the preceding ages. The situation deteriorated further by

the growing self-conceitedness of the scholars of the age and their refusal to

benefit by the knowledge and experience of outsiders.

They had no longer a free, open and enquiring mind ; they would refuse

to accept what was not in consonance with the statements in the sacred texts.

For instance, though the astronomers knew full well that the lunar eclipses

were caused by the moon coming within the shadow of the earth, they still

went on professing adherence to the legend of the demon Rahu devouring the

moon. This attitude stood in the way of further progress in sciences like

astronomy and medicine, history and geography. During the medieval age,

great importance was attached by Indian Pandits, as by Jesuitical doctors,

to cleverness and skill in mere worldly warfare ; a person was hailed as a great

scholar if he could perceive distinctions where none existed and silence his

opponent by a brilliant display of the resources of a well-trained memory.

It will be thus seen that the decline that overtook Indian civilisation to-

wards the end of the 10th century was to a large degree due to the educational

system ceasing to impart education that would produce scholars who would

make their own contribution to the march of knowledge and science. The

education of the masses and women was neglected and no attention was paid

to the development of the vernaculars, which alone could have raised the

general intellectual level of society. A society in which education was con-

fined to a small section of population, the scholars in which had no longer an

open and enquiring mind could naturally not hold its own for a long time.
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The Gilgit Manuscripts, recently edited by Dr. N. Dutt and Mr. Siiv Nath

Sarnia, arc a valuable addition to the Buddhist literature and throw

interesting light cwi the origin and development of the Buddhist Canon. These

aspects have been fully dealt with in the learned introduction. But some of

these texts also contain valuable data for the study of political and social

history. As a specimen I propose to deal in this paper with the first section

of the Qvaravastu, in the Vinaya Texts of the Mlulasaryastivadas published

in Gilgit Manuscripts Vol. Ill, Part 2, (pp. 1-52).

§ 1. Summary

It may be summarised as follows :

The King of Videha had 500 amMyas with Khat}4o as their chief

(agmmdtya)

.

He married in a family of equal status (sadrsa kula) and had
two sons, Gopa and Skhha. Khaipda gradually acquired great power and

authority in the state and the other ministers, becoming jealous, conspired

to destroy him. They approached the king and poisoned his ears by repre-

senting that “ Khaijda. is the real king and may, if he so desire, seize the

throne." The king gradually grew suspicious and looked for an opportunity

to bring about his downfall. Khai]tda, coming to know of this, became afraid

and thought thus “ Where shall I go ? If I go to .Sravasti, it is under a king,

and so there would be the same troubles. So would be the case in Vaiaoasi,

Rajagrha and Campa which are all subject to the authority of one person

{ekadtdna). VaiiiiU is under a gmfa igavddhtna)

.

What is desired by ten

is disliked by twenty. So by all means I must go to VaiSali.” So he sent a

messenger to the Licchavis of Vai^li saying “ I wish to live in Vai^in under

your protection {vahu-cchaya) The Ijcchavis cordially invited him, and

so he went to Vat§ali with his goods, cattle and attendants.

Vai4§li was at that time divided into three quarters, having respectively

7,000, 14,000 and 21,000 turrets {kiUagara) with gold, silver and copper

pinnacles {niryuha). They were inhabited respectively by the high, middle

and low classes. The Vai^li gmita (republic) set up a convention that a girl

bom in any of these quarters should be married to a boy bom in the same or

in a higher quarter, but never to one bom in a lower quarter. The best girl

{sMratna) in Vai^ should not be married to any one but would be an object

of enjoyment by the gatfa as a whole (gavasdtnanyeih paribhojyameva).
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KhaQK^ was made a chief (pradhmapuTUfa) and given residence in the high

quarters.

When the republican assembly of Vai^li held its sessitm Khapda did not

attend, although invited to do so. Being asked for the reason Khaoda

replied “my attendance may lead to troubles (adinava).” The people of

Vai4^, however, reassured him and he began to att^d. But he did not

express any opinion in the assembly, until he was similarly reassured that no

troubles would follow if he did so. Formerly, the tone of the official des-

patches sent from VaiSai was rather harsh. Since the time Khaijda began to

take part in the deliberations of the assembly the language became mild Md
polite. Those who received these letters were at first surprised at this change,

but gradually learnt the truth viz- that it was due to the influence of Khan^da-

Khapda built houses for his two sons Gopa and Siriiha. A daughter was

bom to Sirhha. Festivities on a grand scale celebrated her birth and she was
named Cela. The astrologers, on seeing her, predicted that her son would

seize the throne by killing his father. Simha had a second daughter named

Upacela.

Gopa, a strong but turbulent fellow, destroyed the gardens of the Liccha-

vis of Vai4ali. The gardeners, unable to prevent him, reported the matter

to his father who expostulated with his son, warning him that the citizens of

Vai^S are also strong and turbulent and might do him harm. Gopa said :

“ Father, these people have gardens, but we have none.” So Khaipda applied

to the ‘ gatfa ’ for a garden and received a dilapidated one. There was a big

Sala tree in that garden and there one of the brothers set up an image of

Buddha and the other constmcted a Vihara.

But the misdeeds of Gopa irritated the Licchavis. So Khaipda asked him

to go to a distant village (karva(a) lest the wrath of the gatja would fall upon

him. Gopa accordingly left VaisaB and having gone to the village led an

independent life (svadhishthitdn karmantdn karayitum-arabddha)

.

The Commander-in-Chief (sendpati) having died at Vai^li, Khanda was

appointed to the post by the Licchavis. He, too, died after faithfully dis-

charging his duty for some time. Then an assembly of the republic was held

at VaisaB to decide upon the appointment of a commander-in-chief. There

some said :
“ The gat^ was protected by Khapda, so his son should be

appointed.” Others observed ;
“ His son Gopa is rough and unmannerly. If

he be appointed Commander-in-Chief he will constantly cause dissensions in

the gam- His brother Siriiha. however, is tender-hearted and would be able

to please the gam- If the gana agrees we shall elect him as the Commander-

in-Chief.” As this proposal was agreed to by all they went in a body to

Siriiha and offered him the post. Siriiha said “Gopa is my elder brother.

Please appoint him to the post.” They replied “Siriiha, the post is not

hereditary in your family. Whoever is agreeable to the gam will be appointed
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to it. If you do not agree we shall select another.” Suhha, considering! it

to be highly undesirable that the post should go out of the family, acc^ted

the offer and was anointed Commander-in-Chief with great pomp and

ceremony.

The official despatches of Vai^aH hitherto commenced with the phrase :

“ Thus commands the gceta with Khatoda as their head {Khot}4o-pramukhtt

goifa).” When Sbhha became the Commander-in-Chief his name was sub-

stituted for that of Khaoda in the above phrase. In course of time a letter

with this phrase was sent to the village where Gopa was residing. Having

learnt from it that his brother had succeeded his deceased father in the post

of Commander, Gopa grew angry, went to Vai^iali, and asked Siiriiha whether

it was fair on his part to supersede the claims of his elder brother. Simha

having narrated in detail all the circumstances, Gopa grew angry with the

Licchavis of Vailali and proceeded to Rajagrha. There he was appointed

chief minister (agramatya) by king BimbisSra.

In course of time the chief queen of Bimbisara died and Gopa wrote to

his brother proposing the marriage of the latter’s second daughter Upacela

with the King. Sirhha wrote back accepting the proposal. But he reminded

his brother that it was the convention of the gana of Vailall that the daughters

of the city should be married only to its own citizens. He, therefore, pro-

posed that Gopa should come to the garden and he would send Upacela there

to be taken away secretly by his brother.

When G<^a arrived at VailaU Sirhha asked Upacela quickly to dress

herself and put on her ornaments. But the elder daughter Cela, coming to

know of this, also dressed herself. In the meantime the presence of a foreign

enemy in Vai4ali became known by the sound of the Yak^a’s belU and caused

great uproar. In the hurry and confusion Sirhha mistook Cela for

Upacela and took her to Gopa, who at once placed her in the chariot and

proceeded towards Rajagrha. Some people of Vaisali followed them, but

were repulsed by Gopa.

Arrived at RSjagrha Gopa discovered his mistake and went sorrowfully

to the King. He told the King about the astrologer’s prediction that the son

of Cela would kill his father. The King was, however, fascinated by the

beauty of the youthful CeUi, and said ;
“ The son kills the father on account

of the throne. If I get a son from her I shall anoint him {paiiflvandham

kari^yami) as soon as he is bom.” So he married Cda with great ceremony,

named her Vaidehl as she was brought from Videha country (vt^ayo), and a

son was bom to them.

1. It is related that a gate-keeper of Vai^i, having died, became a Yaksa.

He directed the dtizens of VailSH to build a house for him {yakfosthSna) and to

place a bell there, so that he might strike it whenever any enemy of Vai^i entered

the dty.
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About this time Mahanama, a rich citizen of Vaii§aH, had a daughter

named Amrap&ii {her supernaiural birth from a plantain grove is described

in details). When she grew of marriageable age princes, sois of minister,

ire?this, sdrthavdhas and other rich suitors from Krauflca, iSakya and other

countries came to ask for her hand. Matenama, afraid of incurring the

di^leasure of these, brought the matter to the notice of the gatfa- A session

of the assembly was held to discuss the matter. When the daughter was seen

by the members they decided that she was a stri-ratna (jewel of a woman),
and so according to the convention already laid down, she was not to be

married to anybody but was to be enjoyed by the ga^. Amrapali thereupon

asked for five privileges, viz. ( 1 ) She would be given residence in the quarter

inhabited by the high class
; (2) No one will enter her house so long as

another was there ; (3) Any one who enters must give a fee of five hundred

kar^paifas ; (4) In times of general house-search her house would be inspect-

ed on the seventh day
;

(4)i Exit from, and entrance to, her house should

not be observed or discussed. The gajja argued thus ; (1) Being the jewel

of a woman she deserves residence in the best quarter ; (2) It is meet and
proper that only one should visit her at a time as otherwise there may be

quarrel between the citizens ; (3) The fee of 500 kdrsdpat^s is also reasonable

for she is in need of dress and ornaments ; (4) As regards the search on the

seventh day it does not matter whether it is conducted earlier or later : (5)

She is a public woman ; no one will visit her if he is observed at the time of

entrance or exit. So the gana granted her all the five privileges she had asked

for.

Amrapali invited painters from various countries and asked them to

paint on her walls the figures of kings, traders, merchants etc. seen by them.

When this was done she asked for their names and was told that ‘this is

King Pradyota,’ ‘this is Kosala King Prasenajit’, ‘this is Vatsa King

Udayana,’ this is iSreijya Bimbisara, King of Magadha ’ etc. She became

enamoured of Bimbisara.

One day King Bimbisara, engaged in conversation on good topics with

his ministers (satkathayd tisfhati), asked them what sort of courtesan each of

them had seen. Gopa said that the courtesan Ajnraplall in Vaiffil! was exceed-

ingly charming and accomplished in all the sixty-four arts and is fit to be

enjoyed by the king. The king replied ;
“ If so, I shall go to Vai^ and

visit her.” Gopa told him that the Licchavis of VaiSaH were hostile and may
do him harm. But the king said that a man must have the courage of a man

and went with Gopa in a chariot to VaiSfili. Leaving Gopa with the chariot

in the garden Bimbisara entered the house of AmrapSlI. Immediately the

yahsa’s bell was sounded, and loud shouts came from the angry* citizens of

Vai^ll. Bimbisara, having asked Amrapdli, was told that they were search-

ing the houses to find him out. ‘ Shall I then fly ?’ asked the king. ‘ Dont

be dejected ;
’ replied the courtesan, ‘ my house won’t be searched till the
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seventh day and so you may stay on till then.’ On the seventh day the king

left Amrapfilfs house, giving her a thin piece of cloth and a signet ring and

saying " if a girl is bom to you keep her with you ; but if a son is bom, cover

him with this doth, tie the ring on his neck and send him to me.” Bimbisara

was pursued by the people, but as on the previous occasion of taking out

Cela, Gopa fought and defeated them. The citizens of Vai^I resolved, as

on the previous occasion, that they would retaliate on the sons of BimbMra.

Amrapali gave birth to a son and sent him to Rajagrha along with some

merchants who were allured by the prospect of taking their goods duty-free

by having stamped them with the signet-ring. The child, as directed by the

mother, went straight to the king seated in court (arthadhikaratfa) and sat

on his lap. On account of his fearlessness he was named Abhaya.

King BimbisSra was not above adultery. Once while going on an dephant

in the streets of Rijagrha by the house of a sresfhin who had gone abroad

with merchandise the latter’s wife became enamoured of him and threw a

garland from the window towards the king. The king looked up and invited

her to come. She said “ My Lord, I feel shy, you had better come in.” So

the king visited her and she conceived. About this time her husband sent

news that he would reach home in a few days. The king sent a messenger

to him asking him to bring some jewels from far off countries. Having thus

contrived to keep off the Sresfhin for a sufficiently long time the king had

the satisfaction of welcoming the son borp of her. He was named JSvaka

and Kumarabhrtya.

Abhaya and Jivaka, when grown up, reflected thus :
“ Aj&ta4atru, as

predicted, will ascend the throne. So we should learn some arts in order to

earn our livelihood.” One day a chariot-maker {rathakora), clad in white

and attended by persons in white clothes, entered the palace. Having learnt

that he would get a fee {vrtti) Abhaya also wanted to follow this profession

and placed his desire before the king. The king having demurred, Abhaya told

him that all the arts (sarva-silpani) were worthy of being learnt by a prince.

Thereupon the king permitted him to become a chariot-maker. Similarly

Jivaka, seeing a physician asked the royal attendants about him and was told

that he used to tend upon the sick. If they recovered he was paid a fee, but

if they died nobody cared for him.® He accordingly asked for, and obtained

permission of king Bimbisara to learn the medical arts. Having mastered

medicine he wanted to learn the ‘ kapalitnocani-vidya
’

from a renowned phy-

sician named Atreya of Tak^aiiilS. Bimbisara sent him to TaksaSilia with a

letter to king Puskarasarin.

2. This seems to be the meaning ct the passage which nms thus : yady - aturo

fitudyabkisaram labkate
|
Atka preto na mSrgyo na prcchyak.
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Jivaka returned after having acquired great efficiency in all kinds of

medical treatment* and was twice conseaated as Vaidyaraja by the king.

When AjgtaSatru, prejudiced by Devadatta and KalySijamitra, killed his

father, the virtuous king (dhdrmika dharnmaja) Bimbisara, he was attacked

with the disease called gulma. The royal physicians, when asked to attend

the king, said in one voice : “ your brother Jivaka is unrivalled in his know-

ledge of medicine. When he is present how can we undertake the treatment ?
”

So Jivaka was sent for. He thought thus :
“ A gulma is burst open by either

excessive delight or excessive anger. He is a sinner, and cannot feel much

delight in any case. So his anger must be provoked.” He then told the king

that he would undertake his treatment if he (the king) would eat the flesh

of his son prince Udayibhadra. The king at first got very angry and refused,

but had ultimately to consent to the proposal. Jivaka concealed UdSyibhadra

and offered a dish of meat to the king saying that it was the flesh of the

prince. When the king was about to take it, Jivaka struck him on the fore-

head saying :
“ Thou hast killed the father and are now eating the flesh of

thy son, O sinner.” The king got excessively angry and his gulma was burst

open. Then ^vaka brought out Udayibhadra and told the king the artifice

he had to adopt for curing him. The king was pleased and consecrated

Jivaka as Vaidyaraja for the third time amid great ceremony.

As Jivaka got exceedingly proud, the Buddha humiliated him by showing

his greater knowledge of medicinal plants. Jivaka thereupon became a

devoted disciple of the Buddha.

§2. The Licchavis

It will be observed, on a comparison with the corresponding section of

the PSli Vinaya texts, that practically the whole of the story, as given above,

is new. The scene in the Pali Vinaya is also laid in the court of Bimbisara,

and the names of Abhaya and Jivaka also occur there. But the story concern-

ing the birth of the former is ladcing and a different account is given of the

parentage of the latter. So far, therefore, as the narrative portion is con-

cerned there is very little in common between the two versions of the Vinaya

texts. It will appear from the above summary that the Vinaya texts of the

MulasarvSstivadins contain important and interesting information regarding

tlie history and social life of the Licchavis and Vailall. In the first place

we get a vivid contrast between the republican and the monarchical forms of

government, the former being called gatttadhhta, and the latter ekSdhSna. The

context in which Khaj]Kia makes the contrast leaves no doubt about the tme

3. This is treated in great detail and various diseases and their remedies are

incidentally discussed. The twenty-two pages devoted to it (m>. 27-48) throw very

interesting light on the medical sdencd of those days and deserve full treatment by

one conversant in the old Ayurvedic system.
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democratic spirit which animated the citizens of Vai^- Every important

matter was discussed* in the assembly and ‘what was desired by ten was

opposed by twenty.’ That the executive authorities were controlled by the

assembly even in minute details appears from the change in the tone of (^ial

despatches brought about by Khaoda’s taking part in the deliberations of the

assembly, and his application to it for the grant of a garden.

It would appear that Senapati was the head of the state. Siihha was

elected to this post by the assembly, and we must presume the same procedure

in the case of Khaoda though the election by the assembly is not specifically

referred to.

This denoocratic constitution, however, did not mean social equality. The

division of the capital-city of Vai^Ii into three residential quarters based on

wealth, and the restriction of marriage between equals in each quarter prove

clearly the existence of class distinctions of a fairly rigid character. But that

even a foreigner like Khauda and the courtesan Amrapali were assigned resi-

dences in the highest quarter shows the flexibility of the social rules.

The convention, actually put into practice by the gatfa in the case of

Amrapali, that the most accomplished woman (or women) in the city of

Vai^ll should not be married but remain an object of enjoyment by the

public, throws an altogether new light on the social and moral ideas of the

age. It is interesting to note that in the I%li Vinaya texts, a pointed refer-

ence is made to the courtesan Amrapfin as having added lustre and distinc-

tion to the city of VaiSili.* What is more, in order that Riajagrha migdit not

lag behind Vaiiali, a similar courtesan is installed there with the consent of

king Bimbisdra.

The personal character of this king is fully in keeping with this spirit.

He gravely discusses with his ministers the type of courtesans each had seen

and insists upon visiting Amrapali. He had also no scruple in having a love-

affair with the wife of one of his own subjects whom he manages tP ke^ at

a safe distance by the exercise of his own rojral authority. It is also worthy

of note that the issues of both these ill^timate connections are reared

in the palace and receive high distinctions in life.

§3. General PoLfriCAL Setting

The general political history of N-E. India, envisaged in the text, is also

not without interest. In addition to Prasenajit, king of Kosala with his

capital at 6t&vasti, and Bimbisfira, king of Magadha with his capital at

4. That discussion formed an important feature in the working of the assembly

is proved by the request to Khaoda to express hist opinion. Even the questioa ^
marrying his daughter; was placed by Malkiduna before the assembly.

5. “Thiou(^ that person Vesili became more and more flourishing” (MaM-
vagga VII. 1, 1.)
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Rajagrha, to both of whom frequent references are made, mention is made of

the kings Pradyota and Udayana, kingdoms of Videha, VSraijaS and Campa,

and the tribal states of S§kya and Krauhca. Thus it presents the political

condition such as we find in other Buddhist canonical texts- It evidently

refers to the period before Afiga and KaS were conquered respectively by

Bimbis&ra and Prasenajit. The mention of Videha as a kingdom is im-

portant. Rhys Davids includes Videha among the tribal republics® and trans-

lates the epithet Vedehiputta, applied to AjataSatru, as the son of the queen

of the Videha clan.’ Both these views are opposed to the testimony of the

presort text. For, apart from the mention of Videha as a kingdom, it is

clearly said that Ajata^tru’s mother was not a queen of Videha but the

daughter of a citizen of Vai^ali, and she was called VaideM as she was brought

from Videha country.

The story of Ajata^tru’s treatment by Jivaka brings out the fact that

the king had a son named Udayibhadra. This is in conformity with the

Ceylonese tradition and opposed to the Puraipic statement that Ajata^tru

was succeeded by DarSaka and the latter by Ud3yin. It is thus evident that

the Ceylonese Chronicles were based upon a common Buddhist tradition and

this crmsiderably weakens the argument of V. A. Smith, with reference to the

Puranjic account of Dar^ka, that “traditions preserved in Magadha should

be more trustworthy than those recorded at a later date by monks in distant

Ceylon.”®

The king of Videha is said to have five hundred amatyas with Khapda
as the chief or agrdmatya. This post of agranMtya is also mentioned in con-

nection with the kingdoms of Magadha and Kosala, though there is no men-

tion of five hundred amatyas in either case. Whether the body of five

hundred amatyas denotes a sort of deliberative assembly cannot be deter-

mined. But although its exact nature cannot be defined it seems td be an

interesting feature of the government.

6. Cambridge History of India, V<d. I, p. 175.

7. S. B. E., Vo). XI, p. 134. According to Jain tradition AjSta^tru’s mother

CdlanK was dautditer of Cetaka, Raja of Vai§31! {ibid, Vol. XXII, Introduction).

8. Early History of India, 3rd Ed., p. 47.



STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF INDIAN PLANTS —
ANTIQUITY OF JAWAR OF JONDHLA (HOLCUS

SORGHUM).(FROM B.C 2200 TO A.D. 1850)

By

Mr. P. K. CODE, m.a.

In July 1941 I published a short paper' on the History of the Fig {Ficus

{Carica) recording its history from c. b.c. 1000 to a.d. 1800. My main object

in preparing this paper was to record the history of this plant from foreign

and Indian sources and to point out how it was gradually assimilated by the

Indian Materia Medica like many other plants of foreign origin. This paper

of mine has received better appreciation^ from Sanskrit scholars, botanists and

medical men than I expected. Eh. Birbal Sahni, f.r.s . , Dean of the Faculty

of Science, Lucknow University, directed my attention to a recent book on the

History of Plant Sciences^ by Howard S. Reed which has two chapters ‘‘ on

the history of the plant lore of the ancients, where Egypt and Assyria, Greece

and Rome, China and early America are all adequately treated ” but “ one

looks in vain for a bare mention of ancient India which was certainly well

abreast of the times and gave much that the West has assimilated, though not

always gracefully acknowledged.” Dr. Sahni rightly observes that the Retro-

gressive Period (Chap. IV of Reed’s book) was retrogressive only so far

as the occidental nations were concerned.

The study of Indian culture in all its aspects of which the history of

Indian plants is but one aspect has not yet been properly carried out in spite

of the wealth of material in Jain, Brahmanical, Buddhist and foreign sources

1. Vide, pp. 125-136 of New Indian Antiquary, Vol. IV (1941-42).

2. Dr. P. M. Mehta, m.d., m.s. Chief Medical Officer, Jamnagar State, Mio is

deeply interested in Indian Botany and Ayurvedic System of Medicine suggested

that I i^ould take up a systematic study of other plants of medical and nutritive

value. His constant oorre^ndence with me dining the last 3 years has been res-

ponrible for maintaining my interest in the history of Indian Medicine. I am thank-

ful to him for supplying me extracts from works on medicine and botany not easily

accesrible to me in local libraries.

3. Vide, p. 369 of Current Science, 1942, XI, No. 9 where Dr. Sahni’s interest-

ing review of Reed’s book appears. A copy of thia review was kindly sent to me
by Dr. Sahni, who wrote to me on 12th January 1943 :

—
“ I have read with much

interest your Notes on the History of the Fig {Fkus Carica). I think you would be

doing a great service to Indian Botany if similariy you were to work out the history

of our knowledge of other common Indian plants of medicinal or nutritive value.

Our own ignorance concerning this subject is colossal and we can scarcely Uame
the western writers if they ignore the ancient Hindu knowledge of the plant sciences.”
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in ccmtact with India from remote antiquity. It is, therefore, no fault of the

Western writers if they ignore the ancient Hindu knowledge of our sciences

as reflected in the literary and other sources now available for study. In

view of the unsatisfactory character of the history of Indian plant sciences as

pointed out by Dr. Sahni I have thought it advisable to note down and record

as many facts about the history of different Indian plants as I can gather

during the course of my other studies pertaining to the history of Indian

Culture in all its manifold aspects. As one such effort in the field of this

history I shall deal with the antiquity of HoUus Sorghum {fawBr or fondhld)

which is supposed to be the earliest of the wild plants to be domesticated

according to Swanson and Laude,^ who record the following points regard-

ing its antiquity ;

—

(i) Holcus. Sorghum is indigenous of Equatorial Africa and Asia.

(n) Evidence of its existence about 2200 B.c. is furnished by one of the

Egyptian tombs of this date.

(«t) In the Bible (Book of Ezekiel) the word dockan occurs. It is trans-

lated by the word millet but it is possible that it signifies the

Sorghum.

(iv) The cultivation of Sorghum in Asia, particularly in India is very old.

(«;) Sorghum was grown as early as 3rd Century a.d. in China, where it

was probably introduced.

Watt in his Dictionary of Economic Products of India^ devotes some

space to the history of Sorghum. I note below some points from his remarks:

—

(1) Some of the cultivated Sorghums had been developed in India.

(2) Sir Water Elliot pointed out that the most general Sanskrit name

for the crop, yavana, denotes in other connections a Greek, Muham-
madan or stranger while its Persian name judr-i-hindi shows that

it reached Persia, at least from India.

(3) De Candolle lays a certain amount of stress on “ the absence of a

Sanskrit name as rendering the Indian origin doubtful.”

(4) Some writers have given Zurna or Ziira as the Sanskrit for this grain,

but if that be the case, neither Dhura or Ziira has given origin to

any of the Indian names. Zura or Zurna is, moreover, clearly

derived from the Arabic Dhura. The Arabic word has on the

4, Vide Bulletin No. 266 (1934) by A. F. SwANSON and Laude

—

“Varieties

of Sorghum in Kansas ’’ (Kansas State College of Agriculture and Allied Science,

U. S. A.). This Bulletin, was not accesable to me but the pertinent information was
supplied to me by my brother Mr. R. B. Code, M.SC. Assistant Investigator Govt.
Dry Farming Scheme (1933 to 1943) and now Bio-Chemist to Govt, for the Bombay
Province.

5, Vide M>. 291-292 of VoL VI, Part HI, London and Calcutta, 1893.
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other hand passed into the Egyptian and perhaps also tl» Hebrew,

so that it seems almost justifiable to say that the aboriginal people

of India knew of and perhaps cultivated their indigenous Sorghum

l<Mig anterior to the Aryan invasion. Indeed, it may be assumed

that the Sanskrit people first learned of this grain in India, but

gave themselves very little concern regarding it. But, indeed, the

absence of any allusion to it in the classic literature of the Sanskrit

people can hardly be advanced as proof positive that it was un-

known to them. The religious associations of the grain, the obser-

vances of cultivation and the multiplicity of forms of the crop,

all point, to an antiquity quite as great as can be shown for most

other articles of the humbler phases of life. The absence of any

historic indications of an ancient importation and the presence in

India of an abundant wild species that affords a large conspicuous

edible grain seem, when taken in conjunction with the arguments

already advanced, conclusive evidence in support of the opinion

that many of the forms of this millet are beyond doubt natives of

India."

(5) "Smith (History of Bible Plants, p. 214) has endeavoured to show

that the stalks of this millet were very probably the reed of St.

Mathew and that the spikelets on its top were very likely the

hyssop of St. John mentioned at the crucifixion. The hyssop

(Esob of the Hebrews) of Moses was a word used to denote any

common article in the form of a broom or a material suitable for

that purpose. If this view be accepted, the cultivation of Sorghum

in Palestine may be regarded as very ancient.”®

The foregoing scholarly collection of facts and views bearing on the history

of the Sorghum, though illuminating, is not conclusive so far as the antiquity

of Sorghum in India is concerned. It is the purpose of this paper to record

some useful data bearing on this antiquity so that the whole problem should

be clarified by the application of the chronological method of recording

textual evidence adopted by me in my present study of the problem. In

recording my evidence I shall follow the method of proceeding from the present

to the past so that readers may know how far I have penetrated the mist of

6. Ibid. p. 296. These remarks read in conjunction with the existence of Sorghum

in an Egyptian tomb of 2200 B.c. may tend to confirm the beliief that the Sorghum
has very great antiquity say of more than 5000 years and if the theory of its impor-

tation to India from Africa is accepted we have to suppose that this importation took

place in remote antiqmty prior to the Christian Era. The e^ridence recorded in this

p^ier shows its existence on Indian anl for the last 2000 years. It is for the

students oi the pie-historic Culture of India to investigate the exact period of the

suggested importation. In the meanwhile we may accept Watt’s conclusion that

the Sorghum and its varieties are natives of India.
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antiquity gathered round this important grain the Sorghum, /he sustainer of

life in diflferent parts of India even in its worst quality now rationed out to

millions of my countrymen consequent upon the exigencies of the present

world-war.

John Graham published in 1839 his book on Plants growing in Bombay
and its vicinity in which he refers to Jowaree and Bajree as follows :

—

Page 237—Holcus (From Helko to draw in allusion to the supposed emol-

lient properties of a grass to which this name was given.

Page 238—Holcus Shicatus—Bajree—extensively cultivated and forms a

very important article of food along Jondhala,

Holcus Sorghum—^Jowaree—Jondla, the great millet a well-known

cerealia. The straw called Kurbee is reckoned very nourishing for cattle and

is a substitute for forage for horses, when grass is not obtainable.

Edward Moor, one of the founders of the Royal Asiatic Society London,

served with the Maratha army against Tipoo Sultan in a.d. 1790-91. In his

Narrative of the Operations etc. published in London in 1794 he refers to

Jawary as follows :

—

Page 278—In Chapter XXI Moor gives historical and descriptive parti-

culars of Canara and the Canarese. In this connection he states :

—

“ We learned that in times of plenty, the ordinary price^ of provisions

was in this proportion : a bullock load of jowary for a rupee or four* sheep

or twenty fowls : sheep we have frequently picked at half a rupee each. A
bullock load is eighty pucka seer which at a liberal allowance will serve a

family of six persons a month. ' On page 505 Moor explains Jawary as “ A
grain called in America and the West Indies Guinea Corn*'

Yule and Burnell record usages of the Jowaur, Jowarree in their monu-

mental work Hobson-Jobson.^ These usages are taken from sources dated

7. Jawar is selling at 4 seers a rupee in Poona at present (August 1943).

About a.d. 1790, when the Peshwa was' still ruling at Poona its cost in the Deccan

is indicated by Moor's statement “ a bullock-load of jowary for a rupee." He further

explains a bullock-load*' as equal to 80 pucka seers. It is clear, therefore, that

the cos/t of jowary has increased 20 times. Students of Indian Economics should

ponder over this contrast.

8. Vide p. 465 of Hobson-Jobson (London, 1903)
—

“ Jowaur, Jowarree S. Hind.

jawar, juar [Skt. yavaprakdra or akdra
*

of the nature of barley’.] Sorghum Vulgare,

Pers. {Holcus Sorghum L.) one of the best and most frequently grown of the tall

millets of southern countries. It is grown nearly all over India in the unflooded

tracts ; it is sown about July and reaped in November. The reedy stems are 8 to

10 feet higb. It is the cholam of the Tamil i^ions. The stalks are kirbee. The
Ar. dura or dhura is perhaps the same word ultimately as jawar

;
for the old Semitic

name is dokn, from the smoky aspect of the grain. It is an odd instance of the

looseness which used to pervade dictionaries and glossaries that R Drummond
illlus. of the Gram. Parts of Cuzeratee etc. Bondyay, 1808) calls “Jooar, a kind

of pulse, the food of the common people.”

11
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c. 1590, 1760, 1800, 1813, 1819 and 1826. The earliest of these usages is

from Ain-i-Akbari by Abul Fazl (trans. by Blochman and Jarret) and reads

as “ Jouj&ri ” as will be seen from the following extract :

—

“ C. 1590—In Khandesh “ Jowari is chiefly cultivated, in some places,

there are three crops in a year, and its stock is so delicate and {Peasant to tlie

taste that it is regarded in the light of a fruit” (Ai« ed. Jarett, ii, 223).”

Other usages are

—

1760 (Jouari), 1800 {jawany), 1813 (juarree),

1819 (joiivaree), 1826 (foanee).

Marsden in his book on Sumatra (London, 1784) refers to a kind of

padde as “ paddee Jerroo ” as fdilows :

—
“ In the Lampoon country they make

a distinction of padde crawang and paddee jerroo, the former of which is a

month earlier than the latter.”

I cannot say if word “ jerroo ” mentioned by Marsden has any connec-

tion with the word Jawdr or Jwar.

Raghunatha GaneSa Navahasta® (c. a.d. 1640-1712) a friend of

Saint Ramdas of Maharastra composed a work on dietetics called the

Bhojana^kutuhala (MS No. 594 of 1899-1915 dated a.c. 180S in the Govt.

MSS Library at the B. O. R. Institute, Poona). In the 1st Paricceda of

this work represented by the above MS I find the varieties of Yavandla^’> men-

tioned as follows :

—

Folio 5—« apT 5»rr: — U ^ M

I II nSBl II

9. Vide my papers on this author in the Journal of the Bombay University

Vol. X, pp. 132-140. Annals (B.O.R. Institute) Vol. XXII, 254-263 and Journal

of S, M. Library, Tanjore, Vol. Ill, pp. 1-12.

10. A Hindi Court-poet of Sevai Jailing of Amber (aj), 1699-1743) has com-

posed a Codcery book (MS No^ 1515 of 1891-95 in the Govt. MSS
Library at B. O. R. Institute, Poona). The name of this poet is and

he oomposled this work in A.D. 1739. In the follo¥dng extract he describes the pre-

parations of and as Current in the royal kitdien

^ «iSr ^ S’*! gw!
i

aWw w!T wTf

fiw %«nl ^ eifir q?

s"f gwr fiRvwO tfe aiw « \\4 u
”
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f<rn^ p: I

II II 41% II

f# 4Wllqyi|>dL I

^RfWt fBfiPlf qqST II flff II
”

Folio 71— ** iiiqjiia 5* ” is mentioned in the f<dk>wing extract :

—

“ fpptsii I

%I4: wnwgi: >•

?Rra5l^ (S|^«wiai : I

^ffil3®3R^ II
”

It will be seen from the evidence to be recorded subsequently that Ydva-

nSla is a Synonym for Jawdr or fondhld.

SfeHU SuNDARAGAijii, a Jain lexicographer who composed his Dhdturatndkara

in Saihvat 1680=a.d. 1624 refers to Ydvandla or Jonndld as follows in

his lexicon called the Sabdaratridkara^^

:

—
{4th Kdifdo, verse 257)

—

“ aftWvSI n5R155^, %!(^5 41*h H II
”

In a Marathi document of a.d. 1541 published by the historian Rajawade we

find fondhld mentioned as {Jojhala) several times. I reproduce

one entry from this document as follows :

—

“
rif 5^

xiimii. ii^i. 1141.
”

Narahari in his medical glossary called the Rdjanighof^u composed in Kash-

mir c. AJ). 1450 refers to Ydvandla and its properties as follows :

—

Page 360— ^v»
) ifRPH®: |

qisRraiShfi^ »

pn;— I

#f II U II
”

Sugar produced from Yavandla is called Yavanlfill Sarkard and is mentioned

by Narahari as follows

Page 91— "jiraRfrit ( 41^410^:

)

^ 11 II”

11. Ed. by Haigovinddas and Bediardas^ Benares (Veera Eta 2439).

12. Vide Sources of Monaha History (Khaodn 17, Obcumait No. 62).

13. Ed. /ImmifesAram Sanskrit Series, Pbona, 1896.
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King MadanapSla of the K39t^ race, ruling on the banks of the Jumna com-

posed his medical glossary called the Madananighafftii^* in A.D. 1374. In this

work he refers to Yavanala and its Synonyms as follows :

—

Page. 223—

"
II i|

*W5rR5; II ^ l|

We have now seen that Sadhu Sundaragapi (a.d. 1624) uses the words

for and that Madanapala (a.d. 1374) uses the word

for Hemddri, the famous minister of the Yadavas of Devagiri

(A.D. 1260) composed a commentary called the Ayurvedarasdyam^^ on the

voluminous medical compendium of Vlagbhata II (c. 8th or 9th cent. ajd. ac-

cording to Hoernle) called the Astdngahfdaya, in which we find the word

mentioned ;

—

Sutiasthana, Chap. 14, verse 21

—

Hemadri (a.d. 1260) explains in his commentary the word ^ (/mt^ic)

used by Vagbhata II as follows :

—

This explanation shows that about 700 years ago the word which

is given as an equivalent of by Sadhu SundaragaiQi (A.D. 1624),

meant a term for Jawar, which seems to have great antiquity.

In A.D. 1220 Anui^datta, the Bengali commentator of the Aftdngahrdaya ex-

plains the ^ of Vagbhata II (8th or 9th cent- a.d.) as follows in his

commentary Sarvangasundard :

—

The variants for in the above line recorded by Vaidya Paradkar

are and ” It is clear, therefore, that in

the 13th century the old word for Jawar or Jondhld was known in the

q%iinqq or the Deccan as and its variants recorded above.

TTie testimony of a Bengali commentator of a.d. 1220, which equates jqjff

with v^qgsK is further confirmed by the Mahanubhava literature of

c. 1250 A.D. In fact Cakradhara the founder of the Mah&nubhava Sect

was very fond of ;^oS[ and its preparations. In a work (in Marathi)

called the
gftgswftq composed by Mahlndrabhatta, the pupil of Cakradhara,

14. Ed. (1902, Calcutta) by Ashubodh.

15. Vide Edition of the Attdngahfdaya by Hari ^lastri Paradkar, N. S. Press.

Bombay, 1988 with my English Introduction on Vaihhata II and his Ccmunentators.
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there are many refermoes to I note below a few of

these references from the puUkhed edition^^ of IMScaritta :

—

Part I, p. 18— “ 5^*1^ »

Part III, p. 76—" ^ ^ :

®rft *113:
”

Part tV—p. 48—" filw ( filW ) %6T 3nd*M:

^ 3pnft^ Jii$: siNd wrspft^ ”

„ —p. 49—“ 3^^ ”

,. —p. 51—“
( ?n*iniRr ) ^

»lTh^4WI 5lt 3<TI?H5: %5H
”

„ —p. 61—" gsr ^terr^ ^^ ^

«Tli3Pft sraij 3^il^

„ —p. 62—" in^ inzj stprh*. arriSn ^iwff siRRft:

qlowiiftcii: 5^115 *• nhirtt 8T4^»n

irgiarat ^Wrat: jpt nt^n^ 5?^ and^ftai:
”

It is clear from the above extracts that in the Deccan of the 13th century

the terms or arfsi^ {Holcus Sorghum) and its preparations

were current. We also note here that the present custom of roasting the

grain bunches of Sorghum and eating thenn in the field or at home was also

current 700 years ago and these roasted grains were known as a

term for these grains which has survived even to this day. The pastoral life

16. My friend Prof. D. R. Bendre of the Commerce College, Poona, has) brought

to my notice the following references to s4f>4S5I in a Canarese work at the 10th

Century Ajx:

—

C. 940 Kn.—Canto IX, Verse 84 of «I*»WRtT (or pub-

lished by Kamatak Sahitya Parishad, Bangalore refers to ails

(Jola) :-

(Dialogue between ^ and "Setting a«de the good deeds of

the Lord (his chief 5^) and being false to can one live

thereafter?” (Here ^=/aw5r).

Canta X, 42 (A soldier proceeding to the battlefield observes):—^"How

shall I repay '^toS if I don’t kill so many horiies and elei^ants
"

(Here ^le5=Jawar).

I am thankful to Prof. Bendre for these references.

17. fiftai’iiRgl by H. N. Nene, Parts I and II (1906) ; Part III and IV (1937),

Nagpur. Cakiadhara waa oontemporary of King Kmharadeva (ks>. 1247-60) and
King Mahddeva (aj>. 1266-71) of Devagiri. HonSdri was the minister of kings

Mafafideva and Rfanachandia of Devaidri. In another hfohanubtiiva woric

(gWW (by H. N. Nene, 1996) there are references to ai)ag^ on pp. 18 and 38.
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in the Deccan has not changed very much so far as the crop of Jondhla and

its uses are concerned. The custmn of preparing or omd^ from

the flour of Jondhla was also then curroit though we now prepare them frmn

the flour of gram. This custom is worth renewing even in cities as Jawdr is

now selling at 4 seers a rupee while it was sdd at 80 seers a rupee as observed

by Edward Moor in a.d. 1790. In the encyclopaedic Sanskrit work called the

Mmasollasa^* composed by king Somelvara or Bhulokamalla (Ai). 1116-1127)

there is a sectim on Hunting
)
in which the use of a jawor grain-

bunch (or as we call it to-day) is prescribed for feeding the

deer as follows :

—

P. 282— « ”

KeSavasvami in his lexicon NandrthaTnova-sank^epa (a.d. 12th century^*)

mentions and sflyrat
in the following line :

—

P- 118— « sfpSl 5 n •J’ll II
”

In a Canarese inscription*” of a.d. 1166 we find a reference to com merchants

and jiffori as follows :

—

P. 110—“All these chief merchants not minding any tax granted to

glorious God CennakeSava jwari of one spoon (Saftuga) from each

(lines 50-53 of the Inscription).

Canarese Scholars will be easily able to record earlier references to jawar

from literature and other sources (before a.d. 1166) and 1 earnestly request

them to do so.

Frrmi the Deccan and Karnataka of the 12th century we now turn to

Gujarat in search of the history of jawar. We find that Hemacandra, the

great Acarya of the Jainas (a.d. 1089-1173*0 who lived at Patan in Gujarat

composed a lexicon of DeH words called the DeSnatnamald in which we find

the words "aflwifesiT” and corresponding to the modem words

and srgK respectively as will be seen from the following

extracts :

—

Page 151—
II H II

18. Ed. in G. O. Series. Baroda. Vol. II (1939)

.

19. Vide p. 118 of Cbssieof Smskrit Literature by KrishnamaduuSar 1937—

composed ht the 12tk Century.’’

20. Vide p. 110 of InscriptUms in Northern Karnataka and the Kotkapur State

by Prof. K. G. Kundangar, Rajaiam Cdlege, Kolhapur, 1939.—^Date of lUaciqitkHr

Na 13 in wWch the reference to jwari occurs is Saha 1088 = Ajx 118$ {Tuesday,

6Mk July).

21. Vide my paper on Mammata and Hemacandra (fournat of Tatnore S, M,
iMntary, Vd. I, No. 1, pp. 9-13).
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‘‘ah'WRiHflti aitwid

»

nqgrt^ ai^wi^<w <pw»f^ I

wgjf fp fftw g«gspr II II

Hemacandra (in the 12th century) states that the word is also a

deSya word like jiilwifean. If this statement is correct we have to regard both

these words as dialect words current in Hemacandra’s time with some anti-

quity behind them as Hemacandra has based his DeSinamamSlS on some

earlier DeS lexicons now lost to us.-=

We have already seen that MadanapMa mentions the word ^t)r

Jondhale. We shall see later that this word is very old. In fact it is used in

the earliest medical text known as Carakasamhita. Cakropdtfidatta

(A.D. 1060) a Bengali commentator explains the term “ ” as equivalent

to a word current in his time in Bengal. I have found two refer-

ences to “ fh® Carakasamhita,'^^ which may be recorded here :

—

Page 111—Sutrasthana, Chap. 21, verse 25

—

"sraifirti »wi: i

ghRigscr: sBgyw: ii ii

Page 149—sutrasthana. Chap. 27, verse 17

—

22. Hemacandra composed a Sanskrit lexicon called the

in which he notes the synonyms of ( =Jawar) as follows :

—

Page 475—(Edition of a?f^qi«Tf^rrHdr, with a separate index volume)

Jiftgiwc ( V ) W,
verse 244—

“
I

sjoifiqt II II
”

Hemacandra writes his own commentary on the above lines as follows :

—

^ II 1 II

^ #|g; "5?g” (
vv»Y )

II^ II ^ II

ll VII V II II

^ ^ II ^ II

23. Ed. by Nimayaafigar Press, Bombay, 1922—The B. O. R. InsUtute Govt.

MS No. 66 of 1S72-73 wrongly called srfj^^l^lll is in fact Cakrap&didatta’s

comm, on ^tW^gl —folio 149— 41mh ffil gqRl:
”
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CakrapSiQidatta explains :

—

“ f*IRT: ” is a variant in MS. No. 65

of 1872-73.

In the vernacular names of /ctvor” given by Watts in his Dictionary (p. 290

of V<J. VI, Part III) we find the following names which come phonetically

near to of a.d. 1060:—(Hindi)—

;

(Bengali)—Kasa-

jonar

;

(N. W. P. and Oudh)—junri; (PB)—jumi; Watt here records some

other usages as follows :

—

(1) Burmese—Pyoung ; (2) ZUrna ( i=Sanskritized form of the Arabic

name Dhura), Yavandla, rakta Khurnah (Sanskrit) ; (Arabic)—Dhfira

(z6ra), taam, jawars ('=smaller millet), dkurat

;

(Egypt)—
A'

flydf durra

;

(Chines)—-Kao-liang ( '=tall millet)

Yddavaprakaia (c. '1050 A.o.) in his lexicon * refers to jawdr

or jonnMS as follows :

—

24. Ibid., p. Ill—footnote 3 explaining the term in verse 25 of Chap.

21 of Sutrastham records the following explanation of as given by
a later commentator of Caraka :

—

fid: ” ( ).

We have already seen that Arvuia or Aruinadatta explains the word ^
iXtWRW in The variants of this are and

The variant mentioned by f^^?lis an addition to these variants

of Anpiadatta's text.

25. The Prakrit Chctionary called Paia-SaddO'Maliaipjiavo'' Calcutta, 1923-28

(p. 448) records the fdlowing usages* of (juari)

A*D, 1143—(i) [Vide p. 546 of ed. by Har Govinddas, Bena-

res, 1918-19.]

c A.D. 1090—(ii) ,1 Vide (Paricceda I, Gatha 7,) published by

We have already noted and recorded asi I>e4i words by

Hemacandra. ^3??^ and are synonymous.

About the dates of the two Jain works referred to above I note here the remarks

of WSntemitz, Indian Literature, Vol. II, Calcutta University,

Page 57&—“A voluminous Prakrit poem Supasamha^Cariyam by Lafc^maua Gaa>in

deals with the Story of the Seventh Tirthakara. This work, composed in the

year 1143 AJ). alsb contains 68 Apabhraih&i verses.^'

Page 53&

—

** Surasundart<ariam by DhaneSvara, the pupil of Jine4varasuri and
Buddhisigarasuri written towards the end of the llth century is a voluminous

itMuantic epic in PzSkrit*’

26. Ed. by Gustav Oppert, 1893.
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«IT^S|R5^ H II

%R!1 II

Hemacandra’s lines in the AbkidhSnacintamafi quoted by me already are

exactly identical with the above lines in the Vaijayanti. Evidently Hema-

candra (A.D. 1089-1173) has borrowed from Vmjayanfi (c. a.d. 1050) or from

some common source.

It is clear, however, from the statements of Hemacandra and Yadava-

prahSiia that the following terms were used about a.d. 1000 for modem /cwdr

or Jondhla :

—

*rRRR5 or

It is for linguists to see how far Hemacandra’s grammatical explanation of the

synonyms of jawdr such as " ^ ” etc. are historically

correct.

Going backwards from a.d. 1000 we find that in a Tamil work of the 8th

century A.P. the jawdr is referred to as Irungu. The modem word in Tamil

for jawdr is Cojam. Irungu is mentioned in livakacintamatji of the 8th cen-

tury a.d.*t

Vagbhata II (8th or 9th century ad. according to Hoemle) refers** to

both 3jji^ and as synonyms for jawdr as follows ;

—

(1) tgrWH Chap. 14, verse 21.

(2) Chap. 7, verse 46 (This verse is taken from sigjqiQMf
Chap. VIII).

“ 55!:«lW II II
"

I have already recorded the explanations of Anujadatta and Hemadri regard-

27. In response to my inquiry about TamU references to jawdr my friend Rao
Bahadur K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar of Madras writes to me under date 16th

August 1943 :

—

''Mr. V. R. Raraachandra EHkshitar, m.a. whom I had consulted writes as

follow^

So far as 1 know Colum is a modem word.

It was known in mediaeval literature as Irungu. The Sangham classic do not

mention it nor the SUappadUkaram nor the Rural. The earliest reference is in

Jlvakadntdmaaji, 8th century Aj)."

I am thankful to my ever obliging friends Rao Bahadur Aiyangar and Prof.

Dikshitar for the above information.

28. Vide P^radkar’s edition of the A^tSngahjdaya already referred to in this

paper.
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ing the meaning of the term aj# used by VSgbhata II and hoKC they need

not be repeated here.

VSgbhata I (c. a.d. 625 according to Hoernle) refers to Jawdr as

in the following line of Qiap. 7, verse 12— (

“ in^ n
”

(See Chap. 8— “ etc.”

Unfortunately the commentator on the explain the

word ^1^ in the above line. . .He merely states “ ” It is, how-

ever, clear that the term !^sf was known to Vagbhata in the 7i/t cen-

tury A.D.

In a Jain Prakrit work called the Tiloyapamjatti"^ {TrilokapTajnapti)

which belongs to the first stratum of the pro-canon of the Digambaras and

the author of which Jadivasaha is a revered author of antiquity we find a

reference to jawar as ^pjorW! (Sanskrit 27^55 ) as follows

Page 157— « amm^ filwsr? nlgwraiff qf efl^ 1

g«r^ gpi mU 11

”

The editors idoitify gtqmia with “
)
” *

i*^ fheir Hindi

translation’’ ‘ of the above stanza, which includes smons amongst the best

kinds of grain like wheat etc. The Tiloyapariritttti is assigned to the' 5th

century a.d. by sc«ne scholars. At any rate this reference to ( ?J5R|55 )
is very important, recorded as it is in a Prakrit text of great antiquity, incor-

porating the hereditary knowledge and ancient tradition of the Jainas pertain-

ing to Jaina cosmography, dogmatics, mythology and chronology.

I have already recorded two references to ^«n|[ i^ the Carakasamhita,^^

one of the earliest medical texts. According to Buddhist tradition Caraka

29. Ed. by Pt. Ramachandra Shastn Kinjavadekar, Chitrashala Press, Poona,

1940, with the commentary called by
30. Ed. by Dr. A, N. Upadhye and Prof. H. L. Jain, Pub. by the Jain Sariis-

kriti Saihraksaka Sangha, Sholapur, 1943, with Hindi Translation by Pt. Balchandra.

31. This translation reads :

“
) q», ijjFc, ^

wm 3TW gqR % si*R 5i>»n ^ sir I
”

32. Vide p. 33 of Aryan Medical Science by Thakore Sahib of Gcmdal (London,

1896)—^"Some believe him '(*^w)to have been bom at Benares 320 years B.C."

—

Pt, Dtuigashaidcar K. Shasftri (in his History of Ayurveda in Gujarati, Ahmedabad,
1942, p. 87) makesr 5th century ad. as the latest limit for the chronology of early

Ayurveda Sarhhitds, He also states that Carakasarhhttd and Suirutasamhita were

completed before 5th Cent. ad. (i.e. before ad. 400 or so)

.
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was the court physician of King Kani^ka*® who is assigned by some scholars to

the period a.d. 125-140. Whatever be the exact date of the Carakasathhita,

the fact of its being one of the earliest medical texts before a.d. 400 or so is

adoiowledged by many scholars and consequently we may regard the term
" ’’ as the earliest usage of this term for jawar or jondhla so far known.

As n^rds the other synonym for jawar viz. which occurs in the

Prakrit work of about the 5th century a.d. as "sppiRJ” I have to record

its usage in another earliest medical text, the where it appears

as
“ ” as will be seen from the following extract ;

—

Page 48 of Bhetasamhitd (ed. by Asutosh Mookerjee, Calcutta Univer-

sity, (1921) —
"

I

^ II

an? (

^

n

>9^ qwkiia «r It «intr i

SBOtniW: II
”

The mention of znnnisS and its properties along with those of other gains

like etc. in the Bhelasathhitd indicates that is the name

of a grain known to Bhela, the pupil of (6th cent. B.C.).®* Atreya

had six pupils “each of whom is reputed to have committed to writing the

teaching of the master in the form of a or compendium.” So far three

of these StoHhitds have been discovered. They are in the

form of the redaction by (2) (ed. by Ashutosh Modterjee)

and (3) ^ recently published by Rajaguru Pandit Hemaraj of

Nepal. If the tradition about the Atreya school of medicine is correct we

have to regard the as earlier than the srfirlin^nT preserved in the

form of and published by the N. S. Press, Bombay. There is a

divergence of views about the chronology of these Sathhitds, which go by tlie

names of Caraka, Bhela and Kasyapa. It is, however, agreed to by all

scholars that they are the earliest medical treatises that have come down to

us from antiquity.

33. Vide p. 256 of Vincent Smith’s Early History of India, Oxford, 1914

—

Kani$ka came to the throne "mast probably in 78 a.d." Dr. Fleet thinks that

Kara^ came to the throne “ In 58 B.C.”

Dr. Dinesh Chandra Sircar states that Aivagho^o is said to have been a con-

tenqwnuy of Kani^ka. Aivaghosa’s Buddhacarila was translated into Chinese

between 444 and 421 a.d. (Vide pp. 379 and 389 of Successors of SStavahanas.

Calcutta, 1939). If the tradition about Caraka’

s

connection with Kaniska is correct

the date of Caraka is evidently before AJ>. 400,

34. Vide prefatory Note to Bhelasathhita by Sir Ashuto^ Modcerji.

35. Published, Nimaya Sagar Press, Bombay, 1938.
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Starting from aj). 1839 we have now moved backward through centuries

of the history of Jawar {Holcus Sorghum) and have reached the first few

centuries of the Christian era, when this grain appears to have been cultivated

and used by our ancestors and when also its properties were studied and re-

corded by the earliest medical writers of those centuries. If this view based

on the data recorded in detail in this paper is accepted we may be able to

understand the significance of the following remarks of Lassen®« about the

introduction of jawm into Italy in the 1st century of the Christian era :

—

“ Another Indian cereal Milium was not exported from India it is true

;

but on the other hand its cultivation was introduced into Italy ten years before

Pliny wrote this passage (Periplus Mar. Eryther p. 32). It is probably the

kind of millet very common in India which botanists call Holcus Sorghum and

the Indians guari or gawar in the vernacular.”

As Pliny, the Roman author flourished between a.d. 23 and 79 and as

there was contact of India with Rome in this century the probability of the

cultivation of Indian jawar in Italy as suggested in the above extract cannot

be ruled out in a summary way. In fact Prof. Franklin Edgerton^’' of the

Yale University (U. S. A. ) has found a reference to the city of Rome in the

Sabhaparvan of the Mahdbhdrata which he has critically edited for the

B. O. R. Institute Critical Edition of this Great Epic of India.

The history of plants, especially when these plants have migrated from

their original habitat to different regions of the globe, is necessarily interwoven

with the history of the different people who cultivated them in remote ages of

the history of the globe. I am quite incapable of getting access to the sources

of the history of all these people and must confine my studies to such of these

sources as are available to me easily. Even this study of the history of the

jawdr must remain only as a sketch of this history made by a

shaking hand on too big a canvas sti)etching from 2200 B.C. to A.D. 1850.

The chrwiology of the sources from which I have drawn my data is somewhat

definite for sources later than a.d. 1000 but only relative so far as sources

earlier than a.d. 1000 are concerned. However, in the present stage of our

chronology we have no other recourse but to represent only the current views

about them, leaving it to future scholars to solve the problems of early chrono-

logy on the strength of their own studies of the present sources and in the

light of new sources, if discovered hereafter.

About the several problems that arise out of the present coUecticm of

data bearing on the history of Jawar it is better to defer our judgment. We
have no direct peep into remote antiquity and consequently the gleams of

36. Vide Lassen’sl History (Eng^sh Trans, in the Journal of tha Bihar and
Orissa Rasemch Society, Patna, Vol. X, 1924, Page 253.

37. Vide pp. 262-266 of the Journal of the American Oriented Society Vd. 58.
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light that are furnished by a few documentary references are the only guides

that help us to clarify the age-l<mg history of this edible grain which may
have been cultivated in India even prior to the Aryan invasion as observed

by Watts in his Dictionary of Economic Products of India.

The following chronological table will show at a glance the evidence

odlected in this paper regarding the antiquity of Jondhold or jawar :

—

Chronology
Evidence

J = Jondhifl or JatvSr ( Holcus Sorghum

)

B. C. 2200 Evidence about the existence of J furnished by an Egyp-

tian tomb (Swanson and Laude).

J ( = q|c(«(|«s
)
mentioned in one of the earliest

medical treatises like the and

J referred to in the Bible according to Smith ( History of

Bible Plants, p. 214 ).

A* D« 100—200 J (
= Mentioned in

J { = ? an Indian Cereal Milium ) introduced into Rome
in the time of Pliny ( A. d. 23-79 ) according to Lassen.

A* 200—300 J Cultivated in China, where it was probably introduced

from outside.

400—500 J (
= aiqniigt = ) mentioned in of

a Jain author.

C. 625 J ( )
mentioned in of Vagbhata I.

700—800 J (
= mentioned in the Tamil work

1050 J (
= 3n5Ri55, :st51BT etc.) mentioned

by

8th or 9th Cent. J ( = ^) mentioned in the of Vagbhata II.

A. D. 1060 J ( = ) mentioned by a Bengali

commentator of

C. 940 J (
= ^lo5) mentioned in Canarese work qjupfiR?!.

1089-1173 J (
= #n#an, JIRSIRS, 5ittiR5,

etc.
)

mentioned by in and

1090 Jl ( = ) mentioned in a Prakrit work

1100-1200 J ( = qRSTRS, )
in of

1116-1127 J [ = mentioned by Some§vara in his

HR^Rl.
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Chronology Evidence

J ’^Jondim or Jau/Sr ( Holcus Sor^um

)

C. 1250

C. 1260

C. 1450

C. 1650

J (= ganft) mentioned in the Prakrit work

J mentioned in a Canarese inscription.

J ( =^ = in ?%>inT«r) mentioned by Bengali

author in his Comm, on ( variants of

are ).

J (
= ^Nar, )

mentioned in and

( MahSnubhSva texts ).

J ( =^ )
mentioned by Hemadri in his Comm,

on the

J (
= JPRia, etc. ) mentioned in the

a medical glossary by

J (
= JIW5Tra) described in the ?|3lftspi^ of (in

Kashmir).

J ( a>Bo5 )
mentioned in a Marathi document along with

*15 and

J grown in Khandesh (Ain-i-AiPari).

J (
'irtl'HWi, *W»na, ) mentioned by Sadhusundara-

gani in his 5l5^wm.

J ( )
described by Raghunatha Navahasta friend

of Ramdas Saint in his Bhojana-Kutuhala.

J used in the royal Kitchen of Sevai Jaising of Jaipur
( Rajputana ).

Jouari ” ( reference quoted in Hr^son-Jobson ).

“Jerroo" a Kind of Paddy in Sumatra mentioned by
Marsden

Description of J by Capt. Edward Moor.
"
Jowarty" {Hcbson-Jcbson reference).

"
Juttrree” (Hobson-Jobson reference).

“Joiwaree ” ( Hobson-Jobson ).

"Joanee ” ( Hobson-Jobson ).

Description of J by John Graham in his work on
Bombay Plants.



CAN WOMEN PERFORM SRAUTA SACRIFICES
OF THEIR OWN ACCORD ?

By

Dr. D. R. BHANDARKAR, m.a., ph.d., f.r.a.s.b.

Recently I have begun to revise my article on “ Dekkan of the 6ata-
vahana Period ” which I contributed to the Indian Antiquary a quarter of a
century ago. In that connection the Nagaghiat Inscription of NaganikS is

engaging my special attention. She is here credited with having alone per-

formed a number of Vedic sacrifices, and as Biihler has, I now think, correctly

interpreted ; and not her husband Satakargi, in association with her consort,

Naganika, as I then wrongly thought. Rapson practically agrees with Biihler

in saying that the inscription is a record of sacrifices performed and donations

made by Queen Naganika, the wife of king Satakargi, acting apparently as

regent during the minority of her son Vedisri. Btihler however admits that

according to the i§astras women are not allowed to offer Srauta sacrifices but

that disabilities attaching to the sex were moved by the fact that the queen

must have been ruling as guardian of her son, the prince V5di4ii. The con-

clusion is agreed to by Rapson' though he does not adduce any reason in

support of it. But is it permissible for a woman or even a queen to perform

Vedic sacrifices according to the Smyitis ? Manu, e.g. does not allow even the

initiation of women. “ The nuptial ceremony ” says he “ is stated to be the

Vedic sacrament for women (and to be equal to the initiation), serving the

husband (equivalent) to the residence in (the house of the) teacher, and the

household duties (the same as the daily) worship of the sacred fire.” * Else-

where he says ;
“ For women there is no sacramental rite with sacred texts

—

thus the law is settled. Women, being destitute of knowledge and not conver-

sant with Vedic texts.”* Nevertheless, when the Manu-smfiti was being com-

piled, women did sometimes perform sacrifices. Why else should Manu lay

down that “a Brahmag must never eat at a sacrifice that is offered by one who
is not a I§r6tri3ra, or by a village priest {gramoryajin) or by a woman . .

”?*

Thus Manu places a woman on the same footing as a non-Sr5triya, i.e. ” a man
who is a Brahman but is not conversant with Vedic literature.” Both, it

seems, were in the habit of performing sacrifices in the time of Manu. But

who could have performed sacrifices for them ? Is this posatfie for anybody

who is not a specialist in sacrificial knowledge and practice ? He must surely

1. Cat. Ini, Caits, Andhras, W. K^atrapas, Intro, pp. XX and XLV.
2 Manu-smrti, II, 67. 3. Ibid., IX. 18.

4. Ibid., IV. 205.
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be a BrShmao, and, I am afraid, for that specialisation, a Sidtriya also.

Mmu-smTiti was composed or was in the making when Hindu society was in

a transitional state. At one time Manu is made to say that ‘ for women there

is no sacramental,’ and at another time he admits that women can perform

sacrifices though no BrShmai;^ shall eat at these sacrifices.

We shall now turn our attention to another section of Sanskrit Literature,

namely, to the 6rauta-sutras, which deal with sacrificial literature, and which

alone are the authority on the subject whether a woman is entitled to perform

a Vedic sacrifice in her individual capacity. These are the Purva-numams5

sutras composed by Jaimini alias Badarayaipa and commented upon by

6abara-svamin. Anybody who reads Mtmamsa-darsana, VI, i, 3, 6-16 will be

convinced that woman is perfectly entitled to the performance of any iSrauta

sacrifice. The opposition is here led by Aiti4iayana. It is very difficult to

say whether he was a Smrtikara at all. But he leads the opposition by saying

that in the Vedic text Darsa-PuTna-tndsabhydm svarga-kamo yajeta, the word

svargarkamo is in the masculine gender ; therefore man, not woman, can per-

form a sacrifice. Badara3raQa, that is, Jainini, answers this question by saying

that the term svorga-kdma denotes a collective class consisting of persons who

have the one characteristic of possessing the desire to attain Heaven by means

of a sacrifice without any distinction being made between the individuals

constituting that class. Hence even women are understood by that term and

included in that class.

Many other arguments have been advanced against the capacity of

women to perform Vedic sacrifices. One such argument, the most important

of them, is that wealth is necessary for performing sacrifices and that men

are possessed of this wealth, whereas women are not. Women are like chattels

as they are liable to be sold and bought. They are sold by fathers and

bought by husbands. They have thus no right to the property of their fathers

or to that of their husbands. The Vedic texts say that “ a hundred chariots

shall be given to the guardian of the bride ; and (in the Arsha form of mar-

riage) one ox and one cow ”, This is apparently a price to induce the bride’s

father to part with his daughter and cannot be construed as a religious act.

Again, it may be urged that a woman may perform sacrifices with wealth

which she has earned by cooking food for others or by savings from the food

given her. But as she is another’s property, the acquisitions must belong to

him. Whatever she does is in the service of her husband. Whatever may
thus be acquired by her bdongs to her husband. The Smrti has it : “A
wife, a slave and a son have no property of their own. Whatever they earn

is the wealth of the man to wIkmu they belong.”

Such is the line of argument urged by the exponents of the opposite view.

Badaidyaoa b^^ns the reply with the curt remark that so long as the earnest-

ness to obtain the fruit of the performance of a sacrifice is common to both
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males and females, it presupposes the capacity of a woman to own wealth.

If, by slavishly conforming to the Smrti, woman is made a dependent upon

others and considered destitute of all wealth, then obviously the Smrti is in

conflict with Sruti. This is not right, this is not just. Therefore, if she is

desirous of the fruit of performing a sacrifice, she ought to set the Smrti at

naught, possess herself of wealth and perform a sacrifice. Surely it is im-

possible to see a greater disregard shown to the Smrti when it is pitted against

the Sruti. But, as a matter of fact, women are possessed of wealth, says

Badardyaoa. Thus at the time of marriage when the bride is presented to

the bridegroom, the latter enters into the following agreement with the father

of the bride ; dharme charthe cha kdme cha ndtich ritavyd, “ she shall not

be thwarted in the performance of religious acts (dharma), the acquisition of

wealth (artka) and the fulfilment of legitimate desires {kama)'* When
therefore the Smrtis speak of the incapacity of the wife to possess wealth, that

is very unjust and is antagonistic to the Sruti. Again, what is called the

purchase of a girl, is not a purchase at all. It is a religious act, pure and

simple. In the case of a purchase there is always the variation of price. The

gift of a hundred chariots (iatamatiratham) does not vary and is a constant

quantity whether the girl is beautiful or not beautiful. 6abara-sv5mi remarks

that this may be a sale in conformity with the Smrtis but is opposed to the

6rutis. The Srauta School therefore disapproves of it, and stands fast to the

conclusion that the girls are not sold. There are Vedic texts also in sup-

port of the proposition that women have the capacity of owning and posses-

sing wealth. Sahara quotes at least two. But this much is certain, says he,

that woman is the owner of pdrinayya,
*

property received by her at the time

of marriage.' Sahara further remarks : patyaiva gatamanumatmn kriyate,

**
even that which is acquired by the husband is admitted {as hers)''

What is the upshot of the above discussion ? The woman according to

the iSrutis not only can have her own wealth but can also participate in the

possession of her husband's wealth. She is neither bought nor sold at any

time of marriage. And if she has but the desire of attaining the fruit of a

Srauta sacrifice, she can very well do so alone and on her own behalf or jointly

with her husband if both so will it. If there is any Smrti which lays down

an ordinance to the contrary, it has to be ignored, disregarded and completely

set at naught. If such was once the state of things, it is no wonder if Naga-

nika, wife of Satakanji, could perform not one or two but several Srauta

sacrifices and make any number of donations in money, elephants, kine and

80 forth, as is quite clear to any scholar who studies the Naaiiaghat Cave Ins-

criptions. After Naganika not a single inscription has been found describing

the celebration of Vedic sacrifices by any queen or woman. But that there

was Brahmanic revival can scarcdy be doubted. And we find numbem of

kings and princes performing Srauta sacrifices. It is possible that their queens

may have joined their husbands in these celebrations.

12
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Now, that remark of Sabara&vihnin quoted above requires further con-

sideration in this connection, viz.
'
paty—ava gatam=anumatatit kriyati,

“even that which is acquired by the husband is admitted (os heis) This

can best be put to the test in the case of political rule or sovereignty. Are

they co-partners or joint owners of a kingdom or both ? Not far removed

in time from Queen Naganikh was her descendant Gautanflputra SStakanqi

whose Nasik Cave Inscription No. 5 contains an order to Samaka (Syamaka),

the Officer at Govardhana. It is really a copy of the grant of a fresh plot of

land he issued to the Buddhist monks staying in his Cave, in lieu of the old

one which had become uncultivaWe.® That the original was a regular deed

of grant may be seen from the fact that the text bristles with fiscal terms and

contains at the end the name of the engraver and the date of the original

donation and the actual execution. But who issues this order to the officer

at Govardhana ? Not Gautamiputra Satakanji by himself, but he and his

wife together. She has been therein called not only Jlvasuta (one whose son

is living) but also rdjamala, the king’s mother, the latter two epithets obviously

referring to her son VasishtMputra Pu|umavi, who was then a ruler. This

clearly shows that Gautamjputra and his wife were both at least co-partners

in the iSStavahana sovereignty. But could any one of them issue a grant

separately in his, or, above all, on her own, name without reference to the

other party? It is true that no such instance is forthcoming

from the iSatavahana period. But about the middle of the seventh

centuiy belong two grants issued by Vijaya-mahadevi, wife of Chandraditya,

who was the elder brother of the Chalukya overlord Vikramfiditya of Badami.

We have not one, but two copper plate charters issued by her.® These grants

she has made independently and without the ratification of her husband or

their suzerain VikramSditya. And what is most noteworthy is that immedi-

ately after mentioning her name as Vijaya-bhattarika, the favourite crown-

queen of Prthvt-vallabha Maharaja Chandraditya, has been specified

the date of the charter as follows : sva-rajya-paiichama-samvatsara Aivaryuja-

paurifamdsya dvitiydydrh viskuveJ The first part of this phrase has been

rightly rendered by Fleet as “ in the fifth year of her reign.” Evidently the year

of her reign is to be taken as also the year of her husband’s—^the joint reign of

her husband and herself. Vijaya-bha^rika and Chandraditya must thus be

taken as ruling together so that the regnal year of one can be the as

that of the other. From the details of this date Kielhom has calculated it as

equivalent to 23rd September a.d. 659.® The fifth regnal year of ^Tijaya-

bhattarika raises one question, namely, whether there is any other evidence

5. B. /., Vd. VIII. p. 73.

& L A.. Vd. VII, p. 164, U. 13-15
; Ibid., Vd. VIII, p. 46, U. 15-18.

7. HM., Vd. VII. p. 164, 11. 15-16.

8. list »f Inx. South Ind, No. 23.
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to show that the king and the queen reigned conjointly. Attention may in

this connection be drawn to the BahkApQra Inscription of 6aka 977 when the

KSdamba chieftain HarikSsaridSva is represented as administering the Bana*

v9si twelve-thousand, not alone and by himself, but in conjunctiim with his

wife Lachchaladgv!.^ Here is thus another epigraphic instance of husband

and wife jointly ruling over a kingdom.

That a quem could even uptil the end of the eighth century issue the

grant of a village as crowned queen is dear from the Jethawai Plates of Aila-

roahad6vi.>° She has been described as Paramiivari Paramabhattarika Sri-

Silatnahadevi,^* the great queen of ParomabhaUmaka Maharajadhiraja Parame-

ivara Dhiidvarsha alias Dhruvarajadeva, who was a Ristrakuta sovereign.

And she was the daughter of the East Chalukya King Vishijuvardhana IV

of Veh^. Now, what about Silamahgdevi ? Were her titles ParamUvan
Paramabhattdrikd empty and unmeaning ? In the prose portion of the record

which sets forth the details of the grant, she hersdf and alone issues orders

to the officers concerned with the grant just as every donor king does. Thus

at the end of the record, the Dutaka and the officer who drew up the grant

are represented as carrying out their respective duties according to the orders,

not of Dhruvaraja but of Sila-maMdgvI. And further there is absolutely

nothing in the draft of the charter which indicated that any approval or sanc-

tion was ever accorded to the grant by DhruvarSja. This indubitably demon-

strates what iSabara-svamin says,—namely, paty—aiva gatam=anutnataih

kriyate, “even that which the husband acquires is admitted (as hers).”

Things were different in the twelfth century a.d. and especially in North

India. An entirely different procedure seems to have been followed e.g. in

the case of the Gahadavala family. Thus Govindachandra of this dynasty

had two Pattamahadevi moharajni, one Nayanakelidevi, and the other Gdsala-

d€vi. Both were Pattamahadevi but apparently not at one and the same

time, because the ffrst issues her grant in V. 1176 and the V. 1208. Though

they were thus paUa-mahadevt and are described samsta-raja-kriy-opdta

which Kielhom renders by " endowed with all royal prerogatives ”, they are

represented to have issued the grants, says the king, asmat-sathmatya, that is,

“ with the express approval of myself (Govindachandra) Husband and

wife were neither co-partners nor joint owners of any kingdom or, for the

matter of that, of any property in the twelfth century a.d. Smrti domination

was complete at least from this century onwards, in North India. Woman
became a chattel in every sense of the term.

9.

EJ., Vol. XIII. pp. 168, 171 (1.28) and 174.

10. Ibid.. Vol. XXII. pp. 98 and ff.

11. Ibid., Vol. IV. pp. 108ff.; Vol. V. pp. 117ff.

12. See e.g. B.I.. Vol. IV. p. 109, 1.19.



SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON GUPTA COINAGE

By

Dr. RADHA KUMUD MOOKERJI, M.A., P.R.S., ph.d.

Gupta coinage forms an important branch of Indian Numismatics and

presents many interesting features some of which have not been properly

noticed.

As is well known, Gupta coinage owes its origin to some kind of foreign

influence. Samudragupta has the credit of inaugurating the Gupta gold cur-

rwicy. It may be presumed that he acquired abundance of gold from his

Digvijaya, or conquests in different directions, and this gold he utilized in issu-

ing gold coins. The course of his conquests brought him into contact with

the remnants of the retreating Kushan power in the Panjab and in the North

West, and also with their coinage from which he acquired its technique.

Thus the first Gupta coins started as imitations of Kushan coins and of

their foreign features. But Samudragupta and the artists and craftsmen of

Northern India in those days were not wanting in their own ideas and in-

ventiveness on the subject of money-making, and were thinking of ways and

means by which they might produce coins bearing genuinely indigenous Indian

features. The foreign features with which the Gupta coins were inaugurated

were gradually replaced by Indian features in their later coins. Thus

Samudragupta has the unique credit that he both inaugurated and Indianized

Gupta coinage.

The degree of Indianization shown in the Gupta coins is thus also the key

to their chronology.

Samudragupta has shown his numismatic genius and inventiveness by

issuing as many as eight different types of coinage. This variety of coin-types

was followed as an example by his successors and forms a characteristic fea-

ture of Gupta coinage as a whole.

There is a deep underlying reason inspiring this variety in numismatic
performance. The Gupta numismatic technician was, in the first place, seek-

ing ways and means by trying experiments in a variety of designs by which
the foreign features of the Gupta coins with which they started could be
progressively eliminated and replaced by appropriate Indian features.

To take an example, the earliest coins issued by Samudr^upta were of

the Standard Type, but both its Obverse and Reverse are full of Kushan fea-

tures, because this type is the closest copy of the Kushan design of coinage.
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There is, however, even here an attempt at the mingling of Indian with foreign

features. But) these Indian features are very few, and that cmly on the Ob-

verse, as indicated below :

(1) The Gupta king wears a close-fitting cap instead of the peaked

head-dress of the Kushan king.

(2) The Garuda standard in place of the Kushan trident.

(3) The jewdleiy worn by the king is Indian.

Barring these three Indian features, the coin shows the following Kushan
features

:

(1) The dress of the king is Kushan, viz., coat and trousers.

(2) His name is written vertically.

(3) The standard is bound with a fillet.

(4) The altar and sprinkling of incense (as found on Kanishka's coins).

(5) The halo round the king’s head.

The Reverse is a downright copy of the late Kushan ‘Ardochsho’

Reverse. The Goddess is even given the ‘ Comucopiae ’, the Greek horn of

plenty, in her left arm, and fillet in outstretched right hand. Even the bade

of the throne which lost its meaning is kept up by the Gupta coin-makers.

The Standard Type of coinage was followed by the Archer and the

Battle-Axe types which mark an advance in the process of their Indianiza-

tion. The unmeaning standard copied from the late Kushan coins is replaced

in these types by more understandable and appropriate objects like the bow,

the battle-axe, or a crescent-topped standard, while the arrow takes the place

of the Kudian altar. The bow and arrow recall Vishnu i^rfi^, as mentkmed

in an Inscription.

As has been already stated, Samudragupta issued as many as eight types

of coinage, admitting of variety of designs within some of these types. These

eight types are

:

(1) The Standard (5-6) Tiger

(2) Archer (7) Afivamedha

(3) Battle-Axe (8) Oiandragupta

(4) KScha

This variety gave a large scope to experiments in the Indianization of the

Gupta coins and the progressive replacement of their foreign by indigenous

features. The stages of this process are marked out in the different types of

coinage as indicated below

:

(I) The king’s head-dress which from the start was a close-fitting cap

in place of the Kushan peaked or conical head-dress. In most Indian

oc^ such as the Tiger Type, the king wears the Indian turban and on

some varieties is even bare-headed.
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(2) The jcwelleiy worn by the King or Queen, such as ear-ring, ne^Iace,

armlet, or anklet (worn by Goddess on Tiger-Type).

(3) The King wears the Indian dhoti or waist-doth on both Tiger-

and Lyrist-Types.

(4) Introducticm in place of Ardoch$ho of Indian Goddesses :

(1) Lakshnu marked by her favourite flower, lotus, (a) which she holds

in her hand (as on Battle-Axe-Type) in place of the Gredc and foreign object,

the Comucopiae ; (b) which is used as foot-stod (as on Battle-Axe Type):

(c) on which she is seated (as on some varieties of Battle-Axe Type).

Lakshml on sottte coins is seated on the Indian Modhd or wicker-stool (as

on Lyrist type), or on throne without the Kushan back (as on some vaxieties

of the Battle-Axe Type).

(2) Goddess on Liar who is DurgaSimhavdhim with her feet resting

on lotus (as on Chandragupta I coins).

(3) Goddess Gahgd on makara (as on Tiger-Type).

(4) Ckxldess Sarasvati on the Lyrist Type, seated on modha.

(5) Introduction of the Queen on certain coins (the Chandragupta I

and A4vamedha coins).

(6) Garu<}a, vehicle of Vishou, surmounting the standard.

(7) The Indian weapons of war and hunting, such as Bow and Arrow

(on Archer type). Sword and Battle-Axe (on Battle-Axe Type) which take

the place of the Kushan Standard, the arrows taking the place of the Kushan

altar.

(8) The Dwarf who had a traditional place in the Indian royal house-

hold (as seen on Battle-Axe-Type). As stated in Kaufilya’s Arthasdstra, the

King’s menial staff traditionally included personal attendants marked by

physical deformities or deficiencies, such as the Kubja (hunch-back), Vdmana

(dwarf), Kirata (alpatanu, ‘ of small body ’), Miika (dumb), Badhira (deaf),

Jrtda (idiot), and even Andha (blind) (My Chandragupta Maurya and His

Times, p. 106].

(9) The ASvamedha Type inspired by a specifically Indian conception

and institution.

A similar study may be made of the coins of the Later Gupta Emperors

showing variety of Types giving scope to the gradual introduction of Indian

features. Qiandra Gupta II issued five types of coins, viz. :

(1) Archer (4) Uon-^yer
(2) Couch (5) Horseman

(3) Qihatra
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The Indian dement of the Archer Type is seal on its Reverse in the

Goddess seated on throne without back and holding in left hand lotus instead

of Comuoopiae. Lakshmi thus replaces Ardochsho.

Other varieties of this type show more Indianisation : e.g. (1) The Lotus

Reverse instead of the Throne Reverse. (2) Whed (Vishnu’s Chakra) above

Standard on Obverse. (3) Replacement of the conventicmal Kushan dress

of the King by Indian dress, waste-doth with sash. The CA*ofra-Type is

Chandra Gupta’s own innovation. The umbrella is the Indian symbol of

sovereignty, while it is borne by the appropriate attendant, the Dwarf, as

prescribed in the Nitiiastras. Certain specimens show Goddess Lakshmi rising

from lotus as Padma-sambhava. In general, we may say that Chandra Gupta II

introduced in his coinage the following Indian features, viz., the figures of

Couch, Chhatra, lion, Horse, Dwarf, Garduda and Lakshmi on, or springing

from lotus.

It is needless to pursue the study further in regard to later Gupta coins.

We may note in passing the more marked of the Indian features introduced by

Kumaragupta I in his new coin-types known as (1) Swordsman (2) Peacock

(3) PratSpa or two (Jueens-type (4) Elephant-rider type.

Hitherto, we have been considering the point that the variety of Gupta

Coin-Types was dictated by the needs of experimentation in evolving genu-

inely Indian Type of coins which would no longer be modelled on the foreign

Kushan types to which they owed their origin. But there was also a deep

historical and political reason for the variety, in addition to numismatic

necessity. Each type of coins is charged with a political significance, signi-

fying a stage in the expansion of Gupta Pbwer by conquests, and this is indi-

cated by an appropriate legend which is also refreshing in its variety. In

some instaiKes, the coins are possessed of a territorial or regional significance

to which appropriate expression is given by symbols.

To illustrate this point from the coinage of Samudragupta, we may say

that his earliest Standard type shows the standard as the flag of his authority

planted by him in the various territories conquered by him “ in hundreds of

battles”, as stated in the legend. His victory won in countless battles was

due to his invincible heroism expressed by the appropriate legend Pardkrama.

The l^end of the Archer Type brings out the chief weapon of his power as a

charioteer who could not be opposed, as stated in the legend Apratiratha.

The Battle-Axe Type indicates another weapon of his power, the formidable

jParaSti by which the God of Death, or Yama kills all, as indicated in the

l^oid KritSnta-Parcifu. The legend Sarvarajochchhetta appearing on his

Kacka cmns points to the completicm of his prc^^mme of Digvijaya.

His coins also reflect both War and Peace. Peace is celebrated in a

Variety of appropriate coin-types such as the A§vamedha type, the Lyrist
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type, or the Tiger-type. The Lyrist-type is the most Indianised type of

Samudragupta’s coins on which he introduced the Indian VitfS,
‘

Wicker-stool,’

and possibly the Goddess Sarasvati on the Reverse as the ‘ Goddess of Music,"

instead of the usual Lakshnfi, because the lotus of Lakshmi is omitted.

Thus the legends on the coins change with the changing emphasis on

points of the king’s achievements both in War and Peace.

But, as has been stated above, some of the coins have a distinct regional

or territorial significance. For instance, the Tiger type introduces to us the

king as a hunter of big game like the Tiger. His success at tiger-hunting

justified the legend Vydghra parakramah on the coin. He can certainly des-

cribe himself as being possessed of the prowess of the tiger. But the Reverse

of the coin brings out its hidden regional significance. It shows a Goddess

standing on Makara which helps us to identify her as Goddess Ganga. She

is introduced as the standing witness of Samudragupta’s conquest in the

valley of the Ganges, with its swampy and forested tracts which were, and

are to this day, the abode of the Royal Bengal Tiger and gave scope to big-

game-hunting by the king. Thus the Goddess Gafiga and the Tiger are aptly

associated on these coins.

A similar regional significance attaches to the remarkable Lion-Slayer

Type of coins issued by Chandra Gupta II with a large variety of designs

depicting the king hunting down the lion in different positions on the obverse

and on the reverse an aiH>ropriate Goddess seated on lion in all possible posi-

tions. The Goddess is no doubt Durga simha-vahini.

Like the Tiger-type of coins, these coins also bear the appropriate legend

Simha-Vikrama which is analogous to Vyaghro-parakrama. On some coins,

the king calls himself NarendraSithha, or Str/tha-Chandra.

The large variety of positions given to the lion as it is hunted down by

the king shows how the king had a passion for lion-hunting which captured

his imagination so much and was given publicity as the favourite royal sport

even on his coins. It is further to be noted that while Samudragupta was

thinking of the tiger as his big game, his son was more obsessed by the lion.

There seems to be a deep underlying reason for this difference between the

father and the son in respect of big game hunting. The Tiger type of coins,

as already stated, celebrates Samudragupta’s conquests of the Gangetic valley

abounding in forests which to this day so plentifully breed the Royal Bengal

Tiger. The Lion type of coins issued by Chandra Gupta II has a similar

r^onal significance and celebrates his conquest of r^ions which are the

habitat of the lion. It celebrates his conquest of the iSaka Satrapy of Sau-

lashtra, or modem Kathiawad, which is the abode of lions to this day.

It is thus possible to trace the working of designs of historical and terri-

torial significance in the fashioning of many a type of Gupta cmnage.
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There is also another small point of Gupta History on which light is

thrown by corns. It concerns the names of the Gupta emperors. It seems
that of the name Chandra Gupta II, Chandra is to be taken as the king's per-

sonal name and Gupta as his surname, the name of his family, so that his name
is to be written in its correct form, Chandra Gupta. This is revealed in the
legend on some of the copper coins issued by Candra Gupta II, the coins

classed by Allan under Type IX, The obverse of the coins bears the simple
legend Chandra and not Srt Chandra continued by the suflbc Gupta on the
Reverse, as shown in the Copper Coins of Type VIII. It may also be noted
that some varieties of the king’s Lion-Slayer Type of good coins bear the signi-

ficant legends, Narendra-CAandrcs or Sirhha-CA<mdra, indicating that the king's
personal name was simply Chandra. This fact revealed by the coins will help
to solve one of the difficulties in identifying king Chandra of the Meherauli
Iron Pillar Inscription with emperor Chandra Gupta II when the emperor's
name is proved to be Chandra, and not Chandra Gupta.



AGALOKAKA AND THE KINGDOM OF AGNI

By

I>r. B. Ch. CHHABRA, m.a., m.o.l., ph.d. (Lugd.), Ootacaraund

The expression Agolokaka, an explanation of which is attempted in this

paper, occurs in a partly damaged Prakrit inscription incised on a marble

pillar which was discovered a few years ago at Dharaiiikota in the Guntiu

District of the Madras Presidency.* The pillar is referred to in the inscription

as dhamachaka-dhaya, Sanskrit dharmackakra-dhvaja. In fact, it is the con-

secration of this marble dhvaja that forms the subject matter of the record. As

stated therein, the column was erected at the eastern gateway of the Maha-

vihara, belonging to the Buddhists of the Purva^iliya sect at IMianakada, the

modem Dharapikdta.

The person who set up or dedicated the dharmachakra-dhvaja was a minis-

ter (amacha, Sanskrit amatya), who is described to be an Agalokaka Atapora.

We are told that his name ‘ has apparently been omitted in the record.’^ His

epithet Atapora has been considered to correspond to Sanskrit Arddhapaura,

and he is thus alleged to have been a resident of Piddhapura, identified with

Rithpur in the Amraoti District of Berar. Another view is that, instead of

Ataporena, we have perhaps to read Ataberena, Atabera being a personal

name.* This view appears to be more acceptable for two reasons ; in the

first place, it dispenses with the unwarranted supposition of the donor’s name

having been omitted in the record ; and secondly the position of the word con-

cerned in the sentence indicates that it ought to be the name of the pa^on

rather than an attribute of him. It may, however, be admitted that the name

Atabera sounds rather queer, especially when compared with the other two

names that pccur in the inscripvtion, to wit. Khadaixaga (Skandaniga) and

Virakhada (VIraskanda), this latter being the name of the donor’s father.

As r^rds the term Agalokaka, it is in all probability to be taken as

an attribute. It is supposed to allude to the original home of the donor. ' It

has accordingly been explained as an emigrant from Agaloka.* No attempt

has, however, been made to identify this Agaloka.

It is clear from the above explanation that the word Agalokaka is to be

analysed as Agaloka + ka, the first component being a pjt^jer name, and the

latter a suffix with the meaning ‘ belonging to ’ or ‘ hailing from ’. Nothing

1. Bpipaphia Indica, Vol. XXIV, pp. 256^, and plate.

2. Ibid., p. 257. 3. Ibid., p. 2S9, footnote 10.

4. Ibid., p. 257. 5. Ibid., p. 260.
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indeed can be said against the plausibility of this analysis of the term. Now,

ccmsidering the nature of the dialect employed in the record un<ter discussion,

it may not be wrong to equate the form Agalokaka with Sanskrit Agnilokiko,

which would denote ‘ one hailing from Agniloka This leads us to the ques-

tion of the location of a coimtry of that name. To all appearance, it is iden-

tical with the kingdom of ‘O-ki-ni (Akni or Agni),’ mentioned by the cele-

brated Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang, which has been identified with ‘ Karshar,

or Kara-shahr, near the lake Tenghiz (Bagarash)’ in the Eastern or Chinese

Turkistan.’ From the pilgrim’s description of the land we gather that in his

time the influence of the Indian culture was very much in evidence throughout

that kingdom and that especially Buddhism was in a flourishing condition

there. “There are,” says he, “some ten or more Sanghardmas with two

thousand priests or so, belonging to the Little Vehicle, of the school of the

Sarv&stivadas (Shwo-yih-tsai-yu-po).”*

We further learn that Fa-hian, another well-known Chinese pilgrim, whose

visit to India preceded that of Hiuen Tsiang by more than two centuries, had

also been in the kingdom of Agni about ad. 400.» Even in his time Buddhism

was thriving there, as according to his testimony ‘ there were four thousand

monks, students of thq Hinayana, in the territory.’*® All this indicates that

the law of the Buddha had reached there long previously, resulting in a free

intercourse between the people of India and those of that country. There is

thus nothing against the supposition that the pious donor of the dharmachakra-

dkvaja at Dhafiakada had originally hailed from that far off northern region.

One word more. It is said that it was Hiuen Tsiang who first employed

the term ‘ O-ki-ni and that it was an attempt on his part at Sanskritising the

indigaious name of the kingdom. Fa-hien referred to it under the name of

Wu-i or Wu-ki. Another name, given by Chinese historians, of the same is

Yenk’i, which is supposed to be identical with Yanghi. Yanghi is a Turkish

word for ‘ fire ’.** If the present surmise is correct, the donor of the marble

pillar would be the first to give the Turkish name an Indian garb.

6. It goes without saying that the word aga in the original has been taken here

to be a corrupt form of agni. Compare Panjibi ag or agg and Hindustani dg. For

the rest, the derivative form is analogous to aramaka, meaning ‘ gardener ’ which has

been equated with Sanskrit dramika. H. Lliderfi, .4 List of Brahmi Inscriptions,

No. 756, and p. 214 under dramika

7. S. Beals, Si-yu-ki (Buddhist Records of the Western World), V<d. I, p. 17,

and footnote 52, also p xix of the Introduction to the same.

8. Ibid., p. 18

9. nid.. Introduction pp. xi-xii.

10. Sr Aurel Stein, Serindia, Vol. HI, p. 1181 Lcgge, Travels of- Fa-hien,

pp. 14 ff,

11. T. Watters, On Yuan Chwang^s Travels in India, Vol I, p. 46. For yet

another reference to this pilgrim’s visit to the kingdom of Agni, see also ibid,, Vol. II,

p. 331.
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Dr. N. P. Chakravarti, Deputy Director General of Archaeology in India,

who kindly went through the article while still unpublished, has made a very

faai^y suggestion concerning the explanation of the term Agdokaka. He

equates it with the AAgtdaukika of the Brahtn&^apurava, which according to

Mr. N. L. Dey, was ‘ the country of the Artgalaulrikas atuated below

the junctirm of the Hydaspes and Akesines If this view is correct, the

donor of the Dhahakada pillar belonged to the Afigalaukika tribe and hailed

from the Panjab.

12. Nundo Lai Dey, The GugTapkkai Dietimmy of Ancient and Medko^
India, p. 8.



LOKACARYA OF THE SM-SAMPRADAYA

By

ROMA CHAUDHURI, m.a., d. phil. (Oxon.)

Pillai LokScarya was the son of Va^aka Tiru-V!thi Pillai, son of Nam-

Billai. He flourished in the 13th century a.d. and was the founder of the

Tengalai or Southern School.

Ldcacarya is the author of eighteen Rahasyas or Tamil treatises on the

ViSi^dvaita School, viz. (1) Mumulcsu-paidi, (2) Prameya-4ekhara, (3)

Navaratna-mStla, (4) Tani-praipava, (7) YSvacchikappada, (8) Dvaya, (9)

Arthapaficaka, (10) Siara-saipgraha, (11) Paranda-padi, (12) Sri-vacana-

bhflsan^ia, (13) Sajpsara-samrajyam, (14) Sriyab-pati-padi, (15) Carama, (16)

AreiiSdi, (17) Nava-vidha-saipbandha and (18) Tattva-fekhara.

Of these Artha-paficaka, Tattva-traya and Tattva-4ekhara are the chief,

all of which have been rendered into Sanskrit.

The Artha-paficaka is a theological treatise, concerned with explaining

and expounding the main points of the Vaisijava theology.

The Tattva-traya is a philosophical work, composed on the model of

Yamunacarya’s “ Siddhi-traya.” It deals with the three tenets of the Viasta-

dvaita School, viz., the cit or the individual soul, the acit or matter, and ISvara

or the Supreme Soul. Although this work can boast of no originality of

thought, yet its special merit lies in its succinct, yet very lucid and charming

way of expression, entirely free from polemical arguments etc. The views of

other schools have been refuted of course, but very briefly and simply. It is

specially suitable for those who want to be acquainted with the fundamental

ideas of the Vi^i^dvaita School without entering into any logical wranglings.

The Tattva-iiekhara, too, is a philosophical work of equal simplicity and

lucidity. It consists of four prakaranas or chapters. The first and the second

deal with the supremacy of Viwu, the third deals with the nature of the indivi-

dual soul, and the fourth with the supreme end of man. In the begiiming of

the first chapter, tattva-jftana or knowledge of truth is defined as the knowledge

viz. that recourse to the Lord’s feet is the only means to salvation. And such

a tattva-jfifina is attainable from the Vedas, the Smrtis and the Puraipas. The
Lord is, as usual, Nfirfiyaija. He is the cause of the world. He is the object

to be wwdvipped by those who are desirous of emancipatioo. He is the giver

cS salvation. For all these three reasons. He is the Highest Being (para) . The
first du4)ter establishes the first reason, viz. the causality of the Lord, and
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rejects the casuality of other Deities, such as Siva and Hiraoyagarbha. Niri-

yaoa aloie is the uncaused first cause, not subject to transmigratory existence

or karma.

The second chapter establishes the remaining two reasons, viz., that the

Lord is the object to be worshipped and the giver of salvation, and not Siva

or any one else.

The third chapter b^ins with the most important characteristic of the

individual soul, viz., its absolute dependence on the Lord in every respect

This is emphasised again in the fourth chapter as well, it being the main

pivot on which LokacSrya bases his theory of salvation. The individual soul

is, further, different from the body, the sense-organs, the mind, the vital-

breath and buddhi, sdf-illuminating, of the form of bliss, the substratum of

knowledge and bliss, eternal, atomic, pure, and an attribute of the Lord.

The body is not the soul, otherwise the facts of recognition and memory

cannot be consistently explained. The body changes day by day, the body

which one possesses during childhood is not exactly identical with the body

which he has during youth. Hence unless there be a constant principle in the

midst of all changes, the experiences of the past cannot be recalled or recog-

nised. This conclusively proves that the soul is something different from the

body. Further, the body is a whole of many parts or limbs. Now, if each of

these limbs be endowed with consciousness, i.e. be the soul, then there will be

many souls within the same body, and there will be no comprehensive sense

of egoity (mamatva). If again, only one among the limbs be the soul, then

the experience of pleasure and pain on the entire body becomes inexplicable ;

further (mi this view, on the removal of that particular limb, the entire body

too should become unconscious—which, however, is never found. Hence the

body is not the soul.

The external sense-organs, too, cannot be the soul. In that case, one

particular sense-organ must be able to grasp everything, the eye e.g. to tas^'e,

smell and touch—^which is an evident absurdity. Similarly, a man who has

become blind must cease to have any other sensation. Thus, no external sense-

organ can be the soul.

The internal organ or mind too cannot be the soul. Otherwise, there

must be knowledge of everything at all times. Attention, inattention, memory
etc. are explicable only if the antafikarana be taken to be something different

from the soul itself.

Similarly, the vital-breath is not the soul. Knowledge, which is not last-

ing, is not the Soul, the constant principle

Nor is crnisdousness, pure subject-objectless crnisdousness, the soul. Here
LokScarya gives vay brief and easily intelligible summaries of Ramanuja’s

criticisms of Saiplcara’s theories, as contained in the tSii-UiaBya, sudr as,
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Jfiatrtva, or the attribute of being a knower, belongs to the soul itself and not

to mere ahamk&ra, this latter being but a non-sentient something. Nor can

it be said that Jfiatrtva results from the reflection of consciousness on aham-

kSra, for consciousness itself being (according to the opponents) devoid of

Jflatrtva, can by no means impart it to another. Nor can it be said that just

as the face which is manifested by the mirror inheres in the mirror, so cons-

ciousness which is manifested by antahkaraoa inheres in the latter—for to say

that the self-luminous consciousness is manifested by the non-sentient OHisci-

ousness is just as absurd as to say that the sun is manifested by the burnt coal.

In the same manner, LokacSrya gives a short and easy summary of Rama-
nuja’s contentions in his Sri-bha^ya viz. that the “ I " (ahamartha) persists

even during deep sleep and salvation. Thus, the soul is different from the

body and the rest, and is a knower or Jftata.

Knowledge is, by nature, bliss. Hence to say that the soul is possessed

of knowledge is to say that it is possessed of bliss. In ordinary life, of course,

it is found that some kinds of knowledge do not lead to bliss, such as the

Knowledge of rejectible objects like poison, bricks etc. But these are due to

the connection of the soul with adventitious circumstances, such as, body,

karmas, egoity, -but really all knowledge is nothing but bliss.

There is a plurality of souls, but the mutual differences among these souls

are not due to Upadhis or limiting adjuncts, as held by >Saipkara, but are real

and ever-lasting.

In the fourth and the last chapter Lokaoarya expounds his theory of salva-

tion and the means to salvation. This is the most important chapter in the

whole bode, inasmuch as it brings out the main point of difference between

Lokacarya and Ramanuja, the Founder of the school.

According to Lokacarya, the highest end of man or salvation is kaiipkarya

or absolute servitude to the Lord. First, there is the full manifestation of the

real nature of the individual soul itself ; then the .real nature of the Lord is

directly intuited ; this leads to an intense love for the Lord ; and this, Anally,

gives rise to kaiipkarya or absolute servitude to the Lord, which is salvation

itself.

Thus this servitude is neither blind and automatic, nor super-imposed and

obligatory,—but is direct, intelligent, self-imposed and absolutely spontaneous.

The individual soul does not blindly submit and dedicate itself to the Lord.

But it Arst realises its own real nature, its own utter insigniAcance and defects,

as well as the supreme purity and majesty of the Lord ; then thereby, comes

to feel an intense love (priti) for Him ; then alone, it spontaneously and

lovingly dedicates itself to an eternal servitude of the Lord, In this way,

Kaiipkarya is based on direct knowledge (anubhava-janita) and intense love

(pi!ti-kSrita). Hence such a servitude, instead of being a source of pain as

ordiiuuy servitude is, is the cause of hipest bliss. As long as the souls are
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in bondage, they fail to realise this bliss invtdved in servitude and engage
themsdves in other pursuits in vain searches for real happiness. But when
they, at last, come to realise it, they become free, enjoying eternal bliss in the

service of the Lord alone. Thus, servitude to the Lord is Wiss, freedom, salva-

tion.

The ^rvaka view, LokScSrya points out, that salvation means the un-
hampered enjoyment of earthly objects is not correct, since the soul being dif-

ferent from the body, mere physical pleasures cannot lead to the highest goal

of men.

Nor can it be said that Kaivalya or mere realisation of one’s own self is

salvation, for the individual soul being essentially dependent on the Lord, it

cannot abide by itself without serving its Master.

The annihilation of the self is not salvation, as held by the Buddhists,

for the self is eternal.

The destruction of the attributes of the self-substance, such as knowledge

etc., too cannot be salvation, the self being eternally possessed of knowledge.

Nor is salvation a mere negative state of absence of pain, but is a positive

state of eternal happiness.

The Saipkarite view that salvation consists in the cessation of avidya too

is equally untenable. According to this school Brahman, being absolutely

nirvi4esa, possesses no bliss. Hence if salvation be nothing but an identity

with Brahman, then salvation can by no means be said to be a state of

supreme Miss.

The view of Bhaskara that salvation means removal of the Upadhis too

is open to the very same objection. If salvation be said to be the full mani-

festation of the so-long hidden bliss, then the question is : Whose bliss is

tliis ? It cannot be the manifestatiem of the bliss of the individual soul itself,

for the individual soul has no existence during salvation according to this view.

Nor can it be the manifestation of the bliss of the supreme soul, no obscuration

of the supreme soul’s bliss being ever possible. If it be held that such an obs-

curation is possible in the region connected with Upadhi, the Lord must cease

to be omniscient.

Finally, the doctrine of salvation as held by the advocates of natural

difference-non-difference too is equally unreasonable (Yadavaprakasa). The
freed soul being different from the soul in bondage, the former cannot be
subject to the miseries of the latter ; the Lord being non-different from the
individual soul, the former will be subject to the miseries of the latter and
will, here, remove them Himself by His own omnipotence

; as such individual

souls themselves will have not to exert themselves at all for salvaticm and
salvation will become autwnatic and universal.

Hence the true view is that salvation is the entirely spontaneous and
blissful servitude to the Lord.
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What is the means to the attainment of such a salvatkm ? According to

Lc^acSrya, the means to salvation is prapatti leading to bhakti. Prapatti,

otherwise called nySsa, 4araoagati etc., means resorting to the Lord and sur-

rendering one’s self completely to His mercy, and men of all castes are entitled

to it. It consists in not tran^ressing the commands of the Lord and devoting

one’s self to what is commanded by him ; in trying to grasp the Lord’s omni-

potence ; in earnestly longing for Him alone day and night ; and, finally, in

having a full-fledged knowledge of His strict impartiality. The knowledge that

the Lord is omnipotent, and as such capable of favouring any and every one,

yet being impartial, does not do so at random, but favours only those who
have resorted to Him alone,—^naturally leads one to such a prapatti.

Prapatti leads to the destruction of even Prarabdha-karmas, and those

who have resorted to it become free at once,—^though through the wish of the

Lord, some such freed souls continue their earthly existence for the good of the

world. Thus Lokacarya admits the doctrine of Jivan-mukti. not supported

by Ram^uja and other Vai§ijava teachers.

Prapatti brings about salvation not separately by itself, but by generating

bhakti. Bhakti means continuous dhyana or meditation. Such a meditation

is nothing but a direct vision of the Lord (pratyafc?a-samanakara). By a

proper and disinterested performance of one’s duties in life, the daily (nitya)

and occasional (naimittika) duties, and by the practice of tranquillity, self-

control etc , the merits and dements, i e all karmas, are destroyed, thereby

obstructions in the form of rajas and tamas are removed, and thereby atone

the full and successful practice of dhyana becomes possible In this way,

meditation comprises all ethical virtues.

Neither pure knowledge by itself, nor actions by themselves, nor a combi-

nation of knowledge and action can lead to salvation

Lokaoarya ends his work by pointing out again that salvation is nothing

but kairpkarya and the means thereto is nothing but prapatti, this latter know-

ledge being the only true knowledge or tattva-jhana

According to him, of the two ingredients of salvation, prapatti and bhakti,

the former is by far the more important one.

And herein lies the chief difference between Ramanuja and Lokacarya.

According to Ram^uja, too, the individual soul is ever subordinate to the

Lord, in bondage as in release. But he never emphasises kairpkarya or absolute

servitude to the Lord to such an extent as LokScarya does. What Rfimanuja

«nphasises is not servitude to the Lord (kaiipkarya), but fellowship with

Him (sayujya) ; not the realisation of one’s own insignificance, but the realisa-

tion of one’s own real greatness and perfection. Thus according to Ramanuja,

as a part and adjective of Brahman, the Great, the individual soul too is great,

and when it becomes free, it realises itself as great good and pure—similar

even to the Great God Himself, and not as a mere worthless and insigni-

13
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Scant creature, incapable of claiming any intimate fellowship with the Lord,

as held by LokScarya.

Similarly, although Ram§nuja admits prapatti, he is reluctant to give it

30 great an importance as LolcUdiya does. According to Ramanuja, active

and intelligent devotion, and not mere passive self-surrender, is the means to

salvation. But according to Lokacarya, though knowledge, action and devo-

tion all play a part, prapatti is by far the most important means.*

*(1) Tattva-niruaya, pp. 7ff. vide Paflca-rahasyara. (2) Tattva-6ekhara pp. 1-2.

(3) C^. dt. p. 1. (4) Tattva-praka&i, p. 2. (5) Op. dt. pp. 3ff. (6) Op. cit.

pp. 13 fif. (7) Op. cit. p. 21 fi. (8) Tattva-Sekhara, p. 37. (9) Op. dt. p. 53

(10) Taltva4ekhara, pp. 37-40. (11) Op. cit. pp. 4 Iff. (12) Tattva-sekhara,

pp. 42 ff. vide Sn-bh^ya 1. 1. 1. (13) “Tasmat Jiianasya anandatvam eva

svabhavam” op. dt. p. 50. ‘ Evaipbhuta-jiianavattvain atmano nanditatvam.” (14)

Tattva-4ekhara, pp. 51-52. (15) Op. cit. p. 56. “Tasman nirdosa-niratUaya-nanda-

svarupa-paramStma-kaiqikarya eva moksab” vide aiso p. 55 and pp. 60-61. (16)

Tattva4ekhara, p. 54. “ SvariipaUurbhava-purvalaup nitya-nirdosa-nis-sima-

nandakam, sa-vibhutika-8amasta-kalyana-guoatmaka-param3tma-yathatmy3nubhava>

janita-piiti-kSrita-kaiipkaryam." vide also p. 60. (17) Tattva-6ekhara, pp. 55, 60.

(18) Op. dt. pp. 54-55. (19) Tattva-Sekhara, pp. 55-56. (20) Tattva-lekhara,

pp. 64-66. (21) Tattva-fiekhara, p. 65. (22) Tattva-fekhara, p. 67. (23) Tattva-

idthara pp. 67-68. (24) Op. dt. p. 70. (25) Qp. cit. p. 69. (26) Vide Gadya*
trayu.
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The Dhvonyaloka of Anandavardhana, who was a contemporary of

Avantivarman of Kashmir (855-883 a.c.), is an epoch-making work, which

CTeated a revolution in the history of Alaipkara literature. This date and the

chronological status of the work are confirmed by other internal and collateral

evidence. But a doubt has been raised about the identity of the authorship

of the work, which consists of two parts, Karikas (original verses) and Vjtti

(the prose elucidation). MM. P. V. Kane following the due given in the

preface of the Nirnayasagar Press Edition raised in his History of Alatfikara

Literature the problem of the separate identity of the authors of the works.

He collected all the relevant data, internal and external, which tend to create

a presumption in favour of the separate identity of the two. While MM.
Kane tentatively suggests his view, which is based upon certain observations

of Abhinavagupta, the commentator of the Dhvonyaloka, later writers are

more dogmatic in their tone. Dr. S. K. De is categorically positive tliat the

KdrikS portion is the work of a predecessor, which was expounded by Ananda-

vardhana. The data, on which the theory is based, are however the same as

adduced by MM. Kane, but the difference in tone among the later writers

is worthy of remark. It seems that the belief in the separate identity of the

author of the Kdrikd from that of the Vrtti has become traditional. It is re-

markable that this recent tradition is founded upon certain remarks of Abhi-

navagupta, which are by no means free from doubt as regards their tmplica-

tiem, and is in direct conflict with the tradition among Sanskrit writers, both

predecessors and successors of Abhinavagupta, who have emphatically asserted

the identity of the authors of the original and the commentary. I have given

a close and prolonged thought to the data, from which the theory of separate

authorship is derived, and also to the other data, which seem to have escaped

these writers ; and my conviction of the numerical identity of the author of

the Karika with that of the Vrtti has deepened by every fresh consideration.

I do not think the question to be a closed one and I propose to record the

results of my reflections which may serve to stress the need of re-consideration

and re-assessment of the problem with all its relevant issues.

The doubt about the dual authorship arises from the differentiation of

the author of the Kdrikd from that of the Vrtti by Abhinavagupta in his

commentary, Locana, on the Dhvonyaloka. MM. Kane has quoted pro-
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fusdy from Abhinavagupta the passages a^tlch distinguish between the author

of the KStika and the author of the Vftti in his woilc, and I wiil oraitent my*

self with the consideration of those passages, which seem to presuppose the

numerical difference of the authors and will ignore those which seem to make

a formal distinction. At the very outset I want to make it clear that the

mere distinction of the author of an original work, be it Siitra or Karika,

from the author of the Vjtti is not necessarily personal, but a formal distinc-

tion, which is seen to be observed even when the same person is known to

have composed both. The works, whether the products of the same or

different authors, are different not only numerically but in kind. It is

usually the case that the two species of works are the products of different

persons. Whether they are products of different or same writers, it makes

no difference to the nature and status of the works and their mutual relation-

ship. The Vjtti is only a commentary and as such is intended to explain

what is succinctly or implicitly stated in the original. The original and the

gloss are two different species of work and their r61e and status are also

different. The rdle of the commentary is to explain what is implicitly con-

tained in the original and it is an offence against the rules of exegesis to intro-

duce matters foreign to the original. The offence is technically called utsutra-

vyakhyctna. The offence of utsutravyakhyana is unpardonable on the part of

a commentator and deprives him of all claim to audience. Patafijali, the

author of the Mahabha^ya categorically asserts that what is stated in excess

or in supersession of the original must be given short shrift.* Nage§a quotes

in support the dictum of Kumarila “whatever is in the Vjtti and also in the

Vdrtika must be (shown to be implicitly contained) in the Sutras." The diffi-

culty raised in the PaUcapSdika and in the Vivarana regarding the introduc-

tory of SaAkaiScarya to his commentary on the Brahmasutra, wherein the

theory of adhyasa is discussed, that it is utsutra and so ultra vires and the

answer to the objection that it is implied and warranted by the wording of the

sQtra 1.1.1 . are thus seen to be based upon the rules of aceges's and not an

tmcalled for scholastic ingenuity.* Even the bhd$ya, which is entitled to cer-

tain privil^es, e.g. to explain its own statements, cannot introdiKe matter

which is not relevant to the original. Thus the status of the commentary is

subordiirate to that of the original. The difference of the nature and status

of the two ^)ecies of composition imposes a corresponding difference uprm the

authors of the two works. And even when the same person happens to be

the author of both the original and the commentary, the functional and official

difference must not be allowed to be slurred over or obliterated because of the

1. VO hy utsuram kathayen nS’do gjhyeta MBH., p. 24 (Bai, ed.) PaspaSa Ci.

etanmQlafcam eva pathyate "sutresveva W tat sarvatpyadvrttauyacca virdke.”

MBH. PU.
2. Vide PttXcapSdikSvivaroffa, S. V., AdhyasabhSfya (B.S.I.I.I. tac cedaip

na sdttSrthakaMkn api pratipSdayati, ato na vySldiyfiiSrhani.
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personal identity. The author of the Vrttt, even when he happens to be iden-

tical with the author of the original, must give himself out as a different

person and refer to the original author in the third perscm. Further he must

ncM: outstrip the jurisdiction of his rdle as a commentator, viz. to ^lain only

what is implicit in the original and not to introduce matter, which is not

implied or presupposed by the same. Fidelity to the original and obser-

vance of the limit imposed by it are absolutely de rigueur.

In corroboration of our position we refer to the KdvydlankdrasiUTa and

Vjtti of V^ana, who expressly states that he is the author of the original

and the gloss as well, to the Kdvyaprakasa, the Sahityadarpatfa, the BhS^d-

pariccheda—cum—SiddhantamuktavaR, the Rasagangadhara and others in

all of which the original and the gloss are written by the same person. These

works are known to be the compositions of single authors. But the personal

identity of the authors does not make any difference to the formal procedure.

If we were not aware of the identity of the person of the authors externally

and a priori, we could not deduce this identity from any reference, veiled or

explicit, embodied in the Vrtti. If the author of the Vjtti, even when he is the

author of the original text, were to let fall any hint that he is the author of

the original text, he would be condemned of bad craftsmanship. As a matter

of fact authors, when they happen to be the same person, have not been suffi-

ciently on their guard in their observance of this rule, but the commentators

have taken pains to point out that the author qua commentator only makes

explicit what is implicitly intended by the author of the original text. Thus

even when new matters are introduced in the Vjtti and the original text presup-

poses what is stated in the gloss, the conunentator of the gloss takes pains to

justify this illegitimate cross reference on the ground that the gloss, or for that

matter, its author only states what is implied by the original text or its

author. This is the rule of the game and it is not permissible to overstep or

transgress it even when the original text and the gloss are the handiwork of

one and the same person. It is therefore a necessity of form that the author

of the gloss, even when he is the author of the original, should refer to the

latter as a different person and should always comply with the subordinate

rdle that the function of a commentator imposes upon him. The most out-

standing and definitive proof of our contention is furnished in the Pramatio-

nnmamsd, a work consisting of sutra and vjtti written by Hemacandra of the

12th century. Hemacandra in the rdle of the commentator behaves as an

entirely different person from the author of the original sutras, whom he refers

to as the sutrakara and Acarya. Had Hemacandra not written at the outset

of his commentary that he comments on his own siitras, a modem scholar

would have naturally declared the commentator to be a different person.

Hemacandra sometimes gives alternative explanations as befits a commen-

tator. It is interesting that Hemacandra observes that the particle ‘atha’

in the first algorism proves that the author is identical with that of other
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works {anma iSbddStmidsanidibhir asya ekakartjkatvom aha P.M. p. 2).

All this proves that the distinction of the original author from the commai-

tator is purdjr formal and has no bearing on the question of numerical identity.

It is necessary that this etiquette of form should be borne in mind with a

view to the adjudication of the evidence of separate identity that is furnished

by a commentator, who is a third person, of the whole work, such as is done

by Abhinavagupta. We should not let ourselves be carried away by the

differentiation by a commentator of the authors of the text and the gloss to

the cotKlusion that his differentiation necessarily refers to personal identity.

The differentiation of the authors is necessitated by the qualitative difference

of the two compositions and there is no departure permissible from this proce-

dure even whai the author of both is an identical person. As we have made
it clear, the author of the gloss must keep his personal identity in the back-

ground and make believe that he is a faithful expositor of the text, written

by a person who is functionally distinct from and in status superior to the

former. The numerical difference or identity of the authors can be gathered

only from extra-textual evidence, e.g. the statement of the commentators or of

other writers. All internal evidence, embodied either in the original text or in

the gloss, purporting or alluding to personal identity will be regarded as an

offence against the rule of the game. The solicitude of a sympathetic com-

mentator for interpretation of all this evidence as consistent with the numeri-

cal and functional difference of the authors becomes intelligible in the light of

the findings rea>rded here.’

It is a matter of historical truth that so far as Indian tradition is con-

cerned there is perfect unanimity among writers on Sanskrit Poetics beginning

with Mahimabhatta and down to the latest writers that the author of the

Karikd and that of the ViUi are a self-identical person. Mahimabhatta wrote

the Vyaktiviveka, a product of extraordinary learning and ingenuity, with

the express purpose of refuting the position of Anandavardhana. He has

criticised Abhinavagupta’s exposition also. MM. Kane asseits that he was

a contemporary of Abhinavagupta. Mahimabhatta refers to the author of

the Karikd and of the Vftti as Dhvanikdra without distinction and expressly

states that the author himself explains the text in the Vjtli-* So also has

Keemendra referred to these texts as the composition of Anandavardhana, the

acknowledged writer of the gloss. Kuntaka, the author of the Vakroktijivita,

a reactionary work written for the confutation of the DhvanySloka, has been

shown by MM. Kane to refer to Anandavardhana as the author of the entire

3. Vide the Vjttis of Vainana, Maimnatabhatta> Vi4vanatha Kavirija, Vteva-

nldta NyiyapaficSnana, the authors reflectively of the KavySlohk&rasutravjtti, the

KivyafitakSio, the Sihityadarpafui and the BhSiapmkcheda together with the

NyiyatiddkiMtantuktavaB..

4. Artbo vScyavidesa iti svayaip vivitatvSc ca. W, p. 82 Benares edition.
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text, the Karikd and the Vjtti included. These writers belong to Kashmir,

the hotne-Iand of Anandavardhana, and Kuntaka was the predecessor of

Ahhinavagupta. It is highly improbable that these writers, who are pre-

eminently noted for their acumen and accuracy and who are the compatriots of

our author and were separated by a short interval from the latter, should all

be guilty of recording a wrong tradition. Rajafekhara, who was the predeces-

sor of Ahhinavagupta, also refers to Anandavardhana as the promulgator of

the Dhvani theory. We shall give reasons to show that the author of the

Catidrika, the earlier commentary on the Dhvmyaloka, which has been

severely criticised by Ahhinavagupta and mentioned by Mahimabhafta, was

also of the opinion that the two works, the Karikd and the Vrtti, were the

product of the same author. Later writers, e.g. Hemacandra, who flourished

in the 12th century, and every other subsequent and precedent writer on

Alarhkara have all regarded Anandavardhana as the author of the entire work.

iM) these facts have been mentioned by MM. Kane, who leaves little rown

for originality to his successors in the matter of external evidence. My pur-

pose in stating these data is only to show the unbroken continuity of the

tradition regarding the numerical identity of the authors of the Karikd and

the Vrtti. I only differ from MM. Kane and his successors with regard

to the interpretation of the internal evidence. It is not mentiemed by MM.
Kane that Kuntaka has been alluded to by Ahhinavagupta.

Mr. Sovani seems to go too far when he propounds that Sahjdaya was

the name of the author of the original text, on which Anandavardhana com-

ments. To be fair to MM. Kane it must be stated that he has hesitated

to accept this hypothesis as an indubitable fact. It is not necessary for me
to labour the point further as the term is used as an attributive frequently

by Anandavardhana. The statement of the Karikd 1.1, “the nature of

Dhvani will be elucidated for the delectation of the Sahrdaya (a man of taste

and critical outlook)” •''> should be deemed sufficient to demonstrate the extreme

improbability of the theory propounded by Mr. Sovani. The designation of

the author of the Karikd and of the Vrtti indiscriminately as sahrdaya by

Pratiharenduraja takes away all the point from Mr. Sovani’s argument. The

frequent use of the term as a descriptive appellation by Anandavardhana him-

self should be deemed a final clincher.®

We now propose to examine the remarks of Ahhinavagupta, which ex-

pressly distinguish between the author of the Karikd and the author of the

Vrtti, on which the theory of separate authorship is founded. We must be

on our guard against the too natural mistake of confounding formal distinc-

tion with numerical difference in the light of what has been set forth by us

at the outset.

5. tena brumah sahrdayamanahpiitaye tatsvarupam, Dh. 1.1.

6. sahrdayahrdayShlldi . . . also na ca svasamayantahpatinah sahrdaya kSipS

dt parikalpya Op. dt., p. 7.
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In the first ch^>ter the classification of Dhvani into avivak?itavdcya and

vivak^tinyaparavdcyo has been given in the VjtH and not in the Karikd. In

the first K&rikd of the second chapter tte first type is sub-divided into two

kinds. Apart from the observations of Abhinavagupta, it would appear that

this Karika presupposes the classification of Dhvani given in the Vrtti in the

first chapter and the natural deduction from this aoes reference would be that

the author of the Karikd is identical with that of the Vrtti. In other words,

the author does not discriminate between the Vftti and the Karikd. This

is certainly the case, as otherwise the abrupt division of avivak$itavdcya in

the Karikfi II.l, of which absolutely no mention has been made before by the

author of the Kdrikd, would be an unintelligible procedure. And if we scan

the prefatory remarks of Anandavardhana at the outset of the second chapter,

it would be apparent that he too does not distinguish between the Kdrikd and

the Vjtti, and regards the division prt^xised as only a continuation of the topic

broached in the Vrtti in Chapter I., "now dhvani has been shown to be of two

kinds, avivak^itavdcya and vivak$itdnyaparavdcya. Of these, it is stated as

follows for the elucidation of the division of avivaksitavdcya ” {.Vrtti). “ Avi-

vakfitavdcya is of two kinds according as its expressed sense (vdcya) is in-

cluded in another (wider) sense or absolutely surrendered” (Dh. II.l).

Though this is the natural procedure for an identical person to make such

cross reference, it cannot be regarded as legitimate owing to the technical

difference between the Kdrikd and the Vjtti, the implication and consequences

of which have been fully explained by us before. Accordingly Abhinavagupta,

as the commentator, steps forward to justify this abnormal breach of the eti-

quette of exegesis by an ingenious device. In connection with the classifica-

tion given in the Vjtti in the first chapter Abhinavagupta observes that the

author of the Vjtti propounds this classification in pursuance of the implicit

reference which will be made to it in the second chapter. In commenting on

the Vjtti “dhvani has been shown to be of two kinds etc.” Abhinavagupta

supplies the necessary corrective “ by me in the capacity of Vjttikdra—that

is the import. This has however not been stated in disregard of the original

text {utsutra) but in pursuance of the intention of the Kdrikdkdra. The

twofold dassification of dhvani (shown in the Vjtti) is endorsed by the Kdri-

kdkdra also inasmuch as the sub-division of the first variety (given in the

Karika II.l) contains an implicit referaice to the former classificaticm and

thereby aims at showing its distinction from the second variety.” ^

Unfortunatdy both MM. Durgaprasad Dvivedi, the editor of the

N. S. P. edition and MM. Kane alike failed to pay proper attention

7. tnayS vrttildreoa sate’ti bhavah. Nacaitan mayo’tsutram uktam, api tu

karikakaiSbhiprayepe’ty aha— , (Dh., p. 165, Benares edition). Tatra inatha-

moddyote vrttMrepa praka^tah (tasya) avivaksitaVScyasya vah prabhedas tat-

pratipSdanBye’dam ucyate bhavati mGlato ddbhedatvam KarikS^rasyl’pi sam-

nutam eve’ti bldvi^ Qp. dt.. p. 166.
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to the clause ‘ by me in the capacity of VfttikSra' (maya VTttikSrofa said)

,

The particle ‘sala’ would be redundant, unless the functional difference in

spite of the personal identity were alluded to by Abhinavagupta. Again, the

absence of refutation in the Kdrika of the position that dhvani is indefi-

nable and the express refutation of the same in the VtIH would seem to

be an introduction of a topic unintended by the KSrikakara. Abhinavagupta

justifies the VjUikdra on the ground that he only makes explicit what is im-

plied by the Karikdkdra. A prima facie reading of the text would rather

give out the impression that the same person being the author of Karika and

the Vrtti, he does not mind to state in the original verse what he will state in

the gloss. But this would involve the offence of the confusion of personal

identity with functional identity, which, as we have shown, is an unpardon-

able breach of form. Abhinavagupta’s observation serves to eliminate this

confusion. Of course the comment of Abhinavagupta is not easily justifiable

without the presupposition of personal identity. The real crux of the pro-

blem however is found in the beginning of Chapter III. The observation

of Abhinavagupta hereunder seems to make him plainly assert his faith in the

numerical difference of the author of the Karika from that of the Vrlti. But

let us dispassionately and critically examine the Vrtti and the comment of

Abhinavagupta and see whether the postulation of more than functional and

official difference is necessary here also.

The Vrttikara introduces the third chapter by the remark that ‘ dhvani ’

has been fully expounded with all its divisions on the basis of suggested mean-

ing (^vyangya) ; now it is being expounded again in so far as it is based upon

the suggestive form {vyanjaka)fi Abhinavagupta explains the text of

Anandavardhana in a far-fetched way and makes severe animadversions upon

the previous commentator, whose interpretation however is more satisfactory

and logically more consistent than what is offered by the former. In the third

chapter the division of dhvani is made on the basis of verbal forms which are

exclusively vehicles of suggestion and can never become from the nature of

the case objects of suggestion. The Candrikd, which was the previous com-

mentary and which is criticized here, explains the meaning of the expression

‘on the basis of suggested meaning’ {vyahgyamukhena) as referring to the

divisi(m of dhvani in respect of Vastu (matter of fact), alahkara (figure! of

speech) and rasa (aesthetic sentiment). Abhinavagupta is impatient with

this interpretation. He remarks, “ this threefold division has been set forth by

the Vjttikara and not by the Karikakara. Nor is the Vfttikma setting forth

this division here and now. So what relevancy would be there in the state-

ment ‘ this has been done and this is being done ’ in case the authors are

different ? Nor does this interpretation square with the entire previous text.

8. evam vyahgyamukhenai ‘va dhvand|> pradaiiite saprabhede svarupe punar

vyafijakamuUbena tat prakSfiyate. Op. dt.
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since such modes as avivakfitavacya also have been demonstrated therein/’*

Abhinavagupta accordingly explains the remarks of Anandavardhana as hav-

ing reference to the divisitm of dhvani as avivakfitavacya etc.

We must confess that Abhinavagupta’s criticism of the Candrikd seems

to be inspired more by petulance than regard to fact or logical consistency.

In the first place, it is not a fact that the threefold classification of dhvani has

not been shown in the Karika itself. In II. 2, dhvani based on the expressed

sense is shown to be twofold according as the sequence between the expressed

and the suggested sense is in^rceptible or perceptible. In II. 3 rasadhvani

as representative of the first type is dealt with. In II. 22 alamkdradhvani

based on formal suggestiveness (Sabdasaktyudbhava) is discussed. In II. 23-

25 the Vastudkvani is elaborated at length. In II. 26-31 alafikdradhvani

based upon material significance (arthasaktyudbhava) is treated of rather in

detail. The consideration of these facts would show that Abhinavagupta is

neither correct nor precise in his cat^orical assertion that the threefold divi-

sion of dhvani has not been shown by the Kdrikdkara. In the second place

Abhinavagupta’s animadversion would still be unjustifiable even if it were

true that the threefold classification of dhvani were not dealt with in the

Karika, but in the Vrtti only. He forgets in the heat of the controversy that

the Vrttikdra could not introduce a matter which was not intended or endorsed

by the Karikdkara, since this would involve the fallacy of utsutravydkhyano.

Curiously enough Abhinavagupta himself justifies the cross reference in the

beginning of the second chapter by this device. It is incomprehensible why
the same principle should not hold good in the case under consideration, were

the contention of Abhinavagupta correct.

Another point remains to be disposed of. Let us examine the implica-

tion of the complaint of Abhinavagupta about irrelevancy in the case of the

difference of authors. Is the difference meant to be personal also or func-

tional only ? The implication seems to be plain as follows :
“ Of course the

attribution of what has been stated and what is going to be stated to the same

author may hold good in the present case by way of a historical accident when

the two authors, viz. of the Karika and of the Vjtti happen to be tlie self-

identical person. But this would break down if the authors were numerically

two different persons” But we have made it sufficiently clear that irrespec-

tive of the question of numerical identity or difference of the authors of the

Karika and the Vrtti, the cross reference can be justified on the hypothesis that

the Vrtti merely explicates what is intended by Karika, as otherwise the charge

of utsiUra statement would make the position repugnant to the canons of exe-

gesis. Even supposing that the authors were identical, transference of a state-

9. etat tSvat tribhedatvaqi na karikSkareoa kjlam, vittikarepa tu daiStam,

na ce’^n&p vTttik3ro bhedaprakatanaip karoti tataS ce ’datp kftam
idaip! kiiyata iti hartrbbede kS saipgatih. tt seq. Op. cit.
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ment made by the Vfttikara to the account of the Karikakata would still be

absolutely indefensible We have shown above that AWiinavagupta is not un-

familiar with tlie rule. On the contrary it has induced him to explain the sup-

posed reference by the Vjttikara to what has been stated in the Vjtti as implied

by Karikdkara on the hypothesis of identity of purpose of the authors. He

could have offered this explanation in the present instance with equal propriety.

We have shown that the whole piece of Abhinavagupta’s attack is not only un-

founded but contrary to facts. The question of factual discrepancy apart,

Abhinavagupta seems to have made himself appear as the supporter of a

false cause. It requires to be stated, in view of the opinion expressed by MM.
Kane, that even if we take Abhinavagupta’s remarks for all that the former

means to establish, it is obvious that the author of the Candrikd cannot be

supposed to have held the two authors to be numerically different even on

the showing of Abhinavagupta. Even if the remarks of the latter were true

tliat the triple division of dhvani was the handiwork of the vjtlikdia and not

of the karikakdra, the confusion implied in the crt>ss reference, made out by

the author of the Candrikd, would be possible only if the latter were persuaded

of the numerical identity of the two authors. Abhinavagupta seems to be cons-

cious of the weakness of his criticism and this leads him to advance another

argument immediately after.

There are one or two other instances which seem to imply the numerical

difference of the Vjttikara from the karikakdra and we propose to discuss them
now. On page 135 (Dh. N. S. P. edn.) the question of the substratum of

gujfas is raised and Anandavardhana observes that the substratum has been

set jorth in the Kdrikd (II. 7), which he quotes in support. Abhinavagupta

completes the sentence in his commentary “ as ‘ set forth

'

by our original

author” (asmanmulagranthakjte 'ty arthah). The differentiation need not be

more than formal, as we have shown that allusion to the identity of the author

of the vjtti with that of the kdrikd would be a breach of form. On p. 138

while discussing the question of lapse from the norm of propriety Ananda-

vardhana observes that the matter “ has been dealt with subsequently.” darH-

tom evd ’gre). Abhinavagupta remarks that the expression “has been dealt

with ” has for its subject the Karikdkara and hence the past tense is used.*®

MM. Kane explains the significance of the remarks of Abhinavagupta as

follows. “ If the and -7% were the work of the same author, he would

have used the future tense in place of the past in the word when

referring to what was to be discussed later on ; but as the were the

work of a predecessor and were actually before the when he wrote

this passage, he employs the words
( )

•” “ I regret I

10. dariitam eve ‘ ti karik9karei)e ’ ti bhutapratyayah- Vaksyate hi ‘ anaudtyad

rte nft’nyad lasabhaAgasya karanam ’ ityidi.

11. ffol, p. LIX.
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cannot agree with MM. Kane in this interpretation of the implication of the

remarks of Abhinavagupta. The karikas, being the original text on which

the Vftti is a commentary, are certainly to be supposed to be logically, though

not necessarily chronologically, prior to the latter. And even if the auth(M- of

the Vjtti were identical with that of the Karika, the use of future tense with

the implication of personal identity as made out by MM. Kane would be

unjustifiable, since the vrttikara is required to behave as a different person as

a matter of form. The distinction need not be personal, as personal identity

cannot be alluded to under any circumstances without infringement of etiquette,

which is tabooed.

The argument based on the use of tense is absolutely inconclusive. MM.
Kane’s criterion of personal identity, viz., the use of future tense, is unaccep-

table. In fact Anandavardhana uses future tense in several places in reference

to what is stated later on in the Karika. It cannot be contended that the

reference is to the gloss and not to the Karika, since Abhinavagupta himself

quotes or alludes to the Karika as the object of reference. We refer the reader

to page 15, page 23, page 26 and page 34.’^ We do not attach undue im-

portance to these uses of future tense, since the allusion to personal identity

with the author of the original will be a breach of form on the part of the

author of the Vjtti. The identification implied by future tense or first person

is to be explained by reference to the identity of interest. The Vjtrikara,

even when he is a different person, is to identify himself intellectually with

the author of the original text as a loyal commentator. So the use of future

tense or of the first person is inconclusive as evidence of personal identity.

We need not discuss the other cases of differentiation made by Abhinavagupta

between the author of the gloss and the author of the verses since this implies

nothing more than what the necessity of form demands.

Let us now consider whether there are positive indications in the com-

mentary of Abhinavagupta of the unity of authorship regarding the entire

work. Abhinavagupta plainly asserts that the theory of dhvani, though it

was not unknown to previous thinkers and though it continued to be orally

discussed without break, was not treated of in works of special interest.^* But

the first systematic treatise referred to here may be considered to consist of

the Karika portion alone and thus need not afford any clue to the unity of

authorship. But the following consideration is decisive. Anandavardhana

maintains that ‘ even writers of exceptional intellectual acumen on the science

of poetics have failed to discover the existence of dhvani. But still it will be

12. tato'nyac dtram eve’tye agre dar$ayisyitnah. Dh. p. 34 AUiinavagupta here

quotes the K£rM III 42 as the place referred to. The use of the first person

deserves more than a passing notice. Again, the pledge of the Vrttikara
‘

v3cyav3ca-

kacSrutvahetavo hi tasya’/igabbutS na tu tadekarQpS eve’ti pratipadayi$yan£oatvat is

endorsed in the KSrikS 11 4.

13. Op. eit., p. 31.
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easy for men of xsthetic taste (sahrdaya) to detect the presence of dhwm
in the famous poetical works such as the RimSyaifa in the light of the deft*

niti(m propounded here.’ He concludes with a veiled personal reference,

“May Ananda** (aesthetic delight and the author Anandavardhana) find a

secure place in the minds of the men of taste. With a view to this end (the

nature of dhvani) is being promulgated." Abhinavagupta observes that

Ananda is the name of the author (granthakrt). The promulgation of

dhvani aims at securing a permanent footing for Anandavardhana in the hearts

of lovers of poetry by means of the Sdstra (etacchdstradvareifa)

.

Abhinava-

gupta refers to Anandavardhana as Vjltikara and also as granthakara. It

might be supposed that the latter appellation is only an equivalent of the

former and as such has no reference to the entire work, consisting of kSrikd

and Vrtti. But the description of Anandavardhana as the author of this

Sastra is significant. In another place Abhinavagupta refers to him as the

author of our Sdstra, who established that the absolute Brahman is the only

Ultimate Reality in another work, viz., Tattvdloka. The author of the

dhvani sdstra is also the author of the rattvdloka.^^ We know Ananda-

vardhana is the author of the latter work and it follows that it is Ananda-

vardhana who is said by Abhinavagupta to be the author of the Dhvani-

Sdstra.

The question now naturally arises whether Anandavardhana could be des-

cribed as the Sdstrakdra, if he were only the writer of the vrtti alone and the

Kdrikds, which abundantly set forth the doctrine with its details, were the

work of a different person. Barring the scholastic devices of Abhinavagupta

who tries to make out the vrtti to be only a paraphrase and elaboration of

the Kdrikd, even if we take a dispassionate view of the relative position of the

Kdrika and the Vrtti, it must be owned that the original contribution of the

Vrtti is almost nil. In the circumstances, is it not unthinkable that the author

of the Vrtti should pass off as the promulgator of the dhvani school, which

the title of Sdstrakdra conferred upon him by Abhinavagupta implies ?

Again, in the colophon of the work, there are two verses. While com-

menting upon ‘ iti,’ the first word of the first verse, Abhinavagupta observes

that it means ‘in the light of the exposition given in the Kdrikd and the

Vrtti.’ This indicates that Abhinavagupta takes the Kdrikd and the Vrtti to

be the work of one person.* If there be a lingering doubt, the last verse should

14. There is double entendre on the word.

15. Vide p. 67 and p. 533 Ben. edn. 16. Vide p. 41, p. 67 (Bom. edn.).

* It ^uld be noted that the mahgalacaraifa and the colophon are not integral

parts of the text of a work. It is coily these places wherein the author of a gloss

can reveal his identity with that of the original, Sdtra or Kdrika, without offending

the canons of exegesis. Anandavardhana cannot be accused of the breach of foma

when he asserts on the colophon his authorship of the entire work, after the conclu-

idon of the book, because he has already aooomplisfaed the task of the Vrttikara and

is no longer in the subortfinate rfile.
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dispel it completely. The last verse states “ Anandavardhaiia, whose name is

widely known, has explicitly brought out for the edification of men of taste the

real essence of true poetry, which lay dormant^' for all the ages in the minds

of even men of mature intellect.” The statement that the nature of dhvjni

which is the real essence of true poetry was not discriminatingly grasped by

previous writers and that it was for the first time developed and systematised

by Anandavardhana would become unmeaning and untrue, were the doctrine

developed in such a systematic form by a predecessor, viz. the author oj the

Karika, who is made out to be a different person by the theory of dual author-

ship. It is further remarkable that the author of the Karika observes (III.

56) that the true nature of poetry was indiscriminatingly apprehended by

previous writers and their failure to disentangle tlie same was responsible for

tlie promulgation of the theory of rttis. This identical claim for originality

by both the author of the Karika and Anandavardhana is intelligible only if

the two are regarded as the same person, otherwise the claim of the latter

would be a vain boast. Abhinavagupta observes while commenting on the

last verse just quoted that the author here divulges his name in order that

students of poetics may feel drawn towards a study of it. People generally

are attracted by the fame of a great author. In the first chapter also Abhi-

navagupta has stated that Ananda is the name of the author, who gives out

his name in order to enlist the support of the readers by creating a sense of

regard for his great name.*® Of course Abhinavagupta speaks of Anandavar-

dhana as GranthakSra, and this has been supposed to stand for the author of

the Vftti. But it is seldom found that the author of a gloss is designated as

Cranthakara. In all the places where Abhinavagupta speaks of the Grantha-

kdra, he does not draw a distinction between the author of the Karika and the

author of the gloss and the presumption is very great to induce the belief that

the word should be taken as standing for the author of the en'iro book. In

one place we have seen that Abhinavagupta refers to the Karikdkma as asman-

mulagranthakara. But it seems that too much capital has been made of this

distincticm. The distinction is made in order to preclude a confusion of the

personal identity with functional identity. The Vfttikara quotes the karika

as the place wherein the substratum of the guritas has been set forth. AWii-

navagupta in conformity with the rules of exegesis supplies the proviso ‘that

is by our original author.’ It should be understood that the proviso is added

on behalf of the VrttikSra and not in opposition to him. The author of the

Vftti should naturally quote the Kankd as the work of the original author,

(»i which he comments.

The consideration of the following statements of Abhinavagupta himself

should remove all misgiving about the identity of the author of the Karika

with that of the Vftti. We have proved at the outset that Indian tradition

17. Cf. the identity of language of the verse with that of IIII. 46.

18. Fp. 41 to 42 and pages 553 (Bom. edn.) et seq (Ben. edn.)

.
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is absolutely unanimous on tlie fact that Anandavardhana is the author of the

whole work. It is Abhinavagupta's differentiation between the two works and

their authors that has led scholars like the editor of the Dhvonydloka and

MM. Kane and others to the conclusion that the two authors are not only

functionally but also numerically different. My thesis has been that the dis-

tinction is a matter of form, lapse from which was very seriously regarded as

an unpardonable offence. The following considerations in addition to what

I have given above will serve to clinch the matter under consideration.

On p. 79 Abhinavagupta comments ‘ (He) states—^the meaning of the

Karikd by means of the VjW.’ On p. 85 Abhinavagupta observes ‘ Now (he)

explains the expression ’ ekarupa

'

(stated in tire Kdrtkd) by means of Vrtti.'

On p. 102 the commentator says “ With this intention (he) explicates in the

VrtH." On p. 104 in the commentary it is observed, “ Accordingly (he) will

explain in the Vrttt in the twofold way,” and on p. 105 again “ (he) now

explains the minor sub-divisions of Praii4hokti by means of V^tti." These

remarks have escaped MM. Kane and his predecessors and successors alike,

but they deserve more than passing notice. The analysis of their import

reveals momentous facts. Certainly Abhinavagupta could not make these

remarks if he were absolutely convinced of the truth that Anandavardhana

qua the author of the Vrtii was numerically different from the author of the

KdrikQ. Who is the subject of the verbs in the sentences referred to above ?

W'e have put the subject “ he ” within brackets. But whom can ‘ he ’ refer

to ? It cannot be supposed that ‘ he ’ here stands for the Vjttikara, as in that

case the proposition will turn out to be hopelessly tautologous. It is sheer

nonsense to say that “ the VrtUkdra explains the meaning in or by means of

the VrUi.” The Vjttikara can state anything in the Vjtti alone, which is his

work—^a fact too obvious to be stressed. So the phrases, ‘ in the Vjtti
’

or

‘ by means of Vjtti
’

would have no sense, if the subject were meant to be the

Vjttikara, a different person from tire author of the Karikd. These observa-

tions of Abhinavagupti, unless they are to be reduced to downright nonsense,

are capable of (me explanation cmly. Abhinavagupta takes the author of the

Karikd to be the same person with the Vjttikara and so observes that the

author of the Karikd himself explains the meaning of the words of the Kdrikd

in the Vjtti. There is no questiem of confusion of personal identity and func-

tional diversity as the commentator is a third person. The Vjttikara cannot

be permitted to allude to his personal identity with the author of the original

text as that would involve breach of form. But the commentator can make
any observation on the difference or identity of the authors of the original

and the gloss, as he is an outsider.

The differentiation by Abhinavagupta of the Kmikdkara from the Vjtti-

kara in his commentary is necessitated by caution to rescue the Vjttikara from

the charge of the breach of the rules of exegesis. We have made the point

abundantly clear at the outset. The differentiation is formal and functi(mal
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and has no bearing upon personal rdationship of the authors. It is a matter

of pity that later writers became oblivious of the traditional rules of inter-

pretation and of the omsequential difference of status of the Vrttikara from

the author of the original text The ignorance or oblivion, whichever may

be the case, is responsible for the curious arguments advanced by Ramacarapa

Tarkava^Sa, MaheSvara, Vaidyanatha Tatsat and MaheSacandra Nayaya-

ratna. Ramacanma argues in his commentary on the Sdhityadarpam that the

author of the Vttti is the same person who composed the Kaiikas on the

ground that the Vrttikara makes the promise, “ We shall expound the nature

of rasa” which is implemented in a Karika. If Ramacaraina were correct,

Vi^vanStha would be guilty of the infringement of a fundamental rule of exe-

gesis. ‘ We ’ has no separatist implication here. 'Fhe Vrttikara here speaks

on behalf of the original author as befits an exponent and representative.^®

Vaidyanatha and MaheSacandra likewise defend the unity of authorship of

the Kavyaprakd&a on the ground of a supposed cross reference in a Karika to

the Vlrtfi.®® Mahe^vara again defends his theory of dual authorship of the

KdvyaprakdSa on the ground that the Vrilikdra refers to the Kdrikdkara in

the third person. He argues that if the authors had been an identical person,

the Vrttikara would have used the first person in referring to the Karikakara.^^

These errors of judgment would not have been possible if these commentators

had cared to consult the Bhdsapariccheda-MuktamU or Vamana’s Kdvya-

laAkarasiitravrtti and study the procedure adopted therein.

We shall conclude our dissertation by referring to the criticism of the

Dhvani theory by Jayantabhatfa, the author of the Nyayamanjari. Jayanta

was the contemporary of Sankaravarman, the immediate successor of Avanti-

varman, in whose court Anandavardhana was a minister. Jayanta says, By

the same logic of the unsuspected power of word the doctrine of dhvani is

refuted, which has been propounded by a fellow, who considered himself a

real scholar. Well, when negation is understood from affirmation or affirma-

tion from negation in such sentences as * Freely walk, O pious man,’ or ' Don’t

enter my room, O traveller,’ it is entirely due to the common efficiency of

words alrnie. Or perhaps we should not engage in such controversy with poets.

Even scholars are bewildered as to the import of sentences and so let us drop

this discourse. It is exceedingly a delicate problem and is beyond the province

of logicians.” It is obvious that Jayanta here refers to the Vrtti of the

Dhvanyaloka and thinks that the theory was promulgated by one man, viz.,

Anandavardhana.

19. Sihityadarpaaa 1. 1. S. V. commentary.

2a MSli tu pQrvavat K. P. KSiika 94.

21. na tu vrttikrd eva Idbikakrt paiSmiiSatltyadisu sarvatra namayogodtapra-

thanuvNUUsanirdefiasvaradlt, anyatM ’noadyogodtottamapurusa eva idrdifyeta. K^..
p. S (Calcutta Sanskrit Series).

2Z. NM. p. 45 (Chowkhamba edition. Fart I).
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It fdlows from both external and internal evidence that has been adduced

before that there is no break in the tradition that Anandavardhana is the

author of the entire work and the founder of the Dhvani school. Abhinava-

gupta’s differentiation of the author of the Vitti from the author of the Karika

has been proved to be a fiction of the law of exegesis even on the basis of his

own remarks. Accordingly I feel constrained to assert that the conclusion of

MM. Kane, which he states in the following words, is based uptm an insuffi-

cient appraisal of data. “ I feel inclined to hold (though with hesitation) th.it

the Locam is right and that Pratiharenduraja, Mahimabhatta K§emendra and

others had not the correct tradition before them.” MM. Kane has created

a tradition of his own. With due deference to his authority I have to differ

from him and I place the results of my prolonged study and reflection before

the bar of scholarship for fresh consideration.

To sum up the results of our enquiry : We have explained for the first

time the rules of exegesis which require that the Vfttikdra, irrespective of his

numerical difference or identity with the author of the original, must behave

as a different person and author and observe the subordinate rfile which the

status of a commentator involves as a matter of irrefragable form. Secondly,

the differentiation of the Vjttikara from the Kdrikakara in the commentary of

Abhinavagupta on the Dhvanydloka is nothing more than formal and official

distinction which is necessitated by the duty of protecting Anandavardhana

qttd the Vjttikaira from the charge of utsutra exposition. Thirdly, the designa-

tion of Anandavardhana as the Sastrakara, the propounder of the school of

dhvani, would be unjustifiable if the Karikas were the handiwork of a prede-

cessor. Fourthly, the! omissicm of the name of the Karikakara by Ananda-

vardhana or Abhinavagupta is proof of the fact that the difference of the

Karikakara from the Vrttikdra is only a fiction of formality. Fifthly, the

statements of Abhinavagupta himself have been adduced which are intelligible

only on the postulation of the identity of the author of the Vjtti with that of

the Karika. Sixthly, the confusion of functional difference with personal dif-

ference has been shown to be due to the oblivion of the fundamental rules of

ex^esis, which has obtained currency since the end of the 18th century, if not

earlier. Seventhly, the colophon of the Dhvanydloka and the comments of

Abhinavagupta thereon have been shown to contain indication of the identity

of Anandavardhana with the author of the Karika. Finally, the testimony of

Jayantabhatta has been recorded, which together with the testimony of nume-

rous authors of established fame, give out the Dhvanydloka to be the product

of a single perscm, viz., Anandavardhana.

23. HAL., p. LXm.
Ar.5.—The references are to the DhvanyStoka (N. S. P. edition) unless specified

otherwise.
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YAMA IN THE VEDA

By

R. N. DANMKAR, M.A., PK.D.

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona.

Certain features of the Yama-mythology as represented in Rgveda (RV>

are quite simple and uncomplicated. This very simplicity has however misled

many a scholar in the matter of the true interpretation of this mythology.

The picture of Yama—^his personality and functions—as reconstructed from

the RV-references is characterised by considerable inconsistency, discrepancy

and vagueness. An approach to this whole problem from the standpoint of

‘ evolutionary ’ mythology will alone make it possible to restate the whole

Yama-mythology as a reasonably homogeneous and consistent whole.

Let us! first of all briefly recapitulate the several details of this mythology

as given in RV. Only four complete hynms in RV refer to Yama. His name

occurs about fifty times in other RV-passages, which are almost exclusively

to be found in the first and the tenth books of the RV. Yama thus belongs,

with Parjanya, to the fifth class or group of Vedic gods, on the basis of the

frequency of the mention of names. This minor position held by Yama in

the Vedic mythology indicates that the true nature of the personality of that

god was already being lost sight of, the vestiges of his original importance

being revealed, as will be shown hereafter, only through stray references. To

begin with, a very significant fact about Yama is that he is never explicitly

called a ‘god' in the RV. He is no doubt mentioned in the company of

other gods—with Agni and Matarisvan (I. 164. 46), with Varuipa (X. 14. 7),

with Bthaspati (X. 14. 3) and with Agm (X. 64. 3 ; 92. 11). In X. 51. 1,

we are tdd that a god found the hiding Agni ; in X. 51. 3, we are told that

it was Yama, who found Agni, thus indicating indirectly that Yama was a

god. At the same time it is equally significant that Yama is never called a

‘ man.' As a matter of fact, he is clearly distinguished from the pitfs (X. 15.

8), whoee feing and lord he is, though only once he is himself called pita (X.

135. 1)—obviously in a different sense. The mentioi of Yama and deva

Varuoa, side by side (X. 14. 7), does not at all indicate that the poet wanted

to d«stmguirfi between mm Yama and god Varuna. Other passages of that

nature (III. 20. 5 ; IV. 51. 11) will show that such reference does not possess

any q)edal significance. Yama however is clearly a martya (AV. XVIII.

Sk 13i). 'Itus unique aspect of Yama’s character certainly provides an im-

pmtant due for our investigation.
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The majoritY of Vedic references to Yama describe him as the lord of

the Messed dead (X. 14. 3-7 ; 16. 9). He is the first mortal, the first to go

the way of death and to point out the path for departed souls to fMlow. He
is the gatherer of men, their guide and pathfinder (X. 14. 1) and gives men
a resting place (X. 14. 9; AV. XVIII. 2. 37). Of the three heavens, two

bela« to Savitr and one to Yama (I. 35. 6 ; X. 123. 6). Yama’s father is

said to have been Vivasvat and his mother Saraipyu ('X. 17> Iff.). In

another context (X. 10), however, the parents of Yama and his twin-sister,

Yanf, are mentiimed to have been the Gandharva and the Water-Nymph.
Yama dwells in the remote recess of the sky.^ Reference is made to kormya^

for Yama (AV. XVIII. 4. 55) and to Yamasya sadanam* (X. 135. 7 ; AV. II.

12. 7) . Under a beautiful tree, Yama revels in the company of gods ; there

the ‘father’ entertains kindly thoughts about the forefathers (X. 135. 1).

Yama was thus primarily regarded as a legendary king, who, by his holiness,

was enabled to establish a realm of immortal life and bliss, for the righteous

of olden time, to which good men of all generations have the right of entry.

In most RV-passages, he was chiefly worshipped as the king of the blessed

dead. He assembled the flocks of the departed in a marvellous kingdom,

where there is neither cold nor suffering. He is the king of the people and

their father. He has found a way for many and along that path he leads men

into their last abode. Later, however, we see Yama’s character in course of

change to his post-Vedic rfile as the horrific judge of the dead. He is brought

in close connection with Death. Death is said to be the path of Yama (I. 38.

5). He is the brother of Mrtyu and is mentioned by the side of Antaka and

Mrtyu (VS. 39. 13). Mftyu is Yama’s messenger (AV. XVIII. 2. 27). In

certain cases Yama is even identified with Mftyu (I. 165. 4 : MS. II. 5. 6 ; AV.

VI. 28 31 ; 93. 1) . References to Yama’s padbisa (X. 97. 6), to his mes-

sengers, uluka and kapota (X. 165. 4) and to his dogs ('X. 14. 10-12) further

help to consolidate his character as the fearful god of death.

Let us now turn to a unique hymn, in which Yama figures very promi-

nently. In a dialogue between Yama and his twin-sister, Yanfi* (X. 10),

Yama is shown to be protesting strongly against the advances of Yand for a

sexual intercourse, which was intended for the procreation of the human

race. The impression derived from that hymn as a whole, however, is that,

in spite of the suggestion of the apparently immoral motif of incest, Yama and

1. 'The abode of Yama is also mentioned (X. €3. 10) to be over high mountains

across a river. Hopiuns (PAOS 1891) takes thin literally and bdieves that Yama's
abode was the andent home of the Aryans, the recollection of wMdi they still re-

tained.

2. According to Ehni, it is a mound of the dead.

3. PlSCHEL’s suggestion that this indicates Yama’s chapel cannot be accepted.

4. in YV, Yan5 is both wife and sister of Yama.
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Yaml were then actually r^rded as the first parents of the human race.”

Yama’s protest only reflects the moral scruples of the author of that hymn.

Apart from these main references, attention may be drawn to other

passages, which, though stray and obscure, are of considerable importance.

Yama is said to have been the first to stretch the web of sacrifice (VII. 33.

9-10). A reference is already made to Yama’s having discovered the hidden

Agni (X. 51. 1-4). This fact also represents Yama’s function as the first

sacrificer. But Yama was not merely the first ‘sacrificer’; he was also the

first ‘sacrificed.’ For the sake of progeny, Yama, we are told (X. 13. 4),

chose death ; in spite of his deathless birth (I. 83. 5) he surrendered his own

dear body in the sacrifice (X. 13. 4). The metres, which symbolise the sacri-

fice, are said to be deposited in Yama (X. 14. 16 ; AV. XVIII. 2. 6 ; 2. 32).

In such cases, Yama seems to be exalted almost to the position of an All-god.

Can these heterogeneous and, in many cases, vague details of the Yama-

mythology in the Veda be presented in a 8)rstematic and consistent maimer,

indicating thereby the various successive stages in the evolution of that

mythology ?

Before we proceed further, it would be helpful to examine the views of

earlier scholars in regard to Yama’s personality and functions. The study of

Vedic mythology was, in its early stages, dominated by what may be called

the ' naturalistic ’ tendency. As a matter of fact this was the case with regard

to the study of all ancient mythrdogies. It was normal to trace the origin of

gods to natural phenranena. Ancient mythology in general, and the Vedic

m}rthology in particular, thus came to be crowded with sun-gods and moon-

gods. Yama was, for instance, made to represent both the sun-god and the

moon-god. EHNl(l/rs^«g/»cAc Gottkeit des ved. Yama and Der vedische

Mythus des Yatna) believes that Yama is the deified representation of the

setting sun. He is the son of Vivasvat (‘whose light spreads afar’), who,

according to Ehni, is the rising sun. Yama follows the path of the sun to

go to al remote recess. The path of the sun was a symbol of the path of

human life, aiHl, as a matter of fact, the same words were often used in the

Veda for the death of man and for the sunset. Of the sun it is said that it

is the sure retreat The sun is a bird and has birds as his messengers, like

Yama. Like the sun-god, Yama has two steeds, golden-eyed and iron-hoofed,

^invasvat and Yama, who are related as father and son, stand, according to

Ehni, for the visible and the invisible sun respectively. This explains the

suggested contrast between the two (X. 14. 2 ; VS. 24. 1 ; 6PB XIII. 2. 2. 7)

.

Yama’s diaracter as a sun-god, in erne form oc ant^r, is accepted by sevml
other scholars. Max MOller (LSL), for instance, r^sards Yama to be the

setting sun and thus the god of the dead. According to Weber (VeHsche

5. L. von ScHROBOER believes that the dialogue between Yama and Yand
—

^ /)r»ina
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BeitrUie), Yama rq^resents the parting day and Yarn! the night. Kuhn
(Herabkunnft des Feuers und des Gdttertrmks) and Bergaigne {La Religion

VSdique) think that Yama was a form of Agni, particularly the lightning Agni,

and Yann, the voice of thunder. This difference of opinion itself indicates

that the solar character of Yama is not at all clear. Bloomfield (Religion

of Veda) tries to support the solar character of Yama (Xi the basis of the

descriptiim of his two dogs. According to that scholar (JAOS 15), the two

dogs of Yama represent day and night or the sun and the moon. As against

this, Weber believes that the dogs represent a specific constellation and

Bergaigne sees in them forms of Yama and Yanfi. A closer scrutiny of the

descriptions of the dogs shows that they are rather the outcome of a typical

motif in primitive cult about death and of the common fantasy regarding the

abode of the dead. Their description is too minute to mistake them for any

natural phenomena.®

Hillebrandt’s starting point (Ved. Myth.) is the fact that Yama is the

son of Vivasvat, whom that scholar regards to be the sun-god. He further

pays particular attention to the contrast between Yama and Vivasvat, which

is often emphasised in the Vedic mythology and ritual. These facts, accord-

ing to Hillebrandt, conclusively prove that Yama cannot be the sun-god.

Ehni’s explanation in regard to the contrast between the two is quite artificial

and unconvincing. That Yama was a ‘ god ’, and not an ordinary ‘ human

being,’ is clear from several passages in the Veda. Still Yama is said to be

the first ‘ mortal ’ who dies. These two characteristics of Yama’s personality,

namely that he is an offspring of the sun and that he ‘ dies,’ will be properly

understood, according to Hillebrandt, only on the assumption that Yama
represents the moon-god.^ The moon owes his splendour to the sun and is

therefore the sun’s child. The moon is also seen to wane by digits until he

becomes completely extinct and again begins to grow. This is poetically

described as the periodical death and birth of the moon. Hillebrandt points

to several Vedic passages where the moon is said to be the child of the sun

(IX. 93'. 1 : AB. VIII. 28.1 14). and where he is referred to as dying and

being reborn (I. 164. 4 ; X. 55. 5 ; 85. 19 ; iSSS. 16.5). In support of his

theory Hillebrandt further produces considerable anthropological evidence

from the writings of Brinton, Grabner, Crooke, Frazer, Ehrenreich,

Hartland and others. The primitive people all over the world often connect

the phases of the moon with death, birtlt, regeneration etc., and consequently

regard the ntKion as the lord of the dead fathers. Yama’s part with reference

6. Max MUller takes Yama’s dogs to represent Time in its double aspect as

morning and evening. According to N. Aiyangar (Indo-Aryan Mythology), Yama’s

dogs are Mvinau or Agnisomau. Arbman (Rudra) con^ders them to be refined

versions of theriomcMphic death-demons.

7. N. Aiyangar also suggests (Indo-Arym Mythology) that Yama is the moon

s^mmg from the sun. According to him Yam! is RohM.
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to sacrifice is explained by Hillebrandt also on the basis of his being the

moon-god. For, the moon is the messenger of sacrifice, brings order in

seasons and distributes ofTerings among the gods (I. 105. 4). Taking for

granted that Soma and Brhaspati also represent the moon-god, Hillebrandt

further quotes Vedic passages (like IX. 2. 10) wherein they are closely associat-

ed with sacrifice, and concludes that these ritualistic features were transferred to

Yama because all the three gods represent but one divinity. Yima, the

Avestan counterpart of Yama, is. according to Hillebrandt, closer to the

moon-god. His final conclusion is that the lunar character of Yama was not

clearly realised by Vedic poets, who emphasised only one aspect of his per-

sonality, namely, his connection with the dead. Yama was the moon-god of

the Indo-Iranian or even earlier period. Only in certain typical passages in

the Veda do we still find the traces of Yama’s ancient majesty as the moon-

god.

These theories which make Yama represent one natural phenomenon or

another seem to cancel one another. Hillebrandt has made it quite clear

that Yama cannot be the sun-god. The apparent solar features of the Yama-
mythology referred to by Ehni and others are the outcome of poetic convention

in the Veda, which was dominated by solar myths. They do not indicate the

intrinsic character of Yama. The ‘ solarisation ’ of mythological elements,

which are originally of an altogether different nature, is a normal feature of

Vedic poetry. At the same time it can also be shown that Yama did not

originally represent even the moon-god. The character and function of Vivas-

vat, in the Veda and the Avesta, are very vague, and the statements regarding

his relationship with Yama are characterised by contradiction and inconsis-

tency (AV.. XVIII. 2. 32 ; 3. 61-62). No theory based on Vivasvat’s solar

character and his cormection with Yama can therefore be in any way con-

vincing. Moreover Yama is represented in the Veda as possessing so very

markedly human features that it is difficult to believe that it is merely a case

of normal anthropomorphism. To explain Yama’s death on the basis of the

natural phenomenon of the moon’s phases is again not in the least satisfactory.

Firstly Yama is never described as being reborn after his death like the moon.

He is never said to be undergoing periodical death and regeneratiim.^ Secondly

Yama’s death, unlike that of the mocm, is of the nature of selfimmolation and

e^es a ddinite purpose. Yama is again not only the first to die, but he is

also the first parent of the human race, which fact does not fit well even anthro-

pologically, in the mocm-theory. Yama’s r61e as the first sacrificer is of

^)ecial significance. He is not, like the moon, merely a messenger of sacrifice

or anything of that sort He is both the sacrificer and the sacrificed and as

sudi is more intrinsically connected with sacrifice. To bring forth reference

to Smna and Brha^ti in support of the connection of tlK moon with sacrifice

8. ‘The same may be said in regard to the setting of the sun and Yama’s death.
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amounts to dq)ending on unproved assumptions. Any attempt to prove

Yama’s solar or lunar character on the strength of the evidence of the Avestan

Yima-mythdogy is again bound to fail, for, Yima is all along described to

have distinctly possessed the personality of a human sovereign. The myth of

Yama and Yanfi as the first parents of the human race becomes entirely mean-

ingless if that pair were assumed to be representing specific natural phenomena.

The tone of the whole dialogue between the twin brother and sister is un-

mistakably human and its theme is, without doubt, the procreation of man-

kind. Hielebrandt’s suggestiem that Yama, the son of Vivasvat, should bo

distinguished from Yama, the brother of YamI, cannot possibly be accepted

—indeed it is discarded by all other scholars—and only indicates the weakness

of his hypothesis. Finally the ‘naturalistic’ theories about Yama entirely

disregard the true significance of the name, Yama. The derivation and the

explanation of the name given by Ehni and Hillebrandt are linguistically

defective. It may also be pointed out that, in a Vedic passage (X. 64. 30,

Yama is distinguished from the sun and the moon in very clear terms.®

One fact thus becomes absolutely self-evident as the result of our fore-

going investigations, namely, that Yama did not, at any stage, represent any

natural phenomenon. While, therefore, discarding the naturalistic interpreta-

tions of the Yama-mythology, Roth {ZDMG 4) also denied Yama’s divine

character. Hopkins follows the lead given by Roth and traces in detail the

whole development of Yama’s personality and functions {Rel. of Ind. and

PAOS 1691). According to that scholar, Yama is the first human being

and as such becomes, with Yama, the progenitor of the human race. He is

incidentally the first sacrificer as also the first earthly king and ruler. As

Yama was the first human being to be born, the Vedic poets naively regarded

him also as the first human being to die. The next natural step was to regard

the first mortal to die as the founder of a new colony of the dead where all

who died subsequently had to go. Yama, the first to be bom and the first

to die, thus becomes the guide, the pathfinder and the lord of the departed

souls. In course of time he almost comes to represent the ideal side of

ancestor-worship. He becomes the poetic or symbolic image of all fathers.

It is this phase of the Yama-mythology, which is primarily rqjresented in the

Veda. Yama’s comparison with Avestan Yima abundantly supports this view.

A more or less similar view is put forth by Oldenberg (Rel. des Veda) and

ScHERMAN (Festschrift fur K. Hofman and Materialien zur Geschichte der

VisUmstiteratur). According to Olwenberg, the original character of Yama
is that of the first ruler rather than that of the first sacrificer. Yama, like

Yima, was a king in a golden period. Oldenberg further points out that men

in that golden period, who lived with Yama on earth, also went to the other

world, where he roled as the king of the dead, and became his special com-

9. In JB (I. 28) also Yama is distinguished from the moon.
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panions. Angirasas and others (X. 14) may thus be said to have belcmged to

Yama’s hrst order of noblemen. Scherman believes that Yama was originally

a human figure, who was later elevated to the status of, if not identified with,

the sun-god. That scholar di^tes the generally accepted opinion that Yama
was an earthly sovereign, who, in later times, became the dread king of horrible

hells.

Compared with the ‘ naturalistic ’ theories, these * humanistic ’ theories

regarding Yama seem to come closer to the true interpretation of the Yama-
mythology.i" But they too can be accepted, not in all their details, but only

partially. Their insistence on the human character of Yama is based on the

fact t^t Yama is never mentioned as god m Veda. But they do not seem

to have properly estimated the other fact as well, namely, that Yama is also

never mentioned as a man. He is a ‘ mortal ’, and, as Carnoy has pointed

out {JAOS 36), according to primitive belief, ‘man’ is supposed

to be ‘ god ’ who has become mortal. Moreover, as is shown

elsewhere, there are several refereiKes to Yama, in Vedic literature, which

unmistakably indicate his divinity. Further it may be pointed out that this

character of Yama as a ‘ mortal ’ is not the result of naive speculation. Yama
dies first, not because he is born first, but because he immolates himself as

a necessary condition for the procreation of mankind. Undue emphasis is

placed, in these theories, on an incidental aspect, namely, Yama’s kingdom

in paradise. The part played by Yama with reference to the creation of the

universe and the procreation of the human race, as well as his special con-

nection with sacrifice are not adequately explained on the assumption that

Yama was just a human figure, who died first and as such attained to heaven

before every one else and thus became the lord of the paradisial abode of

the blessed souls. Yama, as a matter of fact, possesses, in the Vedic mytho-

logy, the peculiar character of a ‘ god-man.’

Yama’s personality as a whole cannot thus be satisfactorily explained on

the basis of the sun-theory or the moon-theory or the first-man-theory. The

Yama-mythology is far too complicated for any such simple formula. Vedic

poetry and Vedic mythology are, to a very considerable extent, dominated

by artificial, poetic and priestly conventions. The original nature of the myths

is therefore often shrouded in a large amount of extraneous and conventimial

details, which, many times, give those myths quite a different appearance. It

is only in certain typical references to a Vedic god, which are usually stray

and scattered, and which are therefore regarded as inconsistent and obscure,

that we have to seek for the traces of the true character of that god. 'There

10. AooM'ding to Meyer {Indogermamsche Mythen), Yama the twin is the

alter ego of the living man. L. D. Barnett revives (BSOS IV) the Vedic and

Avestan data relating to Yama and Gandharva and considers the possibility of con-

necting them with the Glaucussaga.
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are, in the Veda, some passages, which have luckily escaped priestly revision

and have retained their original nature. Such passages have, in most cases,

provided the proper starting point for the reinterpretation of Vedic mytho-

logy. This is particularly the case with regard to the so-called minor gods

of the Vedic pantheon. Another point which should be noted in this connec-

tion is that, besides comparative philology, new research in comparative

m)thology has necessarily to keep pace with and take into account the remark-

able progress that has been made in anthropology and folklore.

We shall start our present investigation with the study of a reference to

Yama, which is usually considered to be obscure and vague. In X. 13. 4,

we read :

devebhyaff. kam avjtfita mjtyum prajayai kam amjtatn

navpjxta

bThaspatim yajnam akTVvata priyam yamas tanvam

prdrirecit

“For gods’ sake, verily (he) chose death; (he) chose not indeed, in the

interest of progeny, a life immortal. They (gods) made Bfhaspati, the Fsi

(himself), sacrificial offering. Yama surrendered his (own) dear body.” It

is not necessary to reproduce here the ample evidence in support of Yama’s

original divine character. Yama was one among the gods ; accordingly he

shared in the normal immortality of gods. As a matter of fact, in another

stray passage (I. 83. 5). there is a clear mention of Yama’s original immorta-

lity. On this background let us critically examine the reference in X. 13. 4.

In spite of his natural immortality, Yama is said to have discarded it and

surrendered his own dear body in sacrifice. Through this act of self-immo-

lation, Yama served the cause of gods and prr^eny alike. As it seems quite

clear, the gods organised this sacrifice for the sake of the creation of the

universe and the procreation of the human race. On that occasion Yama,

we are told, offered himself as the sacrificial offering. Out of this self-offer-

ing originated the prajd. The second half of the I?k indicates that Yama was,

for that sacrifice, which we may now call the primeval sacrifice, himself the

Brhaspati, the principal priest and sacrificer. The motif of a cosmic human

sacrifice as the cause of the origin of the world and the human race is quite

common in ancient cosmogonic mythologies. It was believed by several primi-

tive communities that a primeval being of ‘ divine ’ or cosmic character, but

possessing a human form, was immolated in a sacrifice and out of his limbs

originated the several aspects of creation. Reference may be made in this

connection, among others, to the Babylonian myth of the creation of heaven

and earth from the two halves of Goddess TiSmat, and to a similar Buddhist

myth about the giant Banio. It is highly instructive to consider in this con-

text the ancient Germanic myths of Tbisto and Ymir. In Edda (II), we are

told that ‘ in the primeval times when Ymir lived, when there was neither
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sand nor sea, neither earth nor heaven above, from Ymir’s flesh was the earth

created, out of his blood the ocean ; mountains from his bones and trees from

his hair ; from his skull the heaven originated." This motif, it may be ptwted

out, is common to several ancient mythcdogies, indogermanic and non-indo-

germanic.^* So far as RV is concerned we And two main versions of this

co6mog<mic mythological motif of the primeval sacrifice—one in the reference

to Yama in X. 13. 4 and the other in the famous Purusasukta.^^ The latter

may be said to be merely a more detailed and more elaborate priestly form

of the former. According to the version in X. 13. 4, it is one of the gods

himself who surrenders his own body for immolation thus serving the cause

of gods and progeny alike. That god, Yama, is thus different from other

gods. This unique character of Yama is indicated in RV by referring to him

rrot as a god, because he surrenders his immortality, nor as man, because his

ac< of self-immolation, for the sake of creation, is far too ‘ cosmic ’ or ‘ divine
’

for an ordinary human being, but by calling him simply a martya. The

two ccHKeptions of ‘ cosmic ’ or ‘ divine ’ on the one hand and ‘ human
’

on the other are thus tactfully represented there. In the PurusasQkta, the

Offering in the primeval sacrifice of gods was the agtatah iata}}, puru^ah (X.

90. 7), whose fantastic description, such as, sahasTosirfd sahasrdksah etc.

(X. 90. 1), however indicates his character to have been quite different from

that of ordinary purtt^as. This puru^a is again amjtatvasya isdna and com-

prehends everything. Thus here too an attempt is made to preserve the above-

mentioned conceptions of cosmic, divine nature and human form, which are

common in all myths about the primeval sacrifice. The basic motif in the

case of Yama and PUrusa is thus the same, namely, the immolation of a god-

man for the sake of creation.*^

There is another significant conception, which is often associated with

the motif of the immolation of the primeval being. Just as the primeval

being is r^rded to possess the nature of ‘ god-man so too it is regarded to

possess the nature of a male-female or of a hermaphrodite. Tuisto and Ymir

of the ancient Nordic people, Agdistis of the Phoneceans, Phanes or Mise of

the Orphiks, Zrvan of the Zervanites, amcmg others, are all forms of an andro-

11. Boussbt believes {Hauptprobleme det Gtwsh) that such cosmogonic motif

may have arisen out of siome primitive fertility cult.

12. A reference may be made in this connection to another passage in RV
(X. 81. 5ffT where the creator ViSvakarman is asked to offer himself in the

primeval saoifice.

13. It is difficult to accept W. Norman Brown’s suggestion (JAOS 51) that

Punisa in the Purusasukta is a blend of elements drawn from Agni, SQrya and

Vigpu fused, in a rather shadowy way, in a new unity mth special reference to the

sun. Nor ik it necessary to assume, as Karmarkar does (JBBRAS 18), that the

idea of the Punwa-sacrilice is an attempt on the part of the Aryans to compnMnise

with the Proto-Dtavidians of Mohenjo-Daro.
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gynoua primeval being. The character of the Purui$a as a sexually unseparated

being is made evident by the opoiing verses of the Purusasfikta and by the

fact that the Purusa creates out of himself a female form, viraj. In the case

of Yama, on the other hand, his androgynous character is not directly men-

tioned. But it can certainly be assumed on the strength of the evidence of

the analogies of other primitive mythologies and of the evidence derived from

the linguistic ccxidderation of the name Yama. As Professor GOntert has

clearly pointed out (Der arische Weltkonig und Heiland), the word Yama
can be linguistically connected with two series of words—on the one hand,
with Av. yema, Lett, junus, Mir. emuin, all meaning twins, and on the other,

with Lat. getninus, gemellus and Gk. didutnos, which mean both ‘ twin ’ and
‘ hermaphrodite ’. A closer examination of words of this type indicates that

the two conceptions of ‘ twin ’ and * bisexual being ’ are usually represented

by similar words.^^ Professor Guntert’s thorough investigation of the name
Ymir and the Icelandic mythology associated with that name is very enlighten-

ing in this respect. YmIr of the Eddo and Yama of the Veda are mythologi-
cally as also linguistically (morphologically and phonetically) related to

each other. They are the two Indogermanic representations of the basic motif

of a hermaphrodite primeval being offering itself for immolation in sacrifice

for the sake of the creation of the universe and human race." The Puru§a
of the Purusasukta is only a priestly modification of the original mythical

conception of Yama. It may be pointed out that the same cosmogonic motif of

an androgynous Urwesen is also represented in the Brhad. Up. I. 4, where
we read : Atmd vd idatnagra dsit puru.^vidhaff. sa ha etdvdn dsa yathd
stripumomsau sampari^vaktau. Of a similar purport are further the passages

in the K^h. (XIII. 7), where Prajapati is said to have assumed a bisexual

form because he did not have any other person for pairing, and in the Ait.

Br. (III. 33), according to which, Prajapati appears in the form of an antelope

united with his sister.'*

This is the first stage in the evolution of the Yama-mythology to be

noticed in RV.. The primitive conception of a hermaphrodite primeval being

as the creator of the universe and the progenitor of the human race, which
characterises this stage, is suggested by the name, Yama, which basically means
a bisexual being, and by the fact that the counterparts of Yama in other

primitive cosmogonic mythologies possess a similar character. It must how-
ever be said that, as it has happened in several other cases in the Veda, the

14. GOntbrt thinks that probably Tveggi mentioned in Voluspa 63 also means
both a twin and a hermaphrodite.

15. CONmtr refers in this connection to Doias of the Phrygian mythology and
rdterates his favourite theory that, on the strength of the evidence of comparative
mythtdogy, it can be proved that, in prehistoric times, there must have existed a dose
contact among the Germanic, the Thrako-Scythian and the Aryan tribes of the east.

16. The myth of Manu and I<S akb is significant in this context.
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originally very expressive name of Yama lost its basic significance and it soon

degenerated into a odiourless appellaticm. The other current of thought,

which characterises tliis stage, namdy, the inunolation of the god-man for the

sake of creation is happily preserved in a clear reference to Yama’s self-immo-

lation in X. 13. 4. The connection of Yama with sacrifice is thus of a very

special nature. He is the first sacrificer, the first to stretch the web of sacri-

fice (VII. 33J 9-10), which was further extended by the Vasi^thas. He was

also the first to serve as the sacrificial offering. All this would alone rationally

explain why in certain stray passages, which are otherwise obscure, Yama is

so highly elevated with reference to yajHa (AV. XVIII. 2. 22). The metres

symbolising the magical power of sacrifice are said to be deposited in Yama
(X. 14. 16). Moreover Yama is also seen to have been exalted almost to the

position of an All-god because he was the universe itself. Yama’s close rela-

tion with Agni (X- 51. 1-3 ; 64. 3 ; 92. 11) may also be explained on the

basis of this motif of Yama’s primeval sacrifice.

This primitive motif of the immolation of an androgynous primeval being

for the sake of the creation of the universe is, in some cases, found in a slightly

modified form. The original myth came to be regarded as too raw and un-

refined particularly with reference to the procreation of the human race. The

hermaphrodite Urwesen therefore was represented to have separated itself into

a male and a female, who came to be duly recognised as the first parents of

mankind. As these two were the offspring of the same being they were sup-

posed to be related to each other as brother and sister. They were also regard-

ed as twins. This is exactly what seems to have happened in the evolution

of the Yama-mythology. Yama, the hermaphrodite urwesen, gave place to a

pair of twins who were regarded as the parents of mankind.'^ As the result

of the peculiar linguistic phenomenon, which we have already noticed, the same

word, Yama, possessed the two senses of a bisexual being and a twin. Even

in this second stage therefore the name Yama was preserved to denote the

male twin, though the character and function of this Yama were materially

different from those of the Yama of the first stage in the development of the

Yama-mythology. Yama and his twin-sister Yarn!, whose name is formed

in obvious imitation of that of Yama, became the progenitors of the human

race.*® Yama’s original function as the creator of the universe was thus con-

siderably restricted. This aspect of the Yama-mythology, in the course of its

evolution, is preserved in a whole hymn in RV (X. 10). It is however re-

presented there in quite a different light. The conception of an incestuous

intercourse betweai the twin brother and sister, Yama and Yami, giving rise

17. According to the Icelandic myth, Ymir slept and from under his arm sprang

up a maiden and a child.

18. Yima and Yimak are the Iranian primeval pair. So are Manulak and

Maiyanlk.
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to the human race became po^tively dffensive to the conventional moral sense

of Vedic poets and priests. The real motif of that ^isode was therefore

altogether changed and was presented in quite a different perqjective. Yama
is shown there as protesting strcaigly against the amorous advances of his

twin-sister, Yam5. He draws Yanu’s attention to the law of jta (X. 10. 2, 6,

8), whkh does not warrant an incest between brother and sister. An attempt

is made by the Vedic poet to suggest that Yama and Yam! were not the first

patents of the human race, for, they themselves are represented to have parents,

namely, the Gandharva and the Water-Nymph (X. 10. 4). The poet furtlier

suggests that Yama and Yarn! were not the first human beings, by making

Yama direct Yanfi to a person other than himself (X. 10. 8, 10, 12, 14), as

if such a person actually existed. But in spite of all his efforts the Vedic poet

could not entirely obliterate from that hymn certain details, which clearly

betray the true nature of that myth. Yarn! is represented in that hymn as

being keen—quite naturally, too—on the procreation and the furtherance of

the race. The procreative instinct of the female is quite unmistakable there.

Moreover a very clear mention is made in that hymn (X. 10. 3) of the fact

that Yama was the only male in existence at that time. Does this not indi-

cate that Yama was the first human being to exist ? The colourless and very

impersonal character of the so-called parents of Yama and Yarn! at once betrays

that their inclusion, by the poet, in the hymn was obviously an afterthought.

The Vedic poet has tried to make the ancient myth of Yama' and YamS a

vehicle for a sermon on rta, moral law,—but, undoubtedly, without success.

For, as it is, the hymn appears to end abruptly. The poet does not make it

clear whether the incest actually took place or not, obviously because the

answer to that question would have nullified the poet’s purpose. There seems

to be therefore no reason to doubt that the hymn contains, in spite of its ten-

dentious perversion by the poet, which only reflects the morality of his age,

unmistakaUe traces of a distinct form of the Yama-mythology, according to

which Yama and YamS, the twin brother and sister, were considered to be

reqxmsiUe for the procreation of the human race through an incestuous

union.

The motif of the androgynous Urwesen s^arating itself is clearly pre-

served in the Purusasukta. The Vrvoesen (Puruea) created out of itsdf a

female form, virajp-^ who, in her turn, produced the Purusa, who may be

r^iarded as the symbol of further procreation. The primeval PUrusa is thus

at once made resptmsible for the creation of the macrocosm as well as micro-

cosm—of course, in different ways. It will be seen that the sdlimmolation of

the bisexual Yama, r^resenting the first stage in the evolution of the Yama-
mythedogy, as also the myth of the twins, Yama and YamS, procreating the

human race, whidt represents the second stage, are both preserved, in a modi-

19. Adam is said to have produced Eve out of his own rib.
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Aed form, in the Puru$asAkta. Though Yama’s original character as a henna*

phrodite god-man and as the Arst twin-parent is relegated to stray and obecure

references, it has been, so to say, resurrected in the form of the Puniaa of

the PurueasQkta. The original Yama-myth and the Purusa-myth are thus

organically omnected with each other.

It cannot however be denied that there was among conventional Vedic

priests and poets a strong prejudice against this myth of an incestuous union

between the twins. As the result of this prejudice of the Vedic hierarchy,

i'arai disappeared from the Yama-mythology as silently as she was intro-

duced in it. No further reference to Yarn! is available in RV.=‘ Consequently

out of the pair of twins Yama alone remained as the Arst-bom progenitor of

mankind. Associated with this progenitorship of the human race we And, in

Veda, also faint traces of Yama’s sovereignty on earth.^'-’ Himself a ‘ mortal,’

Yama is regarded as the leader of the human race, its king ruling in an earthly

paradise. This aspect is specially emphasised in the case of Yama’s Iranian

counterpart, Yima (Jamshed), who, according to Vd. II. 4-19, was the kingly

ruler in whose reign the gcdden age of the world prevailed.“^ It was fr(Mn

Ahura Mazdah himself that Yima received the command to further and

increase the world. 'The plenitude of life and increase on earth form the

dominating features of Yima’s rule. No special reference is made to this

aspect of the Yama-mythology in the Veda. There are, all the same, some

indications which unmistakably point to it. 'The possession by Yama of the

pa4lnSa (X. 97. 16), which corresponds with the pasa of Varuija and which

may be regarded as the symbol of sovereignty, seems to be one of the remnants

of Yama’s kingship. Yama’s particular' association with Varuija ('X. 14. 7),

who, in course of time, came to be regarded as the typical sovereign in the

Vedic mythology, can be adequately explained only on the basis of the for-

mer’s own sovereignty. 'The conception of sovereignty over mankind is a

natural extension of the ccmception of progenitorship of mankind. This

assumption is conArmed by analogous phenomena in other primitive mytho-

logies. Curiously enough, as A. V. Williams Jackson points out {JAOS 17).

a passage in the Mahabharata (III. 142. 3517) revives this characteristic

feature of Yama’s personality, which is only faintly suggested in the Veda.

The descriptiem of the sabka of Yama in the Mahabharata (II. 8. 2-4) further

r&ninds us of the vara of Avestan Yima.

20. It is signiAcant that such references are to be found mostly in manias
1 and 10, and not in the hierarchical family-bodcs.

21. The whole conception of Yami is as a matter of fact of a achematic nature.

22. As seen dsewhere, according to Oloenbuc, it is this characteristic of

Yama's pereonality that is tn-iginal in the Veda.

23. Attention may be drawn also to H. Collit/s article, “Kbiug Yima and

Saturn ’• {Pavry Comm. VoU 1933)

.
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Another myth about the progenitor of the human race was, about this

time, bdng developed in the Vedic thought—the myth of Manu, the first man.
Manu is mentioned in the Veda as the father of the human race (I. 80. 16)

and as the first sacrifice!- (VIII. 43. 13 ; X. 63. 7). The legend of Manu’s
deliverance from the flood by the fish (SPB I. 8. 1. 1)-' clearly indicates his

function as the progenitor and leader of mankind. He is the son of Vivasvat,

and Manu Vaivasvata was commonly regarded as the symbol of the ‘ first man,’

the ‘ first sacrificer ’ and the ‘ first ruler.’ Manu was thus more or less a
' double ’ of Yama. There was therefore, naturally enough, considerable

mutual interaction between the Manu-myth and the Yama-myth. To begin

with, the Manu-myth completely overshadowed the stage in the develoinnent

of the Yama-mythology, which has just been referred to. Yama’s character

as the progenitor and the first sovereign of the human race was almost rele-

gated to oblivion and can now only be inferred front stray references to it

in the Veda. The strong prejudice of the Vedic hierarchy against the Yama-
Yami myth had already prepared the ground for this. The legends of Manu
were such as could easily agree with the conventional attitude of the Vedic

priests. The motif of incest in the Yama-mythology seems to have been parti-

cularly responsible for the withdrawal of Yama from the Vedic cosmogonic

mythology and the priestly emphasis on Yama’s double. Manu, as the first

man. Yama’s r61e of the first sacrificer, which was associated with the myth
of the primeval sacrifice of the hermaphrodite god-man, soon became repulsive

to the Vedic priests and poets and passed on to Manu. Secondly the paral-

lelism between the Yama-myth and the Fhiruisa-myth helped to bring the Yama-
myth and the Manu-myth close together. This was due to a peculiar

linguistic fact. The word Manu is employed to denote specifically the pro-

genitor of the human race as well as man in general. That word and the

word Puni$a, which also signifies man, were thus more or less synonymous.

Yama and Puru§a, on the other hand, were almost identical in personality and
character. The natural next step from these two equations—the linguistic

equation, Puru§a = Manu, and the mythological equation, PUruisa — Yama

—

was to closely associate Yama and Manu. We have already pointed out
the similarity between the myths of Yama and Purusa. There is thus am-
siderable intermixture of mythical motifs and names in the whole Yama-
Puru$a-Manu-mytholQgy. It may be assumed that the original nature and
functions of Yama, wludi were tendentknisly put into the b^giound as the
result of Vedic convaitionalism, did persist, albeit in a modified form, through
Puru$a and Manu.

Before Yama was completely superseded by Manu in the progenitorship

24. Manu assumes a rdle similar to that of Adam as well as Noah. In the

Yima-mythdogy there is a confused combination of the Manu-legend and the Yama-
legend. Tuna’s vara is security against flood aaf also simply surrounds the good.
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of the tttioian race, the two myths existed side by side and the necessity was

felt to adjust them somehow or other. The efforts in this directicai, which

are quite obvious in the Vedic mythology, thonselves form an evidence in

support of Yama's rfUe as the progenitor of mankind. In the Vedic mytho-

logy Yama and Manu came to be r^arded as brothers—both sons of Vivasvat.

That is how Vivasvat was introduced—artificially and superficially—in the

Yama-mythology as the father of Yama. Vivasvat, we are told in RV (X.

17. 1 ff), married Saraijyu, the daughter of Tvasta- They were the parents

of Yama. The gods later concealed the immortal bride, Sarapyu, from the

mortals, and, making another of like appearance, Savarija, they gave her to

Vivasvat. Vivasvat and Savanja gave birth to Manu.-* An attempt is thus

made to point out that Yama and Manu were not identical ; Yama was of

divine birth, while Manu was not. It need hardly be added that all this is

obviously an afterthought.

In sprite of all this, the Yama-mythology was not completely effaced from

Vedic literature. Quite an unexpected feature of Yama’s original character

came to be prominently emphasised and was interpreted in an altogether differ-

ent light Yama, as we have seen, offered himself for immolation in the prime-

val sacrifice, for the sake of gods and progeny. Out of the three conceptions

included in this cosmogonic myth, namely, that of the hermaphrodite primeval

god-man, that of the creation of the universe and the human race and that

of the self-immolation, it was the last that now came to be stressed. Yama

immolated himself at the beginning of existence, that is to say, in other words,

Yama was the first being to die. The adjustment between the Manu-myth

and the Yama-myth was thus considerably simplified. Manu was the ‘ first

born ’, Yama was the ' first to die.’ The further evolution of the Yama-

mythology is clearly traceable from Vedic references. Yama dies first and

attains to heaven before every one else. Leaving the kingdom of earthly

paradise, he assumes the sovereignty of the heavenly paradise. He is the

forerunner of all the departed souls and becomes their guide and pathfinder.

There he rules over the blessed ones, as the benevolent father of ‘ fathers

and is worshipped, with the pitrs, as the first witness of an immortality, to

be enjoyed by the fathers, similar to the immortality enjoyed by the gods

themselves. One point should be clearly borne in mind in this connection,

and it is that, though Yama is closely associated with the spirits of the dead,

he never assumes the horrific r^e of the demcm of death.^* It is this stage

in the evolution of the Yama-mythology. that is primarily r^resented in RV.
A significant feature of the primitive cult about the dead and their ruler,

25. This legend is narrated in detail in the Nhukta (XII. 10 ff) and in the

BfhaddtvttS.

26. Rudra is, properly speaking, the demon death in the Veda.
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namely, the conception of the two dogs guarding the region of the dead, is

now transplanted upon the Yama-mythology.*-’

It was at this stage that the Rudra-mythology seems to have significantly

reacted on the Yama-mythology. Consequently Yama’s association with

^ death ' as such began to figure rather prominently. Death is said to be

Yama's path (I. 38. 5). Yama is mentioned side by side with Mrtyu and

Antaka, and is even identified with Mftyu (I. 165. 4 ; MS. 11. 5. 6 ; AV. VI.

28 . 31 ; 93 . 1 . )

,

The benevolent ruler of the blessed souls, the helpful

father of ‘ fathers who had originally nothing to do with ‘ death * as such,

and whose proper function, even as represented in a later stage commenced

after ‘ death,' now came to be identified with death. The dogs of death, the

inauspicious messengers, uluka and kapota, the pa^bi^a, which was now re-

garded as the instrument of punishment,—all these traits helped to make

Yama an object of terror. The conception of Yama’s role as the fearful and
" lestraining ’ god of death must have been facilitated also by the popular

derivation of the word Yama from the root yam ( - to restrain), which,

though normally possible, is not acceptable, in this case, on account of the

difficulties of Vedic accentuation which it would create. But it is this aspect

of Yama’s personality, which has been preserved prominently in the later

Hindu mythology.

27. The dogs arc, as indicated ehtewhere, obviously the outcome of a common
immitive folk-belief. The dog Sabala i^ often identified with Kerberos.

15



DID PUSYAMITRA SUNGA PERSECUTE THE BUDDHISTS ?

By

Mr. N. N. GHOSH, m.a.

Lecturer in Ancient Indian History, Allahabad University.

I raise this question in order to find an answer to it. The question

arises because of the OfMnions of some eminent scholars. Dr. H. C. Ray-

chaudhuri, for example, wfto hold^ or seems to hold the view that Pu$yamitra

Suhga was not a persecutor of Buddhism. Dr. Raychaudhuri in controvert-

ing the opinion of the late Haraprasad SaMri about the alieaiation of the

Bnahmaijas by Afoka’s edicts against the Brahmanical faith and the militant

Brahmaxiic revolution under Pusyamitra Suhga says :
“ But the Buddhist

remains at Bharhut erected ‘ during the supremacy of the 6uhgas ’ do not bear

out the theory which represent Pusyamitra and his descendants as the leaders

of militant Brahmanism."' In another place, he says ;
“ late Buddhist writers

are alleged to represent Pusyamitra as a cruel iiersecutor of the religion of

^akyamuni. But the Buddhist monuments at Bharhut erected ‘ during the

sovereignty of the Suhgas ’ do not bear out the theory that the Suhgas were

leaders of a militant Brahmaiqism. Though staunch adherents of orthodox

Hinduism, the Auhgas do not appear to have been so intolerant as some

writers represent them to be."= Following Dr. Raychaudhuri, Dr. R. S.

Tripathi under a subhead ‘ Pusyamitra’s Persecutions ‘ in his newly publirficd

book ‘ History of Ancient India '
’ refers to the evidence of the Divyavadana

and TaranStha regarding Pusyamitra’s persecution of the Buddhists, and

evidently rejects them, for he remarks :

‘‘ Pusyamitra was no doubt a zealous

champion of BiShmaoism, but the Buddhist stupas and railings at Bharhut
‘ during the sovereignty of the iSuhgas ’ would hardly corroborate the literary

evidence regarding his ebullitions of sectarian rancour.”* Having had doubt

himself as to the cogency of his own views he qualified the above statement

by the concluding lines in the same paragraph thus :
‘ of course, this conclu-

sion will have to be modified, if the above expression is not taken to refer

to the time of Pusyamitra.’'* It is unfortunate that Dr. Tripathi should have

left himself in doubt and not pursued further to clear this important point

in his work, the latest product of a text-book for higher studies in Ancient

Indian History.

With many of Dr. Raychaudhuri’s objections against the late Mahamaho-

1. P. H. A. I, 3rd. Ed., p. 248. 2. Ibid, p. 268.

3. H. A. I., p. 187. 4. Ibid. 5. Ibid,
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pidhyfiya Paiodit Harprasada Sastri’s interpretation of some of the evid^wes

in his article,^ I whole-heartedly agree. For instance the late Paijdit’s

attenqit to prove Ak^’s persecution of the BtShamanas by interpreting a

passage in the minor rock edict has been rightly objected to by Dr. Raychau-

dhuri; taking the word ‘ amisa ’ to mean ’ amrisa ’ in Sanskrit, as Senart had

done, the Pandit iSiastri concluded that by another edict Ak)ka boasted that

those regarded as gods on earth have been reduced by him into false gods.

If it means anything it means that the Brahmapas who were regarded as

Bkudtvas or gods on earth had been sown by him.” The word amisS in the

edict means amiSra, unmixed, and, therefore, the rendering of the passage :

“The gpds who during that time (i.e. before) had been unmingled with

men in India have now been (by me) associated (with men) There is

thus no question, as Dr. Raychaudhuri has pointed out, of ‘ showing up any-

body.’ As a matter of fact Asoka never deliberately persecuted any section

of liis subjects. On the other hand a number of his edicts enjoined an equal

respect, liberality and solicitude being shown to Brahmaipas and Sramapas.*

So far I agree with Dr Raychaudhuri and disagree with the late Papdit

^stri. But what I beg to differ from the learned Doctor is on his attempt

at mdnimising the great evait of the Brahmaijic revolution, and the part

tliat Pusyamitra played as its leader, both before and after his accession to

the throne on the ground that the Buddhist monuments at Bharhut weie

erected ‘ in the time of ^uhga Kings.’ His views regarding this point are as

clear as daylight as can be seen from the quotations I have given at the

!)eginning of this paper. Of course, I hold with the eminent scholar the

opinion that the causes of the downfall of the Maurya empire are many,

and that the militant Brahmapic rdaction is not the only one, as the late

Paajdit Sastri has sought to convey. But that the discontent of the Brah-

inapas provided a fertile ground for the ambition of the last Maurya King

Brihadratha’s sendpati to bear fruit admits of no doubt. What is then the

cause of this discontent of the Brlahmapas? Although Ak>ka did not cons-

ciously persecute the BiShmaipas, some of his edicts which he issued with

the object of reforming the habits of his subjects alienated the Brahmaitas,

for they affected didr interests and according to their li^t the religion to

whkh they bdong^. In stute of the fact that Aioku paid equal veneration

to Sramapas and Bi&hmanaft his refeuming zeal could not but hurt the

interests and fedings of those people whose cushHns he sou^rt to reform by'

edicts, and like all reformers, wdl-intentioned and actuated by true love for

their people, Mcisz had his share of hatred and reseirtment from the Brah-

6. Causes of the dismemberment of the Mauryan Empire in J. A. S. B , 1910.

7. Cf. Maski Rode Inscription.

8. a. R. E. in? IV, V. VIII, IX, x, xii.
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nsaoas. By the RE. I. ASoka stepped animal saaifioes and Samaja« the

old rdigious and aodal customs of the Ebahmaoas. By RE. V. he appoint-

ed a special class of oflSoers called Dhamma Mahamatras to look after the

Dhamma of his people, whidi was an encroachment on the special juriadk-

tion of the Brahmaioas, and even set them to look after the dharma of

the Brahmapas themselves.® In PE. IV AiSoka enjoins on the equality in

judicial proceedings and punishments. This has been rightly pointed out by

Paodit ^stri to be an encroachment on a time honoured privileges of the

BrShmaoas. Dr. Raychaudhuri does not accept the interpretation put upon
it, and says that ‘ the order regarding the Vyavahara Samata and Dai>da

Samata is to be understood in connection with the general policy of decentra-

lisation (italics mine) which the emperor introduced.'® Why should this

interpretation be put to the words of A4oka instead of the most natural inter-

pretation which they yield namely that the emperor wanted his R^julcas to

administer justice to his people with equality and impartiality. Let us quote

the relevant portion of the edict with the context as Dr. Raychaudhuri wanted :

^ ^ 3T%r% f ^if

“ In order that they may perform their duties fearlessly, calmly, unper-

turbed, and in peace of mind, I have put the Rajukas in sole ccmtrol of reward

and punishment. But it is my desire that there should be equality in judicial

proceedings and equality in punishment.*^ The natural interpretatiem of the

passage according to the syntax, as well as in view of the background of

Afoka’s administrative policy, especially in the matter of justice, should be

that ASoka having given his Rajukhas sufficient power in the matter of judi-

cial administration, encouraged them to act fearlessly—especially because they

would have to encounter the opposition of the privileged classes while adminis-

trating law equally to all. Anoka’s administrative policy was never character-

ised by decentralisaticm. On the other hand the process of centralisation b^n
in the time of his grand-father, under his able chancellor Kautilya, the

Richelieu of India, was completed in his time. The viceroys of the distant

provinces and the governors of the home provinces were arqx>inted by him
from the centre with definite instructions which were renewed from time to

time by new edicts. Ev«i the subordinate officials like the Pradestris,

RSjukas, and Ayuktas, even though working under the viceroys and governors,

received instructions from the emperor directiy. He insisted on his offidals,

both centr^ and provincial, that if they desired to please him, they must
follow his instructions to the letter, so that they might disdiarge their duties

to him and he to his subjects** and to see that there is no miscarriage of jus
tice in the country. In the Kalinga Rock Edict I Afoka clearly enunciates his

9. Cf. P. E. VII.

11. P. S. IV.
la P. H. A. /., 3rd. Ed., p. 244.

12. Kedinga Edict II.
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judicial pdicy. Kalmga was a province priaced under a vioeipjr with head-

quarters at Tosali. Even then ASoka addressed the judicial officers of Tosali

( dlofewi mtmff )
directly with the definite addition to the

instructions to the Mahamfitras, Akika proposed to d^te every five years

a Mahomlatra of higher grade to inspect the administration of justice by

these (ffdinary judicial officers. He further ordered that his viceroys at

Ujjain and Taxila would do the same.'^ There is thus no questioned ‘ de-

centralisation ’ regarding the ai^lication of law and punishment {vyava-

httra-somata and d{oi4a-iamtUa)

.

On the other hand, as the above evidences

point, it was one of contpf^ centralisation.

It is an undisputed fact tluit the Brahmagcias enjoyed many privileges in

law in the times previous to Asoka's reign. The Brahmanic and Effiarma-

sutra literatures provide evidence for this fact. It is also a fact that AiSoka

who was inspired with the Buddhist ideals of democracy and equality could

not tolerate those privileges and customs which militated against the ideals

of the Buddhist law of life. Dr. Raychaudhuri seems to doubt that BrSh-

maipas enjoyed certain immunities in criminal punishments and has quoted

certain illustrations from the Brahmaoic literature, cme from Kautilya’s

Artha&stra and one from the Mahabharata in favour of his opinion. But

those illustrations prove the exceptions to the general rule. The evidences in

favour of the privileged position of the Brahmarias in society and law found

in the Brahmapic and Dharmasutra literatures are overwhelming. Ev«i dur-

ing Vedic period Brahmaipas had come to be highly eulogised as if they were

gods. (Tai Br. III. 7. 3.) The BiShmapa is Agni-Vai6vanara. The Visnu

Dh. S. (19 . 20. 22) says that the gods are invisible deities, but Brdhmaoas

are visible deities ; the worlds are supported by BiShmaipas ; the gods stay in

heaven by the favour of the Brahmaipas. The Tai Br. says that the BrShmaqa

is indeed the supervisor over the people. The Ait. Br. (37. 5) says that

where the Keatriyas are under the control of the BrShmaipas, that Kingdom

becomes pro^rous, that Kingdom is full of heroes ;

According to Gautama (XI. I) the King is the ruler of all, except Brahmanas :

(ti^ arm®!

Both the early EHiarma-Sutrakaras, Gautama and Baudhayana, were against

any kind of corporal punishment being given to the Bifihmaijias. Baudh. Dh.

S. (I. 10. 18-19) prescribes only branding and banishment to a Bi:3hmai>a

even for murder of a BrShnutria
(

?ngI®H[Wl) (12. 93) says that

no corporal punishment ^ould be ^v^ to Brahmanas

iDSf^Dces of many other privileges in law in the matter of punish-

ments, taxes etc. may be cited from the BrShmapic and Dharmasfitra litera-

ls. P, B. IV.
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tures. With these overwhehning evidences how can one say that th^ was

equality in law and that the Brahmaoaa did not enjoy certain privileges which

went against the principle of vyavahgra-samatit and dapcja-samatfi existing

in the time of A§oka? That being the case, the edict on vyavahara-samata

and daoda-samata by A§oka certainly offended the Btlhmapas wdio had been

enjoying the privileges in law. Therefore, it is difficult to accept Dr. Ray-

chaudhuri’s view that ‘the samata which he (A§oka) enforced did not neces-

sarily infringe on the alleged immunity of the Br&hmaa>as from capital punish-

ment, and that it ‘ should be understood in connection with the general policy

of decentralisaticm.’

1 shall rrow deal with the first event of the Brahmatpe revolt which is

intimately connected with the fact of Puayamitra’s oppression of tl» Buddhists.

I have already said that A4oka was not an oppressor of other faiths. He was

a tolerant Bhuddhist ruler, showing equal respect to all faiths and enjoining

on his subjects to do the same.'*

But that he was a sincere reformist, wishing well of his subjects whom he

regarded, and openly said so, as his own children, is clear from many of his

edicts. It is in his zeal to guide his subjects in the right path that he un-

consciously and without any intention mortally offended the Brahmanas. I

have already referred to smne of his edicts in this connection. Let me eluci-

date them in more detail. RE. I proclaimed Atoka’s principle of ahimsa and

stopped not only killing of animals for the royal kitchen, but also prohibited

animals being ‘offered as sacrifice,’ and discouraged samfijas of the kind

observed before, in both of which the Brahmaipas played an important part.

The appointment of the IHiarmmamghamatras (RE. V) deprived the BrSh-

maoas of their long-enjoyed right of guiding the religion of the people. The

smriti literature, as I have shown above, placed the Bifihmaoas in the posi-

tion of the Gwus. RE. IX shows Atoka as a reformer par excellence. In

it Atoka condemned many semi-religious ceremonies which were and still are,

observed in the homes of the people of the Brahmai:iic faith. The essence of

the edict is that religion does not depend on rituals, but mi practical conduct

in life, on cultivation of proper relations in the home, on character. But he

regreted that society in his time was given to too much petty
( fpf )

and

worthless
)

ceremmiies. The substance of religion is hidden under mere

forms. 'The womoi-folk are ^lecially guilty in this reqiect. People

perform various other ceremonies cm all possible occasions in life to avert

mishaps at the time of sons’ and daughters ’ marriage,
(
enswftqi^g)

of births
( 3!f|ii%)and

journey (satr^). Rites should undoubtedly be

p^formed, tot rites and ceremonies of this kind bear little fruit,
( )

It is the moral life that counts. Then he recounts the conditions of real good

moral life as distinguished from mere meaningless ceimonies in the name of

u. a. RE xn.
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rdigion. These reforms^ dictated by an honest and sincere desire for the well-

being of his subjects and not imbued with a fanatical spirit of hurting any-

body’s feelings did in effect, and were bound to, offend the BrShma^as and the

people of the Brahmapic faith who honestly found in these reforms a blow

to their cherished faith and religious rites. Further, the substitution of

call to wars
^ ^

for the policy of propagation of the Dharma
^ )

in RE. IV, in other words, the abandonment of militarism for pacifism ns

the policy of state, a policy that was pursued consistently by Asoka’s successors

encouraged not only the border-provinces to assert their independence, but

encouraged foreigners, with their outlandish practices, particularly the Bactrian

Greeks, to invade India. The political indeiiendence of India and with it her

time-hcwroured culture were threatened with danger. This was the signal for

the revolution for which the material was prepared by the internal and exter-

nal policy of the Maurya rulers—-from Ak)ka downwards. The discontent-

ment of the Brahmapas who were the leaders of the society found a fitting

weapon in the Senapati Pu§yamitra Suhga, himself a Brahmapa. This revolu-

tion, the coup d'etat which ended the Mauryan rule was a Brahmapic reaction,

par excellence, whose object was to restore the Brahmapa supremacy and

Brahmapic faith in society which was being threatened from within and

without. Its immediate effect was the assumption of the power of the state

by Pusyamitra Suhga, the Brahmapa. and the principal instrument of the

redaction. Pu$yamitra had to justify his position as head of the Brahmapic

reaction by persecuting the Buddhists and destroying Buddhist monasteries

on the one hand and restoring the sacrificial ceremonies of the Brahmapic

faith on the other, for which his principal helpers were Patafijali and also

perhaps Manu, the author of the Manusmriti. who was also his contem-

porary according to some scholars ; and for the one we have the testimony

of the Divyavadana and Taranatha ; for the other Pataftjali's Mahabha^ya,

Kalidasa’s Mdavikagnimitram, and the Ajodhya inscription'-’ provide the

necessary evidence. A passage in the Divyavadhana states
: ^ ^ SlWSfl'fl

present me with the h^d
of a sramana will get a reward of hundred dinars from me.” TarSnatha, the

Tibetan historian, also testifies to the killing of kamapas and burning of

Buddhist monasteries by Pui^yamitra. What reason is there to reject these

testimonies? Should they be so lightly dismissed as mere uncorroborative

writings of late authors like the compiler of the Divy§vadana and Tara-

natha'^, as Dr. Raychaudhuri holds or as ‘ebullitions of sectarian rancour,’

as Dr. Tripathi points out** ?

The persecution of the Buddhists by Pu^yamitra, as I had discussed

above, was a logical sequerKe of the Brahmapic reaction and the political

15. Ep. Ind., XX, pp. 54-58. 16. Ed. Cowell and Neil. p. 433.

17. P. H. A. /., 3rd. Ed., p. 246. 18. P. H. A. /., p. 187.
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coup d’itat. The traditions of the persecution were current when the Divya-

vadfina was composed and even in the time of TSiSnatha when he wrote his

history. Many events of ancient India have been thus preserved by tradi-

tional writings. Dr. Raychaudhuri who dismisses this particular reference

in the DivyiavadSna gladly accepts the testimony of the same book in con-

nection with another event Hoarding the revolt at Taxila during Asoka’s

reign due to ministerial oppression Dr. Raychaudhuri says :
“ The divya-

vadana is no doubt a late work, but the reality of ministerial ojrpression which

it refers is aflimied by A;§oka himself in the Kalihga edicts.”'" I do not,

however, hold that whatever is written in the divyavad^a is to be taken as

a fact without any sound judgment. But should all traditions be dismissed

as mere myth if no epigraphic evidence be found to check them ? Inscription

is no doubt the most satisfactory check of traditional accounts. But should

a traditional account be dismissed even though there is a reasonal historical

background to accept them as true? And what is the most positive ground

which the previous writers have stood on to reject the tradition of Pusyamitra’s

persecution of the Buddhists ? Both the writers, referred to above, reject

it on the ground that ‘ the Buddhist monuments were erected ‘ during the

supremacy of the Sungas’ (italics are mine). The inscription on the left

pillar of the eastern gate-way at Barhut bears an inscription which contains

the above inscription. The inscription is as follows :

“Suganaih raje rafie Gagiputasa visadevasa potepa Gaglputasa

Agarajusa putena Vaciptena Dhanabhutina karitaiii torajjam

silakanimamto ca upamaipa (no).”

” During the reign of the iSuhgas, the gate-way has been caused to be

made together with the stone-carving by Vatsiputra Dhanabhuti, son of Goti-

putra Ajaraju and grandson of king Gargiputra Vi^vadeva.”

Now does not necessarily include the reign of Pusyamitra Sufiga.

It means ‘during the reign of the iSuhgas.’ It does not preclude the idea

that Pusyamitra Suhga is not included in the term, and the gate-way was

constructed during the reign of his successors who were more tolerant to

Buddhism than the founder of the dynasty and leader of the Biahmaoic

reaction. The Buddhist church was certainly an ally of the Mauryas ; the

BiShmaijic reaction which destroyed Maurya rule necessarily launched a

crusade against the Buddhist church as a precedmt condition of the revival

of Bt&hmanism. That Pusyamitra greatly patronised this revival we have

ample evidence both literary and epigraphic. We find in the contemporary

account of Pataftjali’s Mahabhasya,-" in the reference in Kalidasa’s Mala-

19. P. H. A. /., p. 299.

20. The passage in the Mahabhi$ya which iwoves the contemporaneity oi

Patahjali with Pu^yaraitra Ls ; ika Pu^yamitrark ydjamSh.
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vikagmimitram that the horse-sacrifice, which was in abeyance in the

Mauryan period, was revived by him. The Ajodyha inscription definitely

lefers to the two horse sacrifices performed by Pu$yamitra :

The Kosaladhipa was perhaps Pu^mitra’s

viceroy and his sixth son or brother, for the insaiption describes him as

i.e. the sixth of Pusyamitra

.

This feverish activity towards the revival of Brahmanism ill fits with a

tolerant policy towards Buddhism which he has been credited by the writers.

He could ill afford to do so, even if he liked, and keep his reactionary allies

attached to his rule. But passion must have quieted down, and political

conditions settled during the time of Pu?yamitra's successors who fdt less

obliged to yield to the reactionary elements in the state and consequently

pursued a less militant and more tolerant policy towards the Buddhists to

allow them to decorate the Buddhist stupas in Barhut. That the gate-ways

were erected long after the time of Pusyamitra is also the (^>inion of eminent

archaeologists. The late Mr. N. G. Mazumdar, for example, writes: “the

Suhgas referred to in this inscription formed a dynasty which was founded

by the general (senapati) Pusyamitra, succeeding the Mauryas about 180 B.c.

The gate-ways, however, appear to have been set up about a century later,

towards the close of the sunga period."-- (italics are mine). In another place

he says :
“ The gateways appear to have been added to the stupa at least half

a century after the construction of the original Railing, which may be dated

about 125 B.C.” In the face of these evidences how can we say that the

expression suganam raje includes the reign of Pu?yamitra 4ufiga also, and

use it as an argument to reject clear literar>’ evidences that Pu§yamitra Sunga

persecuted the Buddhists ?

21. Ep. Ind. XX. pp. 54-58.

22. A guide to the Sculptures in the Indian Museum, p. 14.

23. Ibid.
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By

Dr. A. D. PUSALKER, m.a., ph.d.

Dvaraka, also known as DvarikS, Dvaravati or Kusasthali, is one of the

seven sacred places reputed to ccmfer final emancipation.' It is also one of

the four dhamans in India, situated to the West, presided over by Srlkri^a,

the Lord of Dv&rakg (DvSrakSdhisa), the other three being respectively

KedaranStha, JagannStha and Rame^vara situated to the North, East and

South. The Mahamayun also refers to Viwu (Srikrspa) as the principal deity

of DvSrakS.^ The name DvarakS does not occur in early Vedic literature,

but is found in the Mahabhdrata and the Puranas. The Jatakas and Buddhist

works also refer to Dvir&vad or Dvaraka in connection with Kii^oa and the

Andhaka-Vr^his.'^ Dr. Rhys Davids mentions Dvaraka as the capital of

Kamboja in the early Buddhist period ; it was. however, not a city of

Kamboja, but a trade-route connected the Kamboja country with Dwaraka.*

Barak6 of Arrian has been taken to refer to Dvaraka.’’ According to the Siva

Purm^a, Ehr^akla contains the temple of one of the twelve jyotirlmgas of Siva

known as Nage^.*' There is also a monastery of Sri ^fikaracarya at Dvaraka.

Modem Dwarka is situated in Okhamandal in Kathiawad to the extreme

western promontory. There is, however, a difference of opinion among

scholars as to the location of ancient DvSraka, and Muladvaraka, Girinagara

(modern Junagadh), and sites near Madhupur and Kodinar on the coast line

between Porbunder and Miyani, are variously identified with the old Dvaraka.^

Location of DvSraka will be considered towards the end of this paper.

The AfahabhSrata and the Puratjas state that Dvaraka has been erected

1. awtwn ngrr vm^^ i

2. Journ. V. iP. Hist, Soc., XV. pp. 27. 31-2.

3. Cf. B, CX Law, India as described in Early Texts of Buddhism and Jain-

ism, pp. 85, 102, 233.

4. Cf. Ray Chaudhury, Pol. Hist. Anc. Ind., 4th Ed p. 127 ;
Law, op. dt.,

p. 85.

5. Altekar, Ancient Towns and Cities in Gujarat and Kathiawad, p. 25.

6. Siva Purapa, IV, 1.23
; cf. Dey, Ceogr. Diet., 2nd Ed., p. 59.

7. Puli references are given later on.
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on the site of Ku4asthali, which was the capital of Anaita,* ancient name for

Gujarat According to the Puroffas, the descendants of SarySti, son of Manu.

are credited with the foundation of what is now known as Gujarat. It receiv-

ed its ancient name from Anarta, son of ^ryati. RocamBna, Reva and

Raivata Kakudmin followed, and the dynasty reigned at Ku4asthali. whose

foundation is variously ascribed to Anarta or Revata.* The iSSryStas, how-

ever, did not last long, and Ku^sthali, their capital, was captured and des-

troyed by Pur>yajana Rafcsasas."’ The remnants of the Sarylatas fled to dif-

ferent countries, and afterwards became a tribe among the Haihayas.”

After the destruction of the Haihaya ix>wer by king Sagara of Ayodhyfi, the

^ryatas probably became merged with the tiill tribes. Revata, the founder

of KusasthaB, has been confused with a later descendant in some Puraitic

accounts, which state that Balarama, the Yadava, elder brother of Srikrsria,

was carried to Revatl, the daughter of Revata.’-' In all probability, this latter

was a distant descendant of the founder of Ku^sthali.

After its destruction by Putjyajana Raiosasas, Ku^sthali appears to have

been deserted till the time of iSrIkrsna, the Yadava hero, the friend and

counsellor of the Paindavas. who made it his capital. The YBdavas and

Bhojas, Andhakas, Vrspis, originally belonged to Mathura ; but on account

of the iiKessant invasions of the powerful king Jat&sandha of Magadha and

the threatened siege by Kalayavana, the Yavana chief, the Yadavas with their

families migrated in a body southwards to Gujarat, and established themselves

at E>v&raka. Krsna is said to have founded Dvaraka at the site of aitcient

Kurasthalf. The life of Kma is well known.'" The Yadavas were all ruin-

R. Agtii, 273. 12-15 ; Brahmofda. II. 61.19-23 ;
Vayu, 86.24-27

; Mbh. 11.

14.50, 67 Brahma, 14.56
;
Hari, 1967 :

JTPnRT: I

ii mi,

9. Cf. references in note 8 above. This Ku^sthall is different from the KuSa-

Hthali on the Vindh>'as founded by son of Rama. - Pargiter, Anc, Ind, Hist,

Trad,, p. 279.

10. Brahmmda, II. 63.1 ;
Vayu, 88.1 ; Brahma, 7.37-8 ; Hari, I. 11.4 :

11. Brahmaatda, II. 69.52-3 ;
Brahma, 13.203-4 ; Matsya, 43.48-9 ; Vayu,

94.51-2 ; fiari, I. 33J51-2. Cf. also, Pabciter, Am. Ind. Hist. Trad., pp. 98, 266.

fw: ^iiraT Iflinrt tuptnn i

12. Cf. the continuation of passages in note 8 above.

13. I have dealt at some length with the historicity of K|^ and his life in
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ed in a fratricidal strife near Prabhasaksetra after the Bharata war. After

KiBpa’s death, remnants of the Yadavas abandoned Dvaraka with their

women and children under the leadership of Arjuna, the P&odava, and re-

treated northwards ; but they were attacked by the AbHras and hill tribes.

Arjuna was able to save but a few of these people whom he brought to Indra-

prastha and anointed Vajra, the grandson of Kr^oa, as their king. I>v3raka

is said to have been submerged under the sea after Krsna’s ascent to the

heavens, immediately after the YSdavas left."

A different story of the foundation of Dvaraka is given in the Dvaraka-

mdhatmya.^* Anarta, son of iSaryati, being expel'ed by his father, on his

praising Knoa as being the Lord and master of all, went to the sea-shore, and
practised penance. iSrfkr^a was pleased and founded a new region for Anarta

by placing on the ocean a piece of land brought from the heavens. This region

was later known as DvSrakia. There is. however, much historical inconsistency

in this account, as it makes Kf^oa, who was ages subsequent to Anarta, a

predecessor and contemporary of the latter.

We do not get any particulars about Dvaraka after the time otf Krsna
after the sea encroached on it. Being recently founded by Kr^na and having

been submerged soon after Krsna’s time, Dvaraka naturally was not regard-

ed as a holy place at the time of the Papdavas and the BhSrata war. That

it was not a sacred place of pilgrimage at the time of the Bharata war, would

also seem to follow from the fact that the Parjdavas are not said to have

visited the site in their pilgrimage. The Papdavas are stated to have gone

frc»n ^rpdraka to Prabh§sa, (which is on the southern coast of Kathiawad

far from Dvdraka), where Krspa and the Yadavas had come to meet them.^^

Tlie site of I>v3raka rose into prominence as a sacred place during the inter-

val between the Bharata war and the composition of the Mahabharata (c. 2nd
cent. B.C.), as it occupies a premier place amcmg the tlrtkas mentioned by
NSrada.** Somehow we do not get any reference to the site either in literary

works or in copper-plates or inscriptions till after the end of the first millen-

nium of the Qiristian era. The description in the Sisupdlavadha is simply

poetic fancy. The Ullasardghava of SomeSvaradeva refers to Dvaraka as a
sacred site of Srikrwa.’® Caitanya and Mirabai in medieval times went on
pilgrimage to Dvaraka which had become famous as a tirtha by their tmw>

There are references to the tribal fewm of government of the Yadavas at

a chapter contributed to the Glofy that wos GuTjaTodesa (Ed. K. M. Munshi,
Bombay, 1943, Section III, Qiapter II).

14. Mbk, XVI, 732-72 ; XVII. 1.8, 9.

15. Carg/omhkkdnttttgaia DvarakamShatmya, Chap. 1.

16. Cf. PARCrmt, Anc. Ind. Huti Ttad., p. 96.

17. Mbk., Cr. Ed., Ill, 11&15-23 ; 119.

18. Mbk., Cr. Ed., Ill, 80.82-84.

19. Cf. Duigashanker Shastri, AitihAsik Samiodhan (in Gujarati), p. €02.
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Dvaraki. and we shall describe it in brief. The Andhaka>Vi9Qis (and the

different tribes of the Yadavas) had, an Assembly Hall in Dv3rak3, known as

Sudharma where they gathered on important occasions and deliberated on the

course of action to be followed.-" The SaUiapala was probably the Secretary

of the Council who convened its meeting on suitable occasions. There weie

a number of tribal chiefs or elders (gana-mukhya) , and Krapa, AkrQra, Ahu-
ka, Satyaki, etc. are spoken of as leaders.^' Akrura was the Commander-in-
Chief of the Yadava forces.-^ There were often parties, and contests for power
and authority. In the assembly every one was at liberty to express his opinion ;

but the tact and wisdom of the President generally carried the day. The policy

of the Government was decided by the tribal chiefs ( gatfa-mukhya) in Coun-
cil. It appears that in these Ganas there was a regular system of adminis-

tration according to the Astras, and there were departments of Secret Ser-

vice, Finance, Foreign Policy, etc. The administrative discipline was strictly

observed, and disobedience to Government officials {yuklas) was severely dealt

with.** Dr. SlNHA rightly concludes that the whole description presents on

the whole a picture of tribal oligarchy.-’’

The Dvarakamdhdtmya in the PrabhSsakhapda of the Skanda Purdtja

deals exhaustively in great detail with the ttrtka-vidhi, the yalrd-vidhi and the

k^etra-mSkdtmya.^^ Banning with Gomatimahatmya and the story of Kr^a
and Durvasas, there follow the descriptiwis and glorifications of, and numerous
episodes connected with, the Cakratirtha, Rukmiolhrada, N^gatfitha, Vipou-

padatlrtha, various lirthas and saras-tlTthas, etc. ; there are also descriptions

of various vratas. TTie Dvarakamdhdtmya in the Crarga-saiktutd” speaks of

the principal tirthas, Cakratirtha, Sahkhoddhara, Gomatif, Raivataka, Pipda-

raka, etc. Modem Dwarka. as already stated, lies to the extreme west of the

Kathiawad peninsula, which can be approached either by train or by stea-

mer. It is towards the right side of Gomatl-artha. The celebrated temple of

Dvarakadhli4a here is reputed to have been built by Vajranabha, grandson of

Kroia. Stikrsna is worshipped here as Ranachodaraya on account of his flight

from Mathura throush the terror of king Jarasandha.*" There is also a temple
of Ku4e^ara Mahadeva ; to its south is the Sara^ Matha of Sri SahkarS-
<Srya. Most of the sacred Krtkas mentioned in the Pmatfos and MShatmyas
are found here including the Cakratirtha. Ratne4vara Malfideva, Siddhanfl-
tha Mahadeva, Jflanakunda. Rwlaraka, etc. At a distance of 20 miles from
Dvaraka and two miles from the sea shore in the gulf is a small island, known

2a Mbh., Ct. Ed., I, 212.10 ff.

21. Of. Mbk. Or. Ed., p. 960, lines 170-1. 22. Mbk., Cr Ed. I 211 ?!

23. Mbh.. XII. 107.23, 25. 24. Mbk., XII. 107.

’ '

25. SapereigHty in Ancient Indian Polity, p. 255
26. Skmda Puragw, VII. 4.

27. Published by Venkateshwar Press, Bombay, Samvat 1904.
2& Cf. Dbv, Geogr. Diet., 2nd Ed. p. 232.
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as SaiAkhoddhgrabeta, the main shrines there being the Haoacboclaji temple and

the iSai^khoddhdralfrtha.’’'’

Finally, we come to the consideration of the location of Dvaraka, the

capital of the Yadavas, about which, as already stated, there is much differ-

ence of opinion among scholars. The legend about the original site of Dva-

rafca being engulfed in an oceanic inundation seems to be true as has been

pointed by Dr. Altekar, as literary evidence supports it ; as such oceanic

changes are of conunon occurrence in Kathiawad, and as doubt exists as to

the location of the original site which is possible only when the original city

has disappeared.-'" At preset, there is a port to the westernmost part of

Kathiawad known as Dwarka, which is a place of pilgrimage and is regard-

ed as the site of the ancient capital. Muladvaraka is an island in the sea

about 22 miles east of Prabhgsapattaipa.-” Modem Junagadh at the foot of

the Gimar hills (which some identify with Mt. Raivataka) has also been

located as the site of ancient Dvaraka.*- Besides these, Dvaraka has been

variously placed on the coast between Porbander and Miyana, or near Madhu-

pur or three miles south-west from Kodinar. “

The Mahabharata and the Puraruts are unanimous in stating that the

Yadavas established their capital on the site of the ruins of Kui§asthali, the

ancient capital of Anarta.''^ Ku4asthaii and DvarakS or Dvaifivati appear

as synrmyms. All these authorities further agree in stating that Dvaraka was

near Mt. Raivataka. Basing their conclusion on the identification of Rai-

vataka with Mt. Gimar, some scholars have decided in favour of Girinagara

(modem Junagadh) as being the site of ancient DvarakS.*-"' Junagadh is,

no doubt, an ancient town, as contended by these scholars ; but it was never

known as DvarakS. Jt is, again, more than 60 miles from the sea-shore,

whereas there is an ancient persistent tradition maintaining that Dv3rak£L was

near the coast line, which cannot be easily overlooked or lightly discarded.

This tradition of the proximity of Dvaraka to the sea is not confined only to

later Pwaum as is stated by the supporters of the claims of Junagadh. The

Mahabhmata references in the Mausalaparvan clearly mention EVvSrakS to

be on the coast line ; besides the references in the Harivanisa to the founda-

tion of Dv&rakfi near the sea, other Puranas also state that the ocean was in

29. Cf. Durgashanker Shastri. op. cit., pp. 599-613.

30. AneUnt Toums and Cities in Gujarat and Kathiawad. p. 25.

31. HathiUuti Shastri, Proc. Oriental Conf.. VII, pp. 1171-3
; Nagari

Pracaii^i PatrikS, XII, pp. 97-100.

32. BhATTASALI, Ind. Hist. Quart.. X, pp. 541-50; Durgadianker ShastRI,
op. «/t, pp. 377-386.

33. Cf. Buhoess, Antiquities of Kathiawad md Kachh, London, 1876. p. 13.

34. See note 2 above.

35. See note 32.
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close proximity of the city.^* The references in the Adi- and Sabha-parvans

of the Mahabharata indicate that Dvdraka was in the vicinity of Mt. Rai-

vataka ; but nothing is stated about its distance from the sea-shore. ’At-

tention, again, may be drawn, in this connection, to a statement in the Gkata

Jataka, which clearly shows that Dvaraka “ stood on the sea and had a hill

by its side”,*® proving thereby the antiquity of the tradition of Dvoraks

having both the sea and a hill in its vicinity. Hence, Junagadh being more

than 60 miles from the sea-shore cannot be regarded as the site of ancient

Dvaraka, which was near the sea. It is, no doubt, near Mt. Gimar ; but

the identity of the latter with Mt. Raivataka mentioned in the Mahabharata

and the Purw.ias has not been established beyond doubt. There is, again,

comiBete absence of any sacred shrines associated with Dvaraka in the neigh-

bourhood of Junagadh.

Next, we consider Muladvaraka on the sea, about 22 miles east of

Prabhasapattaipa. Being at a distance of about 60 miles south of the Girnar

hills (which some identify with Mt. Raivataka), it cannot be said to be by

the side of the hill. However, it appears that late traditions consistently bring

in Muladvaraka, as would appear from the references in the Skanda Purdtta.^^

The description in the Sisupdlavadha has no evidentiary value, being merely

based on flights of poetic fancy. But the Pindarakatirtha mentioned in the

Mahabharata is not located in Muladvaraka. This, coupled with its distance

from the hills, goes against its identifications with the site of old Dvaraka.

Other sites on the coast line also are at some distance from the hills
;
and

hence do not appear to be the sites of ancient Dvaraka.

Next, we come to modern Dwarka on the extreme western coast line.

The main argument against this site is that it is about 110 miles from Mt.

Gimar (identified with Mt. Raivataka by some). It is true, there is no

mountain close to modem Dwarka : but, as suggested by Mr. Pargiter, the

Barada hills in Halar are not far from the site, and they can be identified

with Mt. Raivataka.*" As already indicated, Dvaraka gained position as a

sacred site after the period of the Bharata war. In the enumeration and des-

cription of the tirthas by Narada, Dvaraka is dealt with at some length. It

36. Cf. Hart, II. 5626-7
;
Brahma. 17.33

;
Brahmmjda, II. 71.91

; Vdyu, 96.90 :

•IW I

# ( V. 1. 5^ ) n imi, iffim ii

Trilmdaiefa (p. 32) calls Dviifivati, an " AbiUnagari’’.
37. Mbh., Or. PEd., I. 212. 8-7

; II. 14J50, 67.

3S. Cf. LAW, ap, cit., p. 102.

39. Cf. Hathibhai Shastri. Proc. Oriental Coni., VII, pp. 1171-2.

40. Marka^deya Purano, Eng. Trans., p. 289 note.
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as SaAkhoddhSrabeta, the main shrines there being the Raqachoclaji temple and

the SankhoddhSratBrtha.^”

Finally, we come to the consideration of the location of Dvaraka, the

capital of the Yadavas, about which, as already stated, there is much differ-

ence of opinion among scholars. The legend about the original site of Dva-

raka being engulfed in an oceanic inundation seems to be true as has been

pointed by Dr. Altekar, as literary evidence supports it ; as such oceanic

changes are of common occurrence in Kathiawad, and as doubt exists as to

the location of the original site which is possible only when the original city

has disappeared.'" At present, there is a port to the westernmost part of

Kathiawad Icnown as Dwarka, which is a place of pilgrimage and is regard-

ed as the site of the ancient capital. M'uladvSraka is an island in the sea

about 22 miles east of Prabh&sapaHaa.ia. ‘' Modem Junagadh at the foot of

the Gimar hills fwhich some identify with Mt. Raivataka) has also been

located as the site of ancient Dvaraka.'*- Besides these, Dvaraka has been

variously placed on the coast between Porbander and Miyana, or near Madhu-
pur or three miles south-west from Kodinar."

The Mahabharata and the Puranas are unanimous in stating that the

Yadavas established their capital on the site of the ruins of Kui^sthall, the

ancient capital of Anarta.''^ Ku4asthali and Dvaraka or Dvaifivati appear

as synMiyms. All these authorities further agree in stating that Dvdraka was
near Mt. Raivataka. Basing their conclusion on the identification of Rai-

vataka with Mt. Gimar, some scholars have decided in favour of Girinagara

(modem Junagadh) as being the site of ancient DvarakS."'’ Junagadh is,

no doubt, an ancient town, as contended by these scholars ; but it was never

known as DvSrak&. Jt is, again, more than 60 miles from the sea-shore,

whereas there is an ancient persistent tradition maintaining that Dv&rakS was
near the coast line, which cannot be easily overlooked or lightly discarded.

This tradition of the proximity of Dvaraka to the sea is not confined only to

later Puroffos as is stated by the supporters of the claims of Junagadh. The
Mahabharata references in the Mausalaparvan clearly mention Dvaraka to

be on the coast line ; besides the references in the Harivotiisa to the founda-
tion of DvarakA near the sea, other PmSnas also state that the ocean was in

29. Cf. Ourgashanker Shastri, op. dt.. pp. 599-613.

30. Ancient Toums and Cities in Gujarat and Kathiawad, p. 25.

31. Hathibhai Shastri, Proc. Oriental Conf.. VII, pp. 1171-3
PracSmi Patrika, XII, pp. 97-100,

Nagttti

32. Bhattasali, Ind. Hist. Quart., X, pp. 541-50
; Durgashanker Shastri

cift, pp. 377-386.

33. <X. Bukess, Antiquities of Kathiawad and Kachh, London, 1876, p. 13.

34. See note 2 above.

35. See note 32.
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dose proximity of the city.®* The references in the Adi- and Sabha-parvans

of the Mahabhdrata indicate that Dvaraka was in the vicinity of Mt. Rai-

vataka ; but nothing is stated about its distance from the sea-shore. ’At-

tention, again, may be drawn, in this connection, to a statement in the Ghata

Jataka, which clearly shows that Dvaraka “ stood on the sea and had a hill

by its side”,®* proving thereby the antiquity of the tradition of DvarakS

having both the sea and a hill in its vicinity. Hence, Junagadh being more

than 60 miles from the sea-shore cannot be regarded as the site of ancient

Dvaraka, which was near the sea. It is, no doubt, near Mt. Gimar ; but

the identity of the latter with Mt. Raivataka mentioned in the Mahabharata

and the Purdt^as has not been established beyond doubt. There is, again,

comiflete absence of any sacred shrines associated with Dvaraka in the neigh-

bourhood of Junagadh.

Next, we consider Muladvaraka on the sea, about 22 miles east of

Prabhasapalftaiija. Being at a distance of about 60 miles south of the Girnar

hills (which some identify with Mt. Raivataka), it cannot be said to be by

the side of the hill. However, it appears that late traditions consistently bring

in Muladvaraka, as would appear from the references in the Skanda Purdt^a.''^

The description in the Sisupdlavadha has no evidentiary value, being merely

based on flights of poetic fancy. But the Piijdarakatirtha mentioned in the

Mahabharata is not located in Muladvaraka. This, coupled with its distance

from the hills, goes against its identifications with the site of old Dvaraka.

Other sites on the coast line also are at some distance from the hills ; and

hence do not appear to be the sites of ancient Dvaraka.

Next, we come to modern Dwarka on the extreme western coast line.

The main argument against this site is that it is about 110 miles from Mt.

Gimar (identified with Mt. Raivataka by some). It is true, there is no

mountain close to modem Dwarka ; but, as suggested by Mr. Pargiter, the

Barada hills in Halar are not far from the site, and they can be identified

with Mt. Raivataka.^® As already indicated, Dvaraka gained position as a
sacred site after the period of the Bharata war. In the enumeration and des-

cription of the tlrthas by Narada, Dvaraka is dealt with at some length. It

36. Cf. Hart, II. 56.26-7
;
Brahma. 17.33

;
Brahmaijda, II. 71.91 ; Vdyu, 96.90 :

^ ti
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Trilmdasefa (p. 32) calls DvSifivati, an " AbdUnagart”.
37. Mbk; Or. (Ed., I. 212. 8-7

; II. 14J50, 67.

38. Cf. LAW, ap. cit., p. 102.

39. Cf. Hathibhai Shastri, Proc. Oriental Conf., VII, pp. 1171-2.

40. Marka^deya Purd^a, Eng. Trans., p. 289 note.
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is stated that in the Pan^iakatittha are found onns or seals with the marks

of padfna, and lotuses with the triiula marks of Sankara indicating the pre-

sence of SaAkara also.*^ PMarakatirtha is still to be found at modern

Dwarka. It may, therefore, be said that the antiquity of the present site of

Dwarka goes back to over 2,000 years. Tlie Mahabhdrata expressly states

that ancient seals or coins were found at the site
;

if excavations are carried

at the sites which lay claims to having been the ancient DvSraka, it is pos-

sible, we may coma across seals or coins to which the Mahabharata refers

and to which attentirm was drawn by Dr. Jayaswal.^® This will, indeed,

decisively settle the question of the identification of Ehraraka.

It is true, we get no epigraphic records' or copper-plates about the site

of the modem Dwarka, whidi indicates that it was not known in the historic

period. The copper-plates and inscriptions brought forth in connection with

Junagadh, refer to it as Girinagara, and never as Dvaraka ; besides, it is far

from the sea. Thus, there are objections to the identification of Dvaralra either

with Junagadh or with modem Dwarka, and we cannot establish the identi-

fication with absolute certainty ; but the objections and difficulties in the lat-

ter case are not so weighty as they are in the case of Junagadh. Besides, taking

into consideration the facts that successive sacred shrines arise on the same

ancient spot and that the 2,000 year old tradition must have got some basis

in reality, I am inclined to look for the old capital of SnkRjja at the site of

modem Dwarka.

41. Mbk. Cr. Ed., III. 80.82-4 :

^ R^dlW: I

swift pi Pldufifw II

ftOIBIflft 'Wift 9<H>4[«I I

piiftw II

42. Pr0C. Orients Cm,, VII, p. Ixiii.



TWO DECADES OF MADURA (1734
-1754).

By

T. V. MAHALINGA SASTRI, M.A., d.litt.

Madura, the Athens of South India and the radiating centre of an ancient

culture, a city known from the earliest beginnings of South Indian history for

power, plenty and prosperity, a city that was the capital of many dynasties of

rulers beginning from the pre-Christian period passed through calamitous

vicissitudes of fortune on the disruption of the Nayak rule in the region.

After the extinction of the Sultanate of Madura about 1378 as a result of the

military activities of Kumara Kampala, the son of Bukka 1 of Vijayanagar,

Madura was included in the Vijayanagar Empire. In the sixteenth century,

in order to provide for the efficient administration of the Madura country,

Madura was constituted as a Nayakship and one Vi4vanBtha Nayaka was

appointed for the place. The Nayak period was a very bright one in the

history of Madura, when great encouragement was given to the promotion of

arts and letters, big irrigation works were undertaken, and everything great in

the Hindu civilisation was patronised. “ A Government whose wealth and

whose tastes are manifested by its temples and statues and whose readiness to

employ all its resources for the benefit of its people, as proved by the number

and nature of the irrigation works it completed, implies a ccaitented and a

prosperous people ; while a high state of the arts and knowledge is abundantly

testified by the exquisite design and workmanship discoverable in many of

the temples and statues as well as by the grasp and mastery of the principles

of irrigation—a complicated and difficult branch of the Engineering Art-

displayed in their irrigation systems Among the great rulers of this

dynasty were Vi§vanatha Nayaka, Tirumalai Nayaka and Raiji MangammS].

Vijayaranga Cokkanatha Nayaka (1706-1732) who had no male issue,

was on his death succeeded by his wife Mlnakisi and she ruled for five years

till 1736, being supported by her brother Venkata Perumal. Her short reign

was a period of great internal strife. Queen MinSk$i adopted Vijaya

Kumara Muttu Tirumalai Nayakkar, the son of one Vangaru Tirumalai, a

member of a collateral branch of the royal family. But Vangaru Tirumala

attempted to depose Minaksi and usurp the royal authority. The Nawwab
of Arcot during that time was Dost ‘All (1732-1740), the nephew of Saadat-

‘UUah Kh&n (1710-1732) who inaugurated the Nawwabi. He sent his son

Safdar ‘Ali and son-in-law Chanda 3ahib to the Tanjore and Trichinopoly

1. A J. Stuart : Manual of Tinnevelly, p. 69.

16
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area to bring the region under his control if it failed to pay tribute. Van-

gSru Tirumala took advantage of the presence of the Muslim army near by

and sought the help of Safdar ‘All against M[nala$i. Safdar ‘All offered to

arbitrate on behalf of the two, decided in favour of Vangaru Tirumala and

left the area leaving instructions with Qianda 3^ib to give effect to the same.

But Queen Mlniakisi managed to bribe Chanda $iabib for a crore of rupees,

and he promised cai the K&ran that he would stand by her. But soon the

differences between Vangaru Tirumala and ^^nala$i were patched up, and

therefore Chanda returned home, being frustrated in his plans. In

1736 he again came down to Madura with a view to reduce it, taking advan-

tage of the political confusion there. He offered to subdue her enemies, and

sent a large force which took possession of Dindigul. The place was stormed

and Vangaru Tirumala, who was in charge of the Dindigul area organised

resistance at Ammayanayakkanur against the Muslim invader but was

defeated by him.* Vangaru fled from the battlefield and took refuge in the

fort of Veflikuricchi under the protection of the Raja of Sivaganga. Chanda

$ihib who became the master practically of the whole of Madura, took Queen

Minalcsi prisoner quite in violation of his promise to her on the Koran.

The Queen who could not brook her fate committed suicide in the same year

by taking poison.

Chanda §a!>ib, during the period of his administration in the south

strengthened the fortifications of Trichinopoly and appointed his two brothers

as the Governors respectively of Dindigul and Madura. But his rule was

very unpopular, and aroused the great resentment and hatred of the Hindus.

Vijaya KumSra Muttu Tirumalai Nayakkar, son of Vangaru Tirumalat

Nayakar, and VeHaiyao iSSrvaikkaran, the vasal dalavay of the Setupati left

the area. The managers and attendants of the temples of Min&kisi Sundare^-

vara and Kudal AJagar at Madura took with them the Gods of the above two

temples to VSnaravIrarmadurai (Manamadura) and stayed there for two

years (1739-41). The Setupati made necessary provision for the puja and

daily offering of the Gods as also food and drink for the servants of the

temples, and thus kept them under his protection.®

VangSru Tirumala and Pratap Singh, the Raja of Tanjore, (1739-63)

sought the help of the Mahrattas who were extending their power in the

south. Raja Sahu sent Raghuji Bhonsle on an expedition against the Carna-

tic. He defeated and killed Dost ‘All, the Nawwab of the Carnatic, at the

battle at Damalcheruvu Pass (North Arcot District) in 1740. Later, prob-

ably at the instigation of Safdar ‘ Ali he marched against Chanda SaJjib, sack-

ing on the way Tiruvaipoamalai and Porto Novo and plundering the places.

2. Taylor : Oriental Historical Manuscripts, II, p. 234.

3. See pp. 6-7 of the Maduraittalavaraldru in the Tiruppat^makn, Sen Tamd
pabUcatkm, No, 27.
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The total estimate of the value of the plunder was about 150,000 pagodas.

The Mahrattas first deceived Chanda by taking their forces beyond

Trichinopoly, but when they found that he had sold the grains with him and

was not prepared for an engagement, they besieged Trichinopoly in 1741.

Bade 5ahib, the brother of Chanda Sahib, marched to the relief of Trichino-

poly with large provisions, horsemen and foot. But he was intercepted by the

Mahrattas with a body of 2(X)0 cavalry near Dindigul from which place he
went forth and defeated them. However Raghuji Bhonsle marched to the

scene with 10,000 horse and attacked the camp of Bade ^hib at Maipalparai
and killed both him and his sister’s son-in-law Sadiq Sahib. Later the corpse
of Bade S^flj was richly dressed and sent to his brother Chanda SShib at
Trichinopoly, so that he might be warned of the impending downfall of his

hopes. Raghuji Bhonsle then attacked Trichinopoly with the help of the
Pindaris, Kallars and Poligars of the area and Chanda Sahib offered him
stiff resistance. But his ammunitions and stores failed him and therefore he
surrendered himself to Raghuji on 25th March, 1741. He was disarmed,
taken prisoner and sent over to Satara where he remained within prison for

seven years. The fort of Trichinopoly was taken by the Mahrattas and
Murari Rao Ghorpade of Gooty was appointed the Governor of Trichinopoly
and the area depending on it, assisted by 14,000 of the best troops of the
Mahrattas.*

The Mahratta occupation and rule of the South seems to have been con-

genial to the betterment of the condition of the Hindus. Murari Rao ap-

pointed one Appaji Nayaka to administer Madura on his behalf and sent him
to the place along with 2,000 horses. The latter did not like to stay in a city

where there was no God, and hence he visited VanaravSrarmadurai, wor-
shipped the Gods at the place, and with the consent of the Setupati, took back
the idols of Minalc?! SundareSvara and Kudal-Alagar to Madura in July 1741

and reconsecrated them in their respective temples. He also performed puri-

ficatory ceremonies in the temples and made large provisions for the daily

worship and services of the Gods in the old manner.'*

But the rule of Madura by the Hindus was not destined to last long.

The fortunes of the city were soon affected by domestic and political revolu-

tions in the Carnatic. The course of the revolutions was as follows : Safdar
‘ All Kl^n who succeeded Dost ‘ All as the Nawwab of the Carnatic on the

death of his father in 1740 was assassinated in his bed by his cousin Murtaza
‘All Kiian on the night of 13th October 1742 by order of one GhulSm Murtaza
‘Ali Klpn the Governor of Vellore, and his own Diwan MSr Asad was impri-

soned. But the position of Ghulam Murtaza ‘Ali was not strong. Murari Rao

4. See Prof. C. S. Srinivaaachari, Anandaranga PilUd, pp. 16-18; Also C. A.
Kincaid and D. B. Parasnis, A History of the Maratha People, pp. 276-7.

5. See Maduraittalavaralaru in Tiruppaiflmalai, p. 7 ; Also R . Satyanatha

Ayyar, The Nayaks of Madura, p. 379.
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of Trichinopoly refused to recognise him and the army also mutinied. There-
fore Murtaza ‘All escaped to VeUore ; and Sayyid Muhammad Kl^n the
young son of Safdar ‘ AD was declared the Nawwab of the Carnatic. Ni?&mu'l-
Mulk the Subedar of the Deccan who was anxious to restore order in the
south marched to Aroot with a large army of horse and foot which seemed
“as though the sea was rising and flooding the land.” He subdued the
Carnatic and appointed KbwSja Abdulla KMn, one of his own important offi-

cers to administer the Carnatic and keep as his ward Sayyid Muhammad
Kll3n. Then he marched towards Trichinopoly which was ruled by Murari
Rao.

^

The Mahratta chieftain trenUaled within his shoes at the approach
of Ni?am ul-Mulk, and therefore evacuated his headquarters on 29th August,
1743 and went north. Thus by the mere strength of his arm, without waging
one battle, the Ni^Dm got possession of the Carnatic including the far south.
So the Mahratta rule of Trichinopoly and Madura was put an end to in

1743. The attempt of Murari Rao to revive the power of the Mahrattas in

the S(wth soon after failed. The Ni?am returned home along with Nawwab
2£h^jd Abdulla and confirmed him in his office. But on the night of the same
day the Nawfib of the Carnatic was found dead in his bed, having been kill-

ed by an unknown hand. Therefore <me Anwar-’uddin Khan who was in charge
of the administration of the Northern Circars was appointed Nawwab of the
Carnatic, and the young son of Safdar ‘ AD was sent along with him to be
taken care of. The young boy was killed by a body of Tahiran soldiers in June
1744 apparaitly at the instigation of Gulam Murtaza ‘ AD of Vellore. Hence
Anwar-’ud-din was confirmed in the Nawwabship of the Carnatic in 1744,«

Anwar-’ud-din Khan appointed his son Muhammad ‘ AD to be in charge
of the general administration of the Carnatic and Mahfuz Khan to be in
charge of the administration of the Trichinopoly country, and from this time
for more than ten years the Madura area was under the rule of Muslims.
Mahfuz Kl]^ attacked Pratfip Singh, the Mahratta R&ja of Tanjore and
extracted from him a bond for the payment of an annual tribute. During
this period an attempt was plaimed with a view to recover the Trichinopoly
fort from the Mudims and establish the rule of the sai of Katftu Rfija (the
Zlammdar of Udaiyarpajaiyam) when it was arranged that the Mahrattas
must invade the country being helped by the people of Tanjore and Mysore,
tte Topdaimao Raja of Pudukkottai and the Setupati of Rahinad (Maravan).
But such grand schemes and designs did not fructify.^

Mattere went on for about four years, till 1748, when certain incidents
of momentws significance took place in the Deccan and the Carnatic. In

mir Jung, Salabat Jung, Ni^am ‘AD, Muhammad Shariff, and Mir Moghal.

Uni-

7. See a S. Srinivasachari, <fp. cU., pp. ^1344 and p. 114 fn. 17.
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He had also a grandson Muzaifar Jung by name, by his daughter. Ghazi-

’ud-din was at Delhi, engaged in imperial politics. Hence Nasir Jung, the

second son of Ni?am-’ul-Mulk succeeded to the Niiamat on the death of his

father. Muzaffar Jung was anxious to succeed to the position of his grand-

father. A common cause was made between Muzaffar Jung and ChandS Saljib

(the latter anxious to become the Nawwab of the Carnatic) and Raza Sihib

the son of Chanda $ahib sought the help of Duplix the Governor of French

possessions in India. It was learnt that the Mahrattas would be willing to re-

lease Chanda SShib if they were paid a ransom of seven lakhs of rupees. The

money was paid, Chanda $ahib got his release and the confederates marched

towards Arcot. The French and their allies effected a junction with them,

met Anwar-’ud-din at Ambur, where the latter was killed on 3rd August,

1749, owing to the treachery of one of his own commanders, Husain Kll^n

Tahir, the Jagirdar of Amburgadh who persuaded Nawwab Anwar-’ud-din

to fix his camp before his fort having treacherous designs.®

It was this political condition in the Deccan and the Carnatic where there

were rivals for the Nizami and the Nawwdbi that rendered the recall of

Muhammad ‘ All and Mahfuz Khan from the south necessary and inevitable.

Under such circumstances they left the south for the Arcot region in 1748

placing Madura under the charge of one Mayana, apparently a Muslim. It

is not known how long he was in charge of his post but within a few

years he appears to have been supplanted by one ‘Abdul ‘Ahmad "khan who
captured the fort of Madura and ruled from that place. This was followed by

another revolution at the place. One ‘Alam ‘All Khan, probably a brother-

in-law of Mayana, took possession of the city from ‘Abdul ‘Ahmad Khan.

According to Orme, he was a soldier of fortune originally in the service of

Chanda 3ahib and the Raja of Tanjore.® Taking advantage of the course of

events and the political confusion in the Carnatic he proclaimed himself as

an adherent of Chandfi Sahib. He brought under his control Tinnevelly,

Madura and other places and subdued the Pdlaiyagars of the parts as far as

the territory of the Tcnjdaiman Raja of Pudukkottai . This meant that Mulham-

mad ‘ Ali the rightful successor of Anwar-’ud-d!n Khan had lost a good slice

of territory in the Carnatic and the hands of his adversary had become

strengthened. Therefore, the Nawwab of the Carnatic, Muhammad ‘All,

sought the help of the English for retaking Madura. Consequently a contin-

gent of force was despatched to Madura under Captain James Cope who was
in command at Trichinopoly assisted by ‘Abdul Wahhab Kh5n . the brother

of Muhairunad ‘AB. One ‘Abdul Rahim, an officer who was in charge of the

Tinnevelly area, also helped Captain James Cope in his operations against

Madura. ‘Alam Khlan was a great military general, and successfully resisted

the attack of Madura. Captain Cope was foiled in his attempt to take the

8. Tuzak-i-Walaiafd, I, pp. 144-47. 9. Tuzak-i-WaUtjahi, I. pp. 16911.
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fort and hence was forced to withdraw to Trichinopoly. ‘Abdul Wahhab

Khan’s troops betrayed their master and went over to the side of ‘Alam Kb§n.

Saunders the Governor of Madras thought that he could effect the re-

duction of Madura by diplomacy and therefore on the 22nd of July 1751 he

wrote a letter to ‘Alam ‘AS. i£t|an as follows :

“ I have heard of your courage in the defence of Madura, which though

against my own people I cannot but highly commend. Merit ought highly

to be rewarded, instead of which I hear you are to be divested of your Gov-

ernment and the French to take possession of the fort. This I think is but a

bad return for much bravery. You are a soldier and your sword may make

your fortune. If you will espouse the cause of Muljammad ‘All and assist

his affairs I promise you shall have a Government under him which will afford

you wealth and a great name and support you and your family in affluence.”^®

‘Alam IKJian however refused to accept the suggestion. In the next year

a battle was fought by the British and Muhammad ‘Ali against Chanda $§hib

and the French at Trichinopoly. ‘Alam Khan went to Trichinopoly, sided

with Chanda SShib and fought against the British. In the course of the bat-

tle he was killed.*^ When he left Madura for Trichinopoly he left the former

under the charge of his brother-in-law, Mayana. It appears that the latter

was not able to maintain control over the region and therefore he sold the city

to Kuku §ahib, a Mysore general who was moving about the Dindigul

area, of which the Mysoreans were in possession at that time.^® The city of

Madura suffered very much during this period, and the sentiments of the

people were defiled by him. Cows were killed and eaten and cocoanut trees

were cut and destroyed.

The Hindus became disgusted with this rule and organised a revolution.

Hence Vellaiyao Servaikkarap commander of the Setupati’s guard and Tauda-

vatSya PiUai, the Pradhani of the guard of Udaya Tevar (Zamindar of Siva

ganga) took up the cause of the Hindus and laid siege to the fort of Madura

for about a month, at the end of which, as a result of an arbitration made

between the Hindu invaders and Kuku $Bhib, the latter left the city under the

charge of the SStupati and retired towards Dindigul. Having defeated the

Mysore general, both Veillaiyao Servaikfcarao and Tgpdavaraya Pillai entered

Madura and restored order in the city. Since Madura had been under Mus-

10. Country corre^ndence, 1757, No. 07, quoted by S. C. Hill, Fusu/ Khan
the Rebel Commandant, p. 30.

11. See Ortne, Vol. I, pp. 20011.

12. Nelson thiidcs that this Kluku Sahib was the same as General Cope, who
was in oonunand at! Trichinopoly. (Nelscai, The Madura country, III, pp. 270-71).

This is due to the author’s taking that| the two persons were one. W^e General

Cc^e (fied on Feb. 3, 1752 flighting at Krishnavaran, Kuku SBhib livejd fw some

years more and is mentioned by Colonel Heron in a letter to Council dated 29th

Octipber, 1754 an causing trouble in Madura with some Mysore horse and sepoys.
”

See S. C. Hill, Fwjnif Khan the Rebel Commandant, p. 31.
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lim rule for about ten years the temples and religious practices in the city

had suffered much. Hence both of them ijerformed purificatory ceremonies,

threw open the temples that had been kept closed, restored services in them

and made provision for the renewal of worship in them. They also restored

Hindu rule over Madura by taking Vijaya Kumara Muttu Tirumalai Nayaka,

son of Vangaru Tirumala from Vellikuricchi and crowning him as the ruler

of Madura in the sanctum of the Goddess Minaksi.''^

But the revival of the Hindu power in Madura was not to last long. Ac-

cording to certain local accounts, Vijaya Kumara Muttu Tirumalai Nayaka

ruled only for sixteen months and was dethroned on 29th November, 1752,

by the combined efforts of three Muslims, Mianah (Mahomed Barkey), Mode-

miah (Mahomed Mainach) and Nabi Khan who were the subordinates of

Mutiammad ‘AIT. This is indicated by a signed document in which they recog-

nised tlie authority of the Nawwab over Madura and Tinnevely.’* Madura

again appears to have suffered under Muslim yoke. Temple lands were confis-

cated. The gardens and wells were destroyed and the trade of the merchants

was paralysed. Therefore VelJaiyan iServaikkaran seems to have sought the help

of Kuku 5abib the Mysore general. Both of them marched towards Madura

encamped at a place called Panaiyur Anuppaladi near the city and besieged the

fort of Madura for six months.

But the forces of Mayana were successful, in the battle and killed both

Vellaiyan ^Servaikkaran and Kuku Sahib. Thus the Mhslim chieftain was

able to maintain himself as the Governor of Madura from 1753. Mayana

however was not loyal to Muhammad ‘Ali and was not regular in the pay-

ment of the annual tribute to him, to which he was legally entitled as the

Nawwab of the Carnatic which included Madura and Tinnevelly also. Hence

Muhammad ‘Ali appealed to the English to help him in the lestoration of

his authority in the far south. The Governor of Madras sent Colonel Heron

and Yusuf Khan (the latter a Hindu convert to Islam who had distinguished

himself in the siege of Trichinopoly ( 1752-54) and had won great praise from

CJeneral Lawrence as a “bom soldier”. Heron reached Madura early in

March 1755 to find that Mayana had fled away from the place to Koyilkudi

and taken refuge in the strongly built temple at Timmbur, and took posses-

sion of the city. He also concluded a treaty on his own responsibility with

the Setupati of Ramnad. Then he marched to Tirumbur, stormed the

temple, set fire to its gates and allowed his soldiers to plunder the temple and
carry off a large number of idols from it. But Mayana had made good his

escape from that place also. Later Colonel Heron marched into the Tinnevelly

country and reduced it to submission after attacking Kiattabommu Nayaka
and other chieftains in that region. Mahffiz KhBn was appointed as the

renter of Madura and was required to pay an atuiual rent of Rs. 15,(X),000.

13. See Madurt^talavaralSru in the Tinippa^imciai, p. 6.

14. S. C. Hill, of. «r., p. 31.



QULI QUTB SHAH, A POET-KING OF GOLCONDA
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By

Prof. Dr. K. K. BASU, M.A., ph.d.,

T. N. J. College, Bhagalpur.

Jamshed Quli Qutb, the son of Subhan Quli Qutb, the founder of the

Qutb Shahi dynasty of Golconda—^ascended the throne with the title of Quli

Qutb Shah. He was the second king of the house to which he belonged.

Though a parricide, the historians like Ferishta, Rafi-ud-din Shirazi and

others call him as such, he was in the words of the author of Hadiqat-ul

Alam, a sovereign perfect and excellent, and one who had gained eminence

among contemporary rulers. In addition to his abilities as a ruler, he pos-

sessed a fine taste for literature. In fact, he has been credited with having

composed fine pieces of poetry, noted alike for high thoughts and fine diction.

The Sultan’s literary compositions have now totally disappeared but a

few specimen of his writings have been preserved by the author of Hadiqat-ul-

Alam, for which all our thanks go to him. The few remains of the poems

composed by Quli Qutb ^lah belong to the particular types of Persian poetry,

called qasidahs and ghazals. The former, it need be explained, are “ purpose-

poems” or better panegyrics, that commemorate some memorable event in

the career of the poets’ patron or are written in praise of the Prophet or his

descendants. 'The ghazals, on the other hand, literally mean “talking with

women about love,” and they represent or reproduce the joys and sorrows

of love, divine and human. Being a Shia’ite in religion, the Sultan has bes-

towed unstinted praise on 'Ali, the grandson of the Prophet, as will be evi-

denced from the single piece of qasidah quoted below.
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Translation

(one o/ his qasidhs)

Oh thou ! with thee the country’s beauty is at an end,

By thee the affairs of love have attained fame :

(Oh thou
! ) whose hairy locks, their folds and the mole on thy lips

Each perfect in its beauty !

He who has put his feet on the road of thy love

Has at length knocked his head in despair :

The Sun is put to shame at the beauty of thy face

(And) makes his exit from the azure vault

:

(Oh thou ! ) thy playful looks have made me thy captive

Have carried away my wit, intelligence and all my patience.

All the sovereigns lie waiting at thy door

In anxious expectation of thy presence :

Ashamed is the Sun at thy beauty

(It) has caused the clouds to veil its discomfitures :

For madness have I attained notoriety,

For excellence and beautifying the world hast thou gained renown :

Thou art the very same sun that has no rival,

(And) I the very same person—an object of mercy :

How long must I wait in thy expectation.

Take pity on me who is all helpless

!

How long shall I be tempted by thee,

i(Oh how l<xig) shall I be looked upon as tme insane

!

Lookest thou at the condition of mine, if not,

I shall clamour for justice near the Wise

;

And near the King, who has in this world

Hardly ever been challenged by any one :

‘ Ali is the King of the two worlds.

This comely universe is under his bidding :
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CHi King, thy most devoted servant am I,

My service to thee has made me i^ominent

:

Thou art a King at the entrance of whose court

Faithfully serves Khizr as a water-bearer^

:

I, who am destitute, have made the dust of thy feet

A collyrium for mine eyes !
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Translation.

A specimen of ghazal.

To me the wine is forbidden without the vermillion-lips of the beloved.

Show me the ruby-coloured lips when I hold the wine-cup :

Mad am F in love after thy dark ringlets

Oh ! what an attachment is this that brings ill-luck :

In the locks of thy hair my heart like a bird is ensnared

The mole (on thy face) is to me an object of attraction and thy locks

a snare

:

In every moment have I approached thee to catch thy glimpse

And have (thus) made my habitation at the place of danger !

Disappointed though, I wish not to give up my attempt

A Jamshed,* am I, who leaves nothing incomplete !

All that happen appear to me as stars of fortune.

It is not tears that come out of my eyes !

1. Reference here is to Khizr who discovered and drank the water of life

( yT or Ol^ )
Tidiereby he became immortal. Khizr, signifying green,

is ^ken of as Green CHd Man of the sea or the forest, who puts those to the

right trade who lose thdr way in the wilderness.

2. Jamshed was a legendary King of Persia who reigned for TOO years. He had

in his possession a talismanic cup J'-CfL "world-reflecting goblet” that

could fmetdl events and reflect evoytMng that was going on in any part of the

world. Jamshed is said to have ihsoovered wine.
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Translation.

Another piece.

The tears that thou dost see coming out of the eyes

Are but agents from the city of the insanes

!

Oh Jamshed ! how long shoulds’t thou be frantic for the love of the

beloved ?

This act of thine if done by others might bring them shame

!
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Translation.

Another piece.

‘ May the light of God be on him.
’

Behold, how does the fair-faced come

She has taken the heart out of me—^now she comes for my life :

My heart I have pledged to you, so that I may secure profit,

Oh, what a return ! —

a

misery everlasting :

It’s for this I desire the candle of my ownself to the ccmsumed

And words of lamentation come out of me

!

When the beloved looks at me, she speaks out in proud disdain

Lo, here the ruler of the world comes out of attachment for me 1
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Translation.

Another piece.

thou ! thy face illuminating the vision of the clear-sighted

It is thy separation that has bled the heart of thy lover

:

Ages have passed, and thy lover is expectant till now
My eyes are wet out of steady gaze fixed at thee :

Life is not WOTth anything without thee, nor do I wish to live (in thy

separation)

If the years pass like this and there’s repetition of it in the years to

come

!

As in the past, thy beauty is still stamped cm my heart

I am what I was, may you be what you were

!

Oh, Jamshed cares not the beloved for the lover’s anguish

Pity for this neglect of thine, oh, what pity

!

y Cr“ *-*'3 Cf} y 1.5 ^-®.) jl (>• J-*

Translation.

Another piece.

My glory lies in my attachment to thy beauty.

My disappointments are due to my love for thy silky ringlets

!

1* >^13 ^j- •*; *1 '•

Translation.

Another piece.

I have put the cypress* of my heart within the eyes

So that it may get nourishment from the tear-drops

!

Translation.

Another piece.

I cannot bear the burden of expression but thine,

I hardly need anything else than thy tyranny.

3. In Persian literature (sarv), the cypress tree, stands for a sweet

heart.
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I. Their Origin and Character

From about the middle of the 17th century, the poligar system was in

active swing in the southern districts of the present Madras Presidency. The

poligars of the Trichinopoly and Madura country were a prominent element

of administration and well-known to the Poodichery Diarist, Ananda Ranga

Pillai, who, writing in 1751, has furnished us with the names of 34 poligars

belonging to the Trichinopoly country and 38 as belonging to Madura and

Tinnevelly. According to the Fifth Report (1812) the poligars were mili-

tary chieftains of different degrees of power and consequence and their

origin could be traced to a number of factors. Thus those whose p^ayams

were situated in the jungly and frontier parts of the country were represented

to have been, for the most part, leaders of banditti or free-booters ; while

others had been entrusted either expressly by the indigenous rulers with the

charge of the police, or had been suffered to take upon themselves, that kind

of service. Some of them traced their descent from the ancient rulers of

the land or from their chiefs and dhcers ; and their ancestors had received

certain villages in indm either as personal holdings for the sup^rt of their

rank, or as rewards for their services. Their tenure was mostly based on

the feudal principle of supporting “ a body of horse and foot, which were to

be at the call of the sovereign, whenever they might be required. ” Other

poligars had been renters of taxes, or revenue officers who had contrived to

become hereditary and had succeeded in usurping the lands which had been

originally given for the support of their offices. These had consolidated their

position and come to ccmstitute a subordinate, but very potent, class of rulers

by themselves. Further “even potails of villages had by these means, at-

tained the footing of poligar chieftains, though on a smaller scale. In some

districts, which were favoured by the natural strength of the country, it ap-

pears that this description of pet^^e had generally assumed the character

and name of poligars ; and though in some cases, their incomes did not ex-

ceed a few hundred pagodas, yet they kq>t up their military retainers, and

their nominal officers of state, and were regularly installed with all the forms

and ceremonies of a prince of an extensive territory ; assuming and exercis-

ing, in this contracted sphere, many of the essential powers of sovereignty.
”
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The p(4igar considered his territory as a pdlayatn or encampment, and

the Nayak rulers of the Madura coimtry (dr. 1550-1736 A.D.) and thdr

successors (the Nawabs of the Carnatic) did not attempt to exercise, or

even to claim the right of exercising, civil or criminal jurisdiction in the

limits of the poligars’ dominions. If the ruler’s tributes were paid and his

feudatories sent him assistance in his wars, his demands were satisfied. A
very considerable portion of the country south of Trichinopoly had thus

passed into the hands of the poligars. Hardly anything remained in the

hands of the sovereign in the Madura and Dindigul regions ; while all the

country north of the Tamraparani river was in the hands of poligars. The
palaiyam organisaGon likewise spread into the Carnatic and Mysore regions

as well.

Discussing the origin and nature of institution of the palayam sys-

tem, the following information has been gathered from authoritative treatises.

The term, Poligar, is peculiar to the Madras Presidency ; and “ the persons

so called were properly subordinate feudal chiefs occupying tracts more or

less wild, and generally of predatory habits in former days ; they are now

much the same as zamindars in the highest use of the term. The word is

Tamil Pdldyakdran, the holder of a Palaiyam or feulal estate ; Tel. Pale-

gadu

;

and thence, Mahr. Pdlegdr

;

the English form being no doubt taken

from one of the two latter.” [Yule and Burnell

—

Hobson-Jobson—New edi-

tion by W. Crocrfte (1903) p. 718,). In Tamil the word Palaiyam means

the country or district of a feudal chieftain—camp or town, or village sur-

rounded with stones ; and pdlaiyapattu means a town or village governed

by a poligar or his estate.^

Poligar according to Wilson {A Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms

of British India, (1855) p.. 3911 means a petty chieftain in the south of India,

especially in Karnataka, occupying chiefly tracts of hill and forest, subject

to pay tribute and service to the paramount state, but seldom paying either,

and more or less independent, subsisting in a great measure by plunder.

The pdigars founded by the dynasty of the Madura Nayaks are known

by the name of Southern Poligars ; many of them are of the T6tier caste

and preserve the Tdugu language of their ancestors as distinct from that of

the Tamils. *

Bishop Caldwdl pves the literal meaning of pafaiyakdra, as the holder

of a camp and secondly as the holder of a barony on military tenure. The
English seem to have taken their favourite name, Poligar, not from the Ta-

mil P&Jaiyakfira, but from the Telugu PSlegSdu, or the Canarese P&leg^ra,

1. M. WInslow :
" A Comprehensive Tmil and English Dictionary of High

and Low Tamil ” ISffi, p. 766.

2. Vida Mark Wilks : Historical Sketches of the South of India in an at-

tempt to trace the History of Mysoor ; 2nd Edn. Vol. I, p. 34, note.
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the meaning of which is the 32une. Similarly the Ang^o-Indian word, Pollam,

(PoUgar’s hdiding) is derived rather from the Telugu, P61emu, than from

the Tamil Pyayam.®

There is a traditicm that under Vijayanagara rule, each p&Jayam was

normally composed of 33 villages ; but there is no trace of this prevailing

among the fiefs of the Tamil country. In the Kannada country, the Poligar

was originally deemed to be an Uday^r (Wodeyar

—

lit. pn^rietor). The

Tamil term, Udaydr, was frequently used by the Tamil country chiefs and

is found occasionally among the titles of ancient rulers in inscriptions. The

Zamindari of UdayArpalayam is an illustration of the use of the term Uday-

ar in the sense of proprietor, and feudal chief. The far-famed fort of Pal-

amcottah (in Tinnevelly) is held to be derived from P^laiyan (a chief, mean-

ing a Poligar) and Kottain (fort).

The Madura country, as organised by Visvanatha Nayak, the son of

Nagma Nayak, and the founder of the Nayak rule of that region (cir. 1529-

1564 A.O.) stretched from Cape Comorin to V^likandapuram on the north

and from Coimbatore, Erode, and the Western Ghats to Rameswaram and

tlie sea on the east, according to the Mrtyunjaya Manuscripts, translated by

W. Taylor. Visvanatha and his chief co-adjutor, AriyanAtha (or

Ariyanayaga) Mudali, who combined in himself the double offices of com-

mander-in-chief and prime-minister (Dalavdy and Pradhdm) were very

efficient administrators and restored order in the country by the insti-

tution of the P^ilayam system of administration as the most practical and

organised solution of the many difficulties confronting the settlement of the

country. Visvanatha was trained in the administrative system of the Vija-

yanagara Empire and “ made his mark in applying its principles in a sys-

tematic manner. ” The chronicles of the time attribute a larger share of

constructive work to Ariyanatha than even to Visvanatha, in the matter of

the establishmoit of the Pdlaiyakara (Poligar) system.

The number of poligars in Tinnevelly and Madura is considerable even

to-day ; and the title is held, by one writer, to have been given by the Vijay-

anagara kings to the chiefs of the Telugu colonies planted in the neighbour-

ing provinces for the purpose of overawing the original inhabitants. Visva-

natha Nayak had brought with him to Madura a large number of his own
dependents and adherents whom he had to reward ; besides these there were

the old hereditary Tamil chieftains and the Telugu and Canarese adventurers

who had previously settled in the land in Hoysala and early Vijayanagara

days and whose good-will it was necessary for him to secure ; and above all,

there were the impoverished and discontented adherents of the ancient Pan-

dyas and their clansmen whomi he had practically abolished ; as well as “ the

old and turbulent Canarese and Telugu adventurers who had seized with a

3. History of Tinnevdly, p. 58.
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Strong grip the northern and western diviaons of the country.” The poli-

gar system was the sdution of Visvanatha and Ariyanatha of the difficult

problem of reconciling the conflicting interests of all these classes ; its object

was to enrich and ennoble the most powerful of each class, and at the same

time to secure their and their descendants' allegiance.

The scheme was possibly the best that was devisable under the circums-

tances : but it contained elements of danger and seeds of decay and contri-

buted, in a large measure, to the decay and subversion of the dynasty. The

turbulent adventurers had to be conciliated and rendered loyal to the dynas-

ty ; and they knew only too well how* to profit from anarchy and misrule.

As has been remarked, there are two opinions on the merits of the Poligar

system expressed however only by those who had intimate knowledge only

of the decadent phase of their rule. One view is that the evils of the sys-

tem would apply with equal force to feudal institutions in Europe in the

middle ages, and the system served the purpose in the epoch in which it

actually flourished and it secured “ protection from foreign foes and intern-

al order and progress, though frequently accompanied by oppression and

misrule to an extent which would have been otherwise impossible.”*

On the other side, Dr. Caldwell, while admitting the appropriateness of the

parallel drawn, would not admit that the system could have been produc-

tive of any marked internal order and progress ; he laid disproportionate

stress on the part these poligars played in the devastating internal wars of

the 18th century and on the evidence furnished by Orme, Welsh, FuUartra

and other contemporary writers on the devastating anarchy of that century

that marked the evening, and not the midday, of poligar rule.

II. The Powets of The Poligars

Every oon»derable town and village in the Madura kingdom was fortified

and garrisrmed with regular troops, artillery, trained elephants and horses ; and

a dalakartan was in charge of the defence of each town and responsible for

its safety. Madura was also under a dalakartan who commanded the garri-

son and the police of the capital and who had become a most powerful offi-

cial by the ccwnmencement of the 18th century. The pdigars were all to

perform their military duties effectually and were to keep in perpetual readi-

ness a mind of military properly equipped for service and ready to take the

field at a moment’s notice. “ This militia was exceedin^y numerous, in fact

nearly all the able-bodied ryots residait in the Poligar’s dominions were mili-

tia men and liable to be called out, whenever there was danger of invasion or

a pro^)ect of foreign service. ” Some of the feudatory nobles supplying

troopers were placed in authority over others and they were made answer-

able for the good conduct of their subordinates. Thus the Sethupathi of

4. Stuart : ThmeveUy Manual.
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Ramnad was the head of a section of them ; the Poligar of Dindigal was

the chief of the 18 poligars of that district and “ occupied' a Inost distinguish-

ed position in the time of Tirumala. ’’ Whenever troops were required by

the Nayak for military cmerations, the Daiav6y {Dolakartan) of Madura

sent requisitiOTS to the poligars concerned and directed them to furnish the

required number of armed men within a certain time ; the poligars imme-

diately sent round orders to the dalakortans and headmen of the towns and

villages in their reflective jurisdictions, and on the appointed day the levies

were expected to be ready for service at the headquarters and in marching

order. In times of pressing necessity every great leader of these levies

throughout the kingdom would be called to arms, and large bodies of troopers

would hurry to the Nayak’s assistance from every quarter. The soldiers of

the poligars were mostly ryots supporting themselves by tax-free lands

granted to them on condition of their rendering military service, and receiv-

ed only batta when they were marching or fighting, while the expense of

maintaining them in military efficiency was very trifling.

The defects of such an organisation have been well pointed out by Nel-

son. “ Apart from the lack of training and discipline characteristic of such

troops, they were kept in order only so long as their leaders continued to

be animated by a common hope of plunder and personal advancement, or res-

trained by a common fear of the enemy, or of the king’s vengeance. A jealous

quarrel <unong the leading chiefs or the retirement from the scene of action

of one or two Poligars, who fancied themselves slighted or ill-used, would

be amply sufficient to break up a force in the presence of the enemy or even

in the very hour of success. Consequently, however numerous might be the

King’s battalions, however brave his generals and officers, he could never

for a single moment feel absolutely safe or regard even the slightest indica-

tions of disaffection with indifference. This was a fatal obstacle in the way
of Madura becoming a first-rate Hindu power and ultimately as we shall

see, contributed not a little to the bringing about her downfall.”®

The poligars’ peons exercised police duties not only in their own villages,

but presumed to protect the property of the inhabitants and travellers in

the adjoining sarkar villages and roads. This extension of authority was
wholly based on encroachment and easily converted into a pretext, “ for the

hM»t severe oppressions of the peqjle in the form of fees and ready money
ccdlections. " The power exercised by the Poligars of the Carnatic (the do-

minions of Nawab Muhammad Ali) in regard to police and the manner in

which it was exercised either to raise revenue or to augment their influ-

ence is described in the report of Mr. Lushingtcm, the Collector of the Poli-

gar Peshcush in the Southern Districts, dated 20th August, 1799. The poli-

gars collected two sorts of fees, as district-watchers, and village-watchers.

5. Tke Madura Country, A Manual, Part III, p. 158.
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The village fees known as Tallum (Stalam) or Kudi Kdval were of a much

dder creation than the poligar’s influence and authority, “ being coeval with

the establishment of villages and ocMistituting the fee for the support of the

talUars or crfficers of police.” The poligars had so encroached upon and

assumed these rights that more than fcHir-iifths of the villages in Tinnevelly

had come under their influence and their peons had superseded the talUars

or retained them on OMidition of receiving from them a share of their per-

quisites. The \D4sha (properly Disai) Kdval or district watching fees origi-

nated either from a grant of the ruler or from the voluntary action of the

villagers, who, being unable to protect themselves, submitted to such contri-

butions. The former was generally known as the village fee and the latter

was the district watch-fee. In later times these were levied by the poligars

from defenceless villagers as the price of forbearing to plunder them.

The claim of kaval was the most usual method employed by the poligars

for the purpose of extending their power. Every village from time imme-

morial had its Kdval-koras (spelt usually Cauwalgars) or watchmen ; and

they had been remunerated for their services by a small fee usually in the

form of a rent-free holding. The right of exercising this function of collect-

ing this fee and of levying a still heavier fee for protection from abnormal

danger like war was in time claimed by the poligars and their dependents,

and this claim had been so generally submitted to, that Mr. Lushington

found in 1799 that out of 2,113 villages in Tinnevelly the kaval of l,635i

was in the hands of the poligars and their men. Another step of encroach-

ment was taken when the poligars, wherever they found they could not ap-

point their own followers to the kaval of a village, rigorously levied an an-

nual contribution on the kaval-karas who were appointed by other agencies,

like the indigenous village corporation. The diiai (directicm) watch, called

usually dha kaval was the additional fee imposed on all the inhabitants of

the area concerned for the exercise of a wider guardianship, especially over

roads and wastes, than the village watchmen were capable of. Probably, the

amounts claimed in both cases were originally insignificant and were paid

willingly. They were v«dently and arbitrarily increased probably in the

years 1740-6 ; and by 1799, they had risen tenfold of their original level.

These oxitributions were levied by the poligars from the defenceless villagers

as the price of their forbearing to plunder them, and were omlirmed by the

stroigth of the poligars and the inability of the Nawab’s government to en-

force a due authority over them. Mr. Lushingtcm adds that “when this

contribution is not quietly submitted to, torture and the wlup are appUed,
whole peoi^e of the village put into confinement, every occupatkai interdict-

ed, the cattle pounded, the inhabitants takm captive to, and not unfrequently

murdered in, the poUams (the Poligar’s own domains), and in short every
outrage of violenoe and cruelty is committed until their purposes are
obtained.”
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The poligar received a contribution from the area around his fort in

ooosideration of protection afforded against armed invasion. His servants

and retainers received fees and sometimes rent-free land for undertaking to

protect the property of the villagers against theft and to restore an equival-

ent in value for anything lost. “These contributions cwnprehended pay-

ments of money, grain, plough cattle, and various other articles, and were

made by armed peons detached from the fort of the Pdligar for that pur-

pose ; they were not regulated by any fixed principle ; but the amount de-

pended upon the conscience of the Poligar. The fees and collections thus

made on account of the police, were exclusive of other assessments to which

the inhabitants of the neighbouring drear villages were subject equally with

those in the pollams, under various pretences such as hunting, batta, mar-

riage expenses and presents.’’®

They also claimed rights over lands in the sarkar villages which they

presumed to hold rent-free. This was partially caused by the fact that

the palayam lands were indiscriminately intermixed in many places with the

circar villages and to some extent caused by the poligars being allowed by

the Nawab’s government to farm the lands in those villages. They frequent-

ly ejected the ryots from the lands of which they themselves held the inam
rights and acquired a permanent interest in the kdval villages.

The details of the traditional account of the institution, rather reorganisa-

tion of the poligars, by the founder of Nayak rule in Madura as given in

the Mackenzie Ms. Chronicles are thus condensed by Nelson. There were

72 bastions to the fort of Madura and each one of them was now formally

placed in charge of a particular chief who was bound for himself and his

heirs to keep ready at his post at all times and under all circumstances. He
had to pay a fixed annual tribute to the Karta (Nayak) and to supply him

besides with a quota of cavalry troops and lancemen and maintain peace

over the particular tract of country entrusted to him. In return he was

given charge of a number of villages proportioned to the size of his contin-

gent and his rank as well as the title of Pdlaiyakdran (Poligar), besides other

6. Besides the Poligars also levied in all, possible cases taxes on ploughs, looms,

shops and labourers. They confused by their enaoachments the ^sUnction bet-

ween palayam lancb and saikar lands. They had usurped, in a large number of

the sSrkar villages, the power of appointing and controlling the Steia Kavalkars

and reedving from them russooms or fees. They also levied hunting batta, contri-

butions to marriage parties and a number of other payments, either fixed in a

lump on the vdiole village, or levied on plouf^, looms, shops and labourers. They
also reodved allotments of lands in the sarkar villages on whidi they received the

government share or assessment and' claimed the right of madisutn (madyastam) on

bdialf of the sarkar ryots as against the latter’s revenue oolleators ; and thus dis-

contented sarkar ryots would be settled in palayam villages. 'Their right of arbit-

ration was recognised, the sarkar renter’s power was diminished and the desakSval

of the pedigars fortified.
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valuable gifts and privil^es. The sources of Nelson’s information stand now
scHnewhat discounted in their historical value. "All that can be regarded

as probaUe is that the existence of the Prdigars as a class dates from the

period of the commencement of the rule of the Nayaks. Very few of the

Zamindars (the principal exception is the Sethupathi of Ramnad) can claim

that their estates or chiefships were conferred upon them, prior to the Nayak
period by the old Pandya Kings.

’’

III. Their classifkatton

Some of the chronicles of the Madura poligars who owe their origin to

Visvanatha Nayak claim a much higher antiquity for themselves. A list

of the names of the chiefs actually appointed by Visvanatha and Ariyanatha

can be made out from the materials contained in Ward’s Survey and in the

two lists published in Taylor’s Oriental Historical Manuscripts (Vol. II, pp.

160-68) as well as from an unpublished Mackenzie Manuscript. Many of these

chiefs are called Nayakkars ^
; one is a Reddiar, another is a TondaimSnSr and

7. The Tottiyars are, according to H. A. Stuart, writing in the Madras
Census Report of 1891, a caste of Telugu cultivators settled in the districts of Ma-
dura, Tinnevelly, Coimbatore and Salem ; and they are probably the descendants

of poligars and soldiers of the Nayakkan kings of Vijayanagar who conquered the

Madura country about the beginning of the 16th century. 'Ihe traditional story

of their migration to the Madura district is given in several of the Mackenzie
Manuscripts. They are also called Kambalattars, and they reverence the Pongu
Tree (Pongamia Glabra) and believe themselves to have originally lived north
of the Tungabhadra river from where they migrated and took service under the

kings of Vijayanagar. There were two sections of them, cultivators and petty za-

mindars and those who wandered about begging and dcang menial work. They are
(hvided into endogamous sects, and their most important sub-divirions correspond
to the Telugu Gollas and Yenagollas. (Thurston and Rangachari : Castes and
Tribes of South India, 1909, Vd. VII, pp. 183-197.)

Besides the first section comprising these, the second section contains the palm-
yams of Ariyalur (Malava Rayar or Nainar) Turaiyur (Reddiar) IlluMJaiyur. Ku-
lattur, and Kattalur-Perambur. Attached to the Manappar taluk were Marunga-
puri, Nattam, and Ramapri. Attached to the Dindigul area were Palani Virupak-
shi, Ayakudi, Mamparai, IdayakSttai, Ayyalur, Marumuttu, Emakalapuram, Tav-
aripadai, Amartani, Periyakulam, Cambam-Gudalur.

Attadied to the Madura country were Kavandankottai, Velliyakundam, Sirup-
Slai and Kachaikatti. Attached to the Tinnevelly country were Elayiram Paj»ai Et-

Panjaiankurichi, Siyagiri, Sdtur, KoISrapapatU, NagalApuram. OttuiAalai,
Kuiukkavetti, Alaga devi Maniyachi, Qiokkanpatti, Surandai, Naduvukurichi, Ta-
lai^oltoi, Kbllapatti, Singampatti, Neykattansewal. Orkadu, Kadambur, Kadal-
^di, Kulattur, Men^dai, Mavilodai, Arankolam, Sennal-kutf, Ffivili, Mannfiikottai*
Attankarai, Alagakudi etc.

Attached to Coimbatore, TBUyethu.

jij_^^^***^i^^*^****’
'^*^^°***^'^**^ Others were Mannimaipfilayapattu, Kuni*

vHdcuIam, Ydambaram, Rajai^alayam.
Forta on the boundary at Dindigul, DhArSpuram, Coimbatore Satyamangalain«
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others are Kaunder, S6vai, T4var and N^iyanir. The actual number

must have frequently fluctuated. Taylor’s list divides the fiefs into nine

sections, beginning with the kingdom of Malayalam (Travancore) and

the principalities of Ramnad, Sivaganga, and Pudukottai, which were
“ like adopted children of the Madura Government.” Ramnad was

founded in the year 1605 by Muthukrishnappa, rather restored to the an-

cient line of the Sethupathis—guardians of the Isthmus of Rameswara, (ac-

cording to the manuscript History of the Camataka Governors, and the other

accounts of the Sethupathis, translated by Taylor and the historical memo-
randum furnished to Nelson by Ponnuswami Thevan, the then manager of

the Ramnad Zamindari). The ancient line of the Sethupathis had always

been dependent on the Pandya kingdom and had been in existence for

centuries before Sadeika Th6van Udaiyfin S4thupathi was crowned as Sethu-

pathi by the Nayak ; and Sivaganga was an off-shoot from Ramnad ; and it

dates as a Zamindari only from about 1730 a.d. ; from which time Ramnad
came to be known as the Great Marava, and Sivaganga as the Lesser Mar-
ava or N^lukdttai. The Tondaimans of Pudukottai got first into prominence
on account of their services to the Nayaks ; and Pudukottai was given the

same rank as Travancore, Ramnad, and Sivaganga—these four being called

the ” adopted sons of the Kings of Madura, ” while the other chieftains

were called Palaiyakara servants.

Ananda Ranga Pillai, the famous Diarist of Pondicherry, writing under
date May 1751, under instruction of Dupleix, to the Rajahs of Tanjore and
Mysore and to the 72 Poligars of Trichinopoly and the South Country whose
names he enumerates divides them into two general categories, the 34 poli-

gars belonging to Trichinopoly and 38 as belonging to the South, asking that
the poligars should not help Muhammad Ali on pain of losing their fiefs

but should help Chanda Sahib who had the support of Muzaffar Jang the

Nizam. W. Taylor gives from the Mackenzie MSS. a list of the 72 palay-
arms established to guard the bastions of the Pandyan capital as they were
in the time of Timmala Nayak, including Travancore, Ramnad, Sivaganga
and Pudukottai [the three last being like the adopted children of the Madura
Govenunent] and Ayalur, Turaiyur, Iluppur, Marungapuri, Nattam etc.

Andiyur, Erode, KSngayam, Vijayamangalam, Karur, Nlmakal, Sendamandalam,
Periya Salem, Semalur, Sangeigiri, Kurichi Sambali, KAv^ripuram, Attur, Ananta-
giri, Bramatti, Mohanur, Arava kuridii. (W. Taymhi : Oriental Historical Mmus-
cripts, Vol. 11 1835, pp. 161-167).

The list should have been subject to perpetual fluctuations, being “increased
or rfiminished with the absence or existence of any one preponderating power
among them. (Wilson’s Historical Sketch of the kingdom of Pandya. English-

Tamil Edn. p. 43).

This list is based on the traditional account of the 72 palaiyams appointed to

guard the bastions of Madura fort in the time of Tirumala Nayak and also on a
sort of sync^is of the chiefs and their towns. (Vide the Mackenzie MSS.).
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The fdlowing table, comparing Taylor’s list with Ranga Pillai’s enu*

meration may be useful. Where it has not been possible to equate names

in the Diarist’s list with those of Taylor, a Uank space has been indicated.

Taylor

1. The Ramnad Sethupathi

2. Udaiya T6var of Sivaganga

3. The Reddi of Turaiyur

4. Pdchi Nayak of Marungapuri

5. Leckiya Nayakkan

6. ,
Viramalaipdlayam ;

K^ma Na-

yakkan

7. Ilup^aiyur ;
KAm^kshi Nayakan

8. Nattam ; Lingama Nayakan

9. Pillai-Muzhungi ;
Muttaya Na-

yakan

10. Ideiya-kottai, Ayalur ; Vala-

kondama Nayakan also Ma-

duvur : Valikondama Naya-

kan.

11. Ramagiri ; Sami Nayakan

12. Marujuttu ; Amiya Nayakan

13. YemacalSpuram ; Kulappan Na-

yakan.

14. KannivSdi ; Appayya Nayakan

15. Palni : Chennama Nayakan

16. Periakulam; Ramal^dra Na-

yakan

17-25.

26-32.

33. Malayalam ; Nanjinattu Raja

34. Ayalur ; Nayanar

Ananda Ranga Pillai.

Sethupati (Sdla Tevar, alias

Vijayaraghavanatha (1748-60).

Udaiya T6van

The Reddi of Turaiyur,

Basava Reddi (1742-62).

Pfichi Nayakan.

Lakkaya Nayakan (of Kumaravidi)

Kamaya Nayakan (of Valayapatti

in the Dindigul taluk).

K^mSkshi Nayakan.

Lingama Nayakan.

Muttayya Nayakan (of Kadavur in

the Madura taluk).

Vallakondama Nayakan.

Samaya Nayakan

Ammayya Nayakkan (of Ammaya
n^yakanur).

Kulappa Nayakan (either of Nila-

kottai or Sandaiyur).

Aj^ya Nayakan.

Sennava Nayakan (of Palnipala-

yam).

Ramabhadra Nayakan (of Virupak-

shi, resumed in 1802).

The nine Gounders and Poligars of

Kangayam.

The seven Hill Poligars living in

Kambam and Gudalur, west of

Dindigul, east of Uttamapalayam

and north of Nagamalai range.

Nanjanadu.

Malavarayan (of Ariyalur)

North-east of Trichinopdy (he made
himself master of Udaiyarpalayam

and assisted Basava Reddi).
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The Poligars of the South.

Taylor

1 .

2. Sivagiri ; Varaguoarama Vanni-

yar

3. Alakapuri Rettai-kudi (Rettai-

kottai) Vanniyanar.

4. Alakapuri Rettai-kuddi (Rettai-

kottai) Vanniyanar.

5. Seitur Tiruvannata Tevar

6. Kollang-konda

7. Ettaiyapuram ; Ettappa Naya-

kar

S.

9. Dumbichi Nayakan

10.

11. Kollarpatti ; Kalanka Nayakar

12 .

13. Eramadai

14. Chokkanpatti

15.

16. Panchalankurichi ;
Kattabom-

ma Nayakan

17. tJttumalai Mauthappa Tevan

18.

19.

20.

21. Urkad ; Servaikaran

22.

23.

Ananda Ranga P*illai.

(Chinnananja)

Sinnananja Tevan (probably of

bhokkampatti)

.

Sivagiri Vanniyan.

Irattaikkudi Vanniyan.

Alagapuri Vaniyan.

Seitur Turuvana Tevan.

Vanda Tevan Kollangondan (west

of Palamcottah).

Ettappa Nayakan.

Annichi Nayakan (of Kolattur west

of Palamcottah).

Tumbinji Nayakan (of Peraiyur in

Madura district), chief of all the

Tottiyars.

Kama Nayakan (of Saptur).

Kalanga Nayakan (of Kolarappettai

north-west of Palamcottah).

Kandama Nayakan

Elumadai Nayakan (Elumalai).

Chokkathalavan (of Maniyachi).

Thadiyathalavan (Kadambur).

Kattappa Nayakan.

Marudappa Thevan.

Tali Veli (title assunted by Irattai-

kudi Vanniyan).

Naduvakurichi

Sutalai Tevan of (poligar of Nalur-

cudy north-west of Palamcottah).

Saluva Tevan of Soumden. (Sandai-

yur?)

Seturayan of Urkad.

Nallakutti (possibly Nellakottai Poli-

gar of Singampatti).

Nambi Thalaivan (poligar of Tiru-

kurungudi, south of Palamcottah).
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Ananda Ranga Pillai

Ananja Thalaivan.

Ramabhadra Reddi.

Ramaswami Reddi.

Ramaraswami Reddi.

Venkatachala Reddi.

Sankaranarayana Reddi (Pawaiyars

of Mulaikaraipatti in Nanguneri).

Kechalappa Nayakan (of Gollapat-

ti)

Pethana Nayakan (of Attankarai).

Kadalkudi Nayakan

NagalApuram (north-west of Palam-

cottah).

Sirutnalai Nayakan (of Melamandai

north-west of Palamcottah).

Indra Thalavan (of Talavankottai).

Kumara Thalavan

Eravappa Nayakan (of Nagalapur-

am).

{Only 37 poHgars are enumerated by the District).

A number of palayams mentioned by Taylor are not found in the list

of the Diarist which includes several later creations. The chiefs of Perambabur
and Kattalur who were Tevans by caste were among the poligars of Tirumala
Nayak’s time ; and Marungapuri of the Puchi Nayak family threw off an
oflfehoot which formed a separate palayam (of Karisalpattu-Varappur) of
the Boma Nayaks.

Mr. Dodwell’s notes to the Diarist’s list (pp. g-9 Vol. VIII of the Diary
footnotes) identify the then fief-holders of Ariyalur, Turaiyur, Kollankon-
dan, and Kolarapettai ; he fixes also the fiefs of several of the poligars men-
tioned by the Diarist ; but the places mentioned by him are not in all cases
the same as those of Taylor and can be explained by the assumption that
the original palayams might have been shifted. Light’s Report (Military
Consultations) of 1781 has been thoroughly utilised by him in locating these.

A list of palayams with the amounts of their tributes or peshkash is given
as they stood in the 5th article of the Treaty of 12th July 1792, concluded
by the British with the Nawab of the Carnatic (22nd Zulkada 1206 a.h,)

Peshkash Amounts
Pagodas Fanams

1. Lingama Nayak of Nattam 8,598 12
2. Sangama Nayak of Comavady

(Kannivadi?)
. 10,483

Taylor

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33. Nagalapuram; Irayappa Naya-
kan

34. Melmandai Nayakan

35.

36.

37.

12
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Peshkash Amounts
Pagodas Fanams

3. Sami Nayak of Ramagiri 11,731 4

4. Muthia Nayak of Pillai Muz-

hungi 9,556 4

5. Kamayya Nayak of Viramapa-

layam 6,400 0

6. Ramanathapuram 62,857 14

7. Sivaganga 50,000 0

8. Poligars of the Madura District 3,751 0

9. Sivagiri 11,176 0
10. Ettayapuram 11,176 0

11. Uttumalai 8,128 0

12. Naduvakurichi 1,574 8

13. Talaivankottai 609 6

14. Surandai 508 0

15. Kadambur 1,016 0
16. Crkad 304 8

17. Singampatti 314 0

18. Maniy^chi 1,016 0

19. PSnj^lam Kurichi 11,176 0

20. El^yiram Pannai 6,096 0

21. M41mdndai 1,016 0
22. N^galipuram 6,604 0

23. Kadalgudi 1,320 8

24. Attankarai 1,727 2

25. Mannarkkdttai 2,540 0

26. P^vAli 1,168 4

27. Alakdpuri 108 7
'

28. Gettaputty (?) 1,168 5

29. Kolldpatti 6,604 0

30. Saptur 5,791 0

31. Chokkampatti 6,604 0

32. Landioor (?) 1,930 0

33. Zelmuny (?) 1,016 0

34. iSennalgudi 1,696 5

35. Kulattur 1,016 0

36. Parvar 3,332 5

37. Seitur 5,080 0

38. Kollankondan 365 0

39. AvudayApuram (Nelkattansev-

val) 1,224 0

Besides peshkash was due from the great northern Carnatic palayams of
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Venkatagiri, Kalastri, Saidapur (Madras) and Ame and from Bcainavasse.

IV—The Chief Fiefs

Sivaganga was an offshoot from Ramnad ; and its existence as a separate

fief dates only from about 1730, as noted already ; it was then ruled by

Periya Udaya Tevar, the son of its founder Sasivama Penya Udaya Tevar.

The Tondaimans of Pudukottai, not mentiemed separately by the Diarist,

and evidently included by him in the divisions of the Kallars, came into

prominence on account of their services to the Nayaks, about the close of

the 17th century. They rose from one of the KaUar tribes settled near

Anbil, in the land east of Trichinopoly, south of Tanjore and north of Ram-
nad, which were originally known as Arasu. Vijaya Raghunatha Tondaiman
was the ruler at the time and todc a very prominent part in the operations

round Trichinopoly that followed.

The main sub-divisions of the Kallars which were returned in the great-

est numbers at the Census of 1891 was Isanganadu (Visanganadu), Kungi-

liya, Menadu, Nattu, PitSnmalainadu, and Sirakudi. The Kallars of

Madura are however divided into 10 endogamous sections which are terri-

torial in origin. Mr. T. Turnbull, writing in 1817, says that the Kallars

appropriated to themselves various nads (regions) in different parts of the

southern districts
; and in each of these territories they had a chief among

them whose order and directions they must all obey * The Visinganattu

Kallar, the PirSnmalai Kallar and the Tannarasunattu Kallar seem to have
been tribes living in the Pudukotta territory > The filiations of the Kallars

are hard to fix ; but they have got, according to tradition some close connec-
tion with the Maravars and the Agambadiyans.’®

In the time of the famous Tirutnala Nayak (1623-50) of Madura, the

greater part of the lands constituting the several territories under his rule

were held as military fiefs by the poligars ; the Sethupathi of Ramnad (the

Great Marava of Anglo-Indian historians) rendered him homage, but paid no
tribute ; and the ruler of Tiruvadi (a portion of Travancore) paid tribute

only when compelled ; and the others were hdd under a fairly firm grip.

Studying the result of the organisation of poligars by the Nayak rulers

of Madura, it can hardly be said that the idea of governing the country by
means of an order of rule, rapacious feudal nobles, such as the Poligars

generally were turned out to be a hap^y one, for down to the period of

their final subjection and submission to British authority in 1801, whenever

8. Thurston and Rangachari : Castes and Tribes of Southern India, Vol. Ill,

p. 53.

9. A Manual of the Pudukottm State, (2nd Edn. 1988) ; pp. 106-12
;
and

S. Radhakrishna Iyer’s A Geno^al History of the Pudukottai State, p. 67.

10. Sr Athelstane Baines : Indian Ethnography {Encyclopaedia of Indo-
Aryan Research), pp. 81 and 47-48.
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th^ were not at war with the central authority, they wew at war wHh one

another, and it was rarely possiUe to collect frenn them the tribute or revenue

due to the central authority without a display military force, which added

greatly both the unpopularity and the expense of the collectkm.

V. The PoligoTs in the 18th century.

A palaiyam or pollam, as the English wrote it, was not merdy a jaghir

or zamindary. It was a district conferred by the sovereign on a chief, the

holder of which, the palaiyakaran or poligar, was bound not only to pay his

lord annually peisheush or tribute, but also to help his lord in his wars. Palai-

yam literally means a camp, Palaiyakaran means the chief of a camp. It

may therefore, be concluded that originally the poligar was the leader of a

body of armed men, who placed his services at the disposal of his sovereign,

and who held the district he received in return for his services by a military

tenure. He was always to consider his territory not as a nadu, a country but

as a palaiyam, an encampment. Hence, though the sovereign might have

exercised civil and criminal rights in the portion of country that remained in

his own direct possession, he did not seem to have attempted to exercise,

or even to have claimed the right of exercising any civil or criminal juris-

diction whatever, withm the limits of his pxiligars’ domains. If his tributes

were paid and his feudatory sent him assistance in his wars his demands

were satisfied.

The events that happened between 1741 and 1801 are remarkable for

“nothing but a wearisome state of anarchy and confusion, the monotony of

which was but slightly varied at intervals by various fortresses changing

hands after more or less bloodshed and treachery. ” The Sntala Chronicle

of Madura and other manuscript sources may be used to supplement the ac-

counts of Orme and the Madras records, recording the activities of the Mu-
hammadan governors of Madura from the time of Chanda Sahib (1736)

and Murari Rao’s deputy, Appaji Rao (1741) onwards. Yusuf Khan’s

period of rule was vigorous, but distracted by the claims of the renters ap-

pointed by Nawab Muhammad Ali at the instance of the English Presidency.

The encroachments of Haidar Ali into the Dindigul district were another

comfdicating factcM*.

The pedigars were bound to attend the camp of the Nawab, whenever

summoned, with troops proportioned to their power and territory. They

were often truculent and disobedient to him and retaliated their spite upon

his ofiioers and representatives like Mahfuz Khan, Muhammad Yusuf Khan,

Barkatullah and others. As early as 1756, i.e., soon after Muhammad Ali

was firmly establi^ied in the Nawab^ip, the English resolved to take more

decisive action with regard to the political settlement of Madura and Tin-

nevelly country. Orme describes, in a detailed and admirable manner, the

desultory warfare that had to be waged by the Onnpany’s officers, Caillaud
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and Yusuf Khan, who, according to Malcolm, was “ the bravest and ablest

of the native soldiers that ever served the English in India '—against the

Poligars and their tods, the Mussalman adventurers from the Nawab's Court.

In 1760 Hyder Ali“ having made a secret alliance with the French at their

last gasp in Pondicherry, where they were besieged, fought with some Poli-

gars whose estates lay between Dindigul (already in the possession of Mysore)

and Trichinopoly. Yusuf Khan made himself very powerful in Madura,

subdued most of the Poligars, over-ran the Sivaganga and Ramnad countries

and even exacted payments from the Rajah of Travancore for his territories

east of the ghats. The capture of Pondicherry by the English in January

1761 and the departure of Mahfuz Khan, the rebellious brother of the Nawab,

from the Tinnevelly country where he was so long giving trouble, had damp-

ed the rebellious ardour of very many poligars. The subsequent rebellion

of Yusuf Khan, his besiegement in Madura by an army of English soldiers

11. About 1742 Dindigul passed into the hands of the Mysoreans and its his-

tory The Dindigul Polayams for the next four decades consist largely of the alternate

resumption and restoration of the p&laiyams included in it. Madur was first se-

questrated for arrears! in 1748. Haidar’s memorable incursion in 1756 resulted in

the plunder of the poligars of Palni, Kannivadi, Eriyodu» Chokkampatti, Bodina-

yakanur and Uttamapalayam. When he entered the Dindigul country only two of

the palaiyams were under resumption. By the time he left he had resumed all

the palayams except five, viz, Ammayyanayakkanur, Idaiyankottai, Kombai, Nilak-

kotai, and Mambarai. In 1772 the Dindigul country was granted on military

tenure to Mir Sahib, a brother-in-law of Haidar : and he resumed several more
palaiyams, only a few having been restored in the meantime. When Dindigul

surrendered to the English in the Second Mysore War in May 1783, all the dis-

pos^ssed poligars were reinstated. But when the Province was restored to Tipu

Sultan by the treaty of Mangalore, it was granted to Sayyad Sahib, a nephew

of Mir Sahib on much the same conditions. Sayyad Sahib resumed five of the

palaiyams and in 1788 Tipu Sultan himself came to Dindigul and resumed fourteen

others for arrears, leaving only three palaiyams not under attachment, viz, Idai-

yankottai K)5mbai and Mambarai.

In 1790, the English took the Dindigul fort and district and all the dispos;-

sessed poligars were reinstated by them. The Dindigul Poligars were then 26,

spread over the present Dindigul, Palni and Periyakulam taluks. At that time the

Poligari example was so infectious that even Government land was annually leased

either in blocks for fixed sums to renters or village by village to the headman. By
1803, \dien Mr. Hurdis wrote his monumental report on the settlement of the Ma-
dura (fistrict, 12 of these palaiyams had come under Government management, viz.

Eriyodu, Palni and Virupakshi forfeited for rebellion, Devadanapatti, Madur and

Rettiambadi for want of heirs and six others including Idaiyankottai, Nilakkottai,

Sandaiyur and Chokkampatti resumed for arrears. These 12 sequestrated palai-

yams along with government lands in the Dindigul country were carved up into

40 zanundaris and sold to sundry purchasers or previous ownter^. On the surviv-

ing palaiyams which were left in the hands of their owners, a charge peshka^ of

70 per c^t^ of their value was made.

Mr. Hurdis was able to deal with the txirbulent Poligars of the Dindigul

country (me by one since they acted isolatedly in the disorders of 1797 and 1796.
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and Maravas, and his subsequent execution which at this distance of time

seems all but inexcusable, should not blind us to the fact that it was for

the first time during his governorship of Madura, the tributes from the poli-

gars were r^ularly collected, the property of individuals was secured from

the depredations of the Kallars (the Colleries of Orme) and the public re-

venue was greatly augmented.^^

12. The more southerly palayams—^Yus/uf Khan's suppression of the Poligai

troubles is very noteworthy. In 1756, as an assistant to Mahfuz Khan, Yusuf

posted a strong garrison in Srivilliputtur to threaten the Western Poligars who

were mostly Maravas and whose leader was the redoubtable Ptili T^van of Nelkat-

tansewal. The Nawab's renter turned against Yusuf, but was defeated. Mahfuz

Khan proclaimed himself to be the renter of the Nawab and allied himself with

the Puli Tevan and his allies. Muhammad Yusuf tried to break this combination

which was worsened by the Travancore troops in possession of Kalakkad. When
Yusuf Khan wai? recalled to Madras to help against the French besiegers towards

the end of 1758, Puli Tevan effected an alliance with the eastern Poligars of the

Koilpatti country, prominent among whom were those of Panjalankurichi and Et-

taiyapram and the powerful Kattabomma Nayak now declared himself against the

English and Yusuf. When the latter returned to the Tinnevelly country in the

summer of 1759, he tried his best to break this alliance between the eastern and

the western chiefs. He captured Kollankondan near Srivilliputtur from Puli Tevan

and the fort of Surandai from the Poligar of Uttumalai and Vadagarai from the

Poligar of Chokkampatti near Shencottah. Yusuf Khan got the alliance of the

Travancore ruler and made an attack on Vasudevanallur,—a strong mud fort of

Pull Tevan, but had to retire. The Dutch who had several factories on the

Tinnevelly coast were now invited by the rebellious poligars and sent some of

their troops (1760) but they withdrew them as soon as Yusuf appeared with a
formidable force before them.

In 1761, Yusuf claimed that he had reduced the entire district to submission.

After his miserable end (October 1764) Major Campbell secured the surrender of

Palamcottah
; and after some negotiations an agreement was concluded with

Travancore in 1766.

In 1797, the Western Poligars again rose in revolt and in February an English

force was repulsed in an attempt to storm the fort of Panjalankurichi. But the

forts of Seitur and Sivagiri were levelled to the ground, Vasudevanallur was cap-

tured and garrisoned and a cantonment was established at Sankaranainarkoil. An
attempt was made to cease hostilities against the poligars. But a new danger

suddenly appeared. The Poligar of Sivagiri was in open revolt, had entered into

a treaty with the Dutch at Colombo and had cdlected ammunition for the supply

of the force that he expected from Ceylon. He was also negotiating with Haidar

Ali, while the Nawab's renter was suspected of treachery. On the other hand, the

Dutch at Tuticorin were then actually professing friendship with the English as

against Haidar Ali and the Governor-General was engaged in negotiating with

them an agreement by which in return for a force of 1,000 European infantry, 200

European artillery men and 1,000 Malays, the whole district of Tinnevelly was to be

given over to them, of course under the nominal sovereignty of the Nawab. It

was in 1782 that open hostilities with the Dutdi broke out. Tuticorin was cap-

tured and the negotiations came to a dead stop.

In the latter part of 1781, the Nawab assigned by treaty to the Company the
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The subsequent administration of the Madura country under the Nawab
continued to be as greatly troubled as before while the situation grew worse

after Haidar's celebrated invasion of the Carnatic in 1780. The campaign

of Col. Fullarton in 1783, into the country south of Trichinopoly, fdlowing

on the Assignment Treaty of 1781 produced some quiet as was reflected in

his report of 1785 on the state of the country.

VI. Fullarton*s Account of them.

Col. Fullarton, writing in 1783, thus describes the Poligars of Tinnevel-

ly :— Adverse to industry they suffer their own posessions to remain

waste while they invade each other and plunder their industrious neighbours.

Such is the dread of these ravagers that every district in the province has

been forced to purchase their forbearance by enormous contribution. " His

account of the whole south country is very interesting and accurately des-

management and control of the revenues of the districts of the Carnatic
;
and super-

intendents were appointed to the districts for revenue collection. But the country

was still in confusion. In J1782 a poligar erected a fort near Tirukurugudi and

plundered the neighbourhood. Finally Col. Fullarton who commanded the army of

the soaitli, had to march into the Tinnevelly country and attacked PSnjalankurichi,

which he took with an enormous quantity of guns of ammunitions and in which he

found the original of a treaty, above noted, between Kattabomma and the Govern-

ment at Colombo. Fullarton next proceeded to Sivagin and defeated its* forces.

The assignment was surrendered to the English in 1785
;
but later, since the

Nawab was unable to pay his share of the Company's expenses, Government as-

sumed by proclamation the management of the country and established a Board of

Asa/igned Revenues and appointed a Collector of Tinnevelly and the dependent Poli-

gars. In July 1792, by virtue of a definitive treaty with the Nawab, Government

undertook to collect the whole of the peshkash or dues of the Poligars and to al-

low the Nawab credit for the amount collected as against the contribution due by

them and in the same year an English Collector was appointed for the collection

of the Zamindar and Poligar peshkash in the Tinnevelly, Madura, Trichinopoly,

Ramanathapuram and Sivaganga districts.

The poligar troubles however did not end. While the Collector proceeded to

make a settlement with the poligars, numerous acts of violence and anarchy con-

tinued to be perpetrated by the chiefs of Sivagiri and of Panjalankuridii. There

was great confusion in Sivagiri and Settur. The Nawab's ultimate sovereignty

continued to be recognized over the poligars and by virtue of their kaval rights

the Pbligars exerdscd control over sarkar villages (See Directors' Despatch dated

lOth June 1796). The system showed itself to be clearly unworkable and the

poligars readily took advantage of the opportunities which the divided control be-

tween the Nawab and the English gave them. The chief centre of disaffection

was the Poligar of Pinjilankuridii the leader of the Eastern Poligars, who joined

the great rebdhoni of the Ramnad country in 1797. He was supported by the poligars

of Nagalapujraxn, Kadalgudi, Melmandaa, Kulattur and EBlyirampeuai^ai. The situa-

tion tesuhed a dimax in 1797 with his murder of Lieutenant Qarke at Ramnad
where he was summoned by the Collector of Poligar peshkash and from which he

escaped. Kattabommu was acquitted in the trial that followed. The Collector

was recalled and an impetus was given to the Nayak’a deinredations and lawlessnesa
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criptive of the situation caused by the turbulence of the Poligars, there be-

ing at that time over one hundred thousand “Colleries” and Poligars in

arms, being “naturally brave and habitually impatient of all regular gov-

ernment ” Fullarton was astonished that the Company should have ever

planned to offer the rich Province of Tinnevelly to the Dutch “ for less than

a trifle, for the use of one thousand Dutch mercenaries ” and to sacrifice for

this mean return a land yielding an annual revenue of a quarter million sterl-

ing.«

13. Fuixarton. a View of the English Interests in India (1787). Letter

IL a sort of compte rendu to the Select Committee of Fort St. George, which con-

tains an accurate, though harrowing picture of the condition of the land Pp.

86~—S7, et sBQ,

The country of the CoUeries including the territories of the Tondaiman, Meluf

and Nattam extending from the sea coast to tlie confines of Madura in a range of

60 miles by 65 was in a bad condition. The Colleries could put forth 30 to 40

thousand men in arms under different chiefs. Tlie Tondaiman is less unculti-

vated than his neighbours and has at all times proved himself the most faithful

adherent of the Nabob and the Company. The father of the present Chief, by

his firmness and attachment in the days of General Lawrence, supplied the force

at Trichinopoly with provisions, at a time when their cause seemed desperate and

the Nabob, sensible of the obligation, ever afterwards exempted him from tribute.
**

The territory of Sivaganga or the Little Marava stretched from the sea-coast

to Melur and Madura on the west and from the country of the Tondaiman and

Nattam on the North to the territories of the Great Marava on the south, being

50 miles in length and 40 in breadth. The land was over-grown with thorn and
bashes and the woods of Kalayarkoil which served as a refuge were inhabited by

men who could bring 12,000 fighters into the field armed with swords, pikes, spears

and firelocks. They were less barbarous than the Colleries and the land yielded

five lakhs of rupees to the Rajah who paid about Rs. 175,000 to the Nawab.
General Joseph Smith reduced Sivaganga in 1783 and brought it under effec-

tive subjection to the Nawab ; but the woods and barriers were allowed to remain

and the disaffection of the subjects! continuted. The Great Marava or the Rajah of

Ramnad was the chief of a country, 50 miles by 30 miles, extending from the

boundaries of Melur and Sivaganga on the north to the sea upon the east and
the south and to the confines of Tinnevelly upon the west. Art and industry were
better and the sea coast was skirted with a track of open woodland. The revenue

was about five lakhs and the tribute to the Nawab Rs. 1,75,000. The Chief was
reduced by Col. Smith in 1773 and a garrison of the Nawab's troops stationed at

the Capital.

The Madura district was bounded by Melur on the east, by the Nattam Col-

leries on the north, by Dindigul belonging then to Mysore on the east and by
Tinnevelly on the south, being 45 miles in length and 35 in breadth and the an-

nual revenue had diminished to £34,000.

The Tinnevelly country lay further south, being s^)arated from the mountains

on the north by the wild valleys of Watrap and Uttamapalayam. The Poligar

Chiefs could bring 30,000 men into the fidd. The productions that enrich the

neighbouring island of Ceylon would flourish here, and might render us the rivals

of the Dutch in the dnnamon trade : but the particular tenure under which Tin-

nevelly has been hdd, the convulsions it has endured from the first intrusions of
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VII. Their Final Pacifkatum by the English,

When the poligars of the Carnatic including the Southern Districts were
transferred to the control of the C(»npany in 1792 by a treaty concluded

with the Nawab, the Company regarded them as usurpers of authority, but

subject to the Nawab whose camp they were bound to attend whenever they

were summoned with a military force proportioned to their power and terri-

tory. They had been a perpetual source of violence and distraction to the

weak government of the Nawab upon whose officers they frequently retained.

After the Company took up the management of the Carnatic, the Court

of Directors issued a despatch in 1795 in which they entered into a very

full discussion of the principles underlying the treaty of 1792 and of the

ri^ts acquired by the Madras Government to reform the administration of

the poligars' possessions. An interesting report was submitted by the Board

of Revenue on this subject in 1797 and a minute was afterwards recorded

by Lord Hobart in which he pointed out to the Court of Directors the means
by which the Poligare might be rendered useful subjects and obedient tribu-

taries of the British Government. The Directors expressed their agreement

with the views of Lord Hobart, and in their despatch of 5th June 1799 in-

the Mussulmen in the course of this century, and the depravity of its rulers, have

counteracted the benefits of nature. Even when a native Rajah governed this

province, the flat and open country only was reduced, and was let for speafic sums
to great renters, who were invested with despotic powers, and harassed the peaceful

subjects
;
while various leaders, possessing considerable territory, maintained armed

force, and withheld their stipulated tribute on the first appearance of disturbance.

It was in 1782 that the English Presidency began to tackle the situation. The
Ramnad country was then infested by a host of rebels under MapjMllai Tevar, a

relation of the ruling family, who overran the country and invested for many
months the garrison of Ramnad. Sivaganga was controlled by the Murdu brothers,

who frequently ravaged the territories of the Company and the Nawab. Madura,
Mdur and other neighbouring districts were harassed by the Colleriesi. All the

Poligars of Tinnevelly were in rebellion and in close communication with the Dutch
Government at Colombo, from which attempts were planned in conjunction with
their own forces and v^ith Mappillai Tevar to reduce both the Tinnevelly and
Marava dominions. Nearly a hundred thousand Poligars and Colleries were in arms
throughout the southern Provinces. The situation was worsened by the oppres-
sions of the renters and the revenue officials. The campaigns of Qol. Pullarton
are detailed in this above letter and included the reduction of the Poligars of
Mdur arid Sivaganga, a march into Tinnevdley, an attack on Pfinjaiankuridii and
on Sivagiil Finally peace was conduded with the poligars on their paying or
giving a bond for 15,000 pagodas eadi and agredng to the demolition of the de-
fences of Ptojaankurichi. Col. Pullarton's dealings with the poiigars were mark-
ed by a oombimtion of severity and demency. He rdeased most of the Poligar
prisoners in det^ticw in Palamcottah and expected that the poligars of
PSnjSIanlcuncfai and ^vagiri who had been singled out for punishment would be
punctual in their payments and the rest of the poligars would also be equally
punctual*
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sisted on the absolute suppression of the military power of the Pcdigars and

cn the substitution of a pecuniary tribute, more in proportion than the ordi-

nary peskkash to the revenues of their pollams, and more adequate to the

public deinands for defraying the expenses of general protection and

government.”

The Collectors of the Southern and Western Poligar Countries were

ordered to report fully on the military establishments of the poligars and

the mode of their maintenance as well as on the revenue and other resources

of each Poligar, and on the nature of the various oppressions to which the

inhabitants were subjected. The events preceding Major Bannerman's ex-

pedition on the so-called Bannerman-Poligar War which centred roimd the

conduct of Kattaboma Nayak, the poligar of Panjalam-kurichi, convinced

Government that the time had come to fully and finally vindicate their au-

thority and quell the rebellious spirit that was beginning to spread ; but

they temporised a little till Seringapatam was taken and their anxieties had

vanished. Major Bannerman restored peace in some measure ; but within

two years there had to be waged another Poligar War which had been well

described in the Military Reminiscences of General Welsh who was staff

officer to the commander throughout the campaign. After the final suppres-

sion of this rebellion Government in a proclamation, dated 1st December

14. The Poligar Wars of 1799-lSOl—The recrudescence of anarchy which

culminated in the murder of Lieutenant Clarke at Ramnad in 1798, led to the

undertaking of strong measures by the British. Kattabomma Nayak was now
entirely alienated from all the Marava Poligars of the West. The Vanniyan of

Sivagiri suffered from the depredations of the Poligars of Kolarpatti who was loot-

ing his country. A dangerous cxmfederacy of the Eastern Poligars was concentrat-

ing on Elayirampannai with the plan of attacking all the palayams of the west.

Thua, west was dosely united against the east and even the Pulli Thevan had

seceded from the ranks of the rebels. But the Chief of Ettaipuram did not join

his brother poligars of the east and proved himself strictly loyal to the Company.

Mr. S. R. Lushington, who was the new Collector of Poligar Peskkash, could not

try peraluasive measures with Kattabomma Nayak. In September 1799, Major

Bannerman proceeded against Panjalankurichi and attempted to sftorm the fort.

After some struggle the Poligar and his followers evacuated the fort. At Kollar-

patti, Kattabomma Nayak was engaged in a battle and his troops were disbursed ;

but he himself escaped. His minister, Subramania Pillai was captured and hanged

Bannerman got the surrender of Nagalapuram and its Poligar and executed the

latter's younger brother, who was a more dangerous rebel. After dome time, Katta-

bcmma was secured from his refuge in Pudukottai and was condemned to death in

the presence of all poligars. He was hanged at Kayattar and the memory of that

e/ent is even now kept alive and all passfers-by throw handfuls of small stones by
the side of the site for repose of the soul of the victim and for the freedom of the

traveller from the torment of his visitations ; and offerings of sheep, rice and fruits

and chaplets are made for the cure of diseases and for the remedy of blight on
land. Various legends and some ballad literature have grown round Kattabomma.

FSnjAlankurichi was confiscated and also the estates of the five Poligars who

18
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1801, sui^ressed the use of all weapons of defence and promised besides a

general amnesty a permanent assessment to the Poligars on the principles

of Zamindari Tenure. According to Bishop Caldwell, writing in ^1881, the

most remarkable of the changes brought about is that of the PoUgar him-

self. " The Ptrfigar has become a Zamindar and has changed his nature as

well as his name. One can scarcely believe it possible that the peaceful Na-

yaka and Marava Zamindars of the present day are the lineal descendants

of those turbulent and apparently untameable chiefs of whose deeds of viol-

ence and daring the history of the last century is so full. One adcs : can it

be really true that the peaceful Nayaka ryots of the present day are the

lineal descendants of those fierce retainers of the Poligars? The change

brought amongst the poorer classes of the Maravas is not perhaps quite so

con4>lete, but many of them have merged their traditional occupation of

watchmoi in the safer and more reputable occupation of husbandmen ; and

it may be fairly said of the majority of the members of this caste, that

though once the terror of the country, they are now as amenable to law and

reason as any other class.
”

The proclamation of Lord Clive, dated 1st December 1801, wasi made

soon after the assumption of the Carnatic by the British consequent upon

the new treaty of July 1801 entered into with the nephew and successor of

Nawab Umdatu’l-Umara. It insisted on the surrender by all inhabitants of

the provinces of Dindigul, Tirmevelly, Ramnad, Sivaganga and Madura of

all arms consisting of muskets, matchlocks, pikes, gingauls and sarabogoi

into the hands of the British military officers ; It gave amnesty to all the

had joined in the rdiellion, viz. £]iiram Pannai, Nagalapuram, Kcdarpatti, Ka-
dalgudi and Kulattur. It was ordered that all the forts should be destroyed and
every firelodc, matchlodc, pike or spear, should be surrendered <mi pain of death.

The other rebel Poligars were sent as prisoners including two brothers of Katta-

bonuna and garrisons were stationed at Sankaranziinarkoil, Kayattar and Palam-

oottah.

After over a little more than a year of peace, trouble broke out again. The
imprisoned poligars escaped from Palamcottah to FSnjalankurichi (February

1801), where the walls were defended against the attack of British troops. One
by one the forts fdl again into the hands of the Poligars and it was not till re-

inforcements arrived frcan Trichinopoly that Panjalankuridii was again attached

and reduced. The fugitives including the dumb brother of Kattabomma escaped

to ^vaganga and joined in the rebellion of the Marudus there, who had to be sup-

pressed after a most difficult campaign ending with the capture of KaliarkoU.

(October 1801). The brothers of Kottabomma were brought to Pfinjaiankuridii

and hanged. The Marudu brothers were hanged at Tirupattur. The PSnjalan-

kuridii fort was razed to the ground
;
the site was ploughed over and sown with

castor seed and the very name was expunged frcan the records. Lushington hunt-

ed down gangs of rebels that were still at large. The Dalavay PUlai, one oi the

diief supporters ol FSnjalankurichi fled to the Maravas of Naigunoi, where a

little reb^on was enacted and had to be suppressed by troops, {vide Caldwell’s

History of TbtneveUy—^Tullivan’s Tracts upon India (1795).
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Poligars and Servaikaras except Virapandya Nayaka and Mookkat Nayaka

of Huij§lankurichi, (the brothers of Kattabonuna) Mulapen of Ramnad

and the persons under restraint and it assured a permanent assessment of re-

venue on the lords of the palaiyams upon the principles of zamindari tenure.

Thus the real dawn of a new peaceful and prosperous era began for the

southern countries with this Proclamation. It was like the emergence of

light after the darkest hour of predawn, when the situation had reached the

Nadir of anarchy. As Dr. Caldwell remarks :
“ Things were worse under

the Nayakas than under the Pandyas, worse still under the rule of the Na-

wab, and worst of all—as the night is at its darkest just before the dawn

—

during that deplorable period immediately before the interference of the

English—when the Nawab’s power had become merely nominal and the

real power that survived was that of fierce Poligars and avaricious ‘renters.’
’*
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Integration of Personal Emotions arid Attitudes into Social Universals.

The more significant the art work, the more universal and impersonal

is its appeal. It is a paradox that the artist selects and presents his subject-

matter for interpretation through the mediation of a specific pictorial pattern ;

but the success of his artistic expression lies in that pattern embodying some

universal quality or relation. Artistic genius consists in the expression of

universals from concrete relations and situations. For man is so constituted

that his profound satisfaction can come only from a conscious or unconscious

identification of himself with other-than-self. A lyrical poet, a musician,

a painter, or a sculptor may so express the individual passicms and sentiments

of love, grief and exaltation that these become abstract, typical, and universal

as embodied in all actual or possible relations and situations.

When personal emotions, attitudes and experiences are thus intellectual-

ised or organised into the abstract, the impersonal and the generic sesthetic

pattern, there is change in quality and intensity, breadth and distance asso-

ciated with a sense of competence and insight. These are lifted to another

plane and aid in social adaptation and integration. We may call these asthe-

tic expressions ‘ social universals.’ Their appeal unlike that of the ‘ sensuous

universals ' in art work is not of the widest range, bound up as they are in

some measure with the mental and social characteristics of a particular civili-

sation. But within a particular civilisation they are the chief instruments

of the good, and working through the desires and emotions of man disclose

human relations not to be found in axioms and admonitions, precepts and

codes.

The social universals are products of a complex process of creative imagi-

nation in which idealisation, synthesis, selection, and variation of individual

features and attributes and evaluation are involved, so that personal moods

and eccentricities are eliminated; on the one hand, and the type does not

become too abstract or insipid but elicits a large variety of human reactiems

on the other. Thus the social t5rpe, symbol or universal in art is created,

and it may be created in such fmm as by its power and imaginative unity

acquires far greater strwjgth and preeminence than a living example, the

experience oj. single individuals. Art thus becomes the incomparable imple-

ment of education not directly but through appeal to man’s imaginative ex-
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perience, thioui^ the creatioa of the social universal that raises him above

the narrow range of personal moods and emotions, and envisages new human

relations and possibilities that are as yet unrealised, and that insinuate them-

selves into his consciousness and purpose. Art has been the means of clari-

fication and strengthening of man’s aims and goals of life that transcend

moralities and social conventions, the moral precepts of scriptures or tl\e in-

junctions of the state Tradition and custom, myth and religion come lo

reinforce the expression of the social universals that an individual artist

presaits out of the crucible of his own experience. These also create the

so-called archetypes that the artist adepts, beautifies and strengthens captur-

ing the imagination of a people and eliciting their devotions and sacrifices.

Much of the material of artistic vision is in fact supplied by the religion and

poetic heritage of a community.

The moral function of art lies in the artist’s individual gifts of selection

and interpretation of such human relations and experiences as may induce

social universals i.e. generic social attitudes, values and aspirations and bring

about the integration of self and society. But the artist is guided in this

by the experience of his race, community or epoch that creates and re-creates

ideals and archetypes and the less conscious purposes and faiths—the power-

ful and cherished products of the collective mind comprising the pervasive

moral and artistic environment without which neither morality nor art can

be kept alive. Their massed constant influence shapes culture and the desires

and purposes of the individual in a manner that anything directly taught by
word and axiom can never aspire to. In Europe however, this encompassing

moral and artistic environment has been largely disintegrated since the

Renaissance, and the artist, left to his own resources, fluctuates between an

extreme form of subjectivism and a pale and futile reproduction of past

ideology and emotional unity. In a well integrated society or epoch the

problem of art for art’s sake would not arise. All art work is moral vision.

The archetypes of the community do not permit the separation of art, morals

and ordinary life and bring about on the plane of meanings and values the

fusion between man’s emotions, imagination and achievement.

Art and Social Control.

Art induces the range of human emotions and experiences by opening

up new vistas of man’s one-ness with fellow man, and with the entire realm

of Becoming. The power of art consists in the presentation of the universal

and the symbolical in the individual.

What is presented with great charm and attraction as the social, the un-

personal and the typical thus determines and regulates the thoughts, feelings

and faiths of large bodies of men in all epochs and religkxis. All great art

has created archetypes and symbols of social universals that have contributed

towards the ccdiesion of society and solidarity of the race and effective and
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sure for tiie individual in sdecting the values of life. Art has

been the chief and easy means by which man’s collective consciousness or

the insight of individual artists into the finer things and relations and pn>

founder truths and values of life has aided him in facing the trials and tri-

bulations of the world. Both the genius of single individuals and the crra-

tions of the pet^le or race have enriched the heritage of expression of social

universals in art.

Art and Social Tradition.

The greatest of the world’s art forms have not been the work of single

individuals. Myths, parables, stories and doctrines have given the world the

finest and the noUest ideals, types and symbols. What more beautiful and

truer products of imagination can be conceived than the majesty and detach-

ment of the sf^inx in Egyptian art, the fortitude and enterprise of Hercules

and the physical charm and alertness of Hermes in Greek art, the severity

and poise of Siva who has conquered life and conquered death and the com-

passion of Bodhisattva who has tendered his life as sacrifice for all sentient

creatures in Indian art and the suffering and faith of Jesus on the cross or

the immaculate purity and universal maternity of the Virgin m the

Gothic Cathedrals of Prance? All these gods of religion and living faith

differ from those of metaphysics. They have been loved and adored

as ideals of their own hearts by men, and art forms, Hindu, Buddhist

and Christian, have been the spontaneous embodiments of this passicHiate

love and adoration. Thus the materials of metaphysics, faith, history and

tradition are melted and refashioned by the pious imagination of sculptors

and painters into the glorious figures of Siva, Buddha, Christ and the Virgin

in art that command the loyalties, penances and charities of men through

the centuries. On the other hand, art spreads and conquers territories and

people by bearing its message of social universals and morals. A remarkable

example in world’s history is the establishment of Indian art in Central Asia,

Pegu, Siam, Cambodia, Ceylon, Java, Sumatra, Bali and Borneo. Chinese

art made little impressicHi in these territories that came under the ambit of

the influence of Chinese traders for long centuries, chiefly because it could

not, unlike Indian art, present through imaginative vision such social and

moral ideals with attraction and clarity among the indigenous peoples of

these lands.

Art os an Escape from Society.

Though mankind’s visiais of truth, beauty and goodness is the same,

in the context of the social system morality assumes different accents among
different peoples. Society in the Orient has shown a sharp and r^;id grada-

tkm of castes and classes that have thwarted individual initiatives and

adueveimenta. 'nms both rdigion and art stress the supreme values of com-

passion, flon-violenoe and self-sacrifioe, while the doctrines of transmigration
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of births, of Karma (deed) and its fruition and of God’s immanence in

every form, however fixed that may be, enter into their very substance. It

is thus that art smoothes the acerbities and excesses of the social system,

enabling the individual to accept his lowly status and position in society

with greater compdacence, and his adversity in a long sequence of births

and deaths with greater fortitude. Art, therefore, is a most efficacious

cultural instrument for expressing man’s repressed and baffled emotions and

sentiments, for securing his psychological and social adjustment. As a matter

of fact the success of Oriental art in bringing about social equilibrium is

illustrated by the stress of different levels of existence and the sequaice of

births and deaths and transmigration of souls in a vast panorama of life,

where sorrow and joy, despair and promise intermingle, bridging the gulf

between actual conditions and possibilities. The notes of frustration, sad-

ness and pessimism are in fact drowned by the elegant display of the delights

of the senses and the intoxication of enjoyment embodied in the array of

surging and daiKing figures, scenes of domestic life and love, sports of ani-

mals, and the blossoming of flowers and the ripening of fruits that one comes

across at Ajanta, Borabodur and Angkor.

At the other extremity of the world of art, we find in Greece a kind of

art that stressed the harmony of proportions in statuary, temple building,

vase-making and composition of the tragedy that are in such uTter and sad

contrast with the political turmoil and moral chaos of the Hellenic world.

If the social and political system could not assure sanity and serenity to

the Greek citizens the harmony and the order were to be found in the magni-

ficent art works of Hellas glorifying Gods and heroes rather than ordinary

mortals, and depicting the ideal events of myths and legends rather than

the affairs of the earth. But the Hellenic gods and heroes were imbued with

all human desires and passions, acting and suffering like the mortals of the

earth. Yet the sovereign power of Zeus, the heroic manly strength of Her-

cules, the womanly dignity of Hera and the noble wisdom of Pallas Athene,

though largely conceived in human terms were the sources of consolation for

the individual, though not of integrity of the Hellenic city states that pursued

their sanguinary course of class struggles and internecine ccxiflicts. Similarly

the High Renaissance Painting of Italy, with its marvellous linear rhythms

and colour harmonies and idealisations of the human situation was a counter-

balance in the domain of art to the egoistic individualism and license of the

aristocracy and the cotiuncxi people and the chronic turbulence and wicked-

ness of the Italian towns. The immense vitality and terrific vigour of the

art of Michad Angdo, who denied himself all the pleasures of companionship

and good living and devoted himself to endless toil, had their counterpart in

the grandeur, magnificence and brutality of Italian life. Similarly the touch-

ing humanism and mysticism of Fra Angelico revealed the faith and devo-

tion of the ineffectual minority that were being smothered by the sensualian
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and luxury as well as the storm and the stress of life. Art expressed the

social uhiversals that were challenged by the crass materialism, uriashamed

vice and extraordinary release of energies in the new social environment

Through the epochs, art provides a refuge and an escape to the individual

when society appears to him as a system of chaos and disorder.

Art as Remaking Society.

Art by bringing about the unity and the order in the ideal plane, saves

civilisation from disintegration and bears within its bosom the elements of

its re-making. It is for this reason that cme cannot call art, ‘ religious ’, or

‘secular’, or ‘ethical’ for art mobilises, all the truths of religion and meta-

physics, and all the axioms of morality to give peace to the individual in

his social regime. Art in fact combines metaphysics, philosophy, religion

and ethics, and makes all these human and concrete in its task of bringing

about the equilibrium between the individual and the society through an

ideal collective representation that sometimes has an even greater power to

mould humanity than the actual society and its institutions.

The Social and Ethical Significance of Early Buddhistic Art.

In! the Orient what largely passes for religious content of art is social

and ethical. In those early Buddhist sculptured decorations at Bharhut,

Sanchi, Bodh Gaya and Amaravati we see illustrations of the birth legends

of Buddha (Jatakas) with exquisite characterisation and loving attention

to details, neither articulating a religious experience nor portraying a reli-

gious episode, but depicting a moral tale that for all time to come stands

for the glorification of certain generic social virtues like self-sacrifice, tender-

ness, compassirm, purity and truthfulness that have been accepted by the

Oriental peoples. At Sanchi we find illustrated in several reliefs the generos-

ity of Prince Vessantara who gave away all what he had, including his chil-

dren and wife, thus exhibiting “the perfection of benevolence.’’ Similarly

there is the storjr d^icted of the monkey-king who to save his suite of eighty

thousand monkeys against archers who surrounded them cleared the river

Ganges by a prodigious leap with a rope permitting the monkeys to cross

safely. But a malevolent monkey who was no other than the traitor Deva-

datta in his past birth dropped on his back and broke his spine. Or, again,

among the reliefs at Amaravati and the frescoes at Ajanta we find the touch-

ing episode of the royal elopement with six tusks (Chaddanta), sawing off

with his own trunk his tusks in order td gratify the wish of the Queen of

B^res, once his wife, who devoured with jealousy, due to the favour un-

consdously shown by the elephant to another wife of his, sought her own
death to wreak her revenge. Similarly, there is the story of the King of the

Sibis pmrtrayed in sculpture, who in order to save a dove that had soug^

refuge against a pursuing hawk in the king’s lap gave his own flesh and

ultimately his whole body as offering when the weighing balance showed
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that his freshly killed flesh grew lighter and lighter in comparison with the

dove’s.

The Jatetka Illustrations at Ajanta.

About the frescoes of Ajanta a whole book, may be written. We have

here the entire processicwi of Indian life from love-making, dice playing,

hunting, procession of horsemen and elephants and march of, armies in foreign

lands to the episodes in the birth, life and death of the Buddha, from the

sports of monkeys and elephants, and cock and buffalo fights to the flowering

palasa tree alcmg the trunk of which a swarm of ants climbs up. Nothing is

here left out. A strong sense of naturalism and a broad humanitarianism

have mingled with an intense spirituality to animate the graceful men and
women and their chaste gentle poses and gestures. Even lovers have a re-

finement in their reciprocal attitudes and gestures which make amorous ap-

proach something of a ritual. The drama of human life, of love and death,

happiness and suffering, is dominated by the sense of the transience of

existence, and a profound emotion of piety, with which the beholder becomes

saturated as he devoutly wends his way from cave to cave in this sanctuary.

In fact the idyllic scenes of Indian life, the rich panorama of the flowering

jungle or the pomp and pleasures of the King’s court merely form the set-

ting of the enchanting figures of the holy beings of wisdom and compassion,

the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, some of the loveliest and purest visions ever

dreamt of and executed by artist. It is they who epitomise in their lovely

slender bodies and meaningful, supernatural gestures the universal values

that are dispersed among the variegated scenes of the pageant of Indian life

at Ajanta. As an embodiment of the social ideals of Buddhism, Ajanta

vies with Mathura, Samath and Borobodur, and influenced Central Asia,

China and distant Japan.

The Borobodur Bible.

Not merely Buddhist legends but also legends from the Ramayana and

the MahaNiarata are depicted in bas reliefs and paintings in a thousand

temples within the frontiers of India and in Java, Siam and Cambodia,

where the Indian art traditions spread. In the great stupa at Borobodur

in Java we have the procession galleries adorned by a series of some two

thousand bas reliefs, illustrating the life of the Buddha according to the

Lalita Vistara, the Divyavadana, the Karmavibhanga, the Gai^vyuha and

the Jatakamala as well as various other legends. Referring to these Coomara-

swamy observed, “We have here a third great illustrated Bible, similar in

range, but more extensive than the reliefs of Sanchi and the paintings of

Ajanta. This is a supremely devout and spontaneous art, naturally lacking

the austerity and the abstraction of the early Buddhist primitives, but

marvdlously gracious, decorative and sincere. The episodes represented

are by no means so exclusively courtly as is the case at Ajanta, but cover
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the whole circle of Indian life alike in city and village. The narrative ele>

ment is wore con^icuous than at Ajanta the craftsmen closely adhering to

the book while he portrays social life, bird and animals and vegetation of

his own land ; the reliefs at Borobodur are so extensive that if laid end to end

they would cover a space of about three miles. In these magnificent sculp-

tured panels which have been seen by thousands of devoted pilgrims through

the centuries, we see unfolded a poignant epic drama of human emotions in

a cosmic setting where man reaps the fruits of good and evil deeds (karma)

in previous births, where god, man and animal form links in a continuous

chain of sequence of existences, inexorably working out the universal law of

Karma, and where the profound lesson is to end the uninterrupted cycle of

births and deaths through the absence of desires and the good deeds of love,

compassion and sympathy for all. Nothing is discarded in the scenic repre-

sentations, the pomp of wealth, the might of arms, the ardent passion and

serene grace of women and the beauty of nature, but all is subdued by the

sincere expression of the triumph of purity and wisdom as embodied in the

story of Buddha’s enlightenment This triumph is expressed in every single

gesture and mood of gods and angels, men and women, animals and birds

in the vast panorama. Step by step, from gallery to gallery pilgrims are led

through illustrations of the law of retribution of good and noble deeds, the

story of the Buddha’s pr^ration in the course of hundreds of past lives,

the episodes in the life of the historical Buddha until they witness the search

for the highest wisdom revealed by the Bodhisattvas of the Mahayana.
“ When at last, writes Vogel, “ the pilgrim has reached the summit of the

Stupa the phenomenal world vanishes from his sight and he is transported

into, the sprfiere of mere thought^ ” The unity of the realm of Becoming has

nowhere been more sincerely expressed in sculpture than here. Over the

procession of human episodes which are linked together under a master-plan

and in each of which every figure is absolutely unique and sincere in ex-

pression of face, gesture and pose of body, there broods the ineffable mystery

of the oneness and harmony of life. Art here has immortalised itself by

transforming snuill episodes and personal moods into the universals that help

in the realisation of the tmeness of life and of the divine wisdom which

creates it.

The InternmgUng of Gods and Men at Angkor Vat.

In Siam and Cambodia as well as in Java we similarly see the legends of

the Ramayana, the MahaUiarata, the Srimadbhagavat, the Harivamsa and
other tales connected with Vishnu and Siva illustrated in fine sculptures

ad<»ning the walls of the temjdes. The churning of the milky sea, the death

of Bhi^hma, the brnii^un^t of Rama, the loss of Sita, the fi^t between Vali

and Sugriva, the alliance of Ram and Sugriva, the meeting between Sita and

1. J. P. VOGSL, Buddhist Art, p. 100.
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Hamunana in the Aadka grove in Lanka, the between the armies of Rama

and Ravana as well as the Qiisodes of the life of Hari and of Krishna are

all deiMCted in the famous temple at Angkor Vat. Here again art has truth-

fully portrayed social universals among pec^les who did not know the legends,

but who have absorbed them so sincerely and deeply that modem artists now

draw frequently cm them for their mural decorations in the pagodas of to-

day. In the sanctus sanctorum Buddha, Vishnu and Siva are installed in

their divine aloofness like stars that dwell apart. But on the paintings and

bas-reliefs on the walls of the corridors leading up to the divinities are de-

picted the conjugal love and trials of Rama and Sita, the brotherly attach-

ment of Lakshmana, the fidelity of Hanumana, the marriage of Siva and
Parvati and the trials, sufferings and sacrifices of Bodhisattva in an all

too human setting. The gods who are the apotheoses of the social virtues

come down with their human desires and sufferings to the level of the com-

mon people, while the men and women in their devotion, thanksgiving and
purity raise themselves to the level of the gods. Siva in order to save the

gods and all living creatures undertakes the stupendous sacrifice of drinking

the poison cast by the ocean or by the universe serpent, Vasuki. Vishnu,

Ramchandra and Krishna go through their hundred adventures for the sake

of the protection of heaven and earth, gods and men against the Asuras.

Similarly Buddha prepares himself for the message of enlightenment for hu-

manity through innumerable lives of sacrifice and compassion. Then they

come down to the earth, and mingle with all life. What brooding pity and

tenderness for all living creatures then radiate from them, and this is re-

ciprocated by what trustful adoration of all ! The figures of nude female

worshippers arranged in serene yet animated throngs with their infinitely

sweet and chaste poses and gestures of adoration cannot but be an unfail-

ing source of inspiration for the pilgrims. Even the foliage of the forest,

the sheep, the elephants and the lambs, the nagas or the water-sprites and

the ripple of the waters participate in the cosmic devotion not to speak of

the homage of gods, angels and spirits of the upper air. Such is the picture

the succession of mural paintings and sculptured panels unfolded before the

throngs of observant pilgrims as they used to wend their way to the main

shrine. Rdigicms may change, kingdoms may perish, but the art which aids

in elevating the moral tone of social life lives so long as society endures. It

is the stress of the social universals that has brought about the merging with

irresistible power of Beauty and Truth at Ajanta, Sanchi, Amaravati, Bor-

dobodur and Angkor Vat.

Biblical Scenes in European Christian Art.

The Javanese sculptured panels have been compared with Ghiberti’s Doors

of Paradise in Florence designed at the opening of the 15th Cenbiry. Ghi-

berti, Jacopo della Quercia, Donatello and the della Robbias {^resented many

Oiristian scenes with marvellaus verisimilitude and elegaiKe of cmnposition.
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The creatiwi of Adam and Eve, the Temptation and Expulsion, the story of

Cain and Abel, Esau and Jacob, Christ before Pilate, the Crucifixicm and the

Resurrection were all pictured by Ghiberti in delightful natural backgrounds

with superb illustrational effect Like the Javanese scenes the various events

from the old Testament and of the life of Christ and the Fathers of the

Church formed the source of inspiration to generations of pilgrims who visit-

ed the Bapistry at Florence. Similarly, Donatello presented with tragical

pathos the Scourging, the Crucifixiwi and the Deploration of Christ and with

great dramatic vigour the scenes of Salome and St John. A profound pity,

tenderness and omipassion as revealed in the poignant Christian drama were
unfolded and the figures of Mary, Christ, Magdalene and the dancing angels

and cherubims were especially depicted with great fervour and piety.

But the difference of treatment between Oriental and Renaissance ait in

Europe can hardly be missed. There is, in the first place, a tendency to-

v/ards sentimentality marked in the Christian sculptors that found its apo-

theosis in the delicious bambini and sweet madonnas of the della Robbias and
Raphael. This is far different from the chastity and restraint of movements

and the serene rhythm of gestures of men and women in the Amaravati or

Borobodur reliefs. Many of the angels, madonnas and cherubims in Chris-

tian art are similar, pictured it appears from local models. In the East there

is no attempt at naturalism or realism, but at the same time a marvellous

plastic beauty of nude figures has been reached, soft, smooth and chaste,

that is enhanced by the rhythm of the poses and gestures, every one of which

is of high plastic value. The beauty of the human body in Oriental sculpy-

ture is far different from the Grecian or the Renaissance conception. Such

beauty, constituted by the harmony of limbs and movements and expressions

of the face, is plastically transmuted into something more subtle and expres-

sive of the deep and noble stirrings of the human soul, thus aiding in its at-

tainment of wisdom and bliss.

The Notion of Super-sensual Perfection in Art.

Man’s phyMcal beauty appears in Indian art as the rapture of the soul

;

it suggests supernatural capacity transcending the limitations of physical well-

being. It is far different from the form of physical perfection derived by

classical Greek sculpture from the spectacle in the national games, and that

became almost an obsession of Europe for several centuries. Mankind has

also dreamt of other kinds of perfection, and so the norms and types of phy-

sical human beauty differ. The luminous beauty of Buddha, Bodhisattva,

Vishnu or Siva is in subtle unison with the supernatural aims of the body

as the receptacle of the soul. The glory and majesty of these gods in Indian

sculpture represent the apotheosis of man’s beauty. Woman’s charm in India

with the onphasis of full, rounded breasts and ample, slanting hips is the

grace of motherhood that hides in the fair sex her supernatural possibilities.
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For every woman the ideal of physical perfection is that of the primordial

Mother of the Universe in the full radiance of her maternal glory.

The ideal of beauty of the human form in the West no doubt has been

largely dcminated by the inclinations and standards of classical Greece where

friendship was preferred to love and the well-poised athletic form of the

human male became the standard of human beauty. In the Orient the norms

of the perfect male and the perfect female are different and woman’s beauty

is the flower and herald of motherhood. The Orient in its sense of beauty

shows on the whole not merely a sounder biological judgment but also a

sounder psychological judgment. In Western art, except in the Middle Ages

with their Madonnas, Angels and Saints, woman’s loveliness and charm ra-

ther than the serenity and beauty of her soul have been stressed. In Orien-

tal art we have not only the Apsara’s and the Nayika’s captivating loveli-

ness, like that of Aphrodite, but also the wisdom and tranquillity of Prajna-

paramita, Tara and Parvati. Like the unique, serene and well-balanced figu-

res of Buddha and Siva, Indian sculpture, stirred not merely by the physical

charm but also by the tenderness, wisdom and mystery of womanhood, has

produced new types of feminine beauty that only have a spiritual import.

Metaphysical Conceptions In Art.

In Indian metaphysics the feminine symbolises the mind in creation and

movement, not in rest and withdrawal that are symbolised by the masculine.

Indian art represents the female divinity in the state of profound medita-

tion only in such Buddhist images of the goddess of wisdom as Prajnapar-

mita and Tara seated in the rigid padma and vajrasanas with the legs firm-

ly locked in. In some Buddhist images of Tara and the Brahmanical imag-

es of Saraswati, Lakshmi, Kali and Parvati we find a relaxation of the rigid

meditative pose by the adoption of sukhasana or lalitasana with the right

leg hanging down and the foot resting on a lotus. Usually, however, the

female divinities express movement, and are in the standing, gentle tribhanga

or in alidha and pratylidha poses in vigorous action against the forces of

evil.

The female divinity or Sakti in Indian religion and art symbolises form,

energy or manifestation of the human spirit in all its rich and exuberant

variety. 'Thus the images of female divinities are far more diverse than

those of Vishnu, Siva or Bodhisattva. The icons of the mother deity range

from the benignant brooding motherliness of Parvati, the serene dignity of

PTajnaparamita and Saraswati or the nubile charm of Uma to the omnipo-

tence and majesty of Durga slaying the demons and the weird vigour of the

dancing and grinning Chamunda and Kali wearing the garland of skulls.

Religious doctrines in India lay down the injunction forbidding the sight

of the nude female figure. But in India this injunctiai is got over by cov-

ering the female form with fliin or transparent apparel or by representatiwi
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cmly of the upper part of the body as undraped. This has been due to the

ancient and medieval Indian habit of clothing for women who did not cover

the upper part of the body or used loose garments. Such, however, is the

dominating sense of mystery and illusivaiess in Indian iconography that

the nude mingles freely and unconventionally with figures of religious or

symbolical impcut.

The Sigmfifonce of Poses and Gestures : Feminine.

Of the poses of the female form the most characteristic is the three-fold

inflexim, tribhanga, that combines the fullness and straightness of the wo-

man’s torso with the soft and graceful slant of the right, or occasionally,

the left hip, and that expresses a most delicate and harmonious blend of

poise and charm, serenity and springiness. This characteristic flexion goes

back to the images in Bharhut, Sanchi and Amaravati. The most elegant

instances are afforded by the images of the Tree spirits (Yakshi or Sala-

bhanjika) at Mathura, Konarakand and other places, of Parvati at the Ele-

phanta cave, of the river goddesses—^Jamuna and Saraswati—at Ellora, of

Tara at Munshiganj, of Mahesvari at Bhuvaneswar and of the South Indian

bronzes, Parvati with Subramanya in her arm, Parmeswari and Gouri, This

pose is obviously derived from the Indian woman’s natural movement as she

carries in her arm her child or a pitcher of water that cannot but strike an

Indian artist

The exaggerated hip effect (atibhanga) produced by the mother bearmg
the child in her own arm is seen at its best in the image at Khajurah and

the Tanjore bronze image of Parvati with Subramanya. On the other hand,

the atiUianga flexion is also illustrated in the voluptuous forms of the couple

on the railing post at Amaravati, of Rati (with Kamadeva) at the Kailasa

temple in Ellora, of the apsaras in the temples of Bengal and Orissa, of the

many maithuna couples at Khajuraho and Konarak and of the South Indian

bronze Mohini.

The tribhanga pose is formed, as Stella Kramrisch remarks, as if brought

about by a rotating movement, now circular, now flattened—a movement

which proceeds from bdow upwards ; like a chalice it raises the globular

breeists almost to shoulder height. The dynamic movement proceeds beyond

the physical reach of the figure and symbolises the urge within the perfect

human feminine body to ascend towards its ultimate ^iritual destiny i.e.,

towards salvation. It is noteworthy that the tritrfianga pose is adopted for

masculine divinities in Indian art whenever the softer qualities, such as love,

compassion and benignity are sought to be stressed. Thus this pose is char-
acterfetic of the figure of Bodhisattva at Ajanta, of Buddha at Bagh, of

Vajrapani at the Visvakarma cave, of Maitreya and Lokanatha in Bengal
and Onssa, of the many figures of Kri^ina throughout Northern India and
of the South Indian images of Siva as Gangadhara or Kalasamhara.
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The balanced triUianga fkxion has been adopted in images in all Asia*

tic countries from C^tral Asia and Qiina to Java and Ciunbodia wherever

Indian art traditions have established themselves. Thus both man’s and

woman’s body in Oriental art is, in the first place, so transmuted as it may

attain something beyond the possibilities of physiology that CMifine the Gre-

cian and Renaissance search for physical beauty ; and, in the seccmd place,

the human body is so abstracted and rearranged in its essentials as to be

useful in formal shape, proper to stone, metal or wood. The significance ol

Oriental art forms lies not merely in its rich symbdism and attempt to create

super-sensual norms of beauty but even more in their abstract formal rhy-

thms and movements.

No attempt is made here to imitate human anatomy, but the features

of the body, especially the face, hands and feet are so represented as to make

the supernatural aims of the body easily comprehensible. Thus in a sense

the representation of Buddha, Vishnu and Siva is a symbol. It expresses

the idea of Being or Becoming. Secondly, if it be a stone, bronze or wood-

en image, its abstract formal or geometrical quality transcends the naturalis-

tic, for the copying of nature is the real enemy of symbolism. In different

Oriental countries man’s beauty or perfection is represented by art in diff-

erent media in a blend of formal element and naturalism that has markedly

differed in different epochs. But the emphasis is always twofold : first, to-

wards the notion of extra-physical or supernatural perfection ; seccmdly, to-

wards the formal, highly simplified image, almost geometrically conceived,

that can express the inner life where the conflicts and struggles are resolved

into a profound tranquillity, competence and majesty.

The supernatural beauty of the male divinity, such as Buddha, Bodhisat-

tva, Siva or Vishnu, is expressed in Indian sculpture by the smooth model-

ling of broad shoulders such as those of the bull or the elephant and of a

slender waist such as that of the lion and by an elegant roundness and soft-

ness of the limbs such as those of the female body. All divinities are youth-

ful and should locrfc like sixteen years old, as enjoined in the Vishnudhar-

mottara, should never show any muscles, veins or bcaies, and should bear a
nimbus. The Vishnudharmottara adds that the face of the gods should be
well-finished and benignant; large arches, triangles and other geometrical

shapes shouldi be avoided in representing gods. A smooth and rounded bo-
dily frame in which anatomical details are largely eliminated easily suggests

supcihuman grace and power.

An elaborate variety of ornaments decks the undraped divine figures.

The crown or tiara, the ear-ring, the chain and the girdle are especially carv-

ed with great artistic effect contributing towards the enchantment and illu-

siveness of the figures. An abstract, super-sensible form becomes the fit

vehicle of ideal attributes of the deity that are further symbolised and sup-

ported by the addition of hands and heads so harmoniously balanced in the
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whote plastic composition that they do not engender any suggestion of the
abnormal or the grotesque but on the CMitrary logically and happily trans*

late the underlying motive of the iam.

The Significance of Poses and Gestufes : Masculine.

Most of the male divinities in Indian Sculpture are in rigid standing or

sitting meditative poses. The heavy solidity of the lower part of the body
and of the firmly placed legs (samapedsthanaka) that are not much articu-

lated as well as the unshakeably straight vertical line from the crown to

the feet express powerfully in stone or bronze the omnipotence and inflexi-

bility of truth asserting themselves above the impermanence of life and the

world. The same notion is also represented by the rigidity of the seated

pose of meditation in baddha padmasana, with the legs firmly interlocked

and the soles turned upward. Buddha, Vishnu or Surya that belong to the

highest level of spiritual existence are usually depicted in the above poses.

But Bodhisattva, Siva and above all Krishna show curvilinear movement
(bhan^) and rhythm of the body symbolical of the grace and compassion
to man that are stressed. Since the deity is not a human individual but
the embodiment of a supernatural or metaphysical abstraction, there is also

often a striking departure from the human form or symmetry in the multi-
plicity of heads, hands and feet so as to suit the cosmic vision. Oriental
sculpture oversteps anthropomorphism, and seeks nothing more and no-

thing less than the expression of the Beyond, reached by cosmic meditation
with none of the limitations set by measurable human goals and ideals. Thus
what is a symmetrical from the standpoint of naturalism and realism becomes
in sculpture the vehicle of the cosmic and the transcendental. It must,
however, be remembered that in certain schools and epochs art retained its

human anthropomorphic character, as instanced by Gupta art in India, Tang
and Sung art in China and Nara art in Japan.

Finally, the play of fingers of the hands, mudra, as these hold some
flowers or implements, the sway of the limbs as well as general movements
are devised in Indian sculpture as suggestive of the deity and of His or Her
divine actions (divyakriya) far remote from human gestures and move-
ments. Yet these are invested with a remarkable tenderness and subtlety
of expression of what are really superhuman and spiritual emotions and
attitudes. On the other hand the practice of such movements, postures and
gestures has bew found in Oriental yogic experience to engender the spiritual
atmosphere, attitudes and virtues associated with the particular ddty. Thus
the artist for his image-making must resort to ^iritual and aesthetic con-
ten4>lati<m (dhyana) and not the imitation of any human model that he has
been strictly enjoined to eschew. Thus he works directly from his own
Mental image that represents some aspect or other of the cosmic essence.
Even where the im^ of a horse is to be made from a horse actually
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the artist is required, as we read in the Sukraniti, to form a mental image

in dhyana. Defect in portraiture is attributed in the Hindu canon of art

not to lack of observation but to imperfect identification (sithila samadhi).

Thus the practice of Hindu art is a discipline of meditation which eventuates

in the skill of citation and technique (silpasthana-kausala). On the otlicr

hand those who locrfc at earthen images “ do not serve the clay as such but

without regard thereof hrmour the deathless principles referred to in the

earthen images/’^* It is serene perfect meditation that can beget the perfect

bodily poise of Buddha, Bodhisattva, Siva and Vishnu.

But while the Orient has produced some of the world’s most perfect,

inevitable and inspiring male and female images and poses of the profound

serenity and silence of Being, certain other spiritual moods that embody the

processes of Becoming or divine actions (divyakriya) have also re-

ceived magnificent and unique plastic expression. These have usually taken

the plastic forms of the various forms of Saktis, Hindu and Buddhistic.

Such mother goddesses are found both in their static as well as active poses.

In their postures of repose, as in the images of Parvati, Prajnaparamita,

Tara, Mahapratisara and Saraswati, they represent the very incarnation of

youthful charm and energy. But sometimes they are also represented as

engaged in strenuous struggle against the Asuras or powers of evil when their

gestures and movements become wild and terrible although their faces depict

unperturbed tranquillity. A profound detachment and absence of emotion

in the movement or action are combined with an absolute sense of omni-

potence devoid of any the least inkling of brutality or vulgar exhibition of

physical force. The Asuras, again, seem to succumb without opposition or

conflict as if pre-ordained according to the immutable cosmic law of the supre-

macy of truth and righteousness that the goddess symbolises. Or again, the

goddess is represented in a single image symbolising the struggle within the

human soul, the power of destruction of the flesh and the devil in the mind

of the worshipper and the beholder. Such are the animated images

of Durga, Kali, Chamunda, Tara or Paranasavari that yet exhibit a magni-

ficent beauty and feeling-import contrasted with those implicit in the more

serene and pleasant types of beauty as Parvati, Prajnaparamita, Uma or

Gouri. Their sitting posture is also relaxed in sukhasana or lalitasana with

the right leg pendent or placed on a lotus in soft self-conscious gesture of

love and benediction to man. It is noteworthy that in Buddhist or Brah-

manical art outside India the perfect pose and symmetry that the Indian

sculptor could give to the various images in their various seats and gestures

(asanas and mudras) fdlowing the Indian yogic traditirms could not be

achieved. Many of these poses were no doubt unfamiliar to the Buddhist

2. DivyavadSna, Qi. XXXVl and Sukranitisara quoted by CoomaraswEimy
in The Part Art in Indian Life, Culture Heritage of India, Vol. Ill, pp. 501-502.
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and Brahmanical convex in China and Further India. Finally, when the
divinity is represented in Indian sculpture in its wild destructive aspects,
dwarf snd pot-tellied bodies having none of the youth and elegance of Bud-
dha, Vishnu, Siva and Parvati are figured. Heruka, a dancing Buddhist
divinity temble in his aspects, is a well known illustration from the sculpture
of medieval Bengal

The Terrible In Art

In the art of very few countries has the universal mood of the terrible
(bhayanaka) been expressed and that in such cosmic significance. Nara-
Simha or the God-lion and the female deities such as Pamasavari, Durga,
Chamunda, Kali and Ugra Tara symbolise the destructive aspects of the
cosmic process. All that is terrible and repellent are combined in such images
intended to detach the beholder or devotee from the life of the senses for
reaching the truth, which is indeed assured by the grim dancing figures

through the gesture of hope (abhaya) in one of her many swirling hands,
the other hands usually holding skull, corpse, spear, kettle-drum or bone.

It is easy to understand that in the human mind spiritual truth or

wisdom becomes fierce resentment or righteous indignation when it encoun-
ters wickedness, vice and ignorance and that love and compassion that en-

compass everybody enforce themselves upon those who deny its power of

deliverance. It is this psychology that underlies the expression of the ter-

rible in Oriental painting and sculpture. In Mahayana Buddhism and
Tantrikism of Tibet and China and in Shingon Buddhism in Japan several

representations of the terrible are met with. In Eastern India and Tibet

the God of Death is a familiar figure. In Japan there are the formidable
images of Dai-Itoku and Fudo. The former is a modification of the Brah-
manic Yamantaka, the god of death, and the latter is a fierce manifestation

of Maha Vairochana, representing the subjugating powers of Buddha ovei
the human passions.^ Often in oriental religious doctrine and art the serene
and the fierce, the ootnpassionate and the furious are contrasted phases of
the supreme manifestation of the deity.

No such reconciliation of opposites, of grimness and hope, darkness and
light, sacrifice and renewal of life will be found in the treatment of the ter-
rible in ^chad Angelo’s ‘Ust Judgment,’ Goya’s ‘Saturn’ or Delacroix’s
Medea, three of the rare representations of the terrible in Western art while
in the representation of the Dance of Death by Holbin, Rethel or othe^ mas-
ter artists or in the recent treatment of the same theme by Albin Egger-Lienz
in Germany we encounter a morbid consciousness of mortality, of the canni-
presence of death that has not freed itself from the narrow, medieval spirit.

3. Anesaki : Buddhistic Art, pp. 37-44.
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Impersonal Love and Beauty in Art.

Gwitrasted with the silent and the poised or the vigorous and the grim

supernatural types of beauty in Indian art are the types of loveliness as re-

presented by the Yakshis, Vrikshakas and Salabhanjikas in Sanchi and

Mathura and the Apsaras and Nayikas (celestial nymphs) in Khajuraho

and Orissa in the later centuries. The Apsara is the danseuse of heaven as

the Nayika is of the earth. Each is free in her loves and wiles, unattached

to the home and the family. In these figures Indian art expresses the de-

lights and sports of sex, the incomparable charm of woman that lures men
and gods. Such figures abound in the temples of gods and goddesses and

embody the Indian ideal of feminine loveliness. About these Apsara figures

Rothenstein observes

“

Today we look at Sanchi, Badami and Ellora, or

at the loveliest of all the medieval carvings at Konarak, Bhuvaneswar and

Khajuraho,* and accept them gratefully with the dancing Greek nereids, the

figures from Boticelli's Primavera or Venus rising from the sea as enchanting

manifestations of man’s delight in human beauty. The Apsara takes an

equally important place in the Buddhist, Brahmanical and Jaina art. So

racial a conception could not be changed with the form of religious dogma.”®

The tree spirits, the nymphs and the heroines of love embody in plastic

language all the similes that classical Sanskrit poetry has used to meticul-

ously delicate the features of female charm. The norms of beauty and of

expression of erotic and seductive attitudes are in this case also not derived

from any human models. Thus the Apsaras and the Nayikas of the medieval

temples of Central India, Bengal and Orissa do not suggest gross sex but the

sport and delight of the primordial energy (Sakti) that underlies the causa-

tion of the universe and of every manifestation or appearance. Such images

of female beauty have in fact contributed towards the sublimation and ele-

vation of sex to a supersensible plane, following up the entire medieval Indian

religious thought that found the sex motif as the symbol of the cosmic energy

explaining the conception and creation of the universe.

Enchanting male forms of human beauty are represented by the figures

of Krishna in the medieval temples. There are, for instance, the South Indian

bronze images of dancing Krishna (15th Century) and the supremely elegant

wooden imag^ of Krishna Govinda of Southern India (17th Century). It

was, however, Rajput painting that created the most graceful types of human
loveliness in the figures of Krishna and Radha, the incarnations of eternal

youth and beauty in Krishna legend. Nowhere in Oriental art has such

bewitching loveliness of the human figures been limned with such lyrical

intensity and tenderness. But even here the symlxdism of the human soul

4. And also at Mayurbhanj. Vide the figure in R. D. Banerjee : Historv o\
Orissa, Volume 2, p. 420.

5. CodringKMt : Ancient India, Introducticm, p. 3.
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(Radha) forsaking the world to unite with the Divine, the eternal and uni-

versal Ivid^oom Krishna lends a profound mj^tery and other-worldliness

to the treatment. Oriental art metamoriidioses and exalts man’s natural de-
light in human beauty and the associated eroticism into an abstract, intellec-

tualised and universal sentiment that becomes the clue to profound know-
ledge, insight and striving. The incomparable figure of loveliness becomes
also the social symbol or universal that effectively drains the unconscious

of the individual, and prepares him, according to the state of his psycholo-

gical develc^ment, for a generic and impersonal vision of love, goodness and
beauty.



VEDIC GODS

By

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. R. SHAMASASTRY, B.A., ph.d.

Who are the Vedic Gods is a question as old as Yaska, the author of

the Nirukta. His attempt to answer the question has failed to satisfy not

merely his contemporaries, but also modem scholars. The classification of

Vedic gods as transparent and translucent has been of no help. It is how-

ever hoped that what has been stated in the “ Drapsa,” “Eclipse-cult ” and

in my papers published in Oriental Journals will be of some help in clear-

ing the obscurity of Vedic gods and of the phenomena described in connec-

tion with them in the Vedas. The Vedic gods are no other than the seven

planets, the twenty-seven asterisms, Agastya or Canopus, and Sunasira, the

Dog-star Serius and a few other periodical stars. These are the Devas.

The Asuras are the imaginary dark spirits of night Thus Agni is Mars,

Angirzisa called also ‘Go’ meaning cow or bull is Jupiter. Dirghatamas is

Mercury and Bhrigu or Kanya is Venus. Varuija with his Pasas is Saturn

with his rings. Venus, Jupiter, Mars, and Mercury are also called Bandhu,

Subandhu, Srutabandhu, and Viprabandhu in order. The sun is Indra while

fighting with eclipse-demon. He is Savitar while revealing the world dhring

the clearance of eclipse. The moon in eclipse is Soma-juice under filter to

be drunk by Indra and other gods. The sun is Mitra when he arrives at the

equinoctial asterism. The old father and mother are the winter and summer

solstices. The Devayana is the portion of the ecliptic between equinox and

summer solstice. The Pitiyana is the path from summer solstice or winter

solstice to equinox. The seven sages (Saptarshis, such as Atri, Bhrigu, Kutsa,

Va4i§tha, Gautama, KMyapa and Angiras, are also the same seven planets.

Bhrigu is Venus ; VaSistha is Mars, Ka^yapa is the Sim, Kutsa is Saturn,

Atri is Mercury, and Angirasa is Jupiter. These are quite different from the

seven sages of the Great Bear, though some names are conunon to both the

groups. These are known as Atri, Marichi, Va^isltha, K&^yapa, Angirasa,

Pulaha, Pulastya, and Kratu. The seven vayus are the seven intercalary

months functioning as wind. The seven lords of intercalary months, such as

Dhata, Aryama, Mitra, Vartwja, Amsa, and Bhaga, and Indra are also the

same seven planets, with different names having different functions. Dhatar

is the moon, Aryaman is Jupiter, Vanuja is Saturn, Mitra is Equinoctial sun,

Indra is the Sun, and Amsa and Bhaga are Mercury and Venus.

The Vedic poets such as Vi4vamitra, VaSi^tha and others are not ordi-

nary mortals ; each poet is a representative of a particular jrfanet ^leaking
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of his own functions and merits. Thus Vi§vamitra is the moon, a bom
Kshatriya. He becomes Brahman by adopting Gayatri, the sun’s merit, re-

minding us of the necessity of combination of the sun and the moon. VaiSis-

tha is Agni, Mars. The Aitareya Brahmanja (I. 28) says “ Agniravi dcvanam

VaSistah.” Venus and Jupiter are poets and priests. (See the Pancha-

janu, Poona Orientalist V<rf. VII Nos. 1 & 2).

The following analysis of the functions and the natural phenomena

through which these gods or planets pass, as depicted in the first Maipdala of

the Rig Veda will show that the subject matter not only of the Rig Veda
but also of the other Vedas is premeditated and preplanned by the learned

among the Vedic people

—

Agni is as important a Vedic deity as Indra. He is called the son of

the earth (V. 61), Grahapathi or Vastospathi (Lord of the House-hold).

He is also called Sruta-bandhu being one of the four brothers (X. 57-61).

The period of his yearly revolution round the ecliptic or his own orbit consists

of 687 days, being equal to two nodal years of 343 days each. If we add

to it one more nodal year, it amounts to 1029 days which is equal to an

eclipse cycle of ICKX) days and an intercalary month. Seven such cycles

make up 7(X)0 days and seven intercalary months, and are equal to 19 luni-

solar years, the so called Metonic cycle. This idea is referred to in the verse

“ Trimurdhanam Saptarasmin ” he has three heads and .seven ropes (held

in seven hands) in the last hymn of Rig Veda (I. 146)—his domination

over both the minor and major eclipse cycles is very well described in oft-

quoted enigmatic Vedic verse “Catvari Sringa” (IV. 58, 3). This verse

has been variously interpreted. No less an authority than the author of the

MahSbhashya takes it to be a description of grammatical parts of speech.

Sayaaja’s explanation is too wdl-known to need repetition here. The real

meaning of the verse seems to be the description of Agni, Mars, as the lord

of the three nodal years making up one of the seven chakras or cycles of

KKX) days. The verse may be translated thus

Four are the horns, three the legs, two heads, seven hands, are there to

Agni. Fastened or bound with three ropes he bellows like a bull. This great

god known as Mahadevan has taken possession of the mortals.

Explanation :

—

iThe two nodes are the two heads ; as each of them is given two horns,

tlie number of horns with which the bull assails his victims are four. Each

of the three nodal years which make up the body of the bull has one leg.

So the whole body has three legs. As each of the three legs is given a fasten-

ing, his fastenings are three. The seven hands seem to be the seven cycles

of KKX) each presided over by Agni. As he is regarded as Eclipse-fire, he is

said to have! power over mortals. There may also be some reference to

number 7, the cube of which makes a nodal year 7 X 7 X 7 = 343. Three
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such years 3 X 343—one thousand and twenty-nine days. Agni or Mars

is believed to have three heads and seven ropes or rays (in I. 146) to have

the power of burning eclipse-demons and thus help Indra in his fight with

Vritra, Sambara and other demons in solar or lunar eclipses.

Agni VaMvanar (58-60) is Indra or Vayu—(See Sayapa’s Commentary

on I. 59). 1. 12, 21, 31, 36, 45, 58-00, 65-79 ; 93-99; 127-129, 143-150.^

There are the numbers of the hymns in which Agni is praised in the first

Mandala.

Indra—He is identified with Surya ; he is Manu and Surya. He is called

Surya (RV. X. 89). S. B. identifies Indra with the sun, Vritra being the

moon. Venkatam&dhava quotes Brahmaija in Rv. I. G, 4 in support of the

identity of Indra with the sun. It follows therefore that the sun in his fight

with Eclipse-demon or causing lunar eclipses is called Indra. In his fight

he is sometimes accompanied by Vayu or horse, the intercalary month ;n each

cycle of 1000 days (three nodal, years) being regarded as the sun’s horse.

Seven Vayu indicate seven intercalary months at the close of seven cycles or

seven tliousand days 19 luni-solar years. Rv. I. 2 is in praise of Indra-vayu.

He makes his appearance in solar eclipse as a conqueror and as a drinker of

soma juice (the moon) in lunar— (4-11 ; 14-15
;
17-18). In solar ecplises

Minor planets become visible. They are called Charshinis, 19. The close

of the major cycle of 19 years with an eclipse, Jupiter being visible : 21 years

23 close of a cycle. 24-25 eclipsed moon is called Sunahgepa. 26-30 the same

story of Sunah§epa. 32 lunar ; 33 Navagras and Dasagras mentioned here

are of the class of several cyclic jupiters. Jupiter’s appearance for 9 or 110

months before becoming invisible when the sun comes near him for two or

tliree months in each year is regarded as Jupiter’s departure to heaven for two

or three months after performing Satra sacrifice for 9 or 10 months. Once

in 12 years when Jupiter happens to be in Leo he becomes occulted by the

moon. This is considered Atiratrasatra (See Rv. 10, 57-62 and my papers

on “Planets in the Vedas’’’). The Jupiter’s recovery of brilliance after the

sun’s departure to Libra from Leo, is described here as recovery of Jupiter’s

cows from Panis or non-sacrificing merchants infesting Libra by Indra under

the guidance of Sarmla dogs, or two groups of 4 stars in the Cani’s major

or minor. In verse 8 eclipse is also mentioned. In 10 recovery of sun’s

rays by Indra is described as Indra’s milking the cows. 34 Asvinis here

are Mercury and Venus who are regarded as the sons of dawn appearing

during the solar eclipse. 35 Savitar is seen emerpng out of solar eclipse,

making the world visible. 37-40 seven vayus or intercalary months are

Dhatar, Mitra, Aryama, Varvuja, Amsa, Bhaga and Indra. 41 Adityas are

Dhatar, Aryan. They are the lords of seven intercalary months.

1. These nun^ers refer to the hymns of the first Mandala.
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44 Lunar, 46-48 lunar, 50 I>awn, 51 Lunar, Mercury becomes visible

(Read the story quoted by Sayaija here). 52 sdar, 53 lunar at the close,

1099 days or 1059 days. 54 solar at the close of 40 years which is equal to

two cycles of 19 years each. Indra is said to have fought in 99 solar eclipses.

55 lunar, 55-56 lunar, 57 solar. 61 solar. 63 Indra’s old exploits. 80-83

lunar. 84 Indra and Dadhyanh. The latter is moon who is reduced to

skeleton in new moon and Indra’a slaying Vritra with his bone means re-

moval of the moon resulting in the destruction of Vritra or shadow in .solar

eclipse. 85-88 seven Maruts indicating 19 years cycle. 89-90 all gods. 91-92

lunar 100 solar, here Sayanja says that five planets represent four vanpas with

Nishadas as the fifth caste (See also Varahamihira’s Brihajjataka on the

castes ol Planets). 101-104 lunar 108-109 Indra and Agni and Vanuia in

lunar. 121 solar 129 Indra’s exploits, 130 Eclipse-demons ;
131-133 lunar

;

134-137 lunar. 33-34, 46-49, 92, 112-113 ; 115-120, 123 ASvins or Mercury or

Venus with or writhout Dawn in solar or lunar. If it is second Dawn then

it is solar Eclipse.

20, 110-111 and Ribhus, called Prabhva, Vibhva and Vaja, three sons of

king Sudhanva, divided the Oiamasa cup i.e., the celestial sphere into 4

divisions of 90 degrees each, assigning three months to each. (2) Made one

horse i.e., one lunar month into two horses for the sun’s chariot. (3)

They made Mercury and Venus the charioteers of the Sun, since they are

fore-runners of the sun. (4) They made out of the hide of a cow two cows,

or one cow and one calf, here the cow is purvaphalguni and its calf is Jupiter.

(See Rv. X. 57-62 also my paper on Planets in the Vedas). 5. The renova-

tion of father and mother i.e., the .solstices so as to make them appear ever

in youth. 22, 35 Savitar, the sun is called Savitar when he is emerging out

of an eclipse making the world visible. 13 and 142 Apriverses for adjust-

ment of calendar or luni-solar years. (See my Drapsa) . 43 and 114 Rudra

i.e., the moon and also Vayus, his sons are praised here. 64 ; 85-90 Maruts

or seven vayus indicating the close of 19 years cycle with or without an

eclipse.

62 reappearance of Jupiter after Sun’s departure from Leo and Vergo and

Jupiter’s recovery of Cows i.e., his rays of light with the help of Indra or the

Sun, is here referred to.

89-90, 105-107, and 122 Adityas. They are seven known as Dhatar,

Aryama, Mitra, Vanma, Amsa, Bhaga, and Indra. In other words the moon

the Jupiter, the Sun in equinox, Saturn, Mercury and Venus and the Sun in

his fii^t against Vritra or causing lunar eclipse. They are also the lords of

seven in intercalary months.

125-126 so called Danastutis or praises of gifts. The gifts are really ani-

mals inundated on the occasion of eclipses.
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159-160 Dyava-Prithvl, the loci of the two solstices. UttaiSyaija and

Dakshwdyaoa known as father and naother.

122 Vi^vedevas or all moving luminaries are no other than the seven

planets indicating the close of a cycle with an eclipse solar or lunar.

105 Trita Aptya is no other than the third Rohita eclipse at the close of

a cycle of 1000 days. In this series of three eclipses each falls back by 10

days compared with the same in the previous cycle (See my Eclipse-cult).

From the above analysis it is clear that the same seven planets are dif-

ferently named according to change in their functions and that eclipses, occu-

lations of planets are the most important subject matter of the Vedic hymns

necessitating the performance of suitable sacrifices to appease the gods.



THE BUDDHIST SECTS : A SURVEY

By

Dr. NALINAKSHA DUTT, M.A., b.l., ph.d., d.litt.

Buddhism, in its historical, religious and philosophical aspects, has

received a fairly exhaustive treatment in the hands of the present-day orien-

talists. Still, it seeims, the appearance of a number of sects in the second

century after Buddha^s death has not received the amount of attention it

deserves. It was noticed by distinguished scholars such as Bumouf {Lotus,

357) and Wassilief {Buddhismus, 223), Beal (Ind. Ant., 1880, 299) and
Rhys Davids {JRAS., 1891, 411 ; 1892, 5), Takakusu {I-tsing, xxiii) and

Csoma Korosi (As. Res. xx, 298), Burgiess {Cave Temples of India) and

Buhler {JRAS., 1892), Walleser {Die Sekten des alien Buddhismus)

,

Olden-

berg {Vinaya Pitiaka, Intro.) and La Valine Poussin {Ind. Ant., 1908), and

lately by Masuda {Asia Major, II) and Mrs. Rhys Davids {Points of Contro-

versy, Intro.). The galaxy of names, mentioned above, reveals that the import-

ance of the topic was well realised but materials were lacking to add flesh and

blood to the skdeton. Masuda's notes and translation of Vasumitra's work

made a substantial contribution to the topic, and now by a comparative study

ot the Kathdvatthu and Vasumitra’s work, it has been possible to form a

fair idea of the sectarian differences, and it will be our attempt in this paper

to point them out within a small compass.

Towards the end of the first century of its existence the Buddhist sahgha

began to split up into several safighas on account of the differences of opinion

in matters of doctrines, disciplinary rules, and even in the manner of cutting

and wearing robes.^ According to the Vinaya traditions of almost all the

principal schools the first split in the Buddhist church took place at the

Second Council, held about a century after Buddhate death. The split is

attributed to differences of opinion regarding the interpretation of ten points

of discipline. An attempt was made in the Council to make up the differences,

but it met with failure. There formed two parties, one favouring a more
rigid interpretation of the rules while the other preferred the use of a little

more discretion in the application of the rules. Among the former the monks
of KauSambi, Avant! and other western countries were predominant while

among the latter were the monks of Vai4ali, Pafaliputra and other eastern

countries. Once the split commenced, it went on multiplying till we hear of

the appearance of eighteen sects. From differences in disciplinary rules, the

split encroached upon doctrines as well, and the Buddhist monks developed

1* Takakusu's I-tsmg, p. 6 : Each school has traditions handed down from
teacher to pupil, each perfectly defined and cfistinct from the other.*'
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distinct divisions anumg themselves, one espousing certain doctrines as against

another, and some of the doctrines even going to the length of being "almost

un-Buddhistic.

As far as the tradition goes, the party who were in favour of the letter

of the law claimed themselves as more orthodox than the other, though it is

doubtful if their daim was agreed to by the other. The orthodox party also

could not remain in unison for a long time, for within a short time of its

existence we hear of its being split up into eleven sub-sects known as Thera-
vada (or Arya Sthaviranikaya),^ Mahisasaka, Dharmagupta, Sarvastivada,

Sam, Ka^yaplya, Sankantika (Sautrantika) and Suttavada, Vatsiputriya (or

SammitJya), Dharmottariya, Bhadrayaniya, and Chan-nagarika.

The un-orthodox party too were split into seven sub-sects known as the

Mahasanghika, Gokulika (Kukkulika), PaMattivada (Prajfiaptivada),

Bahu4rutiya, Cetiyavada, Ekvyavaharika and Lokottaravada.

Besides these eighteen, we are told that there occurred a few more sub-

divisions known as the Siddhatthika, Riajagirika, AparaSaila, P*urvasaila

(collectively called the Andhakas), Uttarapathaka, Vetulyaka, Hemavatika
(Haimavata), Viajiriya, Hetuvada, Vibhajyavada, Abhayagirivasin, Maha-
vililaravasin, Dhammarucika, and Sogaliya.

The traditions slightly differ in naming the sects but on the whole there

is a fair agreement, and the differences may be overlooked at present.

Chronology of the Sects

In the Ceylonese chronicles, the emergence of the sects has been shown
in a genealogical form without any indication of their chronology while in

Bhavya and Vasumitra’s treatise some indication by centuries has been given,

e.g., Sarvastivada appeared at the beginning of the 3rd century after Buddha’s
death followed by the VlatsSputriya, Dharmottanya, Sammitlya, Channa-
girika, and Mahisasaka. At the end of the 3rd century and beginning of the

4th, appeared the Dharmaguptai, Kia^yajaya and Sautrantika. As far as the

sub-divisions of the Mahasahghikas are concerned, the sects appearing in the

2nd century after Buddha’s death were the Ekavyavaharika, Lokottaravada,

Kukkutika (Gokulika) and Prajiiaptivada. Towards the close of the 2nd
century appeared the Caityakas and the Saila schools. There is no doubt
that the sects appeared one after another, and it seems these came into exist-

ence in close contiguity, and probably most of them may be dated within

the 2nd and 3rd centuries after Buddha'.s death.

Inscriptional Evidences

The only safe data by which we can proceed to establish the antiquity

2, I-tstHg, p. 10 ; Masuda’s trandation of Vasumitra’s treatise in the Asia
Major, II (hencef<»th referred to as “Masuda" only).
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of a particular sect are the inscriptional evidences. Buhler® pointed out that

he did not come across the names of any sect in Bharhut and Sanci inscrip-

tions. In the inscription on Mathura Lion Capital {circa 120 B.c)‘ the

Mahasahghikas and the Sarvastivadins are mentioned as two rival sects. In

the inscriptions during the reign of Kani?ka and Huvi§ka these two sects are

mentioned more than once.®

It is only in the AmaiavaG and Nagarjimikouxla inscriptions (3rd and

4th centuries A.D.), we come across the names of the MahiSasakas, Bahu^-

rutiyas, Caityakas and the iSaila schools. In the Samath inscription (300

A.D.) there is a reference to the Sammitayas as ousting the Sarvastivadins

who had previously ousted the Theravadins.® If we rely on the inscriptional

evidences alone, we may chronologically place the origin of sects thus :

(i) Theravada and Mahisanghika.

(ii) l Sarvastivada and Mahi^asaka.

(iii) Bahu4rut!ya, Caityaka and 6aila schools.

(iv) Sammitiya.

Literary" Evidences

The Ceylonese chronicles place the origin of the eighteen .sects within

a century after the Second Council, pointing out only the gradual sub-divisions

of the sects. Bhavya, Vasumitra and Vinitadeva are not more helpful in this

respect. The only literary evidence which is of any use to us is furnished

by Buddhaghosa in his commentary on the Kathavatthu. He attributes the

views discussed in the Kathavatthu to particular sects and thereby helps us

in finding out how many of the sects were in existence before the Kathavatthu

was composed. The list of sects so mentioned is as follows :—^VatsSputriya

(Sammitiya), Sarvastivada, Mahasahghika, Klalyapaya, Pubbaseliya, Apara-

seliya, Blajagirika, Siddhatthika, Gokulika, Bhadraylanika, MahiSasaka,

Uttarapathaka, Hetuvadin and Vetulyaka.

Unfortimatdy the date of composition of the Kathavatthu is still a

matter of uncertainty. The fact that it discusses views of a sect like the

Vetulyakas or SuMatavadins shows that though its compilatirm might have

started quite early, accretions went on till a late date. The Vetulyakas or

Suififiatavadins need not be placed later than the 2nd or 3rd century A.D.

and so we may take it for granted that the sects that the Kathavatthu had in

view were in existence about the 3rd century a.d. The inscription too does not

take us much earlier regarding the date of origin of the '§aila and a few other

sects. Vasumitra’s date would have been the best landmaric but the difficulty

3. JRAS., 1892, p. 597. 4. E. /., ix, pp. 139, 141, 146.

5. See my Early Monastic Buddhism (henceforth abbreviated aa EMB.), II,

KX 58 f., 122.

6. E. /., ix, p. 135.
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arises regarding the identification of Vasumitra, the author of the treatise

(»i the sects.

Origin and Home of the Sects.

During the first century of its existence, Buddhism did not spread beyond

Vesali and CampS on the east, KosambI and Avanti on the west, Mathura

and iSiavasti on the nortli, the southern limit being the boundaries of Ahga

and Magadha. The participants in the deliberations of the Second Council

also hailed from this area. The two parties formed in this council lived

together in Magadha but one preferred to proceed towards the west and the

other to the east. The former adhered to the orthodox views and became

known as Theravadins or Sthaviravadins, and the latter sided with the un-

orthodox and came to be called the Mahasanghikas. The division between

the two groups grew wider and wider, ultimately, one paved the way to

Hinayana and the other to Mahayana.

The Mahasa.nghikas

The Mahasanghikas continued to wield their influence at Vesali and

Paitaliputra and send out their monks to the north as well as to the south.

Fahien^ found the Vinaya of this .school at Pataliputra while Yuan Chwang®

states that the Hinayanic monks of Pataliputra began the Mahasafighika

school. I-tsing» found the adherents of this school mostly in Magadha, a few

in Lata and Sindhu, and some in a few places in northern, southern and

eastern India side by side with other sects. From the statement of the three

Chinese pilgrims, it is evident that the Mahasanghikas remained in Magadha
and had a few adherents in the northern and southern countries. The stupa

at Andarab (Afghanistan)^® and the cave at Karle (Bombay Presidency)

are dedicated to the teachers of the Mahasafighika school. These are clear

testimonies to the authenticity of the statement of I-tsing.

The offshoots, of the Mahasanghikas, however, were mostly local ones.

The most prominent of them were the iSaila schools, known as Purva^ilas,

Apara&iilas, and Uttara4ailas and Caityakas. The Sailas or hills and moun-
tains from which a particular branch derived its name are located around

Amaravatl and N&garjunikoi>da in the Guntur district. Along with the iSaila

schools there were the Caityakas, who probably derived the name from the

Mahficaitya erected there, and the Lokottaravadins, who were so called for

their deification of Buddha.

From all these evidences, we may conclude that the Mahasanghikas were

predominant in Magadha having their centres at Ves&li and P&taliputra, and

that their offshoots were localised in the Guntur District, in and around

Amaravad and Nagarjunikaijda.

7. Legge’s Fahien, p. 98.

9, l^tsing, p. xxiii.

11. E, /., vii, pp. 64 f., 71 f.

8. Watters, Yuan Chwang, I, p. 269

10. E. /., xi, p. 211.
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The TheravAdins

The Theravadins lived side by side with the Mahasahghikas at rataliputra

and other places in Magadha but as they probably could not maintain their

orthodoxy in the observance of Upoeathas and other ecclesiastical functions

they preferred to withdraw themselves to centres, which were not so assailed

by unorthodox nwnks. They mostly retired to the west, and settled in Kau-
®mbi and Avanti. The Theravadins also could not retain their solidarity

for a long time for we hear of its disruption into several sub-sects, the pro-

minent of which were the Mahisasaka, Dharmagupta, Sarvastivada, Sam-
mitiya and Sautrantika.

Theravada-Vibhajyavada

There are ample evidences to show that the original Theravadins pre-

ferred Avanti to Magadha. Mahinda, the propagator of this school in Ceylon,

also hailed from Vidisa. In Ceylon the teachings of this school underwent

certain changes, for which it was distinguished there as Theravada-Vibhaj-

javiada.i* The Ceylonese monks of Mahavihara preferred to call themselves

Vibhajjavadins,^8 ^^d not simply Theravadins. In Ceylon again the original

school became further sub-divided into three sects known as Jetavanlya,

Abhayagirivasins, and Mahavihiaravasins.

The Mahi^asakas

Those of the Theravadins who wended their way southwards and sought

an asylum in ancient Mahi§amandala became known as the Mahiiasakas.

They settled in Vanaviasi (North Kanara) and Mysore.i** It is an old

school, claiming Puraipa of Dakkhiiijagiri as its patron saint. This school

had doctrines and disciplinary rules closely allied to those of the Theravadins.

Dharmagupta

Some of the Theravada monks must have proceeded north, adopting

Sanskrit as the medium of their pifaka.^^ They became known as the

Dharmagupta. Prof. Prayluski^® suggests that this school very probably

derived its name from its founder Dharmagupta who may be identified with

Dharmarakkhita, the Yonaka missionary sent to the north-western countries

12. We have similar distinction made in the case of another schoc^, viz., the

BahuSratiya-vibhajyavada = Prajflaptivada
;

there was also a Sarvastivada-vibha-

jyavada. See EMB., II, p. 196.

13. See CuUavagga, chap, iii, colofAon ; Tikapafthana Cy., Coloi^n ;
Dipo-

vamsa xviii, 41, 44.

14. EMB., II, p. 113-114. Fa-hien found the Vinaya text of this school in

Ceylon.

15. One of their texts is the Abhim^kramaifa Sutra cmitaining the life of

Buddha.

16. Le ConcUe de Rajagjha, pp. 325-6.
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by Moggaliputta Tisaa. Later evidences show that the Sogdians and Par-

thians took interest in the disciplinary rules of this sdiool, and De Groot

also remarks that the Vinaya of the Dharmaguptas was actually in use in

the Chinese monastenes.^^ Kouei-ki, the commentator on Vasumitra’s

treatise, remarks that this school was popular in Central Asia and China.

Sarvastivadins

Another branch of the Theravadins also moved north-wards, making

their seats at Mathuii, in Gandhara and Kashmir. This school, called the

SarvastivMins on account of its fundamental doctrine of " sarvam asti ”,

ad(^ed Sanskrit as the medium of their pitaka. It became very popular

all over northern India and carried the palm in the days of Kanishka. It

put into shade the oldest school tlie Theravadins and was for some time

recognised as the best Indian exponent of original Buddhism. The monastic

universities of the north made a special study of the Tripifakas of this schocd

and it could count as its adherents some of the most distinguished waters

on Buddhism like Sarnghabhadra, Vasubandhu, Dharmatiata, Ghosaka,

Vasumitra and Buddhadeva. Besides the three Pitakas, it possessed an

extensive literature in the shape of commentaries {Vibhd^ds) for which it

became later on known as the Vaibha$ika. It extended its influence beyond

the borders of India upto Central Asia but does not seem to have obtained

a footing in China. Its Tripifaka was carried to China by the Chinese pil-

grims and so was preserved there in translation. Kanishka became an ardent

supporter of this sect and that accounts for its popularity all over northern

India. The fact that its doctrines particularly were assailed by Nag^rjuna,

Vasubandhu (after his conversion to Yogacara), iSankara and other philo-

sophical writers shows the amount of attention received by it from its oppon-

ents for several centuries.

The SammitIyas

This school is better known as the Vatsiputriyas or Vajjiputtakas. It

issued out of the Theravada, and so its earlier home was AvantJ for which

it had the other appellation, Avantaka. If is mentic«ied in the Samath

inscription proving thereby its existence for sometime at that place. Accord-

ing to I-tsing, it became popular in Lata and Sindhu, with some followers

in Magadha, and a few in southern and eastern India.

It is not possible to locate the remaining sects of the Theravada branch.

The only suggestion that we can offer is that the Kai§yapiya, Sautrantika

Haimavata and others remained, it seems, in the north, as they were collec-

tively called the Uttarapathakas by Buddhagosa. The rivalry of the

Sauti&itikas with the VaibhSsikas. and the frequent mention of these two

17. La Code du Mahayana en Chine, p. 3.
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«ect& hint that they lived side by side in the nionasteries oi the northern

countries, and had no particular local habitation.

DIFFERENCES! IN ViNAYA RULES

Vasuinitra’s text and the Kathdvatthu have pointed out the doctrinal

di£feren<^ of the sects but there is no source of information regarding the

differences in disciplinary matters. That there was a certain amount of

differences among the sects is evident from the account of the Third Council,

the remote cause of which was that the monks of different sects refused to

hold the Patimokkha assembly together, as one group of monks was regarded

as apariiuddha (unclean) according to the disciplinary code of another. In

the account of the First Council too, we read of differences of opinion be-

tween Mahakassapa and Purana of Dakkhinggiri, relating to seven rules,^*

and these seven rules were actually incorporated in the Mahisiasaka and

Dharmagupta Vinaya texts. The differences between the Theravadins and

the Mahasahghikas regarding the ten points are too well known to be recount-

ed here. A detailed study of the Sarvastivada Vinaya, which is now being

published, clearly ^ows that differences in disciplinary rules were no less

important than differences in doctrinal matters. Regarding the Sammitiyas,

I-tsing remarks that their Vinaya had special rules regulating the use of

undergarment, girdles, medicines, and beds.^® These Chinese travellers also

point out in a general way that in the cutting and wearing of robes the sects

differed. In view of these findings, though stray and scanty, one has to admit

that there were, differences among the sects relating to disciplinary rules. In

Chinese, as many as five Vinaya texts of five sects are preserved, indicating

that there were differences in the recensions.^® The remarks of 1-tsing (pp.

6-7) in this connection are interesting and so they are reproduced here :

“ There are small points of difference such as where the skirt of the lower

garments is cut straight in cwie, and irregular in another, and the folds of

the upper robe are, in size, narrow in one and wide in another. The Sarvasti-

v.adins cut the skirt of the lower garment straight while the other three

(Mahasanghika, Sthavira, Sammitlya) cut it of irregular shape. The same

school ordains separate rooms in lodgings, while the Sammitiyas allow

separate beds in an enclosure made by ropes. The Sarvastivadins receive

food directly into the hand but the Mahasafighikas marks a place on which

to place the food.”*^

These points may appear minor to an outsider but were seriously taken

by the monks, and even now such controversies rage among the monks in

Chittagong, Ceylon and Burma.

la EMB., I, p. 331. 19. I-tsmg, pp. 7, 66, 140.

20. See Nanjio, Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka.

21. This is also the practice at present followed by the monks at Chittagong,

in Burma and Ceylon.
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DOCIHIMAL DlFVEI«Nti$.<

Along vith the diffemioea in disdi^inary nutters atnong the varioi»

eects, the differcinoes in doctrines were no less keen. The KtthAiattku and

Vasumitra’a treatise are devoted exclusively to the doctrinal differences, bnt

thdr list does not takid into account all the sects. FVom this it may be

inferred that some of the sects had disciplinary differences only and not

doctrinal. In doctrines also, many minor matters of faith and psychological

analysis have been included ; for our present purpose however, we shall skip

over those and point out only the broad differences.

Re. Buddha and Bodhisattva : The Therav&dins and their offshootaP*

were more or less in favour of conceiving Buddha as a human being who
after strenuous exertion, attained full knowledge^® and visualised the Truth.

He was subject to the human frailties though by his yogic powers he could

overcome the everyday events of a man’s life. The Sarvastiviadins and
UttarSpathakas added only that the Buddha is above nudtn and koruna, to

which however, the Theravadins were not prepared to agree.®*

All the sects held that the rrmkti of the Sravakaylana and Buddhayana
was the same though the mdrgas might be different.®*

Those who subscribed to the above view could not attribute to a Bodhi-
sattva any superior qualities. According to them, Bodhisattvahood indicated

only the previous lives of Gautama Buddha.

The Mahasanghikas and their offshoots were quite opposed to the above
view. They held that Buddha is lokottara (supra-mundane) and is made of
andsrova (pure) dhatmas. His body, length of life, powers, etc. are all un-
limited. It is his created body that appears in the world. In the words of

the Mahdvastu (I, pp. 167-8), everything of the great is transcendental,

including hia advent into the world.®*

As a corollary to the above conception of Buddha, this group of schools

conceived the Bodhisattva also in semi-transcendental form. According to
them Bodhisattvas are sdf-bom, and not bom of parents. They do not pass
through the embryonic stages. They take birth out of their own free will

in any form of existence.

Re. Arhats

:

Next to the Buddhological speculations come the contro-
versy rdating to the attairunents of an Arhat. In the eyes of the orthodox
group, ie., the Therav&dins and their offshoots, Arhathood marks the final

stage of Sravakay&na, Le. an arhat is a fully emarKipated person, he has

22. MahiSaakas, SarvSstivadins, Uttai&padiakas, etc.

23. It is the attainment of bodhi and omniscience that make a Buddha
<EMB. 11. p. 172).

24. EMB., II, pp, 147-8, 172. 25. EMB., II, p. 164.

26. 'For details, see EMB., II, pp. 63, 154.

20
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attained Nirv3i)a, the summunt bonutn. He cannot have any impurity, or

ignorance about the truth, or doubt about the TriratM. He is not subject

to temptation and is above good and bad deeds and so cannot be said to

acquire merits. He can have no retrogression fnan arhathood.

The Sarvastivadins, however, differ on certain points regarding the

attainments of an Arhat They state that arhats are of two categories, viz.,

sa(sva)-dha>inaktdala (aware of one’s own dharmas) or panflcvimutta and
paradharmakuSiala (aware of one’s own as well as other’s dharmas) or

ubhatobhagavhmtta. The Sarvastivadins hold that Arhats of the former
category acquires only k^aycfi’’ and not anutpada^^ jndna and they are subject

to retrogression
; they do acquire merits. Of the 12 links of the casual chain,

four only, viz. namarupa, saddyatana, spar$a and vedand remain active in

the case of arhats. They are also subject to the effects of past karma.

The Mahasanghikas and their offshoots on the contrary hold that arhats

can have no retrogression from arhathood but there was a section of the

Mahasanghikas, who were probably followers of Mahadeva who attributed

to the arhats the following frailties :— (i) that they can be tempted by
others

; (it) they may have ignorance on certain matters ; (tit) they may
have doubt

; and (iv) that they gain knowledge with others’ help.^®

The Saila schools, however, hold in agreement with the Sarvastivadins

that an arhat is subject to the deed of his former lives.

Re. Anupubbdbhisamaya (gradual realisation of the^ stages)

:

According

to the Sarv&stivladins and Sammitiyas, the realisation of the four stages of

sanctification takes place gradually, but there is no bar to the realisation of

the second and the third stages at one and the same time.

The Therav5dins and Mahi^asakas agree with the Mahasanghikas in

holding that the r^lisation of the four stages may take place all at once.^'»

Re. Percipient : The question raised is whether the organs of sense by
themselves perceive or it is the viitnaria of the organs of sense that perceives.

The TheravSdins and a section of the Mahasanghikas subscribe to the latter

view while the Sarvlastivadins and the 'Saila Schools uphold the former.®^

Re. Asamskitas : The Theravadins hold that there are only three
asomskrtas, viz. Pratisamkhyanirodha, Apratisatjikhymirodha and Akd-sa.^^

The Saila schools increase them to nine by adding the four higher samdpattis
(trances), prafityasamutpaddngikatva (or the unchangeable law of causa*

27.

28.

29i

30.

32.

That his impurities are gone.

That he will have no more rebirth.

For detailed expositions of these four items, see EMB., II, pp. 64-65, 85 ff
See EMB., II, pp. 67, 156. 31. Ibid., pp. 67, 101.
KathSvatthu points out that even akSsa diould be excluded from the list^ ^

- AAvau WtC Jliai,

of asaipldiataa as it is not tSnom lenam accutatp amatam. See EMB., II, p. KB.
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tion), and the SryamSrgMgikatva (or the fact of attainment of a marga or

phala). The Mahi^sakas also count the number of asomskrtas as nine,

and their list of the additional six is as follows ; (t}| Acala (or immova-

bility), (i») kt^ladharmatathata (or the eternal law of good dharma), («')

akuSedadharmatathatd (or the eternal law of bad dharma)', (iv) avyikjta-

dhannalathata (or the eternal law of indeterminate dharma), (v) mSrgan-

gatathatd (or the eternal law of the path) and (vi) pratityasamutpada-

taihaia (or the eternal law of causation).”

Re : Antarabhava ; The conception of a temporary existence of a being

after death and before rebirth (mrtyupapattibhavayorantardbhavatlha yah)

was brought in for the first time by the Sarvastivadins and then taken up by
the Sammitiyas, and other schools. Buddhaghosa says that this conception

was unknown to the Theravadins but it wasi suggested by the class of beings

known as the Antardparinibbdyi arhats. According to the SarvastivSdin*

and others, this antarabhava serves as a link between one existence and

another. In the Saptabkavasutra^* it is even counted as one of the gatis

(forms of existence) and in the Dharmaskandha it is said to have cak^us,

cak^unndrya, caksvdyatana and cak^urdhdtu.*'^ In the Prakaratfagrantha as

also in the Prajnaptis&ra of the Sarvastivadins, it is not counted as a gati,

as it is neither kU^a (bad) nor kusala (good), it is avydkrta and akli^a.^^

They further state along with the Sammitiyas that there is antarabhava in

Kama and Rupa dhatus only and not in Arupa. The Theravadins and

Mahi§asakas, and the Saila schools deny the existence of antarabhava.

Re. Reals. The Sarvastivadins maintain that five dharmas subdivided

into seventyfive®^ exist in their subtlest form at all times whether in the

past, present or future. They contend that constituted objects disintegrate

but not the subtle dharmas themselves ; vedana, e.g., exists at all times,

though it may temporarily be good, bad or indifferent. From the controversy

as given in the Kathdvatthu, the opinion of the Sarvastivadins may be

stated thus:

—

(t) The past and future do not exist but they are perceptible in the

present.

(«) It is the bhava of each of the five dharmas and not dharmas that

persist in the past, present and future.

(Hi) An object may lose its pastness, presentness, or futurity but not

its objectness but that objectness is not identical with nibbana or nibbdna-

bhdva ; an arhat, eg. has atita-rdga but he is not therefore sardga, in other

words, his rdga is so subtle that it is ineffective.

33. Masuda in Asia Major, II, p. 61.

34. See Abhidhartnakaia, iii, p. 13.

35. Ibid. 36. Ibid., iii. 4, pp. 14-15.

37. For the list, alee EMB.. II, pp. 141-2.
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Among the Sarvastivadin teachers, there are again differences of opinion

relating to the interpretation of sarvam asti. Bhadanta Dharmatrata main-

tains bhSvanyathatva i.e. the past, present and future are differentiated on

account of the nrm-identity of bhava and not of dravya. Bhadanta Gho^ka

maintaina lak^mjmyatKatva, i.e., the dharmas in their transition from past

to present and present to future undergo changes in characteristics {lak$<ufax)

only. Bhadanta Vasumitra holds avasthanyathatva that the past, present and

future of a dharma indicate only the difference in condition (avasthd) of the

same dharma. Bhadanta Buddhadeva maintains anyonyathdtva, i.e. past,

present and future are spoken of relatively. Vasubandhu accepts the third

interpretation as given by Vasumitra.”

The above opinion of the SaTv^stiv^da is accjepted by the later Mahi-

6asakas but not the earlier who state that the present only exists but not the

past and future. All other schools including the Sautrantikas are opposed

to this opinion of the SarvastivSdins.

Re. Pudgala : The SammitSyas or the VatsSyas or the Vatsiputriyas

advocate the doctrine that there is a pudgala (a self, a personality,) besides

the five elements (skandhas) composing a being.®* The pudgala is indefinable

and persists through the several existence of a being till it reaches nirvana.

It is, however, neither identical nor different from skandhas. It is changing

along with the skandhas, and disappears when the skandhas disappear in

mrvdifa. It is not k^ika (momentary) like the skandhas, and it has not

all the properties of a constituted object ; again it is also not unchanging and

ever existing like nirvatfa. In short, the pudgala is neither a constituted nor

an unconstituted component of a being.

The Sautrantikas may be pointed out as holding a doctrine amilar to

that of the Sammitiyas. They assert the amtinued existence of the very

subtle citta (or bija or vdsand).*’‘ Vasumitra attributes to them the doctrine

of the transferwice of skandhamdtra from one existence to another, for which

they may be identified with the Saipkantika or the Samktfintivfidins.

38. See Abhidharmakaia-vyakhya, Jap. ed., pp. 470-J.
39. The Bhadrayiiukas, Dharmaguptas and SaipkrantivScfins accQ>ted this

view.

40. The Ders^tika-Sautiantikas state that ckta only exists and not caittas

while other SautrSntikas admit the existence of citta as wdl as caittas.



SOME SANDESA KAVYAS & MALABAR GEOGRAPHY

By

Dr. C. KUNHAN raja.

K^idasa has described many places in Western India in his Meghasan-

de§a, The description starts from somewhere near Nagpur and goes up to

the Himalayas. It is mainly the Malwa country that he describes. After

Malwa, the whole region up to the Himalayas is practically left off. Evident-

ly Malwa was his home. After Kalidasa, poets have written many SandeSa

Kiavyas. But there are not many that have an interest from the point of

view of either history or geography ; many of them have taken a philosophical

and religious turn. It is only when countries, cities, temples and other places

are described, that the poem has an interest for us from the point of view of

history and geography. Such Sanded Kavyas are rare, though the number

of Sanded Kiavyas is very high in Sanskrit Literature.

In imitation of Kalidasa’s Meghasande^a, the poets of Malabar have com-

posed many SandeSa Kiavyas and they have a real interest for the students of

Malabar History. In these SandeSa Kiavyas, the poets find an opportunity to

describe many kingdoms, many temples, many palaces, many rivers and many
such places.' Many of these Sanded Kavyas are not available in print and

no attempt has been made to tap the rich source of information for the recon-

struction of the history of ancient Malabar.

What is called Malabar is the land on the west coast where the Malayalam

language is spoken. The people have preserved a distinct mode of life through

many centuries. It is only in recent times that the life in Malabar has shown

signs of change and a tendency to be equated with the life in other parts of

India. Caste distinction, the village organisation, marriage and inheritance,

dress and food, houses and temples—in all such matters Malabar shows some

distinctive feature.. Malabar is at present divided into three political units,

namely the States of Travancore and Cochin and the Malabar District of the

Madras Presidency. The advent of the Portuguese and the Dutch, the wars

between the Zamorins of Calicut and the Rajas of Cochin in which the Euro-

pean nations took sides, later the rise of the power of the Muslim rulers of

Mysore and their interference in the affairs of Malabar, the appearance of the

English on the scene and the part played by them in shaping the political

structure of the west coast in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—these

factors have changed the whole phase of Malabar history and geography.

There was a time when Malabar was parcelled out into a large number of

»nall kingdoms. There was no power that could be called the Paramount
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Power of Malabar. The history of the days of the Perumals, when Malabar

was supposed to have had a political unity, is shrouded in the veil of mytho-

logy and anecdotes. The FBujdya and Cola kings had some sort of power

over portions of Malabar at times, especially in the southern parts. But at

the time I propose to deal with, there was no such external authority wielding

power in Malabar. In describing the geography of Malabar during this parti-

cular period, which I propose to consider in this Paper, I have to deal with

the following SandeSa KSvyas. I give below a brief account of each of them.

I. The iSukasandeSa. This is by tradition known to have been written

by a Nambudiri Brahmin named Laksnfidasa, belonging to the house of Kari-

fthampilly on the banks of the Alwaye River, in modem Travancore. In this

Sanded, the message is sent through a parrot from Rameswaram on the east

coast to a place called Trikkanamatilakam (Item 28) near Cranganore (Item

27). This was the seat of the kings of Malabar in ancient days and it was a

very important city till a few centuries ago. The route is through Cape

Comorin and Trivandmm. The work is available at the Mangalodayam Ltd.,

Trichur (Cochin State).

The exact date of this work is not known. According to local tradition,

it is before the time of iSahkaracarya. But such an early date is not accepted

by many scholars. Anyway it must be earlier than the thirteenth century a.d.,

as will be evident from the description of the next Sande^a. Sukasandeia will

be designated as SK.

II. Uiiii^UNiLiSANDE§A. This is a poem in Malayalam. Except in the

matter of language, it follows the technique of Sanskrit SandeSa Kavyas, and it

is an imitation of Kalidasa’s Meghasandesa. The only difference is that in this

poem there are six verses as an introduction, in which there is a Maiigala and

a description of the heroine and a dedication of the work for the joy and glory

of the heroine by the hero (who is evidently the poet himself). The author is

a member of the Vadakkumkur royal family, the northern branch of the Bim-

bill kings, now a part of the Travancore State.

This poem must be assigned to the fourteenth century, since there is tlie

referoice to the messenger (a member of another royal family) having fought

against the Tulueka army (evidently the Sultans of Madura). The route

is from Trivandrum to Sindhudvipa, the capital of the Vatakkunkur or nor-

thern branch of the BimbiH kingdom (see item 16). This poem will be de-

signated UN.

III. KokilasanpeSa This is by the poet Uddaii>dE> who is supposed

to have been living in Malabar in the early part of the fifteenth century. The
route described is from Canjeevaram in the Chingelpet District of the Madras
Presidency to a place called Chennamafigalam, (now a part of the Cochin

State) betweai the two arms of the Alwaye river (item 24). The mpaapngar

is asked to enter Malabar through Mysore (Hosala kingdom) in its north-
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eastern comer. The poem closely follows Kalidasa’s MeghasandeSa iii tech-

nique, and is supposed to be a complement to Sukasandela (No. I above),

in so far as this poem describes such portions of Malabar as are not included

in the other. This will be designated as KL. The work is available at Man-

galodayam Ltd., Trichur (Cochin State).

IV< MayOrasande§a. In technique, this follows No. II above, in so

far as there are two introductory verses (a mafigala and a mention of the he-

roine and the poem in honour of her) before the hero in separation is intro-

duced. The poem mentions Uddaijiija, the author of the previous poem, as a

living poet and as such its date is also in the fifteenth century. The route des-

cribed is from Trivandrum to a place called annakara (item 35) near Trichur.

(Item 31).

The author of the poem is identical with the author of Kaumidi, the com-

mentary on Abhinavagupta’s Dhvanyalokalocana ; this is all that is definitely

known of the author ; so far as available evidences go, there is reason to assume

that he belonged to a royal family in modem Cochin State (the writer’s own

f2imily). The poem will be designated MR; This is printed in the Poona

Oriental Series.

V. BhramarasandeSa. This is by one Vasudeva and must be assigned

to the first half of the seventeenth century. It mentions Narayaija BhafJta

whose date is definitely known from many of his works. It also mentions his

teacher Acyuta (Pijaroiti) the date of whose death is also known as 1624 a.d.

The route described is from Trivandrum to a place in Malabar District called

iSvetadurga (white fort), which may be identified with the present Kottakal,

a few miles to the north of the Timr railway station on the Madras to Manga-
lore railway line, 388 miles from Madras. (See under item 44). The work

has been printed as No. 128 in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series. This will

be designated BR.

VI. KokasandeSa. This is a beautiful Malayalam poem, of which only

a portion has been found, and this portion has been published in the (Quarterly

Journal of the Pan-Kerala Literary Academy for October-November 1942. The
date cannot be definitely fixed. The language is fairly old. It must be later

than 1500 A.n. in so far it records the conquests of parts of the Cochin terri-

tory by Zamorin of C)alicut. This describes the route from a place called

Thriprankot (item 44), a few miles to the south-east of Tirur railway station

(maitioned in the previous section), to Quilon (Item 7) in Travancore State.

This will be designated KK. The portion received ends with the description

of Idappilli (see under item 20).

Although I have mentioned six works, and although there are many more

SandeSa KSvyas which describe portions of Malabar, I am taking into consi-

deration mainly three of the above, the iSukasande^a (No. I), KokilasandeSa

(No. Ill) and Mayurasande^ (No. IV), since they exhaust the whole terri-
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toty frmn one end of Malabar to the other, and also dnce they are the earli-

est. The SandeSa Kiavyas I and III would have been enough for the pur-

pose. Yet the route in IV is slightly different from the route in III, and IV

mentions and describes important places on the route not found in the others.

I will make ample references to the others when there is occasion.

What is noteworthy in these Sandetokavyas is the fact that between

Cranganore (item 27) and Quilon (no. 7), there is no mention of the places

on the present coast line. Now we have two very important Ports in this

stretch of land, namely, Alleppey and Cochin. It has to be assumed that in

those days the coast line was much more to the east in this part of the country.

Perhaps there were sandbanks, which later became habitable places. Thus

except in the seventeenth century Sande4a (No. V), no other poem mentions

a place on the present-day coast line between (Juilon and Cranganore. The

sea at that time must have been washing the shores at places now represented

by Kottayam and Emakulam, and what are now back-waters were then open

sea.

Another interesting point that I have noticed is that there is no refer-

ence to any boat traffic at all along this coastal region.^ Now, the so-called

back-waters between the coastal strip of land and the mainland, joined toge-

ther by occasional canals, form one of the most striking features of the west

coast, and boat traffic along these back-waters has become very important.

Perhaps in those days there was nothing like a back-water system ; there

was only the <^)en sea with occasional sand-banks. It is true that Ibn Batuta

mentions his journey from Calicut to Quilon in ten days and his halting at

the capital of a chieftain, now attempted to be identified with the principality

of Villarvattam, which about the year 1600 a.d. was merged into the Cochin

State (see Cochin State Manual, p. 96). Perhaps he travelled by sea and not

by a back-water.

Now there is a connected water route from Malabar to Trivandrum for

nearly three hundred miles. Until there was the railway line opened and

motor vehicles also began to ply, the water-route was the only one available

for long distance journeys.

We have to assume that the Sandesakavyas describe the route ordinarily

known and used in those days, and such routes must have taken a direction

which would pass along the principal temples and cities and other places of

public interest. Or perhaps, such places grew up in those localities on ac-

count of the fact that the popular route lay along that line., Thus we arc
in a position to chart the old route in Malabar from one end to the other by
an examination of these Sandesakavyas. With these preliminary remarks
I give below brief notes on the various places noted in these SandegakSvyas.

1. Cape Comorin. Described in Sk. (35), where there is a temple of

Kunfin. Starting from Rameswaram, the route comes to Malabar, which
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is qx^cen of as the country ruled by Brahmins, the minor for the (prowess

of the) hands of Para^rama, shining with betd-leaves, cocoa-nut trees and

arica-nut trees. (24).

2. Vakragiri. This comes after Cape Comorin, to the north, a little

off the regular route, where sages perform penance and where celestial beings

sport. The place is not definitely identified. (Sk. 36).

3. SuCHiNDRA. The famous temple of Suchmdra is described in SK.

37 and 38. Here persons alleged to have been guilty of illicit relations with

Brahmin ladies could get their innocence proved through the ordeal of

dipping their hands into boiling ghee ; this ordeal continued in that place for

a long time. There is also a Brahmin Agrahara in front.

4. Trivandrum. Designated Syanandura, which is a Sanskritisation of

the Malayalam form Tirendram of the Sanskrit iSii Anantapura, which first

becomes Tiru Anantapura and then Tirendra in Malayalam. (SK. 40 to

48; MR. 26 to 35). Vi^iju as AnantaiSayana, the great Bali festival, the

jewels, silks and other shining objects that are very conspicuous in that

festival, the young men and charming ladies who assemble to witness the

festival—all these are described in both. There is no mention of the royal

residence there, since that city became the seat of the Government only at

a much later time. UN. also describes the city ; and it too does not men-

tion the royal residence. BR. mentions the reigning King there as Ravi Var-

man ; but one is not certain if Trivandrum itself was the seat of the (5ovem-

ment. It is said that the route starting from Trivandrum, lies through the

country ruled by king Ravi Varman. It is not also quite certain to which

political division in southern Malabar this city belonged at that time. CJuilon

was the most important kingdom at that time, in the south. SK. devotes 6

more verses to describe the morning in that place. MR. speaks of the ocean

immediately after leaving Trivandrum. So does UN. also. Trivandrum is,

to all the poets, one of the most' important places in Kerala even in those times.

The temple and the festival must have been known throughout the country.

5. A iSiVA Temple. MR. speaks of a Siva temple after leaving Trivan-

drum (50) and before reaching Varkala (next item). It is spoken of as sur-

rounded by sea. There is now a temple called Kathinakkulam, which has the

ope^ sea on one side and the back-water on the other side. There is archae-

ological evidence of once there having been a Siva temple in the sea itself,

surrounded by ocean, which has now disappeared. The temple was known

as ^tSmulavSsam and it was at (me time a Buddhist Temple. It must have

been near Varkala and not further to the north in the middle Travancore

(see Travancore Archaeological Series, Vol. II, Part II ; the Paper on

Buddhist and Jain vestiges in Malabar). It is more likdy that it is tiii.s

lost tenqile that is referred to than the present Kathinakkulam. UN. also

mentions a l^va temple after leaving Trivandrum and before reaching Varkala

(57 to 61).
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6. Varkala. This is a famous Kr^a temple, now called JanSrdana,

where the tank with crystal water is world-famous (MR. 50 ; UN. 66, 67).

7. Quilon. This is another famous place, described in detail in all

the Sandegafcavyas. It is famous for its wealth and opulence. It is the capi-

tal of the Rukapa kings, who belong to the lunar race (SK. 54 to 56 ; MR.
51 to 55 : CN. 67 to 71 ; BR. 25 to 27).

8. Two RIVERS. SK. speaks of two rivers after Quilon (57) . We are

not sure of the identity of these rivers. The coast line from Quilon to Cran-

ganore has changed considerably and the topography too has altered.

9. OtANAp. MR. (57) speaks of the rich country of Otan&d and men-
tions the fertile fields before reaching this country.

10. KaijitiyOr. This is another wealthy city on the west coast in olden

days and this is the capital of the Kayahkulam kings, who belonged to the

Yiadava dynasty. The country was annexed to the Travancore State by
king Martanda Varma in the beginning of the eighteenth century. MR. spe-

cially mentions the handsome ladies of the place (58 and 50). UN. also

(100) describes the charms of the place.

11. Panayanar. This is a Kali temple described in MR. (60), where

the name is not given, UN. gives the name of the temple (113). MR. speaks

of KSli playing with the skull of the Asura as with a ball.

12. Tiruvalla. This is a famous Visaju temple, described in SK. (5'^-

and 59); MR. (60 to 62) and UN. (119 to 121). Special mention is made
of the learned Brahmins and the devotees in the temple.

13. MAiyiKAiyTHA temple. SK. speaks of a forest after Tiruvalla (60)
and MR. describes this Viwu temple (63) where there is the Goddess who
gives food to all (Items 12 and 13 are in Tekkunku country).

14. VASctHA RIVER. MR. describes this in 64 and 65 and UN. in 129.

MR. also speaks of the gardens and their beauties after this river.

15. EttumAnOr. This is a great 6iva temple (MR. 67 and UN. 132).

The place is designated in Sanskrit as kirtimadgrama. Ettam means “ fame
”

(kirti) ; ana means “having” (mat) ; Or means “village” (grSma).

16. SindhudvIpa. This is the destination in UN. Sindhu means
“ocean”’ (Katal) and dvipa means “island” (turuttu). So SindhudvIpa
is the Sanskrit equivalent of the modem Katattumttu, near the famous iSiva

temple called Vaikom. This is the capital of the northern branch of the
Bimbili country (Vaitakkumkur), the southern branch being round about
Nos. 12 and 13 above, known as Thekkunkur. Both MR. and SK. speak of

the elephants there. (MR. 68 to 70 ; SK. 60 and 61). These two countries

were annexed to the Travancore State at a later time.

17. Phulla RIVER. MR. describes this in 71 and 72 and SK. in 62.

The river is now known as Muwattupuzha, which joins the back-water
south of Emakulam.
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18. ftiAHMiN VILLAGES. Both SK. and MR. speak of the famous

Brahmin villages after crossing this river. These villages were occupied by

very learned Brahmins (MR. 73 ; SK. 62).

19. Ravipura. MR. mentions this in 74. SK. mentions the temple

where the deity has Ananta as pedestal, but does not mention the name of

the temple. MR. also describes the deity in the same way. Both speak of

the learned Brahmins who were well-versed in the meaning of the Upanieads.

The place is the modem Tripunithura, the residence of the Maharajas of

Cochin.

20. SUBRAHMANYA TEMPLE. SK. speaks of a Subrahmanya temple here

through a double meaning, there is reference also to a great Brahmin named
Subrahmanya, who used to live opposite the temple. The temple has now
been identified as with the Vayattil temple, two miles to the north of Tripu-

nithura.

There is great difficulty in ascertaining a few names after this. Before

we take up those names, I must state that although the route described in the

old poems are along a more easterly line, that must have been the coastal line

at that time. Katatturuttu, mentioned in item 16, can have that name only

if that had been on the coast.. Tumttu need not mean an island ; it may
also mean sandy bank. Now it is a little inland ; then there is the back-

water and also the coastal strip of land before we reach the sea. On this

present coastal strip is the important port of Allepey and a few miles to the

south of this town, there is the temple of Ampalappuzha, where once mled
King Devanarayaina, the patron of poets and scholars, a great scholar and

warrior himself. The famous Malabar poet, Niatayaioa Bhatita lived in his

court ; so did at a much later time, the great Malayala poet Kulfican Nam-
biyiar and also a great Sanskrit poet of the same time named Rama PSiijivada.

It is only in BR. that we have a mention of Devanarayaipa. One is not sure

if even BR. is speaking of the coastal territory or only some town more to the

east. The mention is after the two Bimbill countries.

Vaikom is another famous iSiva temple. This is not mentioned in any

of the older poems. But BR. mentions it. The route in the older poems

lies very near the temple. The inference should be that it was not an im-

portant temple at that time or that the temple did not exist at all.

After passing Tripunithura, BR. mentions the great anscestral palace

of the Cochin Maharajas on the west coast. Perhaps this is the modem
Cochin Palace built for the Maharajas of Cochin by the Dutch.

Even though those places might have become solid land at that time

and even though stMne villages or even towns might have sprung up, the

ordinary route in those days lay much to the east of the present-day coastal

line. That is certain. It may not be that Cochin and AUeppey did not exist

then. The probability is that they were insignificant places and came into
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pimninence when later the Portuguese and the Dutch came and settled down

on the coastal region.

21. A iSrvA TEMPLE. After Tripunithura and the Subrahmanya tem-

ple (items 19 and 20) SK. mentions a great iSiva temple. It is simply intro-

duced as “that temple”. It must have been so very famous at that time

that no special mention of the name was needed- In the notes in the edition

of the work in Malayalam script with Malayalam translation, the annotator

says that the temple is the one at Trikakkara, two miles to the east of

Idappilli (now a railway station next to Emakulam on the way to Shorai-

nur). Others say that it is the temple at Trikkarur, a few miles to the east

of Alwaye railway station on the same line (one next to Idappilli). There

is a third opinion that it is the temple of Peruvaram in Parur, on the island

formed by the two arms of the Alwaye river. All that SK. says is that in the

temple, the twelve, two, eight, and eleven (total 33) gods reside.. MR. also

speaks of all the gods (certainly the 33 gods) reside there. In Trikkakkara

there are many minor deities installed. So is the case with Peruvaram. But

SK. says that the river Ounji (taken to be the Alwaye river) flows not far.

So the preference is for Trikkarur. The minor deities installed in the two

temples have nothing to do with the 33 gods.

Now, KK. mentions a place called Ulanad and also a temple there where

the Deity had to give up half his body to PSrvati after his defeat in his fight

with KBma, and as for the other half, he had to remain content with being

33rd in rank. Now in the Upani§ad enumeration, Prajapati (i.e. iSiva him-

self) comes as the 33rd. This description has some relevancy only if in the

temple there were the 33 gods. MR. speaks of the god “ who is a mcxm to

the moon-stone of the heart of Parvati.” Taking these things together), we
have to assume that in SK. and in MR. the temple mentioned is just the one

mentioned in KK. (SK. 65 ; MR„ 75 ; KK. 88 and 90)

.

MR. here mentions a Sankara, who is very liberal and who feeds Brah-

mins, who is a great authority on Sukra and Biarhaspatya niti. Since the

place is in the Parur country, some scholars assume that Sankara is the king

of that country who was known as Sahkararama. But he is known only as

Sahkaraiama or as Ramaiiahkara, and never as mere Sankara. It is very

likely that he is the author of Jayamahgala commentary on Artha§astra. If

this is so, this gives us the date of that commentary, namely, about 1400 A.D.,

which is the date of MR.

22. Balya country. This is the most difficult place to fix. It is des-

cribed in MR. (78 to 85)., The place is not known in any other place in

literature. All that we know from MR. about the location is that it is to

the east of the route to be followed. In the palzice the mes-«wnger is bdd that

he could meet the great poet Uddainda. UddanKja is by popular tiladStion,

known only to be connected with the Zamorin of Calicut and not with sud>
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a southmi country. It is also said in the course of the descripticMH that the

capital of the country is BhQtivahini. This dty too is not known in Malabar

from any other source.

From the similarity of the name Balya with VillSrvatitam, which is a

known country, there is a tendency to identify the two places. The great

difficulty is that Villiarvattam is not to the east of the route, but rather on

the route itself, in so far as it is identified with Chennamafigalam, the place

where Paliyat Achan now lives. This is also the destination in KL. (See

item 24 below). This is just to the north of Peruvaram temple or Ulanad

mentioned under the previous item and much to the west of Trikkakara or

Tiikkarur mentioned in the same item. There is another difficulty that in MR.
the hero speaks of this country and its capital as “ my own The author is

a king himself and he cannot be expected to speak of the capital of a petty

chieftain like Villlarvattam as “ my own,” There is no way of bringing about

any sort of relationship between the hero (who is also the author of MR.)

and the Villarvatltam family.

I am inclined to identify Balya with Perumpatappu family, the modem
Cochin Royal family. According to Knjini (V-ii-120), taken along with a

Vaitika, Balya means "having renowned army.” Perum means “great"

or "renowned” and pata means “army". Thus Balya can be the Sans-

kritisation of Pemmpata. Sivavilasa, mentioned in item 26 below, denotes

this family in Sanskrit as bahuvyapti, which means having great expansion

(pemm patarpu). Balya may be a similar adaptation into Sanskrit. MR.
has many other similar adaptations like ingudibhuvibhaga for otanld (item

9) and kirtimadgrama for ettumanur (item 15). This family is known to

have had the overlordship of Malabar and they are styled KeraltedhJIvara,

the Raja (see item 26 below). Thus one can understand how the hero

(and the author , who is himself a king, speaks of this palace as “ his own,"

in so far as it is the palace of his overlord.

Then there is the word “ Bhiutivfihini ” which is the name of the capital

of the Balya country, Bhuti means ashes and viahini means river, or even a

tank. So some people try to identify this with a tank called Carakkulam
(ash-tank), which is near the site of the palace, if the country is identified

with Villarvattam. It may be that the palace had the name and the tank

retains the name now. But Bhutivfihini can also mean “ Vellar ” and it may
be the place called Vellfirppilli, which was the seat of the PerUmpaCappu

family for a long time. Thus the Balya country can be the country of the

Perumpatappu family.

In this latter assumption, there is only <Hie difficulty. The river Curni

is described after Balya country (Item 25). But Vellarpilli is after the

Alwaye river with which Ofiivn is identified. Here one matter must be taken

into consideration. The Alwaye river is known only as Marudvitha and not
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OOroi* In all the descriptions, OQn)! is related with Tiruvaflcikkulam (item

26). It may be that the name Cunji is given <Mily to the part of the river,

after it joins the other river called Chalakkudi river now, and known to Sans*

krit as Nau. The portion of the river after this confluence is short (Cunji)

and Tiruvaflcikkulam is on that part. If this is what is meant by Ounji,

then Cunji comes after Balya (even according to my explanation) and every-

thing is all right.

Here I must also say that in KK. when Idappilli is described there is the

epithet “ Vasutatimahavahinijustaplariva.” This is identical with BhQti-

v^inl. The expression in MR. is “ bhutivahinyakhya ” (named BhutivahirJ

which may be a mistake for “ brutiv&hinyiahinylaidhy5 ” (adorned by bhuti-

vahini). Thai bhutivlahini is a river between theldappilly country and Perum-

patappu country. Since the coastal region has undergone much change, it is

not possible to identify this river now. Even the course of the Alwaye river

has changed much. Its southern arm now is not what it once was, if there was

such an arm in ancient times. Vasutatimahaviahini or bhutivahini can very

well be the upper part of the Alwaye river before it branches off into the two

arms. This may be another name. Idappili is only five miles from it which

may be its northern boundary. Vellarppilli is on its bank a little further up.

Bhutivahini and Vasutatatimahavahini answer to the Malayalam word Muta-

lar. Mhtal means wealth and Ar means river. I am told that there is such

a river in that locality. But when I made further inquiries, the first informa-

tion has not been confirmed. The matter needs further elucidation.

The only notable thing about Balya country mentioned is that there are

extensive sugar-cane plantations in the country.

23. Abhinavakurumba temple. This is mentioned in MR. (74) as

near the palace of the Balya kings. There Brahmins are fed sumptuously.

There are many KSli temples on the banks of the Alwaye river which are

supposed to be later installations of the Kali temple called Putiya Kavu (new

temple) near the site of Villarvattam ; but that is far too much to the west,

to fit in with the route. Near Vellarpilli, there is a temple called Putiyedat

(also meaning new temple), and this may be the temple that is meant here.

Cranganore is called Kurumba and has also the name of Kotunnallur. Thus

Abhinavakurumba appears to be the Sanskritisation of a name Ilanflallur.

But I have not been able to locate a Temple dedicated to the Goddess in that

locality, having such a name. All that I can say is that the Idappalli royal

family has the name of Ilaflnallur also. But the description is here about

the Perumpatappu family and not Idappalli family.

24. Jayantamangala. This is the modem Chennamangalam, which

lies within the two arms of the Alwaye river. There is the Narasimha temple

described by Uddaioda in his KL. (91). This place is the destination in KL.

UddaiQida’s ccmsoit lived here in a house called Mflrakkara. At present the
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residence of the Paliyath Acchans, the minister and commander-in-chief of

the Cochin Maharajas for a long time, is in this place. But no SandeSakavya

mentions this. Villarvattam is supposed to have been here and the last mem-

ber of the family gave over the rights of the family to the Paliyath Achan.

25. CuRNi. This is supposed to be the Alwaye river ; most likely it is

only the lower reaches of the river, after it is joined by the Chalakkudi river,

that bore this particular name. All the poets describe this river with great

enthusiam. It is described as a charming lady, whom it is very difficult to

ignore and pass by. The sports of the ladies of Mahodayapura (next item)

is specially mentioned in the poems. (SK. 65 to 67 ; KL. 87 to 90 ; MR. 86

to 89). In BR. Ounoi is supposed to form a moat on the eastern side of the

ancestral palace of the Perumpyatappu kings on the west coast, which palace

is identified with the palace at Cochin.

26. Mahodayapura. This is the modem Tiruvaficikkulam on the

Alwaye river along it lower reaches. This was the seat of the Perumals It

was also the residence of the Perumpatappu kings (modem Cochin royal

family) and in a work called Sivavilasa the Perumpatappu king is mentioned

as living at this place (Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras

R< No. 5146. I have my own copy). The iSiva temple here is called

Alftjanafcsetra (MR. 90 ; KL. 87) and Paficaranga in BR. (63). It is spoken

of as the seat of the Keraladhiivaras (MR. 91) and of the Raja in SK.

(68). BR. also uses the same expression (61). In connection with a para-

mount power in Malabar, it must be mentioned in this connection that in

ancient literatures which I am now examining, the Pemmpatappu kings are

the only paramount power spoken of. There is no early literary evidence of

the last Perumal having distributed his kingdom and titles to five of his heirs.

27. Cranganore. This is Kummba temple. The Kali temple here

is well known in the whole of Malabar. The devotion to the Goddess, of

even the trees is specially mentioned. (SK. 71 ; KL. 91 ; MR. 92).

28. Trikkanamatilakam. This city is designated as Gui^aka in all

the poems. This is the destination in SK. KL. does not mention it. MR.
speaks of it and mentions the great poets and the charming ladies of the place

(93 and 94). This city was ruined long ago. It wais once a very opulent

city. Now it is only an ordinary village.

29. Irinjalakkuda. This is called SangamagrSma. The Deity is

described in all ancient poems as VisiDU. MR. mentions the four arms of the

Deity holding the disc, club, conch and ak§a-bead. A very late poem speaks

of the Deity as Bharata, s(mi of Daiiaratha and brother of Rama. The

modem notion too is that the Deity is Bharata. There is a tank called Kuli-

pini. (MR. 95 to 97 ; KL. 85). BR. also speaks of this place (70). The

Brahmins of the place were well versed in Vedas and were performing the

vedic sacrifices.
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30. A ViLLA<®. Aftw Irinjalakkuda, MR. (98) moitions of villages

resided by very holy Brahmins.

31. ThiCHUR. MR. (98) and KL. (81) mention this place. The Siva

temple here is very famous. MR. says that the messenger can hear the drum

beaten by Nandi during Siva’s evening dance, on his way. The route in MR.
does not lie along Trichur, but (wily a few miles to the west. The route in

KL. is through Trichur.

32 . Venkitangu. This is a village to the west of Trichur. This is

mentioned in MR. (99) and also in KK. (38). MR. speaks of the famous

Sahkamatiayaioa temple here, which exists even now.

33. Brahmakulam. This is a great Brahmin village a few miles to

the north of the previous and a few miles to the south of the modem Guru-

vayoor temple. The Siva temple and the great tank in front are mentioned

in MR. (100 to 104) ; they are found even now. The great scholars of the

place who learned the Vedas even in their childhood are specially mentioned.

NSrayaaja the commentator of Raghuvatp^ and Udaya commentator of

Kau^taki Brahmaipa were natives of this village.

34. Ilavalli. Designated abhinavalata in MR. (105), this place has

a famous temple of the (joddess ; the image is supposed to have grown on the

spot and not installed there. It is an immense image.

35. Annakara. This is the destination in MR. It is to the east of

the previous, which itself is to the south east of the still previous one. The

temple is dedicated to the Goddess, who is supposed to be the giver of food

to all.

36. URAKAM. This is c«i the route followed in KL. This is to the

north of Irinjalakkuda (item 29). There is a temple dedicated to the god-

dess. It is even now a famous Devi temple (KL. 84).

37. ReruvanaM. This is mentioned in KL. (82, and 83). There is

an ardhanatf§vara temple, which is one of the so called Gtfima-temples in

Malabar (so are Irinjakkuda and Trichur). Vasudeva the author of Yudhi-

ethiravijaya belonged to this village.

38. PoRKtJLAM. KL. speaks of this place (78 to 80). The great

Mmajpsakas, the Bhattas of Payyoor house, belonged to this village. In

KL. there is a glowing tribute given to these Bhattas.

39. Mukkola. There is a famous Durga temple here and KL. men-

tions the place (77), BR. also mentions this (80). This has been and con-

tinues to be one of the most important temples in Malabar. Once this was

a great intellectual centre. Many a well-known author of ancient Malabar

bekmged to this place.

40. NetranArayai^a’s ioountry. This is the famous p(M:tion of

Medabar known as Vanneri country, which belonj^ to the Talappili Rajas.
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UddarjKja says that this is the most famous portion of Malabar (75). Netra-

nSiSyaina is the name of Azhavancheri Thamprakkal, who performs the coro-

nation ceremony of the Malabar kings. KK. also menticms this family of

preceptors (29). KL. mentions the family in 76.

41. Chamravattam. This is a iSiva temple in the Ponani river (known

in literature as Nila river) . It is a frail building
; yet in the fiercest flood

of the river, even a tile on the shrine is not shaken. (KL. 74).

42. Tirunavay. This is on the banks of the same river, a little higher

up. There is a stone mark near the Vi§jju temple here ; if the water rises to

that mark, the temple in Chamravattam would be under flood. There is both

a iSiva and a Vigpu temple on the left bank of the river and a Visiju temple

on the right bank. This latter is the famous temple of Tirunavay. In this

place a great national festival called Mamankam (Mahamakham) used to be

celebrated in ancient times. The Zamorins presided over the ceremony. It is

the greatest honour for a Malabar king to be able to preside over this festival.

The platform where the presiding king stood was attacked by other kings in

order to take possession of it and to preside over the festival, and this gave

occasion for great feats of valour. There are many tales of heroism connected

with this festival, current in Malabar. All the poems speak of this festival

and the Zamorin who presided over it. (KL. 71 and 72 ; KK. 19 to 24

;

BR. 82 to 88).

43. Nila. This is the Ponani river. This is one of the most famous

rivers in Malabar. The Mamankam festival was celebrated on its sandy

banks. This was supposed to have some connection with the installation of

the Perumals. But there is no historical evidence of any connection between

this place and the Perumals.

44. Triprangot. This is another famous Siva temple. It is supposed

that Siva killed Yama at this place. Even now there is a banyan tree on the

northern side, which is supposed to have parted itself at the bottom portion

of its trunk to give way to Markaiodeya when he was running towards the

Deity for protection from Yama who was diasing him. The banyan tree is

even now in that position ; the trunk is split, each half being on either side of

the path and both parts joining together up, looking like an archway. There

is a tank in the temple in which the water is reddish supposed to be due to

the blood of Yama when Siva washed his trident after killing him. Another

tank is called Vellot tank. The temple is in the Vettathunad country (Pra-

kaiga kingdom). The place is mentioned in (KL. 69 and 70). This is the

starting point in KK.

45. Caucut. This city is mentioned by Uddajjda (KL. 63 to 68).

The greatness of the Zamorin Raja, the trade and the ships in the harbour,

the handsome ladies and their sports in the city.—^all these things are described.

But there is no mentimi of the Academy of learned men, which is famous in

Malabar history of the later days.

21
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After item 33 above, the route in KK and BR. comprehend some im-

portant places not mentioned in KL., whose route is different. Guruvayoor

tKnple is mentioned in KK (34 to 37) and BR. (76 to 78) and the latter

speaks of the rheumatic patients who get cured by worshipping in the temple.

KK. speaks of the mid-day worship where handsome ladies participate.

KK (33) also mentions a great Kali temple to the north of this place,

called Kavittil. which is a well-known temple even now. Then there is the

village called Vailattur (33) further to the north, the residence of the third

Raja of Talappilli whose fame spreads there like the scent of flowers (31 and

32) and the Govindapuram temple more to the north (30), where the wor-

shippers immediately reach heaven.

To the east of the house of Netranarayapa (Item 40) there is the house

of Tirumalai§§eri, a Brahmin belonging to the Panniypur village who was far

famed for his martial feats, and also there is the temple of Vivardhanapura

(KK. 25 to 27).

After Tirunavay, BR. speaks of the temple of Trikkandiyur to the west

(89) where there is the great astronomer Achuta, who is known as the

teacher of Naiayaajabhatta. Then there is the temple of Chandanakkavu

(patravatpi) where there is the great poet Niarayaijabhatta and his brother

Matrdatta (91 and 92). Further on (92) there is the country of the

Vallabha kings (Valluvanad) and the city called i§vetadurga which is the

destination in BR. This city may be identified with the modem Kottakal,

the residence of one of the branches of the Zamorin family. On further in-

quiry I find that the place may as well be Nirankaitakotta further to the east

of this place. Near this place there is a house called Ceriyakkam (Balayak§ri

of the SandeSa) to which house belonged the heroine.

46. Kolattiri. This is one of the most important of the ancient king-

doms in Malabar. It is the western half of the part of Malabar to the north

of Calicut. (KL. 60). The place is mentioned as famous for cardamom.

The great poet Sankara is mentioned as living there. The kings of the

place were great patrons of learned men.

47. Triccabara. This is a great Visiju temple (KL. 60).

48. Talipparamba. This is another of the ancient Malabar villages

where there is a Gi9ma temple, dedicated to Siva. It is supposed to be just

like Trichur. KL. (49 to 55) speaks of the great Brahmins who perform

worship in that temple. Though the route is a little longer, yet the messenger

is asked to go to the place and see its greatness.

49. Kottayam. This is the seat of the royal family called PuraH.

KL. ^xaks of an ancient king named Hari^candra. The kings were patrons

of tlie Kum^la school. There is mention of the princess iSvdri. This king-

dom is on the eastam side of North Malabar. The last king was defeated by

the Eni^^. The place is described in KL. (43 to 47).
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50. Vai^may!. This is a river to the eastern side of Kottayam. There

is a temple on the banks. Only during the annual festival is the temple open.

The Deity is supposed to be so very ferocious that no worshipper goes there

except during that annual festival.

51. TreuNELLi. This is the first place mentioned by UddaiO(Ja in KL.

(40) . It is a famous place even now
;

people go there to perform their

gi&ddha.

In this short survey we have traced the important places in Malabar.

It will be found that nearly all important places lay along a line from north

to south. If there were other important places, some poet should have men-

tioned them. The poets had no special personal affinity to these places.

They described the places because they were important. The poems dealt

with in this Paper help one in understanding the topography of Malabar,

the important cities and temples, the important kingdoms and also about the

general nature of life in some of the places. The history and political divi-

sion of ancient Malabar are now based mostly on tradition and later literary

works, which are unreliable. Most of them were written to glorify a certain

king and to trace his descent to the ancient Perumals. It is such works as I

have dealt with that reveal the real history and political division of Malabar

in an authentic way. A more detailed study, based on more works, will

revolutionise the current notions of ancient Malabar history and political

divisions.
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Gautfapada, whom tradition regards as iSahkara’s parama-guru (pre-

c^tor’s preceptor), is the earliest known systematic exponent of Advaita.

His Kdrika, which is more than a verse-commentary on the Ma)j4ukya Upa-
ni^ad, contains the quintessence of the teaching of Vedianta.^ The work con-

sists of 215 couplets arranged in four chapters. Following the Upanisad, the

first chapter, Agama-prakaraipa, analyses the three avasthas, waking, dream,

and deep sleep, and finds that the Self which is referred to as the fTuriya

underlies and transcends these changing states. The second chapter, Vai-

tathya-prakaraipa, seeks to establish the illusoriness of the world of plurality,

on the analogy of dreams, and through a criticism of creationistic hypotheses.

The third chapter, Advaita-prakaraija, sets forth the arguments for the truth

of non-dualism, gives citations from scripture in support thereof, and dis-

cusses the path to the realisation of non-duality, called Aspar§a-yoga. The
last chapter, AlataMnti-prakaraipa, repeats some of the arguments of the

earlier chapters, shows the unintelligibility of the concept of causality

through dialectic, explains the illusoriness of the phenomenal world, compar-

ing it to the non-real designs produced by a fire-brand (alata) and pressing

into service modes of Bauddha reasoning, and establishes the supreme truth

of non-duality which is unoriginated, eternal, self-luminous bliss.

I

The central theme of Gaui^lapada’s philosophy is that nothing is ever

bom (ajSti), not because ‘nothing’ is the ultimate tmth, as in iSQnya-vfida,

but because the Self is the only reality. ‘ No jiva is bom ; there is no
for such birth ; this is the supreme truth, nothing whatever is bom.'* Frwn
the standpoint of the Absolute there is no duality, there is nothing finite or
noo-etemal. The Absolute alone is ; all else is aH>earance, illusory and non-
real. They are deluded who take the pluralistic universe to be real. Empi-
rical distinctiwis of knower and object known, mind and matter, are the result

of MSyS. One cannot explain how they arise. But on enquiry they will be

1. The commentator on the Karika says : vedantSrtha-sara-safigtaha-Uiutam.
2. Ill, 48; IV, 71.

nd ka6qj-jayate jivah sambhavo 'sya na vidyate,

etat-tad-uttamam aatyaip yatra kifidn-na jayate.
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found to be void of reality. If one sees them, it is like seeing the foot-prints

of birds in the sky.® The Self is unborn ; there is nothing else to be bom.

Duality is mere illusion ; non-duality is the supreme trath.*

II

Gaudapada expounds his philosophy of n(m-origination or non-birth in

several ways and through many an argument. The reality of the non-dual

self he first establishes through an enquiry into the purport of the Ma^juf^kya

Upani^ad. Though extremely brief, the Mw^dukya contains the essentials of

Vedanta. For the liberation of those who desire release, says the Mukti-

kopani^ad, the Mat4ukya alone is enough." The Mdtfdukya Upani?ad begins

with the equation ‘Om=all=Brahman=self ’ and proceeds to describe the

three states of the self, waking, dream and sleep, as well as the fourth (Tuiiya)

which is not a state alongside the others but the transcendent nature of the

self—^the non-dual peace, the self per se. Gaudapada makes this declaration

of the Upanigad the basis of his metaphysical quest and seeks to show through

reasoning that non-origination is the final tmth.

Vi4va, Taijasa, and Prajfla are the names by which the self is known
in the three states, waking, dream, and sleep. Vi4va is conscious of the

external world, enjoys what is gross and is satisfied therewith. Taijasa is

conscious of what is within,® enjoys what is subtle and finds satisfaction there.

Pifijfia is a consciousness-mass without the distinctions of seer and seen ; its

enjoyment and satisfaction is bliss. The three, Viiva, Taijasa, and Prajfta,

are not distinct selves. It is one and the same self that appears as three.^

To show that all the three aspects are present in waking, Gaudapada as.<»igna

localities to them. ViSva has its seat in the right eye ; Taijasa in the mind ;

and Prajfla in the ether of the heart.® And the three should also be thought

of as identical with the three cosmic forms of the self, Viiat, Hiraipyagarbha,

and Avyakrta or I4vara. It is to indicate this identity that the Matydukya

Upanifad describes the Prajfla-self as the lord of all, the knower of all, the

controller of all, the source of all, the origin and end of beings.® The recogni-

tion of VMva, Taijasa, and Pifljfla in the waking state, and the identification

of the three individual forms of the self with the three cosmic forms, are for

the purpose of realising non-duality.

The non-dual reality is the Turiya. It has no distinguishing name;

3. IV, 28.

4. I, 17, maya-matraip idatp dvaitarp advaitaip paiamflrthatah.

5. Muktikd, I, 26.

6. The dbtinctions of ‘ within ' and ‘ without ’, it must be remembered, are

from the standpoint of waking experience ; for it is in this state that inquiry is

poaaiUe.

7. I, i. dca eva tridba smrtah.

8. 1, 2. See commentary.

9. Mdt^ukya, 6.
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hence it is called ‘ the fourth ’ (turiya^o). It is the self-luminous self, drange-

less, non-dual, one without a second. The states that change and pass, with

their worlds and enjoyments, are illusory, products of May&> Maya is two-

fold in its functioning ; it veils the one and projects the many. Non-appre-

hension of the real (tattva-’pratibodha) and the apprehension of it otherwise

(anyatha-grahana). For the I*iiajfia in the state of sleep there is non-appre-

hension alone, and not misapprehension. It knows neither the self in its real

nature nor the not-self. The Tunya is free from both the aspects of M&ya.

It is consciousness per se, without even a trace of ignorance. It is unfailing

light, omniscient sight^i The metaphysical implication of sleep is that it

hides the true, and of dream that it projects the untrue. Vi4va and Taijasa

are associated with dream and sleep ; PrSjfia is associated with dreamless

sleep ; for the Tutiya there is neither dream nor sleep. Real awJskening

comes with the realisation of the Tuiiya, with the transcendence of Maya in

its double role of veiling the real and showing up the non-real. When the

jiva wakes from the beginningless sjeep of illusion, it knows its true nature

as unborn, as that in which there is neither sleep nor dream nor duality.^*

In the AJataMnti-prakarana,^® Gaudapada teaches the same theory of

the three avasthas, employing Bauddha terminology. Waking, dream, and

sleep are there called laukika, ^uddha-laukika, and lokottara respectively.

The difference between the first two is that while in the former there are

external objects (savastu), in the latter there is none (avastu); but in both

there is consciousness of duality (sopalambha). In the lokottara there is

neither the external world of things nor the internal world of ideas, and con-

sequently there is no apprehension of duality ; ignorance, however, persists.

It is oitly he who knows these three as non-real states that knows the truth.

For him there is no duality, nor ignorance, the seed of duality. When the

real is known, there is not the world of duality.^*

Ill

As a result of the inquiry into the avasthas it must be evident that the

pluralistic world is illusory, as the self alone is real. That the world which

we take to be real in waking is illusory, Gaudapada seeks to establish in the

Vaitathya-prakaraioa on the analogy of the dream-world. Jud^ by the

standards of waking, it will be readily seen that the world of dreams is unreal.

A person may dream of elephants and chariots
; but on waking he realises

that all of them must have been illusory because they appeared within him,

within the small space of his body.^* The dream-contents do not form part

10.

Here again it must be noted that the real is called ‘ the fourth ’ from the

empirical standpoint ; in truth, the category of number -is inapi^icable to it.

11. I, 12. turiyah sarvadfk sada.

12. I, 13-16. 13. IV, 87, 88.

14. I, 18. jiiSte dvaitaip na vidyate.

13. IV, 87, 88.

15. II, i ; IV, 33.
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of the external world which we take to be real in waking ; and so they are

illusory. Nor do they conform to the laws of space and time which govern

the waking world. In a trice of waking time one may travel far and wide

in dream. There is no real going to the place of dream, for on waking one

does not find oneself there. Nor are the objects experienced in dneam real,

for when the dream-spell is broken one does not see them.*® Because chariot,

etc., seen in dream are non-existent, they are illusory.**

The world of waking is in many respects similar to that of dream. The
objects of waking are perceived as the dream-objects are ; and they are eva-

nescent as well, like the contents of dream. What is non-existent in thej

beginning and at the end, is so even in the present.*® That is real which is not

conditioned by time. Per contra that which is conditioned by time cannot

be real. Just as the dream-objects are experienced in dream alone neither

before nor after, even so the objects of waking are experienced in the state of

waking alone. A difference between the two states cannot be made out on the

ground that, while the objects experienced in waking are practically efficient,

those seen in dream are not ; for even the objects of waking experience are

fruitful in practice only in that state and not in dream
;
and the dream-objects

are useful in their own way in the state of dream. It is true that the dream-

water cannot quench actual thirst. But it is equally true that the so-called

actual water cannot quench the dream-thirst either.*® It may be argued that

the contents of dream are unreal because, unlike the objects of waking, they are

strange and abnormal. But when and to whom do they appear abnormal ? To
him who has returned to waking after a dream. In the dream state itself the

contents are not realised to be strange. With perfect equanimity the dreamer

may watch even the dismemberment of his own head. We are told that the

denizens of heaven have their own peculiarities which to us are all abnormal.

Similarly, from the side of waking the dream-contents may seem abnormal

;

but in themselves they are quite normal.^® That there is an essential simi-

larity between the contents of dream and the objects of waking may be shown

by a closer scmtiny of the two states. In the state of dream, the dreamer

imagines certain ideas within himself and sees certain things outside ; and

he believes that, while the former are unreal, the latter are real. But as soon

16. II, 2. 17. II, 3 ;
see Brhaddrcmyaka, IV, iii, 10.

18. II, 6 ; IV, 31.

&dav-ante ca yan-nasti vartaman ’pi tat tatha.

19. II, 7 ; rV, 32.

20. II, 8. See J. A. C. Murray, B.D. ; An Introduction to a Christian Psy-

cho-Therapy (T. & T. Qaik), p. 252; Waking consciousness is, after all, a limited

affair, narrowed by the immediacies of the five senses, and concentrated at every

moment on but one moving point. In dreams, we seem to enter a wider kingdom,

freed from the fears and restraints of normal life, a field where earthly forces and

laws are set at naught, and where the vdiole immensity of the sub-conscious can have

freer speech, and like a rising tide, submerge the petty logics of our daily life.
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as he wakes from the dream, he realises the unreality of even the things which

he saw in dream as if outside. Similarly in waking, we have our fancies which

we know to be unreal, and we experience facts which we take to be real. But
when the delusi<m of duality is dispeUed, the so-called facts of the external

world will turn out to be illusory appearance. Therefore it is that the wise

characterise waking as a dream.’® Just as the dream-soul arises and perishes,

the souls of waking come into being and pass away.” It is the self that posits

the dream-contents as well as the external world. The things created in the

mind within and those posited in the world without—^both these are the illu-

sory imaginations of the Atman. The difference between the two sets of

things is that while the dream-contents last only till the mind of the dreamer
imagines them (cittakalab) and are peculiar thereto, the objects of the exter-

nal world are perceived by other subjects’* as well (dvayakalah), and are cog-

nised through the sense-organs. Illusoriness (vaitathya), however, is com-
mon to both.’® In dream as well as in waking it is the mind that moves im-

pelled by Maya, and creates the appearance of plurality. As identical with

the sdf the mind is non-dual ; but owing to nescience duality is figured and
there is the consequent sajpaara.’*.

Illustrations for illusoriness are to be found even in the state of waking.

Just as in the dark a rope which is not determinately known is imagined to

be a snake or a streak of water, the self is imagined to be the world through

nescience. And as when the rope is known as rope the posited snake, etc.,

vanish, so also when the self is known as non-dual, the pluralistic world dis-

appears.” Like the Palace city of Fairy Morgana (gandharva-nagara), the

universe is seen but is not real.’® The things of the world are believed to exist

because they are perceived (upalatpbhat) and because they answer to certain

practical needs (samlacarat). But these two reasons cannot make them real r

for even the objects like the elephant conjured up by the necromancer are ob-

served and are practically efficient but are not real.” One more illustration

GaudapSda gives in the fourth chapter, viz. the data or fire-brand;. When
a fire-brand is moved, it appears to be straight, or crooked, and so on ; and

when the movement stops, the appearances vanish. They do not really come

from the fire-brand in motion, nor do they enter into it when it comes to rest.

The patterns of fire that appear with the movement of the fire-brand are

illusory ; they have no substance whatsoever. Similarly, consciousness appears

in manifold forms due to MSyS. These do not come out of it, in reality, nor

21. II, 9 & 10 : IV, 63-66.

22. II, S. svapna-jagante sthane hy ekam ahur mani^ioah. An ancient Chi-

nese sage said :
“ Last night I dreamt that I was a butterfly and now I do not

know whether I am a man dreaming that he is a butterfly or a butterfly dreaming

that he is a man."

23. IV, 68. 24. Who are also positions of the supreme Self.

25. II, 11-15. 26. Ill, 29, 30 ; IV, 61, 62. 27. II, 17, 18.

2a II, 31. 29. IV, 44.
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do they return to it ; for they are naught. There is no dissolution, no ori-

gination ; no one in bondage, no one who desires release*, no one who is re-

leased—^this is the supreme truth.^^

IV

The establishment of the non-reality of the world by Gaudupuda does not

mean that the great teacher subscribes to the view of ontololgical unreality

(i§unyavada) . We have already seen how in the Agama-prakaraija he ex-

pounds the meaning of the Man4ukya Upani^ad and shows through an inquiry

into the nature of the three avasthas that the Self (turiya) is the sole reality.

That this is so Gaudapada argues through reasoning in the Advaita-prakaraija,

and cites in support the evidence of passages from other scriptural texts as

well.

The self is unlimited like ether, undivided and the same throughout. The
jivas are apparent distinctions therein, as pots, etc., produce in ether divisions

as it were. We speak of a plurality of souls and a multiplicity of material

objects, even as we speak of pot-ether, pitcher-ether, and so on. The one

Atman appears as the many jivas, as the same ether seems divided, enclosed

in the different things. When the things are destroyed, the distinctions in ether

too vanish ; so also when the jivas are realised to be illusory manifestations

due to Maya, the self alone remains. There is no contingence of the defects

of one jiva being occasioned in the other jivas or the defects of the jivas de-

filing the purity of the self. It must be noted that Gaudapada’s theory is not

eka-jiva-vada but eka-’tma-vada. Since the empirical plurality of jivas is

recognised, there is not the contingence of the defects of one jiva being

occasioned in the others or the experiences of one being confused with those of

the rest. And by the defilements of the jivas the self is not affected, as dust,

smoke, etc., present in the pots or pitchers do not make ether foul. Forms,

functions, and names differ from object to object ; but there is no difference

in ether. Similarly, the jivas vary in their physical make-up, mental and

moral endowment, in station and status ; but the self is unvarying, formless,

functicmless, and nameless. Just as children attribute wrongly dirt etc., to the

sky, the ignorant superpose on the unsullied self defects like birth and death,

pleasure and pain. But these are changes that are not real and do not touch

the self. The birth of the jivas and their death, their coming and going, do

not alter the Atman. They are not products of the sdf, nor are they parts

thereof. The n<m-dual reality is partless ; it neither causes anything, nor is

caused by anything.®*

30. IV, 47-52.

31. II, 32.

na niiodho na cotpattir na baddho na ca sSdhakah,

na mumuksur na vai mukta ity esa paramSrthatS.

32. 111,3-9.
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Scripture in many places proclaims the non-duality of the self and de-

precates the delusion of duality. Through an inquiry into the five sheaths

(koSas) that cover the soul, the Tmtinya Upanisad^^ exhibits the self as the

non-dual bliss, not to be confused with the mutable coverings. In the ‘ Hwiey
section ’ of the Bjhaddrcn^yaka^* the principle behind the cosmic elements is

identified with the self which is the substrate of the body and its functions.

What is without is within as well. The same ‘ honey ’ pervades all beings. It

is immortal, the self. Brahman^ the all. As the spokes are fixed in the nave
of a wheel, so are all beings centred in the self. Thus scripture declares the

non-difference of the jiva froim the self and denounces plurality. Ihfference

is illusory ; the one appears as many through Maya. “ There is no plurality

here.” “ Indra through tmyds assumes diverse forms.” *« “ Though unborn
he appears variously bom. ’

' The Uavdsya -“s denies birth of the self, and
the Brhadarat^yaka asks, “ Who indeed could produce him ? Of what is

real birth is incomprehensible ; and what is unreal cannot even be born.*®

It is tme that in some contexts scripture speaks of creation. Through

the illustrations of clay, metal, sparks, etc., creation of the many from the

one ia described. But this is only to enable those who are dull-witted and

middlings to understand the fundamental unity of reality. §ruti declares crea-

tion in some places, and non-creation in others. The two sets of passages can-

not have equal validity. That teaching should be taken as the purport of

scripture which is ascertained through inquiry (ni^itam) and is reasonable

(yukti-yuktam). If birth is predicated of the real, it must be in the sense

of an illusion, and not in the primary sense. The self is unborn, sleepless and

dreamless, nameless and formless, self-luminous and all-knowing.^^

V

That the self is unborn and that nothing else there is which is bom,

Gaudapoda seeks to demonstrate through a dialectical criticism of the causal

category in the fourth chapter. Causation, like all other relations, falls within

the realm of nescience, because on analysis it turns out to be unintelligible.

There are two rival views on causation which are totally opjposed to each

other. The Sankhya theory is that the effect is pre-existent in the cause and

is not produced de novo. The Nyaya-Vaisesika view is that the effect is non-

existent prior to its production. On either of these hypotheses there will not

result causation. If the effect is already existent, there is no need for any

causal operation ; it is meaningless to say that what is existent is bom. If

the effect is non-existent, it can never be produced ; what is non-existent like

33. Second valfi. 34. 11, v.

35. Brh. Up., IV, iv, 19 ; Kafha Up. IV, 11.

36. Bs Veda, VI, 47, 18 ; Bfh. Up., II. v, 19.

37. Tait. Ar. Ill, 13, 1. 38. Ka, 12. 39. Ill, 9, 2S.

40. GK, III, 11-13, 24-26. 41. Ill, 14-16, 23, 36.
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the barren woman's son is not at any time seen to take birth.** Even without

their knowing the two rival schools, satkdf^a-vada and asatkary^vMa, aiie

thus seen to support the view of non-creation or non-origination.*®

Of what is really unborn the disputants predicate birth. But this is a

flagrant violation of the laws of contradiction. How can that which is un-

born and therefore immortal become mortal ? The immortal cannot become

mortal, nor the mortal immortal ; for it is impossible for a thing to change

its nature. If what is by nature immortal were to become mortali, then it

would cease to be changeless, and attain artificiality, illusoriness. But this

is impossible for what is immortal by nature. The SMchya thinks that the

unborn and beginningless Prakrti evolves itself into the manifold evolutes that

constitute the universe. But this view cannot be justified by any canon of

logic. If Prakrti becomes the world, it cannot be unborn (aja) and eternal

(nitya). Even to admit that there is a first cause is to confess the failure of

causation as a principle of explanation. To add to the confusion the Safikhya

says that the effect is non-different from the cause. Now, is the effect born

or unborn ? If it is bom, it cannot be non-different from the cause which is

unborn. If it is unborn, then it cannot be called ‘ effect as the effect is that

which is produced. And if the effect is produced and is non-different from

the cause, the cause cannot be permanent or unchanging. There is no illus-

tration that could be instanced to prove the production of the effect from the

unborn cause. If to avoid this difficulty it be said that the cause too Is bom,

then there should be a cause for that cause, a still further cause for that other

cause, and so on ad infinitum.*^

The Minnaipsakas maintain that the cause and the effect are reciprocally

dependent. Merit and demerit are responsible for producing the body ; and

the body occasions merit and demerit. The chain of causes and effects is with-

out beginning, each alternating with the other, like the seed and the sprout.

Here again we meet with insuperable difficulties. If the antecedent of a cause

is its effect and the antecedent of an effect is its cause, then both cause and

effect are begun. How can they be beginnmgless ? Moreover, there is a para-

dox in the very thesis that is proposed. To say that the antecedent of the

cause is its effect is like saying that the son begets his father.*® There must

be some definite sequence recognised as between cause and effect. It is no

use bdieving that the two are reciprocally dependent. If the cause and the

effect can be indi^erently antecedent or consequent, there would be no dis-

tinction whatever between them, and to call one a cause and the other an

effect would be entirely arbitrary and void of meaning. Now, there are three

possible ways of stating the sequence. It may be said that first there is the

cause and subsequently the effect takes place (purva-krama) ;
or it may be

42. IV ; 4. bhiutainfi na jayate kincid abhutairp naiva jayate.

43. IV, 3-5. 44. rV, 6-8
,
11-13.

45. IV, 15, putiSj janma ixtur yatha.
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held that the effect is followed by the cause (apara-krama) ; or it may be

thought that the cause and the effect are simultaneous (saha-krama) . None

of these alternatives is intelligible. That the cause cannot produce the effect

we have shown already. If the cause is unborn, it cannot change and there-

fore cannot produce ; if it is bom there is infinite regress. The reverse order

too is impossible ; for, as we said, it is just like making the son antecedent to

the father. The effect by definition is that which is produced by the cause

;

and if the cause is not there before the effect, how can the effect be produced ?

And from the unproduced effect how can the cause come into being ? The
third alternative also is untenable. If what are simultaneous be causally re-

lated, there must be such a relation between the two horns of an animal.

But as a matter of experience it is well known that the two horns are not so

related. This, then, is the crux of the problem. Without settling the se-

quence, the distinction of cause and effect would be unintelligible. And it is

impossible to settle the sequence. In despair, appeal might be made to the

illustration of seed and sprout But a little thought would reveal that these

—seed and sprout—cannot serve as illustration. It is only when the causal

sequence has been settled that the relation between seed and sprout would

become intelligible. Since the latter is a particular falling under tlie wider

relation of cause and effect, it cannot be used as an illustration. It is, in short,

sadhya-satm, still to be proved.^*

A thing is not produced either from itself or from another. A pot is

not produced from the self-same pot, nor from another pot. It may be urged

that pot is produced from clay. But how is pot related to clay ? Is it non-

different, different, or both different and non-different from it? If pot is

non-different from clay, it cannot be produced, since day is already existent.

If it is different, there is no reason why it should not be produced from an-

other pot or a piece of cloth which are also different. And it cannot be both

different and non-different, because of contradiction. Similarly, neither the

existent nor the non-existent nor what is existent and non-existent

can be produced. It is meaningless to say that what exists is produced. The

non-existent cannot be produced even because of its non-existence. The third

alternative involves us in contradiction.*’^

It is true that empirical distinctions are observed between knower and

known, pain and the source of pain, etc. From the standpoint of reasoning

based on relative experience (yukti-darlanSt), there is difference as also causal

relation governing the differents. But from the standpoint of the Absolute

(bhiita-darSaniat) there is no difference and the concept of cause is unintelli-

gible.**

46. IV, 14-ia, 20.

48. rV. 24, 25.

47. IV, 22.
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VI

Gaui^p3.da admits creation in the sphere of the empirical. But crea-

tion, according to him, is neither de novo nor transformaticm of an original

stuff. It is of the nature of Maya, illusory manifestation or transfiguration.

The world is not related to the self either as a piece of cloth to the threads

or as curds to milk. In fact, no relation is intelligible. The one reality some-

how appears as the pluralistic universe through its own Maya (atma-mSyS).

The complexes that constitute the world are projections, like the dream-

contents, effected by the illusion of the Atman.^* Things are said to be bom
cmly from the standpoint of empirical truth (saipvrti-satya); they have

therefore no permanence. Just as an illusive sprout shoots from an illusive

seed, all things arise from Miaya.®«

There are several theories of creation. Some philosophers favour mate-

rialistic origins for the world. For example, there are thinkers who attribute

the origination of the universe to Time. Theists, however, regard God as the

first cause of things. Some of them ascribe to Him efficient causality alone,

others both efficient and material causality. The former say that creation is

the mere volition of the Lord, while the latter hold that it is His expansion.

Some maintain that God creates for the sake of His enjoymmt. Others urge

that creation is His sport. But how can desire be in God who is aptor-kama

and has no end to achieve? In our ignorance we must content ourselves

with saying that creation is His nature or mfiya. Like dream and magic it is

illusory.®^ The non-dual is imagined to be the manifold world. The latter is

neither different from the self nor identical therewith. Hence it is declared

to be indeterminable.®*

The philosophers of the different schools characterise the real in differ-

ent ways and give their own schemes of categories. Each emphasises one

particular aspect of reality and holds on to it as if it were the whole. The
self has been variously conceived as life, elements, constituents of Primal

Nature, things, worlds, Vedas, sacrifice, what is subtle, what is gross, what

has form, what has no form, and so on. According to the SShkhyas, there

are twenty-five tattvas or principles. To these, the followers of the Yoga

system add one more, viz. God. In the view of the Pa^patas there are twenty-

one categories. There are others who make the categories endless in num-

ber. All these theories are but the imaginations of their respective advo-

cates.** There is only one self which appears as many through self-delusion

as it were.®* First the jivas are imagined and then the various things, exter-

49. Ill, 10. aaiogti&tBh svapnavat sarve &ttna-niByfi-viaarjitSh.

50. IV, 57-59. 51. L 7-9.

52. n, 33, 34.

53. II, 20-29. For details see The AgamaiSstra of Gaudapada, edited by Vidu-

shddiani Kiattacharya, pp. 30-37.

54. II, 19. n&yai# tasya devasya yaySyam mohitah svayam.
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nal and internal The world of souls and things is an appearance superposed

on the self, as the snake-form is imposed on the rope-substance in the dark.*®

The teaching of creation has no final purport. As has been shown already,

what is real cannot be really bom. If it is said to be bom, it must be in the

sense of an illusory appearance®* Ordinarily it is stated that sarpsfira which

has no beginning comes to an end when release is attained. But this is figu-

rative language. If sarpsara had no beginning, it could not have an end. If

release is attained, it is liable to be lost again.®^ If the universe really existed,

it would be destroyed. As we have observed, duality is may&matra, mere

illusion. Removal of saipsara and attainment of mobsa are figurative. These

have to be taught in language which needs must relate to duality. When the

real is known, there is no duality whatever.®*

VII

Tme to its character as an upadesa-§dstra, the Gau4opada-karikd contains

practical teaching at the end of each chapter. The purpose of a sastra is to

enable the aspirant to cross the sea of sarfisara and reach the shore of blessed-

ness which is the highest human goal (parama-puruisfirtha). The vicious

circle of empirical life dependent on the law of cause and effect is evil

(anartha). This, however, as has been shown above, is a product of avidj'a

or MSya. As long as there is an obstinate faith in causality which is illusory

(avidyaka), the chain of birth and death will not cease. When that false

belief is destroyed through knowledge, sarpsara is removed.®® The cause of

birth and death is ignorance as regards the ultimate trath which is causeless.

When this is realised, there is no further cause for metempsychosis, and we
attain release which is freedom from sorrow, desire, and fear. Attachment

to the non-real is responsible for the illusory wanderings in the wilderness of

sarpsara. When one becomes non-attached through knowledge, one turns back

from the false pursuit of the non-real, and reaches the non-dual reality which

is homogeneous and unborn.**

The real Wiss is veiled and the non-real sorrow is projected wi account

of the perc^ti(m of illusory plurality. Enshrouded by the darkness of igno-

rance, those of immature knowledge (haliSaih) dispute about what they con-

sider to be the nature of reality. Some say, it is ; some, it is not ; others, it

is and is not
; yet others, it neither is nor is not.*^ All these are krpanas,

narrow-minded, who see fear in the fearless,*® and follow the way of differ-

ence, getting themsdves engrossed therein. Opposed to these are the great

65. H, 17.

56. Ill, 27. aato hi miyayS janma yujyate na tu tattvatah.

57. IV, 30. 58. I, 18.

59. IV, 56. 60. IV, 78-80.

61. IV, 82-84.

62. Ill, 39. abhaye bhaya dariinah.
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knowers (mahajfianab) who are settled in their wisdom about the vmbom,
undianging reality.*’’

The knowledge which saves is not that which remains a mere theoreti-

cal comprehension, but that which has become a direct experience. Study of

scripture, ethical discipline, detachment from objects of sense and intense long-

ing for release—these are essential for realising the self. The aspirant should

learn the purport of the Veda and acquire freedom from passions like attach-

ment, fear, and anger (vlta-iaga-bhaya-krodhah) ; and he should fix his

thoughts on the non-dual reality.®’ Gauidapada teaches two methods of con-

centrating the mind on the non-dual, Praijava-yoga in the first chapter and
Asparia-yoga in the third. These are to serve as auxiliaries to the knowledge

of the Absolute methods to loosen the cords of ignorance.

Aspar§a-yoga is the yoga of transcendence, whereby one realises the

supra-relational reality. Sahkalpa is the root of activity and bondage. The
mind ccmtemplates objects and gets distracted and shattered with the result

that there is no peace or happiness. Acceptance and desistance are motivat-

ed by the centrifugal tendency of thought-processes. The out-going mind
should be called back and controlled. Controlling the mind is difficult, indeed,

as difficult as emptying the ocean drop by drop by the tip of a kusa grass.

But it is not an impossible task ; only it requires relentless effort. Ifl the

mind is restrained through discrimination, the end will certainly be reached.

One must remember first that all is misery and turn back from desires and

enjoyments. The mind that moves out must be brought to unity. But in

this process care must be taken that it does not fall into sleep. When the

mind goes to sleep, it must be awakened ;
when it tries to go out, it must be

calmed. When the stormy mind is stilled, there is the thrill of quietitude.

But one should not revel even in this yogic trance. Anything that is enjoyed

must belong to duality ; it cannot be unlimited or lasting happiness. The

mind must become non-mind (amanibhava)
; the relations of subject and

object, enjoyer and enjoyment must be transcended. This will come only

through the knowledge of the non-dual self. Knowledge and the self are not

different. Knowledge is the self or Brahman. Hence it is said that through

the unborn (knowledge) the unborn (Brahman) is known.*® Self-established,

the unborn knowledge attains its natural equanimity or sameness. This is

called asparsa-yc^, the yoga which is pleasing and good to all beings, and

which is beyond dispute and contradiction.**

The same end may be reached through meditation on OM (prajjava-

yoga) .
‘Om ’ is the term indicative of the Brahmannself. It coiKists of three

matras, a, u, m, and a soundless fourth which is amStra. A stands for ViSva,

tt for Taijasa, and m for Pidjfia. Meditation on the significance of the three

64. II. 35, 36.

66. Ill, 31-46, IV. 2.

63. IV, 94.96.

65. Ill, 33. ajet£-*jatii vibudhyate.
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scxinds req)ectively will lead to the realisation of the three adjects of the seJl.

The sound ‘om’ proceeds from and is resolved in the soundless ttmatra.

amilarly, the Turiya is the absolute which is unchanging and non-dual, but

which appears as many and changing. When the meaning of the soundless

culminaticMi of Om is realised, there is no leading to or attainment of

anything ; for the Tuiiya is no other than the real and only self. Thus the

Prajjava is to be meditated upcxi and known. It is the beginning, middle and
end of all things. It is the lord estaMished in the hearts of all beings. There

is nothing before it nor anything after it, nothing outside it nor anything

other than it. Understanding the Pransva in this manner, one attains the

supreme.®'

Mokga or release is not a post-mortem state ; it can be realised even here

(iha), while in embodiment.*® To speak of it as an attainment or realisation

is but figurative. It is the eternal and inalienable nature of the self. He who
knows this is rdeased, he is a jivan-mukta. Because he has attained full

omniscience and is free from the delusion of duality, there is nothing for him
which he can desire.®* He is not elated by praise nor dqiressed by blame!.

He does not offer obeisance to any, nor does he perform any rite. He has no
fixed hom^ and subsists on what comes his way. He lies like a non-conscious

being, and lives as he likes.'® Though he has no obligations, his conduct can
never be immoral. Virtues like humility, equanimity, calmness, and self-

control are natural to him.'^ His is the immortal state which is difficult to be
seen, very deep, unborn, ever the same, and fearless.'" He sees the truth

everywhere. He delights in the truth and does not swerve from it. He is the

tmth.'®

VIII

From the account of Gau^piada’s philosophy given above it will be
clear that this great teacher was an Advaitin the earliest known to us—who
in his Kartk& laid the foundations of a system which was to become a glori-

ous edifice through the immortal work of Sankara. While making use of
logical reasoning and the dialectical method, he does not deviate from the
teaching of the Upani^ads. Even where he employs Bauddha terminology, he
takes care to point out that his system should not be confused with Bud-
dhism. While denying absolute reality to the world, he is firm in proclaim-
ing that the non-dual Brahman-self is the supreme truth. He has no quarrel
with any system of philosophy because, in his view, all systems if properly

are potato to non.<luaIily, While the doaliets oppo« one another,
the doctrine of non-duality does not conflict with them.'® Ajdti or the unhom
reality is the final goal of aU metaphysical quest.

68. IVi

71. IV, 86.

69. IV, 85.

72. rV. 100.

67. r. i9^:».

70. II, 36, 37.

73. 11,38.
74. Ill, 17.



PROPERTY—HOW IT IS ACQUIRED AND MANAGED

By

Dr. MD. HUSAYN NAINAR. m.a., ll.b. (Aligarh), PH.D. (Lon.)

University of Madras.

One may acquire property by earning, inheritance, or gift. Earning can

be either lawful or unlawful. The Islamic teachings condemn all methods

of acquiring property by unlawful means, such as gambling, theft, and the

like. The Quran says :
“ Th^ ask thee concerning wine and gambling.”^

Say :
“ In them is great sin, and some profit for men ; but the sin is greater

than the prcfit.”^ The principle on which the objection is based, is, that a

gambler gets the profit easily without any effort. He gains what he has not

earned or loses a mere chance.®

“ O ye who believe ! Intoxicants and gambling, dedication of stones, and

divination by arrows are an abomination, of Satan's handiwork. Eschew

them that you may prosper. Satan’s plan is to excite enmity and hatred

between you with intoxicants and gambling, and hinder you from the remem-

brance of God, and from prayer. Will you not then abstain ?

Intoxicants and gambling are mentioned together and the main reason

for their prohibition is that they are the source of enmity and hatred among

merr.

“ As to the thief ” the Quran says, “ male or female, cut off his or her

hands. A punishment by way of example, from God, for their crime. And
God is exalted in power.”®

The canon law jurists are not unanimous as to the value of the prc^rty

stolen which would involve the penalty of the cutting off of the hand. The

majority are of opinion that petty thefts are exempt from this penalty.

The general principles of inheritance is laid down in the following verse

of the Quran :

“ From what is left by parents and those nearest related there is share

1. In India there are various forms of gambling. In Arabia the form most

familiar to the Arabs was gambling by casting lots by means of arrows on the

principle of lottery. The arrows which were marked, served the purpose of a

naodern lottery ticket The marked arrows together with the blank ones were drawn
from a bag. Those who drew the blank arrows got nothing. The marked arrows

indicated prizesl, big or small

2. 01.2,219.

3. Dice and wagering are held to be within the definition of gambling. But
insurance is not gambling when conducted on business lines.

4. Ch. 5, 98-94. 5. Ch. 5, 41.

22
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for men and a share for women, whether the property be anall or large, a

determinate share.”®

The Quran states the law of inheritance aa foUowa

:

“ God directs you as regards your children’s inheritance : to the male, a

portion equal to that of two females : if only dau^tera, two or mo^ their

share is two thirds of the inheritance ; if only one her diare is a half.”

“ For parents, a sixth share of the inheritance to each, if the deceased

left children ; if no children, and the parents are the only heirs, the mother

has a third ; if the deceased left brothers (or sisters) the mother has a sixth.

The distribution in all cases is after the payment of legacies and debts. You

know not whether your parents or your children are nearest to you in benefit.

These are settled portiais ordained by (Sod. And God is All-knowing, All-

wise.”

“ In what your wives leave, your share is a half, if they leave no child.

But if they leave a child you get a fourth after payment of legacies and debts.

In what you leave their share is a fourth, if you leave no child. But if you

leave a child they get an eighth, after payment of legacies and debts.”

“If the man or woman whose inheritance is in question has left neither

ascendants nor descendants but has left a brother or a sister, each one of the

two gets a sixth. But if more than two, they share in a third after payment

of legacies and debts so that no loss is caused to any one. Thus is it ordained

by God. And God is All-knowing, Most forbearing.”^

The broad principles to be gathered from the text of the (Juran as inter-

preted by the jurists are : The power to bestow the property by will or deed

extends over only one third of the property, the remaining two thirds are

inherited by the heirs as per law.

All distribution of the property takes place after the l^cies and debts

including funeral expenses have been paid.

Legacies cannot be left to any one of the heirs entitled for a share, as

this will upset the shares.

The m?de takes generally a share double that of a female in his own
category.

The shares are allotted to children, parents, husband or wife of the
deceased, and collaterals.

The children’s shares are fixed but their amount will depend upon what
goes to the parents. If both parents are living, and there are also children,

both father and mother take a sixth each. If only one parent is living, he
or she takes his or her sixth, and the rest goes to the children. If the parents
are living, and toe is no child or other heir, the mother gets a third and the
father the remaining two thirds ; if there are no children, but there are bro-

6. Oi. 4, 7. 7. Ch. 4, 11-12.
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thers or sisters, the mother has a sixth and the father the residue as he ex-

dudes collaterals.

The husband takes a half of his deceased wife’s property if she leaves

no child, the rest going to residuaries ; if she leaves a child the husband gets

cmly a fourth. As the female share is generally half the male share, the widow

gets a fourth of her deceased husband’s property if he leaves no children,

and an eighth if he leaves children. If there are more widows than one, their

collective share is a fourth or an eighth as the case may be ; they divide it

equally among themselves.^

An owner of property can bequeath his property for a charitable purpose

or to any one who is not a 1^1 heir to the property bequeathed. The Quran

says :
“ It is prescribed when death approaches any of you, if he leaves any

goods, that he makes a bequest to parents and next of kin, according to

reasrmable usage. This is due from the God-fearing.”®

But the right to testamentary disposition is prescribed only to very rich

people, and it is subject to certain limitations. Not more than one tlTird of

the property can be bequeathed and no legal heir be the beneficiary. The

reason for limiting the bequest to one third is learnt from the saying of the

Prophet that one should leave the heirs free from want. There are also rules

for the disposal of the intestate property.

One can acquire property by getting it as gift from another person. The

term hiba in Islamic law means a transfer of property made immediately and

without exchange. The hiba becomes complete when the donee accepted it

and took possession of it. The donor cannot revoke the hiba when it has

been accepted by the donee.

A hiba is allowed in favour of a son but it is recommended that similar

gifts should be made in favour of other sons. The husband can make a gift

of property to his wife and the wife to husband and others. Gifts from

Muslims to Non-Muslims and vice versa are also allowed.

The jurists allow a gift for a consideration and also a gift made on the

condition that the donee should give the dc«ior some thing definite in return

for the gift.

While the property can be disposed by will or deed to the extent of one

third only there is no such limitation for the distributicxi by gift, for, the

owner divests himself of the property immediately.

There is no limit to the extent one can possess property. The Quran
says that a m^ who has heaps of gold, may give away any amount of it to

a woman as dowry but should not take it back. The Quran says ;

a As qsace will not permit, the shares of collaterals and the rules about
residuaries are not discussed here.

9. Oi. 2, 180.
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“ But if you decide to take one wife in j^ace of another, even if you had

given the latter a whole treasure for dower, take not the least bit of it back.” “

Muslims are advised not to waste property but increase it by traffic and

trade

:

“O ye who believe ! Eat not up your property among yourselves in

vanities. But let there be amongst you traffic and trade by mutual good

will. Nor kill yourselves, for verily God hath been to you most merciful

.

Property carries with it its own responsibilities, and people are asked

not to be greedy.

“And do not eat up your property among yourselves for vanities, nor

use it as bait for the judges, with intent that you may eat up wrongfully and

knowingly a little of other people's property.^*

Two kinds of greed are mentioned in the above verse. A man may use

his property for corrupting others like judges or those in authority, with a

view to obtain some gain under the protection of the law. Another form is

that one may put his property to frivolous uses. How to spend money is

related in the following verses :

“Those who, when they spend, are not extravagant and not niggardly,

but hold a just balance between those extremes.”

One may not be so lavish as to make oneself destitute and incur the cen-

sure of wise men, noti is it becoming to keep back one’s resources from the

just needs of those who have a right to expect help. This idea is expressed

thus

:

“ Make not thy hand tied to thy neck, nor stretch it forth to its utmost

reach, so that thou become blameworthy and destitute.’

But one must keep a just measure between one’s capacity and the needs

of other peoples, is emi^asised by the Quran thus ;

“ And render to the kindred their due rights as also to those in want and
to the wayfarer. But squander not in the manner of a spendthrift.””

Apart from these general instructions, the Quran empowers the society or

the state to interfere when money is wasted by men of weak understanding.

“To those of weak understanding make not over your property whidi

God hath made a means of support for you, but feed and clothe them there-

with and speak to them words of kindness and justice.”^*

It is clear from the above verse that the owner may not do just what he

likes absolutely. His right is limited by the good of the community of which

10. Ch. 4, 2a 11. Ch. 4, 29. 12. Ch. 2, 188.

13. car. 25, 67. 14. Ch. J17, 29. 15. Ch. 17, 26.

16. Ch. 4, 5.
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he is a member and if he is not able to understand it, his control should be

taken away ; because the Islamic conception is that all property belongs to

the community and a particular individual holds it in trust. If he is in-

capable, he is put aside but gently and with kindness. While his incapacity

remains the duties and responsibilities devolve on his guardian even more

strictly than in the case of the original owner.

“
. . .

.

Let the trustee faithfully discharge his trust and let him fear his

Lord — ” Says the Quran^^. The principles underlying it are those of the

Court of Wards in Indian Law.

In regard to the discharge of the trust and the remuneration for the

trustee the Quran says :

“ Make trial of orphans until they reach the age of marriage. If, then,

you find sound judgment in them, release their property to them. But con-

sume it not wastefully, nor in haste against their growing up. If the guar-

dian is well off, let him claim no remuneration, but if he is poor, let him have

for himself what is just and reasonable.”^®

The guardian is enjoined to be just to orphans. He must not postpone

restoring the property of his ward when the time comes. The property, house-

hold and accounts of the orphans must be kept separate, lest there should

be any temptation to get a perscaial advantage to the guardian by mixing them

with his own property, household or accounts.

The Quran says :

"To orphans restore their property, nor substitute your worthless things

for their good ones, and devour not their substance by mixing it up your

own, for this is indeed a great sin.”’»

Thus in all matters concerning the management of the property equity

and fair dealing should be observed so that no one’s interests are prejudiced.

17.

Ch.2.283. 18

.

01. 4, 6.

19.

Ch.4. 2.



SOME ABORIGINAL TRIBES OF MALABAR
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It was Swatni Vivekananda who drew pointed attention to the “ distance

pollution ” observed in Malabar by the unsavoury remark that “ Malabar is

a lunatic asylum'”. The Swamiji was proceeding from Trivandrum towards

North when he heard certain caste Hindus making a curious sound to indi-

cate that the “ unapproachables ” should be out of their way. No wonder

that the sight shocked the Swamiji to whom all human beings were “ children

of God”. Though nrore than a generation has passed, conditions are not

very much better now in the country in spite of the levelling tendency of the

Railways, public conveyances and democratic institutions. Malabar is one

of the few spots of India where most up-to-date and antiquated things exist

side by side and ample material awaits the antiquarian. The following sketch

of a few tribes selected at random will give the reader an idea of the racial

problem that stands in need of urgent solution. This article is a fitting tribute

to Dr. B. C. Law whose studies on numerous races and tribes of India are

too well-known.

Society in Malabar is a heterogeneous one and its component parts

constitute a number of irreconcilable units which function without hitch but

liardly admit of fusion. On the topmost rung of the ladder are the Nambu-

diris and Nayars who once shared between themselves the religious and

political administration of the country. The various communities or sections

that represent a comparatively low level of culture may be classed under

two main divisions ‘ Untouchables ’ and ‘ Unapproachables ’. In the former

fall the Barber, Washerman, the Weaver, Snake-charmers etc. The last cate-

gory comprises of a good number of tribes in respect of whom ‘ distance pol-

lution' is observed. The distance they have to keep between them and the

higher classes varies with each tribe and the degree of its status. At the otlier

«id there are even a few tribes that can be called ‘ unseeables ’. We shall

now proceed to describe them in order of their distance proportion.

Ce?uman.

The term can be taken to be a anruption of Ceruvan—a small man—
not in p(mt of size or pdiysical stature, but in view of the place he occupies

in the social hierardiy. He is veritably a slave and a field labourer. Once
this tribe had the monopoly of agricultural labour. The plou^ and the

q)ade are his inseparable companions. When the field work is over he goes
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to the gardoi occupying himself all the year round. His positicoi was once

that of a slave attached to a master who looked after him whether he had

work or no. He was also entitled to annual presents of cloths during the

Onam Festival.^ His services could also be lent either temporarily or perman-

ently for a consideration which was akin to rent. In recent times he had his

emancipation but that has not improved his economic position. Plantati(Mis

in Wynad (North Malabar) and other hilly stations absorbed a large number

of them within the last 30 years and they are scarcely to be seen in villages

now. They are called ‘ Pulayars in Travancore. The change of name indi-

cates no difference in status or material prosperity. There is a tradition

that once they owned lands themselves and the Aikarayajamanan, a North

Travancore Chieftain, is still considered to be the latest descendant of a

Pulaya king. Pulayanar Kotta Hill, literally, the fortress of Pulayans, in

Trivandrum seems to support this tradition. The annual festival at Sri

Padmanabha Swamy Temple at Trivandrum usually begins with a fire brought

by a Pulayan.® There is another interesting feature about their association

with temples and higher castes. One day during festival time particularly in

Kali temples they can enter its sacred precincts, and worship the deity instead

of doing it at a distance from the temples which is the usual practice in other

parts of the year. Temple festivals in West Coast usually follow the harvest

season when Cejuman is free from work in the paddy field. He enjoys his

holiday by presenting himself in the vicinity of the temple with his family

dancing and singing all the time and drinking toddy at intervals. In fact

during that period toddy constitutes the main item of his food. Neither his

master nor his neighbour interferes with his conduct and behaviour at this

time. Cepuma tribe has a number of sub-divisions of which Kaipakkan^ is the

most important.

His Religion.

Nothing special needs be mentioned about the Cepuman’s religion as

there is no deity which he exclusively worships. Kali temples are his favourite

resorts and he entertains great r^rd for his ancestors. Once in a year he

gives his dead ancestors a feast of toddy, rice, etc., ‘Kutti Cattan’ and
' Karim Kutty ’, supposed to be spirits of deceased heroes, are propitiated

by him. Expenses in connection with all these ceremcmies are to be met

by his master.

1. The great National Festival of the Malayaleesi lasting for five days in

Chingam (August-September).

2. The word is derived from ‘Pula’ meaning pollution.

3. L. K. Anantakrishna Ayyar, quoted by E. Thurston : Cosies and Tribes

of South India, Vol. II, pp. 47-48.

4. The present form lodra like a derivative from Kapaldcu—Accounts. It must

have something to do with ‘ KSo ’-—to see or watch. The long vowel might have

been dropped later.
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His death ceremonies are not very daborate either. If a member of a

Ceruman’s family dies, his master is immediately informed. He sends all the

requidtes for the burial—^the dead body is always buried and not burnt—such

as oil to besmear his body, spade to dig the grave, etc. To the accompani-

ment of the drum called “ Para the dead body is taken to the river bank

or a hilly track for burial, all assembled there touching the dead body. His

belongings also in certain cases are buried with him. After the burial a

mound is raised over the grave and a stone fixed at the head. His people fast

for that day and the next day there is a feast for all the castemen. If the

death takes place during the season when Ceruman is busy in the field the

after-ceremonies and pollution are dispensed with. A mud vessel containing

rice, etc., will be kqpt closed in which the spirit of the deceased is supposed

to rest till summer when he is comparatively free. The usual ceremonies and

the pollution lasting for fifteen days will then be observed giving due intima-

tion to his master and the chief of the caste.®

Marriage Ceremonies.

The bridegroom’s sister takes the leading part in their marriages. They

generally marry outside their clan or group. The intention to marry must be

communicated to the bride’s paroits. With their permission the couple can

associate with each other and even produce children. Only the bride should

not go to the bridegroom’s house before the formal ceremony of marriage in

which tying of the Tali at the auspicious moment is an important iton. The
bridegroom only makes the knot while his sister gives the finishing touch.

There is the usual feast for castemen. The master of the Cepiman meets all

the expenses of the marriage. He must also be duly informed when the choice

of the bride is made. Divorce is permitted after giving formal intimation to

the parents concerned and the master. As a labourer Ceruman has hardly an
equal and he is not attracted by the monetary gain accruing from his work
although modem conditions have converted him into a cooly who likes to

make the best of his labour. Unlike other aboriginal tribes of Malabar
Ceruman is a stranger to Black Magic.

Put-vuvAN—

T

he Snake Expert.

'The name is derived from the word, PuJlu, a small bird, which is sup-
posed to have some evil influence over children. PuHuvan is the healer for

any such malady. There are different legends relating to their origin. One
makes them tfie descendants of Kadru, the mythological mother of serpents.
The other takes us to the story of the burning of the Khandava forest by the
God of Fire to exterminate the snakes. One of them escaped from the devour-
ing fire and was saved by a woman who allowed it to get into her close-

necked mud vessel (pitcher). The snake blessed her for this kindness and

5. For details of the death ceremony vide 'Thurston’a Castes and Tribes ei
South India, Vol. II, pp. 76, 82.
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gave magical power to cure all diseases arising out Oi snake-bite or curse.*

These legends true or otherwise, however, reveal the fact that this tnbe had

unusual power over snakes which abound in Malabar where a regular cult

has developed thereon. Almost every Hindu house in Malabar has a snake

shrine located in a comer of the compound surrounding it where annual puja

is offered to propitiate snakes. In a region like that it is no wonder that one

community specialised in the snake-cult and became famous in the rituals

connected with them. It also looks strange at the same time that Pulluvan

has control only over the divine aspect of the snake and not its physical

aspect. He is never seen with a snake nor does he administer medicine to

patients bitten by snake although occasionally we have stories of a snake of

the benignant variety being saved by him in his pitcher from attack by hostile

tribes. They do not also assume the role of snake-charmers like ‘ kupavas
’

who catch the reptile by their music and carry them from house to house

to be exhibited for the sake of ‘ Alms But all the evil influences due to the

curse of the snake, they are able to eradicate. Pufluvan is a friend of the

snake, while ‘ Kumva ’ is its enemy. He is superior to Cemman in respect

of accessibility to the higher castes.

Ritual.

The principal ritual performed by PuJluvan is ‘ Tuflal ’ literally jumping

Of quick movement. The figures of two snakes intertwined —probably one

iTiale and the other female—is drawn on a spot rendered sacred by certain

purificatory process. Two women—generally virgins—^will sit in that, facing

the hood of the serpents holding a bunch of the tender inflorescence of the

arecanut palm. Pulluvan with his female partner sits at a distance and

chants his songs accompanied by his Veena and the Kutam’ of his partner.

After a time the girls get possessed, destroy the figure waving their heads

on either side like a snake. When they become calm by the ministrations of

the Pulluvan through some special notes on his Veena and Kutam they

pronounce the pleasure of the snake. After that they proceed to the snake-

shrine of the house and deposit their bunch of flowers there and come away.

With this the ritual closes.

This community is gradually dwindling in numbers and they are not

of a strong build. The Pufluva woman is noted for her sweet voice and her

songs are very much appreciated all over. She is a specialist in the diseases

of the ohildren for whose relief she chants a special song called Naverupatt.*

6. Hindus associate serpents with divine power. Their curses more than

thdr bksainp are bdieved to be more effective. Leprosy is usually ascribed to

snake curse.

7. A nrad veaalel covered with leather at one end to which a string is attached.

8. The soc^ sung to remove the evil effect of the ‘tongue.’ Eyes, and ton-

gues of evil nunded persons are supposed to be ^ective in causing certain diseases

of the children.
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In that curiously no mention of snake occurs. It describes only the birth

of a child in a family and aiumerates the various diseases of the children

with a view to remove them prescribing remedies therefor.

Custom allows a brother and sister among them to marry. It is seldom

that they go about alone. This practice according to some is responsible for

their weak stature and their lack of productive capacity. If this commumty

becomes extinct, as their gradual diminution in numbers shows a tendency

in that direction, Malabar society will lose much of its amusement and enter-

tainment particularly in the rural areas.

PaIsIAN.®

pagan’s role in the general structure of Malabar society is unique. From

the point of distance he has to keep from the higher classes, he is

below PUlJuvan and Ceruman and he is an ‘ unapproachable ’ pure

and simple. He is a friend and foe of the higher classes. He is a

medical man, sorcerer, artist, industrial worker all rolled into one.

There is a proverb in Malayalam, “there is no medicine which PSijan

does not know ”, although his knowledge of medicine is not the outcome of

any conscious attempt at studying it. His sorcery which relies for effect on

the use of various shrubs renders a knowledge of medicine absolutely neces-

sary. His artistic taste makes his cultural outlook very much wider than

that of many an ‘unapproachable'’ that is classed with him. F^rofessionally

he is the umbrdla-maker in Malabar and tailor in Travancore. His service

in Kali temple ranks him as a first rate artist. Pankali'® is his distinctive

contribution to the r^on of Art.

Paipan brings umbrellas made of palmyra leaves with long handles to

every house in the village at the commencement of the rainy seasom In

Malabar there is heavy rain from the beginning of June to November. For

all classes of people, agriculturists, artisans, labourers, and others his umbrella

is a necessity. He gets a few measures of paddy" in return for this present.

It is a customary obligation and not a commercial transaction which either

party fulfils voluntarily. Whenever there is a feast in any aristocratic house

it is the who supplies the requisite number of plantain leaves on which

rice is served. For this he is given a good meal and a very nominal amount

9. liteiBlIy a singer from Pup—a melody (Tamil).

10. A variety entertainment consisting of music, dance, and dramatic inter-

ludes by which PSpan caters to the aesthetic tasite of his castemen and others of

^ilar status. For details vide author’s article on •* The Histrionic Art of Korffln "

—the cultural background. Annals of the Oriental Research of the UtUversity of

Madras.

11. It depends upon the size and number of und>reilas. Thouidi the modem
wmbnila made of dark cioth has rqiiaced the palmyra leaf variety of it, in country
parts during heavy rains FSpan’s production is of immense use to protect oneself

from heavy rain.
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as compensation. Ayurvedic physicians in Malabar usually depend oa ,F3i}ans

for the supply of medicinal shrubs. The people at lar^ entrust him with

the work of collecting the various medicines prescribed by a doctor.

Black Magic.

His Black Magic makes him a terror to society. His displeasure brings

dreadful disease to his enemies and sometimes death. The only way to avoid

them is to requisition his own services. He is also afraid of the caste Hindus

like Nayars and their communal wrath which sometimes takes violent forms

resulting in their total annihilation. There is a type of Black Magic called

‘ Oti by which the magician kills his enemy in the night meeting him on

his way. On such occasions he appears in the form of an animal, a dog, or

a bull and so on, catches the victim unawares and kills him by twisting the

neck. In modem times instances of such practices are rarely heard, although

there are evidences to show that they have not disappeared. One who is an

expert in this Black Art is also supposed to have power to let loose the demons

he worships on his enemies and give them untold miseries. In this field

‘ Parayan ’ who is dealt with in the next section beats Paioan hollow as the

former often takes to it as a profession.

His role as an artist comes in full play during the summer when temples

of Malabar particularly, the Kali shrines have their annual festivals. He

goes about wearing masks and dances. His partner will mark time on Tuti.^*

They provide immense amusement to the village folk. He returns home in

the evening with his bag full of paddy and a few clothes.^‘ Mention has

already been made of Pankali in which there is an interesting interlude by

a couple who conduct an amorous dialogue to the accompaniment of dance.

It is a pity that writers like Thurstonl and Gopala Panikkar^® have entirely

ignored this aspect of Paijan’s life. It is one of the puzzles of anthropology

how an artistic community like that of Paipan that has a cultural background

to its credit came to practise Black Magic and commit heinous crimes asso-

ciated therewith.

This tribe is obliged to play Tuti in the burial ground of Izuvas—a class

much higher to his—^to ward off evil spirits.

Marriage and death ceremonies observed by Paijan are on a par with

those of Ceruman. Only P&oan has no master to meet his expenses or give

him directions.

It is tfie Rtajan’s privilege to herald the be^nning of the new year by

going to every house in the village in the previous night and sing songs to

12. Literally means to bend. 13. A small drum.

,14. A detailed description of PSipan’s role as an artist occurs in the author’s

AMi Worship in Kerala, Vol. I.

15. Author of Mdabar and its Folk.
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that effect. This is done on the eve of the third day of the Onam festival in

Malabar.

Pa?ayan.

Among the aboriginal tribes that live in the plains Parayan is taken to

be the lowest. In fact it is doubtful whether he could be called strictly a

denizen of the plains. He is partly of the plains and partly of the hills. In

any case he must have his hut far away from the scene of civilization and

he is classed not as a mere ‘ unapproachable ’ but an ‘ unseeable Even

his sight IS forbidden. He comes to villages with winnowing baskets and

mats, of various size and patterns made of bamboo pieces. On such occasions

he must stand far away from the houses of the village folk and must cry

sufficiently loud to aimounce his arrival. Time-honoured custom makes it

obligatory on his part to present these baskets as Pajjan does umbrellas, and

the village folk who receive them give paddy in return. Considering the

labour involved in the manufacture of these articles the remuneration is far

too low. During these visits sometimes he gets the carcasses of cows or goats

to whidi he seems to have earned a claim established for centuries. As a

carcass-eater he is held in contempt and the word ‘ Parayan ' is often used as

a term of abuse meaning a wretch.

The tribal appellation is traced to ‘Para’ (a big drum). He plays on

that when his castemen assemble within a convenient distance of Kaji temples

to witness festivals” there and indulge in a sort of weird dance wearing

hideous masks and i>ainting their faces. This make-up reminds us of the

cannibals of African jungles.

In stature he is neither tall or strong but his looks inspire terror. His

eyes proclaim that he is a bom hypnotist and represents a culture to which

we are perfect strangiers.

Black Art—Oti.

Blade Art is his mainstay in life By the application of certain medi-

cines it is said, that he can stand any amount of physical torture having

thereby attained insensibility to pain. One of them according to an eye-

witness, bore for three days a big stone which was placed on his bade as a

punishment. When the stone was removed after the third day he was none

the worse for it and regained his normal posture without feeling the least

discomfort.

* Oti ’ is the chief item of his Black Art as already mentioned. PSoan
is only a novice in the Art when compared to Patayan who is an adept in

it. If any one has the misfortune to meet him in the night (dark)—monnlig^

16. His Idnamen in the Tamil area occupy a hijher status.

17. Thisl is the only privil^^ he is allowed by the villagers.
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is a serious handicap to his method—the belief is, that death is inevitable

Not only that he appears in the form of animals but he can also imitate their

sounds and cries—devices by which he misleads nocturnal travellers. They

never go alone. On either side of the victim they will run in opposite direc-

tions holding a long stick across thdr shoulders. The sticks strike against

the neck of the unfortunate man who by their force will fall on the ground.

He is robbed of his possessicais and killed instantly. The victim sometimes

lingers for a couple of days as a living corpse and then exfrires.

A variation of this called Velloti^® is also practised by them to entice

women, not necessarily for sexual relationship, but for the removal of the

tender ‘ foetus ’ which they use for the preparation of a patent which helps

them to assume various disguises. When they want to do this they take

their women with them as they are expert midwives. Parayan administers

a charm over the woman victim when his wife intervenes to remove the foetus.

The victim usually recovers without any injury.

He has other ways of killing his enemies.^® He generally buries his dead

and occasionally burns them also.

His marriage custxmis are also on a par with those of the Cepiman ex-

cept in a few details. The uncle of the bride makes the first present to the

couple. Unlike other aboriginal tribes they are very particular about the

chastity of their women. Violation of that virtue meets with severe punish-

ment

This tribe has however produced the great saint ‘Pakkan&r’ whose

philosophy of service to humanity and equal opportunities to all reminds us

that this tribe was once not so despicable and degraded as they are to-day.

Their strength is going down every year.

One interesting feature about these tribes whose characteristics are des-

cribed above, is that they follow the patriarchal system of inheritance while

the higher classes like the Nayars and a section among Nambudiris, Tiyyas

and Mohammedans in Malabar reckon their descent through mother. The

problem is for the anthropologist to solve and to tdl us which system is more

ancient.

18. The 'white Oti’ probably has reference to the ‘white’ of the human
embiya

19. For details vide Thurston’s Castes and Tribes of South India, Vol. VI,

ppL 124, 126.
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Grammar presupposes not only language but also linguistic analysis,

but it is obvious that the earliest analysis of language could have been only

formal, the mere measuring of word-forms of various lengths. But even

this mechanical measuring of word-forms could have been hardly taken in

hand by primitive grammarians without some special reason. In civilised

speech sentences—^which alone, in general, can truly reflect the whole of the

idea in the mind of the speaker—are constructed more or less consciously

by joining together independent units of expression or suggestion represented

by word-symbols. But the mind of the primitive man is always engrossed

with the whole of the sentence-idea, for the simple reason that the sentence-

idea is the only real thing in language, though that idea may be suggested

also by a single word, even by a single gesture sometimes. In primitive

speech, therefore, a single word may stand for a whole sentence, and a whole

sentence may be treated as a single word (holophrasis). Words and

sentences, in short, are not distinguished in primitive speech. It is obvious

that in such a state of things even the simple measuring of word-length is

out of the question, for the word as such, as a separate and independent unit,

doesn’t exist as yet.^

But the situation is radically altered as soon as primitive man takes to

making verse. And it is an established fact that primitive man makes verse

before he makes prose consciously. If his verses are of the kind that we find

in the Rgveda, the Avesta, and in Homer, i.e., if his verses are always of fixed

length and his verse-feet consist of fixed numbers of syllables, then the deli-

miting of words becomes a peremptory necessity. The foot of such a verse

offers at all times a definite unit of speech-material, all the more if, as we
find in the Rgveda, the end of every foot coincides with the end of a word.

Every Rgvedic verse-foot is moreover an independent unit not only metri-

cally but also in meaning : euphonic combination between padanta and
padadi, though fcwnd in the accepted text of the Rgveda. has almost always

to be dissolved in recitation. Needless to say, this metrical conventicm, which

is one of the most striking characteristics of Rgvedic verse, must have been

inherited from much earlier times,—from times when, apparently, it was
omsidered too hazardous to try to cerate with ideas which cannot be ex-

pressed in one angle verse-foot. To think that the Rgvedic seers themselves,

1. For this article I have freely used Liebich’s Einfuhrung II.
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who had devdqied a hi^y complex ritual system and created poetry of no

mean order, were afraid of sentence-ideas longer than a verse-foot would be

to wholly misunderstand Bgvedic civilisation. We have to conclude, there-

fore, that words must have been fully and consciously isolated from sentence-

complexes before the first Bgvedic verse could be constructed, i.e., centuries

before the 5tgvedic hymns were composed.

But it is not out of these theoretical considerations only that we have to

conclude that in India—and perhaps also in other countries—^the conscious

delimiting and isolating of single word-symbols from out of the only real

sentence-complexes should have started with the construction of verses : I say,

conscious delimiting, for the unconscious and enforced delimiting, as when a

single word suffices to fully convey the speaker’s intention, can be hardly

regarded as a grammatical achievement of any account. In fact the earliest

grammatical strivings of the ancient Indians are for the most part directly

connected with metrical observations.

The existence of even a single metre, as among the Greeks of the Homeric

age, would enforce the necessity of limiting off verse-units and thus render

formal linguistic analysis almost inevitable. But this process of delimiting

and isolating words and consequently word-dements would be greatly

accelerated if several different metres are in operation in one and the same

period as among the I?gvedic Indians. The IJgvedic poets, who had con-

stantly to deal, inter alia, with Trisltubh and Jagati padas, must have noticed

at an early date that the difference between them is due to the presence or

absence of something that was different from the only speech-elements they

were as yet conscious of, viz. the verse-foot and the word. This differentiat-

ing element, the syllable, they decided to call ak^ara, i.e. “irreducible.”

The term is highly significant, for it shows that to the I?gvedic poets not the

sound (varnci) but the syllable was the irreducible speech-element. But
why should the ak^ara, which need not consist of one sound only, should be

regarded as the irreducible speech-element ? The answer is clear : the

Ijlgvedic poets were thinking only of their metres in which a solitary conso-

nant without any duration is of no account ; they were not thinking of

ordinary prose speech in which along with the vowel-syllable also the conso-

nant would have to be regarded as irreducible speech-element. The word
akf-ora therefore clearly suggests that the incentive to speech-analysis should

have come to the Vedic Indians primarily from a comparison of the various

metres.

This is indirectly supported by the further consideration that in the

older literature the metres are constantly spoken of as constituted by ak^aras,

but nothing is said about the fixed quantity of certain syllables of certain

metres* which could not have escaped the eye of the Vedic writers if they

2. Cf. BkpiStifikyha VIII, 36-39.
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had objectively studied every metre individually. Moreover, if the discovery

of the ak^aro had been due to the analysis of ordinary prose speech its use

in the oldest literature could never have been confined,, as it is, solely to

metrical observations.® But the fact is that in the three passages of the

Pgveda^ in which the word ak^ara with the meaning “ syllable ” occurs, the

allusion is always to metres. In the first of these three passages it is even

clearly stated that the “ seven ” ^leeches are measured by the ak$ara ( ak$d-

letja mimate spatd vdvii},). That " saptd vimh" of this passage refers to

the seven metres of the Caturuttara-series {sapta cchanddtfisi caturuttarmi)

,

mentioned already in the Bgveda, but in due order for the first time in the

Vajasaneyi-Saiphita,® admits of no reasonable doubt. In Bgveda X. 130.

4-5, we have a list of seven metres which is practically identical with this

traditional Caturuttara-series, the only difference being that Viraj here takes

the place of Pankti ; but it is significant that also in this passage, when it is

paraphrased in the Aitareya Brahmaija VIII.2.2, Pankti appears for VirSj.

—

All this and much more that the Vedic literature contains by way of metrical

observations clearly show that to compare various metres with each other

and to try to arrange them in a rational order was a favourite occupation

with the Vedic seers. And that this activity should in due course have led

to the discovery of the “ syllable ”—^which is in fact the earliest grammatical

discovery made in India—^has been already shown above.

Just as the syllable {ak?ara) is the smallest sound-unit (so far as metres

are concerned) so is the word (pada) the smallest sense-unit. But it is curi-

ous to note that in the Bgveda,® the word “ pada ” has not been used in the

sense of a word, but in the sense of a verse-foot, i.e., a Pada ! Does it show

that speech, at least sacred speech, was measured originally by whole lumps

constituting verse-feet and not by individual words? If it does, then we

shall have to admit a curious thing : we shall have to admit that in Indian

grammatical thou^t the word received recognition after the syllable and the

verse-foot. But that is as it should have been if, as shown above, the earliest

linguistic speculations had been concerned more with metres than with the

language.

Why was the term pada used originally in the sense of “verse-foot”

and how did it later come to assume the meaning “ word ” ? After what
has been said above, the answer to these questions cannot remain doubtful.

The true meaning of the word pada in the Bgveda is “ step ” and not “ foot”

3. I am of course leaving out of consideration those passages in which the
word akfofa does not mean "syllable.”

4. 1. 164. 24 ; 39; X. 13.3.

5. XXI. 12-18: GSyatii, Uwih, AnujtuWi, Bfhati, PaAkti, Tri§tuMj and
Jagaff.

6. I. 164. 23.
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As Liebich^ has ingeniously suggested, the recitation of Vedic hytnns was

conceived in the lively imagination of the Ffeis as accompanied by the rhyth-

mic steps of vac, and thus every metrical unit (i.e., the verse-foot) came to

be regarded as a “step*' of the goddess dancing along in perfect harmony

with the sacred speech. So far as the sacred speech was metrical,, the step
”

could not but be the verse-foot, which is the natural unit of metres. But

where the sacred speech was prose, there the ‘"step” could mean nothing

but the natural imit of prose, i.e. the word. When in this way pada came
to mean '' word a new term, but not too different, namely pdda

**

foot

was seized upon to denote the verse-foot by, perhaps on the analogy of four-

footed animals, since the metres are indeed mostly four-footed^®—Thus we see

that not only “ ak^ara ” but also the terms “ pada and “ pdda ’’ should have

been recruited into the grammatical vocabulary of the Vedic age mainly

through metrical considerations.

The earliest grammatical discoveries were thus painfully slow and the

secondary—almost accidental—result of studies which by no means were

truly grammatical. But with the isolation and comprehension of both the

sound-unit (ak^ara) and the sense-unit {pada) the foundation was laid to

proper grammatical analysis of the language, and henceforward the progress

of grammatical thought was extraordinarily rapid, culminating at last in that

matchless work of scientific perfection,—^the A)§tadhyayi of Paipini.

In the period of the Brahmaipas grammatical thought was mainly concern-

ed with the relation between sound and sense, i.e. etymology. The etymo-

logies of the Brahmana-texts are of course mostly puerile, and it is quite prob-

able that the Brahmapa-authors themselves were not quite serious about them

as Roth aptly remarked. The fact is that the Bilahmaina-authors, though

operating with both sense and sound, were wholly dominated by the sense-

element, so that if there is any similarity in meaning between two wonds

they would not hesitate to connect them etymologically even though in form

they may have only a single consonant common by chance. Yet in the

Brahmapas may be found many correct etymologies, some of them of really

difficult words, such as nyagrodha, which has been correctly analysed in the

Aitareya Brahmainia VII, 5.4 as nyan rohati “ that which grows downward.”

Also in other fields of grammar, as we shall see below, much real prbgress

was made during the Brahmapa-period, but the favourite occupation of the

ftaive grammarians of this age was, apparently, this nirukta “etymology.”

The etymologies of the Brahmapa-authors were later collected and classified

by Yaska in his Nirukta.

7. Einfuhrung, II, p. 5.

7a. Pada in the sense of "clause” of prose mantra may be regarded as an

intermediate step between /Jiewfa = verse-foot and word. Thus the twelve

clauses of the Nivid such as agnk deve *ddha, apdt manv iddha etc. are called the

twelve padas of the Nivid ; cf. AB. IJ. 5. 1 : dvddcdapadd vd €:$& tdvit,

23
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The word nirukta in its original sense had however nothing to do with

etymology. The verses in which the gods to whom they are addressed are

not menticMied by name are called onirukta in the Brahmauas,^ and, vice

versa, when in a verse the god addressed to is actually mentioned it is said t

devata nirucyate* It is clear, therefore that the word nirukta in its original

sense signified only that kind of theological enquiry, so dear to the hearts of

the BrShmaioa-authors, which strove to ascertain the relation between the

gods and the verses addressed to them. No enquiry was necessary in the

case of a verse with the name of the god addressed to actually mentirmed in

it. But the intended divinity could not be ascertained without enquiry and
deliberation on the text concerned in the case of a verse in which no god is

mentioned by name. The term for this enquiry was nirukta, but it had its

meaning gradually extended into “ etymology ”
; and in view of the character

of the enquiry originally signified by the term it is but natural that it should

thereafter be always associated only with that kind of etymology which

stresses the meaning more than the form.

The main grammatical activity during the Brahmana-period was, as

shown above, in the field of etymology. But this period was not altogether

barren of phonological enquiry. The term varna
“
sound ” occurs for the

first time in the Aitareya-Brahmajja'® as also svara “ accent in the sense

of “ vowel ” however, the latter term does not appear before the Aitareya

Araijyaka (III. 2.5).—^With the discovery of the varna it became now pos-

sible also to analyse the ak?ara. Thus it was stated that the sacred syllable

consists of the three sounds a, u and w.** Even the technical term riphita

occurs in the Aitareya Brahmaija,^® but exactly in what sense it is difficult

to say. The earliest attempt to scientifically arrange the sound-system of

Sanskrit is to be found in the Aitareiya-Araajyaka (III. 2.5) and tlie

Chffiidogya Upaniisad^* where the sparSa, the usrnan and the svara (vowel)

8. Cf. Aitareya Br. III. 3.6 ; 3. 10, etc. In explanation of the yrntd'atarukta
in AB. III. 3. 6 Sayanja says : nihSesetfo ’kta devo wruktas, tadfio yayor dhayyayor
na ’sti te amukte. Still more clearly he says ad AB. III. 3. 10 : sa "py jg anhukla
riidravdcakapadabhavdd aspastadevatakd.

9. Aitareya Br. IV. 5. 3.

W. V. 5.7.—This meaning of the word varna should have been developed
first in the BiShmaitjas of the S&naveda in which we constantly come aaoss locu-
tions like rathantaravornd tc "verse which gets the colour of Rathantara-sfiman in
chant.” In these passages the word varna is visibly changing its meaning from
“colour” to "sound” of melody. Then gradually the “sound of melody” became
sound in general.”

,11. Ill, 2. 13, ICeith translates svoTOvotyoi vdcd as ” with sonorous voice ”, but
according to Sayaa?a svaravatya means svarayuktaya.

12. Aitareya Br. V. 5.7.

13. vMphita. AB. V. 1. 4-8ayaua’a comment is not very hdpful riri-
pkitark nywakhctrupena vi&e^aklehena ‘ccaritam.

14. II. 22.3^
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are separately mentioned, but the antastha (for arUa^thS) is mentioned for

the first time in the J^UcpratiSakhya (I. 9). Simultaneously with these

pbonetical discoveries purely grammatical categories too were being gradu-

ally isolated in the age of the BiShmanas. The animate gendm are called

vffan and yo?d respectively in the Aitareya-Brahmapa ;
“ the terms eka-

vacana and bahuvacma occur already in the Satapatha-BtShmapa (XIII.

5.1.18), but dvivacana for the first time only in the Atharva-PratiSakhya

(I. 75; II. 47), though dvivacas occurs earlier in the ilJkpratiSakhya (I.

71); the amredUa is still naively called punardvrttam punaminjttam in the

Brahmanas.i®

Much more important than these individual discoveries are the gram-

matical groupings of nominal and verbal forms. The order of the seven

cases was determined obviously with a view to having all the possible identi-

cal forms in contiguous positions. It was therefore only after a certain

period of trial and error that the order of the seven cases could be fixed as

already in Yaska’" who, it should be noted, uses the term vibhakti only in

the sense of nominal case-form. The eighth case vocative is mentioned for

the first time in the Bvhaddevata.’® The different grammatical persons too

were clearly distinguished by Yaska when he declared in his peculiar language

(loc. at.) that the Mantras are parok^akjta (i.e., in the third person) and

connected with verb-forms of the third person (prathamapuru^ais ca ‘ khyd-

tasya), or pratyak?akrta (i.e., in the second person), or adhyatmiki (i.e., in

the first person). The three tenses future, present and past (called kari$yat,

kurvat and kjtam respectively), have been mentioned already in the Aitareya-

BrShmaija.’® But, as Liebich®® pointed out, the distinction made between

the tenses was as yet more logical than grammatical, for although the exam-

ples for present and past are in their proper tenses, those for the future are

mostly imperative-forms such as a ydhi etc.

In connection with various ritual acts the Brahmaijas often recommend

the use of forms containing word-elements corresponding in some way or

other to those acts. This is of more than passing interest for the history of

Sanskrit grammar, for these recommendations could be laid down and acted

up to only by those who had learnt not only to separate the suffix and the

ending from the stem but also to isolate the root-element from among a

bewildering mass of congeneric forms. Thus when the Aitareya-Biahmaioa**

declares a verse containing the word pitrbhih to be pitrmat, it is quite clear

that the author of this Brahmaiija had isolated, consciously or otherwise, the

15. VI. 1. 3 : VTfS va f^abho subrahamat^ya—^We have pumnamnyah stri-

mrmyah napumsakanamnyab in Sat Br. X. 5. 1. 2.

16. E.g., Aitareya Bi^hmapa V. 1.1.

17. VII. 2. 18. I. 43.

19. IV. 5.1; IV. 5.3; V. 1.1. 20. Einfuhrung, II, p. 13.

21. III. 3.8.
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Stem pitr- both from the suffix -met and the ending But sudi cases,

oi which there are hundreds in the Bifihmana-Iiterature, are quite a sin^c

affair c(»npared with the analysis of composite verb forms indirectly sug-

gested by Brahmanja-authors. Only after a long period of intelligent gram-

matical study and observation could it have been possible to recognise such

dissimilar fewms as ajijmat (Ait. Br. V. 3.2) and janu^a (Ait. Br. V.

1.5) to be jatavot, i.e., containing the root jan-. Similarly in the Ait. Br.

agantna (V. 4.1) and jagmus (V. 4. 2) are called gatavat, a&dvi (VI.

3.1) is called sutkwat, etc.

These examples clearly show that although the actual root had not been

fully abstracted by the later-Vedic writers, they had nevertheless rightly

guessed the existence of a common element which they were at a loss to know

how to express. It was quite natural that in order to express or suggest it

they should have utilised only such forms as actually occurred in the langu-

age, and if of such actual forms they particularly fixed upon the form in past

participle passive to suggest that elusive common element by, it was obviously

because this was the only form of a verb which almost never failed to actually

occur. Yet the form in past participle passive was not the only form utilised

for this purpose, various purely nominal forms too were used,—as, for

instance, the verb-form naya is called netrmat.^^ Sometimes both verbal

and nominal forms are brought under the same head in this way ;
thus in the

Aitereya BiShma|tja vr$etsva (IV\, 5. 3), vni}ymi (IV. 5. 4), vnanam (VI.

3. 1) etc. are called vf^ainvant. This was a further step in advance, for the

elusive common element was in these cases clearly perceived to be reducible

to both verbal and nominal ideas. The idea of the abstract grammatical

root was therefore already there, but the root was yet to be actually abstract-

ed. Liebich points out one case in which it may be claimed that even this

last step had been actually taken by the author of the Aitareya-Brahmaija,

for here the forms mSdayantam, mamadan etc. are declared to be madvat.

But, as Liebich** himself has argued, it is more probable than not that here

too mad- is no real abstraction at all, but is derived mechanically from com-

pounds like soma-mad.

Hardly beyond the pale of Vedic literature stand the traditional Nighaip-

tus—-the earliest work of a lexicographical nature in the Sanskrit literature

—

and Yaska’s Nirukta thereon. For our purpose it will be sufficient to note

about the Nighaipitus that they are probably older than iSakalya’s Padapatha
of the Bgveda, for hiham, nukam and other particles are treated as single

words in the Nighantu“^ though they are divided in the IjHcpadapitha as

22. Aitareya Brihinaina, I. 2. 4. Similarly in AB. ajani is jatavot (I. 3. 5),

apyayasva is afamvat (1.3.6), arurucat is rucitavat (1.4.4), janghanat is jagh-

tiivat (1.4.8), etc.

23. Emfukrung, II, p. 17. 24. III. 12.
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whose author Yfidca*® himself motions SIkalya. In dealing with the words
masakrt and vayaff, YBska*« definitely rejects the views of Sikalya, though

however without menticming his name. Sakalya’s PadapSitliR is the earliest

purely grammatical work in the Sanskrit literature. On it is based iSaunaka’s

^prati^akhya which is quoted by F^mi.

What iSakalya*^ actually did was merely to give every word of the

Sksaiphita, in most cases modified through Sandhi with the preceding and
the following word, in its pure and independent form. Simple as this task

may appear to be it could not be carried out without a good deal of gram-

matical analysis, the Visarga alone being capable of assuming eight different

forms in Sandhi. Moreover the consonantal endings in nominal flexion, as

also secondary suffixes, have been regularly, though not always, separated

from the stem in the Padapatha by Avagraha ; components of compounds
too have been separated in the same way, though however two Avagijahas

have never been used in the Pada-form of the same compound. The forms

considered to be pragfhya are marked by the word iti by Sakalya, but it is

still a mystery what precisely was the special characteristic which decided the

pragffcyat-character of a form.** Some words are repeated in the Padapatha

after the indicatory iti under circumstances which it is not possible to discuss

in this place ; they are parigfhya. It is important to note that avagraha,

pragraha and parigraha are all purely grammatical terms. All this may seem
to be mere mechanical work, requiring no grammatical acumen. But there

are many indications which clearly prove that iSakalya actually did try to

understand grammatically the words he was dealing with. Thus the enclitic

pronominal form i is represented by him as im in the Padapaifha, evidently

because the nasalless form had completely gone out of use in his time. In a
large number of cases Saiphiffi-words which are perfectly justifiable in them-
selves have been replaced by the later forms of those words in iSakalya’s Pada-
patha (e.g., Saiph. dakfi but P. dhak?i, Sarph. driijak but P. arinak etc.)

All this shows that iSakalya’s Padapatha is a purely grammatical work,—the
first Indian purely grammatical work in fact, though the scope of grammar
could not but be extremely narrow in it.

The function, though not the form, of the Padapathas of the other Saip-

hitSs is more or less the same, evidently because they were all modelled after

S^calya s PadapStha, and they are thus all later than it. But Gargya’s Pada-
patha of the Samaveda seems to be older than Yfiska, for in commenting on
the difficult word mehana the latter says*® that it may after all be three words.

25. VI. 28 . 26. V. 21 ; VI. 28.
27. Date * not later than 600 B.C” according to Keith, Akareya-Ara^yaka,

Introd., p. 73.

28. On this proWem cf.: IHQ., X. pp. 665-70; IC., TV, pp. 387-99; NIA.,
11, pp. 59-61 , D. R. Bhandarkar Volume (1940), pp. 21-24 ; IC., VIII, pp. 397-8.

29. IV. 4.
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and it can hardly be a case of fortuitous coincidence that in the Padap5tha of

the Sdmaveda this form is actually treated as three words as Y&ska’s com-

mentators Durga and SkandasvSmin have pointed out.

GSrgya in his Padapeitha has shown much greater grammatical acumen

than Sakalya, and in his word-analysis he in some cases forestalled even the

latest achievements of the science of linguistics. For example, Gargya cor-

rectly divides the words sam-udram, candra-masah, Srat-dkd {iraddhd) none

of which has been analysed by Sakalya. Yaska in dealing with these words

sides with Gargya against Sakalya as Professor Bhagvaddatta»® has pointed

out. In other cases, however, Gargya’s analysis is definitely wrong, e.g., an-ye,

sa-khye, su-uryasya (suryasya) etc. In analysing the compounds §akalya

never separates a component member if it does not occur in the Pksaiphita

also independently in the same sense which it assumes in the compound.

Thus svasti has not been analysed by iSakalya, because asti does not occur

as a noun. G&rgya however ignored this convention and analysed svasti

also.—^The other Padapathas offer little new material of grammatical inte-

rest. Atreya’s Padapatha^^ of the Taittiriya-Sarphita is so crude in com-

parison with the Padap&thas of S^alya and Gargya that Keith is inclined

to date him even earlier than iSakalya.®*

The great etymologist Yaska is to be placed somewhere after Sakalya

and Gargya whom he quotes, but before Saunaka’s Rkprati^iakhya which in

its turn is quoted by FSipini. Yaska’s priority to the RkpratiSakhya is to be

inferred, however, only from circumstantial evidence. There is no direct evi-

dence to prove Saunaka’s—or even Plaijini’s—^posteriority to Yaska.

The words padaprakrtH), samhitd occurring both in the Nirukta®* and

(in the reverse order) in the Ijlkprati^khya®* can of course prove

nothing as to their relative chronology, though Max Muller®® asserted

that Yaska was here simply quoting the Pratii&akhya. Similarly, the Sutra

paral}. setmniharfalf saifihitd occurring both in P^ini and the Nirukta is value-

less for chronological purposes. Yaska indeed presupposes the science of

grammar when he says that etymology should not be taught to non-gramma-

rians ;
®® but that cannot prove his posteriority to P&pini, for both the works

of Yaska and PSnjini are the final results of pre-existing traditions. Yaska

might have had in view the grammars or the grammatical science of the pre-

PSjjinean era. Nor does I^ini’s teaching the formation of the name YSska*’

prove his posteriority to Yaska the etymologist. Yet, in pursuing the history

of Indian grammatical thought one is forced to admit Yaskafs priority not

30. A History of Vedic Literature (Hindi), Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 154.

31. PadakSra Atreya is mentioned already in Baudh. Gf. S. Ill, 9.7.

32. TS.—translation, Introd, p. 30. 33. I. 17.

34. II. 1. 35. Introd. to Rkpi&ti^ddiya, p. 4.

36. 11. 3. 37. PBn. IV. 1. 102.
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only to but also to the l^tkptatiSakhya. Chronologically it is import-

ant to note that iSakalya must have been already dead when YSska wrote,

for he uses the perfect form cakara when referring to iSakalya.

Yaska clearly distinguishes the four parts of speech—noun, verb, Upa-

sarga and Nipata.*® The verb {dkhyata) in his opinion chiefly conveys the

idea of becoming {bhdvapradhdna)

.

All the twenty Upasargas of the Sans-

krit language are given by Yaska, and he divides the NipStas into four

groups, giving examples of each.-*® Krt*i and Taddhita^’ suffixes are men-

tioned and illustrated by examples. The treatment of compounds by Yaska

is however wholly inadequate. The different kinds of compounds had evi-

dently not yet been differentiated in his time, so that he contents himself merely

with the statement that they may be ekaparvan or anekaporvan (i.e. of two

or more components). It is extremely difficult to believe that anyone coming

after Papini, though not dealing with grammar proper in the strictest sense

of the word, could have confined himself to such broad generalities. And it

is hardly possible that Yaska intentionally refrained from mentioning Paipini

but referred to Gargya and other Vaiyakarapas in the famous passage in which

he contrasts the views of the etymologists with those of the gnammarians.*®

In the absence of any compelling reason the benefit of doubt should there-*

fore be given on the side of Yaska’s priority to FSpini.

But compared with the preceding age Yaska surely marks a long step in

advance. The technical terms lopa, upadhd, vdkya, navddeia, sarvanatnan

and satftkhyd {ndman) are used by him already in the P^inean sense. The

masculine and feminine are now called pumdn and stri as in PSpini. The

causative, desiderative and intensive are called kdrita, cifar^ita and carkarita

foreshadowing Papinean nomenclature. As proof of Y&ska’s linguistic insight

may be mentioned that he had perceived that the first t in prattam is the

fragment of a root.

Saunaka, the author of the I?kprati6akhya (and Book V of the Aitareya

Arapyaka) should have been one of the last pre-Papinean writers on gram-

mar, and his is certainly the earliest Prati^khya. It has to be borne in mind,

however, that almost the sole object of the Prati^khyas is to explain or ex-

plain away the apparent or real differences between the Padapatha and the

Saiphita-text, and in this they start with the assumption that the Padapeitha

is the original (prakrti) of which the Samhita is a modified form {vikjti).

The PifitiSakhyas are not interested in anything that does not directly or

indirectly serve to explain the difference between the Sarphita-text and the

Padapatha. Thus they have a good deal to say about Sandhi, accent and

metre, but that is about all in them that can be reasonably included in a

38. I. 1.

41. I. 14.

39. I. 3.

42. II. 2.

40. I. 4.

43. Nir. I. 12-14.
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puitily granunatical work. I^rticularly for the ]^tkpi&ti§akhya it is impcat-

ant to note that its last eight Pafalas are certainly later than the first ten.

Saunaka's chrMiological position is determined by the fact that although

both Yaska and Pacini quote the views of iSakalya, the quotations in I%Dini

are however such that they could not have been taken directly from Sakalya’s

Padapatha but only from the Pratiakhya which presents in a systematic

foim the substance of iSakalya’s Padapafha.^^ Goldstiicker^® tried to prove

that PSjjini's Astadhyayi is older than the pkprti4akhyya, mainly on the

ground that Vyadi, also called Diafcsayaija, who, according to Patafijali, wrote

his Saipgraha on the Sutras of Paijini, is mentioned in the ^tkpratiiakhya.

But Max Muller^* rightly pointed out that the Vyadi mentioned in the Pra-

ti^khya need not have been the author of the Sarngraha.^^ Limited as was

the scope of &iunaka’s Pkpiati^akhya, the advance in grammatical thought

since Yaska as reflected in his work is truly enormous, though still far be-

hind Paijini excepting in things purely phonetical. Over a hundred technical

terms occur here for the first time aorording to Liebich,^® most of them na-

turally pertaining to phonetics. The word vyanjana, which in Yaska^® means

viit^atfa, appears here in the sense of “consonant” as in later literature.

YSska uses the term upajma in the sense of Pa^jdni’s agama : it is significant

that in the ^fkprati^akhya agama occurs four times in this sense, but upajana

only once. The author once®° refers to Yaska, but only as a metrical authority.

There is no trace of Pratyaharas and Anubandhas in the PkpratiMkhya.

As ncMie of the other Pi&tiiSakhyas can be proved to be older than

Papini®! they need not be discussed here. A word, however, needs to be

said about the Brhaddevata which, as Macdonell has convincingly demon-

strated,®* though later than Saunaka’s Skpratisakhya, is probably older than

Paoini. The author categorically declares®® : nakarmako ’sti bhavo hi, no

ndma 'sti nirorthakam, nd 'nyatra bhdvan ndmani, tasmdt sarvdtfi karmatah-

This shows that the author of the Brhaddevata as a grammarian belonged

to the school of iSakafayana, who would derive every word from a verbal

root. Like the previous writers he uses the term vibhakti in the sense of

finite veih-form and nominal case-form {ndmakhydtavibhakti^u) but in

44. See Indian Culture, Vol. IV, pp. 387-399.

45. Pdnini : His Place in SaHsktik Literatme, London 1861.

46. Introduction to his edition (1869) of the ^pratiSakhya, pp. 20-21.

47. Cf. also Weber, Indische Studien, V, pp. 106 ff.

48. Einfukrung, II, p. 30.

49. VII. 13. 50. XVII. 42.

51. Suiyakanta however makes the strange aWrtion that “in all the Sutras,

that ate found parallel in Bktantra and Pgninli, the latter may owe a ddbt to the

fonner.” (Introd to i^Uctantram, Lahore 1933, pi. 40).

52. Brhaddevati. Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. V, p. xxii.

53. I. 31. 54. II. 94.
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Paoini it signifies merely endings, verbal and nominal. He defines that to

be a noun which takes the eight Vibhaktis varying according to number and

gender,*® and is the first to mention®* all the types of compounds known to

Papni. The number of Upasargas is given as twenty in the Bfhaddevata,®^

and it is added that 'Sakatayana urges the inclusion of three more, viz. ctccha,

Srad and etntar. Of the Nipatas it is said significantly that nobody can say

“there are so many” of them.®* The grammar of the Bfhaddevata is

therefore in every way more advanced than anything that was known before.

Yet, compared with Paipini’s Astadhyayi, it looks crude enough to earn for

its author the compensatory advantage of chronological priority—^which can

be granted him all the more easily since unlike the authors of the PtSti4a-

khyas the author of this text was not pinned down to an inexorable tradi-

tion in deference to which he might have felt compelled to ignore the gram-

matical discoveries of his age.

Then comes raijini with his Ast&dhyayi which Benfey®* described as

“ the most comprehensive grammar of the richest language within the brief-

est compass imaginable—or rather unimaginable.” Papini was bom in the

Athenian age of Indian history, when our forefathers fearlessly questioned

all that was held sacred and mysterious from the beginning of times. This

fast life—fast in the noblest sense of the word—need not and could not have

been of long duration, for the spirit too, like flesh, is weak. It is therefore

misreading human nature to assume from the perfect technique displayed

by Paijini that he must have been preceded by long generations of plodding

grammarians. Pamini surely had predecessors, many of whom he himself

mentions by name, but along with Paipini they all should have participated

in the bri^ intellectual life of more or less the same age which on account

of its very brilliance could not have lasted very long. All things considered,

Paajini should be placed about 400 b.c.

55. I. 43. 56. II. 105.

57. II. 94 . 58. II. 93.

59. Gesckkhte d«r Sprachwisse$tsckaft, p. 76.
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Dr. Bimala Chum Law is one of our distinguished orientalists, and is

pre-eminently a Buddhist scholar. This article on Buddhism in Andhradela

is a tribute paid by its author to his versatility and scholarship. Buddhism,

like Jainism was an all-India movement in the centuries preceding and suc-

ceeding the Christian era. There has been some dispute whether Buddhism

was the earlier movement or Jainism in Andhrade4a. We need not discuss this

point here. Suffice it to say that Buddhism in Andhradesa may be traced as

far back as the third century B-c. if not earlier. Though we have several and

rich remains of Buddhist monuments in the shape of Stupas and Caityas

throughout the Andhra country, still a good number of them are to be found

in the districts of Guntur and Krsiia. The earliest of these Buddhist monu-

ments in these districts is a stupa discovered at Bhalttiprolu with the inscrip-

tions (edited by G. Biihler in Ep. Ind. II, pp. 323-29). Apart, from the fact

that these inscriptions take the history of Buddhism in Andhradesa to the

ASokan times,—^because the characters of these documents resemble those of

A^ka’s inscriptions, they are of value to prove that during the third century

B.C. several varieties of the Southern Mauryan alphabet existed. As Dr. Buh-

ler very ably points out the Bhatfiproju inscriptions show a system of writing

which helps us to believe that the art of writing was practised in India for

many centuries before the age of the Mauryas.

Bhattiprolu has been identified with Pratipalapura, about six miles from

Repalle in the Guntur district. It is said that the stupa here enshrined a

gaiuine relic (dhiatu) of the Buddha. One of the inscriptions here refers to

a king Kubleraka. The first inscription refers to the preparation of a casket

and a box of crystal to deposit some relics of the Buddha. In some inscrip-

tions (III, V, VI, VIII) reference is made to village committees and guilds

(nigama) who have presented caskets, boxes of crystal and of stone. The

tenth inscription in the stupa states that even women from Nandapura parti-

cipated in the gift in memory of the Buddha. These documents at Bhatti-

prolu are an unquestionable testimony of the flourishing condition of the

Buddhism in Guntur district in the third century B.C. Perhaps they may be

dated earlier also. The religion of the Buddha had become popular and the

public were anxious to ccwitribute their mite to perpetuate the memory of the

BhagavBn Buddha. The king, villagers, merdiants, 4ramaioas and women
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all joined together in the comnum effort of erecting the stQpa and enshrining

the rdics of the Buddha in boxes of crystal and stone. The antiquities of

Bhaittiprolu are preserved in the Government Museum, Madras, except the

casket which has been presented to the Mah5 Bodhi Society. (See B. V.

Krishna Rao : Early Dynasties of the Andhra Desa, p. 124, n.).

The next set of Buddhist monuments come from Amaravati and Jag-

gayyapeta. The Maha-Caityas in these places contain inscriptions with

Mauryan letters. Burgess following Fergusson's Tree and Serpent Worship

has elaborately studied the remains in these two places and published the

results of his study in the Archaeological Survey of South India, Vol. I.

Amailavati or the ancient Dhanyaka'taka about 18 miles west from Bezwada
is a well known Buddhist centre in AndhradeSa. It had a huge stupa— (a

stujja is only a large caitya)—^with four gates, and dates probably from the

second century b.c. Except the fragments some of which are now in the

British Museum, Fergusson writes that not a vestige remains in situ of the

central stupa at Amaravati. But it is inferred from the fragments that the

dome must have been considerably big, the base being about 162J feet in dia-

meter, and 40 to 50 feet in height. The stupa^ was embellished and repaired

whenever necessary. It is believed that the outer rail was erected in the second

century a.d. while the sculptures in the inner rail would be put down to the

third century.

A peculiar characteristic of these dagabas is the existence of five pillars

on each of the faces of the stupa. These are called Ayaka-Kambas. The

outer rail, quite an artistic monument, was formed of upright slabs about ten

feet in height above the level of Ihe inner paved path with a number of cross-

bars carved with discs on both sides. The inner rail which was about 6 feet

in length was richer in its carving. (Burgess : Op. cit., pp. 24-5). If we

examine the sculptures of the outer rail, we have carvings of elephants and

makaras generally. There are scenes of a king and his attendants, the queen

holding her husband by the left arm, then a lion throne and behind it the

bodhi tree. The men are seen wearing turbans and heavy earrings. Repre-

sentations of Nagas and Naga chiefs, of chauri-bearers are common. What
is very interesting is the flaming Tri^ula to which worship is offered. In front

of the altar is the F&duk3 or the sacred feet of the Buddha. In one place

there is a bodhi tree rising from behind the TriMla pillar. Men and women

worship together, and the men invariably have a high head dress. Next to

Svastika ttie trident symbol oft occurs on Buddhist sculptures. This symbol

is the counterpart of Jyotir-linga in which form Siva is worshipped. In this,

as in several other things, like the Dharmacakra and Caitya, the Buddhists

celled the existing Hindu models apparently to catch the popular imagination.

1. The Arya-mafljulri-mulatantra (VAI. p. 88) mentions that the stupa was

raised over a relic of the Enlightened One.
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Sudi things alone would appeal to the masses. Worship to the PladukS seems

to be counterpart of the prayer offered to Viwu-pada.

Among other representations is the representation of the Bodhisattva or

future Buddha coming from the heaven of Tusita gods to be bom of Maya,

the wife of iSuddhodana. There are some elegant sculptures depicting a battle

scene, where elephants, horsemen and infantry men are seen. In some scenes,

women are seen wearing heavy anklets and scanty clothing. Before we close

it may be remariced that the architecture is distinctly wooden, though the

use of brick in buildings is also seen.

In the inner rail, the most remarkable are the Chakra or wheel pillars.

At the base of each is a chzur with two round cushions and the footprints on

the footstool. Over the wheel Gandharvas and other gods are seen. Below

a Chaitya pillar occurs an inscription (Burgess : Op. cit., p. 86) :—a chaitya

pillar with a relic, at the south entrance—^the gift of the merchant Kuifa with

his wife, with his sons, with his daughters, with his grandsons. A number of

Amaravati inscriptions are full of such gifts especially of private donors.

These documents point out how not only institutions but even private fanii-

lies vied with one another in making gifts and enriching and embellishing the

great stupa out of reverence for the Lord Buddha.

In a slab from the central stupa we meet with objects of Buddhist wor-

ship. The dhamma cakra is prominent in what is called the central compart-

ment. In front of the dagaba is the five-hooded snake. Below the dhamma-
cakra is seen tlie Bodhi dmma which is cemsidered a symbol of Buddha’s vic-

tory over Mara and his evil followers. On the footstool are found the foot-

prints of the Buddha. This panel reminds one of the Buddhist triad

—

Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha. (Burgess, p. 89).

These sculptures, generally speaking, are of varied interest. They depict

scenes from the life of the Buddha and promote the legendary history of the

Buddha. Among the images discovered were those which bear close resem-

blance to the MahSyana school. The figures, whether it be of men or aninutls

bear marks of a distinct individuality and are realistic. We get some idea of

the ornaments and dress worn in those early times and also a hint as to the

domestic life of the people at large. There is no doubt that the fair sex

enjoyed complete freedom and most of the gifts were made by the members

of that sex, independent of the male members of the family. The Amaravati

schod of Buddhism continued to flourish for more than five centuries toge-

ther and has left indelible marks of its prosperity.

The Jaggayyapelta stupa has the same tale to tell. It is at Betavolu,

about 30 miles ncHth-west from Amaravati. The ranains of the stfipa and

the fragments of sculpture are allied to those which we deem as old as at

AmarSvati. The characters of the inscriptions on this stupa are of the

Mauryan type and the stupa may possiUy be dated to the seootMl cattury
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BJC. Only slabs surrounding the base of the stupa were found. Not a frag*

ment of the rail can be discovered. We do not meet also with elaborate

carving though we see a tnakara here or two winged animals there. Burgess

remarks that evai these are in very low relief and of archaic type. Among
them may be menticmed a drawing of a shrine with four pillars in front.

The ^ripada is seen inside over which is found a chhatra or umbrella with

two garlands hanging from it. There were the Ayaka pillars some of which

were found lying bearing some inscriptions. One of them tells us about the

erection of five Ayaka-pillars at the eastern gate of the Chaitya in the 20th

year of King Puru§adatta of the Iksvaku line. Another inscription refers

to an image of the Buddha done by Candraprabha, a disciple of Jayaprabha-

carya who was, in his turn, a pupil of Nagarjuna. While the former may
be dated to 4th century A..D., the latter may be dated to about 600 a.d.

We cannot fully agree with these dates. Thus this monument had also the

patronage of the state and of the public for several centuries together. (See

Ind. Ant. XI, pp. 256-59).

^RiPARVATA AND NAGARJUNlKONpA.

Fa-hian (5th century a.d.) and following him Hiuen Tsiang refers

to a sanghaiSma on a mountain in the Andhradesa. The Tibetan books

refer to the activities of Nag&rjuna and his death at Sriparvata mountain.

The Puraijas like the Matsya Puraija refer to !§ri PSrvatiya Andhras. iSri-

parvata has been identified with Sif-^ilam by early scholars like Burgess.

But the explorations at Nagarjunikonda and the Prakrit inscriptions there-

from show that iSifparvata may be identified with Na^rjunikatjda. No less

than seventeen specimens of ayaka-pillars, all of which are inscribed, have

been discovered at this place and these documents have considerably increased

our knowledge of Buddhism in Andhrade§a. It is still a mystery why these

jHllars, which had nothing to do with the main structure, have been given

so much importance. The term ayaka-Kambha, has not been properly inter-

preted. We are familiar to-day with ayakkal in Tamil whidi are forked

wooden thick sticks used as a support when a procession of god is taken out

on the shoulders of pet^le. At resting places these pillar-like sticks are used

to relieve the bearers for the time being. I suppose this ayakkal is a remnant

of the old fiyaka pillars which adorned the main entrances of the ancient

Buddhist stupa.

At NagSrjunikooda there was a maha chaitya. On its east, north and

the north-west the excavations brought to light a number of monuments and

the remains of other monuments like the chaitya, stupa, stone pillars which

all indicate that once many buildings existed all round the main chaitya.

Apart from the monuments of value, the inscriptions have shed new light.

They refer to an Iksvaku dynasty which ruled in south India. To this

dynasty bekmged Madhariputa Siri-Virapurisadata. It was in his reign that
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the various monuments in the locality were raised. His father was Vasithi-

puta Siri Chantamula (see Ep. Ind. XX pp. 1-37) who is credited to have

done a number of Vedic sacrifices including the ASvamedha.. His son Siri

Virapurisadata was also a follower of Brahmanical religi<»i but he was tolerant

enough to allow his queens and other ladies to follow the Buddhist faith.

In those days it is rather diOicult to say that one was a Buddhist or Hindu

in faith. Toleratictfi was the order of the day. In a family one member may
follow a particular faith and another member another faith and a third mem-

ber a third faith. This is very well seen from the pages of the iSilappadi-

kSram, the Tamil classic.

It is therefore not surprising that a princess like Chamtisiri who is called

the uterine sister of Siri-Chamtamula and the paternal aunt of Siri Vira-

purisadata and who was the wife of Mahatalavara Vasithiputa Kamdasiri of

the Pukiya family, a mahasenapati—cm this account Chamtasiri holds the title

of Mahatalavari—was a Buddhist. The epigraphical records show that the

great chaitya of the great Vihara at Niagarjunikoijda was founded by this

lady in the 6th year of Siri Virapurisadata’s reign. She was also responsible

for other edifices like a Chaitya grha and a stone manjdapa together with

a cloister. The last building was intended for the use of the acharyas of the

Apara Mahlavinaseliya sect, and erected in the eighteenth year of Siri Vira-

purisadata. By this time the reigning king had become the son-in-law of

Chamtisiri.

In these pious foundations Chamtisiri was helped by other noble ladies.

One was a daughter of Siri-Chlamtamula and the sister of the reigning king.

She was also a mahatalavari. The second was the wife of Mahasenapati

Mahatalavara Vasithiputa Khamdachalikiremmanaka of the Hiraipyakas.

She was the donor of the fourth pillar. The third lady who had dedicated

the fifth pillar was also a Mahatalavari. Yet another lady by name MahS-

devi Bhatideva, who is called the daughter-in-law of Siri-Chamtamula, is

credited with the foundation of a vihara. Apparently she was a consort of

the Siri-Virapurisadata. Another vihara was founded by the daughter of

Siri Virapurisadata as the inscribed pillar of Kottampaluga would point out

She is said to be a ccmsort of the Maharaja of Vanavasa, the ancient name

for North Kanara. This is dated in the eleventh regnal year of Siri EhuvtUa

ChSmtamula, the son and successor of Siri Virapurisadata. The informa-

ticm yielded by the inscriptions has enabled us to reconstruct a history of the

Ik^vSkus in AndhradeSa.

Among the pious foundations enumerated in these documents, special

mention may be made of two monasteries—Kulaha-vihara and Slhaja vihSra.

The donor ol the fourth i»llar calls herself as a daughter of the Kulahakas,

evidently a royal family of considerable importance. Kulaha-vihSra, as has

beoi surmised by Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, was the foundation chiefly dedicated to
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the Kulahakas. In the same way Shala-vihara would be a convent founded

by or for the Singhalese. This convent had a shrine and also a Bodhi-tree.

There had been at this time frequent intercourse between Ceylon and South

India, and hence we see more of Ceylonese Buddhist influence here. Such

flourishing edifices were found in ruins when Hiuan Tsiang came to India

and wrote about them. Buddhism liad definitely decreased in the Andhra

country in the days of Hieun Tsiang. The reasons are not far to seek.

Dr. Vogel happily summarises them for us. (1) The decline of South

India’s trade with Rome which flooded the Peninsula with the Roman gold

(2) the conquest of South India by the great ruler Samudragupta (3) the

rise of Pallavas devoted to Brahminical religion (4) the rise of Chalukyas

in the West of the same religious persuasion. One other cause may be the

rise of a number of sects within the Buddhist community which must have

considerably weakened the harmony and coherence of the community. (Ep.

Ind. Opt. cit.

)

Even in the inscriptions of Nagarjunikopda there are a number of sects

mentioned. Reference has already been made to the sect of Aparamaha-

vinaseliyas. One scholar associated it with Mahavana Sala at VaiSali. The

Maliavaihsa (V, 12) and Dipavarhsa (V, 54) refer to the Pubba^elikas and

Apara^elikas, as the two subdivisions of the Mahlasarnghikas. It is said tl.at

the Apara-4elikas may be an abbreviation for Apara Mahavinaseliyas of the

inscriptions. Or it may be that the P51i chronicles of Ceylon record the two

sects of Pubba^a and Aparak'la, which, according to Hiuen Tsiang existed

on the hills to the east and west of the then capital of the Andhrade4a.

Hiuen Tsiang says :
“ to the east of the city, bordering on a mountain, is

a convent called the Fo-lo-pho-shi-lo or Purva^ila. To the west of the city,

leaning against a mountain is a convent called ’0-fa-lo-shi-lo or Avara4ila.

These were built by an early king in honour of the Buddha. He hollbwed

the valley, made a road, opened the mountain crags, constructed pavilions

and long galleries, while chambers supported the heights and connected the

caverns. .. .There have been no priests for the last hundred years.” (Beal,

Bud. Records of Western World II, pp. 221-23). Earlier the Chinese travel-

ler tells us that in his days there were about twenty convents with a thousand

priests or so. The Aparasila is the western-rock monastery and the PQrva-

§ila is the eastern-rock monastery. Those who made the former as their

residence were known as Apara6ailas and those who made the latter were

known as Purva^ailas. The Purva&iilas, according to Bumouf, are followers

of Mahadeva, an early teacher (Int. a’ 1’ Hist. Du Bud. Ind. 2nd edition

p. 308) . They were also known as Chaityikas. The Purva4ailas and Ava-

rasailas were two of the five sects of the Mahasarhghika school.

Very early the Buddhist Church came to be divided into two schools—

the MahasartigWkas or the school of the great Omgregation and Mahastha-

viras or the school of the great President The Buddhist community in the
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Andhrade^ were followers of the Mah^saiiighika school. The three remain-

ing sects of this school were the Haimavatas, the Lokottaravadins, and the

Prajfiaptivadins. A definition of all these sects cannot be attempted.

Suffice it to say that most of them were local. There were several other sects

also. The inscriptions at NSgarjunikoipda mention a sect Bahusutlya (PSli

Babusuttiya ; Sanskrit Bahuirutiya), be^des Ayira-hariigha (Skt. Afya-

sangha), and MahMsaka (Skt. MahS^saka). Thus the collapse of Bud-

dhism after seven or eight centuries of existence is due more to the split in

the church leading to sects and subsects than any extraneous causes, which

also contributed to its fall.

The inscriptions give some more details of the Buddhism as prevalent

in the Andhra country. It occurs in an additional passage that in the com-

pletion of the great Chaitya, service was rendered by one Ananda who knew

Dighanikaya and the Majjhima-nikaya by heart. It is further stated that

Ananda was a follower of the Arya sangha sect whose scripture is seen to be

the Digha and the Majjhima nikayas and the five MStukas.

Again the erection of ayaka pillars and stone pillars was considered very

holy and ladies of royal family were invariably the donors. They did these

for the attainment of nirvatfo mainly and also for material prosperity e.g.

Chamtisiri wishes for the longevity and victory of her son-in-law Siri Vira-

purisadata. From an inscription in an apsidal temple it is seen that one

Bodhisiri caused a number of foundations for the welfare of her family mem-
bers. This document shows the wide activities of the Ceylonese monks who

carried the message of the Buddha to Kashmir, Gandhara, China, Chilata

(Assam?), Tosali, Aparanta, Vanga, Vanavasi, Yavana, Damila, PSlura,

and the Isle of Ceylon. It is particularly to be noted that Buddhism was

prevalent all over India about this time which may be roughly third century

A.D. This proves further that not only royal ladies but ordinary female

members who could afford to erect pious foundations associated themselves

with the worship of the Buddha. Add to this the two inscriptions incised on

sculptures at NSgSrjunikcKjda. It is the donation of a footprint slab by

Budhi, the sister of a Saka Moda. If Saka is Scythian as is usually inter-

preted by western orientalists, then it is significant in the sense that even

foreigners like the Scythians embraced the Indian cult [Ep. Ind. Op. cit.

p. 37)

.

There is a strong tradition that Nagarjunikotida was the resid^ice of

NSgSrjuna, the founder of the Mahayana school. As has been already said

the Tibetan tradition says that he ended his life at this spot. Further the

name of the locality itself is a strong testimony. But what is surprising is

tiiat the inscriptions from this place do not make any reference to Naglarjuna

at all. The late lamented A. B. Keith would place this ‘ mysterious
’

NSl^tiuna in the latter part of the 2nd century a.d. His chief wcnks are

MadhyamakSrUSs and Suhrllekha, where the Buddhist doctrine is summarised.
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(A History oj Sanskrit Literature pp. 71-2)» Hiuen Tsiang further tells us that

Bodhisattva BhSvavivdta lived in a monastery on a hill at Vijayapuri. The

identification of Vijayapuri has not yet been satisfactorily done. According

to the Chinese traveller it was not far from the capital. Vijayapuri is only

once mentioned in a record at Amaravati. According to the document of

Bodhisiri, to its west lay the Sriparvata. In this place lived Bhavaviveka

(Watters on Yuan Chwang, Vol. II, p. 215).

A. H. Longhurst who conducted further excavations at NSgarjunikonda

was able to recover many lead coins, gold and silver reliquaries, pottery*,

statues and over four hundred bas-relief sculptures as magnificent as those

from Amaravati. (Ind. Ant. Vol. LXI pp. 186f) . The ruined buildings

are the remains of Stupas, monasteries, apsidal temples and a palace. These

were built of large bricks measuring 20" X 10" X 3". The sculptures and

statues were executed in grey limestone which resembles marble. On plan

and in construction, it is said, that the Andhra stupas bear marked differences

from those of the north. They are built in the form of a wheel with hub,

spokes and tire, all in brickwork with a dome over the structure. The dome

was made to rest on a circular platform from 2 to 5 feet in height according

to the size of the monument. Another special feature of these monuments

is a platform on each of the four sides of the dome resembling an altar.

Large monuments were provided with pillars. Five pillars varying from

10 to 30 feet in height adorned every quarter and the total number was

twenty. These are the ayaka-pillars to which a reference has already been

made. (Ibid).

In the sculptures two kinds of stupa are depicted and decorated partly

with stone slabs and partly with plaster ornamentation. In decoration they

resemble the stupas of Gandhara and this shows mutual influence between

South India and Gandhara. The chief scenes in the sculptures portray the

five miracles in the life of the Buddha. These are the Nativity, Renunci-

ation, Sambodhi, First Sermon and Death.

The diameter of the great stupa at Naglujunikoioda is 106 feet and its

total height excluding the tee about 80 feet. The Ayaka plaforms are

22 X 5 feet. The stupa was surrounded by a procession path 13 feet wide

and enclosed by a wooden railing resting on brick foundations. The stupa

consisted of 40 chambers. Originally a plain structure, additions were made
later on. Perhaps the Ayaka pillars were added in the second century aj). The
monument was a dhatugarbha or a shrine containing a relic, and not a

memorial stupa. Hence the name MahScaitya. (Ibid.)

It may be concluded that with the decline of the IkBvakuq, Buddhism

began to decline in the Andhra country. By the time when the Visnukupdins

rose to power about the banning of the fifth century a.o., it has ceased to be

an active leliffon, though some monks continued to live and preach in some

monasteries for a century or two more.

24



THE HOME OF TANTRIC BUDDHISM

By

Dr. BENOYTX)SH BHATTACHARYYA, M.A., ph.d. (Baroda).

When Mm. Haraprasad ^lastri published his Discovery of Living Bud-

dhism in Bengal in the year 1897 he was ridiculed, and in scholarly parlance

it was long known as ‘ Shastri’s fad ’. Later, however. Buddhistic studies

in Bengal progressed satisfactorily, and several scholars took up the study

of Buddhism—both living and dead—in right earnest, and made much
valuable contribution which revealed the political, cultural and linguistic

history of Bengal with a great wealth of detail. The name of the late Sarat

Chandra I>as, however, stands pre-eminent amongst scholars of Buddhism

in Bengal.

The results of these Buddhistic studies have been admirably sum-

marised in the recent History of Bengal, Vol. I published by !Dr. R. C/

Majumdar. To-day, thanks to his efforts, we know a great deal regardling

Buddhism in Bengal. We know, for instance, that there were celebrated

Buddhist scholars whose fame spread beyond India, that there were Bengali

mystics, Tgntrics, Siddhas and magicians who made a name outside Bengal,

and that gifted composers of mystic poetry preached and popularised the

esoteric doctrines of Vajrayana, and great Yogis followed complicated

Yaugic practices. We further know that Bengal produced in mediaeval

times hundreds of Buddhist sculptures, which have been discovered, studied

and identified. In fact, it now gradually becomes evident that there was an
independent school of art and sculpture, which produced a large number of

Buddhist images of wonderful workmanship besides thousands of the most
exquisite specimens of Brahmanical ones with a sprinkling of Jain icons.

Dr. Majumdar’s History gives also a survey of the origin and develop-
ment of the vernacular songs of the early Buddhist composers of Bengal.
The Buddha Gan O Dohd revealed a large number of Dohas, or Rongaii songs
of the earliest times, although there is still some controversy concerning the
date of their composition.^ There are weighty reasons to show that these

^ ^?(^ogies to the learned linguist I entirely disagree with the findings
of 1^. Sumti Kumar Chatterji and his associates regarding the dates of the authors
of ihe CarySpaj^. Linguistic evidence is not by itself suflSdeit to combat histori-m evidenoe. 83ntarak$ita’s date is certain ; since he did not refer to SankaiSobya
but to the earlier school of the Aupanisadas^ his date as given by me in the. T<U~
tvua^ffoha is to be taken as settled. The date is 706-762 aj>. ia
again connected with Padmasambhava, and incidentally, with his father Indra*
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songs, composed poets flourishing at different times, cover a period from

the 7th to the 12th centuries aj>., but linguistic ^cperts would place them

all in the 10th, 11th and the 12th centuries, or to be exact, 960-1200 aj>.

These songs are no doubt Buddhist, and belong obviously to the VajraySna

and Sahajayana forms of Buddhism, and are accompanied with a commentary

in Sanskrit.

The Buddha Gan 0 Doha was published in the year 1916 by Mm. Shas-

tri, and this stimulated subsequently a great deal of research in Bengalji

linguistics. The fact is worth repeating lest Mm. Shastri’s important dis-

covery be altogether forgotten under the pressure of re-editions, improved or

critical editions, and reprints of the same book undertaken by the present

generation of scholars.

Besides these, the Sedhana literature of the Buddhists provided research

scholars with ample material for the identification of Buddhist images dis-

covered in Bengal. The Sddhcmamdld published in the Gaekwad’s Oriental

Series in the years 1925 and 1928 contained no less than 312 Sadhanas for

the worship of Buddhist deities, and these not only provided material for the

reconstruction of the Buddhist religious history of Bengal, but also gave al-

most a complete account of the state of the Buddhist TBntric literatudte in

Sanskrit, and details of numerous TSntric authors who were connected with

Bengal, and practised the VairaySna form of Buddhism.

When the Sddhanamald was published, I remember to have been faced

with a volley of criticism on its editing methods and other shortcomings, in

leading journals. As a rule, I never waste my time in replying to critics, as

it rarely, if ever, contributes to human knowledge. The rage of criticism is

now over, but I caimot state without a feding of disappointment that the

Uiuti, all of whom must therefore be contemporaries. In the second volume of the

Tangyur Catalogue of P. Cordier is given a succesrion of Gurus and disciples in the

following order :

—

(1) Padmavajra, a. of Guhyasiddhi

(2) His disdple Anahgavajra, a. Prajfiopayavinilcayariddhi,

(3) His discide Indrabhiuti, a. Jfianasiddhi,

(4) His disdple Bhagavati LaksmI or LaIg$mihlcatS, a. Advayasiddhi,

(5) Her disdple Lllavajra, a. Vyaktabhavasiddhfi,

(6) His disdple Darika, a. Oddiyanavinirgata MahaguhyatattvopadeSa

(7) His disdple Sahajayoghu Cinta, a. Vyaktabhi.v3nugata-tattva3iddhi

(8) Ulavajra’s disdple Pombi Heruka, a. Sahajasiddhi

This list has neither been prepared nor ccmcocted by me. It is there in the Tang-
yur Catalogue for all to see, and has to be taken as a historical fact. No amount
of verbal juffilery can unsettle tMs fact. That this pmamparA of Gurus and dis-

is correct is proved by the oompoution of the manuscript No. 13124 as pre-

served in the Baroda Oriental Institute. In this collection the original works men-
tioned in the Tangyur Catalogue against these authors are induded in their logical

sequence. The whole succession diould cover the latter part of the 7th and the

wl^ of the ath century. There seems to be no escape from this position.
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Tibetan-knowing critics have not yet turned their attention to the construc-

tive work of tracing in the Tangyur numerous Sanskrit S^dhanas extant only

in Tibetan translations, and thus add to our knowledge.^

To resume the authors of the Sadhanas were also the authors of the

Carydpadas, and many of them were connected with Bengal. Dr. Majum-
dar’s History of Bengal. Vol. I, has taken all these factors into account, al-

though in matters of detail there may be room for controversy.

Now it may be asked : Can we proceed a step further ? I think at this

stage it will be possible for us to take a more synthetic view.

First of all, let us see where the Buddhist images of the Vajrayana type

were discovered. By this I mean only those images for the identification

of which, a satisfactory Dhyana can be cited from the Sadhanamala, or other

equally trustworthy evidence can be adduced. Then let us find out where

these images were most prolific, that is to say where they first originated in

order to find out how and where they migrated later.

This type of investigation has been made possible by the admirable pro-

duction of Dr. N. K. Bhattasali, entitled, ‘ Iconography of Buddhist and

Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca Museum’ published in 1929. His me-

thods were followed by R. D. Banerji in his monumental work ‘Eastern

Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture
’

published by tlie Archaeological Sur-

vey of India in the year 1933. The original, scientific and accurate work of

these two eminent Bengali scholars have opened up new lines of investigation,

and the historians of this country have reasons to be grateful to them for

their valuable contribution.

On referring to these works in addition to Dr. Majumdar’s History of

Bengal, Vol. I we find that Vajrayana images and paintings are found in

Bengal, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, parts of U. P., one place in central India,

Nepal and Tibet. Among these Assam, Bihar and Orissa can be regarded as

coming within the cultural influence of Bengal in pre-Muhammadan times.

Vajrayana images, however, are not found in other parts of India, such as

Madras, Maharastra. Gujarat, Kathiawad, the Punjab, Kashmir or even Cen-

tral Provinces or Rajputana. Is it all a matter of chance that Vajray&na ima-

ges should be found round about Bengal, and in those places wMdh. werei

known to have been deeply influenced by Bengal and Bihar ?

Let us now examine more carefully the find spots of these sculptures. In

Bengal proper, the following places and districts are known to have 3delded

2. For instance, Sadhanas for the following deities still exist in Tibetan : (1)
Ratipriyi, (2) Yabsanatanati, (3) Kilikila, (4) HBriti, (5) Nagj, (6) Manohaif,
(7) SuMia^ (8) Ratiiiga, (9) PQnsabhadia, (10) Bhutisundari, (11) Vimala-
omdaif, (12) KimainSlca, (13) Alaka, (14) Alagupta, (15) KharamuWd, (15)
Ki$uk8iife! besides nuuiy others. Even a bare description of their forms may be
of great hdp in recogniang un-idoitified aculpturea
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VajraySna images which correspond mostly to the DhySnas as given in the

SSdhanamSld. In this list, I do not think I have exhausted the place names,

but it will certainly give a fair idea of the distrilHition of the Vajrayana scul-

ptures throughout the country included to-day in the map of Bengal and

Assam, which were together under the same administration until recently.
'

In Bengal Vajray^a deities have been discovered in the district of Bir-

bhum, Gauri (dt, Burdwan), Sagardighi and Ghiyasabad in the district of

Murshidabad, Sonarang and Vikrampur in the Dacca district, Tipperah,

Bad-Kamta, Paharpur, Mahasthan, Rajshahi, Faridpur, Malda, Sylhet, Bari-

sal, Tripura State and the Chittagong district.

In Bihar, Vajrayana deities have been found in Nalanda, Bihar Sarif,

Patna and Gaya districts, Bodh-Gaya, Kurkihar, Haxaribagh, Patharghata

(Bhagalpur), and various other small places. A good collection of these can

also be found in the Patna Museum.

In the United Provinces, Sarnath is the only important place where a

number of Vajraylana deities have been found. Besides these, at Mahoba in

British Bundelkhand were found a few specimens of exquisite workmanship.

These have been described by Mr. K. N. Dikshit in an excellent manner in

a special Memoir of the Archaeological Survey of India. Mr. Dikshit places

these images in the 11th—Jl2th century A..D. on reliable palaeographical

grounds.

Buddhism being a living religion in Nepal and Tibet, Vajrayana images

of all varieties are found in large quantities in these countries. When I visit-

ed some of the Nepal monasteries in 1922 they presented an appearance of

veritable museums of Buddhist images of a bewildering variety. But I have

not come across old images of the Tantric school, and the majority of metal

and stone images were of recent origin, mostly post-Muhammadan. Thus
Nepal and Tibet are left out, since they have little to do with the origin of

Vajrayana, and because they were markedly influenced by the Vajrayana of

Bengal and Bihar. When the mcmasteries in Bihar and Bengal were devastat-

ed, burnt and looted at the time of the Muslim invasion of Bengal, the priests

ran away to Nepal with their sacred texts, their Vajraylana practices, and the

images of their favourite gods over the difficult Himalayan passes to Nepal.

Thus on the VajraySna of Nepal the stamp of Bengal is strongly marked.

Most of the monasteries in Nepal according to their own traditions, originated

in the 13th century “XSi., and the Nepal MSS library contains a large number

of manuscripts written in Bengali characters of the pre-Muslim period. It is

also not difficult to prove that in the matter of TSntric Buddhism Bengal

exerted her great influence on Bihar. That influence is manifested not only

by the Bengali scholars going over and teaching in Bihar monasteries, but also

by the close resemblance existing between the art, sculpture and architecture

of these two countries. Bengali Rajas often held sway over Bihar, and it is
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not improbable that during the I%Ia times the ISntric religion permeated

through this country.

In Bengal proper, VajraySna deities of different types come in large num-

bers fr<Mn Vikrampur, Dacca, Tipperah, Faridpur, Rajashahi and to a certain

extent frcMn Birbhum. In other parts of Bengal only a crinkling of such

images is found. Ajccording to Dr. N. K. Bhattasali, Vahga and Samatata in

Bengal were the two centres from which culture radiated to other parts of

Bengal, in this particular case apparently through eminent Bengali authors,

teachers, mystics and poets belonging to Vajrayana. In the opinion of Dr.

Bhattasali, Vahga included in the early days the modem districts of Dacca,

Faridpur, Backerganj, while Samatata included the whole of the present

Chittagong division and the plains of Sylhet and portions of the present Dacca

and Mymensing districts. Can we take this Vahga-Samatata tract as the

Home of Vajrayana ?

The celebrated author iSantaraki$ita belonged to Vahga, his birth-place

being Za-hor (modem Sabhar in the Vikramapura Paragana).^ If this had

not been correct. Dr. Majumdar would not have accepted him in Bengal

history. Even so is the case with iSantideva or Bhusuku, Padmasambhava,

Dffpahkara^ri-jftana, and a host of other SiddhSoaryyas, although Dr. Ma-
jumdar will not accept them all in Bengal without a gmdge. That many of

them belong to Vahga, Eastern India, Vikramapuri, Jagaddala, Puijdra-

vardhana, Phndubhumi, Somapuri and such like places in Bengal, is to-day a

matter of omunon knowledge.

If that be so, can we not assert that Tantric Buddhism originated in Vahga

and Samatata ? At least that should be the legitimate conclusion of the find-

ings of Dr. Majumdar in his voluminous treatise. The Tantric Buddhism or

VajraySna and its associations are so intimately connected with Bengal that

we are tempted to hold this part of Bengal as the place of its origin.

Vajrayana images are found in considerable quantities in the Vahga-Sama-

tata area, Vajrayana authors are connected with this country. VajraySna

paintings in PrajfiSpSrmitS manuscripts refer to VajraySna temples existing in

this country. Many of the Sddhas or masters of Vajrayana are connected

with this country as also many of the VajraySna songs and their composers.

This tract abounds in ruins of old Buddhist monasteries and cities. Dr.

Bhattasali has also pointed out names of villages and towns in Vahga and

Samatata which even to-day are of distinctly Buddhist flavour. Names of

places like Vajrayogini not only have Buddhist associations, since Vajrayogini

is a Buddhist deity of wide cddjrity, but also signifies its connection with

3. Dr. Bhattasali has shown that Sabhar was a Buddhist centre of great anti-

quity. He fixed :
" 7dJ^-8th century aj>. as the age of the ruins of SaUiar ”. Icono-

op. dt., Intros p. vii.
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VajraySna because the word ‘ Vajra ’ in Vajrayogini means Sunya which is

the Vajrayana term for the Ultimate Reality.

While talking of Vajrayogini, I am tempted to refer to another problem

connected with the identification of Udidiyana which was regarded as a place

of great importance in Vajrayana Buddhism. In fact, the Tibetans consider

this as the place where Tlntric Buddhism originated. Thus the identification

of this place becomes a paramount necessity. Mm. Haraprasad Shastri identi-

fied Uiddiyana with Orissa, and in my earlier days I used to take that identi-

fication as correct. But later I found that the few details regarding Uddiyana

obtained from various sources, such as the Tibetan authors, SSdhanas, paint-

ings, etc. do not harmonize in case it is identified with Orissa. Moreover,

Uiddiyana being Htha should only be a small but very important place and

thus cannot be identified with a big country like Orissa. Although uncertain

myself, I suggested that the identification of this place may have to be looked

for in Assam because UKjdiyana ought to be near Sabhar in order to fit in

with the story of iSantarak§ita and Padmasambhava. Moreover, UdkJiySna

being the place of Indrabhuti, a celebrated Buddhist author of the VajraySna

school and the father of Padmasambhava, must be saturated with not merely

Buddhist but Vajrayana atmosphere of the Sddhanamala, and also within

reasonable proximity of the other old PIthas like KamSkhya and Sirihatta in

Assam.

Uiddiyana is often mentioned in TIantric literature, but it should parti-

cularly be noted that it is mentioned along with Klamiakhya, Sirihatta and

Punjagiri in a group. In the Sddhcmamald it is mentioned twice in this man-

ner. To all these four Hthas or sacred spots worship is made and flowers

are offered in token of reverence. These four PSthas are mentioned in con-

necticm with the worship of a violent Vajrayfina deity, Vajrayogini, who, as I

have shown years ago, is the same as the Hindu deity Chinnamasta, one

of the ten Mahavidyas of the Hindu Tantra which borrowed it from Vajra-

yana.

Again, in P^rofessor Foucher’s list of Prajfiaparamita paintings Uddiyfina

(also spelt as Oddiyana and Odiyana) is further connected with Miifd, an-

other violent Vajrayana goddess. The Sddhemamdld records that Oddiyana

was also connected with the Sadhanas and worship of Kurukulla and Trailo-

kyava^ankara. These are manifestly Vajrayana deities. According to Sadha-

namdld Sarahapa was connected with Udidiyana and Mm. Shastri informs

us that he composed several T&ntric poems and wrote extensively on TSntric

subjects. In the Tibetan tradition, Padmasambhava, Kambalapa, LuipS,

Tailikapa and several others are coimected with Uddiyana. But the most

famous among them seems to be Indrabhuti, the king of Uddiyatui> whose

only extant work in Sanskrit ‘ Jnanasiddhi ’ is styled in the colophon as ‘ iSri-

mad-Qij^yfina-vinirgata ’. This work is already published in the Gaekwad's
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Orioital Series as one of the Tm Vajrayana Works, which bteathes an atr

mosphere of Vajrayana through and throu^.

Under the circumstances the location of Unjkjiyana will have to be found

in a purely VajraySna atmosphere, if not also in a Vahga-Samatata atmos-

phere, but certainly not in Swat, Kashmir, Kafiristan or Kashgarh or any

other place on the slender ground of its inhabitants making ‘the acquaint-

ance of magical formulas their occupation Simply because eminent Euro-

pean scholars have committed a mistake in identifying the place, are we in

duty bound to quote it and repeat it every now and then, or support it with

all the ingenuity at our command to perpetuate that mistake ? It is exactly

on such occasions that modern research becomes a source of danger to truth

and science.

Thus the location of Uddiy^ is still to be searched for in Vanga and
Samatata, which according to Dr. Bhattasali’s most well-considered opinion

were the centres of culture in Bengal in pre-Muslim times. Although it has

not been possible to identify Uddiyana in spite of the efforts of the historians

of Bengal and Assam, the search should by no means be abandoned. Per-

haps the old name has been entirely replaced by a new one, and in that case

the place will never be recognised for certain in the future without further

discovery of new and relevant material. But one thing is certain : Uddiyana
was connected with VajrayoginI, and who can say that the present village of

VajrayoginI in the Vikrampur area is not spreading a mystic veil on the iden-

tity of the ancient Uddiyana of T&ntric fame? Certainly the name of the

village is peculiar and demands an explanation.

I caimot say whether this identification is certain, but I am inclined to
suggest it as very probable. We have instances where the original place names
have been obliterated and replaced by the name of the deity installed in the
locality. In Nepal, for instance, we meet with a similar example, and strange-

ly enough, connected with the same divinity Vajrayogini. At iSahku on the
top of a hill reached by a flight of more than a thousand stairs, there is a
temple of Vajrayogini. In 1922 the locality was still known by two names,
®hku and Vajrayogini, although the first was rapidly going out of use. The
hill where the Svayambhu Caitya was built is now known by the name Simbhu.
In Bengal, the village where the Tarake§vara temple was built is forgotten,

and to-day it is known by the name of the deity TarakeSvara. It is well

known that the UdiySs know Puri by the name of Jagadaniatha. Examples
like these can be multiplied. The references in the SadhanamalS mako it evi-

dent that the four Rthas, Kamakhya, Sirihatta, Putnjagiri and Uddiyana
were ^lecially sacred to Vajrayogini, and, very probably, at all these places

the deity was installed in a temple. UddiySna must have recdved the nam»
of Vajrayogini because of this temple. At any rate, this small village of

Vajrayogini ought to receive careful attention of both historians and oci^tters.
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Outside people seem to have queer ideas about the Bengalis.

People are heard to remark that the Bengalis are so very different from others.

The name of Gaud-VSngala still excites terror in the mind of the layman, and

many still believe that all Bengalis are magicians. Further, it is believed

that the witches of Kemiakhya can turn men into small little animals. Does

the TSntric Buddhism account for these and make the Bengalis different ?

Many scholars have remarked that the Vaidya caste is peculiar to Ben-

gal. This caste is not met with anywhere else. Has it any connection with

Vajrayana or Tlantric Buddhism ? Is VajraySna in any way responsible for

the creation of a new caste ? The Yogis, now called Jugis, are indigenous to

Bengal. To-day they call themselves Nathapanthis—a pantha akin to Vajra-

yana. How does it happen that the old strongholds of Tantric Buddhism

—

Dacca, Faridpur, Tipperah, Chittagong—are still the strongholds of the mo-

dem Vaidyas

These and other problems are there for the clever scholar to investigate,

but in my mind there is little doubt that Vajrayana originated in Vahga and

Samatata, and thence travelled to the rest of India. Vajrayana in Bengal

must have brought in its wake several new and perplexing problems to the

Hindu society, and it will be most interesting to know how they were solved

in mediaeval days until the Muslim sword got rid of many of the problems

altogether including those concerning the distinction between the Buddhist

and the Hindu.

Vajrayana is great, but we should know more, and Dr. Majumdar has

made it easy.



HISTORICAL PORTRAITS IN BANA’S HARSACARITA*
• •

By

Dr. U. N. GHOSHAL, m.a., ph.d., f.r.a.s.b.

In the wide range of his portraits of historical personages Beaya. is un-

rivalled by any erf his compeers. We have in the Har^acarita living pictures

of historical personages from bejewdled kings, queens and princes to bark-

clad ascetics and from polished courtiers to wild foresters. To illustrate this

point, we may begin with Baija’s charming pen-picture of the child-prince

Hai^a when ‘ he could just manage five or six paces with the support of his

nurse’s finger’ and "could just utter a child’s first indistinct cries.’ Illus-

trative of the superstitions reigning ev^ in high places at this time is the

reference to the precautions taken to ward off from the precious child ‘the

evil eye’ and the evil spirits. The Prince wore upon his head a mustard

amulet, his form was stained yellow with goracand {sciU. a bright yellow

pigment prepared from the decrements etc. of a cow), his neck was orna-

mented with a row of tiger’s claws linked with gold.^ Equally graphic is the

picture of the boy BhaaxJi whom his father presented to court at this time for

serving the little prince. The boy’s coiffure, his ornaments and his carriage

equally bespoke his high birth. Side-locks of curly hair {kakapak^aka) in

waving tufts {iikhca}4a) adorned his handsome head. He wore one earring

of sapphire and another of pearl. A diamond bracelet was bound around

his forearm. Curved bits of coral were tied to his neck-string. ‘ Though still

a child he bore himself stiffly like a seed of the tree of valour.’ ®

Equally striking but more detailed is the picture of the two youthful

Malwa princes Kumiaragupta and Madhavagupta, as they appeared when

king Prabh3karavardhana introduced them to his two sons to serve as lords-

in-waiting. The elder Prince who was aged about eighteen years had a strik-

ing physique. He was neither very tall nor very short, and was gifted with a

hard frame, with slim shanks, thick hard thighs, slender waist, broad chest

and pendulous arms. His decorations befitting his high rank consisted of a

• In the above C and T stand for the Har$a-carita of Kija, translated by E.

B. Cowell and F. W. Thomas, London, 1897, while Kane stands for the Harfa-chanta

of ^nabhatta, Uchchhvpsas I-IV, edited with an Introduction and Notes by P.

V. Kane, Bombay, 1st ed. 1918, and Gajendragadkar is an abbreviation for the

Harshachmita of BS^abhatta, Uchdihvasas IV-VIII, edited with a Sandcrit com-
mentary (BMabodkitn) by S. D. Gajendragadkar and an Introduction, Notes (ai-

tical and exjrfanatory) and Appendices by A. B. Gajendragadkar, Poona 1919.

1. C. and T. pp. 115-16 and Gajendragadkar, Notes, p. 86.

2. Ibid., pp. 116-17.
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jewelled bracelet on his left wrist and a jewelled ear-omamrait. His bearing

was marked by graceful motions, downcast eyes and princely nobility. The

younger brother had his breast anointed with sandal-paste and adorned with

a necklace. He was as remarkable as his brother for his decorum, prowess

and other qualities.^

It was not, however, always amid such happy surroundings that Baioa

had occasion to describe royalty. Here is, for instance, a pathetic picture of

Queen YaiSovati as she issued forth from her apartments <mi the journey to

the funeral pyre. She was dressed in vestments of death. Her body was wet

through recent bath. She was wearing two robes reddish brown with saffron,

along with her red veil. Her lowei lip was tinged with the deep red of betel.

A red neck-cord hung between her breasts. Her limbs were red with moist

saffron paste. A garland of strung flowers hung round her neck and reached

her feet. She was supported by aged women, attended by great noblemen

and followed by aged chamberlains. She was bidding farewell even to birds

and beasts and embracing the very trees about the palace.*

Coming to the great officers of State, we may mention BSiia’s striking

description, drawn no doubt from life, of General Siihhanada as he appeared

when addressing Harsa in the Council-chamber about the coming campaign

against the Gaudas. Stately and tall, stubborn in frame, with straight white

locks and hanging eye-brows, with terrible visage brightehed by thick white

moustache, with a long white beard hanging down to his navel, the general

bore the weight of his advanced years with ease. A veteran of many wars,

he wore on his broad chest the scars of numerous wounds received in battle.

‘ His very voice, deep as the booming of a drum, inspired the warriors with

thirst for battle.’ ®

In the same context Baija gives an equally vivid description of the ele-

phant-commander Skandagupta (evidently of an inferior courtly rank) whom
Har$a summoned to his presence for getting the elephants ready for the com-
ing campaign. When the king’s sununwis came, he was surrounded by various

groups of people employed in the capture, tending and training of elephants.

(Baioa’s characterisation of these groups indicates actual experience of this

arm of warfare. He mentions, besides elephant doctors, people carrying

uplifted bamboos bedecked with peacodc’s tails, elephant riders displaying

green fodder, superintendents of decoys, rows of forest guards, crowds of

mahouts displaying leathern figures for practising manoeuvres, messengers

sent by rangers of elQ)hant forests and so forth). With his stout arms hang-

ing down to his knees, his full and pendulous lower lip, his long nose, his soft

and large eyes, his full and broad forehead, his profuse curly dark hair,

Skandagupta must have presented a striking appearance. Beneath an aspect

3. C. and T. pp. 120-1.

5. Ibid., pp. 180-82.

4. Ibid., pp. 150-51.
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of indifference he enjoyed an air of command due as much to his own un-

bending rigidity as to his master’s favour.*

Another picture of a courtier in lower life is presented to us in the

person of the chief door-keeper Pariyatra who introduced Blaija into the king’s

presence at the first audience. He was a tall, fair, broad-chested nartJblw-

waisted man. He wore a white turban and a clean jadcet. As the insignia

of his office he grasped in his left hand a sword with the handle thickly

studded with pearls and in the right hand his burnished golden staff of office.

His waist was bound by a girdle ornamented with rubies, he carried on his

breast a necklace of pearls, he had two jewelled ear-rings.^

In so far as Baija’s pictures of ascetics and saints are concerned, we may
begin with his remarkable sketch of Bhairavacarya as he looked when visit-

ed by king Puspabhuti one early morning in his hermitage. Punctilious in

his observance of the daily ritual, he had thus early bathed, presented his

eightfold offering of flowers and attended to the sacrificial fire. His seat was

ceremonially pure. He was seated on a tiger’s skin on ground smeared with

cow-dung and bounded by a line of ashes. His appearance was sufficiently

distinctive. He was just past fifty-five years and a few white hairs had ap-

peared on his head. His hair was tied upwards in a lump and was somewhat

matted. The hair-line of his skull was giving way to baldness. A natural

frown connected his eye-brows. He had very long eyes, a curved nose, nar-

row cheeks, prominent teeth, hanging lips and tender-soled feet. His bosom

was covered with very thick dark hair. His dress and equipment correspond-

ed to his sectarian ritual. He was wrapped in a dark woollen garment in

keeping with the colour approved in the Sivite ritualistic works. His broad

forehead was marked with a line of white ashes. A pair of crystal earrings

hung from his pendulous ears. He wore a bit of conch-shell on one forearm

having an iron bracelet and bound with a charm-thread of various herbs. In

his right hand he shook his rosary. Circling round him was an ascetic’s wrap

of white hue. He had at his side a bamboo staff with a barb of iron inserted

at the end.®

Equally based on a living type is Baija’s striking picture of Bhairava-

carya’s disciple Titibha as he looked when first presented to the king with

a message from his master. His physical appearance was sufficiently im-

pressive. He was a tall fellow with arms reaching down to his knees.

Though emaciated by living on alms, he appeared to be fat on account of

the stoutness of his bones. His head was broad, his fordiead undulating

with deep wrinkles, his eyes were round and ruddy, his nose was slightly

curved, one ear was very pendulous. The rows of his teeth were prominent.

6. C. and T., pp. 18&-91 with corr : by Gajendragadkar, Notes, pp. 268 ff.

7. C. and T., pp. 49-50 with corr : by Kane, Notes, p. 124.

8. C, and T., pp. 263-65.
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his lip was loose, his jaw elongated by a hanging chin. His dress and equip-

ment were in keying with his profession. A red ascetic’s scarf hung from

his Moulder, his upper robe consisted of a tattered rug knotted above his

heart and stained with red chalk. His right hand grasped a bamboo stool,

his left held a yokepole resting on his shoulder, to which were attached his

dirt-scraper and sieve of bamboo bark, his loin-cloth, his alms-bowl, his

waterpot, his slippers and a bundle of manuscripts.®

In striking contrast with the description of BhairavacSrya given above

is Baija’s sketch of the Buddhist teacher Divakaramitra as seen by Hansa in

his hermitage in the Vindhya forest. The contrast reflects the difference

between the cold hard formalism of the Sivite ritual and the Buddhist spirit

of universal benevolence. Divakaramitra, as we learn from the context, had

been a leading Biahmaija teacher before he abandoned the Vedas for Bud-

dhist teaching. The change of creed apparently lent a touch of greater

earnestness and more cosmopolitan sympathy to the teacher’s personality

and character. At the time of Harsa’s visit he had around him disciples of

various lands and of the most diverse persuasions. ( The exhaustive list

given by the author which may be consulted in the original, was evidently

drawn up to emphasise the cosmopolitan character of the teach .^r’s pupils).

In words reflecting the intensely scholastic atmosphere pre /ailing in the

teacher’s hermitage, Bajja tells us that all his disciples were ‘diligently fol-

lowing their own tenets, pondering, urging objections, raising doubts, resolving

them, giving etymologies, disputing, studying and explaining.’ What is

more, even the birds and beasts of the hern?it^'>r oays the author with fine

poetical conceit, responded to the Buddhi^ teaching and religious practices.

(The striking similarity of the above account with Hieun Tsang’s descrip-

tion of his experiences at Nalanda further corroborates our view that B^a
must have drawn his picture from coui^mporary life). Very characteristic

of the quietist teaching of Buddhism was the pose of the saint at the time

of the king’s visit. Upon him waited some tame tigers, near his seat sat

undisturbed some lion-cubs, his feet were licked by some deer. On his left

hand was perched a young dove eating wild rice. His right hand poured

water on a peacock standing near or strewed grains of rice for the ants. The

very dress and appearance of the saint betokened his humility. He was

dad in a very soft red garment, his gentle bright eye was bent down in humi-

lity. He was, as the author sums up in wdl-chosen words, one ‘whom
Buddha himself might well approach with reverence, Duty herself might

worship. Favour itself show favour to, Honour itself honour, Reverence it-

self revere.’^®

We may, lastly, refer to Baioa’s account of the Sahara youth Nirgh^ta

(Sanscritised no doubt from the vernacular name) whom Harsa met in the

9. IbU.. p. 86. 10. C. and T., pp. 236-37.
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Vindhya forest, as illustrating the type of aboriginal hillmen inhabiting that

regicm down to our own times. With a true eye to the aboriginal rule of

relationship through females, the author introduces the youth as the sister’s

son of a general of the Sabaras. His physical features were distinctive of

the well-known aboriginal type. His dark forehead was furrowed with an

involuntary triple frown, his bleared eye with its scanty lashes had a natural

red lustre, his nose was flat, his lower lip thick, his chin low, his jaws full,

his fordiead and cheek-bones projecting, his nedc a little bent down while

one-half of his shoulders stood up. He had of course enormous physical

strength. His brawny chest, we are told, was expanded by the constant

exercise of bending the bow, his pair of arms was long, he had a thin belly

but prominent navel, his brawny and fleshy thighs contrasted with his thin

waist. He was of course a famous hunter. Though no mention is made
of his dress which must have been of the scantiest, his personal get-up and

ornamentation are described with minute accuracy and correctness in detail.

His hair, we are told, was tied high above his forehead with a coil of dark

creeper, he wore a tawny crystal earring which was coloured green with a

parrot’s wing ':jed for ornament. On his forearm he wore a tin armlet deco-

rated with white beads ; its back was covered with a bundle of roots (sup-

posed to be an antidote against poisons) which were fastened with bristles

of boars. His formidable loins were guarded by a sword of which the end

was anointed with quicksilver and the handle was made with polished horn ;

its sheath was adorned with spotted skins of snakes. The quiver he wore on

his back V’as made of bear’s skin and ocxitained arrows with crescent-shaped

heads. It was wrapped lo nd his body with a spotted leopard’s skin. On

his left shoulder rested a formidable bow adorned with profuse pigment of

peacock’s gall, the sinews being fastened with tough roots of trees. From

his stout arms was suspended a dead hare with its head hanging downwards.

A freshly killed partridge was str-iiig at the extremity of his bow.“ The

author’s acquaintance with the Vindhyan aboriginal type is again illustrated

in his vivid picture of the Sahara -jeneral Matathgaka in the Kadomban^*

A keen observer of different cfntemporary types, Baipa could not but be

impressed with the r^onal differences among his countrsmien. In a remark-

able passage prefacing a long list of kings who came to a tragic end through

overccMifidence or carelessness, we are told, ‘Thus do notional types vary

like the dress, features, food and pursuits of countries, village by village,

town by town, district by district, continent by continent and clime by clime.’ **

A striking illustration of this statement is furnished by BSqa’s reference to

the differoit prc^itiatory ceremonies resorted to at the time of PiaUiSkara-

vardhana’s illness. There we are told of a Dravidian who was pr^iaring to

11. C. and T., pp. 230-32. 12. Eld. P. L. Vaidya, iq). 29-3]»
13. C, and r., p. 192.
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solicit the vampire with the offering of a skull, while an Andhra man was

holding up his arms like a rampart (or according to another reading, was

exhibiting the entrails of a sacrificed animal) to conciliate the dreaded

goddess CapdS.^^ (For purpose of comparison reference may be made to

the remarkable picture, or rather caricature, of the old Dravida ascetic at

the temple of Cajjdika in Bajja’s Kadambaifi®).

U. Ibid., p. 135.

15. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, pp. 226^



VEDIC CONCEPTION OF THE MOTHERLAND : A STUDY
IN THE PRTHVI SUKTA OF THE ATHARVAVEDA

By

Dr. VASUDEVA S. AGRAWALA, M.A., ph.d.

*n?n ^ \

Feelings of attachment and love for the place where one is bom are

natural in man. This love develops as with the growth of years he begins

consciously to realise the importance of the land of his birth for his earthly

existence. The love for the place may at first be confined to a single village,

town or district, but by the gradual lapse of time this horizon extends to the

whole territory which forms the cradle land of all men having a common
past.

Patriotism, as the feeling of love for one’s country is called, must have a

physical material basis to love and work for. It cannot hang in the air on

the p^ of mere idealism and sentiment. ‘The possession of a common

fatherland is preliminary to all national development, the growth of a com-

mon language, a people’s literature, common traditions, common culture,

which all put together have a marked distinctive individuality which should

be preserved and independently developed as a valuable cultural unit.^ In

order that men may evolve a distinctive civilization, culture and religion, it is

necessary that they should possess some common abode which they can call

their own. That serves as a nucleus round which gather the fOTtnative forces

which weld together the diverse elements and factors of life directed to one

common goal.

The Aryan forefathers were able to evolve a great civilization when they

permanently settled down in the valleys of the Indus and the Ganges. Here

they found a physical basis of settlement, a land which they could love and

worship, and for which they sang immortal songs in praise and reverence.

’These noble utterances have been preserved to us in the Prthv! SQkta,

KSimda XII, Sukta 1 of the Atharvaveda, which embodies some of the finest

poetry that flowed from the heart of the Vedic singers. The patriotic

effusions of the Vedic bard bear the characteristic stamp of Indian culture

and ate cast into the distinctive mould of the Indian religious ideas. The
motherland is loved not only for its material wealth comprising the botanical,

zoological and mineral wealth that it contains but also for the moral and

1. FuH^anUHtat Unity in India by Dr. Radha Kumud Mookeiji, ma., fhjk
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spiritual ideals enshrined in the hearts and lives of its noble scms. The poet

has taken note of both the physical and the ^iritual ties that bound the

people to their land.

Geographical Unity

The ancient Sanskrit literature gives evidence to show that the early

inhabitants of the country had a perception and a conaciouaiess of the

geographical unity of the land which they had made their own. Thdr
geographical horizon unfolds and expands in ever wider circles till it com-

prises the whole country. Starting from the limited extent of BrahmSvauta,

this consciousness finds expansion into BrahmarsideSa, Madhyade^ and

ArySvarta between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas and lastly into the sub-

continent of Bhgratavar$a. This last appellation has reference to the

supreme achievement of some kind of colonisation extending across the vast

expanse and the entire stretch of the country which was looked upon not

merely as a geographical unit, but also as a political unit under the sway of

one king, be he Bharata, ASoka or someone else. As Dr. Mookerji has put

it ;
‘ The territorial synthesis had shown itself into political synthesis ’.

The geographical data furnished in the river-hymn of the Bgveda shows that

the Aryans at one time knew the Indus with its five tributaries, the Ganges

and the Jumna. With the occupation of more land the geographical horizon

extended, and the later works like the Manu-Smrti, the Mah9bh3rata, the

Puraijas, and the Artha-Sastra of Kaufilya testify to this expanded consci-

ousness in respect of the land. The spirit of the river-hymn echoed forth

in the couplet of the Puraipa in which the poet includes even the names of the

two southern rivers, the Godavari and the Kaverl. The subsequent location

of the seven cities, the seven mountains, the twelve Sivapithas, DevipSthas

and the Vigpu-plthas, affords proof that belief in the territorial unity of the

country had asserted itself in the popular mind on quite a broad basis. The
diverse elem^ts appertaining to the land were gradually fusing and merging

in one common bond, the basis of which was the common country. This

feeling, though not always apparent, made itself manifest when questions

involving the Indians and the non-Indian foreign tribes touched the society

in some vital manner.

Material Adoration

The popular mind develops love for a thing in terms of material advant-

age. The abstract notirms of religion, philosophy or high moral principles

do not go far in the mass mind. The Vedic poet expresses his love for the

land by appreciating the value of its matarial contents. He builds on this

solid basis and gradually rises hig^ into the domain of liner thoughts and

the hig^ things which affect our religious and spritual being. Accordingly

he feels inspired at the sight of the ‘health-giving dawn which brings new

fife and vigour with the riang sun
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veree 15), the ever-flowing fountains of crystal water, high-peaked snow-dad

mountains and broad plains, the botanical, mineral, agricultural, and zoolo-

gical wealth. He bursts forth into admiration for the beauty of the wonder-

ful cycle of the six seasons with their r^larly recurring days and nis^ts.

The importance of good rivers is recognised as great for the material pros-

perity of any country, much more so for an agricultural country like India.

‘ In her the streams distribute themselves in all directions, flowing uniformly

without pause or interruption. This land of plenteous streams, may she

sprinkle her radiant lustre over us.’ qftrut; *

IIT ^ iJSjg II
verse 9).

The snow-peaked hills which act as reservoirs to feed these rivers and

the forests which abound in innumerable plants and herbs are possessions

of inestimable value in which the people of a country take just pride. The

Land is worshipped as the mother of many herbs
( 17 )

and the repository of numerous potent drugs ^1^^ fsi^, verse 2).

Wealth in cattle is always considered a great asset and a veritable

national wealth for any country. The poet rejoices to see the Land abound-

ing in a variety of cattle useful for agriculture and dairy-farming, for sup-

plying us with milk and serving as means of conveyance

verse 5).

The stock of animals in a country breeds on the soil in a very real

sense like the race of human beings. The poet realises that the animals

born in this land are marked by the characteristic ‘smell’ of the soil, and

carry the stamp or the genus loci of the land of their birth
(

91% verse 25).

As for the domestic animals, so the poet has a thought for the wil'd

beasts of the forests ; although ferocious and dangerous they are none the

less ‘ children of the soil.’ He prays ;
‘ motherland, may you protect us

from the man-eating lion and the tiger, the jackal and the wolf, the stinging

scorpion and the creeping reptile.’

The sight of the wide-stretdiing ploughed fields producing com
(

verse 3), the increaser of vitality and giver of health

(
verse 29), of paddy and barley in special forming the

chief food of the people
(q^W^ verse 42), profoundly touched the

poet’s heart and moved him into a joyous song of love for the land.

Again, his mind is lost in gratitude whoi he thinks of the enormous

mineral wealth secreted in the bowels of his land, gold and jewels lying un-

exposed in the a^ers of Hirapya-Vaksa, the ^d-breasted mother. Who
is there, even the most materialistic of men, that will not be moved With

affection for the motho'-land that holds out such temptations for her sons ?

Religious Basis of Love for the Fatherland

.^thought the temptations of material gain hdp in strargthening <xre!i
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love for his country, that love will not mlure unless it be establiahed cm

sound religious basis and actuated by hi{^ prind]^ of duty. Patriotism

whidi is not enshrined this noble pedestal of a universal nx)ral order will

only tdng the Motherland down. None can afford to violate ot dQ)art

from the moral law for any great length of time, either in an individual

omacity or on a social scale. Our effort for the country's prosperity must

conform to moral laws. In the very first Mantra the poet has given expres*

skm to this sentiment :
' Truth, rigorous universal Law, dedicated Life,

Paiances, Knowledge and Sacrifice—^these things sustain the Earth.’

I
verse 1.

Mere physical forms are dead, inert masses of matter. To inculcate a

true bond of union with the spirit of the motherland we should practiise in

life and thought higher virtues and purer motives. Truth should there be

in the hearts of all the sons of the mother and their actions should bear a

clear stamp of truth. One cannot aggrandise the motherland by recourse

to imtruth, for truth is greater and must in the end reveal itself. The poet

next thinks of the immutable Supreme Law that governs both matter and

man and is the surest foundation to build upon as it will neither bend nor

relax. Dfk^, or consecrated action, is the third virtue that gives value to

our lives in respect of the country. A fickle-minded person will fly from

dilfilculties ; only one of determined thoughts will persevere to the end,

Tapas or disciplined life and Brahma or true knowledge are surer founda-

tions to uphold the country firmer than anything else. The Earth verily pros-

pects with true knowledge.

The idea of Yajfia represents the great law of sacrifice, both in the in-

dividual and in the cosmos. It is a characteristically Indian conception

involving a communicm between gods and men, a synthesis of the human and

divine worlds as affecting a particular action. It presumes that the visible

and the invisible worlds, gods and men, work together for the prosperity of

the Land. Kiilidasa amplifies the same idea when he writes that the king

taxed the land for performing Yajfias, and Indra poured rain so that com
might grow ; in this way the two sustained the two worlds by the reciprocity

of their resources :

?r qgni HFW fisswt. I
l-26).

The Gita also repeats the age-old Vedic idea : From food are bom the

creatures, rain causes production of food, rain is the outcome of sacrifice,

and sacrifice arises out of action (III. 14). Manu also supports this cyclic

law :
' The oblations thrown into the fire reach the sun, the sun causes rain,

from rain grows food, and food sustains all beings.’ (III. 76).

The idea of Yajfia dominates the ancient Vedic literature, implying the

Aryan point of view that the material welfare of man depends upon making

frioids with the different forces of nature. This Cakm or eternal cycle of
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propitiating divine powers, and of in turn being propitiated by than, revolves

on to mutual advantage and is an important factor in sustaining this Earth.

The connecting link between gods and men is Are, HavyavSh, as % carries

the offerings of men to gods. This link is present everywhere, ready to

receive the mite of our selfless offering at each place and time. It is in earth,

in plants, in waters, in stones, in men, in cattle, and in the rays of the sun.

verse 19.

Another Mantra expresses the idea that the gods former protect the land,

without sleep and without falter ( jjt ^^
verse 18). and that great lord Indra made it free from enemies because

he thought it to be his own
( ws* verse 10).

The poet then soars to a higher theme, a still finer and nobler

coiKeption of the motherland. She is the object of his love and worship,

not only because she helps in his religious performances, but because above

all she is the source of that immortal inspiration which has as its fountain-

head the highest Being. Scmis of the mother living thousands of years before

were moved with the same divine spark of love for her as is experienced by

the generations of today. Love of the land is an immortal virtue that does

not grow less or fade with transitory objects. Men may come and men may

go, yet the heart of the mother and the hearts of her sons remain fresh for

ever, because the source from which each draws its in^iration exists etern-

ally in the cosmic mind or in the highest heaven over us. The inspiration is

felt alike in the midst of men and in wilderness. The vitality, unity and

splendour in the Rostra originate from the heart of the motherland :

I m ^ ^ Il
verse 8,

'She who was in the beginning submerged under the sea, whom the gods dis-

covered with their prayers, whose heart, enveloped in truth and inunortal,

is established in the highest heaven, may that Earth bestow power and autho-

rity on the Supreme Rfishtra ’ (verse 8).

Tke People and their relation to the Land

The existence of a living race in a country attached to its mountains and
rivers, sandy wastes and watered plains is a prerequisite of history. The
per^e mingle with the earth the feelings of thdr heart as they find the

bounties of nature spread out before them for unrestricted use and undis-

puted enjrqrment. So the poet first viewed the Land as one exclusively

meant for the Aryans, the Dasyus finding no place in her
^

verse 37). She chose India of the Aryans in preference to Vrtra of tbe

Anffryans. The ringer visualises before him the picture of an India in whidh

Aryan gods are worshipped, Aryan rites and ceremonies performed, and
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the Aryan culture predominates,—that is, a veritable Ary&varta both

in letter and in spirit. He visualises the descendants of Manu settled

on the Land without over-crowding ( HPRTRIH, verse 2)

and prays :
* The extent of the Land should be stretch^ far and

wide for us'. ^ *1: fwlg, verse 1). ‘May we continue

to occupy a strong central position in the Land.’
(^ qsg <

2^1^ iisr tnS

at ^ verse 12). ‘May we be established on unfaltering feet, and live

unconquered, unwounded and unharmed.’ HT

verse 28; aTt(rats«rat verse 11). Proudly does

his heart, as that of a son of the motherland, pulsate at being conscious of the

rare privilege of being one with the pioneers in the great and honourable

process of the first land-taking or land-settlement

:

stfprfw HfinJi 3fid sim sTRiuinot u

‘Mighty am I, superior on this motherland of mine. Conquering am
I, all-conquering, completely ccwiquering in every direction.’ (verse 54)

In this elevated consciousness does the great truth reveal itself to him ;

iiraT 31^ 1
Averse 12)

‘ Earth is the Mother ; I am the son of the Motherland.’

India of the poet had been the cradle of the Aryan race who for count-

less ages had been in possession of her. ‘ She is the mistress of our past and

future’ (or 5Tt 'TcJft, verse 1). In the days of yore did

our ancestors defeat the Asuras here and adiieve most wonderful things

;

<^511 verse 5). It is frankly

admitted in this all-comprehensive hymn that the land is the home of diverse

races, all enjoying equal liberties and rights, so that the diversity instead

of proving to be a source of weakness only conduces to the might and soli-

darity of the nation. The unifying infiuence of the potent vibrations that

arise out of the motherland is enormous ( verse 18)

and all differences of colour and speech without being the cause of mutual

discord and animosity lose themselves in the concert of these forces. ‘The

land bears upon her, people speaking different languages, following dif-

ferent customs according to regional variations. ^ yidds her produce to all

without distinction in thousand-fold streams like an unfailing, unresisting mikh
cow

:

^ siRi sn#ir gfMt i^ 'm % sit II

This unity and equality is emphasized in a very real manner when the poet

qieaks of the roads and higjh-ways ol traffic being intended for the use of both

the good and the evil, in perfect safety and freedom from the haunts of high-

waymen and thieves ^ aRPRT
II verse 47). 'Ihese Ue^ngs of ordered, just and peaceful
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Kfe evdted the grateful prayer from a heart overflowing with devotirai

;

“ my sight not fail me with advancing age, so that I could have a
vision of you O Motherland for many more years to come with the sun as

my friend.”

The Eternal Mother.

The Pnthvi-Sukta puts before us the Vedic conception of the love of
country. Patriotism according to it combines religion, philosophy, mora-
lity and everything else that is based on high principles of the ^irit. It is

here presented as a spiritual necessity, a thing indispensable for the comple-
tion of the law of the spirit. The Hindus lay equal emphasis on both matter
and spirit, the outer and the iiuier man, the world celestial and the world
human. He can view all things only in a spirit of friendliness with heaven
that is in strict accordance with the laws of religion and morality. The
Hindu mind is accustomed to think of earthly prosperity as bound by moral

and religious laws. The poet while appreciating the beauty that is in the

material splendour of the land, penetrates to the essential truth or EMiarma
that upholds her. ‘ She is sui^XMrted by Dharma ( vjfii verse 17)

and fixed on the stable rode of Truth, Law, Discipline, Knowledge and
Sacrifice

:
( civt 1st mantra).

Well established on this steady foundation ^ verse 26), the

Motherland lives for all times She was there before the Aryans

came to be in possession of her, and she shall ever be there even if the

whole race were to forget her. Prior to her discovery both in the moral

and material spheres she iwas submerged beneath the waters of the ocean

verse 8) as a big mass of dust verse ).

But when the great IJSis concentrated up<Mi her with their miraculous powers

of thought, she assumed form and became manifest as a loving, inspiring

mother : (iqt verse 8 ; verse, 59).

This form is revealed only to those who are MSteman, i.e. whose hearts are

consecrated with the true devotion due to a mother.

A living reality for those who realise her, she is otherwise a mere gyrat-

ing orb devmd of the lustrous beauty which mind alone creates. The man
who has obtained this wwidrous vidon of the motherland is her true swi,

worthy of the title MatpnAt. His own land as compared to the vast gl(*e

sheltered under the sea is very small, but she is for him the epitome of the

world, the whole Prthvi. He loves her without being exduuve, his heart

opens out in wide embrace to welcome all living beings.

Besides discerning the spiritual basis of patriotism, the beautiful outo*

f<Htn of the Motherland is a thing to be praised and adored for its own sake.

The charm of the concrete form is in no way less fascinating to the poet He
loves his country with a deep pasuonate love, dngmg the praises of her

)» ),
plains ( fp} verse 2), forests^ animals
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«nd minerals. Theee things invest the Land with beauty and value. Fixed

permanently ii^ their places, they provide us with contour lines for making

immortal the traditions of our glorious past and for giving concrete touch

to our historical associations.

The poet next speaks of the Land as the supplier of all our wants. Our

food, water and every other article of human necessity comes out of the land,

and therefore she is the natural object of devotion, not only of tiiOBe who
can take a philosophic view of things, but also of those whom material temp-

tations alone can coax into love. The motherland is worthy of our choicest

epithets, she is and the container and sustainer of all.

Again the Land is thought of as the nursery of the race. It is the home of

many tribes
(

ipg- verse 15) speaking different tongues following

different customs
( firwcft sMt verse 45).

but all enjoying equal right of debate in assemblies, gatherings and councils

«rT:^ \ ^ ^ l
verse 56). ITie highways

are spoken of as thoroughfares thrown t^jen for public use, without

restriction and distinction
( ^ ^ shpht*., ^ WWqPTT:,

verse 47). Every son of the mother is equally dear to hCT ; she has to be

the last resting place, both of the good and the evil,
( ^¥1^ *15^

verse 48).

This represents the essence and the highest ideal of tolerance prescribed

for civic life. Its practice resulted in phenomenal amity between the diverse

elements constituting the body-politic of the Hindu society. The different

forces were welded together into a wide social system the members of which

closed up their ranks in peace and in war and with one battle cry of beating

drums they advanced, the descendants of Ila and the descendants of Manu,

against a common foe. 5
?|^;^verse 41.)'

The motherland is also considered worthy of adoration as the place

where our religious performances are carried out, the seat of resplendent

national altars and sacrificial stakes, the abode where the thread of worship

is spun out

:

gw anjfw i hi ^ ii

verse 13

This is a picture of the characteristic Vedic society, a cross-section from an

age when Yajiha was the nudois of social, religious and intellectual expression.

Finally we may say that the land is the mother of all beings, she is verily

the great mother-^Magna Mater ( the giver of all that is wanted

for the mind, body and soul. Only those who cherish such worthy feelings

can love the Land with upright consciousness of her true greatness. Pure

devoticm, sdfless and true spirit of service are pre-requisites of affection

due to a mother. Those who have them they alone can serve the mother-
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land. She made herself manifest lor those who have this feeling. A true son

wants that others also should tender worship to his mother like him, and so a

true patriot refrains from speaking or thinking ill of other countries. To those

who have the eye of discernment the land is a spiritual entity ; to others it

is a mere clod of earth, without inspiration, without charm, without life. As

the poet puts it in his own inimitable way :
‘O Earth, thy smell permeates

every man and woman, the youth and the maiden, the Gandharvas and the

Apsaias ; make me fragrant with that smell.* (Verses 24, 25).

We have seen how the Vedic poet starting from the appreciation of the

natural scenery of the Land described her as the supplier of material wants,

the abode of his religion, the cradle of his race and finally the inspiring mo-

ther of his countrymen. Love based on gross earthly things can disappear

with the loss of those things. If any body were to love his country because

it supplied him with wealth, that love would cease with his poverty. But

patriotism rooted in the values of the ^irit lasts much longer. Tagore has

said in a kindred strain :

“ I love India, not because I cultivate the idolatry of gjeography, not

because I have had the chance of being bom in her soil, but because she has

saved through tumultuous ages the living words that have issued from the

illumined consciousness of her great sons, Brahma is

Truth, Brahma is Wisdom, Brahma is infinite.”

When in moments of spiritual exaltation gross worldly possessions cease

to interest us, and material values no longer have their attraction, then also

love of the Land waxes deeper and gains inspiration from our innermost

ennobling thoughts. That is the sign of the higher culture of the soul. We
then fed : May our Land, herself prospering, make us also prosper :
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One very striking fact about the history of paper making in N^>al is the

high d^ee of technical excellence achieved in it by the country at a remark-

ably early age. At a time when Europe was raking her brain to find out the

secrets of cheap paper with a view to meeting the growing demand for it

among the civilised nations, Nepal had already learnt the art of transforming

wood-pulp into paper and was flooding the Gangetic valley with an extensive

supply of a very cheap writing material.

It is not easy to answer the question as to how and when the art of

paper making was introduced in Nepal. Those in whose opinion the art

was brought to India by the Mughals are inclined in favour of fixing a post

Mughal date for this event. But there are certain difficulties in the way of

accepting this theory. The researches of Sir Aurel Stein have definitdy esta-

blished that the industry was in a flourishing state in China and Central Asia

as early as the 2nd century b.c.i Keeping, as India did in very intimate

contact with these places, it seems highly unlikely that she! could be com-

pletely ignorant of the art. There is one piece of positive evidence which
shows that paper was in vogue in India long before the anival of the Mugfials.

A ‘ letter-writer ’ by king Bhoja of Dhara proves its use in the Malaya country

at least as early as the 11th century.^ The earliest Ms. found in India cannot

be dated later than a.d. 1223-4.3 Even assuming the theory of ‘Mughal
origin

’

' as true it will be difficult to prove any direct connexion between the

Nepal paper and the Mu^al Court. The special process by which the

Nepalese produced their paper setems to have bomel so little affinity to that

followed in Kashmir and the Punjab, the two places where imperial patro-

nage bore fruit, that it will be more to the point to trace the source of the

N^jalese teduiique elsewhere than in the Ddhi Court.

Is it not plausible that she derived her art directly from any outside

people? We need only look at the peculiar ethnical, physiographkal and
political circumstances which determined the cause of her history and we
shall cease to be struck by the sugg^ion. Ethnically and temperamentally

L The oldest existing paper found by Stein is in the form of State-documents
relating to the occurrences in the years 21-137 a.d. and apparently contemporary
with the latest of these events. (Vide ‘ Invention of Printing ’ by Carter, p. 96),

2. R. L. Mitra’s Notes, Gough’s papers 16.

3. Buhler—Catalogue <rf MSS. from Gujarat etc. 1. 238 no. 147.
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her people bears a doeer resesdManoe to the Chii^ and the Central Asiatic

races rather than Indians, and her rdigion and arts bear deep Chinese and

Central Asiatic impresses. Pmsed on natural bastions of the Himalayas,

entered only by a few tortuous mountain passes, Nepal remained untouched

by the main current of events that shaped the general history of India. But

forming the southern extremity of a natural thoroughfare that penetrates into

the heart of China, she could not maintain her isdation from that country,

and to the constant intercourse With China must be attributed the general

character of Nepalese arts and crafts. We have it from history that the

establishment of Buddhism in China almost synchronised with its decline in

India. It is only natural that Buddhist Nepal turned to the celestial Empire

for religious and aesthetic inspiration. The succeeding centuries tended still

further to narrow the intercourse between the valley and the Hindustan, until

finally in 1204 ad. the disused doorway was hermetically sealed by the

Muslim conquest of Bengal and Bihar. From this time, religiously and

aesthetically Nepal ceased to have any sympathies with India and became

mote closely attached to China. Must we then wonder if it be suggested

that it was from China that paper made its way into Nepal ? Strangely

enough Mr. B. H. Hodgson whose writings cm Nepal may be regarded as

authentic is inclined to favour this view. ‘ I conjecture,’ he says in his ac-

count of the Nepalese p^)er, ‘that the art of paper-making was got by the

Cis-Himalayan Bhoteahs via. Lhasa from China,* a paper of the very same

sort being manufactured at Lhasa ; and most of the useful arts of these re-

gions having flowed upon them through Tibet from China ; and not from

Hindustan.’

The same writer is of the opinion that the industry was established in

Nepal sometime during the 14th century. The reason which encouraged him

to form this opinion may be summed up in his own words. Writing about

1831, he remarks “the Nepalese say that any of their books now existent

which is made of palmyra leaves, may be safely pronoutKed on that account

to be 500 years old : vdience we may, perhaps, infer that the paper manufac-

ture was founded about that time.’’® But the fallacy in Mr. Hodgson’s argu-

ment consists in his failure to recognise the possibility of the vogue of both

palmyra leaf and paper at one and the same time. It is a well-known fact

that the introduction of paper did iKit necessitate the disappearance of the

palm-leaf from the field of writing. So the existence of a palm leaf Ms. at

a certain date does not preclude the possibility of paper remaining in use

before that date. Moreover, assuming the thecwy of the Qiinese origin of

the Ngjal paper to be true, it will be reascmable to place the foundation of

the art rather in a period in which points of contact between China and Nepal

4. FM. O. C ;13 Jany. 1832 no. 19.

5. Pol. O. C. See sui»a.
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were many and intimate than the 14th century when intercourse between

the two countries had lost all its intensity. In view of the above fact we

ghall be quite justified in assigning the introduction of the industry some-

where between the 7th and the 9th centuries, the very period when Chinese

influences impressed themselves most deer^y on Nepalese culture and civi-

lisation.

We are however almost in the dark about the early history of the in-

dustry. Dr. Canq>bell who resided in Nepal for considerable time asserts in

<Mie of his letters* written in 1837 that the local Pandits and other persons in

the habit of sacred writings assured him that “copies of books made on

preserved Nqjal paper, 400 years ago were still extant ; and that the material

was in perfect preservation.” If any credence can be given to this, it must

be admitted that tlid industry of paper making was in a thriving condition

in the 15th century. Even if we dismiss this piece of evidence as mere here-

say account, we cannot possibly treat in the same way a testimony offered

by Dr. Campbell himself. He refers to a Sanskrit work which he inspected,

the date of transcription of which was Sambat 1744 corresponding to a.d.

1687, and attests that it was in a perfect state of preservation, “ having all the

time withstood the ravages of insects and the wear and tear of use.”^ This

proves conclusively that the Nepalese had attained a very high degree of

excellenoe in the art of paper-making at least as early as the 17th century. On
the condition of the industry in the 19th century, contemporary records of the

Foreign and Political D^artment yidd very interesting information. Writing

in December 1831, Mr. B. H. Hodgson remarks “ tlie paper of Nepal is very

cheap and can be had in large quantities. As ordinarily prepared it is

smooth enough to write on and it is from the imcommon toughness of the

fibre of the plant which yidds the material for making it, as wdl as from

the little injury done to the texture of the fibre in the process of manufac-

ture, as firm and durable as parchment. The manufactured paper of N^al
is, for office records incomparably better than any Indian paper bdng as

strong and duraNe as leather and almost quite smooth to write upon.”* Dr.

Campbdl fully endorses Mr. Hodgson’s opinion in one of his letters to Mr.

T. C. Scott, Deputy Secretary to Government (dated Nov. 15. 1837) . He
says :

“ the fibre of N^Kd paper is so tough that a sheet doubled on itsdf can

scarcdy be tom with the fingers. The paper is so pliable, dastic and durable

that it docs not wear at the folds during twenty years ; whereas Englidi

paper, e^jecially, when dg^it or ten sheets are folded into one padcet,

does not stand keying in this state uninjured for more than four or five years.

I have now before me sc«ne records of this office, kept cm Nepal paper of

1817, as fresh at the folds, as even at the edgfes, and in every particular as

6. Transaction of the Agri Horticultural Society, Vol. V.

7. Transaction of Agri Horticultural Society, Vd. V.

8. Pol. O. C. See supra.
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undamaged as the newest sheet of papers to be had at Cathmandu. There

are other records of the same date <m English foolscap, which have been simi*

larly lodged and lodced after, the edges of which are completely worn through.

A period of twenty years, however, is nothing to boast of in estimating the

con^Mrative durability of materials for public records, and far less is it wrath

mentioning in enumeration of the qualities of the Nepal paper. The natives

of this country (Nepal) universally assert that the paper remains for 2QO or

400 years unscathed by time or the ravages of insects. I believe that the

Nepal paper may be considered as a safe material for committing records to

for at least 100 years ; and probably, for twice that time. . . As to the rela-

tive fitness of the Nepal paper for all office and stationery purposes, as well

as parcel packing, box papering and every other purpose requiring durability,

hardness of fibre, and exemption from the attacks of insects, there cannot, I

believe, be a moment’s doubt, that the Nepal paper is tm incom^forably

superior article not only to Indian but to any other known paper”* Dr. Royle

expresses the opinion that this paper was remarkable for both its toughness

and smoothness. Some of it being sent to England in thel form of bricks of

half-stuff previous to the year 1829 was made into paper by hand. An
engraver to whom it was given for trial is said to have stated that ‘ it afforded

finer impressions than any English made paper, and nearly as good as the

fine Chinese paper which is employed for what are called Indian paper-

proofs.’^®

The paper was generally manufactured from the inner barks of the

species of Daphne. The plant most evidently used was Daphne cannabina,

but it appears that other members or species of the same genus like Daphne

involucrata. Daphne mezereum. Daphne decides etc. were also in use. Dr.

Gimlelte in his account of paper making names another plant named Edge-

worthia gardneri Meissn. and is of the opinion that the paper made from that

plant is superior to that from Daphne cannabina. The figures of analysis

published by Messrs. Gross Beran and King regarding Edgeworthia seems

to confirm this view in a remarkable manner. Their analysis is as follows :

—

Moisture 13.6 p.c., ash. 3.9 ; loss by hydrolysis for 5 minutes in Soda

alkali 21.6 ; for one hour 34.7 ; amount of cellulose 58.5 p.c.; m^cerising

16.5 p.c. increase of weight on nitraticsi 126 ; loss by acid purification 8.3 ;

amount of carbon 41.8 p.c. These chemists however do not supply us with

a similar analysis of the Daj^e plant though they place it at the bottom of

the list of Indian plants, since it possesses in their opinion the lowest amount
of odiuloee namely 22.3 p.c.^^ But a discussion of the rdative merits of

the two plants is not possible since we have the complete figures in one case.

9. Tramaetion of Agri-Horticultural Society, Vol. V.
la The FHmms Plants of India by Dr. J. Forbes Royle, MD., F.R.S. (1865),

p. 311.

11. Dictionary of Economic Products, Vol. Ill, pp. 20-26.
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It is however to be noted that practical expaienoe is in direct q[q)ositi(»i to

the verdict of the chemists that percentage of oelluloee is Uio only safe crite-

non of the merits erf a fibre as being used as a paper-material. There seems

to be little room ior doubt that the Daphne ^secies in many respects are the

best of Indian paper-materials, and it will not be reasonable to disregard this

fact simply beicause the cellulose theory encourages us to hold a contrary

view. It is not moreover certain that the chemical process by which the

properties of the Dalphne fibre was examined was highly satisfactory. It

is not improbable that treatment in a strong boiling alkali and under hi|^i

pressure removed from the fibre those very properties which were essential to

its strength as paper-material. This surmise gains additional strength when
we consider the fact that the process by which the hill-tribes manufacture

their Daphne paper is characterised by the very slight amount of alkali

necessary to produce the pulp. A crude alkaline ash, with the boiling ctm-

ducted for only half an hour and in an open vessel is all that is necessary.**

An attempt has been made to explain this riddle by holding that past

writers who ascribed the high merits of the Nepal paper to Daphne cannabina

were all in error as to the material actually used for the paper.** It may
not be improbable that Edgeuiorthia gardneri, about the merits of which
there is no difference of opinion, was the plant which has always been used

for the manufacture of this paper. But while admitting that the finest varie-

ties of the Nepal paper may have been m^e from this plant, we fail to see

how this plant which is of comparatively rare growth than Daphnes alone could

have yielded the total quantity of paper needed by the Gangetic valley and
the hill territories. This plant is found only in Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan and
Manipur and only between the altitudes of 4,000 and 9,000 feet whereas the

Daphne cannabina may be found everywhere on the Himalaya from the

Indus to Bhutan and between altitudes of 3,000 to 10,000 feet, as well as on
the Khasia and the Naga Hills.**

The contributor of the article on paper in the Encyclopaedia Britannica

(11th Edition) offers three tests as to the usefulness of a plant for good white
paper viz : (1) the strength and elasticity of its fibres, (2) the proportion

of odluiar tissue contained in them, (3) the ease with which this can be
freed from the encrusting and inter-cellular matters. There may be swne
doubt as to the successful application of the second test to the Daphne plant
But all writers agree in expressing their complete satisfactiem so far as the

two other conditions are concerned. Dr. Cleghom is of the opinion that the
fibre is capable of being cleaned of woody integument and epidermis so easily

that even women and boys can manage the manipulation. The same writer

12. Dictionary of Economic Products Vol. 111. p. 23
13. INd. p. 24.

14. Brandies—For. Floras pp. 386, 577.

Gamble—Catalogue of trees, shrubet and dimbers of Darjeeling, p. 67.
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pronounces the paper yielded by the fibre to be| not <mly ‘ strong ’ but also

‘ supple which can be explained by the strength and suppleness of the fibre

itself.^’^
' It (the Daphne fibre) is of sich tenacity ’ says he ‘ that the paper

can be made very thin and yet ol surprising strength and duralMlity.’

But evidence of a more positive nature can be adduced in support of the

view that Dai^e was actually used as paper material. Dr. Campbdl used

this fibre in his experimental paper-factory at Darjeeling, and found it quite

satisfactory. Dr. George Watt in his article on the Nepal Paper Plant

states that some 40 miles north of Simla he came across a party ‘ carrying

loads of Daphne bark and was told that it was being carried to the east

where it was made into paper.’^« The word ‘ East ’ evidently refers to Nepal.

That the bark above mentioned was of the Daphne plant and not of Edge-

worthia gardneri may be easily inferred from the fact that the latter flora

does not grow west of Nepal. The statement thus establishes beyond doubt

the extensive use of the Daphne fibre for the manufacture of paper. If

Mr. Baden Powell is to be believed, some samples of Daphne fibre were

sent to Europe and a fine letter paper admirably suited for foreign post was

prepared from thent^^ Writing in 1911 Dr. Daniel Wright and Major

General Henry Wylie, C. S. I. observe that paper made of the inner bark of

the Daphne plant was one of the pritwipal manufactures of N^)al about that

time.**

What exactly the original process of paper-making in Nepal was cannot

be definitdy known. But the letter of Mr. Hodgson already rrferred to

contains a very interesting account of the method widely pursued in the 19th

century which we may be permitted to reproduce bdow :

—

For the manufacture of the Nepalese paper, the following implements

are necessary, but a very rude construction of them suflioes for the end in

view.

1st. A stone mortar, of shallow and wide cavity, or a large blodc of

stone, slightly, but snwothly excavated.

2nd. A mallet (m* pestle of hard wood, such as oak, and size proportioned

to the mortar, and to the quantity of boiled rind of the paper plant which

it is desired to pound into pulp.

3rd. A basket of close wicker work, to put the ashes in and through

which water will pass, only drop by drop.

4th. An earthem vessel or receiver, to reodve the juice of the ashes

after they have been watered.

15. Handbook of the Manufactures and Arts of the Punjab, Vol. Ill, p. 80.

16. Dictionary of the Economic Products of India, Vd. Ill, p. 22.

17. Baden-Ponell, p. 82.

18. Bneydopeedia Britanmca, lltfa edition, p. 380.
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5th. A m^lic (^)en-inouthed pot, to boii the rind of the plant in.

It may be of iron, or copper, or brass, indifferently ; an earthen one would

hardly bear the requisite d^ee of fire.

6th. A sieve, the reticulation of the bottom of which is wide and t^pen,

so as to let all the pulp pass through it, save only the lumpy parts of it

7th, A frame, with stout wooden-sides, so that it will float well in

water, and with a bottom of cloth, only so porous, that the meshes of it will

stay all the pulp, even when dilated and diffused in water ; but will let the water

pass off, when the frame is raised out of the cistern ; the operator must also

have the command of a cistern of clear water, plenty of fire-wood, ashes

of oak (though I fancy other ashes might answer as well) a fire-[riace,

however rude, and lastly, a sufficient quantity of slips of the inner bark of

the paper tree, such as is peeled off the plant by the paper-makers, who

commonly use the peelings when fresh from the plant ; but that is not indis-

pensable. With these “appliances and means to boot,” suppose you take

four seers of ashes of oak
;
put them into the basket above mentioned,

place the earthen receiver or vessel beneath the basket, and then gradually

pour five seers of clear water upon the ashes, and let the water drip slowly

throug^i the ashes, and fall into the receiver. This juice of ashes must be

strcMig, or a dark like red colour, and in quantity about 2 lbs. and if the

first filtering yield not such a produce, pass the juice through the ashes a

second time. Next, pour this extract of ashes into the metal pot, already

described and boil the extract ; and so soon as it begins to boil, throw into

it as many slips or peelings of the inner bark of the paper plant as you can

easily grasp ; each slip being about a cubit long, and an inch wide ; (in

fact, the quantity of the slip of bark should be to the quantity of juice of

ashes, such that the former shall float freely in the latter, and that the

juice shall not be absorbed and evaporated with less than half an hour’s

boiling). Boil the slip for about half an hour, at the expiration of which

time the juice will be nearly absorbed, and the slip quite soft. Then take

the softened slip and put them into the stone mortar, and beat them with

the oaken mallets, till they are reduced to a homogeneous or uniform pulp,

like so much dough- Take this pulp, put it into any wide-mouthed vessel,

add a little pure water to it, and chum it with a wooden instrament like

a chocolate mill, for ten minutes, or until it loses all stringiness, and will

spread itself out, when shaken about under water. Next, take as much
of this prepared pulp as will cover your paper frame, (with a thicker or

thinner coat, according to the strength of the paper you need), toss it into

such a sieve as I have described, and lay the sieve upon the paper frame,

and let both sieve and frame float in the cistem : agitate them, and the

pulp will spread Hsdf over the sieve ; the grosser and knotty parts of the

pulp will remain in the neve, but all the rest of it will ooze through into

the frame. Then put away the sieve, and taking the frame in your left
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band as it floats in the water, diake the water and pulp smartly with your

right hand, and the pulp will readily diffuse itself in an uniform manner

over the bottom of the frame. When it is thus property diffused, raise the

frame out of the water, easing the water in such manner, that the

uniformity of the pulp spread, shall continue after the frame is clear of

the water and the paper is made.

To dry it, the frame is set endwise, near a large fire ; and so soon as it is

diy, the sheet is peeled off the boittan of the frame and folded up. When
(which seldom is the case) it is deemed needful to smooth and polish the

surface of the paper, the dry sheets are laid cm wooden boards and rubbed,

with the convex entire side of the conch-shell ; or in case of the sheets

of paper being large, with the fiat surface of a large rudder of hard and

smooth grained wood ; no sort of size is ever needed or applied, to prevent

the ink from running. It would, probably, surprise the paper-makers of

England, to hear that the Kachar Bhoteahs can make up this paper into

fine smooth sheets of several yards square.^** A few words need to be said

with regard to the geographical distribution of the manufacturies of the

Nepal paper. Mr. B. H. Hodgson is inclined to think that the name of

the paper has no reference to the place of its manufacture. “ Though called

Nepalese,” says he, ‘‘the paper is not in fact made in Nepal proper. It

is manufactured exclusively in Cis-Himalayan Bhote, and by the race of

Bhoteahs, denominated (in their own tongue) Rangbo, in contra-distinction

to the Trans-Himalayan Bhoteahs.. . Most of the Cis-Himalayan Bhoteahs

east of the Kali River make the Nepalese paper ; but the greatest part of it

IS manufactured in the tract above Nepal proper, and the best market for

it is afforded by the Nepalese people ; hence probably it derived its name. .

.

The manufacturies are mere sheds estaNished in the midst of the immense

forest of Qs-Himalayan Bhote; which affords to the paper-maters an in-

exhaustible supply, on the very spot of the firewood and ashes, which they

consume so largely : abundance of clear water (another requisite) is likewise

procurable everywhere in the same region.”’® Mr. Atkinson only echoes

Mr. Hodgson when he observes that the paper “ is manufactured exclusively

by the tribes inhaluting Cis-Himalayan Bhote, known as Murmis, Lepchas

etc. or generically as Rongbo."*® But it is just possible that the opinion of

both the writers is based upon insufficient observation. Dr. Campbell refers

to two Nepalese villages where paper-manufacture was in a highly flourisli-

ing state, and which produced the two finest varieties of the Nq>al paper.

He observes that the "paper” called Kimchat is reckoned the best; the

18a. 'The pulp is dried and made up into the shape of brides or tiles, for the

convenience of transport. In this form it is admirably adapted for tranamissiaa

to Enfldsnd.

19. Pd. O. C. na 19 Jany. 13, 1832.

20. Atldnson—Rtmafayon Districts, pp. 378, 795-97.
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manufacture of I^udoka is considered the second best^^ Kimchat lies 20

miles west Cathmandoo and Dholoka 30 miles east erf the place. The two

places at the time <rf Mr. Campbell’s stay in Nepal were entirely inhabited

paper-makers. The fact that these two villages supfrfied the two finest

varieties of the paper with their names confirms us in our conclusion that

Nepal has greater claim to be proud of her excellence in the art of paper-

making than her sister kingdom. We are told that the common size ol the

sheet of Kimchat paper was two feet long by 19 inches ; and that oi tlie

ISholoka being somewhat less. But both sorts could be had to order of any

dimensions, upto 30 feet long by twelve broad. These ptapers were procur-

able at Cathmandu in any quantity. What better proof could be adduced

in support of the extraordinary skill of the Nepalese in manufacturing paper ?

All writers who have left any account of the Nepal paper agree in

observing that it once commanded a very extenave market. We are firfd

by Dr. Hodgson that Kathmandu itself consumed a great quantity, but

a much greater quantity was aimually exported southwards to Hindusthan

and Northwards to Sokya-Gumba, Digarchi and other places in Tremoun-

tane Bhote.”^* “ It was invariably used ” says a 19th century writer “ all

over Kumayun and was in great request in many parts of the plains for

the purpose of writing Misubneemahs or genealogical records and deeds.”*®

Dr. Campbell mentions the following markets fw the article :—Patna,

Kessarish in Sarun, Janikpoor, Darbhanga in Tirhoot, Poomeah, Govind-

gunge, Alligunge in Sarun, Nichloul and Lorun in Gorukpoor, and Toolsi-

poor, Bulrampoor, and Tandah in Oude.*'* According to Mr. Watt, the

paper could be purchased throughout the greater part of India even as late

as the Nineties of the 19th century.*®

S(»nething may also be learnt from the accounts left by different

writers regarding the prices of the paper in different parts of India. About

the time) of Mr. Hodgson’s stay at the Nepal Court, the paper s<rfd at

Cathmandu at 12 annas sioca per dharni of 3 seers and the bricks of the

dried pulp at a price ranging between 8 to 10 annas sicca per dharni.

Dr. Campbell reported in 1837 that the price then varied from 160 sheets

per Nepalese rupee to 400 ; or from 9 to 13 Company’s Rupee per maimd.

He estimated the cost of transport of the article from Nepal to Patna at

about 1 Rupee 12 annas per maund, but the price there was almost equal

to the Kathmandu price. Dr. Canqjbdl explained the apparent paradox

by the circumstance of these being a monopoly of the sale of paper kq>t

up at Cathmandu by the Government whereas much of the paper reaching

21. Transactions of Aeri-HorticuUmal Society, Vol. V.
22. Pol. O. C. no. 19. Jany. 13, 1832.

23. Dictionary of the Economic Products of Jttdia, Vd. HI. pi. 20.

24. Transaction of the Agri-Hortieultural Society, Vol. V.

25. See 23 above.
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Patna was exported from the hill manufacturies direct to the plains. The

enormous demand for good quality paper among scholars and other men

with reading habit partly explains the extensive nature of the market cmn-

manded by the Nepal paper. We have it cm the authority of Dr. Campbelt

that the paper was held in high favour for all uses except that of letter

writing, being most economical. But Mr. Baden Powell testihes to the possi-

bility of a very thin and fine letter paper admirably suited for foreign post

being prepared from the Daphne plant. He himself saw a specimen of

this light paper which could only be tom with the greatest difficulty. Dr.

Cleghom also asserts that the paper can be made very thin and yet of

surprising strength and durability.

But the use of the paper was not limited to the literary field only.

Reference has already been made to its fitness for parcel-packing, box-

papering and other rough uses. Dr. Campbell considered it much better

adapted for packing medicines in, than any of the Indian papers or even

the blue or brown paper of England used at the gjeneral dispensary at

Calcutta for the purpose about the time he wrote. He also gathered from

Dr. Davies of Patna that the paper was far preferable to any other in

the manufacture of cold drawn castor oil, and that the latter used several

maunds a month of it in this (^ration, the tenacity of its fibre preventing

shreds of it from mixing with the oil, as was unavoidable when using the soft

pap)er made from cloth or other less durable material than the inner bark

of the paper tree from which the Nepal article was manufactured.

The same writer tells us that the Nepal papar was sometimes used

as a lining to house roofs. The post office at Katmandu was thus lined

presenting according to him a cleanly durable and pleasing canopy. The
papar was laid cm the rafters with the common floor paste. It was used

as a cheap and efficient substitute suitable for wax cloth in the padring of

letter mails and bhangy parcels for despatch by dak. This wax papar, he

tells us, ‘ was prepared in a manner similar to wax cloth.’ He himsdf used it

for dak pHirp>oses but never heard a complaint against “ wet mails ” even in the

height of the rainy season.

But the pap>er was not always used in its plain manufactured state.

It is worth while to note that the Nepalese resorted to a very efficient method

of prolonging the durability of the article. Dr. Camp>bell has collected the

following outline of the method of preserving the Nepal p}ap)er which may
prove to be of interest to all archivists :

—

“ To preserve 100 sheets of Kimchat pap)er, (two feet by eighteen inches)’

and have it of a straw colour, take two pounds of rice, and pjound it well in

eijjit or ten px>unds of cold water ; when the feculum has subsided, strain off

the superincumbent solution, and place it on a brisk fire for ten or fifteen

minutes, stirring it all the time from the bottom. When cod, give a coat-

ing of it with the hand to one side of the sheets of i>ap)er, hanging them in
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the air (shaded from the sun) until dry : when quite dry, and you wish

to colour and preserve one side only of the paper, give the other side a

cn^tjng as before of the rice water, in which has been previoudy dissolved

the following ball of arsenic—^then, dry in the air as before. Take of the yellow

oxide of arsenic (Harital of all the Indian bazars) 180 grains, (1 tda) and of

tlie red sulphuret of arsenic (Munsil or Mvnstla of the Indian bazars) 180

grains ;
grind them carefully on a marble slab, or in a mortar, and when

finely comminuted, form into a ball to be used as above. When a deep

orange colour is wanted, and the object is to secure the paper most effec-

tually from insects, the solution of rice is to be made somewhat stronger,

and the quantity of both kinds of arsenic is to be doubled—^thus, for 100

sheets, take 360 grains of the Harital, and the same of the Munsila. I have

examined some books, the copying of 200 years date—the paper of which

had been arsenicated in the latter mode, and found them damaged only to

a very trifling extent by some insect (supposed to be a bug) but the texture

of the paper, save where actually cut by the insect, was quite sound.

For papering trunks, this mode of preservation might be advantageously

adopted. The paper so treated, however, has a disagreeable smell ; and

besides, it is not a settled question among the people who use it, how much

of the practice is referable to fashion and taste, and how much to the object

of guarding against insects : many persons assert, that without the arseni •

cation the paper will last just as well as with it. Yellow paper is the

fashionable style for transcripts of the sacred writings, without direct refer-

ence to the preservative powers of the arsenic. I am, however, inclined

to think, that the arsenicaticm is quite as useful as it is ornamental. The

common objection among Englishmen to the use of Nepal paper is its

roughness, compared with Indian and English paper. As sold in the bazars

on a large scale this is valid, but it admits of being made as smooth as is

necessary, and is so smoothed to a ccmsiderable extent here, previous to use.

The rice water prepared as above, is applied to the paper and then

dried ; all that is required to give the paper a gloss and polish, is to rub

it wdl with a glass bottle, or a smooth stone, or even a piece of close grained

wood, when it becomes as even as need be. The coloured, preserved, and
polished paper, costs nearly what the jdain article is noted at.

European interest in this paper may be stated to have originated in

Lord Auckland’s enquiry regarding it in the year 1837. But it had attracted

the notice of English officials even before that date. We find from one of

the records that on the 8th December 1831, Mr. B. H. Hodgson, tlien

Resident at Khatmandu sent to Mr. H. T. Prinsep, Secretary to the Gover-

nor General some specimens of the Nepal paper for presentation to Lord

William Bentinck.*® In his letter to Mr. Prinsep, Mr. Hodgson regretted

26. Pol. O. C. No. 19 Jany. IS, 1832.
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the evil of using ‘ conmxxi papw (ME Hindusthan as office records and hig^dy

recommended its complete substitution by the Nepal paper.’ “ 1 believe
”

he wrote “the Nepal paper needs only to be known to be very generally

adopted in the plains for office records. These records are now committed

to the common paper of Hindusthan, than which few substances are moie

perishable ; and I suppose the loss of public records consequent upon the

decay of the paper to which they are committed must be deemed a great

evil. So I consider it one which mig^t be prevented by the substitution

of paper of Nepal for that of the [dams.’’ After pmnting out the cheap-

ness, durability and superior quality of the paper as also the success with

which it had been adopted in some offices in the plains he expresses his

opinion that the adoption of the paper for such records as it was peculiarly

desirable to preserve was as expedient as feasible. To remove the difficulty

of the relative scarcity of the paper in the plains, he recommended to the

Government that the people of Kumayun who had plenty of the paper plant

at their disposal should be entrusted with the art of paper-making. Dr. Camp-

bell who was Assistant Resident of Nepal for some time showed himself

to be equally interested in the matter. He fully endorsed the opinicm of

Mr. Hodgson and wrote a letter to Mr. Scott, Deputy Secretary to Govern-

ment (Nov. 15, 1837) pointing out the advantage to be derived from the

leplacement of the paper of the plains by the Nepal paper in all Govern-

ment offices.*^ Finding that there might be difficulties in the way of pur-

chasing the article owing to the mcmopoly held over it by the Nepalese

court, he made the following suggestion :
“ In the event of our Govern-

ment directing the use of Nepal paper in all the offices of the plains, where

it could be had at less cost than Indian paper and of its substituticm for

English and Indian paper and for permanent records, the requisite quantity

could be purchased here annually during the rains and forwarded to the

Ganges during the four cold months. But, with reference to the existing

monopoly here (in Nepal) and such other obstacles as might Be possibly

put in the way of purchase by the Durbar or its agents, of the article in

large quantity, I would recommend trusting to the markets of Patna, Kessa-

riah in Sarun, Tanikpoor, Darbhanga in Tirhoot, and Poomeah, for such

supply as mi^t be wanted for Bengal ; and to those of Govindgunge and
Alligunge, in Sarun, IS5chIoul and Lohun in Gorakpur, Toolsipoor, Bulram-
poor, and Tandah in Oude for what might be required for the Central and
Western Ptovincea."

The reoommoidation of Dr. Campbell and Mr. Hodgson did not foil

to impress the British Government To meet their own needs they decided

to open an experimental factory fw the manufacture of paper from the

Nepalese bark and Dr. Campbell, then Superintendent of Darjeeling, was

27. Transaction of Agri-Horticultural Society, Vol. V.
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aitrusted with the task. A factory aootmlingly was opened at Darjeding

in 1841. About the mode he adopted for the manufacture papa he

writes to Mr. G. A. Bushby,*® Secretary to the Govenunent of India (Poli-

tical Department) as fdlows :

—

" I found that the wire gauze sieves furnished by the Military Board of

considerable use in enabling one to make a smoother paper and I regard

the use of these sieves as a great improvement on the native method of

preparing the pulp The dingy colour of the paper depended much on the

dark colour of the solution of potass used to dissolve the bark. With a view

to making a white paper, I had the alkaline solution clarified by passing it

r^Katedly through washed sand. By this means it was procured of a very

light straw colour and the paper produced by its use was many shades lighter

than any I had previously succeeded in procuring.

Mr. T. Maddock, Secretary to the Governor-General (Political Depart-

ment), sent in the year 1841, to Dr. W. B. O’shanghuessy, M.D., Chemical

Examiner, for the purpose of bleaching two sample packages of the paper

manufactured by Dr. Campbell. The samples were not however sufficiently

white in colour. The following account==® of his bleaching process is given

by Dr. O’shanghuessy himself :—^"The process consists essentially in using

a solution of chlorine in water instead of chloride of lime generally employed.

The lime of the latter with the colouring matter of the Darjeeling paper

forms a substance very difficultly bleached but which yields at (Mice to the

simple watery solution.”

“The materials employed are red lead®® (350 grains), common salt

,(60 grains), sulphuric acid (i fluid ounce), water (8 fluid ounces). These

prcgwrtions are observed on any scale and instead of strong sulphuric acid

a proportionately larger quantity of the weak acid abundantly manufac-

tured in Calcutta may be employed.”

The experimental paper-factory of Dr. Campbell at Darjeeling con-

tinued to work upto the 16th April, 1842 when it was closed by him, for

the reason that he found it uneconomical to run the factory “ unless the rude

machinery of the country hitherto employed were changed for better and

more expensive factory gear.”»i

An endeavour was made by the Military Board (Stationery Depart-

ment) to have the paper-making industry renew^ by Dr. Campbdl at

28. PWitical O. C. 11 May, 1842, No. 70.

29. Political O. C, 29 Nov. 1841. No. 147.

30. Red lead is a common and dieap bazar article whose usual price is

Rs. 8-4-0 per maund of 80 lbs. One great advantage in having recourse to this

process is that it avoids the necessity of using the Oxide of manganese which is

not found in the bazars. (Pditical O. C. 29 Nov. 1841, No. 147)

.

31. Letter to Mr. G. A Bushby, 21at April, 1842. Political O. C. 11 May,

1842 No. 70.
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Daijeding. But he again objected to it on the ground of eccmomy. “ That

at the present high rate of the wages of ordinary labour at Darjeeling, the

paper from the barks of the Daphne cannabina cannot probably be made

at a lower rate than Rs. 10 to 15 per ream, each sheet being 2 feet by 18

inches and calculated to make four letter-envdops.” Dr. Campbell con-

tinued :
—

“ It may be desirable to renew paper-making at Darjeeling for

various reasons but at present I doubt that it would be profitable to do so.”

From the preceding account it will be clear that Government made
anything but a fair trial of the scheme, and its failure may reasonably be

attributed to the lukewarmness of the high officials. It was essential for

the success of the scheme that it should have been organised scientifically

and put on a rationalised basis. But rightly or wrongly Government

thought otherwise and the experiment ended in a hopeless failure.

The question which now remains to be discussed is whether the dying

industry can be resuscitated under modem conditions and can be kept in

a thriving state against the keen competition of machine made paper. The

problem is not easy to solve and demands careful deliberation from experts.

One thing however is certain. The days of hand-made paper are not over

as some sponsors of complete mechanisaticHi of industries would have us

believe So great an archivist as Hilary Jenkinson boldly expresses the

opinion that hand-made papers are best for the purpose of records.®* The

contributor to the article on paper in Encyclopaedia Britannica recognises

that hand-made paper is indispensable for all special purposes such as bank

note ledger, drawing or other high class paper—in one word in cases where

great durability is the chief requisite.®® So it is quite feasible that the

hand-made Daphne paper may well exist side by side with machine-made

rag- or wood-paper since the demand for the former has not been completely

obliterated by the appearance of the latter.

The only cogent objection that may be raised against the use of the

plant as a paper material is that of the chemist according to whom the

rag-made paper is the best of its kind and the Daphne berk is chemically

very poof. But experience tells us that so far as India is concerned, rag-

made paper is highly inferior to the Daphne-paper. And before accept-

ing the verdict of the chemist on the relative virtues of different raw
materials for paper as gospel truth, we shall do well to bear in mind the

warning pronounced by Mr. Jenkinson. “ We should also while counselling

the archivist to make the fullest use of any advice that the chemist can
give him warning in regard to modem materials that no laboratory test

can tell us what the effect of time will be on materials.” The same writer

observes that “ good rag paper from Europe may, without any special mal-

32. Ifilary Jenkinson—A Manual of Archive Administration, p. 159.

33. The article on Paper Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th edition.
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treatment, decay in an extraordinary way if exposed to tropical climate.

He hin^f admits that actual experience encouraged him to form this

opinion."'*^

There is moreover one practical objection to the extensive use of rags

for paper-making. The supply of rags is entirely uncertain, and there is

often a corre^nding uncertainty in the quality of the paper due to the

uneven proportions of the mixture of materials.®® It goes without saying

that in the case of the Daphne paper a greater amount of certainty as to

the supply of materials and uniformity in quality may be assured.

That there is ample scope for the development of the Daphne fibre

as a raw material even for large-scale paper-making may be easily inferred

from the extensive market for foreign paper as well as for foreign paper*

material in India. The total import of paper in 1934-35 was 2,938,000 cwts

valued at Rs. 2,73 lakhs as against the total aggregate production of the

Indian Mills amounting to 892,000 cwts. a lamentably low figure. The

import of wood pulp amounted in the same year to 19,000 tons valued at

Rs. 26 lakhs.®^ The figures will conclusively prove what a vast field for the

development of an important industry is still lying in India—a field which

has hitherto been completely neglected. It is for experts to explore this

field more deeply and to find out the possibilities, if any, of building up a

big nationalist paper-making industry with a view to make India dependent

on none but herself for her writing material.

34. Hilary Jenkinaon—>1 Manual of Archive Administration.

35. Paper-making in the Bombay PresWency—R T. F. Kirk, I. C. S. p. 9.

36. Review of the Trade of India, 1935-36.



BURMESE RECORDS CORROBORATE THE PURANIC
DATE OF BUDDHA’S BIRTH
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1. There is a wdl-4aiown verse in the Brhat-Saimhita of Vatahamihira

about the Saptarshis (The Great Bear constellation) having been in a line

with Magha Nakshatra when, at the close of the Mahabharata War, King

Yudhiethira reigned at Hastin&pur. It has proved to be a Delphic Oracle, as

it has lent itself to several interpretations. (Bri. Sam., Chap. 13, verse 3).

It runs thus :

Asan Maghasu munayab. ^sati prithvim Yudhisthire nipatau ;

Shad drika pahca dvi yutah 4aka kalah tasya rajanyasca.

There are two distinct statements made here. The first line tells us that

the Great Bear was in alignment with the asterism of Makha whose yoga-tara

is Regulus. The astronomical implications of this statement have been dis-

cussed by me in my article on the Puranic interpretation of the Saptarshi

cycle ccmtributed to the Ganganatha Jha Research Institute Journal, Allaha-

bad, (Vol. I). Kalhaija in his RafatarangUji and Bhatotpala in his commen-

tary on the Birhat Saihhita have interpreted the second line to mean that

King Yudhisthira lived 2526 years prirw to the commencement of the SaU-

vahana l§aka in a.d. 78. This assigns the date B.c. 2449-2448 to Yudhisthira,

by which time 53 years of the Kali Yuga had already passed. Bhatotpila

quotes a verse of Vriddha Garga in support of the first statement, but not of

tlie second. In verse two, Varahamihira tells us that his exposition of the

Saptarshi Cycle follows the lines laid down by Vriddha Garga. For several

reasons, the second statement could not have been made by Vriddha Garga

himself. There are at least three Gargas mentioned in Samskrit literature.

The first Garga was the person to whom 8ri Rama gave away his wealth just

before starting tor the forest. (VBImiki Ramayapa, Ayodhyakapda. Sarga

32). He must have been the formulator of the Garga Triifitra sacrifice des-

cribed in the seventh KShda of the Krishpa Yajurveda. (T. S. vii, 1-5). As
pointed out by P. C. Sen Gupta in his article tm Hindu Astrcmomy in the

Ratnakrishna Centenary Volume, (Vol. 3) Vriddha Garga was a contenqxrrary

of tlw PSjpdavas and a great astrcmcwner. He was visited by Balaiama during

his pilgrimage at the time of the battle. (MakSbhSrata, TIrthayAtra P^rva,

dalya Parv^ Quq). 37. verses 15-18) . He seems to have been the ouliest com-

mentattMT on the VedSAga Jyotisa cycte of five years, and has been extensivdy
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cited by Scunakara, VaiShamihira, BhatoUala, S. B. EMkshit and other aatro-

nomers. It is therefore dear that the second statment in the verse of

VaiShaniihira cannot be attributed to him. There was the third Garga, the

astrologer, who has bear assigned to the earlier half of the first century B.C.

by Dr. Kem in his introduction to tte Brhat Saihhitfi. He should have been

a contemporary of the founder of the Vikrama Samvat Era. Thus all the

three Gargas appear to have lived long before the SeUivfihana Saka was start-

ed. Dr. R Shamasastry points out that the term saka as a synonym of the

wcHTd Era came into use only after the dose of the Andhra period. None of

the Gargas could have employed it. It must be therefore attributed to Vatfiha-

mihira himsdf. In the same manner Aryabhata declared that, at the time

he composed his great work, dxty cycles of sixty years each had dapsed since

the commencement of the Kali Yuga. Varahamihira seems to have meant that

at the time he wrote the Bfhat Sariihita 2526 years had been completed dnce

the passing away of Yudhisthira. If we assume for Varahamihira the date

AJ>. 505 mentioned in his Pafichasiddhantika, the above interpretation assigns

to Yudhisthira the date B.c. 2021. In my article contributed on this subject

to the Gahgdnatha Jhd Research Institute Journal, I have pointed out how
this date is in complete harmony with the statement of the several PuiSuns.

On the other hand, C. V. Vaidya opined that the 4aka referred to should be

the Buddha Nivana Era, bjC. 543. (The Mahabhdrata, A criticism, p. 80).

His arguments are based on the assumption that the statement had been made
by a Garga and could not therefore refer to Salivahana who was later than

all the Gargas. So he agreed with Velandai Gopala Aiyar that the reference

was certainly to Buddha’s nirvaiija. Varahamihira lived in an age of Bud-

dhistic revival represented by Buddhaghosa, Fa Hien, Bhartrihari, and

Amarasimha. Vaidya interpreted the second line to indicate the number 2566.

Add 2566 to 543 and we go back to 8.c. 3109, which is very close to the tra-

ditional banning of Kali Yuga B.c. 3102.

2. Even now scholars are not agreed about the date of Buddha’s nir-

vana. The Ceylonese chronicles, the Mahavaihsa and DIpavaihsa, and the

Burmese chixmicle, “ MaHa-linkara ’ Wouttoo uniformly assume the date

543 B.a for the nirviuia of Buddha and base their chronology on it. Though

these Buddhistic chronicles adopt the date 543 b.c. for the nirvaoa, they

state the interval between the nirvfiipa and the acces^on of Chandragupta to

be only 162 years, whereas all the Hindu Put^^ estimate the interval at

about 260 years. This discrepancy has hitherto proved irreconcilable. The

dates assigned by the Chinese chronicles vary from about bjc. 1200 to 600

B.C. Of them all, what is known as the Peguan date, b.c. ^8| approximates

to the PuiSiQic date (Ptins^’s essays, V61. 2, p. 165). European scholars like

Fleet, Cunningham and others have rejected both Hindu and Buddhistic

traditions and adopted the date B.e. 478 as the most probable, as it accords

vuy doeely with the interval of 162 years stated by the Ceylonese dmxudes
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to have existed between the nirvSqa and Qiandragupta, whose accession is

asngned to 320 b.0. There is no consensus of qpinicm regarding the date of

Chandra-gupta’s accession. It fluctuates between 324 b.c. and 311 B.C The
Burmese Qironicle, Malla-luikara, translated by Bishop Bigandet, is unique
in itself. It furnishes the name of the week-day and the Hindu calendar date

for some of the most important events of Buddha’s life. Cunningham’s date

for the nirvSpa, B.c. 478 agrees in the main with the provisions of the Malla-

linkara. Dewan Bahadur Swamikaimu Pillai has shown in the first volume
of his Ephemeris that six out of the eight events mentioned by the Burmese
Chnxiicle fall on the week-days assigned to them, if the Nirvaija is assumed
to have occurred on Tuesday, First April, 478 b.c.

—

the full-moon of Vai^kha.
The learned editor of the Mahratti Gyana-kosa, (Gyana-kosa, Vol. iv, p. 153)

approves of the date.

3. The PutSuas embody the traditions current in the land of Buddha’s
birth. A total summary rejection of all the data furnished by them, in favour

of foreign testimony in which they themselves who adduced them had no
full confidence, is rather unwarranted. The part played by Chanakya has

been totally ignored. The reliability of the Puraoas regarding the Andhra
dynasty has been acknowledged by Rapson in his Catalogue of Indian coins.

(Introduction, pp. xxvi and Ixv). His statement that “there is no reason to

doubt that the long period for which the testimony of inscriptions and coins

scarcely exists, was actually occupied by the reigns recorded in the Purapas ’’,

can be equally true of the Mauryan and pre-Mauryan times. Inscriptional

History begins with Asdca. The Purapas, the Jatakas, and scattered refer-

ences in contemporary literature are the only data available for re-construc-

ting the history of pre-Asokan times. It is unfair to dub them iiorpliaMd

and ignore the whole lot. It is the duty of the conscientious historian to try
and pierce through the outer shell of age-long accretions and reach the ker-

nel at centre. Delicious water and sweet pulp will be found, though the quan-
tity be small.

4. It is rather unfortunate that no evidences, inscriptional or numis-
matic, are available for the period preceding Asoka, except oral tradition

committed to writing centuries later. Whereas the Puraipas furnish details

regarding all contemporary dynasties of pre-Mauryan times, the Buddhist
dironides mention only those kings that took an interest in their religion. The
Burmese chronicle, Malla-linkara, mentions that Chanakya discovered, while
he was yet young, signs of kingship in his palms. On the advice of his mo-
ther, he kept the knowledge to himsdf. (Bigandet, Vd. 2, m>. 125-128).
Though all the PutSpas agree in assigning a total of 100 years to the Nandas,
some of them allot only 28 years to Mahapadma and 12 years to the ei^t
brothers. The FtirSpjas state that Chanakya also ruled for sometime after
the Nandas and brought the total period to 100 years. It took him 12 to 16
years to diq^ossess the Nandas. It is not improbable therefore that some
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yeara intervoied between the dethronement of the last Nanda and the instal-

lation of Chandragupta. It is quite possible that the principles of state-craft

so fully elaborated by Kautilya in the Artha-shastra reflected the experieiKe

gained by Qianakya during his own kingship. As Chandragupta was a candi-

date of his own creation, Chanakya might have fulfilled his boyish ambition

of becmning a ruler in his own person, before he handed over the kingdom to

Qiandragupta voluntarily or otherwise. It should be no wwider if Chandra-

gupta had sought the help of Alexander or Saleukos as stated by Justin. The
period is shrouded in mystery. The Buddhistic chronicle allots only 22 years

to the whole Nanda dynasty. Kalasoka and his nine sons are allotted 61

years. Where does the discrepancy lie ? Experts have yet to discover.

5. There is a mention in Bigandet’s translation (Vol. I, p. 13 ; Vol. II,

p. 123) of a Kauzda Era which was in vogue at the time of Buddha’s mater-

nal grand-father, Eetzana, King of Devaha. At the time of its abolition by

Eetzana, 8640 (eighty-six forty) years had elapsed. At a synod of astrono-

mers convened by the king and presided over by the foremost astronomer of

the times, Kala Devala (Asita Devala) it was decided to start a new era in

honour of the King, and it was called the Eetzana Era. The year 8640 of

the Kauzda Era was terminated on Saturday the new-moon of Magha and

the new Era began on the next day a Sunday, the first day of Sukla Paksha.

Another interesting bit of information found in the Malla-linkara (Vol. 11,

p. 134) is that King Thamug-dara (Samuddhara) of Prome, an eminent

astronomer himself, reformed the calendar in the year of religicm 625 (a.d. 81)

dropping away 622 years and began the reformed computation with two,

equating it to a.d. 79. This is a remarkable coincidence with the Salivahana

Saka and probably its nucleus. In the declaration of the Samkalpa at tEe be-

ginning of our religious functions, Salivahana 6aka and Bauddhavatara often

go together. The association may not be accidental. The point deserves

further investigation at the hands of experts.

The Asita-Devala who abolished the Kauzda Era is probably the Asita-

Devala frequently cited by Bhatotpala. This gives us a date for him in the

8th century b.c. The word Kauzda does not occur in any other context, if we
remember that the Kosala kings traced their descent to Ikshvaku of the Solar

dynasty, Kauzda may very well stand for Kakustha. It is remarkable that

they should have preserved a tradition dating back 8640 years to 9300 B.c.

Were they in any way an off-shoot or the main-stem of the Kassites and the

Mitanni (Mitra Anu) tribes who invaded Assyria in the 15th century b.c. ?

It is a suggestion for Assyriologists to investigate. The name TUshratta (Dasa-

ratha) borne by the Mitanni king might possess a significance of its own.

6. There is thus nothing inheraitly impossible in the suggestions of

C. V. Vaidya and G(q)ala Aiyar that the Saka referred to in the verse of

Varahamihira was the Buddha Nirvana Saka. If the number indicated in

the second line is accepted to be 2526, as usually interpreted, by subtracting
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this number from b.c. 3102, we get the date 576 B.C. for Buddha nirvfina.

This date differs from the Buddhist tradition by only thirty years, and is in

oonmlete accord with the I*Uraoic traditkm. It satisfies all the conditions re*

garding week-days laid down in the Malla-linkara. All the eight events fall

on the days allotted to them. A careful examination of the auxiliary tables

furnished in the Indian Ephemeries reveals the fact that 98 solar years (Juli-

an) constitute an exact cycle of the week-day and the day of the month of

the Hindu luni-solar calendar. The lunar tithis occur cm the same wedc-days,

but are displaced three days forward in the Julian year. For example, the

full-moon of Vailfikha occurred in the year 576 B.C. on Tuesday the fourth of

April whereas it occurred in B.c 478 on Tuesday the first of April. In this

connection we have to remember that the system of intercalation in vogue at

the time was that of the Vedanga Jyotisha, according to which one month

was intercalated at the end of every thirty months. The intercalated months

were according to Dikshit (Hist, of Astron., p. 91) Adhika Sravana and

Adhika Magha. One of the five year periods ended in a.d. 80 according to

Varthamihira. The system of intercalation adopted in the Indian Ephemeries

tt that of the Siddhantas. When this difference in the mode of intercalation

is taken into account, the two discrepancies inherent in the set of

dates ending with 478 B.C. get themselves obviated in the set ending with B.C.

576. The proposed date is thus not cmly in harmony with both PUranic and

Buddhistic traditions, but also in complete accord with the week-days assign-

ed to events, a memory of which was carefully preserved by Burmese tradi-

tion for well over a millennium and a half. It is a truly remarkable feat of

racial memory, worthy of the best Vedic traditions.

The chief events mentioned are the following :

—

1 & 2. King Eetzana did away with the Kauzda Era 8640, on a Satur-

day, on the new-moon of Tabaong (March) and fixed the beginning of the

new Era <m the following day, that is to say, on a Sunday, the first day after

the new moon of the same month. This happened in the year 691 ac. (543

plus 148). Volume II, p. 133.

3. Buddha was conceived in his mother’s womb, in the year 68 of the

Eetzana Era, und^* the constellation Outtarathan and bom (on the full moon
day of Vaiifikha) under the ccxistellation Withaka, on a Friday, Volume II,

p.71.

4. He went into the solitude in the year 96, on a Monday, at the full-

moon of July, under the constellatiai, Oottarathan. Vol. I, p. 63 ; Vol. II,

p. 72.

6. A little before break of day, in the 103rd year of tte Era,

on the day of the full-nwon of Katson, the perfect science at once l»oke over

him : he beoinie a Buddha. Pages 97 and 98 of V<d. I.
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6. Buddha’s father, gently breathed his last in the day of the full-tnoon

of Wakhaong (August), on a Saturday, at the rising of the sun, in the year

of the Eetzana, era 107, at the advanced age of ninety-seven years. Vol. I,

pp. 208 and 206.

7. It was not quite full dawn of the day when he entered the state of

NirvSna (Neibban), in the 148th year of the Eetzana Era, on the full-moan

of Katson, on a Tuesday, a little before day-break. Vol. II, p. 69.

8. In the year 148, the first day of the month of Tagoo (April), whidi

fell on a Sunday, was fixed as the beginning of the new computatioi, em-

phatically called the era of religion, 543 B.C. Vol. II, p. 133, foot note.

N.B.—On page 216 of Volume I, Bigandet equates the full-moon of

Tabaong to (February) and the new-moon of Taong to March, Vol. II.

p. 133. So Tabaong corresponds to the month of Magha which must end

early in March so that Chaitra might have commenced before the 12th of

April, when the solar year commences. In the absence of definite informa-

tion about the method of intercalation adopted by the Burmese, it mi^
refer to M5gha or PhSlguna. (Vide last paragraph, pp. 9, 10).

Dates of important events in Buddha’s life :

—

Dates :

1. Kauzda era ended on the new-moon of Tabaong Saturday :

or Magha (ending) in B.c. 722. New-moon at the end of 15 Jan. 722 ac.

Magha ended at -95 of Saturday after Mean-rise i.e. on

Saturday night 15-1-722 BJC.

2. Eetzana era began the next day, the first day of

the waxing moon of month Tagoo, Sunday.

3. Buddha’s birth on full-moon of Katson in Vi-

sakhS nakshatra, full-moon ended at, -54 of Friday, Vi-

sfikha mded at -92 same day Eetzana era—68 current.

4. Buddha left Kapilavastu at midnight of full-moon

In Uttara-a^dha nakshatra. Full-moon of Adhika Sra-

vana ended at *23 day after sunrise on Mcmday 27th

June. Ut-Ashadha ended on Sunday midni^t a few hours

before Monday began. Era 96 current.

5. Buddha attained Buddhahood about sunrise on

Wednesday, in VishakM nakshatra, on full-moon. Full-

moon ended at *33 of Wednesday ; VishSkha ended at ’49

same day. Both current at sunrise. 11-4-620. Era 103

curiHit

6. Buddha’s father dies ; Saturday, sunrise aa full-

moon of Wakhaong. Eia 107 current. PuU-moon of SrS-

vapa (after Adhika Aatifidha) began at ‘23 of Saturday

24-7-616.

Sunday

:

16 Jan. 722 ac
Friday

:

8 April 655 B.C

Monday

:

27 June 627 B.C

Wednesday

:

11 April 620 B.c

Saturday :

24 July 616 B.c
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7. Buddha Nirv9oa on Tuesday ni^t before sun- Tuesday ;

rise. Full-moon of Vlshfikh& ended at *99 or just before 4 April 576 b.c.

sunrise on the night of Tuesday 4th April ; Visakha end-

ed at -dS day after sunrise. Both current at sunrise Era

147 current. Age seventy-nine complete.

7. Buddha died on his eightieth birthday, after completing seventy-nine

years. A few months after his death, a conference of all the followers of

Buddha was held, under the aegies of the king, Ajata'Satru, and presided over

by Kasyapa. It lasted for seven months from the full-moon of Wakhaong

to the full-moon of Tabaoi^. “ It was at the conclusion of this council or

Sangharana, that king Adzatathat, with the concurrence of the Buddhist

patriarch, Kathaba did away with the Eetzana era, and substituted the reli-

gious era beginning in the year 148 of the said era ; that is to say, om the

year of Gautama’s death, on a Monday, the first of the waxing moon of

Tabaoog." (Bigandet, Vol. II, p. lib). On the other hand, Bigandet’s note

on page 133 of Vcl. II, declares that in the year 148, the first day of the

month of Tagoo, (April), which fell on a Sunday was fixed as the beginning

of the new computation, emphatically called the era of religion, 543 B.c.

It is adopted by all the southern Buddhists. The two statements are self-

contradictory and somewhat ambiguous. Buddha’s death took place on the

full-moMi of Katscwi (VavSakha). When did the new Era begin? Was the

computation to begin from the month of Tabaong or Tagoo prior to the

death or from those that followed his death, about the time of the conclu-

sion of the first council? Was it from the waxing first of Tabaong a fort-

night earlier than or from the waxing first of Tagoo which occurred a fort-

night later than the conclusion of the council ? The point has to be clari-

fied before the exact week-day and date of the commencement of the era

could be fixed. The same ambiguity appears in the case of the commence-

ment of the Eetzana Era. The statement on page 13 of Vol. I, conflicts with

that of page 133 of Vol. II. There is no ambiguity about the week-day ; it

is only about the month. Dr. Fleet and Sir Alfred Irwin have clearly demon-

strated in the Indian Antiquary for 1910 A.D. (Vol. 39) that the Burmese ca-

lendar possesses elements similar to those of the Hindu calendar but not

identical throughout There are twelve months in the year composed alter-

nately of 29 and 30 days. The first or waxing half of the month always
contains 15 dvil days ; the second half, alternately 14 and 15 days. Seven
months are intercalated for every nineteen years at an average interval of

three years. The system is similar to that of Meton and to that pypiginAd

in the MaitiSyaniya Samhita (1-10-8). Like the ancient Babylwiians, the

same month is intercalated by duplicating (Arakanese) or Watso (Burmese).

With the andent Vedic seers it was the month of PBusha that was dupli-

cated. Though the months are supposed to correspond to the entry of

the sun into the signs of the fixed Hindu zodiac, they agree neither with the
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ttdar nor with the lunar nionths, exc^ occasiinially. The annmencement

of the month of Tagoo can fall on any date between the 19th of Wednesday

and the 2l8t of March. Since the two halves of the Burmese mimth get out

of step with the full and new-moons, the waxing first of Tagoo may not al-

ways coincide with Sukla Pratipad. The new-moon just preceding the waxing

first of Tagoo may correspond with the new-moon ending either Hindu lunar

M&gha or Rialguna. It is therefore clear that the assumption made by the

author of the Indian Ephemeries that Tabaon coincides with PhSIguna or

Tagoo with Chaitra, is not always correct. In the present case the identifica-

tion of the new-moon of Tabagaong with the new-moon ending Magha yields

the correct days of the week, for the commencement of the Eetzana and

Nirvana eras. I have therefore adopted it m my calculations. At the time

of Buddha’s birth, the calendarial system of the Vedafiga-Jyotisha seems to

have been in vogue. The year commenced with Magha. So Tabaong might

have been the first month of the year in those days Later on, when the king

of Prome, Samuddhara, adopted or inaugurated the Salivfihana or Dando-

ratha Era the year was probably made to commence with Chaitra or Tagoo

in 78 A,D. Tagoo certainly commenced the year, when the Pagan or Pouppa-

zdau Era was started the first of Tagoo in 638 a d. as Zero—Buddha’s death

occurred in the 147th year (current) of the Eetzana era and year 148 was

current when the council adopted the Nirvfima Era. The Buddha Nirvfina

Era commenced on the 22nd of January, 576 B.c. which was a Sun-

day. This date does not confiict with the Puraijic, Singhalese or Burmese

traditions. It is as it were a compromise between them and is in full accord

with the data of the Malla-linkara-wouttoo regarding the chief events of

Buddha’s life.
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By

Dr. S. MUKERJEE, M.A. (Cal.), doctor-£s-letters (Piiris),

VEDANTA-TIRTHA, SASTRi, ETC. Mayuit)huj Profes&oT of Sanskrit,

Benares Hindu University.

“The intense life with which Sudraka animates action and personage

gives illusion to reality, one believes oneself to be in the middle of beautiful

Ujjaiiu, but a comparison with the literature of tales dispels this error. We
arc, as in the rest of Indian stage, amid full convention, and amid full

fantasy.” Thus says Professor Sylvain Ij§vi in speaking of the Mj-cchakatika

in his “ Th6dtre Indien,” and it has become an article of faith with modem
scholars that in the Mfcchakatika, as in other Sanskrit plays, we are dealing

with a dty of convention and a conventional society. An examination of the

minute details of the feature of the city and of the society described in the

Mrochakaitika will however convince any impartial reader that the poet was

dealing with an actual city and a living society, every feature of the life of

which was familm to him, though perhaps the name of the city might not

have been UjjainI and though the genius of the poet has certainly cast a

radiant life over it

Famous UjjainI

The oeld>rity of the city of Ujjain! had spread all over the country and

its affluence, the amenities of its life, the amusements and diversions it afford-

ed to the gay, the beauty, refinement and wealth of its courtesans had been

magnified by travdlers' tales and allured the curious and leisured people from

distant parts of the country. Simple Saipv^aka who belonged to distant

PliiaUputra and was left by his father in rather affluent circumstanoes,^ was

attracted to Ujjain! by tales heard from the mouths of travellers.^

Geography.

The city of UjjainI covered a large area, the centre of the city was thiddy

populated, gradually thinning out towards the outer perimeter. Here were

I )— Act. II.

2. sIBrt n an*!^ i

( I )—Act. n.
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situated large shady gardens^ adorned with beautiful lakes, belonging to the

wealthy inhalants, »id the king had an extensive garden called Puspa-

tfflra^aka whidi was the most beautiful of all* and at a considerable distaiKe

from the city.® The gardens were separated from one another and screened

off from the public road and were full of umbrageous trees,® throwing cord

shadows over the road and people could walk from the city to the Royal

Garden, Puspakaraodaka in the shade of the overhanging trees without ex-

posing themselves to the sun.’ The boundary walls were however not always

carefully maintained and king Pialaka’s garden, Puspakarapdaka at least

had a gap large enough to admit of a carriage passing through over the debris

of fallen bricks and for ^kara to fly by leaping over.® It was otherwise

neglected and large heaps of unswept dried leaves were blown about by the

wind and gathered at the feet of trees.® On the other side there were temples

with spacious compounds built by the citizens outside the busy part of the

city and we hear of one such temple in which the image had not yet been

installed.’® Beyc»id this were the gambling houses and evidently the low

quarters, the East-end of Ujjaini.

3. —ill^^ I ( *it: TW q?!!

gsqssciqMtwihnnw 1 )—Act. VII.

I—Act. VIII.

4. 51^:—

m

qpgsimm qai% a”h<>giigai |
Sl ftvot, 31^ ^

f^t3TR5i qifSrai I ^ ®r vgrsnftr 1 ?rit g*i gqqr-

fevfttr I etc. ( i^rRUI aqt yq^Rstf^U iq 5I?T

ifFIRU: qi#i I sr^qft 5T I ff5I ^
etc.)—Act. vm.

5. sipk:—srd d*KltaT<*iq4il*dts(^ I—Act. Vll.

6. sn^:—5ri?5*TPIIcaqgvnqq^ fyqiftqjinfd 5ri^:5nft[ l—Act. VII,

7. qqiiJfq sil^: 1—Act. viii.

8 4FBR:— q%?l% qq?®lH. I ( IHqiK<!l°>d 51%|pr aqgoin;^ I )—Act. VIII.

^ qrsnwtinw aisifsr >rs0iftr 1 (wrlq^ awKttwjpMpi

»p*0lf?l I )_Act. VIII.

9. qrart:—i#qT qFTRftgRi^n gqqrqwig^si 1 (

1 )-Act. VIIL

^ I ( gg qiffRftgftnf

5PPHlirqir a<3l4fi|W|i(ii
| )_Act. VIII.

10. qj^ a«q^ qft^si 1 ( 8i^

^11*^
| )_Act. 11.

I gst qois qgift I (tiq I gq SHCT qgi* 0—Act. II.

27
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Streets.

The streets of UjjaiM were narrow, especially in the busy part, the

merchants’ quarters^^ where CSrudatta’s large family manskMi with its garden

and orchard, now out of repair, was situated, so that there was hardly room

for two carriages to go abreast, especially if one of them happened to be a

lumbering country cart.>* In the market place of Ujjaiid, the shops were built

close to one another, with only narrow lanes between, where the street dogs,

who lived on the leavings and sweepings of the shops, comfcnTably ensconscd

themselves at night from the inclemencies of the weather under the projecting

eaves of the 8h<H> rooms.^*

The streets were not lig^ted^^ and on dark nights citizens had to cany

their own lights, lights str<Mig enough to give confidence to the pedestrians

that no bad characters were lurking about.>^ Indeed the streets of Ujjaini

were infested by bravos, rowdies and revellers after ni^t-fall and the

favourites of the tyrannical king Paiaka added not a little to the insecurity

of the streets.'® Flushed with insolence and wine they pursued unprotected

females and made fun of simple citizens any oddity in whose appearance or

manners happened to attract their attention.” Thus were molested both

Vasantasena and Radanika and poor Maitreya who was with RadanikS.

There were no pavements for pedestrians apart from the high carriage-way

and the houses gave right on to the streets. Pursued by the licentious im-

portunities of SakSra, Vasantasena passes her hands over the boundary wall

11. ^ yg I (h i )-Act. ii.

12. *nit i ( mjml i )—Act, vi.

—ft 3^: 51^5 SWE'f I—Act. VII.

13.

14.

15.

16.

set: )—Act iii.

«[PCR:—Rftir JURRsrftsftjI fta? nftgftw ^ TTO JRT-

WRlftrsTt I truwftnR&q iwftgfeBr srw

>—Act. I.

..... •—Act. I.

l_Act. I.

ftcw:—twi? pg nftan ftr %«t qarwgi w jftstr

I inwft nftw jw:
^N#EI I )—Act. I.

( dwwH i)

—Act. L

17.
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of CBrudatta’s house and finds the door.'^ Houses of any i»etension, as those

of O&radatta and Vasantasenfi, had, besides the main entrance, a side

entrance^* also leading to a retired part of the house or to the garden and

orchard which was situated (mi a side Vasantaaenfi had a tenq>le to Cupid

in her garden*" and Cfirudatta had in his a beautiful pleasure house*' which

however was much the worse for want of repairs.

City Police.

There was arrangement for patrolling of the streets by the pcdice, and

thieves and bad characters were spotted, questioned or pursued, but under the

lax administration of the tyrannical king PSlaka, the city-guards were negli-

gent of their duties, especially in the early part of the night when rowdies

moved about the streets and brawls with the followers of the king’s favourites

were to be apprehended. When Vasantasenia was pursued by Sakira and hei

servants fled from fear, there was no city-guard to be seen anywhere.** The

policemen came out later at night, when there was no danger of brawls and

thieves and bad characters might be on their nightly prowls. When CSru-

datta returns home, after escorting Vasantasena to her place, he finds the

city-guards astir,** and we find the robber Sarvilaka mighty afraid of the

city-guards on his way back from his nocturnal adventure at the residence of

Carudatta.**

18.

^ I )—Act. I.

^ )—Act. II.

^ ft 3*i Hgrw fts I
(^

ft® I )_Act. IV.

21. qiftft I—Act. V.

»in^ ftcTRUi

19.

20.

11—Act. V.

22. gftigfe, q5«f I mTNonfw
ft® I ( gr gr I afesre: i bt® tpjTcw

» )—Act. I.

23.
ft gpfts® dft®: I—Act. I.

24. ^ I qr iim ^ftnr; i qgg i «iwft»5®r ftwft i—Act ni.

«R®ft®ft fl«ra WIWdL I—Act IV.
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At convenioit pdnts in the city there were stations for the policemen**

tgalma) and there were inqjectors in charge of such police-posts. In case

'jf alarm, all pedestrians and conveyances were stopped and searched.** Under

Jdng Faiaka, this inquisition was carried out with a good deal of unneoessary

zeal and anybody who excited the suspicion of the police was searched,

questioned and apprehended, whether he took the air in a garden, was seated

in an assembly, was walking in the streets or was transacting any business in

a shop.*' If any citizen had the misfortune to be viewed with an evil eye

by the police or any favourite of the king, he had no peace till he disappeared

in the underworld of the city. Thus the policeman Candanaka, once he had

a quarrd with Vlraka, the chief inspector of police, did not consider himself

safe till he and his relations joined the rebel army of Aryaka.** The vita

attached to 'Sahara when he finally abandoned his patron after the strangling

of VasantasenS, to escape persecution, also had to join the rebel army of

Aryaka.**

The SmaSAnam.

To the south of the city beyond the inhabited quarters, was the place

of execution (daksmina^ma^nam). A i^ace of execution is always a place

of terror, but it was specially so during the reign of terror under king Mlaka,

when executions were frequent and it was not an unusual sigjit to find the

body of a person executed still hanging frpm the gibbet, half devoured by

25. 81^ ^ «rnT»mi ^ 3»1§|5»S^ I ( ett t stJUTOF:

^ WT I )—Act. VI.

26. gqgoWHan, «n^ trg gg?*! I

1 ^ gfipg I gr i ( 9^ agfoigi^qj, m d ig'^geign’*!

gifg I I ^ gl I fg gl I )—Act. VI.

27. gsggq5:--gan^ qfgig a? gartlg sngil gl^ i

g g^ gftat gfi gr anani ww ii

( gqis Jgif gngfgni^l^ i

rf Hg^ggg ?gft?f 51fF gl 3Ifg% gg Ii )_Act. VI.

2a qsgspB;—
.(
^gsgifiiQgniggtgg ) sit, ftuPFfiW it (taigai^ g^gqsait

aigaint
« % i qgHgogqigsit qswwsuO i gT

«ng gftft % arpgair l ( ait ftwiwdt gg fstggg^:

38g tlgigggt gg: i ggf i sgRgi^gR# gggfggO
ggiggwft ggwjqftw ggtgigq^wfii i )i_acl vl

29. te:—(wwn) g g^ggWiaH, I ggj I gf^ gg
I ( ifir ftBKRT: >_Act. VHL
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prowling jackals at night.*® When a perscm is led to execution, it was the law

that his name with ancestry and the crime for which he is owidemned should

be loudly prodaimed, after a flourish of the drum,®* at five different fixed

points in the city (ghoeanasthana), the last point being the {dace of execu-

tion.** The proclamation with beat of drum and the strange appearance of

the condemned—a garland of red flowers, smeared over with red sandal paste

on which rice-powder and sun-dried rice had been sprinkled and carrying the

gibbet on his shoulder,’®- -could not fail to attract a crowd of curious lookers-

on.** In one of the rond-points where the execution party stopped to make

their proclamations, reared up the proud palace of the king’s brother-in-law

Samsth5naka.*® This palace had a terrace up at the top with perhaps a small

30. ^^ I

3T5 i

3P5 ft %5t ft3T II

( TFT TFT I 31^ |

apjjift II—Act. X.

31. 3no«i^—^ ftsoigiorq' I aTR[o?ft i i

(^ Mlwwtini
;.

I «Tr??r ftfiisipi, i ghracT i )—Act. x.

32. ^[131155:—^iT 8T Tftsw I ?ir 1 3^1^ I

#wrwwrf. I ^ft^i )-.-Act. X.

33. —( saftwi.)

^ wKiI. I
\

ftg^|8l4l*»N jwts? il

^ ^ ^3 #cn.|

II—Act. X.

34. —aihiRssr awr, ait^RW i

( artraw i )—Act x.
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)

—Act. X.
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roi»n in which he had confined hit slave Sth&varaka^* for fear lest he Uurt

out the truth about his master having himself strangled Vasantasena. This

was also his favourite resort’^ at idle hours fnmi which he watched the crowd

in the street below and what was happening in the dty. Saipsthanaka’s palace

opened right on the street and when his dave proclaimed that it was his

master who had strangled Vasantasena, the executioner with Carudatta imme-

diately went in and dosed the door upon the crowd, with the d)ject of en-

quiring into the slave’s allegations.^*

The large powers widded by the polioej were somewhat justified by the

large floating population of low characters who infested Ujjaira. GamUing
was the favourite pastime of the people, high and low. When the jewd

casket of Vasantasenfi was stolen from Cerudatta’s house by the robber, un-

willing to admit the loss by theft, the excuse which readily suggested itself

to CSrudatta’s mind was that he had lost it in gambling,*® the propensity to

gambling bdng not regarded as in any way a blemish on his high character

((Sritra) of the purity of which he was so meticulously careful. When
Satpsthiinaka’s slave detained by the obstruction on the road saw the muflled

figure of Aryaka slinking away in the early hours of the morning, the simile

that occurred to his mind was that of a gambler evading from the clutches of

the keeper of the gambling house.*® A crowd of habitual gamblers, some of

whom had lost everything in that fatal amusement, prowled in the by-ways

of the city and swdled the number of adventurers and criminals. Some of

them were brahmins and of high families and could pretend to no small

intdligence and education. Sarvilaka was one such character who was con-

nected with the rich and accomplished merchant Revila, a great friend of

CBrudatta and he left his newly-wedded wife Madanika confidently in his
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custody/^ before fiimdelf plunging in the perilous adventure of Aryaka. He
had still a lot of family pride in though pursuing the profession of a

robber and a frequenter of brothels. The beggarly rascal Darduraka was an-

other such character whose impudence and cleverness redeem his abject poverty

and whose well-ventilated pa^a was a well-known object in the gambler’s

quarters. That he at one time belonged to cultured society is evident from

the Sanskrit language which he uses. Indeed gambling was a form of amuse-

ment licensed by the king and the Gambler’s Association, (Dyutakara-

mai^li) wielded considerable powers over the life and person of the gam-

blers, When the gambling house-keeper Mathura declared that he was ar-

resting Sanivahaka in the name of the GamWer’s Association, SaarivShaka

knew that he had no remedy.*^ Not only could the defaulting gambler be

beaten and tortured in the most inhuman way,** but he could be even sold

into slavery for the repayment of a gambling debt.*® The last and extreme

punishment was expulsion from the Gambler’s Association, which made the

expelled member a sort of outlaw in the gambling world. Darduraka was such

an expelled member.*®
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Slavery.

Stevery was an estaUidied social institution in Ujjaini, and all well-to<io

InludMtants had one or more slaves : We meet with one slave, Vardhamanaka,
and a slave girl, RadanM in Cfirudatta’s hous^ld, one slave SthSvaraka,

in dak§ra’s and two slaves, Pallavaka and Kan^puraka and at least three

slave girls, Paravrtiki, Midhavika and Madanikfi in Vasantasena’s house-

hold. The powers wielded by the slave-owners over their slaves were abso-

lute extending even to death. Thus SthSvaraka was prepared for any amount

of beating, even death from SakSra*' and Vardhamanaka was philosophising

whether he was not better off under a kind though poor master like Oarudatta,

than under a rich but capricious master like ^knra (Aict III). Devoted

and reliable slave maids like Radanika exercised considerable influence in

their master’s household and accomplished slave girls like Madanika were

admitted to friendship and confidence** of their indulgent and kind mistress-

es. Such maids fetched a high price and Sarvilaka who was in love with

Madanikfi was driven to robbery to procure the means of paying the price

of her liberty.*® But as soon as a slave girl was liberated, she took her rank

as a free citizen and could be married in g^tle society, no reproach clinging

to her on account of her previous condition of slavery—as is seen in the

case of MadanikS.

System of Justice.

Among a heterogeneous and numerous people as the inhabitants of

Ujjaini, cases of dilute were not infrequent and there was an elaborate sys-

tem of justice. The court of justice was presided over by a judge (adhika-

raoika) assisted by a body of assessors,®® among whom were a Kayastha

clever in recording the proceedings in court, a sresifin or president of the

merchants’ guild expert in mercantile law and the practices of commerce,
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perhaps me or more interpreters translating the various dialects used by the

nuBOellaneous people who resorted to the court of justice etc. There does not

appear to be any lawyer on behalf of either party in the suit and the practice

of public crimes being tried with the king as the prosecuting party also did

not jwevail. In the trial of Carudatta on the charge of murder of Vasanta-

senS, the iSakira appeared as the prosecuting party,’* and not as a mere wit-

ness. On the opening of the court, the usher loudly proclaimed if there was

anybody with any petition to the judge praying for justice. The parties

had then to step up and on being called upon stated their cases, the KSyastha

recording the statements. The accused and witnesses for the prosecution and

defence were then called in and questioned about their knowledge of the facts

of the case. Their statemaits were then recorded and we find the pampered

Iwother-in-law of the king, Sakara stepping up to the Kayastha and rubbing

out with his feet an inconvenient statement.” The judge's duty consisted in

taking evidence, ascertaining the facts, applying the law of the case before

him and giving his findings on the issues of the case. He however could not

pass the final order which was the province of the king.” The judge could

however submit his recommendations to the king ’*

The King.

The king was the depository of all power and the system of administra-

tion was one of absolute monarchy. This power was exercised by king P&laka

with great harshness and capriciousness. The poet has shown some humour

in giving the name PBlaka, lit. protector, to a king who punished young

wives for any offence with the barbarous punishment of cutting off thdr

hair®' and brahmin offenders with decapitation,®* against the dictates of

Manu and the express recommendation of the judge. Persons of whom the

king was afraid for political reasons were summarily caught hold of and
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thrown into sditary cells in torture-houses where they were to die, without trial,

perhaps of starvation.’^^ The ke^iers of such Bastilles often paid with their

lives** for the crimes of thdr master. King FSlaka had a number of con-

cubines and Sali^, the brother of one of them plays a leading part in the

drama. This worthless fellow was rewarded by the king with the gift of one

of the finest royal gardens, Puspakaraiodaka, in the outskirts of the dty^»*

and Ix^sted that he could turn out the judge and have a new judge aiHX>inted

who would be more ccanpliant to him,—a threat which was not without

foundation, as the judge immediately decided to take up the case brought by

him.*® The king was so superstitious that on hearing a report that a siddha

had foretold to a cowherd boy Aryaka that he would be king, he had tlie boy

thrown into strict confinement,** put him to torture with the object of killing

him. But every part of the administration was lax under a tyrannical ruler,

and it was not difficult for a scientific housebreaker like Sarvilaka to set

Aryaka at liberty.** There was a good deal of discontent brewing against

king Palaka even amongst his immediate followers,®* and his deposition was

very largely facilitated by his discontented followers many of whom were

secretly in Aryaka’s party.
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The Courtesans.

There appears to have bear a large number of courtesans for wh<xn a

separate quarter (ve4a) was assigned** and who were frequented by the gay

arrd the dissolute." The lady's-maid of Vasantasena was glad when she heard

from Maitreya’s mouth that Carudatta had gambled (VasantasenS’s jewelry

away), OMisidering a gambler to be a suitable companion to a courtesan.®*

The Courtesans were in many cases highly accomplished and association with

them was, for rich men, considered a venial offence. Thus C&rudatta, when

questioned in the court of justice by the judge about his friendship with

VasantasenS, though rather ashamed of it, thought it enough justification

that he was a young man whose character in no way suffered by such associ-

ation.®' The position of the courtesans in some measure resembled that of

the Hataerae in Athenian society, where a man of the eminence of Pericles was

not ashamed to be associated with Aspasia. Tire courtesans obtained a

measure of protection from the king ; they could not abandon their profes-

sion** or marry and become virtuous maids without the special dispensation

of the king. One of the first acts of Aryaka when he became king was to

recognise Vasantasena as the married wife of Carudatta.** It is noticed

that the mutual acceptance of a man and a woman was considered valid

marriage in Ujjaini society represented in the Mrcchakafika. Thus Mada-
nika was recognised by her mistress, and iSarvilaka led her away as his legally

married bride. Even an honoured and high-placed man like Revila would

not refuse to accept her as a member in his household her who was a public

woman and a slave too. The union of Vasantasena and Cfirudatta in mar-
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riage (Act X) is, apart frmn the sanction of the new king Aryaka, not

marked by any religious ceremony ; Oarudatta’s married wife, the intelligent,

well-bred and virtuous l%uta, also accepts VasantasenS as a l^lly married

co-wife, addressing her by the appellation my sister.’® (It rdlects no small

credit on the author that though depicting a society with no very high setise

of morality, he has nowhere depicted any scene of immorality or put any

speech in the mouth of any character which smacks of it.) Though courte-

sans were suffered in UjjainI society, they were not allowed to mix with well-

bom ladies or to enter the ladies’-quarter in a family. When Vasantasena,

pursued by iSakara, took refuge in Caradatta’s house, and the latter, mistak-

ing her for the maid Radanifca, asked her to take his sleeping son Rohasena

to the inner apartments, Vasantasenfi said to herself that she was so unfortu-

nate (being a courtesan) that she could not enter into the ladies’ quarter.”

And after the union with CSrudatta cwi the night of the storm, when she

woke up in the morning, her first thought was whether she had been admitted

to the honour of the ladies’-quarter in Carudatta’s house as his accepted

wife.’* Indeed as compared with ladies in virtuous houseiiolds, courtesans

were regarded so very untouchable that even Camdatta though deeply in

love with Vasantasena would not think of introducing jewelry worn by her,

a courtesan, into the inner apartments of the house.” When Madanika was

accepted by Sarvilaka as his lawful wife, Vasantasena could not help heav-

ing a melancholy sigh, that as a virtuous wife, Madanika had become an

object of reverence, while she herself continued as an untouchable courte-

san.’* (These small inconsistencies of social etiquette and docomm
characterise all living societies and would not have happened, had the author

been dealing with a correct society of complete convention).

Refined Life of UjjainI.

There appears to have been a high degree of refinement among the cul-

tured classes in UjjainI which was not confined to the courtesans alone.

C^rudatta had come down to perhaps the lowest depth of poverty,—^his house
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was dilapidated, the doors had huge cracks,^^ the pleasure-house in the*

garden was crumbling,’* there was no oil even to light a lanq)” and no food

to offer to an honoured and beloved guest, like VasantasenB.’* But his

drawing room was full of musical instruments,’* he frequented musical

soirees in the houses of his rich friends (like Revila) and as a condsseur of

music could be in ecstasy when he heard good music.** Scarves scented with

ddicately perfumed flowers like jasmine were used.*’ The use of golden and

jewelled ornaments appears to have been the fashion both anK>ng men and

women. The coxcomb Sakara wore a profusion of jewelry,** and though

CBrudatta had given away all his jewelry, we hear of his having worn golden

bracelets and jewelled rings.** Women naturally used a lot of jewelry.
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eq)eciaUy rich courtesans like VasantasenS.** Indeed VasantasenS’s jewds

a great part in the plot of the drama.—the deposit of the jewels witii

C&rudatta, the theft of the jewels by Sarvilaka, the return of the jewels by

fiarvilaka after stealing them from the house of C&Tudatta, the gift of the

jewels to Rohasena in his clay-cart, C&nidatta’s direction to Maitreya to

return to VasantasenS the jewels which she had stuffed into Rohasena’s day-

cart, the discovery of the jewels with Maitreya (which he was taking with

him for return to VasantaaenS) in the trial scene which led to CSrudatta’s

condemnation to death. Even the poor wife of Carudatta, IMiuta, still had

a magnificent pearl necklace,” the last remnant of an evidently large and

expensive set of jewelry befitting the wife of a wealthy merchant like CSru-

datta, and with this she redeemed the reputation of her faithless and spend-

thrift husband, by sending it to Vasantaser^ in lieu of the latter’s jewelry

which was stolen. Dandies like Sakara used to wear long and flowing hair

which they used to perfume and dress in a variety of ways.*® Drinking of

wine appears to have been common, especially in the houses of courtesans.*’

Religion.

In Ujjaini courtesans like Vasantasena lived the life of housdiolders

surrounded by their mother and brother and performing the regular duties

of householders. 'Thus we find Vasantasena’s mother requesting her to per-

form the daily worship of the domestic deity which is the regular duty of the
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head of the housdudd.** In rich households like that of VasantasoiS, there

were regular priests employed for the worship, when the head of die house

could not for some reason or other, perform it.*® Poorer people did the wor-

diip themselves and we find Oarudatta meticulously observing the morning

and evening worship of the family deity and distributing the offering at the

cross-roads.*® Pious householders also used to offer an oblatbn of water,

with a prayer to the rising sun at early dawn, and the robber ISarvilaka

found a part of the wall of Carudatta's house worn out by the daily sprinkling

of water to the sun at dawn.®' This popular religion was buttressed by a

number of superstitious like faith in E>akini»® (malignant female spirit),

omens like the trembling of eyelids or throbbing of limbs,®* the cawing of

crows on dry branches of trees®* or seeing snakes on the way.®* The omnl-
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potenoe of Fate** waa a universal beli^, as also belief in the predktkns of

siddhaa** Fc^Iar religion in all ages has been tinged with a local and even

temily colouring and this naturally was the case in Ujjainl. The prevailing

leligicm appears to have been the Pauranic form of Brahmanism with the

worship and invocaticm of various gods in the Hindu Panthecm.** Idols were

worshipped in temples and we hear of an empty temple being ready for the

installaticm of a god.** There were public temples frequented by all the

citizens on festive occasions and it was at the sight of Carudatta in such a

temple that Vasantasend fell deeply in love with him.'*" There was a ring

of fatalism in the form of Brahmanism and a reliance on the gods, ffhe

educated and refined Vita when fearing lest iSakara murder Vasantasena,

utters a resignation to the gods.'"' Mendicancy was still practised by rdi-

gious persons and we hear of a Parivrajaka (Brahmanical mendicant) being

attacked by the rogue elephant of Vasantasena.'"^' Buddhism though no longer

the dominant religion was still prevalent and the monastic discipline of

Buddhism was still very strict ; thus when the gambler Saipvahaka expressed

his desire to turn a Buddhist monk (i^kyai^ramanaka), Vasantasena in view

of the hard discipline of a Buddhist monk’s life warned him not to take the

vow rashly.'"" They had to subdue all their senses, shave their heads, wear

ochre-coloured scanty clothes, repeat prayers, dwell on the inconstancy of
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woridly things, bdieve in Lord Buddha, not indulge in too much ri^XMe and

occupy themselves with aiccouring the distressed as a dharma, an oUigatmy

duty of their rdigion.^*** They were not unoften despised by the rich and

aristocratic socirty and we find the king's brother-in-law treating the Sam-

vihaka turned mendicant with blows and relating how he treated Buddhist

mendicants as bullocks by passing a nose-string through their nose and yok-

ing them to the cart.'«® Though they were tolerated by high-nunded persons

like Chrudatta, the sight of a Buddhist monk was still considered inauq>ici-

ous and avoided as far as possible.'^* The Buddhists still had their own
religious establishments inhabited by monks and nuns and we find the

Shampooer-mendicant leading Vasantasena after she had regained consdous-
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nett to a Buddhist nun in a vihara dose to the royal garden Puntt'

karaodBha>^°^ 'I'hey quietly pursued their religious duty of succouring the

distressed.*^* There was however no ban to Buddhists attaining hi^
honours and positim in state. Thus on the leconunendaticm of Carudatta,

who was grateful to SaipvShaka-bhiksu for preserving Vasantasena’s life, the

Bhiksu was made the chief abbot*** of all the Buddhist monasteries in the

kingdom, the king being evidently the head of all the rdigious endowments

in the kingdcm

The above sketch of the picture of UjjainI and the life of Ujjaini is

enough to dispel the idea that Sanskrit dramatists were always delineating

a conventional society and an imaginary city. Whether we call it Ujjaini

or not, the author of the Mfcchakatika was dealing with a real city whidi

he knew intimately and the life in which he delighted in.
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THE STORY OF DHANIKA, THE POTTER S SON, AS
TOLD IN THE DIFFERENT VINAYAS

By

Ehi. P. C. BAGCHI, M.A., DR. ES LETTRES (Paris).

The second paitajika commences with the story of the potter’s son EMia-

niya in the f^li Suttavibahanga. Dhaniya was the first to be guilty of the

charge of stealing eind this was the occasion for Buddha’s narrating the

seoMid parajika in detail in order to warn the Bhik$us against the offence

of stealing The story occurs in ail other Vinayas in more or less modified

forms and a comparative study of the different versions will clearly show

how each of the schools has developed the story.

I.

SuTTAViBHANGA—

P

arajika II.

(Ed. Oldenberg, III, pp. 41 ff. ; translated by Homer, Book of the Discipline I)

The story in the Suttavibhanga may be summarised thus ; Buddha was

staying at Rajagaha on the Vulture’s Peak. At that time the Venerable monks
were in the habit of setting up temporary huts for residence during the rains.

The Venerable Dhaniya, the potter’s son, also set up a grass hut and not

only passed the rains there but also the summer and the winter. Once when
he had gone out to the villages for alms, the hut was demolished by the

women gathering grass and firewood. Dhaniya on his return found that the

hut had been demolished. He built a second hut but that also was demolish-

ed in the same way. He built a grass hut for the third time and this time also

the hut met with the same fate.

Dhaniya then thought of building a hut with more durable materials.

He said “ I am well taught, experienced in my own craft, accc«nplished in

the potter’s craft What now, if I, kneading mire myself, should make a hut

consisting of nothing but mud ? ” Dhaniya thereupon made a mud hut and col-

lecting grass, wood and cow-dung baked it. It was a beautiful, lovely, pleas-

ing red hut just like a little indragopa and just like the sound of a small

bell, so was the sound of this hut.

It so happened that Buddha while descending the slopes of the Vulture’s

Peak saw the hut and <mi enquiring about it learnt that it belonged to Dha-

niya. He disapproved of IHianiya’s action in strong terms as it was unbecom

ing of a recluse to possess such a hut and ordered the monks to demolish

it so that it might not bring downfall to those who would come after. So
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waa the mud hut destroyed. Dfianiya did not oppose and said ;
“ Destroy it,

reverend sirs, if the kud of dhamma causes it to be destroyed.”

I%aniya then thought of making a wood hut. The overseer in the wood-

yard was his friend and so he reserved to go to him to beg some sticks. He
thoi went to the overseer and asked for the sticks. The overseer replied :

" There are no such sticks, hemoured sir, that I could give the master. These,

honoured sir, are sticks held for the king, serving to repair the dty, laid down

in case of accident. If the king has those dealt out, you might tate them ”.

Dhaniya said :
“ Your reverence, they are gifts from the king.” The over-

seer could not disbelieve a Sakyaputta and allowed him to take away the

sticks.

Now the chief minister of the king of Magadha named VassakSra while

inspecting the works in Rdjagaha came up to the overseer in the wood-yard

and spoke thus to him :
“ Look here, where are these sticks held for the king,

serving to repair the city, laid down in the case of accident ?
”

The overseer said :
“ Sir, these sticks were given by the king to master

Dhaniya, the potter’s son.”

The Brahmin Vassaksara was very much displeased and not believing

that the king could really give it went up to king Seniya Bimbisara of Ma-

gadha and told him :
“ Is it true, sire, that the sticks held for the king, serv-

ing to repair the city, laid down in case of accident, were given by the king

to Dhaniya, the potter’s son ?

“Who said that?”

“ The overseer of the wood-yard, sire ”, he said.

” Then, brahmin, send for the overseer of the wood-yard ”, he said.

The overseer was then sent for. While he was being taken to the king

bound, Dhaniya saw him and asked why he was being taken bound. He sard :

“ Because of this business with the pieces of wood.” Dhaniya then promised

to follow him to the king.

Then Dhaniya went to the dwelling of king Seniya Bimbisara and sat

down on the appointed seat. The king asked him :
" Is it true, honoured

sir, that the pieces of wood held for the king, serving to repair the dty, laid

down in case of need, have been given by me to the master ?
”

“It is so, your majesty”—he said.

“ We kings are very busy, tumoured sir, with much to do, having given,

we may not rmonber. Come, honoured sir, remind me.”

” Do you remember your majesty, when you wmu first anointed this

{diraae was uttered : Let the leduses and Brahmins enjoy, ^fts of grass, wood

ttad water ?”

“I remanbv, honoured sir, there are, honoured sir, redtnesi and Brah-

mins who are modest, scrupulous, anxious for training, there is only a litUe
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nony with them. What was uttered by me was meant for those and that

was : what was in the jungle not owned. So. you, honoured sic, think to

gtfai wood not given (to you) by this trick. How could <me like me flog or

imprison or banish a recluse or a Brahmin living in the kingdom ? Go, ho-

noured sir, you are freed cm account of your hair but do not do such a thing

again."

The remaining part of the story is not of any special interest. When
this incident was reported the people began to speak ill of the Sakyaputta

Sw"«»naa . It reached the ears of Buddha. He had Dhaniya called before

him. When Dhaniya admitted what he had done Buddha took him severdy

to task. He defined the act of Dhaniya as an act of stealing—a pSrSjika

offence for which the punishment prescribed was not to be in commimion.

II

SarVastivada-Vinaya, Parajika II.

(Chinese Tripitaka, Taisho ed. XXIII, pp. 3-4.)

Buddha was staying in the city of Rajagrha. The Bhiksus then used to

pass the rainy season (var$a) together in (me place. A few of them used to

live in cottages. They would beg grass and wood from their acquaintances

and make huts to live in. When the Bhiksus entered the city for alms the

men who gather fire-wcxxl demolished the huts and took away the wcxxl.

The Bhiksus on returning from begging saw this and felt very sad. They

said : We suffered great pains in begging. Sinful peocde have demcJished our

cottages and taken away the wood. We had to beg the grass and the wcrnd

from our acquaintances in order to make these huts to live in.

Amongst them there was a Bhiksu named IXianika who was the son of

a potter. By means of his own art he made a mud hut with mud doors and

mud windows. The lintels, the ox's head, the elephant’s tusk, the supports,

were all made of mud. He then collected grass and wood and burnt it. The
hut took a fine red o(4our. He then left the hut in charge of other Bhikyus

and went out for two nuxiths on basing.

At that time Buddha was advi^ng Ananda to make rules ccmceming the

huts. From a distance he saw this hut of beautiful red ccdour. Buddha
knew what it wks but still he asked Ananda : What is this beautiful red

thing? Ananda reified : The Bhiksus of the dty of Rajagrha lived

in one (flaoe. Cottages were few. The Bhiksus begged grass and wckxI

from their aoquaintaiKes and made huts to live in. When they had been

away to the dty for alms pecqple came to gather fire-wood, demolished their

cottages and took away the w<x)d. After b^Eging for f<x)d they came back,

saw it, fdt sad and said : We had great pains in begging—sinful people came,

demdished our cottages and took away the- wood. Amongst them there was

a Bhikhu named Dhanika who was a potter’s son. By means of his own ait
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he made a nmd cottage, collected grass and wood and burnt it. So it is

beautiful like this.

Buddha then tdd Ananda : Demolish this red mud cottage of the Bhik-

SU Dhanika. Dmi’t let the myaRTthikas either blame or suspect us or laug^

at us by saying : During the life time of Buddha the sin defiles the law.

Ananda followed the instruction, went and demolished the hut. The Bhiksu

Dhanika came back after two mcmths’ travelling and saw that his hut had

been demcdished. He asked the Bhiksus in whose charge he had left it : Who
has demdished my hut ? The Bhiksus replied : The great teacher Buddha
ordered it to be demolished. Dhanika thought : When the custodian of the

law orders it to be demolished we have nothing to say. The master of wood
in the city of RSjagrha is my acquaintance. It is possible for me to make
a wooden hut

After the night had passed I^ianika put on his robe, took his bowl and

entered the city for alms. As he was begging for food he came up to the

place of the master of wood (and told him) : Do you not know that the king

of Magadha, king Aj3ta4atru, the son of Wei-ti-hi (Vaidehi) has given me
wood ? The master of wood replied : When the king has given you wood
you may take whatever you like. There are some heavy sticks inside, used

for protecting the dty; and difficult to be taken out or put in. You should not

take them. He however took those sticks, cut them into pieces and collected

themi in one place. At that time the city chief saw that the heavy sticks for

protecting the city had been cut into pieces and collected. When he saw this,

he became horrified, his hairs stood on end and he thought : I shall be satis-

fied only when the brigand comes out. He then went to the master of wood

and asked : These heavy logs are meant for the protection of the city. Who
has cut them into pieces and stored the sticks in one place ? The master of

wood replied : The Bhiksu Dhanika came and told me ; King AjSta&itru

has givim me wood. I then told him ; If the king has given you wood take

whatever you like. He himself must have taken the heavy sticks, cut them

into pieces and <x41ected them in one place.

The city diief then thought : I shall now ask the king if he has given

the heavy sticks to the Bhiksus. He then went to the king and asked him :

Oreat king, your wood is misang. Have you given to a Bhiki$u the wood

meant for protecting the dty ? The king answered : No, I have not given

it. The dty chief said : The king has given it to-day. (The king rqslied)

:

Who says that I have given it? (The city chief said) : The master of the

wood says that you have given it. The king said ; Ask the master of wood

to oomt.

Fdkiwing the king’s instruction order was salt to the master of the

wood to come. At that time the master of the wood saw the Bhiksu IMianika
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on the way and told him : I am in this difficulty for you. The Bhiksu said :

You better go and I shall follow you. The king saw them frwn a distance

and said : Leave the master of the wood and order the Bhiksu to come. The

dty chief then left the master of the wood and ordered the Bhiki$u to come

to the king’s presoice. The king asked : Well Bhiksu, does your law teach

you to take things that are not given ? The Bhiksu replied : Great king, I

have not takai things that were not given. The king gave them previously.

The king said : I do not remember to have given them. The Bhiksu replied :

Allow me to remind the king now. The king said : How? The Bhiksu

replied : The king should remember that when he was first installed king

he had said this—I give to the Sramapas and Brahmaoas for their use al}

the grass, wood and water in my kingdom. The king said : When I said

that I meant only the grass and wood that have no owner. The king then

said : You have committed a great sin . The Bhiksu said : I am a houseless

person (parivtftjaka) living in your kingdom. Why should you kill me. The

king said : Bhiksu, you may go.

Ill

Mahi^aka-Vinaya—Parajika II.

(Chinese Tripitaka, Taisho ed. XXII, pp. 5-6.)

Buddha was staying in the city of Rajagrha. At that time there was
a Bhiksu named Dhanika. He was the son of a potter. He lived in a grass

hut (Ml the Isigila hill. At that time, when once he had gone to the city for

alms men who collect fire-wood came, destroyed the hut and took away the

w<xxl. Dhanika after returning from begging made it again. This happen-

ed three times. He then felt dejected and thought : My body is fortunately

capable in the mud work. Why not make a tiled cottage and remove the

anxiety ? So he did it. It had a solid summit, the capitals of the columns

beautiful, the supports, the transversal woods and the lintels were all deco-

rated and the doors and windows were artistic and looked like something

heav«ily. He collected fire-wood, burnt it and made the colour red and
beautiful. At the time of the wind blowing it made the sound of a guitar.

Buddha was staying on the Grdhrakuta hill. He saw from a distance dif-

ferent kinds of engravings, paintings and the beautiful red colour of the

cottage. He then asked Ananda : What is this cottage. Ananda told Bud-

dha : Dhanika by his own industry has made it. Buddha said to Ananda :

This Dhanika has committed a sin. How can you call him a praviajital

By this bad act he has gravely injured the living things. He is n<»t sorry for

it. I have previously ^ken in different ways on the law of mer<dfulne88.

How could this Kiikgu not have a merciful heart ? The Venerable Ones will

In various ways ridicule the Bhiksus doing like this. You should go there

and demolish it so that the Bhiksu may get (proper) instruction. So he went

up to the cottage. At that time Dhanika had gone out of the cottage. (On
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his return) he adced the Bhihsus : I did not oonunit any sin. What for did

the people demolidi my cottage. The Kiikpis replied : The Exalted One
ordered it. We did not do it. Dhanika said : The Chief of the law had it

choiolished. So I have nothing to say. The Bhiksus then demcriished it

together and directed Dhanika to go to the place where Buddha was. For

this thing Buddha was questioned. Buddha therefore assemUed the commu-

nity and Bhiksus and asked Dhanika : Is this true or not. He replied : It

is true, Lord. Buddha aa before took the Bhiksus doing so to task and said ;

If you, Bhikpus, bum tiles you will commit the Tu-lo-fhe (Thullaccaya)

sin. You will be guilty of Tu-ki-lo (Dukkata).

Dhanika then thought : I had previously a grass hut. People coming

to ccdiect fire-wood demolished it. Then I had a tiled hut. It was a trans-

giessum of the law of the Chief of the Law and the parivTdjakas. I should now
seek for good wood in order to build a big cottage. I can certainly live in it

without much trouUe. He then thought : The trfficer of the wood-yard in

the city of Rgjagrha is my acquaintance. I should go there to seek for it.

He then went to him and said : I need some wood. The king has given me.

The officer of the wood-yard said : If the king gives you then you can take

it. Dhanika then took the big wood for the city rampart, cut it into pieces

and took it away. At that time the Chief Minister named Vassa-

kara was on an (rfi|cial tour to all places. He asked the officer of the wood-

yard : Who has given the big wood for the city ramparts to this Bhiksu ?

The latter replied : I have not given it. He again asked : Who is it then ?

The latter replied : It is the king. Vassakara then informed the king :

Great king, without examining why have you given the big wood for the city

ramparts to Dhanika ? The King said ; Who says I gave it ? Vassakara

replied : It is the officer of the wood-yard. The king then ordered his

guards to arrest the officer of the wood-yard. According to the instruction

he was arrested. When he was being led to the king, Dhanika was entering

the city for alms. He saw him on the way and asked him : Why have you

been put in chains ? He replied : It is for the Reverend one that I am hav-

ing this punishment You should now save my life. EHianika said : You
go first I shall come after you.

Whm the officer of the wood-yard was taken to the place where the king

was, the king asked him : Why have you given the big wood for the city

ranqsarts to IMianika ? He replied : Great king, I did not dare to give it

Dhanika said that the kii% had ordered it to be given. When the king was

giving orders Dhanika was waiting outside the gate. The king ordered him

to oome before him. When he came to his presence ' the king asked ;

When did I give the wood to the Bhiksu ? Dhanika replied : Does not the

king remember that he gave at the time of his first anointment all herb4

trees and wato* within his empire to the SramaiQas and BiShmaqaa? The

King said : WThat I then gave were not things which have a masto'. You
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are a stxange Kiikau. By this means you take away other peoples’ tilings.

I am an anointed king. How can I imprison or kill a ^ramapa ? You may

now go away.

IV

Dharmaguptaka-Vinaya, PArajika II

(Qiinese TripHaka, Taisho ed. XXII, pp. 572-573).

The VeneraWe One was then travelling on the Grdhrakuta hill in the

city of Lo-yue (Rajagrha). At that time there was in the city of R&jagrha

a Bhikpi named IXianika, the potter’s son. He was living in a grass hut in

an enclosed place. The Bhiksu once went to the village for alms. At that

time the people who collect fire-wood came, demolished the grass-hut where

the ^iksu used to take shelter. On coming back from begging he thought

:

I was staying in an enclosed place and had made myself a grass-hut. I had

gone to the village for food. The people who collect fire-wood came and de-

molished my hut where I used to live. I myself know my art. I can knead

the mud and can make a tiled cottage. So the Bhiksu kneaded the mud and

made a tiled cottage. He then collected fire-wood, and cow-dung and burnt

it. The cottage then assumed a red colour like the fire.

While the Exalted One was descending from the Gradhrafcuta hill he

saw from a distance this cottage red as fire. He knew what it was but still

he asked the Bhiki$us : What is this red thing ? The Bhiksus told Buddha :

There is a Bhik$u named IXianika, a potter’s son. He used to live in a grass-

hut within an enclosure. When he had gone for begging the people who
ocdlect fire-wood came and demolished the cottage where he used to live. On
returning he saw that the cottage had been demolished. He then thought

:

I know my own art. I can now make a tiled cottage where I can live without

any obstruction. So he made a cottage. It is that cottage which looks red

like that. Tlie Exalted One then took the Bhik^us to task in numberless

ways and said ; You have done it in vain. It is not conduct. It is not the

law of Sramaipa., It is not a pnire act. It is not in accordance with the

proper practice, it should not have been done. Why did the Bhiksu Dhanika,

the potter’s son make a big oollectirm of cow-dung and' fire-wood and bum
it? I have constantly and in numberless ways spoken about kindness to

living beings. Why has this fooli^ man himself made a mud hut and by

collecting fite-wood and cow-dung burnt it ? He should not have thus made
the titles red and committed Tu-ki-lo (Dukkata). The Exalted One then

osdered the Bhiksus : You should go there in a body and ask Dhanika to

demolish this cottage. The Bhikpus then aoomrding to the advice of Buddha
went to get it demolished. When Dhanika saw them demolishing the cottage

he hdd them : What sin have I committed that my cottage is being demo-

lished ? Sin or not sin, we do not known. We have no hatred towards you.

We have come to demotic your cottage according to the instmction of the
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Exalted One. EMianika Bhikeu thoi said : The order of the Exalted One

must be right. At that time the king of Magadha, Fing-sha (Bimbisgra),

had a keeper of the wood, and this man was more or less a friend of the

Bhik^ I^ianika. The Bhik$u Dhanika then went to the keeper of the wood

and told him ; Do you not know that king Bimbisara has given me wood ?

As I now require wood you should give it to me. The other man said : When
the king has given you then take whatever you like, good or bad, few or

many. The Bhik$u took the wood retained for the king and cut it into pieces.

At that time one of the Chief Ministers (MahSmStras) while directing the

affairs of the city came to the wood-yard and saw that the wood retained for

the king had been cut into pieces and thrown hither and thither. On seeing

this he asked the keeper of the wood : Who has cut into pieces the wood
retained for the king ? The keeper of the wood said : The Bhiksu Dhanika

came and told me that the king had given him wood and that he was in

need of it. I then told him : When the king has given you wood you may
take whatever you like. He then entered the wood yard cut it into pieces,

tO(^ it and went away. When the Mahamatra heard it he doubted the king’s

orders and said : Why have you given these useful woods to the Bhifcsu ?

You should have given him other sticks. Why have you spoilt these good

sticks ? The king replied : I do not at all remember to have given wood to

this man. If there is any record then tell me. The Mahamiatra then asked

the keeper of the wood to come by the order of the king. The keeper of the

wood saw the Bhiksu Dhanika from a distance and told him : Reverend Sir,

I have been arrested because you took away the wood. You must come to

free me out of mercy. The Bhiksu said : You go earlier. I shall go at

the right time. The Bhik^u Dhanika went there afterwards and in a short

time stood in the presence of the king. The king asked : Reverend Sir,

Did I really give you this wood ? The Bhik^u answered : You really gave me
the wood. The king replied ; I do not remember to have given you the wood.

You should make me remember it. The Bhiksu answered : Does not the

king remember that at the time of his first installation he himself pronounced

this gift ; While I am king in my kingdom let the Sramapas, the Biiahmaioas,

the conscientious (Hies and those who happily practise the Sila take that whi(di

is given, not take that which is not given, use that which is given and not

use that which is not given. From to-day let the Sramaipas and BtShmaiTas

use the grass, wood and water according to their own liking. Do not take

that which is not given. Use that which is given. Listen, the Bramaoas

and Bifihmaioas may use the grass, wood and water according to their own

liking. The king said : At the time of my first installati(Hi I had really

said so. Reverend Sir. The king then said : Reverend ^r, but I qpoke about

things that have no master. I did not speak of things that have a master.

The reverend CHie must die. The king then remembered and said : I am a

K^atriya king bom from the race of anointed head {mUrdkabkifikta). How
can I take tte life of a parivrdjaka for a small piece of wood ? This must not
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be. Then the king in differmt ways todc the Bhiksu to task and asked all

his imnisters to let the Bhiksu go. The king allowed him to go. Then all

the ministers ^x)ke in a loud voice that it was a great injustice. The King

asked—Why? They said : This man instead of being put to death has

been simply taken to task and allowed to go.

Vi

The MOla-sarviastivada-Vinaya, Chap. 11

(Chinese Tripitaka, Taisho ed. XXIII, pp. 635-637).

Buddha was staying in the bamboo garden of the Kie-lan-to-kia

(Kalandaka) lake. At that time there was a Bhiksu named Dhanika. He
was formerly the son of a potter. He used to live in an A-lan-jo (Arajoyaka)

grass hut. At the time when Dhanika entered the city of Raj^ha and was

going from place to place begging for food, the cow-boys, the people *who

collect fire-wood and grass, those who live in the right way and those who live

in wrong way came after the Bhiksu was gone, demolished his hut and took

away the grass and wood. Dhanika on his return saw that his hut had beei

demolished and grass and wood taken away. He then built a new hut. In

the same way he also built a third hut. All the people came as before and
demolished his hut. Dhanika then thought : Alas, what profound misery ;

Alas, what great misery, at the time I go for alms, they come and demolish

my hut. This has been done thrice. I have good knowledge of the art of

my forefathers. Why not make a tiled cottage? Dhanika then dug the

earth, mixed it with water which did not contain any insects and burnt the

day. He first made the foundation of the hut and then raised the walls.

The roof was given to cover it. Elephants’ tusks and posts were placed in

different directions. Windows and doors were made of clay. The whole

thing was given a white colour and decorated with drawings and paintings.

Then cow-dung was collected and the hut was burnt. When it was very

well burnt it got a red colour like the jalika flower. The Bhiksu Dhanika

then made the following reflection : My cottage is well made, has a good

colour and is lovely. It should be looked after. Dhanika then entrusted

it to the care of the neighbouring Bhiksus, put on his robe, took the alms-bowl

and went out for begging. The Exalted One, as was his constant practice,

had not yet entered into Nirvana. He held his body in good order {yogak-

$ema) so as to be able to amvert the people at the right time. At that time

he was seeing the habitation of gods, the demi-gods and other living beings

near the end of the earth and the hell and was asking the people. He was

seeing also the Ian-jo (aranya), the forest of dead bodies, the mountains,

the oceans and other places of habitation. The Exalted One then wished

to regulate the iflaces of habitation and fear that purpose told Syustnan

Ananda : Go and tell the Bhiksus that the Tathfigata will now go to visit

their places of habitation. The Bhiksus will do well in following the law and
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wi^ be benefited by it Ananda then followed tte instructim of the Exalted

One and went to the different places either in the forert or under the trees,

inside the monasteries, outside the cotfe^es, on the roads etc. He tdd the

Kukaus ; The Exalted One today widies to see your places of habitatim.

The Bhikaus will do wdl in following the law and will be benefited by it.

When the Bhikaus heard these words each of them put on the robe in order

to show it to the Exalted One. When the Exalted One, in the company of

the Bhikaus, was walking step by step al<Mig the road, he came to the place

where Dhanika lived. The Exalted One saw Dhanika’s cottage which was

built of tiles, and had a red colour like the jatika flower. On seeing it he

asked the Bhikaus : Whose cottage is this ? The Bhikaus told Buddha :

The Bhikau Dhanika, the potter’s son, himself made this cottage. Buddha
asked the Bhikaus : Demolish this cottage, otherwise the anyatirthikas will

make light of my teaching and say : While the Sramaaia Gautama is alive

his iSrfivakas are defiling the law. What will happen after his death ? The
Bhikaus then demolished the cottage according to the instruction of the

Exalted One. The Exalted One after seeing the cottage demolished it, left it

and went away. When the Bhikau Dhanika came back he saw the cottage

demolidied and asked his associate monks : Who has demolished my cot-

tage ? The Bhikaus replied : The Great Teacher ordered it to be demolished.

Dhanika said : When the Exalted One, the master of the law, ordered the

demolition it must be good demolition. At that time there was in the city

of Rfijagrha a Chief Minister (MahSmStra) in charge of wood. He was a

former friend of the Bhikau Dhanika. In course of conversation he remem-

bered it. The Bhikau Dhanika then thought : The Chief Minister in

charge of wood is my friend. I shall beg wood and make a wooden

cottage. Upon this reflection he went to the MahamStra’s place and said :

Do you not know at present that the Prince of Emperor of Magadha, king

AjfiltaSatru previously gave me wood ? I want to take it now for use. May
I see it ? The MahSmStra replied : Reverend Sir, If the great king has

given you wood it is good. Take it according to your own choice. All the

wood is only for this city. So it is completely under the prcrtection of king

AjStaSatm. It is well kept and protected to be used for the destroyed parts

of the great city of RSjagrha. The wood is collected for this difficult work.

How could he give it to you ? The Bhiksu IMianika then entered the place,

tO(A a stick, cut it into pieces and took it away. At this time the Chief

Minister in charge of the city while proceeding along the road saw that a

big stick of wood had been destroyed. On seeing this he was much horrified

and made this reflection : Is it possible that while king AjataSatru of

Magadha is ruling a discontented brigand could enter the dty? This wood

is preserved for the king. It could not have been given to him. How could

it be cut into pieces ? On seeing this he went to the minister in charge of the

wood and said : Does the MahSmfitra know it ? While proceeding along

the road I saw fiiat a tag stick of wood has been cut into pieces. When I saw
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it I was much horrified, my hairs stood on end. Is it possible that while

king Ajfita4atiu is ruling a discontented brigand could enter the dty? Or
the oflicer in charge of the wood has given it to another man ? The Chief

Minister replied : I have not yet given the wood to the man. I met the

Bhiksu Dhanika s(»netime ago. He told me : King Ajata4atru has given me
wood. So you should see that it is given to me. I then relied to him

:

If the great king has already given you wood you may go and use your own
discretion. Is it possible that he has taken this wood ? The Chief Minister

in charge of the dty then went to king Ajata&itru and told him : KSng,

do you know this ? While proceeding alcmg the road I saw a stick of wood.

It is the wood which is preserved for the king to be used in difficult works.

An intruder had cut it into pieces. When I saw it I was much horrified and

my hairs stood on end. Is it possible that while the great king is ruling

thieves have entered the city ? I asked the chief minister in charge of the

wood : Did you allow the wood to be given to somebody or not ? He
replied : I have not given it to anybody. Sometime ago I met the Bhiksu

Dhanika who told me that the king had given him wood. The officer in

charge of the wood told him : The king has given you wood, then use your

own discretion. The Bhiksu then cut the big stick of wood into pieces. Is

it possible that the great king has allowed the wood to be given to that man ?

The king said : I do not remember it. Send for the Chief Minister in charge

of the wood. The Chief Minister then sent orders and wished him to come

to the king. At that time the Bhiksu Dhanika was entering the city of

Rajagrha for some business. The Officer in charge of the wood saw the

Bhiksu Dhanika frcnn a distance and told him ; Reverend Sir, Do you not

know this ? As you took the wood the king has sent for me. The Bhiksu

replied : You go first, I will follow you later. The Officer in charge of the

wood went first. Dhanika went later. On coming up to the king’s gate he

waited. Then the envoy went to the king and told him : Great king, the

officer in charge of the wood is waiting outside the gate. The Bhiksu also,

although not sent for, has come and is waiting at the gate. The king said ;

Let the officer in charge of the wood come in. Ask also the panvrajaka to

come. The envoy then called the Bhiksu. On entering he raised his hand

and told the king : Oh Great king, be free from disease and live long. He
thoj sat on one side. The king then asked the Bhiksu Dhanika : Reverend

Sir, did you take the wood not given 'to you and cut it into pieces?

Dhanika replied : Not quite so. The king asked ; Why thai did you take

my wood ? IMtanika relied : The king gave it previously. The king

said : I do not remember it. If you remember it then make me remember

it. IHianika replied : Does rwt the king remeniber that at the time of his

first anointmoit he said in a lion’s voice in the great assembly—let all the

firamapsa, BrShmaoas, the pec^le who practise fila, those who are in the

good path and those who do not commit theft within my kingdom, let all of

them enjoy according to thdr own wish the use of grass, wood and water in
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tnjr kingdcMD. The king said : I meant by saying so only things that have

no master. This wood is protected by another. Why did you cut it?

IMianika relied : The king meant things which have no master. But what

about the king’s things ? The king, on hearing this, was extremely angry

and said : ^ramaioa, you should die. But I cannot put you to death. You
may now go away but don’t do it again.

VI

The MahAsanghika-Vinaya, Parajika II

(Chinese Tripitaka, Taisho ed. 'XXII. pp. 238-240).

Buddha was staying at Mjagrha and speaking at length as before. At

that time the Sthavira Dhanika, the potter’s son, had built a monk’s cottage

to live in, decorated it in various ways and furnished it with good and big

sculptures. He had rubbed the ground with scented oil and it got the colour

of blue Vaidurya. He used to collect there various kinds of food and drink.

At this time a Sthavira Bhiksu came to Dhanika and enquired about his

age. IXianika having replied the newly arrived Bhik§u said : You aie

younger than me and so I should live here. Dhanika allowed the elder monk
to live theire and built a second cottage for himself. Later on another

Sthavira Bhiksu came, did as before and got this cottage too from him.

Dlianika built a third cottage for himself. Another Bhik$u came and did
as before. IXianika now thought : Although I took great pains in

making these cottages I was not allowed to live in them. Where can I get

wood and artisans every time to make a cottage for me ? Besides there is

suffering on account of wind, rain, cold, heat and insects. Neighbours
waited for the cottages that I first made just as cats wait for the mice. I

do not see any place. What to do ? Dhanika then thought : I am an
artisan and have a strong body. I should go to the Pei's hill (Peigiri) on
the black stone by the side of the cave and make a solid shelter of burnt tiles.

Dhanika did as he thought. He built a house of tiles on the black stone by
the side of the cave of Peigiri. In this house he had various kinds of engrav-

ings, designs and walls with doors. It had doors, windows, and brackets.

Moreover as it had been burnt the house had a red colour like the Yu-t’an-

p’o (Udumbara) flower.

At this time the Lord came after the rains to the Grdhrafcuita mountain
to stay and to go about (caAkramauja). There is nothing which the Buddha
Tathagata cannot see, there is nothing which he cannot hear, nothing which

he cannot know. In order to make the Sutras and the Vinaya he adced the

Kiikeus : What is that thing of Udumbara colour on the black stone near

'.the cave of the Peigiri ? The Bhilcsus replied : O, Lord, the Bhikeu

Dhanika had built a Safigharama sometime ago. It was embeliiahed with

sculptures, decorations etc. This was taken by a Sthavira. He built a

second and a third, but all were takoi by the Sthaviras in the same way.
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He then built this house of burnt tiles on the blade stone, by the side of the

cave of tte Its cdour is beautiful like the Uduntbara Dower. This

is what you see on the black stone by the side of the cave of B9igiri. Buddha

thoi said to Ananda : Bring my robe. Ananda brought his robe, and gave

it to the TathSgata. Thereupon the Exalted One put the dothes on his self,

and went towards the Wack stone near the cave of the BsiKiri. The Exalted

One performed great miracles.

Buddha then reached the tiled house of Dhanika. The gods and the

divinities opened the door for him. Although the door was low the TathS-

gata entered it without lowering his head. Although the door was low it did

not obstruct him. So the Exalted One entered the tiled house of Dhanika.

Joining the palms of his golden hands he told the Bhiksus : You all see the

house of Dhanika, it is well constructed, decorated and fine. Such is Bhiksu

Dhanika. Although he had given up the world he could not give up his

original practice. He is not able to give up his craft. Then again by burn-

ing the earth you kill all sorts of living beings. The tiled house is cold in

winter and very hot in summer. It destroys sleep and brings disease and

pain. You should destroy this cottage. Or else all the Bhilc$us will follow

this method of building houses. In future the Bhik?us will say : During

the life-time of the Lord the Bhiksus made such houses to live in. So you

must destroy it. Thereupon the Bhiksus destroyed the house. After destroy-

ing the house the Exalted One returned to the Grdhrafcuta.

The Sthavira Bhiksu returned after begging and saw his house demo-

lished. He asked ; Who has destroyed this house ? The Bhikjus vAio

were there told Dhanika ; You have obtained great benefit. The TathS-

gata condescended to turn his face to this house. By having this house you

have acquired merit. The Exalted One knew the proper time and so he has

destroyed this house. On hearing it Dhanika was much pleased and forgot

to eat and drink during seven days.

After seven days he made this reflection : Where shall I go to procure

wood for constructing a wooden hut? There is the Chief Minister (Maha-

n&tra), Ye-shu-t’o, the carpenter of king Ping-sha (Bimbisara) whom I

knew formerly. He must have wood. He then entered the city with his bowl

and went to the house of Ye-shu-t’o, and after exchanging words of greetings

said : May you be hale and long-lived. I want to build a cottage but

there is no wood. Can you not find some wood for me? The Mahamatia

replied : There is no wood in my place excepting the king’s wood. I can

give you wood sometime later. Dhanika said : Don’t say so. Tell me
where is the king’s house and you speak of preserving his wood. The

MahSmStra said : Reverend Sir, If you don’t believe, go and see for your-

self. So Dhanika went to the place where the wood was kept. He found

there the wood of five flying ladders. He took two of these and went to

construct his house.
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It was an andent custom of the fonner kii^ to go out <mce in five days

to mspesi the arsenal, the treasury, the people of the palace, the hmses, the

dQ>hant8, the chariots etc. On onning to the place of wooden things he saw

that his flying ladders seemed diminished and that two of them were missing.

Ifa tdd Ye-shu-t’o that two of the flying ladders were missing. Ye-d»u-t’o

said : O, Great King, all of them are there and none is missing. After the

second and the third round the king said the same thing to Ye-shu-t’o, but

the latter replied : Great King, all are there and none is missing. The king

was then angry and said : You must have burnt my wood. You cannot

get it again or you must have given it to somebody. He then ordered Ye-

shu-t'o to be arrested. When Ye-shu-t’o was under arrest he remembered

that when the Venerable Dhanika came, there was no wood. Did he take

them? So he sent a message to Dhanika enquiring whether he had taken

the two pieces of the flying ladders. The reply was that he had taken them.

Another message was sent : I am in prison for having lost the flying lad-

ders. So you must find out some means so that I may be soon freed.

Dhanika replied : You only tell the king that the Bhiksu Dhanika, i.e.

myself, has taken the wood and that he can enquire from me. The king

sent for Dhanika and the latter came to the king. 'The Sthavira IMianika

appeared as a straight man. He had line appearance like a godly man. On

seeing him the king felt very happy. He asked : Reverend Dhanika, have

you taken the two pieces of flying ladders belonging to me? He replied ;

Yes, I have taken them. The king said : Reverend Sir, the houseless ones

cannot take things that are not given. Dhanika said : O, King, it was

formerly given, it is not that it is not given. The king asked—^Who gave it ?

Dhanika said : The king has given it. The king said ; Reverend Sir, I am

the ruler of this country and have to attend to many things. I do not re-

member it. Why do you say that I have given it ? Dhanika replied : O,

King, do you not remember that you gave it at the very beginning. In this

kingdom in the assembly of ministers you gave all rivers, lakes, fountains,

medicinal herbs etc. while receiving the royal abhi^ka on the white elephant’s

tooth. At the time of becoming king you said yourself : I am today king.

I give the Sramaipas and Brahmaioas all forests, trees, waters and springs

within my kingdom. So I said that the king has given it. It is not not-

given. The king said : Reverend Sir, in my kingdom I have given things

that are not protected but not the things that are pi(otected.i Myl formbr

words have been wrongly interpreted by you. The king then ordered Ye-

Bhu-t’o to be released. All Brahmins, religious men and women became

happy and thanked Dhanika. As they were all pleased they i:equested the

king to condone the past.

VII

Conclusions

As may be ocpected, there is a fundamental agreement amongst the six
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versions of the stmy. By a wrong interpretation of the first proclamation

of the King Magadha which the latter made at the time of his c(HX]na-

tion, the Bhik^u Dhanika took away the wood owned by the king. He was

thus guilty of the offence of stealing (adattadSna). The king’s law pro-

vided the punishment by death for such offences, but as Dhanika was a

houseless monk, he was allowed by the king to go away unscathed. Accord-

ing to the law* of Buddha it was one of the four grievous offences and the

punishment prescribed for it was expulsion from the Sahgha.

But a detailed examination of the different versions will bring into

piominence their differences and throw light on their origin. The name of

the king of Magadha is given in some of the Vinayas (Theravada, Dharma-

guptaka, Mahasahghika) as Bimbisara but in two of them (SarvSstiviada

and Mula-Sarvasastivada) as Vaidehiputra AjataSatru. In the Mahi^asaka

Vinaya no name is given. The name of the Chief Minister of the king is

given as Vassakara only in two versions (Theravada, MahiSasaka). No
name is given in other versions. In the Sarvastivada and Mula-SarvastivSda

versions he is called the “ the city Chief ” and the “ Chief Minister in charge

of the city ”, both probably meaning the same officer—the nagara-vyi^a-

hSraka-'mahamatra. The Mahas^ghika-vinaya alone tells us that it was

the king himself who was out on inspection. In this connection the same

Vinaya gives us an interesting information that it was an dd custom of the

kings to go out once in five days to inspect the arsenal, the treasury, the

palace, the horses, the elephants, chariots etc.

In regard to the causes which led Dhanika to build a tiled cottage on

the IJsigiri mountain the account of the first five Vinayas (Theravada,

Sarvastivada, MahiSasaka, Dharmaguptaka and Mula-Sarvastivada) is un-

animous. Dhanika built grass huts thrice but every time it was destroyed by

the people who came to collect fuel-wood and grass and the wood taken

away. But the Mahasanghika-vinaya gives quite a different account.

Dhanika built huts three times to live in but every time it was taken by

more elderly monks on the pretext that they were old in age but Dhanika

was young and capable of building a new hut for himself.

As may be expected, the Mahaswghika Vinaya has introduced elements

which are diaracteristic of the special leanings of the school. The followers

of this school believed that Buddha was lokottara, supra-mundane, and that

his divine powers were limitless. This doctrine had evidently its influence

on all writings on the sdiool. Thus the Vinaya of this sclKxd alcme says that

when Buddha came to the tiled cottage of Dhanika “ the gods and the divi-

nities opened the dorw for him ” and that “ although the door was low the

Tathagatha entered it without lowering his head”.

But the SarvSstivada and the I^rmaguptaka vinayas which are sup-

posed to follow strictly the ccmservative traditions (SthaviravSda) are not

quite immune from this influence. Both the Vinayas say that while Buddha

29
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saw the tiled cottage of Dhanika from a distance, he came to know what

it was, evidently through hia supematuial power, but he still made enquiries

about it from Ananda aocmding to the ordinary human customi. The
MQIasarvSstiv&da versicm betrays this influence to a larger extent When
Buddha intended to r^^ulate the habitation of monks he started not directly

with their dwellings but with the dwdlings of the gods, demi-gods, etc. This

was because he wasi the master not of this world alone but of all the three

worlds (tri-dhatu).

One of the most in^portant things which the Pali Vinaya fails to state

is the reason which guided Buddha to order the demolition of the tiled

cottage of Dhanikai. It is simply said that it was unbecoming of a recluse

to possess such a hut and that it might bring downfall to those who would

come after. The Sarvistivada and the Mula-sarvastivada Vinayas are also

silent about it The former says that Buddha feared that the onyafirthikai

might ridicule the Buddhists and say “ During the life time of Buddha the

sin defiles the law ”. The latter almost reproduces the same sentence. None

of these three Vinayas say why the construction of a tiled hut was un-

becoming of a recluse and why by doing so a Buddhist monk exposed him-

self to the ridicule of the heretics. The three other Vinayapifakas, viz. the

MahiiSasaka-vinaya, the I>harmaguptaka and the Mahasahghika, give a

cogent reason for Buddha's ordering the demolition of the tiled hut. The

MahiSasaka says that Buddha disapproved of Dhanika’s act because it

involved the killing of living beings. Buddha says :
“ By this bad act he

has gravely injured the living things. He is not sorry for it. I have previ-

ously spx^en in different ways on the law of mercifulness. The Venerable

Ones will in various ways ridicule the Bhiksus doing like this.” Buddha

then clearly says :
“ If you, Bhik$us, bum tiles you will commit the Tu-lo-

che (Thullacaya) sin. You will be guilty of Tu-ki-lo (Dukkata) The

Dharmaguptaka says the same thing. Buddha disapproved of Dhanika’s act

because it invtJved injury to living beings. Buddha says :
“ I have con-

stantly and in numberless ways spoken about kindness to living beings. Why
has this foolish man himself made a mud hut and by collecting fire-wood

and cow-dung burnt it ? He should have thus made the tiles red and com-

mitted Tu-*ki4o (Dukkata).” The Mahasaiighika says that Buddha dis-

approved of the constmction of the tiled hut for two reasons. Firstly because

it involved injury to living beings and secondly because it was unhealthy.

Buddha says :
“ Then again by burning the earth you wilt kill all sorts of

living beings. The tiled house is cold in winter and very hot in summer.

It destroys sleep and brings disease and pain.'’ On this point therefore the

Pili 'Vinaya seems to be defective. With the development of the Sarigha

certainly a time came when the monks could not quite tolerate an injunction

prohibiting the use of dwelling places made of tiles or burnt bridcsi. The
Fili, the Sarvistivl&da and the! MOla-sarv^stivSida-Vinayas in this regard

seem to have differed some alteration in the hands of their redactors.
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The imperfection of the PUi account can be noticed in another oonnec*

tion. While describing the tiled cottage of Dhanika it says that “ it was a

beautiful, lovdy, pleasing, red hut, just like a little indragopa and just like

the sound of a small bdl, so was the sound of this hut” (hufikd cbhkupa

dassatdyS posadika lohilikd seyyathdpi indragopakd seyyathdpi nama kmkim-

kSsaddo evameva tassa kufikaya saddo ahosi). But the last part of the

sentence
—

” just like the sound of a small bdl, so was the sound of this hut
”

seems to be absurd. The MahiSasaka-vinaya is more complete on this point.

It says :
“ At the time of the wind blowing it (i.e. the hut) made the sound

of a guitar”. The colour of the cottage is compared with different things

in the different Vinayas. According to the Pali Vinaya it was red like an

tnd/nagopa whidi is according to the P51i commentaries a coral-red insect.

According to the Dharmaguptaka the colour of the hut was red like fire,

according to the Mula'-sarvastivada it was like the jdtika flower while

according to the MahSsahghika it was like the Udumbara flower.

On another point the accounts of the Pali, Sarvastivada and Mula-

Sarvastivada Vinayas are less interesting than the accounts of the other

Vinayas. It is about the wood which was taken from the wood-yard in

charge of the royal officer on the false pretext. The P51i Vinaya says that

these were sticks ‘ held for the king, serving to repair thel city laid down in

case of accident” {nagara-patisamkharikdni dpadatthdya nikkhittmi).

According to the SarvastivSda it is “ the heavy sticks used for protecting the

city ” and according to the Mula-Sarvastivada it was wood “ to be used for

the destroyed parts of the great city of Rajagrha.” The Dharmaguptaka

simply says that it was the wood retained for the king. But the Mahi4asaka

and the Mahasanghika accounts attach greater importance to the wood taken

away by Dhanika. According to the former it was “ the big wood used for

the city rampart ", whereas according to the latter it was “ two of the five

flying ladders ”. Probably the last two accounts mean the same thing. The

wood taken away by Dhanika was therefore of such importance as the king

could not afford to lose it without a proper enquiry.

The compairative study of the different versions of the story of Dhanika

therefore shows that in spite of their fundamental similarity in r^ard to

the commission of the sin of stealing by a monk for the first time, there are

important and significant differences between them. They raise problems

which may be answered (wily from a thorough and comparative study of all

the six Vinayas.



EARLY BUDDHISM AND THE TAKING OF LIFE

By

Miss I. B. HORNER, M.A.

The Indian genius we are oftoi, and rightly, told is for religion ; and

when the rdigicn we now call Buddhism arose in the sixth century B.C. in

India, the tradition and exercise of religious thought, speculation and liveli-

hood were strong, and they were protected. Kings were patrons of religion,

and the men of religion commanded much respectful attention and enjoyed

kindly and honourable treatment alike from kings, ruling chieftains, their

ministers and the ordinary people. There abounded, as early Buddhist and

Jain texts show, all kinds of ascetics, tapasas, numerous wandering teachers

and studoits, paribbajakas, and a diversity of sects, titthiyas, many of them

brahminical. Amaig the most famous of all the religious groups were the

Jams, whose doctrines were already well developed by the time of the rise

of Buddhism.

In India in the sixth oentur>' b.c. there was thus much that went by

the name of religion ; and there was much besides that masqueraded under

a religious guise. For example, there was the offering of sacrifices, partly

made for temporal gains, and which might involve the taking of life. There

were, on the other hand, various other habits and customs which, while no

attempt was made to attribute their origin, observance or perpetuation to

any religious source, yet also depended on the taking of life. Impelled,

perhaps by a mixture of motives, the two greatest religious systems flourish-

ing in these times. Jainism and Buddhism, both made an indelible impres-

sion not only on the India of their day but, in the case of Buddhism, on the

lands where it has since spread, by the firm stand they took against the

prevalence of practices which deprived creatures of life. The object of this

paper is to discuss in a general way the attitude adopted by Early Buddhism

to a practice which it deplored.

There is no doubt that in the lay world of the Early Buddhist epoch

life was frequently deliberately and knowingly destroyed. Human life was

taken by kings and their armies in battle It was taken again by murderers

who, after all, broadly ^jeaking, do in an unorganised way what armies do in

an organised way. Animal life was taken by kings and their attjendants

when out for the [deasure of hunting. It was taken, although unintention-

ally, by farmers ploughing and by agriculturists digging. It was taken by

anyone who felled a tree,^ or destroyed vegetable growth,^ who trampled down

1. Vin. iv, 34.
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oops and grasses* and who dug the soil.* For according to the Indian way

of thinking, as this is expressed in the Pali canon, a obtain fom of life

called “ one-facultied ”, ekindriya fiva, inhabits trees, plants and the soil,

and even water may have creatures, or “breathers”, {sappibfaka vdaka) m
it* Again, animal life was taken by hunters and trappers, by butchers and

ftshermoi for human consumption and other human needs. And it was taken

by brahmin priests for sacrificial purposes, as was perhaps, although cer-

tainly to a lesser extent, human life.® Thus slaughter to<^ place under four

major forms : in battle, in agriculture, for eating meat and fish, and for

sacrifice.

The emergence in India of the notion of ahir)isa, non-harming, nwi-

injury, is historically speaking not dear. Its origin cannot be attributed to

a definite date or to any particular teacher, sodal reformer or law-giver.

The problem of the birth of the idea of non-injury is indeed as obscure as

that of “ leaving the world ’'’,® of forsaking home for homelessness. Non-

injury, which iiKludes the principle of sparing life, of not taking it, of not

deriving man or beast of it, receives much emphasis in the surviving Jain

texts ; but whether the notion actually sprang up under the Jains or whether

they exploited some life-si>aring tradition already there we do not know.

Although the birth of the notion may be hidden to us, the magnitude of

the stress the Jains lay on doing anything so calamitous as taking life has

the appearance of a protest ; a protest against an existent and more or

less widespread slaughter of creatures of which it was impossible to be un-

aware.

Buddhism also was aware of this state of things, and was very much

alive to the divers purposes for which life was destroyed. If it did not use

the word ahitnsa and the verbs connected with it as frequently as the con-

temporary Jains, it all the same fostered the scruple against the taking of

life as nurch as they did. Other sects which inhabited the Valley of the

Ganges at the same time, while not making such a mark on the thought and

custom of the day, nevertheless contributed to this new or revived scruple

and upheld it by themselves practising non-injury under the form of vege-

tarianism.^

But in ^ite of teaching, prec^t and example, the evil persisted for some

two hundred and fifty years at least after Gotama’s lifetime until it was

given, not a mortal, but a severe blow by the Emperor A§oka. His Rock

Edict I is a revelation of the terrible slaughter of animals that went on daily

2. Vm. i, 137, 138, iv. 296. 3. Vin. iv, 32-33. 4. Vin. iv, 49, 125.

5. Cf. A. B. Kdth, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Vpanishads^

p. 347, and C. H. /., vd. I, p. 106.

6. This latter problem is discusEled by Mrs. Rhys Davids in Ch. II of Poems

of Cloister and Jungle.

7. M. i, 80.
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so that the noyal kitchen could feed bundreds of peoi^e and the 'king's pofu-

laritjr therdiy increased. But ASoka, who became exceedingly sensitive to

the taking of animal life, abolished this communal feeding, first of all redoc-

mg the number of animals to be slain daily to three, and for use only at the

loyal table itself, and then decreed on the rock that " even those three living

creatures shall not be slain in the future.” The Emperor’s conviction of the

sanctity of animal life culminated in his Pillar Edict V, assigned to the

date 243 b.c. This lays down “ an elaborate code of regulations restricting

the daughter and mutilation of animals throughout the empire. Those

regulations were inqxised upon all classes of the peculation without distinc-

tion of creed, sodal customs, or religious sentimeit.”® Tlve broad principles

of Buddhist teaching on compassion to all that lives and breathes here finds

concrete, detailed and definite expression. Atoka applied this teaching to

his times, he lived it, and he ^ead it through the unusual medium of hard

rock and polished (Hilar.

It may have been acquaintance of the fact that during the early Buddhist

epoch some control was exercised over the unchecked slaughter of animals

which emboldened Atoka to restrict their destmetion or mutilation on certain

days : on hedy days. Although we have little knowledge of any such pre-

vious interdictions, Atoka’s Pillar Edict would suggest in some form these

had existed before his time, and that therefore he was continuing a practice,

perhaps expanding it, but not innovating it. A brief reference is found in

the Vinaya to a “non-slaughter day.” In the story of the lay woman fol-

lower Suppiya, it appears that before she cut a piece of flesh from her own
thigh for an ill monk to whom she had promised some broth, ^e had a

search for meat made throughout Benares. But she was trdd that none was

to hand, “ for today is not a slaughter day ”, maghdto ajja.* 'The Jdtaha

mentions the “ drum of no-slaughter ” being sounded through a town,^** and

as having been heard by kingsi of dd,^^ and it mentions a zemindar who had

laid an interdiction upon the slaughter of animals.^’’

It is tempting to suppose that some of these no-slaughter days edneided

with the uposatko, or Observance days, days of the new and the full moons

when monks in each “residence” recited their body of Patimokkha rules,

and when lay people were meant to abstain from some of thdr more conge-

nial activities. And for sudi a coinciding there is support from a Jdtoka in

which it is said that a man was unable to get meat, not meidy because it

was a iK>-8laughter day but, with greater precision, because it was a “ fast day

on which there was no slaughter,” uposathamagkSto.^* This may wdl have

been the case, but yet it throws little lij^t iqxm any eariy connection made

& Viaoent Smith, AmoIm, 3rd edn., 1920^ pi. 57.

a Vm. i. 217. la J&. iii, 428, 434.

11. /A iii, 42a 12. Jo. iv, 115. 13. /A vi. 346.
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between such a restricdon and qiedal days. For the /4toka prose is com*

paratiYdy late, and was ptobaUy coittposed nearer to Afioka's time than to

Gotama’s.

There is i^enty of evidence however to show that, before Atoka’s reign,

Gotama had protested against the taking of life. His surviving talks and

prohibitions and “allowances” (anujanami) too—are addressed mainly to

monks, and these after all formed his most malleable as well as his most

vulnerable material since they were under the control and discii^ine of the

Order, of which he was, as the canon shows particularly the Vinaya, the foun-

tain head. Yet records are not lacking where Gotama is portrayed as either

directly or by implication trying to drive home to lay people his abhorrence

of taking life.

In one respect, he was not unsuccessful. For he was instrumental in

bringing about a decrease in the popularity of great animal sacrifices. But

in the three other ways—^that is, in warfare, agriculture and meat eating

with its attendant trades of hunting, trapping and butchery, it may be said

that he met with only a limited success. There is no means of assessing

the number of those who turned to the humaner way of life presented to

them by Gotama. It would however be reasonable to suppose that some

of his contemporaries responded to his gifts of persuasion, and, further in-

spired by a feeling for ahitnsd, refrained from activities which involved des-

troying animal or human life. For this has been the case later and in other

Buddhist lands. On the other hand, there is no doubt that even if warfare,

agriculture and meat-eating diminished somewhat as lay occupations in

Gotama’s times, they were by no means abolished nor even largely re-

nounced. And for this two chief reasons may be adduced : in the first place,

kings and people did not want to give up these ways of ministering to

their ambitions, livelihood or pleasure ; and in the second, since Gotama

was not a tenyx>ral ruler, he had no actual power to impose a body of

restrictive regulations and penalties on the laity as he had on his monastic

followers.

With blood-sacrifice the case was different The times were ripe for

its virtual abolition ; and it (mly needed some authoritative lead, some cham-

pi<»i, and the sui^xnt of a strong-minded, convinced and articulate oppon-

ent for the perhaps already dying brahminical customs of animal sacrifice

and of such human sacrifice as there was to fall into decay. Gotama en-

tered the area ; and according to passages in the canon, howdver infrequent,

he ^x)ke with vigour. Of his protests, I will mention tmro : the one serious,

the other revealing a ddi^tful sense of humour. Both are well known.

The serious protest is found in verses occurring in the Santyutta, Anpittara,

Suttamp&a and Itivuttaka.^*

14. S. i. 76, A. ii. 42, iv. 151, Sit, 308, It. 21.
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The sacrifices called the Horse the Man,

The Peg-thrown Site, tlw Drink of Victory,

The Bolts Withdrawn, and all the mighty fuss :

—

These are not rites whidi bring a rich result.

Where divers goats and sheep and kine are slain.

Never to such a rite as that rq)air

The noble seers who walk the perfect way.

But rites where there is no bustle nor no fuss

Are offerings meet, bequests perpetual,

Where never goats and sheep and kine are slain.

To such a sacrifice as this repair

The noble seers who walk the perfect way.

These are the rites entailing great results.

These to the celebrant are blest, not cursed.

The oblation runneth o’er ; the gods are pleased.

This is serious and persuasive Yet the half humorous way which

is chosen to oaivey the protest made in the Kut;adanta Suttanta does

nothing to militate against its fundamental earnestness. In his Introduc-

tion to this Suttana which, as he points out,** consists of a legend obviously

invented ad hoc, Rhys Davids wrote :
“ having laughed the brahmin ideal

of sacrifice out of court ... the author or authors of the Suttana go on to

say what they think a sacrifice ought to be. Far from exalting King Wide-

Realm’s (Mahavijita) procedure, they put his sacrifice at the very bottom

of a long list of sacrifices each better than the other, and leading up to the

sweetest and highest of all, which is the attainment of Arahatship.** King

Wide^Realm’s sacrifice, although it never took place except in the half

serious, half comic legend told for the sake of its moral, is, as described,

typically Vedic in character. There would have been the slaughter of cows,

goats, cocks and pigs. As it was, in the legend, only ghee, oil, butter, milk,

honey and molasses were used, and largesse was distributed in the four

quarters. Rhys Davids thinks that the battle over the Vedic form of

sacrifice “was really won by the Buddhists and their allies. And the com-

bined ridicule and earnestness of our Suttanta will have had its share in

brmging about the victory.”**

At all events it is sufficiently clear that strictures such as these did not

fall uptm deaf ears. The people were synyjathetic, broad-minded and not

completely dominated by priestly superstition. In a word, they provided

excellent material on which to work in the matter of suppressing the destruc-

tion of animals for quasi-rdigious purposes, and the growing realisation that

large-scale sacrifice was both spiritually and economically unsound will have

played a decisive part in stamping it out.

15. D. L 127 fif.

17. Dka. i. 164.

16. Dial. L 162.

18. DM. i. 166.
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This potent stand against a mistaken custom may have been further

badced by the feding, even by the knowledge, that in India animals had not

always been offered up on the sacrificial altar {vedi). There would appear

to be a contrast between the rdigion of the Aryan invaders and the attitude

adopted, in particular to the cow, by the cattle-breeding inhabitants of the

overrun territory. Horse*® and cattle sacrifices were characteristic of the

Vedic tribes : and by thdr own religion they were enjoined to sacrifice cattle

to their gods and to slay them for guests, the actual worship of the cow as

such not being found in Rig-Veda.^® But, on the other hand, it would

appear as though among the indigenous population a certain reverence for

the cow had gone back to a remote antiquity. The Suttanipata, in a very

remarkable Sutta,®* speaks of the brahmins of old as having regarded the

cow as their parents, brothers and kin, as their best friend and as the source

of all healthful things. So in gratitude they never slaughtered cows.“^ But

then there came a change. The brahmins became greedy and avaricious.

Fired by the huge gifts they obtained from the king by instigating him to

offer horses and human beings in sacrifice, their next choice fell upon cows.

And CHdcaka, the king, doomed hundreds and thousands of cows to be slain.

A sense of the injustice and wickedness of this, felt by the teller of this story :

The cows that do no hurt with horn or hoof,

yes, gentle lamblike cows that fill the pail,

he bade be taken by the horn and slain®®

was shared by others at the time when of old this outrage (adhamtm) b^n:
’Tis wrong ! 'tis wrong ! arose th’united wail

of Brahmas, Indra, titans, demons too.

as cows were butchered for the sacrifice®*

as it was by other and still later people presumed to be the contemporaries of

the story-teller :

Thus, thus the wise condenan this ancient guilt,

and folk condemn the sacrificers’ crime.®®

This outstanding Sutta doubtless refers in its thirty-two verses to some

ancient tradition of brahmin degeneracy. Instead of their former life of zeal

and rectitude which needed no animal sacrifices to abet it, later, in the lust

for wealth, brahmin priests procured the sacrifice of horses, men, and finally

of cows. But sacrifice in its turn succumbed to the force of public opinion.

Substantiation for such popular disapprobation may be found in the outcry

the people made at the pro^wct of the sacrifice of elephants, horses, bulls

19. RV. I. 162, 163 were used at horse-sacrifices in Vedic ritual.

20. A B. Keith, Religion and PhUosophy of the V^eda and Vpanishads, p. 191.

21. Sn. Brdmaifadhammikasutta (No. 7 in Culavagga).

22. Sn. 296-297. 23. 309.

24. Sn. 310. 25. Sn. 313.
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and other four-footed creatures, and whidi is recorded in a JStaka story.**

The evidence provided by FSali “literature’' iot the suppression of great

animal sacriiioeB suggests that outside brahminical circles, this practice was

not one particularly cherished by the ordinary peof^e.

This degeneration from harmless rites to bloody sacrifices is noticed by

Buddhaghosa in the Samyutta Commentary^' and by Dhammapdla in the

Itivultoha Commentary, in their ex^esis on the verses beginning :
“ The

sacrifices called the Horse, the Man,” already quoted. Formerly, these Com-
mentaries tdl us, the assa-medha, horse-sacrifice was sassa-medha, a com or

crops festival ; the purisa-medha, human sacrifice, took the form of a six

months gift of food and wages to great soldiers ; the throwing of the peg,

sommapasa, was then called a bcxid to bind men’s hearts
; people addressed

one another in affectionate language, vacapeyya, the word being later altered

to vdjapeyya, a sacrificial drink and people were so pleasant that there

was no need to bolt the doors of the houses.^® But, so the commentaries go

on with no doubt the Suttanipata in mind, in the time! of the former king,

OkkSka (who is there regarded as in part resprxisiWe for the brahntin ascen-

dancy) the brahmins upset all this happy arrangement, and the “ four bases

of popularity” and contentment in the realm took on the aspect of sinister

sacrifices and orpes.*^

In speaking of human sacrifice, purisomedha, which in the verses quoted

is mentioned with assamedha, horse-sacrifice, and three other rites which did

not invc^ve death for the victim, the question should be borne in mind of

whether it was in early times ever more than a symbolical ceremony. No
reference to the practice can be established in the Rig-Veda the Brahmaioas

do not describe a rite of an actual slaying of a man ” there is in the Sata-

patha and Taittiriya Bi^manas and their Sutras merely the symbolic offer-

ing erf men,” as is the case in the Yajurveda.** Indeed evidence for a

human sacrifice on the lines of the horse-sacrifice appears to be provided only

by twb of the later Sutras.

This does not mean however that on occasion a man may not have been

26. M No. 433. 27. SA. i. 144 ff. 28. It. A. I 93.

29. On Vijapeya, or Drink of Strength, see A. B. Keith, Religion and Philo-

sophy of the Veda and Upardahads, p. 339 ; and for inentioia of the assamedha and

the “Vi^ttpeya (soma sacrifice), associated with secular Brahmanism” as bring
^ two forms sacrifice having a political significance, see B. C. Law, India as des-

cribed in Early Texts of Buddhism and Jamism, p. 206.

30l Cf. Megasthenes, Fragm. XXVII (McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 70) ;

” their houses and property they generally leave unguarded.”

^ Cf. G. S. ii. SO, a 1, to whidi I am indebted.

32. A. B. Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, p. 347;

and C. H. vd. I, p. 106.

38. A. B. Keith Rdigion, p. 347.

34. A. & Keith, C. H. /, vd. I, pp. 123, 136.
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for eonoe sacrificial puipoee. In the Takhdriya f&eke^* one tHrahmin

proposes the slaughter of another so as to make an oblation with his flesh

and blood when a new gateway for a town was to be built Rouse, in his

translatkxi of this has an interesting note on the persistence of

traditions about human sacrifice at the founding of a building and so on,

so as “ to propitiate the spirits disturbed by the digging,” and he refers to

the nunours current at the time of many young children being immured in

tlie foundations of the Hooghly Bridge at Calcutta. Keith, in discussing the

later Saiphitfis and BtShmaioas, alludes to the building of an altar for the

sacred fire. He says, “ in (me sense no doubt this was an ancient and simple

rite, accompanied as so often by the slaying of a man in order to secure

the abiding (itaracter of the structure.”^^ Even if there was some tradition,

as the Pali Canon and commentaries may suggest, for a full scale Human
Sacrifice similar to the Horse Sacrifice, evidence is lacking for any actual

slaying of a human victim or victims. The more casual, and far less costly,

sacrifice of one man on cxxasicms when buildings were being erected appears

to be better attested. There is no ground for believing however that it was

customary to offer human beings on such occasions ; there are more grounds

for believing that in early Buddhist times any form of human sacrifice was

much less common than animal sacrifice. Yet however progressive and

enlightened was the bulk of the population, there was always a backward

element to contend with, the element which, for exan^e made oblations

{balikammd) of deer and swine to yakkhas.^^

It would moreover seem as if animal sacrifice had been superimposed,

partly as a royal and priestly imdertaking, on an older tradition of harm-

lessness, breaking it, cutting into it, it is true, but not crushing it into oUi-

vion. The survival, the memory, of this tradition, denying to animal sacri-

fice the status of an unbrc^en custom, must be regarded as a further reason

why any difficulties which the E^rly Buddhists may have met in fighting for

the abolition of the sacrifice of horses and cattle, in particular, were by no

means insuperable

The E^rly Buddhist attitude to warfare, agriculture and meat-eating was

more mixed than was its attitude to blcxxl-saaifices. It made no whole-

hearted condemnation of these three practices although they all entail the

taking of life. But it did what it could to lessen their incidence and popu-

larity. The most fertile fidd for reform was the monastic Order. Monks
were fortadden to have more than a minitiuun to do with armies’* on pain of

committing offences which needed confession as their expiation ; and no one

who was a soldier, subsumed under the heading “ in a king’s pay,” was

3S. hr. 246.

37. C. ff. /„ vol, I, p, 142.

39. FiML iv. 104-106^ Pie. 4360.

36. /«. TrmO. iv. 155,

3a J&. iv. 115.
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allowed, to " go forth from home into homelessness, that is^ to take the

first step to becoming a monk. Further, monks were forbidden to dig the

soil or to get another to do so,^* a rule whidi presumaMy could have been

companioned by another to cover plou^ing. But because monks, were en-

tirely supported by the laity, and because apparently they had not attempted

to plough, there was no occasion to formulate such a prc^bitirxi. But a

different act of considerations was entailed in regard to eating meat, the

result of which was that monks were allowed to eat meat and fish provided

that it was “ pure ” in three respects, which means a monk had neither seen,

heard nor suspected that it had been killed on purpose for him and fur-

ther, provided that it was not the flesh of certain animals which it was made

unallowable to eat.**

I will say a little n»re about these three practices in turn and will

begin with warfare. But I have written about the early Buddhist views on

this subject dsewhere.** I will here only point out that Gotama is represented

neither as having glossed over nor as having passed by its existence without

a word of censure. On the contrary, he faced the fact of fighting openly

and frankly, and in three main ways. In the first place, there are verses,

attributed to him, depicting the utter futility and inconclusiveness of war,*®

and more verses contrasting the use of force with the exercise of dhamma,*^

conscience, what ought to be done because it is right. Yet, although the love

of fighting is deeply embedded in the human heart, there were awJarently

some peofrfe in the times to which the Vinaya purports to refer who regret-

ted that they had to have anything to do with an army.*" It was their karma

which drove them to this means of livelihood, and in a vicious circle this

means of livelihood set up a new bad karma for them. Many classes of

people, as the! Suttanipata enumerates, including the farmer, kassaka, the

fighting man, yodh&jiva, and the sacrificer, ydjaka, are what they are because

of their deeds, kamnuma.**

Again, it is interesting to notice that public opinion*® and the opinirm

of the pious nwnks,®® as well as that asaibed to Gotama,®^ was against

monks talking tiracchanakathd,^^ low, inferior talk concerned with mundane

matters, and that two out of its twenty-seven specified forms are talk about

armies and talk about fights. Such talk is said to be connected with the

40. V«K. i. 74. 41. Vim iv, 33, Pdc. 10.

42. Vim i. 238, il 197, ui. 171. M. i. 360. 43. Vim i. 219 f.

44. Ceylon Daily News, Vesak Number, 1989; and (briefly) B. D. ii, Intr,

p. xxxii.

45. S. i. 85. 45. Dkp. 256, 257.

47. Vm, iv. 404. 106, 107. 4& Sm 650«2.
49. Vm. iv. 164 . 50. Vim i. 188. 51. A. v. 128-129.

52. Abo mentioned at 2>. i. 7, 178, iii. 54 ; Af. i. 513, ii. 1, 23. In all these

pagsagBg^ eauxpt D. i. 7, wanderen are qxiken of aa talking thacehSnakathS.
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goal nor to tend to the highest form of godly life.** In substituting ten ti^cs

of convmatioa Gotama is made to say to the listening mooka that if they

would engage in these they would outshine in brilliance the moon and sun

—

not to mention the wanderers, followers of other sects and who. as other

records diow, were prorje to indulge in thacchanakatha.^*

In the second {dace, it adds greatly to Gotama’s fame as a leader of

humanitarian thought and practice that he was able to eliminate warfare as

an occu{)ation for his monastic followers who, after all, formed a consider-

able fNOportion of the {x>{)ulation. In this respect Eastern monachism differs

strikingly from Western, where monks not only regarded themselves as

soldiers of Christ but saw nothing wrong or incongruous in resorting to arms.

Fighting was automatically closed to Buddhist monks by their third Parajika

rule : if they deprived a human being of life or incited him to commit sui-

cide or instigated another {)erson to murder him, they committed an offence

<f the utmost gravity whose penalty was expulsion from the Order. They

v'ere further debarred from fighting by other rules which made it an offence,

although of a lesser kind, knowingly to take animiil life.” And since two

of the four “ wings ” of an army consisted of elephants and horses, these were

inasmuch danger as the infantry {patti) of being targets for destruction in

battle.

The third way in which Gotama faced the fact of fighting was, however

strange this may seem, by exFwessing a certain admiration for the soldier.

Although metaphors from warfare are less frequent in Buddhist tlian in

Christian literature,'* there are several similes which are militaiy in nature,

their |x>int usually being to encourage monks to be steadfast in endeavour as

soldiers are steadfast in battle and to wage spiritual battles as they wage armed

ones. Discipline was the aim for both. On the other hand unstable monks are

likened to the (five kinds of) warriors who lose heart : as the latter falter

at various (preliminary) stages of the battle so the former falter if they are

unable to steer quite clear of women.*’ Thus soldiers, even cowardly ones,

have their uses as {legs on which to hang various asiiects of Buddhist teach-

ing for mraiks.

And the same may be said of the scddiers’ various battle adjuncts : the

warrior elephant and horse. The former especially is used in metaphor.

But it is interesting to find that the ways in which a monk is compared to

a battle dephant represent as a rule quite initial stages in his sinritual train-

ing. For example, when monks are comi)ared to dephants who falter when

53. S. V. 420. 54. A. v. 129.

55. Vfn. iv. 33, 35, 49, 125.

66. Pss. Breth., p. 144, n. 1, But see T. R. Glover. The Disciple, 1942, wh(x
in his diapter on The Sddier points out that in Paul’s Epistles the soldier and the

athlete are “sontctimes oonfu^ by English readers”.

57. A. ill 89, 100,
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gCMDg forth to battle because eadi d their five senses is afiBicted by disagree*

able sensatiooe—a metaphor which resembles that of the soldiers who lose

heart almost before the battle begins—it is to show that such monks are not

yet immune to the lure of the five senses.** Again, as the elediant, entering

baUle, destroys all parts of the fourfold army and endures the Mows of

we^xms, so should a monk destroy all sensual thinking and endure physical

discomfort.** Both these metaphors point to stages where a monk is aoi

far advanced in his training.

A verse from the Theragatha*° further suggests that only the early stages

of the training were envisagied where warrior-eleMiant similes are used. This

verse is ascribed to the former sMdiers, Sona, Potiriya’s son.*i After having

gone forth, he remained so sluggish and did not apply his mind to medita-

tion that Gotama had to admonish him. He thereupon reflecting uprai his

shortcomings and working for insight** uttered this verse :

If in the fight my warrior elephant

Advanced, ’twere better, fallen from his back,

Dead on the field and trampled I should lie.

Than beaten live a captive to the foe.

This is a verse which comes well from a former soldier ; and it may be only

accidental that Sopa compares his own almost desperate state after he had

turned monk with his imagined de^ierate state in battle due to being dis-

lodged from his dephant But, cm the other hand, this comparison may be

deliberate anoe in other similes battle elephants are apt to be ccmnected with

weak or elementary attainments in the life of religion.

Agriculture does not involve the taking of human life, but in the process

of ploughing and digging small animals and insects may be destroyed. Now
in F^rd to taking life, Early Buddhism drew two distinctions. In the first

place, there was a distinction between taking it deliberately and taking it

unintentionally. Thus if monks took hiunan or animal life in the latter way
there was no offence for them.®* But if they took it knowingly and inten-

tionally there was, as I have already indicated, the most serious penalty in

the case of human life, and a penalty also, although less severe, in the case

of animal life For in the second Mace, Early Buddhism recognised a dis-

58. A. iii. 157. 59. A. u. 116, iii. 161. 60. Thag. 194.

61. Thag. and Fin. evince some discrepancies. This is one, for Vm, i. 74
foiMds tncMiks to alknw anyone in the king’s pay to go forth. Again, F»i L 79
decrees that monks shall not let a youth under fifteen years of age go forth. But six
" boy-theras ” are mentioned in Thag., all of them recorded in the Corny, to have
''gone forth" when seven years old, including Sivali, who lay in Ms mother's

womb for seven years before being bom, but who " went ftwth " on the seventh

day after this event {Tkag. A. L 147).

62. From Corny, on Thag. 194.

6S. Ffe W. 79 ff., iv. 33, 35, 49, 125.
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tinctkiD between men and animals. But since this was in degree rather than

in kind, it therefore held it as principle of ris^t betoviour for monks that

they should destroy neither the one nor the other.

Agriculture certainly opened the door to the danger of taking life. A
fanner could hardly avoid killing or maiming small creatures in the soil

Yet. because he did not destroy them of set purpose, the evil of taking life

was not the ix>int of Gotama's famous ploughing talk with the farmer

BharadvSja.®* The point was that his kind of ploughing—that of the mind

and ^irit—^was ridier in result than the farmer’s ploughing of the land,

and it was meant to show how much liner were the activities of those who

were aWe to devote themselves to a spiritual instead of a mundane way of

life.

But agriculture had been practised from time immemorial. Moreover,

it was, in the India of Gotama’s days as it had been for centuries previously,

not only the economic mainspring of the people and by far the greatest

industry, but its results were vital to the life, health and prosperity of the

entire population. So vividly had this been realised even in remotest anti-

quity, and in lands wide apart, that ceremony and ritual had come to be

connected with the chief agricultural (^rations of the year.

Everything depended on the fertility of the crops. These therefore had

to be sown in an atmosphere of the rite and festival. It is tme that this may
have dwindled by the Early Buddhist epoch, even if it had not disaiTpeared

altogether. Yet certainly the tradititm remained. The Jatakamdana, the

Introduction to the Jatakas, a cdlection of stories of the past, contains a

valuable descriptiem of a Festival of Sowing or of Seed-time, called a vappa-

tnahgala.*^ This was a ploughing festival, in which the king played a lead-

ing part. The people decorated the city like a deva's mansion and all the

servants and workmen, in ^xitless white clothes and adorned with scented

garlands, collected at the king’s house. A thousand ploughs, nafigala. were

yoked “ for the king’s work ”. He himself had a golden plough omaimented

with red gold, and the horns, reins and goads of the oxen were ornamented

with gold. Of the thousand ploughs, a hundred and seven (or seven hundred

and ninety-nine*®) were adorned with silver as were the yokes and reins of

64. S. L 172, Sn. 76-80. 65. Ja. i. 57.

66. J&. i. 57. 'The Pali is ekena unatfi afthasatatii and ekounatthasatant. Rhys
Davids, Bud. Birth Stories, 1880, p. 74 renders " a hundred and right minus one ”,

and A K. Coomaraswamy, Bi-Veda as Land-ndma-B6k, p. 14 as “a hundred and
seven ”. At some time 108 certainly came to be r^rded as an ausjxcious number :

106 marks on the soles of the Buddha’s feet, 106 ” bodos ” in the Tibetan canon,

.108 beads on a Buddhist rosary. On the other hand affhasata has the meaning of
" a great mind>er " and as sudt is 800. This is the meaning which C. P, D. as-

cribes to this passage. Moreover una is generally prefixed to round numbers. But
* 799 ndniaten * was large in proportion to the then 200 ploughmen, unless this was
an intentional device used to empharise the iiiq>ortance of the oocarion.
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their ooGen ; and these were used by did ministers. The {4ou|^unen took the

remuning plous^ and ploughed fr(»n this way and that, ito c'ito, perhaps

up and down, while the king went orato paratp porato oratp, from the hither

to the further (aide) and back again, perhaps across the fidd, on the analogy

of orato param when crossing a river. There is no doubt that Mice this was

a most in^iortant festival and things were done on a lavish scale.

The Jatakanidana rdates that while the ritual ploughing was in pro-

gress the shadow of the Jambu-tree stood steady and circular.*^ This ind-

dent provides a clue to the time of the year when the festival was held, for

it relates to a solar solstice, and as the seed will have been sown at the

turning of the year, it is reasonable to assume that the spring equinox was

intended.

The Samyutta Commentary^* and the Suttanipdta Commentary,^* in

passages very similar to one another, discriminate between a wet-sowing and

a dry-sowing,’® and in elucidating the verses addressed to Bh5radvaja say

thiit here the latter is meant. This is the first sowing of the year in a land

fertile enough to bear two sowings annually, and it is done before the ground

has been watered by the rains of the monsoon (June-September). It would

therefore have taken place about the same time of year as the mangalavappa

of the Jatakanidana.

The Samyutta Commentary goes into a good deal of detail, as does the

Suttanipdta Commentary, as though recalling a ceremony no longer custo-

mary and therefore in need of recapitulation. Both say that they are des-

cribing a mangalavappa or Sowing Festival, a ritual sowing, which took

place on the first day (of the sowing). After this the sowing went on in the

ordinary way and without any ritual. Each of the three thousand oxen was

adorned with golden hooves and silver horns, and all had sweet smelling

white garlands. Their bodies were coloured with signs or marks {lakkkaifa) :

some Mack, some white, some red, sc«ne variegated. The fronts of the

ploui^s, the yokes and goads were decorated with gold. The leading plough

was yMced with eight oxen, the others with four each. There were five

hundred ploughmen, all dad in white, and they were adorned with scented

garlands and arrayed with bunches of flowers on their right shoulders ; their

limbs were dyed red and yellow and they got the pdou^s into teams of ten.

No king is qmken of as taking part in the sowing here, but the brahmin

farmer KSradvSja.

He had his beard attended to, he bathed,” he was smeared with sweet-

er. /& i. 5& 68. SA. i. 242 f. 69. Sn. A. 137 f.

TO. Cf. VA. 550, udakavappa, sowing in water, and thatavappa (v. I. thula-),

sowing on the dry ground. Cf. Megasthenes, Fragm- XI (McQindle, Ancient Mia.
p. 55) and Strabo^ Ceograpk:^ 15. 1. 13.

71, Frobd)iy meaning ceremonially here.
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i^nyiitng unguents ; he clothed himself in costly gannents, put many rings

cm his fuigms^ the “lion's earrings in his ears, folded the tnahmin's

turban on his head, and placed a golden garland round his neck. His wife

too, having had rice milk cooked in a hundred assorted vessels, had these

placed in great wagons. She then bathed herself in scented water, and put on

all her ornaments and went off to the ploughing accompanied by a crowd of

brahmin women. Nor was the house neglected : it was sprinkled with corn

and decorated with full pitchers, plantains, flags and banners. Flags and

banners were likewise erected here and there on the field. Then came the

oblaticm to the plough, nangalabalikamma : the brahmin had a golden bowl

washed, he filled it with rice milk, then mixed ghee, honey and molasses into

this and had thd oblation made. The brahmin lady, having had vessels of

gold, silver, coKJer, bronase and brass given to the five hundred plou^men,

took a golden spoon and stayed beside the rice milk. When the brahmin had

made the oWationi and had put cai his red-gold sandals, he took up a red-

gold stick and said :
“ Give rice milk here, ghee here, sugar here.” This, says

the Samyutta Commentary, is how the business, or the ploughing, kammanta,

proceeded : ayam tava kamtmnte pavatii.

It will be noticed that a woman (the brahmin’s wife) toc^ part in tile

festival. She, like the furrow, sita, was a symbol of fertility, and as sudr

was a necessary featture in the ceremony. In the Rig-Veda there is a plough-

ing hymn in one verse of which’* S5ta is venerated as a kind of deity of

agriculture and prosperity. The Sta of the Ramayam, according to legend,

was not bom in the ordinary way but sprang from a furrow as Janaka was

ploughing.

The Jatakanidana and these two Commentaries thus supply good evi-

dence of a great ploughing and sowing festival held in times gone past.

I think however that no such minute descriptions of any festival held at the

ripening of the com survive, although this too was an important time in

the agricultural year. It seems we have in fact not much more than the

reference in the Samyutta Commentary and the Itivuttaka Commentary'* to

the sassamedha, com or crops festival, as having been the original of the

assamedha. Horse Saaifice. Mooier Williams gives sasyttshfi as “sacrifice

offered on the ripening of new grain. ” So there is some faint tradition.

But the Pali canon pays no special attention either to the time when the crops

are ripening or are being harvested. Various measures are taken to protect

the growing com,’® and we hear that in the last month of the hot weather

cows must be kept off all crops,’® and again that deer must be herded away

72. Sihakundrda- Sn. A. i. 138 has the v. 1. slhamukhakttifdala as at Jo. v.

438 which hast the shorter ftMin as well.

73. RV. TV. 57. 6. 74. SA. i. 144, II. A. I 93.

75. Via. i. 137, ,138, iv. 47, 206, 266, 296. Sn. p. 15.

76. M. i. 116.

30
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" at the time of crops,” soisasamoya.'^ It looks as thou|^ any ancient festi-

val to celebrate the ripening of tl^ grain had given place to the practical

and careful attention whidi by comnxm consent was bestowed upon the

growing crops, but whidi had nothing ritual about it. The dyit^ out, if

this were indeed the case, either of this festival or of that held at ^Kiwing

time in no way impaired the pqxilar determination to keep the land pro-

ductive. Crops were regarded as supremely valuable by the lay contem-

poraries of the early Buddhist monks, and agriculture was ranked in the

Vinaya, which was intended principally and one might say almost exclu-

sively for monks, as one of the three “ hig^i works ” or activities.'* It was

not therefore an occupation which would yield easily or extensively to

Gotama's deprecations of it

He realised that while pec^le remained in the world, no radical altera-

tion could be made in many of their activities. It was only when any

member of the laity felt the call to come apart and decided to renounce the

world and to become a monk that prohibitions, made partly for the sake

of protecting living creatures and partly for the sake of the monks’ moral

welfare, could be enforced and made fruitful. The monk world had a different

code from the lay world, for it was one of as complete non-harming as it

was possible to achieve. But in the completeness of this there was a curious

anomaly connected with some of the foods that a monk might eat.

The eating of neither fish nor meat was banned for monks ; and if not

positively encouraged was likewise not positively discouraged. Indeed fidi

and meat formed two out of the five permissible “ soft foods,” the other

three being different cereals.’* It looks as if, because the laity were neither

stopped from growing grain, which after all did not involve the intentional

taking of life, nor from occupations which made the eating of meat possible,

so similarly the nHHiks were allowed to partake of cereals, fish and meat.

But we have seen that in the case of the last two, certain restrictions were

imposed : meat, and fish, had to be “ pure ” in the three respects, and meat

had to be “the meat of those (animals) whose meat is allowable."*® Gifts to

the Order were made allowable, kappakata, by the donor uttering some

phrase to the effect that he was giving, for, with a few minor exceptions, it

was an offence to take anything not given.*’ But, especially in times of scar-

city, monks had a right to ask, and in fact iiKurred an offence of wrwig-

doing if they did not, whether the meat that was being given to them was
that of certain animals : of an elephant, horse, d<^, serpent, lion, tiger,

leopard, bear or hyena.** For the meat of these animals came to be un-

allowed. But the reasons for this ban do not in the least in^)ly that for

77. M 1. 143.

79. e.g. at iv. 83.

81. FSiSjlkS II.

78. Via. iv. 6.

80. Vm. iv. 88.

82. Via. L 218 ff.
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monks or laity meat-eating was thought to be wrong in itSelf. Et^}hants

and horses are attributes of royalty
; dogs and serpents are revolting and

disgusting ; while to eat any of the wild animals mentioned, including again

the serpent, mi^ invdve the monks in personal danger.

Many other passages show, altliough almost incidentally, that the eating

of meat was thought of as customary, and monks are recorded to have done

so often enough to give meat the appearance of having beat a fairly con-

stant article of their diet. There was the monk to whcwn Su[M>iyd promised

broth, already referred to, and to whom she sent a piece of her own thigh,

liaving prepared it, sampadetva. There was the nun Uppalavaiwa who got

as a gift some meat from a cow killed by a robber chief, and which having

prepared, sampddelvd, she wished to present to Gotama.*' And there were

the monks who were allowed to take and eat the kills of wild animals,

which of course would be other animals,** ‘ and they had these cooked, paca-

petvd, before eating them. Only in the case of a strange non-human disease

were monks allowed the remedy of the raw flesh and blood of pigs.*’ These

are instances taken only at random.

While injunctions survive showing which animals’ flesh was forbidden,

there are none specifying which was allowed. Thus, in the absence of any

definite rulings, we have to piece together our knowledge of those early times

from any source that seems helpful or suggestive. We have just seen Uiat

if monks ate beef or the kills of wild animals or, in certain circumstances,

the raw flesh of pigs no objection was made. Similes which depict the

cattle-butcher and his apprentice displaying piecemeal at the cross-roads the

carcass of the ox they have slain,** hacking at the inwards,*’ or flinging a

bate bone to a famished dog who has made his way to the slaughter house,*®

all indicate the cattle-butcher to have been a well known part of the existing

social fabric, ministering to the needs of those who had no objection to

eating beef. There is too the simile which compares the life of man, insigni-

ficant, trifling and full of ill and trouble, to the cow about to be slaughtered,

and who with every step she takes while being driven to the shambles, comes

nearer to her death and destruction.*®

References to sheep, although often to their wool and the purposes which

this served,®® point to these animals as forming a useful part of the animal

populati(xi of India then as now. And from further references to the cattle-

butche*. the sheep-butcher, the pork-butcher, the dea*-hunt«r and the fowler,**

and also to the fishermen, all selling their wares,** it would seem beyond

83. Vm. iii, 208. 84. Vin, iii. 58.

85. Vin. i. 202-3. 86. D. ii, 294, M. i. 58.

87. M. i. 244, S. iv. 56, A. iii. 380, 88. M. i. 364.

8a A. iv. 138. 90. E.g. Vin. iii. 225-7, 233, 234.

91. Vm. iU. 104ff. = S. ii. 254 ff. 92. Ibid., and A. iii. 301 S.
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all doubt that the laity ate the fksh of oo«rs, sheep, pigs, deer and game*

birds, and dsh. Such are the animals which (not including fish) perhaps

yielded “the meat of those whose meat is allowable”, and hence might be

eaten by the monks if offered them, so long as the other necessary oonditiom

were fulfilled.

There is a verse in the TheragSthS** which speaks of snaring a montey

by means of some sticky stuff, Upa, glue or pitch. The process is explained

in the Samyuttefi* where finally the hunter, having caught the monkeys, ^its

him then and there and prepares him for eating, avasajjeti, over charcoal

embers. We hear of a monk keeping a female monkey,*® and of another

monkey which was confined in captivity.®* But there is no evidence that

monkeys ever formed any part of a monk’s diet. They were probably only

eaten by sudi low pet^e as hunters.

Although the eating of meat by laity and monks alike is tacitly ccoi-

doned, the bloody trades which bring animals to destruction for this purpose

by no means escape condemnation. Verses ascribed to the nun Puwa®’^

speak of sheep-butchers, pork-butchers, fishermen and trappers, together with

executioners and thieves, as evil-doers who cannot be freed from their evil

deeds by the rite of ablution.** For then all aquatic creatures would gp to

heaven, which ia clearly absurd. She is speaking to a brahmin who believes

in the efficacy of purification by water, but her verses plainly show the con-

viction that butchers, fishermen and trappers are doers of wrong. The

Anguttara, in knitting beings to their deeds,*® posits one of two bourns and

uprising for those who make onslaught on creatures (restraint from which

is the first of the moral habits or silos), who are hunters, bloody-handed,

given over to killing and slaying : either downright woe in hell, or rebirth

in the womb of an animal. Again, horribly painful consequences in after-

lives are ascribed to those who in this life had been butchers, hunters and

trappers.^®® But similar painful omsequenoes for their cruel deeds here are

also ascribed to animal tamers, slanderers, frauds, adulterers and fortune-

tellers. It is therefore impossible to say that slayers of animals, although

considered as wrtmg-doers and liable to very uncomfortable rebirths, were

worse thougjit of than the other WTong-doers here named.

But monks did not, ot^ should not, themselves actually take animal life.

They did not act as butchers, they did not fish, hunt cw trap. All their

food was provided for them by the laity. ' But they were able, unlike thow
recluses and brahmins who are recorded to have lived on jujube fruits, sesa-

93. Tkag. 454. 94. S. v. 148 f.

95. Vin. iii. 21. 96. Thag. 125 f.

97. That. 241-2.

98. Cf. M. i. 39, Kd. p. 6 foe (heretical) notion of purification by water.

99. Vm. iii. 104 ff. = S. ii. 254 ff.

lOa A. V. 288 : and ef, M. i. 387 ff., iii. 308.
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main, beans or uncooked rice,^*** to receive gifts of fish and meat, provided

they observed the restrictions and safeguards of not receiving more food

than their one begging bowl would hold of not eating more than once a

day of establishing that the fish and meat was “ pure ”
; and that it was

not the meat of certain prohibited animals.

But the broad principle remained wliereby monks aroused no criticism

or contumely if they ate meat. A variety of causes may have led to this

leniency where we might have expected a greater stringency. For exam^de,

a difference was made between oneself killing and oneself eating what an-

other persOTi had killed. Moreover Gotama advocated an adequate diet for

his monks, and was as opposed to fasting and bodily mortification as he was

to greed and luxury, for he saw in tlwse no true way to achieve the highest

goal, paromatia. Since cereals, in particular rice, with some meat, fish, fruit

and dairy products formed the staple foods of the population, these were

most likely to have been bestowed by them uix)n monks. Monks, therefore,

since none of these foods was prohibited to them, obtained sufficient “to

keep themselves going ” and did not go short of almsfood. And, in addition,

by accepting an offering of food, by not rejecting it, they would neither have

appeared rude to the donor nor would they have spoiled his chaiKe to

acquire merit by his gift. To have rejected an offering of food would more-

over have opened the door to picking and choosing, not only between what

went into the b^ging bowl,'®* but between the houses visited on the alms

round.'®* This in its turn would have prevented some of the laity from

setting up merit, and it would have given a handle to greedy and gluttonous

monks to indulge their tastes and preferences.'®®

Again, it is possible that the habits of other sects were taken into con-

sideration. There were, on the one hand, the Jains, ultra-scrupulous in their

avoidance of taking life ; and no doubt the bovine ascetics ate,'®' or affected

to eat (Mily grass.'®* There was, on the other hand, the important class of

Naked Ascetics, called Ajivikas, and who apparently were not strict vege-

tarians,'®* but who abstained from fish and meat now and again with a view

to “ schooling their bodies ”, or “ making to become by bodily means ",

kayabkavana, rather than from humanitarian reasons or because they saw

in such a diet anything intrinsically wrong.

Yet perhaps the reason which weighed most heavily in the ccmdonation

of fish and meat-eating was the strong convictim that it was not material

things which made or marred a man. Early Buddhism did not agree with

101. M. L 80. 102. Cf. Sekhiyas 28, 30, 32.

103. Vin. iv. 85.

104. Cf. Sekkiyas 34-36, v/bere however (in 34, 35) monks choose what they

most fancy from what is already in the bowl.

106. Cf. SekJ»ya 33. 106. Vin. iv. 88.

107. M. i. 387. 108. MA. iu. 100. 109. M. L 238.
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the supposition that purity comes throuf^ food.”® Purification comes, it

hdd, by restraint over such bodily, mental and moral conduct as could defile

a roan, and with the possession of moral habit.*” It did not consider it

to be his outward signs : his wearing his hair matted in the braids of an

ascetic, his birth or his dan which made a man a true brahmin.**® It was

not these things, nor his abstinence from fidi and meat, which cleansed a

man who had not crossed over doubt.**® For it was not the eating of meat,

na hi mamsabhojanaifi, which sullied him and was his defilment, ama-

gandha, but any one out of a long array of wrongs which he might perpe-

trate by conduct, thou{dtt or ^jeech.**^ He was neither defiled nor purified

by what he ate, nor was he cleansed by fasting.**®

In condusion, it need only be said that no dear picture of the world

in which Early Buddhist monasticism flourished can be obtained if the fea-

ture of life taking is ignored. And nor can a clear picture of this monasticism

be obtained if its attempt toi crush the desire to destroy life are left out of

account There was a strong movement to remedy, even to eradicate, what

was regarded by several leaders of contemporary religious thought as an

undesirable practice. The remedy was a life-sparing scruple. To the birth

of this there is no historical clue. We only know that it was strong under

Jainism, fostered by Early Buddhism, observed by some contemporary sects,

and that it then culminated under Aikika.

Early Buddhism’s advocacy of non-injury cannot, 1 think, be attributed

to any one cause,' for there were monks, laity, brahmins and other sects as

well as the animals to consider. And no doubt a mixture of motives operat-

ed. Such championship may have seen in non-harming a way to increase the

moral welfare of the monks ; it may have been part of a disinterested social

reform movement ; it may have been, as in the case of sacrifice, polemical

in nature, anti-brahminical ; and it may have been due to the presumption

that animals have as much right to thedr lives, and to omipassion, as have

human beings.

Whatever the motives which led Early Buddhism to stand firm in the

cause of non-injury, the results are in the main sufficiently clear. SmTie

control was inyxised over monks in the matter of meat-eating, but they

were not made to give it up. Warfare and agriculture were however entirely

ruled out as monastic occupationa Sacrifice, as ordinarily understood, seems

never to have been practised by monks, for they had no gods to whom to

make offerings :
" Only within bumeth the fire I kindle.”**® Therefore their

110. M. i. aa 111. A. i. 221.

112. Dhp. 398, and cf. 141. 113. Sn. 249.

114. Sn. 241-247. 115. Dhp, 141.

116. S. i. 1691. Cf. A. K. Connaraswamy, Hinduism and Buddhism, p. 56, for

this being the Internal Agnihotrt of the Brahminical Araifyaka.
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discipline does not comment on outward sacrifice (xie way or the other. The

lajty, on the other hand, continued in meat-eating, warfare and agriculture,

although the killing of animals for human consumption was probaWy re-

stricted, at all events on certain days, before A^a’s reign. Agriculture could

not be so strongly condemned as warfare, since in its operations creatures are

not killed deliberately. The surprise is that not more opportunities were

taken roundly to condemn fighting. It is likely that no way to its eradica

tion was seen, that no tide was turning in this direction as it was to abcrfish

blood sacrifices. The suppression of the great organised sacrifices had the

popular support : the ordinary pet^le knew that they were the losers and

not the gainers through them. But any effective blow dealt to their trades, in-

dustries and occupations would have spelt a blow to their livelihood. House-

holders therefore continued to practise meat-eating, warfare and agricul-

ture, and to indulge in many “pleasures of the senses” which, because of

their different way of life, came to be denied to monks



THE LINGA CULT IN ANCIENT INDIA

(Its proto-Indian origin and early development)

By

Eh-. A. P. KARMARKAR, m.a., ll.b., ph.d.

Mainly on account of its dose association with Siva, the phallic cult has

assumed a significant role in the religious history of India. The Linga wor-

ship has been of wide prevalence in the ancient world. We find the traces

of it in India, ancient E^pt, Syria, Babylon, among the Assyrians, in Persia,

Greece, Italy, Spain, Germany, Scandinavia, among the Gauls, and in differ-

ent parts of Armenia, Mexico, Peru and Hayti.

In India itself the Mohenjo I>aro discoveries have thrown a flood of light

on the early prevalence of the cult of the Linga and Yoni.

Diverse opinions have been expressed in regard to the origin and anti-

quity of the Linga cult. Sir R. G. Bhandarkar expresses the view-point,

that, 'the Linga worship had, it appears, not come into use at the time of

Patafijali for the instance he gives under T^qini v. 3.99 is that of an image

or likeness (Prakrti) of Siva as an object of worship and not of any emblem

of that God. It seems to have been unknown even in the time of W^ema Kad-

phises, for on the reverse of the coins. . . .there is no Linga or a phallus.’ ^

Creuzer represented it as, next to that of the Trinity, the most ancient

religious form of India.** Stevenson is of opinion that it was originally pre-

valent amongst the Dravidians alone. Some scholars point out that the cult

must have first originated in the western nations and even among the Greeks.**

But the curt manner in which the Rgvedic bards refer to the phallic god

(&iina-divdh—from the Dravidian word Sunni) clearly proves the non-Aryan

nature of the phallic cult The Mohenjo Daro inscriptions also corroborate

this view-point

The Linga in the Mohenjo Daro period.

Both the Archaeological data and the Mohenjo Daro inscriptions point

out the unique phase in the history of the phallic cult in ancient India. It is

prt^xised to deal here with the main results below.

1. R. G*. Bhandarkar, Vaififavism, Saivism and other minor rdigious Systems^

p. 115.

2. Symbolik, tl p. 575, 2nd Ed.

3. Cf. F. Kittel^ Uber din Urspring des Linga Kultus in India, p. 46.
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Sir John Marshall distinguishes three types of cult-stones at Mohenjo

Arduedogical
Harappa, namely, the baetylic, the phallic and

Data. the yoni ring stones. To say in the words of Marshall,*

“ The first class comprises those of the type illustrated in Plates XIII,

3, and IV, 2, 4 and 5. Two of these (PI. XIV, 2 and 4) are unquestion-

ably phallic, more or less realistically modelled, and for all of the fantastic

themy that it was introduced into India by the Grades or other western in-

vaders. Further evidence on the same, point is furnished by two realistic speci-

mens of the same kind, one a linga or phallus (PI. XIII) and the other a

yom or vulva (PI. XIII, 7), which Sir Aurd Stem found on the Chalcolithic

sites in Northern Baluchistan, the former at Mughal Ghundai. the latter at

Periano Ghuodai. The other objects are rather conventionalised in shape.

" Indeed, the only explanation af>|5licable to them all is that they were

sacred objects of some sort, the larger ones serving as aniconic agalmata for

cult purposes, the smaller as amulets to be carried on the person, just as mini-

ature Itngas are commonly carried by Saivas today.

“ The stones of the second class are like many of the Itngas seen in Siva

temples today. They equally resemble the baetylic stones which liave recently

been unearthed in the temple of Mekal at Beison'’ . . The only reason, there-

fore, for interpreting Mohenjo Daro examples as phallic rather than baetylic

is that their conical shape is now commonly associated with that of the linga.

“ The third class of these stone objects comprises ring-stones of the types

illustrated in Pis. XIII, 9-12, and XIV, 6 and 8 in large numbers at Mohenjo

Daro and Harappa. An explanation of these ring-stemes that has been sug-

gested to me by Mr. Henry Cousens is that they were threaded on jxjles to

form columns, but this suggestion leaves out of account the smaller specimens

some of which are no bigger than finger rings and obviously could not have

served as architectural members.—Nor can they be similar to the stone wheel-

money in use on the island of Uap in the Carolines.

Finally, he concludes, “ whether these three types represent three distinct

cults is uncertain ; but it is not unnatural to suppose that linga and yoni

worship may have been associated then, as they were later under the aegis

of Saivism. On the other hand, it is probable that they were originally quite

distinct from baetylic worship, which is found frequently connected with the

cult of the Mother Goddess among the oldest tribes, whereas phallism is

Tardy, if ever, found among these aiboriginal people."

Besides the archaeological evidence, the inscriptions of the period adso

supply us with an interesting data. We are here sum-

marizing the main results arrived at by Father Heras,

which are still regarded as being of tentative value.

4. Nfiushall, Mokenjo-Daro and the Indus Civilization, I, p. 59 ff.

5. D<ttly Telegrt^fh, 13th April, 1929.
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The inscriptions relate that the early w(^shii^)ers of the lingo were the

Kavals and the Bilavas. The Bilavas evidently wej’e the

The taaXy Bhils and the Kdvals the same as the robber caste of the
Worshippers.

North and the South.* They were probaWy Kolerian in

origin and they brought this cult from far-off Eastern Islands.^ Their ^onbol

consisted of the linga.* That the linga cult was originally in vogue among

the Kavals and the Bilavas is proved by the fdlowing inscripticms :

(1) “In the dark growing half of the moon, when the sun was on

high, the Bilavas pulled down the four houses of the Linga.”® (According to

this inacription the Linga among the Bilavas had houses the rent of which was

used for fostering the cult).’®

(2) “ The linga of the eight villages of the Velvel Bilavas (is) the high

sun of the harvest.
”

(3) Kavals
—

“ The old linga of the Kavals.”’®

The inscriptions indicate, in the opinion of Father Heras, that the cult

was first introduced in the Mohenjo Daro region by the

Its early
Mina king. One of the inscriptions relates “ the im-

jntroduction. prisoned illustrious ruler of the Linga.”’® Anotlier ins-

cription designates him as ‘Cunni Mina.’” Probably

on account of this the king seems to have been deposed and imprisoned by a

popular rising. An inscriptirm says “ (the reject of) the hostility of the

Minas is the imprisoned illustrious ruler (who is) a priest.”’® Other inscrip-

ti(Mis describe “the end of the power of Mina”’® and “of the death of

Mina.”” Later on an inscription carved after his death seems to cwnmemo-
rale the bitter feeling of the Minas towards their old king in a sarcastic way.

“The tree of the canalized united countries of the Kavals of (dedicated to)

all the gods, whom Mina who was in the house has reached.’®

Some of the inscriptions relate how the Linga was idaitified with the sun,

who was identified with Aij originally e.g. (1) “The
^ga and the Linga of the eight villages of the Velvel Bilavas (is)

the high sun of the harvest,”’® and (2) “The lustrous

linga of the high sun,"*®

6. Heraa, ‘ Religion of the Mohenjo-Daro Peojrfe acc. to Ini’ /. U. B„ V. 1,

p. 16,

7. JWd.

8. Cf. Herai Mohenjo Daro, the People and the Land, Indian Culture, Vol.

Ill, No. 4.

9. Marshall, M. D., No. 406. 10. Heras, «/>. cil., p. 16.

11. Marshall, Hatr^pa, No. 99. 12. Ibid., H., No. 118.

13. Ibid., M.D., Na 132. 14. IbU., MJ>., No. 40.

15. Jliustrated London News, 4-10-24.

16. Manhall, H. No. 153. 17. Ibid., H., No. 127.

la Marshall, M.D., No. 11. 19. MarshaU, H.. No. 99.

2a MarshaU, H., No. 45 ; Cl. Ibid, M.D. XVI, No. 337 ;
Ibid. H. No.

99, etc.
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The cult seems to ‘ have been connected with a house divided on account

of the rites of the two suns.*> One of the inscriptions says "those (are)

the hi^ suns." ** As Father Heras observes :
“ At the present state of our

knowledge, it is impossible to say how this sect originated, but it seems to

have been the cause of division of a house or family, as the inscription avers.

Perhaps this expression refers to an event similar to the revolution caused

in MJnad by the introduction of the cult of the Linga.” ”

Consequently, in the opinicm of Father Heras, it was during this period

alone that the Linga was identified with Ajj- An was
The Linga supposed to be creator of the world . And when once the
ATto An

Linga was given the sublime position by its identification

with the Sun it was but natural that it should be identified with Ajp also.

One of the inscriptions relates :
“ The moon (is) over the white mountain of

Velan of the Linga of the divided house of the two high suns The
white mountain referred to in the inscription is the Kailasa mountain.

And Velan is the name of Subrahmanya or Murugap. Evidently, the linga

must stand for Ap. Because, to whom did the Kailasa mountain belong ?
’’

Early References

Side by side with the Mohenjo Daro period, the earliest reference made
to the Linga cult is in the Rgveda . The Vedic bards prayed that, ‘ let not the

Sisnadeva^ enter their sacrificial pandal.’ To quote the exact stanza itself

;

" Na yatavah Indra Jujuvab nah na

Vandana vi^istatvetyabhiJj,

Sa—4ardhan Aryafi visunjajya Jantoh ma
Si4na*devah asiguh itam nah

The expression occurs once again in the Rgveda.-'

But what should be the meaning of this expression ? Almost all the

scholars, up till now, interpreted the word as meaning ‘ (those) who (have

the) Phallus as their deity.’^*® But under the present circumstances, especi-

ally in the light of the new evidence that has become available in Sumer

(Khafaje) and Mohenjo Daro, we may definitely say that the above inter-

pretation is wrong, and that the expression SiSna-devdff must mean those

(Ckids) possessed of a SUna (SUna-yuktah-Deva^) , which is rather a curt

maimer of abusing the Gods of the indigenous people of India, whose Siva

21. Heras, ‘The VeE|as in Mohenjo Daro,’ Indian Culture, V(rf. Ill, No. 4,

p. 54.

22. A. S. of I. Report, 192W0, PI. XXVIII, No. 11466(4). «. Marahall,

op. dn, M.D., No. 490.

23. Heras, op. cit., p. 54.

24. Photo, M.D., 1930-31, Dk. 10651. 25. Heraa, op. cit.. p. 54,

26. Hgvtda, VII. 21.5. 27. Ibid. X. 99.3.

28. Cf. Vedk Index : Siyaioa inteiprets the word as meaning
‘ abrahma^arofah’
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was perfectly nude. The standing figures of An are to be found in Khafaje

(Sumer) also. That is an instance how the God of the Mohenjo Daro had

later travelled there.

This kind of interpretation is also in toeping with the learned scholar-

ship of the Vedic singes. If they really wanted to refer to the Si^na-worship-

pere then we may say that vocabulary was not wanting for them so as to use

the expression in such a round about fashion- as the later critics and com-

mentators want them to do. Further this also agrees with the version how
the Rudras who were not allowed to have any share in the sacrifice, were

later on (^ered the share in the oblations. The story of Daksa and Siva

also shows how mythology developed itself later <m.

That the word Rudra conveyed the meaning of a standing figure of

Siva in an Ordhva-linga posture is directly conveyed by many of the Putfl-

pic passages, which liave tried to give the meaning of the word Sthapu. The

word SthSpu occurs once in the Rgveda but in a different sense. But the

expression as indicating Siva is of free and common occurrence in the Puriupc

peried.^"®

The Atharvaveda describes the Skambha (pillar) a-^ co-extensivc with

tltt- universe and comprehends in him the various parts of the material uni

vetse, as also the abstract qualities, such as Tafras, faith, truth, and divi-

sions of time. It is further stated that, “ He is distinct from Prajapati, who

founds the universe upon him. The thirty-three gods are comprehended in

him and arose out of non-entity, which forms his highest member, as well

as entity is embraced within him. The gods who form part of him do

homage to him. Where Skambha brouglit Purana-Puru§a (the primeval

Being) into existence, and ^ambha in the beginning shed forth that gold

(Hirapya, out of which Hirapya-gari^ arose) m the midst of the world.

He who knows the golden reed standing in tlic waters is the mysterious

PrajSpati.” It is interesting to note that tlie word Vetas, which is used

for the reed, has the sense of meTnbrum virile, both in the Rgveda®^ and the

fiatapatha BtShm^a. Ciopinatha Rao makes a significant observation in

this connection :
‘ It is this same Skambha that has given birth to the Puifi-

pic story of Siva’s appearance as a blazing pillar between Brahma and Vi$pu,

when they were quarrelling about the superiority of the one over the other.’®*

But, in our c^inion, this idea even seems to be even of pre-Vedic origin.

It is also pwnted out that there are many phallic ideas and rites depicted

in the Yajurveda** e.g. in the Mahlibharata at the winter solstice, in the horse-

29. Kamiarkar, ‘Fresh and Further Light on the Mohenjo Daro Riddle.'

A, B. 0. R, I., XXI. pp. m-23.
30. AtMmvm>tda. X. R 31. B/vaia, X. 96. 4-S.

32. Gofanatha Rao. £. H. /., 11. j. p 571.

33. Cl. Vijmemyo Smhkiti, 23, 19 ; Tmttiriya Satiikiti, Salapatkt BrSkmafta,

13, 2, 8, 5: Smkila, 3, 12, 20.
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sacrffipe and even in the Soma sacrihoe. However they are not really phallic

rites but may be styled as obscene only ; and they* very likely reveal scane

early fertility magic of the primitive Aryans.**

The Svetafivatara Upani^ad describes Rudra as the ‘ Lord of Yonis**

—

thus indicating the close association of Rudra-Siva with the cult of Yonl.

The MahSt^rata has supi^ied us with some interesting details regard-

ing the Unga cult. In the Drona-Parva it is said that, ‘ SthSQu is ao called

because the Linga is always standing (erect).** Further the expressions

Cfrdhvalinga ” Crdhvaretas and Sthira-linga ** as applied to Siva occur in

the different portions of the MahabhSrata. Best of all we find that Siva

is designated at Mahaipho Nagno thus referring to his nude picture. The

Anu^sana generally depicts the importance of the worship of the Linga.*’

The HarivamSa. The Harivarii&i emphatically icUmtifics the Linga and

the Bhagalinga with Tryambaka (Siva) and Unta. and state's that there is

no third entity as apart from these in the world.’- (St'c infra . )

.

Both the Mahfibturata and the PUraijas have given fantastic accounts

regarding the close identification of the Linga and Siva. We are dealing

with the jKoblem below.

Native Accounts of the Origin of Linga.

The Puraijas and the Epics have preserved nuiny traditional accounts

regarding the origin of the Linga-cult. These accounts are mainly mythical

and fabulous. Before narrating a few of tht'se stories, we shall just sum-

marize the details wherein they actually vary. The Skanda P. narrates that

when Siva went for begging alms in a naked fashion to Daruvana all the

wives of R§i8 fell in love with him, and that the Rsis cursed him eventually

iliat his Linga would fall down.” The Saura Puraija corroborates the above

account.*’ The Linga P. states that Siva wanted to know and examine tltc

philosophical knowledge attained by the Rsis residing at Dfiruvana, and it

Was afterwards that the above facts happened.*"’ The Padma P. gives a
different story altogether : On the event of the second marriage of BrahmS
with (jayatri, SavitrS cursed also Siva (because he attended the ceremony),

saying that the Ri^is would curse him and eventually his Linga would fall

34. Heras, ‘ Were the Mohenjo Darians Aryans ? ’, Journal of Indian History

XXL p. 29.

35. Svetdivatara Upanifod, 4. Jl. 5-2.

36. Mahdbhdrata, Drona. pp. 203, 133.

37. SSnli P., Adh., 45, 266. 38. Anuiasana P., 4, 212 ; 17, 41.

39. Ibid., 161. 11. 40. Ibid., 14. 15.

41. Ibid., Adh. 45. 214 ff. 42. Hartvamia, II, 72, 60.

43. Skanda Puraifa. Nd^cMsmda, 1, 22 ff. ; also Vll, i ; Adh. 187 . 28 ; ^ao
VI. Nigqrgkhat^, Aifii. 258.

44. Sowra Pmaifa, 69, 53. 45. Linga P., Purvordha, Adh. 29.
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down. But later on, when appeased, she said that the Linga thus fallen

down shall be wcvshipped by mankind.**

The VSmana P. on the other hand relates that when Brahma retired,

Siva installed the Linga (in the subtle form) in the Chitravana forest, and

began to wander.*^ The Mah&bhdrata relates a funny story how ftiva

forcibly thrusted the Linga in the ground, and how it stood erect we shall

now quote some passages.

Origin of the Linga.

Vamatta

It is said that iSiva being grieved at the loss of Sat! began to wander.

The story proceeds, “ Then Hara, wounded by the arrows of Kmna, wander-

ed into a deep forest, named Ddruvana, where holy sages and their wives

resided. The sages on beholding Siva saluted him with bended heads, and

he, wearied, said to them, ‘ Give me alnr». ’ Thus he went begging round

the different hermitages ; and wherever he came, the minds of the sages’

wives, on seeing him, became disturbed and agitated with the pain of love,

and all commenced to follow him. But when the S2iges saw their holy dwell-

ings thus deserted, they exclaimed, “ May the linga of this man fall to the

ground
.

" That instant the Linga of Siva fell to the ground
; and the god

immediately disappeared. The Linga, then, as it fell, penetrated through

the lower worlds, and increased in height, until its top towered above the

heavens ; the earth quaked, and all things movable and immovable were

agitated. On perceiving which Brahma hastened to the sea of milk, and

said to Visjju, ‘ Say, why does the universe thus tremble ? ’ Hari replied,

‘On account of the falling of Siva's linga, in consequence of the curse of

the holy and divine sages.’ On hearing of this most wonderful event,

Brahm& said, ‘ Let us go and behold this linga

.

’ The two Gods then

repaired to DSruvana ; and, on behcJding it without beginning or end, Visiju

mounted the king of birds (Garuda) and descended into the lower regions in

order to ascertain its base ; and for the purpose of discovering its top,

BrahmSi in a lotus car ascended the heavens ; but they returned from their

search wearied and disappointed, arxl together approaching the linga, with

due reverence and praises, entreated 5iva to resume his Unga. Thus pro-

pitiated, that God appeared in his own form and said, ‘ If gods and men

will worship my Linga, I will resume it, but not otherwise ; and Brahm§

divided its worshipp^ into four sects, the pruxipal one of those, that which

simply worships &iva under the symbol of the Ungam ; the second that of

Pa^pati : the third of MahakSla ; and the fourth, the Kapila ; and revealed

from hla own mouth the ordinances by whidi this worship was to be regu-

lated. BrahmS and the Gods thoi departed, and Siva resunned the Linga."

46. Padma Pura$a, 5 Srstikhaoda, 17.

47. VinMBMi PwmjM, Adh. 6, 93. 48. Cf. Kennedy, op. cU., pp. 296 ff.
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MiASbhSriUo.

The Mahfibtfirata gives an interesting account in connection with the

origin of the linga. Kr$na is described to have related to Yudhieithira :

" Brahmadeva once tcdd Sankara not to create. Whereupon Sahkara conceal-

ed himself under water for a long time. When, therefore, there was no creation

for such a long period, Brahmadeva created another Prajapati, who broui^t

into existence a large number of beings. These beings, being afflicted with

hunger, went to Prajapati to devour him He being afraid, went to Hiraoya-

garbha, who created two kinds of food for those beings and then they were

quieted. After some time Mahadeva rose (xit of Ihc water, and seeing that

new beings had been erdated and were in a flourishing condition, he cut off

his organ of generation as no more necessary, and it stuck into the ground.

He then went away to perform austerities at the foot of the Mfljavant

Mountain.”*®

Bhavi^ya-Purd^ta.

The Bhavigya-Purana gives an altogether different descriigion of the

version. It relates “ The eighth Kaljra is known as the Linga-Kali>a. Dharma
was the Supreme Being. From Dharma was bom desire (Kama), and from

Kama (or on account of Kama) the Linga divided itself threefold i.e.,

Pullinga (Male), Strilinga (Female) and Kliba-Iinga (Neutral sex). From
the Pullinga was born Vi^nu, from Strilinga was bom Indira, and from the

third Sdja (Serpent), l^ter proceeds the story of the creation of the world

through Brahmu etc.'"'"

Some Aspects of the Linga Cult.

During the Mahabharata and the Puranic ixjriods we find that almost

all the functionings of 5iva were attributed to the Linga. Besides, the cult

of the Linga had assumed different forms according to the nature of wor-

shippers. It is proposed to deal here with tlie mam aspects of the proWem.

We have already observed that the cult of the Linga and YonI as sym-

bolising the generative and reproductive aspects of na-

and Yoi^
vogue during the proto-Indian

period. Moreover both these danents were identified

with the Supreme Being Siva and Amma, the mother Goddess. These a^xxts

are represented in the Pur3i>as and in Indian art also. The PurS^as speci-

fically state that all that is Pullinga (male sign) is Siva, and all that is

bhag(^ga (female sign; is Parvati

Marshall has referred to several other curious stone discs, three of which
were unearthed from the Bhir Mound at Taxila belonging to the Mauryan

49. Cf. Quoted by R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaipfavhm, Saivism etc GiUccted
works of Sir. R. G. Bhandarkar, Vol. IV, p. 61.

50. Bhapisya PutStfO, 3, 4, 25. Vs. 124 IT.
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Pieriod, one from inside the structure uncovoed near the foot Hathial

(Taxila) and one at Koeam. A fragment of a similar object was recently

found in course of excavation at Rajghat near Benares. Marshall describes

that, the Hathial disc is of a polished sandstone Z\" in diameter adorned on

the upper surface with concentric bonds of cross and cable patterns and with

four nude figures alternating with honey suckle designs engraved in relief

around the central hole.'" Recently Banerjea has described another in^anoe.

It is a partially broken reddish stealite circular disc about 2i" in diameter,

found at Raj^tiat, which contains on the outer side of its top surface a very

well-carved decorative design. The decoration consists of a palm-tree with a

horse by its side, beyond which is a female figure holding a bird in her out-

stretched ng^it hand ; then follow in successive orders a long and short-tailed

animal, a crane, the goddess again with her hands this time stretched down-

wards, some object which is broken, a palm-tree again, a bird, a circular disc,

the goddess again with the circular disc near her left shoulders, then a winged

mythical animal and lastly a crane with a crab-like object near its legs

Marshall observes that, ‘ All things considered, however, a more reason-

able and adequate explanation of these ring-stones is to be found in the

maipcal properties which they possess and in the universal awe in which they

are held in India, whether as fetishes or as actually imbued witli a‘'C vine

spirit.*® Crodee gives some illustrations in this connection .
‘ There is the

Srigundi stone at Malabar Point, near Bombay, which is supposed to purify

those who crawl through it of sin or sickness. It was through this stone that

6iv&ji crept to purge himself of the murder of Afzal Khan, and others of

the Marktha Peshwas followed his example. Again, at Satrufijaya, the hole

in it being known as MuktadvSra (door of absolution), through which any-

one who can creep is assured of hajH^iness. These and other stcxies of the

same class are definitely regarded as Yonis or female symbols of generation,

the idea being that those who pass through them are, as it were, bom again,

while in the case of the smaller stones of the same form the mere passing

of the hand or finger through them is an act of special virtue or significance.**

Instances may be added. Banerjea points out that all the above discs

can justifiably be regarded as cult (Ejects comparable with the prdustoric

rii^-stones on the one hand and the Cakras and the Yantras of the S&ktas,

the Vieoupattas of the Vaisnavas and the Ayapatas of the Jains on the other.**

The joint representation of the Linga and the YonI can be vay easily

perceived in the case of all the installations of the Linga e.g. * them is a spout-

tike projedion from which tlie BOjiUiSga of the Siva-linga rises upwards

51. A. S. /. A. R., 1927-28, p. 66.

53. Manhall, cit., I. p. 62.

56. Banerjea, ep, at., p. 138.

52. Banerjea. op. cit,. p. 138.

54. Crocke, op. cit., p. 322 if.
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aad «i^ serves tlw puipoee of hoU or drain for the easf outflow of water

omally poured on the top of the eRd>ieni by the worshippers.'

We have already detailed the account of the Ungodbhava of Siva, when
actually a quarrel for supremacy had arisen between

U^^bhava. Vieou and Brahma. This story is dearly invented for

showing and enhancing the importance of Siva and much

more ka that of the Linga. The story of the Lingodtrfiava is also described

in the legends of Mirkaodeya, who was saved by Siva from the dutdies of

Yama, and of Kaimappa. The former is of free and common occurrence in

the Puranas. The latter may be bnefly narrated as follows :

‘ The hunter Tinoen, while chasing a wild boar one day, reached the banks

of the river Pomta mogaliar. A small Siva temple had been built near the

spot. Timjen, with another hunter Kadden, visited this shrine. Living

always in the forests, he knew nothing of religious matters, but his friend

Kadden exi^ained to him that the god-head was incarnate m the Lingam.

Tipqen felt within himself a burning devotion. Daily thereafter he offered

tlie god water, flowers and even meat, since he knew not the rules of the cult.

One day he saw the drops of blood flowing from the eye of the god. Young
Tippen thinking that wicked persons had broken it, tore out one of his own
e>us to replace the one which Siva had lost. Next day Tipoen saw drops of

blood flowing from the other eye, so he wanted to cut out his only remaining

one, with a knife. Both his hands were required for this operation, for, after

losing his eye-sight he would not be able to And the eye-socket on the Linga

in order to put his eye into it. He therefore put his sandalled foot on the

spot and was just going to insert the knife into his own eye when Siva com-

ing out of the Linga, stayed his arm.’®*

In acccH’dancc with the syst^ of polarization prevalent amongst the

Dravidians the idea of destruction and fertility were
Linga and brought together in the case of the Linga also. A snake

is often found eiKlosing the Linga in Hindu mythology.

In some southern temples, two erect serpents have their heads together above

the Linga, or they may appear on either side of it as if in an attitude

worship. Monier Williams observes that he had seen images of serpents

coded round the symbol of the male organ of generatirm. In some cases

five-headed snakes formed a canopy over the Linga.*’ In the temfde of VkS-

v€svara in Benares, there is a coil of a serpent carved round one or two of

the most consiMcuous symbols of male generative energy.** It is also worth

noting that the Phoenicians entwine the fedds of a serpent around the cosmic

egg.»»

so. G. Jouveau—^Dubreuil, Iconography of South India, p. 16,

57. Murray, RdigUms Thought and Life m India, (18^). p. 327.

SA Ibid. p. 439. 59. Scott. Phoak Worthip. p. 82.
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The Phiftoas have given details regardii^ the early devotees of die Ui^a
e.g. The Traipuras»**> Mahi^sura,*' R&ma (DhSarathi),**

Esriy Devotees. ,,,Bana.*» dSkalya (a Rftjarei),“ Vasumata.** Kwoa,*«

Sudhvamukha,*' KSrttavIiya,** Viraketu,** Ravana and others.

The most in^xirtant i^ces of Linga worship are : KedSre6vara-linga on

the Himalaya, the VaidyanStha at Deogarh (or Parali)

I^rtant the Vi^vg^vara-linga in Benares, the MahSkala-linga and
^

AmarKvara-linga in and near Ujjain in Malva, the

OthkSra-linga on the NarmadS, the Sotn§§vara-linga at Somn&th in SurSetra,

the Tryambaka-linga near N^ik. the BhlmoSafikara-linga near the source of

the Bhlmd in MahStS$tra, the MahShalS^vara-linga at Gokaina in Kanara,

the Mallik&rjuna-linga at Sti-^ila in Kamul, the Rama-linga at Rame^varant.

The location of Gautame^a-linga and Nage^ (D3rukavana) is not known.

It is said that ‘ the South of India has five hcJy lingas representing the five

elements earth, water, fire, wind and air (dltafia) respectively, at KSilchi or

Conjeeveram, Jambhukl^varam or Tiruvanaikaval between Trichinopoly and

Sdrangam, Tiruvannamalai or Arunacala, Kalahasti and Cidambaram.’’<*

The Linga at Tiruvarur in Tanjore also claims to be the AkaMinga.

The SkSnda P. gives interesting information regarding the KumaneSvara-linga

at Khambdyat (Stambha-tirtha).’*

Crooke has made some interesting observations in this connection ;
‘ The

old ritual directs that all who return from a funeral must
Linga m touch the Lingam, fire, cow-dung, a grain of barley, a

una groun
. grain of sesame and water, “ all,” as Prof. Gubemetis

says, “ symbols of that fecundity which after the contact with a corpse might

have destroyed.””

The Unga as a symbol of fertility is installed on the Samadhi of saints

and it is also regularly worshipped. To quote an instance : the Linga cni tlie

Sam&dhi of Puodallka, who was re^xxisible for the installation of the image

of Vitthala at Pawdharpur, is wor^ipped by alt the visitors to this pilgrim

60. SkSnda P. Aru^ala Ma.. JO. 57.

61. Ibid, Vttar&rdha. Adh. 19.

62. Cf. R&mdyama—Rama installs the Linga at RSmeSvaiam.

63. Mttttya P., 187. S.

64. SkSnda P. Prabhasa-kfelra Mcu, 74.2.

65. Skanda P. Prabhisa-khatsd^, 11. 21.

66. Mbh. Drona P. Adh. 202. 101.

67. Skanda P. Prabhdsa-kfetra Ma, 15. 16.

68. Ibid, Avtmti-khanfda, CaturaSiti MS., 11, 23.

69. Ibid, 5. 2. 73. 40.

m a. Kittd. Unga Kalttts, pp 5. 6; f. A. II. p. 15.

7J. SkSnda P. Kanmarikadth^da, Adh. 14.

72. Crookti, op. cit., II, p 58.
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CKHtm It h intortesUng to note that some of the famous centros ol the Lixiga

wofshsp (Jytnif-tingas) are said to have been cemeteies originaUy. The

Skanda P. narrates that the following places were originally divine Smaa&nas

tdivya-smadEna) : Mahikaia-vana, Avimuktaka, Ek&mraka, Bhadrak&la,

Karavlm forest, Koiagiri, K&Q, PraySga, Amai^vara, Bharatha, Kfidira and

Rudra-mahaiaya.^*

It is worth noting that ‘ in Phoenicia, in Greece and among the Ettruscans

phalloi were often placed over the tomba'^^

Tradition has it tliat fourteen crores of BSnta lingas are found in eight

different parts of the world, one crore each in the Amara-
^ pati-fcsetra, Mahendra mountain, Gandaki in Nepal,

' K^yakubja and Titharaoya, three crores each in Sfigiri

(SrinSaila), Linga-4aila and Kahgarta. Besides it is said that the Gaodaki

supplies SIX varieties of linga stones, which are called respectively, iSivan&bha,

Aghora, Sadyojata, Vamadeva, Tatpurusa and l^a—of which the Aghora

alone is unfit for worship.’^®

The origin of the lingas in the Narmada is ascribed to the Asura

The Lak^mS-Narayaoa-Sarimda gives some interesting details in regard

to the worship of the Linga. It is said that, different lingas should be wor-

shipped inside and outside the houses. Those used inside by householders

sliould be made of gold, or precious stones, or quick silver, or other similar

material. There exist twenty two various kinds of such lingas. The BrShmin

househoiders should use lingas made of rock-crystal, Ksatnyas of silver,

Vai^yas of bell-metal, ^udras of earth and Raksasas of gold. Furthei, in the

ritual of Paficayatana are mentioned various kinds of lingas which can be

worshipped, as the Narmada or Baija-linga, an artificial linga, a PSuipItha-

linga, an earthen Imga, one consisting of a jewel, or one made of butter, or

one of gold, silver or copper, or one which representing life, is drawn as it

were from the heart.^’ We need not, however, enter into the other details.

It is interesting to note that the main philosophical tenets of the Linga-

yats centre around the cult of the Linga Besides, the small images of this

73. Skdnda P. Avanti-ksitra A/5., {Avanti-khan4a)

,

I, 1. 32. It riiould

also be noted that the oft-quoted twelve Jyotir-lingas are :

Saurg^(f€ Somanatham ca $rhiaile MaUikarjtmam
]

Vijayinyam Mahakalam Onkaram-amaleivaram
{|

Pmt^yam Vaijanatham ca Qakiny^m Bkimakmkafram
|

/

Situbandke tu Rdmeiam NdgUam DmukSvtme
||

Vdrdimydm tu VUvesam TTyambakom GautamlUtte
|

Himalaya tu Ktddram Ghj^eiam tu Hvdlaye
||

Btdni fyotir4mgani ||

74. Heraa, MS : Cf. also Scott, Phidlic Worship.

75. Oppert, Original InhabitarUs of India, p. 382 f.

76. Ibid.

77. LakptUrNdrdyanaSamvdda, Ch, 18 ; Oppert, op, cit., pp. 383 ff.
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emUem, carved in ivory, g<dd or crystal are often worn as omanienta about

the neck. The jmous use them in inayers and often have them buried with

them. Devotees of 6iva have it written on their foreheads in the form of a

perpendicular mark. The maternal emblem is likewise a rdigious type ; and

the worshippers of Vimu represent it on their fordiead by a horizontal marie,

with three short perpendicular lines.

«

78. Weatropp and Wake, Symbol Worship, p. 19.



SOME SOURCES OF BUDDHIST ICONOGRAPHY

By

Dr. ANANDA K. CX)OMARASWAMY, D.sc.

The five notes following are intended to collate a number of texts

which can be regarded as the original prescriptions or sanctions that underlie

and serve to elucidate the corresponding narratives and representations in

Buddhist literature and art.

1.

The Bum)ha as a Pillar of Fire.'

In the Mahd Ummoga Jdtaka (J. VI. 330) a certain King Vedeha (the

“Disembodied”) has four great Paijdhs who aie his teachers of Dhamma.

He dreams a dream foretelling the birth of the Bodhisatta Mahosadha*

("Great Herb”, or “Big Medicine”), who will be his fifth and greatest

Counsellor. He sees in this dream four fires burning in the four corners of

his courtyard, and then in its centre a flame like a firefly, which little flame

forthwith over-steps (cUikamitva) the others, and extends through all the

world-circles to the Brahmaloka. The king’s four Paijdits who interpret

the dream explain that this fifth Branstock {aggi-khmdo) ,* that sprang up

as “an incomparable chariot-pole” (asama-dhuro)* and is “without its

like” {asadiso) in the world of men and Gods, betokens the coming of the

fifth Teacher.

This vision is closely related to the description of Brahma as the Burn-

ing Bush, Branstock or Tree of Life in Mmlri Up. VI. 30 and VII. 11

where he is manifested within you as the Single Fig {eka (dvattha) that

embodies the Fiery Energy itejas) of Fire, Sun and Spirit, and is called

the One Awakener {eka sambodhayitj) and everlasting supix)rt of the vision

1. See my Elements <rj Buddhist Iconography, 1935, pis. II, and III, fig. 10.

It is possible that these types are representations in particular of the BodhUattva

Mahosadha
;
in any case they are entirely appropriate to the Buddha-nature of

all Bodhisattas.

2. Skr. ofodhi ("herb”, “ medicine ") is literally "iSuppoTt of light" (o?a.

from «5 , to bum or shine)
;
the word itsdf thus imports the notion of a " Bum

ing Budt”. Cf. Vedic ruk^a and Pali rukkha (tree, especially a saacd tree), from

Vruc, to shine (see Gray in /AOS. 60. 367) ; and in the same connection lux

(light) and lucus (grove), and the two Senses of the one English word “beam”.

3. Khandha — skandha, “ stem ”, “ stock ”, “ tmnk ”, etc rather than

“ mass ; cf. AV. X. 7. 38 vjksasya skandhaH. “ Vedeha ” is the embodied King

erf the world, his oourtyard the four-cornered world, and the five fires are the

four pillars of the Universe and its central axis ; they correspond at the same time

to the four elements and their quintessence.
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(dhiydlamba) of Brahma ; and thia Fiery Energy awakens from its grcMind,

ascends and suspires, proceeding (utkramya) like smoke in a draught,

branching forth in space, stem after stem {skmdhaUskmdham) . This,

again, reflects RV. IV. 6 where 'Agni, “the new-born, self-sprung (svarulf),*

the early-wake, uplifts his pillar of smdce, as it were a builder, and sup-

ports the sky ”, or as in X. 45. 7 “ with his bright flame attains the sky ".

Analogous to Veddia's dream foretelling the birth of Mahosadha is Tisala’s

dream of a great Fire, of which “ the tips of the quivering flames touched,

as it were, the very sky” {ambaraih va . .

.

payantam, Kalpa Sutra 46).*

To return to Buddhist sources : Dabba the Mallian, who had become

an Arhat at the age of seven, and having thus already “ fulfilled his task
”

served as the major-domo of a monastery, in charge of guests : whenever any

guests arrived late—and it often happened that guests arrived late on pur-

pose, so as to be able to witness his “miraculous-exercise of power” (idhi-

Paiihmiyam)—he used to “become a flame (tejo-dhdtum samdpajjitva)

and by that light show them to their lodgings ; sometimes he would make
his Anger flame, and walk in front, followed by the guests” {Vin. II. 76).

In the same way the Buddha himself is described as an “ expert in the cle-

ment of fire” (tejodhatuni-kusalo) and we are told that in his conflict with

Ahi-naga (the Vedic Ahi-Vftra, Namuci etc.) he “becomes a flame” {tejo-

dhaiurh samdpajjitvapajjali) and so “masters fire with fire” {tejasa tejam

panyadiyeyyan, Mahdvagga I. 15. 6, 7). An even more explicit prescription

for the representations of the Buddha at Amaravatl as a Pillar of Fire

will be found in Dlgha Nikaya III. 27 where the Buddha says that after the

delivery of a discourse “ I became a flame {tejo-dhdtum samdpajjitva) and
rose into the air to the height of seven palm trees, and produced and made
a flame to bum and smoke to the height of another seven palms”. In this

transfiguration the Buddha was surely assuming his own most “authentic
form ” (svarupa) ; and one cannot doubt but that the representations as

a Rllar or Tree of Fire supported by a lotus are ultimately based on the
unique and archetypal birth of Agni Vanaspati, the thousand-branched,

4. Dhur has several ixatinent senses, as “ support ”, “ pole of a chariot ”, and
that which is pertinent ’

. In Vedic ritual the chariot-pole is very closely con-
nected with Agni. IdenUfication of the Buddha with Agni {u$ar-budk, etc.) and
IndiSgnl is discussed in my Hinduism and Buddhism, 1943. The identification
of both with the Axis Mundi has its equivalents in the Islamic qutb and Christian
stauros doctrines.

5. Svaruh, self-sprung qualifies here the sacrificial-post (yupa) madr
{mta a tree growing on its own roots, and planted as if in the same way growing
naturally

i
it is in the same way that Vedeha’s newborn fire springs up of itself.

6. See the reproduction in colour, from a Western Indian MS., JISOA. IV,
1935, plate facing p. 130.

7. Literally, “becomes, or enters into or coincides with, the element of Fire”;
in other words, is “ transfigured ”.
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“bom in the lotus” . .
.
pu^kate)

,

tdd of in RV. VII. 33. 9-14,—he

who a VO gacchati being, in fact, the Tatha-dgafa.

2.

The Kindling of the Dry Wood.

The prototype for the Buddha’s victory in his dispute with the Jatila

Kassapa whose sacrificial firewood would not bum, while the Buddha’s pile

takes fire immediately {Mahamgga 1. 20. 13), is to be found in Taittiriya

Samhita II. 5. 8 :
“ Nrmedha and Paruchepa engaged in a theological dis-

cussion ;

‘ Let us generate fire in the dry wood ’, they said, ‘ to see which

of us the more of a Brahman ’
( brahmiyan ) . Nrmedha spoke ; he generated

(only) smc4ce. Paruchepa spoke ; he generated fire ”. If this had been

embodied in a Jataka, we should have found the Buddha saying :
“ I,

Bhikkhus, was then Paruchepa, and Nrmedha was Kassapa ”.

3.

The Flame on a Buddha’s Head.

Of the flame on a Buddha’s head, so often represented in Sinhalese

and Siamese images, the question is asked in the Saddharma Put^onka (text

p. 467), “By reason of what gnosis ijndna) is it that the Tathagata’s

cranial protuberance {murdhny-upfi^a) shines (vibhiUi) ?
”

The answer to

this is to be found in the Lalita Vistara (Lefmann, p. 3) where we are told

that when the Buddha is in samadhi, “ A ray, called the ‘ Ornament of tlie

Light of Gnosis’ (jnamlokalankdram nama rasmil.i), proceeding from the

opening in the cranial protuberance (u^ifisa-vivantardt)

,

moves above his

head” {upariftdn murdhna}}. . .cac&ra). A more general explanation can be

found in Bhagavad Gita XIV. 11, “ Where there is gnosis, light springs forth

(prakdsa upajdyate jndnam yadd) from the orifices of the body”.*

4.

The Mara Dhar§ana.

The Bodhisatta’s conflict with Mara," immediately antecedent to the

Great Awakening, of which the defect of Ahi-naga in the Jatila fire-tempJe

is only another version, is a reflection of Indra’s Vftra-hatya. One may
observe first in connection with the episode of the “ temptation by the

daughters of Mara” that the cotmection is already suggested by the fact

that in the Vedic tradition the Dasa (Vrtra, Namuci, etc.) is said to have

used “women as weapons” (RV. V. 30. 9), and again, that Indra’s foe is

said to have “warred against the Bull with women” (RV. X. 27. 10). It

is, however, in connection with the fact that the Bodhisatta is deserted by

8. For other parallels see my “ Lila ” in JAOS. 61, 1941, p. 100. As re-

marked by St. Thomas Aquinas, bodily refulgence is natural in a glorified body,

but miraculous in a natural body (Sum. Theol. Ill, 45. 2).

9. Mara, i.e. Mityu, Death, is sometimes also referred to by the Vedic name
of Namuci vS. I. 67), and is also described as "footless” (apada, A. IV. 434,

M. I. 160), i.e., as a ^rpent, an Ahi, cf. SB. I. 6. 3. 9. Mara also appears as a

hissing Nfigaiaja (S. I. 106).
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the terrified Gods and figjits his battle “ alone '' that a profounder parallel

can be drawn.

In the Mara-dhar§aoa {Jdtaka I. 72 f.), as Mara's army is approaching,

wc are told that the Great Person “sat there alone {ekako)^ He consider-

ed, “ This assembled host is putting forth its mighty effort and force against

me who am all alone . . . But these ten cardinal-virtues {paramlyo) have

long been unto me as a retinue whom I support {puttha-parijanasadisa)

;

and so, making them my shield, let me smite tliis host with the sword of car-

dinal virtue and shatter it by my own strength.” The Great Person is

“alone,” and yet protected by a “bodyguard” (parijana) ! This is our

clue ; and we shall infer that this retinue really consists of the regenerate

powers of the soul, assembled in samddhi,^^

'Fhen ten paramlyo correspond to the “ skilful habits,” or “ functional

virtuosities” {kusald dkamntd) of Mil. 33-8, where they are five, but with

their subdivisions many more than five : we are told that “ none of these

will desert” (na parthayanti) him who makes the first of them, right con-

duct (sf/aw.) the basis of all, and that “composure” or “synthesis” (samd-

dhi) is their “ culmination (pamukha) to which they all incline and tend,

just as the rafters of a domed roof “nest-together in” {sam-O’Satra^:^)^^ the

roofplate (kuta), which is called their “tc^” (aggam);^" or, again, just as

when a king goes into battle the divisions of his army “ surround ” (<mu-

pariydyeyyum) him. This analogy, in turn, derives from Aitareya Ararjtyaka

III. 2.1 ( = 6A. VIII) where “the Breath (immanent solar Self) is a pillar :

and just as (in a domed building) all the other beams are composed

(samahitdfi = *are in samddhi') in the king-post {sdla-vamsa)

,

so in this

Breath the powers (indriya^i) of eye, ear, mind and voice, body and whole

self are composed ”
; in other words, the Breath is the “ agreement ” or “ con-

jurjction” (samyoga, AA.II.1.5) of the powers, and they are unified in it

10. The Adversary is' sometimes described as Abhimfiti, e.g. in RV. III. 51. 3
where Indra is abhimdti-han. The conflict is thus, from the beginning, with Self-

will or egotism, abhitnana, ahamkdra ; Philo's oihis, or self-affirmation.

11. In the same way the Buddhist “takes refuge {saramm) ” in the Buddha
as his resort. The root is iri, and it is noteworthy that in the Brahmaija contexts

the powers of the soul (pra?wA, indriydtti) are said to “resort” (sriyanti) to the
Breath, and are described as its “ glories” (sriyafi) ; and that as the indriydtti are

collectively Indr^i, so these ‘‘glories” are collectively Sri, “the kingdom, the

power and the glory ” of the true king in command of all hisi resources. This is

also the basis of the symbolism of divine and royal crowns and glories (nimbus),
Viri and its intensive VSrt implying both to lean against, converge towards and
unite in, and a being radiant. Beams radiate from their common centre, and one
could express the whole idea in English by saying that the King is sunounded and
supported by the beams! of his glory just as the roofplate of a dome is surrounded
and supported by a circle of “ ribs ”, which are also “ beams ”. The root plate is

their “ penchant.”
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(ekadha bhavanti, Kauie. Up, III. 3, JUB.IV.22.10. etc). It is already

dear in what sense the Bodhisatta is “ alone and at the same time sup-

ported by a bodyguard : he has '‘collected his forces.
‘‘

India, too, in his battle with Vrtra was left all alone :
“ All the Gods

who were thy friends deserted (ajahuh) these, flying in terror from V|‘tra’s

snorting ; so Indra, be thy friendship with the Mamts ; in all these battles

tliou shalt be the victor ' (RV. VIII. 96. 7). It was “only when, shout-

ing, they had joined with Indra in the arduous battle they (the Maruts)

won their sacrificial names" (RV.L97.). The story is retold in Aitareya

Brdhmana III. 16 and 20, where it is further explained that “the Maruts

are the Breaths (prd^b), the Maruts are his ‘ own men ’ {svdpayab ) ; it was

the Breaths that did not desert him (tom ndjahuh)"'

In us, that is to say, the Maruts are the Breaths, the sensitive powers

of the soul. In divinis, they are the commons (visah) in relation to Indra

as Regnum (k^tra)

:

Indra, as remarked by Sayaoa on RV. V. 2. 3 being

“Agni as Supreme Overlord" {indrali paramaisvaryo' gnih), cf. RV. V.3.1

and AB. III. 4 and IV.22. They are Indra’s “own" and take tlieir name
from him who is the Breath (prana), just as the indriymii, as tliese poweas

are also called, take their name from him whose powers they are. “ He (the

solar and immanent Indra) is just the Breath (prdria), for it is he who leads

forth (pra^ayati) all these children (prajd). These Breaths (prm^db) are

his ‘own' (svdlTL)\^^ and when he ‘sleeps' (svapiti), then these Breaths tliat

are his ‘own' unite with him (apiyanti); and that is why ‘sleep’ (svapm)

is called metaphysically ‘union with one's own' (svdpyaya) ... for they

are then ‘imbibed’ (tad-dpitd bhavanti, Satapatha Brdhmana X 5.3.14,15.^*

So again in Chdndogya Up, VI. 8. I “sleep is a ‘coming into (Hie's own"

(svapiti = svam apito bhavati )
."

12. In this connection it should be noted that agga-dvdra (Jdlaka V. 132 and

263-4), thfe doorway through which the Bodhisatta co'capes, is by no means as

some transIatoiTs have suggested a sWe-door ”, but the “top-door," i.e., roof-

plate of the domed house, through which those depart who, like the Bodhisattas

in these contexts, have the power of levitation and flight. See further my “ Sym-

bolism of the Dome'', IHQ. XIV, 1938; “Pah karinikd^\ JAOS. 50, 1930; “-Eck-

stein”, Speculum, XIV, 1939. This agga-dvdra is the architectural equivalent of

the Sundoor through which one “ escapes altogether

J.3, A regiment of the “ King's Own."

14. The unification of the Breaths in the Breath is termed the “ all-obtain-

ing in the Breath” (prone sarvdpti, Kau§. Up. III.4). It is highly significant that

tlus absorption of the faculties or jxjwers' of the soul is called a “ potation.'* It is,

in fact, Indra's “stimulating drau^t of Soma" (dpdrUa-manyus ... somah, RV.

X, 89. 5) : the ritual imitations (protimdndni) of the reality do not deceive him

who must have, not what men drink here, but “what the Brahmans mean by

Soma" (ib, and X.85.4), i.e. the Breaths^ (s(ma prana vat, Maitri Up. VI. 35),.

in which one sacrifices metai^ysically (td$u parok^am juhoti, TS. 1. 6. 4. 5 etc).

See further my “ Atmavaifia in HJAS. VI. 1942.
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This elaborate hermeneia {niruktamY^ develops the connotatiwis of “good al-

lies ” (svapayah, sw V dp) in terms of sva,
“ own ” combined (1) with api V i,

to enter or merge into and (2) with d-pa, to drink in. What is, then assert-

ed is that Indra, the solar and real Self that sees, hears, thinks, etc., in us

(JUB. I. 28, 29, etc.) is only in full possession and command of his own mili-

tant powers when these are withdrawn from their objects and concentrated in

himself.

This state of conlvnence, self-possession and composure (svadha, sva-

sthata, svatantram, svardj, etc.) is often termed a “sleep” ($vapna).^<^ The

immanent person is said to be “ asleep ” when, reclaiming the functions of the

Breaths, he is at rest in the heart and restrains {gjhftati) them, and he is

then, as it were, a great King in full possession of all his powers (Brhaddr-

Ofyaka Up. II. 1. 17) ; this is a state of “ self-illumination ”
; and being thus

“asleep, he over-steps {atikrdmati) these worlds and the shapes (rupdni) of

Death” {ib. IV. 3.7, 14).

It is, then, just because he is “ collected ” and “ composed,
” “ asleep

”

or “ in samddhi,
”
or to express the same in other words is exhilarated by the

draught of Soma, the sacrificial life-blood of tlie outer self, that Indra, now

undistracted by any aesthetic exireriencc, can count upon the Maruts, the

Breaths, as his own loyal subjects, and though (Otherwise “ alone, ” is able to

overcome Vrtra, the Evil (papman), Death imrlyu). He is the Conqueror

who has overcome himself. These conceptions of Royal Power and of Vic-

tory survive in the Artha^stra, where “ the whole of this science (of Kingly

Rule) pertains to the victory over the rowers of iierception and action
”

(Artkaiastra I. 6).

Let us repeat that it is in “ sleep “ that one overcomes the forms of

Death, and that this deep " sleep ” is not tlie irrational slumber of this world’s

waking consciousness, but the slecplike and deathlike composure (samddhi)

of the contemplative that is really a being wide awake, with the ever-open

eyes of the Immortals who never sleep. These inverted values are well known ;

that our presently active life is a “ dream ’’ from which we shall some day

awaken, and being awake shall seem to be asleep, is a conception that occurs

15. Not to be confused either with an etymology in the narrow sense of the

word, or with a punning for the sake of punning, explanations of this kind, based
(wi the hypothesis of intrinsic connections of sounds with meanings, are of great

value in the exegesis of the connotations of a given term
; see further my “ Nirukta

= Hermeneia ” in Visvabharati, NS. H, 1936.

16. This is by no means only an Indian conception. Cf. Hermes Trismegistua

Lib. I. 1 “ Once when in contemplation of the realities while my bodily powers
of perception had been restrained (kataschetkein, implying also 'possession’) by
deep, ’—yet mA such sleep as that of men weighed down by repletion or by bodily

weariness, ” and see also Plato, Republic 476, 520, 521, Timaeus 52, 71, Theatetus

158.
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again and again throughout the metaphysical literature of the world.'^ So

in the Bhagavad Gita (11. 69 and III. 41, 43) we find :
** When it is night for

all beings, then is the Controller {samyanii, i.e. of the sensitive powers)

awake : and when other beings are * awake \ then it is night for the silent-sage

who verily sees Controlling the sensitive powers in their source

{indriya^i 3dm niyamya), do thou repulse the Evil One {pdpmanam pra-

jaki) the Adversary in the shape of Desire (katnarupam). This last

exhortation, which would be altogether in place in a Pali Buddhist context,

where Mara, P&pimant is identified with Kamadeva, is addressed in fact by

Krishna to Arjuna, i.e. Indra ! The inverted senses of sleep and waking are

also found in Buddhist contexts ; the exhortation is generally to awaken from

the sleep of this world’s dreams (S. I. 4, Itivuttaka p. 41, etc.), but we are

also told that ‘'the Wake is asleep {buddho soppati), with him, O Mara,

what hast thou to do ?
’’ (S. I. 107. The Bodhisatta’s impassibility is his

invulnerability )

It has now, perhaps, been sufficiently shown that Indra s and the Bodh-

isatta’s conquests of Death are versions or one and the same Mythos ; that

the Mara Dhar§at)a is not in its Buddhist context a fanciful enhancement of

the historical legend but a restatement of the essential and long known

truth that he only can say “ Get these behind me, Satan ” who, having re-

collected himself in "sleep” or "contemplation” (or however we may ex-

17, “ This whole bad dream, whatever it be, whether of garlands or gold
”

(RV. VIII, 47.5), ‘'The dream state, whether a man be asleep or awake consists

in just this, the mistaking of appearance for the reality” (Plato, Republic 476).
” Would that you too, my son, had passed out of yourself, so that you might have

seen, not as men see dream figures in their sleep, but as one who is awake” (Her-

mes Trismegistus, Lib. XIII. 4). “So long as thou art engaged in the conversa-

tion of wakefulness, how wilt thou catch any scent of the conversation of sleep ? God
sent a drowsiness upon ‘Omar he dreamed that a voice came to him from

God
;
his spirit heard that voice which is the origin of every cry and sound

;
that,

indeed, is the Voice, and the rest are echoes” (Rumi, Mathnawi I. 569,2104 f.).
”

‘ Thy will be done ’
: the primary meaning is, that we vshould be asleep to all

things, unaware of time and shapes and creatures. The doctors say that being
‘ right asleep ' [

== Skr. su^upta ) a man might sleep a hundred years, unware of

creatures, time or shapes, and yet aware of God at work within him. So saith the

soul in the Book of Love ‘ I sleep, but my heart waketh. * So when all creatures

[ 1= Skr. bkutdni ] are asle^ in thee, then mayest thou know what God is working

in thee ” (Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer pp. 207, 208) . The Indian ” deep sleep ” doc-

trine is nothing uniquely or peculiarly Indian !

See also P. Arunachalam, ” Luminous Sleep ” in Studies and Translutions, Co-

lombo, 1937 ;
and my ‘‘ Recollection, Indian and Platonic,” JAOS. Supplement, 1944.

18. The Buddha is, to Mara’s worldly eye, asleep in his cell, but actually

” recollected,
^
mindful, considering his rising up again,” or ” resurrection.” The

“lion rest” (sihaseyyam)

,

viz. lying on the right side, with one foot above the

other, is actually the pose assumed in the Parinibbana, and the context throws light

on the distinction between this “ death ” and an “ annihilation.”
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{MESS it) is from the very fact of his emancipation from all predilections and

disgasts, immune to every shape or weapon that Death can assume or wield.

5. Mara’s H^less Troops.

M. Hackin has r^roduced a stucco sculpture from Hadda* representing

a demon, a member of MSira’s army, in the act of raising his hands and re-

moving his own head.^® Such a representation reflects the statements of the

Mahavastu (Senart, 2. 410) that of Mara’s troops “some were headless

trunks’'’ {anye aSir^akd kabandhah) and the Lolita Vistara (ch. 21, Lefmann

p. 306) that “some were headless’'’ (kecid asirfdb)- As shown above, the

Mara I^tatsana is itself a recension of Indra’s older fight against Vrtra-

Namaici-Mrtyu ; and that there are headless warriors in the host of the

Gandharva Soma-Rak^asas who oppose him appears already in Atharva Veda

IV. 18. 4 where unnamed Gods are invoked to lay low the “crestless and

headless (viiikhdn vigrivdn) sorcerers ”, and Ifgveda VII. 104. 7 where Indra

is invoked to “let the headless (vigrivasak) followers-of-inert-gods perish ’’.2“

19. J. Hackin, La sculpture indietme et tUfetaine au Musee Guimet, Paris 1931,
p. 9 and pi. XIV.

20. I have dealt with the subject of the other-woridly magicians who can play
fast and loose with their own heads more fully in “ Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight. Indra and Namuci ” in Speculum XIX, 1944, pp. 104-25, and in " Headless
Magidans; and an Act of Truth ” to ^ipear immediately in JAOS (1944).



THE AGE OF THE ARTHASASTRA

By

Dr. A. B. KEITH, M.A., d.litt., lla, d.c.l., i.o.s., f.b.a., Bar-at~Law.

The age of the Arthai^stra depends essentially on the relation of the

work of Megasthenes to the Artlia^astra. It is necessaiy therefore to exa-

mine this question in some detail with a view to ascertain how far the facts

recorded by Megasthenes accord with those reported in the Artha^stra.

There is no doubt that in many respects Megasthenes is adequately in-

formed with regard to events in India, but there are undoubtedly numerous

matters in which he shows himself not to be master of the situation. It is

apparent from the combined evidence of Arrian, Diodorus, and Strabo that he

did not appreciate the full importance of the village and of its officers. Nor
does he show any appreciation that the essential ground of tlie desire for child-

ren lay in the honour paid to the dead through sacrifice. Further, in giving

the philosophers the first place, the agriculturists the second, the warriors

the fifth, and the counsellors of the king the seventh place, he expresses him-

self, not from the point of view of an Indian, but from the standpoint of a

Hellene educated in philosophy. No Hindu would ever have placed the

Ki^triyas fifth, nor the royal counsellors seventh. Elsewhere he seems to

generalise the habits which were practised in Brahmanical circles, as when

he mentions the failure to drink wine.^ Perhaps too his essential declaration

that no Indian could be a slave is due to the same cause.^

In some cases he appears to introduce into India facts and customs

which were familiar to him in other lands. This is one way to account for

his assertion with regard to milestones, for which in India no word can be

found ; the idea may have been derived by him from Egypt or Persia.^ On the

other hand the matter would be one of personal observation ; the statement

that milestones existed would be very strange if made without justification

;

•and it is more probable that the practice was known under Candragupta as

a device introduced from Persia. At the same time it seems more probable

that he borrowed the measurement of the land ascribed to India from the

actual measurement made in Egypt to determine the boundaries of property

which were obscured by the rising of the Nile.* There is no contemporary

reference to any such measurement made in India, and the process was not one

which was necessarily seen by a stranger. It is also possible that he borrow-

ed from Egypt certain terminology with regard to officers charged with the

1. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 90-2. 2. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 109 ff.

3. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 18-21. 4. Stein, Megasthenes, p. 22.
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division of land. On the other hand his account of the board whidi dealt

with the care of foreigners, watching their mode of life, escorting than out

of the country, and sending their prc^ierty to their relatives in case of their

death, was presumably a matter in which he was concerned officially.

In other respects we may ascribe misunderstanding to Megasthenes. He
asserts that the horse and the elephant were reserved for the king, clearly

exaggerating the position. In other places he idealises.

In many respects the accounts of Megasthenes agree with the facts re-

corded in the Artha§astra. Megasthenes tells us of the royal way which is

the merchant high road of Kautilya, the watering of the fields by canals,

but sluice doors are mentioned by neither,^ and the fruitfulness of India.

Kautilya lays down the confluence of two streams as a good place for a for-

tification and authorises its formation as four-sided. Megasthenes ascribes

both these characteristics to Palimbothra. In other particulars they perhaps

agree. They agree also in extolling the merits of the elephants of the Pra-

cyas. They concur also in the height of the elephants, and both record the

use of foot-fetters, pillars, and female elephants to win over and tame the

elephants. The means of healing these animals mentioned by Megasthenes

are probably correctly given. The praise of polygamy and the anxiety to

have children are fully attested by the Arthasastra. The many notices of

the king are in part paralleled in Kautilya, especially with regard to massage.

There are some other details in which the accounts agree, but these are not

numerous, and they lack particularity. In certain matters there is a simila-

rity between the account given by Megasthenes regarding the people of the

land and the spies, but the similarity is only general and lacks all precision.

For the warriors on the other hand Megasthenes’ account appears to be cre-

ditable. With regard to the Amatyas there is only a general similarity, and

in the account given of the self-governing cities one can only work out a

certain parallelism.*

On the other hand there are great differences in many details. There

is nothing in the Artha^stra regarding milestones, but it is uncertain whether

any value lies in this contrast. The measurement of water is not recorded

in the ArthaS5stra, which recognises the existence of private water streams.

The Artha4astra forbids the use of wood for a fort, and requires stone work,

while the discoveries in 1899 revealed portions of the old wooden walls of

the city described by Megasthenes.^ Moreover Kautilya requires the forma-

tion of three moats round a fort, while in the account of Megasthenes there

is mention only of one, and there are differences in the measurements that

are given. Building in stone is established in the Arthafiastra, building in

wood is hardly known.

5. Stein, Meiasthmes, pp. 25-26.

6. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 224-32
; Cf. Timmer, Megasthenes, pp. 231, 232.

7. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 2847.
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The Artha^astra has a longer list of masters and servants with regard

to the dephants, and gives a longer list of the food which is suitable for them

in comparison with the grass referred to by Megasthenes. Megasthenes al-

leges a monopoly of horses and of elephants in the king : the Arthasastra

knows nothing of this, and we may legitimately ascribe the assertion to an

error of Megasthenes.* Megasthenes again is far behind the Artha4astra in

his account of the wealth of India in metals. The technical and chemical

knowledge for working the metals, partly for ornament, partly for use, is dis-

tinctly greater in the Artha^astra. The management of the mines is reserv-

ed entirely to the state which gives concessions to private persons only at a

rent or for a share in the produce. The many officers who were appointed to

look after these questions, mine controllers, controllers of useful metals, con-

trollers of money, controllers of salt, controllers of gold, goldsmiths, and the

conditions legally developed of private use, justify the conclusion that a higher

state of culture existed in the time of the ArthaSstra than in the notices of

Megasthenes.

In his account of the king Megasthenes omits all notice of such matters

as the women carrying bows in the palace, which reminds us of the practices

of the classical drama. He is equally ignorant of the presence of eunuchs

and of Kinatas.® They appear to have been appointed in later times to those

tasks. The picture given in the Artha^astra is of a fuller and more imposing

ceremony than is envisaged in Megasthenes. It is noteworthy also that the

term Yavana or Yavam is not mentioned by Kautilya, who if minister of

Candragupta must have come into political connection with the Greeks.

Megasthenes records a shutting off of the king’s road by means of cords.

The ArthaMstra on the other hand knows of other occasions and of other

means of clearing the way for the king. Megasthenes also ascribes to the

king the practice of going out to perform a sacrifice, which is unknown to

the Artha^astra, and also to the law books. Megasthenes also in his account

of the exit of the king gives a description of music being played, and des-

cribes his escort of women and the punishment of death, which is prescribed

for those people who press forward towards them.^®

Megasthenes recognises the devotion of the king to the decision of legal

cases which are brought before him.^i In this respect there is a marked dis-

tinction between him and Kaufilya, who gives no direct prescription for the

activity of the king in deciding cases brought before him. Moreover he has

left little time to engage in such occupations by reason of the programme of

his daily toil. In any case Kaultilya differs entirely from Megasthenes with

r^ard to the manner in which he performs his duty. We may admit that

the attention given to legal questions by the king according to Megasthenes

8. Frag. XXXVI, I.

10. Stein, Megasthenes, pp, 78-87.

9. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 74-7.
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exceeds his usual practice, but there is no doubt that the king in the Artha<

Sstra makes a good deal less of his legal work.

The Arthafistra treats of the king as practically doing little judidal

work, and it also draws a distinction between civil suits and police business.

The ArthaSastra distinguishes between three EMiarmasthas and three Pra-

destfs, while Megasthenes in his account of the matter follows rather the

account given in the Dharma^stras and like them allows the king the duty

of deciding causes himself. His position is much more simple and natural

than the division of functions envisaged by the Artha^astra, which implies

a later date.”

The sources of income of the king are given by the Artha4astra in much

greater detail than by Megasthenes. Megasthenes knows nothing of other

taxes than a quarter which he asserts was paid by the owners of the whole

land to the king, and he maintains that the whole land belonged to the king.*®

The Artha^lastra** shows a distinction between the lands assigned to the king

and the land in general, and suggests that there is no question of a consistent

amount of taxation levied on the royal land, though the usual sum was

obviously a sixth.

The financial business of the state is differently conceived by MegaS'

thenes and the ArthaSstra, Megasthenes contemplates a collegial manage-

ment by guardians of the treasury, the ArthaSastra has no proper treasurer,

though in a certain sense the Sannidhatr serves for this purpose. Equally

there are no Tamiai to be masters of the treasury in the Artha^astra. The

KoSdhyaksa is only subordinate to the Sannidhatr and has only the rank

of an inferior. Tlie Samahartr has no place as responsible for the handing

out of treasure. The treatment of finance therefore differs essentially bet-

ween Megasthenes and Kautilya ; the system is fundamentally differently

organised.

Megasthenes assigns liturgies of the hand workers to the king in accord-

ance with the views of the Dharma^astras, representing the practice of an

older date than the system of taxes which is prescribed in the ArthaiSastra.

Similarly Megasthenes shows little knowledge of the organisation of the army,

of the higher officers, and of the administration, which according to the Artha-

fiastra was distinct from the leading of the troops. What is far more im-

portant however, there is little sign in the ArthaSastra of any organisation

which would correspond to the control of the great forces necessarily to be
assumed as required by Candragupta. It is interesting that we have no full

account of the forces by Megasthenes, but the account given by the Artha-

fistra is obviously incompatible with the magnitude of an empire.

12. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 79, 80. 13. Frag. I. 44-6.

14. Stdn, Megasthenes, ];q>. 127-9.
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There is a considerable distinction between the account of the higher

officials givei by Megasthenes and by the ArthaSastra, Megasthenes appears

to pass over the Mantrin of the king in personal concerns, or to reckon him

with the other Mantrins. The whole system in the Artha§§8tra is more

elaborate ; there is a greater division of functions, as we have seen in the

case of police officers and of those who decide civil causes. The function-

aries in the Artha^astra are far more numerous and of varied character.

What is remarkable is that Megasthenes contemplates the existence of boards

of five in charge of various concerns, in contrast to the single overseer who
is assigned functions by Kautilya. The Agoranomoi^'' are rather controllers

of land than market functionaries and possibly Megastlienes’ account may
have been influenced by Plato’s Laws. The distinction between Megasthenes

and the Artha^astra on the collegiate principle is decidedly remarkable.

Smith^® considers that the Pentads are an official development of the un-

official Paiicayat, but that is not probable, for a Paficayat is essentially a

private institution which has specially the function of deciding disputed cases.

It is important to note that in the Artha^stra there is no provision for the

working together of any officials as a Synarchy. Any connection between

officials does not exist.

The account of Megasthenes is noteworthy for the absence of a head of

the six Pentads and the division into six groups of five,’^ Whereas the Artha-

sastra knows of a head of the town, the Nagaraka, with four subordinate

Sthanikas, and a number of Gopas, whose occupations were partly of a fiscal

and partly of a political character. The distinction between the thirty magis-

trates of Megasthenes without any presiding body is remarkable. The func-

tions of certain Pentads are not even recorded in the Athail^stra as in the

assignment of places of stay, the burial of the dead of strangers, and the

imposition of tenths. There is no connection between the Nagaraka and the

overseer of weights ; according to Megasthenes the fourth Pentad functioned

within the body of officials of the state, and the shrines were the commOT

business of the Synarchy. It is clear that there is a complete difference in

the structure of the magistracies between Megasthenes and Kautilya, and

the question does arise whether Megasthenes is trustworthy in reporting what

he has seen. It is difficult to see the source from which he has taken his

facts. There were five Astynomoi for the state and the Piraeus in Athens,

but the parallelism is very far from close. There is a further consideration

that there are six Pentads assigned to the military officials. He gives a

Nauarch and five officials ; an overseer over the cattle, and five officials ;
five

dficials over the foot, over the horse, over the chariots, and over the ele-

phants. His notice of a Nauarch is a remarkable fact, for there is not the

15. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 233, 234, suggests agronomoi.

16. Jnd, Ant, XXXIV, (1905), 200.

17. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 264-6.

32
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hint in the Artha^istra of a fleet serving military purposes, nor a

fleet commandant. He knows of course a Ndvadhyaksa, but he assigns to

him fiscal and business activities only ; he raises harbour duties, charges for

voyages, and ships ; he watches the trade done in journeys and collects the

monies due ; his duty is to drive away pirate ships and ships passing enemy

boundaries, and those which disturb the peace in the harbouns.’* There is

no question in the fourth century b.c. of shipping being known to India,

and the very restricted functions of the Navadhyaksa are quite incompatible

with sea fighting. Kautilya shows no affection for shipping, though he knows

of the use of ships as helping to bridge over a river.

The overseer in charge of cattle and the five officials assigned to him in

Megasthenes’ account are /not known to the Artha^stra, and the use of cattle

for the purpose of carrying goods is apparently rare in war time. The oc-

cupaticais assigned to the officer in charge of cattle include oversight of musi-

cians which is a curious prescription. He had also charge of the men em-

ployed with regard to the horses, a function assigned in the Artha^astra to

the charge of the master of tlie cavalry. Similarly the care of the machines

is put down by Kautilya to the Ayudhagaradhyaksa, and the bringing up of

the machines was in the Artha^astra assigned to the charge of labourers, who

were under the command of the Pra.4astr. The practice of foraging was in

the view of Megasthenes accompanied by music, which was obviously un-

suited to a warlike undertaking, The collegiate command of the foot, the

horse, the chariots, and the elephants is quite unknown to Kautilya, who has

an overseer chiefly devoted to administrative duties for each section of the

army. Megasthenes also appears to assign administrative functions to his

Pentads, but the numbers are somewhat suspicious and suggest that there

may be some confusion in his mind. The same remark applies to his asser-

tion that they made use of horses and elephants witliout bits.”

His account of the land workers, the herdsmen and the hunters, differs in

Megasthenes to a considerable extent from tlie descriptions given in the Artha-

fistra, but there is nothing of essential importance. In the account of traders

the ArthaMtra proves the existence of an extensive handwork industry, to some

extent a great industry, as is shown by the existence of merchants of establish-

ed and considerable positions in comparison with tlie descriptions in Megas-

thenes. The spies are developed elaborately in the ArthaSastra ; some groups

are also found in Megasthenes. but there are many more mentioned. Accord-

ing to Kautilya they come from all castes and occupations, while Megasthenes

treats the whole body as a single element of the state.

The description g[iven by Megasthenes of religious practices is too meagre

to allow of any real comparison with the ArthaSstra. It is possible that the

1& Stein, Megasthenes, p. 267.

19. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 266-77.
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beginning of the rainy season, when the new year of the Mauryas fell, there

were festivals, at which prophecies were derived from signs, or frwn the mouth

of ^iritual pcrstMis, of which the ArtiiaSstra tells us nothing. Megasthenea

bears testimony also to a great meeting,*" but of this we have no information

at all in the Arthai6astra nor in other sources. Megasthenes also records no-

thing of the work of the three spiritual authorities. I?tvij, AcSrya, and Puro-

hita ; the Purdiita evidently played a political part and he had servants tinder

him. It is suggested that Megasthenes tells us nothing of these three, because

he knew the king rather in the camp than in the palace, but the Purohita must

have been present also in the camp.**

From these points of difference Stein concludes against the contemporanei-

ty of the ArthaMstra and of Megasthenes, and he doubts the genuineness of the

ascription of the ArthaSastra to Candragupta’s minister. Tlie similarities

which are visible between the two authorities depend on matters of a general

character which are equally valid today. This can be said safely of the water-

ing of the land, of the double crops which it bears, the position of the forts,

which depends on the condition of the surrounding ground, the embrasures,

the carrying away of the water, or the training of elephants, or again poly-

gamy, or the eagerness for children, the life of the king and the spies, which

is common form in oriental kingship. On the other hand the differences be-

tween Megasthenes and the Artha^stra often touch on essential facts, and

point essentially to a distinction in date between the two authorities.

The arguments for asserting the similarity of the Artha^stra and of Me-

gasthenes given by Mr. N. N. Ghosh, Lecturer in Ancient Indian History, Al-

lahabad University, presented in the University of Allahabad Studies History

Section, 1942, do not seriously meet the points urged by Dr. Stein. He cites

the statements made by Megasthenes about the king leaving his palace to judge

cases, and compares a passage of Kaufilya,** without noting that the passage

refers only to the attitude of the king towards petitioners, and not specifically

to sedeers after justice. Similarly Megasthenes’ reference to the king having

no time to sleep during the day doubtless agrees with the assertion of the

Artha^tra, according to which, the whole of the day and the greater part of

the night are fully occupied in various kinds of work ; but there is no similari-

ty in the two passages. Again Megasthenes records the necessity of the king’s

changing his couch from time to time with a view to defeat plots against his

life, but Kautilya speaks of the mechanical contrivances of the royal house.

He says that the king’s residential palace** should have an elusive chamber

provided with secret passages, an underground chamber connected with many
secret passages for exits, and an upper story provided with a staircase hidden

20. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 283, 284.

21. Stein, Megasthenes, pp. 28&90. Cl, Wintemitz, Sir Asutosh Menmial
Volume, p. 34.

22. 1,19. 23. 1,20.
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in a wall. There is comnuMi to this account with that of Megasthenes only

the desire to escape dangers to one’s life ; the details of the Arthafistra are

ladcing in Megasthenes. The king according to Megasthenes has wo-

men to care for his perscm, but nothing is said of their being armed with

bows, as is duly recorded in the ArthaMstra,** a practice which appears to be-

long to a definitely later date.

Similarly Megasthenes devotes attention to elephants as kept by the king.

He asserts that a private person may not keep either a horse or an elephant,

which is not repeated by Kautilya.*® The Artha4astra has much information

regarding elephants which agrees closely enough with Megasthenes, but the

facts are all commonplace and present no ground for believing in contempora-

neity.

Megasthenes’ account states also the existence of superintendents who en-

quire into turths and deaths, with a view not only to levy a tax, but in order

that births and deaths among high and low may not escape the cognisance of

the government. Kaufilya refers to the enquiries made by the Gopas and

SthSnikas, but he refers only to the fact of the number of tax payers, a dis-

tinction of considerable importance.

Megasthenes’ reference to superintendents of trade and commerce, and

persons having charge of weights and measures, and those who supervised the

manufactured articles, is said to have a corresponding picture in fuller detail

in the ArthaSastra (II. 16 ; IV, 2). Unfortunately the distinction between the

account given by Megasthenes and that of the Artha^astra is very great, and

the fuller detail marks a definite distinction between the two accounts.

There is a like distinction between the account given by Megasthe-

nes of a class of officers who collect taxes and superintend the occu-

pations connected with land, as those of wood-cutters, carpenters, blacksmiths,

and miners, and the detailed account given by Kaufilya of the arrangement

of revenue collections under the Samahatr, under whom a large number of

superintendents worked to collect taxes from different sources. Megas-

thenes mentions mines, wood-cutters, and the construction of roads, but

Kaufilya gives a much fuller picture with details of mining operations and

metallurgical manufactures under the superintendent of metals, called LohSdhy-

aksa. Here again the distinction in detail marks the differences between the

two accounts.**

In like measure Kaufilya adds details on the subject of irrigation not found

in the records of Megasthenes. In connection with the water rates paid by the

cultivators he speaks of four methods of irrigation, and in other places adds

another two, ^milarly he describes a fine levied on those who let out the

water or hinder its flow. The point here of course is that the details given

24. 1.21.

26. Stdn, M«tasth*nes, pp. 260 S.

25. Stdn, Megasthenes, pp. 5860.
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are foreign to Megasthenes, and therefore are valueless for establishing the

simultaneity of the accounts given by Megasthenes and in the Artha^tra.

It is suggested that book two of the Artha^stra, giving information about

details of the administration, gives a full picture of which a partial one is ob-

tained in Megasthenes’ account, presenting interesting points of similarity. But

as a matter of fact that the points of similarity are few and far between. The
Artha^stra names the Senapati as capable of leading the four arms of the

force-infantry, cavalry, elephants, and chariots. This corresponds to the divi-

sion of Candragupta's forces given by Megasthenes. But the comparison is

confined to the members of the army, which are common form in India, and
Megasthenes expressly mentions tliat each section of the fora-s was in charge

of a distinct Pentad of officers. The differeiKe is essential Megasthenes again

mentions the admiralty, but the admiral has no real resemblance to Kaufilya’s

Navadhyafcsa as we have already seen.

Megasthenes speaks of counsellors and assessors to deliberate on public

affairs, and who form the smallest class, but are most highly respected. This

no doubt corresponds to the account given by Kaufilya of the Mantrins and the

Mantriparisad ; but this is common to all accounts, and the fact that Kaufilya

knows a Mantrin specially attached to the person of the king, who is ignored

by Megasthenes, is passed over

Megasthenes’ failure to recognise the character of the Indian castes and his

division of the people into seven classes, (1) philosophers, (2) husbandmen,

(3) herdsmen and hunters, (4) traders. (5) warriors, (6) overseers, (7)

counsellors, and assessors, are accepted by Mr. Ghosh, and it is suggested that

it may be inspired by his knowledge of Egyptian conditions.

The security of life and property in the time of Candragupta is attested

by Megasthenes’ reference to theft as a very rare occurrence, and to houses and

property being generally left unguarded. Kautilya’s reference to the cus-

tom of some parts of the house being left open, excluding the parts used by the

women-folk, has clearly nothing to do with the times of Candragupta. The

familiarity of Megasthenes with the marriage dowry of a yoke of oxen cor-

responds no doubt to the Ansa form of marriage mentioned by Kaufilya, but

there is no real parallelism between the two passages. Megasthenes treats

die matter as a clear case of purchase and knows no other.

It is contended that Kaufilya was a mere pawtit, as endless hair-splitting

discussions in the book show, and could not be a statesman, as the traditional

Kautilya was supposed to have been. Dr. Wintemitz in special stresses the

point that the book gives proof of the pedantry of a pai>dit, and he denies the

hall mark of an experienced administrator or the stamp of a statesman. He

does not believe that an Indian minister could have found time or inclination

27. Timmer, Megasthenes, pp. 270, 271.

28l Calcutta University R^er^p Lectures, 1924.
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to write a fomuil treatise of this type. It is admitted Jiat KautUya was un-

doubtedly a paiodit. and that the style of the book is scholastic, conforming to

the reo^nised literary form, and to the conventimis determining this kind of

composition. It is objected, however, that, as argued by Professor Jacobi, the

bocdc displays uncommon administrative experience such as one would expect

in the work of a versatile and learned man. The point, however, is that there

is no trace of a commanding intellect in the actual work before us. It is an

interesting and valuable production, throwing light on many subjects, but

there is no proof that it is the production of a man who has lived the active

life which is assigned by tradition to Kaufilya. There is no objection to an

administrator having inclination, or being able to And the time, to expound po-

litical theories in the light of administrative experience. Harsa, Bhoja, and

KmoadevarAya are decidedly doubtful examples, but more value attaches to

Frederick the Great, MAdhavacarya, Todarmal, Richelieu, Warren Hastings,

Woodrow Wilson, Lenin and Churchill, but the point is that the Artha^astra

does not exhibit any qualities of the type indicated.

Professor Wintemitz’s argument that the Artha^stra contemplates merely

a small state, and not the affairs of a great empire, cannot be removed. Mr.

Ghosh argues that there arc a number of passages in the text, which easily

lend themselves to the interpretation that the author had in mind the policy of

a big empire when he built up his theories. Unfortunately this is hardly borne

out in the passages cited. In I. 5, there >s merely a reference to undisputed

sovereignty in the world, and the same thing applies to a citation in 1. 6,

and the refereiKC in IX. 1, to the extent of the territory of the Raja Cakra-

vartin from the Himalayas in the north to the sea, does not contradict in the

slightest the essential characteristics of the work, which deals with states of

small size. That he had the conception of a large state is by no means proved

by his recommendation of the number of members for the Mantripari§ad. He
assigns the number to be as many as is required for the circumstatKes in oppo-

sition to Manu, Brhaspati, and Osanas, who recommend the number to be only

12, 16, and 20 respectively. That he contemplated a bigger state than that

which Manu, Brhaspati, and Csanas had in view may be clear, but it does not

mean that he contemplated a large state, and the view receives no additicHial

support from the reference in I. 15, to the assembly of Indra consisting of a

thousand sages. We are certainly not carried beyond the magnitude of a com-

paratively small state. The suggestions in V. 3, regarding the amounts pay-

able to government servants are decidedly moderate. Dr. Ghosh’s view that

the s^aries are meant to be memthly depends on the interpretation of a pas-

sage which yields no satisfactory sense. **

Ftirther, it is a matter of importance that there is no reference to Kautilyg

in the record of Megasthenes. It is of course true that Megasthffles is not

29. Meyu, Das ArthaU$tta, p. 3S4, n. 5.
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pr^aemd intact, but it is decidedly remarkable that he should be totally siloit

with regard to Kautilya, if he played the part which is ascribed to him by

later Indian tradition. The silence of later Greek writers is a strcmg support

for the view that nothing was said of Kautilya by Megasthenes. and that he

was not credited with an important part in the achievanents of Candragupta.

It is argued that M^asthenes did not write a history, but merely recorded cer-

tain conditions which specially interested him. He was not interested in in-

dividuals but in institutions, and apart from Candragupta, to whose court he

was an accredited ambassador, he hardly six)ke of any other prominent indi-

vidual of the court or country. A parallel is cited in tire failure of Yuan

Chwang to mention in his records the name of Hanja s court poet. Bapabhatta.

But the parallelism is completely lacking. Yuan Chwang had no occasion

whatever to mention Bi^abhatts. who formed no part of the essential cha-

racteristics of Harsa’s work, and was not even a Buddhist.

Professor Hillebrandt held tire view that the woik aiose m the school

of Kautilya in whose name the views of the alleged author arc cited in oppo-

sition to other teachers. The expressions iti Kautilyal.i, and neti Kaufilyah,

which are found about eighty times in the work sugge.st stiongly tlrat the

Artha^stra could not have been a work of Kautilya himself, but must have

arisen from a school of his. To this contention it is objected that the usage was

a literary etiquette observed by ancient Indian writers, especially when they

had to criticise tire views of well known previous writers and to assert their

own views. This is illustrated by a citation from ViSvarupa, the great com-

mentator on Yajnavalkya, but obviously his authority is of no value for the

time of Kautilya. The same remark applies to a like assertion made by the

commentator, Medhatithi, on the Manusmrti, I. 4. A more relevant example

is the fact that iti Vatsyayanah is used in the Kamasutra, and it is suggested

that this remark is inserted by Vatsyayana himself. It must be admitted

that Vatsyayana’s actual authorship of the Kamasutra is open to grave doubt,

nor is the date at all convincing.-"

It is objected that reference to early autliorities, which are made in the

Artha§astra, would not have been inserted by a follower of the Kautilya school,

long after the death of the founder, reproducing his doctrines which by that

time had evidently gained general recognition. Who would have taken interest

in exploded theories after Kautilya’s theories had gained recognition for cen-

turies ? A follower of Kautilya who accepted him as his guru would ncA have

referred to his r^ptments as acaryas, for his only aeSrya was his guru ; whik

it was quite reasonable for Kautilya himself to refer to previous writers, whose

theories he had to meet and explode, with the deference that he did and to

call them ac&ryas. It is to be feared that this is not a satisfactory conclusion.

30. Das KautiliyaiastTa, p. 10.

31. Keith, Sanskrit Literature, pp. 467-9.
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and we can set off against his view the opinicm of Professor Jolly that the

whde work is likely to have been composed by a single person, probably a

pai^dit belonging to a school of polity and law, who, to render a dry subject

interesting, introduced ddjates in which the Purvapaksa is put in the mouth

of eminent sages, or of deities, whose names he got from the Mahabharata or

from tradition, while the Uttarapaksa or Siddtenta is reserved for Kaufilya.

It is of course possible that there were works called ArthaiSastra ascribed to

sages of the past such as Byhaspati and Vi^liaksa, extracts from which have

been found in the commentary on Yajftavalkaya by Viivarupacarya.''® But

it must be regarded as frankly doubtful whether all the authors cited by the

Arth£ri§stra were actually writers of works, and still more whether any of

them were as old as the alleged date of Kautilya. The fact that the order of

precedence to which he assigns the authors is probably not the chronological

order, but was the order of merit determined by the convenience to the Artha-

iSastra of discussion, is probably true enough, but there is not the slightest

proof that the order was not jxwsible to anyone except a great master. Nor is

it at all convincing to claim that the remark that the contents of all previous

masters have been compressed in the Artha^stra is proof that the Artha§as-

tra was not the product of a school, because, if it were the product of a school,

it would in that case have appealed to the traditions of the school itself, and

not to older teachers who would have been looked upon as the leaders of rival

schools. All that the Artha^astra really says is that the doctrines set forth

by previous authorities have been made into the Arthaiastra by condensation.

That the opinions of Kautilya are only given at second hand is suggested

by their discussion ascribed to Bharadvaja in V. 6 ; the idea that Kautilya,

writing at first hand, should have contrasted his view with that of Bharadvaja

is frankly improbable, not to say unconvincing. The fact appears to agree

with the consideration that under the explanation of Apade&i in the last

book is cited one of Kautilya’s sentences, from which the prima facie condu-

sion is that Kaufilya is quoted as an authority, not as an author.^’

It is argued further in support of the theory of Kautilya’s authorslrip

that there is evidence of the anxiety of the author to strengthen the position

of the king in the time of confusion and turmoil, and to make his king an

accomplished, efficient, and virtuous ruler of men. Though he has followed

the traditions of the Dharma^stras, his book is free from their metaphysical

speculations, and is solely concerned with the science of polity and adminis-

tration. In his anxiety to establish the undisputed authority of Candragupta,

he could not tolerate the existence of any other ruler but his king, resembling

Richelieu in his anxiety to secure Louis XIV absolute sovereignty over

Prance. Referring to the existence of republican states, e.g., Kamboja, Su-

32. The passages are modem in type.

33. Meyer, Das ArthaiSstro, p. 6^ admits the fact.
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liiftra, LiochavOca, Vrjika, Mallaka, Madraka, KurupafkSlaa, he goes on to

prescribe the means of destroying them by sowing seeds of dissension among

them. The Artha'§astra, however, does not contemplate the complete destruc-

tion of these tribes, and it is perfectly obvious that the author did not believe

in the establishment of an undisputed sovereignty for his royal master.

The identity of Kaufilya is maintained from the comlaned testimony of

the Vayu, Matsya, and Brahmaj)da Purajjas, the date of which is suggested

to be as early as 250 a.d. That date however is purely conjectural, and is

probably a century at least too old. His name as G^akya is attested about

the middle of the fifth century a.d. in the Ceylonese Chronicle, the Mah&-
vaihsa. The Ceylon tradition gives further particulars of Caajakya, that he

was a learned Brahmin, a native of Taksa^lo, devoted to his mother and im-

placable to his enemies, that he had a grudge against the last Nanda who had
publicly insulted him, that he was the prime mover of the revolution against

the Nandas, and that he continued to be a minister of Candragupta long

after his accession. It is suggested that Kautilya was the name he assumed

as the best suited to the theme of his book ; such assumed names were not

new in Indian literature. What were the names like Vatavyadhi, Kaupapa-

danta, or Pi4una of the previous writers mentioned in the Arthasastra but

assumed names ? It must however be admitted that this doctrine of assumed

names accords much better with the theory of a school than with the actual

writing of the text of the Arthasastra by Kautilya himself.

Another name of Kautilya as the servant of Candragupta is Vippugupta,

which was altered to Kautilya after his destruction of the line of Nanda ac-

cording to the Mudraraksasa. The date of the Mudrarak§asa is doubtful.

It has been assigned to the time of Candragupta Vikramaditya, but that seems

to be extremely improbable. It is, however, probably later than the Raghu-

vaih^ of Kalidlasa, and has been variously ascribed to the seventh, eighth,

and ninth centuries.®* The value of the mention in the I\irapas is far from

great, for the contents thereof are very far from being verified day by day

in the light of epigraphic evidence. The Paficatantra is of course of no value

as evidence. The same condition applies to the remarks of KSmapdaka> who

really writes at second hand. It is important, however, to note that Daipdin

in the Da&ikumaracarita seems to use language, which recognises the exist-

ence of the Artha^stra but hardly its antiquity.

In opposition to these facts we have the statement in XV. 1, that the

^tra has been made by one, who from intolerance quickly rescued the scrip-

tures and the science of weapons and the earth ruled by the Nandas. A refer-

OKe has also been seen in II. 10, dealing with the mode of royal writs, which

says that the rules have been made by Kautilya narendrartham ; the term

Narendra has been used in the Brahmapda Purapa for Maurya and there

34. Keith, Sanskrit Drama, p. 204.
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NarendiE is another name for Candragupta.^* It must be admitted to be

curious that Narendra should be found here in the Arthafestra for Candra*

gfxpbst, and that throughout the rest of the work he should be treated with

absolute silence. It is, to tell the truth, very difficult to accept this interpreta-

tion of Narendra. Still less likely is it that in I. 4, Gupta should stand for

Candragupta.

The name Kaultilya, which is doubtless chosen from the suitability of

the meaning, has been read as Kautilya by T. Gapapati Sastii, but it may

be feared that this correction is of no great value. The omission of all refer-

eiKes to Pati^liputra, stressed by Professor Jolly, is decidedly singular, for it

was the capital held by Candragupta, and it is at least remarkable that there

was no context for it in the Artha^stra. It is further to be considered that

the Artha^stra has largely borrowed from the Yajhavalkyasmrti, and as the

date of the latter is later than the third century a.d., the Artha^stra must

have come after it. This argument has no weight in the eyes of T. Gapapati

iS^tri. The date of Kaufalya having been fixed as the fourth century B.C.,

it naturally follows that Yajflavalkya, from whom Kautalya has borrowed,

should be anterior to the latter. Besides the word Yajfiavalkya is mentioned

in the Gargjadigapa from the sutra of P^ni. From this it is clear that Ra-

pini knew of a Yajfiavalkya bom of the Yajnavalka Gotra. Probably the

same Yajfiavalkya was the author of the Smrti and therefore earlier than

I%|nini. It is to be feared that this evidence is inadequate. Paiiiini clearly

caruiot be asserted to have known of a Yajfiavalkya, and there is no proba-

bility that the Yajfiavalkya Smjti is earlier than the third century a.d.

The suggestion that the Artha^astra, covering as it does several branches

of human knowledge, could not {x>ssibly be the production of a single author,

but a composition by several authors, is certainly not disproved by the asser-

tion of Kimapdaka in the preface to his Nltisara. It is unnecessary to sup-

pose that Kamapdaka, whose date is certainly later than the first century B.C.,

is to be credited with more accurate and reliable knowledge about Kautilya

than we of the present day. Professor Jacobi suggests the similarity between

the text and Jainism, with special reference to the fact that the Nandisutra

and the Anuyogadvdrasutra of the Jain canon mention the Kautihyas. His

view is that redaction of the Jain canon and of the Kautiliya fell to-

gether. Jainism declined after the period of the Nandas, so that the cantm

must be dated about this period. It is. however, to be noted that the lan-

guage of the Jain canon is far later than the time of the Nandas, and, if the

language could be changed, then the content also was far from secure. We
know the Jain tradition reveals early losses, and we have no right to hold

that in substance or in detail our present canon goes back to the fourth cen-

tury ftc FWessor Jact^i further contends that there existed only three sys-

35. Ind. Ant. 1918, 55.
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t^ina of philosophy at the time of the Artha^stra. This is quite unfounded.

The Anvik^kS of the Artha4astra merely denotes logic and dialectics as

methnds of investigation, and not any metaphysical teaching like the Adhyat-

mavidyd ;*• there is no assertion that it constituted the whole of philosophy.

He is wrong also in denying that Jayanta is a Brahmanical godj, for he is

found in the Sutras, and the view that in the third century A.D. the worship

of the Alvins was antiquated totally lacks all evidence.

The evidence of the Kama^stra does not tell in favour of the antiquity

of the Artha^^tra. But Vatsyiayana certainly knew the Arthafiastra, and

it is very probable that he took its form for the model of his work, which,

like the Artha^astra, consists of prose discussions, with occasional verses,

each chapter terminating with one or more ^okas. In both the definitions

and discussions are relieved by references to ancient talcs and the device of

quasi-debate betwen ancient sages. It has been suggested by Dr. Radhaku-

mud Mookherji” that the author of the KamaMstra may have been the

same as that of the ArthaSastra and of tlie Nyfiyabliasya, but this view lias

no probability whatever. That the Kamasastra is much later than the Artha-

Mstra, which is claimed by Professor Jacobi,^® is equally improbable. Pro-

fessor Jolly has disposed of all his arguments in this regard ; the knowledge

of the Vai^ika philosophy, which is found in the Kama'Sstra, is irrelevant,

because the ArthaSastra had no reason to mention the Val^ika, if it con-

sidered it to be of no value. Again, if the Kama®stra knows Greek astro-

logy, the Artha^astra mentions (II. 24) two of the planets and disapproves

(IX* 4) of the belief in the stars as influencing human destiny.

It must be noted also that in the Arthas&stra (X. 3) are to be found

two verses cited which apparently are taken from Bh^.*" If the borrowing

is genuine, this would accord fully with a date not before three hundred A.D.

for the ArthaMstra. This would agree well enough with the absence of any

early evidence of the existence of Gapakya as a writer* The MahabhSrata,

though it is elaborate in its account of kingly duties, does not mention him,

and the Mahabhasya of Patafijali, though it knows well Candragupta and

the Maurya^, is equally silent with regard to him. On the other hand there

is plenty of evidence from about four hundred a.d. of the existence of the

ArthaSstra, which was clearly made use of by the Tantrakhyayika,'*'’ which

perhaps falls about four hundred a.d.

There are other evidences of comparatively recent date of the Artha-

0sitn. The geographical outlook is wide. It is very doubtful whether the

36. Sir Asutosh Memorial Volume, p. 28.

37. Studies in Ancient Hindu Polity, pp. XIII, XIV.
38. Sits. Bui. Akad. 1911, pp. 961 f; 1912, pp. 841 ff. Vatsyayana’s actual

authorship id speculative.

39. Jolly, Intr. p. 10.

40. Keith, Sanskrit literature, pp. 247 f.
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term Qna could have been used before the advent to power of the Tain

dynasty in China, and, if VSnSyu denotes Arabia as a source of horse^*^ it

is unlikely that the term occurred in a work written under Candragupta;

similarly the word Suvapjtakudya is unlikely in a period of that date. More-

over the Artha^tra presumes the existence of a amsiderable technical litera-

ture on such topics as agriculture, architecture, chemistry, mining, minerology,

veterinary science, the treatment of trees, and the Sulbadhatu^tra. In a

case of alchemy we are told of the conversion of base metals into gold, and

we find the use of the term rasa of mercury, which has hitherto not been

traced further back than the Bower manuscript of the fourtli century a.j>.,

and in the wotIcs of Caraka and Su4ruta, the text of which is of very dubious

date. The impression of a late date, which is thus given, gains confirmation

from the fact that alchemy appears clearly to have been imported into India

and not to be of independent origin there. If we assume a Graeco-Syriac

origin, we must tend to place derivation in the early centuries of the Christian

era. With this accords well the use of the term surangd or surutigd in the

ArthaMstra in the sense of “ mine”, if its source is, as is most probable, the

Hellenistic Greek syrinx. The number of chemical substances mentioned in

the Arthaj§astra is longer than that of Susruta and other works, and it points

to a later stage of the development of chemistry in the period of Kautllya

than at the time of Susruta. This is an unquestioned fact, and the argument

is that Su4ruta dealt with only a small number of chemicals because his was

a purely medical work, while the Artha^stra was not limited in scope, but

concerned itself with a variety of subjects such as the manufacture of gold

and other precious metals, the preparation of ix)ison etc,, and consequently

refers to a good number of chemical substances. The fact however points

rather to the posteriority of the ArthaSstra.

There is also evidence of considerable literary knowledge. The chapter

on Tantrayuktis presumes a long refinement in methods of exposition and of

argument. Anvifc^iki is defined to include Sariikhya, Yoga, and Loknyata,

which reflects the period when Saihkhya and Yoga had established themselves

as distinct schools, and when Lokayata had won a place for itself. It is also

certain that the use of teclmical grammatical terms in II. 10, probably sug-

gests knowledge of PSijini’s Astadhyayi. The Artha^stra knows also other

Artha^stras and Dharma§3stras, as well as treaties on Varfa and Dapxlanlti.

He shows full knowledge of writing, attested by his rules regarding registra-

tion, the wording of documents including royal edicts and letters, and the

use of written contracts, a point in which he differs distinctly from Megas-

thenes. He knows the main story of the Mahabharata, and the accounts of

Rfivana and DSodakya can be traced to the Ramayana. Many of the

authorities on Artha^stra, which are cited are also recorded in the great epic,.

41. Penia is suggested by Meyer, Das Artkaiistra, p. XLVII, 212.
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where Kaioika for instance a|H)ears as the counsellor of Dhrtarai^ra, and is

given sayings for which parallels can be found in the ArthaSstra. It is also

recorded (III. 7) that the SQta and Magadha of the Pui&jas are not to be

confused with the ordinary Suta and Magadha, the product of mixed marria-

ges, which is precisely the PuiSijic doctrine. Tire form of the work, which

is asserted to include a Sutra and a Bhasya according to a verse appended

to the work, is not clearly defined, and does not give any impression of early

composition. The language has been alleged to be early. We must of course

distinguish two different things, in the first place the presence in the text of

a large number of unusual words and meanings, in the second place the ex-

istence of forms which can really claim to be archaic. The former words

are of course undeniable, but they have nothing to do with the antiquity of

the text ;
they are merely the outcome of its unique character. The archaic

nature of the forms in the second category is extremely doubtful. T. Gaioa-

pati 6astrf‘- gives a list which includes the following forms ; irregular genders,

rajjuna, aifila, amitram, sarpanirmokam ; irregular formations, as in khadi-

labhih, anyatamasmin, p&raficikam, margayuka ; irregular comixrunds, such

as jaradguh, daSatirafcsa, ubhayatoratra, var$aratra, pa^cahna : irregularity

of mood, as in adeyat, akafikseta, pdhyatam ; of form, as in prasvapayitva,

nistarayitvS, apakrantavyam, anuvasitam ; of usage, as in pratipatsyami,

apavyyate ; and of syntax, as in dapayet with two accusatives. It is not

necessary to examine the correctness of reading, or the possibility of finding

defences ; for example dapayati with two accusatives is found in the epic,

apavyayate in Manu, pratipatsyami has parallels, pakahna is analogical

;

there are other post-Paninean parallels for the other passages, while the form

ideyat is probably like paraneika a mere error of the text. In any case none

of the passages can be said to be in any genuine sense of the word archaic.

With this position as regards language, the metrical condition of the

work corresponds entirely. In the first place the .^loka is handled with great

care to make it conform to the developed rules of the metre ; it is far more

accurate than the 41oka of the Mahabharata, or of that of the BrhaddevatS,

aivd this suggests that the 41oka belongs to a later date than the time of

Candragupta. In the second place we find seven tristubh stanzas which are

either of the Indravajra or the Upajati type. This is extremely significant,

for whether the verses are original or are merely quoted they establish this

form of metre as existing at the time of the composition of the work. It is

significant that the practice of assimilating the four verses of a tristubh stanza

is decidedly late. The Vedic texts and the early epic show clearly that the

practice had not yet come into force, and, when it is found, it must be re-

cognised that artistic canons had come to affect the metre. In accordance

with this are the elaborate rules given in II. 10, regarding the preparation of

42. Part III, Appendix, III.
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edicts, which betray acquaintance with the principles of the Alafifcara^Sstra.

It should also be noted that we find an example (II. 12) of the Aupachanda-

saka metre, which, though not an early form, is found in the later epic.

It is impossible to find any support for an early date for the Artha^fistra

in the Hindu Polity of K. P. Jayaswal. In his opinion Megasthenes and the

ArthaSSstra are contemporary. He accepts further the posteriority of YSjfla-

valkya to the Artha43stra, holding that his code is based for law proper

mainly on the Arthai^stra. The date of Yajfiavalkya*’ is determined by the

punishment provided for the forgery of coins, styled N&jaka. The period

would therefore be about 150 to 200 a.d. It must be remembered of course

that the date of Yajfiavalkya is uncertain, as the Smrti is made up of various

parts, and a definite date is hard to assign.^' But it is perfectly clear that

YSjKavalkya is a late author, and the fact that he was used by the Artha-

fflstra has been definitely proved by Professor Jolly. Professor Jolly’s**

evidence that the Artha^tra borrows from the Smrti text and not vice

versa, is conclusive evidence that the Artha^astra belongs to a comparatively

late date.

Equally unavailing are the arguments urged by J. Meyer.*® The at-

traction to him of the supposition of the writing of the work by the Chancellor

of Candragupta has blinded him to the facts of the case. He ignores the

argument of Kialidos Nag*' that the diplomacy of Kautilya is not that of a

centralised empire, and does not show any trace of the centralisation of

Candragupta’s imperialism. Yet the fact was obvious to Mr. Monahan,**

and drove him to the conclusion that the work must have been composed

before the imperial system of Candragupta was started.

Nothing also is to be gained from tlie contentions of Drt Radhakumud

Mookerji, who seeks veiled references to Candragupta in several passages of

the Artha^stra, and argues that the verse added to the end of the botA,

asserting the conquest of the Nandas, was due to the author, and is an essen-

tial part of the ArthaMstra. It is the only passage which refers clearly to

the defeat of the Nandas, and there is no reason to believe that it belongs to

the original work. There is already a metrical conclusion.

B. C. J. Timmer** has given a valuable comparison of the work of

Megasthenes with the information which can be obtained from Indian texts.

In her opinicm the ArthaMstra is not to be ascribed to the minister of Candra-

gupta, but is a compilation, the theoretical production of a school. Ondng

43. Manu and YdjAavalkya, pp. 58^1.

44. Loath, Die Yaiftavalkyasmrti, pp. XIV-XVII, LVH, LVIII.
46. Z. D. M. G. LXVIl. 49 ff. Intr. pp. 12 ff.

46. Dos Ar/AoMsfra (1926).

47. L«s theories diptomatiaue de Vlnde ancienne et VArthaiastra, p. 115.

48. Early History of Bengal, p. 31.

49. Megfistkenes en de Indische Maatsehappij (1930).
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to M^:asthene8’ habit of mixing theory and fact, his failure to grasp the

facts, and his lacking a general view, his work cannot be decisive in

questions of history, though he often gives to us a realistic description of

matters of which we have no aaurate information from Indian sources. The

reference in Diodorus to the terms on which the ground is cultivated by the

people is due to a mistaken reading of Megasthenes’ text. He has confused

the contract—^workers on the domain and the agriculturalists, who are in

hereditary possession of the land. She rejects the view of Breloer that agri-

culture was socialised. As a matter of fact, the views of Breloer,"® who is

in favour of the traditional ascription of the ArthaSstra to Candragupta’s

chancellor, lack any serious justification.

50. Kaufaliya Studien, Mil, (1927-34).



HARSA, THE AUTHOR OF THE ANKA-YANTRA-
CINTAMANI & HIS RELATIVES

By

Prof. G. V. DEVASTHALI, Nasik.

No work of the name of the Aijka-yantra-cint&maiji (AYC) has been

noticed by Aufrecht in his monumental work, though he has mentioned the

Aiika-mantra-cintamaoi* whose author, however, is not noted, and the Aiika-

grantha,'-’ the Ahka-yantra-vidhi,^ and the Mantroddhara-ko&i< or simply

Uddhftra-ko^ composed by Har^ Diksita or by Ilai^a. It is not, however,

clear whethelr any one of these works is identical with our AYC or even

whether Har$a the author of these works is to be identified with our Har$a.

As little seems as yet to have been said about Harsa, the author of the AYC,

I propose in the following lines to record detailed information regarding this

author and also try to arrive at a tolerably approximate date for him.

In the introductory verses of his AYC Har5a has given some valuable

infonnation about himself which helps us a great deal in not only identifying

him, but also in fixing his date with tolerable certainty. Though from the

colophon* and also the chronogram* at the beginning of the only avatlaUe’

MS of this work, the name of the work seems to be AYC
; yet from the

third verse* in the introduction one may say that the name of the work

could also be Ahka-yantra-vyalqti or Anka-41oka-yantra-vyalqti, while from

the word uddhrtya occurring in the same verse one may even be tempted to

declare the name of the work as Anka-yantroddhara or sin^rly the Yantrod-

dli&ra. Coming to the name of the author himsdf we find that according

to the colophon* it ia singly Hansa while in one of the introductory verses

1. Aufrecht, C. C I, p. 4b.

2. Loc. dt Also cf. dt., p. 763 b.

3. Op. cit. Ill, p. 2b, and p. 157b.

4. Op. ciit.. Ill, p. 93a and p. 157b.

5. The coition is ‘
|

6. The duonogram is
‘ 3PT aiTRlJ (’

7. This is MS. No. 2516 of The Bhadkamkar Collection of MSS. presented

by Prof. H. D. Velankar—my Guru - to the Bombay University Library. In my
Descriptive Catalogue this MS. is described under No. 1719.

a The verse reads : ‘
I

9. The colophon is :
‘

tptfcT WT1H»1
»’
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it is Sri-Hapsa. But in view of the fact that our author jHefixes the letter

^ to the name of his great-grand-father, Sridhara and calls him fiii-Srldhara.

it would not be wrong to conclude that the real name of our author is Har$a

rather than gii-haisa.

The introductory verses'® of the AYC are important for our purpose

since they give us the names of all the relatives of our author and thus help

us to fix up his identity. From these verses we know that Srfdhara, a resi-

dent of Malava, was the great-grand-father of our author ; and that the

names of his grand-father and father are §ivadasa and Suryadasa respec-

tively. We also learn that our author had two elder brothers whose names
were Rama and Lak$maina respectively. Little as this information would
seem to be in itself it is yet of great importance to us, for it is this infom;ja-

tion that helps us to establish our author’s identity as a younger brother of

a great writer known as Rama Vajapeyin who also in several of his works
has stated his pedigree which is exactly identical with the one stated by our

author." It is, therefore, possible to reconstruct the genealogy and set forth

full information about these relatives of Har§a on the strength of the mate-

rial supplied not only by himself but also by his brothers Ramacandra and
Bharata.

And we begin with the oldest ancestor that is mentioned by them.
Har^a tells us that in the land of MSIava there lived a very learned man
named Sridhara. Ramacandra, however, not satisfied with such a plain

statement, has described his great-grand-father in rather glowing terms" in

his Yantra-prakasa (YP), from where we learn that Sridhara was an adept
in Vedic lores and that he belonged to the Vatsa Gotra. Next comes Siva-

10. The verses are :

—

( r. )
'ywf&I: I

SJfcJt II 1 II

aw frWM: |

Us 5^^ ( r. 3 ) *Wc5 ( r. ?l: ) II X il

etc. See note 8 above.

11. This will be dear from the various quotations from works
given bdow.

12. Read
: |-

%4WW<l^«IHfl35n?M^I%955RJFf; ||

—Peterson, Report IV, p. 55.

33
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ditta who has been described by Har$a as Sarvajlia-cudamaiOi ; and RStna-

candra also satisheis himself by declaring that he was a man of wide fame.

SOryaddsa is the son of this Sivad^ and the father of our author, who

describes him as atmavid and samrat : RSmacandra in his YP does not apply

any epithet to his father, but in his Samarasdra adds one more viz. agnicit.'*

Tlie signihcaiKe of these epithets is very well explained by the authcw’s

younger brother, Bharata who states that Suryadasa was called Samrat be-

cause he had performed the Vafapeya sacrifice including the Bfhaspati sava :

and agnicit, because he performed the Suvanjaciti.*^

Harja does not give us any clue to the name of his mother. But

Ramacandra very clearly states it to be Visalaksi.*® He also calls himself

ViBalakgi-tanaya,'^'’ and even where he has called himself Vai^lakseya we find

the colophon calling him VisalaksT-sunu.*" There can, therefore, be no doubt

that the name of Suryadasa’s wife was VisalaksT and not ViSalaksa.

Though we can’t be sure as to the exact number of sons that Suryadasa

had, we can trace at least four of them.. Harsa speaks of two elder brothers

viz. Rdma and Lak^mapa : and we know of one more younger brother of

Rdmacandra. This is Bharata who not only declares himself to be a
younger of Ramacandra, but also owns him as his Guru.i* Rama, Lalc5maija,

13. Read : # JRRgjfbsRFT

Eggeling, I. O. Cat, Na 3117

14. Read :
' rjW

( f- ^ ,

Eggeling, I. O. Cat., No. 3117

(The original given by Eggeling is for obvious reasons emended

to

15. Read ; fMlt «I«rra: I. O., No. 3117 ; 3154.

16. Read ; || Peterson, Report IV, p. 55.

17. Read
: ( r.

qgtipl II I. O., No. 427.

Here the colophon is

:

l I. o., No. 427.

18. aiPispj

JIWI5W ( r. II

(The emendation ofd?[f^ into tlt{^ is mine.]

RaiTFSt RRFf «RII
|

The introductory and the conduding verses of W’s flleST on
WRRR. H. O., No. 3117.1
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Harsa, and Bhaiata would therefore, appear to be the four sons of Suryadasa.

Of these Rama is certainly the eldest as it is implied in the statonent of

Har$a. Presumably Bharata is the youngest not only because he is not

takm note of by Har$a, but also because he owns Ramacandra as his Guru

which shows that there is a great difference between the ages of these two

brothers. Of the two that remain Lafcsmaija is admittedly the elder. The

names of these brothers as given above arc, therefore, also in the right order

frcMn the point of view of their ages.

Of these four sons only the eldest seems to have acquired a great name

for himself by composing several works. Here again Harsa simply tells us

that all the sons of Siiryadasa commanded great respect from all and had

performed several sacrifices. But we can get a good deal more about RSma*

candra from his own works. Thus at the end of his YP he tells that he

was an adept in botli the mima|rh®s, Paiiini’s grammar togctlier with the

Mahabhisya of Patanjali, Sahitya, Samkhya. Nyaya, Fhiraija and the

Vedafigas.'® He has also several works to his credit. Karma-pradipika

(KP),^® Ktuxla-nirmaija or Kupdakrti,''' together with a big commentary,

Samara-sara,2“ YP with a commentary,-’ NMl-pTabhodha or Nadl-prakS^,*'*

and Kaaija-cintamani^® are the works which Ramacandra is known to

bave composed.

There is some variety about the name of Ranxacandra. In YP he

styles himself Kavi Ramacandra.-® But commenting on the 8th verse of

19. Read :

Peterson, Report IV, p. 57.

seems to be the correct reading in view of the metaphor running

through the whole verse.

20. This/ work consists of several sectioUv^ two of which have been noticed by

Dr. Eggeling in his India Office Catalogue under No. 427 (the Vajapeya section)

and No. 446 (the Pi^ya^citta section).

21. This Ls also otherwise called the Kua^da-majjdapa-lak^ajja. Cf. Prof,

Velankar, BBRAS, Cat. of Sk. and Pk. Mss., p. 140a. For another Ms. see I. O.,
No. 3154.

22. See I. O., No. 3117 where this work is accompanied by IR3r,
commentary on the same.

23. See Peterson, Report IV, pp. 54-57 where are given copious extracts from
the text as well as the commentary.

24. See Haraprasada ^tii, Cat. of Nepal Mss., p. 198.

25. This work is mentioned by Dixit in his a

foot-note on page 476.

26. Read : qviiaiifcUffil I

Peterson, Report IV, p. 54.
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the tome woric he gives his name as RSna only. Haisa as we have already

seen gives the name as mere RSma. But in the Praya^tta secUon of bis

KP Rimacandm styles himself agnidt,*^ while though in his SamaraaSra he

calls himself mere R&ma,** his younger brother, Bharata, commenting on the

work refers to him by the name R^macandra and also calls him JRama

VSjapeyin.2* Thus the real name of the eldest s(»i of SQryadaaa would

seem to be RSmacandra, shortened afterwards into Rama, and again after-

wards enlarged into the popular name R&ma VSjapeyin.

There are two more things worth noticing about this R§ma Vajapeyin.

The first is that he was a resddent of the Naimisa Araiiya. This fact he

has repeatedly stated in his works.’® In this connection it must be noted

that it was not he who was honoured at the court of king Ramacandra of

Ratnapura. A protege of this king had once gone to the Naimisa arapya

to celebrate the marriage ceremony of some rdative of his. This protege,

named Jatfima and belonging to tlie Bhiradvaja gotra, was a Rg-Vedin. It

wad he who requested Rama Vajapeyin to comjxKe a work on Kuoda-pad-

dhati, in response to which was composed the Kiu>da-nirmBi}a.3> The next

27. Read :

tisni: qg: u

mtiHi ii i. o. No. 446.

28. R ^TRt I I. O., No. 3117.

29. Read iRTigt. etc. I

etc I. O.* No. 3117,

3a e.g. Read : ( i ) I The con-

cluding ver* of the 1 1- O., No. 446,1

( ii ) ^ I The condudfing

verse of the [I. O., No. 3117.)

(iii) ^ nrRRft (5ufr»i

Comm, on one of the conduding verses of the I

U. O.. No. 5154).

31. Reed ; R%f: ^

Jirasft

UtFRCl

fe*fi**l lOne of the omcluding verses of the and the author's

ooramentaiy on the same. 1. 0.. No. 3154].
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thing that we have to observe is that Sri-BhSrati is not, the Guru but may

perhsqw be the IXksi-Guru of Rama : while his Guru’s name is Hlrai-svdmin.

Introducing the sixth verse of his YP Rama tells us that in that verse he is

paying obeisance to his Guru and stating the name of his mother ; and in

the verse itself we find him paying obeisance not to but to Hira-

svSmin.** In the ooneJuding verse of the YP., however, we find RSma re-

ferring to Sri-Bharati not as his Guru but in connection wkh the DQgjS, so

that one may be justified perhaps in concluding that Sri-Bharatf was his

Diksa Guru only.**

The 8th verse in the YP. and the commentary®* thereon have a peculiar

interest attaching to them. There Rama tells us that the verse contains

covertly the name of the author and gives us a clue to it. Following the

clue as given ifi the commentary we find that the vi4i^a name thus obtained

is srqrr; RprrW ;
and one is naturally inclined to ask as to what the exact

significance of the epithet arh<T: fipj might be. Does it mean that Apearas

was the name of his wife ? But we must leave this surmise here (MiJy for

want of any further corroborative evidence.

Having thus put together all available information about RSma V&ja-

peyin we now pass on to his younger brothers. Next in order to Rfima is

Laksmana about whom, however, our knowledge does not go beyond the mere

name ; and that too we get from the solitary reference made to him by Har$a

in his AYC. There can, however, be no doubt that he is younger than Rfima

and elder than Hansa. About Bharata again we do not know much beyond

the fact that he was very probably the youngest brother of Ramacandra and

that he was also his disciple.*® This Bharata commented on the Samaraaftra

of his eldest brother, Rama Vajapeyin. Harsa, as we have seen above, stands

between Laksmapa and Bharata so far age is concerned. So far he seems to

have remained in complete oblivion, for though Harsa is the name owned by

several authors, yet none of these had been till now known as a descendant

32. Read : STO 5^ SNUPl, SRsqpg aim 1

U[ Peterson, Repwts IV, p, 551.

33. Read : ^

4WWW^ «mi% II IPetersoo, Report IV, p. 571.

34. Read : *mi^ I

grpfR:i ftrra: u

I IPetersoo, Report IV, p, 561.

35. See Note 18 above.
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of the famous man of MEUava, Stfdhara ; nor has any one bearing the name

of Haiea been as yet noticed as a brother of the famous BStna VSjapQrin.

The sanne is true of the AYC of our Haraa, for that also does not as yet seem

to have been brought to lights

Having thus recorded a detailed account of Harsa, the author of the

AYC, his brothers and also his ancestors up to the great-grand-father let us

now try to fix his date as far as possible. In this coonectiwi the statements

of R&ma Vajapeyin are highly useful to us. In two of his works RIama has

given us the date of their composition. Thus we know that he composed the

NSidi-prabodha in 1446 a.d. ;»« while his Kundnkrti, we are told, was com-

posed in 1450 A.D.®’ This work, as we have seen above, was composed by

Rdma at the request of a protegd of King Ramacandra of Ratnapura. Sup-

posing, therefore, that he was only middle-aged at the time we may assume

that he must have been bom some time about 1410-a.d. ; and if this assump-

tion be accepted there would be little difficulty in concluding that our Harsa,

who is the third of the sons of Suryadasa in order of seniority, must have

been bom about 1415 a.d. At any rate since Rama composed some of his

works about the middle of the fifteenth century his younger also may safely

be said to have flourished about the same period. We may, therefore, with-

out much hesitati(Hi say that Har^a must have lived and composed between

1415 and 1500 a.d.

We may now put together in the form of a genealogical tree all the in-

formation that we have got about Har$a, the author of the AYC and his

relatives as follows :

—

36. Read

IPnrf. Vdankar, BBRAS, Catalogue of Sk, and Pk, Mss.y p. 132, where is also

found suene discussion regarding the date of the oocnpoeition of the of

wnf ].

37. Read: Vmi. I

IProf. VeUmkar, RRiMS. Cat. of Sk. & Pk. Mss., p. 140].
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[
of a resident of »IBW ].

I
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wife (^ail^ ).

(
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author of [ between
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GUPTA SCULPTURES OF BENARES—A STUDY

By

Mr. ADRIS BANERJl, m.a.

It was in the Gupta age that a aerate school seems to have originated

at Benares, that city which lay so dose to Chunar, where A^ka had estab-

lished his quarries. The germ was already there, but it required that factor

—time to play its part. Why did Benares succeed so magnificently with the

heritage of the Guptas when it failed to grasp what the Mauryas had Offered ?

The answer is probably to be found in the fact that being devout Hindus the

Guptas were probaUy able to attract more the cultured and the intelligentsia,

than the convert Aioka, whose immortal attempt for the propagation of the

newly established Buddhist Church left the population cold except the masses

with whom the social organization of Brahmanism had not taken such a

deep rooted habit as is the case today. Secondly by the third century AD.
Benares had become a greater stronghold of Hindu faith, a position it has been

able to maintain through the succeeding ages in spite of sack, loot and plunder.

The first quarter of the 4th century a.d.’ has left for us three images

which enable us to appreciate the development of the school. Exactly when
the Gupta school started in its immense career, is a question, which will re-

main a moot point for considerable time yet. As already stated it could not

have commenced before the early Gupta emperors had been able to consoli-

date their gains in Oudh. Yet, exactly which emperor first annexed this

territory to Gupta kingdom is another undecided point. In the Allahabad

Pillar Inscription, Samudragupta is more concerned with the northern and

western ininces. Therefore we may pardonably conclude that tills may be

the work of Qiandragupta I. Nevertheless it would be natural to assume that

it was not till the glorious conquests by the Indian Napdeon, that arts and

crafts came to receive systematic patronage. This is clear from the two ear-

liest specimens of the Gupta school at Benares.- The earliest of these are

B(b)l in which, we find a mixture of Kushana and new Gupta idioms. The
nat stage is reached in B(b)3 where the treatment of the body and what is

more important the drapery is totally different from B(b)l though the at-

tempt at giving a three dimensional effect shows that Benares Sculptor had

yet to free himself from the trammels of the great Kushapia studios of Ma-
thura. Next we come to the specimens which belong to the latter part of

1. a. Sahni-Cant/ojue. p. B{b) J. AM.. ASJ.. 1906-7, p. XXVIII, fig. 2.

2. B(b)l and B(b)3.
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the 4th centuty and beginnings of the fifth century of the Qiristian era.

These are B(b)4 to B(b)9 of the Samath Museum.

The definite contributions made by the images of the 4th century A.D.

seem to be the gradual development of those iconc^traphic and plastic pecu-

liarities which herald the dawn of a new thought epoch in represaitation and

portraiture. The gradual transition from Kushapa tradition to new idioms

of plastic expresrions being more than discerned. Thus B(b) 1 erf the Samath

Museum has completely broken itself away from the traditional method of

representation of the Mathura school, which we will find copied by the

hybrid artists of Central Asia and Chinese Turkestan till 8th or 9th century

4.D. The image is smaller and has more decided leanings towards uni-

facial attitude. The legs are not placed apart a style of representatiem that

we find as far as Kyzil.^* The halo is typically Kushapa. With the excep-

tion of the scallop design on the border, the whole surface is left plain. Yet,

the mass, modelling, the flowing hems of tlie sohgfutfi in depicting which the

Scythian school of Mathura took the keenest delight are totally and signifi-

cantly absent. On the other hand the edges of the songhafi, have been rais-

ed in no negligible fashion, like the headless Bodhisattva figure of Lucknow

Museum (O. 71). Many people, due to its damaged condition, forget to take

this intruding factor in their consideration, but in fact, here we have an op-

portunity of noticing the beginnings of the eggshell formation of the drapery :

which becomes later on the most significant contribution of the Benares School

in Gupta age ; and enable us to determine the influences of the school. It is

this factor which being present in the Lucknow Museum image of the Bodhi-

sattva takes it to the period between the Kushapas and the Guptas."* Pos-

sibly the period in which the Benares school had commenced to influence the

Mathura school.

The second most noteworthy contribution of these images is the total

absence of the indications of the folds of the drapery either below the

shoulder or on the whole body which were such favourite methods of Mathura

artists, in early Kushapa times and even upto the Gupta period.® Here

too, the Benares artists were able to free themselves from tradition and con-

tributed new methods of depiction. The conception of a design is totally

different from giving practical effect to it. In the heyday of its glory the

style created new idi(»n, new plastic expressions original to itself ; and extant

3. A. von Le coq—Buried Tresures of Chinese Turkestan, London, 1928, tketdi

facing p. 117.

4. Elsewhere I had Stated that O. 71 briongs to the late Kushapa period. 1

am glad to find that Dr. J. Ph. Vogel has also ascribed it to the transition period.

It may justly be regarded as a primitive of Jaroalpur Buddha. Sculpture de Ma-
thura, Ars. Aaiatka, vol. XV, pi. XXIX, p. 108. * Cette de dimensions arfkieoles

mantle une tianritions du style Kugana celiA de I'qioque Gupta ” Cf. also p. 37.

& A feature shared in oomroon with Pafaliputra SdwoL
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evidences go to show that this diaphanous drapery without fdds was trans-

planted in distant places like Ajanta (Cave No. XIX) and Siam. The

fldds of the drapery was a Hellenistic heritage, and when Hellenistic art came

in contact with Indian-Buddhist it was already decadent. Therefore the

Gupta artists did very well by doing away with it.

The third new factor in this image is the head which is totally different

from the shavenheaded monkheads* of the Scythian art of Mathura or the

silken wavy curls of the Indo-Hellenistic School of Gandhara. Here also a

new innovation was introduced, but where this change took place, at Muttra or

Samath, we are at a loss to explain. The primitives have yet to be found.

ConventionalisaticMi always dogs the footsteps of a mature art. The same

was the case with the Scythian art of Mathura or shall we call it Indo-Scy-

thian art to distinguish it from the Scythian art of Mongolia, South Russia

etc. The innovation introduced here happens to have taken the form of

screw like curls turning to the right (dakskuuivartta) covering the whole head

and the ushtfisha (the protuberance of the skull). This particular feature

no longer has the snail like appearance, found on Kushaija images or the slight

conical protuberance of the Mankuwar image. Inscribed specimens like

B(b)3 of the Samath Museum play a great factor in determination of sty-

listic peculiarities which are so engrossing and vivid.

The beginnings of the fifth century of the Christian era heralded a new

dawn. With gains consolidated and recognition of the military prowess of

F&taliputra by neighbouring Scythian and Indian princelings, the subjuga-

tion of the former at a later date by the Sassanides and appearance of that

formidable power, which shook the Roman empire to its very foundations, and

took one Ceaser prisoner, gave that respite to Gupta monarchs, which enabled

them to make their time the classical age of Indian antiquity. Herein lies

the difference between the Guptas and the Mauryas. The Mauryas rose

over the charred remains of Persepolis and prostrate Iran
; while Guptas en-

joyed their sovereignty while ancient Iran had again found its soul to take

the lead in challenging a halt to the victorious Roman legions with various

vicissitudes. The little Scythian princelings of Kabul, the Punjab, Sind, Mak-

6. Three varieties of defneting the head of Buddha or Bodhisattva have been

found in the Indo-Scythic School of Muttra. (1) Completely shaven headed as in

Bala image and the Katra Bodhisattva. (2) In which the hair is not indicated at

aU but the area immediately above the forehead is left little elcvalted whose latest

exmnple is probably Mankuwar image. (3) In sdiematic waves, not in curls, but

in several waves of indeed crescent shaped waves of lines. In Gupta period sche-

matic curia probably came into vogue as logical devdopment of this mode ol re-

presentation. /l.«.,A.S. 1930-34, pt. II, pp. 252 pis. CXXI (a and b) CXXIII
(a, b and c).

7. It is Coomaraswamy who coined the term Indo-Hellenistic, Cf. CatahsM
Ind. CoUtcHotis Boston Museum of Fine Arts Boston, 1923. p. 6. Pt I and III.
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rSn, TurBn, and Siestan (that is the ancient Sakastin) acting as buffer states

between the Gupta and the Sassanide empires. Paikuli and Allahabad were

their chartere existence.*

B(b) 2, 4, 9, 10, and 21 of Samath Museum belong to early 5th century.

B(b)4 • and 9 are probably the best specimens to study the further development

of the Gupta art at Benares. For suave modelling gathering in strength with

experience, and swagger in style they are remarkable, just as their lithe grace

and calm and serene beauty. The Gupta art has justly been praised for its

vivid aM>reciation of form and pattern, their poise and balance in repose. But

what has not been grasped is the development in the style of representation and

simplification of design. It was an abstract art. Realism by illusion, and faith-

ful representation of nature as is found in occidental art cannot be expected

here. Joined to a forcible plastic expression and under the magic of new forms

they created of which any art in the world aruld have bt'en proud of. This is

not high praise for the masters whose contribution in plastic production is in-

deed amazing. Probably in an aeon such inspiration comes to a generation and

when that inspiration is lost and men set themselves to copy when cannon throt-

tles the life out of art then we realise that baroque has set in. Yet it must not

Ix! forgotten that baroque and classic are indistinguishable. Before we conclude,

we would draw attention to certain other images which not being noticed in

Sahni's Catalogue are lost sight of in discussions :

1. ( 63E ). A standing image of Buddha ( Ht. 6'3i") with a circular

halo behind the head, completely lost. Nose, lips, forehead damaged, ushtfisha

missing. Right and left forearms lost, with edges of sat'tghafi. A tendency to-

wards slimming is noticeable. Dowel and clamp marks suggestive of ancient

repairs are found on the proper left side of the image. This side seems to have

been neatly cut with fiat chisels for repair of the damaged parts, a feature it

shares in common with certain images of the 6th century A.D. Pedestal and

major portiem of fee missing.

2. ( 150 £ ). Standing statue of Buddha in the abhaya mudrd. (Ht.

3' Hi"). A circular halo at the back of which approximately one fourth is

missing. Halo decorations consist of scallops at the extreme edge, followed

by circular beads within groove (16 small beads to one spacer). Next foliage.

Nose seems to have been damaged in ancient times and was repaired with iron

dowd, which is still in position. Eyes half shut (nas = Sgra-baddha drishti).

Portions bdow ankle lost. Traces of red paint on both palms. Found in the

area to the east of the Main Shrine at Samath 5'8" below the surface in 1914-15.

8. Banerji—%de-Lights on Later Kushanas. I. H. Q. Vol. XIII, pp. 106-116.

For Sassanian influence on art of N. W. India Cf. Sir A. Stein—Archaological Re-

comumtances, London. 1937. p. 61, pi. 1.

9. Scflini—Cafologue p. 42. Cf. also A.R., A£.l., 1904-5, pi. XXIX, fig. d.,

for B(b) 4.
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8. (J78E). Fragmeirt of a Buddha image cooMrting of hrad and tOT90.

T-i|p, anna tort. Drapery covers both the dmuldws. An interesting future of

tiiis image is the indicatiwi of the folds of the drapery with almost fadirig lines

on the left shoulder blade and indication of the right end of the sanghati which

was i^ced on the left shoulder. A feature which it shares with B(b) 10 and 81.

Lower lips full and protrudir^ upper lip triangular with an almost imperceptible

bow like curve. Large eyes, directed towards the tip of the nose and shaped

like lotus petals. Eydatows almost tangential but has a curve near the temples.

Tip of nose damaged but repaired in ancient times. A small almost pointed

projecting chin, found in the area to the north of the Main Shrine at Samath

5' 2" below the surface.*®

All the heads have schematised curls covering even the ushnisha, turning

to the right, but ix> uma.

The images of the 5th century A D. are distinguished by certain qualities,

a charming feature of the Benares school of Gupta art. Yet this school is not

without its faults if they are judged as realistic art instead of abstract. Repre-

sentation of the human figure is not always perfect. The first of these quali-

ties is the pointed representation of the knee bone, which show a peculiar aw>re-

ciation of the principle of optic illusion. O. 72 of the Lucknow Museum, a Jain

Orthafikara collosus has stumpy knee joints. In the Benares School however

we find the knee almost chiselled to a point which observed from a distance

creates an illusion. The other important features are the palm in carving whose

various lines and to give it a soft cushion like appearance the artist took con-

sideraUe pains. The slender fingers with the matrix of the stone left uncut

to give them an additicmal strength by forming a bridge with the back slab,

which poertbly gave birth to the myth of webbed fingers Ualavaddhafiguli) in

later times ccmqiletes the picture. The mongoloid head with slight circular eyes

bring out totally different features, which were hitherto unknown, and which

will enable us later on to determine the interaction between different schools as

well as to judge the influences of this school. The lips were always full and

the lower one always represented as protruding. In one specimen (178 E.)

the upper lip is definitely triangular which in early 6th century A.D. came to

have a bow like appearance.** It is generally assumed that the ears were elon-

gated but this moneous impression seems to have been created by ear-rings

(ku>f4da&). In the Jain collosus at Lucknow Museum (0. 72) the same treat-

ment is met with, whereas the large Buddha head (Na 464) kept in the Bud-
dhist gallery of the Provincial Museum (Lucknow) has all the features of tlie

la Progress Report of the ASJ., North Circle, Hindu and Monu-
ment^ Lahore, 1B14-15. pp, 16, 18 and 19.

11. This is not true of all cases ; see 178 E of Samath Minamm Baneiii—
Tht Agt of tkt Imfmid Guptas p. 164, The eyes of 178 E as wrtl as the eydbrow
are dmtlar to Head No. 464, of Lucknow Museum whidi went as far as
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Bemres Sdiod witii the excepticm of mongcdrad face and ocmventionaltsation

of ears. The head with large alnuxid shaped eyes are daintily covered with

screw like curls with a prominent protuberance of the skull The large nose

bdow the forehead has almost an aquiline appearance. The ridges of the

eyebrows remind us of the sculptures in Siam and so the curved lips.**

The rdgn of Kumaragupta I truly represmts the climax of the Gupta

period.

Kum&ragupta succeeded to a brilliant heritage. Decline set in from his

reign. Already the Sassanide monarchs had suffered decline at the hands of

the Huns. Bactria, Kabul and the lower reaches of the Kabul river had been

lost to them. In distant Europe the mightiest empire the arrcient world had

seen was made to totter by them. The same fate overtook the Guptas in India.

The whole land was laid waste, the places of worship and the cities were looted

and burnt ; and the people carried into slavery. With them disappeared the

the only central authority in northern India, like of which the country

was never to see. The decline of the ancient world was complete.

As in the case of the Roman and the Sassanide empires the Gupta

empire did not completely disappear. Mortal blow, no doubt, had bear

struck at its existence ; but, the founda<^ions were too well laid to allow it to

decay so soon. It survived, disruption and disunity sapped it. Then it de-

cayed and degenerated. Ultimately urmoticed by any it passed away amongst

its decomposed etc. surroundings. To this period of Kumaragupta beloogs

B(b)5, 8 and 181 ** of the Samath Museum noticed by Sahni. No account

of the Gupta School at Benares would be complete without a discussion of

B(b)181—^the Dharmma chakra—pravctrttana-ratta Buddha-bhaftaraka,

Krshqa holding Govardhana found by late Mr. V. N. Mehta, I.C.S., at a place

called Arab in Bakariya Kund within the municipal limits of Benares, origin-

ally in the Samath Museum and now in the Bharat Kala Bhavan.** Particularly

the last specimen is all the more important, because so little is known of the

Hindu sculpture at Benares during the Gupta period. It is doubtful whether we

shall ever have the good fortune to find any other images as both Bakariya

Kund and Rajghat are being built upon ; particularly the Rajghat plateau has

proved itself a desert as far as stone sculpture of the period is concerned.**

The image of Buddha in the attitude of preaching the first sermon at

Samath is remarkable not so much for its aesthetic interests as much for certain

12. Annual Report of the Provincial Museum, Lucknow, for the year end-

ing 31st Mardi, 1940 p. 1. 1. Compare this with 13 E of Samath Mus. This is also

of red stone, and shows that as late as 5th Century Muttra images continued to be

dexficated at Samath. Cf. also 113. E. of Samath Museum udiich is also of red

sand stone.

13. Sahni—Catalogue, pp. 42, 43 and 70 and jd. X.

14. A.SASJ. 19, 26-27 to p. 218 pi. XLVI (rf).

15. The image of GaA^ and YamunS transferred to the Kala Bhavan belongs

to the late Gupta period.
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plastic and iconographic expressions found in it In this we find Gautama*

Buddha seated in dhySnasana on lotus seat with the body covered by sang-

hati, and hem of his antarovasaka spread in fan ship design below the legs.

His hands are held on the chest in the attitude of preaching.'* The back

slab has been converted into a throne but above the shoulders its shape be-

comes circular and on extreme upper edge we find two vidyadharas ftyit^ in

the sky. In fact this is a stde depicting a single incident of the Buddha’s

life and not merely a sculpture Schematic curls cover his head and the pro-

tuberance of the skull, the most remarkable absentee being the unjd, a

characteristic feature of the Gupta art at Benares. The success of the mo-

delling which is suave lies in the bewitching smile, which has lit up the whole

face, requires certain explanations. The broad chest is supposed to be that

of lion and the waist slender which apart from creating an impression of

youthful charm in the figure, has made possible the fine display of linear

rhythm within a prescribed space. The half opened eyes” looking towards

the tip of the nose suggest concentration which annihilates all consciousness

of the moribund world.'* Yet, that smile that infectious twitching of the

facial muscles, a contradictory factor which being present indicates tliat

the master who had found the way for the salvation of the soul'* and because

of his extreme cmsideration for the suffering beings had condescended to

teach his path to the less fortunate even in this semi-conscious stage had not

forgotten the frailties of the mankind. This smile would henceforth become

the most characteristic feature of all Buddha images in the subsequent ages,

in undoubtedly a contradictory factor in this trance like stage. But the

unknown master by this masterly stroke sums up the whole conception of

Buddha, admirably.** I have noticed that many feel that the shortening of

16. This tnudra may be compared with those found in Indo-Hellenistic School

of GandhSra to realise how the artists there failed to give a proper representation to

the position of the fingers. Cf. Nos. 4837 and 4838 of the Indian Mus., M.A.S.I.

No. 61 : pi. IV ; fig. 2 and Majumdar’s—Guide to the Sculptures in the Indian Mu-
seum pt. II, pi. 1 and frontispiece.

17. In a note on a contribution by the late Rai Bahadur R. Chanda, Dr. C. L.

Fabri suggests that ‘ All the images of Buddha diow him with eyes open
’’

tA.R., A.S.I., pt. II, 1930-34, p. 252, fn. 3). This is not at all convincing. Dr.
Fabri’s remarks may hold good about the images of the Indo-Hellenistic, Indo-Scy-

thic and Indo-Afghan schools but in Gupta period all the images show eyes fix^
to the Up of the nose. The present image shows that Dr. Fabri is wrong in think-

ing that only sculptures depicUng enlightenment and demise possiess such eyes. The
wme tradition we find conUnued in Siamese sculpture.

18. Sammd samadki.

19. The tathfigata brethren .... he it is who doth cause a way to arise which
had not risen before ; vho is the knower of a way who understands a way, aho is

skilled in a way " Samyutta Nikdya.

20. He is neithtf a deva nor a gondharva, nOT a yaksha, nor a man, but mere-
ly a Buddha. Who was this Buddha? He was 'an tdtom, iinorininstAd, on-
creaited and unfoimed.' Vidua VIII. 3,
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the pedestal by which the back and the thighs in the seated posture have

lost all realism is an intolerable incongruity. The average man forgets that

this is a religious art—^an art which was more concerned with form, an appre-

ciation of the form that did not take into oxisideration the nuterialistic

aspect of the object created.^i It would have cost little to extend the breadth

of the pedestal but the master thought and he was right in assuming that by

this surrender to mundane realism he would be sacrificing his point of views

of art and form.

The K(]^ holding Govardhana is a high relief ; and is a Hindu

mythological scene. This image is a fragment, because lower portion with

ankles are missing. It is 8' 3^' in hi. The palm of the left hand still adheres

to the rock. The round head with heavy cheeks is about T 4" in height

from head to chin ; and IT' in breadth. The nose is missing and eyes are

damaged, but sufficient remains to show that they were shaped like lotus

petals. The neck is short and thick and on the left shoulder are found some

unruly locks of hair curved almost on sillehoutee (kakapaksha)

.

The broad

chest bears the wheel {sudarsana-ckakra)
, the kaustuhha^mani and tiger’s

nails."2 Two other images of child Krishna holding Mt. Govardhana, to

shield his friends from the wrath of Indra are known to us. One was found

amongst the ruins of ancient Mathura and the other was found by Rao-

Bahadur K. N. Dikshit in the ruins of ancient Somapura Vihara at Paharpur,

in Bengal. Certain differences in the iconographic details are noticeable in these

three. The Paharpur Kxm^ has four hands, two of which hold the rock,

one of which, the left upper hand uses merely a finger to indicate the super-

human prowess of the hero of the popular cult. In the Benares example we

find the palm employed. In the Muttra example we find the sanxe represent-

\
^ ^

21. The same was the case in Byzantine Art where forms were significant, a

tradition which mediaeval Christian church art followed till the days of Giotto.

'"Giotto was a master but he was capable of sacrificing from drama to anecdote.

In many respects Giotto went higher than Cimabue but often he aimed lower.

Compare his Virgin and Child in the Accademicia with that of Cimabue ; in the

same gallery, and you will see how low his humanism could bring him. The coarse

heaviness of the forms of that woman and her baby is unthinkable in Cimabue ; for

Cimabue had learnt from the Byzantines that the forms should be significant

and not life-like,” (Clive Bell-Art. Phoenix Library edition, London, 1928, pp.

145-147. Roger Fry however holds exactly opposite view Cf. his Vision and Design

lx)ndon, 1923, pp, 131-77. For one coloured reproduction of the painting see Carlo

Cana

—

Giotto, London, 1924 pis. CXVI, CXVII. These paintings were kept in

the Uffizzi gallery before the war). The aesthetics of Indian as well as all Asiatic

art differs from the Exiropean. In these arts the forms played the main part and

they need not be life-like. This was the attitude of Indi^ art till 5th century

because after that the road declines no mechanical copying, without a soul. Art

was throttled in preference to Canon.
22. This object is even now used by credulous mothers of northern India to

ward off evil spirits frwn their children.
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atka The finger is nxntioiied in the Pamenk texts. In that poee the poii>

tion of the Benares artists becomes untenable. The best explanatkn seems to

be that the image belcmgsto the Gupta period and the mediseval iooncgrsQrbical

details do not seem to have been so much developed in those days as we
had occasions to notice at Bhumra and four avatSra reliefs found on the

Rajghat FiUar of 157 G.E. in the rdgn of Buddhagupta which tin writer

found in the year IMl. The Gupta genius at Benares perceived, and rightly

perceived too, that to use the finger in a spedtnen remarkable for its volume

and mass would not only be an incongruity but ludicrous, a plastic absurdity.

He was a worshipper of forms but unlike the craftsmen of later date be

had not learnt to sacrifice plastic uniformity and equilibrium to canonical

needs. He divined that to create an equilibrium a different treatment was

necessary, and it is in this master stroke lies his greatness.*® So remember-

ing the mass overhead and bdow he used the palm and not a finger. It is

the only stone sculpture, which can be placed in the latter half of 5th

Century A.d. found within the confines of ancient Varpasi (Benares).

What strikes an observer most is the extreme grace and poise of the

sculpture. The body is in equilibrium on a single leg. One feels instinc-

tively that the centre of gravity is adequately supported. It is not the figure

of a grown up man but a child. The muscles are therelfore just so

mudi in tension as is required m maintaining the perfect poise and balance

in rqxiee that the artist wanted to show. Throughout, it was his aim to

preserve the simplicity of planes. This method of representation is specially

noticeable in the successful modelling of the torsal plane. In holding the

heavy mass over the head the strained muscles have come out and these have

been admirably carved in their different and several minor planes. The soft

fleshy belly including the navel has been delicately treated. Threle deft

horizontal strokes were sufficient to delineate the contorted mass above the

hip.*'* Here we have in larger scale every muscle (which are not

23. This posaMe explanation was suggested by my friend Miss Alice Boner.

24. Here we may instinctively try to find the prindple of contrasted masses

amongst simile planes. But the treatment here is totally different front the treat-

ment we find in the figure of Illyssos at Parthenon <w Midiael Angelos ‘ Day ’ in

the tomb of Giulano de Medici at Florence (Vernon Blake—Relations in Art,

London 1925, plates facing pp. 172 and 176.) Not only the material was different

but because the Indian artist bdoi^ed to a metaphysk^ and abstract sdiool while

the Gredt tiadidon on Michael Angelo made him seA the concTete and faithfulness

lo nattue by illudon. What is move both were the products of their age. Midiael

Angfelo bdonged to an age when “ A breath of martyrism had sw^ across the

worid since the fair days of Greece. Sdf-mortification had been preadted. The
athletic god like joy of life was no longer the ideal” (Blake— cit. pp. 174-75).

But these ideas had already been {n^eached and were then being practised in
as mere tractions, when this unknown artist engaged to wrou^t this stone with
his mallet and chisd. Ixmg long agp, a prince who had renounced the luxury of



Bodhisattva Padmapani.

Hamath Museum (Bd.) 1.



Standing Image of Buddha (178E).

Lcng face with shallow cheeks, sahghati covering both the

shoulders and incised lines indicating its folds,
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portrayed according to the consistent oriental tradition*®) as if bursting forth

with superhuinaii energy^ yeft the feding of ease with which die mount is

hdd is abundar^y made dear. A piece of cloth curkd up like a rope

passed just below the navel, and is found tied up in a knot, with one end

flowing down over the left thigh. The rock is represented schematically by

rectangular pieces in low relief.**

“ The nimbus/’ says Coomaraswamy, “ might have originated in

Persia or India.” “ The disc of the gold placed behind the fire altar may
well be the origin of the later prabhd-nmi4ala or sirai chakra (nimbus).

Radiance is predicated of almost all the devas is indeed one of the root

meanings of the word and most of them are connected with their origins with

the Sun and Fire In another place we are told by the same authority :

” It is hard to bdieive that nimbus could have originated outside the classic

area of Sun worship . The earliest examples of halo are found on

the coins of Hermaios and Maues. Transformation of the idea of this

divine radiance into stone played a distinguished role in the different schools

of art in India. In the Indo-Hellenistic School of Gandhara the halo was

merely a circular disc behind the head which confirms Coomaraswamy’s sug-

the palace and had taught that it is not by punishing the body—by mortifkation

of the flesh (practiced by the Jainas)—that one could obtain emancipation from

the cycle of re-births the ultimate salvation of the soul (nirvdna). Since 600

B.c. that message had been reverberating in the Indian atmosphere, crossed all moun-
tain and racial frontiers and had taken in itsi fold people belonging to differing

ethnic, social and philosophical elements. In India, it had gathered strength, was

respected, declined, rose again to decline. But under the enlightened despotism

of the Guptas was to find a catholic support, which was to be denied to it in the

centuries that followed. Over and above all, new religious revival (R. D. Banerjl,

The Age of the Imperial Guptas, Benaresi, A933 pp. 102-129) brought in the new
philosophy of the cult which taught men universal love, neither passionate

nor violent, free from all ego ; a more humane and tolerant outlook on life, freed

from the grip of ever lasting fear of sin which would make possible a series of

rebirths, a philosophy which taught to appreciate and to understand nature with

their individual needs and diortcomings. How then shall the sculptors’ language

try to fit itself with the new mode of thought—^' the placid equlibrium of sane
balanced life.’ A glance at the figure will convince uoi that we are in the presence

of a new aesthetics in spite of the undoubted influenca of the plastic traditions of

the age just gone by. The eclecticism of the KushaajaS. That this was the ^rit
pervading the whole Guptaf age is clear from the lower portion of a female figure

found in Mathura, M. 9 of the Indian MusJeum.

25. See Sumerian sculpture of Gude^ time, as well as Chinese sculpture of

Wei Han period.

26. The same is the case with 29|1917, of Samath Museum in which we

find the Vajtdsana represented. The bonding is noteworthy.

27. A. K. Coomaraswamy History of Indian and Indonesian Art, London,

1927, pp. 22, 41, and 57. Cf. also Sir Aurd Stein Zoroastrian divinities on Indo-

Scythk Coins I. A., vo!, xvii, pp.

34
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gestion regarding its possible origin. In Mathura school we find cuqxd

maxks of varying aize, proportionate to the image introduced> indicating the

rays. How the Scsrthians succeeded in giving this new (wientation to the

nimbus is a question which still remains uncertain. In the Sassanian art

which is later than the Indo-Scythic, the rays were represented by arrows

arranged in a circle around the head. The artists of Mathura never in-

dulged in utilising the intermediate space between the head and the edge of

the halo with various naturalistic motifs. This transitimi as has already

been remarked serves a great deal in determining the transitional specimen

between the Kushana and the Gupta periods.*® Thus in B(b) 1 of Samath

Museum we find a mixture of old Kushanja traditions and new plastic idioms.

Simplification of the drapery and general design is the keynote of the whole

piece. Yet the central tassel which had such elegance in Bala’s image to-

gether with the futile effort at creating a third dimensional effect by sketchy

lines at the back, similar to the Bodhisattva image of Bala and its debased

copy (B. a. 2), with the plain halo merely consisting of conventionalised

cusped marks, show undoubtedly that in spite of the fact that the crafts-

man had succeeded in introducing many innovations admirably, he had not

the nerves to throw off obsolete Kushaipa practices to which he meaning-

lessly adhered ta It shows that in the fourth century the craftsmen of

Benares had yet to find their soul and were leaning heavily on tradition,

which had already become ancient. It was soon after this, probably after

Samudragi4>ta’8 conquests that they carried further the process of simpli-

fication of the Buddha image, which is not unique in Indian art but does

credit to their original ideas to extreme. Unfortunatdy no specimen of this

period has survived and we are suddaily thrown on B(b) 4-9 of Samath
Museum. In the next paragraph we propose to investigate the question of

Gupta halos more closely.

B(b) 4 of Samath Museum has a large Gupta halo, which were found

broken into several fragments and have been recently repaired. It con-

sists of almost indistinguishable scallops at the border followed by cirde of

plain beads*® (9 small beads to one ^cer) on a slightly raised plane hollowed

out at the centre. The next band consists of ornamented stalk®® with square

rosettes at r^[ular intervals, which is followed by foliage. B(b) 256 of

28. The fragment of a red sandstone halo with larger scallops Raia imagA
^

probably intfeates the dedication of another image other than the only one we know.
29. This motif cemtinues throughout Gupta period. Many people call it bud

and reel bordo-, vduch is a mistake. iFor reds see Indo-Bactrin issues of Eukratides
and Heliodes ; for this cf. V. A. Smith, cat. of coins in Ind. Mus. vd. i, pt. II, Nos.
5 & 7 pi. Ill, fig. 1 aee also (g) 25 of Samath Museum.

30. The stalk is not found on any early halo but occurs on TZE. in
1914-45 which was dedicated in the reign of Kumfiragupta II. It first occurs
on the umbreUa of Bala image of 81 a.d. But rosettes are circular in this inwanre ,
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Samath Muaeum is probably the best fragment as far as nindais or halo is

omoenied. It belonged as the surviving fragments show to a fairly larg^

sized image of the master, probaUy bigger than B(b) 4. Its various deco-

rative dements are almost the same as those of 38 E which belongs to late

5th century, if not 6th, and has typical smile like B(b) 181 of Samath

Museum and S. 34 of the Indian Museum Calcutta. The bead border had

9 beads to one spacer bead. But the representation of the foliage is delight*

fxU. The style of carving is similar to D(i) 123 of Samath Museum. It

may also be compared with D(g) ID, 12 and an unnumbered caiMtal as sur-

vival of this particular style. 38E’i is an image of standing Buddha with a

broad smile on his face. The smile we first meet with in B(b) 181 of

Samath Museum has broadened here and would be used ad-museaum in

the fdlowing centuries. If however we consider B(b) 4-9, 63.E., 150. E.,

178. E., 110. E, 151 E., we find that they have all grave faces. These are

the earltest attempts of representing the perfectly enlightened one. It is

therefore deducible that the smile was added at a later data when the icono-

graphy of the Buddha image had made sufficiiant progress. The halo or

nimbus of 38. E, has scallops at the border. A circle of beads within raised

edges (11 small beads to one spacer) followed by foliage depicting Champaka
flowers. The circle of beads are again repeated this time consisting of 11

smalt beads to one spacer. This is an additional evidence that this image

is closer in date to B(b) 181 in which also we find that the circle of bead

and spacer repeated twice.

Before however we go to omsider image no. B(b) 181, we have to dis-

cuss B(b) 9 bdonging to the earlier part of 5th century A.D.; because it

shows a new type of treating the back slab or the halo. In this ima^^ the

halo has been converted into a back slab ellipsoid in shape from which the

main figure stands out in high relief. As decorations we have almost in-

distinguishaUe scallops at the border, within slightly raised edges circle of

beads consisting of 13 beads to one spacer.** This conversUm a new factor

in Gupta art opened unlimited possibilities to the craftsmen and ultimately

the halo lost almost all its original significance. At first we have two dis-

tinct types of back slabs from this conversion. One is ellipsoid as has

already been noted and other is a rectanpilar piece with a circular top with

little or no decorations and is generally used with a standing imaj^ of

Buddha eg. the images dedicated in G. E. (expired) 154 and 157 by AUiaya-

mitra. The beginning of this type is S. 34 of Indian Museum Calcutta.

The next stage of devdopment is reached in B(b) 181 in which the backslab

is converted into a makeshift throne with a semi-drcular halo above the

31. The ‘E’ numberings are excavatilon numbers of the year 1914-15, and

imply that they were found to the eaat of the Main Shrine at Samath.

33. Cooi|MU« with B(b) 6, 30, 22 and
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thram. This motif became wy favoutite inth the artists of later agm and
tdthnatdy the circular halo is oompletdy lost in typical thrones of the

baroque period. The halo or nindxis of B(b) 181 of Sarnath Museum con*

tains at first insignificant scallops, then a circle of beads (11 small beads to

one spacer,) foliage with blue (?) and red lotuses then again the bead border

repeated (11 beads to one spacer). The throne is upto the height of the

dtoulders. Two crocodile (makora) heads emerging from fr^iage surmount
the ends of the horizontal bars which are supported by rampant leographys

{vydlakas) with long wavy tails.**

In another direction the Qq)e of B(b) 181 was one of the everlasting

contributions made by the Gupta school at Benares. This is the beginning

of thoee brilliant aeries in Benares and in Eastern Iirdia which has come to

be known as the * single incident images which partake the character of a
bas-ttelief.' “They are images of the Master, but at the same time, they

represent particular incidents in the life of the Master. In the older schools

we are familiar with such incidents in regular bas-rdiefs, while there are

also images of the Buddha or of the various Bodhisattvas. So far as our

knowledge goes no images have been discovered in India belcmging to the

earlier schods which represents a particular incident in the life of Buddha.
These images are really a transformation of the bas-rdiefs. In the Gandhara
and Mathura Schools, there is a tendency to represent Buddha as being

larger in size comparativdy, than other human or divine beings. This ten-

dency is also noticeable in some bas-rdiefs of the Benares School. In the

latter, this particular tendency, transforms the Main figure into an image
and makes the specimen loose the general characteristics of a bas rdief. The
adjuncts necessary to represent a particular incident of the master’s life are

then depicted either on (he pedestal or on the backslab of the images. The
introduction of this new class of images is therefore, c«ie of the peculiar

characteristics of the Gupta sculpture.”** This transformation became a per-

manent feature of later arts. The larger size of the Buddha image referred

to by late Mr. R. D. Banerji is an interesting Asiatic custom and is tracea-

ble to Iran, Assyria, Babylon and Sumer. In every one of these countries
the divine kings were given disproportionate size to defeated foes and sub-
jects. Any Iranian rdiefs such as we find at Nakdi-i-Iustam, Nakahi-i-
Rajab, etc. may be consulted. The statues and rdiefs found by Layard in
Ashur will airo bear me out We may also refer to the lime stone slabs of
Ur-Nina of the Lagashite period, or the famous stde of Naram-Sin, in which
divine kings are of larger proportions.** The question of origin, devdop-

38. A. R., A. S.^ /. 1903-04, p. 216. This makora and vySiaka throne alw be-
came very popular ^th later artists and enable us to determine the source of ins-
piratioo of the same type of throne in the art of Java.

34. R. D. Banerji—Tke Eastern Indian Sehooi of Mediaeval Sculpture,
pp. 14-18.



Child Krishna holding Mt Govardhan

Now in Bharat Kala Bhavan
Suppleness of modelling in spite of inclination towards

volume and mass Portraiture of torsal plane is noteworthy.



Standing Image of Buddha.

Sarnath Museum. Oval face both shoulders draped. (150E.)
Note the soft cushion like palm with hastarekha.
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ment, migratioQ and survival of this interesting custpm require to be dealt

with in a separate memoir and does not lie within our present oon4>a88.

Before w« ooficlude our discussions about early Gupta sculpture one im-

portant point requires to be determined, it is the character and content of

B(b) 181.

Scholars have vied with one another in heaping encomiums on it. Only

Ananda Coomaraswamy has stood aloof from it He thouidrt that it was

less vigorous.** It is a weak piece, not a product of the Gupita genius at the

best The concern for the detailed treatment an inclination towards real

naturalism over decoration of the halo and realism of its motifs, by which

I do not mean that the design is overbalanced indicate that the artist in spite

of the form had lost in facile expression and was conscious of it They prove

at the worst that the height had been reached and the declining slope had

b^un.*’ Henceforth there is a dow, long degradation with its routine like

repetitions of dull designs (for example, images and architectural fragments

of the 7th to 12th centuries of the Christian era), with its occasional re-

action simulating revival. Coomaraswamy’s fine perception made him appre-

ciate m ^ite of the magic of form, in spite of the spiritualised and super-

human conception of Buddha—^the signs of weakness in it. IM us read

that in this piece the cxninous signs of decay has made its appearance. It

is not a decadent piece but it ushers in the dusk as it did with Giotto in

mediaeval Italian art.**

In conclusion we might be permitted to notice one pleasing fact about

Samath sculptures just when all free expression in art was throttled by

canon, factor which has not so far been noticed in any other school in

India. A consideraition of the Buddha images of Sarnath lead to the in-

evitable cenclusion that the typology of heads and faces differ indicating a

freedom enjoyed by the artists. It would be remembered that the figure

of Buddha was oon^tcuous by its absence in early Indian art. It first

occurs on the Scythian coins of North-West** The Bala image is that of a

Bodhisattva proving a disinclination to regard them as the image of the

master. It is in the Mankuwar image (?), that we first meet with the term

Buddha. It would therefore be not illogical to assume that the full fleds^

Buddha image came to be dedicated in the Gupta period only. The Katra,

35. Wooley

—

The Development of Sumerian Art. London. 1936. Pis. 49 (a)^

54(a) and 66.

36. Coomaraswamy

—

History of Indian and Indonesian Art., London, 1927,

p. 74.

37. Vernon Blake

—

•Rekttkfn in Art, London, 1915, p. 168, ‘ An intense pre-occu-

pation about detail aoaompanied by a loss of power in oommanding and ordering

it are the signs of in^iending, if not actual decadence.'

38. ‘And the spirit of that age, as every extension lecturer knows moved to-

wards truth and naturafiam foe natuiidism and verisimilitude ; in the history of art

it is known as early decadence.’ Qive Bell

—

Art, p. 143.

39. A. K. Cwnnataswamy— cit., p. 69.
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Mailed and other images of the Kushaoa period may be talcen to be that of

Gautama the Bodhisattva. Coomaraswamy has pointed out that the jala-

baddhMguli is first found in the Mankuwar image.*” In Benares a ddinite

Buddhai type was ew<^ved by the late 5th century after experiments. But

the faces of these images are not stereotyped. It became so later, but in the

classic Gupta tiroes th^ show a rare variety. In my studies in the Samath
Museum, I found five types of faces :

—

A. B(b) 2, 4, 9 and 63 E—long face with powerful jaws.

B. B(b) 10, 21 and I50E.—Oval face.

C. 178 E. Long face with shallow cheeks, triangular upper lips, tan-

gential eye-brows (common in all) and slightly pointed chin.

D. B(b) 5.

' E. B(b) 181, B(h) 8

—

a round face with heavy cheeks.

The images of Bodhisattvas and Buddhas show that Samath was a

stronghold of Hinayfina school till 5th century of the Christian era. It is

in this century that the first intruding element makes its appearance. The

sagacity of the emperor Asoka had warned the church of the consequences

of schism. In q>ite of that soon after his death different schools appeared

and defaced his monuments by getting their names inscribed on them. Now
Mahfiyfina images appear at Samath, this is B(d) 1 ; the figure of Bodhi-

sattva-Padmapfipi dedicated by Vishayapati Suyattra. Mahayana school be-

came strong aft^ the Yfie-Chih invasion. But so long its later development

does iK>t seem to have made itself felt at the holy Mrgadiava. For little

beauty, and simplicity of de^gn it really happens to be a rare piece. It

lacks the embellishments in which the later artists revdled. The main figure

stands on a lotus springing from its foliage, which is found in the images

dedicated in the reigns of Kumaragupta II and Budhagupta. It wears only

a neddaoe, otherwise the body is devoid of any ornaments, and compares

favourably with the later image of Siddhaikavira. The coiled hair on tire

head is reminiscent of the EkamukhaHnga from Khoh in Nagod State, thoui^

it lacks some of its finesse. Few locks of unmly hair have been allowed coi

either neck like that of Kpwa hdding Govardhana and the Bodliisattva

image S. 37 of the Indian Museum. The upper garment is shown bdow
the navd and right palm of the god and is tied in a loop while the ends are

shown hanging down on the proper right side of the image in a series of

superinqxised fishtaila While the other end is between the legs and is ^own
in the same style as the hems of the satighati of the standing images of

Buddha. There is a slight smile hovering between the lips. It wears ear-

rings and jewelled girdle and a long chain. The Gupta genius was aUe to

imfNurt a youthful frerimess and a serenity which is sddom met with in

later images.**

40. Coonaraswamy-^/Mf, p. 74.

41. Pl* ^ '> B. Majumdar Guide to SamMh, pi. B.



ROUTES BETWEEN ARYAVARTA AND DAKSHINAPATHA

By

Mr. S. R. SHENDE,

Brihan-Maharashtriya Karyalaya, Sangli, (Bombay).

In the prehistoric daj^ Aryavarta was the name of the Northern and

Dakshiipapatha of the southern Bharatakhanda. These were the natural divi-

sions due to difficulty in crossing Vindhya mountain and the Narmada river

and the hilly and jungle tracts of Chota Nagpur and Orissa. Crossing of these

was made further difficult by the cruelties of barbarous tribes residing there.

Routes to go from one side to the other were very few and it is interesting to

find them out from old records. Below are given as many I am able to trace.

There are three sets of the 29 records given below. In the first set, the routes

are stated directly as in Nos. 7, 10, 11, 13 to 21 and 24, 25 and 29. In the

second set the routes can be traced out indirectly but probably indications

are there such as in Nos. 1 to 6„ 8, 9, 12, 22, 23. The persons in the third

set have crossed Vindhya but the routes are not given as in the cases of

Nos. 26, 27 and 28.

Serial

Na.
1

Route

2

Where recorded,

3

Who used.

4

Date,

5

1 From
Sind
to

Sopara.

1. Carmichael Lec-
tures ( 1918) of Dr.
D. R. Bhandarkar,
pp. 23 and 24 and
mudhayana Dharma
Sutra. Oiaukhamba
Ed. of 1934.

1

1. Northerners took
to sea voyages and
reached Kachha, Sau-
rashtra, Bharu-Kacha
and Sopara.

(?)

2 Tapi
Valti^

2. Vol. IX, Part I,

Bom. Gaz. ( 1901 Ed.)
and Motala Brahmana
katha and personal in-

vestigations.

2. Kanva Brahmans
of Khandesh went to
Jambusar and Mota,
whose descendants as
I take them to be are
the present Motala
Kapil and Jambu
Brahmans of Surat
and Broach districts.

(?)

3. Personal investi-

gations.

3. Jambus have
gone back to Khan-
desh and C. P. and
Ahmednagar by this

very route.
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Serial Route
1

Where recorded. Who used. Date.

No.
41 2 3 5

4. Personal invest!- 4. Leva Gujars and C 500

gations. Leva Kunabis went years

to Khandesh ^d
Buldhana Districts

from Gujarath.

ago

3 Bharukachha 5. Copper plate of 5. Emigration of (?)

to 1113 of Kontapur and Gurjara and Karhada
Aparanta
(this joins

personal investiga-

tions.

Brahmans from Kar-
hataka to Lata and

the fourth) back to Kokan.
and

vice versa.
6. Bhargava Brah-

manano Itihas ( in

6. Bhargava Brah-
mans went to Bharu-

(?)

Gujarati) by Mun^i,
pp. 76-79.

kachha from Rajapur.

7. Sarkar’s Shivaji 7. Shivaji had visit-

and his times, 3rd Ed. ed Surat twice by
(1929) pp. 94-97 and this route in 1664 and
174. 1670.

8. Madras Census 8. Saurashtra Brah- (?)
Report of 1931 and L.
S. I., Vol. IX, Part II,

mans of Madura seem
to have gone there by

pp. 447-48 and an ar-

ticle by Kaka Kalel-
kar in Maharashtra

this route.

Nasik

Sahitya Patrika, Vol.

8, pp. 663.
3 or 4 9. Ihole Inscription,

V. 22.

9. Pulkeshi II, con-
quers Lata Desha.

6th
century.Nandurbar

Songad
Gu^at.

4 10. Travels of Yuan 10. Yuan Chawang 6th
Chawang by Watters, goes to Bharu Kachha century.
Vol. II, p. 241. from Ajanta.

11. Peshwa Daftar, 11. Chimnaji Appa 1729 Dec.
Vol. 30, p. 295. goes to Gujarat.

5 or Via Mahiaha- 12. Aihole Inscrip- 12. Pulkeshi con- 6th
No. 3 mati to tions, Verse 22. quers Malva and Gu- century.

Ujjain. jarath.

5 Da 13. (a) Sutta Nipa- 13. Pujwls of Bavari 5th
ta, V. 1010-11-12. (b)
Dr. D R. Bhandar-

go to Ujjain. century
B. C.

1

kar's Carmichael Lec-
tures, p. 21,

14. History of Mo- 14. Malva and
hamadan Powers, by
Ferishta, Vol. I, p. 307

Khandesh. 1294 AJ>.

(1829 Ed.).
15. Peshwa Daftar, 15. Bajirao I goes

V. 30, pp. 268-9. to Malva. 1724.
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Serial Route Where recorded. Who used. Date.
No.
1 2 3 4 5

'

16. Peshwa Daftar, 16. Chimanaji Appa
V. 30, pp. 283-4-5. goes to Bundi and

back.

1728-29

17. Do. No. 30, 17. Chimnaji Appa
p. 311. returns from Bundel-

khand.
1733.

18. Do. V, 27, p. 18. Raghunalhrao
1733.70. goes to Ujjain.

19. Peshwa Diary, 19. Raghoba re-
VII, Madhavrao I,

Vol. II, by I^d and
Joshi (1911 A.D.) p.
419.

turns to Khargona
from Ujjain.

1767.

6 Hande to 20, Peshwa Daftar, 20. Bajirao I, re- 1719.
Bhopal. Vol. 30, pp. 262-3. turns from Bhelsa to

Hande.

21. Peshwa Diary,
VII, Madhavrao I,

Vol. II, by Vad and
Jo^i (1911 Ed.) p.

21. Raghoba Dada
goes to Bhopal.

1766.

409.

6 or Via 22. Ihole inscrip- 22. Pulkeshi II, goes 6th
5

i

tions V. 23 & 24 and
Ind. Ant. Vol. VII,
p. 290.

1

to defeat Harsha. century.

23. Travels of Ibn 23. Batuta comes 13th
Batuta by Lee, p 162. down to Daulatabad. century.

7 Via 24. Peshwa Daftar, 24. Chimnaji Appa 1732.
Sohagpur

and
Narsingpur.

V. 30, p. 308. goes to Buiidelkhand.

25. Bajirao I, goes8 Chanda, 25. Peshwa Daftar, 1729.
Nagpur, V. 30. p. 288, and to Mahoba via Chan-
Mandla. Peshwa Diary, part da and Mandla, and

II, by Vad & Paras- vi»ts Qihatrasal and
nis (1906 Ed.) pp.
229-30.

his son.

Either 7 26. Valmiki Rama- 26. Ram reaches (?)
5,6,7 yana. Dandakaranya.
or 8

27. Early historv of
the Deccan by Bhan-

27. Agastya crosses

Vindhya and stays at
(?)

\

darkar anl Valmiki
Ramayana.

Panchavati.

28. Sutta Nipata V, 28. Bavari reaches 6th
976-7. Ashmaka from Kosala. century.

B. C.
9 Bihar to 29. Travels of Uyan 28. Uyan Chawang 6th

Orissa. Qiawang, by Watters, goes to Puri from century.
Vol. II, pp. 194 and Tamluka. (Midna-
197, 198. pur).

1
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List of those whoee routes can possibly be traced (1) A Jain ^
Shrutakevalin went to Shravana Bdgola from Kosala in 3rd

century ftc. (2) Routes of several Buddhists who came to Maharashtra.

(3) Routes of expeditions of the Lieutenants of Delhi Court frwn 13th to

16th centuries and travels of foreigners.

It is necessary to give serially explanatory notes to the Column No. 4

“ who used ”. They are :

—

(1) Baudhayana in his Dharma Sutra (1:2:4) says that the Nor-

therners i.e. the people of Aryavarta take to sea voyages which according to

him is irreligious. And if the quotation of Bhallavin according to Dr. D. R.

Bhandarkar is 1 : 2 : 12 : 14 (Chau Khamba series) it is a half truth to say

that “ Another route by which the Aryans seem to have gone to South India

was by sea. They appear to have sailed from the Indus to Kachha, Kathe-

wad, Bharu Kachha, Sopara ”. I add here a passage to support the learned

Ehr. from footnote 2 to Page 1 of Vol. No. IX Part I “Gujarat Popula-

tiwi” of the District Gazetteers of the Bombay Presidency. It runs as

follows.

“ The explanation to the early Brahmans in Gujarat from Upper India

is that they are descendants of those who entered Gujarat either by sea or

by land from Sind.”

Buddhists Jatakas. 339 Baveru Jataka and Sussondi Jataka No. 360

—

tell us that they have sailed from Bharu Kachha. “Linguistically Kachhi

is not an intermediate language—between Sindhi and Gujrathi. It is a form

of Sindhi with a varying mixture of Gujrathi ”. (Page 176, Vol. I, Pt. I,

of L. S. I.).

(2) Explanatory notes about these classes will be found on pp. 10

and 12 of the Vol. IX part I (Bombay Gaz.). These three! classes belcmg to

Kjanva Shakha of Yajurveda while in the whole of Gujarath if my information

is correct, no fcdlower of Kanva ^aka is found at all. That the story given

in the footnote of page 12, tracing the original home of the forefathers of

the Motala Brahmans at Kolhapur, may not be correct. Kolhapur cannot

be the abode of Kanva^kha Brahmans whose headquarters are Khandesh

Districts adjoining Surat and Bhadoch and therefore, I take that the Kanva-

shakha Brahmans might have migrated to Surat and Bhadoch to perform

sacrifices. The Kanva Shakha Brahmans can be traced at Jambusar as far

back as 7th century a.d. according to a copper plate (J. R. A S. of Great

Britain and Ireland N. S. Page 247, VoK I). Mr. Bhimbhai Kriparam, cc«n-

piter of the aforesaid Gazetteer volumes thus describes the Motala Brahmans
“ In addititm to their appearance which is more Deccani than Gujarati, four

pointe suf^rt the tradition that the Motala Brahmans came frcan the

Deocrm. At the time of the marriage and for four days after the bride

Im^ her head uncovered and fastens the end of her robe from left to right.
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lu all these pdnts except the first the practice of the Motala, Jambu, and

Kapil brahmans is the same and agrees with the practice of the Deccan

Brahmans. The Motala Brahmins are intelligent, active and hardworking.

The priestly class have a name for learning superior to that of the most

other sub-divisions of Gujarath Brahmans (pp. 12 and 13). The inter-

marriages betweai Jamboos and Motalas took place a century ago (Foot-

note 3 page 12).”

In the bode named “ Motala Brahman Katha ” (p. 2 to p. 4 chapters II

and III) the aforesaid statements are corroborated. A Motala friend of

mine very lately wrote me expressing these very views current amongst his

caste.

(3) My investigations have shown that the Jamboo Brahmans who
have migrated about three centuries ago to Indore State and Chanda and

Nagpur Districts of C. P. and Ahmednagar District of the Bombay Presi-

dency have completely merged into Maharashtra Brahmin fold, and they are

being classed as Maharashtrians. These Jamboos can go to Khandesh only

by Tapi Valley route.

(4) Leva Gujars and Leva KunWes are residents of Khandesh and

Buldhana Districts and have completely merged into a Maharashtra Caste

so much so that 95% of them are adherents of Bhagwat sect of Pundharpur.

They have, I am told, gone there five or six centuries ago. Their way to

Khandesh is but by Tapi Valley.

(5) A few families of Maharashtriya Karhada Brahmins have com-

pletely been absorbed by the Motalas and an interesting story of their ab-

sorptiwi is narrated in Schedule “ Z ” and “ T ” (pp. 44 and 78 of Motala

Brahman Katha).

The families of the surnames of Gurjars of Karhada Brahmins of Maha-

rashtra have come back to Kwikan from Gujarat before the Saka 1113.

(History of Athale family, p. 9). They are described as

in a copper plate from Rajapur of the Ratnagiri District

Similarly Pomburlekar Joshi another Karhada Brahman family is said to

have come from Gujarat (Bharat Itihas Samshodhak Mandal Quarterly-

Shivacharitra, Vol. IV, pp. 3 and 8). These and other families of Karhatak

who reedved donations from Gurjar Kings must have gone to and come back

from Gujarat via. Kolaba and Thana Districts which are ^ort-cuts to both

the provinces (Gupte's “Karhad”).

(6) The story of the migration to Gujarat from Rajapur of the Dikshit

faillilies of Broach is narrated on pp. 76 to 79 of the " Bhargava Brahmanno

Itihas Way to Broach of these Dikshits can only be through Konkan

Districts.

(7) Shivaji visited Surat first in 1664 via Nanaghat, Mahuli, Jawhar,

*Ganadevi (pp. 93 to 97) and on second occasion raided it in 1670 via. Kalyan

(p. 174).
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(8) Saurashtra Brahmans are weavers from Saurashtra as the name

itself indicates. Madras Census report writer (1931, p. 292) says that the

language of the people is a Gujarathi dialect and that they have come by

C. P. Belgaum and Dharwar Districts of Bombay Presidency which seems

to be doubtful. Srj. Kaka Kalekar who visited Madura and came across

with these people and language remarked in an article in “Maharashtra

Sahitya Patrika, Vol. VIII, p. 663 ff.” is, as a “ Lost Brother of Marathi

He does not see any connection of it with Gujarat as regards language,

custom, mode of living etc. He further adds that along with Telegu, Tamil
and Kannada words it contained, many Marathi and Konkani words, phrases

and idioms are also found therein. The linguistic investigations made by me
go to concur with the veteran learned Kakasaheb. That is the reason why I

think that these Saurashtra people must have gone to Madura via. Lata,

Konkan, Vanavasi, Coimbatore having received royal patronage at Madura
since long.

(9) Pulkeshi II subjugated the kingdom of Lata (V. 22) where he

might have either gone via. Konkan after having conquered Puri (V. 21)

by the route No. 3 or if the conquest was an independent one his route might

have No. 4.

(10) Yuan Chawang went to Bharukachha from Ajanta after crossing

Narmada (p. 241, Travels of Y. C. by Watters).

(11) Chimnaji Appa Peshwa left Khara Nala on 14-12-1729, crossed

Tapi and proceeded to Ankaleshwar, crossed Narmada and reached Broach

on 24-12-1729.

(12) Though Lata, Malva and Gurjars : are described to

have been conquered in one verse 22, geographically the expeditions must have

been two ; the first for Lata and the second for Malva and Gurjar and there-

fore two different routes should be assigned to these, No. 3 for Lata

and No. 4 or 5 for Malva and Gurjar. Rajputana was in those days in tlie

possession of Gurjars and hence their name to it (p. 415 of

/. B. B. R. A. S., Vol. XXI)

.

(13) Pupils of Bavari left Pratishtana and went upto Mahismati and

reached Ujjain.

(14) Ramdeo King of Devagiri writes to Alla-ud-din Khilji (1294)

in a letter

"Supposing that you should be able to retreat from hence undisturbed,

are not the princes of Malva, Khandesh and Gondavana in your route ?

Can you hope they will permit you to escape unmolested ? ” (abput

1290 A.D. ).

-—Page 307 of the History of the rise of the Mohamedan Power, 1829 Ed.

by Ferishta Vol. I. Here the route of Alla-ud-din is shown via

Khandesh and back.
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(15) Bajirao I went to Malwa via Rajapura, Maheshwar, Mandavgad,

Nalse and Khargcm in April and May of 1724.

(16) Chimnaji Appa leaves Rajapura on 23-111-1728 via Nalchha and

Ujjain goes to Bundi by February 1729, and returns via. Bundelkhand, Dahod

on 1-4-1728 Jambhol Bore Gajarati Rajapura to Sendhava on 16-4-1729.

(17) Chimnaji Appa while returning from Bundelkhand via. Malwa

Ghat (9-5-1733) halted on his way back at Navi Sarai, Fazilpur, Zirpa and

reached Makadai on 13-5-1733.

(18) Raghoba Dada left Sendhava (1753) and visiting Khargon and

Indore reached Ujjain.

(19) Raghoba Dada returned from North Indian Expedition of 1766-

67 via Devas (1-5-67 Ujjain), Dharampuri to Khargon on 5-6-1767.

(20) Bajirao I, on his way back from Sarai of Moghala (14-4-1719)

halted at Nanakpur, Sarai Satarana, Bhelsa, Shihore, Ichhawar, Hande and

Ratanpur and reached on 7-5-1719 to Bahranpur.

(21) Raghunath Rao left Raver on 5-2-1766 and after halting at Bah-

ranpur, Makdai, Harde, Hande and Nemavar reached Bhopal on 6-3-1766.

(22) Pulkeshi II defeated Harsha (V. 22) after crossing Vindhya and

Narmada but the route not having been mentioned I assign either No. 5 or 6.

(23) The same is the case with Ibn Batuta who left Delhi and reached

Daulatabad but the intermediate places mentioned on p. 162 are not traceable

to me and therefore it may be that he might have crossed the mountain by

either route No. 5 or 6.

(24) Chimnaji Appa left KJhandva on 30-11-1732 reached Shivani

(Malva) and from where he went to Sohagpur to cross Narmada and reached

Narsingpur and thence proceeded to Bundelkhand in the beginning of Janu-

ary, 1733.

(25) Bajirao I reached Washim on 28-12-1728 and proceeded to Ma-
hur, Girad (Chanda), Makade Dhokade (Nagpur) Mandale and entered

Bundelkhand and reached Mahoba on 13-3-1729.

(26-27-28) Ram and Agastya of Valmiki Ramayan came down to Danda-

karanya and Bavari a Buddhist Bhikshu came to Ashmaka from Kosala which

they could only do by crossing Vindhya and not otherwise but there is no

mention of their route and therefore it could be said that they have crossed

Vindhya by either of the 5th, 6th, 7th or 8th route.

(29) Yuan Chwang after reaching Singbhuma in Bihar went south-

ward to Tamluka in Midnapur District and visited Chilka Lake near Katak
and Rajmahendri in Orissa.

To sum up the subject I have to point out that the route No. 1 i.e.,

voyages in the western sea were common till at least Sixth century before the

Saka Era. Regarding route No. 4 and 3 I have to say that till sixth century

of the Saka Era people from Sind and Malva used to come to Anarta and Lata
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and Aparanta. Routes No. 5 and 6 urere of frequent use to cross Vindhya.

Nos. 7 and 8 were used rarely and No. 9 was not only used by Yuan Chwang

but I may say that the colonisation of Utkala might have taken place by this

route.

Another interesting feature is that most of the railway lines are cons-

tructed by these old routes. The Tapi Valley line of runs by No.

2. Bombay-Ahmedabad line of the same Railway goes by No. 3 and on-

wards. The Malva branch i.e., Khandwa to Ratlam Section passes by our

route No. 5.

Khandwa to Bhopal line of G. I. P. Ry. is oux route No. 6 and Nagpur

Itarsi branch is our route No. 8

.

Midnapur to Kharagpur and further upto Puri are branches of B. N.

Ry. which is our route No. 9.



BRAHMANISM AND JAINISM

By

Dr. PHANI BHUSAN ROY, m.a., ph.d.

Jainism and Buddhism are the two great Pauruiseya religions of India

;

and by common consent it is held that Jainism was the earlier of the two. It

will not be improper then to look upon Jainism as the typical I^uni?eya

religion of India. If so regarded, Jainism offers naturally a strong contrast

to Brahmanism which is traditionally regarded as Apauruseya religion par

excellence. We may tentatively define a Pauruseya religion as one which

grows round a central Figure who both intuits and preaches the truth whereas

an Apaurujseya religion has not this Central Figure. A Pauruseya religion

is therefore historical in its origin and growth while an Apauruseya religion

is Sanatana or timeless. But the question is : Can any religion be called a

Paurugeya religion?

(A) Mahavlra, the Jina, after attaining to Kevalajfiana, preached the

holy message to all and Sundry. If, instead of preaching the path of Kaiva-

lya, he pointed out to his hearers the primrose path of dalliance, he could

have still gathered round him a band of followers (like any successful robber-

chief, Angulim&la for example) but he could never have commanded the

deep esteem and veneration of pious and earnest men and women. This fact

establishes an indisputable truth. Some men may be bad and immoral but

most men are not, so the vogue of a robber-chief can never be equal (never in

quality and also not in quantity) to that of a religious teacher. That is, the

appeal of religion and morality evokes a strong and lasting response in the

hearts of men and women which effect can never be produced by an appeal

to the baser side of human nature. But what prevents a religious preacher

from pointing out the primrose path of dalliance ? Truth and its realisation.

Only because Truth has captured his soul that a Truth-realiser cannot but

deliver the message of Truth (as the sun cannot but ^ve light and heat) ;

and until and unless this message of Truth is ddivered, nobody can! evoke

an undying and widespread enthusiasm among earnest men and women.

Truth operates then in a creative or dynamic way. Firstly, Truth, by re-

vealii^ itself to the soul of the Fortunate one (Mah&v5ra, for example)

nvxilds him as its v^cle or standard-bearer and then using him as an ins-

trumoit broadcasts itself all the world over. This fact also establishes an

indisputable truth. Truth creates a super-man, not a super-man Truth, that

is to say. Truth is higher than, nobler than, greater than its standard-bearer

or realiaer.
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(B) The process of Trath-realisaticm has been lucidly explained in

Buddhism (Saip. NikSya Vol. II, p. 25). But I shall cite here a more his-

torical example ; Newtcm, the mathematician, was once sitting under an
apple-tree when a ripe apple fell to the ground. In a flash of lightning Truth
i.e. the Universal Law of Gravitation revealed itself to the consciousness of

Newton. Nobody would suggest that the Universal Law of Gravitation b^an
to operate the moment. It was intuited by Newton ( in that case Baby New-
ton could never have dropped from his mother's womb). Madhucchanda
sings : Agniip Tide (Rv. I. I. I.) and at once the Fire-god (Agni)

breathes into being ! This account will be very absurd, for the truth is very

emphatically the other way about. The correct interpretation is : Fire-god

was, is and will be for ever ; only because He, in His benignity, has revealed

Himself to the consciousness of Madhucchanda that Madhucchanda has been

able to sing forth in such full-throated ease. The word Madhucchanda (so

far as R. K. Singing i.e. inspired singing is concerned) should not be put in

casus Rectus (Nominative case) but in casus Ablativus (Instrumental case)

for Madhucchanda does not and cannot possess Karttrtva (agency), he pos-

sesses merely Karaioata (instrumentality). Therefore the Vedic seers called

Vedic Religion, Vedic Religion, but never VaiSistha religion or Kanva reli-

gion or Bharadvaja religion (so on and so on), for they knew, in their infinite

wisdom, that Truth is greater than its standard-bearer. Truth is greater than

its fortunate realiser.

(C) The R.K. -songs have been sung by a number of inspired singers

and no one among them has arrogated to himself the position of supremacy
over others. If Va^isitha looked upon himself as Truth’s sole realiser and
looked down upon Gptsamada, Bharadvaja etc. as so many petti-foggers than

he would have committed a blunder that was committed by the founders of

PauruQeya religions. Instead of religious toleration and concord we would
have then religious tyranny and discord in Vedic times. Moreover the whole
thing would have rested upon a grievous untruth : the exaltation of the Truth
realiser far above Truth or his equation with it (Y6 mam passati so dhammam
passati). A Buddhist might say : Dhammam Saranjaip gacchSmi but what
sense is there in his saying : Buddham sarajjam gacchami ? The opponent
may argue : Jainism etc. are ascetic religions and therefore they should not
be confounded with Vedic Karmakapda. Our reply would be ; Yajflavalkya
(Br. Ara. Upa.) is as much a Vedic seer as Gjtsamada or Vagi^itha is. Only
a head-strong man would (H>ine that the Upani^ads are mwe Vedic than the
SaiphitSs, which fact propounds a noble truth : the wind bloweth where it

Hrtrth and truth reveals itself in many ways, not ordinarily known to man.

(D) The opponent may still argue that Jainism etc. are not merely so
many systems of philosophy but they are so many ways of life (Marga) and
as sudi th^ should be separately named as the streets are named in a dty.
We shall request our opponent to peruse carefully the Introduction to Jaina
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S&tras (S. B. E.), by Jacobi, where the great Savant haa proved up to the

hilt the fact of Jain-Buddhist indebtedness to Biflhmanism in the matter of

ascetic practices and regulations. Neither the Buddha nor MahSvira was a

Padavit (Path-finder) in a startlingly original sense of the term. So the

Maggadesakattva of MahStdra need not be taken into account in naming the

religion after him. It clearly follows then that no religion should be called a

pauruiseya religicm simply because of the fact that it stupefies truth for whose

sake religions are preached and practised. Secondly, a pauruseya religion al-

ways and invariably gives an unholy encouragement to separatist and faction-

al tendencies which create lamentable discord and strife among men, profess-

ing different religions.

We shall now attack the problem from a different standpoint. All the

pauruseya religions are proselytizing cults, i.e., the Pauruseya religions make

great use of upaya-kausalya or religious propaganda. The Vedic religion is

singularly free from this proselytizing zeal. Why ? For the sake of religions

earnestness and steadfastness (adhiklara). A Yajamana does not go to a

meeting to hear a sermon from some great religious teacher ; he, in a mood

of deep veneraticMi, goes to the uncreated Veda for getting his religious ins-

piration (Aabdi-bhavana). Now, take for example the holy injunction : Dar-

foipunjamasabhygm svargakamo yajeta. This holy injunction occurs in the

Satapatha Biahmajja which is not after all a juvenile text meant for children

which fact compels the Yajamana to devote a considerable time to Vedic

studies (Brahmacarya). So the Vedic religion did always remain a Kathi-

nayiana and never deteriorated into SahajaySna. Now, dilly-dallying and

shilly-shallying in matters religious begets a corresponding habit of dilly-dally-

ing and shilly-shallying in life. In my humble opinion, our national decline

is mainly due to these personal cults which breeding a sort of latitudinarianism

in religion have ^ackened our grip on life. We fear to tread the uphill path

in any department of life, always hankering after soft jobs and cu^ioned

chairs. “ Religion Made Easy ” has made us take life also much too easy.

For the sake of truth than which nothing is higher, for the sake of reli-

gious concord than which nothing is more noble and for the sake of accept-

ing life as a struggle than which nothing is more courageous, the Pauru^eya

religions should be renamed
;
and the new nomen that I propose for Jainism

is Vedic-Religion, i.e, the religion of Veda (truth) as revealed to the amsci-

ousness of Mahavira, the Jina.



THE PROSPECTS OF ECONOMIC PLANNING FOR
INDIA AND THE WORLD

By

Dr. BENOY SARKAR, m.a., dr.h.c.

Economic India Tomorrow

A Plan far Economic Revolution in Post-War India has been issued by

sonne industrialists of Bombay (January, 1944). It is ahvays useful to dis

cuss the far-off divine events. But as in every other country, belligerent

or neutral, in India also post-war reconstructiwi will have to attend to the

problems of famine, epidemics, business failure, and unemployment. TIk' im-

mediate economic requirements of India to-morrow will have to be met, no

matter what be the ultimate goal. Post-war economy is essentially the

coMtomy of demobilization. The fundamental problem is to decide as to how

much of the wartime state controls in industry, trade, currency, and agricul-

ture, as well as employment, prices and wages ought to be maintained in

order that demobilization may be prevented from producing its worst efforts.

Reconstruction problems before India are bound to be in the main of the

same order as those before other countries.

In the present conditions of under-development the temptation to in-

dulge in comprehensive schemes and fundamental principles of planned in-

dustrialization is bound to be great. P'or the time being, let us combat that

tenM^ation in a deliberate manner. Since 1907 the present author has been

issuing schemes, i^ons or creeds for theorists and public workers. Some of

the most pressing needs of India in the immediate future which have been

discussed in one or other of those creeds are being enumerated below. The
object is to suggest a few charmels along which the demobilized resources in

finance and persormH may be utilized.

The plan, designed as it is for all the provinces of India, comprises the

following items :

A. Techno-Industrial

1. Electrificatiem of ever>' municipal area, in order that, among other

things, cheap power may be conveniently rendered available to small and
medium industries. (The municipalities of India are approximately 1,000

in number.)

2. Construction of roads, inter-district and intra-district, with a view,

among other things, to facilitating the marketing of agricultural goods. The
poverty of Bengal, especially of East Boigal and Assam, in roads, is noto-
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rious. Motor roads between Dibrugarh on the one hand and Sadiya and

Chittagong on the other have long been overdue. Perhaps some of them

are already under construction as military necessities.

3. Erection of shipyards and equipment of harbours at diverse mari-

time centres and river-mouths. Narayimganj (][>acca) and Chandpur

(ComiUa), for instance, may be singled out as first-class sites for seaports

in East Bengal no less wortliwhile than Calcutta.

B. The Standard of Living of Peasants. Workmen and Clerks

1. Allocation of special funds (of large size) sucli as may be rendered

available to individual cultivatois through co-oixrative stxiielies at convenient

rates of interest.

2. Introduction of comi>uIsory stxrial insurana' ann>ng woiking men and

other employees with adequate state grants. (A. Bill is in i)rej)aration )

.

The standard of living and efficiency of the masses in villages and towns

is likely to be raised in a qiecial manner by tlie above two nu^asurt's.

C. Socio-Economic

1. Training and employment of women in health and othcT social ser-

vices at the rate of one per each union board. (ITie number of union boards

is about 5,000 in Bengal).

2. Intensified campaign (large scale pumping, land-nclamation, train-

ing of rivers, irrigation etc.) for the eradication of malaria, distiict by

district.

3. Enactment of consolidated Public Health Act. (A Public Health

Act has already been passed in Madras in 1939).

Tliis may be regarded as the irreducible minimum of tixluio- industrial

and socio-economic planning during the period of “ reconstruction ” in the

narrow sense, say, five years from the end of the war. A large part of the

personnel tcclinocratically educated and disciplined during World-War II

is likely to be absorbed through road-making, electrification, port ctmstruc-

tion, river-engineering and allied industrial projects. An avenue may then

be found for taking charge of large numbers that are bound to be thrown

on the unemployed list, as srxin as demobilization commences.

For an outsider who is not in the know as to the exact kinds of indus-

tries that the war-economy has brought into life or expansiem it is not possi-

ble to say how many of them ought to be maintained and under what pat-

terns. The redistribution of working-men and clerks also among new work-

sh(^ and business oonoems can likewise be suggested only by persons ac-

quainted with the activities of the war supply and other offices.

Idealism of the Bombay Plan

Of course this prescription, modest as it is, cannot be expected to bring

the Indian infant mortality down to the Anglo-American kvel or raise the
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expectation of life up to the German levd in seven or ten years, as recon*

stmction jrfanners would wish. Nor can the national income per capita be

possibly augmented hundred per cent within a quiqueniuiun or so as a result

of the carrying out of the simple scheme of the eight items formulated here.

It would be but crying for the moon if on the strength of these recommenda-
tions India were to emulate within a decade or so the figures exhibited in

Japanese Trade and Industry by the Mitsubishi Economic Research Bureau
(London, 1936) or National Income in Japan (Japanese Economic Federa-

tion, Tokyo, 1939). No economic millennium is in contemplation. And
as for the federated world-state of human brotherhood and inter-racial amity,

this humble plan is the furthest removed from that consummation.

It is superfluous to observe that the plan put forward in this modest

fashion would appear too elementary and primitive by the side of the pro-

gramme suggested for England in The Condition of Britain (London, 1937),

liy G. D. H. and M. I. Cole. That work, of course, deals with pre-war

conditions and formulates fundamental policies. Nor is it possible to en-

counter here the planifications attempted in Turkey under Kemal Ataturk

siiKC 1923 and espodatly since 1933, the year of her first five year plan. It

is from a hated condition of semi-colonie prevailing during the previous half-

century that Turkey has been emancipated by comprehensive state interven-

tion in the domain of agriculture as well as by state aids to industry, as one

understands from Conker and Witmeur’s Redressement economtque et Indus-

trtdisalion de la nouvelle Turquie (Paris, 1937).

The 10,(X)0 crore-finanoe envisaged by the Bombay Plan is certainly

very heartening. But the Plan is vitiated by the fallacy of which the plan-

makers are not unconscious. First, it assumes the emergence of a “ National

GovernmenL" Secondly, it assumes the emancipation of India's economic
pc^icy—-“ full freedom in economic matters "—from the British empire eco-

tK)my. No plan could be more superbly idealistic and wide of tire mark
in regard to the realities.

Planification as an Ideology

In contemporary eebnomic discussions tlie category, economic {banning,

planned economy, or jrfanified economy, is being loosely employed in season
and out of season. Another category is being no less loosely employed. This
has become current coin during the atmosphere of World War II as recon-

struction or post-war reconstruction. It is extremely difficult to avoid these
conventional and much too popular categories while dealing with current
economic questions. No less difficult is it to avoid employing these cate-

gories in the loose manner of common parlance.

Everybody who has some idea in regard to the ecommuc welfare of
his peojfle considers himself to be the author of an economic planning or
planned economy. Any and every scheme or plan is said to bdong to
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“planning” or ** planification." And since we all happen to be Uvmg in

what is p«hap8 the second rrfiase of World-War II, each one of theae eoono-

inic plans is treated as being equivalent to a scheme of post-war reconstruc-

tion. In India, especially, i:4anning and reconstruction have grown to be

almost synonymous or identical cat^ories.

In a living science or art looseness in the use of expressions can hardly

be prevented or avoided. Virtually every category Itas to be taken in an

clastic sense.

And yet to prevent misunderstandings care should be taken to pin these

categories down to specified contents of thought. Literally speaking, be it

observed, reconstructiem ought to imply notliing more than the transfer or

transition of economic morphology from war to iieaa*. We ought to visua-

lize the withdrawal of finance and employment from war industries to nor-

mal occupations. This is an aspect of “ desnobilizatiun ” which automati-

cally involves unemployment. Re-employment in certain industries is

another item of importance. Tlie re-establishment of trade, tariff, currency,

prices, wages and what not on pre-war (?) or rather non-war foundations

belong to this phase of economy. The entire aimplex may be called stabi-

lization or rehabilitation and is generally given over to a five-year period.

Be it noted that a literal restoration of or reversion to pre-war condition is

neither assumed nor possible.

During the first year or two (1939-40) of the present war, Indian econo-

mists, businessmen and politicians managed invariably to identify the war

effort with all-round “economic planning." Everybody wanted the Govern-

ment to utilize the situation in such a manner as might equip India with

every conceivable industry and business. It was hardly possible for them

to comprehend that war effort could not aim at anything more than specific

and temporary economic devdopment for a wdl-ddimited period. Now that

the war has been presumably looking forward to its dose, Indian economic

statesmanship is as a gener2il rule bent upcm advising the Government to en-

visage “ post-war reconstruction ” as identical with India's techno-industrial

development of a comprehensive character. It is invariably difficult i<x

Indian publicists, comprising the authors of the “ Bombay Plan ”, to realize

that post-war construction c^mnot possibly have more than a shott-period

and very limited scope. In sdentific analysis both “ war-effort ” and “ post-

war reconstruction” are to be taken in the narrow sense of occasional and

temporary or transitional measures.

Communism vs . Capitalism in Planning

Planning or planification, in its simpieet and most naive form, imiffies

the attempt of even the pre-historic caveman to save his first stone impte-

ment for use on a future occasion. It is as old as conscious man. A goal-

ful futurism is to be found in the soul of a plan. In it^ somewhat mature
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form it <wver$ the budgetary activities of all states,—ancient, mediaeval or

modem,—in regard to the incomes and disbursements of a twelve-month

period. Every improvement trust or road scheme is an instance of irfan-

ning. Finally, in its roost hyperdeveloped form, planificatioo means nothing

but the communistic economy wider state au^ices introduced by Soviet

Russia in October, 1928. Strictly speaking, planned economy is communism

as concretdy realized in Soviet Russia since then.

But the success of the first five-year plan of Russia set the world in

1933 thinking of the merits of some of the features, e.g. etatisme, centralized

control and despotism, etc.,—associated with Sovietic planning. And so virtu-

ally every non-Sovietic state,—from Germany, Italy, Japan, England, France

and the U.S.A. down to the most undeveloped regions in the two hemis-

pheres,—has pounced Ufxm planning or planificatiwi as a new

panacea, slogan or technique of public life and national welfare. Today we
have to visualize two entirely distinct types of planned economy or economic

planning. One is the original, Sovietic, Bolshevistic or communistic type.

Its fundamental feature is the abolition of private proiXTty, private capital,

private interest, private rent, and private profit. The other planning is non-

communistic, that is capitalistic or bourgeois. It recognizes the private pro-

perty and private capital of age-long traditional economy. But both are unit-

ed in state control.

Today socialism is to be taken in two distinct senses or forms. One is

the communistic socialism of Soviet Russia. The other is the non-conrmunislic

or capitalistic and bourgeois socialism of all non-Soviet territories. Thus con-

sidered, socialism is the prevailing economico-political system throughout the

world.

Whether capitalistic or communistic, planiiication is state control, etatisme,

or, what is virtually the same thing, socialism. In B. E. Lippincott’s com-

pilation entitled Government Control of the Economic Order (Minnesota,

1935) pttMxmtrol ideas are expressed by Colm, Feiler, Ledcrer, Means and

Nathan. This symposium may be placed by tlte side of the anti-control

symposium edited by F. von Haydc as Collectivist Economic Planning

(London 1936).

Vansittartism in World-Planning

No reconstruction can possibly realize the ideals or principles, should

there be any, of world-wide economic salvation. The coming post-war world-

economy or economic reconstruction bids fair to be but a continuation, in

the main, of the world-economy at 1939.

Arthik VtmaH (economic progress) is a social phenomena of doses rmd

decrees. It is essentially gradualistic and can never claim finality or all-

round oomprdtenMveness.
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It is the equations of comparative industrialism and technocracy such

as were in evidaicei in pre-war years that would set the general lines along

which the new transformatiems within the reconstruction complex are likely

to proceed. The disturbances or nuxiifications of pre-1939 equations gene-

rated by World-War II— in and through war industries, inflated emi^oy-

mrnts, inflated currencies, inflated wages and inflated prices are to be

treated in the main as aberrations of not niucli permanent value. They are

fundamentally short period emergencies. The post-war ociuations may be

taken chiefly as not very great deviations from tlie pre-war. Reconstmetion

as such is considerably limited by these ix)sitive considerations, - picHis wishes

or idealistic planifications notwithstanding.

Let us be clear about two terms, post-war economy and woild-c'conomy.

It is not necessary to indulge in sixjculation in older to exi)lain the two

categories. The economic evolution Ix-twcen World-War I and World-War

II. i.e. from 1919 to 1939 furnishes the objt‘Ctive data al»ul tlu^e i)henO'

mena.

P'irst, then, ix)st-war economy is, realistically considered, the economy of

preparation for the next war. Secondly, world-tconomy is not f^quivalent to

the economic organization of the entire world. It is to be undersUxxl prag-

matically as the economy of that much of the two hemispheres which it is

fX)ssible for a people to utilize. This utilization is not. however, to lx‘ taken

in a similar sense. The spirit of “ mutuality with the other peoples of the

same region is not to be excluded.

The present war (since September, 1939) is, generally, being cxjiocted

to come to an end by 1945. Sweeping proposals for dealing with defeated

Germany are set out in a memorandum published (on May 1943) by the

Post War Policy Group of members of the House of Commons and Lords

of which Wardlaw-Milne is the Chairman. The memorcindum, signed by 34

members of the Group, urges effective occupation of Germany and setting up

ot an Inter-Allied Council of Control. The first duties of such a Council

should be, it is said, preservation of all order and complete demobilization

of all German armed forces within six months, dismantling of the aeroplane

industry and control, and where necessary, closing down of German war

potential including heavy and chemical industries to the extent of which

they are the basis for production of munitions ; arrests and bringing to trial

of persons alleged to be guilty of war crime, disbanding of officers’ corps and

training corps. The essential points of the subsequent peace treaty in this

plan should be that Allied army and air-forces will occupy Germany until

the Allies agree that this may with safety be terminated or relaxed, inde-

pendent states in East Prussia and Rhineland, restoration of the sovereignty

of all countries invaded by the Axis, Allied control of radio, printing and

education in Germany, no German army, navy and air- force, civil aviation

or aircraft industries until allied nations decide otherwise, return of all loot
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or ooiiH>eiMation in khul. aU costs arising out of Allied occupatkn to be paid

by the German States.

The paper on “A Plan fw Germany’s Economic Disarmament" by

Einzig in the Econonuc Journal (Londotu June-September, 1942) throws

likewise a flood of light on post-war world reconstruction. It may be said

tlat the world-economy is expecting a Super-Versailles by 1946. World-War

H cannot therefore be the last war of history. Humanly speaking, a war of

revenge may be expected by 1965-70 in spite of the efforts of the victors to

prevent that consummation. Some idea of such efforts to be directed by

Anglo-American "peace-force” may be seen in King-Hall’s Total Victory

(New York 1942) and Gdber's Peace l>y Power (London, 1942). In June,

1943, the British Labour Party also at their conference declared for the

totalitarian disarmament of the German people. They proceeded on Van-

sittart’s hypothesis that there were no " good Germans " in Germany. Post-

war world-economy, then, is tantamount to the economic structure and

dynamics of the world during these two decades or so ( 1946-70) of universal

war-preparedness or continuation and maintenance of war-organization. Some
of the items may be seen in Condliffe’s Agenda for a Post-war World (New
York, 1942), a work, en passant, that fights shy of idealistic and millennial

worid-recipea*

* B. K. Saifcar : The Eqmtions of WorU-Beonomy (Calcutta Jt943), Vittagts

and Towns « Sockd Patterns (Calcutta 1941) and The PoUtkdl Philosophies Smea
IMS, Vot. II, Part II (Lahora 1942).



BACITRA NATAK

By

Dr. INDU BHUSAN BANERJl. M a.. ph.d.

Calcutta University

The main historical interest of the B;»citra Naiak, which may be regard-

ed as an autobiography of Guru Gobind Singh, the last Guru of Uie Sikhs, is

concentrated in seven sections, viz

,

the Sivonth to tlie thirteenth. In his

epoch-making work on Sikh Religion, MacaulilTe gives us an Englisli trans-

lation of the first seven chapters of the work' as well as of the last, but these

important sections are omitted, the author giving it as his reason that as all

the details narrated here had been incorixirated in the general biography of the

Guru, no separate translation seem(>d necessary. Unfortunately, from Macau-

lifTc’s account of the life of the (Juru it is not possible to doctor which twrtions

of it are based on the Bacitra NS.<tak and where the other Siklt records are

laid under contribution. But inspite of its limitations, the Bacitra NStak is

undoubtedly the most important of all the records about Gum Gobind Singh

and it is essential that wc should know what it has got to tell us independent-

ly. An Englisli version of these sccticms of the Bacitra NSfak is, therefore, a

desideratum. The Gum’s descriptions, however, are animated and sometimes

full of repetitions. We have, therefore, omitted some of these but, on the

whole we believe Uiat nothing has been left out, which can be of any use to

the student of political history.

I. Section vui

The Battle of Bhangani

When I obtained sovereignty I conducted religious affairs to the best of

my ability. I hunted various sorts of game in the forest and killed bears,

nilgaus and elks.

Afterwards I left that place and went to the city of Paunta. I enjoyed

myself on the banks of the Kalindri and say amusements of various kinds.

1. The third section is, however, skipped over but on the other hand we are

given an English translation of the firat three verses of the eighth section, another

extract from which is incorporated in Macauliffe’s work a general account of the

battle of Bhangani. Malcolm also incorporates another extract from this section

in his Sketch of the ^khs. These we have used fredy and we take this opportunity

of acknosriedging our indebtedness to their authors. We may add here that for the

puipoees of this article we have used the printed list published by Gulab Singfi and

Sons and the annotated edition of Bhai Bishan Sini^ Gyani.
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There I aetected and killed many lions, nilgaus and bears. Fatha Shah,

the king, became angry and came to blows with me without any reason.

There Sri Siah raged and the five stately heroes took their positkm firm-

ly on the field of battle—the tenadous Jit Mai and the skilful Gulab, whose

graceful figures on the battlefield were wondrous to behold,—the determined

Maheri Chand and Gangaram, who defeated and shattered the enemy’s forces.

Lalchand raged becoming red with anger and his bravery cast into shade even

the pride of the peerless lion.

Maheru raged with a fearful expression and killed the brave Khans in

battle. The Brahmin Dayaram rushed into the fray with great anger and

fought bravely and ddlfully like Drona of old

Kripal advanced with a mace in his hand and smashed the head of the

fierce Hayat Khan.

« « *

Then Nand Chand rushed into the fray with dreadful ire, wielding his

spear and brandishing his sword. His keen sword broke but he drew out his

dagger and with great determination saved the honour of the Sodhi race.

Then uncle Kripial advanced in his rage and exhibited the war feats of

a true Kshatriya. The mighty hero was himst'lf struck by an arrow but ne-

vertheless made a valiant Khan fall from his saddle

The brave Saheb Chand entered into the fray and slew a bloody Khan.

The stately hero wrought havoc in the enemy’s ranks and those that survived

fled with their lives.

There, in the arena, Sri Shah fought and brought many Khans to the

ground. (On the other side) Raja Gopal stood erect on the field and looked

like a lion amidst a herd of deers.

There raged the great hero Hari Chand who skilfully look his position

in the field. In great anger he discharged sharp arrows and tliose whom he

struck he sent to the other world.

* • *

Then Jit Mai aimed with his spear and struck Hari Chand down to the

ground.

*

The Moody Khans drew out their Khorasan swords, the keen edges of

which flashed like fire. Arrows crowded upon one another, the bows cracked,

the young horses fell and struck the more e.xperienced and firm.

« * *

How far shall I describe the mighty battle ! Those who fought (in the

front) were killed and thousands fled.

The Hill chiefs ^rred their horses and fled ; the soldiers retired with
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their arrows undischarged. The Rajas of Jaswal and Dadhwal, who had bear

ftghring with zeal, itow kft the field with all their forces.

The Rsja of Chandel became exhausted and perplexed, whMi the tena-

cious Hari Chand rose with a spear in hands. He became immediately alive

to the duties of a leader and raged furiously. Those who opposed him were

cut to pieces and fell.

Then Najabet Khan entered and directtKl his weapons against Sangu

Shah. Several well-equipped Khans joined in the attack and sent Sangu Shah

to the other world.

After having killed Najabet Khan Sangu Shah fell lighting, 'llrere were

lamentations in this world but rejoicings in heaven.

When this insignificant creature saw Sanghu Shah fall in battle 1h“ took

up his bow and arrows. With the first arrow I stnick a Khan . . . who fell

to the ground. I then drew out another and ainu*d it at tht* face of Bhikhan

Khan. The bloody Khan fled leaving his horse, whom the third arrow struck

and killed.

After waking up from his swoon Hari Chand directed his shots with un-

erring aim and then those whom he struck fell senseless and died.

* « «

In his anger Hari Chand drew out his arrows. His first arrow struck

my liorse. He aimed another at me but God saved me, the arrow only graz-

ing my ear in its flight.

His third arrow penetrated the buckle of my waist-belt and reached my
body, but wounded me not. It is only God who protected me, knowing me
his servant.

When I felt the touch of the arrow, my wrath was kindled. I took up

my bow and began to discharge arrows in abundance.

« *

I killed Hari Chand and the enemies were trampled under foot. (Even)

the millionaire chief was seized by death.

The hillmen fled in consternation and I, through the favour of the eternal

God, gained the victory.

Having thus held the battle-field, we raised aloud the song of triumph.

I showered wealth on my waniors and they all rejoiced.

When I returned after the victory I did not remain in the city of Paunta.

I went to Kahlur and there established the village of Anandpur.

Those who had kept themselves away from the battle, I drove out of the

place ; and I patronised those who had distinguished themselves there.

Many days passed in this way and I fostered the faithful and rooted out

all the wicked.
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II. Section ix

The battU of Nadaun

Many days passed in this way till Miyan Khan of Jammu came and

sent Alif Khan to Nadaun. Immediately quarrel broke out with Bhim Chand.

The Raja called me to assist him in the war and I joined his side. They

had erected a wooden fort there on a moimd and brought the chiefs under

control by means of guns and arrows.

There came Raj Singh and the powerful Bhim Qiand, the vigorous and

manly Ram Singh and the brave Sukhdev of Jassrot, and they managed

everything with zeal and enthusiasm.

There came also the determined Prithi Chand of Dadhwar, fully prepar-

ed and after having made arrangements for the government of his realm.

Kripal Oiand arrived with ammunitions and drove back and killed many of

the enemy’s forces.

Tro<^ from the other side arrived, approaching the other side they at-

tacked and killed many and felled him to the ground and the Raja began to

gnash his teeth in great anger. On the other side, the soldiers beat their

drums and blew their bugles ; the Raja (looked on) from a distance and his

mortification knew no bounds.

Then Bhim Chand himself raged, uttering the mantra of Hanuman in

his mouth. He called all the heroes and myself too. All assembled and ad-

vanced in order.

All the great heroes entered into the fray in great anger and advanced,

just as a fiatne advances over a ferKe of dry weeds, (burning it m its train).

On the other side, the valiant Raja Dayal of Bijharwal advanced with Raja

Kripal, together with all his forces.

« *

Then Kripal raged, standing erect on the held of battle with great deter-

mination. He discharged arrows in abundance and killed many heroes.

« # W

He made a great fight and the row was heard thrmighout the nine quar-

ters of the world. His weapons wrought havoc (in the enemy’s ranks) and

he exhibited the true virtues of a Rajput.

Then the Rajas, in great anger, fought with enthusiasm and immediately

the troops of Katoch were encircled by the enemy chief.

The peof^ of the tribes of Nanglu and Panghi advanced in order toge-

ther with the forces of Jaswm and Gtdtr. The great hero Dayal also joined

and saved the honour of the pe(H}le of Bijharwal

Then this insignificant creature (the Guru) took up his gun and aimed at

one of the Rajas. The Raja reded and fell upcm the ground, so unerringly

was the diot directed, but even then the angry diief thundered.
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1 then threw crff the gun and took up arrows in my hand. I drew out

four and diadiarged all of them. Then again 1 took three others and dis-

dtarged than with my left hand, (though) whether they struck anybody or

not I do not know.

Then the Almighty God hastened the end of the fight and the enemy were

driven out into the river.

* *

Alaf Khan fled and all the other heroes retreated precipitately* I re-

mained there on the bank of the river for eight days and visited the palaces

of the various Rajas.

Then I took leave of the Rajas and returned home and they proceeded

in the other direction to negotiate reconciliation. The two [parties came to

terms and therefore the story ends.

I came back here after having plundered Alsun (on my way) and» having

reached Anandpur, enjoyed myself in various ways.

III. Skction X

The expedition of the Khanzada

Many years passed in this way and all the tliievcs (apostates) were

hunted out and killed. Some left the city but came back in utter destitution.

Then Dilwar Khan sent his son against me. At midnight the Khans

assembled and prepared for attack.

When the party reached the bank of the river, Alam came and woke me
up. There was a great row ; everybody stirred up and took up tlieir wea-

pons with fiery zeal.

Immediately volleys of shots were discharged. The heroes shouted in

various ways and the noise was heard even from the other side of the river.

Drums beat, bugles blew, the soldiers thundered, horses danad, the guns

roared and all mingled in one huge uproar.

The river wore a dreadful appearance and the soldiers suffered terribly

from cold. From this side my heroes thundered and the bloody Khans fled

with their weapons unused.

w * *

Oo their way they plundered the village of Barwa and established them-

selves at Bhallan. Through the favour of God, the wretched fools could not

evai touch me and fled.

IV. Section xi

The expedition of Hussain Khan

The Khanasada fled to his father but, being ashamed of his own cowardly

oondu^ he could not utter a single word. There Hussain thundered, strik-
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ing hU wailed list (against something) and, with all his troops, pr^iared for

attack.

Emboldened by the strength of his army Hussain advanced. First he

plundered the houses (of the hillmen). Then he defeated the Raja of Dadh-

wal, brought him completely under control and made slaves of the princes.

Next, Hussain thoroughly looted the Ehin. nobody being able to with-

stand the wretched fool. He took away food grains by force and distributed

them among his own followers. The big fool thus ccanmftted a very dirty

act

Some days passed and Hu^in went on with his depredations. Now
the turn of meeting the Raja of Guler came.

If they had not met for two days more the enemy chief would have come

(upon me, but) destiny had thrown the apple of discord amidst them.

The Raja of Guler came to meet (Hussain) and with him came Ram
Singh too. When four quarteis of the day had passed they arrived and met

Hussain, who felt extremely flattered and became blind in his vanity.

Just as sand becomes heated by the heat of the sun but the wretched

thing does not know the sun and becomes proud of itself.

Similarly, the slave (Hussain), in his vanity, did not even condescend

to notice them. With the Rajas of Katoch and Kahlur at his side, he

thought that he was peerless in this world.

They (Gopal and Ram Singh) offered Hussain the money they had

brought with them. In this matter of giving and taking some differences

arose and they returned to their own place with the money.

At this the slave became very angry and lost all sense of good or bad.

He did not pause to consider the ways and means but at once ordered the

beating of the drum for advance.

He threw all tactical conaderations to the wind. A party of hares sur-

rounded a lion for the purpose of overawing him. He kept them invested

for 15 pahars (about 45 hours) and did not allow either food or drink to

pass.

The soldiers became indignant at the want of food and drink and sent

a messenger for the purpose of making peace. Beholding his valiant Pathan

soldiers around him, the slavT lost his balance and did not agree to the pro-

posal.

“ Either give me ten thousand rupees immediately or take death upon
your head, *’ (he said) : I (the Guru) had sent Sangatia there and he brought

Gopal (to the ei^my’s camp), giving him assurance (for his safety).

The two sides could not agree and then Kripal thus thought within him-
sdf—

"

such an c^iportunity will never come again ; time, in its circle, de-

ceives every body.”
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“Gopal must inunediatdy be done away with—either he must be made
a prisoner or be killed." When Gopal got scent of these intrigues, ho^ the

king of heroes, escaped to his own men.

What G<g>al was gone, Knjtal raged in his fury. Himmat and Hussain

(joined) and rushed into the fray.

*

Then raged the Rajas of Kangra and Katoch, Uteir faces and eyes red in

anger, and their minds free from all other ctmsiderations. From another

quarter the Khans entered arrows in hand, and it seemed that leopards were

roaming in quest of flesh.

* * *

There had been fighting a hero namtxl Hari Singh, who received, in his

body, many arrows from the enemy. In great anger he killed many of the

soldiers and, after exhibiting a great fight, went to the other woild

Himmat and Kimmat advanced sword in hand. Jalal Khan joined with

a mace. The determined lieroes fouglit, intoxicated as it were. Blows fol-

lowed blows and weapons crowded upon one another

Then Hussain himself entered into the thick of tlii^ fiKht, wielding bows

and arrows in both hands. His face and eyes red with indignation, the fierce

Khan commenced a great fight

* « w

Then all the heroes entered arrows in hand and from all the four sides

arose the cry, ‘ kill, kill. ’ Tliey wielded their weapons with great dexterity

and at last Hussain Khan fell and went to the other world.

*

(When they saw Hussain Khan fall) all the soldiers of Katoch advance
in their rage, together with the indignant flimmat and Kimmat Hari Singh

also came forward at that time and killed many valiant horsemen, est)ecially

selecting them for the purpose

Then the Raja of Katoch raged, carefully selecting his position in the

field. He wielded his weapons with unerring aim, thundering death (upon

his opponents).

(From the other side) raged the Raja of Chandel and all attacked in-

dignantly in a body. Those who had entered into the fray were killed and

those (who had remained behind) fled with their lives.

Sangat Rai died with his seven companions. On the death of Kripal in

the battle Gopal rejoiced. When the leaders fell the soldiers all fled in dis-

order.

* • 41

In this way the enemies were all killed and they began to take care of

tbdr own dead. There they found the wounded Himmat and Ram Singh

spoke thus to Gopal

—
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* That Himmat. who has beea the root of all these quands. has now
faOen wounded in our hands. " When Gopal heard this he killed Himmat
and did not allow the latter to get up alive.

Victory came and the battle ended. The soldiers remembered their homes

and proceeded thither. The Lord saved me (from unnecessary warfare) by

decreeing the din of battle elsewhere.

V. Section xii

The expedition of JujhoT Singh

In this manner fight continued endlessly and the leader of the Turks was

killed. EMlwar became very angry and sent another army (in this direction).

From his side came Jujhar Singh, who immediately drove out the enemy

from Bhallan. On this side Gaj Singh mobilised his troops and fell upon

him early in the morning.

There Jujhar Singh stood erect like a flag-post planted on the field of

battle. Even the post might waver but the brave Rajput did not flinch

The soldiers of both parties moved in detachments, the Raja of Chandel

<Mi that side and on this side, the Raja of Jaswar. They were all fired with

indignation and the fight commenced.
* *

The battle continued with great vigour on both sides. Chandan Rai

was killed when Jujhar Singh alone continued the fight. He was soon sur-

rounded from all sides.

Without any hesitation he rushed into the enemy’s ranks, wielded his

weapons with great dexterity, killed many of the valiant soldiers and at last

himself went to the other world.

VI. Section xiii

The arrival of the Shahzada

In this manner Jujhar met his death and the soldiers returned to their

homes. Thai Aurangzib baame very angry and sent his son to the Punjab.

At his approach all were frightened and fled to the hills. My own men
also were very much frightened as they did not understand the ways of tlic

Almighty.

Some left me and took shelter where the big hills stood. Then the son

of Aurangzib became very angry and sent a subordinate in this direction, who
pulled down the habitations of those who had left me.

The name of the man who plundered the apostates was Mirza Beg. The
Guru himself saved all those who remained true to him.

There Aurangzib's son’s anger knew no bounds and he sent four other

officers. These plundered the houses of all those apostates who had escaped

Mina Beg Khan.



THE KINGDOM OF MAGAN

By

The Rev. H, HERAS. sj.

Magan is a kingdom mentioned in a number of Sumerian documents

between 2,630 B.C. to 2,400 b,c. The references to Magan in these docum^ts
are of a different nature.

1. Magan is one of tlie ccxmlries conquered by King Sargon of Akkad. ^

2. NarSm-Sin the son and successor of Si^rgon went to Magan and

defeated its king.*

3. Gudea, patesi (lord) of Lagash imix)rted large quantitit‘$ of products

from Magan for a temple he was building,^

4. Sundu, probably a merchant from Ur. ant a messenger namc'd Bur-

niigga accompanied by one Akalla, to Magan. The imrpose of the expedi

t:on was most likely commercial.^

Tliese relations between Sumer and Magan partly peaceful and i>artly

violent, have aroused great interest in all Sumei iologists. Accordingly they

have tried to identify this kingdom of Magan, and tlie number of (H>inion8

about this identification shows that the kingdom of Magan has not finally

been found as yet.

Hommel identifies Magan with Ma’an in the Minaean country of Arabia

or Yemen on the south Western coast of the Peninsula/^ So think also Hitti**

and Dowson though the latter, on another occasion puts it on the eajstem

coast of Arabia.®

Woolley suggests that Magan must be “some point on the Persian

Gulf';* and is finally inclined to localize it “probably on the West coast of

the Persian Gulf“.^® The same eastern coast of Arabia is suggested by
King.ii

1. Smith, Early History of AssyrUi, pp. 86-87, 89.

2. King, Chronicks concerning Early Babyhonian Kings, II, p, 10, 4.

3. Cylinder A of Gudea, Cf. King-Hall, Egypt and Western Asia in the Light

of Recent Discoveries, p. 203.

4. Nica, Ut Dynasty Tablets No. 84 Cf. Hitti, History of the Arabs, p. 36.

5. The Encyclopaedia of Islam, I, p. 377.

6. Hitti, History of the Arabs, p.

7. Dowson, The Age of the Gods, p. 116.

8. Ibid., p. 78. 9. Woolley, The Sumerians, p, 46.

10. Ibid., p. 82.

11. King, History of Sumer and Akkad, p. 242.

36
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That Magan was in the Sinaitic peninsula was the opinion of Lenor*

manU* and later of King and Hall.**

G. Smith says that Magan is "The most ancient cuneiform name of

Egypt " ;** an opinion which was brought forward once more in name recent

times by Dr. W. F. Allright.*®

S. Smith avers that Magan is " far to the south-east of Babylonia ’’,**

though in the same work he acknowledged that Magan “ must lie some con-

siderable distaiKe to the south-west ”.**

Langdon bdieves that Magan is to be found in Jebel Akhdar in Oman
and more recently Peake identifies the place with Jabal al Ma’adan in the

comer of Arabian land entering the sea and forming the entrance of the

Persian Gulf.’®

Among all these varied opinions there is none pointing out to India as

the possible country of identification of Magan.”" Nothing was known about

synchronism of civilizations in Sumer and India till recent times. The dis-

coveries of Mohenjo Daro and Harappa opened new vistas into the field of

oriental research. We know now that India was well known in Sumer. Bet-

ween Mohenjo Daro and Sumer " a close trade connection is proved by the

fact that seals of exactly the same type as those found in India have also

been found in Babylonia Hall and Haddon have already advanced the

opinion that the people of Sumer probably came from India.”* In fact the

migration of the Sumerians from India seems to be implied by Gewests’® and

12. Journal of the Society of Biblical Archaeology V^I, pp. 348 and 399.

13. King-Hall, Egypt and Weitern Asia in the Light of Recent Discoveries,

p, 158.

14. Smith, " Early History of Babylonia ", Transactions of the Society of

Biblical Archaeology, I, p. 52.

15. Allright, " Menes and Naram-Sin Journal of Egyptian Archaeology^ VI,

pp. 89-96 ; Allright, ** Magan, Meluha and the Synchronism between Menes and

Narftm-Sin Ibid., VII, pp. 8(V86.

16. Smith, Early History of Assyria, p. 99. 17. Ibid., p. 49.

18. Cambridge Ancient History, I, p. 416.

19. Peake, " The CapjKt Mountain of Magan ", Antiquity, 1928, p 457.

20. In order to show how India has been apparently purposely ignored in this

respect, it is worth rHating that when a committee of inquiry was constituted " to

report on the probable sources of the supply of Copper used by the Sumerians”
copper specimens were obtained from Asia Minor, Persia, Cyprus, Egypt and Ara-

bia. India was discarded a priori. Cf. Peake, op. cit., pp. 452-457.

21. Ibid. Cl. Heras, " The Origin of the Round Proto-Indian Seals discovered

in Sumer ”, B. B. £ C. I. Attnual, 1938 ; Gadd, " Seals of Andent Indian Style

found at Ur ”, Proceedings of the British Academy, XVIII
; Langdon, " A New

Factor in the Problem of Sumerian Origins”, Ibid, 1931, pp. 593S96; Ijtngdon,

“ Another Indus Valley Seal ”, Ibid., 1932, m>. 47-48.

,
22. HaU, Ancient History of the Near East, pp. 173-174 ; Haddon, The Races

of Man and their Distribution, p. 100.

23. XI, 3.
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oonfinned by Berosns.*^ A Babylonian chronicle mentions the name of

Andubar as of an Indian who taught astronomy to the early Inhabitants oi

Mesopotamia.*'’ The Indian tradition about trade relaticnis between India

and Sumer is recorded in the Baberu fataka.*^ We cannot doubt at present

about the frequent intercourse existing between both countries from very

ancient times.

This being firmly settled, we may now make a further inquiry ; Is

perhaps Magan situated in India ? In order to ducidate this question we

shall sludy it from different points of view.

I, The Name. The country referred to in the Sumerian doounents

is ordinarily called Magan, which probably was pronounced as Makkan by

the Semites.*' Both the Babylonian Chronicle and the Assyrian Omens call

this kingdom Maganna.** On Ptolomy’s chart this name is given as Maytwa
Now comparing these three names,

1. MAGAN
2. MAGAN -NA
3. M A G I N DA -NA

we find that the first two syllables of this name should doubtlessly be Magan
consistent in Nos. 1 and 2 and ordy once changed into Magin. As regards

the third syllable there is no doubt that there was a third syllable in the

name, for Nos. 2 and 3 each have 3 syllables. Now in No. 3 this third syl-

lable is da, while in No. 2 is na. But na happens to be the fourth and last

syllable of No. 3. Hence we may reasonably state that na was the last syllable

of the name as given in Mesopotamia (through whose geographers and scholars

it came to the ears of Ptolomy). The third syllable da of No. 3 was very

likdy lost in No. 2, while reduplicating the syllable na instead, which syllable

happened to be the last one, a phenomenon which is not infrequent in andent

linguistics. Accordingly the full name of the kingdom as known in Sumer

seems to have been Magandana.*”

Now in India, there existed a country called Magadha from very ancient

times. The earliest mention of Magadha is found in the Atharvaveda, when

fever is wished away to the (jandharas and Mujavants to the west and to

the Afigas and Magadhas to the east.*® This passage already shows that the

kingdom of Magadha was inhabited by people that appear throughout Vedic

24. Schnabel, Berossos und die Babylonixh-Hellenistische Literatur, pp. 253-

2S4.

25. C^. Rawlinson, “Notes on Captain Durand's Report upon the Islands

Bahrein”. /. R. A. S. (1880), XU, p. 208.

26. Qjwdl, The Jataka, III, 83 ; Cf. Hetas, “ The Oti^ of the Round Proto-

Indian Seals”, loc. at.

27. Unguad, in Orient. Lit. Zeit. 4908, ooi. 62, No. 4.

28. King, Chromclej, II, pp. 10 and 38.

29. Rawlinaon, op. cit., p. 215. 30. Ath., V, 2Z. 14.
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literature as of low reputation.’^ In fact later Vedic tests disclose a

antipathy to the people of Magadha.” The cause of this dislike on the part

of the Aiyas was the fact that Magadha was not aryanised.” Magadha was

persistently pre-Aryan long after the Aryas settled in Madhyade^a.*’ Accord-

ingly the Brahmans living in Magadha were suf^xeed to be bad Brahmans”

and lodied at with great contempt” In fact it was unusual for a Brahman

to dwell in Magadha.” Even in the Upaniaadic period there were very few

Brahmans in Magadha.” The fact that some respectable Brahmans some-

times were living in Magadha is considered to be an exception.**

Synonymous of Magadha is the word Kikata.** The Kikatas in fact

were a tribe of non-Aryan people living in Magadha.*^ Hence the whole

coimtry of theKikatas is considered to be a non-Aryan country.*** Accordingly

the KIkatas are classified as low-born and hostile to the Ijlgvedic singer in one

of the hymns of the third tnaf?4alo*<‘

Magadha therefore existed in the Ijlgvedic period, and existed as a king-

dom, for in the same passage of the ^gveda its king is mentioned, as we
shall see presently. How are we justified in supposing that the kingdom

existed long before? It would be a very strange coincidence, indeed, that

the kingdom would have been founded just then, at the time of the arrival

of the Aryas. It was a Dravidian kingdom, the very name of which discloses

its importance, which could not have been acquired in a few years. For Make-

dam, which evidently was the ancient Dravidian name of the kingdom**

means " the powerful country ". Evidently this power and consequent great-

t\ess was the natural outcome of hundreds of years of uninterrupted rule.

Hence it is not inmrobaUe, nay it is practically certain, that the kingdom

already existed round the middle of the 3rd millennium b.c., when the Sume-

rian documents mentioned the kingdom of Magan.

31. Macdonell-Keith, Vedic Index, II, p. 116.

32. KStySyma Srauta Sutra, XXH, 4, 22 ; Katydyana Srauta Sutra, VIII, 6,

22 .

33. ddenbeig, Buddha, p. 400, n.

34. Weber, Indische Studien, I, pp. 52, 53 ; 185 ; 10, 99 ; Weber, Indian Lite-

rature, pp. 79, n. 1 ; 111 ; 112.

35. KStySyana Srauta Sutra, VIII, 6.

36. Kd^ The Religion and Philosophy in the Veda and Upanifad, p. 496.

37. SaHhkdyanta Arimyaka, VII, 13. 38. Chandogya Arcmyaka VII, 13.

39. ddenberg, op. ck., p. 400, n ; Weber, Indian Uteratme, p. 112. Cf. Law,
Tribes m Ancient India, pp. 195-196.

40k Macdonell-Kdth, op. cit., I, p. 159.

41. Ztmnier, Altindkche Leben, pp. 31, 118.

41a. Yiska. Nirukta, VI, 32.

42. Rg. in, 53, 14. Cf. Gddner, Rigveda, Kommentar, p. 58.

43. Theie is still now a portion of the South Aicot District which is

Makadam.
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II. Th« King. The king defeated, perhaps killed,^ by Nfitam-Sin was

called Mannu-dannu.** In an inscription on the base of a broken statue of

Nardm-Sin found at Susa the name of the King is partly wanting. Fr. Scheil

reads the name Mani ,[ ] and has suggested that the syllaUe missing

is -um, the whde name therefore being Maniura.** But Thureau-Dangin

says that in the lacuna following the first part of the name, there are traces

of the sign dan. Therefore the name must be the same as £^ven in the B(U>y-

Ionian Chronicle, Mannu-dannu.*^

The historian of Sumer draws the attention of their readers to the ad-

jective dannu, meaning “ powerful ”, for this king is the only one amongst

those defeated by Nargm-Sin, who receives this honorific title. From this

fact they deduce the great power this king enjoyed before his being defeated

by the Akkadian King.*®

Now Dr. Allright has identified this king Mannu-dannu with the first

dynastic king of Egypt, the famous Menes.*® His opinion nevertheless has

not been accepted by any orientalist.®*

As a matter of fact if we examine this name carefully we shall easily

detect a great resemblance with Dravidian names. Man may mean “ earth
”

and also “greatness”, “superiority”, “excellence”. These latter meanings

peifectly agree with the dignity of the king. As to the title dannu, meaning
“ powerful ” in Sumerian, it is derived from the Dravidian word tan or dan

that means “to give,” “to be generous,” etc. The name Tanan or Danan
“the generous man”, “the gift giver” is an ordinary Tamil name in the

present and was read phonetically in the Indus Valley inscriptions®' by the

present writer. The Sumerian meaning is a derivative meaning, for a person

who gives gifts and is generous and is suii^xieed to be powerful.®®

Now considering this meaning that the Sumerians gave this word, it is

wonderful how it fits most perfectly to a king of Magadha. The Dravidian

meaning of this name is “ the powerful country ”
; and the Sumerian nnean-

ing of the title of the king of Magadha is the same “ powerful ”. Naturally

the king of the “powerful country” was also “powerful”. That perhaps

44. Acoording to the Susa inscription ; Scheil, Textes ElamitesSirmtiques,

III, p. 5.

45i. King, Chronicles, II, p. 10. 46. Scheil, op. et toe. cit.

47. King, A History of Sumer and Akkad, p. 241, note 2.

48. AUri^t, “ MeneS and Naiim-Sin," Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, VI,

p. 89.

49. Ibid., pp. 89-96.

50. Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, VI, pp. 296-296.

51. Madcay, Further Excavations at Mohenfo Daro, JI, pi. LXXXIX, Na
363.

52. The ending -u of both the name and the title of this king also nnadn of

Dravidian {dionetics.
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was the reason why this title was given to this king in the Sumerian docu-

ments, and not to the other kings subdued by Natdm-Sin.

Now though we do not know of any king of Magadha who could be

identified with this early king defeated by the Akkadian ruler, we know of

one belonging to a period somewhat later, whom we wish to menticm here.

In the Sgvedic period the Kikatas of Magadha are suM»sed to be under

the leader^ip of I*ramaganda. Pramaganda is said to be the owner of mudi

wealth.*® He is supposed to be the king of the Kikatas of Magadha.®* He

evidently is a non-Aryan.*® His real name seems to have been Periyama-

kandan, which means “ the great powerful gift ” a name which is of special

interest while comparing it with that of Manu-dannu, because both bear a

sufik title implying the connotation of generosity.

Ill, Other neighbouring Kings. An ancient Babylonian map of the

world to illustrate the can^igns of Sargwi of Akkad, has been found and

published in modem times.®* The explanation of this map is not unfortu-

nately very elucidating on account of its fragmentary condition. Neverthe-

less we find there a description of the “ circular river ” i.e. the sea, with the

mention of Utnapishtim, who was according to ancient tradition living in an

island of the southern sea. Then Sargon is mentioned, and finally Nur-

Dagan, “ the king of a country whose name is lost,” who appears to be living

in the same mythical neighbourhood as Utnapishtim.®’ This shows that Nur-

Dagan is living in a country bordering on the southern seas ; and since we
know that oie of the countries amquered by Sargon was Magan and that this

map was supposed to illustrate his conquests, we may rightly assume that

Nur-Dagan was either a king of Magan, or a king of a neighbouring coun-

try.®* Now this name Nur-Dagan happens to be a purely Dravidian name.

Nfir-Takap would mean “ a hundred serpents ”, a significance which is very

suggestive considering the numerous ndga tribes existing in India, and the

naga oripn of two later dynasties that rule in Magadha.

Another king mentioned in connection with Narfim-Sin’s campaign against

Magan is named Sidur. He is one of the nine vassal princes or chiefs who
hdp Neufim-Sin in the conquest of Magan.®* Now Sidur is a Dravidian

name that means “ the city of Sid ”, Sid being the name of the river Indus

in the proto-Indian times.** Hence the whole country round the river was

53. Bg., HI, 53, 14. 54. Maodondl-Kdth, op. at., II.

55. Ibid. 56. Thomson, Cuneiform Texts, XXII, jd. 48.

57. Smith, History of Sumer and Akkad, p. 85.

58. The historicity o4 this king has been doubted, but there is no serious ob-

jection against the veracity of the documents that refer to him. Cf. Smith, op.

eit., pp. 85-88.

5ft King-HaQ, Egypt and Western Asia in the Light ef Recent Discoveries,

p. isa

60. Cf. Gnana Ptakasar, “ An examinatiob of the words ” ' Hindu ' and ‘ Or-

gan’, The Hindu Organ (Jafna, Ceylon), XLEX, Na 3, p. 3.
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plsn called Sid from the name of the river. King Sidur was most likely the

king (rf &dur throuf^ whose country NarSm-Sin had to cross before entering

the kingdom of Magan. This explanation seems quite natural, unce the

country of Sid, afterwards named Sind, was well-known in Sumer and in

Babylon not long after. Cotton in this country was known as Sindhu, be-

cause they knew it came from the country of that name.*' The king of Sidur

had apparently acknowledged the sovereignty of NarSm-Sin, either willingly

or after his being defeated, and eventually helped his overlord against his

neighbour of Magan.

IV. A conquest prior to the conquest of Magan. Before the conquest

of Magan by Nar9m-Sin is narrated in the Babylonian Chronicle, there is

the account of the conquest of Apirak, which deserves careful attention. The

Chronicle words are as follows :

—

“Naram-Sin, the son of Sargon, [marched] against tlie city of Apirak,

and he constructed mines [against it) ; and Rish-Ad[ad], the king of Apirak,

and the governor of Apirak his hand sub[dued] ”.«2 Apparently Rish Adad

or Rish-Adan was an ally of the king of Magan.®* If they were allies, their

kingdom could not be far from each otlier. Rawlinson identified Apirak,

after removing the augment of locality -ak, as is found in many Akkadian

names,®' with the Biblical Ophir.®* The idaitificaticm of the Biblical Ophii

with the present Sopara on the western coast of India is already of old

standing. Yet in modem times Biblical scholars are inclined to place Ophit

in Arabia, without knowing that the Phoenicians who were the seafarers em-

ployed by Solomon for his maritime expeditions, were originally hailing from

India. They naturally would come to India, whose products they knew

very well, to supply Solomon with the riches he was seeking for building a

worthy temple to God.

Moreover in order to carry out these expeditions Solomcwi built a new

fleet, on the shore of the Red Sea, north-west of Arabia,®* whence the mer-

chandise was taken to Jemsalem imdoubtedly on camd’s back. If the pro-

ducts lodced for by Solomon were from Arabia he would not have been in

need of building up this new fleet nor engaging Phoenician navigators®' to

such a great expense. By land these products could have been taken to

Jerusalem, as they were finally taken from A4iongaber, Solomon’s fleet har-

bour. In fact from the harbour of south-west Arabia called Eudaemon

fil. Marshall, Mohenjo Daro, I, p. 33'.

62. King, Chronktes, II, pp. 9-10.

63. Rawlinson, “ Notes on Capt Durand’s Report ”, /. R. A. S., XII, p. 214.

64. For instance Asnunak, Surippak, Suanak.

66. Rawlinson, op. et lot. cit. ; Prideaux, “ The S^lchral Tamuli of Bah-

rain ”, A. S. A. 7. Report, 1908-09, p. 60.

66. Ill Reg. IX, 26 ; I Paral, VIII, 17.

67. ,111 Reg. IX, 27 ;
II Paral., VIJI, 18.
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;(Ad£n) there was a caravan route pas&uigthrou^the land of the Edomites^

where Ariongaber was situated. Now thie products of India were all taken

to Eudaemon by sea, if we are to believe the Psripftis.*® Hence the fleet

built by Scdomon! was not needed at all if the goods required by him were

finally coming from the Arabian peninsula. This shows that the fleet was

going much further, in fact to such shores from which land communication

with Jerusalem could not be eaaly estaUished.

As to the products of Op^ur they are all Indian and the name given

them in the Hd>rew original of the Old Testament is Indian too ;

—

1. Gold gold was fouttd in India from very ancient times. The
nunes of gold of Mysore and Hyderabad were exploited in very early times.

Gcdd jewels were found in Mohenjo Daro.^‘ The Periplus speaks of gold

mines in about Bengal.’*

2. Thyine tides.’* What sort of trees were meant by this name, it is

difllcult to say. Many authors understand that sandalwood or another sort

of precious wood hailing from India was meant.’<

3. Precious Stones.’® In India they were numerous and were exported

from very ancient times. The exportation of precious stones from India is

spoken of in the Periplus.'’^ In particular the following precious stones are

mentioned as articles of exports : Agate,” carbuncle,’* camelian,’* beryl,

diamonds, ruby, ^inel,»» coral,*’ lapislazuli,** sapphires,** topaz.®*

4. Ivory.*® It is wdl-lmown that India has always been one of the

ivory exporting countries.

5. Monkeys.** The word used in the Hebrew original is kophy, which

some suppose is derived from the Egyptian go/c.*’ The ancient Dravidian

word meaning monkey is kapi, from which the Egyptian word also proceeds.**

68. Kammerer, Pitra et la Nabatine, pp. 46-50.

69. Schoff, The Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, p. 32.

70. Ill Reg. IX, 28 ; II, Paral VIII, 18.

71. Marshall, Mohenjo Daro and the Indus Civilisation, II, pp. 519, 521-523.

72. Schoff, op. cit., pp. 48, 160, 258.

73. Ill Ret., X, 11, II, Paral., IX, 10.

74. Hagen, Lexicon Biblicum, III, cols. 1J88-1189. Cf. Montgomery, Arabia

and the Bible, p. 178 and note 34.

75. Ill Reg., X, 11 ; II Paral., IX, 10.

76. Schoff, op. cit., p. 37, 77. Ibid., p. 193.

78. Watt, op. cit., 716.

79. Ibid., pp. 561, 716 ; Scheff, op. cit., pp. 190, 193.

80. Sdioff, op. dt., pp. 222-224. 81.. Ibid., p. 168.

82. Ibid., p 170. 83. Ibid., p. 226.

84. Ibid., p 167. 85. HI, Reg., X, 22.

86. IbU., H, Porrd. IX, 21. 87. Hagen, op. dt., HI, col. 10(1L

88. Montgomery, op. dt., p 177.
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6. Peacocks.*^ The word used in Hetnew is whidi is evidently

derived from the Dravidian tokei which is still used in Malayalam.

The products mentioned in the Bible as coming fixKn Ophir are so clearly

Indian that even Schoff, who does not recognize Ophir as an Indian harbour,

says about them ;
“ The Indian names for the products moitioned proved

clearly enough that it was a trading caitre dealing with India, even if the

land itself was not Indian.”*®

Now the Indian Ophir caniK>t be but the present Sopdid, (Mi the northern

Konkan coast. Its name has had the following varieties :

1 .

2.

3.

4.

Shurparaka.

Supparaka.

Hopara

Opara }

In Sanskrit literature.

In Buddhist literature.

Local pronunciation of the name of the town.*^

We see therefore that the original initial S has the tendency to be eliminated

as it was done by the writers of the Bible ; while it was still kept by

Josephus as Sophira*® and in the name meaning India in the Giptic and

Egyptian languages which is also SopAir.®* Moreover Josephus tdls us that

Soirfjira was a “ regio Indiae,” a region of India. In fact SopSra was one

of the most important places of the Western coast of India from very ancient

times. In the Mahdbharata it is mentioned as a very holy place where the

Pandavas rested cm their way from Gokarpa (S. Kanara) to PrabhSs.** It

is being referred to as a very large city,*® where, according to Buddhist tradi-

tions, Gautama was bom in one of his former births.** It was the capital

of the Kohkan for a very long tin>e.®’

Again^ the identification of Ophir with Sop&ra, it may be said that the

country where Sopatd is, is all round an agricultural track, wherefrom these

products of industry and commerce can hardly be expected. But it is also

a fact that having in this north-western coast of India excellent harbours, pro-

ducts from other parts of India were^brought there to be exported to foreign

countries. The author of the Periplus says that silk cloth, raw silk and

othw goods were brought to Broach all the way’ from Bengal.** The pro-

ducts exported from Broach were numerous and varied,** amongst them

agate and camelian.“® The ships from Broach were going up to Egypt

There is therefore no objection in having export ships sailing from Sopdra.

89, III, Reg., X, 22 ; II Paral., IX, 21.

90. Schoff, op. cit., p, 175. 91. Thana District Caietteer, p, 317.

92. Flava Joeephi, Antiquitatum Jitdaicarum, 1. VIII, c. 6, No. 4.

93. Quunpoliion, L’Egypte, I, p. 98 ; Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians, I, p. 134.

94. Mahabharata, Vana Parva, CXVTII.

96. Httrivmhia, XXXIX, v. 28 ; XL, v. 39.

96. Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 13 (2nd edition).

97. Imperial Gazetteer, XXIII, p. 87 96. Scfaroff, op. eU., p. 48.

99. Ibid., p. 27. 100. Ibtd., p. 42. 101. Ibid.
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TlSs Sopara, Suppfiraka or Opara seems to be the city named as Apirak

in the Babylonian Chronicle. Nar§nvSin was in need of this city in order to

get possession of its harbour where the products of the whold of India used

to be taken for exportation.

The conquest of Apirak = Supparaka as a preliminary step to omquer

Magan also points to India as a probable country where to locate this

kingdom.

V. Geographical Situation. Among the lands conquered by Sargon

there are some countries mentioned as being “beyond the upper sea,” and

others being “ beyond the lower sea ” Ana .... and Kaptara (Crete) are

the former ; Dilmun and Magan are the latter.’"^ By the upper sea the

Mediterranean is evidently meant. The lower sea seems to be the Persian

Gulf. Magan therefore should be found beyond the Persian Gulf.

Now beyond the “ lower sea ” Sargon is said to have reached “ the coun-

try of the black heads,” which becomes the theatre of his military exploits.*®*

Who were these " black heads ”? Sargon himself calls his subjects ntsi

salmat kakkadi,
“
the black-headed ix:ople.” The Sumerians therefore were

“ black heads.” Therefore while speaking of “ the country of the black

heads,” Sargon seems to mean “the country where the black heads hail

from," “the cradle of the black heads.” We have already seen that the

Sumerian’s country of origin is India. Hence the exploits of Sargon seem

to have taken place in India.

Moreover Magan, according to the Sumerian records, appears to be a

mountainous country. An inscription on the broken statue of NarmSn-Sin

found at Susa informs us that the stone out of which that statue was carved

out was brought from “ the mountains of Magan.”*®® This information per-

fectly agrees with the geographical condition of Magan. The Himalayas

rise on its northern boundaries.

As regards the distance from Sumer to Magadha, two small details

found in the Sumerian documents give us some useful information. The
Lagash pateH, Gudea, had brought na-kalag, “a stone" from Magan, the

expedition taking one full year.'®® Evidently, therefore, the expedition went
beyond the Persian Gulf. Magan was evidently accessible from the Indian

Ocean.*®* But what side of it, on the Indian shores to the east or cm the

African coast to the west?

102. ^ith. Early Hktoty of Assyria, p. 89.

108. Ra'tdinaon, op. dt., p. 214.

104. Koitleitner, De Sumerus eorumque cum vetere testamento ratiombus,

p. J6.

106. King, A History of Sumer and Akkad, p. 242.

106. Cylinder A, 23, 1.

107. Allright, "Magan, Meluka, Menes and Naram-Sin,” Journal of Egyptian

Archaeology, VII, p. 82.
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The meseenger sent from Ur to Magan by the merchant Sunda had been

furnished with food for his journey.*®* The tablet in which the sums for

his food are recorded also speaks of a royal paymaster, acoonqjanied by a

guard with his ^)ear and two assistants going to the city of Susa, the capital

of Elam, which at this time was in subjecticMi to the Kings of Ur. Tliis

seems to show that the merchant Sunda todt the opportunity of the expedi-

tion of a royal paymaster to Susa to send his own messenger with him up

to this capital. If Magan is placed in Arabia, as Nies does, the mention

of this royal paymaster and his attendants in this tablet seems inexplicable.

This fact is of great importance. First, because it shows that Magan
could be reached on foot all the way from Ur. Second it discloses likewise

that Magan being towards the East beyond the Persian Gulf, must be some-

where in the Indian peninsula.

As regards the time employed by the messenger to reach Magan, Nies

thinks that it was a month. The whole question depends on the significance

of the word Afagan. If the word meant the capital of the kingdom, the

future Rajagrha, Buniigga would have employed somewhat more than a

month. But if Magan meant only India where Magan was situated, it

could be more or less reached within that period of time.

The fact that the ships going to Magan took one full year to reach its

shores, inclines me to believe that the ships turning round Cape Comorin

went to the eastern coast of India on the Bay of Bengal wherefrom the

kingdom of Magadha was much nearer. Trade from the eastern coast of

India to the Arabian sea was known in ancient times. The Periplus of the

Eiythrean Sea speaks of maritTme commerce carried on between Sopatma,

a port on the eastern coast of India, and Egypt.*®®

VI. The Ships of Magan. The kingdom of Magadha being at a cer-

tain distance from Sumer, probably the whole of India where Magadha was

situated received the denomination of Magan. The ships of Magan are

very often mentioned in the Sumerian documents.”® In fact Magan is

called “ the land of ships ” in Sumero-Babylonian inscriptions.'** The people

of Magan were a seafaring nation renowned for their skill as shipwrights.**®

They were in fact the merchants that establidied a link between their coun-

try and Sumer.*** A period of anarchy had preceded the reign of Ur-Nammu.
This king restored peace and prosperity throughout his kingdom. A dedi-

catory inscription of the temple of Nannar in Ur by Ur-Nammu commemo-

108. Nies, op. dt.. No. 84. 100. Sdioff, op. eit., pp. 46-47.

110. Alllight, '‘Menes and NaiSm-Sn," Journal of Egyptian Archaeology VI,

pp. 90-91.

111. Dowson, The Age of the Gods, p. 78.

112. Encyclopaedia of Islam, I, p. 379.

113. Dowson, op. cit., pp. 78-79.
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rates the renewal of commerce with Magan by saying that “the shipa of

Magan he restored to its hand.”^^* They were therefore the ships of Magan
that were trading with Sumer, not vice versa.

This sea trade also points to India, the country of the Minas, of the

Tirayans and of the Papis, whose maritime achievements were the only ones

in ancient times. There was no nation in Arabia, nor in the African coast

who ever carried out maritime trade as the Proto-Indian tribes of India. In

fact the Akkadian-Dravidian sea trade is considered as a fact by Schoff.^**

VII. Magan Products. The commerce between Magan and Sumer was
of importation ratho* than of expwtation. A religious text dearly says

:

“ The products of foreign lands may he bring to Ni^Jur.***

The products of Magan referred to in the Sumerian documents are the
following :i

—

(o) Alabaster, A vase of alabaster was carried away from Magan by
king Nar&m-Sin as part of the war booty.”’

Alabaster is found in several parts of India.”® “ Alabaster, where met
with, is largely utilized in the manufacture of ornaments and toys. The
dark-green form procured from Garhwal is regularly made into elegant cups
and saucers and large bowls that are much admired by the richer native
gentlemen of Northern India.””* The Periplus speaks of alabaster as being
exported from the Minaen country”® in south Arabia. It is well known that
many of the products exported from the Minaean harbours had originally

come from India.”’

(f>)j Copper. Much c(H>per was imported to Sumer from Magan.”*
Magan is called “the land of copper” and “the mountain of copper."”*
The latter expression was known to the author of the Periplus, who trans-

lated it as orekhedkos (mountain-copper).”*

In India copper is found in Darjeeling, Garhwal and several parts of
the outer Himalayas, “ where a killas-like rock persists along the whole
range, and is known to be a^r-bearing in Kulu, Garhwal, Nepal, Sikkim

114. Woolley, The Sumerians, p. ^33.
115. Schoff, op. cit., p. 173.

116. Langdon, Sumerian Liturgical Texts. Na 1, obv. col. 2.
117. Thureau-Dangin, Altsumeriscke und Akkadische Konigsinschriften,

p. 164 ; Allright. " Magan, Mduha," Journal of Egyptian Archaeotagy, VII, p. 83.
Ua Wktt, The Commercial Products of India, being an abridgement of “ The

Dictionary of Economic Products of India,” pg. 716-7ia
119. tbid., p. 718. 120. Schoff, op. cit., p. 31.
121. Ibid., p. 115.

122. Smith, Early History of Assyria, p. 49.

123. Alhight, "Magan, Mduha,” op. cit., p. 31 .

124. Schoff, cp. cit., p. 24.
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and Kiutan.”w» This is very liKdy the “mountain of ooiH)er” of the

Sumerian lecmds.

Com)er was already used for making arms, vessels and images by the

Proto-Indians. Numerous objects of oc^per have been found in Mohenjo

Daro*** and Harappa.**^ The exportation of <xq>per from India is also men-

tioned in very early times.”*

(c) Diorite. This very hard black stone was brought from Magan,***

for fashioning statues.”*

Diorite is also found in India and has belen used for making statues

specially fw tenqrfe worship, from very old times. Diorite statues are found

in India very far from dicffite quarries. Therefore the shifting of diorite

blocks is acknowledge in the history of Indian art.”i

\d) Goats. They were also brought to Sumer, though there is no speci-

fication of the kind of goats importe.”*

In India there have been goats of different breeds from very ancient

times,”* among them the one called goat-antelope.***

(e) Pigs.**® Pig^n is also mentioned as an article of Indian expor-

tation.***

(/) Rhinoceros. It is mentioned in the Sumerian documents with the

word frwAtkuwd.***

The existence of the rhinoceros in north-eastern India, is well known.

It is used for homwork in industry.***

(g) Wood of different kinds. Gudea avers that he brought wood of

all kinds from Magan.**’ One of these kinds of wood is mentioned in Sume-

rian documents as Mus Magana, “ the tree of Magan.”**® It has been iden-

tified with the Acacia nilotica by the partisans of the Egyptian identifica-

425. Watt, op. cit., p. 401.

126. Marshall, Mohenjo Daro and the Indus Civilization, I, p. 30 ; II, pp. 481-

488.

127. Watts, Excavations at Harappa, I, pp. 85, 99, etc.

128. Schoff, op. cit., p. 151.

129. King, Babylordan Chronicle, I, p. 52.

130. King, A History of Sumer and Akkad, pp. 242, 258, 262
; Cambridge

Ancient History, I, p. 415,

131. Watt, A Dictionary of the Economic Products of India, VI, pi. IV, p. 73.

1^. Allright, op. cit., pp. 82-83. 133. Watt, op. cit., pp, 644, 743.

134. Watt, op. cit., p. 844.

135. Allright, '‘Menes and Nartm-Sin,” op. cit., p. 90.

136. Watt, op. cit., pp. 702, 752. 137. Allright, op. et toe. dt.

138. Watt, op. cit., p. 644.

139. Inscription on Gudea’s colossal statue erected in E-ninnu ; King, op. cit.,

K 262.

140. Allright, “Magan, Mduha’’ op. dt. p. 82.
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tioo of Magan.i<* Others identify it with the Acacia seyd. Yet there 9mo&
to be a general consent as regards the genus. Mus Magan seenis to be an

acacia. No country may boast of a tree so widely spread as India may

boast of the Acacia arabiga, called in northern India babul (Sanskrit,

vavvula) and in south India karuvd.^*^ The karuvel, called then kolvel is

already mentiaied as used for building houses, in the Mohenjo Daro insarip-

tions.'‘*

No other country besides India could offer the rulers of Sumer the ex-

traordinary and rich variety of trees well known to all industrialists : sandal-

wood,^** teak,^*® bladcwood,'** elbow,**^ to mention a few.

(A) Reeds. ‘'The reed of Magan” seems to have been famous, as

is referred to in this way in the Sumerian documents.'*® In India there are

different kinds of reeds used for making mats or thatching huts ;'*» canes or

bamboos for basket making.'®* The reed nevertheless brought from Magac
as “ reed of Magan ” was the reed called sacchari, from which honey-like

sugar is extracted, which was exported from Broach to Egypt already in

ancient times.'®' The sugarcane indeed could be very rightly denominated
“ teed of Magan ”

; it was a precious agricultural product of great value in

countries where it did nor grow. In fact, this reed seems to have also been

veiy famous in China, being named after the name Kali (the ancient

Baiares), from which kingdom very likely it was being exported there across

the mountains. Thus it happens that later on the word KMi is being trans-

lated in Chinese Buddhist work as Ti-mao, which means “ reed-sprouts.”'**

Having reached the end of our study we may now state that the kingdom

of Magan with which the old Akkadian and Sumerian kings had been in

contact on different occasions, was most likely India in general, and the

kingdom of Magadha in particular. Thus after the conquest of Magan,
NarSm-Sin could rightly boast of the title “king of the four quarters of

the world.”'*®

141. Ibid. 142. Watt, op. cit., p. 3.

143. Heraa, “La Escritura Pioto-Indica y su Desdfraxniento,” Ampurias, I,
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152. Law, Ancimt Indian Tribes, p. 2. Cf. Watters, Yuan Chwaog. U,
pp. 5869.
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The iwesent paper proposes to be an exposition of the philosophy of

Vailabhacaryya and his school, known as the Philosophy of Suddhadvaita.

The Suddhadvaita philosophy is of interest not merely as an advaita inter-

pretation of Vedanta opposed to Sahkarite maydvMa and its world-denial,

but also as the jrfrilosophy of one of the principal Vaisoavika Schools distinct

from Vi4i$tadvaita, Dvaitadvaita as well as Acintyabhedabheda.

The real founder of the School of Vailabhacaryya is supposed to be an

ancient acdrya, called VijousvamS. According to tradition, Viwusvami was

the son of a Dravidian king who was a vassal of the emperor of Delhi. The

exact time of Visijusvami is difficult to determine, but if Navaji’s Bhakla-

mald can be relied on, Sadhu Jfianadeva belonged to his sect and was an

immediate successor to him. If this Jfianadeva be the identical person who

translated the Srtnvadbhagavadglta in Mahara^fri language, Vi^nusvami must

be placed somewhere near 1250 a.d., i.e., about forty years before Jfianadeva

who flourished in 1290 a.d. Grierson’s contention’ that Vallabha’s father,

Lak^apa, was a disciple of Vi§ijusvaml and Vi5nusvamT must have flourished

in the 14th century a.d. is refuted by the fact that the way in which Mfidha-

vacaryya mentions in his Sarvadarsana Sangraha the sect founded by Viwu-

svami proves beyond doubt that Vi§ijusvami must have flourished long before

Madhavacaryya himself.

The followers of Vispusvami were believed to be worshippers of Vispu in

tlie Incarnation of Nrsimha or the Lion-man. For a long time the sect re-

mained all but extinct and it was Vailabhacaryya who resurrected it and gave

it a fresh lease of life. Vailabhacaryya was a contemporary of Sricaitanya.

'The aifubhdfya by Vailabhacaryya on the Btahmasutras is the principal

authoritative philosophical treatise of the Suddhadvaita School Vallabha

was a prolific writer and his writings include the Subhodim fikd on the

Snmadbhdgavata, the Tattvdrthadipa or Tattvadipanibandha, the

pravdhamaryddabheda, the Kfpjapremamjta, the Siddhdntarahasya, etc. all

which are read, discussed and cherished with reverence by the followers

of the sdiool. Vallaba’s son, Vtththalanfitha IMkpita or Viththalelvara

DIksita, vraa also the author of several works, the principal amongst them
being the Vidvanamoifdano (referred to in Vallabha’s atfubhifya 4-4 sutra

1. Eneyelofpaedia of Reli^cn & Ethics, Vol. IL
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14), the PremSmrtatikS, the PuitiprovSha$noryy6ddbheda^tik6, the BhakH'

Jumtsa, VaUabhdstidta, etc. VitfalUialanfitha’e fifth son, RaghunStha wrote a

commentary on the Bhaktihamsa called BhaMitarafi^ and also aiiotherfiiU

on Vallobhdftaka. Mentkm may also be made here of the SuddhadvaUamdr-

tatfd<^—^ important w<»k of the school by SiS Giridharajee Mahfiifija, a

commentary thereon called Suddhadvtntamdrtaifdoprakdia by Sri RSma-

kr90a Bhatita and the Prameyoratndrtfava by Balakjgoa Bhatta. The Vdda-

katkd by KalySoa Raya, a disciple of VHhthala and the Bhaktimartatjda by

GopeSvaraji Mahfitfija also deserve mention amongst the works of the school.

Another discii^e of Viththalanatha called Pitambara, was the author of the

Avorat}abhiango (which was a tlka on Vallabha’s Tcttvadipanibandhapra-

kokt), the Pu^tipravchamaryyddavivoTor^, etc. Purusottama, the son of

Pitimbara, wrote the tika on the atfubkdfya called Prakasa as also the Vid-

vannta^anatika, the Bhoktihamsaviveka, the BhaktitaTongafifikdtirtha, the

Vallabhi^akavivTtiprakaia, etc. For an acquaintance with the philosophy

of the sdiool, the pxaiisal of the “ &uddhddvaitamdrtatjdo the “ Pranuya-

ratttdrtfova ", Han Raya’s Brahmavdda, Gopal Kpwa Bhatta’s Brahmavdda-

fwartufa, etc. is essential. To the same category belong also the “ Prastham-

ratn&kara ” by 6ri Purusottamaji MahSraja.

The literature of the Vallabhite School will not compare with that of

the Rfimfinujists or the Madhva School either in erudition or depth. There is

no Vallabhite writer who will compare with VedantadeSika or Vyasaraja-

svhml either in learning or subtlety of thinking and philosophical analysis.

Vallabhficfiryya was the son of a Telugu Brahmin called Laki$ana Bhatta.

Lak^aiqa Bhatta started on a pilgrimage to Ka4i with his wife. On the way,

his wife gave birth to a sen. It was this son of his who subsequently became

famous as VallabhacSryya. Vallabha’s time of ap^^earance was 1439 a.d.

(1535 VikramSbda). Vallabha spent some time at MathuiS and Bpndaban

It is said that at that time Gopjalakpsna under the name of Devadamana or

(^rinStha made his apjpearance to him over the hill called Govardhana. It

is also said that at that time the Lord also revealed himself to him in a

dream and directed him to build a ten^le fenr himself and ^read the cult

of Pustibhakti.

According to VallaUia, the finite self (Jlva) is monadic is a

fraction of Brahma and is non-different {abhitma) from Brahm£L

Like sparks from a big fire do monadic /ivos shoot forth or emanate from

the infinite, inexhaustible and immutable Brahman which is their material

cause Jivas are thus of the essence of intdligence and felidty like their

material cause. Brahman, but with the emanation of the /Ivos from Brah-

man, the inherent p>rop>erty of Suddhasattva in Brahman becomes divided

(atniabkiita) and attached in infinitesimal quantities to the monadic Jivas,

and, becoming predominant at the will of the Lord, causes the tirodkdna or

suspemion of the element of joy or fdidty in the Jivas. Hence JU/a, crea-
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tore, or finite being i$ that monadic fraction of Brahman in nrhich intelli-

gence is preponderant while joy or felicity is in abeyance or arrest. {Tadd

nitupSdkiko - ovutUpfhakittxmtUascitptadhdnastnohitdMftdo jiva&obdavdcya

bhavati.—“ Prameyaratndnfava”

,

p. 7. Chowkhambfi Sara. Sen). In other

words, Jiva is the name! of an infinitesimal fraction of Brahman with intel-

ligence only as its manifest p«^rty. From the time of creation, the ele-

ment of joy or felicity is in abeyance in the Jiva, while divarayya, i.e. the

lordly powers of omniscience, omnipotence, etc. as also other excellences that

briong to it as fractions of the divine powers and excellences become Urohita

or suspended subsequently (Ibid., p. 7). Though the Jiva is monadic, infi-

nitesimal (a^), yet, inspired and filled by tlie Lord, it manifests the quali-

ties of infinitude and all-pervasiveness that belong to the Lord himself. But

this does not establish the intrinsic infinitude or pervasiveness of the Jiva,

for just as the heat generated in an iron-bar through contact with fire is not

intrinsic to the iron-bar itself so also the pervasiveness that manifests itsdf in

the Lord-inspired fractional intelligence called Jiva is not intrinsic to the Jiva

but is due to its contact with the element of joy or felicity in tlie Lord.

Though Vallabhites speak of the creation of Jivas, yet they do not

consider them to be anitya or beginning in time. Though /ivirs are nitya

and therefore without beginning, yet their creation {snii) is conceivable in

(he sense of emanation (nihsrti) which means their udgama, vyuccaraifa or

shooting up (like sparks) and not their beginning to be (utpalti). The all-

pervasiveness of Brahman does not preclude effluxes or emanations from

the Lord (like sparks from a blazing fire). In fact, Brahman is not merely

the cause but also the effect, not merely the tipaddna, primordial matter oi

stuff but also the upddeya or final product, the vydpara or causal operation

and the adhikarana or seat of the final effect.

Jivas are either Suddha, pure, or sarfisdfi, unfree, or mukta, liberated.

The state of the fractional, monadic intelligence immediately after its efflux

from Brahman, with the element of joy or felicity in complete suspension, is

Suddhajivabhttva or pure creaturehcxxl of the finite being. It is a state of

unalloyed {Buddha) intelligence. After this state, when the Jiva contacts

avidyi and comes under its influence, the condition of pure creaturehood is

superseded by one of bonda^^ and entanglement in santsdra and the vide-

situdes of mundane life. At this stage, at tlie will of the Lord, the lordly

powers (aiivaryya) and other excellences, which continue in the Jiva in the-

Suddka state in fractional forms, become also suspended. And so the Jivas

become baddha, unfree and linaited by an alien world iparadhim). Amongst

these unfree Jivas, some are godly or angelic in nature, while others are

endowed with a demoniac or wicked nature. Angelic nature {daivatva) con-

sists in subtile vddanas or predispositions towards a hi^er spiritual life

whkb qualify thdr possessors for tmkli or liberation. The creatures whom
the Lord desires to be his associates in his dramatic diqx>rts, he endows

37
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with these higher q)mtual aspiratioos so as to enable them to quali^ lea

liberation. In other Words, the Jivas wtumi the Lord chooses as his elect or

consorts are godly Jfivas while the Jivas who are espoused or won by mdyi

are the demoniac Jivas, The Lord and the godly Jivas never forsake one

another and the same is true of mayS and the demoniac natures dected by

maya. And in both cases the ultimate cause is the will of the Lord which

divides Jivas into good and evil spirits for the enactment of the world-drama.

The demoniac natures caiuiot become cme with the Lord, for in them on

account of the moha or confusion created by mdya, the two lordly powers

of Jnana or enlightenment and Bhakti or devotion become inoperative and so

at-one-ment or sayuyya with the Lord becomes impossible for these maya-

dominated demoniac beings. In fact, though maya works both in demoniac

and godly beings, in the former it is maya that dominates and eclipses the

Jiva's real nature while in the latter it never succeeds in getting the upper

hand and completely obliterating the Jivas self-possession and self-command,

i.e.,.in the one case it is maya that is the ruling principle, in the other case

the ruling pdnciple is the Jiva himself. And so in demoniac natures domi-

nated by mayd at-one-ment with the Lord in the sense of sayuyya or enter-

ing the Lord’s person is a forlorn hope. In the BTOhmavadavivarajiui (pp.

30-31) the prospect of entering the Lord’s Person for a demoniac nature is

compared to that of the semen of the male, once discharged into a female

v/omb, re-entering the male body again.

It is no doubt true that Prakiti as the Sakti of Brahman is non-

different from Brahman, &akti being abhmna or non-different from the

Soktimat. Therefore Prakjti as part and parcel of Brahman must

also consist of the felicity or joy which is the essence of Brahman.

But this in no way inq)rove8 matters for the demoniac natures, for they

have not the remotest experience of the felicity that is Brahman’s essence

for the reason that the Lord does not reveal his joyous nature before the

demoniac Jivas. Daivi maya and dsmi maya differ from each other even

though the wink of maya is confusion or moha in each case, for daivi mays

subserves the end of liberation in the angelic natures while dsuri maya works

only towards the entanglement of the ungodly beings in the toils of mundane
life. When Prakrti becomes dissolved in the Lord and with it the demoniac

beings are also reabsorbed in the Lord, even then, despite indirect unity with

the Lord through Prakrti, these demmiac beings have no experience of the

felicity in the Lord because of the presence of barriers. ‘These barriers de-

marcate dissolution from liberation. In liberation there is experience by
the Jiva of the inherent fdidty in the Lord as part and parcel of the Lord
Himsdf, but dissdution is mere resting in the Lord and the cmsciousness of

this m oneself without any experience of the LOTd’s essential joy or felicity.

The exptfienoe of this inherent divine fdidty is attainable through devotion
only {Bhakitmetrasadhya) and such devotion is of the nature of affectionate
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love {angkarHipS). The expoience of this joy arises in the liberated state.

Then the devotee rests in the heart of the Lord as Laksni or His Beloved

Gaisort. In pralaya or dissedution there is no experience of positive fdicity,

there being then only negative cessation from pain as in sle^ or drowsiness.

Thou^ all Jivas are intrinsically partial elements (svamSa) of the Divine

Personality, yet the division into godly arul un^ly beings is th^, at the

Lord’s will, for His dramatic di^rt.^ When the Jivas heart is in^ired by

hi^er ^iritual aspirations, it does so at the will of the Lord. Contrarywise

when the /tvo gives way to low and evil desires and becoming filled with

wicked tendencies acquires a demoniac nature, that also happens at the will

of the Lord. The demoniac Jivas live disreputable lives in their coarse,

corrupt bodies and on account of their misdeeds become degraded more and

more in their rebirths, becoming reborn into ever lower forms of life. Thus

they become slaves of their carnal desires and are enthralled by the mundane

life. It is only the Lord’s will that can lift them out of their degradation

and till the Lord wills their salvation, they caruiot escape from avidyd and

its effects. But when the Lord pleases to take them back to himself as his

consorts, their avidyd and the somsdra and its toils that result from it forth-

with cease at the Lord’s will. Then the Jiva does not require to go through

the discipline of praxis or sddhana for his salvation but becomes purified

through the Lord's grace and realises at-one-ment or unity with him.

Mukta or liberated Jivas are of two classes

—

Jivanmukta and Paramo-

mukta. Jivanmukti commences with the oessation of avidyd. Of the class

of Jivanmuktas are Sanaka and several other sages. Theirs is the rrmkti of

kaivalya, the freedom which is dispassiem or detachment, the freedom which

comes through enlightenment or Jndna and is possible in the embodied state.

Those who live in the Infinite (vydpaka) Vaiktatlha or in other realms of

the Lord barring Paramavyoma are mukta or liberated Jivas. Thereafter

when through a special grace (vUi^aktpd) of the Lord they enter Parama-

vyoma, there is pardmukti which is pure Brahmahood. Amongst the godly

beings some become participators in the Lord’s eternal disports (nityaRld)

through disinterested, self-contained, (svatontra) Bhakti. Such Bhakti is

awakened by hearing, etc., in those in whom spiritual aspirations have been

generated through associations with pious and devout people.

According to Vallabhites, Para-Brahman is Krapa himself as signified

by the word Punisottama. He is the subject of all sorts of aprdkrta or

immaterial exodlenoes and virtues and has a nature of everlasting joy or

felicity. All His dramatic diqxnts are eternal, and all supernatural qualities

are ever manifest in Him. When Para-Brahma desires to be many, tlien

than arises in Him a change of rupa or form. The Form which thus arises

in Him is tlie cause of all causes and is Ak^ara or Immutable Brahman. In

this Aksara state owing to the preponderance of sattva the element of feli-

2. BrahmavSdavtvarai/a, pp. 26-27
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city or Ananda beoMnes donnant or latent Akfora Brahman is differently

aivrehended by the JHim and the Bhakta respectively.

(1) Tb the Bhakta or the devout lover he appears as the Form of the

pervasive Vaikmjfka and other realms ilokas) of the ^rit. In the Immut-

able Form as it presents itsdf to the perception of the Bhakta some excel-

lences appear manifest while other qualities remain non-manifest, though aU

qualities continue in being. The appearance or manifestation and the dis-

appearance or vanishing from «ght are nothing but the Lord’s special powers

{SakliviSe$a) . When qualities become impierative or defunct they are said to

have ppssed over into the non-manifest or aprdkita state. This disappear-

ance is not the work of mdyd. The tirobhava which is caused by maya is

not objective but subjective ; mdyd does not cause the disappiearance of the

object but only of our knowledge of the object. Mdyd operates in unfree

beings and causes pratiti-abhdva or non-app)rehension in respiect of sadvifaya

or things that are or exist. But the disappearance caused by the Lord is an

objective transition into the aprdkjta state.

(2) To the Jddm or enlightened, however, Akfara Brahman app)ears as

reality, intelligence and joy, as beyond sprace and time, as self-luminous, and

as beyond all qualities or determinations. In the appearance in this form

what remains manifest in Brahman is tlie power of tirodhdna or 6usp)ension

while all other qualities remain non-manifest. Hence the Ak^ata or Immu-

table Brahman of the enlightmed or Jndrnn is described as tmdkarmaka,

featureless or indeterminate In reality however He is not featurdess. If He
were really featureless then the unreal would have to come into being. Valla-

bhites say, what is called abhdva or ncwi-existence is only tirobhava or

non-manifest existaice, and production or coming into being and destruction

or ceasing to be have no intelligible meaning except as becoming manifest

and ceasing to be manifest. Since duhkha, suffering, misery, etc. are figments

of mdyd and therefore false appiearances, therefore the cessation or absence

of duhkha, etc. must also be a false appiearance. Hence assertions of the

absence of duhkhddi in Brahman amount to the assertion of the falsity of

duhkhddi. It follows therefore that the Form of Brahman as conceived by
the Jddm or enlightened reduces to a featureless being with all pxiwers

abstracted therefrom and therefore beyond description in judgments for

practical purpwses {sarvavydvahdrdtita).

One particular form of I^ru$ottama which is noticeable in the Suryya-

matfdola is his fofmi as antaryydtm or inner controller. This antaryydtm is

called PUrusa or NarSyana. Three kinds of Purusa may be noted in this

connection (1) Puru^a as creator of Mahat, (2) Puru^a as itnmanent in

the world-embryo {Brahmdrfdosarhsthita), and (3) Purufa as indwelling
presence itv *11 bhiUas or beings ( sarvabhutastha) . Out of Puru^ come forth

the Incarnations of the Lord’s LIIS or dramatic spxMt in the forma of the
Great Fish, the Great Tortoise, etc. The antaryydmms that onne
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out of the Akfora or Immutable are all parte or partial forms {amSa)

of this PrirKipal Antaryam. They are all marked by their joyous natures,

are numerically different, like fivas, in different corporeal forms and are the

inner contrdling agents of the fivas in which they dwell. In short, the antary-

yamins of sentient beings and non-sentient things are all partial modes or

manifestations of the Primary or Principal Antaryyam—a part or fraction

of the Principal Antaryyam being manifest m every individual antaryySmi

in a sentient being or a non-sentient thing.

According to Vallal^ites, Just as there is vtiuddha or pure sattva other

than prakrta sattva or sattva as the matter or stuff of the world, so also there

are aprakrta rajas and aprdkjta tamos besides prakrta rajas and

tamos that constitute the world-stuff or material cause of the world. AprSkrta

or Immaterial Sattva after creating the forms of fish, etc. appears therein

after the maimer of fire in an iron-ball and carries on tlieir functions. In

such forms consisting of pure sattva the Lord enters with a view to maintain-

ing the world. The Lord as informing such VUuddha-Sattva-ioTtm for the

puipose of world-maintenance and the like is called Visou. In the same way
the Lord as inspiring aprakrta or Immaterial Rajas-iorms is called Brahma,

and as informing Immaterial Tamos Vigrakas is called Siva. Though they

are all aprakrta vigrahas or immaterial forms, yet as also controlling and

directing the material or Prakrta gtofos they are to be regarded as Sagtufa

or related to the gui^as. That they have been described in the Purajoas as

Para Brahman is due to there being no real difference between them and the

Lord. Though Brahma, Vispu and Siva are all Incarnations or Forms of

aprakrta gums, yet the form of Vi^ou is to be regarded as the highest

amongst the three on account of the presence in it of the distinctive qualiticB

of the Lord in a special manner.

The Lord has an infinite multitude of Forms. Every form of the Lord

is Brahman in its completeness. This explains the fact why on the path of

enlightenment there is no difference between praxis (sddhand) and its con-

sequence iphala). It is otherwise however with the way of Bhakti or dcvo-

tkm. Just as the Lord creates the world for the purpose of dramatic disport,

so also he has chalked out a separate path of Bhakti for those who desire to

realise Him through loving devotion. In the Forms of the Lord’s Vibhuti

or Powers, both the praxis and the end achieved thereby are limited, relative

and circumscribed. The highest and most complete result cannot be achieved

through these works, such result being attainable not through the worship

of the Vibhutifupas but of the Svayathrupa or Intrinsic Form of the Lord

which is the Form of Kmqa. The highest end or result is aayuyya and

sSyuyya, according to Vallabhites, is not identity with Brahman but direct

coonecticm (yoga) with Brahman. Such connection or intimate relation is

attainaUe not by enligjitenment but through siniJe-minded devotion to and

service erf Lord Kiima. There is no wiMship unless the Lord presents himsdf
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externally to the worshipper as the object of devotion. That is why Bhajani

or worship must be the worship of the Lord in his manifestations as external

to oneself.

Liberation (nmkti) is of two lands—sagwja rmkti and nirguijd rmkti.

The primary result of the worship of any deity is sdyuyya cft direct union

with the deity. Where the deity is sagutfa the resulting union is saguna

mukti or liberation within the guijas. In other cases, mukii is nirgwfd or

liberation beyond the gutjm. All duties barring Lord Kteoa himself are

sagwfa. Hence nirgwfA mukti or liberation beycmd the gutfos

is intimate union with Krwa (Krma-sayuyya). There is no nirguffd

mukti on the path of enlightenment. The Immutable (Ak^ara,

Kutastha), though transcending the gw^uts, also consists with the

gwfos. Enlightenment is the realisation of the Akfora (as immanent in gmjas)

through iravoffa, manana, etc. The liberaticwi which results therefrom is

Kaivalya, Detachment, or ftvanmukti, freedom in embodied being. Kaivalyo

is aattvikajhana or enlightenment arising from sattvagurta. Therefore it is

sattvikamukti or liberation in sattvagurta. The enlightened turns away from

the world scared by the miseries of sarhsdra and takes to the way of freedom

through knowledge. It is a condition within the gunas and not one beyond

the gutfOS. With knowledge or enlightenment comes liberation in the embo-

died state. In that state illusory identification with prakfti (adhydsa) ceases

and consequoitly attachment to the material world and its modes falls off.

Such liberation in embodied life is liberation within the gunas, for in that

state creature-hood or creature-ccmsciousness as under the sway of Vidyd and

Avidya continues. Bhakti makes its appearance subsequently to the realisa-

tion of Brahmabhdva—one then reaches beyond the gut^as. If Bhakti does

not awaken after Brahmabhdva, one then has to continue in the Jivanmukta

state of embodied freedmn. Such was the condition of Sanaka and the

like : theirs was a state (of freedom) in the gut^ias, not one beyond the gutfos.

Till Bhakti is reached, one continues within the gw^ ; with the awakening

of Bhakti one gets beyond the gtofos. The first is a condition of enlighten-

ment as such, the second one of Bhakti conditioned by enlightenment. The
first is illustrated in Sanaka, etc., the second is illustrated in iSuka and others.

The praxis or sddhand by Bhakti laid down by Vallabhites is called the

way of pusti (pu?timdrga) . PusH means the Grace (krpd) of the Lord. It

is an attribute of the Lord and is counteractive of time. Its effects are mani-

fold—both natural and supernatural. Pu^fi is inferred from its effects.

Mahapu^i is Grace Par Excellence and consists in effecting the attainment of

one’s real status in the teeth of powerful obstacles. The great obstacles are

the resistance of one’s own nature or svtAhdva and the resistance caused by

one’s wcHTks. Puffi accomplishes all the four puru^arthas or ends of life, viz.,

dkarmo, artka, kama and mak^a. The pu^fi which realises these four ends

is sSmSnyc^m^i or grace of the common or ordinary sort. There is
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however a ^xcial grace (vUisfapusti) from whidi results Bhakh culmi-

nating in the realisation of the LcM-d’s svarupa or intrinsic nature. The

Bkakti which results from such ^lecial grace is called pus0kakti. PuU*-

bkakti arises from the Lord’s favour alone and not from anything else.

(Pttftifn^So-otiugrahaikasadhyak pratnwfamargdt vHakfOifOk — " Ai^u-

bka^ya", 8-8-9).

Every kind of Bkakti depends on the Lord’s favour. But the Bkakti

that arises from the Lord’s ordinary favour is called Maryydddbhakti. The

Bkakti that is kindled by the Lord’s special grace is technically called pu^tt-

bkakti. In pu?(ibkakti the only object sought is the Lord himself and there

ic no desire for anything other than the Lord. Even tnukti or liberation

appears trivial in the eye of the devotee who has attained to pu^fibkakti.

According to VallaWrites there are four kinds of puUibhakii, viz. ;

—

1. Pravdkapufti. Pravdha means the stream of satfisdra or world-life

consisting in the consciousness of the “ I ” and the “ mine ” in relation to

things. And the puffibkakti which arises in association with this satfi^fo-

consciousness is characterised by karmaruci or the liking for works. In other

words, in pu^tibkakti bound up with sarnsdrapravdka there are works suited

to the nature of the Lord.

2. Maryydddpufti- In the condition of maryyddd, there is cessation

from the pursuit of objects arising from attraction or attachment so that

the Jiva turns to the way of nivjtti or world-denial and its consequoit prac-

tices or duties. In the Bkakti that arises in this state or condition, the liva

conquers his lust for objects and acquires a zest for hearing, etc., of discourses

cn the Lord and His nature.

3. Puftibkakti. Those who attain to this third type of pu^ibkakti are

pu^ibkaktas who. owing to another favour of the Lord conducive to the

awakening of the enlightenment that is suited to His worship, become omnis-

cient or all-knowing. Such bkaktas know all about the Lord, the Lord’s

personal attendants and courtiers, His dramatic sports, the world, etc.

4. Suddhapuftibkakti. Those who are bkaktas of this fourth type are

inspired by love and intrinsic affection. They serve the Lord and sing his praise

out of pure affecticm and love. Theirs is a devotion that is very rare indeed.

Hari Rayal has described this Suddkapu^t^kakti in twenty-one verses

{vide PramyarairtSfvava, pp. 19-24), the substance whereof is as follows

In the way of Suddkapu^tibkakti, the pkala, consequence or end achiev-

ed is Bhagavatprdpti, attainment of the Lord, but for the realisation of this

end, no sddkand or prescribed course of disciidine is necessary. In other

words, the method or means here is the absence of any prescribed means or

method. Or, one may say, the end (i.e, the Lord himself) is here the

means. Siddki or fruition is dependent on the Lord’s favour and not on

individual efforts. In fact, individual effort hinders instead of furthering the
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realiaatioa of the end. The LxN’d electa livas out of Free Grace irrespective

of their worthiness or unworthiness (according to human standards). And

the devotee also does not try to judge the ri^tn^ or otherwise of the

Lord’s act of Grace but simply feels and recognises its super-excellence. For

such a Shakta there is neither a sense of frailty or weakness in sudi acts of

the Lord Knaija as shedding tears when chastised by His mother Jasoda,

plundering the storeroom, etc., nor a sense of the uncommon or extraordinary

when overpowering and subduing the Snake-king Kaliya or extinguishing the

conflagration, etc. For him all acts point to the Lord or Master as their end

and no special direction, Vedic or otherwise, is necessary to discover the

intrinsic import and end of all our efforts. The Lord elects Jivas unto him-

self out of free Grace—His favour is ahetuka, not measurable in terms of

human reason. And this is the reason why the end which the disciplined

and much-practised man fails to achieve by his strenuous spiritual efforts

is easily attained by a man who may appear to be comparatively unwortliy

of him. Even at the time of separation from the Lord, such a bhakta has

experience of the Divine felicity, for such Bhakti is autonomous in lespect

of its joy-producing virtue and docs not depend on the presence of the Lord’s

Person for producing the felicity that arises from it. As in Bhakti in this

form the consciousness of the Lord overshadows every other experience, the

fear of this as well as the other world vanishes so that the bhakta feels the

Lord’s Presence in himself as obliterating all sense of time, all consciousness

of moral obligations as well as all ideas of himself and of the qualities intrin-

sic to himself. On the way of Suddhapu^fibhakti, the means is union, physi-

cal and mental, of the fmite being with the Lord, and the end is the union

of all the senses with the Lord. And the union takes place at the will of tlie

Lord. The consequence of it is the consciousness of the Lord in all that is

allied to the Lord, a feeling of repugnance to all things that are inimical to tlie

Lord and a sense of indifference to all that is neither allied nor inimicaily re-

later to Him. The Bhakta in this state is prompted to the preservation of the

body not from a feeling of personal ownership in it but from the consciousness

of its being God-given and therefore belonging to the Lord. And even at the

time of separation from the Lord it is preserved in the hope of a future re-

union with the Lord. In the path of Suddhapufth wordiip does not consist in

the rendering of any service to the Lord, and the Lord also does not insult the

devotion of the worshippers by bequeathing rewards for their worship. Sud-

dhopu^i, in other words, is Suddha or pure bhakti for its own sake—it is

love for love’s sake—^i.&, man's love of God out of pure zest for such love

as ako God’s love of man for pure love’s sake. In separation one tastes

greater fdidty in such Bhakti than in union, because separated one has in-

ward realisation of a new aspect of the Lord’s Btd or sdf-display at every

new moment In the path of Suddhapuffibkakti, the means and the end

exchange portions so that the means is also the end and the end the means.
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Thus the means \^ich is here Bhakti or love of God for its own sake is also

the end which it aims at and in whidh it culminates. Similarly the end whicli

is Bhagavatprapti or attainm«it of the Lord is also the means inasmuch as

such attainment or realisation comes cmly as a Gift of the Lord Himself who

is to be attained or realised. The dainya or consciousness of nullity and in-

significance which is not dependent on anything else is the cause of the

appearance of the Lord, i.e., when the Jiva feels his own insignificance or

nullity, the Lord reveals Himself. Hence such dainya must be distinguished

from the sense of emptiness (dainya) that arises from sejjaration, this latter

being an effect or pkala (of the separation) and not a cause. In Suddha-

pufti fife dainya is intrinsic, anyanirapek^a, non-de|*ndent on anything else

and this brings on the revelation of the Lord. Suddhapu$(i brings on com-

plete renunciation of all worldly objects and surrender of everything including

the body, but while as woridly they are rwiounced, as gifts of the Lord they

aie again accepted. In short, in Suddhapu^ti—the consciousness of “ I ” dis-

appears, and the will, not as “ my will ” but as “ Thy will ” or the Lord’s

will, prevails. In this state the Jtva realises the hand of providence in everthing.

According to iSuddhadvaitins, the Jlva is consubstantial with Brahman

but only as a partial element thereof and not as Brahman in all-complete'

ness and fullness. Therefore worship is necessary for restoration or recovery

of the Jlva's real status as a partial element within the All-Inclusive Brah-

man. Worship, in other words, is necessary for overcoming avidyd which is

responsible for the Jivas self-forgetting and consequent fall into satfisdra or

the stream of mundane life. Worship effects his reinstatement as a Bhakta,

i.e., his restoratiOTi as a partial element within Brahman and in necessary

intimate relation of love and unity with the whole. With the cessation of

egoism and its powers or mivaryya and the nivjtti or overcoming of avidya,

one attains to unity with the Lord. Even then however differences ammigst

/Ivas continue.® Though the Bhakia attains to sameness with the Lord in

respect of person, personal beauty, etc., yet, as without difference there is no

real commerce of spirit, differences oemtinue at the stage. It may be asked,

as avidyd ceases in the pure pu^limdrga so as to make one fit for devotion

or bkajand, what use is bhajand or worship in this Suddhapu$ti stage ? The

Vallabhite answer is : for the purpose of Rla or dramatic sport—the separat-

ed fiva reunites with the Lord through bhajand and therdiy tastes the joy

of the reunion. But since bhajand in the Suddhapu^ti marga does not consist

in works but is bhdvdtmaka or an enwtional realisation, therefore it is phala-

Tupd in ^ite of its being of the nature of sddhand or a preparatory means.

Hence such bhajand never loses its character as SuddhapufH for puftimdTga

is the way in which the end is itself the means toi the end (puUimdrgah sa

eva yatra phalam svayameva sddhanam) .*

3. Cf. Brahmavodavivofatfa, p. 20. 4. Ibid., pp. 22-23.



ON SOME SPURIOUS CALUKYA COPPERPLATE
GRANTS

By

Dr. MORESHWAR DIKSHIT, ph.d., Ptxm.

jr. In his paper contributed to the Tenth All India Oriental Conference

held at Tlrapati, in March 1940, Rao Bahadur C. R. Krishnamacharlu^

has discussed the dates of four spurious records of the time of Calukya

Vinayaditya which range from Saka 516 to 520. As these dates are too

early for the king who issued these charters and as the palaeography of the

inscripticms is far too much removed from the period in which they purpwt

to record the donations, it is obvious that these copper-plate grants are for-

geries. After alluding to certain other spurious records of a Western

calukya (?) chief Vira-nonamba-cakravarti, Rao Bahadur charlu* has put

forward a tentative theory that in recording the exaggerated early dates, the

forgerers have calculated the dates (i.e. the Saka year, the name of the

Samvatsara, tithi, week-day etc.,) as if the events took place 600 years ear-

lier and that the forgeries were actually made in the eleventh century A.D.

He also surmises that for the purposes of those grants the year Saka 600

must have beei> adopted as the starting of an era, which may possibly be

in celebration of, or in commemoration of certain epoch-making and im-

portant political event in the reign of the Western (jilukya king Vinayaditya

SatySfiraya. In the light of these remarks he has examined critically the

dates and suggested how these with certain emendations support his con-

tention.

Though the suggestion made in this paper is really a very ingenious one,

as I shall presently show, the calculation of dates involve certain difficulties

which cannot easily be solved. For, since the above paper was written I have

come across two more spurious grants of Calukya Vinayfiditya which register

donations made by him in the Saka year 520. The first one of these aete

was long ago discovered in the village called Pali near Karad in the Satara

district of the Bombay Presidency. It was publi^ed in July 1922, in the

Quarterly oj the B. I. S. M., III. pp. 6-16. This grant is dated Saka 520,

K&layukta Samvatsara, Kirttika Suddha 5, BhBnuvSra. Its object is to

record the donation of a vafikd in the village EllSpura, in Karah&taka 1000,

to a Brahmin named 'l^sudeva belonging to the l^aradvaja gotra.

1. lYoceedings and Transactions ol the Tenth All India Oriental Conference,

Tinipatl, March 1940; i^. 359^.
2. Ibii» IX 362.
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The second set was made available to me through the courtesy of

Messrs. S. V. Avalaskar and S. N. Patwardhan-Joshi, both residents of the

village Div6 Agar, in the Janjiifi State { Dist. Kcdaba, Bombay Presidency ).

It was unearthed in that village some three years ago by a farmer and before

it reached my hands was still covered with thick verd^is. The i^ates are

three in number ( each measuring about 10" X 51‘J") and are strung in a

circular ring bearing the seal of a boar to left. The grant is dated in the

Saka year 520, Kalayukta Samvatsara, Caitra Amavisya, VyatipBta, Thurs-

day, when it is stated that there was a solar eclipse. Its object is to

record a donation by Calukya Vinayladitya of the village Koll&pura along

with its hamlets situated in the Datiga 2000 Visaya, to 3500 Brahmins

headed by Keiava Dvivedi, Bhaskara Trivedi,. Sankara Dvivedi, and

Madhava Bhaitta, of the Atreya and Bharadv&ja notras. I quote below the

relevant text of the inscription for easy reference :

EXTRACT.^

Plate II b.

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

30—

(5l)

31—

demand ;

34— 5Rt »T(m)^5t3r*i)5f cl^IlPR m-

35— «t-

Plate III a.

Line 36— jggt WW: *T?RMt^3r(WT)!T JRigil

Line 37— 11

Line 38—qtd^d^ gegfdW : dFl SWT»i tlW

Line 30— g3q[«5^(aft) ?0r(w)sf sid: swNf i dW
Line 40— jwpii I dPI qfWlPt ?RRt simiim: #f;

Une 41—smpi I IWtIW: I cT??r

Line 42— it spincqfttar sWNf I dWlW ( ^ or^ )
sj^ SRM »T-

Line 45-ipR<t SWM f!W 3^^: 5WP»f I ^ smPf

Line 44—3|3qisir»I^ ^ I ... (InUJrecating verses).

Ijne 47—
II |

3. From the original Plates. See Figa 1-2.
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Both the Hli and the Dive Agar grants have almost identical texts

exce]>ting of course the details regarding the donees and the property grant-

ed. Both of them are dated in the same year Saka 520, but palaeographic-

ally their script* resembles the characters of the 11th century a.d. Curiously

enough both of these refer to Raktapura situated on the northern banks of

the river Malapahari { Malaprabhg ) ; and the village Kurunda like the four

grants studied by charlu.

If we accept Rao Bahadur charlu’s suggestion taking 600 as the

starting point of an era, the dates® of the Dive Agar and PBli grants would

correspond to 8th April and 7th October A. D. 1198 respectively. The

week-days in both cases do not tally with those recorded in the inscriptions.

There has been no solar eclipse in the Saka year 520 as stated in the Dive

Agar plates and consequently all the other details specified in the grants do

not concur.

I have therefore tabulated all the spurious records of Calukya Vinaya-

ditya in the accompanying chart and a careful examination of their dates

would reveal that there is no uniformity or any method in the calculation

of their dates even after taking 600 as the starting point for each date. All

the dates except in Grant D have to be adjusted in one way or the other to

suit our needs and in the case of Dive Agar and the Pali grants even these

adjustments do not work well. It may be noted that the Dive Agar grant

supplied the evidence from an unknown tract for inscriptions.

From the dates newly supplied by the Dive Agar and the Pali grants

it is clear therefore that there is no method attempted in forging the spurious

records of Oalukya Vinayaditya.

4. Though no facsimiles accompany the article on the PSli plates, I have ex-

amineld the original set. now preserved in the Bh&rata—^ItihBsa SaiiiSodhaka Map-
dala, Pcxxuu

5. cf. Filial, Mian Ephmerw, III, pp. 996^.
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PRATfTYA-SAMUTPADA
AS BASIC CONCEPT OF BUDDHIST THOUGHT

By

Dr. B. M. BARUA, M^., d.ut. (Lond.), Calcutta Univeraty,

Though it may sound rather strange to say that every great thinker

true philosopher of the world is really a man of one thought, it is nevertheless

a truism of history. Just as a central idea, called moral, runs through an

epic narrative interweaving various episodes into a unity, so a central thought

pervades a whole system of thought or of faith built upcm its basic

concept or creed. As r^ards Buddhist philosophy, its basic concept is praS-

tya-samutpada, a term which has been variously represented in English by
‘ causal genesis ’, ‘ dependent originaticm ’ and ‘ causation ’. We need not

quarrel over words. Let us better try to realize its full philosophic and doc-

trinal significance as the basic concept of Buddhism in general and of Bud-

dhist thought in particular.

In the Anya-pariyesanaSutta, Buddha tells us that the noble quest

which hadi impelled him to pass from home into the homeless state of a

wanderer or seeker of truth happily led him to a twofold discovery, viz., (1)

that of iha pratyayata pratitychsamutpada, and (2) that of nirvat^a. The

discovery meant the finding out of the thing or things longed for. That was

in Buddha’s case the non-contingent, that which is not subject to the limiting

conditions of life and existence.^

If thus the claim made be that of a discovery twily, it stands to reastm

to premise that the discoverer himself does not create the thing he discovers

'4(ut amply finds it out as it is (yathabhutam)

.

Buddha’s discovery is,

therefore, aptly compared to the accidental discovery by a traveller of an old,

buried and forgotten city as well as of the path leading to it* Hence was

his well-deserved epithet of Tathagaia, meaning the Truth-finder and Path-

finder.* Buddhism which was an outcome of that discovery became thus

both a way of truth and a way of life. As way of truth it became concerned

with the thing as it is or the things as they are, and as a way of life, its

concern was with the thing as it ought to be or the things as they should be,

1. Majjhima, i, p. 161) ff.; Barua, Ceylon Lecture on Buddhism as personal

religion. The Mahabodhi, Vol. 52, p. 60.

2. Satftyutta, ii, p. 104 ff. ; Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhism (Home University

Series) , p. 33 ff. ; lJithkavtttara.SutTa, ed. Bunio Nanjio, pp. 143-4 ; Suzuki’s Trand.,

pp. 175-6 ; Barua, Asoka and His Inscriptions, Pt. I, Ch. IV.

3. I accept above English renderings of the epithet offered by the late lamented
Mrs. Rhys Davids.
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ie, the ideal or ideals of life oonformabl/ to the form or forms of truth as

stated as wdl as to the nature of reality as discovered. To be intelligible to

human understanding and ^ective as guidance to thought and action the

form or forms of truth must be either philosophical or sciortific, logical or

psychological. To be in^iring to life and appealing to hunuui heart and

effective in their diverse expressions, the form of the ideal or ideals must be

either ethical ch* aesthetic, literary or artistic, social or political, religious or

educational, national or international.

So far as the mental or subjective aspect of the discovery goes, it is an

unprecedented experiaice with an objective content referring to an existing

fact, an actuality or a reality. This experience has to pass successively

through three mental modes before it becomes a puUic property as a body

of doctrine and discipline {dharmavinayam) or a system of thought and

faith, namely, intuitional or mystical, ccmceptual or apprehensible, and

achitectonic or systematic. With each mode is connected a particular form

of mental activity, whether it be ivdetic, ideational or rational, where the

prospect of success calls up the emotion of joy ( piiti ) and the attainment

of success is followed by the enjoyment of self-satisfaction, happiness, bliss

or beatitude {sukha). The experience which is presentative at the first

mode becomes representative at th“ second and expressive or presentable at

the third.

According to the Pali scholiast Dhammapala, whilst reflecting on the nature

of reality the Blessed One got hold of the causal genesis in his mind.* This

may be taken to mean that with Dhammapala pratitya-samutpdda or causal

genesis represents the true nature of reality. But in the words of Buddha,

the term is applicable as much to the true nature of reality as intuited as to

the true nature of reality as conceived and formulated ; it is applicable to the

same as presented, interpreted, expounded, elaborated, elucidated and applied.

Pratityasamutpdda as intuited in its presentative character is otherwise

known as paurdtjut-dharmasthitHd, and it stands for the ancient or eternal

nature of reality which exists by its own right, independently of the advent

of the Tathagatas, independently of all modes of knowing and all forms of

thought-construction and rational interpretation. The same as conceived or

formulated in its repres«itative character is otherwise known as pratyatma-

dharmasthititd.’^ and it stands for the basic concept of Buddhism and Bud-
dhist thought as the unalterable cosmic law. The same as presented, inter-

preted, expounded, elaborated, elucidated and applied is known varioudy by
the name of pretyaydkaras’^ (causal forms), satyas ( truths), and the like,

4. Vdma Commentary, Siamese Ed., to the Bodhi Sutta, I, : Bhagava Bodhi-
Tukhkamiile dhamma-sabhava-paccavekkhana-vosem patkco-samuppadam monasa-
kasL

5. LaAk&vat&ra Sutra, pp. 143-44.

6. VUrhanga, Ch. VI, where paccaySk&ra is used as a substitute for paficea-
samuppSita.
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and all of them stand for the various architectonics of thcxight as wdl as

die moral law. The ideals of life and acti(»i are set out in conformity' with

the truths as formulated and presented, the truths are formulated on the

basis of the antral concept,^ while the central omcept has bdiind it the

nature of reality as intuited or experienced. The Buddhist creed formula,

ye dharm&h hetupvabhavah, etc. applies to pratitya-samutpada as concdved,

formulated, presented, interpreted and aM>lied. Rj^rding the paurofo-

dharmasthititd, the pratydtma-dharmasthititd, and the system of thought and

faith based upon the second, Buddha’s significant statement in the Satpyutta

is :
“ Because of birth, monks, decay-and-death. Whether there be an arising

of Tathagatas, or whether there be no such arising, in each this nature of

things stands, this causal status, this orderliness, the relatedness of this to

that. Concerning that the Talhdgcta is fully enlightened, that he fully

understands. Fully enlightened, fully understanding, he declares it, teaches

it, reveals it. sets it forth, manifests, explains, makes it plain, saying : Be-

hdd ! conditicMied by this, that con^s to be.”*

In the above statement, Buddha clearly refers to and distinguishes be-

tween the three successive mental modes :

(1) becomes enlightened or awakened as to the nature of reality which

exists by its own right

—

abhisambujjhati

;

(2) formulates with the suggestion therefrom the fundamental law of

the cosmos, which is to say, forms the basic concept of his doctrine

—

abhisa-

mett;

(3) states, addresses, sets forth, establishes, discloses, expounds, eluci-

dates, in short, presents as a system

—

dcikkhati, deseti, etc.

PratHtya-samutpada as the essential nature of reality is characterized in

Pali as the elementary datum of experieiKe, the standing order of beoMning

{dhommafthitata)

,

the way of the happening of things {dhammaniyamata),

•uchness (orderliness, tathatd), unoontrariness {ovitaihata), unotherwiseness

ianaMathatd)

,

badcground of relatedness (idappaccayatd)

.

It is further

characterized in the Ldhkdvatdra Sutra and other Mahayana treatises by

such predicates as vacuity (Siinyatd), realness {bhulatd) and actuality,

(satyatd). The same set of predicates applies, mutatis mutandis, also to

pratityasamutpada as formulated, presented, interpreted and allied,*

though in a sOToewhat different sense.

The positive thesis of the philosc^hy of Nagarjuna, who is not without

reason hcmoured in the LeMavaidra Sutra as the second Buddha, is gene-

rally missed. This is, however, clearly stated in the two opening verses of

his KSrikd. These indicate that Nagfirjuna’s primary interest was to call

7. According to the LaAkavatara Sutra, pp. 143-44, Buddha’s discourses wwe
all based on the protyatma-dharmastkitita and not on the paurapa.

8. Samyutta, ii, p. 25 ; The Book of the Kitidred Sayings, ii, p. 21,

9. Visuddhhnagga, ii, p. 518.
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attenti<Mi to the praStya-<somutpSda as the fundamental nature of reality

which is iH>t capable of verbal r^resentations and not af^draisible by the

intdlect, the mode of understanding. It refuses to accept all the predicates

the intdlect can devise, e.g. cessation (nirodlta), origination (utpada), anni-

hilation (uccheda), etemality {idivata), singleness (ekartha), manifoldness

(fianartha), advent {agama), and egress (nirgama). The only mental mode

of witnessing or being face to face with it is intuition, immediate perc^
ticm, first-hand experioice or direct vision, all being means within the reach

of mysticism. The powerful dialectics employed throughout his Kdrika are

directed to expose the incapacity of all the intellectual arid verbal modes of

representing that nature of reality as it is, as it exists by its own right, inde-

pendently of all thinkers and all ideal constructions. If the last word of

Nagarjunafs dialectics be ‘be quiet', it only means the futility of the modes

of understanding and the expressions of language as means of representing

and stating that nature of reality, and nothing else. The incapacity of in-

tellect and language is not to be used as proof against the objective reality

of that nature as intuited, witnessed or experienced,—^the nature of reality

to which the Buddha-mind was awakened and being awakened to which the

Buddha felt with the deepest conviction that he became supremely enlighten-

ed (abhisambuddho)

.

The utility of this intuition or supreme experience is

not denied, for therein lies the means of stopping all aberrations of intellect

and getting tranquillity which is the summum bonum {prapancopaSama iiva).

Dr. Satkari Mookerjee characteristically observes :
“ The Sautrantika may

rejoin that (his) philosophy is the most perfect possible explanation of the

objective world and is absolutely immune from the logical difficulties which

are the besetting sins of other realistic philosophies. But the justice and vali-

dity of this claim have been disputed by Na#rjuna and iSahkara, who have

shown in unmistakable language that causation is the hidden rock on which

the barque of realism has suffered shipwreck.”’® But reading between the

lines, one cannot fail to understand that here Nagarjuna’s way of thinking

is not different from the general Buddhist way. Pratltya-samutpada or the

essential nature of reality which exists by its own right is not the law of

causaticm as conceived, formulated and applied. Proceeding from the expe-

rience with its elementary datum, one may come to conceive and formulate the

law of causation or dependent origination, but one cannot resolve it back into

the experience itself which occurred once only when it occurred and remains

nevertheless a pdnt of reference to praRtya-samutpada conceived and formu-

lated as the law of causation. According to the general Buddhist way of

thinking, one may proceed from a chemical combination of all the ingredi-

oits used to account for the possibility of the pr^ration of a dish of pud-

ding, but one cannot for that reascm resolve the taste of the pudding, which

is something unique, into the separate tastes of the ingredients themselves

10 Tkt Buddhist PhSosophy of Universal Flux, p. 57.

38
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that have tost their individualities in course of the oocrfdng.^^ The experience

which is a momoitary affair and never occurs twice in one and the same form

accounts similarly for the possibility of the conc^tirm and formulation of a
law of causation, and the law of causation or the system of thought built

up(m it derives its significance therefrom, but that does not mean that the

experioice is restorable from the law itself, far less its elementary objective

datum which is not an ideal construction, and hence deserves the name of an

asotnskrta dhMu or uncreated element of reality. As it is constituted, mind
can just once pe^ into the nature of reality as it flashes through intuition or

mystical experience.

Now, considered with reference to the noUe quest described in the Ariya-

pariyesam Suita, is the discovery claimed to have been made by Buddha two-

fold or single? If twofold, are we not compelled to entertain the notion of

there being two asamskrta dkatus or uncreated elements of reality, namely,

pratitya-samutpada and mrvdt^, which is logically absurd ? The uncreat-

ed elementary objective datum of experience must be single or unitary. But

how is it stated to be double or twofold ? Suppose we assume that pratitya-

samutpada alone is the element of reality, can it not be shown that ntrodka

or nirvatfa is just a side-issue or an aspect of it ?

Whether we objectively watch cosmic life, or individual life, or life of

consciousness, we can have just momentary peeps or glimpses into it. At

the most we can have ‘ point instants ’ or ‘ snapshot views ’ within a limited

duration. In the kaleidoscopic or cinematographic view, one picture seems

to pass away or to appear in quick succession or in an order of sequence,

while just one picture is always present before the eyes that gaze on without

reflecting or thinking. The impression left on the mind of the observer is

that of the movement of pictures or appearances in the omtinuity of an order

of change or becoming, in short, of orderliness in a continuity of which the

first b^inning ipubbakofi, pubbonta) and the ultimate end {aparakofi, apa-

ranta) cannot be seen and determined. So far as the cosmic life, individual

life, or life of consciousness is concerned, certain experiences occur that re-

mind us of those occurred in the past and are preserved in memory. But for

the memory, the experiences that occurred previously would be lost or non-

existent for ever. If the case be that of a person continuing to write a new

figure on a black board with his right hand and to efface the old figure with

his left, there is present always a single figure before the observer and that

which is effaced is gone for ever. But for the memory the past is past, the

present is present and the future {anSgata) is that whidi is not come, that

which is yet to be. With r^rd to the past, the correct statement is that it was
(ahasi), with regard to the present, that it is (etcerahi paccuppanno) and with

regard to the future, that it will be {bhavissati ) There is no other moital

11. Miinda, p. 63. 12. KatkSvattku. VI, 2.

13. PotthapSda Sutta, Dighon i. p. 200 ff.
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OKxte of describing historically the event watched than r^nesenting it in terms

of the three portions of time, viz., a past (atUa), a present (paccuppatma), and

a future (andgiata\ while the event itself has nothing to do with these men-

tal modes that introduce into it the ideas of sequence, succession and dura-

tion, and thus relate it to the amcepts suggestive of time and its reality. As

we watch, that which strikes us is the continuity of a process of genesis at

every juncture (pratismdhi) of which is to be noticed smnething ceasing-to-

be and something coming-to-be, in other words, nirodha and utpSdo, but the

objective datum of experience is always the utpatma or something whkh has

come-to-be. Something which has ceased-to-be becomes a thing of the past,

and non-existent for us but for memory. We proceed from the utpatma

dharma to utpanna dharma, the ceasing-to-be and the ooming-to-be being

the mental modes of representing the junctures in the process of genesis. The

observed order of sequence applies to one utpanna dharma ceasing-to-be and

to another tUpanna-dharma coming-to-be. One can say, therefore, that the

notion of cessation is just a side-issue and a negative aspect of the fact of

sequence, either that something having ceased-to-be, something ceased-to-be,

or that something having contt-to-be, something came-to-be. This indeed is

known as the original formulation ( ddi naya

)

of pratitya-samutpada con-

ceived as the fundamental law or mode of happening in the process of genesis:

(1) Imamitft sati idat/t hoti, imass' uppada idatfi uppajfali;

(2) Imasmirn asati idatfi na hoti, imassa nirodha idatfi mrujjhati.

The first setting, called anuloma-desand, is set forth in terms of advent

or appearance, and the second, called pra(ilotna-desa»a, is set forth in terms

of cessation or disappearance.^ In the second Pali Abhidhamma text called

Vibhanga, as well as in the SarvSstivada texts, the pratiloma-deSand is alto-

gether di^)ensed with and just the anulomadeiand is retained.'®

In the above formulation of the gieneral law of genesis, happening or

becoming, the mental representation or verbal statement is in terms of se-

quence between two utpcmna-dharmas, one ceasing-to-be and the other com-

ing-to-be. If we cannot causally ccwinect or inter-relate them, the building

up of a system of thought is impossible. When we causally inter-relate

them in thought we make different causal relations out of the single fact

of sequence, and take them to subsist between the paccayas (causal factors,

conditions or circumstances) and the paccayuparma-dhammas (causally in-

duced states, i.e., effects.).'* If the causal relation subsumed between two
successive events or stag^ in a process of genesis involving the notions of

14. Udot/a, I, 1-3 ; Majjhima, t, 262 ; ii, p. 32.

15. VibhaAga, Ch. VI ; P. C. in Eptgtaphia Itifiica, Vol. XI, pp, 194,

199 ; B. C Law, Concepts of Buddlusm, p. 47 ff.

1& Aooonling to Vasubendhu. between the samutpada (i.e., hetu) and the

samutpanna (Le, photo). Abhidharma-koSa, III. 28.
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advent and cessation, single tenns are the convenient devices of thought to

designate these events or stages. The notion of temporal sequence is out

of ii^ace in the causal interpretation of an event, which when it takes i^c^
takes place as a unit with regard to time and is to be viewed as a common
performance of several causal fs/Aors and conditions in thdr momentary

unification. One may think of simultaneity but not of priority or posterio-

rity. If any one ^aks here of priwity, it must be understood in a logical

sense {uppdda-paccayaUhena) A raticmal explanation of the possibility

of the occurrence of an event, mental or otherwise, lies not in any single

efficient cause (eka kareasia), whether it be God or Time or Fate, but in a

conjuncture of circumstaiKes or causal factors and circumstances (paccaya-

tamaggi, satnavdya), a view, which is in different ways adopted in the

Saqikhya, Purva-mimaiTis5, NySya and Vai§e?ika systons of Indian thought.

Though the Pali scholiast Buddhagghosa pleads for the plurality of causes

aneka-hetuto Buddhist realism stands really for the unification

{samanvdya or ekikarmya) or comlnnatim of causal factors and circumstances

excluding the idea of mere juxtaposition or collection.’® The unification or

combination must be sufficient to produce the result, which is to say, enough

in itself to account for the possibility of the result produced.

The general law of happening in terms of temporal sequence {tabbhdva

tabbhdvitd)’‘° with its causal implication was sought to be illustrated by a

causal scheme of life exhibiting the twelve successive stages in the process

of genesis, each denoted by a single term called niddna. The twelve terms

are avidyd, sotfiskdra, vijndna, ndtna-^upa, saddyatana, sparsa, vedand,

tr^tyd, updddna, bhava, jdti {janma), and jard-maratyaSoka-paridevana-

updydidh). The convenient mode of expressing the causal nexus between

any tiwo successive stages is because of this, that : avidyd-pratyaydt satps-

kdrdljt, scotiskdra-pratyaydt vijnanani, etc. Unfortunately this illustrative cau-

sal scheme represented as a wheel of life {bhava-chakra) has been misi-

taken for the whole of pratitya-samutpdda conceived and formulated as a

general law of happening. The illustrative causal scheme or chain of life,

as its twelve terms and eleven links indicate, is suited only to represent the

common experience of mankind and animal world in connection with the

biological develofwnent of a living being and its bearings on the feelings of

17. Dhammapada Commentary, i. p. 23.

18. AUhasalim, p. 59 : samavdya-sankkato samayo aneka-hetuto vuttbp
dipeti, tena eka-kdrapa-vado patisedhite hoH. Samavdyo ca ndma sddhdratfa-pheda-

mppkdfiane eMamaiidpekkho, Tasmd eko kattd ndma n’atthi.

19. AtthasSlim, p. 60 : sadharaifa-pheda-mpphSdakattena hi thitabhavo so-

maggi na anekeunp samodhammattam na ca andhanam dassanarp n&tnaaSdhd*
lapa-pkatarp.

20. Abkidhammattha-samgaha, Cfa VIII
; Atthasdlini, p. 60 : ossa bhdveno

bkSvo.

21. Abhidkama-koSa, III. 16.
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othen interested In his wdfam If we stop at jar&.nmaifa (dicay-mtd-

death), the sdieme applies only to the biological career of an individual

from its beginning to its end. The three terms, Soka, pmidevana and upd-

ydid (sorrow, lamentation and despair), represent the painful feelings of

the kith and kin of a person on account of his death, and should, therefore,

be omitted, as Vasubandh has done, while discussing the biological career

of an individual qua individual. The continuity of the biological career car-

ries with it the notion of sequence or succession of dtmabhdvas, bodily ap-

pearaiKes or individual existences within limited durations. Before we pro-

ceed further with the discussion, we should consider Vasubandhu’s interpreta-

tion of pratitya-samutpada in the Abhidharma-koSa and Yak>mitra’s inter-

pretation of the same in his Abhidharmakoia-vydkhya.

Vasubandhu and Ya4omitra seem to interpret pratitya-samutpSda, the

former tacitly and the latter explicitly, under its four aspects, viz., (1) as

representing the momentary character of all forms in which the nature of

reality presents itsdf to experience, i.e, as kfOijika'PratUya-samutpdda, (2)

as representing the continuity of the order of becoming, i.e., as prdkarfika-

pratitya-samutpada, (3) as involving the idea of inter-rdation between cause

and effect, i.e., as sdmbandhika-pra’*-samutpdda, and (4) as differentiating

the successive stages in the career of individuals, i.e., as avasthika-pradtya-

samutpada.^^ According to Vasubandhu, by the causal scheme of life Buddha
meant the dvasthika aspect, and by the twelve terms outlining the same, the

twelve successive stages, each exhibiting predomiitance of a particular fea-

ture, whether it be avidya, sam^kdra, or the like. At each stage is to be

recognized a particular organic combination or develcpment of the five

aggr^ates.**

In this architectonic of thought conceived in terms of the three portions

of time, out of the twelve nidanas the first two, namely, avidya and soffis-

kdra are relegated to past, the last two, namely, jdti and jard-tnaratpi, to

future, and the middle eight, from vijhana to bhava, to present. The nidanas

are classified also under three heads, viz., kle^a, karma and vastu. Avidya,

trsnd and updddna are to be treated as Wcfas, i.e., the mental properties or

co-efficients that stain or contaminate our nature, the nature of consciousness

(citta). SamskSra, and bhava stand for karmas or the volitional phasesi of

action shaping the destiny or determining the form of birth and rebirth. The

remaining seven signify vastus or loci of kleia and karma ; these stand also

for phcAas or resultants.

Viewed under the dvasthika aspect of pratitya-samutpada, the process

of genesis gives rise to the idea of an orderly sequence between successive

dtmobhdvas or bodily appearances within limited spans or durations of life.

21. AbUdharma-koia, III. 16. 22. AUiidharma-ko4a, III. 25.

23. Ibid., III. 25 : dvasthikak kilesf&yaittt prddhinyStvaAgchldrtanam,

24. Ibid. III. 27.
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The jonctures in the connected narrative of a continuous taography are

odled sandhis or pratisandhis. Here the past ecistence or episode is repre-

sented as fcdlowed by the inesent, and the present by the future. So far as

the ppst esdstence is coiKemed, wO are requited to take cognizance of tlKse

two distinctive features, viz,, avidyd and samkara. Here vidyS and avidyd

stand for two kinds of knowledge running counter to each other, just as

two enemies who are both men are hostile to each other in their intentions

and actions.^^ The term avidyd does not intoly the absence (abhdva) of

vtdya or knowledge of some kind.** The real difference between the two lies

in the fact that the animal instincts and impulses, sex-urges and lower pas

eions are subservient to one kind of knowledge** and the higher instincts and

impulses and nobler desires and ideals are led by the other kind. Vasubandhu
defines the avidyd stage as the total natural disposition of the animal instincts

and impulses, sex urges and lower passions of an individual in his past life,

and the samskdra stage as the sum total of the effects of pest deeds of an

individual as determining his destiny.**

As to the present life, the vijHdna stage is the conditiwi of the indivi-

dual just at the moment of conceptim and at the inception of organic deve-

lopment. The next stage, called ndma-rupa, covers the period of organic

development, the development of the foetus in the womb, prior to the deve-

lopment of the six sense-organs. This is immediately followed by the sadd-

yatana stage which is just prior to the stage of sparia in which the organs

of sense begin to function, bringing the individual into contact with the ex-

ternal world and enabling him to communicate with and fed interested in

persons and things other than himsdf.** In the sparSa stage the individual

acquires the potentiality for experiencing diffdent feelings. The vedana

stage prevails when the individual begins to experience certain fedings for

an object of enjoyment, and it is followed by the trstfd stage when he con-

ceives the longing for the object during its enjoyment.*" The liext is the stage

of uppddna when the individual runs after the objects of enjoyment for

obtaining them. In the bkava stage he begins to perform such deeds as may

enable him to attsdn to the dedred future state.®* In relation to the future

life, the and upaddna stages act as the avidyd stage, and the bhava

25. Abhidharma-koia, III. 28 : vtdya-vipakso dhamo’nyo'vidyomitraniitddi-

vat.

26. According to Yaeomitra, vidydya abhdvo ’vidye It tu ndbhipretd.

27. According to Yadomitra, tieiair-amgata hi avidyd.

28. AbkHdharma-koSa, III. 21 : purva-kledada&dvtdyd, satpskardk purvo-kat-

mmfak.

29. AMddharma-koia, III. 21-22 : sattdkiskandhas tu vijUdtuati, ndmardpafp

atabpara^ prdk yadayatanotpdddt ; tat purvatit tiika-samgarndt.

30. tbid.. Ill, 22-23 : spariaif prdk sukha-dubkhodikmana-tiUbie-Saklinah. Vtt-

tib piSh mdtktmdt; trsnd bhogamaithuna-rdt^h-

31. Ibid., HI. 23-24.
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takes the place of the sa^kara. In the scheme of future life, the jSti stage

is just another name for the vijAma and the term jori-marmfo denotes the

stages frmn the nStna-rupa to the vedand.’^

The poetical imagery depicting the avasthika praStya-samutpAda as a

bhavacakra or whed of life must be handled with caution. If in the order of

sequence one atmabhdva be followed by another and the second be neither

the same as nor quite different from the first, there is no room for tlie

imagery of a wheel, the series runnii^ as a, a‘, a“, a®, a* a”.

The imagery comes in (Mily in so far as similar stages recur in the same

theoretical order of sequence in each atmabhava, and yet we are not to picture

to ourselves the procession by the analogy of a single wheel in motion, it

going on rather in a spiral or chain-like movement.

Vasubandhu maintains that the above formulation of the law of nvas-

thiha praRtya-samutpada was intended to set at rest all doubts as to the past,

present and future existences of individuals as individuals.®* The typical

questions raised concerning the three are : Did I exist in the past or not,

do I exist now or not, shall I exist in future or not, after having been what

I am now what I am, what shall I become after having been what I am now ?

These questions as problems are said to have been discarded by Buddha

in the Sabbasava Sutta on the simple ground that to admit the questions

is to b^ the questions, i.e., to admit the answers suggested in them. Arguing

therefrom one is apt to arrive at one or the other of the following six conclu-

sions ; that one possesses an entity, that one does not possess an entity, that

one knows self by self, that one knows not-sdf by sdf, that one knows self

by not-sdf, that there is a soul or percipient within him, and that soul is the

only entity which perdures through the whole series of bodily changes, not

itsdf being liable to change.

All that Vasubandhu means amounts to saying that by the above state-

ment of the law the Blessed One both avoided and met the two extreme posi-

tions of self-existence and self-extinction, in other words, of etemalism and

annihilationism. To subsume an entity, be it soul or spirit, which remains

unaffected by organic transformations is to take) up an arbitrary position in

a reality where all things change but the soul or spirit alone enjoys the im-

perial or royal prerogative of rentaining where it is, being always above! the

law. Nowhere in the process of genesis, in no stage of individual existence,

is to be noticed such disparity between one element of reality and another,

i.e., between matter and spirit, body and soul. Wherever there is any bodily

appearance or individual existence, there is an inseparaUe combination of

the five aggr^tes, all being equally subject to one and the same law of

causal genesis. But the question still is—how far will the prooessiem go

without coming to an end for good? Does or does not nirvaifa imfHy, in

38. Ibid., Ill, 24.

33. Ibid. III. 25 :
purvaparantamadhyefu sammoha-vimvjttaye.
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other words, the total oeesatioai of the process of becoming meaning the

uceheda or annihilation of individuality, of a dumging individuality ?

Once we assume that nirvana means the cessation of the eschatdogica}

process of individuality, there is no escape from the diaige of annihilatkxuEni

which was always doiied by Buddha. If, from the eschatological point ol

view, we say with Ajita KeSakambala, a veritable CBrvaka philosopher, that

individuality ceases with death, and after death a person is not, it is a bold

case of annihilationism. Suppose the next man comes and avers that to

completdy get rid of individuality one must utterly exhaust the harmic force,

which is not possible through the effort of one life. Individuality ceases

entirely to be only whoi a perfect man dies after experiencing the first state

of trance. The third man pleads for the second state and the ninth man for

the eighth, and the Buddhist were to come at last to plead for the ninth

state of samapatti. Can we defend any of them against the above charge?-^'

The Vedanta position is no better, if it be like this that individual selves

become ultimately merged in the universal self like the rivers losing themsdves

in the sea, abandoning their separate entities. The Sdrrikhya position is

worse if it means that when an individual reaches the highest conceivable state

of perfection, after death his soul becomes separated for ever from prakjti

or matter, which contains the potentiality and possibility for all organic

changes, including mental. Is this precisely the ultimate eschatological posi-

tion to which we are led by the logical conclusion from the trend of Buddha's

(Svasthika pratUya-samutpdda ?

We can wdl appreciate Buddha when he took Bhilc$u SvaQ to task for

construing his t^ilosophic thought as implying that vijndna alone rxms from

existence to existence, through the entire series of embodiments. By vijfidna

SvatS obviously kept in view the Upani$adic vijnandtman or soul made up

of a mass of intdligence {vijndna^ghana)^^ or bare consciousness. But the

criticism put into the mouth of Buddha goes to show that the wcffd vijfiana

was taken to mean sense-cognitions and not that because of which tliese

mental acts and developments are possible, i.e., the bhavdhga citta or dlaya-

vijMna,—^the life-continuum, the individuated consciousness.®^ Even if

SvStil’s vijnma were taken in this very sense, he could not be absdved from

the guilt of misrepresentation. There is nowhere this suggestion that vijAana

or cilta alone can exist apart from being a component factor in some form

or other of the organic unity of the five aggr^tes.

We can dmilarly appreciate that in the Khondha Samyntta ]^k$u
Yamaja is severely criticised for having given out that as he construed Bud-

34. MaffhitHO, i, p. 7.

35. BraimajSla Sutta, under ucchedavSda, Digha, i, p. 34 ff.

35. Bfkad Aranyaka Up., V, 5. 13. Note that prajUSna and vijnSna are used

as variants.

37. Ma/jhimo, i, p. 256 ff.
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dha’s doctrine, it meant the cessation of the process ot individuality of an

Arahant with death. To put it in his own words, “On the disedution of

the body a kfVfdSrava becomes annihilated as an individual, after death he

is not (i.e., does not evdve further).” The stereotyped Buddhist arguments

emi^oyed to bring the upholder of the wrong opinimi to a right way of think-

ing are to these three effects : ( 1 ) that none of the five aggregates as con-

stituents of an individual existence is a permanent entity ; (2) that in no

stage an individuality is identifiable either with a single aggregate or with

a siun total of all the five aggregates ; and (3) that no individuality in any

of its stages is conceivable apart (anftatra) from the five aggregates.**

By the illustrative formula, because of avidyd, satfiskara, because of

satfiskdra, vijnana, etc. just rare aspect of dvasthika pralitya-samutpada is

sought to be brought out. Viewing in the light of this particular formula,

we are to picture to ourselves an orderly sequence of the various stages of

individual life with avidya, sartiskdra etc. as their distinctive features. In

Theravada Buddhism, this formula is supplemented by another, namely,

because of the cessation {nirodha) of avidyd, the cessation of satfiskdra,

because of the cessation of satfiskdra, the cessation of vijndna, eta, to bring

out another aspect of the same. Viewing in the light of this second illustra-

tive formula, we are to picture to ourselves an orderly sequence of the various

stages of individual life with avidyd-nirodha, satfiskdra-nirodha, etc., as their

distinctive features. The tihvdria stage is to be reached when there takes

place a conyjlete cessation of avidyd as well as of the instincts, impulses,

passions and desires led by it (avijjdya asesa-virdga-nwodhd) . Considered

from this point of view, nirvdtpa, which is held out as the summum bonunt

of life, is negativdy characterised as a state implying the exhaustion or ex-

tinction of all diravas, the complete cessation of avidyd and of dulfkka. This

has led many a critic of Buddhism, particularly John Caird, to think that

Buddhism offers us but ‘ a heaven of nothingness ’ as the goal of life, which

is to say, that in Buddhism the world has arrived only at a negative result.^'**

This is undoubtedly due to the sequential setting of the stages of life in terms

of nirodha and k^aya, instead of in terms of samudaya and paripuri.

In point of fact, whether such a setting be in terms of one or the other,

behind it is the reality of causal genesis, the trend of life running througli

the successive stages of development. Neither the course of cosmic life, nor

that of individual life, nor even that of the life of consciousness is n^ated

therdt>y ; it is, on the contrary, posited. By negating it, we render the signi-

38. Satfiyutta, iii, p. 109 ff

38a. The popular prospects ot an eternal and everlasting life of bliss and

glory in a paradise as held out by HSnay5na Buddhism in the Buddhakhetta

(Buddhavatfisa)

,

MaMySna Buddhism in SukhavaU {Sukhavalivyuha)

,

and by

other religions in the Vaikuptha, the Heaven, and the like ^ould not be brought

in to bear upon the present discussion. These must be rdegated to the realm ot

poetic fimey.
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ficance of aD such causal settings and thought schones of esdstenoe and of

life and esqierienoe nugatory. The negation of it means the denial of the

factual reality existing by its own right on which these must have their bear-

ings in order to be significant both in thought and in the life of efforts.

To understand Buddha’s real trend of thought one may do no better

than to take clue from its various malikas or aichitedmics. According to

one of them, four are the express or implied aims of a life of efforts, namely,

the 8t(wage (lit. non-production) of the appearance of those sinful and

unwhcdesome states that have not as yet arisen, getting rid of such states

that have already arisen, the inducement of those wholesome states that

have not as yet arisen, and the preservation, non-confusion, augmentation,

increase in magnitude, develc^iment and fulness of such states that have
arisen.®* Here the first two aims relate to nirodha or k^aya and represent its

two modes, and the last two relate to sotnudoya and denote its two modes.
Does it not follow from this (way of stating the matter that the aim,

upon the whde, is the fulfilmait (paripuri

)

of all the higher possibilities of

life ? The question of negation arises only when we think of getting rid of

and guarding against those diseased states and future diseases that stand in

the way of the healthy development of life and its progressive course.

But we must also consider here the implication of two other architec-

tonics of Buddha’s thought. Going by them, we are to adopt two different

modes in classifying the living individuals, one complementary to the other,

one in which the individuals are assumed to be stationary, i.e., at rest, and
the other in which they are taken to be changing, i.e., in motion. Accord-
ing to one, they fall into these four classes : elevated {unnata ), degraded
(ovanaUi ), both elevated and degraded (i.e., elevated in wie sense, some
resptects and d^jaded in aiK>ther sense, other resjjects), and neither elevat-

ed nor degraded. According to the other, which is really Buddhistic, they

are to be dashed as d^aded-elevated ( awnata-unnata ) , degraded-

degraded ( ttvonato-ovanato )

,

elevated-degraded { urmata-ovanata )

,

and elevated-devated { unnata-unwUa )
.*<> Accordingly the individuals

may be judged either as degraded though they appear to be at the present

momrait, they are tending towards elevation, or as not only degraded now
but also proceeding headlong towards degradation, or as elevated thou^
they be now, they are tending towards degradation, or, fourthly, as not only
elevated now but also proceeding towards further elevation. Is it not
evident also from the second classificatiOT that the aim of Buddhism is to
lead life from elevation to elevation by arresting its course from degrada-
tiwi to d^[radation ? ** Is the emphases laid here on the negative or the

39. These are known as cattSro sammappadkani. See Saneiti Suttanta. Ditha.
ai. p. 221.

40. Pugiida-pcMatti, iv. 20.

41. This trend of Buddha’s thought goes against StdiertMtsky’s foneful opP-
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positive aq)ect of the results of life’s efforts, the passage of life from stage

to stage being always the nature of reality behind all resulting efforts ? To

do justice to Buddha’s balanced mind and comprehen^ve view, one can say

that in his thought schemes and methods of training, the emphasis has been

equally laid cm both the a^)ects.

The Kli or Theravada illustrative formula is mostly two-armed {anu-

hma^prctilotna) and rarely one-armed (anulcma); the Sarvastivada formula

is invariably one-armed (anuloma), precisely as in the Vibhariga, Ch. VI.

Whether one-armed or two-armed, the formula betrays the mental preoccu-

paticm about the general run of life under the sway of avidya and frw»d.

Under the aspect of cessation, too, it suggests the mental preoccupation about

the stoppage of the unwholesome and the elimination of the troublesome

factors, in short, negative results of life’s efforts. In the Vtbhariga chapter

on paficca-sotnutpada alone, we have specimens of different causal formulas

ipaccayakdras) including those applicaUe to the course of life that starts

from kusala-mulas.*- Here, too, the application of the law of causal genesis

to the progress of higher or better life on the lokotlara level of consciousness

is barely indicated. It is clearly shown that if a course of life starts from a

kusala-mula, play of avidya, and upaddna has no place in it, in each

series prasdda (i.e. sraddhd, serene faith) is substituted for tntfd and adhi-

mokfa (strong bent of mind) for upaddna. Prasdda or Sraddhd implies faith

or belief in better states of existence and their realizability through right-

directed efforts, etc., and samyak dTSti> translated by ‘ right view ’, whether

laukika or lokottaro,*^ is rooted in it.^* In that case, samyak sarikalpa, trans-

lated by ‘ right resolve ’, whether laukika or lokotlara, may be taken to be

rooted in adhimokfa. Unfortunately for Buddhism, it has nowhere been

clearly shown what the illustrative formula of dvasthika pratitya-samut-

pdda should be to set forth the procession of the better stages of life that

start from vidyd. The series from vidyd to vedand running like that from

avtdyd to vedand, its continuation may be outlined by the following terms :

samyak djsli, samyak sahkalpa, samyak vdk, samyak karmdnta, samyak

djiva, samyak vydydma, samyak smjti, samyak samddhi, samyak jfidna,

samyak vimukti.*’^

nion {The Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, p. 29) that "the moral law conduces

throat a very long process of evolution the living world into a state of final

quiescence, vdtere there is no life, but something lifeless or inanimate. In this

sense the VaiWiasika outlocdc resendiles the materialism of modem scienca” For

the modem scientist’s view, Julian Huxley’s Essays of a Biologist, first and last

chapters (Pelican Series).

42. I am greatly indebted to my esteemed cousin Mr. Birendra Lai Mutsuddi,

autlior of the Abhidharmattha-sampaha for drawing my attention to this.

43. See Maka-crUt^aa Sutta, Majfhima, iii. p. 231.

44. Saddha-mulikd sammadifthi, ^mangtda-vAasitu, i. p. 231.

45. Digha, iii. n>. 291 ; B. C Law, Concepts of Buddhism, p. 36.
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In the progreeBive course of life wtuch proceeds from health to health,

from wholesome to wholesome, one may notice a twofcAd process of nirodho,

namely, apfratisatnkkyS (natural, temporary) and pratisamkhyd (through

knowledge).^* When the kuiala states prevail, say, during the rSpa and

tttupa dhyanas, the ckuiala states cease to be present then in consdousness,

but these may make their appearances after the dhydna periods are over.

Thus there are diances of lapses or recurrences, though not in identical forms.

The prescribed course of training is intended, therefore, to exhaust these un-

happy possibilities to eliminate these chances. We reach the nirvana stage

when these possibilities are con^letely exhausted and these chances are en-

tirely eliminated. Thus the fulness of life reached through the progression

of wholesome stages and the thorough elimination of obstacles (xi the way by

means of two kinds of nirodha*^ may be taken to meet at a point, which

seems to have led Nagarjuna to hold that the ultimate reaches (kotis) of

satnsdra and tmvatfa are the same.‘* But how far will the process of life

go without coming to an end ?

If negatively nirvatta and positively fulness be held out as the final goal

of life’s efforts, the highest conceivable state of perfection reached by Buddha
or any other man, does it follow from Buddha’s doctrine of pratltya-samut-

pada that there is such a finality ? Does the recorded history of men bear

testimony to that ? I would say. No. It is negatived also by the evidence

of history. Theoretically only nirvana or fulness of life is the finality.

History attests that there was a time when nirvana or vimok^a was claimed

to have been realized through the first rupa-dhydna and during the first

samapatti. World progressed and subsequently this was found to be wrong.

It came to bei claimed that some one else realized it through the sectmd rupa-

dhyana and during the second samapatti. Proceeding in this manner, and

already before the rise of Buddhism, the claim was made in favour of the

eighth samapatti. This, too, was declared by Buddha to be inadequate,

and he came to base his claim on the ninth samapatti. Tlius the number

of samapffttis swelled up from one to nine as well as the number of vimok-

If the number could go up from one to nine, why should it not be that

like the growing number of planets, it will increase from more to more with

46. Abhidharma-koSa, I, 6 : PratUatttkhya-mTOdho yo visatpyogak prthak

pjthak. UtpSdatyantorvigkno’nyo nirodho ’pratisaipkhyaya. See for other defini-

tions of th^ two nkodhas Setkari Mookerjee’s The Buddhist Philosophy of Urn-

versed Flux, ppi 5, 101, 244-46, 24849, 252.

47. 'The utility of apratisatpkhya-mrodha lies in preventing the rise of the

hindrances that have not arisen, and that of pratisatpkhya-nirodha in gietting rid

of those whidi have arisen. Cf. Satkari Mookerjee, op. at.

48. i.e., yi kofi nkvSafasya sa kofi satpsaranasya ca.

I have used tlw word satitsdra in a somewhat differmt sense in my Ceylon lec-

ture on Buddhian as personal rdigimi, p. 9.

49. BrakmedSta Sutta, Digka, i. p. 3611. ; Digka, iii. p. 262.
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cadi fresh realization or disoomy ? Then, again, we arc not to think, when
we speak of the number of i^anlets, only of one scHar system. Even assum-

ing for argument’s sake that imder the present condition of human beings be*

Icmging to our planet the state of perfection reached by Buddha was not

the pienultimate but the very ultimate one, it does not follow from it that

there are not still better cmditions of beings elsewhere in the universe. The
uttaritara slogan of Buddha, precisely like the ptaratpara slogan of the

Upankads, is inoMisistent with any daim to finality, unless it be a finality

so far, a finality hitherto known and recognized as such. Just as in a numeri-

cal series, 1, 2, 3, 4. .

.

.n, the n remains always the theoretical finality, the

same as to nirvot^, which is held before us as the final goal and which is

bound to recede like an ever-retreating horizon as we advance towards it*®

One more question still remains to discuss. How is it possible to turn

the avidyd series of dvasthika pratitya-samutpdda into a vidyd series, if

vtdya and avidyd be diametrically opposite in fact? They are mutually

contradictory as logical terms, no doubt. But, in fact, avidyd, as we saw,

does not imply the absence of vidyd or knowledge of some kind. Just as two

contradictory logical terms red and not-red, comprehend together the whole

universe of discourse regarding the subject of colour, so vidyd and avidyd

(not-vidyd) may be shown to comprehend together the whole universe of

discourse regarding knowledge. Avidyd as a kind of knowledge, based up<wi

a certain reading of the nature of reality, which impels us to follow the so-

called normal course of life guided by our natural instincts and impulses,

sex-urges and wordly desires and passions. Vidyd as another kind of know-

ledge, based upon two readings, one on the lines of avidyd and the other

on its own new lines, the latter inspiring us to change the direction of life,

to follow a different course which is calculated to elevate our nature. The

vidyd form of knowledge, too, may be shown to emerge out of avidyd, here

avidyd and vidyd standing respectively for that which is not brought and that

which is brought into clear recognition. In these senses indeed the terms

avidyd and vidyd were used by the Buddhist Sister Dhammadinna (Dhama-

datta) when she spoke of the avidyd stage resulting as a counterpart (prati-

bhdga) by iway of a reaction from the naduhkha-nasukha, of vidyd as a coun-

terpart by way of a reaction from avidyd, of vimukti from vidyd, and of

nirvdifa from vimukti}^

50. Barua, Ceylon Lecture on Buddhism as person^ religien, p. 8ff.

51. Cutta-vededta Sutta ;
Majjkima, i. p, 304. According to Buddhaghosa,

upekkhS pana andhakdrabhibhuta duddipema, avijja ’pi tddisS vSti, ten ’ettha

sabhaga-patibhago.



EARLY LIFE OF CHANDRAGUPTA MAURYA
{From Jaina Sources.*)

By

Mr. C. D. CHATTERJEE, m.a., University of Lucknow.

Ch§jjakya was bom in a village called Chaoaya in the Golla District

{GaUavisae ) His father Chaioaka was a Brahmaioa by birth {Mchano) but

a Jaina by faith {sdvao). The baby Chasjakya was bom with full-grown

teeth (like Minerva bom in panoply !).

2

At that time were staying in his

house some Jaina saints {sdhu) who, when they saw it, predicted that the

new-born babe was destined to be a king {rdyd). Chanafca, who was reli-

giously inclined, considered earthly kingdom to be a hell which his son

• Mainly based on the Sukhabodkd of Devendraganin, a commentary on the

Uttarajjhayai^, the firslt of the four Mulasuttas of the Svet^bara Siddhdnta.

Other works consulted are the Chwpfi on Bhadrabahu's Avassaya Nijjutti, the

AvaSyaka Vfitti of Harit^dra Sun, and Hemachandra’s Sthavirdvatvchcrita, or

ParUishtaparvan. Prakrit passages cited within brackets are from the Sukhabodkd

(on the UttarajihayannM, iii. 1, Nijjutti, 166)

.

Jl. Ava^yakchNiryuktpA^hur^i, p. 563 (Jainabandhu Printing Press. Indore

1928); AvaByaka-Sutra [Vrtti], p. 433 Agamodaya Samiti Edition, Bombay 1916-

17) ;
Pariiishfaparvan, viii. 194.

No clue is to be found in our sources with regard to the location of either

the village or the district associated with Chapakya's nativity. Goilla, however,

may be identified with Gola as mentioned in one of the Bharhut inscriptions (Cun-

ningham, Stupa of Bharhut, p. 140. Na 21). Cola seems to be the name of a

town, but it can also be the name of a district as well as of its/ head-quarters.

According to the Buddhist tradition, Chanakya was bom at Taxila {Vamsat'

thappakasim, p. 119, I, 35. Sinhalese Edition). Whether that famousi dty was

situated in a district (visae) called Golla or Golya is not known to us so far.

In the Cfn0mi on the Avassaya Nijjutti, the village where Chajjakya was bom,

has been mentioned as Chaniya and, strangely enoujji, the same name has also been

given to Chanakya’s father in that work. According to the Jaina Bjhatkathakoia

(adiii. 3), Chaajakya, son of Kapila, belonged to the dty of Pataliputra, which was

his ancestral home.

2. Putto se jdo saha dddhdkm " (Sukkabodhd) . Cf. Shakespeare :

The midwife wondered ; and the women cried,

^ O, Jesus bless us, he is bom with teeth !

’

And so I was ; which i^ainly signified

That I should snarl, and bite, and play the dog.

Then, since the heavens have shaped my body so,

Let hell make crook'd my mind to answer it."

{King Henry VI, pt. iii, Act V, Sc. vi).

KautUym ‘ the Crooked One,' might have thought also on the same line as the

dramatist plats it through Richard, Duke of Gloucester.
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Should be ^red C madoggtfyh j&ssm Hti). He then took the drastic step

of scraiMng out the baby’s teeth {dathta ghatfkd) as signs of royalty.^ At
this, the saints foretold that Chaa]Eakya would then rule by a substitute

Cettdhe vi bimbamtario rdyd bhavissai

As he grew up, Chai}akya was educated in the fourteen branches of

knowledge then extant, in all of which he became highly proficient (ummu-
khabMabhdve9^ chodddsa vijjd^handni dgamiydni),^ When he had a»n-
pleted his education, his father married him in a respectaWe BrAhmaua
family {bhaddamahof^akulao bhajjd parinxyd).^

Chaoakya’s wife once went to her mothers place {mdigharofh) to attend

her brother’s marriage celebrated with great pomp. Her three sisters and

their aristocratic husbands {khaddhddwjiiyd) also came to the function

attired in the finest dress, jewellery, and ornaments.® As a contrast, Cha-

Uakya’s wife entered in tattered garments and without ornaments, but

bearing on her body the necessary auspicious marks of a married woman.

Seeing her dress, her sisters at once burst into laughter of scorn, together

with the assembled guests.' There she remained alone all the time, for

nobody cared the least for her. She returned home dejected and weeping.

When Ch^akya heard the details from her, he understood the cause of her

insult, viz, his poverty {niddhamttam) y and swore that he would acquire

wealth anyhow Cdhar^am uvajjindmi ke)tavi uvdena').

3. According to the Buddhist tradition, Chauakya himself had his teeth re*

moved. Cf. Moggall^a :

“ Mdtuyd pi vacho sutvd Cka^kkahrdhmano sakarii
|

adhimattasinehattd ddtham bhinddpayi tato*' ||

(Mahdvamsa, v. 68f>-69a).

4. The fourteen vijfdihd^ (branches of knowledge), according to the Jainas,

are: (1) Six Anigas (subjects'), viz, (i) Sikkhd (Phonetics), (ii) Vdgararia

(Grammar), (iii) Nirutta (Vedic Etymology), (iv) chharhda (Prosody), (v) Joisa

(Astronomy), and (vi) Kappa (Ritualism); (2) Four Veyas (Vedas), (3)

Mimamsd (System of Philosophy); (4) Ndyavitthara (Logic), (5) Purat^ (Mytho*

lo(gy
; and (6) Dhammasattha (Legal treatise). (Cf. Sugkab. on Uttaraj, iii. 1.

Kautilya’s Artha^tray Bk. i. Ch. iii.

5. It may be noted here that, except the Jaina, no other tradition! does even

adumbrate that Chaajakya had the good fortune of taking to himself a wife. His

hatred for the fair sex is perhaps indicated in one of the aphorisms which is com-

monly attributed to him. What had actually led Chaijakya to be a misogynist

is not known, but at least two historical works in Pali literature, represent him

as the ugliest human specimen and, hence, unnegotiable in matrimonial market

!

{Vamsatth.y p. 12Q, U. ^11. e.g, Sinh, Ed. ; Moggall^a’s Mahdv, v. 70b-7la), Accord-

ing to a later Jama tradition, the wife of ChiiQakya was a * dark beauty ’ (sydmd)

named Yalomati {Brhatkathdkosay cxiiii. 5).

6. The word “ khaddhddd^iya " wiiich occurs in the Avassaya Chutm as well

as in the Sukhabadhdy may be translated as 'aristocratic^ {mahebhya), in which

sense it has also been taken by Hemachandra (Paris, viii. 208 ;
Avas. Chm-f P- 563).

7. FarU., viii. 206-208.
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At that time King Nanda* used to distribute large charities among the
Brahmaj^as {diymm) (Hi the full-moon day of the month of Karttika (Kaf-
Uythpumirnde).^ ChSoakya proceeded to Ktaliputra forthwith and reached
there early in the morning of the apipointed day. He then entered the palace

and occupied the every first seat {mme padhame nisomo) which was, in fact,

kept there permanently for the members of the royal family {tarn cha tassa

p(dliv(n$s>a tculassa saya ihavijfcn—Sukhab. ; tain cha tassa sMliydtassa rau’^

iassa satd thcvijjati—Avas. Churi-) King Nanda entered the hall accom-
panied by his son, Prince Siddhap|utra,^° who asked the maid in attendance

to give another seat to Chaoakya. When it was given, Chaoaikya placed on
it his drinking pot. He also placed his other belongings, to wit, the staff

{dafh4ayam), the rosary {ganettiyum)

,

and the sacred thread {jamo-

8. He is evidently the ninth king of his dynasty. Cf. “ Too Padaliputtam^
tatthatthi Namdavanse navamo Narhdardyd.** Sukhab. on Uttaraj. ii. 17. See
also Avai. Sut, [Vjtt,], p. 693.

9, According to orthodox Buddhist tradition as recorded in the Vamsatthap-
pakasim, the royal charities were distributed daily and not on any particular day
of the year {Vdmsatth,, p. 120, U, 12-19. Sinh. Ed.) From the same source it

also appears that for the proper distribution of his charities, which amounted to

over a crore annually. King Nanda (Dhanananda) had set up an ‘ Alms Depart-

ment' (Ddnagga) and vested the power to control it in al 'Board* (Sarngha)

specially oonsitituted for the purpose. It appears further that only the eminent and

learned Bmhmaioas could be the members of that Board and that the most learned

Biahmaua scholar or one who would be held as such by those members, was to be
elected its 'Chairman' (Samghabrdhnua:ta) , It was one of the duties of the

Chairman, who appears also to have acted as the Controller of the Alms Depart-

ment, to supervise daily the distribution of charities in the royal ‘ Alms-hall

'

where the king himself also used to cc»ne from time to time for the very same
purpose. The Chairman appears to have held his office on the express condition

that he would resign, if he were defeated in scholastic disputations by another Bi^-
mana of much superior learning.

It was the misfortune of the last Nanda king that Chajjakya came so far as

Pataliputra to have polemical ^scussions in that great centre of learning, suc-

ceeded in removing the Chairman of the Board of Almoners by taking advantage
of the condition specified above, and occupied his place. As the king could not
stand the repulsive appearance of the new Chairman, he practically had him
removed by force from the alms-hall. He thus incurred the malice of that astute
politician and brought nun on himself and his family (Cf. Moggallana's Mahav.,
V, 72b^

; Vofksatth,, p. 120. //. 12-40 Simh. Ed.)
10. According to the Jainas, ^ddhaputra (Siddhaputta) was the son of the

last Nanda king. Hcmadiandra refers to him as ' Nandaputra ' but d(W not menu
tion Ws nme (Parif, viu. 218). According to the orthodox Buddhist tradition,
the name of the son and heir-apparent of the last Nanda was Parvata while the^e, according to the BiituUkathS tradition, was Hirapyagupta or Harigmjta

ff. Moggaiana’s MahSv., v. 86ff. ; Oxatterjee,
C. D., Ind. Cidt., i. pp. 220 and 223).

^
®hjth Nanda probaMy had only one son, for in all the sources there is

reference to only one, though mentioned under different nanw.
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vmyofk) on three imre seats as they were offered to him. Find-
ing that ChSnakya was vain enough not to vacate the royal seat and was even
appropriating the other seats, the maid had no patience with his insolent

behaviour and made him get up by a kick V dhiuho* tti nichchudho)

,

whereupon he flew into a rage and uttered the following vow in the presence

of the whole assembly :

**
Like the high wind laying low by its invincible vdocity the tallest

tree, I will uproot Nanda with all his riches and retinue and throw him
down with the overspreading branches of his family in all its progeny and
kinsmen/’ii

11. '' Koiena bhfityaischa nibaddhamulam
I

tmtraischa mitraiicha vivriddhasakham
1|

utpdfya Nandarh parivartaydmi
|

mahddrumam vdyurivo*gravegah
**

J |

[Sukhah, on Uttaraj, iii. 1. Instead of ' rmhddrumam \ we find * hatdddru-

mam *

in the Avassaya Chuntii (p. 563). The former is undoubtedly a bettei- read-

ing.]

The imprecation uttered by Qi^akya, which has been differently expressed

by different writers, forms an interesting study by itself. In Jaina literature, it

occurs for the first time in the Avassaya Ckuruti in the form as given above, which

has becm apparently copied by Devendragaijin in his Sukhabodhd with slight

modification. In his Pariiishtaparvan (viii. 225), the celebrated Jaina writer

Hemachandra puts it as :

SakoSabhrityam sasuhjitputram sabalavdkanam
|

Nandamunmulayishydmi mahdvdyuriva dru&nam**
||

One will be interested to note that, although in the Avassaya Chutini and the

Sukhabodhd, the story of Chanakya and Chandragupta occurs in Prakrit, the im-

precation as we find in them, is couched in Sanskrit. Evidently, this change has

been made under the belief that a learned Brahmaiia like Chauakya is not expected

to speak in a language, at least in public, which is considered to be unrefined and

is intended for the masses. No such linguistic bias, however, is to be observed

in Buddhist literature, for the two specimens of the imprecation which is alleged

to have been uttered by Chaijakya at the time of his expul'iion from the almsrhall,

are in Magadhi (Pali). Thus, the annonymous author of the Vamsatthappakasim

(first half of the) l(Xh century a.d.), on the basis of the tradition as recorded in

the two oldest Sinhalese commentaries, viz, the Sihalafthakathd of the Therava-

dins (3rd cent, ac.) and the Uttaravihdratthakathd of the Dhammaruchikas (c.

Ist C€»t. A.D.), to which he had access, translates it from the original Sinhalese as
** Imaya cha chdturantdya pafhaviyd Sandino vaddhi ndmd md hotii ti** (p. 120,

If. 3S-39. Sinh. Ed.
;
the form ' Nandino *

which stands evidently for ‘ Nandassa \

has been retained, probably because it was to be found in the originals). Incident-

ally it may! be pointed out here that, through this form of imprecation, which is

the oldest on record, an interesting side-light has been thrown on the fact that

the Nandas, who were of Sudra origin, were contemptuously called ‘ Nandins

'

by the Biahmaioas and also possibly by others of higher social standing.

Following the traditions of the Theravadins and the Dhammaruchikas, the

chionider IMcggaUgna writes :
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Chaoakya burning with indignation left the city of Pitaliputra (nitgao

nayarao). He recalled the prophecy made about him by the Jaina saints

that he would rule by proxy (IsuyidWt cha tem, "bimbamtario rayc hohami ’

While wandering about in the guise of a Parivrajaha {Pativvayagoii-

nger^amy^ in search of a person who would be fit for kingship, he came to the

** Tasntim kuddho samufthaya yannasuttan cha chhindiya
|

kutudikam pcitihanfiitvd indakilamhi tdvade
||

‘ Vuddhimdhotu tasseva * abhisappesi brdkmanio
|

(Mahdv,, V. 81-82a).

12. ** Bithbathtaria* (Skt. biifibdntaritah) literally means 'screened by mir*
ror . Haribhadra, Hyevendragaoin, and Hemachandra appear to have used it in

the sense of 'a substitute’ which is evidently its secondary meaning (Parii,, viii.

227).

13. In the Dharmasutras, the terms ‘ Parivrdjaka ’ and ‘ Bhikshu ’ have been
applied to refer to the Brahmai^as sometimes exf the third and somelinvjs of the

fourth Stage of Life called Asrania (Gautama, iii. 2 ;
Apastamba, ii. 9. 21. 7

;

Vai^ishtha. vii. 2; Baudhayana, ii. 6. 11. 12). The ParivTajakas are^ thus, the

Bn^hmaoas who have renounced their worldly life and, as the term indicates* (pari-

vraj-aka'^ a wanderer), have embraced the life of vagrarxry. They are broadly

distinguished as the Ekada^ikas and the Tridaitdikas, according to the nature of

the staff, i.e., whether its top was single or triple, carried by them! as an emblem
of ascetidam. In ancient literature, they have been represented as itinerant ascetic-

philosophers, noted for their versatility, wisdom, and saintliness and visiting by

turns the chief centres of culture, such as VaiMli, Champa, Snavasti, and Raja-

griha, in quest of truths relating to Life and Death, Atman and the Supreme Bliss,.

Brahman and the Universe, and of their discussions with their comrades in learn-

ing. Although ‘ Parivrdjaka \ like ‘ Charaka* isi a generic name for the Wander-
ing ascetics in the Brahmanical system, in the Buddhist and Jaina texts, the

term is applied to both the Biahmaoa and the non-Brahmaiija ascetics (Majjhima-
Nikdya, ii. pp. 22 ff. and 29 ff.; for the Brdhma^j^ Parivrdjaka, ib-, pp. 40 ff.

P. T. S. ; etc.). Thus, the Jaina Uvavdiya, or UpapddikaSutra (erroneously called

Aupapdlika-Sutra)

,

while admitting the life in Biahfnaloka as good for a kalpa, or

cycle of existence (Bambhaloe kappe devattde uvavattdro bhavamti), to be the
supreme end of all the Parivrdjakas, distinguishes the Brdkmaa^ia (Mdhcu^iapariv-

vayd) from the Kshatriya Parivrdjakas (Kattiyaparivayd) and divides them
into seven classes, viz, (i) the followers of the Saihkhya system of Kapila (Sahkhd
KdvUd), (ii) the followers of the Yoga system of the Bhrigu school (Jogi Bhiu-
vvd

; the Bhdrgava Vogins were probably the followers of Bhrigu, whose technique
of meditation is enunciated in the Bhjiguvalli of the Taittiriyopanishad), (iii) the
Harhsas (Hamsd), (iv) the Paramahamsas (Paramaharhsd), (v) the Bahudakas
(Bahu-udagd), (vi) the Kutibratas (Kulivvayd), and (vii) the Kfishioa-parivra-
jakas (Ka^ha-parivvayd) (Uvavdiya, §§ 76 & 81). In certain non-J^ahnianical
works, there are also references to the Parivrdjikds or female Wandering ascetics,
both BrShmaoa and non-Bi^hmaoa, who used to take part also in the intdlectual
life of the country by discussions in philosophical circles.

With regard to the dress and outfit which mark out a Parivrdjaka (Parivvd-
yagalHhga), so far as one could see them from outside, perhaps the best poetic
description is to be found in the Rdmdya^ (Aratnyakdi^ida, xlvi, 2-3). That epic,
while laying stress on the fact that a Parivrdjaka is a Brahma^ (ib., xlvL 36;
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village of the Peacock-rearers {Moraposaga) in the service of King Nanda.
At that time, the daughter of their headman {ntoyohcto) was expecting

a child. Chaajakya promised to appease her pregnancy-longing (ifohalo) of

drinking the moon on condition that, should she give birth to a male child,

he must be made over to him. As the father of the girl, finding no other
alternative, accepted the condition imposed on him, Ch&oakya, too, satisfied

hef desire by a clever contrivance. He then left the place for an unknown
destination.

In due course of time, a son was bom to the daughter of the headman,
when her father, remembering the why in which her longing was satisfied,

gave the name of Chandragupta {‘Moon-covered’)^^ to the new-born babe

xlvii. 2), describes him as an asicetic, attired in saffron-coloured robe
(kdshdya), having a tuft of hair on hw head (Hkhi), wearing sandal (upanafu),
and carrying an umbrella (chhattri), a staff {yash(i), and a water-pot {kamofi-

ifalu). Articles not mentioned by its author are apparently those hidden under
the upper robe, such as the brahmasuha (sacred thread), the kauptna (loin-cloth),

and the kafiveshfana (girdle), as well as those which could be optionally carried,

such as the vrisht (seat of Ku^ grass), the pdtra (vessel), and the bikya (loop or

swing made of roj)e) ((^ovindaraja on the Rdmdyana, Aranyakajxja, xlvi. 3). The
non-Brahmaua Parivrajakas wore different kinds of dress, some of them, like the

Digambaras, even going naked (Achelakas or Naggachanyas)

.

Unlike the non-Brahmaija Parivrajakas, dubbed ‘ vjishalapravrajita ’ by Kau-

tilya (Arthas,, Bk. iii. Ch. xx), such as the Sakyas or Sakyaputtras (Buddhists), the

Ajivakas (a sect of the naked ascetics), and the Nirgranthas (Jainas), who belong-

ed to different castes including even the Chapdalas, and uved in org )ni/od religious

communities, the Brahmaaja Parivrdjakas lived by themselves as individuals and

not as members of any fraternity {Gana or Samgha). They did not believe in

organization as an aid to spiritual life, which depended more upon one's own
efforts in privacy and in solitude. All classes of Parivrdjakas were, however, at

one in taking to the life of Wanderer as the indispensable requisite for spiri-

tual life. A limit to their wandering was set only by the conditions of the season.

In rains, they had to keep to fixed habitations, lest by wandering the> should tread

upon sprouting life and be thus led to sin>' of violence. There were also

codes of discipline for each of these classes of ascetics/, viz, the Patimokkha for the

Buddhists, the Aydramga for the Jainas, and the Bhikshu-Sutra of different schools

for the Brahma?>as (P&oini, iv. 3. 110, 111).

14. There isi a slight discrepancy between the Buddhist and the Jaina tradi-

tion with regard to the family and ancestry of Chandragupta Maurya. According to

the fcMiner, he belcmged to the family of the Chief of the ‘Peacock-clan’ {Mariya)

and his father was a Chief himself, while according to the latter, hi*^ maternal

grandfather was the Headman {mayahara) of the community of ‘Peacock-rearers'

(Moraposaga). The later Jaina writers thus oousiidered Chandragupta to belong

to a professional caste and not to any tribe or dan, from which it may be assumed

that they had no authentic information about the nature of the connection, if any,

between the peacock and the name of the emperor’s/ family. There is also nothing

on record to show what the earlier Jaina writers knew about the same.

Whatever might be the significance of the clan-name Moraposaga (Skt.

Muyurapashahdb) occurring in the Avassaya Ckwmtjti and the Sukhabodkd, it is

perhaps the only sensible interpretation of the Pali appellation Moriyd, that has
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ooine to our notice so far. In Pali litemture, the word Moriyd occurs invariably

as the name of a Kshatriya tribe ; and it appears from the VamaUk(tppakasiid

(p. 119, W. IQ-IG. Snh. Ed.) I the Mahabodhivamsa (p. 98, P. T. S. ), the Maha-
vmhsa of MoggalMna (v. 94^>101a) and other Pali works that the Mcmyaa were

a branch of the iS&kyas who ha!d separated themselves from the main body, shortly

before the death of the Buddha. The tradition is so persistent and is also so

consistent that it may be difficult to see eye to eye with Prof. B. M. Barua, when
he brushes it aside as the result of the ' Shkyia-phobia ’ of the Buddhists {lt%d.

Cult,, X. p. 32) V When the Ko^alan king Vidudabha threatened to massacre the

^Ucyas, some of the Sakyan nobles along; with their families and followers entered

into a forest of Pippala trees (Pippkalivana) somewhere in the sub-montane tract

of the Himalayas, while (rthers migrated to other parts of Northern India. Those

who had taken refuge in the aforesaid forest, adopted the name Moriyd (from

Pali mora,
‘

a peaootk'), because of the abundance of peacocks in their new settle-

ment Strange though it may seem, the adoption of a totemistic name by those

migrants was nothing but an artifice to avert the impending national calamity^ by

passing themselves off as one of the many Austro-Asiatic tribesi living in the hills

and jungles of the vast Gangetic basin, such as the A;as (Goat Clan), the Sigrws

(Horse-radish dan), the Vaydmsis (Bird Clan), the Tarakshas (Hyena Clan),

the Kulingas (Sparrow-hawk Clan) ,and the like, mentioned in andent literature.

But thiel clever ruse to conceal the identity was entirely misunderstood by the

later authorities recording the Moriyan tradition, as is evident from the fact that

the Jaina writers were led to bejieve that the Moriyas were a community of

‘Peacock-raisers’, (Moraposagd) , Grammatically speaking, the Prakrit * Mora-

posagd* is a rational interpretation of the Pali Moriyd, if we stand only on the

etymological meaning of the latter.

Dr. F. W. Thomas draws our attention to the fact that the surname Maurya

as borne by Qiandragupta, is explained by the Indian authorities as meaning
‘ son of Mxua *, who is described as a concubine of the king Nanda, while “ a more

flattering account makes the Mauryas an Himalayan offshoot of the noble sect of

the Sakyas, the race of the Buddha*' (Camb, Hist, of Ind., i. p. 470). How for a

Hindu king, it could be a flattering account, whether more or less, to be described

as the son of a concubine passes comprehension, though we admit that the same

was not the case with some of the non-Hindu rulers of India. To what extent the

Hindu rulers were senative to the purity of their descent, is evident even from

the fact that led to the massacre of the Sakyas mentioned above. But surely all

the Indian authorities do not agree that the emperor Chandragupta Maurya was

the son of Mura. While some of them inform us that he was the grandson of

Mura, others want us to believe that he was her son. We are also at a loss to

find out, where exactly Mura has been mentioned as a cwicubine of King Nanda
as stated by Dr. Thomas

;
for, so far as we know, she has been represented either

as the queen* of the last Nanda king or as the morganatic wifet of King Nanda
alias SarvSrthasiddhi, the founder of the royal house of the Nandas. But can we
possibly accept the theory that Chandragupta or his father was called Maurya,
because he was the ‘ son of MuiS * ? According to PSnini, the regular metronymic

*Cf. VisfufUrPurd^yi Commentary of Ratnagarbha V Chandraguptem** : Nan-
darvaiva patnyantarasya Murdsamjnasya puttam, MauryckjLdm prathamam). This

work does not appear to be earlier than the first half of the eighteenth cent.

tCf. Upodgdta in the Mudrdrdkskasa Commentary of Dhuodhiffija and also

Ravinartaka's Chdn^kyakatM {v, 9),
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form for the son of Mura is Maurah (iv. 1. 113 ; cf. Siddh, Kaum,, 1116), but not

Mauryai^ is the only regular patronymic form for the ‘son of Mura’ (iv,

1. 151 ; see also Gcmpdtha on the same
; Siddh. Kaum., 1175).* We are, thus,

left to choose between the two origins of the surname Maurya, It may bef taken

either as the patronymic of the ‘ son of Mura ’ and of his lineal descendants or

as the i^Kmetic variant in Sanskrit of the Pali surname Moriya mau ;

riya^-rya). None of the early Sanskrit writers, in whose works the word
Maurya has been actually found to occur, has taken it to be a metronymic form
as has been done by their successors belonging to the sixth cent. aj). and after.

.In Sanskrit literaturet, the word Maurya occurs for the first time in the

Mahdbhdshya of Patahjali (c. 150 b.c. cf. Patahjali on Piaajini, v. 3. 99) and
later on, in the historical portion of the original Bhavishya-Puras^a (c. 260 aj).)

to signify the Imperial Maurya dynasty. As the word Moriya (pi.) has been
found to occur twice in the original Buddhist Canon, viz, in the p)08t-Nirvlu)a por^

tion of the Mahaparinibbana-Suttanta (Digha-Nikdya, ii. pp. 166-167. P. T. S.),

compiled sometime between b.c. 483 and 383, and in the Nandapeta-vatthu (Peta-
vatthu, p. 57. P. T. S.), composed about B.c. 247, there cannot possibly be any
doubt that it is the oldest form of that tribal name which has been differently

represented in different languages, viz. Maurydh in Sanskrit Muriyd, Murud and
Mori, and even Moriya, in Prakrit, and Moriei in Greek (Hindi, Murat and
Murdo).

The association of Chandragupta’s family with the peacock is not only evident

from the authoritative Buddhist and Jaina works, but also from the monuments
of the Mauryan and the post-Mauryan period. The peacock ensign of the royal

house of the Mauryas, about four inches in length, has been found in the I.^uriya-

Nandangarh pillar of A^ka, in the unpolished portion below the ringilike projec-

tion buried under the ground, and a pair otf peacocks is tb be s^en on either aide

of the lowest architrave of the East Gateway (outer face) of the Great Stupa at

Sanchi, representing the scene of Anoka’s visit to the Bodhi-tree. In the pairs

of peacocks, Griinwedel finds a special allusion to the Maurya dynasty, since the

pcatcock was the canting badge of that royal family {Buddhist Art in India, p. 70 ;

cf. Monuments of Sanchi, Marshall and Fouchcr, ii. PI. 42, see the explanatory

note on the Bottom Lintel).

In the narrow compass of this paper, it will not be possible for usi to assess

further the historical value of the Buddhist tradition relating to the origin of

Chandragupta, which Dr. F. W”. Thomas has summarily dismissed as a ' Battering

account *. We should, therefore, be content with examining two more facts which

have a direct bearing on the subject under dimission. Firstly, the Theravadins

aver that the Moriyas as a separate tribe, came into existence shortly before the

death of the Bud(^ ;
and their affirmation seems to receive valuable support

from the fact that, unlike the other autonomous tribes, nowhere in the sermonsf

of that great saint, the Moriyas even incidentally have been referred to. Secxmdly,

the reason that appears to have led the later Sanskrit writers, viz, ViiSakhadatta,

Somadeva, Kshemendra, Iravi Chakyar, Ananta Kavi, Phu^rSja, and Ratna-

gaxbha, to assume that Chandragupta was a scion of the Nanda family, is a pass-

* This was pointed out by me to Dr. Radhakumud Mookerji, when he was

writing his book on Chandragupta Maurya and His Thnes (sed now p. 16). It may

be noted here that the metronymic form Maureyah which we can have by the

aiqilication of the rule ** Stubhyo (thak** (FSi]u, iv. 1. 120), is irregular in face of

rule ** AvTfddhabhyo nadifndnushibhyastanndfnifuHfhyafp iv. 1. 113).
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(Charkdagutto se ndtnarh kayath). Qiandragupta grew up among the

village boys whom he dominated by his superior bearings and signs of great-

ness. Clfijoakya happened to come to the village again after a long inter-

val, which he had profitably employed by secretly collecting gdd by means

of metallurgical process in which he was an adept (dhdubilasjti).^^ He was

particularly struck by Chandragupta's behaviour, which seemed to mark him

out for kingship. He saw him already playing the role of a king at games
with the other village boys, like one proficient in statecraft {rdyatme), and

tested him by asking for some pres«it.^« As the boy was prepared to grant

it then and there, Ch&:^ya asked for the cows but feared, lest he might

age in the Pur^as, which tells us that the rulers after Mahapadma Nanda ' will bt
irf Sudra origin* C tatah prabhjiti rdjdno bhavishyah Sudrayonayah*), The vague-
ness of this statement coupled with the fact that the word Alcurya cannot be
equated grammatically to the Pali word Moriya, must have led those later Sanskrit

writers to conclude that both the Nandas and the Mauryas were Sudras. They
should have, however, borne in mind that a strong champion of the vawdsrama'
dharma like Kautilya, who strove so hard to exterminate the Sudra royal family,

would be least expected to raise a Sudra to the throne (cf. Artha^., Bk. i. Ch. iii

;

Bk^ viii. Ch. ii
;
and Colophon), and that the word Maurya can never be used in

Sanskrit as a regular metronymic form for the ' son of MurS ’.

The introduction of MuiS as a historical character in Sanskrit literature,

whether as the mother or the grandmother of Chandragupta, to explain the

surname Mmrya, is a hoax that has confounded the Indian and European scholars

alike
;
and the sooner we realize this mischief of the later paijdits, the better for

our successors in the field of historical research.

15. Cf. Hemachandra :

Suuar^oparjanadhiyd Chd^akyo 'pi paribhraman
|

gaveshayitumdrebhe dhdtuvddavisdraddn''
||

(Petrii,, viii. 241)

Cha!oakya*s proficiency in Metallurgy {Sulbadhdtmdstra) and Inorganic Che-

mistry is amply borne out by the knowledge exhibited by him in his Arthasdstra

(Bk. ii. Chaps, xii, xiii, and xiv). The Sulbadhdtusdstra referred to in the Artha-

idstra is no longer extant. Chaoakya also appears to have utilized his knowledge

of metals, non-metals, and their compounds in studying their effects on the human

system and to have written a separate treatise incorporating the results of the

same. That valuable work had disappeared from India long ago without leaving

any trace bdiind, thou^^i it was known to the early Arab writers to whose country

it had migrated like so many other Sanskrit works (Zachariae, Wiener Zekschrift

fur die Jtiunde des Mcrgenlandes, xxviii. p. 206 f.
; the Arabic form of the name

^ChS^akya’ is 'Smaq').

16. Cf. Moggallana :

**
'Darakeh* eva nikkhamma Ckandragutto kumdraka

|

gopdladdrakd disvd ndyakam akaruth tato
1

1

RSjMldvkayam kilam kifanto so kummoko
|

senSpati amackche cka kcUvd gopaladdrake
1

1

kekkhi uparajddi’Odkikdfam akarayi
|

majihe tesatk sayam eva khatUyo va tdsidati**
||

{Mahdv,, V. 110-112).
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not be able to carry them unc^)po6ed. Chandragupta retorted that the earth

was for the heroes (vlrabhojja puha). The answer impresfied Chapakya

so much with the boy’s quality for kingship that he could not resist the temp-

tation of enquiring about his identity from his playmates. They informed

him that Chandragupta was the son of a ParivTajaka C Parivvdyagaputto

esd). Thus, coming to know that Chandragupta was the same boy whose

mother had been helped by him in the guise of a Parivrajaka, ChSpakya
promised to make him king (‘ jamu ja te rayanam karemi'). He then made
away with the boy forthwith from that place (so tern samarii paldo).^^

With the riches he had accumulated by his knowledge of metallurgy,

Chanakya now began preparations for overthrowing the king Nanda.’* By
si^ending money lavishly, he recruited men (logo milio) for his army and

invested (rohiyam) the city of PStaliputra. King Nanda, however, with

his superior military strength, surrounded the army of ChanakyU and com-

pletely destroyed (bhaggo) his vastly inferior forces. At this sudden and

unexpected reverse of fortune, both Chandragupta and Chaijakya took to

flight with their army scattered. The king then sent some of his officers

on horseback in their pursuit (assehitn pachchhao lagga purisd) with a view

to putting an end to their ambitious career. When one of the pursuers was

about to overtake them, Chanjakya concealed Chandragupta in a tank that

was near and thickly overgrown with lotus (paumtilsathde chhubbhittd)

,

and himself assumed the guise of a washerman (rayao jdo).'^ When the

17. According to the Buddhist tradition, Chandragupta was taken by Chaj^akya

to his own place of residence (attano vasana((hanam nelva), i.e., the city of Taxila,

for educaticm (Vamsatth., p. 122, ll. 12-13, Sinh. Ed.).

18. According to Moggallana and the anonymous author of the Vamsalthap-

pahdsini, Chaoakya manufactured fraudulent silver coins (kahdpojfa) and buried

them somewhere in the Vindhyan forest (Vmjhdiavi)

.

The vast sum of money

thus collected, was subsequently utilized by him in building up a huge army for

the conquest of the Nanda kingdom (Vamsatth., p. 121, ll. 17-20, Sinh. Ed.)

Cf. Moggallana :

" Atavim tattha vasitva sambhare pariyesiya
|

Katva kahapanarisirii’ satikotippamaipakaih ”
|1

(Mahdv., V. 92)

19. Here we find a glaring discrepancy between the Pariiisklapmvan and

the Sukhabodhd. According to the former (Paris., viii. 257-278), King Nanda

had sent two horsemen one after another in pursuit of Chaqakya and Chandra-

gupta. Before the first pursuer named Sidi (!) could overtake them, ChSuakya

asked Oiandragupta to conceal himself in a tank that was near and thickly

overgrown with totuS, while he himself sat down on its bank in the guise of

an ascetic. When the horseman reached there and asked Chapakya, whether

he had seen a young man running off, the latter only pointed to the tank but gave

no reply. The «igr»»l thus given enabled the horseman to understand where Qian-

dragupta ecactly was. When he removed his .sword and armour and was about

to plunge into water, Qiepakya instantly seized the sword and cut him into two.

rhaurfrypipta then came out of the water, and the two made off with the horse
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horseman readied there and asked him about Chandragupta, Chaodkya point-

ed to the tank and said, He has dived into water and is still hiding there/*

When the horseman spotted Chandragupta {asavmer^ diftho), he im-

mediately made over his horse to ChBoakya and put down the sword

(khaggarh mukkcm). But no sooner did he remove his armour with the

intention of plunging into water (jdva nigumdio jaloyareolae karhckugam

mellai) than Chaioakya seized the sword and cut him into two {khaggofh

dhettwj^a duhdkao). On being signalled, Chandragupta came out, and after-

wards the two hurriedly left that place {paldyn) . On the way, Chaioakya asked

Chandragupta, what he liad felt, when the horseman had been directed to

the tank. The boy cooly said, ‘‘Perhaps it is good, for my master knows

best** C hamdi emm cheva soha^yam havdi, ajjo cheva jdr^* tti). The

reply highly satisfied Ch^akya ; for it not only convinced him of the worthi-

ness of the boy for the crown, but also of his unflinching devotion and loyalty

towards him as his preceptor {tao nei^a * jogo, na esa vipari-

fj^atndi ’). 2o

In course of their wanderings, the two came to a village where in a

certain house, they heard a boy crying, because his fingers had been scorched

in his attempt to eat hot rice-gruel (vilevi) right from the middle of the plate

of the hapless pursuer. While still continuing their flight, Qiajjiakya asked Chan-
dragupta, what he had thought, when the horseman had been directed to the tank.

The boy coolly said, “ Periiaps It is good, for my master knows best." The reply

highly satisfied Chanjakya, for he was convinced that, even as king, Chandragupta
would remain loyal euid devoted to him. When the second horseman sent by King
Nanda was about to overtake them, Chapakya asked Chandragupta to plunge into

the tank which they had reached by that time, and also scared away a washerman
from that place by saying that the king was extremely annoyed with his guild

and that he would be killed by that horseman coming at top speed, should he
remain there any longer. When the bewildered washerman fled leaving his bundles

behind, Chaijakya took his place. On being questioned as before, Ch&oakya direct-

ed the horseman to the tank, and when the latter was about to dive after remov-

ing his Sword and armour, he suffered the same fate as the other.

Jt may be noted here that the story of Sadi and Chapakya as given in the

Parisishfaparvant is not to be met with in the Sukhabodhd. In the Avassaya

Chiapiii, we come across another such story, but, unfortunately, it is difficult to

form an idea even of its bare outline, because of the brevity. Haribhadra, Deven-

dragaflin, and Hemachandra, too, have also taken no notice of it, apparently be-

cause of the same difficulty. In the Chumh the story occurs in the following form :

*' Charhdoutto ya paumasare nibuddko, imo upasprisati (?), santt^de bha^ati, bolt-

yatti, uttv^ ndsamW* (p. 564). We do not find any possibility of equating it

with the story of Sadi asl given above.

20. Here follows a fantastic story common to both the Avassaya and

Uttwraj^ayoiSLa traditions. It tells us how Chandragupta was famished for want

of food and how his life was saved by Chaijakya. So says Devendragai^in :

'*Pachchhd Chamdagutta chhuhdio. Chd^kko torn fhavettd bhattassdtigao biheti,

^md ettka hakim niggayassa poftam phdliyam dahikdram

gahayoi gaa, Jtmmio ddrao** CL Avas. Chug^, p. 564.
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in which it had been served to him.=‘ The mother of the boy, an old lady

(then), who had also served the same fmgal meal to her other sons, scolded

him saying that he was as stupid as Chapakya and did not know how to

eat C Chdiiutkkatn»hgula \ bhottum pi na jmasi'). ChSftakya, who was

exceedingly surprised to hear his name mentioned and the comi^iments paid

to him in so glowing a term, appeared before the old lady and asked her

what she meant by that comparison. Then said she, “ Dwi’t you know that

that focrf of a Chaioakya without securing his rear, rashly invested the capital

of Nanda with an inadequate force and brought defeat on himself? lie

should have started the campaign right from the frontiers, which he should

have first consolidated pcsani pa4hamath gheppathti'^ before advaiKtrg
into the interior of the kingdom. So this greedy boy also, instead of eating

the rice-gruel gradually from the sides, hurriedly cats into the hotter middle
with his fingers, which are thus bumt.’’-^

Profiting by her suggestion {tcah paribkaviya)
, Chapakya now altered

his strategy. He then went to Himavatkuta (Himavtt}'ntaku4mh) and made
alliance (meUtkayd) with its ruler named Parvata (Pavvao raya) by promi-
sing that the kingdom of the dispossessed Nanda would be equally divided bet-

ween him and Chandragupta (' Nathdarajjam samarh samettath vibhath-

jayamo’).^^ Parvata agreed to the terms laid down by liim (padivatmam

21. Hemachandra takes vilevl (Skt. vilepiy ‘ rice-gruel ’) in the sense ot

rahbd (probably the same as the Hinch rabd). It might be a preparation of granu-

lated flour cooked with milk and sugar (PariL, viii. 292, 296).

22. For the Buddhist version of the story of the old woman and her son, see

Vamsatthappakdsim (p. 123, U. 6-15. Sinh. Ed.) and Moggallana's Mahdvarhsa

(v. 14M46).
23. According to the Buddhist tradition, Parvata was the son of King Dhana-

nanda {Vemsatth., p. 121, 1. 9. Sinh. Ed.). In the Brahmanical tradition, he

figures under the names of Parvataka ('Mountaineer'), Parvatendra (‘Ruler of

the Mountains*), and Parvatesa (‘Lord of the Mountains’)
;
and the sitory as

given by the dramatist Visakhadatta in his Mudrdrdkshasa (second half of the

6th century A.D.), the poet and actor Iravi Chakyar alias Ravinartaka in his Chdl^^a-

kyakathd (c. 1615 A.D.), the poet and pseudo-historian Ananta Kavi in his Mudrd-

rdkshasapurvasankathd (c. 1660 A.D.). and the commentator Phui>dhiraja in his

Mudrardkshasavydkhyd (a.d. 1713-14) represents him as a Mlechchha and the ruler

of the Mlechchhasi, whose kingdom lay at a distance of about 900 miles north

(.? rwrth-west) of Pataliputra (Pd(aliputrddudichydm satayajane). Being duped

by Q^i^akya with the false hope of getting a share of the Nanda kingdom, he

invaded Magadha with his' army composed of the Yavanas (Greeks), Sakas

(Scythians), Kan^jas (? Indo-Iranians) , Parasikas' (Iranians), Kiratas (tribes-

men of Tibeto-Burman origin), Khasas (polyandrous tribesmen of Tehri-Garhwal),

Kulutas (Koltaa of the western Himalayas, originally of the Kuhi valley), Sabaras

( Austro-Adatics), Balhikas (tribesmen of the north-west frontier), and Hiioas,

and killed all the nine Nandas in battle. He then occupied the city of Pataliputra

and conspired with Rakshasa, the former minister of the Nanda^, to retain for

himself the entire Nanda kingdom ;
but before he oouJd put his plan into action,

he lost his Hfe from the effects of poison through physical contact with a vishakanya
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t^) and promised to give him the military help required for the purpose.

Then the combined forces of Paorvata and Chandragupta invaded the territory

of Nanda from its frontiers as planned before, and gradually advanced into

the interior. But their scheme received a complete setback, when they failed

to occupy an important city which proved to be invulnerable oyaviuma4hatto

egattha nayaram, na p^ai), because of its tutelary goddesses. Chaoakya

then entered that city incognito in the guise of a Tridairfin ascetic and saw the

deities, the daughters of the god Indra, for whom it could not be conquered

( Jfhdakwnariydo difthdo, tdsim totj^aena na The citizens being

(poison-maiden), who was, in fact, sent by Rakshasa to kill Chandragupta but was

passed on by Chaa:^akya to that treacherous Mlechchha king for the very same
purpose.

Hermann Jacobi identifies Parvata with Parva, the eleventh king of the

Kirata dynasty of Nepal, as mentioned in the BauddhapdrvatlyavamsdvaVt, on the

ground that in the reign of the seventh kin^ Jitedasti, the Buddha visitod Nepal,

and in that of the fourteenth, Sthufika, A^oka also visited that country (PcniL,

2nd Ed., pp. Ixxv-lxxvi
;

cf. Ind. Ant., vii, p. 90 ;
xiii. p. 412). Parval might have

been a contemporary of Chandragupta, for Sthunka, great-grandson of the former,

and A^a, grandson of the latter, were contemporaries.

While we do not question the historicity of Parva alias Paftdiem, the 11th

Kirata king of Gokaroa, it passes comprehension, how an astute politician and
strategist like Chaiijakya could count so much on the malitary assistance of a bar-

barous Mongoloid ruler of a hill-sftate for overthrowing the last Nanda king, when
the war-veterans under Alexander, who had brought under thdr heels the vast

tract of Asia stretching from the Hellespont to the Hyphasis, wavered for want
of confidence in their i^ccess against the most powerful Xandramesi, King of the

Prasioi and the Gangaridai, and ultimately retired almost from the frontier of his

kingdom. That makes us suspect whether the later Jaina writers (c. 200-J150 a.d.)

have truly depicted the court tradition of the Imperial Mauryas, when they re-

presented Parvata to be ‘a mountain-chief (pdrvatiko rdjd) and ‘the ruler of the

Himalayas’ {Himavatkutaparthivah) . Ava^. Siit, [Vrit.], p. 434; Paris., viii. 338;
cf. Sukhab, “ gao Himavamtakudcnh, tattha Pavvaa rdyd**; Avassaya Chuwi,
p. 564). There is no information on record to show what the earlier Jaina writers

knew about Parvata ; nor is there any reference to that king in the Kathd litera-

ture of the Jainas.

24. The Jndrakumdris, ‘ Daughters of Indra who are otherwise unknown to

Hindu mythology, have been identified by Hemachandra with the Saptamdtpkdsi,

‘Seven Mother-goddesses’ (Pari§., viii. Avas, Chufji^., p. 564; Sukhab. on
Uttaraj. iii. 1.). Odkily enough, there are two groups of the Saptamdtpkds, one,

according to the Mahdbkdtata (ib. 229. 10), viz, Kaki, Halima, Malini,

Arya, PaldlA, and Vaimitia, and the other, according to the PurdruLos (Agni, Matsya,

Migrlau;)Kleya, Varaha, Devi, etc.) and certain religious works of the Saivas, via,

Brahn)3|)i (also Brahim) M^e^vari, Kauinari, Vaishoavi, Varahi;, Indi^ (also

Aindri), and ChAmiM^da ; and it is difficult to ascertain which particular group was

admitted by the Jainas to be ‘the daughters of Indra.’ Both the groupet of

Saptamatfikds are bdieved to be the nurses or protectors of Skanda, sion of Siva

and the Wbr-god of the Hindu pantheon ; but while in Saivism, the second group

18 worshipped with Skanda, we have no evidence to testify to the worship cf the

fost group along with the same god. It may be noted here that with the exoei>*
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unaUe to bear the strain of the siege any longer, approached the ascetic and

adced him, how long It would still continue. He replied, “ As long as the

city’s tutelary goddesses remain here.” The citizens thus being duped, dug

out the cirde of deities and had them removed from the city (mttdviyao)

,

whereupon Chapakya sent a message to Parvata and Chandragupta asking

them to invest it at once.. When the overjoyed citizens had been completely

thrown off their guard, the besieging army returned and invested the city

afredi, which now fell (gahiyarit nayaram)

.

Under Cl^pakya's leadership,

the army then extended its conquests so as to occupy the territory of Nanda
as far as Pafaliputra.^® Next the two leaders, Parvata and Chandragupta,

marched with their army towards Nanda’s capital, the city of Pataliinitra.

and besieged it (Pmfaliputlarii too rohiyam). When the city was stormed.

King Nanda surrendered near the gate called Dharmadvara and entreated

Chajjakya to save his life.^® Chanakya permitted him to leave the city

loading his chariot with all the riches that it could carry. King Nanda took

with him his two wives, his daughter, and as much wealth as he could carry

in his chariot and left the city. On the way, his daughter (? Durdharii or

Suprabha) fell in love at first sight with Chandragupta {kanna niggach-

ckhamti putpo put}0 Chomdaguttcah paloei), who also responded to her ges-

ture.

The amorous behaviour of his daughter did not escape the notice of

King Nanda. He gladly permitted her to marry Chandragupta by svaymii-

vara, as she was a Kshatriya princess.^" Thus, having her father’s consent

tion of Chamupda, each of the .^even Divine-mothers of the second group is but

the deified female energy of some prominent male god of the Hindu pantheon.

Being the protectors of the Warrgod, ‘ the Seven Mother-goddes.ses ’ were be-

lieved by the ancient Hindu kings to protect a sovereign who takes refuge in

them. Epigraphic evidence tends to show that the Kadamba and the Chalukya

kings of the earlier period recognized the Saplamaljikas and Skanda! asi their tute-

lary ddties {Ind. Ant., vi. pp. 27 and 74 ; vii. p. 162 ;
xiii. p. 137 f

.
)

.

As stated

by Hemacfaandra, even a town was believed to be invulnerable, if ‘ the Seven

Mother-GoddeSBesl’ were worshipped there (Paris., viii. 303 ff.). Public worship of

this group of deities in certain towns is amply borne out by the lithic records dis-

covered at Gangdhar and Bihar Sharif (Cor. Ins. Ind., iii. pp. 49 and 76).

25. a. Paris., viii. 311-312.

26. ‘Dharmadvara’ seems to be the same as ‘ Mahadvdra’ of the Nidana-

kathfi of the Jdlaka (i. p. 63, Fausboll’s Ed. and ' Brahmadvdra’ of Kautilya’s

Arthaiastra (Bk. ii. Or. iv). The significance of the word ‘ Dhammaddra’ in the

passage, “ Narhdo Dhammaddrath maggeu" (Sukhab.), is not difficult to under-

stand ; but Hemachandra appears to have put a new meaning to it, when he says,

“ dharmadvdramaydehishta", i.e., “prayed for a lawful or safe passage.” (Paris.,

viii. 314 ; Avas. Chuti., p. 564, 1. 13,
“ Dkammaduvaram").

27. No definite information is available regarding the caste of the Nine Nandas.

Accortfing to the Jaina tradition, the first Nanda, who succeeded king Udayin, was

the son of a oourtezan by a barber named IMvSkirti and evidently therefore was of the

barber csst** (‘ ga^ikdkukshijantnd’ and ‘ ndpitakumara,’ Paris., vi. 231-232; ttdpi-

taddaa! AvrA. SCf. [Vrit.], p. 690; ‘ napitagaifikdsuto’, Vividha-Tirthakalpa, dd.
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to marry, the princess got down and attempted to get into Chandttagupta'a

chariot ; and as she was doing so, nine spokes of the wheel gave way {mna

amg^ bhaggd). Chandragupta took it to be an ill omen and therefore re-

quested her to get down C amofhgalofh* tti nivariya terum). Chaoakya,

however, considered it to be a good omen and allowed her to get into the

chariot. He informed Chandragupta that the breaking of nine spokes por-

tended that his dynasty would continue for nine generations after him (* nava

purisajug^i tujjhmh vamso holi*).^^

Jina Vijaya, i. p. 68). For, according to the Viskpupurana and other authoritative

textsi, it is the caste of the father, and not of the mother, that determines the caste

of a child, whether bom in lawful wedlock or not (“ mdtd bkastrd pituh putta yena

jdtab sa eva sab” Viskpu, iv, 10, 12 ; cf. Arthtd., Bk. iii. Ch. vii) . The infonnation

preserved in Jaina literature cannot possibly be an instance of odium tkeologicum

for, while the Nine Nandas have nowhere been represented as antagonistic to Jain-

ism. at least one of them appears to have been a great supporter of that religion

(Hathigumphd Inscription of Khdravela, 1. 12). In support of the Avassaya tradi-

tion, which both Haribhadra and Hemachandra have followed, it may be mentioned
here that when Alexander the Great was gathering information about the king of the

Prasioi and the Gangaridai, evidently a Nanda king, Poros is said to have informed

him that the ruler of those two nations was hated and despisedby his subjects, be-

cause of the meanness of his origin, for he was the son of a barber (Curtius, Alex,t

Bk. ix. Ch. ii
; Dioddros, BibL Hist,, Ch. xdii)

;
and it appears that the same opinion

was also maintained by Chandragupta (Plutarch, Lives, Ch. Ixii). Again, when the

Purdpas characterize the first Nanda as a * Sudrdgarbhodbhavafi * (Bhdgavata) and
his descendants as the * Sudrd bhumipdldb* {Vishnu)

y

the Jaina tradition only

receives additional confirmation
; for originally the barbers were considered to be

a ‘low-caste* people C hinajc/chcko' Jdtaka, ii. p. 5, Fausboll's Ed.), following a

‘filth-cleaning' pursuit {hinajackcho * malamajjano * nakdpitaputto, Jdt., iii. p. 452),

and were undoubtedly classed am(Migst those Sudras who were allowed to live within

the pale of the Aryan society {* Sudrdpdrnaniravasitdndm\ Pacini, ii. 4. 10; cf.

Amarakoia, Sudravarga, 10), whatever might be the theories regarding their origin

or sodal grade, which were started at a later period (u^dhvandpita, Ndpita, Adko
fidpita, cf. SutaSamhitd of the Skandapurapa, I. xii. 15, 32. Anand. Sans. Series).

But this cumulative evidence pointing to the low origin of the Nandas has been

practically set at naught by certain later writers, such as Vii^hadatta, Iravi

Chakyar, and Phimdhiraja, according to whom the Ten Nandas, viz, King Sarvartha-

siddhi Nanda and his nine sons {nava Nanddh) were true-born Kshatriyas, What
had led thoeie scholars to increase the number of the Nandas and! represent them to

be Kshatriyasy is not known
;
but we cannot possibly praise Hemachandra of being

consistent, when he has used the word * Kshatriya-kanyd' with reference to the

daughter of the last Nanda {PariL, viii. 320), forgetting that he himself has des-

cribed elsewhesre the eldest of the Nine Nandas as the ‘ son of a barber, begotten

on a courtezan’ (Porif., vi. 231-‘232).

No key to the solution of this historical problem has been afforded by the Bud-

dhist authorities. According to the Vdiptsatthappakdsim, Uggasiena, the eldest of the

nine toothers and founder of the royal house of the Nandast, bekxiged to some un-

known family {**iesaim hi jeftho pane afihdtakulassa putta” see p. 117, {/. 13-14.

SihlL Ed.).

28. It is evident from the Uttarajjhayapa tradition as recorded by Deven-
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Chandragupta and Parvata then entered the royal palace (raulcnf-oi)

accompanied by Chaijakya, where they divided between themselves the king-

dom and the vast riches of the ex-king Nanda. In the palace, King Parvata

noticed a girl of exquisite beauty and became enamoured of her. As he

expressed the desire to have her as his consort, Ch^akya at once began
preparations for their marriage. Unfortunately, that virgin was a poison

girl {visakmmyi) ; and although Ch^akya himself had discovered that

fact, he approved of the marriage knowing fully its consequence. During

the ceremony before the sacred fire i^ggipanyamchane)

,

when Parvata seiz-

ed her hand, he was affected by the poison exuding through her perspiration

and began to succumb to its fatal effects (visaparigao tnatiumartiddho)

Moved by the dying man’s pathetic cry, when Chandragupta came to his

rescue {Chamdagutto "rumbhami* Hi vavasio) by a remedy, he was frowned

off it by Ch^akya (bhiudi kayd). As no antidote was given, Parvata soon

breathed his last.

Chaijakya thus acquired without any trouble the territories of both

Nanda and Parvata {do vi rajjdni tassa jdydni) and placed Chtindragiipta

on the throne. This event took place on the expiry of one hundred and

fifty-five yeats reckoning from the date of the earthly deliverance (mukti)

of Lord Mahavira.*®

dragaioin, that the Imperial Maurya dynasty comprised ten rulers, viz, Chandra-

gupta, the founder of the house, and his nine successorsi. This is perfectly in con-

sonance with the Avassaya tradition which Hemadiandra has evidently foibwed

{“ garni purushayugdni nava ydvattavdnvayah!* Parti., viii, 326 ;
Avas, Chun*

p. 566 ;
Avas. Sut, \Vr%t.], p. 435). Out of the five Puranas which have preserved

the dynastic list of the Mauryas, at least three, viz, Matsya, Vishnu, and Bhdgavata,

give the number of those rulers as ten and only two, viz, Vdyu and Brahmdn4<^

as nine. Thus, the well attested number is ten.

29. According to the Mudrdrakshasa (Acts I arid II), after the murder of the

old king Sarvarthasiddhi Nanda, his minister Rakshasa had sent a beautiful poison-

maiden to the Suganga Palace thinking that Chandragupta would be snared by

her exquisite beauty and world die eventually from the effects of poison by com-

ing into physical contact with her. But the stratagem was discovered by Chaoakya,

w’ho had her sent instead to his treacherous ally Parvataka, and the latter lost his

life through her. According to the Gesta Romanorum (xi), an Indian queen in

order to take revenge on Alexander the Great, had sent him a poLsdn-maiden as

present ; but the life of that Macedonian hero was saved by his master Aristotle^

who fc^ed the trick in time (Kathdsaritsdgara, trans. C. H. Tawney, i. p. 149 and

note) . In dealing with Toxicology the celebrated physician Su^ruta C 2nd cent, ad.),

has also admitted the fact that the system of a vishakanyd is charged with poison to

such an extent that a man is apt to lose his life through having carnal knowledge

of her (“ vhhakmyopayogddva kshandjjahyddasun narah-* Susruta-Sathkitd,

Kalpasth&na, i. 3).

90. So says Hemachandra :

“ Evam cha ^ri-Mahdviramukter varshosate gate
|

paSichapancHUadadhike Chandragupta*bhavannripah*' i|

(ParU,, viii. 339.)
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It has been pointed out by Dr. Jacobi (Par*^., Intro, p. xx), that the date o£

Chandragupta's accession as given by Heanachandra, viz, 155 years after the demise

of Mahavira, has been confirmed by Bhadre^vara, who in his kahavati writes

:

** Evam cha MahdviramutUsamayao PaHchdva^(^tii)ava7is(isae tl^tichhataaate (uchch^

hi^) Namdavamse Charhdagutto rdyd jdu

It is evident therefore that Bhadrei^vara, too, is of opinion that the Nanda
dynasty was exterminated and Chandragupta was pJaiced on the throne on the

expiry of 155 years reckoning from the date of the earthly deliverance {mutti) of

Mahavira. This traditional date, however, has been discountenanced by a number
of other Jaina works, such as the Vichdrtdreffi Harimmsa-Purma, Vividdha-Ttriha-

kalpa, Tirthaddhdra-Prakir^aka, and Trailokya-Prajnapti, according to which MahH-
vira died 215 years before the Mauryas came to power (60 years for Pi^aka + 155

years for the Nandas). All these works were composed at different periods ranging

from the 8th to the 14th century, like the Parisishtaparvan and the KahavaH men-

tioned above.

As the accession of Chandragupta carmot be dated earlier than B.c. 324, he

having met Alexander the Great in the Punjab, in b.c. 326 or in the first half of

B.C., 325, as an ordinary individual and not as the king of the Prasioi and the

Gangaridai (Plutarch, Lives, Ch. Ixii), the date of Mahavira's death ais given by
Hemachandra and Bhadresvara, cannot possibly be earlier than B.c. 479 (ac. 324 -f

155 years). As the Buddha died in b.c. 483, he should be considered to have pre-

deceased Mahavira by at least four years, if B.c. 479 be accepted as the year of

the latter's death. But the case was just the reverse. For, not only the Buddlia

and his personal attendant Sariputra who predeceased him, knew of the death of

Mahavira at P^va and the schism in the Jaina Church that followed it, but they

were extremely anxious, lest the infection should spread in the Buddhist Church

and its members might behave in the same manner under similar circumstances

{ Digha-Nikdya, iii. pp. 209 ff. P. T. S.). The fact may be proved in another

way. Chunda, a Samaiouddesa (novice) in the Buddhist Order, who happened to

spend the rainy recess at Pava {Pdvdyam vetssavuttho) like Mahavira, comes to see

the Eluddha at Sama^ma, a village in the S^a country, and informs Ananda

that Nigaptha Nataputta (Mahavira) has passed away recently at Pava (Pdvdyarh

adhum kMdkodo hoti), that on his death, his followers have become divided into

two hostile groups {dvedhikajdtc bhandanajdtd) upholding widely divergent views,

and that their quarrel has taken such a serious turn that they are now abusing

each other (vivddapannd ahnamah^am nrnkhasattihi vitudantd viharanti). When
the two brethren in their anxiety to preserve the int^rity and prestige of the Bud-

dhist Samgha, approadied their master to discuss the matter with him, the Buddha
delivered two lectures to them, of which one was specially addressed to Chunda

and the other, to his personal attendant Ananda. Of the two lectures, the longer

one which was delivered to Chunda, came to be recorded by the Dighabhapakas

(Digha-Nihdya, iii. pp. 117-J41. P. T. S.), while the shorter one which was meant
for Ananda, by tlie Majjhimabhapakas iMafjhima-Nikdya, ii. pp. 243-251. P. T.

S.). Thus, if we are to believe in the Jaina tradition as recorded in the Kalpa-

sutrd (§123), that Mahavira passed away in the 4th mmth of the rainy recess,

in the 7th fortnight, in the dark fortnight of KSrttika on its 15th day (Divali day),
in the secretariat buildings of King Hastipala at Papa (Pava), we shall have to

admit that he predeceased the Buddha, for the latter is definitely known to have

discuaaed the future of his Samgha with one who had also spent the rainy months
in the very same town as Mahavira, and was therefore fully posted with the latest

developinents in the Jaina ChuPdh as also their effects on the Jaina laity.
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The secular works of the Jainas in Prakrit and Sanskrit present at least

two streamo of tradition relating to Chandragupta and Ch§i>akya, of which

one is special to the commentaries on tlie Avassaya and the UUttrajjkaytJu;]^

and the other, to the Jaina Katha literature. The Avassaya tradition, again,

is essentially the same as that of the Uttaraijhayafia, though it differs from

the latter in minor details. The germs of these two traditions are traced

in the Nijjuttis, or concise metrical explanations, on the two scriptural texts

mentioned above. They were subsequently developed by the addition of a
variety of episodes by the earlier Jaina scholars, who have, it is believed,

faithfully preserved the story as was told to them by their teachers in the

Jaina Church. These stories or, more precisely, narrative themes, thus remain-

ed in memory for many centuries, during which period they were transmitted

by successive teachers (vachaka) through oral method. For how long exact-

ly the traditions relating to Chandragupta and Chariakya continued to remain

in memory, is difficult to ascertain ; but it cannot ix)ssibly be after the

The date suggested by Bhadresvara and Hemachandra for the accession of

Chandragupta Maurya (A.V. 155), is therefore clearly inadmissible and so al^o

the one which adds sixty years more to it (A.V. 215). What seems to be prob-

able is, that the period intervening betwc'en the death of Mahavira and the acces-

siion of Chandragupta Maurya was in reality 166 years, but which has been in-

advertently recorded by some later chronicler as 155 years. We are, of course,

not in a position to state definitely, whether he had in view the dale when the

youthful Chandragupta, under the guidance of his master Chaiiakya, first appeared

in the role of a rdyd in the frontiers of the Nanda kingdom, a few years before he

actually ascended the throne (b.c. 321), and met with what was/ perhaps the

greatest reverse of his fortune.; Whatever the case may be, il according to the

Buddhist chronology, the first Mauryan emperor ascended the throne 162 years

after the demise of the Buddha, a gap of three years between the death of Mah^i-

vira and hisf junior contemporary, the Buddha, cannot possibly be an unacceptable

historical proposition.

[B. C. 483 as the year of the Buddha’s death hasi been fixed by Wilhelm Geiger,

J. F. Fleet, and D. M. de Z. Wickremasinghe with the help of all the available

chronological data bearing on the ecclesiastical history of Buddhism in Magadha

and Ceylon up to the end of the 6th century a.d. (Mahdvamsa, Geiger, Intro.,

pp. xxiiff., P. T. S. Trans. Series ;
Fleet, /. R, A. S., 1906, pp. 984-986 ; 1909, pp.

lff<, pp. 323 ff.
;
Wickremasinghe, Epig. Zeyl, iii. pp. 4ff). Fresh investigations in

this cfirection have revealed the fact that in Ceylon, the Buddha Era commencing

from B.C. 483 was in use up to the dose of the 15th century, when a reform of

the calendar took place, ac. 544 being adopted as the year of the Buddha’s death

(John M. Senaveratne, /. R. A, S., Ceylon Br„ xxiii. No. 67, pp. 141 f!. ) . According

to Fleet, the Buddha passed away on October 13, 483 B.c. (/. R. A. S., 1909,

p. 22), while the same event, according to the present writer, took place on Sunday,

April 26«, 483 B.c. (D. R, Bhandarkar Volume, pp. 329-330). Takakusu informs us

that the ‘ dotted record ’ kept up at Canton to end of the year a.d. 489 shows

975 dots, and, hence, the Buddha died in b.c. 486 (486 + 489 = 975) (/. R. A. S-*

1905, p. 51). The occurrence of three extra dots is not unexpeicted, considering

the crude method of keeping the record and the length of the period for which it

had been kept]
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of Haridiaoa (a,d. 931) and the latest is that of Nemidatta (c 1530 a.d.),

while the other two belong to the intervening period.*^ All the four authors

appear to have derived the traditiem from an earlier Aradhana text of the

Jainas compoeed in metrical Prakrit, viz, the Bhagavatx-^Aradhan^^ of Siv5rya,

otherwise known as Sivakoti and Sivakotyacharya, which in view of its

linguistic and textual evidence might be assigned to the first century

But the Bhagavatl-Aradhana itself does not appear to be the primary source

of that tradition, for it can be traced through that repository of tales and
legends to another, of much earlier period. The fossils of the Chaoakya
(Chandragupta) tradition, in fact have been found embedded in the lite-

rary stratum of the Pdintm (Miscellanea) which, as we know, are included

in the Canon of the Svetambaras and in the Secondary Canon'^* of the Digam-
baras. Of the ten Pditpias, the two which might be taken to represent the

nucleal stagie of that tradition are the Bhaitaporitmd and the Smhthara, for

it is in them that the original of the story of Chaipakya as a Jaina monk ( !

)

has been found to occur for the first time to illustrate and uphold certain

religious practices in the manner approved of and prescribed by Mahavira.

the founder of modem Jainism.^s The date of the Paimias is not definitely

known ; but considering the fact that the renowned Digambara ascetic-philo-

sopher Kundakunda and his worthy disciple UmasvSmin, who belonged to

the earlier part of the first century have thoroughly utilized the Anga

34. tbid., Colophon, vv. 11-12 (-A.d. 931-932)
;

Winternitz, Htstoiy of

Indian Literature, ii. p, 544.

35. Also called Arddhand and Muldrddkand. Cf. Muldrddhand (with Sanskrit

commentaries and Hindi translation), v. 1566. Sholapur 1935. Dr. Upadhye is

right in thinking that the language of this work is Sauraseni, Prakrit {Brhatkathd-

kosa. Intro., p. 50). The language is, however, not unadulterated, for a large per-

centage of Ardhamagadhi words can be traced in it.

36. We have tentatively suggested this date, as it seems to be only approxi-

mately correct, but further investigation on this point is desirable. There is

nothing positive in the text itself to indicate that its author Sivarya flourished before

the time of Kundakunda and UmSsvtoin as supp)osed by Dr. Upadhye (Brhat-

kath&ko^a^ Intro, p. 55 ;
v, infra)

,

37. The Digambara term for it is Angabdhya (‘standing outside the Anga*

(wr ‘ not included in the Anga*). It is ^ called, because the texts in this collection

are not considered by the Digamboras to be esfeential or primary.

38. Cf. Chatuf^ai^imara^samddkyantam Prakirnakadasakam (Agamo-

daya Samiti Ed., No. 46) BhattaparinnS, v. 162 ;
Samthara, vv. 73-75.

39. If the Digambara Paffavati is to be believed, we shall have to assign

Un&avamin to the 1st cent. a.d. (v.s, 101= a.d. 44). But the PattavaUs, whether

of the SvetSmbaras or of the Digambaras, are sb very contradictory that it is diffi-

cult to place absolute reliance on the chronological data furnished by them. Since

UmSsvSmin (UmasvSti or Svati), acoewding to the Digambara PattavaVt of the

Sarasvatl-Gadhdhha, was the sixth in succession to Bhadrabahu (/II) who was

the seventh pontiff after Mafaivira and died in b.c. 53 (v.s. 4), and, according to

the SvetSrdbera Paffdvals of the Tapa-Gachchha, was the second in succession to

AryarMahagiri (died in a.v. 291 ; a.v. 249, according to the Khaiatara-Gadichha

40
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and the Ani(d>Shya tearts of the Digajrd)am in th&r mpeclive mak,*o the

downward limit of the period to which the Faimas could be assigned, might

be axed at about b.c. lOD at the latest^ It is therefore unlikely that the

archaic form of the story of Chapakya as jMeserved in the Pcamas, is later

than the beginning of the Christian era.

Since the Avassaya, the Uttarajjhaya^, and the Pmrtnds have been ex-

cluded by the Digambaras from their principal Canon as unauthoritative and

extraneous, the representation of Chapakya as a Jaina monk might be the

work of the Svetfimbaras. If this hypothesis be correct, we are yet to ex-

plain why there should be two streams of tradition relating to Chaajakya :

one being special to the commentaries on the Avassaya and the Uttarajjhayof^a

and the other, to the Pmt^nas, and why so many discrepancies are to be

noticed between the two.

Pattdvati) who wai^ the eighth pontiff after Mahavira (died c. 486 B.C.), we are in

no way justified to fix for him ao late a date as the 2nd cent. A.D. {/tk/. Ant., xi.

pp. 246 and 251 ; xx. p. 351). In all probability, both Kundalomda and Umasva-

min belonged to the period extending from ac. 75 to a.d. 50.

40. The works of Kundakundacharya and Umiasvamin are included in the

third Veda (Dravyanuyoga) of the Digambaras.

41. It is difficult to believe that a compendium of Jaina dbgmatics and prac-

tices of the nature of Umasvamin's Tattvarthddhigama-Sutra, which holds in Jain-

ism the same place as the Visuddhimagga in Buddhism, could have been written

even before the scope and character of the Ahga and the Angabahya were definitely

settled by the Digambara Church.

That Umasvati or Umiasvamin was a Digambara ascetic is beyond cavil
; but

it is( equally true that in his work, he has scrupulously avoided the points disputed

by the Svetambaras and the Digambaras. The original commentary cwi the Tattvdr-

thddhigamc^utra {Bibliatheca Indka, J903-5), which in a large measure supports

the SvetSmbara beliefs and practices, is considered by the followers of that schcx^

to be the work of Uraosvati himself. How far the Svetambaras are justified in

claiming the authorship of that commentary for Um^vati, is difficult to say, but

we must have the frankness to admit that the credit of writing commentary on one’s

own work, has been given to more than one author even by us. Thus, in spite

of clear indication given in a verse occurring in it, the Arthasdstra, as we find it to-

day, has been ascribed by us to Kautilya, though, in reality, it is the commentary
on that work written by a certain Vishougupta, wherein the verses/ comprising the

original Arthaidstra have been mostly renewed in prose, while of the remaining

verses some have been commented on and some retained in their original form.

Such instances arq not imcommon. We have attributed to Dhanafijaya, the Avdoka
on his Ddampaka, which we have also admitted to have been written by him under
the name of IJhanika, the pseudonym adopted by him for the purpose of writing

that commentary (Gdttmgische geUhrte Anzeigen, 1913^ p. 301). Likewi^ we
have assigned to the chronider Mahanama the Jlkd on his Mahdvamsa, even ignor-

ing the textual evidence proving the contrary (Tumour, Mahdwanso, Intro, p. liv).

These are some of the glaring instances of our credulousness
; and if we ascribe

the original commentary on the Tattvarthddki&ma^tra to its author Umfisvimin
the vital oWeetions of the Digambaras^ we be in no way creat-

ing a precept through it, for the practice has been already well estal^ahed by us

!
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Whether an Indian temple is built of wood, brick or stone, the work is

done with precision. Bricks and stone are carefully laid and joined (suyuk*
tya ;

‘ Visnndharmottara ’ III, ch. XCl, 12) The stones are frequently kept

in position without any cementing material.* Iron clamps are used for wooden
jcrints, if need be and where the masonry is dry the stone blocks are lield

together (Deogarh) with iron dowels. Sudha&la, plaster, and Vajralepa, a
glue cement and coating, were applied ; there is no lack of prescriptions how
to prepare them. Vajralepa is a hardened glue mixed with other substances

such as conch shell powder or white earth (caolin). Vajralepa is made either

of purely vegetaWe substances, gums, resins, and viscous residues, or else it is

produced from animal substances, hides and horns ; to the latter could be add-

ed a mixture of metallic substances, or of lime. Vajralepa which means
‘ diamond plaster ’ is so called because it is specially durable and firm ; it is

recommended for these qualities, in the ‘ Silparatna ’ (XIV. 58-75), in a pas-

sage which deals with the different kinds of lime plaster (sudha). The

careful process of mixing the several ingredients with the granulated and

powdered lime from gravel and conch shell lasted from two to four months

with the result that the plaster was not only durable but also that it had

none of the stark deadness of effect which for instance whitewash imparts.

It is a rich and creamy white, discreetly shining, like polished ivory or

some ancient enamel.* Under this white, smooth, polished plaster, stone and

1. The practice of building with cyclopean stones (cf. Jarasandha-ka-baithak,

Rajgir (Kramrisdi, in Vol. VI, p. 235 of Springer’s ‘ Kunstgeschichte ”) persisted

in the Hindu temple ; in the courses of dry masonry of carefully dressed and relatively

very large stones (Gupta temples in Central India ; early C^ukya temples in the

Deccan, early Cola temples in South India)'. In the CSlukyan temples, dry na-

soory, with no cementing materials between the stones, was employed in the earlier

aand^one buildings (H. Cousens, 'The CSlukyan Architecture,’ ASI. NIS. Vol.

XLII). 'This is also true of the medieval temples of the Deccan built of amygda-

kndal trap (H. Cousens, ‘Mediaeval Temples of the Deccan,’ ASI. IS. Vol. XLVIIIl
of those in Gujerat (J. Burgess-H. Cousens, ‘ Ardiitectural Antiquities of Northern

GhSerat”, ASW, Vol. IX, p. 29) and of Orissa (M. M. Ganguli, ‘Orissa and

Her Romuns', p. 257).

2. Some of the most perfect temples in Central India, at Khajuraho, have

their facing stones of fine sandstone embedded in lac (lakh), apparently vegetdrfe

Vajralepa
; cfaunam concrete being generally used in the core. Iron clamps are ^so

fredy employed
; (B. L. Dhama, ‘A Guide to Khajuraho’, p. 4). In the Panjab,
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the Kafirkot stone temples are cemented with lime mixed with quartz (Cunningham,

ASI, Vol XIV. p. 26).

The earliest preserved dry masonry is the stone facing of Stupa I, Sazid
; the

earliest occurrence of lime mortar in historical times is in tlie brick foundation of the

Viwu temple at Besnagar (ASIAJR. 1913-14, p. 206). Bride temples have fre-

quently a thin layer of a day mixture as an adherent between the bri^s (P. Brown,
* Indian Architecture Pt. I, p. 16) . The brick temples in Sirpur, C. P., seventh

century, were completely covered by a thin layer of white plaster. The bricks are

carved {ASIAR, 1909-10, p. II).

The ‘Brhat Saiphita' Ch. LVII, 1-3 and the ' Vigoudharmottara *, Part III,

Ch. XVII. 1-15, among the ‘ early * texts, give the ingredientvS of the various kinds

of Vajralepa which were used in stofte and brick buildings. Vajralepa formed also

the ground for wall paintings ; this is described in detail in the ‘ MSnasollasa ' or

‘ AbluBi$it^ha Cintamaoi* (Pt. II, Ch. Ill, 132-40), a compendium compiled in

the twelfth century.

Four and five recipes respectively of the preparation and ingredients of Vajra-

lepa are given in the ‘ Brhat Saiphita ' and in the ' Vi^oudharmottara *. Two of the

preparations are purely vegetable, one consists of animalic glue and vegetable sub-

stance, the fourth contains metallic substances and into the fifth (V. Dh. l.c., 10-11)

a concoction from cowhides, etc., and lime has been mixed.

These different kinds of Vajralepa, the ‘ adamantine glue *, are used for external

application, on stone and brick buildings, according to both the early texts. V. Dh.

ib, 12-13, indicates that these mixtures are also used for cementing the stones or

burnt bricks of the buildings.

In the ‘ Mlahasollasa ', II. iii. 132-40 (Cf. also the ‘ Narada Silpa Sastra' of

which two chapters on painting are translated by V. Raghavan, JISOA, Vol. Ill,

p. 19 f.), the walls, to which lime plaster (sudha) has been applied should then be

coated with a paste of hide-glue mixed with white earth (caolin?) in three layers,

and above it another final coat of the same paste mixed with powdered conch, etc.

This passage clearly shows that the ‘ adamantine glue coating ’ or ‘ plaster ' the Vajra-

lepa, is applied in several thin coats above the lime plaster, Sudhau The final coat

of Vajralepa, when completely dry, forms the ground of wall paintings. The ‘ Ma-
nasollasa * describes as further use of the Vajralepa that it is mixed with all colours.

In that case, the glue of the boiled buffalo skin is collected on small sticks and al-

lowed to harden. It is then put in an earthen pot with water and melted. This

pure glue is to be mixed with ^e respective pigments. It is thus a tempered mediiun

for painting on the Vajralepa-ground (the reference in V. Dh. III. Ch. XL, to a

decoction of hides, may imply this too).

The wall paintings, according to the ‘ Vi^udharmottara *, 1. c., are executed on
plaster. The plaster there, in the main, consists of bridts, variously powdered, mixed
with clay and carefully prepared with gum resin, bees wax, liquorice, molasses,
' mudga ' bean and other vegetable substances. Sand, etc., has to be added in due
proportion ; the mixture is allowed to consolidate for one month, and is then applied

to the wall and left to dry. If this dry plaster is not perfectly smooth, it is coated
with day plaster mixed with resin and oil which is carefully smoother and polished.

On this 4iy» smooth wall the paintings are produced acc. to Ch. XL, Pt. III. of the
' Vii^uciharmottara *.

The kinds of glue Vajralepa, given ib., Ch, XQI, are not referred to in con-
nection with the preparation of the ground of the wall paintings whidi is a biic^
and day plaster with a certain amount of resinous and viscous substances in its

ld>r!c.
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bride are often combined in one and the same structure* stone in the lower

parts and brick above, a practice found not only in South Indian temples,

but also in the Deccan as in the Temple at Kokamthan, Ahmednagar.'* On
the superstructure, the Sikhara, of this temple the figure-symbols are cut or

formed in the plaster only, while the carvings on the KaiEsanitha Tem-

ple at Conjeeveram are of stone with their ornaments and lesser details

carved in plaster,^ The calm radiance, as of moonlight or snow, of the

white temples is extolled in inscriptions."* In this whiteness, it appears, their

‘sattvika' quality, their conformity with the pure Essence (sat), shone forth.^

The ‘ Silparatna,’ XIV. 58-75, describes different kinds of lime plaster, mainly

from powdered, etc., gravel but also of powdered shell and width a proportion of sand

to which the following liquids are added : the sap of various milky trees, Aivattha,

Butea Froodosa, Kadamba, Myrobalan and Mango-juice, or curd, milk, coooanut

water, ghee, as well as ripe bananas, pulse, rice gruel, etc., according to the differ-

ent types or desired qualities of the plaster. Last of these varietiis of plaster, Vajra-

lepa is described. 100 parts are lime, 2 parts resin (karala), and small quantities

of ghee, bananas, coconut-water, pulse, Asvattha sap. and jaggery.

Vajralepa acc. to the * Silparatna ’ is a high grade lime plaster with two per

cent, resin in its composition, and other binding and adhesive substances.

Coomaraswamy, ‘ Indian Architectural Terms *, JAOS, Vol. 48, p. 263, says

of Vajralepa, the adamantine medium, that it is actually glue. It should be dis-

tingui^ed from Sudha^ plaster. This is correct, but when various glue-substances

are mixed with the plaster, the whole mixture is also called Vajralepa.

Various recipes for producing an ‘ adamantine plaster ’ were used in the millen-

nium, from the ‘ Rfhat Sambita ’ and ‘ Vi^udharmottara ’ to the ‘ Silparatna ' in

different parts of India. Lime plaster particularly described in the ‘ Silparatna ’ and

the ‘ Manasollasa/ both of them South Indian text books, is also briefly mentioned in

‘ V, Dh.' III. Ch. XCI. 15, as Sudha^ila, where its use is advised in temple'^, but not

in houses. The same chapter (13-14) speaks of Vajralepa which is described in

detail in the following chapter, as cementing material for baked bricks and stones;,

whereas mud cement is prescribed for unbaked bricks.

3. Cousens, ‘ Mediaeval Temples of the Deccan, op. cit., p. 50. The walls

are of stone, the Sikhara or superstructure is of brick. The carvings in stone are

overlaid with plaster ; in the brick portion, the carving is solely in plaster.

4. Carving in plaster, and also in terracotta gives precision and dignity to

these substances ; cf. the carved bricks of brick temples from the Gupta age

(Deogarh, Paharpur, etc.) to tl\o9e of the nineteenth century in Bengal.

5. “The temple resembling a mountain shines white as the mass of the rays

of the risen moon"'. Mandasor (in Lata) Inscr., A.n. 473-74, line 16, ‘ Indian Anti-

quary Vol. XV, p. 196. This temple was consecrated to Surya.

An inscription from the Lak^manji Temple, Khajuraho, diated in the Vikrama

year 1011, or 954 A4>. praises this temple in verse 42 as a “ charming, splendid house

of Viqou whidi rivals the peaks of the mountains of snow “
;

* Epigrai^ica Indies,'

Vol. I. p. lll.—An inscrii>tion of the early 13th century speaks of repairs to all the

temirfea in the dty. They were also made resplendent by being newly plastered

Chebrolu Inscription, Kistna restrict, * Ep. Ind.' Vol. V, p. 149.

6. The 3 GiJiqas are Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. Thdr colours are white, red

and black, and their inherent tendencies are ascendng. expanding and descending,

reflectively. The three Gupas are the three constitutive qualities of Pralqti* the

nature of the world.
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This Itiminous splendour corre^Mnds to the ascending toidency within the

‘sattva guoa’, which is expressed by the vertical of the high superstructure

of the temples and the total disposition of their mass. From the broad base

they are built up towards the high point in the centre above even their

mountainous superstructure or Sikhara.

Brides and stone are frequently ocmibined in one and the &ame building.

The body of the temple is of brick and the door frame of stone,' or the body

of the temple is of stcxie and the superstructure of brick,^ or in a single

architectural relief panel, the major part is stone and it is completed in brick

on one side.* These varied comlMnations, for reasons of added strength or

decreased weight or for the sake of expediency, are due to the relation of the

craftsman to his work and towards the means of making it. Once he has

taken the stone for instance from the earth and the tree from the forest and

its living context, with expiation and apology for his interference, he takes

<m himself the responsibility for giving them appropriate use in the new

context. This is to set up the temple as an image of the Puru$a and as His

dwelling. The natural connection has been severed, the earth has been burnt,

the stone has been cut, the tree has been felled and they arise as the temple

and its parts. Their texture survives and it is given consideration by the tra-

ditional and hereditary craftsman. It would, however, amount to a retro-

gression from the state of grace into the state of nature were one to expect that

the ‘material’ would guide the builder. On the cemtrary, brick and stMie

alike, or in combination, may disappear under a coating of plaster, whidi

might partly have been coloured too.'®

The ‘ material ’ does not demand from the Hindu craftsman in his treat-

ment of it a consideration of its nature for it has ceased to exist as such.

The wood of a living tree fulfils a different function from that of a carved

image, pillar or vaulted beam. It has been converted to its new functicsi

by a series of processes, by art as well as by magic. As little as Indian

thought knows of ‘ matter ’ so little is the craftsman concerned with the

7. Sirpur, C. P.

8. This is. frequent in the later South Indian temples.

9. Paharpur, Bengal : ASIAR, 1926-27, PI. XXXII a ; Kramrisch, ‘ Intfian

Sculpture p. 215.

10. To what extent eadi structural temple was originally plastered, or plast-

ered an'd painted, is difficult to say. The cave temples of the Deccan, however, al-

most without exception were originally coated with plaster and painted, on their

I^n and straight, as mudi as on their carved and modelldd surfaces. Ellora. es-

pecially in the DaiSIvalfira cave, Bac&mi and Ajantii have still painted idaster pre-

served on thdr images; eqxdally in Ajac^a, the large Boidhisattva figures in the

sanctuaries of caves I and II, and on carved capitals and pillars, etc.

In temides no longer in use vdukever plaster there may tove been has since

disiVpeared or pertuqrs never existed at all, whereas it has been overlaid by the use

of whitewash in those still in worship.
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material for the sake of its effectiveness. He knows, on the other hand, its

texture and the various qualities which make it suitatde for one special

purpose and not for another. He does justice to them and applies his

knowledge and sensibility to the lustrous malleable metals for instance or to

the stones of different hardness and light-absorbing power in their carved

surfaces. These qualities act as evocative influences by the contact with his

hand and eye and they make more close his identiflcaticm, by his work, with

his vision. It is in the form of his work and its intense consistency. This
does not belcmg to any single statue or image only, for all the carved form,

figure or architectural unit, however small, is part of a comprehensive whole,

the temple. It may show itself as made of wood, brick or stone or else be
covered by a coat of egg-shell like plaster and painted detail. Sometimes,
as in the Kailasanatha Temple at Cbnjeeveram, the detail is carved only in

the thick plaster which overlays the stone, such embellishment far from being

supernumerary t^ds to focus attention on every part to which it clings.

Stone, brick or wood and also plaster and paint are substances of reali-

sation. In them the image or vision takes form, settles down, imbues their

grain and fibre and gives them the new life, as part of the temple, the seat

of God. All the same these substances are true to this name also in an-

other sense. In them ‘ subsists ’ their grain and texture, the frame-work given

to them by Yama, and it carries with it the memory of their original state.

This finally outlasts its own particular substance
; the curves of light woods

for instance such as bamboo and branches, retain their resilience whether
they are cut in brick or carved in stone.

“The clay is permanent but things constructed with tlie clay are not

so’' {* Brahmavaivartta PurSipa’, I. XXVIII. 28). The clay persists in na-

ture, however, many things made of it may perish. On the other hand,
even when substances other than the clay are used, its feel, its qualities, and
the ideas associated with it, persist ; the form which resulted from a long and
intimate contact remains a living memory and by it such other substances

are shaped which are substituted for definite reasons. The clay, the brick,

the wood and to some extent too the ‘ cyclopean ’ boulder of stone have each

outlasted their original state and also their actual employment in the form
and proportion of the temple.

The well known transfer of the ccmstruction forms of one material into

tte other is so caused. The curves of the bamboo for example are copied

in bent wood and cut in brick and stone. In any material, it is the bending

nature of bamboo stems or wooden branches, yielding the elements and the

form of the arch. Whatever the material, it is made into the same form and

oonveys the same meaning. It is the form by which the memory of the

original is made permanoit.

The inherent quality, the subtle nature, of bamboo for instance, is thus

restituted by giving it a permanency which its physical nature could not
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gwarantw- This is d(»)e by art This permanence, in art, is a quality of

the form and belongs to memory. The transfer of form frwn the one more

perishable, to the other, less perishable substance is a restitution of the ‘ subtle

'

body, of the original clay or wood. Though all things made of clay (»* wood

might perish including day and wood themselves their subtle nature is ex*

pressed in stone. It is the way of redemption, a relative guarantee of immor-

tality which things constructed are able to give.

The substance of which the temple is built gives body to the indwelling

Essence ; from this point of view it is immaterial what it is, and it is also*

immaterial whether different substances are combined or the one is overlaid

by the other, provided that the Essence imbues and impresses the form.

By their new destination, wood, clay, stone and plaster, etc, are transub-

stantiated. This comes about while they are being worked on. In this, how-

ever, they are not altogether passive, for they offer their obstacles as well

as their particular fadlities and these contacts are felt and remembered by

the craftsman. Sensibility contributes its own share to a wider memory
which comprises all those assodations that have accumulated round the

bricks or the wood in their traditional employment. A triple memory, that

of traditional knowledge, of sensibility and of piety helps to preserve the

subtle body, that is the particular quality and aptness of the several sub-

stances, severed as they are from their natural life and habitation, in a more

permanent body which has but one ultimate destination.



ON THE SUCCESSORS OF KUMARAGUPTA I

By

Mr. NALINI NATH DAS GUPTA, M.A.

Kumaragupta I of the Imperial Gupta dynasty ceased to rule in 455 A.P.,

the date supplied by his latest available silver coin, after a pretty long reign

of 41 years. Him succeeded his son, Skandagupta, who successfully repulsed

the attack of the Pu^yamitras,' probably of the Narmada region, just before

the death of his father, and thus re-established the falling fortunes of his

family. There is no knowing if the succession of this great hero was as a

matter of necessity accelerated by the dangers that lurked behind the Gupta

throne, or as a matter of right, he being the eldest of the sons of his imperial

father, but coupled with the omission, indubiously deliberate, of his mother’s

name in all extant records is the fact, highly significant, that he is called

Gupta-vamsaiha-virah in his Bhitari Pillar inscription. No stress would nor-

mally be required to lay upon his claim to belong to the Gupta lineage, had

not the claim been calculated to be sufficiently feeble or impaired. Of him,

again, his Kahaum Stone Pillar inscription of the year 461 a.d, speaks in the

same strain Guptanam vamsa yasya, i.e. who belonged to the family of the

Guptas. This repeated solicitude on the part of the son of Kumaragupta I

to recognise him as a true member of the Gupta dynasty renders it almost

sure that he was bom not of a Mahadevi. That Kumaragupta I, like his

father, Candragupta II, had two wives is also perhaps indicated by his ‘ Two
queen's type" coins, which are classified by Allan as of ‘ PratSpa type’. In

the Bihar Pillar inscription of ^andagupta (?), there is in its first part

(11. 2-3) an allusion to a minister whose sister had become Kumafagupta’s

wife, and one might be tempted to conjecture that she was perhaps the mother

of Skandagupta, but it has recently been suggested by Dr. R. C. Majumdar

that the inscription belongs not to Skandagupta but to a successor of PQru-

gupta, evidently Kumaragupta II, and it is he who is the Kumaragupta of the

first part of the inscription.*

There is, however, reason to believe that Skandagupta’s mother came of

a family that had eventually proved inimical to the Guptas. Referring to

Skandagupta, the Bhitari Stone Pillar inscription tells us that “who, w'hen

(his) father had attained the skies, conquered (his) enemies by the strength

of his arm, and established again the ruined fortunes of (his) lineage ;
and

then crying “ the victory has been achieved,"’ betook himself to (his) mother,

whose eyes were full of tears of joy, just as Kma. when he had slain (his)

1. If that be the correct reading of the text.

2. Ind. Cult., X, p. 172.
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enmnies betook himself to (his mother) Devakl." The simile contained here-

in does not suggest that the name of Skandagupta’s mother was Devakf, as

it was first propounded by Robert Sewell.® The force of the comparison of

Skandagupta and his unnamed mother with Krsoa and Devaki respectively

can <mly be maintained by supposing that like Krsoa, who had slain his

maternal uncle (Karijsa) and thus saved the Yadava family from impending

destruction, Skandagupta also worsted a powerful relative on his mother’s

side and saved the Gupta empire from imminent ruin^". This relative might

have been the leader of the so-called Pu^yamitras or a member of that tribe

or only one who had joined them in their design against the Guptas, but in

any case he had met discomfiture at the hands of the valiant Skandagupta.

And this is apt to explain why, at the news of the defeat of the enemies by

her son, the eyes of Skandagupta's mother were full of tears and why, again,

the tears were of joy.

Skandagupta ruled vigorously over the destinies of the Gupta empire for

twelve years from 455 to 467 a.d., and had his successor in his step-brother,

whose reign, admittedly, was an extremely short one extending only over a

year or two (467-68 ax>.). Purugupta, and not Puragupta, was his name,

and Anantade^n that of his mother. The supposition that she was a Ka-

damba prirKess, daughter of Kakusthavarman, who is placed between circa

435 and 475 a.d.,'* may safely be discarded, for it makes the father-in-law at

best a junior contemporary of the son-in-law. To Puru(gupta) was assigned

by Allan the gold coin of the Archer type with the legend Sri-vikramal^ on the

reverse, which has of late been attributed to Budha(gupta) by Mr. S. K.

Saraswati,® with whom I, however, fail to see eye to eye on this point. While

the first letter of the king's name beneath the left arm has had yet to be re-

examined, the second letter has unmistakaUy the appearance of a ra, rather

than of a dha. But in any case, the coin testifies to that one other Imperial

Gupta sovereign than Samudragupta,® Candragupta II and Skandagupta did

assume the biruda of Vikrama. Kumaragupta II, too, it is relevant to add

here, had the biruda of Krautdditya, which as is found in case of Skanda-

gupta, was probably a variant of Vikramdditya, and Vikramaditya may,

therefore, be said to have been a common biruda of many a member of the

Imperial Gupta dynasty. The shortness of PQrugupta’s reign, unless it was

accidental, has had to be explained by the comparatively long reigns of bis

great-grandfather, grandfather and father and then the inter-regnum of his

st^brother, which show that he had the lot to come to the throne at a very

advatKed age. But the shortness of his reign must not be constituted a

3. Hutorieal Inscriptions of Southern India, p. 349.

3a. Cf. also Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, in Ep. Ind-, Vol. XVIIl, p. 242.

4. Dinddcar, History of the Guptas, Poona, 1941, p. 102.

5b Ind. Cult., I, p.

6. Joutndi of the Nundsmatic Society of India, Vol. V, 1943, pp. 136-37.
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reason for denying his separate existence from his step-brother. The identi-

fication of Pfirugupta with Skandagupta, which was first proposed by Dr. R.

C Majumdar^ to be controverted by R D. Banerji,® has recently been re-

vived by Mr. Krishna Deva,» labouring under the idea that of Purugupta we
have no coins, and having drawn ccwisiderably from the apocryphal Manjusri-

MHUt-KtApti. But apart froni the coin in question of the Hoey Collection,

which has been ascribed by Mr. Saraswati to Budhagupta, there are in a pri-

vate collection at Patna two gold coins from Gaya, “ on which the name Pure

is very distinct.”^® Even bereft of all coins, Purugupta, oom of Anantadevi,

cannot be one and the same with Skandagupta, whose mother was in all like-

lihood not the Mahddevi.

If Allan's attribution of the coin with the Sn-vikTomalf, legend to Puru-

gupta be rejected, nothing is left there to regard him identical, as Allan did,

with the Vikramaditya of Ayodhjra, father of Baladitya, who is said to have

later on become a zealous patron of Buddhism through the influence of Vasu-

bandhu, or to suppose that he had his capital at Ayodhya. Dr. Dandekar

accepts Mr. Saraswati’s ascription of the coin to Budhagupta and yet believes

in Allan’s identification of Purugupta with the Vikramaditya of Ayodhya of

Paramartha's description.”

The name of Purugupta’s queen was Sri-Candradevi.” and she was the

mother of Naraskhhagupta. His coins give him the biruda of Baladitya.

The fact that his seal has been found at NaJanda may, if at all, indicate his

association, through his patronage, with the University, then in its making,

but if the statement of Paramartha be construed to mean that Narasirtiha-

gupta Bfiladitya, son of Purugupta, was even before his accession a Buddhist

discii^e of Vasubandhu, it is an absurdity. In his own seal, Narasimha-

gupta’s religious persuasion is clearly indicated by designating him a paranut-

bhdga(vata) Paramartha’s story of Baladitya is either fictitious, or the

identification of his Baladitya cannot, in the present state of our knowledge,

be made out.

A NaiandS seal reveals the fact that Maharajadhiraja Budhagupta was

a son of Purugupta, and not of Kumaragupta I, whose biruda, Mahendru-

ditya, has hitherto been responsiWe for equating it with Hiuen Tsang’s Sakrd-

ditya, the name of the father of the pilgrim’s Buddhagupta. Purugupta had

thus (at least) two sons, Narasirhhagupta and Budhagupta. The son of

Naraskhhagupta, by SrS-Mitradevi, was, as evinced by the seals both from

7. Ind. Ant.. XLVII, 1918, p. 161 f.

a Ah. Bh. Or. Res. Insl., I, pp. 73-75. 9. Ep. Ind., XXVI, pp. 237-38.

1(X An, Bk. Or. Res. Inst., 1, pp. 73-75.

11. Op. cit., p. 125. 12. A. S. /., Ann. Rep., 1934-35, p. 63.

13. NIdandS and its epigraphical material (Mem. A. S. I.), by Hirananda

p. 65.
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HSlandfi and Bhitari,** KumAragupta II, whose son, again, according to

another NSlandi seal, was the MahArSjadhiraja Visougupta.^* Of one Ku-

mAragupta, presumably KumAragupta II, scm of Naraskhhagupta, we have

the date 473 A.l}. in a SAmAth votive inscription, while another votive ins-

cription from the same site gives the date 476 a.d. for MahdrSja Budhagupta.

The latter, as we know from his coin, ruled up till 495 a.d. at least, and after

him came Vainyagupta, whose Gunaighar inscription is dated in 507 A.D. In

510 AJ). the Imperial Gupta monarch was Bhanugupta, the last known re-

presentative of the dynasty.

A goiealogical table drawn in the light of the above data stands thus

:

Name unknown = Kuneragupta I = Anantadev!

I i

Skandagupta Purugupta ~ ^-Candradevi
455—467 A.D. 487—68 A.D.

Narasismhagupta Budhagupta
= Sri-Mitradevi 476—495 A.D.

Kum^ragupta II

473 A.D.

V^ainyagupta

507 A.D.

Vi^ugupta Bhanugupta

510 A.D.

The difficulty of accommodating the three generations of kings, Nara-

siriihagupta, Kumaragupta II and Vi^qugupta, within the brief space of only

eight years, is on the surface of things, while the accession of Budhagupta

after the reign of his grand-nephew, Vi^ugupta, is also an event not of

common or usual occurrence. And in order to get out of these difficulties,

I>r. R. C. Majumdar has lately suggested that Kumdragupta of 473 a.o. was

a different person from Kumaragupta, the son of Narasiitihagupta and father

of Vigougupta, and that all these three kings came after Budhagupta.'® Tte
genealogical scheme, according to this theory has to be represented as fol-

lows :

I

*

Kumlragupta (II)

473 AJ).

Purugupta

I

'
I I

Budhagupta Nara^hagupta
476-496 AJ).

I

Kunoiragupta (III)

Viwtugupta.

But apart from the fact that Kumaragupta (II), as a aon of PQrugupta,

exists only in surmise. Dr. Majumdar’s scheme presupposes, <mi one hand.

14. p. 66.

16. tnd. Cult., X, pp. 172-73.

16. Bp. Ind., XXVI, p. 236.
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that the two consecutive elder brothers, Kumaragupta (II) and Budhagupta

<x>uld not have any sons to succeed them, and places, on the other, the three

successive generations of kings, Narasimhagupta, Kumaragupta (III) and

Visougupta, between 495 a.d., the last known date of Budhagupta, and 507

A.D., the date ot Maharlajadhiraja Vainyagupta, whose existence as a member

of the Imperial Gupta dynasty we cannot deny. In other words. Dr. Majum-

dar*8 hypothesis, although ingenious in conception, does not improve the situa-

tion at all, and as such we are required to approach the question by falling

back upcm the genealogy as drawn previously, but striving at the same time

to ra:ider it, if possible, more agreeable to a normal outlook. Thus although

the name of Budhagupta first occurs in a Samath inscription of G. E. 157

(
= A.D. 476), we must note that he is styled as simply a Maharaja therein,

and if it has any significance, he has to be regarded only as a governor of the

Samath r^ion at that time. This will reduce the duration of Budhagupta’s

reign by a few years which may conveniently be allotted to the reigns of his

immediate predecessors. The first known inscripti(Mi manifesting Budhagupta

in imperial glory is one of the Damodarpur inscriptions dated in G. E. 163

(= A.D. 482). Or, if we cannot subscribe to such a view, we may tenta-

tively shift the reign of Vi^nugupta to the period just following the reign of

Budhagupta and before that of Vainyagupta.

Too much has been made in recent years of the evidence of two epigra-

phic records, viz. the Tumain (about fifty miles to the north-west of Eran )

inscription of Ghatotkacagupta of G. E. 116 ( ~ a.d. 435) and the un-

published Mandasar inscription of Prabh^ara of V S. 524 (
= A. D. 467 ).

Ghatotkacagupta, we know, was either a son or brother pr step-brother of

Kumaragupta I. and, acairding to a clay seal found at Basarh, he held

some office at the court of tlie Yuvaraja at 'V^aiSli (Basajh) during the

reign of Candragupta II. And in 435 a.d, while the king {nrpoti)

Kumaragupta, ** who resembled the great Indra, embraced and protected the

whole earth, like a virtuous wife, with his mighty hands, and “ was shin-

ing (i.e. ruling over) the earth like the Sun in the winter, Ghatotkaca-

gupta was, according to the I'umain inscription, the governor of Airikipa

(Eran) or Eastern Malwa. There is absolutely no indication whatever

in the Tumain inscription that “ Ghatotkaca Gupta was then trying to be

politically independent, by severing all loyal connections, which he owed,

in his capacity of a provincial governor, to his sovereign in Magadha.*’^®

And it is indeed a dangerous hypothesis to set forth that “the internal

dissensions among the scions of the Gupta royal family thus appear to have

started even during the times of Kumaragupta I.”*®

Similarly there is nothing in the summary given of the Mandasor in-

scription of Prabhakara, whose commander-in-chief ( Dattabhata ) was the

17. Ep. Ind., XXVI, p, 117.

19. Ibid., p. 119.

18. Dandekar op. cit., p. 119,
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son of the general ( Viyuraksita ) of Govindagupta, to Ixing home that

immediately after the death of Skandagupta in 467 a. d.. Govinda Gupta

refused to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Gupta emperor of Magadha."**

Sudr a theory owed its inception to R D. Banerji,^ who su^rected ttu^ the

absoioe of the name of Skandagupta in PrabhSkara’s inscription must have

bear pregnant with a lot of meaning. But the late lamented Professor had

himself admitted later on that, “It is not clear from the wording of this

inscription whether Govindagupta was alive in V. S. 524=467 a. d. or

not’'** Even supposing, in the absence of the full text of the inscription,

that Govindagupta, a contemporary of the father of an officer of Prabh3-

kara, was in life in 467 a. d., one must now cease to attach any immoderate

importance, if not warranted by any speciAc attestation, to the omission

of the name of the paramount sovereign in an inscription. Does the PahSd-

pur inscriptiOTT, for instance, of the year 478-79 A. D., where the name of

the Imperial lord is conspicuous by its absence, prove that the local chiefs

of Pundravardhana had by that time refused to acknowledge the suzerainty

of the then Gupta emperor ( Budhagupta )? All that we know of Govinda-

gupta is that Maharaja Govindagupta, son of Candragupta II and Dhru-

vasvamini, was for some time the governor of some province, probaWy of

Vai^ (Basarh), and that he was subsequently transferred to M^ava
( Western ) as its governor during the reign of either Kumaragupta I or

of Skandagupta.*’ In the imagination of Dr. R. N. Saletore, Govindagupta

was the suzerain lord of the Guprta empire in 413-15 a. d., and governor of

Malwa in 467-68 a.d. !
*

But who was Prabhakara? As he is, in the Mandasor inscription,

called Gupt-anvay-dri-drumo-dhumaketuf^ (the destroyer of the enemies

of the Gupta family ), he is rightly supposed to have been a feudatory of

the Imperial Gupta dynasty,” and govemw of Da4apura (Mandasor).-*

Eh. N. P. Qiakravarti suggests that he was perhaps the successor, if not

the 8(m, of Bandhuvarman,** and perfectly entertaining as the suggestion

is, it explaitts why, like all other records of this family, the Malava era has

20. Ibid-, p. 120. 21. Age of the Imperial Guptas, p. 51.

22. Ibid., p. 66, App. I.

23. It has been si^eated by Dr. D. R. Bhandaikar that, "As Indra is

represented as bdng su^idous of Govindagupta’s power, the latter sewna to have
been a supreme ruler.’' {List of Inscriptions of Nortkern In/Iia, Na 7, p. 2, foot-

mte 5 ). But if it is not an innocent and artless effort of the writer of the epi-

gr^ih to magnify Govindagupta by the employment of any figurative language,

the Indra of the text would look to contain a covert allusion to the oontempocary
Gupta emperor who was then suspicious of the growing power of the provincial

governor.

24. lAfe m the Gupta Age, pp. 27-30 and p. 35.

25. Bhandarkar’e IJ$t of Inscriptions of Northern India, p. 2, footnote 4
26. R D. Baneiji, Age of the Imperial Guptas, p. 66, App. I.

27. Ep. Ind., XXVI, p. 131, footnote 4.
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been used in the inscription of Prabhakara, too. It cannot be divined at

present if PrabhSkara ( 467 a. d. ) continued to be the governor of Dai§a-

pura in 473 A. D., the date of the second part of the Mandasor inaaiption

composed by Vatsabhaltti according to which a part of the temple of the

Sun built at Da4apura in 436 a. d., when Kumaragupta I was the Imperial

lord and Bandhuvarman was the governor of the place, by a guild of silk-

weavers from the Lata vi$aya fell into disrepair through the indifference of

several kings ( anyailf parthivoilj^ ), and after thirty-six years it was res-

tored by the same guild. But we must not doubt that the allusion to the

‘ several kings ’ in Vatsabhatti’s inscription applies to Kumaragupta I, Skanda-

gupta, Purugupta and Narasimhagupta,^* and as such Western Malava
did never cease to have been included in the Gupta empire till at least 473

A.D., when Kumaragupta II was the paramount sovereign.

As to other provinces and feudatories, the use of the Gupta era and of

the phrase GupUt-nTpa-rdjya-bhuktau ( in the enjoyment of sovereignty by

the Gupta Kings ) in the copper-plates, dated in 475, 482 and 510 A. D. of

the Paribrajaka Maharaja Hastin of Oahala ( Mod. Bundelkhand region

of Central India and the area covered by the eighteen forest kingdoms

)

shows that the ruler was all through a feudatory of the Guptas. An inscrip-

ti<m found in the Rewa State, bordering on the Mirzapur district of the

U. P., and issued from Jayapura records the grant of a village to a Brah-

min by Maharaja Laksmaipa in the year 158, which is referrable to the

Gupta era and would thus correspond to a.d. 477.^* The grant recorded

in the Barwani ( in Central India ) copper plate inscription is issued by

MahaiSja Subandhu in the (Gupta) year 167 (=a.d. 486) from

Mahi^mafi, which is either Mahesvara or Mandhata on the Narmada.^®

If the employment of the Gupta era in these two charters is not without

significance, both Laksmaiia and Subandhu were feudatories of Budha-

gupta. Budhagupta, again, according to the Eran Stone Pillar inscription

of Mahaidja Miatrvi^iju and Dhanyavi§nu, was recognised as the overlord

of Eastern Malava in 484 a. d., when his viceroy, Sura4micandra, was

ruling the country between the Kalindi ( Yamuna ) and the Narmada. In

the east, the P&l^pur and the two Damodarpur copper-plates prove his

domination over the Pundravardhana bhukti. In the west, in Kathiawad

and Gujarat, Bhatarka Senapati of the Maitraka family and his eldest son,

Dharasena I, both of whom may be placed between 460 and 500 A.D., did not

even assume the title of Maharaja, while the second son of Bhatarka, Maha-

rSja DroQasiiiiha, refers himself as Parama-bhatfdraka pad = anudhyatab

in his Bhamodra Mahotta copper-plate of the year 183 (i= a.d. 502), and

speaks, in another inscription, of the (same) paramount sovereign as having

28. Cf. Dandekar, op. ck., p. 135.

29. A. S. /., Ann. Rep., 1936-37, p 88, and Age of the Imperial Guptas, p. 64.

30. Bp. Ind., XIX, pp. 261-63.
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personally attended and performed the corimation of Drooasirhha

bhuvana-ma>^(A'= aika-sv6mina pmama-svAmina svayam — upohita-rSjy —
Sbk^eka). That this Parama-svond or paramount sovereign of DroQaskhha

is no other than a Gupta potentate is indubious, and he is either Budhagupta

or his immediate successor.

Have not the evidence furnished by these inscriptions the cogency of

casting to the winds the popular idea of the disintegration of the Gupta em-

pire since the days of Skandagupta ? “A period of anarchy and misrule in

the annals of the Guptas, beginning with the death of Skandagupta,” ** is

almost an idle fancy, although it is perfectly true that the homage rendered

to the Gupta overlords by some of these feudatories, who had usurped the

prerogative of issuing land grants and even coins, and also refrained from

referring to the name of the imperial suzerain in their official charters, was

merely nominal in character and perhaps in some cases the shadow of a shade

But however titular might have been the emperors, the available rtx»rds

demonstrate that the empire of Kumaragupta I, extensive as it was, did not

matnially suffer dismemberment before the beginning of the sixth century a.d.

ProbaUy the only extant record that goes against this cffliclusion is the

Balaghat c<^>per-plate inscriptioi of the Vakataka Prthvi§e»)a which

states that the sovereignty of his father, Narendrasena, was acknowledged by

the lords of Kosala (i.e. Mahakosala, the upper Mahanadi valley), Mdcala

(probably the upper Narmada valley) and Malava. And it has been inferred

from it that Narendrasena, believed to be a contemporary of Skandagupta,

had immediately after the death of the latter, extended with the help of his

son, his sway over these provinces taking advantage of the tragedy of Skan-

dagupta’s death.^^ But Narendrasena, the grandson or great-grandson of

Rudrasena II, who was the brother-in-law of Kunuragupta I, could hardly

be a true contemporary of ^randagupta, the son of Kumaragupta I, nor the

history of IM&lava shows that any part of it seceded from Gupta overlordship

any time before 473 a.d. If the statement of the BSlaghSt inscriptitm is not

wholly a poetical exaggeration, it would seem that the Gupta governor of

Western ]N«&Iava, perhaps of the family of Bandhuvarman, the militant atti-

tude of which is throughout displayed by the employment of the Mdlava in-

stead of the Gupta, era in their records, changed allegiance to the VSkStakas

after 473 aj>., aiul became a subordinate ally of Narendrasena, but in that

case, we are to suppose that Western M31ava was later on wrested by the

H&oas not from the Guptas but from the VElkStakas.

The immediate successor of Budhagupta was either Visougupta or more
probably Vainyagupta. There is no proof, as I have distinctly said in my

31. Danddoir, op. cit., pp. 144-47.

32. IbkL, p. 124. 33. Ep. Ind., IX, p. 271.

34. Danddcar, op. dt., p. 117. Dr. Seletore has gone to the extent of making
Narendnucsn a cousin of Skandagupta, Life in the Gupta Age, p. 36,
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paper on ‘ Vainyagupta to identify him with Hiuen Tsan^s Tathagupta-

iSja, a paiTw unknown to sober history, but it is amusing to find myself re-

presented as having “ identified Vainyagupta with the Tathagata Gupta of

YjOang Chwfing”, “simply because an inscription of his reign bearing the

date A.D. 506-7 and some Nalanda seals bearing his name have been found.”

Not to see in Vainys^pta a member of the Imperial Gupta dynasty at this

Hour of the day is dogmatism that does not count in history. After Vainyagupta

came one Bhanugupta (510 a.d.), and he met a signal defeat at the hands of

Toramaioa, the leader of the Hupas who dared not make any inroad into the

Gupta territory for more than half a century past. Toramajja’s son, Miliira-

kula, was destined to be overpowered by Ya^odharman, who can no more be

regarded as to have had a meteoric career. The Bihar Kotra (in the Raj-

gadh State, Malwa) inscription of Naravarman describing him as aulikara

definitdy points out that YaSodharman,®^ who had the mUkara-lancana, be-

longed to the family of Naravarman (418 a.d.), Viivavarman (424 a.d.).

Bandhuvarman (437 a.d.) as also Prabhakara (467 a.d.) of Dasapura.

Ya&xlharman first recovered Malwa from Mihirakula after the 15th regnal

year of Hupa monarch (the date of the Gwalior inscription of Matrcefa),

and gradually by 533 a.d. extended his empire upto the Lauhitya region. It

is, therefore, Yafiodharman. rather than the HQnas, who directly dealt the

death-blow to the empire of the Imperial Gupta dynasty.

35.

36.

37.

Tnd. Cult., V, p. 301.

Saletrne, Li/e in Ihe Gupta Age, p. 47.

Or Yttfovaiman ?

—

JBGRS, XXIX, 1943, pp. 127-28.
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THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE EARLY KINGS OF
NEPAL

By

Dr. R. C. MAJUMDAR, m.a., ph.d., p.r.a.6.b.

The chronology of the early kings of Nepal is one of the various intrigu-

ing problems of ancient Indian history. As is wdl-lmown, quite a larg)e

number of inscriptions, found in Nepal, supi^y us with the names of a long

line of rulers and many of these records are also dated. The chronologica]

problem, therefore, resolves itself mainly to an interpretation of these dates.

But opinion differs widely on this point In order to understand these diffei-

enoes of views it is necessary to state that the early records of Nepal can be

broadly divided into two groups. The second group starts with the records

of AihSuvarraan dated 30, 32, 34 etc. and ends with the inscription of Jaya-

deva II dated 153. There is a consensus of opitrion that all these dates

between 32 and 153 refer to one and the same era. The first group comprises

the rest of the records, the date in none of which is less than 300. It is the

reading and interpretation of these dates that has given rise to differences

and difficulties. Pandit Bhagawan Lai Indraji, who first dealt with this sub-

ject, referred them to the Vikrama Era.* Dr. Fleet took them all to be years

of the Gupta Era.® S. L^vi propounded the view that they all belong to a

special era current in Nepal and he fixed its epoch to be 110 aj).*

Eh. R. G. Basak, the latest writer on the subject, has expressed an alto-

gether different view* after considering those of his predecessors, and we may

begin by considering it in some details. He agrees with Indraji in referring

the dates of M^deva and Vasantadeva to the Vikrama era, but differs from

the latter in the reading and interpretation of the dates of Sivadeva’s records.

He takieB the hundredth figure in these dates to be 300 instead of 500 and

refers them to the Gupta era. He thinks it quite probatde that “ the des-

cendants of Vasantadeva began to use .... the Gupta scmivat from the

time when Samudra-gupta forced the Nepal king to pay all^iance to his

lord-paramountey— and to accept the era introduced by his family from

the b^inning of his father Chandia-gupta I’s reign (in 319-20 a.c.) This

would be quite a reasonable view if it were based on facts. Unfortunately

it is not so ; for Dr. Basak lumself refers the dates 449 and 489 of the Kin-

pidi atKl Tsapaligaon inscriptions to Vikrama era. Thus down to about

1, IA. XIII. 411 ff. The inscriptions were edited by Indnjt in lA. IX. 163 B.

2, CII, III. Introduction, pp, 177ff. 3. Le Nepat III, 49 ff, 73 ff.

4. HNL 274 B. (HNIssHi^oty of North-eastern India.)
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432 A.D. i.e. long after the death of Samudra-gupta aitd his son. the Vikrama

era, arid not the Gupta era, is found to be in use in Nepal. As a matter of

fact, evai according to Dr. Basak’s view, the earliest known record in Nepal

dated in the Gupta era is the inscription of Sivadeva dated 318. This takes

us near to the middle of the seventh century a.d. when the Gupta empire

and along with it the Gupta political influeince had long been a thing of the

past. As things stand at present, we have therefore to presume, according

to Dr. Basak’s view, that the kings of Nepal did not use the Gupta era during

the height of the Gupta power when they themselves were subject to its

authority, but adopted it only after the decline of the Gupta empire and

probaNy long after its downfall. It is (Avious that such a view does not

commend itself cm general grounds.

Dr. Basak has definitely discarded Levi’s view of a ^)ecial Nepal era

starting in 110 a.d. Unfortunately he does not appear to have possessed

a first hand knowledge of Levi's book** written in French, and has not only

failed to understand his arguments but even sometimes represented them in

an altogether wrong way. It is essential, therefore, that we should clear up

this point before we proceed further.

According to Dr. Basak L6vi’s theory is based on the astronomical data

furnished by the inscription of Manadeva, dated samvat 386. L^vi, we are

told, “ arrives at the conclusion that such a combination of astronomical

phenomena was only piossible on Tuesday, the 1st May, 4% a.d. Hence he

starts a working hypothesis that the dates in samvat in the early Nepal ins-

criptions are to be referred to a Lidtchhavi era, then in vogue, which had

its starting point in the year 110 a.d.”

The truth is just the opposite. As a matter of fact L6vi first pointed

out* that Fleet, while referring the year 386 of Manadeva’s inscription to

Gupta era, found these astronomical details applicable to the resulting date

viz. 28th April, 7(® a.d. He then remarked that these astronomical data

do not really enable us to fix any particular date, for they would be found

applicable to many other years. He) then observed that these astronomical

details would as well fit in with his own theory, which would refer the date

of the inscripti(»i to 1st May 496 a.d. Thus, far from concluding that the

combination of the astronomical phenomena was only possible on this date,

expressed the diametrically opposite view.

It is curious that Dr. Basak does not refer to the real argument* on

which Ldvi’s theory is based. This may be suiiuned up as follows. The

Kisipidi Ins. (No. VI of Ldvi) dated in samvat 449 refers to pratham-^a^ha

i.e. the first month ol AsAfha, showing that there was an intercalary month

4a. In addition to what is stated in the paragraphs immediately following d.

III. 1$, ^9 and 31 below.

6. Napti, in, pm 7ff. 6k Ibid,, pp. 19 S.
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of Aia4ha in that year. Now, iSivadeva, one of whose records is dated sam-

vat 520, was a contenpcMrary of AihSuvarman and thus bdoagied to the first

half of the seventh century A.D. Samvat 449, which is 71 years earlier, would

thus fall about the middle of thd 6th cent a.d. Now there were only three

years in the whole of this century in which there was an intercalary A^d^ha

month, viz. 481 Saka (559-60 aj>.), 501 Saka (578-9 a.d.) and 520 iSaka

^ 597-8 A.D.). As the last two dates would bring Sivadeva, who flourished

71 years later, mudi later in time than Athiuvarman, the first alone is accept-

able. Hence assuming that 449 samvat is equivalent to 482 Saka, the Nqia-

lese era must have begun in Saka 33 current or 110 a.d.

Evidently Dr. Basak was unaware of this process of reasoning on which

L^vi based his theory. For in criticising it he ownments that Ldvi’s theory

is incompatible with the date of Sivadeva which Ldvi wrongly read as 520 but

which is really 320. As has been stated above, the whole theory of L6vi was bas-

ed on the assumption that 'Sivadeva’s date was 520. Dr. Basak is also quite

wrong when he says that ‘ L6vi himself also doubted the reading of the sym-

bol for hundreds, specially the element 5 of 5(X) which seemed to him as

written in the manner of 3 (‘m maniere du 3-). Hera, again, Dr. Basak’s

presentation of L^i’s views is diametrically opposite to the truth. L^vi has

discussed at length’ why the particular numerical symbol should be read as

500 and not 300. He maintained that in this respect Indraji was quite right

and wondered how “without a word of explanation or justification, and

without even pointing out the divergence” from the reading of Indraji,

Bendall should have read the numerical symbol in Ckrfmadhi-tol inscription

of Sivadeva as 300. Thus L6vi not only read the symbol as 500 in the two

inscriptions noted by Dr. Basak, but also in the inscription of Sivadeva,

which Dr. Basak has accepted as dated in 318 without any reference to T-dvi’s

view. Ldvi points out that in this symbol, the symbol for 5 is attached and

placed to the left of the symbol for hundred. While discussing the Dharam-

pur inscription he observes* that ' here the element 5 of 500 is exactly similar

to that of the Khopasi ins., but the sign for the hundred, instead of being

a double curve, like (English figure) 3 ('en maniere du 3) of lOropasi is

somewhat like (English letter) S turned on its axis (une sorte d's retoumS

suT son axe). It is thus obvious that Dr. Basak had a very imperfect ac-

quaintance with, and often took a very distorted view of, L^i’s statements

and aiyuments. This is most unfortunate, as Dr. Basak’s elaborate and
kamed disquisition on the chronology of Nepal in a sdK^aily work ia likdy

to be regarrfed as a good summary of the existing views on the subject,

particularly by those who are unwilling or unable to consult the original

writings the previous scholars. I have therefore fdt it necessary to discuss

the ixiint at some length.

7. ntd., pp 73ff. 8. Ibid., p 68.
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Coming back to the main question of chronology, it would appear that

the Goiution of the whole problem hinges upcrn the interpretation of the first

numerical symbol of the dates in the inscriptions of Sivadeva (who lived in

the first half of sixth century a.d.), read as 500 by Levi, and as 300 by Dr.

Basak. For a few other inscriptions, which are obviously earlier, are dated

between 386 and 489 a.d. If the dates of iSivadeva’s inscriptions are taken

to be 500 to 520, we must agree with L^vi that all the dates form a series

bdonging to one era, and that era must have begun some time about 100

a.d. and not impossibly in 110 a.d. On the other hand if 6ivadeva’s

dates range between 310 and 320 they evidently belonged to the Gupta era

and the dates of earlier kings, between 386 and 449 a.d., must be referred

to a different era. This would most probably be a weU-known era like the

Vikrama era, as suggested by Indraji and endorsed by Dr. Basak, or the

Saka era, for there would then be no adequate grounds for assuming the

existence of a special Nepal era.

Levi, as noted above, has discussed at length why the particular symbol
should be read as 500 and not 300. The symbol for 300, he says, is regularly

formed by adding two strokes to the proper left of the vertical stroke of the

symbol for lOO. As Biihler observes, from 400 onwards the hundred-figures

are formed by a juxtaposition of the symbol of hundred and the particular

numerical figure from 4 to 9. Levi then points out that in the inscriptions

of iSivadeva the symbol for hundred is like English, figure 3 and to this is

joined another symbol consisting of a vertical line with two strokes attached

to its proper left, the lower of which ends in a curv'e. This symbol, according

to L6vi, represents 5, and he supports his view by pointing out a similar

symbol for 5 in Buhler’s Plate IX, Ccrf. VII. In his opinion, therefore, the

two symbols rcptroduced in Biilder’s PI. IX, cols. XIII and XIV against 300

have different connotations, the former meaning 300 and the latter 500. There

is undoubtedly a great deal of force in Levi’s arguments, and it is a pity that

Dr. Basak did not discuss the point, but simply took it for granted that the

symbol denotes 300 and not 500. It must be admitted, however, that Levi’s

arguments are not convincing. In the first place, the symbol in the ligature,

which he takes for 5, no doubt resembles the symbol for 5 reproduced in

Buhler’s plate IX, Col. VII, but that refers to the Kushan period. It has

no resemblance whatsoever with the symbol for 5 used in Nepal inscriptions,

€.g. in the Stde I of Harigaon which is almost a contemporary record. Sec-

Widly, the ligature representing 400 in Nepal inscriptions shows a full form

of 100 with the vertical stroke on the proper left, whereas accordir^ to I.^vi’s

theory, this dement is dr<:^}ped in the case of 500. This is, no doubt, a

possible view, and the shortened form of 100, reduced to a figure like En^ish

3, may be due to modifications in course of a century. On the other hand

it b equally possible to hold that the figure like 3 joined with a stroke to

a vertical line on the proper left is a modification of the old symbol for 100,
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SO that with the two strokes, on its proper left, it may be regarded as the

symbol for 300. The curve noted at the end of one of the strotas may, be

due to changes in course <rf the two or three centuries that intervened be-

tween the two series of records. In support of this it may be pointed out

that the symbd in the I^rampur ins. shows a closer resemblance with the

old symbol for 300 and may represent an intermediate form. While there-

fore, we are unable to agree with Dr. Basak that the 'symbol for 300 is

clear and correct ’, we find it equally difficult to accept it definitely as 500

in spite of the authority of Indraji and UfA bdiind it. No final solution of

the problem is perhaps possiUe so long as we do not omie across a record in

which the date is not merely written with the symbol but also actually

expressed in words. Until then we have to be satisfied with a tentative chro-

nological scheme based upon gieneral historical facts which we rrext proceed

to discuss.

It is well-known that the list of early kings of Nepal is supplied by a

number of local dironicles, known as the Vathidvalis. But these cannot

be accepted as rdiable historical data unless supported by more positive

evidence. Fortunately, the Pa4upati temple inscription of king Jayadeva,

who flourished in the eighth century a.d., together with a few other records,

helps us to check at least a certairt section of the VamiSvatis, and this, for

the present, must form the starting point in any discussion of the history

and chronology of Nepal.

The Pa^pati temple inscription® begins with an account of the mythical

kings of solar <Migin, from whom was descended Licchavi, the eponymous

hero of the Licchavi race which we are told ‘ exists even now ’. Passing over

a spiecified number (which, however, carmot be made out on account of the

damaged state of the record) of unnamed kings we come to Supuspa bom
in Pui$papura. Twenty-three kings are said to have followed Supu^pa, and

then came the illustrious Jayadeva. EUeven kings, not named, followed, and

then came Vrsadeva. Here for the first time we get a regular list of suc-

cesdon of six kings ending in Vasantadeva.

It is extrerrtfely unfortunate that the verse which follows immediately

after the account of Vasantadeva, cannot be made out in full, as a number

of letters in the middle have peeled off. It begins with the words ‘ Asydntare-

py-Udayadeva-iti kfitiSSj/ata’, and ends with the name of ‘ Narendradeva ’,

preceded by ‘ ka .’ But the intervening six letters which undoubtedly brought

out the relation between the two kings are missing. Indraji read these letters

aa ‘StroyodaSo tata’ and interpreted the verse so as to mean “afterwards

came thirteen (rulers) sppting from king Udayadeva, and then Naraidrar

deva". But for this meaiung he had to take the preceding word as ffKd in

9. lA. IX, 176.
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the plural, though his own lithograph and the original rubbing clearly; ^ow
that there is no a-k&ra sign after t in jata. As a matter of fact Fleet, who

had the advantage of consulting the original rubbing of the inscription, says

that there is no justification at all for the reading ‘ strayoda§a He shows

other good grounds against the reading and concludes with the suggestion

that the missing letters ‘contained nothing but an epithet, tr perhaps two,

of Natlendradeva, and that, so far from thirteen rulers having intervened

between him and Udayadeva, he was the son of Udayadeva L6vi, who
liad a fresh copy of the records prepjared for him, agrees with Fleet and says

that the word jata, which is clear, is followed by two doubtful letters and a

lacuna of 4 letters corresponding to Indraji’s ‘ trayodasa tata He there-

fore sugglests that we can only read and translate it as follows :
“ From king

Udayadeva was bom Narendradeva”." Dr. Basak, without any refer-

ence to these views, naively suggests, “ An emendation may bd prt^xjsed for

the lacuna after the word ‘ trayodaia ’ by means of the word nfpa as an epi-

thet to Narendradeva—^thus making the whole of the second line read thus :

jdtas — trayodasa- (nrpas) = ca Narendradevah" so that, ‘taking trayodaia

as an ordinal and not as a cardinal number ’ “ Udayadeva and Dhmvadeva
(sic. evidently an error lor Narendradeva) were respectively the twelfth and

the thirteenth kings after Vasantadeva Dr. Basak evidently believe?

that ‘ trayodasa
’

is clear and definite in the record, and the lacuna only

begins after it. But Indraji’s own (lithc^raph as well as the observations

of Fleet and Ldvi based on independent study of other facsimiles leaves no

doubt that there is no warrant at all for the reading trayodasa, taken as

granted by Dr. Basak.

We have, therefore, at least for the present, to dismiss alto^ther the

idea that 13 (11 according to Dr. Basak) kings intervened between Vasanta-

deva and Udayadeva. The meaning of the expression ‘asy-antare’ which

connects these two kings cannot be precisely determined but there is little

doubt, as L6vi has shown,’’ that Fleet’s reconstruction of the history of the

pteriod is hardly acceptable. According to Levi Vasantadeva’s reign was fol-

lowed by a critical period in the history of the Licchavi royal family of

Nepal, involving usurpation of the royal power by Amiuvarman and Ji9)u-

gupta, until it was restored by Narendradeva, son of Udayadeva.’* Although

lacking in conclusive eviderKe this view appears to be the most satisfactory

for the present.

The genealogy of the early kings of Nepal, given in the PaSupati temple

10. CII. HI, Introd. p. 187. 11. Nepal, II, 162.

12. HNI. 281.

13. Fleet Manadex'a after Sivadeva and ArhSuvarman. This is so dearly

opposed to pabeognphical and historical evidence as shown by Dr. L4vi and Dr.

Basak that it need not be seriously considered.

14. Nepal, II, 163.
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inscription, may thus be represented as fellows, with the omissum of the my-
thical kings at the b^inning.

1. Jayadeva

V 11 kings

13. Vj^adeva
1

14.

1

Safikaradeva
1

15.

I

Dharmadeva

IS.

1

Manadeva
1

17.

I

Mahideva

18.

1

Vasantadeva

19.

•

•

Udayadeva

1 (?)

20. Narendradeva

The kings Nos. 13-16 are referred to in an inscription of Manadeva (King

No. 16, dated samvat 386.^® Two other records of Manadeva, dated 367 and

413,^* and one of Vasantadeva (No. 18) dated 436'
• are also known.

During the interval between Noe. 18 and 19 ruled several other kings

whose namies are known from epigraphic records.. First we have Sivadeva

I and his great Mah^manta Aih§uvarman. The latter gradually usurped

all the royal authority and ruled like an independent king. His records are

dated 30, 32, 34 and one is probably of the year 45. Whether these dates

are to be referred to the Harja era, beginning in 606 A.D., as is generally held,

or to a Tibetan era commencing in a.d. 5% as L^vi suggests, will be discussed

later, but there is no doubt that Ariisuvarman lived in the second quar-

ter of the seventh century aj). as Hiuen Tsang refers to him as a recent rufcr.

15, India}! No. 1 ) L6vi, No. 1. Dr. Baaak refers to this inscription M frag-

mentary (HSI. 242) ignoring the fact that the conduding lines which could not

be read by Indiaji were restored by htvi.

J16. livi No. II, Indraji No. 2. 17. Indraji No. 3.
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Two Other kings who followed Sivadeva and Ath^varman, namdy,

gupta and Svadeva II, are known from records dated re^)ectively in the

years 48 and 119. There is no doubt that these dates are to be refomed to

the same era as is used in AmSuvarman’s records.’®

iSivadeva II is the son of Narendradeva who has been identified by all

scholars with king No. 20 in the genealogical list given above. lAvi also

refers to Chinese accounts according to which Naroidradeva was on the

throne in or about 643 ad.’® He must have thus a fairly long reign cover-

ing nearly half a century. His grandson Jayadeva H issued a record dated

in year 153 of the era used by Aih^uvarman, and thus Narendradeva, his son

and grandson, together, must have ruled for a century or more.

The Chiniese accounts tell us that the father of Narendradeva was re-

moved from the throne by his younger brother, and Narendradeva was con-

sequently forced to fly to Tibet. This, as well as the usurpation of ArhSu-

varman and lisijugupta who did not belong to the Licchavi family, indicates

internal troubles. One of the Vathsdvcdis also refers to an invasion of the

Kiratas who ruled over the kingdom for some time.

Evidently this troubles(Mne period is indicated by the author of the

Pa^upati temple inscription when after referring to a regular succession of

six kings up to Vasantadeva he suddenly goes at a jump to Narendradeva,

son of Udayadeva. He does not say, as he did cm two previous occasions,

that he is passing over or leaving out of account a number of specified kings,

but simply draws a veil after the reign of Vasantadeva and lifts it again with

the accession of Narendradeva.

It is a reasonable presumption, therefore, that the period of interval

between Vasantadeva and Narendradeva saiw the disappearance of authority,

at least for all practical purposes, of the Licchavi dynasty. The epigraphic

records have preserved the name of the Licchavi kmg Sivadeva, who was

either removed or whose power was reduced to a phantom early in the seventh

century a.d. by his great vassal Arh^uvarman. A little more light is pCThaps

thrown on this period by the VamsavaRs.

The different VomSdvaRs agree in their account of the first 28 kings of

the Licchavi dynasty. What is more important, they correctly give the

names and order of succession of kings Nos. 13-18 mentioned ini tlie Palu-

pati temple ins. It also mentions one Jayavarman early in the list From

such alternatives as 6ivavarman or Sivadevavarman given in the same list

this Jayavarman may be equated with Jayadeva (No. 1) of the Pa§upati

18. For the inscriptions referred to in this para, cf. the list in HNI. 248 ff.

19. NfPal, II, 164. On p. Iffi L6vi puts the date as 645. Dr. Basak places

Narendradeva about 690 a.d. (HNL 285) without any refmnoe to the Chinese evi-

dence dted by l.4vi.
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Ins. though the Vt^tSevaBs put 13 kings in the intervening period, instead

<rf 11 as mentkxied in the latter. This dose resemblance of the Va^iivaRs

with the epigraphic reomds certainly gives their account of the Ucchavi

kings an authentic character, and it would not be unreasonable, therefore,

to seek light from them regarding the period fdlowing Vasantadeva.

The three successors of Vasantadeva are named in all the Va^tUvaRs

as Udayacteva, Manadeva and GunakSmadeva. L6vi refers to a record, with

characters resonbling those of Vasantadeva, which contains the first part of

a name ‘ Yuvarajoda . . .

.

’ and which he reasonably restores to Yuvardjodaya-

devo i.a priiKe Udayadeva. The same scholar also suggests that king Gapa-

deva, mentioned in a record of the same period is the same as Gunakdma-

deva who is mentioned as the second king after Udayadeva in the Vamid-

All the VattUdwilis agree in naming the next three kings as Sivadeva,

Narendradeva and Bhimadeva. After that there is some difference. Accord-

ing to three of them the next two kings were Visnudeva and Viivadeva, and

the son-in-law of the latter, AiMuvarman, founded the Thakuri dynasty.

Another VamsdvaU, however, says, that during the reign of Bhimadcva-

varman, the Ahirs, who ruled over Nepal before the Licchavis, reconquered

the country, and after three of them had ruled, Sivadevavarman restored the

Licchavi authority and was ftdlowed by Aih§uvarman.®‘

The discrepancy in the Vamidvatis is peiiiaps due to the political troubles

through which Nepal passed at this time, and it is not easy to reconcile the

varying accounts. Curiously enough, the name of the three Ahir kings,

Visougupta, Ki^ugupta and Bhumigupta, all end in Gupta, and we know
from epigrairfiic records that one JisnuguFka certainly ruled immediately

after Ajh^uvaiman. Although, therefore, the Ahir invasion is passed over

in three VathidvaBs, there may be some historical truth in it It is, how-

ever, just possible, that the Ahir rulers did not all precede, but followed, or

were partly contemporary to, the last Licchavi rulers named in the Varhid-

vclis. L^’a suggestion that Vi^vadevavarman of the three VamidvaBs is

identical with 6ivadevavarman of the other VamidvaR, is eminently reason-

able,’’^ as both are said to be followed by Am^uvarman. The fact that the

name of this king is definitely known to be Sivadeva from epigraphic record

gives this sditary VothJdvaB, whic^ names him, and refers to the Ahira in-

vasion, a more authentic character than the rest. Now the three VathSdvaBs,

which (»nit all references to Ahir invasion, name Visqudeva as the successor

of Kiimadeva, whereas the other VathidvaR names the first Ahin king who

suoceoded Kiimadeva as Visuugupta. It may be suggested, thearefwe, that

these twa Vwoudeva and Vwpugupta, were identical and his name diall

be removed from the succession list of Licchavi kings. In other wor& he

20. Nepal II, 120-1. 21. Ibid.. 92. 122. 22. IbU., 124^
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reigned over a part of Nepal at the same time as Sivadeva; who ultimately

defeated him or his syccessor.

Thus on the strength of the VamiavaRs we may make a provisioned list

of the successors of Vasantadeva as follows :

—

1. Udayadeva

2. Manadeva (II)

3. Guli>ak5madeva (Gaijadeva?)

4. Sivadeva

5. Narendradeva

6. Bhimadeva

7. Sivadeva (Ahir invasion]

8. Aih^uvarman (founder of the Thakuri dynasty)

It is known from the inscriptions that Sivadeva (No. 7) was a senior

conten^xwary of AiiiSuvarman. Levi has made a suggestion that the kings

named ^vadeva, i.e Nos. 4 and 7 of the above list, were really one and
the same person, and Nos. 5 and 6 did not really rule, but their names were
preserved as mere links for tracing the succession of future kings. He points

out that three VmhiavaRs represent No. 4 as a king of considerable import-

ance, mention many legends about him and refer in detail to his numerous

religious endowments. On the other hand, Sivadeva, who ruled immediately

before Atfi^uvarman, is known from epigraphic records to have made a large

number of religious endowments. Indeed no other king of Nepal is known
to have issued so many grants of this kind. This argument,^^ no doubt,

cemtains a great deal of force, but against this has to be placed the unani-

mous testimemy of all the Vathsdvalis which separate the two kings bearing

the name Sivadeva.

It would thus appear that we can reasonaWy regard the interval bet-

ween Vasantadeva and Sivadeva—Airii^varman as occupied by the reign <rf

six (or according to L6vi three) kings. Now Sivadeva lived in the first half

of the seventh century A.D., and a record of Vasantadeva is dated 435 samval.

Interpreting this date by the Vikrama and Saka eras, the interval between

the two would re^xctively be about 250 and 115 years. There can be hardly

any qfuestion that the latter is a more reasonable period of interval than the

former. Accordingly, at the present state of our knowledge, it would be

most reasonable to refer the dates in the records of Mfinadeva and Vasanta-

deva to the 6aka era. As regards the special Ucchavi era of 110 a.i>., sug-

gested by L6vi, it is only 33 years later than the Saka era, and it would not

materially affect our conclusions so far as the dates of Vasantadeva and his

pretbeessors are concerned. Only, if we read the date of iSivadeva’s record

as 500 + X Levi’s suggestion becomes a more prafaabki one, thou^ the Saka

era would iwt be altogether unsuitable even in that case.

23. IMd., 123-4.
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Bhagawanlal Indraji referred the dates of Manadeva and Vasantadeva

to Vikrama era, and this view has been endcxsed by Dr. R. G. Basak. Both

were no doubt influoKed by the presumption, now proved to be without

a bafiio, that thirteen or deveh unnamed kings after Vasantadeva preceded

Narendradeva. There is, however, one important fact in favour of the

Vikrama samvat which was unknown to Indraji and has been overlooked by

Dr. Basak. Reference has already been made to the Kisipidi inscription

dated 449 which refers to an intercalary Asadha month. Lfevi’s theory of

the Liochavi era of 110 a.o. was mainly based on this data, as there was an

intercalary A^afka month in 559 a.d. It appears, however, from the astrono-

mical tables supplied by L. D. S. Pillai that there was an intercalary Aid4ha

in 449 Vikrama somvat current, but not in 449 Saka current or expired.

But considering how often such astronomical data have played tricks in chro-

nological calculaticms in the past, it is difficult to regard this as a conclusive

evidence, when it is in conflict with the results obtained from general histori-

cal study. When we remember that we are dealing with a period before

AryaUiata introduced a regular system in astronomical calculations, and the

many imknown factors involved such as the error of calculations, wrong or

different systan followed in different localities, etc., it would not perhaps

be wise in regarding the astronomical data as a decisive factor in chronologi-

cal considerations. As an instaiKe in point we may cite the inscription of

Arh^varman dated 34 which refers to an intercalary Paufo. Fleet, who re-

ferred this date to Hanja era, justified his theory by pointing out that ‘ there

was a mean intercalation of Patifo ’ in a.d. 640. L6vi on the other hand
held that this intercalary Pau$a could only occur in 629 a.d.®' But accord-

ing to the Table X of S. Pillai’s Indian Chronology, the latest authoritative

treatise on the subject, there was no intercalary Pau^o either in 629 or in

640 A.D. As a matter of fact, according to Pillai, instead of there bdng an

intercalary Pou^a there was a Pau$a k^aya i.e. no Pau^ month at all in

629 A.D. Neverthdess these astronomical facts should be borne in mind and

considered by persons con^x^t to form an authoritative opinion on them.

It would Zixpear from what has been said zibove that the facts so far

known make it very unlikdy that the earlier dates should be referred to

the Vikrama samvat, and that there are no adequate grounds for referring

them to a special Liochavi era.

For the present, therefore, we may accept as the most reasonable assump-

tion, that the records of Manadeva and Vasantadeva are dated in| the Saka

era.

.The reign of Mflnadeva would accordingly cover the period 464 to 491

AJ>. with a few yiears more, perhaps, both at the beginning and at the end.

This is dte period when the decline of the Gupta empire! let loose the forces

of ptflHiesd disintegration in N. India. This fits in with the warlike acti*

24. C//. Ill, Intixxl. p. 179. 25. JA. 1894, Part U, p. 62.
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vities of Manadcva refarred to in his records. It is interesling to recall in

this connection that a Maukhari king (either Kvaravarman or ISnavannan)

and the Later Gupta king JIvitagupta I are said to have fought against some

enemies in the Himalaya region. It is not unlikely that they fought against

the Licchavi kings of Nepal early in the sixth century a.d. and we may well

believe in that case that Manadeva had already established a strong political

authority in Nepal which proved a menace to the safety of the neighbouring

regions in the south.

We may thus offer the following tentative chronology of the Licchavi

kings of Nepal up to the usurpation of Aaii^uvarman.

1. Jayadeva (2nd century A.D.)

2.

>11 kings (3rd and 4th centuries a.d.)

13. Vr§adeva 1

14.

J
.

1

Sahka^ade^'a

1

9C. 400-460 A.D

15.

1

EHiarmadeva ,

16.

1

Manadeva
1

c, 460-495 A.D.

17.

1

Mahideva
1

c. 495-510 A.D.

18.

1

Vasantadeva c. 510-520 A.D.

J19.
Udayadeva

I

20. Manadeva 11

1

21. Gunak^unadeva
I

(Gau^deva) L 520^10 a.d.

1

22. Sivadeva (?)

1

23. Narendradeva (?)

1

24. BMmadteva (?)

25. ^vadeva aoc. c. 610 a.d.

Dau^ter = Aih^uvarman (Usurps:)
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The date of Athfiuvannan’s usurpation offers another intriguing proJ^in

in Nepal chronology. His charters are (iated in the years 30, 32, 34 and 39.

An inscription, referring to him as the reigning king, omtains a date ol

which the dedmal figure is certainly 40 but the unit figure has beien doubt-

fully read as 4 or 5. It is obvious that these dates caimot be refened to

either the Vikrama at Saka era or to the Licchavi era, p(x^x)eed by LAvi.

The view generally aoc^ted is that these dates are to be referred to the Harsa

era. But, as lAvi has pointed out,”' there are serious difficulties in the way
of accepting this theory. In the first place while there is no positive evi-

dence that Harsa ever conquered Nepal', the Chinese accounts leave no doubt

that Tibet at this time exercised suzerainty over that country, and it was
consequ«itly detached from Indian politics. Secondly, the theory is in crm-

flict with the positive statement of Hiuen Tsang that Arh^varman was dead

before he vi»ted Nepal. For, according to the theory of Harsa era Am4u-
varman was alive even after 646 a.d., while Hiuen Tsang visited these parts

in about 637 a.d. In order to get rid of this difficulty it has been suggested

that Hiuen Tsang did not actually visit Nepal but based his account on re-

ports which were either inaccurate or misunderstood by him.** But this ex-

planation can hardly be regarded as satisfactory, p>articularly as we have no

definite evidence of the Harsa era being used in Nepal. Hiuen Tsang’s

statement runs as follows** :

—

“ The king is a kshatriya and belongs to the family* of Licchavas. His

mind is wdl-informed and he is pure and dignified in character. He has a

sincere faith in the law of Buddha. Lately there was a king called Aih^-

varman who was distinguished for his learning and ingenuity. He himself

had composed a wwk rm sounds {Sabda-vidyS) ; he esteemed learning and

reflected virtue, and his reputation was spread everywhere.”

I have quoted this at length just to show that Hiuen Tsang’s aocount

of the two kings of Nepal is not a mere scrappy hearsay report, but gives

some personal details. Even assuming that he did not visit Nepal personally

—though tliere is nothing to justify this view—there is nothing to indicate

that he had not a fairly accurate account of the country. His detailed des-

criptions of the phy^cal features and climate of the country, the manners

of the people and the religious establishments imply that he either visited

the country or had detailed and faithful account of it from others. During

his tour in the neighbouring n^ion and long residence at Nfilandfi he must

have come across persons resident in N^l and competent to give him rdia-

bte information. To disregard Hiuen Tsai^s testimcmy would, therefore,

be a m^ gratuitous assumption, in order to uphcrfdl a theory which is not

supported by any positive evidence. Besides, as we shall see later, other

2a Nepal, 11. 1S2.

2a Beal—ffeewdf, II. 81.

27. lA. XUl, 422.
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Chinese Texta indirectly corroborate Hiuen Tsang by mentioning Narendra*
deva as king of Nqjal c. 643 a.d.

S. Levi, the only eminent scholar who has refused to accept the theory

of Harea era, has offered a solution of his own. An inscription of AjmSU'

varman, dated 34, refers to an intercalary Pau^a month, and L6vi, as stated

above, shows by astronomical calculation that this year corresponds to the

year 629-30 a.d. The starting point of the era used by ArhSuvannan would
thus fall in the ytear 595 a.d. and L6vi suggests that this was probably the

epoch of a Tibetan era commemorating either the accession of Stremg-tsan or

the birth of his son Srong-tsan-Gampo.^'*^ As both these Tibetan kings un-
doubtedly exercised suzerainty over Nepal, such a theory is quite a reasonaUe
one. But its chief drawback is the fact that we have no knowledge of any
such Tibetan era, and until its existence is proved by indetiendent evidence

Levi’s theory cannot command general acceptance.

S. L6vi has cited authentic Chinese evidence to show that the Chinese

embassy which visited Magadha in 643 a.d., passed through Nepal and was
received with honour by its king Narendradeva.3<> This shows that

ArhSuvarman had ceased to reign before that date. It thus confirms the

testimony of Hiuen Tsang and renders untenable the theory that Aih4uvar-

man's dates are to be referred to the Har?a era.^^ At the same time Levi's

own theory of the Tibetan era of 595 a d. hardly fits in with it. For we have

an inscription of Ji^nugupta, who succeeded to the powers and authority of

AihSuvarman, dated in the year 48. In this record Ji§ougupta acknowledged

BhattSfaka-raja Dhruvadeva as his lord-paramount In another record, the

date of which is lost, he refers to Bhattaraka Manadeva as evidently occupy-

ing the same position. A third inscription of Jignugupta, without date, does

not mention any of these kings but refers to his augmenting victorious reign.

It is a reasonable assumption that these three records indicate the gradual

advance in the position and status of Ji§ougupta. We may consequently

hold that Ji^ougupta began his reign about the year 48, acknowledging the

ncHninal suzerainty, first of the Licchavi king Dhruvadeva, and next of

Minadeva, and ended by discarding altogether such an unnecessary para-

phaitielia and reigning absolutely in his own name. Ji^ougupta may thus

be presumed to have ruled for some years after the year 48. Now there can

be no question that this date refers to the same era as was used by AmSu-

varman. According to L6vi’s theory this date corresponds to 643 a.d. We
may reasonably hold that Jisnugupta’s reign was extended at least a few

years beyond 643 a.d. But according to the Chinese evidence cited by L6vi

29, Nepal, 11, t54. 30. fWrf., 164,

31, Dr. Basak who refers the dates of ArhSuvarman to the Har^ era i$

altogether silent about the theory of L^vi and of the Chinese evidence referred to

by hkn.
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hinMdf, Naiiendradeva was the king of Nqpal in 643 A.D. This oonsideraUy

weakens the theory that the dates in the charters of Aih^uvarman and Jiffiuu-

gujita are to be refared to a Tibetan era conunaicing in 595 aj>.

We may also consider the possibility that the date in Aihluvarman’s

charter are his own regnal years aixl that the reckoning was continued by

his successors. This is a quite reasonable and probable view, but is rejected

by S. Livi** on two grounds ; first, that no record earlier than the 30th year

is known, and secondly that as the Harigaon Stekj inscription of Aiii&ivar-

man, dated year 30, refers to some details of his coronation, the era can

hardly oonunemorate his own accession The objections cannot, however,

be regarded as dedave The first is a mere negative evidence. Aa regards

the second, the inscription merely refers to ‘ abhi$eka-hasfi

'

and ‘ abhife-

k3§$)o' in general terms, and although probable, it is by no means certain

that the details of the donations in the record refer to the items of his own

coronation. So the possibility of the dates of Arh^varman’s charters being

his own r^pnal years cannot be altogether dismissed. It is not necessary to

suppose that Aih&ivaiman deliberatdy founded a new era. As often hap-

pened, it is possible that the reckoning of his regnal years was continued by

his successors and thus an era grew into being.

Another possibility must also be kept in view. The Nepal Samvat,

an wa even now in use, commenced from 879-80 a.d., and, in the absence

of any authoitic information or even rdiable tradition explaining its ori^,

it has been suggested by L^vi that the epoch of the new era might simply

be the new year after the ccwnpletion of 800 years of the 6aka era.*® In other

words, they sinqdy left out the hundreds at the commencement of the 9th

century of the Saka era. If this theory be accepted, we may hdd that some-

thing similar might have taken place after the lapse of the first five hundred

years of the 6aka era. Aih&ivarman’s known dates might, therefore, be treated

as 530 to 545 of the 6aka era corre^xmding to 608-623 a.d. which would

agree with Hiuen Tsang’s statement that the king died some time before his

visit to Nepal (c. 637 a.d.). We must, however, bear in mind that the

dates of i^vadeva and Jayadeva II, viz. years 119 and 145 are also evidently

dated in the same era and it is, therefore, necessary to suppose that though
after 500 6aka the hundreds were omitted, the reckoning was continued un-

interrupted for the next three centuries, until the new Nepal Samvat came
into use in the Stti century, and the same continuous reckoning was
adopted and has continued uptil now.

On the whole it nmst be admitted that none of these theories about the

interpretation of the dates of Ath§uvarman’3 charters can be regarded as

convincing. But the theory of Haiaa era, which is ikw generally favoured,

32. Nepal, II. 152-3. 33. Ibid., 179 B.
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appears to be the least satisfactory, as it is contradicted by kxx^wn facta

deduced from Hiuen Tsang’s narrative and the Chinese annals. The theory

of regnal years seems to be least open to objection at the present state of

our knowledge. Nevertheless it would be unwise to lay stress on, far less

to adopt definitely, any one of the above theories. For the iwcsent we must

rest content with the information supplied by Hiuen Tsang that ArhSuvar-

man’s reign ended immediately or shortly before 637 A.D., when the pilgrkn

probably visited Nepal, or 642-3 aj>. when he visited E. India for the last

time.

In concluding this long dissertati(»i we must admit that it has not been

possible to achieve much by way of positive results, but the main problem

and the various issues arising out of it have been placed in clear perspective,

and all the theories, specially those of L^vi, which are very important but

evidently little known to Indian scholars, have been fully explained and

properly examined. This, it may be confidently hoped, would facilitate the

future study of the history and chronology of Nepal.



GULERIA PAINTINGS

By

Dr. HIRANANDA SASTRI, MJi., M.O.L., D-Urr.

Gulerias form a chief dan of the old Katoch rulers of Kangra, the

famous historic stroog^iold of the ‘Trigartta”’ territory of the Punjab. One

erf the heroic rajas of this Trigartta, namely, Su4armachandra. figures in the

M’ahabkarata as fighting on bdialf of the inveterate Duryodhana against

the miodavas. Who built this stronghold and when, we do not know.

TTaditkxi ascribes it to divine agency probaUy on account of its inq)reg-

nability and great age. Nagarakota is an antique name of it and Kangara,

a conqrarativdy modem appdlation designating not only the fortress but

the whole district, so called after the fortress. The connotation of this

term is obscure just as is that of Katoch. To etymologise these terms as

( the head or chief fort) and Kate-uchcha ( foremost in the

army ) will be too pedantic for acceptance. This strcmghold of Kangra

played an inqwrtant role in the history of the India of the Mohammadan
epoch and a patriotic Hindu cannot but mourn its fall to the invader : is

t&nd hi win Bit hut Nagarakota hi, is rind hi mm jatd rahd Somandtha bhi.

The Gulerias left the parental strcmghold viz. Kangra and sdtled in

Gukr, which is about a day’s journey from it, in the U5th century of the

Christian era. They were called after this locality in accordance with the

usual custmn of taking names from the place of residence as, for example,

Pathaniya from Pathana or Pratishthdna, Dogra fn»n Duggar (ancient

Dvigartta ), or Balauria from Balaur.

During my official tours in the district of Kangra, I visited Haripur,

the capital of Guler, and made the acquaintance of Raja Raghunatha An-
glia, the late ruler of the locality. He very kindly showed me his valuatrfe

collection of paintings chiefly emsisting of the portraits of his ancestors

and allowed me to have them photographed for the Archaeological Survey

of India, Northern Circle, Lahore. One of these portraits is believed to

represent a Guleria chief who was considered a charming personality, so

much so that the members of a Mug^ harem, so goes the story, eq>re88ed

a deure to see him. He was consequently taken to their august presence

but unfmtunately for hin^ blindfolded! These paintings are not yrt

pubbshed and it is highly derirable that they are brought out for the use

of sdiolars interested in the pictorial art and history of India. The said

Raja allowed me the use of the DtUparanjki, the only mruuiscript ct^y of

which lay in his poesesrion. This valuable piece gives an interesting ac*

count of the Gulerid diiefs and I noticed its contents in the Journal of The
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Punish Historic^ Society many years ^o. At the same time I was able

to get a few pictures of nSyikSs and raptHs, some of which I have publish'

ed already.

Kangra gave lurth to many beautiful pictures now lying scattered in

several museums and various collections, official or private. Consequently,

these paintings are known to be the product of the school termed after

Kangiai Guler is a part of Kasgra and a number of paintings have been

found here. Whether the Guleria chiefs had their own chiteras ( i.e. chit-

rakdras ) or not, is not known for certain, but principal rulers of these hill

states had them as a rule and Kangra must have had them too, for I mysdf

saw tile descmlants of a famous painter of Kangra, namely, Sajanu, about

the time of the wdl known seismic catastrophe of 1905 when I was there,

and cdlected many khdkds from the family. In all probability the paintings

of Kangra were indebted to the Ustdds who gave us the Mughal paintings

too wdl known to mention here.

Kangra paintings are usually in the profile and the painters who
wrought them did not come out successful in their efforts to depict the full

face. These paintings are known for their technique, brilliancy, colour and
line. The best ones are undoubtedly good illustrations of exquisiteness and
are wdl featured and prc^rtioned. The Guleria paintings are likewise.

There is no need to differentiate them from the Kangra school. The portraits

of the Gulerias which I have seen display all these characteristics and rdlect

great credit on the ustdds who made them as well as the patrons who
encouraged them. The said collection of the ruler mentioned above had,

besides portraits, paintings of rdgims, ndyikds, flowers, ddties and other

subjects. They all require special treatment in a separate volume.

Two of these paintings which have not been published before and
are masterpieces of the Kangra Art, are reproduced here in token of my
great appreciation of the devotion to the muse of the history and art of

ancient India whidi the scholar to whom this volume is being presented has

beat evindng all along. One of them I call ‘Expectancy’ and the other

‘ Ddusion '. Both these pictures of the Kangra qutam are remarkaWy wdl

drawn and exquisite. The colouring is excellent, the pose of the figures,

very eaqtresdve, and the drapery fine and smart, so much so that the dress

is visibly tran^tarent ; the velvety bodice with its colour is dear under the

dupottd. The rest of the dress arvd also the face, are executed with equal

delicacy. The badtground of the lady expecting her lover at the dead of

night is wonderfully exhilated and with the streak of lightning that the

ustdd has deverly put in, forms a striking contrast to the charming figure.

The otiier iricture, Vipraobdhd (‘Deludwi’), d^icts equally successfully

the state of mind of the bwitched lady and, incidentally, brings to our

thought the forkxn state to which this superb art of Kangra has now dwindled

with hardly any h(^ of revival, as those who wrought them did not come out

auooeadful in their efforts to depict the full face.
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Tin> ci th«ie paintings which have not been published before and ate

UKUteipieoea of the Kangra qdorn, are reproduced bdow in token of my ap-

predation of the devotion which Dr. B. C Law has all along been evmdng

to the cause of Inddogy. As I have said before, both are lemarkaldy «tqui*

site and wdl-posed. In ‘ Expectancy ’ the drapery is visibly transparent. The

bodke does not hide die beauty of the figure it covers and the skirt is clear

under the deep blue gossamer dupatta. The rest of the dress and also the face

and person, are executed with equal delicacy. This portrayal of the lady

waiting for her lover amidst the brewing storm at the dead of night, is strik-

ingly effective. The streak of li^tning that the ustad has cleverly put in to

kmen the dark intensity of the nig^t, vividly brings out the contrast between

the charming lady, her jewelry, her drapery, her lovely features and graceful

farm, and the dim, weird badcground.

The VipntUAdkS (‘ Ddusirm ’) is apparently a portrayal of the idea

containing in the folowing verse from the Qta-Govinda :

Lord Krishna has suddenly disa^ieared leaving Radha in bewilderment

Thinking that the Lord is hidden in the flowery tree, she stands holding the

Ifiossoming Iwandi in her hand, sighing for the vanished lover. This picture

is in softer tints harmcmiously, but just as delicately, used and is an equally

successful dqucticm of the state of mind of the bewitched lady.

Both paintings serve to illustrate the high d^ee of perfection that the

superb pictorial art of Kangra had reached and we cannot but r^et the

fOTkrni state to which it has now dwindled, with hardly any hope of revival.
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VEDIC PLANTS

By

Dr. GIRIJAPRASANNA MAJUMDAR, M.SC. ph.d., f.n.i.

Introduction

The Vedk Indians were a civilized peo{rie. They settled down to

I>a8toral life, and evolved working knowledge of the things that formed theii

immediate environment, and plants formed one such environment, in order

to utilize them to the best of their advantage. They lived in villages, towns

and dtks, in fixed dwellings and houses which were furnished with simple

furniture. Their food and drink ingredients consisted mainly of cereals,

pulses, fruits, soma and other plants and plant products which they culti-

vated in fields and gardens. The Vedas bring the Vedic man and wunan
before us perfectly well dressed, caring for dress and creating an art for dress-

making, washing, etc. Boats and chariots were their main conveyances for

water and land transport, and their trade and commerce flourished with i^lant

products as the chief merchandise, and even ind$a and kr^umla were used as

some sort of currency for exchange and barter. They developed agriculture,

arbori-horticulture, sylviculture, etc. and enjoyed their Idsure hours in jday-

ing dice or in cultivating music, both vocal and instrumental. They made
utensils, war weapons, agricultural implements, and also practised medidne.

All these required a knowledge of plants and plant products. It is rightly

said that ‘ utilitarian side gave the first impetus to the sdentific study of

Botany". At this early stage Descriptive Botany, or the External Moq^io-

logy as it ia called, and some knowledge of nursing and maintenance of

growth of plants (rudimentary knowledge of plant physiology), became neces-

sary for the imiper identification of plants and their successful cultivation,

particularly so when their number became unusually large. An account of

their adiievement in this line will be given dsewhere

In the present contribution an attengit has been made to make a list,

identify as far as practkable and classify the plants occurring in the Vedic

Ikerature as oontemi^ated and enumerated by Macdonell and Keith in their

dasdcal work, the Vedic Index.

2. IDENTIPICA.TION

The trees, shrubs, herbs and other i^ts mmtioned in the Vedic lite-

reture are enumerated below in an alphabetic order with thdr Latin syno-

nyms, diatributbn and uses

:
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Vedk name. Latin Synonym
and Family.

Ref. in Vedk Uterature. Distribution

and uses

1. Abaya 1. Braasica yuncea
(=napU3),
seeds dark

;

2. R zJbsi, seeds

white (Cmd-
ferae)

A. V. iv. 35, 5 (Whitney.
292). used against super-
natural agencies.

Cultivated in In-

dia, white ones
cultivated atFe-
rozepore in the

Punjab.
Oil, medicine.

2. Addra Zingiber officinale

(Zingiberaceae)

A. V. iv, 35, 5 (Whitney
207 ; Zinuner 70 ; Weber,
18, 138).

Throughout the

wanner parts of

India.

Medicine, spice.

3. Adhy^<Jd L Mucana pruri-

ens (L^;umi-
nosae)

2. Phyllanthus
urinaria

3. P. niruri

Euphorbricaceae

Sat Br. xiii, 8, 1, 16 ; men-
tioned with many other
plants.

From the Himala-
in the plains

to Ceylon, As-
sam, &rma etc
—hotter parts

of India.

Medicinal,

4. Aja$rng$ 1. Odina Wodiar
(Anacardia

oat)

2, Gymnema
Sylvestre

(Asdepiadaceae)

A. V. iv. 37 ;
prescribed as

demon destroyer.

Hotter parts of

India from ex-

treme N. W.
along the foot

of the Hima-
laya, ascending

to 4000 ft, to

Assam eastwards.

Wood, medicine.

5. Ala Weed of cornfield A. V. vi. 16, 3. ....

6. Alibu, Aiapu Lagenaiia Vulgaris

(Cucurbitaceae)

A. V. viii, 10, 29, 30; xx,

130 ; 1. 2 ; ^pu. Mail.
Sam. iv. 2, 13 ; vesetej made

of it.

Indigenous in In-

dia.

Vegetable, fruit

and utensUs.

7. AlasUi Grain creeper A. V. Vi. 16, 4. ....

8. AmalS, Ama-
laka

Phyllanthus enib-

lica

(Euphorbiaceae)

Jaim. Up. Br. i, 38, 6

;

Chdnd Up. vii, 3, 1

(V^malaka).

Throughout tropi-

cal & sub-tropi-

cal India, wild

or planted
Medicinal, fruit.

9. AmQla 1. Glorkxta supeiba

(liliacese)

2. Caacata sp.

(Convolvula-

cea)

A. V. V. 32. 4 ; the plant

is described as rootless.

1 consider it a cascata
which is common in the
Indus Plain ; used for

poiscMiing arrows.

Throughout tropi-

cal India, from

N. W. Himala-
yas to Assam
ascending up to

5000 ft

Poison*

10. Aodika Nymphaea alba

(Nymphaeaceae)
A. V. iv, 36, 5 ; 17, 16

;

edible ^ant leaf and root

egg-ahs^. In the Pfp-
palapada ed. Paut^iika
is mentioned in its i^ce.

Kadimir, Siberia,

Europe.
Flower, personal

decoration, edk
bks.
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Vedic name. Latin ^nonym
and Family,

Ref. in Vedic literatme.
[

Distribution

and uses

11. Aqu (dna) Panicum milia-

ceum (Grami-
neee)

Vaj. Sari), xviii, 12
; Brhad.

Up. vi. 3, 13.

Cultivated or natu-

ralised through-

out the hotter

parts of India,

grains white.

Food grains, fod-

der diet.

12. ApAm^rga Adiyranthes as-

pera (Amaran-
taceae)

A. V. iv, 7, 6; 18, 7; 19,

4 ; vii, 6, 2 ;
Vaj. Sarii.

xxxv, 11 ; Taitt. Br. i, 7,

8, 1 ;
Sat. Br. v, 2, 4, 14 ;

xiii, 8, 4, 4 ; Ninikta, iv,

17. 2.

Tropical Asia, Af-
rica, Baluchis-

tan.

Medicinal, ritual.

13. AparlijitA Clitoria temata
(Leguminoseae)

A. V. ii, 27, 3 ;
for prospe-

rity and long life.

Tropical zone from
the Himalayas
to Ceylon, Bur-
ma, etc.

Spell, amulet.

14. Arka Calotiopis gigan-

tea (Asclepia-

daceae)

A. V. vi, 72. 1 ;
Sat. Br. ix,

1, 1, 4. 9 ; arka-panja,
arka pala^a, i, 2, 3 ; 12,

13.

Throughout India,

ascending to
3000 ft. in the
Himalayas, from
the Pimjab to

Assam, drier

places.

Medicinal.

15. Araiu Oroxylum indicum
(EignomiacesB)

A. V. XX, 131, 17 ;
in R. V.

It is said that axle of
|

chariot was sometimes
made of its wood

From the Hima-
layad to Oyloo
up to 3000 ft

Timber, medicinal.

16. Ariitaki
j

Araiu

1

1. Prosopis spid-

gera (suggested
by Weber)

2. Acada Suma
(L^itunoeex)

A. V. iv, 37, 6. The Punjab, ^nd,
Western Penin-
sula.

Timber, Fud,

17. Anindhati
Sahadev!

Sida cordifolia

S. rhombifolia

(Malvaceae)

A, V. iv, 2, 1 ;
V. 5, 5, 9

;

vi, 59, 1, 2 ;
vii, 7, 16

;

xix, 1 ; healing pro-

perties, as febrifuge, in-

creased milk ol cow, pro-

tection of cattle (A. V.

vi, 59, 1), dimber, hav-

ing ste^ golden

colour, (A. V, V, 5, 5.7),

also called sUdd, and
Idk^ft appears to have
been a product of it

(Whitney's notes on A.V.
iv, 12).

Tropical and sub-

tropical India.

Medicinal, MUk
producing. Sour-

ce of Ldk^
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Vidk name. Latin Sjpumym Ref. in Vedic Uterature.
and Family,

Distribution

and uses

25. Baja
(white & yel-

low variety)

2& Balbaja

27. Bhanga.
(hemp)

28. Bilva

Braasica Sp.

(Crudfereae)

1. Elenaine indica
2. £. Coracana

(Gramineae)

Cannabis saliva

(Urticaceae)

Aegle marmelos
(Rutaceae)

29. Bimba Cephalandia in-

dca (Cucurbi-
taceae)

A. y. viii, 6, 3, 6. 7. 24
(Whitney, 494)—used
against demon of disease.

A V. xiv, 2, 22, 23 : Taitt.
ii, 2, a 2; Kath.
X. 10 ; Mait. Saih.

u, 2, 5 ; used for sacri-
ficial litter, fuel (KSth.
Sam); in R. V. viii, 53,
3, basket and other things
made from this grass (in
Efenastuti).

In R. V. ix, 6JL, 13 it is an
epithet of ^ma

;
A. V.

xi, 6, 15 ; Sahkh. Aran.
xii, 19.

I

A. y. xxi, 136, 3 ;
Ait. Br.

ii, 1 ; Br. xiii, 4, 4,

I

8, etc
; Mmt . Saih . iii,

9, 3 ; ssacrificial post in

Taitt. Sam. ii, 1, 8, 1. 2

;

cf. Br. i, 3, 3, 20 ; i

Ait. Br. ii, 1 ; amulet,
sahkh. Aran, xii, 20, et.

seq.

Jaimin. Up. Br. iii, 5, 6.

30. Ci^ ^etinum Vaj. Sam. xviii, 12.
(See under (Leguminoseae).

Khalva)

31. Cand^

32. Citrapanji

Andropogan
ailatus

I

(Graminex)

i- A. V. vi, 139, 3.

33. Darbha with 1. Eragnostis Cy-
its 2 varieties, nosuroides

Kharadarb^ & 2. E. tenella =
Mrdudarbha E. dliaris

(Gramineae)

A. V. ii, 25, 3, with spotted*

leaf, protection of foetus.

R. V. i, 191, 3 ; with ^ara
\

& Ku§ara. A. V. vi, 43,

2 ;
viii, 7, 20 ;

x, 4, 13 ;

xi, 6, 15 ;
xix, 29, 1, etc.,

for calming of anger,

A. V. vi. 43.

34. Da^vrk^a

35. Dhava

A tree according A. V. ii, 9, 1.

to Roth.

Punjab, and cul-

tivated in India.

Cultivated in the

plains of India.

Medicinal, fuel,

furniture &
utensils.

WUd in N. W.
Himalaya, Cen-
tral Asia.

Wild, ascending to

4000 ft in the

Western Hima-
layas, in dry
hilly places from
Jhelum to Aa-

Throughout India.

Medicinal.

Cultivated in tem-

plate and tro-

pical countries.

Pulse.

Plains and lower

hills of India

from Kumaon
to Sikkim in the
Himalayas.

Plains of India
from Peshawar
to Sind, to

Burma.
Ritual.

Anogeissus lati-

fdia
(Combretaceac)

lati- A. V. vi, 5, 5, usted for heal- From the Hima-
ing up of wounds. laya to Ceylon

reac) up to 3000 ft

Medicinal.
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Vtdk name. Latin Synonym Xef. in Vedic literature. Distribution

and uses

36. DiirvS

37. Erae^

38. Garrout

39. Gavedhuka
GavedhukA
GAvfdhuka
GavidhukA

40. GodhOnia

Cynodon dactylon

(Gramines)
R. V. X. 16, 13; 134. 6;

142, 8; Taitt. Sam. iv,

2, 9. 2; V, 2, 8. 3; VAj.
Sam. xju, 20; Ait. Br.
viii. 5, 8 ; Sat Br. iv, 5,

10, 5 ; vii, 9, 2, 10, 12 ;

etc
;

grows on Damp
ground, R. V. x, 16, 3 ;

142, 8.

Ricinus Commu-
nis

(Euphort^ceae)

Sahkh. Aras. xii, 8.

(Leguminoeese)

Wild

Coix Lachry^
(Gramineae)

Taitt Sam. ii, 4, 4, J. 2 ;

KAth Sam. xiii
; Mail.

Sam. ii, 2. 4.

Taitt. Sam. v, 4, 3. 2 ;

Br. V, 2, 9, 13 ; 3, 1, 10

;

xiv, 1, 2, 19 ; Taitt. Sarii.

i, 8, 7, 1; 9, 2; Taitt
Br. i, 7, 3, 6 ; Mait. Sam.
ii, 6, 5 ; iv, 3, 8 ; VAj.

S^. XV, 5.

India, Burma,
Ceylon ascend*
ing to 5000 ft.

in the Himala*
yas.

Sacrificial.

Medicinal

Throughout India,

cultivated, tro-

pics, generally,

mdigenous in

Africa.

Medicinal, oU.

Pulse.

Tropical Asia, Cul-
tivated, hotter

& damper parts

of India, kernel

used as food^

medicine, fod-

der grass (Dut-
hie).

Tritiaim vulgare Mait. Saia i, 2, 8; VSj.
(Graminea!) Sam. xviii, A2; xix, 22;

89 ; xxi, 29 ; Sat. Br. xii,

7, 1, 2 ; 2, 9 ; Brhao. Up.
vi, 3, 22 ; distinguish^
from Vrihi & Yava in

Taitt Br. i, 3, 7, 2 ; Sak^

tvah made from it. Sat.

Br. xii, 9, 1, 5; v, 2, 1,

6 .

Northern India,

up to 13000 ft

in the Himala-
yas & Tibet.

Cereal

41. GuggulO Bulaamodendron
Mukul
(Burcleraceae)

A. V. xix, 38; amulet for

various blesetogs.

Sind, Rajputana,
BaludiisUm
lod^ hills.

Frankincense,

42. HaridrA

43. Haridm

Curcuma longa
(Zingiberacea*)

A. V. i, 24, 2; remedy
against leprous spot.

Cultivated in In*

(fia, throughout
tropics.

Medicinal.

Cedrus libani

var deodara
(Conifers)

Sat Br. xiii, 8, 1. 16. N. W. Hknalaya
from Kumaoo
westwards 3^
to 12,000 ft
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V^k name. Latin ^nonytn
and Family.

Ref» in Vedk literature. Distribution

and uses

44. IdkA Pdytoca baibata
(Gnunineae)

A. V. vii, 54, 4 ; xii, 2, 54 :

Sat. Br. iv, 3, 4, 16 ; etc.

Jaimin. Br. Up. i, 9; ii,

134; Chand. v, 24. 3;
Kath Up. ii, 6, 17, etc.

;

Nirukta ix, 8 ; a basket
of InbA in Sat. Br. i, 1,

4, 19 ; argale^ka (bdt
and pin of a door)—in

Sankh. Aran, ii, 16.

Throug^KWt India
hot and damp
area from the
Punjab to As-
sam.

Utensils etc.,

iurniture.

45. JlUnbOa
J&nbila

1. Citrus auranli-

um
var Bergamia

2. C. Medica var

adda
(Rutaceae)

Mait. Sam. iii, 15, 3 ; Kath
Saih. V, 12, 1 ; Vaj. Saip.

XXV, 3.

Said to be indige-

nous in the
Moithronwalla
swamp, Ddira-
dun, Gharwal,
Kumaon.

Citron.

46. Ja^da
j

Terminalia arjuna

( Combretaceae)

A. V. ii, 9 ;
xix, 34, 35

;

against all sorts of dis-

easesi, A. V. xix, 39, 10

;

ii, 4, 1 ;
xix, 34, 1, 5 ,

9, 7, amulet.

Sub-Himalayan
tract, N. W.
Provinces.

Amulet.

47. lUkambfra Useful tree of

some kind

R. V. vi, 48, 17.

48. Kapitthaka Feronia elejAaii-

tum
(Rutaceae)

A. V. iv, 4, 8, for virility. In dry situation

from the Punjab
eastward and
southward.

49. Karira Cappris aphylla-
c. deddua
iCapparidaceae)

Taitt. Sam. ii, 4, 9, 2

;

Kath. Saip- U ;
xxxvi,

7 ;
Sat. Br. ii, 5, 2, 11.

The Punjab, Gu-
jarat, Rajputana,
drier places.

50. Karkandhu 1. Zixyphus num-
mularia,

2. Z. quenoplia

(bla^drupe)
3. Z. jujuba (yel-

low, orange-red-

dish brown
drupe)
(Rhamneae)

R, V. i, 112, 6, mentions it;

may be Z. cenopolia, but

the one mentioned in

Kith. Sam. xii, 10, Mait.

Saip. iii, 11, 2
;
Vaj. Saip.

xix, 23, 91 ;
xxi, 32 ; xxiv,

2 ; Sat. Br. v, 5, 4, 10

;

xii, 7, 2, 9 ; 9, 1, 5, etc

Jaim, Br. ii, 152, 5,—had
red berry {rohita). It

cannot be z. jujuba, it is

z. nummulana as its

drupe becomes red when
ripe.

Outer Himalayas
up to 4,500 ft.,

<hry arid regjoci

of the Punjab,

Waziristan etc

up to 3000 ft
Fruit.

\

\

‘ \
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Vtdk fum. Latin Synonym
and FamUy,

Ref. in Vedic hterature. DUtribution
and tm*

51. Kir^mdrya Gmdina arborea
(Veibenaceae)

Tai^ Sain, v, 2, 7. 3. 4;
vi, 2, 1. 5 ; Mait. Sam.
lu. 2, 6; 7. 9; Sat Br.
iii. 4. 1, 6 : 8. 2, 17 ; iv,

3, 3. 6 ; vii, 4, 1, 37.

Throui^t India
extdxiing to the
foot of N. Ws
Himalayas, then
eastward.

52. Mia Saccfaarum spon-
taneum
(Graminex)

1

R. V. X, JOO, 10; used for
mats, etc. acoording to
Roth, but dean in faitt.

Aran, vi, 9, 1.

Throughout Indiap

South Europe
and wann region

of the old world.

Furniture.

53. Khadira Acacia catechu
(Leguminose®)

R. V. iii, 53, 19 ; A. V. iii,

6, 1 ; V, 5, 5 ; viii, 8, 3

;

X, 6, 6 ; Mait. Sam. iii,

9, 3 ; Taitt. &Mn. iii, 5,

7, 1 ; Ait Br. ii, 1 ; Sat
Br. i, 3, 3^ 20; iii, 6, 2,

12; etc.;—as a tree with
hard wood, A. V. x, 6, 6;
Arundhati dimbs on it

(A, V. V, 5, 5) ; sacrificial

ladle (Taitt Saih. iii, 5,

7, 1) ; of great stren^
(bahusfira), in Sat Br.
xiii, 4, 9, 2; amulet
aarikh. Aiaj. xii, 8.

The Punjab, N.
W. Himalayas
C. India, Bihar.

Medicinal,

timber.

54. Khalakula Dolichos bihorus

(Leguminoee®)
Brhad. Up. vi, 3. 22. The Himalayas to

Ceylon, and
Btutna, ascend*

ing to 3000 ft.

in Sikkim.
Pulse & fodder.

55. Khaiva

Canaka
Ni^pava

Phaseolua radi-

atu8

Cicer arietinum
Vigra catjang

A. V. ii, 1 ; V, 23, 8 : Vfli.

Sam. xviii, 12 ; Mahi-
dhm g^ossn it with co-

mka (chicken pea) ;

Brhad Up. vi, 3, 32-
Sayapa glosses it with
Ntfpdva.

Cultivated in

temperate and
tropical coun*

tries.

Pulse,

56. KharjOra Phoenix Sylvestua

(Palms)
Taitt, Saifa. a, 4, 9, 2;
KSth Sam. xi, 10 ; xxxvi
7.

i

Wild In the Indus
basin.

Fruk.
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Vedk Nam, Latin Svrumym
and Family.

Ref, in Vedic literature. Distribution

and uses

57. Kkbtuka
FtitAi

PwiTa

Butea frondosa <=

B. monoepenna
(Leguniinoses)

R. V. X, 85, 20 (wedding);
bridal car adorned with
its blossoms

; Pama in

R. V. 97, 5; A. V.’ v, 5,

5; am^ets and cover of

sacrificial dishes in A, V.
iii, 5, 4, 8; xvi, 11, 4,

53
; sacrificial implements

in Taitt. Sam. iii, 5, 7, 2;
Mait Sam. iv, 1, 1

;

Paftca. Br. xxi, 4, 13

;

K5th. Sam. xv, 2 ; viii,

2
; Taitt. Br. i, J, 3, 11

;

7, 1. 9 ; 8, 7 ;
partM-valka

(bark) in Taitt. Sam. ii,

5, 3, 5 ;
Tait. Br. iii, 7, 4,

2, 18, etc.

Palasa in Kaus. Br. x, 2 ;

Sat. Br. i, 5, 4, 5
;
v, 2,

1, 17
; etc.

;
Ait. Br. ii,

1 ; Sat. Br. i. 3, 3, 19
;

ii, 6, 2, 8.

The Himalayas to
Ceylon & Bur-
ma ascending
to 4000 ft in
the N. W. Kb-
andesh.

Timber for cars
and utensils,

flowers.

58. Kiylmbu
KySmbu

• « • • R. V. X, 16, 13=A. V. xviii,

3, 6, planted in the place

where dead bodies are

burnt. Taitt. Aran, vi, 4,

1, 2 where Kydmbu is

the term.

59. Krwala Abrus precatoriua

(Leguininoseae)
Kath. Sarh. xi, 4 ; Taitt.

Br. i, 3, 6, 7 ;
seeds used

as standard weights for

currency.

The Himalayas tc

Ceylon ascend-

ing to 3,500 ft

60. Kulmft^a Phaseolus mimigo
var radiatus

(Leguminosese)

Chand. Up. i, 10. 2, 7

(Kutsita ma^)
;
Niruk-

ta, i, 4.

Extensively culti

vated all ove:

India.

Food & medicine.

61. Kumuda
(Water lUy)

Nymphsea lotus

(Nyn^^weaceae)

Mentioned with other

plants in A. V. iv, 34, 5.

Warmer parts o
India.

Flower.

62. Ku§a
(See uadei

Dubha)

Eragrosia cyno
surddes
(Graminese)

Sat. Br. ii, 5, 2, 15 ; iii, 1,

2, 16; V, 3, 2, 7, etc.;

Kula & Kusi occur in

Mait. Sam. iv, 5, 7 ;
Sat.

Br. iii, 6, 2. 9 ;
Taitt Br.

i, 5, 10 ; 1, 2, 7.

Sacrificial.

63. Kuiara Saccharum offici-

narum
(Graxnineae)

Only once mentioned in R.

V. i, 191, a ; according to

B. Majumdar it refers to

sugar cane, this term, he

says, is still being used in

Bengal for sugar cane.

Cultivated in th

hotter parts c

India.

Sugar.
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V$dk name. Latin Smonym
and Family.

1

Ref. in Vedic literature. Disttibutim
and usts

64. Ku9tha 1. Costus spedo
8US

2. C. arabicus

(Zingiberacesb)

3. Sausaarea auri^

culata (Hille-

brandt I, 65) =
& lappa
(Com^tes)

A. V. V, 4 ; vi, 102 ; xix, 39,

1 ; grom on mountains
along with soma (A. V.

4, 1, 2, 8 ; xix, 39, 1) ;

as a remedy hipest place
among herbs (A. V. v, 4,

1 ; xix, 39, 4) ; cures

h^dacfae, diseases of the

eye, bodily affection (A.

V. V, 4, 10), fever and
consumption (YaksmS),
all healing ( vUva-bhe-

Wfl)“~in A. V. xix, 39,

9 ; aromatic, classed with

salve (anfana), and No-
lada (nard)—A V. vi,

102. 3.

Alj^e; 4000 ft.

Central & Eaat-
on Himalswaa,
Kashmir, 8000-
12,000 ft.

Medicine, drut.

65. Lak^ma^ A plant having
upon its leaves

red spotii

A. V. ii, 25, 3 ; against ab«

ortion.

....

66. MadIvaU
(Grape vine?)

Intoxicating plant

—creeper

A. V. vi, 16, 2 : cf. iv, 7. 4;

could it be grape vine?
....

67. Madhuga
Madhugha

Honey plant,

sweet herb, a

fruit (?)

A. V. i. 34, 4 ; vi, 122, 3 ;

madhu-dugha occurs in

R. V. vi ; 70, 1. 5.

....

6a MadhOka Bassia latifolia A. V. i, 34, 5.—a love spell

with this plant-intoxicat-

ing drink is made from its

flowers.

....

69. Maiiji^t^ Rubia cordifdia

(Rubiacex)
Ait. Br. iii, 2, 4 ; s5hkh. Br.

vii, 7.

Throughout India

in hilly districts.

Dyestuff.

70. Mik^aparoi Teramnus labialis

(Leguminoseae)
A. V. ii, 25, 3. From the foot of

the W. Himala*
jTO to CeyloQ,
Burma etc.

7Jl. MasQra Lens esculents

(Lcguminoseaj)
Vaj. Saip. xviii, 12 ; Bfhad.
Up. vi, 3, 22.

Cold weather crop
throughout

India.

Pulse, cereal.

72. Maateya A grain of the

HOTth country
Taitt Br. iil, 8, 14, 6.
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Vtdk name^

73. Na(Ja

74. Nalada, Na-
ladi, (Nard)

75. Narad

76. NillkalasAia

I^ldgalasaia

77. Nt^va

78. Nivara

79. Nyagrodha

Latin Synonym
and Family,

Phragmitia
nmlma
(Gramineae)

Nardostadiys
Jatamansi
(Valeriaceae)

A poiasonous plant

Grain CTeeper

(See under
Khalva)

A variety of paddy
wild race

(Gramineae)

Ficus benghalensis

(Urticaceae)

Ref, in Vedic literature. Distribution

and uses.

y* i» 32» 8; 179, 9; ii, From the Punjab
2 ; X, 11, to Burma,

2 ; 105, 9 ; Nirukta v, 2; throughout
it is identified by Pischel India, Himala-
with NaKja as at one pas- yas up to 3000
sage (R. V. i, 3?, 8) reed ft^t is mentioned, whidi Boat, furniture.
is made of Nada split,

and over whidi the
waters go

; at another
passage (ii, 34, 3), reed
whip Is mentioned. Max-
Miiller sees reed also in

R. V. X, 11, 2 ;
in R. V.

X, 105, 4, and x, 11, 2,

the idea of a river is

clearly indicated

In India, and particu-

larly in Bengal, reed is

never employed in boat
building, but Palmyra
palm is extensively used
for such ptuposes. Could
it mean this plant? The
idea of splitting lends

support to it.

A. V. vi, 102, 3 ; Ait. Araji. Alpine Himalayas
iii, 2, 4 ;

sahkh. Araa^. xi, 1000 to 15,000

4 ; used for garland ft, Kumaon,
Sikkim 17,000

Bhutan.
A, V. V, 31, 4.

A, V. vi, J.6, 4 (Whitney,
292-293).

Kath. Saip- xii. 4 ; Mait Cereal.
S^. ii, 4, 10 ;

VAj. Saip.

xviii, 12 ; Sat. Br. v, 1,

4, 14 ; 3, 3, 5 ; Taitt. Br.

i, 3, 6, 7, etc.

A tree remarkable for send- Wild only in the
ing down from its bran- ^ib-Himalayan
che^ roots, in R. V. i, 24. forests.

7 (Pischd, I, 113 114); Sacrificial.

A. V. iv. 37, 4 ; V, 5, 5

;

Ait. Br. vii, 30, 31 ; Sat.

Br. V, 3, 5, 13; viii, 2, 7,

3 ;
Chand Up. vi. 12, 1,

etc ;
camasa made of its

wo()4 Taitt Sam. vii, 4,

12, 1 ; V3j. Saip. xxiii, 13.
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Vtdk Nam$. Latin synonym
and Family.

JRef. m Vadic literature. Distribution

and uses

80. NyastM
tinder

CandS)

Andrafiogan adcu-
latua

(Graminex)

A. V. vi, 139, 1. * . • .(

81. PSkadurvS 1. Edible millet

(Granunex)
R V. X, 16, 3i, mentions

along with Kiydmbu and
Vyal KasS, among plants

for growing on ^x>ts

where dead bodies are

burnt. Taitt. Aran, vi,

4, 1, 2 ; A. V. xviii, 3, 6,

reads. Saniadurva (hav-

ing egg shaped roots).

Cbuld it be Cyperus
Totandus ?

IiKfia, 0-6000 ft

Cereal.

82. PalS^ See under Kiih-

4uka
.... —

83. Paine See imder Kiih-

^uka
.... ....

84. Pfit8, patM 1. Ste{)hania

degans
2. S. glabra

(t= S. rotanda)

3. S. hemandifolia
(Menispermacex)

i

A. V. ii, 27, 4; Kau6.
Sutra, xxxvii. 1 ;

xxxviii,

la

S. degans and S.

glabSra, subtro-

pical Kumaon
and Simla to
Sikkim. S. her-

nandifolia in

Nepal-Sikkim,
Medicinal.

85. pna A fragrant p^ant A. V. iv, 37, 3 ;
fragrant

]:^t mentioned along

with Guggutu & Nakkfl

86. pnu 1. Careya aiborea
(Myrtacea)

2. Sdvsulora
persica

3. S. oileoides

(Salvadoracex)

A. V. XX, 135, 12 ;
on the

fruit of which doves feed.

From the Hima-
layas to Travan-
core, up to 4000
ft S. persica in

diier parts of

India from the
Punjab to Sind,

Gujarat, Raj<*

putana.

87. nppali 1. Piper
peepuloidea

2. P. Ionium
(Pipcracwe)

A. V. vi, 107, 4. Tropical Hima-
layas

; hotter

parts of India.

Spices, medicinal.

88. F!tui^ Pinus longifdia

(Conifera)
Kith. Satp. XXV, 6 ; 4at Br.

a, 5, a 15 ; 4, 4, 5, 17

;

Pahca. Br. xxiv, 5 ; Mahi-
dhara on Vij. Saih. v,

14 ; Siya^ on Ait Br.

i. 28.

CXiter Himalayas^
The Indus to
Bhutan, 1500 to
6000 ft Afghani-
stan
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Vedk Namt. Latin synonym
and family.

Ref. in Vedic literature. Distribution
and uses

89. Pla]i«a Ficus laoor Plak^a, waved leaved fig

tree, small white fruit.

Plains and lower
hills of India.

90. Pralqa Ficus lacQT

(Urticaceae)
A, V. v, 5 ; Taitt. Saih. vii,

4, X2 ; cf. iii, 4. 8. 4

;

Mait. Sam. iii, 10, 2 ;
vi,

3, 10, 2 ; Ait. Br. vii, 32 ;

viii, 16 ; Taitt. Br. iii, 8,

19, 2 ;
Sat. Br. iii, 8, 3,

10, 12. etc.

Prak^a is mentioned in Taitt.
Saih. vi, 3, 10, 1 ; Sama-
veda, i, 144

;
ii, 465 ;

Ait.

Aran. V, 2, 2.

91. PraroQ9()a Hill debrandt ( I, R. V. iii, 53. 14.
14-16; II, 241-

45) thinks it to

be a plant

having shoots
turned down-
wards (fwica-

sdkha)f refers to

Soma

•s.

*"""

92. Pramao^ani Certain sweet
scented plant.

Kaus. Sutra, viii, 17 ;
xxv,

II ; xxxii, 22.

....

93. Praprotha A substitute of

Soma
Pane. Br. viii, 4. 1.

94. PriyaAgu Setaria italica Tait. Sarp. ii, 2, 11. 4 ; In moslt warm and
(Panic seed) (Gramineae) Kath. Saan. x, 11 ; Mait.

Saih. ii, 1, 8 ; Vaj. Saih.

xviii, 12.

tropical coun-
tries, 6000 ft

in the Hima-
laya.

Medicinal.
95. PriyaAgu Aglaia odorata In §advLm^ Br. v, 2, it is Eastern Peninsula.

96, Pr^nipaml

(Meliaceae) described as phalavatt

(Weber, 315) this plant

ap^iears to be a tree. See
Carsksi-Ddhaeikitsd. Am-
ara also describes* the

plant in his Lexicon.

Toilet.

1. Uraria lagopioi- A. V. ii, 25, 1, etc ;
as pro- 1. Herbs, in the

(having speckl*
ed tof)

tection against evil beings; plains from foot

(L^ruminoseie) ^t. Br. xiii, 8, 1, 16. of W. Hima-
2. Lenuia Sp. (in Roth (died by Whitney), layas to Ceylon,

the lexicon)

(Lemnaceac)
later identifies it with a

irfant Lak^mand curing
etc.

3. Hemionitis cor- barrenness. The scholiast 3. Cxwnxnon in the

difolia of Katyfin. Sr. Sfltra ( xxv, plains, «i the

(Filidnae) 7. 17) identifi^ it with
Teramnus lalnalis ( =•

Glycine debilis). In the

lexicons the plant is iden-

tified as a Lemna Sp.

(water plant).

mountains up to

3000 ft.

43
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V^dk Nim9, Latm syrnnym
and Family.

R«f, in Vedic Uterature. DistributUm
and UMS,

97. Puo^arika
(lotus)

Nelunpbo nudfera
(i== N. Spedo-
sum)
(Nymphaeaces)

R. V. X, 142, 8 ; A. V. iv,

35» 5; (.Whitney 207; Aim-
mer. 70, Weber, 18, 138),
Taitt Saih. i, 8> 2, 1 ; Sat.
Br. 5, 5, 6 ; Brhad Up.
ii, 3, 10 ; vi, 3, J4

;

Ch&nd. up. i, 6, 7 ; Ait
Arap. iii, 3, 4 ; A. V. (x,

8, 3) compares lotus bud
to human heart (shape).
In the Taitt Sam. i, 8,

18 ; 1 ; Taitt Br. i, 8, 2,

1 ; wreath of lotus petal.

(pu^art-sraja is men-
tioned.

Throuj^t the
warmer parte of
India.

Voikt, FUneers.

98. Pusfcara

(Blue lotus)

Nymphaea srtellala

(Nymphsacex)
R. V. vi, 16, 13 ; vii, 33,

11 ; A. V. xi, 3. 8 ; xii,

1, 24 ; Taitt. Sam. v, 4,

1 ; 2, 6, 5 ; 6, 9, 2 ;
Vaj.

Sam. xi, 29 ; Taitt. Br. i,

: 2, 1. 4 ; Sat Br. iv, 5, 1,

16 ;
Mait. Sam. iii, 1. 5 ;

A. V. (xii, ,1, 24) men-
tions sweet perfume of

flowers, Grew in lakes

pu^karmt )—R. V. v, 78,

7 ; X. 107, 10 ;
A. V. iv,

39, 5 ; V, 16, 17 ;
Brhad

Up. iv, 3, 11, etc ;
Io1;u.-»

crowned—R. V. x, 189,

2 ; A. V. iii, 22. 4 ; Sat
Br. iv, 1, 5, 16, etc.

Warmer ports of

India.

99. PQtika 1. Oaesalpinia

Bonduoella

(Leguminoeeas)
2. Baa^ rubra

(Chenopodiaceae)

KUth Sam. xxxiv, 3 ; Sat.

Br. xiv, 1, 2, 12; Pafica

Br. viii, 4, 1 ; ix, 5, 3,

etc; Hillebrandt (I. 24,

n. 3) identifies it with
Basella rubra.

Himalayan Kuma-
on up to 2,500
ft

100. Putirajju » • • •
A. V. viii, 8, 2 (See Roth.)

(S. V.)
1

t • • •

III
Sr-»

U. C. Dutta iden-
tifies the i^nts
with Uraria La-

Tf^gumiwea®

Knus So,

(Conifera)

Aphanamixis poly-
stadiia

(Metfacea)

A, V. ii, 25, 3, prescribed

against abortion and other

maladies.

Plains from foot
o4 the Hima-
layas to Ceylon.

1

102. Putudni

m RoUtaka

A. V. viii, 2, 28 ; Tlaitt Saih.

vi, 2, 8, 4 ; Mait Saih.

iii, 8, 5 ; Kaui SOtra. viii,

15; Iviii, 16.

Mait Sath. iii, 9. 3.

Oiter Himalayas.

Suh-Himalayan
tract from ReP'
ti, Siidihn iq> to

6009ft.
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Vedie wme. Latin Synonym
and FantUy,

Ref. in Vedic literature. Distribution

and uses.

IM. RajjucfiUa Cordia obliqua
(Boraginaceae)

Sat. Br. xiii, 4. 4. 16. Western India
from the Pun-
jab to the whole
of warmer parts
of India.

106. SAda Grass R. V. ix, 15, 6
; Vaj. Sam.

XXV, 1.

....

106. Sadampu$pa Ever flowering

plant
A. y. iv, 20, 9 ; against

Pi^aca ( supemaiural
agency.)

—
107. Saha

!

!

According to Roth
(S. V. 26), the

name oi a plant.
|

A. V. xi, 6, 15 ;
Samavidh.

Br. ii, 6, 10.

Sahadeva A plant R. V. i, 100, 17; Samavi-
dhana Br. ii, 6, 10.

....

109. Sahadevi See under Arun-

dhatl

(Malvaceae)

A. V. vi, 59, 2.

110. SahamAna A plant A. V. ii, 25, 2 ;
iv, 7, 2 ;

viii, 2, 6 ;
7-5.

—

111. Sairya Species of gr^
infested with

insects

R. V. i, 151. 3. ....

112. SAlmaK Bombax Ceiba
(Bombacaceae)

Fruit poisonous in R. V. vii,

50, 3 ;
bridal car made of

its wood (R. V. X, 85,

20), as the tallest of trees

Taitt. Sam. vii, 4, 12, 1
;

Vaj. Sam. xxiii, 13 ;
Sat.

Br. xiii, 2, 7, 4 ;
Pane. Br.

ix, 4, 11, etc.

Tropical Eastern
Himalayas ;

th-

roughout hotter

forest reipons of

India.

Timber,

113. SaUftiAlA Grain Creeper A, V. vi, 16, 4 ; Kaus. Sutra
ii, 16.

—

114.m

1

Oryza sativa—

a

variety

(Gratnineae)

A later word for paddy con-

jectured by Roth to be
equivalent to Son, in the

word Sari^aka in the A.

V.

Indigenous in the

marshes of Raj*

putana.
Cereal,

415. SAifika Nymphaea lotus

(Nymphaeaceae)
A. V. iv, 34, 5. Wanner parts of

India ui pools

& lakes.
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Vedk timui. latm Svtwnym
mtd Family.

Rif. in Vidic lilerature. ^ UHStTtbuthH
and uses.

116. Samt 1. Pr060|»s 8pid-

gera

2, Mimosa Suma
(Leguminoseoe)

Si-

A. V. Vi, >1, 1 ; 30, 2, 3

;

Taitt Sam. v, 1, 9, 6

;

4. 7. 4 (for the lower
ara^ for kindling fire) ;

Kith. Sath. xxxvi, 6

;

Taitt. Rr. i. 1, 3, 11, ei

seq. ; 6, 4, 5 ; Sat. Br. ii,

5, 2, 12 ; ix, 2, 3, 37, etc.

;

destructive of hair in A.

V. vi, 30, 2, 3 ; as pro-

ducing intoxication

;

broad leaved ;
these two

characters are totally

wanting in the two trees.

ProGopis ^cigera, and
Mimosa Suma with which
Sam is usually identified

(Roth in Whitney, 302).

In fire kindling lower

arof^i in A. V. vi, 11, 1

;

Sat. Br. xi, 5, 1, 15 ; cf.

13 ; 4, 1, 22 ;
Taitt. Sam.

V, 1, 9, 6 ; 4, 7, 4 ;
fruit

-Samdhdnya in Sat. Br.

i. 1, 1, 10.

The Punjab, Raj-
putana, Bundu-
khand, Sind,

Gujarat, Af-

^uuiistan.

Wood.

117. Sana
(haiq>)

Crotalaria juncea

(Lcguminoseae)
A. V. ii, 4, 5 ;

as growing

in forests, remedy again-

st Viekandha ;
sat. Br.

iii, 2. 1. 11 ;
i, 6, 1, 24 ;

2, 15.

From base ol the
Himalayas to
Ceylon.

Medicinal, fibre.

11& SiQ^d&rva Cyperus rotandus

(Cyperacea)
A, V. xviii, 3, 6. ....

119. SaAkha-
puffaki

Hemp? A. V. vii, 38, 5. * • • •

120. Sqihaka Tram bi^noea
(Onagracea)

A. V. iv, 39, 5 ; Apas. Sr.

Sutra, ix, 14, 14.

Throughout India.
Fruit.

121. Sara Sacchanim arun-

danaceum
(Graminea)

R. V. i, 191, 3 ; A. V. iv,

7. 4 ; Taitt Sani. v, 2, 6,

2 ; VI, J, 3, 3 ; Kath. S^.
ix, 5 ;

xxviii, 4 ; Sat. Br.

ii, 2, 2 1 4, 1 ^ lii, 1, 3,

13 ; l^ad. Up. vi, 4, 11,

etc ; Nirukta v, 4, etc

;

arrow shafts, in A. V. i,

2,1; 3,1.

Throughout idahi8
and low hUls of
India.

Grass.

122. S«t|a|M Brasttca Camp-
pestris var sar-

8on
(Crudfera)

Oiand. Up. iii, 14. 3; Sad.
Br. V, 2; SAAkh Sr.

Sutra, iv, 15, 8, etc.

Cold weather crop.
Oil, medkifud.
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Nam. Latin synonym
and Family.

Ref. in Vedic Kterature. Distributum and
uses.

123. SatavSn

i

Asparagus racemo-
sus

(LiHacea)

A. V. xix, 36.

1

Tropical and sub-
tropical India
ascending the
Himalaya^ to
4000 ft. from
Kashmir east-
ward.

Eatable, medicine.

124. Sittd Name of a healing

plant, also call-

ed Ldk^d

A. V. V. 5, 1, 8. —

125. Stiafijald Grain creeper Same as SalUfij^ ....

126. Sixh4ap& Dalbergia Sisu

(L^guminoseae)
R. V. lii, 53, 19 (with
Khadira) a stately and
beautiful tree.

A. V. XX, 129, 7 ,
cf. Sam-

sapa in vi, 129, 1.

W. Himalayas up
to 4000 ft.

Central Hima-
layas ascending

to 5000 ft. Te-
rai of Nepal.

Wood.

126A. Spftla

(water plant)
Blyxa Ceylanica

(Hydrocfaandea)
R. V. X. 66, 5 , later form
Saivala

,
Slalya, over-

mwn with Sii^a plants,

§ad. Br. iii, 1 ; only once
m A. V. vi, 12, 3.

B. Oryzoterum is

the only species

growing in

Kashmir.

127. Soma
(with figs)

Cannot now be

identified with

certainty ,
vari-

ously identified :

1. Saroostemma
brevistigma
= Aatlepias

acida

;

1 2. S. intermedium
= S. vixninale

3. Periploca

a^ylla
(Araepiadaces)

4. Ephedra Vul-

garis

(Gnetacese)

5. Carmabis saliva

(Urticacea)

In the 5gveda the whole of

the 9th Mandala and six

hymns of other Maodalas
are devoted to this plant.

Soma is described as the

best among plants all

trees are prostrate to

Soma who is their kmg.

(1) + (2) arc in

the D^can Pen-
insula ; (3) in

the Western
Punjab in the

plains & Sind,

Afghanistan,

Persia, etc (4)

in temperate and
Alpine Himala-

yas, 7 to 12000

ft. Western Ti-

bet in drier re-

gion^ and (5)

wild in the N.
W. Himalayas,

Central

etc.

Drink.

12& Somavad One of the four

principal medi-
ciiial plants in

IQlgveda

R. V. X, 97, 7. • . . •

12S. Spandana A certain tree R. V. iii, 53. 19. • « « •
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Vedk name.

1

Latk ^mmym
md Family.

Rtf. M Vtdie Hterature. Distrilmtian

md usts.

m sphfiij^ IXoapynn peri-

giina

(Ebenacese)

Sat Br. xiii, 8, 1. 16. From the Hima*
layas (Jumna
eastward) to

Ceylon, Burma,
etc.

Timber, Iruit.

131. Sraktya Ckrodendron
phlomidis
(Vexbenacea)

Amulet derived from its

wood, according to com-
mentatoiB on A. V. viii,

5, 4, 7, 8 (Bloomfield,

Amcr. Jour. Phil., 7, 477).

N. W. Himalayan
Terai, to Cfeyloo

in the drier di-

mates ;
Baluchi-

stan.

Medicinal,

132. SfckapecQa Ncrium odorum
(Apocyanaces)

Taitt Br. iii, 6, 6, 3 ; Ait
Br. ii, 6, 15.

The Himalayas
from Nepal west-

wards to Kadi-
mir up to 8,500

ft Salt Range,

I

Waziristan, etc.

Medicinal.

133. SaemOii-
tejana

Andropogan
aqtiarraus

(Graimneae)

Taitt Saih. vi, 2, 8, 4

;

Kith. Saip. XXV. 6 ; Ait.

Br. i, 28, 28 ; Sat Br. iii,

5. 2, 17; Paflca. Br. xxiv,

13, 5.

Plains 8l hills up
to 4,000 it

Grass.

134. Svadht A plant A. V. vi, %, 3. • a • •

135. Svadhiti A great tree with

hard wood, ac-

CQTifing to Roth
(S. V.)

R. V. V, 32, 10 ;
ix, 96, 6

:

cf. i, 82, 2.

• • a •

136.6]4iiiUa
(millet)

Ediin^loa
Colona
var fumentacea
(Graminese)

Taitt. Saih. i, 8, 1, 2 ; ii, 3,

2, 6 ; iv, 7, 4, 2 : Mart
Saifa. ii, 11, 4 : V&j. Sam.
xviii, 18: Ka^ Saih. x.

2 ; Sat Br. x, 6, 3, 2

;

xii, 7, 1, 9, etc. Kaus. iv,

12 ; ligbtneaa of seed. A.

V. xix, M, 4 ;
food of

pigeons, A. V. xx, 35, 12;

Chind. Up. iii, 14, 3

;

Max Miiller renders it as

“canary seed.” S. B, E.

I, 48.

Cultivated over a
matex part of

India over the
Himalayas up to

6,500 ft
Cereal.

137. Syandana According to Roth
a wood of a

is meant

Kau4. S&tra, viii, 15. • • • •

13S. 'njadbiiaftca Ridnis communla
(EtQrfiorbiaces)

A. V. vHi, 8, 3; Kau4.
SQtra. xiv, 14.

African oiigiii,iMn»

througboQt 1»
dia.

00, medMmt.
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Vidk fume. Latin Synonym
and Family,

Ref, in Vedic literature. Distribution

and uses.

139. IVdtta

140. TlUi^tigha

141. Tandi

142. Tila

Tirya

Flaoourtia cata- A. V. vi, 15, 3 ; Whitney Kumaon.
suggests it same as Tdlisa.

(FlacourtiaceaB)

Tree Kaus. Sutra, xxv, 23 ;
its ^

,

adjective tdrsldghi is

found in A. V. v, 29, 15

;

Weber (18, 280) thinks
It mustard plant.

A. V. X, 4, 25 (See St.

Petersburg Diet. S. V.).
Sesamum mdicum A. V. ii, 8, 3 ; vi, 140, 2 ; Cultivate!

(Pedalineae)

143. Tilvaka

144. TrAyamftod

145. U<jk^

146. Udunibani

Symi^ooos
racemoeus
(Symi^ocaceae)

xviii, 3, 69 , 4, 32 ; as an
epithet of Kurambha (A.
V. iv, 7, 3, Taitt. Sarh.
vi, 3, 2 ;

Vaj. Sam. xviii,

12 ; Sat. Br. ix, 1, 1. 3 ;

etc.; often mentioned with
mdsa—in A. V. vi, 140,

2 ; Bfhad Up. vi, 3, 22 ;

Chand. Up. v, 10, 6, etc.;

Taitt. Sam. gives hemanta
& sisira seasons for it.

Tila-pinjh til-pinja, for

fuel in A. V. ii, 8, 3

;

xii. 2, 54 ;
tilaudana (por-

ridge) in Brhad. Up. vi,

4, 16 ;
Sahkh. Ara^i. xii,

8; as oil {taik.) in A.

V. i, 7, 2 ; X, 136, 16 ;

S^kh. Aral), xi. 4.

Sat. Br. xiii, 8, 1, 16

;

Main. Sam. iii, 1, 9 ; Sad
Br. iii, 8 ;

Yupa made of

its wood.

dnal plants.

Ficus glainerata

(Urtlraoes)

Cultivated all over
India, Baluchi-
stan, inobably
a native of Tro-
pical Africa

Food, medicinal

ritiud

. , ,

.

A. V. viii, 2, 6 ;
alsto men-

tioned by Amara in his

lexicon.

One of the four R- V. x, 97, 7.

principal medi-

Himalayan Terai,

of Kumaon,
2,500 ft thro-

oughout N. E.

India.

Wood,

Not in R. V.
;
A. V. xix, 31,

1 ;
Taitt. Sarp- i*. I. 1-

6 ;
Sat Br. iii, 2, 1, S'

;

vu, 4, 1, 33, etc.; wood

for ritual purposes ;
yupo

and ladle made of its

w^ood in Taitt. Sarii.

V, 47, 3 ;
amulets in A. V,

xix, 31. 1; Taitt Saip.

iii, 4, 8, 4 ;
fruit sw^t as

madhu in Ait. Br. vii, 13,

ripen three times a year

in Ait. Br. v, 24 ;
forests

<rf Udumbara is motion-
ed in Pafica. Br. xvi, 6, 4

Outer Himalayas,
plains & low

hills of India

from Rajputana

and Salt Range
to Khasia hills.

Medicinal, eatable

& ritual
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Vedk name. ' Lathi Synonym
and Family,

Ref, in Vedic literature. Distribution

and uses.

147. Ulapa Imperata arundi-

nacea
(Gramines)

R. V. X, 142 ; A. V. vii, 66,

1 ; Vaj. Saih. xvi, 45

;

u^lapa in Mait. Sun. i,

7. 2.

From the Punjab
southwards and
eastwards, hot>

ter parts ol

India.

Grass,

148. UpavSka
(Latu India*
yava)

Wrightia tinctoria

(alMed to Hoi-

antiena antidy-

senterica)

(Apocyanaceae)

Vaj. Sam. xix, 22, 90 ; xxi,

30 (as healing): Sat. Br.

xii, 7, 1, 3 ; 2, 9, etc.

Rajputana. C. Pa
etc. Arabia.

Medicinal,

149. Upolapa See under Ulapa .... ....

150. OijayantI One of the 4 prin-

cipal medidnaJ
pl^ts in the

IJlgveda

R. V. X, 97, 7. ....

151. Urvfcfl

UrvfirOka
1. Cucumid melo
2. C. Sativas

(Cucuibitaceae)

A. V. VI, 14, 2 ; R. V. vii,

59, 12=A. V. xiv, 1, 17

—Mait. Saip- i, 4=
Taitt. Saih. i, 8, 60=VAj.
Saip- iii. 60 ;

Panca. Br.

ix, 2, 19

Said to be wild in

dry places of

India.

Fruit,

152. Umift 1. Piper longum
2. P. peepuloides

Sat. Br. iii, 4, 3, 13 ;
iv, 2,

5, 15. According to

Amara it is synonymous
with Rppai. A plant

from which soma was pre-

pared.

Tropical Himalar

Medicinal, spice.

153. Vdnaiwoi Water plant A. V. iii, 18, 1. —
154. VaxaQa Crat^eva nurvalla

( = c. RaxbuT'

gM)
(Capparidaceae)

A. V. Vi, 85, 1 ; X, 3, 1

;

xix, 32, 9 ; Pafica. Br. v,

3, 9, 10; Sat. Br. xii, 8,

4, 1.

All over India,

often found
along streams,

but also in dry
deep boulder for-

mations in the

sub -Himalayin
tract

Medicinal.

156. Vibhitaka Teiminalia bele*

lica

(Conobretaceae)

R, V. Ui, 86, 6; x, 34, 1:
A. V. (Paipp.) XX, 4, 0
—its fruit used in mak-
ing dice.

Throughout India

common in tha
plains & lower
hills.

Myrobdan.

15ft. Vihaiiia A plant A. y. vi, 16, 2. ....
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V€dk tume. Latin Synonym
and Family.

Ref. in Vedic literature. Distribution

and uses.

157. VikaAkata
VikaAtika

Flacourtia vamon-
tchi

(Flacourtiacese)

Taitt Sam. iii, 5» 7, 3 ;
vi,

4, 10, 5 ;
Saih.

xix, 10; Mait. Sam. iii,

1, 9 ; cf. A. V. xi, 10, 3 ;

Sat. Br. i, 2, 4, 10 ; v, 2,

4, 18, etc.

Sub-Himalayan
tract, outer Hi-

mfllayaa ascend-

ing to 4000 ft.

from the Ind^
eastwards and in

the adjacent

plains.

158. Vlraoa
Virioa

Andropogan mud-
catus
(Graminex)

Sat. Br. xiii, 8. 1, 15. Plains of India &
low hills.

Grass.

189. ViadnakA Gymnema sylves-

tre

(Aadepiadaces)

A. V. vi, 44, 3 ;
cf. Vkdnika

in Wise Hindu System of

Medicine, 146; remedy

against diaeaste in A. V.

ix, 8, 20 ;
also in R. V.

vi, 16, 20; xi, 96, 8.

Tropical Africa,

W. Ghats.

Medicinal.

160. Vrthi Oryza sativa

(Graminex)
A. V vi, 140, 2 ;

viii, 7, 20;

ix, 6, 14, etc.; Taitt. Saih.

vii, 2, 10, 3 ;
where it is

said to ripen in autumn.

Kath. Saip- x, 6 ;
xi, 5 ;

Mait. Saip. i'i. 10. 2 ;
iv,

3, 2 ; Vaj. Sarii. xviii, 12;

Ait. Br. ii, 8, 7 ; 11. 12 ;

viii. 16, 3, 4 ;
Sat. Br. \,

5. 59 ; Brhad. Up. vi, 3,

22 ;
OiAnd. Up. lii, 14,

3 ;
black and white rice

is contrasted in Taitt.

Saip. i. 8, 10, 1 : also

<fistinction of a dark swift-

growing (dlu) ,
and

makavnhi, are found in

A. V. xi, 4. 13; Jaimin.

Br. i, 43 ;
Chind. Up. v,

1 5 etc. ;
Macdonell &

Keith think the swift-

growing variety is later

known as

Indigenous in

marshes of Raj-

putana, Sikkim

etc.

Cereal.

161. VyaUcaal Water plant R. V. X, 16, 3; grown in

spots where dead bodies

are burnt.

• • • •

162. YMtimadhu
(MadhiSka)

Glycyrrhiza glabra

(Legiuninosex)

,
A. V. i, 34, 5 :

fOT virility

and erotic success.

’ Inroorted thi^
the Punjab fiooi

Afghanistan in

the N. W. Pro-

vinces.

Medkmal. dy.
wood.
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MMIA Lalm Synonym
and FamUy.

i?#/. in Vedic literature. Distribution

and uses.

m Yava

j

Hordeum vulgare

(Graminee)

R V. i, 23» J16 ; 66, 3
; 117,

21 ; 135, 8 ; 176 ; 2 ; u,

5, 6; 14, 11; V, 85, 3;
vii, 3, 4 ; viii, 2, 3 ; 22,

6; 63, 9; 78, 10, etc.;

A. V. ii, 8, 3 ; vi, 30, 1
;

50, 1, 2 ; 91, 1 ; 141, 2 ;

viii, 7, 20 ; ix, 1, 22 ; 6,

14; xii, 1, 22; Taitt.

Sath. vi 2, 10, 3 ; 4, 10,

5; vii, 2, 10, 2; K5th.
Sarp. XV, 10 ;

Mait. Saip.

iv, 3, 2 ;
VSj. Sarp. v, 26,

xviii, 12 ; xxiii, 30

;

T^tt Br. i, 8, 4, 1 ;
Sat.

Br. i, 1, 4, 20; ii, 5, 2, 1 ;

iii, 6, 1, 9, 10 ; iv, 2, 1,

11 ; xii, 7, 2, 9 ; Chand.
Up. iii, .14, 3, et seq.;

Kau$ Br. iv, 12 ;
the har-

vest came after spring

(Kau$. Br. iv, 12 ;
in the

summer) Taitt. Sarp.

vii, 2, 10. 2 ;
sowing

(vapa, R. V. i. 117, 21);
ripening, i, 136, 8 ;

plou-

S^ing, i, 176, 2
;

grain

rejoicing in rain, ii, 5, 6;

klktu (barley meal) in

X, 71, 2, and in later

SaihhitSs.

Cultivated chiefly

in N. India,

widely cultivat-

ed in temperate
regions in N.
India up to

13^000 ft.; native

of temperate re-

gions

Cereal.

I

3. CLASSinCATION:

Plants listed in the preceding section are now classified according to

their Families

:

Plants. Families.

1. Pilicinex Pr^nipanjI.

IL Conifers Haridru, Pltudfiru, Pfltudm.

111. Gnetaoeae Soma.

IV. Hydrodiaridec Avakfi, Slpfila, Saivala.

V. Zingiberacee Adfira, Haridrfi, Kustha.

VI. Liliaceae AmulA, Satavfina.

VII. Pamese Kharjdra. Na^a (?).

VIIL Graminese

(i) Cereals .

.

Aou, Gavedhukfi, Gavldhokft, Godhd*

ma, NMta, P&kadfirvS, PriysAgu,

dyfimfika, Vithi, Yava.
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PUmt$. Families.

(ii) Grasses, reeds,

etc.

IX. Cyperaceae

X. Menispermaceae

XI. Nymphaceae

XII. Cruciferae

XIII. Capparidaceae

XIV. Flacourtiaceae

XV. Malvaceae

XVI. Bombacaceae

XVII. Rutaceae

XVIII. Burceracae

XIX. Meliaceae

XX. Rhamneae

XXI. Anacardiaceae

XXII. Leguminoseae

(i) Pulses

(ii) Other spp.

XXIII. Combretaceae

XXIV. Myrtaoeae

XXV. Onagraceae

XXVI. Cucurbitaoeae

XXVII. Rubiacese

XXVIII. Valeriaceae

XXIX. Conqx)dtae

XXX. Ebenaceae

XXXI. Salvadoraoese

XXXIII. §yinplocaoe8e

XXXIl. Aoocvanaoese

Alai, ASvavAIa, A^avAra, Balbaja,

CandA, Darbha, Kharadarbha,

Mrdudarbha, Dlirva, I$ikli, KS^,

Ku&i, Ku§Sra, Naida, NyastikS,

Sada, Sara, Sairya, Sugandhiteja-

na, Ulapa, Upalopa, Vtraija,

Viripa.

PakadfirvS, SSt)dad(lrvS.

Patha, PSta.

Ajjdtka, Kumuda, Pui)dai^l^> PuS-

kara, SaiQka.

Abayu, Baja, Sar§apa, TSrstagha.

Karira, Varairja.

Tala^a, Vikahkata, Vikahtika.

Arundhati, Sahadevl.

Salmall.

Bilva, Jamblla, Kapitthaka.

&iggul(i.

Priyahgu, Rohitaka.

Badra, Karkandhu.

Aja§n>gi-

Canaka, Garmut, Khalakula, Khalva,

KulmSsa, Masflra, Ni^pdva

AdhyaixJa, AparajitS, Arataki, Aratu.

Khadira, Kim^uka, Kiwala, Paia-

sa, Panja, Pr^ipatpi, Pfitlka,

Putrada, Putrajani, PutrakandS,

Sami, Saija, Siihlapa.

Dhava, Jahgida, Vibhltaka.

Pilu.

Saphaka

Al&bu, AlSpu, Bimba, Karkandhu

Urvarfl, UdvflrOka.

Maftjisth&.

Nalada, Naiad!.

Ku^tha.

Sphfirjaka.

PDu.

Tilvaka.

SrdcapanDa, UpavSka.
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XXXIV.

Platits.

Asdepiadaoeee

XXXV. Boraginese

XXXVI- ConvdvuJaoeae

XXXVII. Solanaoese

XXXVIII. BignoniaceK

XXXIX. Pedalineae

XL. Verbenaoese

XLI. Aroarantacex

XLII. Chenopodiacese

XLIII. Piporacea

XLIV. Euii^orbiacea

XLV. Urticaces

XLVI. UnidentiAed

FamBts,

Aja^irAgt, Ailca, Soma, Vi^dnafcl.

Rajjudiia.

ArnOm.

AivagandhA.

Aralu.

Tila, Ttrya

KAiamArya, Sraktya.

ApAmArga.

PQttka.

Pippalt, Uasaoa-

Adhyat>da, AmalA, Amalaka, £rao(;M^

TAjadbhahga AAvattha, BhaAga

Nyagrodha, Piak^a, Prak$a, Udum-

bara. Soma.

AlasAIA, A^vavatl, Aukaagandha,

Citraparoi, Da^avrkaa, KAkam-

blra, KyAmbu, KiyAmbu, Lalig-

maoa, MadAvati (grape vine?),

MAdhugha. MAsaparpi, MasAsya,

NarAct, NilAgalasAla, NilAkalasAla,

PllA, Ramatlda, PramandAnI,

Praprotha, Putirajju, Siahadeva,

SahamAna, SalAAjAlA, SaAkha-

pu9pHka, 'SilAd, AilAfijAlA, Soma,

Somavatl, Spandana, SvadhA,

Svadhiti, Syandana, TAiatafi^

Taudi. AiAyamAoA (Syn. Balabha-

drikA-Amarakoea), UdojasA, Urja-

yantl, VAnapanol, Vlhalha, Vyal-



IS THE CULT OF DHARMA A LIVING RELIC OF
BUDDHISM IN BENGAL?

By

E>r. SUKUMAR SEN. M.A.. ph.D.

The cult of Dharma or Dharma worship is the most primitive and native

f<Mm of rdigious practice in Bengal. In recent times it is current (Mily in

West Bengal, in Burdwan Division to be exact. The Hooghly once formed

the northern and eastern boundary of the land where the cult was extensivdy

current Owing to the shifting of the course of the river, places which once

were situate in this side of the river have now gone over to the other. CHiarma

worship therefore is not unknown in these areas. So Dharma is not unknown

in the western area of the 24 Parganas.

But there is evidence to show that Dharma worship, in its cruder form

probatdy, was once known throughout Bengal and also in the contiguous

province of Behar. The worship of Del ( < deul ‘ temple ’
) and of Pat

(<,patta
'

spiked board ’) which have survived as special items in the Ca4ak

or Gajan ceremony of Siva (in the closing days of the Bengali year) in some

kynlifiim in North and East Bengal, are really rituals of the elaborate Gajm

ceremony of EMiarma. There is even a temi^e of Dhaima in Baguda (Bogra)

district, at a village some distance from the chief town of the district The

popular Chat-parab parva) of Behar is a parallel ceremony. The

parallelism is remarkable not only in the agreements but in the differences as

well. For instaiKe, in the ntual current in Behar eating of a bottle-gourd

(Utt) by the worshipper (a mother desiring welfare of her son) ftwms an

inqxHtant item of the ritual, whereas in the Gdjan ceremony in Bengal the

worshipper (a lady desiring a son) must never eat that vegetable nor should

she ever plant it

The cosmogonic idea as outlined in the Ndsadiya hymn in the Pgveda^

is faintly yet unmistakaWy echoed in the cosmogony of the cult of IMiatma.

The fonaet shows remarkaWe similarity with the cosmogonic conceptions of

die Pblynesian (Austric) peoples. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to hdd

that die cult in its most primitive form was Iwou^t in by the Austric in^-

grants. The cult was later superimposed by Vedic and later Hindu rdigiws

iifcwf and prMticea. The extreme austerities as practised on the concluding

of the djon celdSration may indicate Jaina or allied influence. The

only trace of later Buddhism which I have found, bedde the d^btful phrase

iSHyomSrii’*, is a verse used in the final ritual in GSjan, which echoes the

1. m. X. m.
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imageiy or all^my undeiiying the fir^ couidet of a my^c coryS song ol the

Buddhistic Sahajiyfi KSnhapada. The latter says :

nagara-bahire 4ombi tokori ku4ia,

ckoi ckoi joist bdmbkana na4ia.

'

BeyiMid the outskirts of the township, O l)om woman, stands your hut

;

and you dare touch the shaven-headed Brahmin on your comii^ (and

gmngs) !'

The G^an verse echoes

PakkuT-pdrete Sada-4omer kurid,

gkana-gkana aise jay brdknmfo bofoa.

“The hut of Sad&, the Pom fellow, stands on the embankment of the

tank ; but the Brahmin priest incessantly comes and goes (by it) I

’

Smva NStha cult was not entirely unconnected with Ittiarma worship.

The four early NStha siddhas are mentioned in the cosmogony of the I^nna
cult as directly created from the ashes of the body of Pharma. Purlabha

Mallika’s version^ is the earliest available form of the Mayanamati-Govinda-

candra l^end. Therein we find the cosmogony peculiar to the cult of

IXiarma fully implied. Airather point of contact between the two cults is

the wearing of the symbolic footprint or foot gear {pddukd) of Pharma by

the Nfttha siddhas as well as by the Pharma priests (panujita).

Although the cult of IMiarma has been always a living one. at least in

West Bengal, the educated and English knowing people felt no curiosity for

it obvknidy because its adherents were recruited from the lower strata of

the society. It was Haraprasad ^astri who first brought Pharma and his

semi-mystic cult before the educated public. His assistant (“travelling

pandit”) had secured some fragmentary Mss.* describing the ritual of the

cult and also the copy of a Ms. of the Dkarmamang<da poem written

Manik-ram Ganguli in the second half of the eighteenth century. Buddhistic

studies just then had captured the fancy of the Indian orientalists vdio were

too ready to read Buddhism between lines in all matters old, unknown and

mysterious. Shastri too could not overcome this weakitess. The two epithets

of Pharma tiiraHjana and iiktyamfirft—occurring in the Sanskrit verse which

given as the dkyana mantra of Pharma in the ritualistic Mss. at once led

him to bdieve that the Pharma cuh was a survival of MahSyfina Buddhim
in Bengal. Accordingly he puMi^ied three short papers, one in the Proceed-

ings and two in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in December*

Jarmary 1894-95. ^noe then it is universally accepted, without further en*

^iry. that the cult of Pharma is but a living rdic of Buddhism. The Dhar-

%. Edited and pUbUdied by Sivacandra 80 (1901).

3. Edited and puUiihed in fl) ^htyapm&$a by Nagendianath Vasu (1907).

and (2) DluSmap6jittidklhM by Nanigi^ Ban(hroi)idhyaya (1916).
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ma cult has been keenly described in an interesdng article* by Prof. K. P.

Chattopadhyaya, in which the ritual as witnessed by him has been narrated.

But is it really so ?

Our researches have led us to think otherwise. We® have rpiltyted a
nundier of Mss. describing the elaborate rituals of the cult, which has enabled

us to correct, some faulty readings in which aiastri and his fdlowers had
put their faith. Thus the reading “ simhale dharma-devala ” in the line

si^hale dharma-devata bahuta sanamdn^

does not occur in any of our Mss. and probably not also in the Mss. collect-

ed by aiastri. The entire line appears to be reconstructed or interpolated.

In the verse named NiTonjaner Uftna (‘ Anger of Nirahjana or Dharma ’)

the Brahmins are said to have been not only antagonistic to the Dharma cult

but hostile to good men as well. The published versicwi reads

saddharmire karaye vindS

The HJnayana Buddhists called their religion Saddharma or Good Reli-

gion. SaddhttTtm naturally would mean a Buddhist. The followers of

Dharma thus appear to identify themselves as Buddhists m contra-distinc-

tion to the Brahmins. This seems to be a very strong ground for Shastri’s

theory. Unfortunatdy the reading Saddhetrnd does not occur in the Mss.

collected by us and by Shastn. The reading obviously emanated from the

editor of &unyapuratjM. Our Mss. read sadhujane. Shastri's Mss. read

sadkarnAre, sadkarmi meaning ‘ virtuous, pious ’ as against adharm '

vicious,

impious ’.

Let us now examine the implication of the q>ithets, ruranjana and sunya-

murti, on which Shastri relied so much. The former is indeed a regular name

or epithet of Dharma. Now Dharma is all white, in form and garments.

“White disease,” i.e., leucoderma resulted from his curse. So EHiarma is

described as ^tless (nifkalmka and rarahjana). Sunya here means ‘de-

void of spcrt ’ {ntrUpa) and Sunyamurti means ‘ whose form is spotless.’ In-

deed the eiMthets niranjam and sunyamurti have beai used in the apabh-

ram&i writing of Bengali Buddhists following the 'Kntrik cult (Sakaja-ydna)

to indicate the highest Deity,^ but these very well may indicate the influence

of the I>hanna cult ont Tantric Buddhism. In MahaySna Buddhism, SUnyo

does not mean merdy ‘void,’ but indicates the Ultimate Reality whidi is

4. K. P. Chattopadhyaya, in the Journal of the Royd Asiatic Society of Ben-

gal, Calcutta, 1942.

6. Mr. Panchanan Mandal, M.A., doing research work with me, has been very

helpful in his collaboration.

6. Simyapurdtit, p. 57 ;
cf. p. 132.

7. Ct. dmya mrakiaHa parema-prabku no tai ptmy« »a pau ‘Sunya Niraftjaia

la toe Suiwene Master ; Merit and sin He has not’ IHevotratemtia. quoted by Shas-

tri in Sakitya-pariiat FetnkS, XXXIV, p. 46,
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oeitiher positive ikht negative but both. Prom the viewpoint of orthodox

MabSySna Buddhism SSnyam&rti is quite meaningless.

Shastri’s last argument was his identification of the ^mbol or icon of

Dharma with Buddhist stupa. But heron he was entirely mistaken. The

emUem of Dharma—rather his pddapUha (x footstool on which was placed

or oigraved the pdduka (boots or sandals) of I^iarma—is a tortoise. In

most cases it is a natural bit of stone shaped like a tortoise, in other cases it

is a chiselled stone image of the same. In very rare cases the image is made

of brass. A miniature tonple or chariot is also known to be worshipped as

emblem of Dharma. The shape of the tortoise roughly resembles the st&pa

and Shastri mistook the protruding feet and head of the tortoise to be the

tiny images of the> five DkyarS Buddhas that usually decorate the Buddhist

stupa.

Thus we see that the cult of Dharma has little to do with Buddhism.

Now the question arises what is this mysterious deity. Those who have

studied this cult in letter and in practice will find out readily that Dharma

is the sun-god. The tortoise (kurma, kaSyapa) as the symbol or emblem

of the (rising?) sun is probably a ntMvAryan concept. But the identifica-

tioa of the twtoise with the sun appears early in Indo-Aryan rdigion, at least

as early as the Satapatka Brdhma^.* As an Aryan god the sun moves in

a diariot So does Dharma. As a matter of fact the ceremony of Jtatha-

yStra was originally connected with Wiarma. Like the sun-god Dharma cures

incuraUe diseases like leuoodenna. The sun-god has a bird as his vdhana

and the god of death (Yama) is his son. Dharma’s direct creation Uluka

('owl ’^) combines the two personalities. The ntonkey cult was miginally as-

sociated with the sun worship. In the cult of Dharma, Hanumfin is his

factotum.

Dharma is also the Iranian sun-god. He wears boots, dresses like a

warrior aiKl rides a horse. Being the white God his raimmts and his horse

are an white. In this form he sometimes appears before his devotee. Itnis

says RfimacBs Adak in his Dharmamafigala :

iveta aive cdpi dharma rdutera veie

krpd kari dekhd dUa <Bna rdmadise.

' In the garb of a warrior riding a white horse Dharma graciously ap-

peared before the poor Rfimadls.’

Dharma, the warrior god, was easily identified with ruling power of the

country. So says the ritualistic verse

:

ghoji khdsS jofi pdye diyi mojS,

a»edt^ boUdk gaujera rijd.

a 7ALS.
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‘ (Riding) a swan-white horse and putting on fine garments and boots

you at last have called (i.e., manifested) yourself as the king of Gauf.’

It is, therefore, no wcmder that the attendants and officiating priests of

I^tarma bear the titles of the officials and dignitaries of the ancient Indian

court, e.g. pa4ih3ra (< pratihara), uthasint (< mitthiUisanika) , dhamStkan-

m {< dharmddhikara^ka)

,

etc.

With this conception of Dhaima is connected the story of the Kalki ava-

tSra in the Puranic tradition.

Dharma is partly the Water God and is allied to the Vedic Varupa.

Dharma when worshipped with austerities by barren women bestowed the ©ft

of progeny. As a matter of fact the Ghara-bhara (literally ‘ filling the void

of home’) Gajan, the most elaborate ceremony of the cult is even now held

as putre^ti yajna. Varuija alsq was a giver of sons. The close similarity bet-

ween the ^nah^pha story in the AUareya Brahmana and the Luicandra

episode in Dkarmamahgala and in the Dharmapujavidham treatises is more
than accidental. Curious readers are referred to the originals.

Dharma was predominantly the War God of fighting tribes like the Pohi

and others. According to the tradition recorded in the ritualistic treatises Sada

the I)om was the first to worship Dharma. Next man was Asoya the Giral

( < Catfddla) The lattei* is said to have offered to Dharma " tanks of wine
”

and “ hillocks of rice cakes ”
; madyer pu^kartd dtla pi^tei jangdl. Sacrifice

of animals such as goat, duck or pig is made even now in the annual Gajan

ceremony of Dharma. Wine and rice cakes are also offered. At some places

the image is bathed in wine just before the commencement of the ceremony.

The genuine priests of Dharma generally belong to the Qom or the Carol

caste and comparatively rarely from other castes such as Bdrui, Dhopa, Sufi,

etc. Brahmins ofikiate as pniests only in the daily worship and in that Gajan

cerenwny where no pig, wine or rice cake offerings are made.

This form of worship seems to have been widely known in the late fif-

teenth century Bengal. So testifies Vrndavanadasa in his Caitanyabhagavala :

madya mamsa diyd keha yak?a puja kare

' Some people worship the demon with wine and meat offerings.’

Oharma was the god that was pleased only with the most cruel auste-

rities. One had to bum incense over head, to walk over live coals, to pierce

most delicate,parts of the body with iron ^iloes, evoi through the chest be-

f<we the deity relented and offered the desired gift of son. The hardest pen-

ance was aeif-imnx^tion (hdkanda), when the devotee cuts off his own head.

This vras done only by Tj^iinma, the hero of Dharnumumgala. By this ex-

treme form of penance Lausena OMnpdled the sun to rise in the West. This

phenomenon indicated the fulfilment of Dharma winship in the earth.

As an ascetic god I^rma sometimes appeared Ibefore his devotees or

44
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btfote the pereons to be favoured by him in the guise of a BrokmaedutH or

of a /oikfr. The day of such manifeetation was a Saturday and the time

noon. So says Rdpaitma in the autotMographical ^sode in bis Dharnuh

mangalo :

eke ianibdr tdy thik dupur beta,

sommukhe dat^ddHa dharma gaU candramSla.

gtday ctpdr tnald dsd baji hSthe,

brShma^er beie dharma dSnuUUla pathe.

‘

It was a Saturday, thoi again just noontime ; IMiarma ai:q)eared be-

f<xe me, wearing a "moon” garland (candra4nMa). A champak wreath

dangjUng round his neck and a fakir’s staff in his hand Dharma stood on the

way in a guise of a Brahmin.’

1103 deity, known as " Sannygsi Thdkur ”, believed to be residing in a

particular tree is even now worshipped in North-west and South-West Ben-

gal. The day is always Saturday and time noon. In those localities where

there is both Dharma Thakur and Sannyfisi Thfikur, the ceremonial worship

of the f<Miner is initiated by the worship of the latter.

The concepti(Hi of this Mendicant (Samydsl-Fakir) deity later deve-

loped into Satyangifiyana or Satyapir.

'The cult of Dharma is the quintessence of the native culture, both spi-

ritual (religious) and material. All minor native deities such as B&saS, J36-

guli (i.&, Mana^), Various Ki^trapalas, Dakinis and S&kinis gathered round

Dharma as his courtiers '(Svaratfa-devatd) and thus obtained general recog-

nition and worship. The legend about the origin of the cultivation of rice

has insinuated itsdf into the grand ceremony (i.e, Gajan). Other native

industries also, such as production of molasses, smelting oi copper and iron

etc., have not been oveilocrfced. Thus in the elaborate COjan ceremony we
witness the slow emergence of early Bengali culture in its main aspects.
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Calcutta Univeraty.

Vaimavism in the sense of Viwu worship is as Nd as the ftg. Veda.
There are many mantras which glorify Visou and enjoin his worship as a

means to the attainment of vision beatihc. The two most important features

of the rdigion are mentioned in some of these passages, viz., the constant

utterance of His name and divine vision of God Himself. That God befome«

manifest to His devotees is a cardinal belief of the Vaispava sect.

From the time of the Upanisads, the Unity of Godhead has been un-

equivocally maintained. The Vedanta corKeption of God perhaps goes fur-

ther in this direction than any other philosophical religion. It is well known
that the Vedanta is not satisfied by positing the Unity of Brahman but is

smxious to prove the unreality of anything other than Brahman. According

to the Vedintin, God is strictly speaking unspeakable and inaccessible to

human mind. This is practically the same as the mystifying position of the

Agnostics in the West minus the theory of Maya which is wrongly translated

as illusion.

Any way, the theory of Nirvisesa (qualityless) Brahman does not cany
us very far. It is Truth “ too far removed from the ^here of our sorrow

”

and is thus useless for any human purposes. The cry is for truth whicli

can give rdief to the troubled mind and bring consolation in the midst of

thousand and one sorrows to which mankind is subject. The philosopher

haa bowed to the man in the street and proclaimed that to one who has a

vision of the Supreme Reality all doubts have been dispelled, all the knots

of his heart loosened and all his Karma has been dissipated. Man’s lot in

this earth is never very enviable and his unending heartadies seek relief in

some divine miracle. And any truth which is unrelated to this context is

not likdy to command re^)ect for any length of time. The Vaieoavas, there-

fore, speak of Brahman as an aspect of God and not God Himself.

Since the Absolute cannot evdce any human feding, the turn-over is to

a personal God who possesses all the qualities we regard as the hig^iest and

best such as power, knowledge, virtue, justice, benevolence, mercy, etc. But

althoui^ we frequently ^}eak of a Personal God, we are not quite dear as

to iwhat that exixeasion mmctly means. The opression is capable erf a varidy

of interpretation and probably every man has his o#n pattern of a Personal
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God. Has pensooal God any fonn? Individuality perhaps He has, but

oertandy] no form aco(»ding to one view. For to assign to God any fonn

human ot otherwise would amount to taking a leap into crude paganism.

The most progressive religions of mankind have set their face against idolatry

of any kind and so we are once again marocxied cm the lonely cliff of pliilo-

soiducal isolationism. God—yes a personal God—caniK)t be represented by

any means, because after all man is human ! That is to say, man is by nature

incapable of comprehaiding God. In other words, in order to glorify God,

man must be crucified. He has a name all rig^t, but no form. For name and

form are what belong to mundate things which are finite and perishable. From
this dilanma Vaianavism supplies a refreshing exit by its mysticism. Why
Vaia^avism ? All religions must contain some element of mysticism. I have

been to the world famous Church of St. Peter in Rome, which is a strong-

hold of the Roman Catholics and also to St. Paul's in London where the

Protestants flock, and the fcMmalities in worship which are observed there

are full of mysticism. It is hardly necessary to dilate on this point as

every man who has had any religious experience must feel that without a

mystic fringe religion is robbed of much of its inner charm and value.

The Vaiwavas say that God in his limitless capacity can take any fonn

He chooses and does take the human form out of con^assion for His de-

votees. He does indulge in all kinds of sports which are likely to prove a

stimulus for them to be attracted towards Him.^ Man ordinarily is forget-

ful of God ; his vanity prevents him from thinking of God as the source of

his life and origin, and supporter of his life. But the Ekantins insist on the

ceaseless cmitemplation of God—like an iminterrupted flow of oil.

This is also the fundamental injunction of the song of the Lord (B/tagC'

vad-Gta). The Lord is satisfied with the humblest of offerings viz., petals

of flowers, a handful of water, etc., provided your mind is with it In other

words, God expects the highest offering from man viz., his heart and soul.

Whatever is done by man should be offered to Him—Sacrifices, Tapas, Charity

—and even your smallest things—such as eating, etc.

It is a very exacting demand, no doubt, but there is no compromise

between Self and God ; you caimot serve God and Mammon of self-interest

at the same time. No gift is acceptable to God if you have one eye to self-

interest and the other to Him. But it does not mean that you have to re-

nounce everything for the sake of God. The Bhagvad-dtS does not preach

an ideal iiigxjesiUe to the ordinary householder, but rather lays stress on the

performance of duty belonging to one’s station in life. Its moral code is

undoidrtedly one of the most enlightoied in the world. No mme ennobling

ooocesrtion of rit^hteous action is found in any ethical system ; Do your

woi^ without caring for its fruits. Desires have been regarded as the root

1. tddfH MHAh ydh inHvS Mpero bkavet—BkSiavido.
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of all evil. But the Gita realises that no om can avoid doing woiic and work

is not possible without the necessary springs of action. The Git§ therefore

inculcates a rule of action which does not consist in the killing of desires

which an ultra-ascetic view of life demands but in a sublimation of desires.

Since desires create attachment or dsakti a rule of life is laid down which,

if followed, will make attachment impossible but will at the same time enable

one to perform all the duties of one’s daily life. This is the real Samtyasa

or renunciation. If one dees from the world, throws off all obligations and

retires to a fastness or cave, it is only apparent Sannyasa, for no one can flee

from his passions and impulses. The only escape from these is pyrovided by

an intense devotion to the Lord. You anchor the ship of your life in God

and the storm and stress of satfisara will cease to trouble you. The essence

of the teaching of Bhagavad Gita is that if one wants to attain salvation, one

must practise Yoga which enaUes a man to be detached from the fruits

of his actions ; and in order to be so detached one must be wholehearttedly

attached to God. This is Bhakti or devotion.

Bhakti has been variously defined ; but even without entering into a philo-

sophical disquisition about its nature, it may be said to be an emotion of the

mind resulting from the contemplation of God. The exhortation to love

God may be traced to the earliest texts, but the Gita by placing empha^s

on the emotional aspect of worship introduced a change in the idecdogy of

God-consciousness which may almost be regarded as revolutionary. For so

long that consciousness consisted in the knowledge (pidna) of God. Now
almost for the first time Emotion (Bhakti) is joined to Knowledge (jnana),

i€sthetics yoked to the service of Philosophy. Knowledge (vidyd) was so

long regarded as the only means to salvaticm.® Salvation (mok$a) is the

surntnum bonum of human existence and whether it is conceived as the total

absence of pains, or union with the Lord, it is attainable only by true know-

ledge ('TattvajUdna). But here we hear for the first time that knowledge or

no knowledge, any cme who throws himself on Divine mercy without any

reservation is saved.

Here therefore two conflicts arise. It has been asserted mphatkally in

the Upani$ads that there is no other way but the way of knowledge (vidyd).

But the Gita introduces a personal element inasmuch as God can save one

who exdusivdy depends on Him. The other case of conflict arises when

the inexorable law of Karma is viewed vis-a-vis this new theory. Ordinarily

there is no escape from one’s Karma,* but the (^td tells us that the Lord

can save irrespective of that law. This is the message of hope which the

"
2. Tadetat preyah putrat preyovittat preyohnyasmdt aidarotarant

yadayatidUfnd-~CK6ndog!fti.

3. Tamava idditvaktimrtyumeti nanya panthS vidyatekyaHdya—^nti.

4, Ao^yameva bhoktavyam kjtam karma iubkSSubkam
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eacred Song of the Lord holds for nutn. No matter what the magnitude of

your sins is, you will be tunied into a saint the moment you worship the

Lord singlemindedly.*

I have qpoken oi this theory as revdutionary in diaracter, but if the

extent of the diange is not ordinarily perceived, it is because the ancient

philoeoi^ of the Upam$ads has been adopted in its entirety. The funda-

mental tenet of Upanifodic pantheism ia somehow artistically woven into

the mystical personality of God in the Bhagavad Gita. It is nowhere so ford-

Uy illustrated as in the 10th chapter of the Gild whidi sees God’s exoellenoe

and exuberance manifested in every form of cosmic existence.' God is both

immanAt and transcendent He is transcendent not only in the sense of

exceeding Nature which is permeated through and through by Him, but also

in the sense of setting Himself above all laws of nature. It is possible to

know this transcendence neither by the hdp of the Vedas (knowledge), nor

by penances, nor by benevdenoe, nor by sacrifices ; but it can be known in

its true nature (transcendence) only by singleminded devotion.' This shows

unmistakaUy how the centre of gravity in Vaisnav (hilosoj^y is shifted for

the first time explidtly at least from knowledge (jAana) to emotion (bhakti).

Hoein lies the mystidsm of the creed. So far as God’s transcendental na-

ture is coiKemed, it is not only revealed to the emotive self, but it can be

seen (dro^wTi) by that sdf. Not cmly can it be perceived in clear vision,

but its rmson d’itre also can be grasped by the emotional side of our nature.

Thus Emotion and Sentiment come to i^y a prominAt part in solving

proUems which have so long beA thought to be the proper subject-matter of

the intellect This truth was conceded at least partly by Immanuel Kant in

his Critique of Judgment whA he rAlised that truths which baffle Pure

Reason, both Speculative Ad Practical, reveal themselves to the other Facul-

ty of Man, viz.. Taste which is curiously enough the same word as Rasa in

Hindu f^loeof^y and rhetoric.' So far as I am aware thia very essential

aspect of Kant’s philoeofrfiy has not received the treatmAt which it deserves

in western i^iilosophy.

The phMosophy of Rasa has however bem very dabmutdy dealt with in

the east and the rightful place which bdongs to it is assigned to it in the

BhagmMd Gta. Knowledge as a function of the intellect is not neglected

but one is inclined to think that intellect is more or less an auxiliary of the

emotioa. Etoubts may reasonaUy be Atertained as to whether the oom-

5. Api cet sudurdcdro bkajate mSmananydfhSk
t

aidkureva sa mantavye^ samongvymasitohi sap ||
—Qta.

6. The only other example is to be found in the Mdtkaqdaya Caqd^ 4Ul

hahitmyaiii.

7. Bkaktyd tvanmyayS iakya ekamtvaqt pUkektjmu
|

jMtum dTOffuHea tattve$ia pravetfuftea pmmUapa |j —Gitt. xL M.
8. Masyete deeidyate atom itt raeap.
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partmental theory of mind which is itnidied by this sharp distinctun b^een
emotion and intellect can be maintained. But that is no reason to ignore

this new approach to the problem of the conception of God. When, for in-

stance. Kant proved beyond doubt the inc<»npetence of intellect or Pure

Speculative Reason as he called it to reach the ultimate truth or Bergson was

obliged to fall back upon Intuiticm as the particular function of the mind to

which Truth is revealed in its purity, there is no reason to quarrel with this

new philost^hic development, so far as the conception of Reality is con-

cerned.

That emotion or sentiment plays a large part in ^iritual life is a fact

admitted by Psychology. Difficulty arises when it steps out of its own si^iere

and invades the domain of Reality. But since the Faculty of knowing or

intellect gropes in the dark to find a clue to Ultimate Truth, recourse is had

to the faculty of Feeling which, at any rate, has the advantage or directness.

Because whereas intellect works through judgment and inference, fed-

ing places us into immediate contact with anything that inspires feeling.

That feeling is the most essential fact in our experience is also

proved by the fact that intellect itself is baffled without a colouring from

feeling in the form of interest. Agairi our activities are also paralysed with-

out a strong dose of feeling. We act most, when we feel most. Our intel-

lect also is most active when it is sharpened by feeling. Without interest,

i,e,, feeling, intellect is dull, and without motive, will is inert. In these cir-

cumstances, we may legitimately turn our gaze towards feeling, when philo-

sophy in the sense of intellectual search after truth proves a veritable zigsaw

puzzle. Our ordinary experience also supports this appeal to feding. For

we bdieve where we cannot know, and love conquers when knowledge falters.

This of course does not mean that feding should be divorced from in-

tellect In the higher processes of consciousness, it is only natural that all tte

higher functions of the mind should be called into play. On the physio-

logical side, the most intense forms of mental »erdse involve the highest

biain centres. Just like this process of conscious cerebration, all the func-

tional activities are called forth in grappling with the important problems

of Truth and Duty. This is admitted in the Bhagavad GUd when an attenq>t

is made to unify Jfidna and Bhakti into (me indivisible process.* But this

has led to not a little misunderstanding. Some have taken it to mean that

Bhakti or Sentiment of devotion is the handmaid of knowledge or Tattva

JAdna. Others have gone so far as to identify Bhakti with Tattva-Jrhma.'^^

I know of some i^loeophers of the Saipkhya School who have not hesitated

to veak of Para Bhakti or highest manifestatiim of Bhakti as hi^iest know-

ledgB. In fact the Gita, which is the greatest repository of the Bhakti cult.

9. ihdid nityayukta ekabkaktirvififyate—Citi, di. vii.

10. TMtvafOSnameva bhaktiriti y$tktan—Sridhaissvisii (CUd, di. xviH).
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itsdtf -lends countenance to such confusion. The Lord now speaks of Jflfyia

and now of Bhakti as the sole means of attaining Him. Texts may be quoted

to show that if there is any misoonception on this very important point it

may be traced to the Gtd.

But in the evolution of Vaienavism there came a stage when all such

misooncQTtions were destined to end. Enquiry was direicted to the nature of

Bhakti and it was found to be nothing else but the highest sentiment of

which human nature was capaUe, viz., Love. For instance, when SSpdilyn

defines BhotUi as the highest feding of attachment for God or NSrada defines

it as tlK most intense feding of forlomness in His absence, it became quite

dear that the course of Bhakti was gradually being more and more widdy
diverted frran pure intellect. The two streams may run paralld but the

tendency to identify the two as one and the same became more and more
imjustifiable.

There is no doubt that in the earlier texts the word “ Pretna
”
but sddom

occurs. In the Gta. one does not find the word or any of its synonyms. In

the Bhagavata itsdf, the sentiment is no doubt traceable to the story of the

attachment of the Gopas towards Kpspa, but the word ‘ Prema’ does not

appear to have been used too frequently. Perhaps the theory had not then

taken definite shape. There is no doubt that in the later history of the

evolution of Bhakti the influence of the Bhagavata is unmistakable ; still it

required subsequent speculation in southern and northern India to unravd

the mystery of that phenomenon which is supposed to hold the key not only

to salvation, not only to the realisation of the EHvine but also to the highest

problems of thought and reality. Henceforth Love lights the path of Truth.^*

Now when the conception of Bhakti became stabilised by its identifica-

tion with the hig^KSt sentiment of love, the progress was rather rapid towards

a separation of the two sf^eres, viz., intellect and emotion. The mystic

phenomenon of love tended to throw off the yoke of knowledge. This new

approach finds expression in the theory of RagSmgd Bhakti which may be

translated as “passionate love.” This was a natural devdopment because

love is no love if it is not passionate, even in the human qihere. So far as

God is concerned, this love emerges as an all-consuming passion which is

Beyond Good and Evil, Beyond Right and Wrong and Beyond True and

Flalse.”

This new development which may be regarded as almost consequential

was inaugurated by 6t! R&pa Gosvindn in his RasSmrtasmdku and Ufivata

NUmofi aitd a few other Vaisonva poets who have tpven to Bengali litera-

ture some of its best lyrics. The recognition of Bhakti as passionate k>ve

for God gave a new impetus to the growth of sentimental literature, whklt

11. NSraia Bhakti Sutra.

12. Cakmva CaritSmta—Mtidhyu xtv.
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may be said to have started from Jayadeva. Jayadeva imported into hia

conception of love a good deal of erotic fervour which the subsequent poetry

was only too eager to imitate. In the Srtmad Bhagavat the love of the Gopis

for Kisos, although passionate in the extreme, was undoubtedly based upon

a consciousness that their lover was none other than God Himself.^* This

consciousness sublimated the sentiment and easily converted love into worship.

The poets of the Bengal school were sometimes apt to forget this and allowed

tliemselves to be carried away by erotic sentiment in which the subtle element

of wor^ip was almost lost sight of. The life of Sri Caitanya, however,

steadied the balance and completely eradicated this erotic a^)ect. Influenad

by the creed of the Alvars in the south, Caitanya removed frorai the theory

of love all that was dross and sensual. He was a Sannyasi and his passionate

love for Srikrsqa could not be mistaken for the vicarious indulgence in the gross

passion of conjugal love. In the first place, it went through the whole gamut
of the tender affecticMi, viz., Dosya, Sakhya, Vatsclya and Madhur, The pas-

uonate devotion of the servant for the Master, and the self-forgetful affection

between friends cannot even remotely be called erotic. In the second i^ace,

Caitanya’s life was the most effective commentary on the theory of Ragd-

mgd as it invariably led to Exstasy which is a fitting sequel to the ardent love

which the devotee feels for his object of worship. The Vaisnavas regard this

Ecstasy as the highest stage in the evolution of the sentiment.'^ Whether merely

by the utterance of the name of the Lord or by the contemplation of his various

qualities or Lila, the Bhakta falls into a state of Ecstasy when the world with

all its manifold solicitations ceases to exist and the soul is immersed in a

sea of Bliss. These states of Ecstasy are trot merely recorded events, but

are actually realisable by numerous Bhaktas even to this day. In the West

also the devotees sought to induce this state of Ecstasy as in the case of the

Neo-Platonists. The Carmelite Nuns, an order which curiously enough, was

founded about the same time as the demise of Sri Caitanya axe so devoted

to Qirist as lover, that they take a vow never to lor* at the face of any

male person.

Then again the exponents of Rdgdnuga form of worstup lay stress on

the necessity of following the tenets of the sacred Texts without whidr no

worship of God is possible. Visvanath Chakravarti in his Rdga Vartma

Candrikd or the moonlight on the path of the religion of love insists rm con-

formity to the laws of worship enjoined by the iSBstras.^* Without sudr con-

formity mere passionate feeling does not do any good. But on the other-

hand mere conformity cannot produce that strong feding of attachment which

13. Narada Bhakti Sutra.

14. Sthnad BhSgavat, 11. 2. 40 & 11. 14. 24.

15. Vttstutastu lobha pravartkam vidhi margena sevanamcva ragamarga ucyalt ;

vidki pravartittttfi vidhi margena sevanaHca vidhimdrgah—RSgavartma

Candrikd fikS, 12.
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Iii§Smita wor^p (iBkajana) requires. It must be pnanpted byi an ardent

hankering {tobka) after the object of worship. This is no ordinary exotic

longing for unioo with the object of love such as an ordinary man or wmnan
fods. It can ony arise throu^ the mercy of Krsoa or his Bhektas.

Kfpta tadbhakto kSnnfyarndtra U>bhmkahHuk6
1

pm\»nSattAay& kaiieidiymn riidnugocyatt
\\

That is, the hankering or thirst (lalasa) has for its cause only the mercy

Ckxl or of His devoteea This is called Pu^i m&rga by some and Raganuga

by others.



THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE KACHWAHAS OF
AMBER

By

Mr. GOLAPCHANDRA RAYCHAUDHURI, M.A., B.L.

The Kachwdhas, according to certain traditions, laid the foundation of

their rule in the modem State of Jaipur in Rajputana in the latter half of the

tenth century a.d. They came to the lime light of history only in the six-

teenth century. The intervening period is one of almost unredeemed

darkness, and the reason is not far to seek. Tod makes the apposite remaik

that “they have to date their greatness, as the other families (especially the

Ranas of Mewar) of Rajasthan their decline, from the ascent of the house

of Timur to the throne of Delhi.” A little information relating to the early

period can however be gleaned by making use of historical traditions of a

late date. But even these are often found hopelessly discordant. An attempt

has been made here to examine and discuss the substratum of tmth underly-

ing the traditional accounts.

The Kachwahas of Amber claim descent from Kusa, son of Rama-
chandra, the hero of the Ramaycata. Raja Nala, a scion of the race, is

alleged to have migrated westward and founded the city and kingdom of

Naravara or Narwar in Central India in S. 321, oi a.d. 295. According to

NtoaSE, Phola or Dhold, the son of Nala, founded Gwalior and constructed

the tank GolorSva in it. Tod’s sources however record that the towns of

Lahar, in the heart of a tract called Kachwahagar situated between the rivers

Sindh and Pahuj, and Gwalior were “ intermediate places of domicile prior

to the erection ” of Narwar by Nala. It was from NarwSr, or according to

another view Gwalior, that the Kachwahas are said to have migrated to

DhOndhSra or the Dhuixla country as the present State of Jaipur was called

in comparative early times.^

The atoiy given above is usually r^arded as legendary. Cuiming^am

1. For the traditional accounts, cf. Muhanutta NinaSi In KkySta, Uanslated

into Hindi by Rimanai&yaiua Dugada, vol. II, pp. 1-4 ; Tessitori, A Desaiptivt

Catalogue of Bardic and Hktorical Mamescripts, Section I, Part I, p. 23 ; Tod,

Amab and Antiquities of Rajasthan, edited by W. Crtx^e, Vol. Ill, pp. 1327 ff.,

1328n3, 1329nl-

For the name Dhundhira or Dhuuda for Jaipur, cf. Tod, ibid., p. 1327,

Annual Report of the Rajputana Museum, Ajmer, 1933-34, p. 4, CuiuUngham, A.SJ.,

Vol. U, p. 251.

Tod identifies Nala with the famous Nala Nai$adha. This is however ex-

tramdy doubtful Nor can we accept the surmise that NacwSr represents the

dasakal Nieadha country. The geographical cantos of the Pui^oas locate the Nigar-

dhas in the Vhidhyan r^ion far to the south of Narwir.
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thiito that the tradition regarding the descent of the KachwShas twm Ku§a

was a later invention of the bdrds sussested by a fancied similarity of Ids

name with the tribal designation. He puts forward the theory that "the

modem form of Kachwaha would appear to be derived from the synonymous

Kachchhopa~kan, as the Hindu Kachhwo is undoubtedly the Sanskrit Kaclt-

ckhapa, and the termination, ha, is most probably only the Sanskrit turn

which has exactly the same meaning as gkdta." He therefore connects the

Kachwahas with the Kacdiapaghata family menticmed in the Gwalior S&s-

bahu inscription of v.s. 1050 or a.d. 1093.^ Whatever might be the merit o4

the above derivation of the popular term Kachwaha from Sanskrit Kacchapa-

kan, almost all the modem writers are in general agreement with Cunningham

regarding the descent of the Kachwahas from the Kaochapa^tas of Gwalior.

The following Uraditional evidence nuiy be cited in support of the above

theory.

(1) RajapSpa, the bard of the Kachwaha prince Prthvir5ja, father

of Bhdramala or Bihari Mall of Amber who gave his daughter in marriage

to the great Mughal Akbar, and a chronicler of Bikaner include the entire

list of princes of the Gwalior braturh of the Klaixhapaghatas, mentioned in the

Gwalior Sasbahu inscription of v.s. 1150, viz., Laksmapa, Vajradaman, Mah-
galaiSya (Mahgalaraja), Kritaraya or Ksetraraya (Kirtiraja), Muladeva

(also -known as Bhuvanapala-Trailokyaraalla), Devapala, Padmapala, Sura-

pdla or Surajapala (obviously Suryapala) and Mahipala, among the ancestors

of the Kachwahas of Amber. But in the dynastic table of Rajapapa no

less than twenty princes are inserted between IVlahlpala, the last Kacchapa-

ghata ruler mentioned above and Sodhadeva, father of Dulahadeva, both

of whom are represented in tradition as the founder of the Kachwaha prin-

cipality in DhdndhSra or Jaipur.’ This raises a serious chronological diffi-

culty which can be obviated only if we surmise that like some PurSpic

texts the bardic chroniclers of Rajputana represent as lineal descendants

princes who were really collaterals.

(2) The Gwalior annalists Kharag fl§i, who wrote during the reign

of Jahan, and his contempck'ary Pazl Ali, who derived his informations

from a previous writer named GhanasySma,* cotuiect Tej Karan (taken to be a

proper name of Dulha which means a " bridegroom ”), alleged to have been

die founder of the Kachwdha kingdom of Amber, with Gwalior." The fd-

2. Ciinninglumi, Arck/gological Survey of India, Vol. II, p. 319.

3. ibid,, p. 2>IA ; Muhaifota Nina& fci Khyita, 11, p. 3.

4. Cunningham, op. eit., p. 370 f.

5. ibid; p. 376 f. Pandit G. H. Qjha thinks that Dular&ja or Dulabaiiyt

stands for Duilabliaifija. (Tod’s R^asthSn, translated into Hindi by Pandit Rloia-

gulba dunibe and edited by Pandit G. H. OM VoL I, p, 2S0). Tod writes

Dhoia for Oididia. The Gwaliw annaUsts seem to emrupt the name into Dalka, a
“ bridsgraoid’'. and takes it to be «> epithet of Tej Katm
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lowing taUee however show that the lists of ancestors of Karan as given

by Kharag R&i and Fazl Ali differ widely from those of the predecessors of

Dulahadeva as known to the bards of Rajput^a.

Rafapdncfi
1

NenaSV Kharag Rdi^ Fazl Am

Nala
phoE

Vajraddami
Minfigalaraya
Kritanaya
Muladeva

Devapela

Padmapaia

Nala
Dhola
Lak^amaoa
VajradipQ
Mahgala
Sumitra
Sudhibrahma or

Mudhibrahma
Kuhani or
Kahana

Devani or
Devanika

1

\

Surapgla Ratnapala Ratnap^a
Mahipala Dharmap^a Dharmap^a
20 other names Budhig^a

Surapala
Budhip^a

I^siihha Usai or (? Sodhapala)
Sodhasiihha Sodha Gambhirapala
Dulahadeva Dularaja or

Dulaihariaya

Tej Karan
Tej Karan

(3) It will be seen from N&jaSi’s list quoted above that he also

includes three Kacchapaghata princes of Gwalior, viz., Lal^amana, Vajra-

dipa (Vajradaman) and Mangala(raja) among the ancestors of the Kach-

waha princes of Amber. Ojha thinks that Sumitra was a younger son of

Mangalaraja.^*

The combined testimony of the bardic chroniclers undoubtedly implies

some sort of lineal OMinection between the Kachwahas of Jaipur and the

Kacchapaghatas of Gwalior. It is however interesting to note that in some

family records of the Kachwaha princes they claim to bdong not to the Kac-

chapaghata or Kacchapari (literally, slayers of the Kacckapas, i.e., tortmses)

vamSa (clan) but to the Kurma (i.e., Tortoise) family itsdf. Thus for

instance in the Sanganer (Jaipur State) inscription of v.s. 1658 (a.d. 1601)

Mahgrajd ISif-Manasiihghaji is referred to as belonging to the Kurma
dynasty.^® In the Adinatha Temple inscription at Revasa (Jaipur State),

dated v.s. 1661 (a.d. 1604) Mahai&jadhir3ja Rayasalji is described as a

8Ci<» of the Kurma clan.“ In the LSli (Alwar State) inscription (rf v.s. 1803

€k MuhatfOta NinaSi At Khydta, p. 3.

7. ibid., p. 4 ; Tod’s X^asthan in Hindi, Vol. I, p. 250.

8. Cunningham, op. cit., p. 313. 9. ibid.

9b. Tod’s RSfOslkSn (Hiddi), Vol. I, p. 250.

10. Progrtzs Report of the Areknotogicod Survey of India, Western Circle,

p. 49.

11. AmimmI Report of the Rajputana Museum, Ajmer, 1934-35, p. 5.
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and 1814 (a.o. 1746 and 11^7) Rfti& IKiagavantaairhha^ of the NanSka
fenaily (a brandi of the Kachwfthas of Jaipur) is also stated to have dea*

tended from the KiQr(a)ma claa*** Refereince to KQnna kings can be traced

bade to still earlier times. A CMtsd (Jaipur Statei) inscription of v.s. 1556

(A.D. 1499) ^seaks of Riji Bhiihmara (rf the Kfiitna family.^* A Kflnna

pdnoe finds mention in the Balvan (Kotah State) inscriptkm of v.s. 1345

(A.D. 1288). The famous bard ChSnd Bardai. who is usually regarded as

the court poet of FlthvirSja Chauharr, the last Hindu emperor of Ajmer and

Delhi, describes the Kachwfiha prince Pajjuna as a Kfirma.*" The following

variants of the term Kaochavfiha, viz., KachavS and KuchahS, also seem to

be derived from the word Kacckapa. a synonym of K&nnoM
The evidence cited above sugggests two alternative theories. One is that

the Kaochapaghatas or Kacchaparis are in reality not identical with the

KGrmas or the KachwShas, but they are enemies and destroyers of the

Kurmas, as the designations (Slayers of Kacchapas, Enemies of Kacchapas)

clearly imi^y. If this view be accepted then we cannot equate the Kacchapa-

ghitas with the Kurmas or Kachwahas just as we cannot do so in the case of

SakSri and the Sakas. Can it then be that the Kaochapaghatas actually rose

to power by ousting the aiKestors of the KachwShas from Ontral India

with which they are associated in tradition ? But we have no positive evi-

dence to prove this.

The second view which is in consonance with the tradition recorded by

RdjapSna and N^naS would regard Kaephapa (synonym Kiirma) as a

shortened form of the designation KacchapaghSta, just as the name Dinftj

(Danuja. a demon) used by Muslim historians in reference to a king of

Sonargaon in Bengal really stands for Danujamardana (Chastiser of a

Demon). In this atrd similar cases the desigriatioo is perhtms not to be taken

too literally.

The bardic chroniders have preserved several different versions of the

stoiy of KadiwSha migration to EHiundhSra. RijapSpa says that Dniaha-

deva made a gift of the kingdom of CtoaHcr to a Tomara {Hinoe*^ Pandit

Ojha refers to a tradition that Rfija Isk ^riiha gave away the famous fort

to his daughter's son, also a Tomara prtrtce. Thereupon his son So^kadtva,

forcibly sdzed Daosa from the Badgujars in vs. 1023 (a.d. 966-67) and

laid the foundation <A the Kachwfiha state in Jaipur.^* Kharag RSi and
Fad Ali on the other hand tdl us that Teg Karan or Dulha Rftt of Owetior

12. ibid., 1919-20, p. 5 ; Bhandarkar, A Lkt of lutaiptiom «/ Nottkam Mia,
No. 103a

;ia Wd., Na 870. 14. Bpigrophia Mka, XIX, pfk 46f, 419.

la Tod, op. cit., p. 1335.

la Bhandaikar, A list of ttueriptkm of Nortfum Mia, Nos. OSa I®1.
17. MtAmta NMSi 16 JKhySfa, p. Z.

la IM’s iUfaitbdio (in IQod), p. 2Sa
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left bis ancestral kingdom in charge of hie sister’s son Parma! Deoi a Pnn-
ki4a, airf went away to marry the daughter of Ranmal, diief of Daosa.
The PanhSda prince revolted a^inst hia maternal unde and himself usurped
the throne. Tej Karan succeeded to his father-in-law’s principality and thus
became the founder of the KachwSha dynasty of Eftriindhara.” Tod records

that on the death of Sora Singh (Sodhasiihha), prince of Narwdr, his infant

son Dhoia Rat (Dulahadeva) was sui^ilanted by his uncle in v.s. 1023
(A.D. 967). The child and his mother found shelter with the chief of

Khoganw (within five miles of modern Jaipur). Dhoia finally usurped the

authmity of his benefactor. Soon after this he went to Daosa and married
the daufditer of the Badgujar chieftain of that place and the latter resigned

his power to his son-in-law.®*

A perusal of the foregoing accounts presents the following problems
Firstly, who established the Kachwaha principality in Eastern Rajpu-

tana? Ojha’s authority gives the credit to Sodhadeva, son of lia Siihha.

N^aSi also states that Sodhadeva was the first Kachwaha prince to move
from Narwdr to Dhundhara.®* R5japaija, Kharag Rai. Fazl Ali and Tod
however favour the claim of Dulahadeva. In the present state of our know-

ledge it is difficult to reconcile this discordant testimony of late writers.

Secondly, whence did the earliest Kachwaha prince of Dhundhara come?
Rgjapgioa, Kharag Rni, Fazl Ali and Ojha’s authority make him a

scion of a ruling house of Gwalioi'. According to N^Si (see the previous

paragraph) and Tod he came from Narwar. The connection of the Kaccha*

paghatas with Gwalior is well known.®® A grant Issued from Nalapura (Nar-

wSr) reveals that a Kacchapaghata prince Virasimha, swi of iSaradasimha,

successor of Gaganasiriiha, was in piossession of that city in v.s. 1177 (a.d.

1120).®* It is thus possible to connect the founder of the Kachwaha state

in Dhundhara both with the Gwalior and Narwar ruling houses. It will

however be seen that neither Virasimha of Narwar nor any of his known
ancestors are mentioned in the dynastic lists quoted above. On the other

19i Cunno^ham, Archgologkal Survey of India, Vol. II, p 377.

20. Crooke’s edition of Tod’s Antuils, VoL III, p. 1329 ff.

21. Mukmfota NhtaSi ki Khyata (Hindi). Vol. II, p. 4 ; Tessitori, A De$-
criptiva Catatogue oj Bardic and Historical Manuscripts, Section I, Part I, p 26.

22. Cunningham op. cit., Vo*. II, p. 374 ; Ind. Ant., XV, p. 201f. Ojha and
Bhandatkar connect the following Kacchapaddka princes, vie,, Pithvipaladeva
aliai Bhatrpatta. his son Tribhuvanapila, hia son Vijayapila and his son SOm-
pUa, known from the lAgpSda (Dewas State) inscription of V. S. 1190 (a.d. 1133)
and the TMkarcfi (Dungarpur State) inscription of V. S. 1212 (a-p. 1155), with the
Gwalior ruling hi^ (Tod’s RSjasthSn in Hindi, p. 249; Bhandaikar's List of
Northern InsetiptienM, p. 391 and f.n, 7). They seem to identify I^thvlpila with
MaUptla of Gwalior because the two names are synonymous. We cMinrt however
Sttbeotfbs to tfab theory in the absence of further evide^ to support it.

23. Bhandaricar's List Na 206 ; Cunnini^iam, op. cit., p, 313.
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hand, the inclusion d all the known Kaochapai^tas of Gwalior among the

forbeara of dw present titling family of Amber suggests that its founder

came from Gwalior rather than Narw&r. It may also be pointed out in this

o(»utection that the p(H>ular derivation of the name of the latter dty from the

KachwSha prince Nala is a conjecture that lacks convincing proof. We have

no early evidence to prove that the KachwShas were actually in posaesdon of

that place before Gaganasimha, grandfather of VIrasirhha (aj>. 1120).

Thirdly, what is the ecact reason for the removal of his residence 1^

Sodhadeva or his son Dulahadeva to I^Qndhara? R&japana and €>jha’s

authority agree that the event followed the gift of the kingd<»n of Gwalira

made to a Tomara priiKe. Kharag RSi and Fazl Ali tell us that the KachwSha

prirKe was supFrfanted by his P*ratihara nephew. According to Tod the usurper

was the brother of Soradeva (Sodhadeva) and therefore was a KachwSha.

The tradition regarding Pratihara and Tomara occupation of Gwalior may be

accqjted as gmuine But the circumstances leading to their rise in that terri*

tory are differently stated in contemporary documents. We learn from the

Kur&tha Plate of Pratihara Malayavarman, dated a.d. 1220, that his father

Vigraha fought with a Mleccha king and seized Gopadri.^* Vigraha seems to

have ficMirished during the early years of the thirteenth century. According to

Bhandarkar the defeated Mleccha king was Qutb-ud-din Aibak who “ hum-

Wed the pride of Gwalior” in a. d. 11%.*® Cunningham has suggested that

Gwalior was lost by the Muslims during the reign of Aram Shah.**. The

fort was recaptured by Iltutmish in A. H. 632 ( a. d. 1232-33 ), and seems

to have ronained in possesdon of the Muhammadans till the close of the

fourteenth century. Then, as we learn from the Tarikh-i-Mubarakshahi, it

was “treacherously wrested from the hands of the Musalmans during the

invaskm of the Mughals (led by TTmQr) by the accused Bar Sin^, who

was followed after his death, by his son Biram Deo.”*' It is not difficult

to recognise the ruunes of the Tomara princes VSrasimha and VIrama in

the ptreceding sentence.** The fourKtatirm of Tomara rule in Gwalior,

therefore, must be dated later than the invasion of Tirnffr, about two Centu-

ries after the rise of the Pratihkras in that region. From what has been

stated above it will not be perhaps unreasonable to conclude that the expulsion

of the Kachwaha prince from Gwalior had nothing to do with the rise of

either the Pratiharas or the Tomaras. Whether it was due to the usurpa*

24. Bhandaikar, List of Inscription* of North India, No. 475. For a tradi-
tional list of the PratihBra princes of Gwalior, see Cunningham, ArekMoloticnl
Survey of India, VW. U, p. 378. The genealogies of the PnttifaSra princes given in
iaaci^itiaiis cannot be brought even into ai^roximate agreement with those of the
bardic dunniden.

25. Bhandaikar, op. eit., p. 68n. 28 Cunningham, op, eit., p. 339.
27. tnnaiation by K. K. Bara (G O. S., Vol LXIII), p, 177.
28. ffar a 6t|t of Tomara Prhioea of Gwalior, see Curniinaham. Arekmota^eti

Snrvay of H. P> 382.
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tfcm of the throne by a member of a collateral branch or any other factor

cannot be satisfactorily determined at present.

The date of KachwSha migration to DhOndhara is another intriguing

problem. According to the authorities of Tod and Ojha it took place in

A.p. 967.*» In a manuscript consulted by Cunninf^jam the date is given as

V.S. 1063 or A.D. 1006.*“ The famous archaeologist rejects both the tradition-

al dates. He points out that according to the Gwalior analists the KachwShas

were succeeded by seven Pratihara princes who ruled in Gwalior feu: KB years

until its capture by Iltutmish in a.d. 1232. According to him the expulsitm

of Tej Karan alias Dulha Rai, which led to the foundation of Kachwaha rule

in Eastern Rajputs, therefore must have happened in ad. 1128 or 1129.**

The date proposed by Cunningham has found acceptance with several dis-

tinguished historians. We have however seen above that the Pratilraras

seized Gwalior not from the Kacchapaghatas but from the Muhamadans

about three quarter of a century later in the beginning of the thirteenth

century. This invalidates Cunningham’s ground of calculaticm for arriving

at the date of Kachwi^a migration from Gwalior. But it may be pointed

out in this connection that a fragmentary Gwalior inscription reveals that the

immediate successor of the Kacchapaghata prince Malup^a of Gwalior was

ruling in aj). 1104** and then the dynasty seems to have come to an abrupt

end for reasons now unknown. Hence it is not altogether impossible to as-

sign the first Kachwaha ruler of Amber, who is usually regarded as the

last Kacchapaghata ruler of Gwalior, in the first quarter of the twelfth

century a. d. or a little later. But even this does not solve our difficulties.

All the later chroniclers agree in making Pajjuna, fifth or sixth in descoit

from Dulahadeva ( see below ), a contemporary and a vassal of the Chau-

han emperor PrithvirSja III of Delhi and Ajmer (C. A. D. 1179-92).

This implies that Dulahadeva flourished about 100 or 125 years before

Prithviiaja III, i.e., between a. d. 1064 and 1079, and Sodhadeva, father of

Dulaha, naturally came a generation earlier. NenaSS, as we have seen

above, traces the descent of Dularaja or Dulahadeva from Sumitra, who
is believed by Ojha to have been a younger eon of the Kacchapaghata
Mangalafr^ja), son of Vajradaman of Gwalior. The last named prince

was ruling in A. D. 977 ( V. S. 1034 ).** Mafigalaraja therefore may be
assigned towards the dose of the tenth or the earlier years of the eleventh

century a. d. As six generations intervened between him and Dularaja-

Dulahadeva, ( see NenaSi’s list quoted above ) we are to iflace the latter

about 150 years after Msmgalaifija, i.e., about the middle of the twelfth

29. Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajastkan (edited by Crooke), Vd. Ill,

p. 1329; Tod’s RSjasthSH (in Hindi), p. 250.
’

30. Qmnlni^iain, op. ck., pi. 376. 31. ibid., pp. 375, 377.

32. Bhandaikar, A Ust of inscriptions of Northern Indio, Na 169.

33. Ibid. Na 8a

4S
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century. In view of these dieCKfiandes it is impossible to assign any d^nite

date for the foundation of the Kachwaha primipality in Amber.

Most ctf our chroniclers agree that the earliest possession cS the Kach-

wihas in DhQivdhara was Daosa which was either forcibly taken or inherited

from a Baidgujir diieftain.”* We are informed by Tod that the BadguHrs

hdd a considerable portion of I^ilndhara and their capital was the hill fmtress

of Rajor.** This is also borne out by epigraphic evidence. An inscription of

V. & 1016 (A.D. 960) states that Rajoigarh was the royal seat ol a prinde

named Mathanadeva of the Gurjara-Pratiharanvaya (usually taken to mean

" of Gurjara-PTatihara lineage ”), and reference in the same record to Gurjora-

pShitasamasta-kfetra (‘fields cultivated by the Gurjaras’)** undoubtedly im-

plies the presence in Western Alwar regicm, not very far from Daosa, in the

latter half of the tenth century aj>., of the Gurjara tribe of which the Badgu-

lars were aiqjarently an offshoot. Badgujar chiefs of Western Alwar are also

referred to in several inscriptions of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.*^

In view of this there is no possible difficulty in accepting as genuine the above

tradition that Daosa vffiich fcvined the nucleus of the Kadiwaha principality

in Rfijputfina was obtained from the Badgujars either by expelling them or

by right of inheritance through marriage.

Tod tells us that EMiola (Dulahadeva) after getting possession of Daosa

marched against the Sira tribe of the Minfis, and seized from them Machh,

and renaming it as Rimgarh transferred his seat of govemment there. He
subsequently married MSroni, a princess of Ajmer. The end of Effiola was

tragic, and he fell fighting with a force of the Minas.

The following tables will show that there is no agiieement among later

writers regarding the order of succession, as well as the number and names

of the immediate successors of Dulaha.

Ninc6i**
1

Tod*o

Dulahadeva
1

Dularaja Dhola

Haoumfina Kikila Kankhal

Kikaladeva Hanu Maidal Rao
NaradevH Jojada Hfindeo

Jahnadadeva Pajjuna Kuntala

Pajjfina Pajdn

34. Tod days that Dhola first usurped the authority of the Mild chief of

Xbovuiw, and then got Daoea through marriagfc

35. Amtds and Antiquities of Rajasthan (Crooke), vol. I, p. 141.

36. Bpigraphia Indka, vol. in, p. 263ff.

37. Bfaididbulcir, List iff Pmcripdiota af Narthern India, Nos. 723, 821.

38. MiUnmyata Nhu^ Ki JKkyata, II. p. 3. 39 Ibid., p. 4.

40. Tod» Atmals and Antiquity of Ri^asthan (Orooke), Vol. Ill, p. 13311.
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Haoutnfina, Haou and Hilndeo of the above lists obviously refer to one and

the same individual, and this seems to be true about Kakaladeva, Kdkila and

Kankhal as well. JSnhaidadeva and Jojada also should in all probability be

regarded as identical.

Tod attributes to Kankhal the conquest of the country of ObundhAra,

and to his son Maidal Rao the seizure of Amber, the future capital of the

Kachwdhaa from the Susawat Minas. But according to RajapSjoa Kakala

was the founder of Amber.'*’ NSnaS also states that K^ila and his son

Hanunta (aiq>arently Haotunana or Hainumanta) were the first to come to

Amber.** The Amber Inscription of V. S. 1011 (a.d. 954-55) perhaps imply

the existence of the city of Amber before the coming of the KachwShas in

R&japutdna.** It has been identified with Amarapuri referred to as the

seat of power of the Kachwahas in the HamnaTamaMkavya of Nayachandra

Silri, and with Atnradadri of the Kumbhagarh prasasti of the time of RSnS

KumMi^** In the time of SwSi Jaisingh the city was known as Ambavati.*®

Tod derives the name of the city from Anrf>ikesvara, a title of Siva.*«

Tod’s Hundeo followed the aggressive policy of his predecessors and

continued the war against the aboriginal Minas. His son and successor

Kuntal extended his sway over the hill tribes round the capital and inflicted

a crushing defeat upon his Mina subjects which secured his rule throughout

DhiindhSra.***

It will be noticed that during the earty period of their history the most

formidable enemy of the Kachwiihas were the Minfis. Tod tdls us that

their original home was in the mountain range called Kalikoh, which extorded

from Ajmer nearly to the river Jumna.*’ The- name Mine suggests a tote-

mistic origin of the tribe derived from Sanskrit Mina, a fish. It will be in-

teresting to know if the tribe had anything to do with the name Matsyad^
(which may mean “the land of fishes'”), referred to in early literature,

vdiich included “piarts of Alwar, Jaipur and Bharatpur.”

Piajjfina, as has been already pointed out was in all probability a con-

temporary and vassal of PrithvSiaja III, the antagonist of Mu‘izz-ud-dln

Muhammad bin S&m of Ghur. Tod informs us that he had the honour of

marrying the sister of his suzerain. The famous bard Chand assigns to him

a oon^icuous place m the council of the Chauhfin emperor. If that poet

is to be bdieved he put to flight a host of the Yadavas and was engaged in

war with one Rao Qiamand, a certain “ Babhan ” and with the Badgujars.**

41. MUanota lA KhySta, II, p. 3. 42. Ibid, p. 4.

43. Bhandatkar, A Idst of Imcriptums of Northern India, No. 70.

44. Ind. Ard., Vol. VIII, p. 63 ; Ep. Ind., Vd. XXI, p. 281.

48. Bhandaikar, List of ImeriptioH of Northern India Na 1031.

46. Tod, Amuds and Anti^ities of Rajasthan (Oncke) , pp. 1332 and n, 1439.

46a. IbU., p. 1332.

47. JbU., p. 1332. 48. Ind. Ant., Vd. Ill, p. 18.
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Twice did he distingui^ himsdf in the sorvice of lus hege lord ; once by de-

feadng Mu'izz*ud-<Sn Mohammad of GhOr and a second time by hc^ng

FrithvSiftja to conquer Mahoba the country of die Chandels.” He was ap*

pointed to the governorship of the conquered territory.** According to Oiand

FajjOna lost his life fighting against the forces of Kanauj when PrthvlAja

is said to have carried off the daughter of the GaMrawar king Jayacchandra

or Jakhand.** If this last event is correctly reccaded PajJQna could not have

measured his sword with the valiant son of Sfim, for tradition affirms that

the invasion of the Ghori king toc^ {dace after the abduction of the princess

of Kanauj. We learn from the Madanpur Inscription of Ptithvitdja III.

dated a.d. 1182. that he devastated and plundered jejakabhukti. then ruled

over by the Chanddla Paramardi.** Pajjiina may have distinguished him-

self on this occasion, but it is impossble to say whether the Chauhfin king

actually captured Mahoba and appointed his own governor there!

The history of the Kachwahas after the death of Pajjuna till the acces-

won of IKIhari Mall, father-in-law of Akbar, is extremely obscure. RajapSpa.

NanaSi and Tod singly pass over the intervening period of more than three

centuries and give us a bare list of names.** The immediate successor of

Pajjiina was MalayaSi (Tod’s Miaiasi), who married Melhapadevi, a daughter

of the Kichi prince Anala.** He is credited with having won a victory over

a prince of Mandu. Then came Bijala, Rfijadeva and Kalyapa. After the

last mentioned prince Rajapepa places RSjakula, but N^naSi and Tod both

agree that the successor of KalySpa was Kuntala. He was followed by

JupaSi or JavapaSi and thm came his son Udayakan:>a. Narasirhha. son of

Udayakaipa, succeeded to the gadi of Amber. Bar Singh, the eldest son of

Udayakaipa. is said to have quarrelled with his father and surrendered his

birth-right. His grandscm Naru became the progenitor of the Naruka

family now ruling in Alwar.** Bdlaji, a third son of Udayakaipa, obtained

as his appendage the district of Amritsar which became the nucleus of the

extensive confederation now known as Shekhfiwati, after the name of ^lekhji,

the sod of BaSji.**

Narasnhha was succeeded by Banabira and then came Uddharapa and

Chandiasena. The latter was succeeded by his son Prithvlifija, father of

Bihfiii Mall.

49. Tod, op. cU., p 13^. 50. Ibid., p. 1333.

6L H. C Ray, Dynastic History of Northern India, VoL II, pp. 1064 f.

52. For a list of Kadiwfiha princes after PajjOna, see MuhaeeHa Ninon M
KkySta, II, p. 3 (Rajapioa’s list), pp. 4 ff (Ntoad’s M); Tod, op. eft., p. 133$.

53. Muhartota Nhtasi la KhySta II, p, 4-5. Tod, op. cU., p. 133&
54. Muhapota Ninon H KhySta, II, p. 27 ; RajputdnS Cauttoer (Rwitiicial

Series), pi 425f ; Bhandaikar's Ust of IrtseriptioHs of Northern India, Na 1038.

55. MOhopoM Ninasi Id KhySta, II, p. 32, Tod, op. cit, VoL, HI, pp, 133^

13780,
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The death of the last QiauhSn emperor on the battle-fidd of Tarain led

to the complete collapee of his empire, and his descendants maintained a pre-

carious ^stence in the strong fortress of RanthamWior. But tius momen-

tous event did not perhaps immediately affect the cordial rdatioodiip that

subsisted between the Chauhans and the Kachwahas. If Nayachandra, the

author of the HammTamahakavya, is to be believed, a marriage was arranged

between VSrangrayana of Ranthambhor and a Kacchavaha princess of Amara-

pura (Amber). The nuptial could not take place because the iMidegroom,

when he set out for Amarapura, was opposed by the Saka ruler JSlSlu’dfa

He was then entrai^)ed by the Muhammadans and was poisoiKd to death.**

The captor has been tentatively identified with Shams-ud-din Iltutmish who
conquered the fortress of Ranthambhor in a.d. 1226.*’ In the latter half of

the thirteenth century there seems to have occurred a breach between the

Kiachwahas and the ChauhSns. We learn from the Balavan inscription

of Ai). 1288 that Jaitrasiihha, uncle’s son of Viranarayana, killed a Kurma
king.'* This event must have happened before a.d. 1283, the year of acces-

sion of Hammara, who was the son and successor of Jaitrasiihha aoccuding

to Nayachandra.'® In the fifteenth century the Kachwahas came into hostile

contact with the rising power of Mewar and the Kun^halgarh praiasU

credits Rana Kumbha with having devastated Amradfidri, (Amber).*® The
phenomenal rise of RanS Sangfi, grandson of Rana Kumbha, to a position

of pre-eminence in the political horizon of western India is too well known.

Babur bears eloquent testimony to this when he writes that “the authority

of the execrated pagan (Sanga) . . . was such that not one of all the exalted

sovereigns of this wide realm, such as the SuMn of Delhi, the Sultan of

Guzrat and the Sultan of Mandu, could cope with this evil-dispositioned one,

without the help of other pagans ; one and all they cajoled him and ten5x>-

rized with him.”*’ Tod recounts among his tributaries the name of Prithviifija

of Amber.*® “ Rajas and rais of high degree ” obeyed at the battle of

KhSnufi, and it is not altogether impossible that the KachwSha chief also

shared in the general defeat inflicted upon the Hindus by Babur. He fdl

by the hand of an assassin and the murderer was his own son Bhima.**

During the centuries following the invasion of Mu’izz-ud-din Muhammad
bin S3m till the rise of Rfiifi Safi^ the history of eastern RAjputana was

mainly dominated by the andntious rulers of the Sultanate of Delhi and

their successors who often held possession of the strong fortresses of Ajmer

56. Ind. Ant., VIII, 63.

57. H. C. Ray, Dynastic History of Northern India, II, p. 1095.

58. Ep. Ind., XIX, pp. 46ff, 49. 59. Ind. Ant., VIII, p. 59.

60. Ep, Ind., XXI, pp. 279, 288.

61. Bdtmr-Nima in English by A. S. Beveridge, VoL II, (Section 3), p. 56lf.

62. Todt Atmols, VoL I, p. 348 and n. 5.

63. Ibd. Annals, Vd. HI. p. 1337.
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and Ranthambhor, donunated over the StqpfidalalBja oountry, once the hone
of the proud ChaiihSn^ and emciaed control over the neighbouring pro-

vinces of Bayana and Alwar. It is not unlikdy that the princes <rf Amber
had now and then to bear the mislaught of the arms of Islamic foroes.

The foul assassination of Prithviifija was the signal for an internal

tunned in which his descendants entered into a contest for securing the

throne.

Frithviifija

Bhimiuirtiha PQranmal

^ I I

Ratnasaidia Asakarpa

or Aakaran

I

Bhfiramala

or Khari Mall

r

other sons

Chltaia SQ0
Bhimasithha seems to have the heir-apparent to the throne. But

his claims were 8t4)erseded by his father in favour of another son named PQr-

anmal. FrithviiQja paid the penalty by his death at the hand of his own son.

PQranmal ruled for six years and was then killed by Btuma who now rained
his birth right. SQjS, son of PQranmal, sou^t to avenge the death of his

father with the help of Safr-ud-din, the Subedar of Ajmer and made an attack

upon Amber. According to Tod, Bhimasiimha was murdered by his son

Askaran at the instigation of his brothers. He was succeeded by his eldest

son Ratnasiriiha who ruled for eleven years. But troubles now came from
another quarter. Sahj^, son of PrithviiQja and bom of a Bikaner princess,

got the help of JaitSi, son of LOnkarap of Bikaner, and seized the capital. But
he fdl by the hands of a bard named KanhQ. ThereupOT Askaran, the second
son of BhSma, ascended the throne. Even he was not destined to rule in
peace. Being ousted by Bharamaia or BihSif Mall in V. S. 1604 (aj). 1547-
48) he went to Ddhi to sedt the help of H5ji Khan PSthan (most probably
the famous lieutenant of Sher SMh). The latter reconciled the rivals and
conferred upon Askaran the government of Naravara (NarwSr).«« The con-
solidation of Blfiramala’s rule in Amber and his alliance with the Mfighai
emperor up a new chapter in the history of the KachwQhas. The
scene of activities of the KachwSha kinp was no longer confined within the
narrow limits of Amber, but loomed large in the imperial pavilions at Ddhi
and Agra and beyond in the provinces of the far-flung Mu^l empire. The
new iriiase of their history requires separate and detailed treatment, and we
may oondude our present article here.

on a note which ai>peara in the MahmfrtaNmm m iayma, Voi. 11, p 9n ; dso oompan Teisitoti, Dtteriptivt Catahiu* «t
BrnUe md HkMed M«mueript$, Section I, part 11, p. 46; Tod. Annals ttd
Antivdtiei of JHjastUbi (Cooke). VoL III, p 13S7.



THE CRITICISM OF HISTORICAL REPORTS AMONG
THE MUSLIMS

By Dr. M. Z. SIDDIQI, M.A., phd.

Calcutta Umversity.

Ibn Khaldfln among the Muslims, has been accepted to be the most cri-

tical and original historian. He laid down the dictum that the rule for

distinguishing what is true from what is false in history is based on its possi-

bility or impossibility. He propounded soutkl principles for Historiograirfiy

and showed the way to that scientihc view and treatment of the subject which
is advocated by the most modem writers on it.

No OTie who has made even a superficial study of Ibn Khaldfin’s Prole-

gomena to his voluminous history can deny him the credit Which he deserves

so well. But it will be certainly a mistake to think that he was the first

Muslim author who tried to make use of the critical method in order to exa-

mine the tmth of historical reports. For, long before him, the Muslim de-

vines who lived between the 7th and the 11th centuries of the Christian era,

had made a keen and sincere study of the criticism of historical reports in

connection with those of the words which fell from the lips of the Proirttrt of
Islam from time to time, and those of his deeds.

These rqwrts are known as Ahddith which is the plural form of the

word Badith. The term is generally translated into English as ‘ traditioa’

They are of extreme religious and 1^ importance to the Muslims and they
have taken great care to maintain their purity and genuineness.

Each of these reports howsoever short, is accompanied by the chain of

The stem of
of the transmitters through whom it was re-

givinl reived by those who compiled them in books. This chain

o< die transmit- of the transmitters was considered by all the writers on
the subject as an indispensable part of the text of the

reports themselves. The part containing the names of the transmitters is

technically called Isndd (support) or authority and the r^rt itself is called

Main or Ihe text. By and by this system became so popular among the Mus-
lim authors that they a{H>lied it to history, to geograi^y, to bdles-Iettres etc.,

for many centuries during the middle ages. As a matter of fact it was carried

to such an extreme that it was ridiculed by authors like al-Jdhv. There are

books e.g. the Mofdriu'l-’Ushshdq of al-Sarr&j (cootaming the stories of per-

sons who are said to have died of love) the subject matter of which is extre-

mdy frivtdous, but in ^te of it, the author took the trouble of recording the
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name of eadi tranamitter of the narratives contained in them, and the date

and place at which he heard the stones.

Th« Origin of this System

The origin of this system, which acoonding to Professor Hitti is unique

in the case of the Arabs and meets the most essential requirentents of modem
hi^oriograi^y,* is difficult to determine. But Caetani and Horovitz have

attenq)ted to solve this interesting problem, and A. H. Harley has sum-

marised their conclusions in his introduction to the Musnad of 'Umar b.

'Abdn-'Ariz.*

Caetani is of opinion that the systm could not have originated with the

Arabs. The wild desolation of the Arabian desert and

the restive nature and the character of the primitive igno-
*^**™°”*

rant uncivilised and intolerant Arabs, did not suit its

oriipn and growth.^ But his contention, as one may see, is based

more on presumption than on facts ; and if accepted will only prove that

the system did not onginate with the Arabs. With whom did it originate

then? Hie great Italian Orientalist has failed to give any instance of its

use by any other pec^lc. The Gredcs and the Romans did not use it as a

system. Professor Margoliouth has pointed out that the Gredc and the

Roman histmians do not keep quite clear of the dates and that they very

rardy, tdl us the source of their information.*

Professor Horovitz, however, carried his researches further, and giving se-

veral instances from Jewish literature, proved that the

Horovitz^ system of Isndd was used by the Jews before the Arabs.
rQ06&ruiiC8« ...

He also tned to show that its use in their literature was

found as early as the Mosaic period and by the Talmudic times, its chain

assumed enormous length, the subjea matter being of the most varied nature."

But the main facts discovered by the minute researches of the distin-

guished modern German Orientalist had been already

dealt with, by a medieval scholar of Andalusia,

Abu Muhammad ‘AH b. Ahmad commonly known as

Ibn Hazm, in his al-Fi?al Ffl-Milcd,* about nine cen-

turies before him. Of this Horovitz as well as Caetani appear to have been

unaware. Ibn Hazm has classified the chains of transmitters according to

their ndiability, into six different groups, has described their merits as well

as demerits, has pointed out such of them as had been used in the Jewish

and Qiristian literature, has referred to the subject matter of the texts to

They were anti-

dpateo by Ibn
Hazm.

1. The origin of the Iskmdc Slate, Int. p. 3.

2. /. A. S. B. 1924, pp. 404-406. 3. AmuU dett’ Islam, I, p. 32.

4. Aredtk HiHoritmt. pp. 18, 20. 5. Der Islam, V<A, VIII, pp. 39-78.

8, VoL U, pp. 67-701
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which they rdate and has discussed, in his own way, the danerits of their

/sudds.

The Indians also, like the Jews, however, made use of this ^stem long

before the Arabs. But as far as I am aiware, no notice

Its use by In- of jf hag been so far, taken. It was pointed to me for

the first time, by my friends and colleagues Dr. P. Bagchi

and Prof. H. C. Raychaudhuri of the department of Ancient Indian History

in the University of Calcutta. According to the former occasional use

the system of giving the names of the transmitters is found in the ancient

Indian literature : Hindu Buddhistic as well as Jaina. The text of the re>

ports contained in them are of as varied a character as in the case of Jewish

literature and the iaigth of the chain of the transmitters is pretty long, con-

taining in certain cases, about twenty-seven names.^

The use of this system by the Jews and the Indians before the Arabs,

cannot be denied. The Arabs may have either borrow-

The Ar^ gave gj it them or may have used it independently.
It a scienti c form,

taken up its use, however, the Arabs develcq^ed

it, a great deal and gave it a scientific basis. They created an extreniely

rich literature dealing with the careers and the characters of the transmitter

of the reports during different periods. This literature is known among the

Muslims as AsmSuf-Rijdl or the names of the Men (the transmitters). They

laid down the necessary qualifications, of the reliaUe transmitters, dassified

the reports according to the reliability of their reporters, introduced the

chronological method in order to test their trustworthiness and produced im-

mense varied literature which supply the necessary critical ^)paratus for

testing the truth of the reports.

All this is aitirely wanting in the Jewish as well as Indian litera-

ture. The andent literature of neither the Indians nor

of the Jews show any signs of the scientific use of the

chraidogical method, nw does it possess any <xdlecti<m

of the biographical notices of the transmitters of the re-

ports. “ In the Talmudic literature,” says Horovitz, "there

is no idea of chronological method and the ddest extant woric attempting

such an arrangement was composed after 885 a.d., more than a century later

than the earliest earliest work Isnad-critique” “ From this and from the

fact that the impmtant Jewish works (of this period) had been composed in the

Idamic donunioos ” continues Prof. Horovitz, “ it may be inferred that this

7, MoHubhArata tranalated by P. C. Ray, Book I, Canto I ; Wintenutz Uis-
tvry of InOm meratwre, VcL I, pp. 323-24, VoL II, p. 34, N. 3 ; Keith's Uandation
of SMMyma Aroayate, pp. 71-72 ; & B. E. Vol. XV, pp. 224-227 ; P. Confier’s

Cttahiiu Du Fond. Tibetan. Part III, pp. 163 ; 168^, 201-etc.
For dl dwae references I am kiddbted to Dr. P. Bagchi of Unhreraty.

46

The material for
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is wanting
in Indian and Jew-
ish literature.
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htstorical interest of the Jem was due to the Islamic influence." The want

of these and other inqxxtant materials for the critidsm of the rdiability of

the transmitters makes the use of the system of giving the names of authori*

ties, by the Indians and the Jews, altogether valueless.

Two-fold Naturo of Criticism

The criticism of the historical reports (e^)ecially the traditions) among

the Muslims however, is of twto-fdd nature : ( 1 ) that relating to tiie

duun of the transmitters, (2) that relating to the text of the reports. The

former is giaieraUy known as Usdluf-Riwdyat and also as U^Mu'l-Bodith i.e.

the principles relating to the narration of the reports. And the latter is com-

monly called the Usdlu’d-Dirdyat i.e. scientific or juristic principles.

(1) The works on the Usutu’r-Riwdyat lay down the necessary quali-

ficati<m8 of the reliable and proper reporters, classify the

quaMcadwT****®!
transmitters into various groups according to

tiammitter of re- the degree of their reliability, and deal with the methocb

of learning, narrating and writing down the reports (esr

pedally traditions) and various connected matters which must be mastered

by every qualified reporter.

The qualificatkxis of the transmitter of a traditimi have been described

by al-shfifi'f (767-820 a.d.) in his at-Risdla, one of the earliest works the

subject received by us, as foUows :

—

“ He must be of firm faith, well-known for his truthfulness in what he

repmted, understanding its contents, knowing well how the change in ex-

pressions affects the contorts, reporting verbatim what he learnt from his

own authmity and not narrating in his own wOTds, only the sense of what he

had learnt, possessing retentive memory if he reported from memory, and re-

roemboing his bode well, if he reported from it. He should be free from mak-

ing a report on the authority of those whom he met, of what he did not learn

from them. And his reports must be in agreement with what has been re-

ported by those who are recognised to have good memory if they also have

transmitted these reports.” *

All the writers on the subject, however, are unanimously of t^union that

the transmitter of a report in order to be accetdabie, must be of firm faifiv

mature age, and proved integrity and possessing good memory. He must be

wi^-vened in die methods of leaitiing, transmitting and preserving the re*

ports, He must be thorou^y conversant with the names, careen sod the

characters of die earlier reporten as well as with the various dasses of dm
rqports (traditions) and thrir defects and odier special features.

& Ar-RMte, Egypt* 1312 a.h., p. 99.
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The classifieaUon oj the intiUUm.

The traditions have been classified, according to the degree of their

rrfiability, into three categories, (i) $abih i-e- the Genuine, (»f) the ^asan

i.e. tile Fair and the Da'if i.e. the weak.

(i) The $ahih or the Gettuine. The genuine is the rgxirt which has

been handed down by a continuous diain of the transmitters possessing the

qualifications mentioned above. Some important writers are of opinion that

it must also be proved that each trammitter actually met his own reporter.

(tt) The Ifosan or Fair is the report the isndd of which does not in-

clude narrators who are suspected of falsehood, and the text of which is

not rare, and is identically or equivalently reported by more than one srt of

the transmitters. Ibn 3aldb, a distinguished writer on the subject, has further

explained it. He says that ‘ Pair ’ is the report among the tran^itters of

which, there are men of unknown character, whose veracity and reliability

have not been proved, but are not known to have been careless and OMiimitting

mistakes or forgery in their reports.

(fit) The Da'ij or weak is the report which does not satisfy the condi-

tions of either of the two classes of the reports mentioned above. They are

again classified into various cat^[ories.

(a) The MurstA or the loose is the report about the Prophet of Idam
by one vdio did not enjoy his company but met any one of his companions,

without his authority.

(f>) The Munqata' or the severed are the reports in the chain of the

transmitters of whidi any link at any stage is wanting.

(c) The Mu'4ol or the strentened is the report from the Isndd of which

two or more links are missing.

(</) The Mudallas or the disguised is the report in the Isndd of which

any narrator reports on the authority of one whom he met, wliat he never

leamt from him, or on the authority of any of his contemporaries whcmi

he never met, so equivocally as may create the impression that he had actually

met and received the report from him, or mentions a name or title of his

authority, which is generally not known so that he may not be identified.

Hiis class of the reports is always rejected and the reporter is severely con-

demned.

(c) The Shddh or the rare is the r^rt made by one »ngle reliaUe

transmitter at any stage, at variance with that of other transmitters pos-

sessing better memory.

These and various other classes of reports (traditions) have been des-

cribed, and explained and their <kgree of reliability has been thoroughly

discitsaed in all the woiks on the prindf^es of narration,
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2. V96l&’d‘Dir^Mii ot the Gdentific or juristic principles relate to tire

ikfoln or the teat of the reports irrespective of their tnuM*

nature. These principles are generally discussed fat a
pnnopies

particular part of the works on juriigMudenoe. For it

is mainly the duty of those who utilise the reports to go carefully into the

text and accept or reject it on account of :ts probability or improhaldlity.

But the works dealing with the 'U^fUn't^ffaditk also contain a good deal of

materials relating to it A well-known book Fatku’l-MughUh. for example

contains the following jHindi^es ;

—

(a) Every report against reason, or accepted principles (of faith) or

against what is generally experienced, or against well-founded and recognised

histcnical facts should be rejected.

(h) All reprats that do not suit the position or office of the persons

about whom they are r^xMted should be taken as unreliaUe.

(c) The events which should have bem noticed by a large crowd of

perxMis and repcHted by them, if tranmritted by a single individual, Uiould

not be accepted.

The worics cm Juri^rudenoe lay down the fcrflowing princi]^ :

—

(Ifl) The degree of the tdialMlity of a report must be in keeping with

the impcntanoe of its subject-mattos.

(b) If a report deals with a technical matter and its transmitter tkres

not possess technical knowledge or Judicious mind the report may be aoc^rted

with certain reserve.

A sufficiently large number of cases of the rejection of historical repmts

by the Muslim devines on account of one or the other prindi^eB mentioned

above, may be dted, to m’ove the application of the above principle long

before Ibn Khalddn. As a matter of fact he himself follows these very prin-

ciples uffior he rejects the conunon explanation of the sudden fall of the Bar-

mecides, atxl the various reports of the extremely large number of the soldiers

fighting in the wars waged by the Assyrians and others.

Even in the modem times the criticism accepted by ail the Orientalists

against the story forged by ‘AbduT-Latif, IbnuT-Qiftf and Barhd>raettS about

the burning of the library of Alexandria at the Command of the 2tid CaUpb
‘Umar, is based onl the principles laid down by the Muslim divines centu-

ries before Ibn Khaldfin.

9. Ludmow EtBUon, p. 114,
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